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From: Casey Kulla
To: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: RE: YWT and ODOT
Date: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 1:43:05 PM


From Cooper Brown, last week (sorry about the delay!)…
 
“Hey Chair Kulla,
 
Following up on our discussion last week, here are the options, vis-à-vis the right of way, as we see
them.
 


1. County keeps the right of way.  Under this, the county continues to say that there is a
transportation need and continues with moving forward with design and construction of the
multipurpose trail that has clearly been identified as a need.


 
2. County keeps the right of way but decides to return the Federal $$ (they can do this by


declaring that there is no longer a transportation need with the ROW which could then make
future transportation use challenging so not recommended, or the county can simply inform
ODOT that they no longer want the project to be under federal oversight and rules – this
means that ODOT would have to pay back FHWA and then we ask for the county to pay back
the State).  This eliminates the federal oversight and rules for the ROW and project (note
future phases could still be eligible for federal funds).  If the county pays back the federal
funds to ODOT who in turn pays back FHWA – the county would still be the owners of the
ROW.  What they do with it is their decision.  They could sell to a third party for example.  The
terms of that transfer is 100% up to the county.  This is one way the county could facilitate
ROW ownership by the Friends group.


 
I also told you I’d go back and inquire about how valuable ODOT sees the corridor from a potential
rail perspective. Specifically, is it valuable enough for ODOT to take over ownership? The short
answer, as I suspected, is no it’s not. If it had been we would have acquired it when it was first sold.
Much like our approach for bike/ped ownership, the land in question would have to clearly align
with our modal investment strategies which are geared toward insuring our limited dollars are spent
to achieve the maximum benefit for the maximum number of Oregonians. In this regard, neither as a
rail or bike/ped investment would it make sense for ODOT to take over ownership.
 
I’m including Erik on this and I’d suggest he and Carrie connect if the county wants to explore the
above options in greater detail. This said, I’m always happy to jump on a call with you if you’d like to
connect 1:1.”
 
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 10:26 AM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: YWT and ODOT
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,
 Have you heard anything from ODOT? I testified before OTC last week asking them for their support. In
my testimony I mentioned your(the county's) contact with ODOT and Cooper Brown. It so happened that
Kris Strickler was part of that mornings meeting and in the room when I spoke. After my testimony
Chairman Van Brocklin pointed out to me that Director Strickler was still present and heard my testimony
as well.  His head was nodding in what I want to think was a knowing and approving manner. I hope what
I learned in my Head Nodding 101 class holds true. Thanks Casey.
 
Wayne








From: Casey Kulla
To: Ken Wright; Stan Primozich; Wayne Wiebke; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes; steve wick
Cc: Philip Higgins
Subject: Bus barn question
Date: Friday, November 20, 2020 10:53:07 AM
Importance: High


Board of Friends of YWT (plus Philip),
 
A question for you to consider: would you be interested in holding the lease on the bus barn
property on hwy 240? It would require you to be the property manager and to sublet the current
bus footprint to the bus company. But the benefits: you have access to and control of the property
that will be the key trail head, and it gives you a measure of standing for grants, legal claims, etc. The
other buildings on site could leased to other business partners that complement a future trail.
Depending upon the details and rates, you might even generate a small cash income from the
lease/sublease that could help with other projects moving the trail forward.
 
Obviously, a lease agreement would need to be approved and signed before the first Thurs in
January, but we can move quickly if you can.
 
Casey
971-241-6585
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From: Ken Wright
To: Todd Sadlo; Wayne Wiebke
Cc: stevencarol. wick
Subject: RE: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:16:27 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd
 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:08 PM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: stevencarol. wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 
Ken,
 
We made that point in the last round.  I guess they are saying, what Ben Van Dyke is saying, is this
(trail) road did not exist until now, and before it existed, I could use the county’s property for my 50-
foot (inflated) buffer.  If there is a trail there, I will no longer be able to use the county’s property for
my buffer because people will be there.  As for the roads: yes, perhaps I change the nozzle or wait till
there is little to no traffic to spray next to the road, but I already had to do that, so it didn’t increase
my costs or impact my practices.
 
I’m looking for arguments to confront the narrative of the opponents coming from people other
than me.  I don’t care if they use my words, paraphrase, or have an entirely different way of saying
the same thing:  It is not an “accepted farming practice” to limit your neighbors access to his or her
property for any legal activity, including just walking around.  The county, like any other landowner,
has, or definitely should have the right to enter and maintain its own property at will, without
limitations imposed by an adjacent spray operation.   It is not an accepted farm practice to impose
your buffers on neighboring properties or rights of way.  The only acceptable way to spray borders is
to modify technologies—disease resistant plants, alternative chemicals that are less dangerous,
adjusting practices to require only a 10 foot buffer.
 
I believe these things to be true, and will be saying as much in the findings.  I’m just looking for
testimony and evidence in support of these conclusions.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:52 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
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Cc: stevencarol. wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd,
 
How is the trail different than the roads that everyone is farming next to which have runners,
bicyclists, motorcycles and convertibles next to their fields?  When I spoke with the directors of ODA
and OSHA last year they said there were no differences as far as they were concerned.  They said the
farming community had the same liability there as they did with the trail for overspray. 
 
I took what they said to mean that nothing has changed for the local farmers except that there is
more property line involved.
 
Ken
 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:44 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: stevencarol. wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 
LUBA already agreed that drift is not an "accepted farm practice," but we failed to convince
them, with findings based on evidence/testimony in the record, that farm operations adjacent
to the trail will not have to significantly change their spray setbacks, leaving parts of their
farms exposed to disease and underproduction due to their inability to spray properly. or, as
Ben Van Dyke argued, force him to spray at night with spotters to look for "trespassers."  They
say they will have to employ a 50 foot setback.  That change, being forced upon them by a
nonfarm use--the trail--prevents the county from minimizing conflicts to an insignificant level. 
It seems to me that the appropriate setback is 10 feet, and the impact to his farm practices
can be further reduced by allowing the trail to be closed while he is spraying within 50 feet of
it.  That is an inconvenience for him, that he would be forced to coordinate with his neighbor,
that he will continue to claim significantly increases his farm costs and forces significant
changes in his farm practices.
 
The Board can choose to believe whoever it finds more credible, but we need testimony and
evidence in the record that the county can rely on, like the information Steve has already
provided, but more of it, and from others.
 
Steve, do you believe NIck Wiman would be willing to submit something to the effect that he
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believe a trail and filbert orchard can co-exist without causing significant impacts to farm costs
or practices?  Otherwise, why would I be calling him?
 
Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:28 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: stevencarol. wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Don't need an answer; saw it as an option to "trespass".
 
 
How does Oregon's "nuisances laws" address intangible substances (pesticide drift) interference with a
property owner's(YC County)use and enjoyment of land?
 
On Sunday, April 26, 2020, 3:27:43 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 
Steve and Wayne,  thank you for all your help.  I will be working as much information as I can get before
Thursday into the county supplemental findings on remand, but facts you have should also be submitted
into the record, by you, or someone, as a basis for the findings.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


On Apr 26, 2020, at 11:35 AM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I was referring to your "BS" (manure) statement.
 
 
On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 7:22:49 PM PDT, stevencarol.wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:
 
 
No ,they called out 50 feet for two insecticides that both have Chlorpirilos as the active ingredient:  Yuma
4e and Lorsban.
 
Im saying that rhey can do Yuma in 10 feet.
 
 
 
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
 
-------- Original message --------
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From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Date: 4/25/20 12:22 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Cc: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 
Just brought Ken into this. He is totally on top of the overspray of the vineyard I referenced in a just sent
response.
 
So Steve, are you now saying the 50" only pertains to to fertilizers>
 
 
On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 10:13:32 AM PDT, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:
 
 
Todd, I have been updating my info on spraying, and have been doing more research. I have found that
the label says on Yuma 4E (manufacturer Winfield's label, with the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos)  ONLY
requires a 10 foot buffer! 50 feet is bullshit!
 
We need to bring Ken Wright into this conversation, regarding spraying. He did considerable research for
our last set of hearings, and contacted many Oregon officials about the "real" spraying laws.
 
(see my "revised' preliminary notes below)
 
Steve
 
From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, April 25, 2020 9:22 AM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick
Subject: Fwd: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 
Gentlemen, 
 
I hope the stay decision is attached for your review.  It is a delay, but this isn’t over yet!
 
Please let me know what you think about the decision, because Ben Van Dyke will make the same
argument on remand:  that he is entitled to spray up to his property line at will, and exclude his neighbors
(esp. the county) from the use of or access to 50 feet of the neighbor’s property-a spray buffer-without
having to compensate that neighbor for loss of access.   Am I missing something?
 
It is one thing to coordinate-the county has always offered to do so-but LUBA’s rationale for “irreparable”
harm, if applied to any of Van Dyke’s other neighbors, would mean that everyone else would be required
to stay 50 feet back from their property lines while he is spraying.
 
The bridge case and remand are land use cases, but it is all wrapped up in property rights, which LUBA
has no expertise in, or jurisdiction over.  Overlooking basic property rights, that extend from ‘the heavens
to the center of the earth,’ LUBA appears, in the remand decision and the attached decision, to think the
county has no right to access it’s own property if it interferes in any way with Mr. Van Dyke’s spray
routines.
 
Is there an expert on best practices for spraying if a neighbor is not always present but has the right and
habit of being in the buffer area?  Does he have no obligation to change his nozzles and possibly other
practices when spraying the edge of his property, to reduce the buffer to ten feet, and keep the buffer
entirely on his own property, as a best spray practice?
 
I’m hoping I’m not the only person calling him out on practices that, if he were to practice them on any of
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his other neighbors without any coordination or compromise, would be an affront.


Todd Sadlo


Begin forwarded message:


From: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: April 24, 2020 at 4:05:04 PM PDT
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>, Nohely Barajas-Montalvo <barajasn@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW:  LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County



FYI, see attached.  Stay granted.  Nuts.
 
Christian F. Boenisch
Yamhill County
County Counsel
(503) 434-7502
boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us
 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or otherwise that you
have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail, keep the contents
confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your system.
 
************************************
 
From: LUBASupport <LUBASupport@state.or.us> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 3:47 PM
To: 'wk@klgpc.com' <wk@klgpc.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Attached as a courtesy is a copy of the Order the Board issued today in LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033. A
copy of the Order will also be posted to LUBA’s website after 3:30 pm.
 
Denise Seaman
Executive Support Specialist
Land Use Board of Appeals
503-373-1265
 
 
 
My notes are below, Steve:
 
Yuma 4E, or Lorsban, or any other insecticide used (or power blast sprayed) in Filberts (with the active
ingredient Chlorpyrilos) only requires a setback of 10 feet when spraying with a power blast sprayer
when applied at near the maximum rate allowed per acre (under 3 pounds per acre).
 
(See Yuma4E label setback info below:)
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Viewing the amount of chemicals required to eliminate the pests it can be seen that a 10 foot setback is
all that is needed 
 
(See Yuma 4E label below, and Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Management Guide application
rate for Lorsban)
 
"ydpfd62eddcyiv1473586289MsoNormal">
 
 
 
 
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
 
 
1. Chlorpyrilos can only be used for a total of three times during the year. (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below)
 
The first time it could possibly be used would be in March thru April, to control the Winter moth Leaftier.
 
The next time it could be used would be In the April thru May timeframe, to control Filbert Leafroller or
aphids,
 
..and again in May thru June to control Leafroller.
 
In July thru August it could be used to control stinkbugs, and/or to control Filbertworm.
 
As you can see, this is more than three times. That is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide
lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Many are much
less toxic. And this is why Oregon State Pest Guide states: " Rotate pesticides by mode of action (group);
do not become reliant on a single group for control."
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
 
 
 
2. Chlorpyrifos spray is not allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power
blast spray into the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below). If an applicator started his spaying  paralleling the rail right of way, and used the 20 plus
feet of vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area on all edges of a
field, allowing equipment to turn corners), then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but
would be blasted into the center of the orchard. The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It
would only take a few minutes to spay the edge of the orchard.
 
http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd
 
 
 
 
3. There are alternatives to using dangerous inseticides like Chlorpyrifos;
 
all of the edges within 100 feet of the ROW could be sprayed with a less lethal alternative
chemical, and the interior with the lethal alternative. Again, that is why Oregon State University Hazelnut
Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos.
Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos, which is in the process of being outlawed.
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(Oregon House Bill 4109, which would have outlawed it failed as a result of the denial of quorum. It is only
a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos is outlawed.) Bio-controls (using beneficial insects to kill pests) are
rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)
 
 
or, if the wind isn't cooperating;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed. 
Other trails shut down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We could make it quicker and easier by just
spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the ROW, and go over to the next two rows and do the next 100
feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An inconvenience, but not a
game stopper. The farmer can coordinate with the County. We know when we should be able to spray,
and there are excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most farmers use.
 
Power blast, and other type spaying can be accomplished with a few inconveniences, but there is no
reason to not develop the trail because some people may be inconvienced.
 
 
 
 
Backgr


Total Control Panel Login


To: ken@kenwrightcellars.com


From: sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.
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From: Casey Kulla
To: veronica4249@yahoo.com; Stephanie (Steph) Noll; Robert Spurlock
Subject: RE: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Annual Meeting
Date: Thursday, December 31, 2020 12:35:51 PM


Wonderful, Veronica.
 
I will stay through the end.
 
Casey
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, December 31, 2020 10:57 AM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie (Steph) Noll
<steph.noll@oregontrailscoalition.org>; Robert Spurlock <robert.spurlock@oregonmetro.gov>
Subject: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Annual Meeting
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you all for agreeing to speak at our Annual Meeting on January 13th.  In addition to
you three, we are hoping to have a representative from the Wapato National Wildlife Refuge
as well, but are still waiting for confirmation from them. 
 
I wanted to go over some details so we can all be best prepared for a smooth Zoom meeting.
 
First, can you please let me know if you will be able to stay through the whole meeting to
answer questions at the end?  We are trying to keep the meeting under an hour, so we won't
keep you there all night.  We will be taking questions via the chat feature, and I will be
moderating those and will read the question and ask a specific speaker to address it.  I imagine
we will only have time for a few questions, but we do want to give our viewers that
opportunity if possible.
 
If you will have slides to share, please send those to Steve Harloff at sjharloff@gmail.com by
Thursday, January 7th.  Our Zoom host, Victoria Geiger from Plan to Prosper NW, will pre-
load the slides and will be the one advancing them, so please be prepared to give her "next
slide please" cues.  
 
We are finalizing the agenda now, and will send that to you as soon as its done, but the general
outline is we will begin with some brief organizational announcements. Then Casey will be
our first speaker, on the current state of the Trail, Stephanie and Robert will coordinate on the
vision for a regional trail system in our area and how our Trail fits in, and hopefully, someone
from Wapato will talk about the opening of the Refuge to the public and the hope for
connections from the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.  Then we will have a brief Q & A session.
 
Thank you again for joining us for this meeting.  We are very excited to share the vision of a
regional trails network and how the Yamhelas Westsider Trail fits in!  Please let me know if
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you have any questions or concerns.
 
Best,
 
Veronica








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: stevencarol. wick; Ken Wright; Stan G Primozich; Todd Sadlo
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider traffic
Date: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 5:44:43 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Lots of good information. I do have an ** situation or caveat for you: Even though the County TSP says
there are 4 to 6 foot shoulders along highway 47 in Yamhill County, that is only as it should be, as it is in
Washington County. In Yamhill County the shoulders are closer to 2 feet or less on either side. I have
heard but do not remember why that difference exists. This is one of the prime factors to making Hwy 47
the dangerous corridor that it is for Bicycle and pedestrian traffic, a justification for the YWT. The YC TSP
also lists "local roads" such as Fryer Road, as a 50 foot wide Corridor it is, like many others, only 30 or 40
foot wide making the management of spray drift problematic. Good luck tomorrow, I'll use a theater term
"break a leg". 


On Wednesday, April 29, 2020, 3:43:56 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Please see the attached Study, and let me know if you have questions or concerns.  Feel
free to distribute this, and/or the draft findings on remand, as you wish.


 


Todd Sadlo
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: steve wick
Cc: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
Date: Saturday, April 25, 2020 11:39:59 AM
Attachments: image001.png


image002.png
image003.png
image004.png
image005.png


He’s claiming his large droplet size requires a 50 foot setback on, I thought, Lorsban and
Yuma 4E.


On Apr 25, 2020, at 10:13 AM, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd, I have been updating my info on spraying, and have been doing more research. I have found
that the label says on Yuma 4E (manufacturer Winfield's label, with the active ingredient
Chlorpyrilos)  ONLY requires a 10 foot buffer! 50 feet is bullshit!
 
We need to bring Ken Wright into this conversation, regarding spraying. He did considerable
research for our last set of hearings, and contacted many Oregon officials about the "real" spraying
laws.
 
(see my "revised' preliminary notes below)
 
Steve
 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, April 25, 2020 9:22 AM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick
Subject: Fwd: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 
Gentlemen, 
 
I hope the stay decision is attached for your review.  It is a delay, but this isn’t over yet!
 
Please let me know what you think about the decision, because Ben Van Dyke will make the same
argument on remand:  that he is entitled to spray up to his property line at will, and exclude his
neighbors (esp. the county) from the use of or access to 50 feet of the neighbor’s property-a spray
buffer-without having to compensate that neighbor for loss of access.   Am I missing something?
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It is one thing to coordinate-the county has always offered to do so-but LUBA’s rationale for
“irreparable” harm, if applied to any of Van Dyke’s other neighbors, would mean that everyone else
would be required to stay 50 feet back from their property lines while he is spraying.
 
The bridge case and remand are land use cases, but it is all wrapped up in property rights, which
LUBA has no expertise in, or jurisdiction over.  Overlooking basic property rights, that extend from
‘the heavens to the center of the earth,’ LUBA appears, in the remand decision and the attached
decision, to think the county has no right to access it’s own property if it interferes in any way with
Mr. Van Dyke’s spray routines.
 
Is there an expert on best practices for spraying if a neighbor is not always present but has the right
and habit of being in the buffer area?  Does he have no obligation to change his nozzles and possibly
other practices when spraying the edge of his property, to reduce the buffer to ten feet, and keep
the buffer entirely on his own property, as a best spray practice?
 
I’m hoping I’m not the only person calling him out on practices that, if he were to practice them on
any of his other neighbors without any coordination or compromise, would be an affront.


Todd Sadlo


Begin forwarded message:


From: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: April 24, 2020 at 4:05:04 PM PDT
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>, Nohely Barajas-Montalvo <barajasn@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW:  LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County



FYI, see attached.  Stay granted.  Nuts.
 
Christian F. Boenisch
Yamhill County
County Counsel
(503) 434-7502
boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us
 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or
otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail,
keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your
system.
 
************************************
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From: LUBASupport <LUBASupport@state.or.us> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 3:47 PM
To: 'wk@klgpc.com' <wk@klgpc.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Attached as a courtesy is a copy of the Order the Board issued today in LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033. A
copy of the Order will also be posted to LUBA’s website after 3:30 pm.
 
Denise Seaman
Executive Support Specialist
Land Use Board of Appeals
503-373-1265
 
 
 
My notes are below, Steve:
 
Yuma 4E, or Lorsban, or any other insecticide used (or power blast sprayed) in Filberts (with the
active ingredient Chlorpyrilos) only requires a setback of 10 feet when spraying with a power blast
sprayer when applied at near the maximum rate allowed per acre (under 3 pounds per acre).
 
(See Yuma4E label setback info below:)
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Viewing the amount of chemicals required to eliminate the pests it can be seen that a 10 foot
setback is all that is needed 
 
(See Yuma 4E label below, and Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Management Guide
application rate for Lorsban)
 
file:///C:/Users/Steve/Downloads/43674%20(1).pdf
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https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
 
 
1. Chlorpyrilos can only be used for a total of three times during the year. (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below)
 
The first time it could possibly be used would be in March thru April, to control the Winter moth
Leaftier.
 
The next time it could be used would be In the April thru May timeframe, to control Filbert Leafroller
or aphids,
 
..and again in May thru June to control Leafroller.
 
In July thru August it could be used to control stinkbugs, and/or to control Filbertworm.
 
As you can see, this is more than three times. That is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest
Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Many
are much less toxic. And this is why Oregon State Pest Guide states: " Rotate pesticides by mode of
action (group); do not become reliant on a single group for control."
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
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2. Chlorpyrifos spray is not allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power
blast spray into the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E
label excerpts below). If an applicator started his spaying  paralleling the rail right of way, and used
the 20 plus feet of vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area
on all edges of a field, allowing equipment to turn corners), then no spray would enter the Yamhelas
right-of-way, but would be blasted into the center of the orchard. The balance of the orchard could
be sprayed normally. It would only take a few minutes to spay the edge of the orchard.
 
http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd
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3. There are alternatives to using dangerous inseticides like Chlorpyrifos;
 
all of the edges within 100 feet of the ROW could be sprayed with a less lethal alternative
chemical, and the interior with the lethal alternative. Again, that is why Oregon State University
Hazelnut Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of
Chlorpyrilos. Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos, which is in the process of
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being outlawed. (Oregon House Bill 4109, which would have outlawed it failed as a result of the
denial of quorum. It is only a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos is outlawed.) Bio-controls (using
beneficial insects to kill pests) are rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)
 
 


or, if the wind isn't cooperating;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed. 
Other trails shut down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We could make it quicker and easier by just
spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the ROW, and go over to the next two rows and do the next
100 feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An inconvenience,
but not a game stopper. The farmer can coordinate with the County. We know when we should be
able to spray, and there are excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most farmers use.
 
Power blast, and other type spaying can be accomplished with a few inconveniences, but there is no
reason to not develop the trail because some people may be inconvienced.
 
 
 
 
Background info:  https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9223/html
 
"2018 update: Chlorpyrifos is no longer a go-to chemistry for leafroller, but remains an important product for the
industry in controlling other insect pests, such as omnivorous leaftier and Pacific flatheaded borer.


 


 


Advances in insect management practices have included the development of monitoring techniques and treatment
thresholds for filbert aphid and filbert leafroller, which have reduced prophylactic insecticide applications.
Advances have also included the use of pheromone traps and a degree-day model for filbertworm, which permit
precise, targeted treatments for this pest. The most valuable result of this IPM approach has been the successful
identification and introduction of a filbert aphid parasitoid, Trioxys pallidus. This parasitoid, a small Braconid wasp,
has provided nearly complete biological control of the filbert aphid and has almost eliminated insecticide use for
this pest. Natural biological control of other hazelnut pests may also be enhanced by the aphid biocontrol program,
because the elimination of aphicides improves survival of predators and parasitoids that attack leafrollers and
filbertworm.


A potential biocontrol has also been identified for a newer hazelnut pest, the brown marmorated stink bug. A
parasitic samurai wasp (Trissolcus japonicus) has shown success in parasitizing eggs. Continued research on this
potential will be critical, because research has shown that pesticides are only a short-term solution for brown
marmorated stink bug and will kill beneficial insects, including the samurai wasp.


It is especially important to preserve and enhance biological control of the filbert aphid. Resurgence of filbert aphid
populations in recent years indicates a need for further research on cultural techniques to improve survival
of Trioxys pallidus. Research is also needed to test new pesticides for adverse effects on this filbert aphid
parasitoid and to determine the impact on hazelnut production of the recently introduced large hazel aphid (also
known as the hazelnut aphid), which is not controlled by Trioxys pallidus. Research on the natural biological
control and improved chemical control of pests such as filbert leafroller and filbertworm would have direct benefits
(reducing insecticide use for these pests) and indirect benefits (enhancing survival and biocontrol success of
Trioxys pallidus). Research has shown that mating disruption can reduce the amount of insecticide applied for
filbertworm by up to 75 percent. This reduction in pesticides has the indirect benefit of preserving natural enemies
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of aphids (including T. pallidus). In a 5-year study, orchards managed with a combination of mating disruption and
border sprays and/or target sprays saw a significant reduction in aphid populations, and a significant increase in
parasitism by T. pallidus.


 








From: V H
To: Casey Kulla
Subject: Meeting Thursday
Date: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 10:56:42 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey-


Is the commission taking any public testimony on Thursday or in advance?


Thank you,


Veronica
Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Ken Wright; Stan Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes; steve wick; Casey Kulla; Patty Williams
Cc: Philip Higgins
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
Date: Friday, November 20, 2020 1:32:27 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Casey thinking outside of the box. For right now I am going to defer to those you included with
this offer plus Patty Williams our new Treasure. I see expertise there that I don't have. Have you
consulted with Rick or county administration regarding this idea?  Wayne


On Friday, November 20, 2020, 10:53:09 AM PST, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Board of Friends of YWT (plus Philip),


 


A question for you to consider: would you be interested in holding the lease on the bus barn property on
hwy 240? It would require you to be the property manager and to sublet the current bus footprint to the
bus company. But the benefits: you have access to and control of the property that will be the key trail
head, and it gives you a measure of standing for grants, legal claims, etc. The other buildings on site
could leased to other business partners that complement a future trail. Depending upon the details and
rates, you might even generate a small cash income from the lease/sublease that could help with other
projects moving the trail forward.


 


Obviously, a lease agreement would need to be approved and signed before the first Thurs in January,
but we can move quickly if you can.


 


Casey


971-241-6585
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From: Casey Kulla
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Todd Sadlo; Carrie Martin
Cc: Janice Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Christian Boenisch; Patty Williams
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 10:51:17 AM


Conditional Use Permit
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 10:50 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica
Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty
Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Carrie. One question; what is the CUP?
 
On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 9:46:58 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 
Good morning, everyone,
 
There was a lot of conversation yesterday and I would like to briefly summarize the outcomes
so we’re all clear on a path forward.
 


1.  It is an excellent idea for the Friends to pursue legal representation independent of the County. Fritz Paulus


sounds like a good option.


2. Once LUBA renders a decision on the pending Stay and two appeals, it will be the County’s prerogative to


respond. The Friends are not listed in the current litigation and will not have the ability to pick up that baton,


so to speak.


3. We hope to receive the LUBA decision by November, and once that happens the CUP will be in limbo.


Further development of the YWT will not be allowed to continue until that issue is resolved. This may


require a *new* owner to restart the process on their own.


4. With regard to current grants in-progress, we will have to further investigate the County’s ability to transfer


those. Each grant funding source has different stipulations. We will have to wait and see on that.
I think that’s all for now.
 
Thank you all for the good discussion.
 
Carrie
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Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 8:23 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd.
 
On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:58:57 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 
Wayne,
 
I understand most of what you said in your message and, of course, I cannot give you legal
advice, but I don't understand what you say would be a "tactic" of 'ignoring LUBA.'  There is no
need to ignore LUBA.  For two years, it is likely that you will have a county Board that will not
move forward on land use approvals for the trail, whether it is owned by the county or the
Friends.  No one would be ignoring LUBA.  If the county's decision is affirmed it would likely be
appealed, and the county would likely not prosecute the appeal.  If it is remanded, the county
would likely decline to seek approval on remand, and the Board would then deny the
application.  
 
As far as a suit against the county for transferring title to the trail:  that seems like a stretch to
me, because I can't think what the basis for that might be, but that is the sort of thing you
might ask Mr. Paulus if he is brought into this.
 
Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 6:59 PM
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To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Ken. I agree with Stan, it shouldn't be on your dime. Stan's concerns regarding an unfinished
LUBA situation is one of mine too. Carrie inferred that a tactic given to her would be while mothballing the
trail development ignore any LUBA transmissions or actions; I would want more assurance of that being a
sound tactic. Could the opponents sue the county for divesting to us and if so where would that put us? I
don't see a problem getting financial support for a legal fund from trail supporters but having a sense of
what kinds of legal battles from opponents would be helpful. I would anticipate a lot of nuisance types of
actions from them. Our fixed costs would be insurance and potential property taxes( there could be a
waiver on them) whatever we need to budget for maintenance. The $3500 lease fee from Gene Belt
would cover of that.
 
Wayne
 
 
On Monday, September 14, 2020, 5:40:55 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:
 
 
Regardless of whether the board would like to sit in on a discussion with Fritz I am planning to meet with
him to have a better understanding personally.  All on my dime of course.
 
Best, Ken
 


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 14, 2020, at 5:15 PM, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:



Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:





[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal expense.  Wayne, Veronica
and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would you be able to give a quick brief to Fritz of where we are?


 


Ken
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From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
'Christian Boenisch' <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a sentence in Todd's
scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have
standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I
don't quite understand where that might leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone
such as Fritz Paulas guide us would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response?
Wayne


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:


 


 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the attorney
mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running out and we need to act
quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
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That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses, it would be to
advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the land use case).  Christian
and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works in this field (land held in the public
interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends decide that they
want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at least until we
have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort you have put into this and I
am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
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Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no matter which way
the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the new
Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not enough time for
a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules
require that the remand be pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after
that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the
property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail would not
be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish under Oregon’s land use system.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken
Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley
Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would keep us from
needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I believe it is proper
to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the thought of
the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that from happening.
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I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I asked them for an
informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is the Friends
board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)








From: Todd Sadlo
To: Wayne Wiebke; steve wick
Subject: RE: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 9:17:50 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Wayne,
 
I have been working to get as much of Steve’s knowledge of this topic before LUBA as I possibly can. 
As I’ve stated, that isn’t easy to do with the record closed.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 7:59 AM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Steve, you are good. This is great. I feel like I am becoming hazelnut & spray expert just by hanging with
you. Todd, will you be able to use this soon? The inference for LUBA should be that if there is one lie in
the petitioner's testimony there are more hiding in the weeds. Steve, way to use a little paraquat (truth &
facts) to severely thin the weeds.   Wayne
 
On Tuesday, July 28, 2020, 10:18:07 PM PDT, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:
 
 


Todd


 


Here are my preliminary thoughts on the current "Stay" I'll need to verify some things,
and will try to get some recognized experts to verify some of my statements.


 


To fight their spray arguments I have proposed that we shut the trail down…only
while they spray the edges.


 


I have more work to do on the chemical Gramoxone; I am trying to find the some of it
with the new label that allows spraying next to a trail. otherwise I'll have to get a
recommendation for OSU on another spray.
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Steve Wick


 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------


 


In the Stay granted by LUBA on June 19 2020 they concluded, in one of their
arguments, that Ben Van Dyke would suffer "Irreparable Injury" because he would be
"hindered or prohibited from spraying the herbicides and pesticides required to protect
his crop."  


 


(It should be noted that the proposed Yamhelas Westsider trail right-of-way is
approximately 60 feet wide, with the trail itself being 12 feet wide. That means that
there is a 24 feet buffer on either of the trail that Ben Van Dyke, and others, say is not
sufficient to mitigate spray drift.)


 


 


LUBA also stated "Van Dyke explained that filbert trees should live 75 years or more
and that, if he was unable to spray his filbert trees, those trees could die due to
Eastern Filbert Blight. Given the long-lived nature of the filbert trees and the potential
for protracted crop and yield loss if spraying cannot occur, we conclude that the injury
Van Dyke specified is not and injury that could be adequately compensated in money
damages."


 


They also concluded that Van Dyke could lose his food safety certification if litter and
debris from the construction site enter his hazelnut orchard.


 


These conclusions, and the following assumptions;


 


A. that Van Dyke must be able to spray his trees for Eastern Filbert Blight; "If I am
unable to spray as required, I risk my trees dying of Eastern Filbert Blight that could
result in the loss of all crops on a tree that should last 75 plus years."


 


B. that Van Dyke, and others, would be unable to spray during trail construction (or







during trail use)


 


C. that Van Dyke uses the herbicide sprays Gramazone and Parazone (Paraquat),
which state "do not use around…recreational parks…."


 


D. that  Van Dyke would lose his food safety certification if litter and debris enter his
orchard from trail construction (or trail use)


 


…can be totally mitigated with a few simple actions.


 


 


A. Spraying for Eastern Filbert Blight. This is not necessary for Van Dyke's trees. Van
Dyke has previously stated that his trees are two years old; "Our hazelnuts were
planted in 2018, and our second year trees,…".  BUT; All the new filbert varietals
are "blight resistant".


 


OSU wrote the bible on hazelnuts. No one in the world has the experience and
knowledge that they possess regarding the entire hazelnut spectrum. They update
info yearly for growers. The Pest Management Guide, Pacific Northwest Plant
disease, Insect, and Weed management handbooks constitute our bible. We refer to
these and their other hazelnut publications and missives yearly for the most up-to-
guide guidance. Professor Jay Pscheidt has been working on EFB (Eastern Filbert
Blight) for over 30 years, and his work enabled our industry to have varietals that we
can count on.


 


New trees only have to be sprayed the first spring after planting, and only if they are
adjacent to a heavily infected orchard. OSU has documented this in their 2020 Pest
Management Guide for Hazelnuts. See p17.
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html


Per OSU's Pacific NW Handbook; ''Dorris', 'Jefferson', 'McDonald', 'PollyO', 'Santiam', 'Wepster',
and 'Yamhill' are highly resistant with the single dominant-resistance gene from 'Gasaway'."
  https://pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease/host-disease/hazelnut-corylus-avellana-eastern-filbert-blight
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B. Spraying chemicals next to the trail poses no problem if the trail is shut down when
the spraying must be done. This is simple to do. Other trails do this! The farmers and
trail owners coordinate operations. Spraying chemicals in filbert orchards usually
occurs less than a dozen times during the year, but young orchards could require
more, and non-common diseases or pests could possibly double the number of spray
occurrences required.


 


 


 


In 2015 a study was done of many trails (see attached Santa Paula Branch Line
Study) That study specifically addressed farming and how the impacts to farming
were dealt with on trails throughout farming acreages. Below you will see some
excerpts from that study. It should be noted that many of the trails just shut down
while the farmer sprays his fields.


 


 


San Pasqual Valley Trail: Ca. • Specific fencing was designed for the trail, modified from the park


department’s standard lodgepole fencing. Chicken wire inserts were


added approximately one foot from the ground to allow wildlife to pass


through;


• Gates allow sections of the trail to be closed;


• Signage installed to alert the trail-users of trail closure for spraying and


to stay on the trail;







• Farmers can dictate trail closure (within reason, i.e., preferably not on


weekends) for maintenance and crop spraying. This protocol was


developed and approved by the County Farm Bureau, County Farm


Advisor's Office, and the affected farmers


 


Cowel-Purisima Coastal Trail • Stout fencing


• Large gates to accommodate cattle and equipment passage while


trail is closed


• Gates to close trail during spraying and operations


• Information and regulatory signs


• Maintained by volunteer docents


• Farmer has ability to close gates for maintenance


 


Obern Trail, Ca. • Little to no physical barrier in most places. Oleander hedges and


chainlink fence.


• Each farmer decides on fencing – not installed by the County.


• High levels of use create a self-policing scenario.


• The trail is lit throughout, at all hours.


Feedback from Involved Parties


• Matthew Dobberteen: In over ten years managing trails for


Santa Barbara County, I have never received a complaint about


the Obern Trail. Our trails that run near agriculture are never the


trails we have problems with. The only issue is every few years


we may get some graffiti on a retaining wall. "A bike path will


make theft harder, not easier, by bringing light, attention,


people, eyes to the trail." "If someone wanted to steal from a


farm, they'd find a place where no one could see them, not a


trail with steady use."


• John Givens: No significant impacts from the trail. Occasionally


homeless pass through and there is minor vandalism, but it has







not been serious enough to involve the County or other


authorities. Trail users don’t cut through the farm property


 


Cedar Valley Trail, Ia.


• Fencing with gates;


• Reinforced crossing to accommodate equipment;


• Easement allowing farm equipment access;


• Signage to warn trail users of crossing farm vehicles.


 


West County Trail, Ca. • Farmers put A-frame signs on their property stating when


spraying will occur.


• Spraying generally limited to early morning, before most trail


users are present.


• Aerial spraying not conducted near the trail.


• Some vineyard owners have built connections between their


properties and the trail.


• “No Trespassing” signs have been installed by some vineyard


owners.


• The County patrols the trail and regularly talks with


neighbors.


 


Most spraying is done early in the morning. All spraying must be done with as little
wind as possible. At the very worst case, the least notice that a farmer could provide
would be 24 hours, but generally he would be able to schedule spraying a few days
prior and/or schedule a tentative window weeks in advance. An example of this would
be the spraying that I just did in my filbert orchard the first week of July for Filbert
Worm. The orchard had to be monitored for several weeks for filbert moths. When the
level got to a certain point, I had only a few days to get my first air blast spray applied.
I consulted weather forecasts for rain, and then looked at the wind forecasts, and
found that I could spray immediately. (Wind forecasts are extremely accurate, and
with aps like "Windy", can be used to forecast flow and speeds, hour by hour, quite a
few days ahead of time.) The spray I used was effective for three weeks, and then a
second application was required if filbert moths were still present.







 


To make it a win-win for both the farmer and trail users, the farmer can schedule the
trail shutdown for only the very short time he needs to spray the edges of his field,
adjacent to the trail. Then he can open up the trail, and continue spraying the balance
of his fields.


 


Foliar sprays (sprays that must cover all the leaves of the tree) require the most
setback, since they are accomplished thru "air blast " sprays that force the spray up
and over the tops of the trees.  Examples of these sprays are the pesticides and
fungicides that must be sprayed to minimize pests or diseases. Two rows of trees are
sprayed at the same time while the spray operator drives down the aisle. The spray
operator can also shut down either side of the air blast sprayer, allowing him to spray
the outside edge of a row, and not spray neighboring properties. If a farmer wanted to
be positively safe, he could simply power blast spray the first 8 rows, on the edge of
the trail, while the trail was closed, and then open up the trail. (filbert trees are
generally planted in rows 18 to 20 feet wide).


 


  


 


 







 


 


Herbicides used to control weeds, grasses and for eliminating suckers are applied on
the ground, or on the very bottom/base of trees using booms, while driving down the
aisle between two rows of trees. Herbicides must be selectively sprayed; the spray
must be kept on the ground or the base of the tree. If they reach the foliage they can
damage or kill the tree. It would be quite easy to spray a couple of rows (36 to 40
feet) from the edge of the trail Right of Way, and then open up the trail while he
sprayed the balance of his field.


 


 


 


 


Van Dyke stated that he "must be able to spray his orchid for filbertworm, which can
destroy an entire crop, from June through September" But spraying equipment cannot
enter an orchard after Labor Day, since the nuts start falling to the orchard floor, and
anyone driving equipment on the orchard floor could damage the nuts.


"Blank nuts fall before good nuts. After blanks have fallen and just before good nuts begin to drop
(usually at the end of August), it might be desirable to do a final flailing and floating to fill small
depressions in the ground."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf
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'Hazelnuts begin to drop to the ground during the month of September. Prior to nut drop, the orchard floor
is made level and smooth, and weeds are flail-mowed to facilitate harvest. Harvest generally occurs
during October and is usually a two-step operation."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf


 


 


C. Van Dyke also noted that he stocks and sprays the chemicals Gramoxzone and
Parazone (Paraquat), and his chemical containers both have labels that state : "Do
not use around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf courses or
playgrounds." 


 


But the labels on both products were updated by November 14. 2019, and the
nebulous statement "around" was taken off the new labels:


"DIRECTIONS FOR USE


RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE


It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.


Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. Only


protected  handlers  may  be  in  the  area  during  application.  For  any  requirements  specific


  c  to  your  State  or  Tribe, 


consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation.


NEVER USE THIS PRODUCT IN RESIDENTIAL OR PUBLIC RECREATIONAL SETTINGS (E.G., HOMES, HOME GARDENS,


SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, AND/OR PLAYGROUNDS"


 


A check with the manufacturers revealed that the chemical did not change….only the
label changed. (see attached "FW: Gramoxone SL 2.0 email)


 


But no matter what the new label states, federal law says that you MUST follow the
instructions on the container that you are using. (again, read Gramoxone SL 2.0
email)


 


The simple solution is to purchase some of the new label Gramoxone or Parazone
and use the new chemical on the edges of his fields, then continue to use the old
material on the inside. It seems ridiculous to do this, since the chemical in the old
label containers, and the chemical in the new label containers, is exactly the same,
but the law is the law. And, per Ben Van Dyke, "since the chemical does not have an
expiration date" either chemical can be used for future sucker or weed spraying.



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf





 


 


D. Loss of Food Safety Certification. Van Dyke stated that "Construction workers
have already littered the area with lunch bags and other detritus have found the way
to our farm that we have had to clean up. This causes food safety issues. In that
regard, we are strictly regulated by the USDA and any litter on our farms, risks losing
food safety certifications that are necessary for the marketability of our brand as well
as to maintain our certifications."


 


Mr. Van Dyke shared a document from Cascade Foods of Albany Oregon, titled "food
safety requirements for delivered product to Cascade Foods". (dated April 16, 2020,
see attached)  In this document Cascade Foods stated;


" Cascade Foods LLC requires that growers adhere to the Good Agricultural Practices
manual set by the Hazelnut Industry office". (see attached).


 


But nowhere in the Good Agricultural Practices manual is there any reference to a
farm losing food safety certification because of litter.


http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf


 


It does say that the orchards must be constantly cleaned and inspected prior to
harvest. This is a critical time. Of course, cleanliness during the year is important, but
a clean orchard just before the nuts drop to the floor is strategically important.


 


Throughout the summer the orchard floor is repeatedly cleaned and leveled by use of
drags and/or flail mowers. All debris is eliminated as the floor is pummeled by the
repeated passes of the flail mower. Clouds of dust are sometimes seen as the floor is
cleaned and manicured over and over. This goes on until the nuts start to fall at the
end of August. Now the falling nuts are contained on a clean and pristine orchard
floor. Prior to harvest in September the operator often inspects the orchard for debris,
and removes any. The sweeper and harvester cannot function if there is debris on the
orchard floor.


 


The GAP manual that Mr. Van Dyke has agreed to follow states:  "….orchard floors
are cleaned throughout the summer to assure a smooth clean orchard floor during
harvest. Of utmost importance to all growers is the need to deliver hazelnuts to the
dryer or processor as clean as possible. The Hazelnut lends itself to inherent food
safety simply because it is encased in a solid hard shell. It falls to the ground mostly



http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf





free of the husk, which is a vegetative bract rather than a surgery attraction for
microbes. Harvest also lends itself to ensuring safe product. In addition, the product
delivered to the washer/dryer or the processor is not ready to eat. It will go through a
wash process before it is dried. Growers are committed to employing practices to
keep the risk of pathogen contamination as low as possible. As the nuts move to
processors and packers more safeguards are in place to ensure safe products leave
the plants."


 


Litter is NOT a game stopper…it is a item that is constantly evaluated and addressed.


 


 


Cascade Food goes on to say;  "The following are a few of the recommendations outlined in the manual; "Grower
must participate in traceability. Growers receive a delivery ticket for each load taken to a wash/dryer operator or
processor. This ticket corresponds to a specific orchard; Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot
be used for food and will be discarded".


But the statement; "Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will be
discarded"  is NOT in the Good Agricultural Manual, and is far from the truth.


In 2017 Salmonella was found in Hazelnuts sold by the Schmidt farm of McMinnville. But the food safety people of
the Oregon Department of Agriculture were not worried: “Wholesalers have steps in place that kill any
Salmonella on the hazelnuts they handle before the nuts reach consumers,” said Stephanie Page, the
agriculture department’s director of food safety and animal services, in the public warning. "To date, we
have no indication there were any issues with this part of the process."
https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-
from-oregon-farm/


In fact the GAP manual repeatedly states that orchards must be inspected, (H1 pg 6);
A preharvest assessment is made in the orchard. Risks and possible sources of crop
contamination are noted and assessed.' and (H7 pg 6) states;  "In case of product
contamination….., product is separated and disposed of separately". Nowhere does it
state that a farmers complete crop will be discarded if contamination is found in one
area.


 


 


A trail and farming are not mutually exclusive! A trail is an opportunity for the farmer
to display his skills and to educate the public. And the Yamhelas Trail is an
opportunity for the Yamhill Valley to provide a safe mode of transpiration for future
generations. No one will suffer "irreparable injury" during its construction or future
use. All it takes is for farmers and trail supporters to sit down and mutually work
together to develop a solution that enables us to develop a wonderful asset.
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Steven, I reiterate, the label in hand is the one to follow, the label in hand is the law, not whatever other
versions might be out there – David Lowe


 


From: Lowe David USGR 
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2020 6:01 PM
To: stevencarol.wick@gmail.com
Subject: Gramoxone SL 2.0


 


Steven,


 


Attached is the new Gramoxone SL 2.0 label version SCP1431A-L1H 1118 and the old version SCP
1431A-L1F 1115 (probably what your farmer is using).  Both Safety Data Sheets (SDS) are attached, 
they are identical, a label change does not require a SDS change.  Both SDS list product number as
A7813Q, they are the same product just different label, both 2 pounds of paraquat cation per gallon.


 


Thank you,


 


David Lowe


 


This message may contain confidential information. If you are not the designated recipient, please notify the sender immediately, and
delete the original and any copies. Any use of the message by you is prohibited. Syngenta seeks to preserve and promote competition
and deter anticompetitive conduct. All our employees and partners are required to act in accordance with laws and Syngenta "Code of
Conduct"
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Todd Sadlo
Cc: Steve Wick
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 5:02:43 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I will forward this email on to Steve Wick. They seem to feel Brian Schmidt is a legitimate hazelnut
grower; I think he has stated in testimony that he farms 47 hazelnut tree down by Gun Club road.  He will
be familiar with those chemicals as well. 


On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 4:40:02 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Wayne,


In a Declaration, Ben Van Dyke stated that he uses Lorsban and Yuma 4E (along with
Gramoxone and Paragon, which I am already addressing) in his newly-planted filbert orchard
(claims he converted his grass seed farm to an orchard in 2018-I'm trying to confirm that-
seemed to me it was 2019).  He says they both require a 50-foot setback.  I'm assuming on
remand they will argue that the trail would prevent them from farming a 50-foot buffer
adjacent to the trail.  I'm looking to disprove or otherwise answer those claims.  I've seen so
many new filbert orchards that seem to be planted right up to the hwy right of way.  Maybe
pictures of that?


Any thoughts? Know anyone else who has expertise in spraying filberts and is a trail
supporter?  Who addressed filberts for the FYWT last time?--they attacked him as being small
time, so I'm wondering if there is a response to that and whether he knows about these
chemicals and their setbacks.


ts


From: Todd Sadlo
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 3:33 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
 
Wayne,


No.  Main sticking points are pesticides and food safety, if you know anyone who knows about those
topics.  LUBA appears to have concluded that bacteria from poop might somehow float off of the trail and
land on a filbert, causing significant impact to farm practices and costs.  How to disprove nonsense is the
goal there.  With the pesticides, I have a handle on most of them, including grams one and that ‘do not
use around’ trails’ business-the label has been superseded by a new one that says “on” instead of
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“around” but I’m still working on two or three others.


Also, on a different e-mail- it is not necessary to be a party to testify, so not a bad idea to say FYWT, but
not necessary.


Todd Sadlo 


On Apr 21, 2020, at 3:06 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


The devils in the details; the comment in the article was incomplete, as is a lot of what is written. Part of
what you said made it into the article but not that an approve Master Plan was a necessary requirement
for the actual trail construction.
Is this bridge issue something that should be addressed in a LUBA remand letter?


LUBA’s decision was that the design contract did not authorize any construction, and so the decision of
the county to sign the design contract could not be considered a land use decision statutorily or under a
“significant impacts” test established by caselaw.


 


The construction agreement was separate, and ultimately signed in January, 2020.  It authorized
construction, and so conceivably could be considered a land use decision if it required a permit from the
county or under the “significant impact” test.  I have argued that no permit is required by law, and the
bridge doesn’t ‘significantly impact’ anyone as long as it is not used as a trail without additional land use
approval.  The county has never contemplated opening the corridor to general public use (other that
county employees and invitees with county permission to be there) prior to adoption of a Master Plan. 
That’s what the conditions in Board Order 19-94 required.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 1:24 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


It was at the bottom of page one, 3rd paragraph up, of the one article. " LUBA  ruled that the design
contract..."







 


On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 11:59:34 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Ha!  Was there only one article there, so far? I saw the first one, but do not recall your reference.  LUBA
is only concerned with land use permits, not our grants.  No land use permit is required from the county to
construct a bridge for access from one part of a landowner’s land to another part, or even between
different landowners, in the farm zone. (If the bridge would access a proposed dwelling, the county would
require that it be approved by the fire control agency with jurisdiction).  The exception is if the footings of
the bridge are located within a floodplain or floodway.  The bridge was designed by engineers.  The
LOMR the county received from FEMA conclusively settled the floodplain permit issue—the bridge is not
in a floodplain or floodway.  We also received all of the other necessary federal and state environmental
clearances before starting construction, with tremendous assistance from ODOT.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


Please feel free to share this information as you wish.


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11:44 AM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Just went back over the Capital Press article; did LUBA really miss that the grant for the bridge actually
authorized construction? It is stated in the project name and description and again as part of the
"requirement". It looks to include a completion date as well; why have a completion date if construction
was not authorized? If that is true, I won't tell them if you don't.


 


On Monday, April 20, 2020, 1:06:29 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,


 


I thought my interview with her was productive, and she seemed grateful for the straight talk.  LUBA said
they would “endeavor” to make a decision by April 23rd.  On Friday, she filed another, 38 page brief, and
hundreds of pages of exhibits.  I’m filing a less than 5 page response today.   Her main strategy is the
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smokescreen.  I have attached my earlier response in case you missed it, and will send you the one from
today after it is filed.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Had what I thought was a productive interview with her. Checked her bio before the interview; she has
lived and traveled where trails are a common thing. She is a bicyclist and hiker so she has interest and
familiarity with recreational trails. Your email was helpful and I was able to reinforce what you had said. I
brought up the 700 mile of county road going through farmland and my experiences running between dual
spray operations of grapes on one side of the road and hazelnuts on the other. She related her
experience of biking through, holding her breath, a hazelnut spray operation. Showed my understanding
for the petitioners concerns and discussed how they were based more on fear than reality. Gave her
studies to reference how other trails have mitigated those fears and concerns and how they have been
shown to be unfounded. Sent photos. I am sure she interviewed Ben Van dyke and Kellington. Will be
interesting as to how ours and their worlds are merged.


What is your take on the LUBA April 23rd decision on the bridge?


Thanks again. Keep up the good work.  Wayne


 


On Monday, April 20, 2020, 9:47:10 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,


 


I was just interviewed by Ms. Lambert, who says she will interview you at 10:00.  My main point was that
no land use approval is required for a bridge that will only be used for county access, for fire suppression
and maintenance, and that that is the only use the county is proposing to make of it unless and until trail
uses are approved.  The remanded decision says repeatedly that no public trail uses will be allowed until
a Master Plan is in place, and all required fences and warning signage is in place.  The bus barn is a
secure facility, with gates in the front and back.  The gate in back is only open for construction access and
county personnel.


 


I also told her that, until late last year, a land use permit was required for construction of the bridge,
because a FEMA map showed it as being in a floodplain.  We received at that time a Letter of Map
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Revision from FEMA, establishing that that is not the case.  We also got all required state and federal
environmental clearances before construction of what, at this time, can only correctly be referred to as a
‘potential future trail bridge, current county fire and maintenance access bridge.’


 


I also explained that the corridor was built with a 12-20 foot wide roadbed in 1872, has the best grade
from the metropolitan area to McMinnville, and is an exceptional public asset.


 


Also, that farming and transportation uses, (including the 700 miles of county roads, which I did not
mention) have co-existed since the beginning of the republic.


Todd Sadlo








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Casey Kulla
Subject: Re: Oregon Transportation Commission
Date: Thursday, October 15, 2020 7:31:09 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thanks Casey. 


On Wednesday, October 14, 2020, 6:13:55 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


I don’t have a connection to OTC, as Rick Olson (and before him, Stan) is the liaison to MWACT and the
OTC. And Parkway Committee. But, I’ll work on it.


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 4:58 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Oregon Transportation Commission


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,


Thank you with your effort with Cooper Brown and ODOT. We, the Friends, met yesterday to continue our
planning going forward. An talked about an end run of sorts with the Oregon Transportation Commission
could be of help. We are developing a letter writing effotr, having what we feel would be influential
organizations and individuals submit letters of YWT support. We are waiting for Cooper Brown's follow-up
response to you. We saw Cooper Brown and members of the OTC as targets for these letters. Do you
have any connection with OTC or thoughts regarding an  approach to ODOT and/or OTC? Thank You.


 


Wayne
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Todd Sadlo
Cc: steve wick
Subject: Re: land use and Planning commission
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 1:49:36 PM
Attachments: image001.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thanks Todd,
We have a meeting today and I wanted to have a clearer picture of what to expect. Thanks again.


On Tuesday, November 10, 2020, 1:44:31 PM PST, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Wayne,


 


You are welcome.  Actually, it would take at least two hearings, one before the Planning Commission,
and one before the Board.


 


If the decision is upheld, I’m sure the opponents will appeal to the Court of Appeals, and I will be
instructed by the new Board not to defend.  If it is remanded, there is not enough time to notice and hold a
remand hearing before the new administration takes office and either denies the application on remand or
refuses to pursue the remand.  This iteration of the trail was effectively foreclosed by the voters, in the
primary.  My guess is the county will need to repay what has been spent on the bridge, even if the county
retains the corridor.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 1:36 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: land use and Planning commission


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


It does help. Thank you Todd. Is there a time limit to appeal the up coming LUBA decision? The appeal I
understand would have to go to the Appeals Court.
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On Tuesday, November 10, 2020, 1:30:30 PM PST, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Steve,


 


No one on the Board has said they want to sell off the corridor, no sitting members and no
Commissioners-elect.  I’d prefer none of us talk about it, to avoid giving them ideas!


 


The Planning Commission is advisory and has no authority over county property.  The Board can always
overrule the Planning Commission.  The Transportation Plan is an ordinance, and it requires a land use
hearing to be amended.  County property can be sold if it is declared “surplus.”  Selling any part of the
corridor will result in ODOT ‘clawing back’ all of the money they have given us to purchase and develop it
—more that $2 milliion.


 


I hope this helps!


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 1:24 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: land use and Planning commission


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd, I just talked to Dan Armstrong, on the Planning commission. I asked him if the Planning
Commission would be involved if the new Commissioners wanted to sell of the trail ROW,(to the farmers)
and he said he did not know. He did surmise that if that was contemplated it would affect the
Transportation Plan, and that the Planning Commission would then be involved.


 


Dan also stated that the Planning Commission works in an advisory role. Does that mean that the
Commissioners can over-rule the Planning commission?


 


Can two commissioners simply change the Transportation plan, with or without any hearings? Or can two
of them do whatever they want, and just simply decide to sell the Trail off to the farmers?
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Basically my question is; what legal steps muss the Commissioners do in order to sell off the Trail?


 


tkx


 


Steve Wick


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 9:56 AM
To: steve wick
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: RE: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


Steve,


 


I will be able to use your work in writing my brief—LUBA has not yet settled the record or established a
briefing schedule.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:16 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd


 


Here are my preliminary thoughts on the current "Stay" I'll need to verify some things,
and will try to get some recognized experts to verify some of my statements.


 


To fight their spray arguments I have proposed that we shut the trail down…only
while they spray the edges.
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I have more work to do on the chemical Gramoxone; I am trying to find the some of it
with the new label that allows spraying next to a trail. otherwise I'll have to get a
recommendation for OSU on another spray.


 


Steve Wick


 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------


 


In the Stay granted by LUBA on June 19 2020 they concluded, in one of their
arguments, that Ben Van Dyke would suffer "Irreparable Injury" because he would be
"hindered or prohibited from spraying the herbicides and pesticides required to protect
his crop."  


 


(It should be noted that the proposed Yamhelas Westsider trail right-of-way is
approximately 60 feet wide, with the trail itself being 12 feet wide. That means that
there is a 24 feet buffer on either of the trail that Ben Van Dyke, and others, say is not
sufficient to mitigate spray drift.)


 


 


LUBA also stated "Van Dyke explained that filbert trees should live 75 years or more
and that, if he was unable to spray his filbert trees, those trees could die due to
Eastern Filbert Blight. Given the long-lived nature of the filbert trees and the potential
for protracted crop and yield loss if spraying cannot occur, we conclude that the injury
Van Dyke specified is not and injury that could be adequately compensated in money
damages."


 


They also concluded that Van Dyke could lose his food safety certification if litter and
debris from the construction site enter his hazelnut orchard.


 


These conclusions, and the following assumptions;


 


A. that Van Dyke must be able to spray his trees for Eastern Filbert Blight; "If I am
unable to spray as required, I risk my trees dying of Eastern Filbert Blight that could
result in the loss of all crops on a tree that should last 75 plus years."







 


B. that Van Dyke, and others, would be unable to spray during trail construction (or
during trail use)


 


C. that Van Dyke uses the herbicide sprays Gramazone and Parazone (Paraquat),
which state "do not use around…recreational parks…."


 


D. that  Van Dyke would lose his food safety certification if litter and debris enter his
orchard from trail construction (or trail use)


 


…can be totally mitigated with a few simple actions.


 


 


A. Spraying for Eastern Filbert Blight. This is not necessary for Van Dyke's trees. Van
Dyke has previously stated that his trees are two years old; "Our hazelnuts were
planted in 2018, and our second year trees,…".  BUT; All the new filbert varietals
are "blight resistant".


 


OSU wrote the bible on hazelnuts. No one in the world has the experience and
knowledge that they possess regarding the entire hazelnut spectrum. They update
info yearly for growers. The Pest Management Guide, Pacific Northwest Plant
disease, Insect, and Weed management handbooks constitute our bible. We refer to
these and their other hazelnut publications and missives yearly for the most up-to-
guide guidance. Professor Jay Pscheidt has been working on EFB (Eastern Filbert
Blight) for over 30 years, and his work enabled our industry to have varietals that we
can count on.


 


New trees only have to be sprayed the first spring after planting, and only if they are
adjacent to a heavily infected orchard. OSU has documented this in their 2020 Pest
Management Guide for Hazelnuts. See p17.
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html


Per OSU's Pacific NW Handbook; ''Dorris', 'Jefferson', 'McDonald', 'PollyO', 'Santiam', 'Wepster',
and 'Yamhill' are highly resistant with the single dominant-resistance gene from 'Gasaway'."
  https://pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease/host-disease/hazelnut-corylus-avellana-eastern-filbert-blight
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B. Spraying chemicals next to the trail poses no problem if the trail is shut down when
the spraying must be done. This is simple to do. Other trails do this! The farmers and
trail owners coordinate operations. Spraying chemicals in filbert orchards usually
occurs less than a dozen times during the year, but young orchards could require
more, and non-common diseases or pests could possibly double the number of spray
occurrences required.


 


 


 


In 2015 a study was done of many trails (see attached Santa Paula Branch Line
Study) That study specifically addressed farming and how the impacts to farming
were dealt with on trails throughout farming acreages. Below you will see some
excerpts from that study. It should be noted that many of the trails just shut down
while the farmer sprays his fields.


 


 


San Pasqual Valley Trail: Ca. • Specific fencing was designed for the trail, modified from the park


department’s standard lodgepole fencing. Chicken wire inserts were


added approximately one foot from the ground to allow wildlife to pass


through;


• Gates allow sections of the trail to be closed;


• Signage installed to alert the trail-users of trail closure for spraying and


to stay on the trail;







• Farmers can dictate trail closure (within reason, i.e., preferably not on


weekends) for maintenance and crop spraying. This protocol was


developed and approved by the County Farm Bureau, County Farm


Advisor's Office, and the affected farmers


 


Cowel-Purisima Coastal Trail • Stout fencing


• Large gates to accommodate cattle and equipment passage while


trail is closed


• Gates to close trail during spraying and operations


• Information and regulatory signs


• Maintained by volunteer docents


• Farmer has ability to close gates for maintenance


 


Obern Trail, Ca. • Little to no physical barrier in most places. Oleander hedges and


chainlink fence.


• Each farmer decides on fencing – not installed by the County.


• High levels of use create a self-policing scenario.


• The trail is lit throughout, at all hours.


Feedback from Involved Parties


• Matthew Dobberteen: In over ten years managing trails for


Santa Barbara County, I have never received a complaint about


the Obern Trail. Our trails that run near agriculture are never the


trails we have problems with. The only issue is every few years


we may get some graffiti on a retaining wall. "A bike path will


make theft harder, not easier, by bringing light, attention,


people, eyes to the trail." "If someone wanted to steal from a


farm, they'd find a place where no one could see them, not a


trail with steady use."


• John Givens: No significant impacts from the trail. Occasionally


homeless pass through and there is minor vandalism, but it has


not been serious enough to involve the County or other







authorities. Trail users don’t cut through the farm property


 


Cedar Valley Trail, Ia.


• Fencing with gates;


• Reinforced crossing to accommodate equipment;


• Easement allowing farm equipment access;


• Signage to warn trail users of crossing farm vehicles.


 


West County Trail, Ca. • Farmers put A-frame signs on their property stating when


spraying will occur.


• Spraying generally limited to early morning, before most trail


users are present.


• Aerial spraying not conducted near the trail.


• Some vineyard owners have built connections between their


properties and the trail.


• “No Trespassing” signs have been installed by some vineyard


owners.


• The County patrols the trail and regularly talks with


neighbors.


 


Most spraying is done early in the morning. All spraying must be done with as little
wind as possible. At the very worst case, the least notice that a farmer could provide
would be 24 hours, but generally he would be able to schedule spraying a few days
prior and/or schedule a tentative window weeks in advance. An example of this would
be the spraying that I just did in my filbert orchard the first week of July for Filbert
Worm. The orchard had to be monitored for several weeks for filbert moths. When the
level got to a certain point, I had only a few days to get my first air blast spray applied.
I consulted weather forecasts for rain, and then looked at the wind forecasts, and
found that I could spray immediately. (Wind forecasts are extremely accurate, and
with aps like "Windy", can be used to forecast flow and speeds, hour by hour, quite a
few days ahead of time.) The spray I used was effective for three weeks, and then a
second application was required if filbert moths were still present.


 


To make it a win-win for both the farmer and trail users, the farmer can schedule the
trail shutdown for only the very short time he needs to spray the edges of his field,







adjacent to the trail. Then he can open up the trail, and continue spraying the balance
of his fields.


 


Foliar sprays (sprays that must cover all the leaves of the tree) require the most
setback, since they are accomplished thru "air blast " sprays that force the spray up
and over the tops of the trees.  Examples of these sprays are the pesticides and
fungicides that must be sprayed to minimize pests or diseases. Two rows of trees are
sprayed at the same time while the spray operator drives down the aisle. The spray
operator can also shut down either side of the air blast sprayer, allowing him to spray
the outside edge of a row, and not spray neighboring properties. If a farmer wanted to
be positively safe, he could simply power blast spray the first 8 rows, on the edge of
the trail, while the trail was closed, and then open up the trail. (filbert trees are
generally planted in rows 18 to 20 feet wide).


 


  


 


 


 


 


Herbicides used to control weeds, grasses and for eliminating suckers are applied on







the ground, or on the very bottom/base of trees using booms, while driving down the
aisle between two rows of trees. Herbicides must be selectively sprayed; the spray
must be kept on the ground or the base of the tree. If they reach the foliage they can
damage or kill the tree. It would be quite easy to spray a couple of rows (36 to 40
feet) from the edge of the trail Right of Way, and then open up the trail while he
sprayed the balance of his field.


 


 


 


 


Van Dyke stated that he "must be able to spray his orchid for filbertworm, which can
destroy an entire crop, from June through September" But spraying equipment cannot
enter an orchard after Labor Day, since the nuts start falling to the orchard floor, and
anyone driving equipment on the orchard floor could damage the nuts.


"Blank nuts fall before good nuts. After blanks have fallen and just before good nuts begin to drop
(usually at the end of August), it might be desirable to do a final flailing and floating to fill small
depressions in the ground."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf


 


'Hazelnuts begin to drop to the ground during the month of September. Prior to nut drop, the orchard floor
is made level and smooth, and weeds are flail-mowed to facilitate harvest. Harvest generally occurs
during October and is usually a two-step operation."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf
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C. Van Dyke also noted that he stocks and sprays the chemicals Gramoxzone and
Parazone (Paraquat), and his chemical containers both have labels that state : "Do
not use around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf courses or
playgrounds." 


 


But the labels on both products were updated by November 14. 2019, and the
nebulous statement "around" was taken off the new labels:


"DIRECTIONS FOR USE


RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE


It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.


Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. Only


protected  handlers  may  be  in  the  area  during  application.  For  any  requirements  specific


  c  to  your  State  or  Tribe, 


consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation.


NEVER USE THIS PRODUCT IN RESIDENTIAL OR PUBLIC RECREATIONAL SETTINGS (E.G., HOMES, HOME GARDENS,


SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, AND/OR PLAYGROUNDS"


 


A check with the manufacturers revealed that the chemical did not change….only the
label changed. (see attached "FW: Gramoxone SL 2.0 email)


 


But no matter what the new label states, federal law says that you MUST follow the
instructions on the container that you are using. (again, read Gramoxone SL 2.0
email)


 


The simple solution is to purchase some of the new label Gramoxone or Parazone
and use the new chemical on the edges of his fields, then continue to use the old
material on the inside. It seems ridiculous to do this, since the chemical in the old
label containers, and the chemical in the new label containers, is exactly the same,
but the law is the law. And, per Ben Van Dyke, "since the chemical does not have an
expiration date" either chemical can be used for future sucker or weed spraying.


 


 


D. Loss of Food Safety Certification. Van Dyke stated that "Construction workers
have already littered the area with lunch bags and other detritus have found the way
to our farm that we have had to clean up. This causes food safety issues. In that







regard, we are strictly regulated by the USDA and any litter on our farms, risks losing
food safety certifications that are necessary for the marketability of our brand as well
as to maintain our certifications."


 


Mr. Van Dyke shared a document from Cascade Foods of Albany Oregon, titled "food
safety requirements for delivered product to Cascade Foods". (dated April 16, 2020,
see attached)  In this document Cascade Foods stated;


" Cascade Foods LLC requires that growers adhere to the Good Agricultural Practices
manual set by the Hazelnut Industry office". (see attached).


 


But nowhere in the Good Agricultural Practices manual is there any reference to a
farm losing food safety certification because of litter.


http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf


 


It does say that the orchards must be constantly cleaned and inspected prior to
harvest. This is a critical time. Of course, cleanliness during the year is important, but
a clean orchard just before the nuts drop to the floor is strategically important.


 


Throughout the summer the orchard floor is repeatedly cleaned and leveled by use of
drags and/or flail mowers. All debris is eliminated as the floor is pummeled by the
repeated passes of the flail mower. Clouds of dust are sometimes seen as the floor is
cleaned and manicured over and over. This goes on until the nuts start to fall at the
end of August. Now the falling nuts are contained on a clean and pristine orchard
floor. Prior to harvest in September the operator often inspects the orchard for debris,
and removes any. The sweeper and harvester cannot function if there is debris on the
orchard floor.


 


The GAP manual that Mr. Van Dyke has agreed to follow states:  "….orchard floors
are cleaned throughout the summer to assure a smooth clean orchard floor during
harvest. Of utmost importance to all growers is the need to deliver hazelnuts to the
dryer or processor as clean as possible. The Hazelnut lends itself to inherent food
safety simply because it is encased in a solid hard shell. It falls to the ground mostly
free of the husk, which is a vegetative bract rather than a surgery attraction for
microbes. Harvest also lends itself to ensuring safe product. In addition, the product
delivered to the washer/dryer or the processor is not ready to eat. It will go through a
wash process before it is dried. Growers are committed to employing practices to
keep the risk of pathogen contamination as low as possible. As the nuts move to
processors and packers more safeguards are in place to ensure safe products leave
the plants."
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Litter is NOT a game stopper…it is a item that is constantly evaluated and addressed.


 


 


Cascade Food goes on to say;  "The following are a few of the recommendations outlined in the manual;
"Grower must participate in traceability. Growers receive a delivery ticket for each load taken to a
wash/dryer operator or processor. This ticket corresponds to a specific orchard; Should a food borne
pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will be discarded".


But the statement; "Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will
be discarded"  is NOT in the Good Agricultural Manual, and is far from the truth.


In 2017 Salmonella was found in Hazelnuts sold by the Schmidt farm of McMinnville. But the food safety
people of the Oregon Department of Agriculture were not worried: “Wholesalers have steps in place that
kill any Salmonella on the hazelnuts they handle before the nuts reach consumers,” said Stephanie Page,
the agriculture department’s director of food safety and animal services, in the public warning. "To date,
we have no indication there were any issues with this part of the process."
https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-from-oregon-farm/


In fact the GAP manual repeatedly states that orchards must be inspected, (H1 pg 6);
A preharvest assessment is made in the orchard. Risks and possible sources of crop
contamination are noted and assessed.' and (H7 pg 6) states;  "In case of product
contamination….., product is separated and disposed of separately". Nowhere does it
state that a farmers complete crop will be discarded if contamination is found in one
area.


 


 


A trail and farming are not mutually exclusive! A trail is an opportunity for the farmer
to display his skills and to educate the public. And the Yamhelas Trail is an
opportunity for the Yamhill Valley to provide a safe mode of transpiration for future
generations. No one will suffer "irreparable injury" during its construction or future
use. All it takes is for farmers and trail supporters to sit down and mutually work
together to develop a solution that enables us to develop a wonderful asset.
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: "Wayne Wiebke"
Subject: RE: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11:59:29 AM


Ha!  Was there only one article there, so far? I saw the first one, but do not recall your reference. 
LUBA is only concerned with land use permits, not our grants.  No land use permit is required from
the county to construct a bridge for access from one part of a landowner’s land to another part, or
even between different landowners, in the farm zone. (If the bridge would access a proposed
dwelling, the county would require that it be approved by the fire control agency with jurisdiction).
 The exception is if the footings of the bridge are located within a floodplain or floodway.  The bridge
was designed by engineers.  The LOMR the county received from FEMA conclusively settled the
floodplain permit issue—the bridge is not in a floodplain or floodway.  We also received all of the
other necessary federal and state environmental clearances before starting construction, with
tremendous assistance from ODOT.
 
Todd Sadlo
 
Please feel free to share this information as you wish.
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11:44 AM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Just went back over the Capital Press article; did LUBA really miss that the grant for the bridge actually
authorized construction? It is stated in the project name and description and again as part of the
"requirement". It looks to include a completion date as well; why have a completion date if construction
was not authorized? If that is true, I won't tell them if you don't.
 
On Monday, April 20, 2020, 1:06:29 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 


Wayne,


 


I thought my interview with her was productive, and she seemed grateful for the straight talk.  LUBA said
they would “endeavor” to make a decision by April 23rd.  On Friday, she filed another, 38 page brief, and
hundreds of pages of exhibits.  I’m filing a less than 5 page response today.   Her main strategy is the
smokescreen.  I have attached my earlier response in case you missed it, and will send you the one from
today after it is filed.
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Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Had what I thought was a productive interview with her. Checked her bio before the interview; she has
lived and traveled where trails are a common thing. She is a bicyclist and hiker so she has interest and
familiarity with recreational trails. Your email was helpful and I was able to reinforce what you had said. I
brought up the 700 mile of county road going through farmland and my experiences running between dual
spray operations of grapes on one side of the road and hazelnuts on the other. She related her
experience of biking through, holding her breath, a hazelnut spray operation. Showed my understanding
for the petitioners concerns and discussed how they were based more on fear than reality. Gave her
studies to reference how other trails have mitigated those fears and concerns and how they have been
shown to be unfounded. Sent photos. I am sure she interviewed Ben Van dyke and Kellington. Will be
interesting as to how ours and their worlds are merged.


What is your take on the LUBA April 23rd decision on the bridge?


Thanks again. Keep up the good work.  Wayne


 


On Monday, April 20, 2020, 9:47:10 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,


 


I was just interviewed by Ms. Lambert, who says she will interview you at 10:00.  My main point was that
no land use approval is required for a bridge that will only be used for county access, for fire suppression
and maintenance, and that that is the only use the county is proposing to make of it unless and until trail
uses are approved.  The remanded decision says repeatedly that no public trail uses will be allowed until
a Master Plan is in place, and all required fences and warning signage is in place.  The bus barn is a
secure facility, with gates in the front and back.  The gate in back is only open for construction access and
county personnel.


 


I also told her that, until late last year, a land use permit was required for construction of the bridge,
because a FEMA map showed it as being in a floodplain.  We received at that time a Letter of Map
Revision from FEMA, establishing that that is not the case.  We also got all required state and federal
environmental clearances before construction of what, at this time, can only correctly be referred to as a
‘potential future trail bridge, current county fire and maintenance access bridge.’
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I also explained that the corridor was built with a 12-20 foot wide roadbed in 1872, has the best grade
from the metropolitan area to McMinnville, and is an exceptional public asset.


 


Also, that farming and transportation uses, (including the 700 miles of county roads, which I did not
mention) have co-existed since the beginning of the republic.


Todd Sadlo








From: Casey Kulla
To: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: RE: Oregon Transportation Commission
Date: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 6:13:52 PM


I don’t have a connection to OTC, as Rick Olson (and before him, Stan) is the liaison to MWACT and
the OTC. And Parkway Committee. But, I’ll work on it.
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 4:58 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Oregon Transportation Commission
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,
Thank you with your effort with Cooper Brown and ODOT. We, the Friends, met yesterday to continue our
planning going forward. An talked about an end run of sorts with the Oregon Transportation Commission could be
of help. We are developing a letter writing effotr, having what we feel would be influential organizations and
individuals submit letters of YWT support. We are waiting for Cooper Brown's follow-up response to you. We saw
Cooper Brown and members of the OTC as targets for these letters. Do you have any connection with OTC or
thoughts regarding an  approach to ODOT and/or OTC? Thank You.
 
Wayne
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: Letter of support for YWT
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 12:10:34 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


OK, thanks.  Did I send the new City of Carlton letter to you? 


V


On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 11:51:08 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
wrote:


I think it would be best to go with “To Whom It May Concern” since these letters will be used
for a variety of purposes.


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 10:52 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Fw: Letter of support for YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Carol brings up a good question--for these generalized letters of support, to whom
should they be addressed? 


Thx


V


----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Carol Foley <carol@foleyresearch.com>
To: 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
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Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 11:53:47 AM PDT
Subject: Letter of support for YWT


Veronica,


I am going to reach out to Wild Horse Mountain Ranch in Sherwood (we talked about my involvement
with them at that meeting at the party house) to request a letter of support.  Who does she address it to? 
I will have her send it to me, but just wondering how people are addressing them.  Also, besides the
brochure and website, is there other good material that describes the Trail, especially the horse trail
component? Thanks.


Carol


 


Carol Foley


Mobile: (253) 709-4310


carol@foleyresearch.com 


 








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Carol Foley; Stan Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes; Patty Williams; Ken Wright; Wayne


Wiebke; Steve Harloff
Cc: Chad Olsen; Casey Kulla
Subject: February 23, 2021 FYWT Meeting agenda
Date: Monday, February 22, 2021 12:50:32 PM
Attachments: 2-23-2021 FYWT Agenda.docx


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi All, 
Here is the agenda for tomorrow's 4 PM meeting. It looks like there may be a lot of information to unpack. 
See you tomorrow.


Wayne
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Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail


Board Meeting Agenda


February 23, 2020


4:00 PM


Location at:  Zoom


1.	Call to Order


2.	Approval of Minutes:


3.	Treasure’s report:  Patty Williams  (“mugs”) 


		1.  maximum expenditure without board vote?


4.	Committee Updates:


		1)  Funding—Patty / Carol


		2)  Volunteers – Wayne


		4)  Communications – Veronica H.


5.		County Update:  Casey will follow Shouki


6.		Old Business:


		1)  Lobbying legalities—VH & Shouki


			a.  SB395  VH


		2)  Fritz Paulas LUBA discussion--Ken


7.		New Business:


		1)  Casey Kulla


			a.  Chehalem Parks & Recreational District(CPRD)





8.		For the good of the order:


9.		Adjournment:


		







From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Fw: Letter of support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Date: Thursday, August 20, 2020 11:24:14 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Carlton's letter won't be in by the end of the month, but they are working on it.  Ken is
going to talk to the new YC schools superintendent.  I've asked Steve Harloff to work
on Yamhill, but I also notice our Yamhill and Gaston letters are from 2018, which isn't
that long ago--


V


----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Brian Rake <brake@ci.carlton.or.us>
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2020, 11:08:27 AM PDT
Subject: Re: Letter of support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail


Of course I know you!  Thanks for reaching out, I'm including Christy Martinez, we'll find the
last letter of support and see if we can get it on the agenda for council approval on Sept.
1st.


Thanks for reaching out,


Brian Rake
Mayor
City of Carlton


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, August 20, 2020 10:48:10 AM
To: Brian Rake <brake@ci.carlton.or.us>
Subject: Letter of support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail
 
Hi Brian-


I am not sure you know me by name, but you do by face--I'm the one addicted to your
Thai chicken wraps .


I serve on the board for The Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.  We are
working on getting updated letters of support for the trail from the involved cities and
schools.  These letters are used when applying for grants, either by the County or the
Friends, and with other regulatory agencies.   


I am hoping you can help us get a new letter of support from the City of Carlton.  I am
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unable to locate the one we had previously, but I have attached sample letters from
Gaston and Yamhill as models.  


Please let me know if you can help or if there is someone else I should be contacting. 


Thank you!


Veronica Hinkes
Secretary, Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail








From: Casey Kulla
To: Wayne Wiebke; Todd Sadlo; Ken Wright
Cc: Philip Higgins
Subject: FW: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Date: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 2:55:46 PM
Importance: High


FYI: you might want to get your own emails in to the BOC. Seeing a number of these coming through.
 


From: Lee Schrepel <lee@fruithillinc.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 2:50 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Lindsay Berschauer <berschauerl@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; BOC Info <bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Importance: High
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Dear Board of Commissioners:


It is time to cut your losses, stop governing recklessly & begin to rebuild unity in Yamhill
County.


Apparently following the guidance of County planning & legal staff, the former majority of
the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners (BOC) chose to support the proposed Yamhelas
Westsider Trail (YWT) time after time, discounting truth, fact & common sense.  Fortunately
for those who see more clearly and realistically, the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals
(LUBA) has forced the BOC to stop, step back, & to govern according to Oregon law.  That
does not say much for the guidance of the County's professional staff which should be keeping
the BOC out of trouble like this.


The most recent LUBA remand should make exceedingly clear to the BOC that the YWT
proposal does not, will not & cannot clear the necessary legal hurdles.  It should be clear to the
BOC that this lengthy & extremely expensive process has been a tremendous waste of
valuable & limited resources.  It has wasted the time of County staff & the BOC.  It was a
tremendous burden upon the capacity of the County's legal staff & may have led to involving
outside counsel to assist in the fight against constituent farmers.  It wasted County tax revenue
& squandered grants from multiple sources for which the County applied, perhaps
illegitimately.  It repeatedly & disrespectfully wasted the time & resources of those who have
pushed back against a renegade BOC to force it to toe the legal line.


You know this has been a tremendously divisive process.  Were I among you, I'd be
embarrassed.  To date, the BOC has done nothing to develop unity, but has discounted &
disrespected the voices of common sense in the community.


The appropriate actions at this time, to stop the fiscal bleeding, start governing responsibly &
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to rebuild trust & cohesiveness, are as follows:


1.  Withdraw the YWT land use application.
2.  Bring the YWT Master Planning process to an immediate halt.
3.  As a newly reorganized BOC, cognizant of the County's basic needs at this moment,


take a fresh look at transportation, recreation, prioritization of resources & the
protection of agriculture in the County.


Rather than debate whether everything I say is factual from your personal point of view, look
at the basic underlying points & seek a constructive conclusion to this very unsustainable
situation.  Your constituents expect nothing less.  Thank you for your timely consideration.  I
will appreciate your making this email a part of the record in future deliberations regarding the
YWT.


Lee
Lee Schrepel, FRUITHILL, INC.
6501 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill, OR  97148-8507
Ofc & Res  503-662-3926
Mobile  503-939-1562
Fax  503-662-4270
Email  Lee@FruithillInc.com
www.FruithillInc.com
Email  communitycantata@gmail.com
www.CantataChoir.org
"Quality Fruit For Generations!"
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From: Casey Kulla
To: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: RE: Your NR article
Date: Saturday, September 12, 2020 5:27:49 PM


Great to hear, Wayne. Way to go on the offensive in a strategic manner.
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 3:14 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Your NR article
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I think I will wait and give you the opportunity to give the good news.  Not sure how much Mary is
impacted by public opinion but we are reshaping our communications strategy to try doing just that in
favor of completing the master plan. She has used, for example, not knowing the cost of the trail,
something that can come from the MP, against it's development. It's completion will answer many of the
questions that are being used by the opposition against the trail development. We have recruited some
new faces with extensive communications experience and Veronica will take the lead in directing the
narrative. Look forward to reading your good news.
 
 
On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:48:30 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 


Since the draft is just waiting for us, I think it is safe to mention to others that “ODOT has agreed to a
contract amendment for the bridge construction grant that incorporates detailed aspirational timelines
rather than hard-and-fast deadlines. We have not signed the contract yet, but it is in the queue.”


 


Next step is to figure out how to get Mary on board with approving the Master Plan steps and final
product.


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 2:45 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Your NR article


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Do you want me to hold onto any of this until it is officially signed and sent to us?
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On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:39:40 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Basically, the language now says something like, “we as partners in this project will aim to have X
completed by date Y, and here are the sub-goals on the way to X goal. We will show progress towards X
by working on the sub-goals, and we will not have our contract canceled if we don’t meet the day Y for
goal X, so long as we are working on completing X by day Y and can show that we are getting there.
Land use decisions can delay even the best progress, and delays due to land use will be considered as
progress if the land use action is being addressed.” Something like that.


 


We have not signed it yet, since there are many other crises, but ODOT is happy with the outcome in the
draft. I will send Friends a digital copy when we’ve signed it.


 


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Your NR article


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Follow-up...how many constitutes "aspirational"? We have been hoping for 10.


 


On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:25:41 PM PDT, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:


 


 


Thank you Casey. You just made my weekend.


 


On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:13:50 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
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Thank you, Wayne.


 


While the fabrications about left-wing folks lighting fires is a divisive tactic, I do think that, overall, the fires
will bring us together. I appreciate your thoughts, and I look forward to continuing to work with you! And,
in case you have not heard, ODOT relented on the bridge construction grant and has agreed to
aspirational timelines for the project and the trail. Whew.


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 1:09 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Your NR article


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,


Just finished reading your article in yesterday's NR. It struck a note for me because a similar thought
came to me as Nita and I traveled through the smoke down to Gold Beach and back. We had business to
attend to in Eugene on Wednesday and then made several stops as we continued to Gold Beach. The
smoke and the fires were central to any conversation. There is that saying in politics,"never waste a
crisis" and today of all days, 9/11, stands to exemplify that thought. For Oregon and for that matter the
West Coast these fires will be our 9/11; unless of course, next year brings us worse. In the past, we
referred to the disastrous Columbus Day Storm of 1964; we have now witnessed something far more
threatening. Sports, your example being soccer, brings people together; a crisis shocks people into
togetherness. Now, personally knowing people who lost a home in the Detroit area, some having to
evacuate from near Otis, the Gaston area and North of Yamhill; this has become up close and personal.
What is happening may not address the bigotry and underlying hatreds being addressed in your soccer
example but at least it should impact the empathy level for those in Yamhill County who are paying
attention.


 


Thank you for your article.


 


Wayne Wiebke
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: "Wayne Wiebke"; stevencarol. wick; Ken Wright; Stan G Primozich
Subject: Proposed findings on remand
Date: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 3:40:38 PM
Attachments: G-01-18RemandTwo042920.pdf


All,
 
Attached is what I just submitted.  Sorry, it is thick as a brick because it needed to be.  My plan is to
submit a brief letter summarizing the main issues and some additional exhibits, tomorrow morning. 
I will also send you a copy of the Trail User Demand and Parking Estimate Study, in a moment.
 
Todd Sadlo
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To:  Planning Director Ken Friday and County Commissioners:  The following draft findings 



are offered on behalf of the applicant/county, for submittal into the record and Board 



consideration on remand of Board Order 19-94 regarding the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.  



April 29, 2020. 



 



Exhibit A 



Board Order 20- 



 



Findings in Support of Approval of 



Docket No. G-01-18 on Second Remand, and Conditions of Approval 



 



 



Nature of the Decision 



 



 On October 11, 2019, LUBA remanded to the county Board Order 19-94, a conditional use 



approval for a transportation facility—a trail—between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  The 



county has requested and been granted consideration on remand of the Board’s decision in Van 



Dyke v. Yamhill County, LUBA No. 2019-047.  It is the applicant/county’s position that the issues 



addressed in these findings are the only issues that were remanded by LUBA, for resolution by the 



county Board of Commissioners: 



 



On this remand, the county is required “to adopt new findings, based on new evidence, 



regarding compliance with the farm impacts test, including the efficacy of the fence the county 



proposes to construct between the Trail and surrounding land in farm use.” (at 18)  Because many 



of the findings adopted as part of Board Order 19-94 were not overturned by LUBA or where 



specifically upheld, they are appropriately part of the findings on second remand, and have been 



edited and included in this submittal.  The Record on second remand includes all records settled 



by LUBA in previous appeals of Docket G-01-18, along with all materials submitted into the 



record on this remand. 



 



FINDINGS OF FACT:         



 



A. Background Facts 



  



1. Parcel/tract size: The entire tract, Tax Lot 4403-01300, is approximately 91.81 acres, 



existing as a corridor approximately 12.48-miles long, and is generally 60-feet wide.  This 



application is for the 2.82-mile segment of the corridor extending from Yamhill (East Main Street, 



Highway 240) to the City Limits of Carlton.   



 



2. Access: There are multiple access points along the 12.48-mile corridor, where the corridor 



intersects with county roads (including East Main Street/Highway 240, Fryer Road, and Merchant 



Road (a dead end) with regard to the 2.82-mile segment).  The first cross street in Carlton is 



Roosevelt, at the location of the New Carlton Fire District Main Station, 343 West Roosevelt 



Street, Carlton, Oregon, which abuts the trail corridor. 
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3. On-site Land Use and Zoning: The corridor is zoned predominantly EF-80 Exclusive Farm 



use.  At one point, the eastern part of the corridor is zoned AF-10, a rural residential zone.  There 



are no plans, at this time, to develop trail uses in the portion of corridor within the AF-10 zone.  



Until and unless zoning ordinance amendments are made, trail uses will be confined to the 30-foot 



wide western one-half of the corridor adjacent to the AF-10 zone.  The property was established 



as a rail corridor in 1872, and was used for over 100 year for the transport of passengers and freight.  



Track was removed in the early 1980s.  Many parts of the corridor contain a footpath/trail, and 



much of it is vegetated/overgrown. 



  



4. Surrounding Uses:  The neighboring properties are in farm use, with some dwellings. The 



predominant farm use adjacent to the 2.82-mile segment of trail between Yamhill and Carlton 



appears to be the production of hazelnuts, grass seed and/or pasture.  A large (approaching 10,000 



trees) hazelnut orchard was planted along the eastern edge of the corridor in recent years, and even 



more recently, grass seed fields just south of the county’s Bus Barn property were converted to the 



production of hazelnuts.  At the location of the first-mentioned orchard, the corridor is heavily 



wooded, buffering informal trail use apparently being made of the corridor.  There is also a 



dwelling, and State Highway 47, to the east and within 150 feet of the western edge of the orchard.  



The owner of the orchard also maintains an accessway (dirt road) adjacent to the corridor, further 



buffering (by distance) the corridor from the hazelnut orchard.  The other, most recently planted 



hazelnut orchard is in two fields transected by the county’s property.  The owner of those orchards 



is reportedly crossing the corridor to reach his western field, but there is no known record of an 



easement or license, at that location, to cross the corridor.  Testimony was also received that there 



is a farm where livestock are kept and a dairy is being operated.  A tenant at that location has 



regularly encroached upon, placed barriers on and grazed livestock on the parts of the county’s 



property that are not ballast/roadbed.  There is also a four-acre farm between the county’s property 



and Highway 47 raising alpacas, turkeys, chickens, and miscellaneous food crops.   



 



5. Water: No on-site water is required for the proposed use.  County property that is part of 



the trail property just south of and adjacent to Highway 240 has water service from a well (“Bus 



Barn Property”). 



 



6. Sewage Disposal:  No on-site sewage disposal is required for the proposed use, and/or if 



necessary and required to meet applicable standards, would be provided as specified in a master 



plan under development.  Sewage disposal facilities (subsurface septic) are available at the Bus 



Barn Property. 



 



7. Fire Protection: Yamhill Fire Protection District, New Carlton Fire District.  The New 



Carlton Fire District Main Station abuts the corridor on the northern edge of the City of Carlton.   



 



8. Soils:  The segment of corridor between Yamhill and Carlton passes through soils of the 



following classifications: 



 



 Soil Type       Soil Class Soil Value 



 



Wc -  WAPATO SILTY CLAY LOAM      III  NHVFL 



Dc -  DAYTON SILT LOAM, THICK SURFACE    III  HVFL 
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Am -  AMITY SILT LOAM        II  PRIME 



WuB -  WOODBURN SILT LOAM, 0 TO 7 PERCENT SLOPES   II  PRIME 



WuC -  WOODBURN SILT LOAM, 7 TO 12 PERCENT SLOPES   II  PRIME 



 



It should be noted that the listed soils, where they existed especially in the center of the corridor, 



were significantly disrupted and compacted beginning in 1872, with the addition of large quantities 



of ballast.  The existing record establishes that there is, generally, a 12-20 foot wide ballast/gravel 



roadbed in the center of the corridor for its entire length.  It is known that soils and other materials 



were placed in various parts of the corridor at different times, but it is not known precisely where 



those materials were placed.  For these reasons, the above chart may not accurately reflect the soils 



actually present in the Yamhill to Carlton segment of corridor, or the quality of those soils.   



 



9. Flood Hazard:   The Stag Hollow area near the northern end of the Yamhill to 



Carlton corridor segment is FIRM panel 41071C0183D.  The Stag Hollow area is the only mapped 



floodplain along this segment of the corridor.  It is split between an unnumbered “A zone” where 



the base flood elevations (BFEs) have not been determined and an area where the BFE has been 



determined “AE zone”.  The only other FIRM panel is 41071C0191D, which shows no floodplain 



within the area of the corridor under consideration.  It should be noted that on September 19, 2019, 



the Federal Emergency Management Agency issued a “Letter of Map Revision” establishing that 



none of the county-owned property at the site of the recently constructed county access bridge is 



within a floodplain or floodway.  (see attached submittal) 



  



10. Previous Actions:  The project is identified in the 2009 Carlton Transportation System 



Plan (TSP) as a pedestrian and bicycle priority improvement project. Yamhill County adopted an 



amendment to add the facility to the Yamhill County TSP in December 2012. The current TSP, 



originally adopted in 1996, includes a policy objective of pursuing the conversion of abandoned 



rail lines to trails that connect with the County's trail/bikeway system. Yamhill County’s TSP 



update, adopted in 2015, includes the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.  Docket G-01-18 resulted in the 



adoption by the Board of Commissioners of Ordinance 904, on May 31, 2018.  By Order dated 



December 20, 2018, the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) remanded Ordinance 904 to the 



county, with instructions.  The county then, on March 28, 2019, rescinded Ordinance 904 and 



adopted Board Order 19-94, granting conditional use approval for development of the segment of 



corridor between Yamhill and Carlton.  By decision dated October 11, 2019, LUBA remanded the 



county’s decision for additional evidence and findings supporting the county’s decision.     



 



11. Narrative: The original request was to adopt amendments to the county’s 



Transportation System Plan (TSP), a component of its Comprehensive Land Use Plan, to begin 



development of the segment of corridor between Yamhill and Carlton, as a public hiking, biking 



and equestrian trail.  The original TSP, adopted in 1996 (Ordinance 605) established plan policies 



in favor of using the rights-of-ways of abandoned rail lines for public trails.  As directed by the 



Department of Land Conservation and Development, in 2018 the county approved Ordinance 904 



under legislative proceedings, to amend the Transportation System Plan, and to address ORS 



215.296.  Ordinance 904 stated, in relevant part: 



 



“Section 2. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, a part of 



the Transportation Element of the County Comprehensive Land Use Plan, is 
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amended to add the following paragraph to page 139 of the plan, as amended by 



Ordinance 880 (new language is underlined): 



 



“5. HAGG LAKE TO MCMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL 



PROJECT  (YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 



 



“In 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell 17-miles of 



abandoned railway for $9 million.  In 2012 the asking price was 



reduced to $2.4 million.  The abandoned railway runs from 



McMinnville to Hagg Lake.  The corridor connects the cities of 



McMinnville, Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston.  The majority of the 



railway is in Yamhill County, with 1.75 miles entering into 



Washington County.  (See Figure 31.1) 



 



“The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi-



faceted solution to multiple issues.  It would allow alternative access 



to destinations, increase tourism, and assist with the movement of 



goods in the Willamette Valley.  Hagg Lake provides various 



facilities to the public and cycling communities greatly utilize the 



roads surrounding the lake.  From this destination and traveling 



south, the only access for cyclists is along a busy state highway 



(Hwy 47).  There is a lack of off-street recreational trails in this area. 



 



“The proposed trail would also enhance economic development.  



Presently tourism and the mobility of goods from Portland to 



Yamhill County happen via highway 47.  The long term goal of this 



project is to have a rail line along with the trail component.  The Rail 



with Trail project will improve regional accessibility for business 



owners and allow the connection to to other rail lines in the future.  



Yamhill County is known for its agricultural production and wine 



industry.  This project will also be a critical factor towards the long 



term viability for manufacturing and tourism in the valley. 



 



In 2017, the county purchased and obtained through donations 



approximately twelve miles of the Yamhelas Westsider corridor, 



using 1.4 million dollars in grant funding obtained from the Oregon 



Department of Transportation and Oregon Department of Parks and 



Recreation.  At the same time, owners of trail segments within the 



City of Carlton donated easements to accommodate trail uses.  The 



county now has the right to develop the entire corridor for trail uses, 



and intends to begin development of the proposed trail segment 



between Oregon Highway 240 east of the City of Yamhill into the 



City of Carlton.” 



 



The county continues to support the original plans for use of the 



corridor as outlined above.  Development at this time of a trail 
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connecting the cities of Yamhill and Carlton promotes the county’s 



transportation goals; will provide a safe alternative to Oregon 



Highway 47 for bicyclists; will provide a safe transportation 



alternative for students in the Yamhill-Carlton school district; will 



accommodate equestrians; and will demonstrate that trail uses can 



be made to be compatible with farm uses and farm practices, thereby 



promoting the long-term goals of the plan for development of the 



entire envisioned trail as an interim use, and even longer-term goal 



of development of a rail and trail project in the corridor.”  



 



The above referenced aspirations of Ordinance 904 were affirmed in Board Order 19-94, and 



should be reaffirmed on this remand.  LUBA has directed the county, on this remand, to address 



specific aspects of the farm impact standard and the county’s conditional use standards in a quasi-



judicial proceeding.   



 



B.     Ordinance provisions and analysis 



  



1. The conditional use criteria of YCZO Section 1202.02 are as follows: 



 



A. The use is listed as a conditional use in the underlying zoning district; 



 



B. The use is consistent with those goals and policies of the Comprehensive 



Plan which apply to the proposed use; 



 



C. The parcel is suitable for the proposed use considering its size, shape, 



location, topography, existence of improvements and natural features; 



 



D. The proposed use will not alter the character of the surrounding area in a 



manner which substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding 



properties for the permitted uses listed in the underlying zoning district;  



 



E. The proposed use is appropriate, considering the adequacy of public 



facilities and services existing or planned for the area affected by the use; and 



 



F. The use is or can be made compatible with existing uses and other allowable 



uses in the area. 



 



2. The request is consistent with criterion 1202.02(A) above in that YCZO 402.04(N) lists: 



“Roads, highways and other transportation facilities and improvements not allowed under 



Subsection 402.02(K) or 402.04(J), subject to compliance with OAR 660-12.”  The proposed trail 



is a transportation facility and improvement.  The same category of uses is not listed as a use 



allowed outright or conditionally in the AF-10 zone or the HI zone.  For that reason, unless and 



until text amendments are made to the zoning ordinance, trail development will not take place 



within the HI zone, or the AF-10 zone, but will be confined to the 30-foot wide western side (zoned 



EF-80) of the corridor where it is adjacent to the AF-10 zone.  An omnibus land use ordinance is 



being scheduled for review at this time that would conform zones through which the corridor 
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extends to the comprehensive plan policies discussed above.  OAR 660-012-0065 states that a 



recreational trail is consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 and 14, and does not contain additional 



requirements for the establishment of a recreational trail. 



 



3. Regarding criterion (B), the Yamhill County goals and policies do not provide standards 



or criteria for review of transportation facilities.  Additional findings of consistency with the 



comprehensive plan and statewide land use planning goals will be provided to the Board with 



proposed finding for approval if the applicant/county’ request is approved on this second remand.   



 



3.1 The Transportation System Plan, a part of the Transportation Element of the 



county’s Comprehensive Plan, also specifically addressed the “Yamhelas Westsider Trail” that is 



the subject of this remand.  On December 6, 2012, the county adopted Ordinance 880, amending 



its comprehensive plan to specifically “acknowledge the potential future use of a 15.25-mile 



section of Union Pacific Railroad right-of-way between McMinnville and Gaston as a bicycle and 



hiking trail, and to provide for potential future use of the same right-of-way for commuter and/or 



freight rail.”  Ordinance 904 acknowledged the ownership of the trail, addressed the farm impact 



standards, and established conditions of approval for development of the Yamhill to Carlton 



segment of trail.  Ordinance 904 was repealed, and replaced with Board Order 19-94, which 



included an acknowledgement of the goals of Ordinance 904.   



 



3.2 As stated, the applicant/county will be providing a more comprehensive statement 



regarding the Comprehensive Land Use Plan if approval is granted.  Other planning policies will 



be addressed, but the Existing Transportation System Plan firmly establishes the priority of the 



corridor for transportation uses over competing Comprehensive Plan goals and policies.   



 



3.3 County decisionmakers are presumed to have known the content of the plan they 



amended.  The corridor is a transportation facility under the Plan, and has been since at least 1996.  



In 1996, the county adopted a ”Transportation Master Plan” by Ordinance 605, which was entitled: 



“In the Matter of an Ordinance adopting the Yamhill County Transportation System Plan as an 



Element of the Yamhill County Comprehensive Plan, Planning Docket G-3-95; and Declaring an 



Emergency.”  Section 5.5, entitled: “Air/Rail/Water/Pipeline Plan,” included the following 



“Freight Rail Transportation Plan Policies: 



 



“1. Yamhill County does not support further rail abandonment or 



diminishment of service. 



 



2. Yamhill County supports improvement of rail line conditions to 



retain railroads as effective freight carriers in Yamhill County. 



 



3. Yamhill County will pursue, whenever possible, conversion of 



abandoned rail lines through the federal ‘Rails to Trails’ program and seek to 



integrate these abandoned lines into the county’s trail/bikeway system.” 



 



In this case and pursuant to established county land use policies, the county sought to 



purchase the Yamhelas Westsider Trail transportation corridor from Union Pacific, after its merger 
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with Southern Pacific, long-time owner of the corridor.  In 2012, through Ordinance 880, the 



county added the following Policy 4: 



 



“4. Yamhill County Supports the Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with 



Trail Project (Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project) and considers it important to both 



the County’s rail and trail/bikeway systems.”  



 



 3.4 Ordinance 880 also contained a detailed narrative describing the Yamhelas 



Westsider trail and its positive attributes.  Under the heading “A. Yamhill County Bikeway System 



Suggested Improvements” the county added: 



 



 “HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL AND TRAIL PROJECT 



 



 Vicinity:  North Central Yamhill County 



 Section:  Union Pacific Railroad From McMinnville to  



    Hagg Lake 



 Length:  15.25 miles in Yamhill County 



 Alignment:  Horizontal Predominantly flat 



 Recommended Action: Construct a multi-use path along the existing  



    railroad right-of-way 



 Estimated Cost:  TBD (ROW acquisition is $2.4 million)” 



 



A map shows the trail starting just north of St. Joseph, and running north to cross Scoggins Creek, 



in Washington County, labeled “Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail.” 



 



3.5 Ordinance 880 also added a Section 5. to a section entitled “H. Other Transportation 



Projects,” as follows: 



 



“5. HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL PROJECT 



(YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 



 



In 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell 17-miles of abandoned railway for 



$9 million.  In 2012 the asking price was reduced to $2.4 million.  The abandoned 



railway runs from McMinnville to Hagg Lake.  The corridor connects the cities of 



McMinnville, Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston.  The majority of the railway is in 



Yamhill County, with 1.75 miles entering into Washington County.  (See Figure 



31.1) 



 



The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi-faceted solution 



to multiple issues.  It would allow alternative access to destinations, increase 



tourism, and assist with the movement of goods in the Willamette Valley.  Hagg 



Lake provides various facilities to the public and cycling communities greatly 



utilize the roads surrounding the lake.  From this destination and traveling south, 



the only access for cyclists is along a busy state highway (Hwy 47).  There is a lack 



of off-street recreational trails in this area. 
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The proposed trail would also enhance economic development.  Presently tourism 



and the mobility of goods from Portland to Yamhill County happen via Highway 



47.  The long term goal of this project is to have a rail line along with the trail 



component.  The Rail with Trail project will improve regional accessibility for 



business owners and allow the connection to other rail lines in the future.  Yamhill 



County is known for its agricultural production and wine industry.  This project 



will also be a critical factor towards the long term viability for manufacturing and 



tourism in the valley.” 



 



3.6 The Board should find in these second remand proceedings that, weighing all 



applicable goals of the comprehensive plan, the designation and use of the corridor for 



transportation uses outweighs all other goals (see suggested finding 3.7, below).  This conclusion 



is reasonable in this case especially, because all environmental clearances, state and federal, have 



been obtained to do work in the only known location of a waterway—Stag Hollow Creek.  That 



fact demonstrates the unlikelihood of completion and operation of the trail implicating other 



Comprehensive plan policies.  It is therefore unlikely that any environmental/natural resource 



goals are implicated in recognizing the corridor, its 12-20 foot wide ballast/gravel roadbed and 



60+ foot right-of-way as a transportation facility, for the purpose of approving the requested 



Conditional Use Permit.  It would be a departure from established policy, implemented through 



countless CUP’s, for the county to conclude that this CUP is prohibited by the county’s agricultural 



goals and policies. 



  



3.7 The Board has weighed the importance of Policy 5.5, sections 4 and 5 against the 



remaining Plan goals and policies, and concludes that the plan policies established in 1996 



supporting ‘Rails to Trails” and the ‘Hagg Lake to McMinnville’ Policy added to the 



Comprehensive plan by Ordinance 880, outweigh all other potentially applicable goals and policies 



in this case.  The proposed use is consistent with those goals and policies of the Comprehensive 



Plan that apply to the proposed use. 



 



4. Regarding criterion (C), the parcel is suitable for the proposed use considering its size, 



shape, location, topography, existence of improvements and natural features. 



 



4.1 Starting on page 85 of its decision, LUBA addressed petitioners’ claim that the 



county failed to address “location,” when it concluded that “the parcel is suitable for the proposed 



use considering its size, shape, location, topography, existence of improvements and natural 



features.”  The following original findings from Board Order 19-94 are amended, below, to address 



the petitioners’ objections in conformance with LUBA’s decision. 



 



4.2 The “location” of the county’s ownership (“parcel”), Tax Lot 4403-01300, extends 



almost to the City of Gaston at its northern terminus to south of Gun Club Road as its southern 



terminus—12.48 miles.  The property is a pre-existing transportation corridor that is generally 60 



feet wide, and wider in places (including in the area that includes a segment of Stag Hollow Creek, 



where it is 80 feet wide).  It includes property adjacent to Highway 240 that the county is currently 



leasing to Gene Belt, whose sub-tenant is Mid-Columbia Bus Company (the “Bus Barn” property).  



Even along the AF-10 segment of the corridor, the corridor in the EF-80 zone currently available 



for trail uses is 30-feet wide.  The county has initiated proceedings to amend the text of the AF-10  
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and HI zones to allow trail uses.  Trail uses are expected to occupy only 12 feet of the width of the 



corridor, and can be accommodated within the existing EF-80 half of the trail.  For most of the 



corridor, that leaves a potential buffer area of up to 24 feet on both sides of the proposed trail.  



Adjacent to the AF-10 segment, the buffer available between the proposed trail and uses in the EF-



80 zone is 18 feet, with a 30-foot buffer between trail uses and uses in the AF-10 zone.  No state 



law prohibits trails or transportation facilities in AF-10 or HI zones, and it is feasible for the county 



to amend those zones to allow such facilities.  The size of the parcel is suitable for trail uses.   



 



4.3 The shape of the corridor is largely straight, which was appropriate for rail uses and 



is likewise appropriate for use by walkers, runners, bicyclists and equestrians.  The shape of the 



parcel is unique, in that it was assembled by purchase from numerous individual property owners, 



mostly in the 1870’s.  Its unique shape is highly suited to construction of a road, re-establishment 



of rail uses, and for a multi-use trail.  The trail is proposed to accommodate walkers, runners, 



bicyclists and equestrians, for recreation and for travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  



The linear shape of the corridor is well suited for the proposed use.   



 



4.4 The topography of the parcel is relatively flat, with a grade that was appropriate for 



rail uses and is likewise appropriate for use by walkers, runners, bicyclists and equestrians.  There 



are drainageways that cross the corridor, including Stag Hollow Creek and two unnamed 



drainages.  Railroad facilities crossed those drainages without difficulty, and it is feasible for the 



trail to cross the same drainages.  The county has obtained a grant to plan for and design three 



bridges, and to build a bridge across Stag Hollow Creek.  After obtaining a Letter of Map revision 



from FEMA in September, 2019, the county recognized that no other land use approvals were 



needed to construct and use the bridge only for county access to that portion of Tax Lot 4403-



01300 for maintenance and fire control.  The bridge is under construction, but will not be available 



for use as a public trail until adoption of a master plan and the installation of all required fencing 



and signage, as was required by Ordinance 904, Board Order 19-94, and as recommended in these 



proceedings.  



 



4.5 With regard to the “existence of improvements,” much of the corridor, including 



parts of the corridor between Yamhill and Carlton, already contain a 12-20 foot wide roadbed of 



well-drained ballast and an established foot path.  The consolidation of the ownership into a single 



tax lot since 1872 and use until the early 1980’s as a transportation corridor make the subject linear 



property more suitable for trail/transportation usage than any other use.  No other “improvements” 



are necessary to accommodate construction of a paved path as envisioned.  



 



4.6 With regard to “natural features,” the corridor passes through a scenic part of 



Yamhill County, and already contains some vegetative features (trees) that may be available 



(following and as a part of master planning) as a partial buffer between trail uses and neighboring 



uses at various locations.  Additionally, the corridor crosses Stag Hollow Creek just south of the 



Bus Barn.  The county obtained of Letter of Map Revision (LOMR) from FEMA establishing that 



a pedestrian and emergency services/vehicle access bridge could be built without the need for a 



county Floodplain Permit.  Upon obtaining the  (LOMR) the county obtained all other necessary 



state and federal environmental certifications for ODOT and the Federal Highway Administration, 



and began construction of the bridge, which the county recognizes cannot be used for a trail 



without trail approval and, until then, can only be used for county and emergency vehicle access.   
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4.7 With regard to location, the location of the parcel makes it eminently suitable for 



the proposed use.   



 



4.7.1 The location of the parcel allows a trail located within it to directly connect 



two important Yamhill County cities that share a unified school district.  It its easy to consider 



athletic teams of those schools using the corridor to train, and school children riding in groups or 



on their own to and from school.  The location—connecting two communities by foot—is 



something that was lost when Highway 47 became crowded with semi-tractor trailers and 



automobiles, and inherently dangerous for pedestrians and bicyclists.  Due in part to the location 



of the parcel, so close to Yamhill and transecting Carlton people of all ages will be able to enrich 



their connections with the countryside around them and the farming taking place on those lands.  



As for claims of petitioners’ that the location is unacceptable because it traverses farmland, that 



position cannot be correct.  Seven hundred miles of county roads are located adjacent to, and 



transect farms throughout Yamhill County, and many more miles of public roads.  Since the 



beginning of Yamhill County, those roads, many of them “market roads,” have been considered 



an essential part of farming and were necessary to get crops and other farm products to market.  



 



          4.7.2    The county is not relying on findings regarding farm impact standards to 



make findings with regard to criterion (C).  This is a local standard that the Board interprets as 



focusing on the suitability of the parcel itself based on the characteristics of the parcel.  In this 



case, the fact that it is located through farm fields does not distinguish it in any way from any other 



road or highway in Yamhill County, where both pedestrians and bicycles have a current right to 



be.  The parcel is suitable for the proposed use, and the proposal meets criterion (C). 



 



5. Regarding criterion (D), the proposed use “will not alter the character of the surrounding 



area in a manner which substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding properties 



for the permitted uses listed in the underlying zoning district.”  This is a local standard, and the 



county is entitled to deference for its reasonable interpretation of the standard.  The county does 



not equate this standard with the farm impact standard, but information in the record establishing 



compliance with the farm impact standard also supports findings of compliance with this standard.   



 



5.1 Webster’s Third New International Dictionary (unabridged) defines “substantial” 



with reference to its root, “substance,” and also equates it with “MATERIAL.”  The proposed use 



would need to alter the character of the area in a materially destructive way in order to substantially 



limit, impair or prevent the use of surrounding properties for farming.  Likewise, limitations that 



are “seeming,” “elusive,” or “imaginary” do not implicate criterion (D).   



 



5.2 The “character of the surrounding area” is rural, and oriented toward farming.  The 



character of the area is described in great detail in the existing record(s).  Significant testimony 



was received from the farming community that a passive-use trail is not compatible with farm uses, 



and especially not the farm uses taking place adjacent to the corridor.  That testimony described 



the character of the area as a forbidding place where children and animals are not safe from being 



sprayed with pesticides, and where trail users will commit criminal acts against each other and 



render the area unsuitable for farming.  The Board rejects that view as overblown and hyperbolic, 



in part based on the reality of existing trails in Oregon and around the country, including the Banks 
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to Vernonia Trail.  Farming has always taken place immediately adjacent to public rights-of-way, 



and the Yamhelas corridor and uses proposed have no different or more significant impact than 



other rights-of-way common and coexisting in farm areas throughout the county.   



 



5.3 As stated, a road network exists in Yamhill County where people are free to walk 



or to ride their bicycles day or night, without asking or notifying anyone.  Since it is not an 



“accepted farm practice” to spray those people with harmful chemicals, farmers must all, currently, 



manage their farm operations by using spray methods that do not put those persons at risk. 



 



5.4 Likewise, owners of property adjacent to a farm operation, whether or not they are 



actively farming, have a right to enter, walk upon, maintain and enjoy their property without fear 



that they will be sprayed with pesticides or herbicides because they have entered the “buffer” of 



one of their neighbors’ spray operations.  Fundamental principles of property ownership protect 



persons using public rights-of-way and neighboring property owners from being required to 



accommodate a neighbor’s spray buffer, under any circumstance that is not consensual.   



 



5.5 The county is a fiduciary of the public buildings, parklands, rights-of-way and 



rail/trail corridors that it owns, and has a responsibility to maintain that real property in the public 



interest.  In Van Dyke II, LUBA issued a land use decision that overlooked or ignored basic 



principles of real property ownership, in appearing to sanction the use by certain opponents of the 



county’s property for its pesticide/herbicide buffers, without the consent of the county.  Although 



it is within LUBA’s jurisdiction to interpret state land use law in the first instance, it should not do 



so without ensuring that its decisions do not deprive the county of the basic right to enter its own 



property—every inch of it—without any threat whatsoever that it is entering the label-required 



buffer area for a soon-to-be-banned chemical like Gramoxone.   



 



5.6 The county interprets the subsection (D) standard as being met if the record 



accurately describes the surrounding area and addresses claims that the propose use will alter the 



character of the surrounding area in some way.  All development alters the parcel on which it 



occurs, and all development alters the surrounding area in some way, if only by changing the view 



or emitting sounds that were not there before.  The character of the surrounding area is always 



changing.  This standard requires a ‘substantial’ offer of proof that the effects of the application, 



if approved, will in fact “limit,” “impair,” or “prevent” the use of surrounding properties.  It has 



always been the county’s position that, even then, if conditions can minimize potential impacts to 



an insubstantial level, the use should be approved with conditions.  If evidence is submitted 



supporting a conclusion that the proposed use “substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use of 



surrounding properties for the permitted uses listed in the underlying zoning district,” the county’s 



usual course is not to deny, but to impose conditions intended to diminish identified substantial 



impacts.   



 



5.7 In this case, as the Board interprets the term, “substantial” as requiring a much 



greater impact than can possibly be attributed to a trail in an established transportation corridor 



that transects farmland, not unlike the 700 miles of county road.  Humans currently have the right 



to drive, walk or ride their bicycles on more than 700 miles of county roads, and do not appear, in 



doing so, to cause any impact significant enough to ‘limit, impair or prevent the use of surrounding 
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properties for farm uses.’  Farming is thriving in Yamhill County, in part because it is, generally, 



welcome to visitors who contribute to the local farm economy by visiting farm country.   



 



5.8 In consideration of its interpretation of this standard, the county has no basis in this 



case for departing from its course in consideration of the other 26 separate categories of non-farm 



uses that are allowed in farm zones as conditional uses.  Many of those proposed uses are routinely 



found to comply with criterion (D), and there are very few situations where appropriate conditions 



of approval cannot be imposed to ensure that the standard is met.  In this case, the standard is met, 



and the proposed conditions of approval will ensure continued compliance with criterion (D).  



Those conditions include offers of cooperation with the spray schedules of farm operators, but 



definitely do not allow neighboring farm operators to use the county’s property as a spray buffer 



without the consent of the county.  As stated, it takes two to cooperate, regardless of LUBA’s 



unsupportable view of basic property rights inherent in Van Dyke II. 



  



5.9 With conditions imposed by the Board, the proposed trail will not alter the character 



of the area in a manner that limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding properties for 



permitted uses.  Uses will be limited to use as a passive-use trail to connect the cities of Yamhill 



and Carlton and the schools of the Yamhill-Carlton School District.  The transportation and 



recreational uses envisioned are decidedly low impact compared to vehicular transportation uses 



that occur near the proposed trail and throughout Yamhill County, in close proximity to residential, 



commercial and farm uses.   



 



6. Regarding criterion (E), the proposed use is appropriate, considering the adequacy of 



public facilities and services existing or planned for the area affected by the use.   



 



6.1 This is a local standard, and the county is entitled to deference for its reasonable 



interpretation of the standard.  A use is “appropriate,” if public facilities and services, existing or 



planned for the area affected by the use, are “adequate.” 



 



6.2 Findings addressing this standard with regard to emergency services (other than fire 



suppression) and police services were not contested on appeal, and are not subject to 



reconsideration on this remand.  Police, fire protection and emergency medical services are 



available throughout Yamhill County, and including the corridor segment under consideration.   



 



            6.2.1 Police services are provided by the County Sheriff’s Office, police 



departments in both the Cities of Yamhill and Carlton, and by the State Police.  The Sheriff’s office 



has indicated that it has adequate vehicles and staff to respond to incidents occurring through the 



entire trail corridor, including the Yamhill to Carlton segment.  He has also testified that proposed 



access to the corridor is adequate, especially if removable bollards are installed at the four known 



trail access points:  Highway 240, Fryer Road (for entry south and north) and at or near Roosevelt 



Street in the City of Carlton. 



 



            6.2.2 The trail segment under review is located within two fire districts.  The chief 



of the Yamhill Fire Protection District testified regarding his concerns about fire and fire access, 



but also indicated that a 12-foot wide paved surface, as proposed, would accommodate fire and 



emergency vehicles.  There is evidence in the record (submitted with the application in 2018) that 
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there is an existing 12-20-foot basalt gravel roadbed in the corridor that was first constructed in 



1872 and was maintained by Southern Pacific Railroad until the 1980’s.  The Fire Chief also asked 



questions regarding funding for fire and other emergency services that are all fair questions that 



should be answered by the people who live and work within the District, but are not necessary to 



resolve in this proceeding.  The proposed trail may one day be part of a regional trail, with 



“regional” trailheads and expectations for regional use.  That is not what is proposed in Docket G-



01-18.  Paving a 12-foot by 2.82-mile foot and bicycle path connecting a city of just over 1,000 



residents with a city of just over 2,000 residents is unlikely to “create a major hardship” for the 



Yamhill Fire Protection District, funding or otherwise.  The southern segment of the proposed trail 



is served by the New Carlton Fire District, which has not commented.  Its Main Station (built in 



2009) abuts the trail at its southern terminus at Roosevelt Street in Carlton.  It is feasible to provide 



direct access to the trail from the Districts Main Station for emergency vehicles.  The presence of 



the trail so close to the Carlton Main Station almost guarantees fast access to the trail by fire 



suppression and other emergency vehicles.    



 



            6.2.3 In response to expert and other testimony regarding potential fire risks 



posed by the trail to surrounding lands, and by surrounding lands to the trail, the county has 



designed and partially built a bridge across Stag Hollow Creek, just south of the Bus Barn, to hold 



all legal loads, including a 60,000 pound fire truck.  For reasons explained in the following 



findings, such a truck is seldom used for the kind of brush fire anticipated in or near the corridor.  



There are very few dwellings near the trail that would benefit from trail access by a full-size fire 



truck, but the current design of the trail and bridge will allow access by all manner of emergency 



vehicle, including a full-size fire truck.   



 



           6.2.4 The trail is not a road, and the Fire Chief of the Yamhill Fire Protection 



District has not pointed to any law that would require vehicle turnouts on a trail designed for 



pedestrians and bicycles.  Nevertheless, a proposed condition of approval requires that such 



turnouts be constructed as are required by any applicable fire code, or a variance taken if one is 



reasonably available and appropriate.  It should be reasonably presumed that, if turnouts are not 



required by law, they are probably not necessary.  If they are required, it is feasible to provide 



them within the 60-foot corridor, and they will be provided as required by law.  It is anticipated 



that, during an emergency, emergency personnel will coordinate in order to avoid conflicts with 



each other and are unlikely to prevent each other from reaching the site of an emergency or fire.   



 



            6.2.5  The Board finds that the bridge being constructed across Stag Hollow Creek 



is designed and being constructed to allow access, in an emergency, by emergency vehicles 



including police cars; police four-wheel off-road vehicles (currently available and maintained by 



the Sheriff’s Office); all ambulances; a 60,000 pound ‘residential and commercial building-grade’ 



fire truck and trucks commonly owned by fire districts to transport water and firefighting crews to 



battle brush fires.  Two additional culverts are necessary within the trail corridor.  It is a feasible, 



and indeed simple matter, to design those culverts to support a 60,000 pound vehicle, and a 



condition of approval so requires.  It should nevertheless be noted that there are very few buildings 



that would require use of a 60,000 pound Type 1 structural firefighting engine for fire suppression 



(notably, Salvatore) and those buildings are also accessible from Highway 47. 
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           6.2.6 An engineer’s certificate has been provided into the record by the 



applicant/county, establishing the suitability for all legal loads.  It is, functionally, a pedestrian 



bridge, but is built to the “HL 93” standard, meaning that it was designed with a 2.5 safety factor—



it was designed, and is being constructed, to hold 2.5 times the weight of the heaviest legal road 



weight.  The margin of error is intended to account for variations in materials and construction 



conditions. 



 



            6.2.7 Access to most of the trail corridor to all of these vehicles is more than 



feasible—access is mostly available now, impeded only by blackberries and illegally-strung 



barbed wire, from Fryer Road (a county road) and from Roosevelt Street through arrangement with 



the City of Carlton.  



 



            6.2.8  The bridge is useful to the county prior to approval of the trail, for 



maintenance and emergency access by county and emergency personnel.  Once the trail is 



constructed, it will be fenced from surrounding lands, and emergency service vehicles will, 



presumably, only be using the trail to access emergencies within the corridor.  The trail is not 



meant to serve as an access to farms or buildings along the corridor, and will be fenced to reduce 



the potential for damages to neighboring farm uses from trespassers. 



 



 6.2.9 The nature of the fire risk along the proposed trail is similar to a wildland 



fire, specifically, small brushy fuels, grasses and/or dried crops.  It should also be noted that 



maintenance of the trail and corridor will include maintenance of brush and grass, and removal of 



fuels, to a much greater extent than is now occurring.  The fuel loads likely to be present along the 



trail are of the type commonly fought using Type 3 and Type 6 brush engines (see photos submitted 



by applicant/county).  These types of vehicles routinely drive off road into fields.  The Carlton 



Fire Department has both Type 3 and Type 6 engines.  The Yamhill Fire Department’s website 



(www.yamhillfpd.org/brush-4) shows that they have a Type 6 engine.  The Oregon Department of 



Forestry, which is located off of Panther Creek Road, west of Carlton, also has these types of 



engines and could respond if requested to any major brush fire on either side of the trail corridor 



fence.  Type 3 engines have 4-wheel drive to make driving over rough terrain easier and have a 



typical gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR) of 26,000 pounds.  A Type 6 engine is built on a 



pickup truck frame with a medium duty chassis with a GVWR of 9,000-16,000 pounds 



(https://www.fireapparatusmagazine.com/2019/07/01/type-3-and-thpe-6-wildland-fire-



apparatus/#gref and https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wildland fire engine). 



 



           6.2.10 The nature of rural wildland firefighting requires fire departments to 



routinely operate without a water source provided on site.  Type 3 brush engines typically carry a 



minimum of 500 US gallons of water (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wildland fire engine).  



Wildland firefighting does not require hooking up to a pressurized water supply system.  Instead, 



reliance is on a combination of firefighters using had tools and shuttling small amounts of water 



from a water source, be it a stream, pond, tank or fire hydrant.  As the record already indicates, 



there is a fire hydrant at the Bus Barn, and another fire hydrant where the trail enters Carlton, 



adjacent to the Carlton Main Fire Station.  Although the Lafayette Fire Chief is an expert in fire 



suppression, he has provided for no basis for concluding that the 2.82 mile rural transportation 



corridor, unlike any other rural right of way in Yamhill County, requires fire hydrants usually 
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associated with an urban level of development that is currently not allowed in the corridor and is 



not anticipated to occur at any time in the future.  



 



           6.2.11 The Board specifically rejects the Lafayette Fire Chief’s assertion that fire 



hydrants are necessary in the corridor.  The Fire Chief should nevertheless be encouraged to 



participate in the Master Planning process, to ensure that best practices are promoted through trail 



construction and management.  The Board finds that the proposed use is appropriate, considering 



the adequacy of public facilities and services existing or planned for the area affected by the use. 



The corridor and proposed trail have, and are likely to continue to have into the foreseeable future, 



adequate public facilities and services, to support use of the existing transportation corridor as a 



public trail.  It is feasible to complete the design of the trail as envisioned, with proper grade, 



clearance, site vision, drainage, road base, bridges, horizontal clearance, and access to 



accommodate police, ambulance services, and all manner of fire engine, even Type 1 engines 



usually associated with fires in structures and usually not used to control brush fires of the type 



likely to occur within and/or adjacent to the corridor.      



 



            6.2.12 Construction of the proposed trail will improve access by emergency 



vehicles to farms along the trail corridor from Highway 240, from Fryer Road and from Roosevelt 



Street.  Nothing about the trail renders inadequate existing services—it is proposed as a passive 



use recreation and transportation facility.  The county also owns the ‘Bus Barn’ property, which is 



the northern terminus of the Yamhill to Carlton segment.  Master Planning is underway.  The 



corridor has existing roads and access to serve the proposed use. For all of these reasons, the 



proposed use is appropriate, considering the adequacy of public facilities and services existing or 



planned for the area affected by the use. 



 



6.3  Adequate transportation facilities.   The corridor has existing roads and access to 



serve the proposed use.  As noted in earlier decisions, the trail segment in question is intended for 



local pedestrian and bicycle use.  In response to LUBA’s discussion at page 81-83 of its opinion, 



the applicant/county has submitted a traffic study to support its conclusions made in Board Order 



19-94.  The study includes an analysis of transportation infrastructure in the area, and predicts the 



traffic likely to be associated with the trail.  Based on that analysis, mitigation measures are 



proposed that should be incorporated into the conditions of approval, requiring establishment of 



trailheads as proposed, with parking as proposed in the DEA traffic study submitted by 



applicant/county.  



 



6.4 Trailheads and restrooms.  Although a master plan has not yet been completed, the 



Bus Barn property owned by the county is large enough, has water, subsurface sewage disposal 



and electricity, and it is feasible that the Bus Barn property can accommodate its current use and 



also serve as a trailhead with restroom facilities and other amenities for trail users. The site 



currently has electrical service.  A proposed condition of approval will require that a porta potty 



be maintained at the bus barn and at the southern trail terminus, for use by trail patrons.   A 



proposed ordinance scheduled to be heard by the Planning Commission at an upcoming hearing 



includes changes to the HI zone applicable to the Bus Barn, to allow development of trail related 



uses. 
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7. Regarding criterion (F), the use is or can be made compatible with existing uses and other 



allowable uses in the area.  Like all of the conditional use standards, this is a local standard, and 



the county is entitled to deference for its reasonable interpretation of the standard.  Evidence in the 



record that supports findings of compliance with the farm impact standards also support findings 



of compliance with this standard, but this standard is not tied to the farm standard or to county 



findings in support of the farm standard.   



 



7.1 The use is a public trail for pedestrians, bicyclists, and equestrians.  The “existing 



uses” and “allowable uses” in the area are detailed in ‘farm-focused’ findings addressing all of the 



types of farm uses identified adjacent to the corridor.  The county interprets this standard as 



requiring the county identify the existing uses and allowable uses, which it has.  Those uses are, 



generally, farm uses and some residential uses.  As to the farm uses, the county specifically does 



not believe that the rigorous analysis imposed on the county by appellate courts related to the farm 



standard is useful or appropriate in complying with subsection (F).  The purpose of the standard is 



to require consideration of such uses, and to impose conditions to ensure compatibility with 



existing and allowable uses.   



 



7.2 The emphasis in subsection (F) is on identifying potential incompatibilities, and to 



establish conditions to improve compatibility, not to completely foreclose all potential 



incompatibility, which is impossible. To that end, the county is imposing significant conditions on 



the development of the trail, to improve compatibility between the trail and existing and allowable 



uses, to meet the standard as the county interprets it.  he use is or can be made compatible with 



existing uses and other allowable uses in the area.  Based on the conditions of approval (which 



subsection (F) specifically contemplates as a way to ensure reasonable compatibility) and in part 



on other findings and evidence regarding compatibility, suitability of the parcel and the availability 



of services, the proposed use is or can be made compatible with farm and residential uses and other 



uses allowed in the area.  With conditions, the proposed trail will be compatible with existing uses 



and other allowable uses in the area.   



 



8. Conditional uses in the EF-80 district must also comply with the following criteria found 



in 402.07(A): 



 



1. The use will not force significant change in accepted farming or forest 



practices on surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 



 



2. The use will not significantly increase the cost of accepted farming or forest 



practices on surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 



 



These criteria are the same as required by ORS 215.296. ORS 215.296 states, in relevant part: 



 



“Standards for approval of certain uses in exclusive farm use zones; violation of 



standards; complaint; penalties; exceptions to standards.  (1)  A use allowed under 



ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) or 215.283 (2) or (4) may be approved only where the 



local governing body or its designee finds that the use will not: 
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(a) Force a significant change in accepted farm or forest practices on   



 surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use; or 



(b) Significantly increase the cost of accepted farm or forest practices on 



 surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 



 



(2) An applicant for a use allowed under ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) or 215.283 



(2) or (4) may demonstrate that the standards for approval set forth in subsection 



(1) of this section will be satisfied through the imposition of conditions.  Any 



conditions so imposed shall be clear and objective. * * *” 



 



 8.1 As explained in Schellenberg v. Polk County, 21 Or LUBA 425, 440 (1991) and 



subsequent cases, the ORS 215.296(1) test requires that the county identify the accepted farm and 



forest practices occurring on surrounding farm lands, and then consider whether the proposed use 



will force a significant change in, or significantly increase the cost of, identified practices.  ORS 



215.203 defines “farm use,” and contains the following definition of “accepted farming practice” 



that is appropriate to reference in this circumstance.  ORS 215.203(2)(c) states: 



 



“As used in this subsection, ‘accepted farming practice’ means a mode of operation 



that is common to farms of a similar nature, necessary for the operation of such 



farms to obtain a profit in money, and customarily utilized in conjunction with farm 



use.” 



 



 8.2 For purposes of this analysis, the “area” under consideration includes all farm 



operations wholly or partially within 750 feet of the (generally) 60-foot wide transportation 



corridor.  The portion of the corridor under consideration runs from State Highway 240 south to 



the northern city limits of the City of Carlton.   



 



 8.3 All property owners wholly or partially within the area extending 750 feet north of 



State Highway 240 and within 750 feet of the corridor to the city limits of the City of Carlton were 



mailed notice of these proceedings.  A hearing was held before the Planning Commission on May 



3, 2018.  At the hearing, farm managers and operators within the notice area and from elsewhere 



in the county supplemented the record with additional, more specific evidence and testimony 



regarding the types of crops and/or livestock and related farm practices taking place in the area, 



along with the types of costs that might be incurred by farm operations in the area if the corridor 



is developed and used as a pedestrian, bicycle and equestrian trail.  



 



 8.4 A spreadsheet and maps were entered into the record, along with basic information 



about the corridor and the types of farm uses that appear to be taking place in the area.  That 



information has been supplemented by persons testifying at the hearing and by the hundreds of 



pages of written testimony submitted into the record on remand.  



 



 8.5 Crops grown in the area typically include hazelnut and fruit orchards; grass seed; 



hay; pasture; clover; Christmas trees; and row crops.  No specific livestock operations were 



identified within the 750-foot notice area, but horses appear to be stabled or grazed on some farms 



in the area, and testimony was received at the hearing of alpacas kept on property adjacent to the 



corridor segment under review.  Following the public hearings on this matter, a person testified to 
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the Board that he has milking cows within 750 feet of the trail corridor.  Other crops that might be 



present because they are common in Yamhill County include sweet corn, raspberries, marion 



berries, beans, cherries, arborvitae and other nursery stock.  Testimony was also received regarding 



cattle and sheep being raised or maintained in the area or along other segments of the corridor.  



The area also includes riparian and forested areas where no farm uses are currently taking place.  



 



 8.6 Plowing, burning, application of herbicides, pesticides, fungicides and fertilizer, 



disking of orchards and machine harvesting are accepted farm practices in the area under the ORS 



215.203(2)(c) definition.  There are also, likely, organic and sustainable agricultural practices 



taking place.  Farm labor is likely employed in the area to tend and harvest many of the crops 



noted.  Farm machinery is routinely transferred from field to field in the area, and in some cases 



must routinely cross the corridor.  Testimony was received regarding the harvesting of grass seed, 



and the need to regularly cross the corridor during harvest and other times of the year.  (The county 



has indicated its intent to honor existing easements and to accommodate other farmers and farm 



operations that would benefit from a legal arrangement allowing them to cross the corridor for 



farming purposes.)  Fields may be irrigated by well or direct withdrawal from surface water 



sources.  One farmer shoots non-potable water onto his property with a water cannon.  No 



commercial forestry has been identified in the area, although forest and small woodlot uses 



accessory to agricultural uses likely take place. 



 



 8.7  The predominant farm use adjacent to the trail appears to be the production of grass 



seed and/or pasture.  Additionally, a large (approaching 10,000 trees) hazelnut orchard was 



recently planted along the eastern edge of the corridor.  At the location of the orchard, the corridor 



is heavily wooded, buffering informal trail use apparently being made of the corridor.  The orchard 



is also in close proximity to a dwelling on a neighboring parcel and State Highway 47, both of 



which are located within 150 feet of the western edge of the orchard.  The owner of the orchard 



also maintains an accessway (dirt road) adjacent to the corridor, further buffering (by distance) the 



corridor from the hazelnut orchard. 



 



 8.8 In all three public hearings on this matter, one before the Planning Commission and 



two before the Board of Commissioners, testimony has been received outlining perceived and/or 



anticipated impacts from public use of the corridor as a public trail.  It has been asserted that new 



rules first proposed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and now adopted by the Oregon 



Occupational Safety and Health Administration, will prevent grass seed farmers and a farm 



operator raising filbert trees from spraying their grain/seed crops and/or trees located within 150 



feet of the trail, and within 150 feet of Highway 47.  The allegation includes an assertion that it is 



the presence of the trail and trail users that will cause the farm operator’s costs to rise significantly, 



and to include the loss of profits from an inability to properly manage the area within 150 feet of 



the trail.  Similar, unsupported allegations were made that other (unspecified) rules or one or more 



certification programs will stop issuing crop certifications due to the presence of the trail. 



 



  8.8.1 These claims are rejected by the Board as being unsupported or untrue.  



With regard to spraying, state and federal law currently prohibit the spraying of pesticides and/or 



herbicides and/or fungicides (herein, “pesticides”) or other substances potentially harmful to 



human health on people or on property other than property owned or otherwise under the control 



of the farm operator.  Pesticide labels, generally, indicate that they should not be sprayed on 
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workers or others, on livestock or other animals, or applied in a manner likely to cause them to 



“drift” off-site.  (see ORS 634.372(2) and (4)).  Some labels state that they should not be used 



“around” certain uses were the public is likely to be, with no specific definition of “around,” and 



apparently leaving it to the best judgment of the applicator,  Farmers or spray operators who allow 



pesticides to drift can currently be held “strictly liable” because such activities can be considered 



“abnormally dangerous.”  Actions for trespass and negligence are currently not foreclosed by right-



to-farm laws, even as those laws provide limited protection to farm operators for pesticide use that 



is “done in a reasonable and prudent manner.”  (see ORS 30.939) It is not the county or anyone 



else associated with the trail or its use that is proposing rules that might limit spraying within the 



boundaries of a farm, and any increased cost due to a new administrative rule adopted by the 



federal or state government is not a cost that can logically be attributed to users of the proposed 



trail.  Overspray is not an accepted farm practice. 



 



  8.8.2 The argument from opponents is that the existence of the trail will put 



additional persons in potential harm’s way from pesticide drift, and that farm/spray operators will 



incur additional, “significant” expenses to prevent drifting pesticide spray from landing on users 



of the trail.  “Reasonable and prudent” pesticide application is, under ORS 30.939, “considered to 



be a farming practice” for purposes of state farming protection laws.  Allowing pesticides to drift 



onto neighboring properties, whether or not people or animals are present, is not “reasonable and 



prudent,” it is possibly negligence, and is clearly a nuisance and trespass. 



 



  8.8.3 Testimony has been received from one farm operator who farms a hazelnut 



orchard adjacent to the segment of the corridor that is the subject of this application, and from 



several farm operators along the segment of corridor in question who grow grass seed and grains.  



The farms adjacent to the segment of corridor under consideration are addressed in more detail 



below.  In earlier proceedings, a hazelnut farmer stated that he farms 35 rows of hazelnut trees 



between Highway 47 and the corridor.  When discussing an EPA rule, that was being considered 



(in modified form) for adoption by the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Administration, he 



stated that he would not be able to spray the eight rows of trees closest to the highway.  He stated 



that the trees need weekly foliar sprays in the morning when tree sugar is at a certain level.  He 



also discussed the need to manage filbertworm outbreaks, and eastern filbert blight that kills trees 



three years after it first appears.  He stated that there are newer, more resistant varieties, but those 



trees can still be killed by the blight, ten years after it appears.  Testimony received from a second 



farmer, who grows hazelnuts near Wheatland, was to the effect that the county should indemnify 



farmers against potential claims by trail users that they have been harmed by pesticide drift. 



 



  8.8.4 Written testimony submitted into the record indicates that the proposed 



Oregon OSHA rule has nothing to do with the trail, or any other public transportation facility.  



That testimony indicated that the proposed Oregon OSHA rule is for the purpose of protecting 



“workers (and occupants of labor housing) and is not intended to apply outside the farm.”  Under 



the proposed rule, the responsibility of farm operators to avoid spraying people and to prevent the 



drift of pesticides off of their property is unchanged.   



 



  8.8.5 Under existing spray regulations, it is possible that reasonable and prudent 



precautions can be taken, at little cost, to minimize potential conflicts between farmers and/or 



spray operators and trail users.  It may be possible to schedule spraying in the early morning or at 
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other times when trail use is light.  One spray applicator indicated that, when possible, he sprays 



in the evening or at night, when wind conditions are more favorable, bees are not active and 



sunlight does not break down the chemical spray.  Sign details will be established through the 



master planning process, which is scheduled to begin at the time of these findings.  Posted signs 



will include clear notice that the trail is for day use only.  Even during the night, spray operators 



are required to avoid spraying the property of others, whether or not there are people or animals 



located there.  Signs can be posted on the trail at both ends of a stretch of trail near locations where 



spraying is scheduled to take place.  Such signs are currently available, and have been seen in use 



along the corridor near Gaston.  Temporary barriers, with signage, might be employed to prevent 



trail users from risking contact with pesticide drift.  These matters should be addressed in the 



master planning process, but it is feasible to post warning signs and to erect temporary barriers on 



the trail to accommodate spray applicators, and such measures should be allowed if doing so may 



reduce risks to farmers of possible complaints or lawsuits.  The added inconvenience to farm 



operators is not part of the farm impact standard calculus, because overspray is not an accepted 



farm use under any circumstances.  Such measures, taken whenever necessary (and as to be 



addressed in the master plan) along with fencing and signage, reduce the risk of increased 



insurance premiums and potential lawsuits arising from trail use to a level at which those risks and 



expected costs cannot be considered significant.  Such measures help to makes coping with trail 



use adjacent to farm uses no different in terms of risk management than farming adjacent to a State 



Highway, county road, or other public road.  State law already requires that farmers and spray 



operators be trained in proper methods of applying pesticides and that they follow the label 



instructions of the spray being applied.  Off-site pesticide drift is never allowed.  The county, or 



other trail manager, is capable of cooperating fully with neighboring farm operations to ensure that 



reasonable and prudent steps are taken by all parties to avoid accidental poisoning of trail users. 



 



  8.8.6 Testimony has also been received indicating that the smell of a pesticide 



might drift off of the property to which it is applied, and that trail users who smell it might think 



they had been sprayed, leading to expensive complaints and time-consuming inspections of farm 



operations by governmental agencies.  However, these impacts, which are attributed to the 



perception of individuals who smell pesticides and who would then create bureaucratic headaches 



for farmers, are speculative.  This type of complaint is no different from the same types of 



complaints that might currently be generated by travelers on the numerous existing roads in the 



county.  Testimony was received indicating that trail users are more exposed than individuals 



driving on county roads, and are more likely to complain about dust, noise and obnoxious odors 



routinely produced by farm operators. 



 



  8.8.7 Testimony has also been received indicating that signage can be effective 



in both warning and educating trail users about potential farm odors, pesticide odors, dust, noise, 



and/or smoke that visitors may experience while using the trail.  Signage can also be used to warn 



trail users of the prohibitions on touching or interacting with livestock maintained on private 



property; of trespassing on private property; of littering; of vandalism and/or camping in the 



corridor or on adjacent lands.  Appropriate signage at trailheads and at appropriate locations along 



the trail can effectively minimize potential conflicts between trail visitors and farming uses and 



practices.  The segment of trail in question will be installed with access from Highway 240 (once 



the HI zone text is amended) and from the City of Carlton.  There will be no parking or trailhead 



installed under this approval, and there will be ‘no parking for trail users’ or similar signs posted 
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where the trail crosses Fryer Road.  This segment of trail is being constructed for local use by the 



residents of Yamhill and Carlton.  Although it may one day be a link in a regional trail, its intended 



and expected use at present is by persons who live in the area or are visiting Yamhill or Carlton.  



Such residents and visitors, more likely than not, know the difference between smelling pesticides 



and being sprayed with them.   



 



  8.8.8. With regard to the indemnification of farm operators against possible 



lawsuits arising from spray drift—as noted, Oregon has right-to-farm laws that currently limit 



lawsuits against farmers following accepted farming practices.  Counties do not currently 



indemnify farmers against claims by users of county roads that they have been harmed by pesticide 



drift.  Testimony was received that other jurisdictions provide such indemnification, but in states 



with different state laws.  No rational basis has been identified in this case for what would seem to 



be an extraordinary program of protecting farmers and/or farm operations from liability for 



practices that may or may not be “reasonable and prudent.”  As stated, fencing, signage and other 



practices outline in the master plan will reduce perceived liability risks to a level at which they do 



not significantly impact accepted farm practices or costs.   



 



  8.8.9 As addressed throughout these findings, the existence of a paved trail 



through the existing 60-foot transportation corridor is unlikely to force a significant change in 



accepted farm or forest herbicide and/or pesticide spraying practices on surrounding lands, or to 



significantly increase the cost of spraying in the surrounding area.  Clear and objective conditions 



establishing coordination with neighboring farms and spray operators; signage and the possible 



use of temporary barriers and signs during times of spray application will further minimize 



potential liability risks and other potential conflicts (addressing reports to state agencies) between 



applicators of pesticides and use of the corridor by hikers, bikers, and equestrians.  Additional 



testimony received during the proceedings on remand are addressed elsewhere in these findings. 



   



 8.9 The county has also received testimony from numerous farmers, including some 



that are located within the notice area for this proceeding, and six who farm adjacent to the 



corridor.  Some of those farmers have indicated that trail users will trespass on their property, 



significantly impacting farm practices and/or costs.  Examples given included:  trail users 



defecating and urinating in surrounding farm fields and orchards; littering and illegal dumping in 



surrounding farm fields; dangerous or harassing interaction between trail users and livestock; and 



crops trampled by trail users seeking photo opportunities.  Some have likened the proposed use of 



the corridor as a hiking, biking and equestrian trail to the Springwater Corridor in SE Portland, 



and have indicated that they fear homeless people, clueless tourists and criminals will wander onto 



their land trampling crops, littering, doing drugs, interrupting spray operations, stealing, raping, 



killing, committing acts of vandalism, or setting up makeshift camps.  Several farmers and other 



opponents claimed that, either trail users will start fires, or they will be incinerated by fast moving 



fires started accidentally by farmers.  The attorney for the organized opposition promoted this type 



of testimony orally and in writing to the Board.  The Board has weighed that evidence against the 



extensive testimony received regarding the Banks to Vernonia trail, which was almost exclusively 



praised by those providing oral and written testimony.  The Banks to Vernonia Trail passes through 



forest land, but also through extensive farm areas, adjacent to and through established fields 



growing grass seed or used for grazing.  Negative testimony about the Banks to Vernonia Trail 



was far outweighed by positive testimony, indicating close similarities between it and the 
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail segment under consideration in these proceedings.  That testimony 



supports a conclusion that the apocalyptic testimony of trail critics is not credible and that the 



balance of testimony and evidence supports a conclusion that the trail can function as an 



exceptional place for persons of all ages to exercise and as a safe transportation for students and 



others traveling between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  There is no reason to believe that trail 



users present any greater risk of fire or crime than is posed by users of other public rights-of-way 



in the county.  As indicated, all police and emergency services will be available along the trail, 



which will have good emergency access at several locations.  Two fire districts serve the trail 



segment in question, including one that has its main fire station abutting the trail at its southern 



terminus.  A  developed trail will provide greater access for fire response vehicles to areas adjacent 



to the trail than are available now. 



 



  8.9.1 In the area of the proposed trail, Yamhill County is rural, with a far lower 



incidence of homeless persons attempting to establish camps than the Springwater Corridor, which 



is a relatively dense urban and suburban area.  Problems related to homelessness in the Springwater 



Corridor reached crisis levels at a time when the city, as a matter of policy, stopped enforcing laws 



along the corridor prohibiting overnight camping.  This type of problem can be minimized 



regarding a trail in the Yamhelas corridor, through appropriate signage; through the establishment 



of rules governing use of the corridor that prohibit camping within the corridor, and through the 



enforcement of existing laws prohibiting trespass on private property.  Volunteers and ‘Friends of 



the Trail’ will likely report problems and help to educate persons on the trail who appear to not 



know or understand basic trail rules.  Maintenance of the trail will also help to minimize all 



potential impacts to neighboring farms from trail users, promoting respect for the trail and its 



neighbors.  The establishment of a Master Plan will be the first step in development and 



maintenance of a trail in the Yamhelas corridor that draws children, young people and families, 



none of whom are ‘criminal elements,’ and all of whom are wary of such elements and know how 



to react appropriately.  The Banks to Vernonia Trail and the testimony received about it is 



substantial evidence that the Board accepts establishing that hiking, biking and riding horses are 



activities that attract law abiding citizens and families, the presence of which has been found to be 



a natural deterrent to crime along that trail and many other developed trails in Oregon and across 



the country.  Contrary to the claims of some opponents, the close proximity of farms growing the 



same types of crops adjacent to the Banks to Vernonia trail is substantial evidence that farm 



practices of the type taking place along the Yamhelas trail corridor are not likely to be impacted 



in a significant way by the presence of the trail and trail users. 



 



  8.9.2 It is possible that trespassing, and all that it potentially brings—damage to 



crops, vandalism and other criminal activities—could significantly impact farm practices and 



significantly increase the cost of farming.  However, there are effective management and design 



mechanisms to reduce the potential threat of trespass and its impacts, including fencing, signage 



and policing.  Additionally, in areas that might attract trespassers, signage and fencing can be used 



to hinder or prevent most trespassers and to alert law-abiding citizens to the presence of trespassers.  



Trail design will also include use of bollards and/or gates that can be accessed by law enforcement 



personnel traveling on or in motorized vehicles, to allow law enforcement patrols and rapid police 



response to reported criminal incidents.  Conditions are proposed requiring the establishment and 



maintenance of trail features (including fencing and signage) designed to minimize the potential 



for trespass and to improve the ability of law enforcement to respond quickly.  With such 
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conditions, it is possible to prevent trespassing that might otherwise significantly impact accepted 



farm practices on surrounding lands dedicated to farm use or significantly increase the cost of 



farming such lands. 



 



 8.10 It should also be noted, with regard to potential impacts to farm uses generally:  the 



corridor is, for the most part, at least 60 feet wide.  Trail uses are expected to occupy only 12 feet 



of that width.  That leaves a potential buffer area of up to 24 feet on both sides of the proposed 



trail.  Within that buffer area, there is room for fencing as well as landscaping to potentially block 



views of neighboring farms and farm operations, or to enhance the security of fencing. In noting 



this fact, the county is not agreeing that neighboring farm operators have the right to use county 



property as a spray buffer without the county’s consent.  Farm operators have no right to spray 



adjacent to a neighboring property in a manner that limits that neighbors right of “quiet enjoyment” 



on all parts of the neighbors’ property, at all times.  The presence of hikers, runners and bicyclists 



within the corridor in no way changes the basic right of a property owner to not be forced to limit 



his, hers, or its access to real property because a neighboring farm operator wants to spray 



pesticides or herbicides.  It is not an “accepted farming practice” to exclude any neighbor from use 



of his or her property to accommodate the farm operator in complying with label restrictions.  Farm 



operators must employ one or more management/spray methods to manage their own spray buffers 



on their own property. 



 



 8.11 It should further be noted that farm uses have, for the most part, peacefully co-



existed with nonfarm uses and existing transportation corridors in Yamhill County and throughout 



the state and nation for many years.  Farmers and spray operators appear, for the most part, to 



accommodate travelers of county roads, and state and federal highways, without undue expense 



and without significantly impacting the use of accepted farm practices.  The same methods used 



to protect existing users of existing roads are available to protect trail users, and should not be 



significantly more expensive or impactful when protecting persons walking, on bicycles or horses, 



than those on bikes, in cars or on motorcycles on the county’s many roads, with a smaller buffer 



area than is potentially available with the proposed use.  The Board received extensive testimony 



supporting a conclusion that farmers do not incur significant costs or impacts from farming 



adjacent to other public rights-of-way as evidence that they will not incur significant impact or 



costs from the presence of trail users.  The Board finds that evidence to be credible and compelling, 



and to outweigh less credible and compelling testimony that trail impacts to farming will far exceed 



the usually insignificant impacts of farming adjacent to any other kind of public right-of-way.    



 



 8.12 It is the county’s intent to mitigate and attempt to minimize all perceived and 



potential impacts to farming from use of the rail corridor as a trail.  It appears feasible for the 



county to minimize those impacts and expenses. 



 



  8.13 Although the initial trail development will extend into the city limits of the City of 



Carlton, those areas are plan and zone designated for urban uses.  The county intends to mitigate 



and minimize potential impacts to those uses and property owners as well, but is not required to 



address those uses under ORS 215.296. 



 



 8.14 Successive county Boards of Commissioners have supported the development of a 



trail in the existing corridor stretching roughly from Hagg Lake to McMinnville.  Benefits include 
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increased recreational opportunities, greater tourism, greater opportunities for agri-tourism, and an 



alternative to automobile use for commuters and children attending the schools in the Yamhill 



Carlton School District.  In the case of the corridor segment between Yamhill and Carlton, those 



two communities already share a school system, which would likely benefit from a safe bicycle 



route between schools and students living in both communities.  This community connection also 



raises the potential that the trail will receive adequate funding for design, maintenance and security, 



furthering community and trail development goals of preventing trespass and crime generally 



within the corridor.   



 



 8.15 In summary: the trail is proposed for development in a pre-existing rail corridor, 



constructed beginning circa 1872 and now owned by the county, where freight and passenger trains 



operated for approximately 100 years.  It will provide low impact, passive recreation and 



transportation opportunities.  The potential farm impacts that have been raised to date are impacts 



from farming on trail users—e.g.: overspray, and use of poisons that might accidentally kill 



someone’s trespassing pet.  The exception is impacts to farm uses by trespassers.  There are 



mitigation and minimization practices and technologies that can be employed to minimize most of 



the impacts alleged.  The corridor is (generally) at least 60 feet wide through rural areas, and trail 



uses will likely occupy no more than 12 feet of that 60 feet.  Fencing and signage alone will 



minimize potential trespass impacts to farm practices and costs to a level at which they can no 



longer be considered “significant.”  Additional mitigation, to farm impacts and to other non-farm 



uses and practices, can be established and employed through a final design or master plan to further 



minimize potential trespass impacts.   Trail users can be warned by way of appropriate signage 



regarding spray practices in areas where neighboring farmers need or want to spray up to the 



corridor.  The master plan should specify trail design adjacent to grass seed and grain fields to 



ensure that nuisance weeds are controlled or eliminated and do not contaminate neighboring crops.  



Right-to-farm laws limit the liability of farmers who engage in accepted farming practices.  Other 



existing laws prohibit the application of herbicides and/or pesticides in a manner that allows those 



substances to leave the property of the user, or to come into contact with humans or animals.  It 



therefore appears that the potential impacts to farm uses identified to date can be minimized by 



appropriate fencing and signage.   Additional mitigation, not necessary to meet the farm impact 



standards in ORS 215.296, can be provided through final design and/or a master plan established 



prior to the formal opening of the corridor for use by the general public.   



 



8.16 It should also be noted that, for conditional uses within the farm zone, the Planning 



Department has required property owners to sign and record an affidavit stating the following:  



 



 “The subject property is located in an area designated by Yamhill County 



for agricultural uses.  It is the county policy to protect agricultural operations from 



conflicting land uses in such designated areas.  Accepted agricultural practices in 



this area may create inconveniences for the owners or occupants of this property.  



However, Yamhill County does not consider it the agricultural operator's 



responsibility to modify accepted practices to accommodate the owner or occupants 



of this property, with the exception of such operator's violation of State law.” 



 



This affidavit alerts the property owner and potential users of the land that neighboring agricultural 



operations will not be required to modify their farming practices on behalf of the neighboring use.  
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With conditions and the above affidavit, it appears that the use will not cause significant conflicts 



with neighboring farming operations. 



 



 8.17 The following findings address the consistency of the proposal with the Statewide 



Land Use Planning Goals.  These findings are mostly carried through from Ordinance 904 and are 



not necessary for conditional use approval but are included in these findings in an abundance of 



caution. 



 



  8.17.1 Goal 1—Citizen Involvement.  Goal 1 directs local governments to adopt 



and to administer programs to assure citizen involvement in all phases of the planning process.  In 



this case, the notice of hearing and all other elements of the hearings process before the Planning 



Commission and Board of Commissioners complied with applicable law and provided full 



opportunity for citizen involvement.  Three full hearings were provided, two before the Board of 



Commissioners.  All of the hearings held regarding Docket G-01-18 as well as a ‘trail dialogue’ 



meeting to receive comments regarding the trail were well attended. 



 



  8.17.2 Goal 2—Land Use Planning (Coordination and Factual Base).  Goal 2 



requires that the county coordinate its land use decisions with the plans of other affected 



governmental units.  Affected governmental units are those local governments, state and federal 



agencies and special districts that have programs, land ownerships, or responsibilities within the 



area affected.  The county, all state agencies, and many federal resource agencies, have long-



established coordination programs to facilitate review of land- and resource-use proposals.  It is 



the county’s standard practice to notify relevant state and local governments and agencies of 



proposed land use actions, and that practice was followed in this case. 



 



Goal 2 also requires that the county establish a factual basis for its decisions.  A factual basis 



(substantial evidence in the record as a whole) for this decision has been established through the 



course of the application and review process and was supplemented through the hearing process.  



The county’s decision is supported by substantial evidence. 



 



  8.17.3 Goal 3—Agricultural Lands.  Goal 3 directs local governments to preserve 



and maintain agricultural land.  The trail corridor is situated in a farm zone, but has been covered 



with ballast, compacted, and used as a railroad corridor for approximately 100 years.  Much of the 



corridor is no longer suitable for growing crops, and the corridor remains suitable as a 



transportation corridor that has remained relatively intact since circa 1872.  The county has 



considered potential impacts to agricultural uses, practices and costs under ORS 215.296, and has 



weighed potential agricultural impacts against the many safety, recreational, transportation, and 



other social benefits of use of the property for a trail.  In this case, conflicts between use of the site 



for a recreational trail and reserving it for other transportation uses and agricultural uses in the 



surrounding area have been considered and addressed. 



 



  8.17.4 Goal 4—Forest Lands.  Goal 4 directs local governments to “conserve forest 



lands.”  The segment of corridor in question is zoned EFU.  Parts of the corridor are forested, but 



for the most part the trail location is compacted soil and ballast, not suitable for forest uses, and 



more suited for trail/recreational uses. 
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  8.17.5 Goal 5—Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas and Natural Resources.  



Goal 5 is “To conserve open space and protect natural and scenic resources.”  The proposed trail 



will cross Stag Hollow Creek, and at least two unnamed watercourses.  None of the identified 



watercourses are inventoried Goal 5 resources.  All necessary permits will be obtained prior to 



constructing bridges across the identified watercourses.   



 



  8.17.6 Goal 6—Air, Water and Land Resources Quality.  Under Goal 6, local 



governments must ensure that land uses do not threaten to violate, or violate, state or federal 



environmental standards.  All necessary permits will be obtained by the county prior to 



constructing bridges across identified watercourses.  Otherwise, the uses promoted by the trail—



biking, walking and horseback riding, are passive and generally non-polluting uses. 



 



  8.17.7 Goal 7—Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards.  Goal 7 directs 



local governments to protect life and property from natural disasters and hazards.  Construction of 



the initial trail segment from Yamhill to Carlton will require at least three bridges across minor 



watercourses and a floodplain.  The county regulates development in floodways and floodplains, 



and will obtain all necessary approvals prior to proceeding, consistent with Goal 7. 



 



  8.17.8 Goal 8—Recreational Needs.  Goal 8 directs local governments to plan for 



the recreational needs of its citizens.  A major benefit of use of the existing corridor as a multi-



modal trail is that it will provide a safe place to walk, to ride a bike, or to ride a horse between the 



cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  The proposal promotes Goal 8. 



 



  8.17.9 Goal 9—Economic Development.  Goal 9 directs local government to 



provide adequate opportunities for continued economic growth in Oregon.  The focus of Goal 9 is 



on commercial and industrial development, primarily in urban areas.  However, extensive 



testimony has been received regarding the potential economic benefits of a multi-modal trail in 



promoting agri-tourism in the county, including the wine industry and other elements of the 



county’s extensive agricultural economy.  The trail is expected to benefit the county economically, 



especially the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. 



 



  8.17.10 Goal 10—Housing.  Goal 10 is to provide for the housing needs of citizens 



of the state.  No housing is proposed, nor will this proposal remove potential urbanizable land that 



could be used for housing from any inventory.  Goal 10 is not relevant to this plan amendment. 



 



  8.17.11 Goal 11—Public Facilities and Services.  Goal 11 is “To plan and develop 



a timely, orderly and efficient arrangement of public facilities and services to serve as a framework 



for urban and rural development.”  This plan amendment will not negatively impact any identified 



public facilities or services, and all necessary public facilities and services are available to serve 



the proposed use. 



 



  8.17.12 Goal 12—Transportation.  Goal 12 directs local governments “to provide 



and encourage a safe, convenient and economic transportation system.”  In this case, the county 



has purchased a transportation corridor that was used for passenger and freight transport for 



approximately 100 years, and has planned since at least 2012 to use it as a multi-modal trail and 



to preserve it for future rail or other transit uses.  The proposal to develop an alternative 
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transportation facility to allow travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton on foot, bicycle or 



horse directly promotes Goal 12.  The only other transportation facility available, Oregon Highway 



47, is not suitable for these uses. 



 



  8.17.13 Goal 13—Energy Conservation.  Goal 13 declares that: “land and uses 



developed on the land shall be managed and controlled so as to maximize the conservation of all 



forms of energy, based upon sound economic principles.”  By promoting a safe and appealing 



facility for non-automobile travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton, the proposed plan 



amendment promotes Goal 13. 



 



  8.17.14 Remaining Goals.  None of the remaining Statewide Land Use Planning 



Goals are relevant to this application.  



 



  8.17.15  With regard to the Statewide Planning Goals, it should also be noted that 



a section of LCDC’s Transportation Planning Rule, OAR 660-012-0065, entitled “Transportation 



Improvements on Rural Lands” subsection (3) states: 



 



“(3)  The following transportation improvements are consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 



and 14 subject to the requirements of this rule: 



 



* * * 



 



(h)  Bikeways, footpaths and recreational trails not otherwise allowed as a 



modification or part of an existing road;” 



 



8.18 Spray operator claims.  The claim by spray operators that they have a right to use 



their neighbors’ properties as spray buffer areas, and that they are therefore significantly impacted 



if they have to stop using neighboring properties (specifically the county’s property) if there are 



people present is based on a faulty theory regarding property rights, which extend from the ‘center 



of the earth to the heavens’ under long-established property rights law.  Spray operators have no 



right to rely on county property as a spray buffer area, whether or not people are present, because 



the county has the right to occupy every part of its property without restrictions imposed by a 



neighbor without the county’s consent.   



 



  8.18.1 Gramoxone.  In its decision, LUBA stated:  “Petitioners cite to evidence 



that the label for one of the herbicides commonly applied, Gramoxone, includes warnings not to 



use ‘around’ recreational parks or playgrounds.  Record 2-2066.  Petitioners cite to a letter from a 



staff person at the Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA) to the effect that, based on dictionary 



definitions, ‘around’ means ‘[i]n the vicinity of, near or close-by,’ and that the label restriction 



could ‘preclude applications in fields adjacent to the trail or sensitive sites identified in product 



labeling.’  Record-2 1629.” 



 



            8.18.2 LUBA also stated:  “We understand petitioners to argue, however, that the 



labels for some pesticides and herbicides, such as Gramoxone, effectively require a setback of an 



undefined width from certain sensitive uses, such as recreational areas, regardless of whether drift 



occurs or not.”  at 26 
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             8.18.3 What LUBA may have not understood from the county’s arguments is that 



prudent farmers employ setbacks on their own properties to prevent overspray and drift.  The need 



for setbacks does not obviate the need for a farm operator to obtain permission from a neighbor 



before purporting to use the neighbors’ property to satisfy label setback requirements.  The farm 



operations adjacent to the trail should already be employing setbacks and spray techniques on their 



own property that are otherwise necessary to meet label requirements and to prevent their spray 



from landing on neighboring property (the trail corridor) by way of drift or overspray. 



 



            8.18.4 The label submitted by opponents into the previous record (and apparently 



into the record on second remand, is not a current label, but an expired and withdrawn label.  The 



label cited in the record states: “DO NOT USE around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, 



golf courses or playgrounds.” (all caps; emphasis added).  Page 2 of the current label (as of January, 



2020) states: 



 



“Never use this product in residential or public recreational settings (e.g. homes, 



home gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf courses, and/or playgrounds).” (all 



caps) 



 



   8.18.5 Further down the label, the warning is repeated, again substituting “in” for 



“around.”  There is no prohibition on the use of Gramoxone in fields adjacent to the trail, other 



than standard setbacks that all farm operators would employ in an abundance of caution and out 



of respect for their neighbors as much as to reduce the risk of overspray or drift onto neighboring 



properties to reasonable levels. 



 



      8.18.6 Regardless, the new, “current” gramoxone label is substantial evidence that 



the presence of the trail on county owned property does not significantly increase any farm costs 



or impact any farm practices for farmers who use it in adjacent fields according to label directions.   



 



             8.18.7 There is also a “Gramoxone pamphlet” from the manufacturer’s website 



included in the record on remand.  The pamphlet has a section of “buffer zones,” The pamphlet 



specifically states: 



 



“Buffer zones are not required for use on fruit crops and shelterbelts, or for interrow 



directed chemical weeding of vegetable, field and established nursery crops as this 



product must be applied with low boom spray equipment fitted with drift-



eliminating shrouds or shields specifically designed to prevent herbicide contact 



with sensitive vegetation.” 



 



            8.18.9 The current gramoxone pamphlet is substantial evidence that there are no 



buffers associated with the application of gramoxone to neighboring fields that could reasonably 



be considered a significant farm cost or impact to farm practices. 



 



              8.18.10 LUBA stated in its October, 2019 opinion:  
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“Petitioners also cite to testimony that some farmers use pesticides, Lorsban and 



Yuma 4E, that require up to a 100-foot setback from sensitive sites such as 



‘pedestrian sidewalks’ or ‘outdoor recreation areas.’ Record-2 2094, 2250.” at 24 



 



“Similarly, petitioners argue that some pesticides, such as Yuma 4E, specify a 



minimum setback of up to 100 feet from sensitive uses such as residential and 



recreational areas.” at 26 



 



“We agree with petitioners that the county’s findings regarding setbacks required 



by pesticide and herbicide labels are inadequate and fail to demonstrate compliance 



with the farm impacts test.” 



 



LUBA’s conclusions regarding the import of these statements suggest that the county has an 



obligation to accommodate petitioners’ setbacks on county property because it is proposing a 



nonfarm use.  The county has no such obligation because, even without the presence of the trail, 



petitioners have no right to exclude the county from the use and enjoyment of county property and 



the maintenance of that property in the public interest.  Page 2094 of the record shows the 



application rate and setback (buffer zone) required for Lorsban, which is an insecticide.  The only 



setback listed as 100 feet on the Lorsban label is for aerial application of greater than 2 lb ai/a.  A 



footnote to the table states that “aerial application of greater than 2 lb ai/A is only permitted for 



Asian Citrus Psylla control, up to 2.3 lb ai/a.” 



 



            8.18.11 The USDA website states that Asian Citrus Psyllid causes damage 



to “citrus plants and citrus plan relatives”  It also lists the states and territories of the US that are 



affected by this pest as: “Alabama, American Samoa, Arizona, California, Florida, Georgia, Guam, 



Hawaii, Louisiana, Mississippi, Norther Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico, South Carolina, Texas and 



the U.S. Virgin Islands.”  (https://www.aphis.usda.gov/aphis/resources/pests-diseases/hungry-



pests/the-threat/asian-citrus-psyllid/asian-citrus-psyllid).  The record establishes that the farm 



operators claiming to use Lorsban apply it with boom sprayers or blast sprayers.  The likely 



applicable setback is 10 feet from the county’s transportation corridor, which the spray operator 



should expect to accommodate on its own property in accordance with property rights law and 



accepted farming practices.   



 



             8.18.12 The label instructions for Lorsban also make clear that the setback 



of 10 feet is required for a wide range of uses, not just for trails or recreation areas.  In a section 



entitled “Spray Drift Management,” the label states:   



 



“Do not allow spray to drift from the application site and contact people, structures 



people occupy at any time and the associated property, parks and recreation areas, 



non-target crops, aquatic and wetland sites, woodlands, pastures, rangelands or 



animals. 



 



Avoiding spray drift at the application site is the responsibility of the applicator.  



The interaction of many equipment and weather-related factors determine the 



potential for spray drift.  The applicator is responsible for considering all of these 



factors when making the decision to apply this product.” 
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The same section also states: 



 



“Making applications when wind is blowing away from sensitive areas is the most 



effective way to reduce the potential for adverse effects. 



 



The buffer distances specified in the below table are the distances in feet that must 



exist to separate sensitive sites from the targeted application site.  Buffers are 



measured from the edge of the sensitive site to the edge of the application site.   



 



Sensitive sites are areas frequented by non-occupational bystanders (especially 



children).  These include residential lawns, pedestrian sidewalks, outdoor 



recreational areas such as school grounds, athletic fields, parks and all property 



associated with buildings occupied by humans for residential or commercial 



purposes.  Sensitive sites include homes, farmworker housing, or other residential 



buildings, schools, daycare centers, nursing homes, and hospitals.  Non-residential 



agricultural buildings, including barns, livestock facilities, sheds, and outhouses are 



not included in this prohibition.” 



 



Following the above-referenced table, the instructions state: 



 



“Only pesticide handlers are permitted in the setback area during application of this 



product.  Do not apply this product if anyone other than a mixer, loader, or 



applicator, is in the setback area.  Exception:  Vehicles and persons riding bicycles 



that are passing through the setback area on public or private roadways are 



permitted.” 



 



            8.18.13 It is clear from these quotes that a farm operator is required to 



manage their own spray operation to avoid spraying people wherever they are.  Nothing on the 



label gives a spray operator to use neighboring properties for their spray buffer, but the key seems 



to be that, if a right of way is being used as a spray buffer, steps should nevertheless be taken to 



manage spray operations on the edge of a field to avoid spraying people, animals or other sensitive 



uses or resources on neighboring properties.  Accepted farm practices are to follow the applicable 



setbacks no matter what use is being made of neighboring property.  The setback is at least 10 feet 



from sensitive sites where children might be, unless they are on bicycles (which seems absurd).  



As already explained by the county in previous findings, spray operators have no right to spray 



neighboring properties or to allow drift of herbicides or pesticides onto neighboring properties.  



The setbacks required by labels should be followed by farm operators on the edges of their fields 



regardless of the use being made of neighboring properties and, in any case, are not even a fraction 



as restrictive as opponents claimed in earlier proceedings and on appeal to LUBA.  Use of the 



county’s corridor for a trail does not (or should not) affect farm practices regarding the application 



of Lorsban, and does not (or should not) affect the cost of properly applying Lorsban significantly 



or otherwise. 
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            8.18.14 According to the label found in the (second) record at 2247, Yuma 



4E, like Lorsban, is a chlorpyrifos (organophosphate), and is used to control “listed insects 



infesting certain field, fruit, nut, and vegetable crops.”    



 



   8.18.15 The label for Yuma 4E is similar to the label for Lorsban (second 



record, 2250).  The required setback for most applications, both ground and airblast, is generally 



10 feet, not 100 feet.  As with Lorsban, a 100-foot setback is only required for aerial spraying 



(which no one claimed to do with YUMA 4E) and then only in a concentration that is only allowed 



to treat Asian Citrus Psylla, which is not present in Oregon. 



 



            8.18.16 In its remand decision, LUBA stated:  “The county responds that 



petitioners err to the extent they argue that it is an ‘accepted farm practice’ to overspray or allow 



pesticides to drift onto adjoining property.  We agree with the county on that point.” at 26 



 



            8.18.17 With regard to pesticide and herbicide setbacks:  the county has 



demonstrated that applicable label setbacks for pesticides and herbicides that opponents claimed 



will increase their farm costs and impact their farm practices are likely 10 feet  using appropriate 



spray technologies and practices, a setback that is likely reasonable under all circumstances from 



neighboring property, whether or not trail uses are being made of such property.  Contrary to 



arguments made by the opponents to LUBA, farm operators should currently be following 



minimum setbacks from the county’s property to prevent drift and overspray.  The county has not 



granted permission to any farm or spray operator along the corridor to use the county’s property 



to meet pesticide and/or herbicide labels.  To the extent that farm operators are not currently 



providing any setbacks to county property, they take an unreasonable risk of allowing drift and 



overspray to contaminate the county’s property.  A ten-foot setback from property lines is 



reasonable in all instances, and following such a setback as required from neighboring uses is not 



more inconvenient to farmers than following setbacks for public and private roads that surround 



and intersect their farm operations.   



 



        8.18.18  In conformance with LUBA’s decision, the county agrees that label 



setbacks are from “‘areas’, not a setback from people or animals that are present.”  The county 



believes  that the setbacks are from the county’s property line.  The county continues to conclude 



that a ten-foot setback from the county’s property line for the pesticides discussed does not impose 



an unreasonable burden on farm operators adjacent to the county’s transportation corridor, and 



will not significantly increase farm costs or significantly impact farm practices that should 



generally recognize that drift and overspray are most easily avoided by following minimum label 



setbacks as to all neighboring property, whether or not people or animals are present, to avoid the 



potential for drift or overspray. 



 



        8.18.19  In its remand opinion, LUBA stated:  “We agree with the county 



that the practice of spraying the right-of-way without permission of the property owner or other 



legal right to do so is not an ‘accepted farming practice.”  at 34. LUBA also stated:  “[N]either the 



county nor LUBA is in a position to resolve the merits of petitioners’ various claims to own, 



control, or use the right-of-way. * * * If adjoining farmers are now forced to provide isolation 



strips to maintain their certifications because they can no longer spray the right-of-way, that is not 



a consequence of the proposed Trail.”  at 35. 
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            8.18.20 LUBA also stated:  “[T]he county correctly concluded that OAR 



437-004-6405 does not require adjoining farmers to take action to protect persons or structures 



located off-site.”  at 39.  



 



8.19 Objections to conditions 1(d), 2, 6 and 8.  LUBA specifically upheld the following 



conditions of approval imposed under Board Order 19-94: 



 



“1. Prior to formally opening a multi-modal trail in the segment of corridor 



between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton: 



 



(d) The county will seek to enter into good faith negotiations with the Van 



Dykes, the [Salvatores], Dromgoole and the McCarthys and/or their successors in 



interest to establish for each of these owners a license to cross the corridor at an 



appropriate location or locations, to access fields owned or controlled by them that 



are currently separated by the trail corridor or to otherwise provide  access across 



the corridor necessary for farming purposes.   



 
* * * 



 



2. Prior to trail construction (other than initial bridge construction) a final plan 



or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will be 



approved by the Board, outlining additional trail design, management and 



mitigation measures, measures that will help to ensure long-term minimization of 



conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners. 



 



* * * 



 



6. During the master planning process, the county shall negotiate, in good 



faith, with farm operators seeking or maintaining crop certifications, corridor 



vegetation and management protocols necessary to prevent contamination of such 



crops through cross-pollination or crop contamination.  Maintenance of appropriate 



trail corridor vegetation and management protocols established by the parties will 



be continued as long as necessary to maintain the certifications sought or obtained 



by neighboring property owners, or subsequent replacement certifications.  
 



  * * * 



  



8. The county shall notify each property owner adjacent to the trail corridor of 



the option to provide 72-hour notice to the county prior to aerial spraying of 



herbicides, pesticides, fungicides or other dangerous chemicals.  Upon receiving 



72-hour advance notice of such spraying, trail managers shall post ‘Danger-



Pesticide Spraying in Progress--Trail Closed’ signs in appropriate locations to 



prevent access to the identified trail segment until spraying is completed or until 



notified by the spray operator that the area is safe to enter.” 



 



Generally, LUBA held that these conditions are not required to meet the farm impact standard, but 



are accommodations offered by the county in an effort to promote a ‘working relationship’ with 
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corridor neighbors that has not yet materialized.  Instead, some neighbors and other opponents 



have generated a factory volume of spaghetti to throw at the wall in an effort to confuse both the 



Board and LUBA.  The applicant/county nevertheless recommends that these conditions be 



retained, as a continued gesture of goodwill to the corridor’s neighbors, even the ones funding the 



organized opposition.   



 



 8.20 With special regard to Condition #2, the applicant/county recommends that it be 



modified to establish that the draft Master Plan will be presented to the Board for consideration in 



a quasi-judicial land use proceeding, to ensure that proposed trail facilities and management 



necessary to meet the farm impacts test under LUBA No. 2019-047 serve that function.  The 



proposed condition has been modified accordingly. 



 



 8.21 Fencing.  Condition 1(a) of Board Order 19-94 stated: 



 



“1. Prior to formally opening a multi-modal trail in the segment of corridor 



between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton: 



 



 (a) Fencing, capable of preventing dogs and people from entering 



adjacent farm fields, shall be installed by the county along the entire trail segment, 



unless an owner of adjacent land indicates that such fencing is not necessary to 



separate that owner’s land from the trail corridor;” 



 



In striking down this condition, LUBA noted that “it leaves key determinations regarding fence 



design and materials to a subsequent approval process that does not provide for public input.” (at 



68)  Condition 2 of Board Order 19-94, in the opinion of counsel for applicant/county, provides 



for public input—it states that the Master Plan must be “approved by the Board.”  All Board of 



Commissioner meetings are conducted in accordance with the Oregon Public Meetings law, and 



public input is allowed at all Board of Commissioner formal sessions. To my knowledge, it would 



be unusual for a Commissioner to refuse to accept public comment on an Agenda item—accepting 



public comment is a central part of their job.  The alternative recommended by applicant/county 



on this remand is to provide the kind of “public input” LUBA is referring to—a quasi-judicial land 



use hearing, to consider whether fence design and composition recommended in the Draft Master 



Plan is capable of minimizing trespass and other potential impacts to farmers (litter) to the point 



of insignificance.  Please see propose draft Condition 2 at the end of this draft findings document.    



 



 8.22 Signage.  LUBA denied petitioners’ request to overturn Condition 1(b) of Board 



Order 19-94, which states: 



 



“1. Prior to formally opening a multi-modal trail in the segment of corridor 



between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton: 



 



* * * 



 



 (b) Signage shall be installed at each point of trail entry from a public 



right-of-way or trailhead, directing and warning trail users not to trespass onto 



adjacent lands; not to touch, pet, or otherwise harass livestock; indicating that 
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agricultural uses are taking place in the area, and to expect potential dust, noise, 



agricultural and pesticide smells; and indicating that, at designated agricultural trail 



crossings, delays may occur, and that farm operators and machinery have the right-



of-way over pedestrians and other trail users.” 



 



This condition, of benefit to all neighbors of the trail and to all farm operations conducted 



along the trail, was upheld by LUBA.  Applicant/county recommends that it be retained.   



  



9. Findings addressing testimony and evidence submitted during the previous open 



record period 



 



 9.1 Planning Docket G-01-18 is before the Board on remand from the Land Use Board 



of Appeals (LUBA).  The original proceedings resulted in the adoption of Ordinance 904, on May 



31, 2018.  The ordinance was appealed to LUBA and remanded to the county with instructions to 



hold a new “quasi-judicial” hearing, and to adopt findings to address the conditional use standards 



of the county’s zoning ordinance.  The result was Board Order 19-94, which is now before the 



Board on remand. 



 



 9.2 The record of this proceeding on remand includes the record and supplemental 



record of the original proceedings, containing more than 613 pages of evidence and testimony 



regarding the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail.  The original decision also contained farm 



impact findings, addressing specific alleged impacts to surrounding farms from development and 



use of a pre-existing rail corridor as a hiking, biking and equestrian trail connecting the cities of 



Yamhill and Carlton.   



 



 9.3 LUBA remanded Ordinance 904 to the county for further proceedings, with 



instructions:  hold a new hearing following “quasi-judicial” rules and address the conditional use 



standards of the county’s zoning ordinance.  The new hearing was held on March 7, 2019, and 



opponents of the trail testified regarding farm uses taking place adjacent to, or in some cases 



within, the Union Pacific transportation corridor that is now owned by Yamhill County.  Some of 



the people who testified at the hearing own and/or farmland adjacent to the corridor.  Six separate 



farm operations have been identified as being adjacent to or transected by the existing 



transportation corridor and being operated by persons who have alleged potential significant 



impacts to their accepted farm practices.  Those parties, their farm practices and costs, are 



discussed below.  Additional findings may be necessary to address testimony submitted in this 



second remand proceeding.   



 



 9.4 The issues that LUBA decided in favor of the county are no longer before the Board.  



That includes questions of ownership.  LUBA has now twice ruled that ownership of the corridor 



is not an issue on remand.  The county owns the corridor.   



   



 9.5 LUBA also accepted the county’s findings establishing that the proposed trail 



complies with Statewide Land Use Planning Goal 3, the “Agriculture” goal.  Those findings were 



supported by evidence in the record that the corridor has existed as a discrete parcel and ownership 



since its creation in 1872.  The tax lots in question were most recently owned by Union Pacific, 



which conveyed them to Yamhill County in November, 2017.  The corridor itself is not farmland, 
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any more than roads passing through EFU zones are farmland.  The corridor is zoned EFU solely 



because it passes through or borders EFU land.  It is a (generally) 60-foot wide corridor being 



“banked” by the county for use as a future rail and trail corridor, with interim use as a trail.  This 



has been the county’s established plan and policy since 2012.   



 



 9.6 The Proposed Use Meets the Conditional Use Standards 



 



  9.6.1 The above findings address most of the issues that were raised by the 



opponents at the March 7, 2019 and the open-record periods.  There should be no question that the 



proposed use is consistent with the comprehensive plan—the Transportation System Plan, part of 



the Transportation Element of the county’s Comprehensive Plan, identifies the corridor as a 



transportation priority.  There can be no question that an existing rail corridor is suitable for use 



as a rail and trail corridor.  To find otherwise, the county would need to deny the reality of hundreds 



of rail-to-trail corridors that cross through farmland in every part of the United States.  The 



opponents have failed to establish that theirs is the only farmland in America that cannot operate 



adjacent to a public trail—they all live and farm on public rights-of-way, where people already 



have the right to stand, walk, bike and drive their cars, trucks and motorcycles.  



  



  9.6.2 A great deal of evidence was received into the record regarding the 



character of the area as farmland.  In places, livestock are present adjacent to the corridor; fields 



are producing grass and grass seed; and there are hazelnut orchards, among other farm uses 



outlined in the Ordinance 904 findings and in these findings on remand.  The findings adopted as 



part of Ordinance 904 addressed the farm impact standard, and those findings, along with 



additional findings proposed in the staff report, and in this applicant/county submittal, established 



that “the proposed use will not alter the character of the surrounding area in a manner which 



substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding properties for the permitted uses 



listed in the underlying zoning district.”   



 



  9.6.3 The opponents have asserted that “public facilities and services” are not 



adequate to police the trail, and that fires caused by agricultural practices could trap and kill 



persons using the trail.  The above findings address those concerns, and reach the opposite 



conclusion, based on existing facilities and levels of service, and the nature of the proposal. 



 



   9.6.4 The portion of corridor under consideration supported train traffic for 



approximately 100 years.  Much of the original ballast is still in place, and the soils that were under 



the rail have not, since the 1980’s been ‘uncompacted.’  Because the county also purchased the 



Bus Barn property, containing a source of water and a septic system, and the southern terminus of 



the trail is within a city, it is clearly feasible to provide adequate public facilities and services to 



trail users. 



 



  9.6.5 An effort is underway to construct a bridge over Stag Hollow Creek just 



south of the Bus Barn, in a part of the corridor that is 80 feet wide, and two culverts further south 



necessary to convey trail users across two unnamed drainages on the north end of the corridor 



segment under consideration.  The bridge has been designed and is being constructed to hold all 



legal loads, including a 60,000 pound fire engine.   There are also fire hydrants at either end of the 



trail, one at the Carlton Main Station, and the other at the Bus Barn.  As indicated by the Sheriff, 
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smaller vehicles used by the Sheriff’s Office for access to off-road or forested crime or accident 



scenes are expected to be able to access the trail easily as proposed with removable bollards. 



   



  9.6.6 With regard to the submittals by the attorney for the organized opposition, 



generally:  by infusing the arguments made with invective and identifying the county as “he,” the 



value, credibility and weight of the arguments made is diminished.  The application is the county’s 



application.  The county is a political subdivision of the State of Oregon, it is not a male.  An 



attempt has been made to ignore the appeals to emotion, name calling, fearmongering and threats 



presented throughout this proceeding and in her March 21, 2019 letter.  As the factfinder, it is the 



Board’s responsibility to weight the evidence and testimony it receives and the statements of 



witnesses and to judge the credibility of those testifying.  For reasons indicated here and throughout 



these findings, the Board finds that, while many credible statements have been made by property 



owners and farmers opposing the trail, that testimony has been obscured by unsupported, 



hyperbolic, not-credible, sometimes deliberately false claims made and promoted by the attorney 



for the organized opposition that have then been repeated by her clients.  There are too many of 



such statements made in the March 21, 2019 letter submitted on rebuttal to address them all 



separately here. 



  



 9.7 The Proposed Use Meets the Farm Impact Standards as Interpreted in the 



Riverbend Landfill Case 



 



  9.7.1 The county and its staff have been involved to a significant degree in all 



aspects of the Riverbend Landfill case leading to the Supreme Court’s recent decision interpreting, 



for the first time, the farm impacts test.  No court or state agency has reversed the county’s decision 



regarding proposed expansion of the landfill.  The case was first remanded to the county by LUBA 



and then by the Court of Appeals, for adoption of additional findings.  The Supreme Court 



reviewed the case over the course of 15 months before remanding the case to LUBA.  LUBA was 



instructed to reconsider whether the county was correct in deeming certain farm impacts 



“significant,” before remanding the case to the county for additional proceedings.  The opponents 



in this case have argued that the Supreme Court’s decision makes it impossible for the county to 



meet the farm impact standards in this remand proceeding. 



 



  9.7.2 The opponents are incorrect.   The Supreme Court affirmed the “farm 



focused” approach to farm impacts that Yamhill County and most practitioners have followed 



since the adoption of the standard in 1989.  Even in the Riverbend case, the information provided 



by the applicant identified specific farms and specific potential impacts that might occur if the 



landfill footprint were to be extended as proposed.  The county in this case has focused on 



individual farms in seeking to minimize potentially significant impacts to accepted farm practices 



or costs.    



 



           9.7.3 Yamhill County and other counties routinely address both general and 



localized impacts from conditional uses in farm zones and seek to minimize all credible predictions 



of harm to a level at which a reasonable person would not consider them to be significant.  Neither 



the Supreme Court nor any other Court or review board has held that the proposed use must have 



no impact whatsoever on accepted farm practices taking place in the surrounding area.  The focus 
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of the test—especially the second part of the test (ORS 215.296(2)—is on establishing conditions 



to minimize the potential for significant impacts to be realized, not to prohibit the use.   



 



          9.7.4 ORS 215.296(2) specifically provides that an applicant “may demonstrate” 



that the farm impacts test “will be satisfied through the imposition of conditions.”  Yamhill County 



has always focused on establishing conditions of approval to minimize otherwise potentially 



significant impacts to farm uses by non-farm uses, and has never denied a proposed non-farm use 



in the farm zone based on failure to meet the farm impacts test.   



 



  9.7.5 For purposes of Board review, the central holding of the Riverbend case is 



that the farm impact standards require looking at individual farms, and that the term “significant” 



has its ordinary meaning.  The decision also imposes one specific limit on the types of conditions 



that a governing body or other decisionmaker can impose.  The decisionmaker cannot require a 



payment to a farmer to minimize a potential impact to an accepted farm practice if, following the 



payment, the farmer would continue to be unable to engage in the accepted farm practice.  No such 



conditions were sought by the applicant in this case, and none of the conditions (see below) violate 



this rule.   



 



  9.7.6 In the Riverbend case, the Supreme Court used Webster’s Third New 



International Dictionary for its definition of “significance”: “3 a : having or likely to have influence 



or effect : deserving to be considered ; IMPORTANT, WEIGHTY, NOTABLE[.]” (and those three 



words are in upper caps). 



 



  9.7.6 In this case, the county listed all 40 tax lots adjacent to the corridor, and the 



farm uses that the county believes are taking place on each one of them (R-472).  These findings 



on remand incorporate earlier findings and include additional findings addressing the six farm 



operations along the segment of corridor in question where operators have alleged significant farm 



impacts.  The county also submitted into the record literature published by OSU and the OSU 



extension center outlining accepted agricultural practices common to the farm uses identified (R-



490-532).  The county has also reviewed lists of accepted farm practices taking place on the farms 



in question and perceived impacts submitted by the parties and by the attorney for the organized 



opposition.  Finally, the county has listened to what farm operators are saying, has sought to 



address their concerns, and will continue to do everything it can to make this trail work for them, 



be acceptable to them, and not significantly impact their accepted farm practices or costs. 



 



 9.8 Disputes Regarding Potential Farm Impacts 



 



  9.8.1 In the Riverbend case, the Supreme Court stated:   



 



“when the parties dispute whether a nonfarm use will force a significant change to 



a particular accepted farm practice or significantly increase the cost of that practice, 



the farm impacts test in ORS 215.296(1) requires an applicant to prove that the 



proposed nonfarm use (1) will not force a significant change in the accepted farm 



practice and (2) will not significantly increase the cost of that practice.  A 



‘significant’ change or increase in cost is one that will have an important influence 



or effect on the farm.  For each relevant accepted farm practice, if the applicant 
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cannot prove both of those elements without conditions of approval, the local 



government must consider whether, with conditions of approval, the applicant will 



meet the farm impacts test.” (slip op 31) 



 



  9.8.2 Of the 40 tax lots abutting the trail within the notice area, the county has 



identified eight parties, or sets of parties, who have objected to the trail, and have disputed the 



county’s proposed findings regarding potential significant impacts to accepted farm practices:  



 



1. Kristofer Weinbender and Melissa Braukman 
 



12000 Hwy 47, Carlton; EF80; 4 acres; Livestock (alpacas, turkeys, chickens); pasture; misc. food 



crops  



 



2. Brian and Roxanne Coussens 
 



6325 NW Glencoe Rd, Hillsboro 97124; EF80; ~75 acres total; Hazelnuts 



 



3. Gordon Dromgoole and Billie Jean Matthews 



 



19643 NW Goodrich Rd, Yamhill; EF80/AF-10; ~81 acres; Clover, grass seed, hay, 



livestock pasture, sheep (Mark Gaibler also has a role in the management of this property) 



 



4. Bryan Schmidt (leasing property of Eramo and Jo Salvatore) 
 



7580 Hendricks Rd, Carlton; EF-80/AF-10; ~11 acres; Dairy and beef cows, cow/calf operation, 



raw milk sales; animals need to cross ROW to get between fields, pasture needs to be 



fertilized/pesticides sprayed, milks animals daily; has lately grazed a pig and cows in the right of 



way, and has strung barriers across the trail in an apparent effort to obstruct access to county 



property by county employees and contractors 



 



5. Lee & Kathryn Schrepel and Fruithill Inc. 
 



6501 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill; EF-80/HI/RI; ~29 acres; Fruit and Hazelnut Orchards 



 



6. Mark Gaibler 



 



PO Box 808, Carlton; EF-80; 48 acres; Grass seed, hay 
 



7. Gregory & Celine McCarthy 
 



PO Box 417, Gaston; EF-80; 50 acres; Grass seed, clover, row crops (corn, onions, green beans) 



 



8. James & Julie Van Dyke; John & Linda Van Dyke; Van Dyke Riverview Farms 



 



PO Box 400, Yamhill (James), 1255 E Main St, Yamhill (John), 8456 NW McSween Ln, 



Yamhill (Van Dyke Farms); EF-80; ~242 acres total along trail; Grass seed, hay, livestock 



pasture; property straddles the trail for long distance, need to cross over multiple times 



while farming; large grass seed fields recently converted to a large hazelnut orchard just 
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south of the county’s Bus Barn 



 



These farm operations are discussed in more detail below.  Only six of these farm operations are 



potentially directly impacted by the trail.   



 



 9.9 Spray and Overspray-OSHA/EPA rule 



  



  9.9.1 The opponents have repeatedly stated that their farm practices and costs will 



be significantly impacted if a trail is allowed in the existing rail corridor, because pedestrians and 



bikes that were not previously within 150 feet of their operation may then be within 150 feet.  This 



is because, according to the opponents, a rule adopted by Oregon OSHA prohibits them from 



spraying within 150 feet of a trail or highway.  LUBA rejected the opponents’ position regarding 



the OSHA/EPA rule, and it is not subject to reconsideration on this remand. 



 



    9.9.2 Overspray, especially overspray on neighboring property, people or 



animals, is illegal.  It is a form a trespass, and may also constitute a nuisance.  A farm operator is 



currently not allowed, without permission, to spray the land of his or her neighbor, whether or not 



there are people there.  Farm operators have, since the beginning of pesticide availability, been 



required to control where the spray ends up, and are not, under any circumstances, allowed to spray 



the property of others without their permission, whether or not there are people or animals there. 



 



  9.9.3 Like any other property owner, the county wants, and needs, to control what 



takes place on its own property, even when that property is public right-of-way.  The county also 



needs to perform maintenance, and it has the right to allow persons to be within the corridor even 



if it is not formally opened as a public trail.  Like all property owners, the county has a right to 



expect that property under its ownership and control will not be sprayed by its neighbor or used as 



a spray label setback area without its consent.  In conclusion: Neighboring property owners have 



no current right to spray the corridor or to use it as a spray buffer, and it is not an accepted farm 



practice for farm operators to spray neighboring properties or to use them as a spray buffer, 



whether or not that property is a public trail, whether or not other persons or animals or present, 



and whether or not OSHA has adopted a rule stating that farm operators must remove all persons 



and animals within (up to) 150 feet, on property that they own or that is part of their farm operation. 



 



  9.9.4 Even though the county is not required by the farm impact standards to 



address practices that are not “accepted farm practices,” it adopted conditions as part of Ordinance 



904 to minimize perceptions that trail users might have when they smell pesticides but may not be 



receiving a dangerous dose of it—signage.  For the first segment of trail, many trail users, who 



may live on neighboring properties or in Yamhill or Carlton, are already going to know the 



difference between a pesticide smell and being doused with it.  It will be obvious to most users 



that they are passing through farmland, and therefore they may encounter pesticide smells, dust, 



and odors normally associated with farm operations. 



 



 9.10 Opening and closing gates as an “accepted farming practice”   



 



  9.10.1 In the original proceeding, the county proposed fencing the entire corridor 



with fencing suitable to prevent people and animals from trespassing onto neighboring private 
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property.  The reason for that condition was to minimize, or prevent, trespass onto neighboring 



farms by trail users.  The trespass issue encompasses litter on neighboring properties, camping on 



neighboring properties, vandalism on neighboring properties, theft on neighboring properties, and 



harassment of livestock on neighboring properties.  If trail users cannot easily cross onto 



neighboring properties, none of the above impacts will occur on a “significant” level.  The 60-foot 



width of the corridor also provides buffering for the proposed 12-foot wide trail surface, even 



though the county is not required to provide buffering of neighboring spray operations on its own 



property without its consent.   



 



  9.10.2 LUBA denied petitioners’ claim of farm impacts relating to opening and 



closing gates on the basis that there was no evidence in the record to support a reasonable 



conclusion that any of the petitioners have a current, legal right to enter or  without the owner’s 



(the county’s) permission, because entering or crossing the property of another without permission 



is not an “accepted farming practice.”   



 



  9.10.3 The county wants to accommodate farmers and farm operators, including 



the Van Dykes, and to make it as easy as is possible for them to farm their property, where it exists 



on both sides of the corridor.  Gate locations, design and protocols will be addressed in the Master 



Plan, but that does not preclude the county from negotiating now with the Van Dykes, to make 



sure they have legal access to move farm equipment across the corridor.  A condition of approval 



requires that the county provide an adequate crossing for the Van Dykes and their successors in 



interest to cross at the location indicated by the Van Dykes, with or without a gate, at their 



preference.  At that location, site distance is clear for the Van Dykes and for persons who might 



be on the trail.  The corridor is straight and runs through a relatively flat field.  This action should 



be taken to accommodate the Van Dykes, but it is not required by the farm impact test because, as 



stated, the county is only required to address the impacts of the proposed trail on “accepted farm 



practices,” and it is not an accepted farm practice to use public property without permission as part 



of farming activities, or to otherwise use and expect to use the land of others, without permission, 



for farming.  The findings provide for a similar arrangement for the Salvatore farm, which a dairy 



farmer is apparently leasing and, similarly, contains land located on both sides of the corridor with 



limited access to the eastern portion, and for the Dromgoole and McCarthy properties, to the extent 



those properties need access to farming operations that cannot be reached efficiently by other 



means.   



 



  9.10.4 The original Yamhelas Westsider Trail Concept plan discussed and 



included drawings of gates that can be provided if necessary in a particular situation.  Neighbors 



of the corridor knew, when UP owned the corridor, that they needed some kind of license or other 



permission to cross or to travel within the corridor.  Once regulatory abandonment occurred, it is 



clear that UP became more flexible with regard to the corridor.  It did not prevent the farming of 



parts of it, fencing at various locations to keep livestock out or in, and other activities within the 



corridor.  Much of the corridor has an established path, and other parts would be easily accessible 



with the simple trimming of blackberries.  As owner of the corridor, the county has the current 



right to allow access to the corridor and to exclude the public and anyone else, including the Van 



Dykes, who have no current legal right to enter or cross the corridor. 
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  9.10.5 At the March 7, 2019 hearing, the attorney for the organized opposition 



gave her legal opinion that the Van Dykes and others have prescriptive rights to enter the corridor, 



through use over a statutory period of time.  Testimony indicated that, viewing the corridor from 



the back of the “Bus Barn” property (and as seen on satellite images) it appears that the Van Dykes 



are encroaching on the corridor, possibly seeking to adversely possessing it against the county’s 



purchased title.  LUBA rejected petitioners’ claim, and it is not an issue that the county must 



address again on remand. 



  



 9.11 Cumulative Impacts  



  



  9.11.1 Under the Riverbend case, the farm impacts test applies:  “to each particular 



change or cost increase in accepted farm practices and * * * to changes or cost increases considered 



in the aggregate.” (at 458)  The question on appeal of the Riverbend case to the Supreme Court 



was “how the local government determines the significance of cumulative impacts caused by 



proposed nonfarm uses that, viewed discretely, are not significant.” 



 



  9.11.2 The Supreme Court noted that:  “LUBA would limit its cumulative impacts 



analysis in [the landfill case] ‘to the cumulative effect of different kinds of individual impacts on 



each separate farm, not the cumulative effect of the same kind of impacts on multiple farms 



considered together.’”  (at 458-459)  The Court of Appeals affirmed that approach, and that 



approach was not overturned by the Supreme Court.  The cumulative impacts test is, therefore, 



“farm focused,” and does not require consideration of “more than the aggregate of multiple less-



than-significant impacts on each farm.”  (at 459-460) 



 



  9.11.3 In making this decision, the Board has focused on applying the Supreme 



Courts/Webster’s definition of “significance,” as “IMPORTANT, WEIGHTY, NOTABLE.”  To 



the extent there is more than one significant impact to “accepted farming practices” for a particular 



farm operation, the aggregate of those impacts, and whether they are significant in the aggregate, 



have been considered.  The Board has also considered whether a number of otherwise insignificant 



perceived impacts ultimately amount to a significant impact as to any one farm.  The Board has 



only addressed individual and/or cumulative impacts that force “significant” changes to “accepted 



farming practices,” or significantly increase costs of “accepted farming practices.”  Impacts to 



practices that are not “accepted farming practices” have been dropped from the equation.  As the 



Board has concluded, no form of trespass, or use of public property without permission, is an 



“accepted farming practice,” and spraying the property of others with 



pesticides/herbicides/fungicides or any other substance is not an “accepted farming practice.”  The 



county has not given any farm operator the right to spray the Yamhelas Westsider corridor.   



 



  9.11.4 The conditions of approval are designed to prevent trespass, therefore 



preventing all of the significant impacts that might otherwise occur due to bad behavior on the part 



of trail users, including trespass, littering, vandalism, camping, damage to crops and harassment 



of livestock.  The conditions already adopted are statutorily allowed as a way to minimize 



otherwise potentially significant impacts to a point at which they can no longer be considered 



significant (ORS 215.296(2)).  Those conditions eliminate the potentially significant impacts 



stemming from trespass as to each farm operation identified along the segment of the corridor 



under consideration.  None of the adopted conditions are affected in any way by the Riverbend 
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decision, because none of them seek to compensate individual farmers for the reduced profitability 



of their farm operations caused by the nonfarm use. 



 



 9.12 Transportation Planning Rule Findings 



 



  9.12.1 OAR 660-012-0060(1) states: 



 



“(1) If an amendment to a functional plan, an acknowledged comprehensive 



plan, or a land use regulation (including a zoning map) would significantly affect 



an existing or planned transportation facility, then the local government must put 



in place measures as provided in section (2) of this rule, unless the amendment is 



allowed under section (3), (9) or (10) of this rule.  A plan or land use regulation 



amendment significantly affects a transportation facility if it would: 



 



(a) Change the functional classification of an existing or planned transportation 



facility (exclusive of correction of map errors in an adopted plan); 



 



(b)  Change standards implementing a functional classification system; or 



 



(c)  Result in any of the effects listed in paragraphs (A) through (C) of this 



subsection based on projected conditions measured at the end of the planning 



period identified in the adopted TSP.  As part of evaluating projected conditions, 



the amount of traffic projected to be generated within the area of the amendment 



may be reduced if the amendment includes an enforceable, ongoing requirement 



that would demonstrably limit traffic generation, including, but not limited to, 



transportation demand management.  This reduction may diminish or completely 



eliminate the significant effect of the amendment. 



 



(A)  Types or levels of travel or access that are inconsistent with the functional 



classification of an existing or planned transportation facility; 



 



(B)  Degrade the performance of an existing or planned transportation facility such 



that it would not meet the performance standards identified in the TSP or 



comprehensive plan; or 



 



(C)  Degrade the performance of an existing or planned transportation facility such 



that it would not meet the performance standards identified in the TSP or 



comprehensive plan.” 



 



  9.12.2 In this case, as the Board has learned on remand, it was not necessary for 



the Board to amend its Transportation System Plan in order to approve trail uses in the existing 



corridor between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  Instead, LUBA required that the county 



establish compliance with the county’s conditional use standards as the correct method for 



approving development of the trail segment under consideration.  For that reason, the Board is 



taking two actions:  adopting an ordinance to repeal Ordinance 904 and adopting a Board Order 



granting conditional use approval for Docket G-01-18.  Under OAR 660-012-0060(1), the county 
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is not required to address the Transportation Planning Rule unless it is adopting “an amendment 



to a functional plan, an acknowledged comprehensive plan, or a land use regulation.”  The 



following findings are therefore not required by law, but are adopted by the Board in an abundance 



of caution. 



 



  9.12.3 The proposal is for development of a segment of the trail that is intended to 



connect the cities of Yamhill and Carlton, so that residents of those two cities and others can travel 



between the two cities on foot, bicycle or horse.  Due to heavy automobile and truck traffic and 



narrow to non-existent shoulders on Highway 47 (the only other direct connection between the 



two cities) it is currently very dangerous for anyone to travel between the two cities on foot, bicycle 



or horse.  The proposed trail will start at State Highway 240, will cross Fryer Road, (a county road) 



and will enter the City of Carlton at the trail’s southern terminus.    



 



  9.12.4 The proposed trail segment is for use of the residents of, and visitors to, the 



cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  The trail will start at Highway 240 at a trailhead located at the Bus 



Barn property, and end at a trailhead in the Carlton.  To the extent necessary, the trailhead and any 



trail construction in the City of Carlton will be done in coordination with the City of Carlton, and 



only after receiving any necessary approvals from the City of Carlton.  Access from the City of 



Yamhill is anticipated by way of an existing sidewalk and the existing southern shoulder of 



Highway 240, to the Bus Barn property.  Grant money is potentially available from ODOT to 



improve pedestrian and bicycle access from the City of Yamhill to the Bus Barn trailhead.  The 



county owns the Bus Barn property, which is large enough to accommodate a trailhead and to 



continue to be used for the parking of school busses.  Septic disposal and water are both available 



at the Bus Barn property.  A zoning ordinance text amendment will be necessary prior to use of 



the Bus Barn property for trail uses.  The amendment has been drafted and will be presented to the 



Planning Commission and Board of Commissioners, hopefully in June, but perhaps later based on 



social distancing requirements.  The proposed zoning text amendment is allowed under existing 



state law.  The Bus Barn property is zoned “Heavy Industrial,” which is not an EFU zone, and is 



not subject to EFU zone restrictions.  The Master Plan will likely address possible improvements 



to the Highway 240 access to the City of Yamhill and Yamhill schools, and possible trailheads for 



the entire 12-mile county ownership.  Highway 240 appears to have an adequate right-of-way for 



shoulder improvements and markings for a bike lane or other accommodation on or in association 



with the existing shoulder.  Access from Carlton is anticipated from city streets in Carlton that 



cross the corridor owned by the county, with Roosevelt Street being the northernmost cross-street 



(currently barricaded at the trail intersection).  



 



  9.12.5 In the future, the Yamhill to Carlton segment of trail may become part of a 



regional trail system.  The segment itself is not regional in character, and its potential traffic 



impacts are decidedly minor in consideration of the trail user estimates obtained by the county.  



There is no reasonable expectation that more than miniscule (unmeasurable) amounts of traffic 



will be ‘generated’ by the trail or occur due to public use of the Yamhill to Carlton segment.  Local 



use is anticipated, mostly for people who already live in the area and currently travel on area roads, 



or who are visiting the cities of Yamhill or Carlton and have parked their motor vehicles within 



one of those cities to access the trail on bicycle, on foot, or on a horse.   
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  9.12.6 For all of the above reasons, even if the county were amending its  



functional plan (TSP), approval of the trail segment under consideration will not significantly 



affect an existing or planned transportation facility.  Approval of the proposed trail segment will 



not change the functional classification of an existing or planned transportation facility.  State 



Highways 47 and 240 are classified under the TSP as “minor arterials” and Fryer Road is 



designated a local road.  Comment was requested from ODOT prior to adoption of Ordinance 904 



and on this remand, and no negative comments were received.  The plan horizon year for the TSP 



is 2035 and the adopted plan states that “all county roadway segments will operate well within the 



mobility standards for the 2035 horizon year.”  The only segments of road in the county that were 



not expected to meet TSP targets are State Highways 99W and 18.  The entire Yamhelas corridor 



has been identified as a priority transportation facility since 2012, a decision that was not appealed.  



The provisions in question were readopted in 2015, and also not appealed. 



 



  9.12.7 The Board Order now being adopted will not change any standards 



implementing a functional classification system.  No changes to such standards are proposed. 



 



  9.12.8 Operation of the proposed trail, which will give users a non-motorized 



alternative for traveling between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton, will affect existing motor 



vehicle transportation facilities in a positive way, or not at all.  Persons, including students, who 



may have required motorized transport between Yamhill and Carlton, will have a non-motorized 



option.  The approval will not result in types or levels of travel or access that are inconsistent with 



the functional classification of an existing or planned transportation facility; will not degrade the 



performance of an existing or planned transportation facility such that it would not meet the 



performance standards identified in the TSP or comprehensive plan; and will not degrade the 



performance of an existing or planned transportation facility such that it would not meet the 



performance standards identified in the TSP or comprehensive plan.  



   



 9.13 Usually, a local government conforms its zoning ordinance to correspond to its 



comprehensive plan—but that did not occur in this case.  No state law requires that use of an 



existing transportation corridor for a walking, biking and an equestrian trail is subject to 



conditional use standards in any zone, or prohibits such facilities in any zone.  Even so, the county 



did not, in 2012 or since, follow up and amend its code to specifically allow (outright) the trail 



where the comprehensive plan says the county wants the trail to be.  As LUBA has concluded, the 



county’s zoning ordinance requires that the county establish compliance with the county’s 



conditional use standards in order to approve the proposed trail, and does not list such a use as 



allowed at all in the AF-10 zone, which half of the trail is in at one point along the Yamhill to 



Carlton segment.  Unless and until the zoning ordinance is amended to conform to state law and 



to the county’s comprehensive plan, an additional condition is adopted through this Board Order 



that prohibits development of the trail in any zone that does not allow development of the trail.    



 



10. Rebuttal Findings adopted in 2019 and retained in these findings 



 



 10.1 The attorney for the organized opposition represents trail opponents that include 



the owners or operators of six farm operations that are adjacent to the Yamhelas Westsider 



corridor.  At least six of her individual clients are part of the Van Dyke family.  One subset of 



clients (Lee and Kathryn Schrepel and Fruithill Inc.), own a fruit processing plant on property 
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zoned Heavy Industrial and Resource Industrial (not farm designations) that is located within the 



750-foot notice area, but is located across Highway 240 from the trail segment in question.  



Original finding 2.2 of Ordinance 904, cited by the organized opposition, was in error in stating 



that the segment of trail under consideration extends 750 feet north of Highway 240—only the 



notice area extended north of Highway 240.  The text of (now repealed) Ordinance 904 repeatedly 



specified that the segment being developed under the terms of the ordinance is located “between 



Oregon Highway 240 east of the City of Yamhill into the City of Carlton,” and “between State 



Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.”   The error in the earlier finding was corrected in the staff 



report on first remand.  In any case, when this Board Order is adopted, it will replace Board Order 



19-94.  The Schrepels do not have a farm adjacent to the segment of corridor under consideration, 



and use of the segment under consideration is not predicted to have any impact on any “accepted 



farm practices” taking place on their properties located elsewhere. It should also be noted that 



Mark Gaibler farms land to the west of the trail corridor, on the other side of Highway 47. No 



“accepted farm practices” on that property are affected by the proposed trail. The farm practices 



taking place on the Dromgoole property by Mr. Gaibler, are considered in the discussion of the 



Dromgoole property. 



 



 10.2 On rebuttal during the last remand, the organized opponents continued to claim 



that, under current law, they have the right to spray pesticides on property owned by others—their 



neighbors and public rights-of-way—as long as no people are present.  That claim is not legally 



supportable, and is rejected by the Board.  All persons are responsible for the actions they take on 



their own property, and must take reasonable steps to control what they are doing so as not to harm 



others or to trespass on their neighbors’ property.  Allowing pesticides to drift onto neighboring 



properties, whether or not people or animals are present, is not an accepted farm practice, and the 



county has no obligation to accommodate overspray.  Using a neighbor’s property as a spray 



application buffer is not an accepted farming practice.  As owner of the corridor, the county has 



the same rights as any owner of property, as well as the responsibility to protect and manage the 



property in the public interest.  Filbert orchards and grass seed farms are currently planted and 



maintained, in Yamhill County and elsewhere in the State of Oregon, up to the edge of county and 



state rights-of-way and neighboring farms.  Maps submitted by the county demonstrate that 



farmers in the area are successfully farming within 150 feet of numerous public rights-of-way.  



The claim made in this proceeding that no farming can take place within 100, or 150 feet of the 



trail, is not credible and is rejected.  Neither Oregon OSHA, the ODA nor any pesticide label, 



allows farm operators to spray neighboring land owned by a public entity or private party, or to 



restrict a neighbor’s access or quiet enjoyment of his or her land to accommodate spray buffers 



that can only be legally accommodated on neighboring properties with consent of the owners of 



those properties. 



 



 10.3 The lawyer for the organized opposition stated in the second remand proceeding 



that “nearly all of the farmers in the 2.82 mile segment have farm operations on either side of the 



old abandoned right of way, with no other access to their entire farms other than over the old rail 



right of way.”  That statement is not correct.  Running north to south:   



 



  10.3.1 The Van Dyke fields are transected by the rail corridor, but both halves 



appear to have access to public roads—Highway 47 (by way of what appears to be an easement at 



the southern end of the property), NE Yamhill Road (abuts it on the northwest corner) and NE 
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Withycomb (by way of an undeveloped strip along the southern border of the property).  Even if 



currently available and developed access is not available to public roads for all of the Van Dyke 



fields adjacent to the corridor, the county has also stated that it wants to provide legal access across 



the corridor to accommodate the Van Dykes in continuing their farm operation without substantial 



change.   



 



  10.3.2 The Salvatore property is transected by the corridor, leaving a small triangle 



of the property (just over one acre of an approximately 12-acre property) separated from the rest 



of the property by the rail/trail corridor.  The owners of the Salvatore property have never testified 



in opposition to use of the corridor for a trail, but their tenant has claimed that he and his dairy 



operation will be affected if he is not allowed to treat the corridor as if his landlord owns it.   



 



  10.3.3 The Dromgoole/Matthews field is transected by the rail corridor, and the 



property on the east side, although being farmed, has an AF-10 designation, which is a rural 



residential zone.  It appears from satellite images in the record that the owners have historically 



respected the rights of the owners of the corridor (it appears to have natural vegetation) but that it 



is being crossed regularly at a single location to reach a part of the field located to the east of the 



right-of-way (the AF-10 zoned area).  The farm operators have not claimed that they have an 



easement across the right-of-way but, again, the county has stated its willingness to accommodate 



the legitimate access needs of the trail’s neighbors, by granting a license to cross, installing gates, 



and through signage warning trail users of possible use disruptions due to the crossing of farm 



equipment.  Additionally, the southern boundary of the Dromgoole/Matthews property is NE Fryer 



Road, a county road that provides direct access to both sides of the corridor for farm equipment 



needing to travel from field to field.    



 



             10.3.4 The sole access to the Coussens’ filbert orchard appears to be by crossing 



the trail corridor.  The Coussens’ report having a license and paying the railroad yearly for the 



privilege of crossing the corridor.  The trail does not transect their property.   



 



             10.3.5 The McCarthys have stated that their sole access to their property is across 



the county’s property on the western boundary of their property, but satellite images appear to 



show farm buildings and an accessway on the southwest corner of the property.  Their property is 



not transected by the corridor.  



 



  10.3.6 No other farm operation has been identified in these proceedings as being 



transected by the segment of trail corridor under consideration.  Owners of thirteen other farm 



operations that appear to be located adjacent to the corridor or within 750-feet of the corridor have 



not filed any objections to use of the corridor as a trail.  Three farm operations is not “nearly all” 



of the farmers along the 2.82-mile segment.  As indicated, two of the three have alternative “legal” 



access to their fields.  Only one of the transected properties—the Salvatore farm, has a small sliver 



of land on the east side of the track, separated from the remainder of the property without 



alternative legal access.  It is not known at this time whether the Salvatores have legal access across 



the corridor, but it is known that the Salvatores do not own the corridor, and have never paid 



property tax or had such taxes deferred on the corridor, which is not part of their designated tax 



lot.   
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  10.3.7 While it is an accepted farm practice to move farm machinery from field to 



field by way of county roads, other public roads, and private easements, it is not an accepted 



farming practice to use the property of others without permission as part of an otherwise legal farm 



operation.  The Yamhelas Trail corridor has not yet been opened for public use, except by express 



permission of the county.  Farm operators wishing to use the corridor or to cross it, need to seek 



permission and make appropriate arrangements.  The county’s offer to accommodate farmers does 



not make use of the corridor without permission an accepted farm practice. 



 



 10.4 Food Safety.  There are many accepted farm practices that are for the purpose of 



ensuring food safety.  Regulations continue to evolve, and farmers must adjust to those regulations 



in their efforts to remain compliant.   



 



           10.4.1 Please see the draft conditions at the end of this document for newly 



proposed fencing conditions.  The applicant/county is now proposing that at least one porta-potty 



and one dog waste bag dispenser and disposal station be established at each trailhead, to further 



limit the potential for food contamination in fields and orchards adjacent to the corridor.  



 



            10.4.2 As one farmer testified, “it is the responsibility of individual farm owners 



to take reasonable steps to protect their farm operation from trespassing dogs and people.”  The 



same type of farm crops and practices that are present in this case are present adjacent to private 



easements and public rights-of-way, including State Highways and county roads, where dogs, 



people and bicycles are already allowed to be.  Claims by opponents, that the trail corridor is 



somehow different from a host of rights-of-way currently existing and operating adjacent to and 



through farming operations throughout the county and state, are not credible.  In all of those other 



circumstances, either farmers or governmental entities install fences to prevent trespass from and 



to the public right-of-way.  There is more than one type of fence that will effectively diminish the 



threat of trespass, and the county is not required, at this time, to identify the exact type of fence or 



gates that will be installed in this case, so long as the fencing and gates are “capable of preventing 



dogs and people from entering adjacent farm fields.”  Trespass is potentially a “significant,” 



“important, weighty, notable” impact to farm practices and costs.  Fencing is an accepted method 



for minimizing the threat of all of the potential impacts of trespass that have been identified by the 



opponents, and it has been for hundreds of years. 



 



          10.4.3 Fences prevent persons and domestic animals from entering hazelnut 



orchards and defecating in them.  They are an effective way to prevent direct contamination by 



humans, horses, and domestic animals using the trail.  Hazelnut orchards will continue to have 



animal waste in them, unless farm operators manage to kill every wild animal that might enter the 



orchard from an unfenced boundary and every bird that flies over.  The idea that pathogens will 



float off of human or animal feces in the trail corridor, will travel onto the shell of a hazelnut, will 



remain on the shell through processing (which includes washing and baking) and then cause 



violation of food safety laws is not supported by any evidence in the record.  Many hazelnut 



orchards are planted up to county and state rights-of-way, without fencing, and there is no reason 



to believe that the trail poses a different or greater threat to food safety than a county road or state 



highway.  
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 10.5 Liability.  LUBA rejected petitioners’s claims of increased liability risks as 



speculative, and dismissed them.  Potential increased liability is not an issue the county is required 



to address in this remand.  Proper management of the trail, including proper vegetation and weed 



management to minimize the risk of cross-pollination or other contamination of seed and grain 



crops, is feasible.  A condition of approval requires such management.  Just as risk of overspray 



can be minimized through commonly accepted practices associated with the operation of spray 



equipment, risks to trail users and from trail users can be minimized through proper signage and 



appropriate fencing.  The liability risks of the trail are not significantly different from the liability 



risks of farming adjacent to any public right-of-way. 



 



 10.6 A trailhead is now proposed at the Bus Barn and in the City of Carlton.  The 



condition of approval addressing this issue in Board Order 19-94 has been modified to reflect this 



change.   



  



 10.7 Once it is clear that the county has land use authority to develop the trail through 



the EFU district, the cities, which both support and are planning for development of the trail, are 



more likely to move forward with their own plans, which could include additional trailheads and/or 



trail parking within either or both cities.  These matters will be addressed in the master planning 



process that is scheduled to begin soon.  As demonstrated by the county’s Trail Demand study, the 



kind of facility being proposed does not generate any direct traffic that will have any impact on 



Fruithill or on individual farmers located along the corridor.  Traffic on Highway 240 will not be 



affected because persons approaching the trail will mostly be approaching it from the City of 



Yamhill by way of an existing sidewalk and highway shoulder, with a few arriving by car.  If 



traffic on Highway 47 is impacted at all, it will be a positive impact because users of that road will 



have a non-motorized option for traveling between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton.   



 



 10.8 Contrary to the claim of the attorney for the organized opponents, there is no 



standard for approval that “asks whether the proposed trail will interfere with appropriate 



development of the large blocks of farmland that abut the old abandoned right of way.”  The Board 



rejects that “interpretation” as not based on the text or context of any applicable approval standard.  



The record does not support a conclusion that ownership of the corridor was ever abandoned by 



Southern Pacific, Union Pacific, or the County.  If the railroads had abandoned the corridor, they 



would not have paid taxes on the property, and the county would have foreclosed and taken title 



to the property through foreclosure.  That obviously did not occur, and the county, after years of 



negotiation, purchased the property for $1.4 million in 2017, and is currently maintaining it for 



future public use.  The county’s Tax Lot, 4403-01300, is a distinct ownership, and is not part of 



tax lots owned by any other person, as shown on numerous maps in the record.   



 



 10.9 Neither the corridor nor any other public right-of-way in the area is interfering with 



“appropriate development” of farmland.  Viewed from the trail and public roads, and on every 



aerial/satellite photograph in the record, farming is thriving in the area, adjacent to State Highways 



and numerous other county and public roads.  The proposed corridor will help to keep pedestrians 



and bicyclists off of Highway 47 when traveling between Yamhill and Carlton, making Highway 



47 safer for the transport of farm equipment.  The proposed use is compatible with the farming of 



large blocks of farmland in the area, and with other existing uses and allowable uses in the area, 



as documented throughout these and other findings proposed by the county. 
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 10.10 Rebuttal to “Attachment 3” of the March 14, 2019 submittal by the attorney for the 



organized opposition.  Attachment 3 consisted of 435 pages of articles printed from the internet, 



apparently using search terms like ‘rape and trail.’  The articles appear to span decades and to 



cover the entire country of 327 million people.  There is no explanation of how any of the 



information in Attachment 3 relates to the proposed trail segment.  No effort was made by the 



person or persons dumping the articles into the record to separate urban from rural trails, or to 



provide any context for any of the crimes reported, or for the odd circles around salacious details 



contained in some of the articles.  The purpose of Attachment 3 is not to establish that the proposed 



trail segment cannot be maintained as a safe trail, but to foster an irrational fear of all public trails 



and parks, wherever they exist in the United States, including the proposed segment of the 



Yamhelas Westsider Trail.  The Board has weighed Attachment 3 and has assigned minimal value 



to it.  It is fearmongering, with little to no relevance to the proposal before the Board.  The county 



Sheriff and Board of Commissioners are responsible for operation and funding of the Sheriff’s 



Office.  That office is responsible for patrolling and maintaining the safety of the entire county.  



As indicated elsewhere in these proposed findings, the trail segment in question is easily accessible 



to police vehicles.  As the opponents are aware, law enforcement agencies routinely coordinate 



their response with city law enforcement agencies, and with the Oregon State Police, which also 



has jurisdiction over law enforcement in Yamhill County.  There is no basis for concluding that 



the Sheriff’s Office and other available law enforcement agencies are inadequate to patrol or to 



respond to calls regarding the segment of trail in question. 



 



 10.11 The remaining attachments in the packet submitted by the attorney for the 



organized opposition have limited probative value, and no value on this remand, because they do 



not support any claim of error that was resolved in favor of petitioners.  Findings addressing those 



attachments have been deleted from these draft findings.  Attachment 8 was from a person who 



stated that he is “in favor of preserving the integrity of the right of way by any method we can.”  



The author described how the railroad ceased operation of the 12-miles of corridor that the county 



purchased, and notes that “preserving the corridor for trail-use at this time is step one toward 



eventual return of rails through Yamhill County.”  Contrary to the claims of opponents, the author 



indicates that, with the exception of a couple of small parcels (that the county is aware of and 



which are not between Yamhill and Carlton) the corridor “mostly belonged to UP when I did a 



property survey 8 to 10 years ago.”  The letter in Attachment 8 supports the county’s decision to 



purchase the corridor from Union Pacific and its interim use as a trail as the best way to preserve 



the corridor for future rail use. 



         



 10.12 Attachment 9 also includes a claim by the author that the recent Supreme Court 



decision concerning Riverbend Landfill makes the trail ‘unlawful,’ a legal conclusion that is 



incorrect.  If it were true, LUBA would not have remanded Board Order 19-94, it would have 



reversed it.  Even in the case of Riverbend, the Supreme Court did not conclude that landfill 



expansion was unlawful.  It concluded that the matter should be remanded back to LUBA (which 



had already remanded it to Yamhill County in the first instance) for proceedings consistent with 



the decision.  The standard interpreted in the Riverbend case does not make any use in the farm 



zone ‘illegal.’  It requires findings and evidence of compliance, and allows counties to establish 



conditions of approval as necessary to ensure that “accepted farm practices” and the costs of those 



practices are not impacted in a significant way by proposed non-farm uses.  The legal advice 
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provided in Attachment 9 is based on an incorrect analysis of the consulting engineering services 



contract under consideration and of the Riverbend case.   



 



 10.13 Exhibit 10 to the organized opponents’ submittal is a 12 second video, possibly 



taken partially from a drone or crane, showing busses leaving the Bus Barn property to pick up 



children and deliver them home from school in the afternoon.  The video supports the county’s 



conclusion that placing the future trail entrance on the western edge of the county’s Bus Barn 



property effectively prevents conflicts between continued use of the property for storage of busses, 



and use of the western border of the property for a trail corridor that is segregated from the 



remainder of the Bus Barn property by a suitable fence.   The purpose of the trail is to provide a 



transportation option for persons to travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton on foot, 



bicycle and horse.  From the video, it appears that there is a more than adequate shoulder on the 



Bus Barn property and as part of the State Highway, to support a conclusion that it is feasible to 



provide a safe connection between the City of Yamhill and the proposed trail.  



 



11. Findings addressing farm operations adjacent to the segment of corridor under 



consideration.    As noted, of the 40 tax lots abutting the trail within the notice area, the county 



has identified  eight parties, or sets of parties, who have objected to the trail, claim potential 



impacts to farm practices and/or costs, and have disputed the county’s proposed findings regarding 



potential significant impacts to accepted farm practices.  Of those, three own or farm property that 



is transected by the 60-foot wide trail corridor, and two are located partially within 750-feet of the 



trail, but are not located adjacent to the trail.  The following findings address the six individual 



farm operations adjacent to the corridor that are claiming potential farm impacts, and include  



cumulative impacts analysis for those farm operations.  



 



 11.1 Kristofer Weinbender and Melissa Braukman, 12000 Hwy 47, Carlton; EF80; four 



acres; Livestock (alpacas, turkeys, chickens); pasture; misc. food crops  



 



  11.1.1 Kris Weinbender and Melissa Braukman, and the attorney for the organized 



opposition, submitted materials regarding potential harm to accepted farm practices on the 



Weinbender/Braukman four-acre farm, located near the city limits of the City of Carlton.  The 



property is located on heavily traveled Highway 47 (western boundary), and the existing trail 



corridor is located along the eastern boundary of their property.  Maps in the record show that the 



existing trail, which extends south into Carlton and north beyond their property, is located in the 



middle of sixty feet of trees and brush.   



 



  11.1.2 As currently envisioned, there is the possibility that the developed trail will 



be located approximately 23 feet from the Weinbender/Braukman property line.  Vegetative 



screening already exists within the corridor adjacent to the Weinbender/Braukman property, and 



it appears that additional vegetative screening within the corridor is feasible if it is called for in the 



Master Plan.   Fencing specifications will be addressed in the Master Plan, but the ‘floor’ of the 



fencing requirement is that it be “capable of preventing dogs and people from entering adjacent 



farm fields.”   That requirement alone reduces most of the hypothetical impacts to farm practices 



listed by the parties to an insignificant level, or more likely to non-existent.  If the alpaca have 



grown accustomed to the heavy car and truck traffic of Highway 47 (which they apparently have), 



it does not seem likely that they will suffer significant harm from pedestrians, bikes and horses on 
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a trail that is separated from them by a fence and 23 feet of vegetative screening.  It is feasible to 



construct the trail in the corridor adjacent to their property in a manner that prevents any significant 



harm to their crops or animals, or to their property from litter.  Their property is zoned for farm 



use and has farm tax deferral, and the farm impact standards apply, but neither they nor the attorney 



for the organized opposition have demonstrated any “significant” potential harm to their alpacas, 



turkeys, chickens or geese, or to the use of their pasture.   



 



  11.1.3 Contrary to repeated claims by trail opponents, fencing will prevent any 



potentially significant incidences of trespassing, litter and camping on property located on the 



other side of the fence.  With proper design and maintenance, it is feasible to prevent any 



significant impacts to the Weinbender/Braukman property from the proposed trail.  Based on the 



testimony of the property owners, the Master Plan should consider whether signage at the location 



of the Weinbender/Braukman farm will help prevent any potential harm or inconvenience to their 



accepted farm practices.  The Plan should also consider whether, and the extent to which, existing 



vegetation can be maintained and augmented in the section of corridor behind their property.  



Buffering of the current trail and additional buffering that is feasible at the location of their farm 



supports a conclusion that they are unlikely to experience any impacts to their farm or forest uses 



from improvement of the existing trail. 



 



  11.1.4 Claims made by Mr. Weinbender and Ms. Braukman regarding water 



backing up from the county’s property onto their property is not a farm impact, but it is a legitimate 



complaint that the county should investigate and attempt to remedy if investigation shows that 



artificial conditions on the county’s property are contributing to or causing water to back up onto 



their property.  That problem should be addressed as soon as possible and does not need to wait 



until completion of the Master Planning process that is scheduled to begin soon.   



 



  11.1.5 Cumulative Impacts. The claims made regarding this property, especially 



by the attorney for the organized opponents, are exaggerated and not credible.  The frontage of the 



property is on a busy State Highway known to accommodate many large trucks of all varieties.  



The trail and its users will be a whisper compared to the highway, and the potential for litter 



generation by the trail is miniscule compared to the generation potential of the highway.  In this 



case all of the perceived potential impacts are remedied by proper fencing, vegetative screening, 



and signage.  The fencing will prevent dogs and people from approaching the farm’s livestock, 



and the vegetative buffer will make it unlikely that trail users will routinely try to approach the 



fence.  Wind disperses litter, but vegetative buffering and fencing both tend to capture litter.  None 



of the impacts alleged are “significant” impacts to accepted farm practices, they are minor 



inconveniences and minor risks of harm that is unlikely to materialize.  There are no separate 



significant or insignificant potential impacts with regard to this property that, cumulatively, 



constitute a significant impact to farm practices or the costs of those practices.   



 



 11.2 Brian and Roxanne Coussens, 6325 NW Glencoe Rd, Hillsboro 97124; EF80; ~75 



acres total; Hazelnuts. 
 



  11.2.1 The Coussens’ filbert orchard was described in the findings adopted as part 



of Ordinance 904, as a newly planted filbert orchard of approximately 10,000 trees.  Those findings 



were carried over into the staff report on remand, and are part of these findings (finding 8.7).  They 



note that at the location of the orchard, the corridor is heavily wooded, buffering the existing trail 
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located in the corridor from the practices taking place in the filbert orchard.  The exiting vegetative 



buffer, between the existing trail and the Coussens’ property, is almost 30 feet thick.  That buffer 



would be somewhat reduced by construction of a 12-foot wide pedestrian and bike path, and the 



horse path that will likely be adjacent to the bike/pedestrian path.  It is feasible to maintain most 



of the vegetated buffer between the improved trail and the Coussens’ property, and to add 



additional vegetation if necessary to improve the effectiveness of the buffer strip.  The earlier 



findings (and these findings) also note that there is additional distance between the trees in the 



filbert orchard and the proposed trail location, in the form of a dirt road on the Coussens’ property 



adjacent to the trail corridor.   



 



  11.2.2 The main potential farm impact cited by Brian Coussens in his letter dated 



February 2, 2019, is the spray issue.  Although these findings establish that there is no 100- or 150- 



foot exclusion area that extends off of the Coussens’ property, it would not be good practice for 



his operator to spray in a manner that may end up spraying people or animals on the trail, or drifting 



onto them.  As pointed out elsewhere in these findings, neither the Coussens nor their spray 



operator ever had the right to spray the Union Pacific property without permission, and neither of 



them have the right to spray the property now that it is owned by the county.  It nevertheless 



appears that there is sufficient distance between the orchard and the corridor to allow spraying to 



continue in the manner it is already being conducted.  It should be noted that the trail corridor is 



immediately adjacent to Highway 47 at this location, and there is a dwelling adjacent to the eastern 



boundary of the corridor.  Even if there were a 150-foot off-site exclusion zone (which there is 



not) parts of the existing orchard would already be affected by the mere existence of the Highway, 



since there is no way for the spray operator to predict when people may be driving by, and the 



dwelling, where people are likely to be at any time of day or night.  It is apparent from testimony 



in the record that “air-blast” spraying currently, and regularly, takes place in filbert orchards all 



over the county immediately adjacent to public rights-of-way.  Claims that farm operators cannot 



responsibly spray the edges of their orchards and need room on the property of others or on public 



rights-of-way to use as a buffer are not credible.  This perceived impact is not significant, but can 



be rendered practically non-existent by cooperation with trail managers and the posting of warning 



signs and/or portable barriers to stop traffic on the trail prior to spraying.  Since farm operators 



have no right to spray off of their property, the insignificant expense of posting signs, placing 



temporary barriers, or even of posting someone on the trail to check for overspray and warn trail 



users, is not a cost associated with an accepted farm practice. 



 



  11.2.3 Another issue raised in Brian Coussens’ February 2, 2019 letter is access 



across the rail/trail corridor.  According to the letter: “Our crossing has been in place as long as 



anyone can remember.  My father in law back in the day, had to pay the railroad annually to cross 



even after the tracks had been removed.”  The attorney for the organized opposition now states:  



“County wants to install a gate on Coussens only farm access,” and then proceeds through a chain 



of ‘farm impact’ consequences that would follow. 



 



   11.2.3.1 In the first place, it is not the county that wants to install a 



gate.  The county offered to build a fence and install a gate, to protect neighboring property owners 



from potential consequences of trespass by trail users.  As Mr. Coussens points out, the railroad 



did not allow the corridor to be crossed for free “even after the tracks had been removed.”  That 



information corroborates what county staff has said from the beginning:  UP stopped using the 
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corridor for operation of a railroad, but it did not abandon its title to the property or any of its rights 



to occupy and manage access to and through the corridor.  The county purchased from UP all of 



the rights it had to the property, including all of its license and easement agreements, and may have 



a copy of the license mentioned by Mr. Coussens in his February 2, 2019 letter. 



 



   11.2.3.2 Mr. Coussens’ predecessor in interest was apparently aware 



that the corridor was not part of his holdings, and could not be considered a part of his “accepted 



farm practices” unless he paid the owner for the right to use it.  Likewise, the county, as current 



owner of the corridor, has the right to control access to it even if there is no trail.  Access across 



the corridor property without permission is not an accepted farm practice, and the county is under 



no obligation to treat access through the corridor as an accepted farming practice requiring analysis 



and possible mitigation. 



 



   11.2.3.3 The county has repeatedly stated that it has no intention of 



cutting off access across the corridor to farm operators who need access.  The farm impact standard 



does not require that the county provide access to the Coussens’ filbert orchard, but it is the 



county’s intent to provide that access.  The terms of that access—whether it is unrestricted, 



restricted, or through a gate, is a normal part of doing business, not the mitigation of an impact to 



an accepted farm practice.  It appears that a fence and a gate will be useful in preventing trespass 



into the orchard and will benefit the operation of the orchard.  If so, the specifications of the fence 



and gate should be part of the Master Plan, and the Coussens should enter into a license agreement 



with the county under terms satisfactory to both parties.    Even without the proposed use, the 



county has the right to control access across the corridor, as it could if the corridor were used for 



street or rail uses. 



 



   11.2.3.4 The concern about the driveway being blocked, backing up 



traffic on Highway 47, is a problem with logistics that exists because the Coussens do not own the 



corridor that they need to cross to access their filbert orchard.  With cell phones, it is also feasible 



to coordinate gate access between farm employees to ensure that the gate is open and unblocked 



when large machinery needs access.  These, again, are minimal costs of doing business, and not 



an expense attributable to the proposed use. The attorney for the organized opposition’s claim that 



the logistical problems can only be solved through complex and expensive flagging operations do 



not seem to be true, but they are, again, a cost of doing business when a farm operator seeks to use 



the property of another to conduct his or her farm operation.  Crossing the property of another—



even publicly owned property—without permission is not an accepted farm practice that the county 



is required to address under the farm impact standard. 



 



  11.2.4 Loss of ability to use slug bait.  As stated, the county has offered to fence 



the entire corridor.  There should therefore be no significant impact from trespassing dogs.  Farm 



owners and operators do not have a heightened duty to protect trespassing dogs—dog owners have 



a legal responsibility to prevent their dogs from trespassing.  Farm operators are capable of baiting 



the edges of their property without baiting neighboring land, and do not need to use neighboring 



public property or other property they do not own as a buffer.  Signage will specify that dogs must 



be on a leash, and appropriate ‘no trespassing-private property’ signs will be posted along the 



entire corridor.  Under the Master Plan, it may also be possible to establish additional signage in 
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areas where slug bait is used, including the Coussens’ orchard.  Claims by the lawyer for the 



organized opposition regarding the inability to use slug bait are not credible. 



 



  11.2.5 As noted elsewhere in these findings, there is no rational basis for assuming 



that a trail that is fenced and located 40 or more feet from filbert trees will be contaminated or have 



an increased chance of being contaminated by trail users.  Likewise, there is no rational basis for 



concluding that insurance premiums will automatically rise due to the presence of the trail, and 



there is evidence that is not the case.   



 



  11.2.6 Cumulative impacts.  Most of the perceived impacts raised by the Coussens 



and by the attorney for the organized opposition either don’t exist, are not impacts to accepted 



farm practices, or are effectively minimized to the point where they can no longer be considered 



significant by the conditions of approval.  With regard to the Coussens’ filbert orchard, there are 



no significant impacts to accepted farm practices or costs, and none of the insignificant impacts 



identified add up to a significant impact.  The Coussens’ farm operator may increase litter patrols, 



but there is no reason to believe that significant additional litter will be found on the other side of 



a forested buffer strip and a fence.  They will have no increased contamination from trail users 



who will being on the other side of the same buffer strip, and the same fence.  They will still be 



able to use slug bait because there will be a fence capable of keeping dogs out of the orchard, and 



because they owe no special duty to a trespassing dog.  They do not, under any regulation citied 



by the opponents, lose the ability to spray any of their property due to the presence of the trail.  



They do not have the right to cross the corridor without permission, and negotiating and 



maintaining access to their orchard is part of the cost of doing business, not an accepted farming 



practice that the county is required to protect.  There are no separate significant or insignificant 



potential impacts with regard to this property that, cumulatively, constitute a significant impact to 



farm practices or the costs of those practices.   



 



11.3 Gordon Dromgoole and Billie Jean Matthews.  19643 NW Goodrich Rd, Yamhill; 



EF80/AF-10; ~81 acres; Clover, grass seed, hay, wheat, livestock pasture, sheep (Managed 



by Mark Gaibler) 



 



  11.3.1 According to Billie Jean Matthews, the farmland owned by her and her 



husband adjacent to the corridor segment in question is currently in wheat and alfalfa.  She states 



that they also raise hay, alfalfa, grass seed, oats, meadowfoam and clover, and are planning to plant 



hazelnuts.  It is not clear that they grow or intend to grow those crops adjacent to the corridor 



segment in question. 



 



  11.3.2 Ms. Matthews states that there is an increased risk to structures adjacent to 



the trail, but does not specify what she means by “adjacent,” does not identify the location of any 



such structures on her property adjacent to the trail segment in question, none appear on aerial 



photographs, and none are believed to exist on the property transected by the rail/trail corridor.   



 



  11.3.3 The record of this proceeding supports a conclusion that most field fires are 



inadvertently started by farm operators.  As noted elsewhere in these findings, the trail will provide 



improved access for firefighting equipment and personnel to the area immediately adjacent to the 



trail and to the trail corridor itself.  Development of the trail will not increase the risk of a 
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catastrophic (out of control) fire in the area in a manner that significantly impacts farm practices 



or significantly increases farm costs. 



 



  11.3.4 Impact of spray drift regulations.  As with others, Ms. Matthews lists 



impacts related to overspray, which is not an accepted farm practice.  Please see the discussion of 



this issue elsewhere, which also applies to the Dromgoole/Matthews property.  An attorney for 



Mr. Gaibler has indicated that he farms s the Dromgoole property, and sometimes sprays 



fungicides aerially in the spring when the soil is too wet to drive equipment on.  A condition of 



approval provides that the county shall notify each farm operator adjacent to the trail corridor of 



the option to provide 72-hour notice to the county prior to aerial spraying of herbicides, pesticides, 



fungicides or other dangerous chemicals.  Upon receiving 72-hour advance notice of such 



spraying, trail managers shall post ‘Danger-Pesticide Spraying in Progress--Trail Closed” signs in 



appropriate locations to prevent access to the identified trail segment until spraying is completed 



or until notified by the spray operator that the area is safe to enter.  This type of warning is feasible 



and inexpensive and promotes coordination and cooperation farm operators and the communities 



they live and work in.  It is not an accepted farm practice expense, because overspray is not legal 



as to public lands, public rights-of-way or private property not under the control of the operator, 



even if it occurs through an aerial application. 



 



  11.3.5 Increased traffic on Highway 47 and Fryer Road.  There is no basis, in the 



record or otherwise, for concluding that a local trail connecting two cities will increase traffic on 



the highway that currently connects the same cities.  The crossing referenced by Ms. Matthews is 



north of Yamhill.  As stated, the trail segment in question is accurately characterized as a local 



facility serving, predominately, residents of and visitors to two towns.  Once the trail is extended 



from Hagg Lake to McMinnville, it will be a regional facility and will predictably draw additional 



traffic, requiring a traffic impact study and additional planning.  The intent and expectation of this 



approval is that it will allow development of a paved path, for recreational use, but also as a 



transportation facility allowing people in Yamhill or Carlton, who wish to travel to the other city, 



to choose the non-motorized option over use of Highway 47, which is only suitable for cars and 



trucks, and is not safe for bicycles, pedestrians or horses.     



 



  11.3.6 Trespass impacts.  A condition of approval requires that the trail corridor be 



fenced.  The county also plans to post “no trespassing” signs facing private lands along the trail, 



and “no parking” signs at Fryer Road.  It may also be possible for the county to provide additional 



fencing along Fryer Road, a matter that should be raised in development of the master plan.  There 



is a reasonable basis for the Board to conclude that the fencing and signage proposed in the existing 



condition will be adequate to prevent significant impacts to crops from trespass as outlined in Ms. 



Matthews’ letter dated March 4, 2019.  Posted rules for the trail will notify users that dogs must 



be on leashes, and the county’s dog control ordinance already includes significant penalties for 



dogs that chase or kill livestock.  An additional condition addresses fencing along the EFU zoned 



frontage of the Dromgoole property on Fryer Road.  Although the eastern frontage of the property 



is not zoned for exclusive farm use and not subject to the farm impact standard, it is possible that 



arrangements could be made to fence the southeaster boundary if it improves relations between 



the owners, the county, and trail users.  The western portion of the property was recently approved 



for a non-farm use, a solar energy array.      
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  11.3.7 Insurance costs.  As stated by Ms. Matthews, her insurance agent has stated 



that their premiums will not increase due to the presence of the trail.   Potential increases to 



premiums due to claims that have not been filed are speculative at best.  The discussion of 



insurance and risk management elsewhere in these findings apply to the discussion of this property.  



In its remand decision, LUBA rejected claims of increased insurance costs argued by petitioners.  



 



  11.3.8 Lack of master plan coordination and consultation with neighbors.  This is 



not a farm impact, but a complaint regarding the land use process.  The county is seeking land use 



authority in order to move forward with master planning, which must be completed before the trail 



can be formally opened for public use.  This process establishes whether it is feasible to meet all 



applicable land use standards, and the Master Planning process fills in the details and seeks to 



expand the discussion of how to make the trail work well for the users, the neighbors, and the 



community at large.  The county fully intends to comply with the statements made in Ordinance 



904 and with the requirement in the attached conditions that the county communicate with adjacent 



owners, operators and residences.  They are not “just so many words.”  Unlike a private 



corporation, the county is governed by an elected Board of Commissioners and other elected 



officials and is politically accountable to county residents.  The county is in a unique position to 



take continuous reasonable steps over a long period of time to protect trail neighbors from adverse 



impacts and to respond appropriately to neighbor complaints.  Counties seldom declare 



bankruptcy, and the management of the county is determined, not by an unelected board or CEO, 



but by three commissioners serving four-year terms.  That being said, cooperation is required in 



order for a planning process to be successful.  If, during the master planning process, it appears 



that fencing the entire Dromgoole/Matthews frontage along Fryer Road will improve cooperation 



between the county and the farm operators with regard to trail operation, the county has jurisdiction 



over the Fryer Road right-of-way and can install a fence if it is recommended as part of the master 



plan.  



 



  11.3.9 Trail does not “eliminate huge swaths of farm land.”  This statement, made 



by Ms. Matthews, is not correct.  The county owns a 60-foot corridor of land as a single tax lot.  



The county is seeking to improve that property for what the county believes is the “highest and 



best use” of the corridor—a future rail with trail, with interim use as a trail.  The trail does not 



‘eliminate’ any land, or prevent anyone who owns land along the corridor from farming their own 



land.  The rest of Ms. Matthews complaints, in her letter dated March 4, 2019, are accepted as 



criticism of a land use process that is imposed on all of us by state law.  There is no requirement 



that parties respond emotionally to what is proposed and dig in their heels rather than face change 



proposed, not for them, but for the community at large.  It just often works out that way.  The 



county remains committed to a collaborative and coordinated master planning effort, once land 



use approval is obtained.  Vague offers to put the trail elsewhere are no substitute for a 



transportation corridor established in 1872 and now owned by the county—a corridor that the 



county knows is suitable for trail use (parts are used as a trail now) and suitable for future rail use 



(trains ran there for 100 years). 



 



  11.3.10  Additional claims by the attorney for the organized opposition regarding 



potential impacts to the Dromgoole/Matthews farm property.  As explained elsewhere in these 



findings, none of the Dromgoole/Matthews fields are “landlocked.”  Construction impacts are 



temporary, and the workers will not be in “farm fields” unless they get permission—they will be 
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within a 60-foot wide corridor owned by the county.  Additional fencing has been discussed 



elsewhere and in the conditions.  No other potential impacts have been raised that have not 



previously been addressed. 



 



  11.3.11 Cumulative impacts.  Use of the corridor without permission and 



spraying the land of others without permission are not accepted farm practices and are not part of 



the farm impact test equation.  The cumulative impact question is whether all of the perceived 



impacts to farming the Dromgoole/Matthews property, even those that the county deems to be 



insignificant, add up to a significant impact.  Do the residual potential impacts related to minor 



trespass, the possibility that a trail user will start a fire, the risk that insurance premiums may rise 



if trespass leads to damage and claims—do these otherwise insignificant risks of impacts, when 



combined, rise to the level of being “Important, Weighty, [or] Notable”?  The Board concludes 



that they do not.  In weighing the evidence that it has received, even while taking a “farm focused 



view, the Board is entitled to, and does, rely on competent evidence that the fears and perceived 



risks in this case are similar to those facing many public trails in farm areas around the country 



where, as it turns out, trail and farm uses are capable of, and do, coexist without increased risk of 



actual harm to anyone.  There are no separate significant or insignificant potential impacts with 



regard to this property that, cumulatively, constitute a significant impact to farm practices or the 



costs of those practices.   



 



 11.4 Bryan Schmidt (leasing property of Eramo and Jo Salvatore)  7580 Hendricks Rd, 



Carlton; EF-80/AF-10; ~12 acres; Dairy and beef cows, cow/calf operation, raw milk sales; 



animals need to cross ROW to get between fields, pasture needs to be fertilized/pesticides sprayed, 



milks animals daily. 



 



  11.4.1 The first page of Mr. Schmidt’s testimony submitted the morning of March 



7, 2019 for the remand hearing that day, concerns a filbert orchard that is not located along the 



segment of corridor under consideration in these proceedings.  The document is a handwritten, 



recorded transcription of a predecessor-in-interest’s sale of the rail corridor to Oregon Central 



Railroad Company in 1873, for $150, “forever,” and without possibility of reverter.  There is 



nothing about the document submitted that even remotely supports Mr. Schmidt’s claim that the 



document gives him ownership rights, or the right to spray the property (now owned by the county) 



without permission, or to cross it or use it in any other way without permission. 



 



  11.4.2 The second page of Mr. Schmidt’s letter indicates that Mr. Schmidt raises 



grass-fed beef and produces raw milk, which he sells from the property.  An e-mail submitted into 



the record March 19, 2019, states that Mr. Schmidt raises “beef cattle and grass-fed lamb.”  There 



is a home on the property and farm buildings adjacent to the rail corridor, owned by Eramo and Jo 



Salvatore.  The Salvatores have never submitted testimony opposed to the trail.  Mr. Schmidt is a 



chief opponent of the trail and has testified against trail development numerous times, orally and 



in writing, over the course of years.  The entire parcel is approximately 12 acres, with road access 



to the western portion of the property.  Contrary to Mr. Schmidt’s belief, the portion of the property 



that is located on the eastern side of the corridor is slightly more than one acre, not three acres.  



Because access to the property is from the west, his claim that he will be cut off from “almost all 



of [his] pasture” if the trail is improved, appears to be incorrect.   
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  11.4.3 The key problem with Mr. Schmidt’s claims that the proposed trail will 



significantly impact his accepted farm practices is that neither he nor the Salvatores own the 60-



foot corridor that cuts a small corner of the property off from the remainder of the property where 



the home and agricultural buildings are located.  Mr. Schmidt has provided no documents remotely 



suggesting that Union Pacific did not own the corridor transecting the Salvatores’ property—



exclusively—when it sold the corridor to the county in 2017.  The deed he provided does not 



reserve any rights to the seller, and uncontested testimony in the record indicates that modern deeds 



of conveyance to lands along the corridor routinely “except” from the grant of title 30 feet on either 



side of the centerline of the Southern Pacific Railroad right-of-way.  As stated repeatedly 



throughout these findings, using the property of others without permission from the owners is not 



an accepted farm practice. 



 



  11.4.4 The county has offered to accommodate all property owners along the 



corridor by providing fencing and gates, and by prioritizing legitimate farm practice crossings over 



use by pedestrians, bicyclists and equestrians.  In this case, preserving farmland in large blocks 



would suggest that the most appropriate use of the sliver of land that the Salvatores own would be 



its incorporation into the holdings of the Peters’ or Dromgoole/Matthews, located on the other side 



of the corridor.  The bulk of the pasture that is owned by the Salvatores is on the western side of 



the corridor.  Nevertheless, the county remains committed to providing a crossing for the 



Salvatores and their tenant to allow continued grazing on the small wedge of the property located 



east of the corridor. 



 



  11.4.5 Another potential farm impact raised by Mr. Schmidt is harassment by dogs.  



The testimony submitted begins with the premise that dogs can harass livestock through a fence, 



and ends with a picture of a bloody cow carcass taken from some other location.  Given the 



configuration of the Salvatore property, it appears that a cow or lamb that is being harassed by a 



dog through a fence will be able to move to a location where it is not being harassed.  Other claimed 



impacts are related to “human trespass and theft” that is unlikely to occur if the corridor is properly 



fenced as the county has proposed.   



 



  11.4.6 The county is required to comply with conditions that will minimize 



potential significant impacts to accepted farm practices to a level at which they can no longer be 



considered significant.  It is not required to erase all fears of harm, rational or irrational, especially 



when the risk of harm is insignificant (as it is with most of the claims now being made, and made 



in the past by Mr. Schmidt).  The corridor is 60-feet wide at the Salvatore property, and there is 



adequate room to install a vegetative buffer and fences between trail uses and both sides of the 



Salvatore property.  With the conditions of approval adopted as part of Ordinance 904, all of the 



potential impacts to accepted farm practices taking place on the Salvatore property can be 



minimized to a level at which they can no longer be considered significant.  Additional protection 



for the Salvatore and their tenant, beyond what is required by the farm impact standards, will be 



considered through the master plan process, which was also required as a condition of Ordinance 



904.   



 



  11.4.7 Onlookers calling dog control.  Mr. Schmidt’s March 19, 2019 testimony 



also notes that he fears that someone might call “county animal control” who will then trespass on 



the Salvatores’ property and make demands on him to prove that he has a bale of hay on hand.  
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The county does not have an “animal control” department or office, but he is correct that cruelty 



to animals is a crime that is investigated by police agencies.  He also fears that animal rights 



activists will attempt to release his chickens or his calves, or that thieves will steal them.  The 



county can install fencing, gates that can be locked, signage and buffering vegetation.  Those 



actions reduce the potential harm to the identified accepted farm practices to a level at which they 



can no longer be considered significant.  No law requires that the county allay the speculative fears 



of a farm operator, especially when those fears are based on anecdotal stories of events that took 



place elsewhere.   



 



  11.4.8 Herbicide and fertilizer application.  Mr. Schmidt claims that, if the trail is 



constructed, he will not be able to cross the trail to spray herbicides on the portion of the property 



that is located (presumably) on the east side of the corridor.  As with other properties along the 



corridor, the county has not yet located a record of a formal crossing license or easement granted 



to the Salvatores or their predecessors in interest to cross the corridor for farm uses or otherwise.  



Use of the property of others without an easement, license, or other permission, is not an accepted 



farm practice.  Nevertheless, the county has pledged to address the needs of each farm owner 



and/or operator to cross the corridor, and to make good faith efforts to establish an appropriate, 



gated access to connect farm operations located on both sides of the corridor. 



 



  11.4.9 Cumulative Impacts.  It is hard to characterize some of the claims of 



potential harm identified by Mr. Schmidt, but most of them have to do with his feeling that the 



Salvatores property will not be secure if the corridor is used as a pedestrian, bicycle and equestrian 



trail.  Following the Supreme Court in its treatment of the landfill case, most of the potential harms 



to accepted farm practices identified by Mr. Schmidt are effectively addressed by fencing.  In the 



case of the Salvatores property, there are no individual significant or insignificant perceived 



impacts to accepted farm practices that, in aggregate, amount to a significant impact to accepted 



farm practices or costs.  



 



11.5 Lee & Kathryn Schrepel and Fruithill Inc.  6501 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill; EF-



80/HI/RI; ~29 acres; Fruit and Hazelnut Orchards.   



 



  11.5.1 As indicated in the staff report and elsewhere, the Schrepel/Fruithill 



property that is closest to the proposed trail segment is zoned Heavy Industrial and Resource 



Industrial, not EFU.  This property will be addressed if the trail is extended north across Highway 



240 in the future.  With regard to the proposed trail segment, the proposed entrance to the trail is 



located on the northwest corner of the Bus Barn property, away from the entrance to the Fruithill 



facility.  The western part of the Fruithill property is a large parking lot/graveled area that was 



purchased from Union Pacific.  It is zoned Heavy Industrial, and was once used as a train loading 



and unloading area.  Due to distance between the Fruithill processing facility and the proposed 



trail, no impacts are expected.  No one using the trail is likely to trespass on the Fruithill property, 



which is across a state highway and not adjacent to the trail.  No Fruithill farm practices are taking 



place near the trail or are likely to be affected in any way by the trail. 



 



11.6 Mark Gaibler   PO Box 808, Carlton; EF-80; 48 acres; Grass seed, hay.   



 



  11.6.1 Presumably, the farm practices taking place on the Gaibler property are 
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similar to practices taking place on the Van Dyke and Dromgoole properties located adjacent to 



the corridor.  The Gaibler property is located west of State Highway 47, and is separated from the 



trail corridor by that highway and by several dwellings that are located between Highway 47 and 



the trail corridor.  A small portion of the Gaibler property is located within the 750-foot notice area 



of the trail.  Due to distance, intervening houses and the state highway, the trail is not anticipated 



to have any negative impact on farm practices taking place on the Gaibler property.  Farm practices 



and potential impacts asserted by Mr. Gaibler and to the Dromgoole property which he farms, are 



addressed with regard to the Dromgoole property and by the conditions of approval.  It appears 



the Dromgoole property on Fryer Road to the west of, and adjacent to the trail, is now a solar array, 



a non-farm use.    



 



11.7 Gregory & Celine McCarthy   PO Box 417, Gaston; EF-80; 50 acres; Grass seed, 



clover, row crops (corn, onions, green beans) 



 



  11.7.1 The McCarthys’ property is located adjacent to the city limits of the City of 



Carlton.  A portion of the property appears to be within the city limits and to have access from 



rights-of-way within the city.  The trail and rail corridor is located along the western edge of the 



McCarthy property.  They state that they use the corridor for access and “drive along it,” but the 



corridor at the location in question appears to be mostly natural vegetation.  As with others, the 



McCarthy’s claim, without any substantiation, that the “predecessor farmers never gave the 



railroad any exclusive rights; rather just a nonexclusive easement for railroad purposes.”  The 



McCarthys state that they will not be able to farm if they are not allowed to cross the corridor.  



 



  11.7.2  The county has no intention of cutting off the McCarthys’ access to their 



property if, indeed, they have no other access.  It is possible that a predecessor in interest obtained 



a license or easement to cross the corridor, and the county will assist the McCarthys in establishing 



whether that is the case.  Satellite photos also show farm buildings in the southeast corner of the 



property that appear to have access into the City of Carlton.  Even if the McCarthys have alternative 



access, if access across the trail assists them in a meaningful way with their farm operation, the 



county will make good faith efforts to ensure that access. The county has also offered to install 



fencing along the corridor and a gate suitable for the movement of most farm equipment, and 



remains committed to do so.  The McCarthys use tractors, combines, swathers, bailers, trucks and 



other large equipment.  It is feasible to minimize conflicts between trail users and farm operations 



along the trail.  The conceptual plan addresses some methods for effective gates and signage, and 



those issues will be further addressed in the master planning process.  Under conditions established 



in Ordinance 904 and carried through on this remand, trail users will not be allowed to enter the 



McCarthys’ fields or otherwise threaten their “Quality Restricted” status.   



 



  11.7.3 It is also somewhat disingenuous for the McCarthys, farming directly 



adjacent to city limits, to testify that they can currently farm profitably but will not be able to if 



people will be able to walk, bike and ride horses on a 12-foot path in the middle of a sixty-foot 



corridor adjacent to their property.  There are currently dwellings on properties located on the 



western boundary of the trail corridor that are only separated from the McCarthys’ farm operation 



by the width of the vegetated trail corridor.  People currently live in close proximity to the 



McCarthys’ farm operation, and the presence of the trail does not move people significantly close 



to their farm operation than they are currently expected to be (because the live there). 
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  11.7.4 The segment of trail under consideration is being developed for local use, 



by people living in and visiting the cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  If the remainder of the trail is 



constructed in the future, it could be seen as a regional facility.  Most of the users of the trail as 



proposed are likely to be much more like “the locals who live in close proximity to our field in 



Carlton,” who tolerate some dust and pesticide smell because “they understand it as a necessary 



farming practice.”   



 



  11.7.5 Irrigation with “guns’ that shoot non-potable water.  The discussion of use 



of the corridor without permission and pesticide overspray elsewhere in these findings applies to 



the McCarthy farm property.  As with those ‘impacts,’ a property owner is not allowed to shoot 



non-potable water onto his neighbor’s property without permission, and doing so is not an accepted 



farm practice.  While the McCarthys may need to be more careful in how they spray when persons 



are using the trail, their conclusion that using the (likely) middle 12-15 feet of the 60-foot corridor 



as a bicycle/pedestrian/equestrian trail will force them to “have to stop watering large areas of 



[their] farm” is not credible as a significant impact.  Farm operators should contain their operations 



to their own property as a matter of course.  The corridor is also not “in the middle of [their] farm 



ground,” it is along the western edge.   



 



  11.7.6 Pesticide overspray.  Potential farm impacts related to pesticide spraying 



are addressed elsewhere in these findings, with regard to other property owners.  Claims of 



potential increased trespassing made by the McCarthys appear to ignore the county’s offer to fence 



the entire corridor and provide locking gates at designated farm crossings.  Fencing, as proposed, 



will minimize, if not prevent, all of the potential farm impacts outlined by the McCarthys in their 



letter dated February 18, 2019. 



 



  11.7.7 Conflicts with livestock.  Although it is not entirely clear, it does not appear 



that the McCarthys are raising livestock on the property in question.  Their discussion of it in their 



letter appears to be hypothetical, or to relate to other farm operations, possibly not located on the 



segment of trail under consideration. 



 



  11.7.8 Inability to farm if must cross trail.  The county acknowledges that a 



developed trail at the location in question has the potential for causing inconvenience for farm 



operators who must cross it to access their farms.  The issue is whether that inconvenience amounts 



to a significant impact to or increased cost of accepted farm practices.   The county seeks to 



minimize the inconvenience that might otherwise be caused by the presence of the trail by 



providing appropriate access across the trail for farm operators who need it to conduct farming 



activities on their property; providing appropriate signage on county-installed fences designed to 



prevent people and/or animals from wandering onto private property; and signage notifying trail 



users that farmers using designated crossings have priority.  The goal in this process and of the 



master planning process is to seek cooperative solutions that allow farmers to farm and the general 



public an opportunity to travel between Yamhill and Carlton without a motor vehicle and without 



threat of annihilation by passenger car, semi-tractor/trailer or oversized farm equipment.  The 



county concludes that it is feasible to address the reasonable concerns of farmers, including the 



McCarthys and to provide for the transportation needs of its citizens without significantly 



impacting farm practices or costs.   
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  11.7.9 Cumulative impacts.  The McCarthys’ farm operation appears to be similar 



to those being conducted by the Van Dykes, and Dromgoole/Matthews, and all of these parties 



allege similar, or the same, impacts.  For the same reasons stated with regard to those farms, there 



are no separate significant or insignificant potential impacts with regard to this property that, 



cumulatively, constitute a significant impact to farm practices or the costs of those practices.   



 



 11.8 James & Julie Van Dyke; John & Linda Van Dyke; Van Dyke Riverview Farms 



PO Box 400, Yamhill (James), 1255 E Main St, Yamhill (John), 8456 NW McSween Ln, Yamhill 



(Van Dyke Farms); EF-80; ~242 acres total along trail; Grass seed, hay, livestock pasture; property 



straddles the trail for long distance, need to cross over multiple times while farming.   



 



  11.8.1 There is extensive evidence in the record regarding the Van Dyke Farms 



agricultural practices, including photographs of the equipment they use.  It should be noted that 



the Van Dykes have converted their grass seed fields on both sides of the corridor just south of the 



county’s Bus Barn property to a large hazelnut orchard.  The discussions of hazelnut orchards and 



the practices associated with them are found in these findings with regard to other hazelnut 



orchards along the trail and are equally applicable to the newly-planted Van Dyke orchards.  The 



Van Dykes had apparently been farming grass seed in a manner that encroaches on the county’s 



property, perhaps on advice of counsel that such actions could help them obtain the property 



through adverse possession, or that they could perfect a prescriptive use to farm, spray and/or cross 



the corridor, which is not part of their collection of tax lots and owned by the county.  As explained 



in other county submittals, state law prohibits acquisition of railroad property and county property 



by adverse possession (ORS 105.618 and 275.027), or county property by the operation of any 



statute of limitations. 



 



  11.8.2 Testimony submitted by the Van Dyke family asserts that their farmland is 



Class I soil, which the county has been unable to confirm.  It nevertheless appears to be Class II 



soil, which is high value-“prime” soil.  Over the years, crops grown by the Van Dykes in the area 



include “Tall Fescue for Seed, Red Clover, Crimson Clover, Radish, Wheat, Hazelnuts, Annual 



Ryegrass for Seed, and Vetch.”  (letter from Ben Van Dyke dated February 28, 2019)  The county 



accepts as true that the Van Dykes have been spraying the corridor to protect their own crops, but 



rejects the claim that they ever had the right to spray the property, without permission, while it 



was owned by UP or under county ownership.  The county is willing to cooperate with the Van 



Dykes with the goal of preventing nuisance plant species from growing in the corridor, but it is 



not an “accepted farm practice” to spray the property of another without permission, even if doing 



so increases farm profits.  The Van Dykes claim massive losses in farm income based on something 



they know is not true—the claim first made in this land use process that they have the current right 



to “control” the corridor.  The corridor has never been part of any tax lot that they own, as shown 



on every tax lot map in the record.  It is not an “accepted farm practice” to exercise control over 



the land of others without permission. 



 



  11.8.3 The Ben Van Dyke letter also states that the Van Dykes are growing 



hazelnuts along the trail corridor.  The county believes that the Van Dyke filbert orchard is not 



located adjacent to the trail corridor under consideration, but has attempted to address practices 



associated with growing hazelnuts in the original application, in the Ordinance 904 findings, and 
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in findings on remand.  Hazelnuts present a more difficult pesticide spray challenge than grass, 



because it must be sprayed into the trees (usually using air-blast spraying techniques), with greater 



opportunities for drift.  As indicated in oral testimony to the Board of Commissioners, grass and 



grass seed crops can be sprayed close to ground surface, with less opportunity for drift.  Other than 



spray drift, because of the way hazelnuts are harvested, it is important that fecal matter and litter 



not be deposited on the floor of the orchard, where they might end up in the harvested nuts.  The 



potential for that kind of farm impact is minimized by the installation of fencing.  Many filbert 



orchards in Yamhill County exist in close proximity to county roads and State Highways, and face 



the same types of risks, without fencing.  Usually, the onus is on farm operators to decide the level 



of risk they can accept, and to manage their property accordingly, by installing fences and/or 



surveillance equipment, or not.  In this case, the county is required, by a condition of approval, to 



fence the entire corridor.  It is not that the risk of contamination does not exist—it is that it is 



minimized to a level at which it can no longer be considered significant.  The trail is expected to 



occupy only 12 feet of the (generally) 60-foot wide corridor.  There is therefore the possibility of 



either planting the remaining corridor with vegetation that provides additional buffering between 



trail uses and agricultural practices, or of allowing neighbors to farm portions of the corridor under 



county license.  In either case, it is not likely that trail users will be picking up feces from the trail 



and throwing it into nearby filbert orchards, whether the orchards are owned by the Van Dykes, or 



by other parties known to grow filberts on the segment of trail under consideration.  As noted by 



Ben Van Dyke, “hazelnuts” are currently excluded from the list of products regulated under the 



Food Safety Modernization Act, and voluntary compliance with “Good Agricultural Practices” is 



an important marketing tool.  From the materials submitted and as the program is understood by 



the county, there is no basis for concluding that any hazelnuts grown by the Van Dykes, whether 



in the center of their orchard or along the county’s fence, will cause the Van Dykes to lose their 



certification.   



 



  11.8.4 As stated, the Van Dykes “use everything from backpack sprayers to large 



self-propelled boom sprayers that have a 100’ long boom.  We also apply chemicals to the trees in 



our orchards with blast sprayers that put the chemical high up into the tree canopy.”  [Note:  The 



Van Dykes continue to spray pesticides and herbicides in the orchard that has replaced their grass 



seed fields.  Those practices include blast spraying and relying on buffer areas on their neighbors’ 



properties, and are discussed elsewhere in these finding.]  As for the boom sprayers, as noted, 



smaller nozzle size, and close proximity of the spray equipment to the ground, minimizes the 



potential of pesticide drift.  The February 28, 2019 Van Dyke letter is incorrect in stating “the 



railroad’s position.”  There is no basis in the record for concluding that the Van Dyke’s 



predecessors in interest “gave” the railroad anything, or that farmers along the corridor reserved 



the right to farm in or to spray the corridor.  While the county is not required in this proceeding to 



prove that it purchased fee title to the corridor, significant work has been done reviewing that title, 



and one thing is clear: the Van Dykes do not own the tax lot that comprises the trail.  The county, 



if asked, may or may not give the Van Dykes a limited right (license) to farm within the corridor, 



but any claim of ownership or right that the Van Dykes believe is independent of county permission 



is the subject of a Circuit Court action that has yet to be filed. 



 



  11.8.5 With regard to a warning on the Gramoxone label:  the phrase “Do not use 



around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf courses or playgrounds”  was unclear in 



the use of the term “around,” and appeared to suggest that it should not be used in close proximity 
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to such a use or facility.  Gramoxone is an herbicide that contains paraquat. The word “around” 



has since been replaced by “in,” so that the label now reads:  “NEVER USE THIS PRODUCT IN 



RESIDENTIAL OR PUBLIC RECREATIONAL SETTING (E.G. HOMES, HOME GARDENS, 



SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, AND/OR PLAYGROUNDS”. (Caps 



in original, emphasis added).  Other than the warning not to use it “in” the specified areas, there is 



no basis, on the label or elsewhere, to conclude that the Van Dykes cannot continue to use the 



herbicide on their own property.  There is also no reasonable basis for concluding that the Van 



Dykes cannot manage spray applications along the edges of their fields to avoid overspray, or to 



avoid spraying in a manner that requires that they use the property of others and public rights-of 



way as a buffer for their spray activities.  The Van Dykes do not have a legal right to impose their 



buffer areas on their neighbors’ properties.  Even without the trail, the county has the right to enter 



and occupy every inch of its property without entering a pesticide label buffer area  The trail itself 



is anticipated to occupy a 12-foot paved surface and adjacent horse path within a 60-foot wide 



corridor, and may have emergency vehicle turnouts if required by law.  The county is willing to 



provide additional buffer areas to the Van Dykes if possible, but the Van Dykes must seek and 



obtain the consent of the county before imposing a spray buffer on county property and restricting 



county access to county property.  This is true regardless of the presence of a trail.  As explained 



elsewhere in these findings, farm operators must comply with established legal spray setbacks for 



farmworkers and others on their own property, but are not otherwise constrained with regard to 



neighboring properties.  In any case, the responsibility for using any pesticide product lies with 



the person applying the pesticide.  Currently, good sight distances along the Van Dyke fields will 



make it possible to know whether anyone is on the trail, and to act accordingly.  That is not a 



“significant” farm impact, it is an inconvenience of the kind that farmers operating along public 



rights-of-way and borders with neighboring property owners have always dealt with, mostly in a 



responsible manner as the bulk of testimony received by the Board confirms.  The same is true 



regarding reasonable efforts to schedule spraying when it is less likely that anyone will be on the 



trail.  It is also possible that the Master Plan can address additional warning signs posted during 



and following spray activities, and use of temporary barricades to temporarily close the trail.  



Those warnings, barricades and other protocols are not for the purpose of meeting the farm impact 



test because overspray is not an accepted farm practice, and neither is using a neighbors’ property 



as a spray buffer area if the neighbors are not physically on the property.  They have a right to be 



there, and the Van Dykes do not have the right to use their property for regulatory or label 



compliance without their consent.  Signage and potential trail closures for spraying are offered in 



the interest of good coordination and cooperation between the county and its neighbors and in the 



interest of avoiding negative impacts to farmers or the farm economy.  The Van Dykes must obtain 



permission from the county or any other neighbor before using the county’s or another neighbor’s 



property to satisfy spray buffer requirements.  Otherwise, they must adjust their practices, as 



“accepted farm practices,” to ensure that their spray buffers are accommodated on their own 



property. 



 



  11.8.6 The Van Dyke claims regarding Application Exclusion Zones have been 



addressed in prior proceedings and were rejected by LUBA.  Their claims to impacts at having to 



cross the corridor “every 10 to 15 minutes all year long and even more often during harvest”  were 



also rejected by LUBA, because it is not an accepted farm practice to enter or cross the property 



of another without permission.  LUBA reject the first claim for the reasons already stated, and the 



second claim because the Van Dykes have no current right to cross the corridor.  There is also no 
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credible basis for concluding that the Van Dykes must cross the corridor as often as they state.  



None of their crop rows cross the corridor.  The fields are separate, and presumably are farmed 



separately, not as one big field.  That means that there is no basis to conclude that a spray truck 



must cross every 10 to 15 minutes, and it is more reasonable to conclude that work conducted in 



one field (now orchard) will be completed before farm equipment must cross and complete work 



in the other field.  It is an inconvenience to have to open and close two gates, and to fold up spray 



equipment arms, but it is not a significant farm impact.  As noted elsewhere in these findings, the 



county has been unable to locate any Van Dyke fields that are land locked if they cannot cross the 



corridor, and the county has repeatedly stated its intent to provide access across the corridor, to the 



Van Dykes, to accommodate their farm practices. 



 



  11.8,7 With regard to fire:  the concerns stated in the Van Dyke February 28, 2019 



letter are matters for master planning, but do not rise to the level of being a significant farm impact.  



Under conditions already adopted in Ordinance 904 and to be readopted in Board Order 19-94, the 



concerns of the Van Dykes regarding the vegetation that is allowed to grow in the corridor (or not) 



will be determined in that process, in consultation with the Van Dykes (if they are willing to 



participate in that process).  That plan will be adopted by the Board of Commissioners, and the 



Van Dykes will have an opportunity to address the Board regarding that plan if they do not believe 



it addresses fire hazards in a satisfactory manner.   



 



  11.8.8 The county recognizes the risk of fire as many have described it in their 



testimony.  The county has concluded that fire service and access are adequate as proposed, and is 



in the process of constructing a bridge across Stag Hollow Creek that will accommodate all legal 



loads, including a 60,000 pound Type 1 fire engine, and all other manner of emergency vehicles, 



fire suppression vehicles and police cars.  Road access points, including Highway 240, Fryer Road, 



Merchant Road and Roosevelt Street in the City of Carlton, will have removable bollards.  Two 



fire districts serve the proposed trail segment, and the main fire station of one of the abuts the trail 



segment in question. 



 



  11.8.9 It is expected that the trail will have a paved 12-foot surface, over 



compacted soil and an existing 12-20-foot wide roadbed composed of gravel and railroad ballast, 



making it more accessible for fire crews than it is now.  With the developed trail, circumstances in 



which an emergency vehicle will need to cross any field owned by the Van Dykes is diminished.  



Statements made by the Van Dykes, suggesting that the proposed trail will lead to a chain of 



horrors including death, serious injury and increased insurance costs, are not credible, and 



outweighed by evidence in the record that the trail increases access to the area by fire and other 



emergency vehicles and personnel. 



 



  11.8.10 Attractive Nuisances.  The February 28, 2019 letter from the Van 



Dykes includes a discussion of “attractive nuisances,” that is not entirely incorrect, but not 



completely correct.   Without providing a detailed legal analysis, in Oregon, landowners owe the 



least “duty” to an adult trespasser under any circumstances, and a landowner will only be liable 



for harm to the trespassing adult in the case of “wanton or willful negligence.”  There is also no 



heightened duty to protect trespassing children from natural conditions on the land—Oregon law 



provides significant immunity to landowners toward trespassing children.  Ben Van Dyke is 



correct that “artificial conditions” on the land (which presumably includes dangerous machinery 
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parked on the land) presents a “special duty” and potentially heightened liability.  Nevertheless, 



all that is required to minimize that potential liability is for the landowner to exercise reasonable 



care to protect children from the potential harm.  That might mean posting warnings on the 



machine, or not intentionally parking the machine directly adjacent to an open gate or adjacent to 



an un-fenced right-of-way or trail.  Fences and signage are accepted methods of preventing trespass 



and nuisance activities associated with trespass.  In this case, the county intends to install fences 



and to place signage on the fences at regular intervals warning against trespassing onto neighboring 



land.  Landowners are not prevented from adding additional fencing or signage, including signage 



on the equipment itself.  The cost of signage, and/or the expense of moving the machinery away 



from the trail, is not a significant farm impact.  It is basic risk management.          



 



  11.8.11 Potential loss of seed certification due to inability to spray the 



corridor.  To minimize this potential impact, a condition is being imposed requiring that, during 



the master planning process, the county shall negotiate, in good faith, with farm operators seeking 



or maintaining crop certifications, corridor vegetation and management protocols necessary to 



prevent contamination of such crops through cross-pollination or crop contamination.  



Maintenance of appropriate trail corridor vegetation and management protocols established by the 



parties will be continued as long as necessary to maintain the certifications sought or obtained by 



neighboring property owners, or subsequent replacement certifications.  This condition is not a 



guarantee, but it minimizes the risk of loss of crop certification to a level at which the county 



considers it to not be significant.  It is also now possible that the Van Dyke’s do not need seed 



certification, because they have converted their grass seed fields just south of the county’s Bus 



Barn to hazelnut orchards. 



 



                         11.8.12 Potential cumulative impacts.  To summarize the cumulative 



impacts alleged by the Van Dykes: 



 



• Potential spray limitations for Grass and other crops grown for seed (appears they no 



longer grow grass crops for seed) 



• Potential spray limitations for Hazelnuts (appears they now grow hazelnuts, with the 



same potential impacts as other farmer operators along the trail who grow hazelnuts),  



• Potential impacts to third party food safety audits 



• Potential impacts to seed and grain crop certifications due to cross-pollination and                    



contamination from weed seeds (again, appears to no longer be a concern) 



• Potential impacts related to crossing the county’s property, opening and closing gates 



• Potential fire impacts 



• Potential attractive nuisance impacts 



• Increased scrutiny of spraying operations 



 



  11.8.12 As the county has already outlined in numerous proposed findings, 



none of these potential impacts, alone, are significant impacts to accepted farm practices or costs.  



The use of the corridor for transportation uses is not a new use—trains ran in the corridor for over 



100 years.  Nevertheless, it is the county’s responsibility to establish that the cumulative impact of 



the individual alleged impacts is not itself “significant.” 
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  11.8.13 To that end, the county once again notes its conclusion that spraying 



the land of others, or persons on that land, is not an accepted farm practice, nor is using the land 



of others without permission.  Those impacts are not part of the calculation in the first instance, 



and do not enter the calculation even if other potential impacts are deemed by the Board to be 



significant.  The fear of losing third party food safety audits, along with other potential impacts 



not deemed to be significant, may rise to the level of significance, except that the farm operator 



does not appear to be growing or proposing to grow food in close proximity to the trail segment 



under consideration.  The claim of potential fire impacts has been addressed repeatedly by the 



county.  That potential impact is not significant in and of itself, nor is it significant when combined 



with potential attractive nuisance impacts and or perceptions of heightened liability for harm to 



trespassers.  In the end, the perceived impacts do not add up to a significant impact, because they 



are based more on fear than on reality, and some of the remaining claims are not credible.  As 



many persons have testified to the Board, public trails exist in every part of the United States, and 



they coexist with farming at many, many locations.  The Van Dyke’s situation is not unique—they 



purchased property adjacent to a rail corridor that has been plan designated for development of a 



trail since 2012.  The same types of practices they are following are currently being followed by 



farmers adjacent to the Banks to Vernonia Trail and testimony was uniform that the users of that 



trail are peacefully coexisting with the numerous farm operations located along the trail.  Their 



annoyance, and the changes they will need to make (ex: stop farming the corridor or otherwise 



using the corridor without permission) are not significant impacts to accepted farm practices.  The 



remaining perceived impacts, for all the reasons stated in these findings, do not, cumulatively, 



amount to a significant impact.  There are no separate significant or insignificant potential impacts 



with regard to this property that, cumulatively, constitute a significant impact to farm practices or 



the costs of those practices.   



 



The application should be approved on remand for the reasons stated in these proposed 



findings. 



 



Conditions of Approval 



 



1. Prior to formally opening a multi-modal trail in the segment of corridor between State 



Highway 240 and the City of Carlton: 



 



 (a) Fencing, as recommended by the draft Master Plan and approved by the Board 



following quasi-judicial land use proceedings, capable of preventing dogs and people from 



entering adjacent farm fields and minimizing the impacts of wind-blown litter on adjacent 



properties, shall be installed by the county along the entire trail segment;  



 



 (b) Signage shall be installed at each trailhead, directing and warning trail users not to 



trespass onto adjacent lands; not to touch, pet, or otherwise harass livestock; indicating that 



agricultural uses are taking place in the area, and to expect potential dust, noise, agricultural and 



pesticide smells; and indicating that, at designated agricultural trail crossings, delays may occur, 



and that farm operators and machinery have the right-of-way over pedestrians and other trail users; 



 



 (c) Following zoning ordinance text amendments to accommodate trail/transportation 



facility uses in the county’s HI zone, the entrance to the trail from Highway 240 and the Bus Barn 
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property shall be located on the north boundary of the Bus Barn property adjacent to the west 



boundary.  Following amendments to the county’s HI zone text, a trailhead and trail parking shall 



be established on the Bus Barn property as specified in the “Trail User Estimate and Parking 



Demand Study” prepared by David Evans and Associates dated April 29, 2020, or at an equivalent, 



alternative location and arrangement. The county will seek from the City of Yamhill and ODOT 



permission to appropriately mark the shoulder of Highway 240/Main Street to make the shoulder 



safer for trail users accessing the trail from the City of Yamhill;  



 



 (d) The county will seek to enter into good faith negotiations with the Van Dykes, the 



Salvatores, Dromgoole and the McCarthys and/or their successors in interest to establish for each 



of these owners a license to cross the corridor at an appropriate location or locations, to access 



fields owned or controlled by them that are currently separated by the trail corridor or to otherwise 



provide  access across the corridor necessary for farming purposes; and   



 



 (e) At the location of the intersection of the trail corridor with the right-of-way of Fryer 



Road, the county shall continue the trail corridor fencing west to the western boundary of the 



Dromgoole property (the part of the property that is zoned EF-80), to the point where fencing has 



been established, unless a fence is installed at this location prior to trail fence installation as part 



of the approved 12-acre solar installation planned to abut the trail at its intersection with the 



Dromgoole property adjacent to Fryer Road.   



 



2. (a) Prior to trail construction (other than non-general public property access 



improvements including the initial bridge construction) a Master Plan, which shall be a 



collaborative and coordinated effort, will be approved by the Board in a quasi-judicial land use 



proceeding, with notice to all property owners within 750-feet of Tax Lot 4403-01300 (the county-



owned corridor), outlining additional trail design, management and mitigation measures, measures 



that will help to ensure long-term minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring 



landowners.    



 



(b) The purpose of land use review of the draft Master Plan is to receive testimony and 



evidence regarding the proposed fence design, materials, construction and maintenance as the basis 



for findings that the fence proposed by the draft plan prevents or minimizes potential impacts to 



farm costs or practices from trespass, trespass related impacts, or blowing litter to a level at which 



they can no longer be considered significant.  The entire plan will be subject to review by the 



Board, but the findings required for approval will be limited to review necessary to address ORS 



215.296 and YCZO 402.07(A) with regard to the fence as required by LUBA in its remand of 



Board Order 19-94.  



 



3. No trail development is allowed under this approval in any zone where the propoosed use 



is not an allowed use, prior to zone text amendments to add such a use to the list of uses allowed 



outright or conditionally in the zone. 



 



4. Trailheads shall be established at the Bus Barn and within the City of Carlton, as specified 



in the “Trail User Estimate and Parking Demand Study prepared by David Evans and Associates 



dated April 29, 2020, or at an equivalent, alternative location and arrangement.  Signage, as 



specified in these conditions and as otherwise recommended in the draft Master plan shall be 
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posted at the trailheads.  At least one porta-potty shall be maintained at each trailhead for use by 



trail patrons, along with a station providing bags for pet waste and pet waste bag disposal.  Trail 



intersections with NE Fryer Road and Merchant Road (north and south sides of each) shall be 



posted with appropriate signage, to include ‘No Trail Parking’ signs and directing potential trail 



users to the Carlton trailhead.  Additional ‘Caution, Trail Crossing,’ and ‘Caution, Trail Crossing 



Road’ or similar signs, of a type common to existing public trails, shall be posted on both the north 



and south shoulders of Fryer Road and Merchant road at its intersection with the trail. 



 



5. Details of trail and gate construction shall be established through the master planning 



process and as specified in a Master Plan approved by the Board.  Construction shall include a 12-



foot wide paved surface, with emergency vehicle turnouts if required by law.  Removable bollards, 



of a type common to public trail construction or as recommended in the Master Plan, shall be 



installed at or near the intersection of the trail corridor with State Highway 240; at the north and 



south intersections of the trail with Fryer Road and Merchant Road; and at or near the intersection 



of the trail with Roosevelt Street.  Culverts to be installed shall be capable of carrying all legal 



loads, as with the bridge over Stag Hollow Creek. 



 



6. During the master planning process, the county shall negotiate, in good faith, with farm 



operators seeking or maintaining crop certifications, corridor vegetation and management 



protocols necessary to prevent contamination of such crops through cross-pollination or crop 



contamination.  Maintenance of appropriate trail corridor vegetation and management protocols 



established by the parties will be continued as long as necessary to maintain the certifications 



sought or obtained by neighboring property owners, or subsequent replacement certifications.  
 



7. As part of this approval, the county shall sign and record an affidavit stating the following, 



with regard to the segment of corridor located between State Highway 240 and the city limits of 



the City of Carlton:  



 



 “The subject property is located in an area designated by Yamhill County 



for agricultural uses.  It is the county policy to protect agricultural operations from 



conflicting land uses in such designated areas.  Accepted agricultural practices in 



this area may create inconveniences for the owners or occupants of this property.  



However, Yamhill County does not consider it the agricultural operator's 



responsibility to modify accepted practices to accommodate the owner or occupants 



of this property, with the exception of such operator's violation of State law.” 



 



8. The county shall notify each property owner adjacent to the trail corridor of the option to 



provide 72-hour notice to the county prior to aerial spraying of herbicides, pesticides, fungicides 



or other dangerous chemicals.  Upon receiving 72-hour advance notice of such spraying, trail 



managers shall post ‘Danger-Pesticide Spraying in Progress—Trail Closed” signs in appropriate 



locations to prevent access to the identified trail segment until spraying is completed or until 



notified by the spray operator that the area is safe to enter.  The county will negotiate in good faith 



any agreement with a farm operator to temporarily close portions of the trail for boom, blast, or 



other spraying conducted on neighboring properties.  



 



*END 













From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Todd Sadlo
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 4:57:40 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thanks Todd. I have Steve Wick addressing the "poop" food safety issue; he raises hazelnuts and grass
seed. I have everyone, Board member & paid members writing letters stating their connection to the
FYWT. I sent out an earlier email after your conversation with Stan giving your talking points regarding
fencing and trespass. Are we going to be responsible for keeping deer, coyotes, raccoons, opossums and
birds from pooping their blue berrys, hazelnuts & grass seed? Maybe we could frame it as organic
fertilizer. 


On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 3:33:09 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Wayne,


No.  Main sticking points are pesticides and food safety, if you know anyone who knows about those
topics.  LUBA appears to have concluded that bacteria from poop might somehow float off of the trail and
land on a filbert, causing significant impact to farm practices and costs.  How to disprove nonsense is the
goal there.  With the pesticides, I have a handle on most of them, including grams one and that ‘do not
use around’ trails’ business-the label has been superseded by a new one that says “on” instead of
“around” but I’m still working on two or three others.


Also, on a different e-mail- it is not necessary to be a party to testify, so not a bad idea to say FYWT, but
not necessary.


Todd Sadlo 


On Apr 21, 2020, at 3:06 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


The devils in the details; the comment in the article was incomplete, as is a lot of what is written. Part of
what you said made it into the article but not that an approve Master Plan was a necessary requirement
for the actual trail construction.
Is this bridge issue something that should be addressed in a LUBA remand letter?


LUBA’s decision was that the design contract did not authorize any construction, and so the decision of
the county to sign the design contract could not be considered a land use decision statutorily or under a
“significant impacts” test established by caselaw.


 


The construction agreement was separate, and ultimately signed in January, 2020.  It authorized
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construction, and so conceivably could be considered a land use decision if it required a permit from the
county or under the “significant impact” test.  I have argued that no permit is required by law, and the
bridge doesn’t ‘significantly impact’ anyone as long as it is not used as a trail without additional land use
approval.  The county has never contemplated opening the corridor to general public use (other that
county employees and invitees with county permission to be there) prior to adoption of a Master Plan. 
That’s what the conditions in Board Order 19-94 required.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 1:24 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


It was at the bottom of page one, 3rd paragraph up, of the one article. " LUBA  ruled that the design
contract..."


 


On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 11:59:34 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Ha!  Was there only one article there, so far? I saw the first one, but do not recall your reference.  LUBA
is only concerned with land use permits, not our grants.  No land use permit is required from the county to
construct a bridge for access from one part of a landowner’s land to another part, or even between
different landowners, in the farm zone. (If the bridge would access a proposed dwelling, the county would
require that it be approved by the fire control agency with jurisdiction).  The exception is if the footings of
the bridge are located within a floodplain or floodway.  The bridge was designed by engineers.  The
LOMR the county received from FEMA conclusively settled the floodplain permit issue—the bridge is not
in a floodplain or floodway.  We also received all of the other necessary federal and state environmental
clearances before starting construction, with tremendous assistance from ODOT.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


Please feel free to share this information as you wish.


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
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Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11:44 AM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Just went back over the Capital Press article; did LUBA really miss that the grant for the bridge actually
authorized construction? It is stated in the project name and description and again as part of the
"requirement". It looks to include a completion date as well; why have a completion date if construction
was not authorized? If that is true, I won't tell them if you don't.


 


On Monday, April 20, 2020, 1:06:29 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,


 


I thought my interview with her was productive, and she seemed grateful for the straight talk.  LUBA said
they would “endeavor” to make a decision by April 23rd.  On Friday, she filed another, 38 page brief, and
hundreds of pages of exhibits.  I’m filing a less than 5 page response today.   Her main strategy is the
smokescreen.  I have attached my earlier response in case you missed it, and will send you the one from
today after it is filed.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Had what I thought was a productive interview with her. Checked her bio before the interview; she has
lived and traveled where trails are a common thing. She is a bicyclist and hiker so she has interest and
familiarity with recreational trails. Your email was helpful and I was able to reinforce what you had said. I
brought up the 700 mile of county road going through farmland and my experiences running between dual
spray operations of grapes on one side of the road and hazelnuts on the other. She related her
experience of biking through, holding her breath, a hazelnut spray operation. Showed my understanding
for the petitioners concerns and discussed how they were based more on fear than reality. Gave her
studies to reference how other trails have mitigated those fears and concerns and how they have been
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shown to be unfounded. Sent photos. I am sure she interviewed Ben Van dyke and Kellington. Will be
interesting as to how ours and their worlds are merged.


What is your take on the LUBA April 23rd decision on the bridge?


Thanks again. Keep up the good work.  Wayne


 


On Monday, April 20, 2020, 9:47:10 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,


 


I was just interviewed by Ms. Lambert, who says she will interview you at 10:00.  My main point was that
no land use approval is required for a bridge that will only be used for county access, for fire suppression
and maintenance, and that that is the only use the county is proposing to make of it unless and until trail
uses are approved.  The remanded decision says repeatedly that no public trail uses will be allowed until
a Master Plan is in place, and all required fences and warning signage is in place.  The bus barn is a
secure facility, with gates in the front and back.  The gate in back is only open for construction access and
county personnel.


 


I also told her that, until late last year, a land use permit was required for construction of the bridge,
because a FEMA map showed it as being in a floodplain.  We received at that time a Letter of Map
Revision from FEMA, establishing that that is not the case.  We also got all required state and federal
environmental clearances before construction of what, at this time, can only correctly be referred to as a
‘potential future trail bridge, current county fire and maintenance access bridge.’


 


I also explained that the corridor was built with a 12-20 foot wide roadbed in 1872, has the best grade
from the metropolitan area to McMinnville, and is an exceptional public asset.


 


Also, that farming and transportation uses, (including the 700 miles of county roads, which I did not
mention) have co-existed since the beginning of the republic.


Todd Sadlo
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From: Steve Harloff
To: Pam Kirsch; Wayne Wiebke; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Ken Wright; Larry Heesacker; Carrie Martin; Leona Sitton;


Stan G Primozich; Steve Wick; Anne Falla
Subject: Fwd: FW: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 7:57:08 AM
Attachments: Screenshot 2020-08-12 at 9.25.13 PM.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Philip: This is a powerful note; yes some Friends sent letters to the commissioners yesterday (I
had family visitors all day)....will share with the Friends today.....will try to watch the hearing
this morning......nicely done!


Steve


On Thu, Aug 13, 2020 at 7:46 AM Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com> wrote:


FYI – see attached and my email below.  I emailed Commissioner Olson directly but will
follow up w/ the bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us as well.  ANYTHING you can put out to them as
a resident and property owner – not matter how small would be appreciated!! 


 


Philip E Higgins


Principal Broker | OR & WA


OR Lic # 960900059 / WA Lic # 50197


Direct: 503-793-9039 | phiggins@PacificCrestREA.com


809 E. First St. Newberg OR 97132


Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors


Commercial Real Estate Brokerage | Advisory Services


 


This message is intended only for the use of the person(s) ("the Intended Recipient") to whom it is addressed. It may contain information which is privileged and
confidential within the meaning of applicable law. Dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this message or any of its contents by any person other than the
Intended Recipient may constitute a breach of civil or criminal law and is strictly prohibited. If you are not the Intended Recipient, please contact the sender as soon as
possible. 


The information contained herein is based on sources believed to be reliable, but neither Philip E Higgins, nor Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors represents that it is
wholly accurate or complete. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors and its affiliates are not responsible for any errors or omissions or for the results
obtained from the use of such information. All opinions and estimates herein are subject to change without notice. The Intended Recipient should make their own
investigations, including but not limited to retaining the services of specific professionals in the areas of Law, Accounting, Engineering, etc. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific
Crest Real Estate Advisors is NOT a Principal in any transaction unless disclosed to be so, and is not responsible for any third party reports.


 


Oregon Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: https://www.oregon.gov/rea/licensing/Documents/Initial-Agency-Disclosure-Pamphlet.pdf 
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Washington Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=18.86.120


 


From: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com> 
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 7:43 AM
To: Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail


 


Hello Commissioner Olson!


 


Writing today as both a Board Member of the Yamhill Downtown Association, and a native
son of Yamhill itself.  On both accounts I broadly support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.


 


It’s no mystery to anyone Yamhill has suffered a prolonged economic downturn that has
broadly & negatively affected my beloved hometown.  The Trail, as evidenced by countless
Rails to Trails programs around the County, is poised to create long lasting economic benefit
to Yamhill and the Cities along the Trail. Yamhill (and Carlton, and Yamhill County itself)
is on the cusp of a literal historic decision that can put us on a *NATIONAL* list of similar
trails, bringing visitor economy dollars to our hurting communities (for something *other*
than Wine Tourism)


 


As someone who has lived here in Yamhill County all my life, I have committed my
business and spirit to improving what needs to be improved, and protecting the things that
make this place so special – the Trail can elevate us all.  


 


Please Please Please do not be fooled by the regressive vocal minority that feels this will
somehow harm their farming practices. Their arguments are inaccurate, and any potential
“loss” can be easily mitigated (I’m happy to go into this one on one in greater depth or come
and talk with the entire BOC). If anything the Trail will serve to showcase the enormous
bounty that is our beloved agriculturally diverse region.


 


So many of the local Townsfolk in Yamhill are looking for the Trail to happen as a beacon
of hope to our struggling Main Street –  Please Help. Vote for the Trail.
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Philip E Higgins


Principal Broker | OR & WA


OR Lic # 960900059 / WA Lic # 50197


Direct: 503-793-9039 | phiggins@PacificCrestREA.com


809 E. First St. Newberg OR 97132


Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors


Commercial Real Estate Brokerage | Advisory Services


 


This message is intended only for the use of the person(s) ("the Intended Recipient") to whom it is addressed. It may contain information which is privileged and
confidential within the meaning of applicable law. Dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this message or any of its contents by any person other than the
Intended Recipient may constitute a breach of civil or criminal law and is strictly prohibited. If you are not the Intended Recipient, please contact the sender as soon as
possible. 


The information contained herein is based on sources believed to be reliable, but neither Philip E Higgins, nor Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors represents that it is
wholly accurate or complete. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors and its affiliates are not responsible for any errors or omissions or for the results
obtained from the use of such information. All opinions and estimates herein are subject to change without notice. The Intended Recipient should make their own
investigations, including but not limited to retaining the services of specific professionals in the areas of Law, Accounting, Engineering, etc. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific
Crest Real Estate Advisors is NOT a Principal in any transaction unless disclosed to be so, and is not responsible for any third party reports.


 


Oregon Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: https://www.oregon.gov/rea/licensing/Documents/Initial-Agency-Disclosure-Pamphlet.pdf 


Washington Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=18.86.120
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Todd Sadlo
Subject: Re: land use and Planning commission
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 1:36:17 PM
Attachments: image001.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


It does help. Thank you Todd. Is there a time limit to appeal the up coming LUBA decision? The appeal I
understand would have to go to the Appeals Court.


On Tuesday, November 10, 2020, 1:30:30 PM PST, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Steve,


 


No one on the Board has said they want to sell off the corridor, no sitting members and no
Commissioners-elect.  I’d prefer none of us talk about it, to avoid giving them ideas!


 


The Planning Commission is advisory and has no authority over county property.  The Board can always
overrule the Planning Commission.  The Transportation Plan is an ordinance, and it requires a land use
hearing to be amended.  County property can be sold if it is declared “surplus.”  Selling any part of the
corridor will result in ODOT ‘clawing back’ all of the money they have given us to purchase and develop it
—more that $2 milliion.


 


I hope this helps!


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 1:24 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: land use and Planning commission


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd, I just talked to Dan Armstrong, on the Planning commission. I asked him if the Planning
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Commission would be involved if the new Commissioners wanted to sell of the trail ROW,(to the farmers)
and he said he did not know. He did surmise that if that was contemplated it would affect the
Transportation Plan, and that the Planning Commission would then be involved.


 


Dan also stated that the Planning Commission works in an advisory role. Does that mean that the
Commissioners can over-rule the Planning commission?


 


Can two commissioners simply change the Transportation plan, with or without any hearings? Or can two
of them do whatever they want, and just simply decide to sell the Trail off to the farmers?


 


Basically my question is; what legal steps muss the Commissioners do in order to sell off the Trail?


 


tkx


 


Steve Wick


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 9:56 AM
To: steve wick
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: RE: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


Steve,


 


I will be able to use your work in writing my brief—LUBA has not yet settled the record or established a
briefing schedule.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:16 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd


 


Here are my preliminary thoughts on the current "Stay" I'll need to verify some things,
and will try to get some recognized experts to verify some of my statements.


 


To fight their spray arguments I have proposed that we shut the trail down…only
while they spray the edges.


 


I have more work to do on the chemical Gramoxone; I am trying to find the some of it
with the new label that allows spraying next to a trail. otherwise I'll have to get a
recommendation for OSU on another spray.


 


Steve Wick


 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------


 


In the Stay granted by LUBA on June 19 2020 they concluded, in one of their
arguments, that Ben Van Dyke would suffer "Irreparable Injury" because he would be
"hindered or prohibited from spraying the herbicides and pesticides required to protect
his crop."  


 


(It should be noted that the proposed Yamhelas Westsider trail right-of-way is
approximately 60 feet wide, with the trail itself being 12 feet wide. That means that
there is a 24 feet buffer on either of the trail that Ben Van Dyke, and others, say is not
sufficient to mitigate spray drift.)


 


 


LUBA also stated "Van Dyke explained that filbert trees should live 75 years or more
and that, if he was unable to spray his filbert trees, those trees could die due to
Eastern Filbert Blight. Given the long-lived nature of the filbert trees and the potential
for protracted crop and yield loss if spraying cannot occur, we conclude that the injury
Van Dyke specified is not and injury that could be adequately compensated in money
damages."







 


They also concluded that Van Dyke could lose his food safety certification if litter and
debris from the construction site enter his hazelnut orchard.


 


These conclusions, and the following assumptions;


 


A. that Van Dyke must be able to spray his trees for Eastern Filbert Blight; "If I am
unable to spray as required, I risk my trees dying of Eastern Filbert Blight that could
result in the loss of all crops on a tree that should last 75 plus years."


 


B. that Van Dyke, and others, would be unable to spray during trail construction (or
during trail use)


 


C. that Van Dyke uses the herbicide sprays Gramazone and Parazone (Paraquat),
which state "do not use around…recreational parks…."


 


D. that  Van Dyke would lose his food safety certification if litter and debris enter his
orchard from trail construction (or trail use)


 


…can be totally mitigated with a few simple actions.


 


 


A. Spraying for Eastern Filbert Blight. This is not necessary for Van Dyke's trees. Van
Dyke has previously stated that his trees are two years old; "Our hazelnuts were
planted in 2018, and our second year trees,…".  BUT; All the new filbert varietals
are "blight resistant".


 


OSU wrote the bible on hazelnuts. No one in the world has the experience and
knowledge that they possess regarding the entire hazelnut spectrum. They update
info yearly for growers. The Pest Management Guide, Pacific Northwest Plant
disease, Insect, and Weed management handbooks constitute our bible. We refer to
these and their other hazelnut publications and missives yearly for the most up-to-
guide guidance. Professor Jay Pscheidt has been working on EFB (Eastern Filbert
Blight) for over 30 years, and his work enabled our industry to have varietals that we
can count on.


 







New trees only have to be sprayed the first spring after planting, and only if they are
adjacent to a heavily infected orchard. OSU has documented this in their 2020 Pest
Management Guide for Hazelnuts. See p17.
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html


Per OSU's Pacific NW Handbook; ''Dorris', 'Jefferson', 'McDonald', 'PollyO', 'Santiam', 'Wepster',
and 'Yamhill' are highly resistant with the single dominant-resistance gene from 'Gasaway'."
  https://pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease/host-disease/hazelnut-corylus-avellana-eastern-filbert-blight


 


 


 


B. Spraying chemicals next to the trail poses no problem if the trail is shut down when
the spraying must be done. This is simple to do. Other trails do this! The farmers and
trail owners coordinate operations. Spraying chemicals in filbert orchards usually
occurs less than a dozen times during the year, but young orchards could require
more, and non-common diseases or pests could possibly double the number of spray
occurrences required.


 


 


 


In 2015 a study was done of many trails (see attached Santa Paula Branch Line
Study) That study specifically addressed farming and how the impacts to farming
were dealt with on trails throughout farming acreages. Below you will see some
excerpts from that study. It should be noted that many of the trails just shut down
while the farmer sprays his fields.
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San Pasqual Valley Trail: Ca. • Specific fencing was designed for the trail, modified from the park


department’s standard lodgepole fencing. Chicken wire inserts were


added approximately one foot from the ground to allow wildlife to pass


through;


• Gates allow sections of the trail to be closed;


• Signage installed to alert the trail-users of trail closure for spraying and


to stay on the trail;


• Farmers can dictate trail closure (within reason, i.e., preferably not on


weekends) for maintenance and crop spraying. This protocol was


developed and approved by the County Farm Bureau, County Farm


Advisor's Office, and the affected farmers


 


Cowel-Purisima Coastal Trail • Stout fencing


• Large gates to accommodate cattle and equipment passage while


trail is closed


• Gates to close trail during spraying and operations


• Information and regulatory signs


• Maintained by volunteer docents


• Farmer has ability to close gates for maintenance


 


Obern Trail, Ca. • Little to no physical barrier in most places. Oleander hedges and


chainlink fence.


• Each farmer decides on fencing – not installed by the County.


• High levels of use create a self-policing scenario.


• The trail is lit throughout, at all hours.


Feedback from Involved Parties


• Matthew Dobberteen: In over ten years managing trails for


Santa Barbara County, I have never received a complaint about


the Obern Trail. Our trails that run near agriculture are never the


trails we have problems with. The only issue is every few years







we may get some graffiti on a retaining wall. "A bike path will


make theft harder, not easier, by bringing light, attention,


people, eyes to the trail." "If someone wanted to steal from a


farm, they'd find a place where no one could see them, not a


trail with steady use."


• John Givens: No significant impacts from the trail. Occasionally


homeless pass through and there is minor vandalism, but it has


not been serious enough to involve the County or other


authorities. Trail users don’t cut through the farm property


 


Cedar Valley Trail, Ia.


• Fencing with gates;


• Reinforced crossing to accommodate equipment;


• Easement allowing farm equipment access;


• Signage to warn trail users of crossing farm vehicles.


 


West County Trail, Ca. • Farmers put A-frame signs on their property stating when


spraying will occur.


• Spraying generally limited to early morning, before most trail


users are present.


• Aerial spraying not conducted near the trail.


• Some vineyard owners have built connections between their


properties and the trail.


• “No Trespassing” signs have been installed by some vineyard


owners.


• The County patrols the trail and regularly talks with


neighbors.


 


Most spraying is done early in the morning. All spraying must be done with as little
wind as possible. At the very worst case, the least notice that a farmer could provide
would be 24 hours, but generally he would be able to schedule spraying a few days
prior and/or schedule a tentative window weeks in advance. An example of this would







be the spraying that I just did in my filbert orchard the first week of July for Filbert
Worm. The orchard had to be monitored for several weeks for filbert moths. When the
level got to a certain point, I had only a few days to get my first air blast spray applied.
I consulted weather forecasts for rain, and then looked at the wind forecasts, and
found that I could spray immediately. (Wind forecasts are extremely accurate, and
with aps like "Windy", can be used to forecast flow and speeds, hour by hour, quite a
few days ahead of time.) The spray I used was effective for three weeks, and then a
second application was required if filbert moths were still present.


 


To make it a win-win for both the farmer and trail users, the farmer can schedule the
trail shutdown for only the very short time he needs to spray the edges of his field,
adjacent to the trail. Then he can open up the trail, and continue spraying the balance
of his fields.


 


Foliar sprays (sprays that must cover all the leaves of the tree) require the most
setback, since they are accomplished thru "air blast " sprays that force the spray up
and over the tops of the trees.  Examples of these sprays are the pesticides and
fungicides that must be sprayed to minimize pests or diseases. Two rows of trees are
sprayed at the same time while the spray operator drives down the aisle. The spray
operator can also shut down either side of the air blast sprayer, allowing him to spray
the outside edge of a row, and not spray neighboring properties. If a farmer wanted to
be positively safe, he could simply power blast spray the first 8 rows, on the edge of
the trail, while the trail was closed, and then open up the trail. (filbert trees are
generally planted in rows 18 to 20 feet wide).


 







  


 


 


 


 


Herbicides used to control weeds, grasses and for eliminating suckers are applied on
the ground, or on the very bottom/base of trees using booms, while driving down the
aisle between two rows of trees. Herbicides must be selectively sprayed; the spray
must be kept on the ground or the base of the tree. If they reach the foliage they can
damage or kill the tree. It would be quite easy to spray a couple of rows (36 to 40
feet) from the edge of the trail Right of Way, and then open up the trail while he
sprayed the balance of his field.


 


 







 


 


Van Dyke stated that he "must be able to spray his orchid for filbertworm, which can
destroy an entire crop, from June through September" But spraying equipment cannot
enter an orchard after Labor Day, since the nuts start falling to the orchard floor, and
anyone driving equipment on the orchard floor could damage the nuts.


"Blank nuts fall before good nuts. After blanks have fallen and just before good nuts begin to drop
(usually at the end of August), it might be desirable to do a final flailing and floating to fill small
depressions in the ground."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf


 


'Hazelnuts begin to drop to the ground during the month of September. Prior to nut drop, the orchard floor
is made level and smooth, and weeds are flail-mowed to facilitate harvest. Harvest generally occurs
during October and is usually a two-step operation."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf


 


 


C. Van Dyke also noted that he stocks and sprays the chemicals Gramoxzone and
Parazone (Paraquat), and his chemical containers both have labels that state : "Do
not use around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf courses or
playgrounds." 


 


But the labels on both products were updated by November 14. 2019, and the
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nebulous statement "around" was taken off the new labels:


"DIRECTIONS FOR USE


RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE


It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.


Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. Only


protected  handlers  may  be  in  the  area  during  application.  For  any  requirements  specific


  c  to  your  State  or  Tribe, 


consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation.


NEVER USE THIS PRODUCT IN RESIDENTIAL OR PUBLIC RECREATIONAL SETTINGS (E.G., HOMES, HOME GARDENS,


SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, AND/OR PLAYGROUNDS"


 


A check with the manufacturers revealed that the chemical did not change….only the
label changed. (see attached "FW: Gramoxone SL 2.0 email)


 


But no matter what the new label states, federal law says that you MUST follow the
instructions on the container that you are using. (again, read Gramoxone SL 2.0
email)


 


The simple solution is to purchase some of the new label Gramoxone or Parazone
and use the new chemical on the edges of his fields, then continue to use the old
material on the inside. It seems ridiculous to do this, since the chemical in the old
label containers, and the chemical in the new label containers, is exactly the same,
but the law is the law. And, per Ben Van Dyke, "since the chemical does not have an
expiration date" either chemical can be used for future sucker or weed spraying.


 


 


D. Loss of Food Safety Certification. Van Dyke stated that "Construction workers
have already littered the area with lunch bags and other detritus have found the way
to our farm that we have had to clean up. This causes food safety issues. In that
regard, we are strictly regulated by the USDA and any litter on our farms, risks losing
food safety certifications that are necessary for the marketability of our brand as well
as to maintain our certifications."


 


Mr. Van Dyke shared a document from Cascade Foods of Albany Oregon, titled "food
safety requirements for delivered product to Cascade Foods". (dated April 16, 2020,
see attached)  In this document Cascade Foods stated;


" Cascade Foods LLC requires that growers adhere to the Good Agricultural Practices







manual set by the Hazelnut Industry office". (see attached).


 


But nowhere in the Good Agricultural Practices manual is there any reference to a
farm losing food safety certification because of litter.


http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf


 


It does say that the orchards must be constantly cleaned and inspected prior to
harvest. This is a critical time. Of course, cleanliness during the year is important, but
a clean orchard just before the nuts drop to the floor is strategically important.


 


Throughout the summer the orchard floor is repeatedly cleaned and leveled by use of
drags and/or flail mowers. All debris is eliminated as the floor is pummeled by the
repeated passes of the flail mower. Clouds of dust are sometimes seen as the floor is
cleaned and manicured over and over. This goes on until the nuts start to fall at the
end of August. Now the falling nuts are contained on a clean and pristine orchard
floor. Prior to harvest in September the operator often inspects the orchard for debris,
and removes any. The sweeper and harvester cannot function if there is debris on the
orchard floor.


 


The GAP manual that Mr. Van Dyke has agreed to follow states:  "….orchard floors
are cleaned throughout the summer to assure a smooth clean orchard floor during
harvest. Of utmost importance to all growers is the need to deliver hazelnuts to the
dryer or processor as clean as possible. The Hazelnut lends itself to inherent food
safety simply because it is encased in a solid hard shell. It falls to the ground mostly
free of the husk, which is a vegetative bract rather than a surgery attraction for
microbes. Harvest also lends itself to ensuring safe product. In addition, the product
delivered to the washer/dryer or the processor is not ready to eat. It will go through a
wash process before it is dried. Growers are committed to employing practices to
keep the risk of pathogen contamination as low as possible. As the nuts move to
processors and packers more safeguards are in place to ensure safe products leave
the plants."


 


Litter is NOT a game stopper…it is a item that is constantly evaluated and addressed.


 


 


Cascade Food goes on to say;  "The following are a few of the recommendations outlined in the manual;
"Grower must participate in traceability. Growers receive a delivery ticket for each load taken to a
wash/dryer operator or processor. This ticket corresponds to a specific orchard; Should a food borne
pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will be discarded".



http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf





But the statement; "Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will
be discarded"  is NOT in the Good Agricultural Manual, and is far from the truth.


In 2017 Salmonella was found in Hazelnuts sold by the Schmidt farm of McMinnville. But the food safety
people of the Oregon Department of Agriculture were not worried: “Wholesalers have steps in place that
kill any Salmonella on the hazelnuts they handle before the nuts reach consumers,” said Stephanie Page,
the agriculture department’s director of food safety and animal services, in the public warning. "To date,
we have no indication there were any issues with this part of the process."
https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-from-
oregon-farm/


In fact the GAP manual repeatedly states that orchards must be inspected, (H1 pg 6);
A preharvest assessment is made in the orchard. Risks and possible sources of crop
contamination are noted and assessed.' and (H7 pg 6) states;  "In case of product
contamination….., product is separated and disposed of separately". Nowhere does it
state that a farmers complete crop will be discarded if contamination is found in one
area.


 


 


A trail and farming are not mutually exclusive! A trail is an opportunity for the farmer
to display his skills and to educate the public. And the Yamhelas Trail is an
opportunity for the Yamhill Valley to provide a safe mode of transpiration for future
generations. No one will suffer "irreparable injury" during its construction or future
use. All it takes is for farmers and trail supporters to sit down and mutually work
together to develop a solution that enables us to develop a wonderful asset.
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From: Stephanie Noll
To: Casey Kulla
Cc: veronica4249@yahoo.com; Robert Spurlock; Larry Klimek
Subject: Re: Video of Yamhelas Trail meeting
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2021 1:27:47 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


No concerns from me.  Thanks, all, for your work!


Steph Noll
Coalition Director
she/her
503-290-4569


https://www.facebook.com/oregontrailscoalition/


On Thu, Jan 14, 2021 at 11:32 AM Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
I was going to post my own presentation notes on FB today, so no worries from me.


-----Original Message-----
From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2021 10:23 AM
To: Stephanie (Steph) Noll <steph.noll@oregontrailscoalition.org>; Robert Spurlock
<robert.spurlock@oregonmetro.gov>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Larry
Klimek <larry_klimek@fws.gov>
Subject: Video of Yamhelas Trail meeting


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you all again for speaking last night—great information and an exciting vision for our
region!  We appreciate your time and expertise.


There were a number of people who were not able to get into the meeting last night for some
as-yet-to-be-understood technical reasons. We would like to make a recording of the
meeting available either to them individually or publicly, as I’m sure there are others who
couldn’t get in that we haven’t heard from.
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Please let me know if you are OK with us distributing the video or putting it on YouTube.


Best,


Veronica


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone








From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Casey Kulla
Subject: Re: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail board meeting
Date: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 1:14:18 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Great, thank you!  Zoom link is below. 


We have an attorney joining us for some consultation at the beginning of the meeting,
so should I text you when we're done with that?  I expect that to be 4:45-5:00.  If
texting works, what is your number? 


V


Veronica Hinkes is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.


Topic: FYWT BOD Meeting
Time: Feb 23, 2021 04:00 PM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
        Every month on the Fourth Tue, until Aug 24, 2021, 7 occurrence(s)
        Feb 23, 2021 04:00 PM
        Mar 23, 2021 04:00 PM
        Apr 27, 2021 04:00 PM
        May 25, 2021 04:00 PM
        Jun 22, 2021 04:00 PM
        Jul 27, 2021 04:00 PM
        Aug 24, 2021 04:00 PM
Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar
system.
Monthly: https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/tZEufu-
pqTgqHd1Ce12nDsDdTOEw1RQjBX2b/ics?
icsToken=98tyKuGtrTIsG9OWsB6ORpwMA4r4M-
vwtnZfgqcMvxq0US53cSfyAs1nJeNNIdLy


Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85396173079?
pwd=QzYzcFl3SGR6ZkJsZ3RiV0UzbnhzQT09


Meeting ID: 853 9617 3079
Passcode: 468158
One tap mobile
+16699009128,,85396173079#,,,,*468158# US (San Jose)
+12532158782,,85396173079#,,,,*468158# US (Tacoma)
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Dial by your location
        +1 669 900 9128 US (San Jose)
        +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
        +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
        +1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
        +1 301 715 8592 US (Washington DC)
        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
Meeting ID: 853 9617 3079
Passcode: 468158
Find your local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kd9jPt1Xvs


On Wednesday, February 17, 2021, 1:04:25 PM PST, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


I can do that. Can you send me an invite?


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 12:48 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail board meeting


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,


 


Our board is meeting again next Tuesday, Feb 23 at 4:00 p.m.  We are wondering if
you could join us for part of the meeting, probably after 4:45 or so, to give an update
from your point of view?   Given the ideas for the future of the trail swirling around,
we'd like to get your take.


 


Best,


 


Veronica Hinkes








From: Casey Kulla
To: V H
Subject: RE: The Rise Of Wall Street Forestry Leaves Oregon Timber Communities Paying The Tab . News | OPB
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2020 3:38:52 PM


Oh, I've been reading and re-reading the Oregonian's version of this piece, hoping that it is
simply one part of a series. I have intention to be Governor some day, and disconnecting our
fate as Oregonians from the fate of large timber companies and mills is a big part of my vision
for our future. So, this article is a big deal to me. Also, Jerry Franklin is one of my ecology
heroes and the professor-mentor of my ecology graduate professor. 


-----Original Message-----
From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, June 13, 2020 3:35 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: The Rise Of Wall Street Forestry Leaves Oregon Timber Communities Paying The
Tab . News | OPB


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Commissioner Kulla-


First I want to thank you for your ongoing support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. It was
great to talk with you the other day and I appreciate you taking the time for the conversation.


On a completely separate note, knowing that you are a dedicated policy wonk, (and I say that
with admiration!) I wanted to make sure you saw this OPB article on timber lands and how
corporate ownership and tax cuts have impacted local government budgets, in many cases
more than the limits on logging federal lands have:
https://www.opb.org/news/article/oregon-investigation-timber-logging-forests-policy-taxes-
spotted-owl/


Thank you for your service to the county, and keep up the good work!


Best,


Veronica Hinkes


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Stan G Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Steve Wick; Jarod Logsdon; Larry Heesacker; Leona Sitton; Carrie


Martin; Kara Weber; Yvette Potter; Steve Harloff; Ken Wright
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 1:48:22 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Good point. Thanks Ken.


On Tuesday, May 19, 2020, 1:41:28 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


Wayne,


 


The easement for the trail, north of 240, is a 20 foot strip on the Western border of the Fruithill property. 
It continues on the western boundary until it reaches the northwest corner of the Fruithill property.  The
trail then turns 90 degrees due east until it joins the main ROW.  At that point the trail turns 90 degrees to
the north and joins the original ROW.  This accommodation was made when Fruithill bought the property
from Union Pacific.  That property is one of the locations where the ROW is several hundred feet wide. 


 


Coming from Stag Hollow Creek we anticipated that the trail would hug the western property line of the
bus barn up to 240 and then line up with the easement I just mentioned on the north side of 240.


 


Ken


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 1:14 PM
To: Stan G Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
Steve Wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Jarod Logsdon
<logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>; Larry Heesacker <lheesacker@onlinenw.com>; Leona Sitton
<mydls@aol.com>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Kara Weber
<karaweber111@gmail.com>; Yvette Potter <y.potter@cityofyamhill.org>; Steve Harloff
<sjharloff@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant


 


The trail right of way goes between the grain elevator and the older building to the East of it. The gate to
the bus barn is pretty much on it. What time were you thinking for tomorrow?  Wayne


 


On Tuesday, May 19, 2020, 10:56:35 AM PDT, Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com> wrote:
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Hi All: A pleasant surprise yesterday when Jason from AKS sent me this email about the SRTS grant. 


 


I do not have much of a concept where the intersection from Yamhill to the Trail actually is, other than the
Fruithill/Bus Barn area.


 


Would a couple of you who do have that intersection info join me in an online session with Jason? They
are on a schedule, so I thought we might try to do this tomorrow? What do you suggest?


 


Steve Harloff


---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, May 19, 2020 at 10:46 AM
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
To: Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com>


 


Hi Jason: Thanks for involving us. So far the Yamhill Downtown Association and the Friends of the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail have submitted letters of support to Mayor Potter, although I have not heard
back from her if she received them. I gave your other AKS engineer a variety of comments and
suggestions, esp from the FYWT. Have you received that info?


 


We accept that this first SRTS grant might not go to the intersection with the Trail; both nonprofits look at
this grant as a good start toward the connection. We would love to meet with you online (we've been
having lots of successful meetings via Zoom). I will send this on to a number of Trail board members who
have a better knowledge of how that intersection with the Trail might look. 


 


To that end, I've also included Jarod Logsdon, Yamhill County Parks Manager, since he has had
experience on the site and knows the County's intentions.


 


Can I get back to you tomorrow after I've had a chance to gather a couple of our members? Thanks again
for the chance to offer some ideas.......Steve Harloff (YDA/FYWT)


 


On Mon, May 18, 2020 at 1:54 PM Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com> wrote:


Steve,


I am writing to see if you would be interested in having a phone call / online meeting to discuss the
City’s application for a Safe Routes to School grant. We are working on behalf of the City to come up
with a conceptual plan and cost estimate for a sidewalk improvement project that will extend sidewalk
on the North side of HWY 240 between Hemlock and Balm. We want to talk with you to learn more
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about the Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and the planned connection to the downtown part of
Yamhill.


 


We will have a concept drawing put together this week and would like to share that with you and get
your thoughts. Would you, and any others from the trail association be available for a phone call later
this week on Thursday or Friday? We are pretty open both Thursday and Friday. Let me know what
might work for you.


 


Thanks,
Jason


 


 


 


Jason Wuertz, PE


AKS ENGINEERING & FORESTRY, LLC


12965 SW Herman Road, Suite 100 | Tualatin, OR 97062


P: 503.563.6151 Ext. 287 | F: 503.563.6152 | www.aks-eng.com | WuertzJ@aks-eng.com


Offices in: Bend, OR | Keizer, OR | Tualatin, OR | Vancouver, WA


 


NOTICE: This communication may contain privileged or other confidential information. If you have received it in
error,


please advise the sender by reply e-mail and immediately delete the message and any attachments without
copying or


disclosing the contents. AKS Engineering and Forestry shall not be liable for any changes made to the
electronic data


transferred. Distribution of electronic data to others is prohibited without the express written consent of AKS
Engineering and


Forestry.


 


Total Control Panel Login


To: ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
shadypondacre@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Planning
Date: Monday, October 19, 2020 12:20:25 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Carrie-


Thank you for the invitation!  I do have some questions. 


What is the time commitment expectation? 
Is anyone else from the Friends invited to be on the committee? 
What are the categories of committee representation? 


Sorry, I don't mean to be a pain in the neck (among other places ), but these
answers will help me decide whether I'm the right person to do this.  


Thank you, 


Veronica


On Monday, October 19, 2020, 9:42:09 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Good morning, Ms. Hinkes,


 


Yamhill County recently began the master planning process for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a 12.48-
mile former railroad corridor that will become a multi-modal recreation and transportation trail. As part of
that process, the County is tasked with assembling a Project Advisory Committee (PAC) to meet on a
regular basis over the next 12 months to guide and oversee the planning process.


 


I am reaching out to you this morning to ask if you are willing to serve as the representative for
Bicycle/Pedestrian Interest Groups on this advisory board. If you are not able to serve in this capacity
at this time, I would greatly appreciate the name and contact information for your designee.


 


The PAC will hold its first virtual meeting in early November, and I will send an email with more
information and instructions once I receive your confirmation.


 


Thank you in for assisting Yamhill County in advancing this important community resource! Please feel
free to contact me with any comments or questions.
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Sincerely,


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Yamhill County


Grants & Special Projects


503-474-4991 (o)








From: Carrie Martin
To: V H
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project Advisory Meeting: CORRECTION
Date: Monday, November 23, 2020 1:07:19 PM


Not yet.


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 1:06 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project Advisory Meeting: CORRECTION
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thanks Carrie.
Is there information yet on the Dec 2 Open House that I can post to our Facebook page?


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Nov 23, 2020, at 11:43 AM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
wrote:



The first PAC meeting is Tuesday, December 1st @ 3:00pm-5:00pm via Zoom. 


Sorry for the error!


Carrie


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
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Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Carrie Martin
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 10:24 AM
To: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Christy Martinez <cmartinez@ci.carlton.or.us>; davidm@cityofgaston.com
<davidm@cityofgaston.com>; Heather Richards
<Heather.Richards@mcminnvilleoregon.gov>; LORI GILMORE
<l.gilmore@cityofyamhill.org>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>;
clinton.nelson@gastonk12.org <clinton.nelson@gastonk12.org>; Lu Ann Anderson
<LAnderson@msd.k12.or.us>; communications@ycschools.org
<communications@ycschools.org>; Chris Ray <RAYC@co.yamhill.or.us>; Kevin
Martinez Carlton Chief <Kmartinez@ci.carlton.or.us>; Gregory Graven
<greg.graven@cityofyamhill.org>; DUNCAN Michael W
<Michael.W.DUNCAN@odot.state.or.us>; jim.rue@state.or.us <jim.rue@state.or.us>;
carl_switzer@co.washington.or.us <carl_switzer@co.washington.or.us>; Veronica
Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Jeff Knapp <jeff@visitmcminnville.com>;
Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Cc: Mary Stewart <marystewart@altaplanning.com>;
gracestainback@altaplanning.com <gracestainback@altaplanning.com>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project Advisory Meeting:
 
Good morning!


You are receiving this email because you have agreed to participate in the Yamhill
County Project Advisory Committee for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master
Planning.


Our first meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, December 1st @ 5:00-7:00pm via
Zoom.


Please see below for the Zoom invitation link. We're looking forward to working
with all of you on this exciting project!


See you soon!


Carrie


Carrie Martin







Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


____________________________________


Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan - PAC #1
When Tue Dec 1, 2020 3pm – 5pm Pacific Time - Los Angeles


Where Zoom3 (map)


Join Zoom Meeting
https://zoom.us/j/93392295968?pwd=YVdVMmdGcDJWbVMwS3crcEZGQmkxUT09


Meeting ID: 933 9229 5968
Passcode: 138514


One tap mobile
+13126266799,,93392295968# US (Chicago)
+16465588656,,93392295968# US (New York)


Dial by your location
        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
        +1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
        +1 301 715 8592 US (Washington D.C)
        +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
        +1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
        +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
Meeting ID: 933 9229 5968
Find your local number: https://zoom.us/u/acx0es6JPk



https://www.google.com/maps/search/Zoom3?hl=en

https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fzoom.us%2Fj%2F93392295968%3Fpwd%3DYVdVMmdGcDJWbVMwS3crcEZGQmkxUT09&sa=D&source=calendar&usd=2&usg=AOvVaw2q91HRFnyTmTOuii6SNp-H

https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fzoom.us%2Fu%2Facx0es6JPk&sa=D&source=calendar&usd=2&usg=AOvVaw3rHKDR4ZC65XxfzhgLfbT4






From: Carrie Martin
To: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: Re: County list of public Yamhelas Westsider Trail meetings.
Date: Tuesday, December 8, 2020 6:46:28 PM


Hi Wayne,


I don’t think there is one any more, but we can chat by phone and I can rattle some off.


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2020 6:36 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: County list of public Yamhelas Westsider Trail meetings.
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Carrie,
First, thank you for your support the last two days,your concern is appreciated.
I am trying to put together a comprehensive list of all the public informational meetings that have been
conducted to date.  I thought something like that was on the County website but couldn't find it. Would
you have any record of those meetings? Thank you.  Wayne
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From: stevencarol.wick
To: Todd Sadlo; Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright
Subject: Re: property rights issue
Date: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 9:35:51 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Fantastic! Thanks for being the voice of reason!


Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: 4/28/20 7:59 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>, "stevencarol. wick"
<stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: property rights issue


Gentlemen,


 


Below are proposed findings to address one of the county’s conditional use standards. As with
other parts of the findings, I am asserting the county’s right to be on its property 24-7 without
the threat of being in a pesticide setback, as something inherent, that does not change because
a trail is there.  The use does not create the obligation to buffer, the property line does.  I think
LUBA got this wrong in its decision on remand, and in the bridge stay.


 


5.         Regarding criterion (D), the proposed use “will not alter the character of the
surrounding area in a manner which substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use of
surrounding properties for the permitted uses listed in the underlying zoning district.”  This is
a local standard, and the county is entitled to deference for its reasonable interpretation of the
standard.  The county does not equate this standard with the farm impact standard, but
information in the record establishing compliance with the farm impact standard also supports
findings of compliance with this standard. 


 


5.1       Webster’s Third New International Dictionary (unabridged) defines
“substantial” with reference to its root, “substance,” and also equates it with “MATERIAL.” 
The proposed use would need to alter the character of the area in a materially destructive way
in order to substantially limit, impair or prevent the use of surrounding properties for farming. 
Likewise, limitations that are “seeming,” “elusive,” or “imaginary” do not implicate criterion
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(D). 


 


5.2       The “character of the surrounding area” is rural, and oriented towards farming. 
The character of the area is described in great detail in the existing record(s).  Significant
testimony was received from the farming community that a passive-use trail is not compatible
with farm uses, and especially not the farm uses taking place adjacent to the corridor.  That
testimony described the character of the area as a forbidding place where children and animals
are not safe from being sprayed with pesticides, and where trail users will commit criminal
acts against each other and render the area unsuitable for farming.  The Board rejects that view
as overblown and hyperbolic, in part based on the reality of existing trails in Oregon and
around the country, including the Banks to Vernonia Trail.  Farming has always taken place
immediately adjacent to public rights-of-way, and the Yamhelas corridor and uses proposed
have no different or more significant impact than other rights-of-way common and coexisting
in farm areas throughout the county. 


 


5.3       As stated, a road network exists in Yamhill County where people are free to
walk or to ride their bicycles day or night, without asking or notifying anyone.  Since it is not
an “accepted farm practice” to spray those people with harmful chemicals, farmers must all,
currently, manage their farm operations by using spray methods that do not put those persons
at risk.


 


5.4       Likewise, owners of property adjacent to a farm operation, whether or not they
are actively farming, have a right to enter, walk upon, maintain and enjoy their property
without fear that they will be sprayed with pesticides or herbicides because they have entered
the “buffer” of one of their neighbors’ spray operations.  Fundamental principles of property
ownership protect persons using public rights-of-way and neighboring property owners from
being required to accommodate a neighbor’s spray buffer, under any circumstance that is not
consensual. 


 


5.5       The county is a fiduciary of the public buildings, parklands, rights-of-way and
rail/trail corridors that it owns, and has a responsibility to maintain that real property in the
public interest.  In Van Dyke II, LUBA issued a land use decision that overlooked or ignored
basic principles of real property ownership, in appearing to sanction the use by certain
opponents of the county’s property for its pesticide/herbicide buffers, without the consent of
the county.  Although it is within LUBA’s jurisdiction to interpret state land use law in the
first instance, it should not do so without ensuring that its decisions do not deprive the county
of the basic right to enter its own property—every inch of it—without any threat whatsoever
that it is entering the label-required buffer area for a soon-to-be-banned chemical like
Gramoxone. 


 


5.6       The county interprets the subsection (D) standard as being met if the record







accurately describes the surrounding area and addresses claims that the propose use will alter
the character of the surrounding area in some way.  All development alters the parcel on which
it occurs, and all development alters the surrounding area in some way, if only by changing the
view or emitting sounds that were not there before.  The character of the surrounding area is
always changing.  This standard requires a ‘substantial’ offer of proof that the effects of the
application, if approved, will in fact “limit,” “impair,” or “prevent” the use of surrounding
properties.  It has always been the county’s position that, even then, if conditions can
minimize potential impacts to an insubstantial level, the use should be approved with
conditions.  If evidence is submitted supporting a conclusion that the proposed use
“substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding properties for the permitted
uses listed in the underlying zoning district,” the county’s usual course is not to deny, but to
impose conditions intended to diminish identified substantial impacts. 


 


5.7       In this case, as the Board interprets the term, “substantial” as requiring a much
greater impact than can possibly be attributed to a trail in an established transportation corridor
that transects farmland, not unlike the 700 miles of county road.  Humans currently have the
right to drive, walk or ride their bicycles on more than 700 miles of county roads, and do not
appear, in doing so, to cause any impact significant enough to ‘limit, impair or prevent the use
of surrounding properties for farm uses.’  Farming is thriving in Yamhill County, in part
because it is, generally, welcome to visitors who contribute to the local farm economy by
visiting farm country. 


 


5.8       In consideration of its interpretation of this standard, the county has no basis in
this case for departing from its course in consideration of the other 26 separate categories of
non-farm uses that are allowed in farm zones as conditional uses.  Many of those proposed
uses are routinely found to comply with criterion (D), and there are very few situations where
appropriate conditions of approval cannot be imposed to ensure that the standard is met.  In
this case, the standard is met, and the proposed conditions of approval will ensure continued
compliance with criterion (D).  Those conditions include offers of cooperation with the spray
schedules of farm operators, but definitely do not allow neighboring farm operators to use the
county’s property as a spray buffer without the consent of the county.  As stated, it takes two
to cooperate, regardless of LUBA’s unsupportable view of basic property rights inherent in
Van Dyke II.


5.9       With conditions imposed by the Board, the proposed trail will not alter the
character of the area in a manner that limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding
properties for permitted uses.  Uses will be limited to use as a passive-use trail to connect the
cities of Yamhill and Carlton and the schools of the Yamhill-Carlton School District.  The
transportation and recreational uses envisioned are decidedly low impact compared to
vehicular transportation uses that occur near the proposed trail and throughout Yamhill
County, in close proximity to residential, commercial and farm uses. 


 


Todd Sadlo








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: steve wick; Todd Sadlo
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 4:17:57 PM
Attachments: image001.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Good luck or should I say good hunting. Hunting can be a lot more fun than luck.


On Wednesday, July 29, 2020, 4:14:56 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


That’s who I forwarded your message to.


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 4:09 PM
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Jarod can verify the signs.


 


On Wednesday, July 29, 2020, 4:05:41 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,


 


That is the first I have heard of it.  I’m checking into it.  I’m not sure who put up signs, or why.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
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Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 4:03 PM
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


There are now trespass signs in place in Carlton where City streets cross the the county property, the
trail. How does that reduce the county's liability?


 


On Wednesday, July 29, 2020, 3:55:10 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,


 


Good point.  We’ll see what she attempts to argue with regard to that testimony.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 3:53 PM
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Does disobeying a well written warning sign make the trespasser negligent?  Were they also going
around a gate. If so, I would see the farmer's position against any liability strengthened. It would seem
that at some point the person ignoring signs giving warning would start to shoulder responsibility. Could
the sign add that ignoring would be considered trespass strengthen the legal outcome? It seems to me
that a gate and a straight forward warning should negate a farmer being liable for someones
irresponsibility.  


 


On Wednesday, July 29, 2020, 9:16:18 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
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Steve,


 


I really appreciate your insight and all of the useful information you are providing.  To be clear, LUBA can
only consider evidence that is already in the record.  We already imposed a condition stating that the trail
can be closed for spraying.  In response, the opponents put  dozens of social media posts of people who
went on closed trails.  They show the signs closing the trail, and their selfies ignoring the signs.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:16 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd


 


Here are my preliminary thoughts on the current "Stay" I'll need to verify some things,
and will try to get some recognized experts to verify some of my statements.


 


To fight their spray arguments I have proposed that we shut the trail down…only
while they spray the edges.


 


I have more work to do on the chemical Gramoxone; I am trying to find the some of it
with the new label that allows spraying next to a trail. otherwise I'll have to get a
recommendation for OSU on another spray.


 


Steve Wick


 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------
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In the Stay granted by LUBA on June 19 2020 they concluded, in one of their
arguments, that Ben Van Dyke would suffer "Irreparable Injury" because he would be
"hindered or prohibited from spraying the herbicides and pesticides required to protect
his crop."  


 


(It should be noted that the proposed Yamhelas Westsider trail right-of-way is
approximately 60 feet wide, with the trail itself being 12 feet wide. That means that
there is a 24 feet buffer on either of the trail that Ben Van Dyke, and others, say is not
sufficient to mitigate spray drift.)


 


 


LUBA also stated "Van Dyke explained that filbert trees should live 75 years or more
and that, if he was unable to spray his filbert trees, those trees could die due to
Eastern Filbert Blight. Given the long-lived nature of the filbert trees and the potential
for protracted crop and yield loss if spraying cannot occur, we conclude that the injury
Van Dyke specified is not and injury that could be adequately compensated in money
damages."


 


They also concluded that Van Dyke could lose his food safety certification if litter and
debris from the construction site enter his hazelnut orchard.


 


These conclusions, and the following assumptions;


 


A. that Van Dyke must be able to spray his trees for Eastern Filbert Blight; "If I am
unable to spray as required, I risk my trees dying of Eastern Filbert Blight that could
result in the loss of all crops on a tree that should last 75 plus years."


 


B. that Van Dyke, and others, would be unable to spray during trail construction (or
during trail use)


 


C. that Van Dyke uses the herbicide sprays Gramazone and Parazone (Paraquat),
which state "do not use around…recreational parks…."


 


D. that  Van Dyke would lose his food safety certification if litter and debris enter his
orchard from trail construction (or trail use)


 







…can be totally mitigated with a few simple actions.


 


 


A. Spraying for Eastern Filbert Blight. This is not necessary for Van Dyke's trees. Van
Dyke has previously stated that his trees are two years old; "Our hazelnuts were
planted in 2018, and our second year trees,…".  BUT; All the new filbert varietals
are "blight resistant".


 


OSU wrote the bible on hazelnuts. No one in the world has the experience and
knowledge that they possess regarding the entire hazelnut spectrum. They update
info yearly for growers. The Pest Management Guide, Pacific Northwest Plant
disease, Insect, and Weed management handbooks constitute our bible. We refer to
these and their other hazelnut publications and missives yearly for the most up-to-
guide guidance. Professor Jay Pscheidt has been working on EFB (Eastern Filbert
Blight) for over 30 years, and his work enabled our industry to have varietals that we
can count on.


 


New trees only have to be sprayed the first spring after planting, and only if they are
adjacent to a heavily infected orchard. OSU has documented this in their 2020 Pest
Management Guide for Hazelnuts. See p17.
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html


Per OSU's Pacific NW Handbook; ''Dorris', 'Jefferson', 'McDonald', 'PollyO', 'Santiam', 'Wepster',
and 'Yamhill' are highly resistant with the single dominant-resistance gene from 'Gasaway'."
  https://pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease/host-disease/hazelnut-corylus-avellana-eastern-filbert-blight


 


 


 


B. Spraying chemicals next to the trail poses no problem if the trail is shut down when
the spraying must be done. This is simple to do. Other trails do this! The farmers and
trail owners coordinate operations. Spraying chemicals in filbert orchards usually
occurs less than a dozen times during the year, but young orchards could require
more, and non-common diseases or pests could possibly double the number of spray
occurrences required.


 



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html

https://pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease/host-disease/hazelnut-corylus-avellana-eastern-filbert-blight





 


 


In 2015 a study was done of many trails (see attached Santa Paula Branch Line
Study) That study specifically addressed farming and how the impacts to farming
were dealt with on trails throughout farming acreages. Below you will see some
excerpts from that study. It should be noted that many of the trails just shut down
while the farmer sprays his fields.


 


 


San Pasqual Valley Trail: Ca. • Specific fencing was designed for the trail, modified from the park


department’s standard lodgepole fencing. Chicken wire inserts were


added approximately one foot from the ground to allow wildlife to pass


through;


• Gates allow sections of the trail to be closed;


• Signage installed to alert the trail-users of trail closure for spraying and


to stay on the trail;


• Farmers can dictate trail closure (within reason, i.e., preferably not on


weekends) for maintenance and crop spraying. This protocol was


developed and approved by the County Farm Bureau, County Farm


Advisor's Office, and the affected farmers


 


Cowel-Purisima Coastal Trail • Stout fencing







• Large gates to accommodate cattle and equipment passage while


trail is closed


• Gates to close trail during spraying and operations


• Information and regulatory signs


• Maintained by volunteer docents


• Farmer has ability to close gates for maintenance


 


Obern Trail, Ca. • Little to no physical barrier in most places. Oleander hedges and


chainlink fence.


• Each farmer decides on fencing – not installed by the County.


• High levels of use create a self-policing scenario.


• The trail is lit throughout, at all hours.


Feedback from Involved Parties


• Matthew Dobberteen: In over ten years managing trails for


Santa Barbara County, I have never received a complaint about


the Obern Trail. Our trails that run near agriculture are never the


trails we have problems with. The only issue is every few years


we may get some graffiti on a retaining wall. "A bike path will


make theft harder, not easier, by bringing light, attention,


people, eyes to the trail." "If someone wanted to steal from a


farm, they'd find a place where no one could see them, not a


trail with steady use."


• John Givens: No significant impacts from the trail. Occasionally


homeless pass through and there is minor vandalism, but it has


not been serious enough to involve the County or other


authorities. Trail users don’t cut through the farm property


 


Cedar Valley Trail, Ia.


• Fencing with gates;


• Reinforced crossing to accommodate equipment;


• Easement allowing farm equipment access;







• Signage to warn trail users of crossing farm vehicles.


 


West County Trail, Ca. • Farmers put A-frame signs on their property stating when


spraying will occur.


• Spraying generally limited to early morning, before most trail


users are present.


• Aerial spraying not conducted near the trail.


• Some vineyard owners have built connections between their


properties and the trail.


• “No Trespassing” signs have been installed by some vineyard


owners.


• The County patrols the trail and regularly talks with


neighbors.


 


Most spraying is done early in the morning. All spraying must be done with as little
wind as possible. At the very worst case, the least notice that a farmer could provide
would be 24 hours, but generally he would be able to schedule spraying a few days
prior and/or schedule a tentative window weeks in advance. An example of this would
be the spraying that I just did in my filbert orchard the first week of July for Filbert
Worm. The orchard had to be monitored for several weeks for filbert moths. When the
level got to a certain point, I had only a few days to get my first air blast spray applied.
I consulted weather forecasts for rain, and then looked at the wind forecasts, and
found that I could spray immediately. (Wind forecasts are extremely accurate, and
with aps like "Windy", can be used to forecast flow and speeds, hour by hour, quite a
few days ahead of time.) The spray I used was effective for three weeks, and then a
second application was required if filbert moths were still present.


 


To make it a win-win for both the farmer and trail users, the farmer can schedule the
trail shutdown for only the very short time he needs to spray the edges of his field,
adjacent to the trail. Then he can open up the trail, and continue spraying the balance
of his fields.


 


Foliar sprays (sprays that must cover all the leaves of the tree) require the most
setback, since they are accomplished thru "air blast " sprays that force the spray up
and over the tops of the trees.  Examples of these sprays are the pesticides and
fungicides that must be sprayed to minimize pests or diseases. Two rows of trees are
sprayed at the same time while the spray operator drives down the aisle. The spray







operator can also shut down either side of the air blast sprayer, allowing him to spray
the outside edge of a row, and not spray neighboring properties. If a farmer wanted to
be positively safe, he could simply power blast spray the first 8 rows, on the edge of
the trail, while the trail was closed, and then open up the trail. (filbert trees are
generally planted in rows 18 to 20 feet wide).


 


  


 


 


 


 


Herbicides used to control weeds, grasses and for eliminating suckers are applied on
the ground, or on the very bottom/base of trees using booms, while driving down the
aisle between two rows of trees. Herbicides must be selectively sprayed; the spray
must be kept on the ground or the base of the tree. If they reach the foliage they can
damage or kill the tree. It would be quite easy to spray a couple of rows (36 to 40
feet) from the edge of the trail Right of Way, and then open up the trail while he
sprayed the balance of his field.


 


 







 


 


Van Dyke stated that he "must be able to spray his orchid for filbertworm, which can
destroy an entire crop, from June through September" But spraying equipment cannot
enter an orchard after Labor Day, since the nuts start falling to the orchard floor, and
anyone driving equipment on the orchard floor could damage the nuts.


"Blank nuts fall before good nuts. After blanks have fallen and just before good nuts begin to drop
(usually at the end of August), it might be desirable to do a final flailing and floating to fill small
depressions in the ground."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf


 


'Hazelnuts begin to drop to the ground during the month of September. Prior to nut drop, the orchard floor
is made level and smooth, and weeds are flail-mowed to facilitate harvest. Harvest generally occurs
during October and is usually a two-step operation."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf


 


 


C. Van Dyke also noted that he stocks and sprays the chemicals Gramoxzone and
Parazone (Paraquat), and his chemical containers both have labels that state : "Do
not use around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf courses or
playgrounds." 


 


But the labels on both products were updated by November 14. 2019, and the



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf

https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf





nebulous statement "around" was taken off the new labels:


"DIRECTIONS FOR USE


RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE


It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.


Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. Only


protected  handlers  may  be  in  the  area  during  application.  For  any  requirements  specific


  c  to  your  State  or  Tribe, 


consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation.


NEVER USE THIS PRODUCT IN RESIDENTIAL OR PUBLIC RECREATIONAL SETTINGS (E.G., HOMES, HOME GARDENS,


SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, AND/OR PLAYGROUNDS"


 


A check with the manufacturers revealed that the chemical did not change….only the
label changed. (see attached "FW: Gramoxone SL 2.0 email)


 


But no matter what the new label states, federal law says that you MUST follow the
instructions on the container that you are using. (again, read Gramoxone SL 2.0
email)


 


The simple solution is to purchase some of the new label Gramoxone or Parazone
and use the new chemical on the edges of his fields, then continue to use the old
material on the inside. It seems ridiculous to do this, since the chemical in the old
label containers, and the chemical in the new label containers, is exactly the same,
but the law is the law. And, per Ben Van Dyke, "since the chemical does not have an
expiration date" either chemical can be used for future sucker or weed spraying.


 


 


D. Loss of Food Safety Certification. Van Dyke stated that "Construction workers
have already littered the area with lunch bags and other detritus have found the way
to our farm that we have had to clean up. This causes food safety issues. In that
regard, we are strictly regulated by the USDA and any litter on our farms, risks losing
food safety certifications that are necessary for the marketability of our brand as well
as to maintain our certifications."


 


Mr. Van Dyke shared a document from Cascade Foods of Albany Oregon, titled "food
safety requirements for delivered product to Cascade Foods". (dated April 16, 2020,
see attached)  In this document Cascade Foods stated;


" Cascade Foods LLC requires that growers adhere to the Good Agricultural Practices







manual set by the Hazelnut Industry office". (see attached).


 


But nowhere in the Good Agricultural Practices manual is there any reference to a
farm losing food safety certification because of litter.


http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf


 


It does say that the orchards must be constantly cleaned and inspected prior to
harvest. This is a critical time. Of course, cleanliness during the year is important, but
a clean orchard just before the nuts drop to the floor is strategically important.


 


Throughout the summer the orchard floor is repeatedly cleaned and leveled by use of
drags and/or flail mowers. All debris is eliminated as the floor is pummeled by the
repeated passes of the flail mower. Clouds of dust are sometimes seen as the floor is
cleaned and manicured over and over. This goes on until the nuts start to fall at the
end of August. Now the falling nuts are contained on a clean and pristine orchard
floor. Prior to harvest in September the operator often inspects the orchard for debris,
and removes any. The sweeper and harvester cannot function if there is debris on the
orchard floor.


 


The GAP manual that Mr. Van Dyke has agreed to follow states:  "….orchard floors
are cleaned throughout the summer to assure a smooth clean orchard floor during
harvest. Of utmost importance to all growers is the need to deliver hazelnuts to the
dryer or processor as clean as possible. The Hazelnut lends itself to inherent food
safety simply because it is encased in a solid hard shell. It falls to the ground mostly
free of the husk, which is a vegetative bract rather than a surgery attraction for
microbes. Harvest also lends itself to ensuring safe product. In addition, the product
delivered to the washer/dryer or the processor is not ready to eat. It will go through a
wash process before it is dried. Growers are committed to employing practices to
keep the risk of pathogen contamination as low as possible. As the nuts move to
processors and packers more safeguards are in place to ensure safe products leave
the plants."


 


Litter is NOT a game stopper…it is a item that is constantly evaluated and addressed.


 


 


Cascade Food goes on to say;  "The following are a few of the recommendations outlined in the manual;
"Grower must participate in traceability. Growers receive a delivery ticket for each load taken to a
wash/dryer operator or processor. This ticket corresponds to a specific orchard; Should a food borne
pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will be discarded".



http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf





But the statement; "Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will
be discarded"  is NOT in the Good Agricultural Manual, and is far from the truth.


In 2017 Salmonella was found in Hazelnuts sold by the Schmidt farm of McMinnville. But the food safety
people of the Oregon Department of Agriculture were not worried: “Wholesalers have steps in place that
kill any Salmonella on the hazelnuts they handle before the nuts reach consumers,” said Stephanie Page,
the agriculture department’s director of food safety and animal services, in the public warning. "To date,
we have no indication there were any issues with this part of the process."
https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-from-oregon-farm/


In fact the GAP manual repeatedly states that orchards must be inspected, (H1 pg 6);
A preharvest assessment is made in the orchard. Risks and possible sources of crop
contamination are noted and assessed.' and (H7 pg 6) states;  "In case of product
contamination….., product is separated and disposed of separately". Nowhere does it
state that a farmers complete crop will be discarded if contamination is found in one
area.


 


 


A trail and farming are not mutually exclusive! A trail is an opportunity for the farmer
to display his skills and to educate the public. And the Yamhelas Trail is an
opportunity for the Yamhill Valley to provide a safe mode of transpiration for future
generations. No one will suffer "irreparable injury" during its construction or future
use. All it takes is for farmers and trail supporters to sit down and mutually work
together to develop a solution that enables us to develop a wonderful asset.


 


 


 


 


 



https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-from-oregon-farm/






From: Casey Kulla
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Monday, September 14, 2020 11:59:55 AM


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I believe it is
proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the
thought of the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that
from happening.
 
I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I asked them for
an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is
the Friends board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we
progress?
 
Casey
971-241-6585
(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)



mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: Wayne Wiebke
Cc: stevencarol. wick; Ken Wright; Stan G Primozich
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider traffic
Date: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 6:28:23 PM


Thanks Wayne.  I’m asking for a two week rebuttal period for all parties, and doubt anything
will happen tomorrow.


Todd Sadlo


On Apr 29, 2020, at 5:44 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Lots of good information. I do have an ** situation or caveat for you: Even though the County TSP says
there are 4 to 6 foot shoulders along highway 47 in Yamhill County, that is only as it should be, as it is in
Washington County. In Yamhill County the shoulders are closer to 2 feet or less on either side. I have
heard but do not remember why that difference exists. This is one of the prime factors to making Hwy 47
the dangerous corridor that it is for Bicycle and pedestrian traffic, a justification for the YWT. The YC TSP
also lists "local roads" such as Fryer Road, as a 50 foot wide Corridor it is, like many others, only 30 or 40
foot wide making the management of spray drift problematic. Good luck tomorrow, I'll use a theater term
"break a leg". 


On Wednesday, April 29, 2020, 3:43:56 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Please see the attached Study, and let me know if you have questions or concerns.  Feel
free to distribute this, and/or the draft findings on remand, as you wish.


 


Todd Sadlo
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From: Lowe David USGR
To: stevencarol.wick@gmail.com
Subject: FW: Gramoxone SL 2.0
Date: Friday, July 17, 2020 3:18:35 PM
Attachments: SCP1431AL1H 1118.pdf


03_3025001092017.pdf
ldAGR003.pdf
mpAGR021.pdf


Steven, I reiterate, the label in hand is the one to follow, the label in hand is the law, not whatever
other versions might be out there – David Lowe
 


From: Lowe David USGR 
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2020 6:01 PM
To: stevencarol.wick@gmail.com
Subject: Gramoxone SL 2.0
 
Steven,
 
Attached is the new Gramoxone SL 2.0 label version SCP1431A-L1H 1118 and the old version SCP
1431A-L1F 1115 (probably what your farmer is using).  Both Safety Data Sheets (SDS) are attached, 
they are identical, a label change does not require a SDS change.  Both SDS list product number as
A7813Q, they are the same product just different label, both 2 pounds of paraquat cation per gallon.
 
Thank you,
 
David Lowe


This message may contain confidential information. If you are not the designated recipient, please notify the sender immediately, and
delete the original and any copies. Any use of the message by you is prohibited. Syngenta seeks to preserve and promote competition
and deter anticompetitive conduct. All our employees and partners are required to act in accordance with laws and Syngenta "Code of
Conduct"
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RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE
DUE TO ACUTE TOXICITY



FOR RETAIL SALE TO AND USE ONLY BY CERTIFIED APPLICATORS ONLY– NOT TO BE USED BY 
UNCERTIFIED PERSONS WORKING UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF A CERTIFIED APPLICATOR.



PULL HERE TO OPEN



Herbicide
A Weed, Grass, and Harvest Aid Desiccant/Defoliant 
Herbicide
Active Ingredient:
Paraquat dichloride (1,1’-dimethyl-4,4'-
bipyridinium dichloride) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30.1%



Other Ingredients: 69.9%



Total:  100.0%
Gramoxone SL 2.0 contains 2.0 pounds paraquat cation per gallon as 
2.762 pounds paraquat dichloride per gallon.
Gramoxone SL 2.0 contains alerting agent (odor), emetic, and dye.



EPA Reg. No. 100-1431   EPA Est. 100-LA-001
Product of the United Kingdom   Formulated in the USA



SCP 1431A-L1H 1118   4104090



KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN/ 
MANTENER FUERA DEL ALCANCE DE 
LOS NIÑOS.



DANGER / POISON
PELIGRO / VENENO
Si usted no entiende la etiqueta, busque a alguien para que se la explique a 
usted en detalle. (If you do not understand the label, find someone to 
explain it to you in detail.) 



 • CORROSIVE TO SKIN AND EYES.
 • NEVER TRANSFER THIS PRODUCT INTO FOOD OR BEVERAGE



CONTAINERS OR CONTAINERS NOT EXPLICITLY INTENDED FOR
PESTICIDES.



 • READ ENTIRE LABEL PRIOR TO USING THIS PRODUCT.
 • IN THE CASE OF AN ACCIDENT, SEEK IMMEDIATE MEDICAL



ATTENTION. SYMPTOMS ARE PROLONGED, PAINFUL, AND CAN
BE FATAL.



 • CORROSIVO PARA LA PIEL Y LOS OJOS.
 • NUNCA TRANSFIERA ESTE PRODUCTO A RECIPIENTES PARA 



COMIDA O DE BEBIDAS O RECIPIENTES NO EXPLÍCITAMENTE 
PREVISTOS PARA PLAGUICIDAS.



 • LEA LA ETIQUETA COMPLETA ANTES DE USAR ESTE PRODUCTO.
 • EN CASO DE ACCIDENTE, BUSQUE ATENCIÓN MÉDICA INMEDIATA. 



LOS SÍNTOMAS SON PROLONGADOS, DOLOROSOS Y PUEDEN SER 
MORTALES.



FIRST AID:  Contains Paraquat, a Bipyridylium Herbicide
If swallowed: SPEED IS ESSENTIAL. Immediate medical attention is required. 
If available, give an adsorbent such as activated charcoal, bentonite or Fuller’s 
Earth. Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Do 
not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. If inhaled: Move person to 
fresh air. The odor of this product is from the alerting agent, which has been 
added, not from the paraquat. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance. 
Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice. If in eyes: Hold 
eye open and rinse slowly and gently with clean water for 15-20 minutes. Remove 
contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a 
poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. If on skin or clothing: Take 
off contaminated clothing. IMMEDIATELY wash the affected area with soap and 
water and rinse for 15-20 minutes. Prolonged contact will cause severe irritation. 
Contact with irritated skin or a cut or repeated contact with intact skin may result 
in poisoning. GET MEDICAL ATTENTION. Call a poison control center or doctor 
for treatment advice.
NOTE TO PHYSICIAN: Refer to the booklet 'Paraquat Poisoning. A Practical 
Guide to Diagnosis, First Aid and Hospital Treatment' (http://www4.syngenta.com/ 
what-we-do/crops-and-products/paraquat-safety). Administer either activated 
charcoal (100g for adults or 2g/kg body weight in children) or Fuller's Earth (15% 
solution; 1 liter for adults or 15ml/kg body weight in children). NOTE: The use of 
gastric lavage without administration of an adsorbent has not shown any clinical 
benefit. Do not use supplemental oxygen. Eye splashes from concentrated 
material should be treated by an eye specialist after initial treatment. With the 
possibility of late onset corneal ulceration, it is advised that patients with paraquat 
eye injuries are reviewed by an eye specialist the day after first presentation. Use 
treatment that is appropriate for chemical burns. Intact skin is an effective barrier 
to paraquat, however contact with irritated or cut skin or repeated contact with 
intact skin may result in poisoning. Have the product container or label with you 
when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment. HOT LINE 
NUMBER: For 24-Hour Medical Emergency Assistance (Human or Animal) Or 
Chemical Emergency Assistance (Spill, Leak, Fire or Accident) Call 
1-800-888-8372



®



2.5 gallons Net Contents



PARAQUAT DICHLORIDE   GROUP 22 HERBICIDE





http://www4.syngenta.com/what-we-do/crops-and-products/paraquat-safety
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ATTENTION ATENCIÓN



• DANGER – FATAL IF SWALLOWED OR INHALED.
• CAUSES SEVERE EYE INJURY.
• CORROSIVE TO SKIN.
• NEVER TRANSFER THIS PRODUCT INTO FOOD OR



BEVERAGE CONTAINERS OR CONTAINERS NOT
EXPLICITLY INTENDED FOR PESTICIDES.



•  STORE TIGHTLY CLOSED IN ORIGINAL CONTAINER, 
AND IN A LOCKED PLACE AWAY FROM CHILDREN 
AND ANIMALS.



•  NEVER USE THIS PRODUCT IN RESIDENTIAL OR
PUBLIC RECREATIONAL SETTINGS (E.G., HOMES, 
HOME GARDENS, SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, 
GOLF COURSES, AND/OR PLAYGROUNDS).



•  THIS PRODUCT IS TOXIC! AN ALERTING AGENT 
(ODOR) HAS BEEN ADDED TO HELP PREVENT
ACCIDENTAL INGESTION.



•  SEE BACK OF PRODUCT CONTAINER FOR IMPOR-
TANT SAFETY INFORMATION.



• PELIGRO: MORTAL SI SE INGIERE O INHALA.
• CAUSA LESIONES GRAVES EN LOS OJOS.
• CORROSIVO PARA LA PIEL.
•  NUNCA TRANSFIERA ESTE PRODUCTO A RECIPIENTES 



PARA COMIDA O DE BEBIDAS O RECIPIENTES NO 
EXPLÍCITAMENTE PREVISTOS PARA PLAGUICIDAS.



•  GUARDE BIEN CERRADO EN EL ENVASE ORIGINAL 
Y EN UN LUGAR CERRADO LEJOS DE NIÑOS Y 
ANIMALES.



•  NUNCA USE ESTE PRODUCTO EN ÁREAS RESIDEN-
CIALES O PÚBLICAS (COMO HOGARES, JARDINES, 
ESCUELAS, PARQUES RECREATIVOS, CAMPOS DE 
GOLF O SALONES DE JUEGOS).



•  ¡ESTE PRODUCTO ES TÓXICO! SE HA AGREGADO 
UN AGENTE DE ALERTA (OLOR) PARA AYUDAR A 
PREVENIR SU INGESTIÓN ACCIDENTAL.



•  LA PARTE POSTERIOR DEL ENVASE DEL PRODUCTO 
TIENE INFORMACIÓN DE SEGURIDAD IMPORTANTE.



CERTIFIED APPLICATOR TRAINING



Applicators must complete an EPA-approved paraquat training listed on the following website
https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-worker-safety/paraquat- dichloride-training-certifi ed- applicators. The training 
must be completed a minimum of every three years.



PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS



HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS



DANGER / POISON
PELIGRO / VENENO



May be fatal if swallowed. Fatal if inhaled. Do not breathe spray mist. Causes substantial but temporary eye injury. 
Harmful if absorbed through skin. Do not get in eyes, on skin, or on clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and 
water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet. Remove and 
wash contaminated clothing before wearing again.



IMPORTANT: Inhalation is an unlikely route of exposure due to low vapor pressure and large spray droplet size, 
but mucosal irritation or nose bleeds may occur. Prolonged contact with this concentrated product can irritate 
your skin.



continued…





https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-worker-safety/paraquat-dichloride-training-certified-applicators








PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS (continued)



Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)



Applicators and other handlers (other than Mixers and Loaders) must wear:



• Long-sleeve shirt and long pants
• Shoes plus socks
• Protective eyewear
•  Chemical-resistant gloves made of: barrier laminate, butyl rubber ≥ 14 mils, nitrile rubber ≥ 14 mils, neoprene 



rubber ≥ 14 mils, natural rubber ≥ 14 mils, polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) ≥ 14 mils, or Viton® ≥ 14 mils
•  NIOSH-approved particulate respirator with any N, R, or P filter, NIOSH approval number prefix TC-84A, or a 



NIOSH-approved powered air-purifying respirator with an HE filter with NIOSH approval number prefix TC-21C



Mixers and Loaders must wear:



• Long-sleeve shirt and long pants
• Shoes plus socks
•  NIOSH-approved particulate respirator with any N, R, or P filter, NIOSH approval number prefix TC-84A, or a 



NIOSH-approved powered air-purifying respirator with an HE filter with NIOSH approval number prefix TC-21C.
•  Chemical-resistant gloves made of: barrier laminate, butyl rubber ≥ 14 mils, nitrile rubber ≥ 14 mils, neoprene 



rubber ≥ 14 mils, natural rubber ≥ 14 mils, polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) ≥ 14 mils, or Viton ≥ 14 mils
• Chemical-resistant apron
• Face shield



User Safety Requirements
 Discard clothing and other absorbent materials that have been drenched or heavily contaminated with this prod-
uct’s concentrate. Do not reuse them. Follow the manufacturer’s instructions for cleaning/maintaining PPE. If no 
such instructions for washables exist, use detergent and hot water. Keep and wash PPE separately from other 
laundry.



Engineering Controls
When handlers use closed systems, enclosed cabs, or aircraft in a manner that meets the requirements listed in 
the Worker Protection Standard (WPS) for agricultural pesticides [40 CFR 170.240(d)(4-6)], the handler PPE require-
ments may be reduced or modified as specified in the WPS.



User Safety Recommendations
Users should:



• Wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet.



•  Remove clothing/PPE immediately if pesticide gets inside. Then wash the affected area thoroughly and put 
on clean clothing.



•  Remove PPE immediately after handling this product. Wash the outside of gloves before removing. As soon 
as possible, wash thoroughly and change into clean clothing.



Environmental Hazards



Wildlife: This product is toxic to wildlife. Do not apply directly to water or to areas where surface water is present 
or to intertidal areas below the mean high water mark. Do not contaminate water when cleaning equipment or 
disposing of equipment washwaters or rinsate.



Drift: Gramoxone SL 2.0 is a contact herbicide that desiccates all green plant tissue. Paraquat dichloride is a non-
selective herbicide and will cause damage to nontarget crops and plants if off-target movement occurs. Extreme 
care must be taken to ensure that off-target drift is minimized to the greatest extent possible. Do not apply under 
conditions involving possible drift to food, forage, or other plantings that might be damaged or the crops thereof











rendered unfi t for sale, use, or consumption. Do not apply when weather conditions favor drift from treated areas. 
To avoid drift, do not make aerial applications during periods of thermal inversion. Refer to the local state laws, 
regulations, guidelines and spray drift information contained in the Directions for Use section for proper applica-
tion to avoid off-target movement.



Physical and Chemical Hazards



This product is mildly corrosive to aluminum and produces hydrogen gas which may form a highly combustible gas 
mixture. Do not mix or store in containers, spray tanks, nurse tanks, or such systems made of aluminum or having 
aluminum fi ttings. This product is compatible with high density polyethylene and rubber lined steel containers. Do 
not mix or allow coming into contact with oxidizing agents. Hazardous chemical reaction may occur.



CONDITIONS OF SALE AND LIMITATION OF WARRANTY AND LIABILITY



NOTICE: Read the entire Directions for Use and Conditions of Sale and Limitation of Warranty and Liability be-
fore buying or using this product. If the terms are not acceptable, return the product at once, unopened, and 
the purchase price will be refunded.



The Directions for Use of this product must be followed carefully. It is impossible to eliminate all risks inherently 
associated with the use of this product. Crop injury, ineffectiveness or other unintended consequences may result 
because of such factors as manner of use or application, weather or crop conditions, presence of other materials or 
other infl uencing factors in the use of the product, which are beyond the control of SYNGENTA CROP PROTECTION, 
LLC or Seller. To the extent permitted by applicable law, Buyer and User agree to hold SYNGENTA and Seller harm-
less for any claims relating to such factors.



SYNGENTA warrants that this product conforms to the chemical description on the label and is reasonably fi t for the 
purposes stated in the Directions for Use, subject to the inherent risks referred to above, when used in accordance 
with directions under normal use conditions. To the extent permitted by applicable law: (1) this warranty does not 
extend to the use of the product contrary to label instructions or under conditions not reasonably foreseeable to or 
beyond the control of Seller or SYNGENTA, and, (2) Buyer and User assume the risk of any such use. TO THE EXTENT 
PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, SYNGENTA MAKES NO WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR OF FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE NOR ANY OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY EXCEPT AS WARRANTED BY THIS LABEL.



To the extent permitted by applicable law, in no event shall SYNGENTA be liable for any incidental, consequential or 
special damages resulting from the use or handling of this product. TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, 
THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY OF THE USER OR BUYER, AND THE EXCLUSIVE LIABILITY OF SYNGENTA AND SELLER FOR 
ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, LOSSES, INJURIES OR DAMAGES (INCLUDING CLAIMS BASED ON BREACH OF WARRANTY, 
CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, TORT, STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE) RESULTING FROM THE USE OR HANDLING OF THIS 
PRODUCT, SHALL BE THE RETURN OF THE PURCHASE PRICE OF THE PRODUCT OR, AT THE ELECTION OF SYNGENTA 
OR SELLER, THE REPLACEMENT OF THE PRODUCT.



SYNGENTA and Seller offer this product, and Buyer and User accept it, subject to the foregoing Conditions of Sale 
and Limitation of Warranty and Liability, which may not be modifi ed except by written agreement signed by a duly 
authorized representative of SYNGENTA.



DIRECTIONS FOR USE
RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE



It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. 



Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. Only 
protected handlers may be in the area during application. For any requirements specifi c to your State or Tribe, 
consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation.



NEVER USE THIS PRODUCT IN RESIDENTIAL OR PUBLIC RECREATIONAL SETTINGS (E.G., HOMES, HOME GARDENS, 
SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, AND/OR PLAYGROUNDS).











AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS
Use this product only in accordance with its labeling and with the Worker Protection Standard, 40 CFR part 170. 
This Standard contains requirements for the protection of agricultural workers on farms, forests, nurseries, and 
greenhouses, and handlers of agricultural pesticides. It contains requirements for training, decontamination, 
notifi cation, and emergency assistance. It also contains specifi c instructions and exceptions pertaining to the 
statements on this label about personal protective equipment (PPE) and restricted-entry interval. The require-
ments in this box only apply to uses of this product that are covered by the Worker Protection Standard.



For Chemical Fallow, Early Postemergence Broadcast in Peanuts and Dormant Season Applications, and “Between 
Cutting” Applications in Alfalfa: Do not enter or allow worker entry into treated areas during the restricted-entry 
interval (REI) of 12 hours.



For Harvest Aid and Desiccation Applications, Preplant or Preemergence (Broadcast or Banded), and Postemer-
gence Directed Spray: Do not enter or allow worker entry into treated areas during the restricted-entry interval 
(REI) of 24 hours.



PPE required for early entry to treated areas that is permitted under the Worker Protection Standard and that 
involves contact with anything that has been treated, such as plants, soil, or water, is:



• Coveralls



• Shoes plus socks



• Protective eyewear



•  Chemical-resistant gloves made of: barrier laminate, butyl rubber ≥ 14 mils, nitrile rubber ≥ 14 mils, neoprene 
rubber ≥ 14 mils, natural rubber ≥ 14 mils, polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) ≥ 14 mils, or Viton ≥ 14 mils



NON-AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS
The requirements in this box apply to uses of this product that are NOT within the scope of the Worker Protec-
tion Standard for agricultural pesticides (40 CFR Part 170). The WPS applies when this product is used to produce 
agricultural plants on farms, forests, nurseries, or greenhouses.



DO NOT enter or allow others to enter the treated area until sprays have dried. AVOID working in spray mist. 



KEEP all unprotected persons out of operating areas or vicinity where there may be danger of drift.



Certain states may require more restrictive reentry intervals; consult your State Department of Agriculture for 
further information.



USE INSTRUCTIONS AND INFORMATION



Do not apply this product through any type of irrigation system.



When Gramoxone SL 2.0 is applied at less than 10 gallons per acre fi nished spray volume, a drift control or spray 
deposition additive SHOULD be used. Refer to the additive label for use directions.



Spray Drift Information



Avoiding spray drift at the application site is the responsibility of the applicator. The interaction of many equipment-
and-weather-related factors determine the potential for spray drift. The applicator and the grower are responsible 
for considering all these factors when making decisions.



The following drift management requirements must be followed to avoid off-target drift movement from aerial 
applications to agricultural fi eld crops. These requirements do not apply to forestry applications, public health uses 
or to applications using dry formulations.



• The distance of the outer most nozzles on the boom must not exceed 3/4 the length of the wingspan or rotor.



• Nozzles must always point backward parallel with the air stream and never be pointed downwards more than 45°.











Where states have more stringent regulations, they shall be observed.



The applicator should be familiar with and take into account the information covered in the Aerial Drift Reduction 
Advisory Information.



Aerial Drift Reduction Advisory Information



(This section is advisory in nature and does not supersede the mandatory label requirements.)



Information on Droplet Size



The most effective way to reduce drift potential is to apply large droplets. The best drift management strategy is 
to apply the largest droplets that provide suffi cient coverage and control. Applying larger droplets reduces drift 
potential, but will not prevent drift if applications are made improperly, or under unfavorable environmental condi-
tions (see Wind, Temperature and Humidity, and Temperature Inversions).



Controlling Droplet Size



•  Volume - Use high fl ow rate nozzles to apply the highest practical spray volume. Nozzles with higher rated fl ows 
produce larger droplets.



•  Pressure - Do not exceed the nozzle manufacturer’s recommended pressures. For many nozzle types lower pressure 
produces larger droplets. When higher fl ow rates are needed, use higher fl ow rate nozzles instead of increasing 
pressure.



• Number of Nozzles - Use the minimum number of nozzles that provide uniform coverage.



•  Nozzle Orientation - Orienting nozzles so that the spray is released parallel to the airstream produces larger drop-
lets than other orientations and is the recommended practice. Signifi cant defl ection from horizontal will reduce 
droplet size and increase drift potential.



•  Nozzle Type - Use a nozzle type that is designed for the intended application. With most nozzle types, narrower 
spray angles produce larger droplets. Consider using low-drift nozzles. Solid stream nozzles oriented straight 
back produce the largest droplets and the lowest drift.



Boom Length



For some use patterns, reducing the effective boom length to less than 3/4 of the wingspan or rotor length may 
further reduce drift without reducing swath width.



Application Height



Applications must not be made at a height greater than 10 feet above the top of the largest plants unless a greater 
height is required for aircraft safety. Making application at the lowest height that is safe reduces exposure of drop-
lets to evaporation and wind.



Swath Adjustment



When applications are made with a crosswind, the swath will be displaced downwind. Therefore, on the up and 
downwind edges of the fi eld, the applicator must compensate for this displacement by adjusting the path of the 
aircraft upwind. Swath adjustment distance should increase, with increasing drift potential (higher wind, smaller 
drops, etc.).



Wind



Drift potential is lowest between wind speeds of 2-10 mph. However, many factors, including droplet size and equip-
ment type determine drift potential at any given speed. Application must be avoided below 2 mph due to variable 
wind direction and high inversion potential. NOTE: Local terrain can infl uence wind patterns. Every applicator should 
be familiar with local wind patterns and how they affect spray drift.



Temperature and Humidity



When making applications in low relative humidity, set up equipment to produce larger droplets to compensate for 
evaporation. Droplet evaporation is most severe when conditions are both hot and dry.











Temperature Inversions



Applications must not occur during a temperature inversion because drift potential is high. Temperature inversions 
restrict vertical air mixing, which causes small suspended droplets to remain in a concentrated cloud. This cloud can 
move in unpredictable directions due to the light variable winds common during inversions. Temperature inversions 
are characterized by increasing temperatures with altitude and are common on nights with limited cloud cover and 
light to no wind. They begin to form as the sun sets and often continue into the morning. Their presence can be 
indicated by ground fog; however, if fog is not present, inversions can also be identifi ed by the movement of smoke 
from a ground source or an aircraft smoke generator. Smoke that layers and moves laterally in a concentrated cloud 
(under low wind conditions) indicates an inversion, while smoke that move upward and rapidly dissipates indicates 
good vertical air mixing.



Sensitive Areas



The pesticide must only be applied when the potential for drift to adjacent sensitive areas (e.g. residential areas, 
bodies of water, known habitat for threatened or endangered species, non-target crops) is minimal (i.e., when wind 
is blowing away from the sensitive areas).



USE INFORMATION



Gramoxone SL 2.0 is a contact herbicide used to control or suppress a broad spectrum of emerged weeds. Gramoxone SL 
2.0 controls most small annual weeds – both broadleaves and grasses, and suppresses perennial weeds by destroying 
green foliage. Gramoxone SL 2.0 can also be used as a desiccant/defoliant at harvest.



Gramoxone SL 2.0 is formulated as a liquid which contains 2 pounds of active ingredient per gallon. The formula-
tion contains a nontoxic odor and an emetic (an agent which will induce vomiting if the product is swallowed). The 
odor is included in the formulation to help prevent accidental ingestion of Gramoxone SL 2.0.



Gramoxone SL 2.0 is rapidly absorbed by green plant tissue and interacts with the photosynthetic process to produce 
superoxides which destroy the plant cells. Gramoxone SL 2.0 requires actively growing green plant tissue to function. 
Thorough coverage of all green foliage is essential for effective weed control and for effective crop desiccation/
defoliation. Gramoxone SL 2.0 is not as effective on drought-stressed weeds, weeds with little green foliage (i.e., 
mowed or cut weeds), or mature woody bark of trees and vines.



Clay and organic matter rapidly tie up Gramoxone SL 2.0. As a result, Gramoxone SL 2.0 has no residual soil activity 
to affect later-planted crops or later germinating weeds.



ROTATIONAL CROPS
All rotational crops may be planted immediately after the last application of Gramoxone SL 2.0.



RAINFASTNESS
Because Gramoxone SL 2.0 is rapidly absorbed by the weed foliage, rain occurring 15-30 minutes or more after
application will have no effect on the activity of Gramoxone SL 2.0.



APPLICATION



Since Gramoxone SL 2.0 is a contact-type herbicide, it is essential to obtain complete coverage of target weeds to get 
good control. Improper application technique and/or application to large, stressed, or mown weeds will usually result 
in unacceptable weed control and unacceptable crop desiccation/defoliation. Complete coverage is also essential for 
good crop desiccation/defoliation. See details below for specifi c application instructions.



USE OF A NONIONIC SURFACTANT OR CROP OIL CONCENTRATE/METHYLATED SEED OIL



Always add one of the following (failure to use one of the following at recommended rates will result in reduced 
performance of Gramoxone SL 2.0).



Nonionic Surfactant: For ground and aerial application, add nonionic surfactant containing 80% or more surface-
active agent at a minimum of 0.25% v/v (2 pt/100 gal) of the fi nished spray volume.











Crop Oil Concentrate: Add a nonphytotoxic crop oil concentrate or methylated seed oil containing 15-20% approved 
emulsifi er, at 1.0% v/v (1 gal/100 gal) of the fi nished spray volume for ground applications. For aerial applications, 
add 1 pint of crop oil concentrate per acre. Do not use crop oil concentrate when using Gramoxone SL 2.0 for cotton 
harvest aid.



Use an adjuvant that meets the requirements of the Chemical Producers and Distributors Association (CPDA) adju-
vant certifi cation program.



NOZZLE SELECTION



The use of fl at-fan nozzles will result in the most effective application of Gramoxone SL 2.0. Flood nozzles are 
generally not as good as fl at fans since they produce large uneven droplets. The use of fl ood nozzles may result in 
reduced weed control due to inadequate coverage.



WHEN SPRAYING LESS THAN 20 GALLONS OF SPRAY CARRIER PER ACRE, USE ONLY FLAT FAN NOZZLES AS RECOM-
MENDED IN THE CHART BELOW.



Table 1. Nozzles, Pressures and Setup.



Nozzle Type



Flat Fan Flood



Maximum Size 8 15



Spray Pressure
(at nozzle)



30-50
psi



30-50
psi



Maximum Nozzle Spacing 30” 40”



Direction of Spray Pattern Down Down



Maximum Speed 10 mph 10 mph



Spray Overlap
(at each edge)



30% 50%



Using nozzles, pressures, or setups different from the above chart will result in reduced control.



Flat-Fan Nozzles



30% (60% Total) Overlap



Flood Nozzles



50% (100% Total) Overlap











SPRAY CARRIER
Always use clean water (free of mud or clay), clear liquid nitrogen, or complete clear liquid fertilizers as the car-
rier when spraying Gramoxone SL 2.0. Muddy water, or suspension-type fertilizers containing clay, can inactivate 
Gramoxone SL 2.0. Never use suspension-type fertilizers containing clay as the spray carrier. If using a complete clear 
liquid fertilizer containing high phosphate levels as the spray carrier, always use the higher rate of Gramoxone SL 
2.0 and surfactant.



Note: When using liquid fertilizers such as 28% N as a spray carrier, it is important that nonionic surfactant still be 
used with Gramoxone SL 2.0. Liquid fertilizer carriers cannot substitute for surfactant.



RATES OF GRAMOXONE SL 2.0
Follow rates listed with each use of Gramoxone SL 2.0. Use the higher label rates when weeds are dense or large. 
Also, use higher label rates for harvest aid when crop vegetation is dense. For broadcast applications of Gramoxone 
SL 2.0 with backpack sprayers, the application rate must not exceed 0.50 lb ai/A (one quart) in a minimum of 30 
gallons of spray solution per acre.



SPRAY VOLUME
Follow minimum spray volumes listed with each use of Gramoxone SL 2.0. These are minimum volumes only, and 
spray volumes should be increased as necessary to obtain complete coverage of the target weed or plant without 
runoff from the foliage.



WHEN SPRAYING LESS THAN 20 GALLONS OF SPRAY CARRIER PER ACRE, TARGET WEEDS SHOULD NOT EXCEED 6 
INCHES IN HEIGHT.



APPLICATION TIMING
Gramoxone SL 2.0 should be applied to emerged weeds when they are small. Weeds 1-6 inches in height are the 
easiest to control. Larger weeds may be more diffi cult to control. When weeds have been grazed or mowed, thus 
removing much of the green foliage, allow the weeds to regrow to a height of 2-4 inches before spraying if possible. 
Similarly, when forage or grain crops have been harvested prior to spraying, weeds present in the fi eld will also 
have been cut. To allow for adequate green foliage to remain on weeds in this situation, raise cutter bars as high as 
possible from the ground to cut stubble and weeds at a greater height.



BURNDOWN OF GRASS COVER CROPS OR VOLUNTEER CEREALS



When using Gramoxone SL 2.0 for control of grass cover crops or volunteer cereals, best results are obtained when 
Gramoxone SL 2.0 is applied prior to tillering or after boot stage. This is especially important with a wheat cover 
crop or volunteer wheat. Treatments made between tillering and boot stage will generally not provide complete 
control. Do not expect complete control of perennial cover crops.



ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS



Gramoxone SL 2.0 is active over a wide range of environmental conditions. Cool weather (below 55°F) will slow the 
activity of Gramoxone SL 2.0, as will cloudy, overcast weather, but will not affect performance.



SPOT SPRAYING



When only small areas are to be sprayed with labeled applications, it is advantageous to mix small quantities of 
Gramoxone SL 2.0. To aid in mixing small quantities, the following table should be consulted.



If The Broadcast Rate Per Acre for
Gramoxone SL 2.0 is:



Add The Following Amount of
Gramoxone SL 2.0 To 1 Gallon of Water



1.5 pt
2 pt



2.5 pt
3 pt



1/3 (0.33) fl  oz
3/8 (0.375) fl  oz



1/2 (0.5) fl  oz
2/3 (0.67) fl  oz



Always add 1/3-1/2 fl  oz of a nonionic surfactant for each gallon of spray. When spot spraying in this manner, spray 
to thoroughly wet the foliage, but not to the point of runoff.











TANK MIXING FOR IMPROVED BURNDOWN OF DIFFICULT WEEDS AND RESIDUAL WEED CONTROL



Photosynthetic Inhibitor Herbicides



Diffi cult weeds can often be controlled by tank mixing Gramoxone SL 2.0 with other herbicides. The addition 
of herbicides which are also photosynthetic inhibitors (PSI) will slow the activity of Gramoxone SL 2.0, allowing 
Gramoxone SL 2.0 to thoroughly distribute itself within the treated leaf. The resulting level of control is usually 
greater than if Gramoxone SL 2.0 was applied alone.



Gramoxone SL 2.0 may be applied in tank mixture with the following PSI herbicides:



AAtrex® Herbicide
Atrazine 
Bicep Magnum®



Bicep II Magnum® Herbicide
Bicep Lite II Magnum® Herbicide
Boundary® 6.5EC Herbicide
Canopy® Herbicide
Caparol® 4L Herbicide



Cotoran® Herbicide
Lorox® Herbicides
Lorox Plus® Herbicide
Princep® Herbicide
Sencor® Herbicide
Sinbar® Herbicide
Spike® Herbicide



It is the pesticide user’s responsibility to ensure that all products are registered for the intended use. Read and follow 
the applicable restrictions and limitations and directions for use on all product labels involved in tank mixing. Users 
must follow the most restrictive directions for use and precautionary statements of each product in the tank mixture.



Improved Weed Control with PSIs



Control of diffi cult weeds listed below and annual grass control will be enhanced by the addition of a PSI herbicide. 
For best results a second application is needed.



Barnyardgrass Horseweed (Marestail)
Broadleaf signalgrass Morningglory
Cheatgrass Pennsylvania Smartweed
Cocklebur Perennial Weeds (suppression only)
Fall Panicum Prickly lettuce
Giant Ragweed Sedges
Knotweed Tansymustard
Kochia Velvetleaf
Lambsquarters Volunteer wheat
Malva (Cheeseweed) Spiderwort



Improved Control of Perennial and Annual Broadleaf Weeds



When perennial broadleaf weeds such as Canada thistle, bindweed, dandelion, etc. or diffi cult to control annual 
broadleaf weeds such as giant ragweed or morningglory are present, tank mixes with 2,4-D ester (Low Volatile), 
2,4-DB, Clarity®, Banvel®, or Flexstar® where labeled, will help improve control. Tank mixing the amine formulation 
of 2,4-D with Gramoxone SL 2.0 may result in reduced grass control.



Order of Tank Mixing



In general, Gramoxone SL 2.0 tank mixes with other products should be mixed as follows:



1. Fill spray tank 1/2 full with clean water or other approved carriers such as clear liquid fertilizer.
2. Add nonionic surfactant to tank
3. Begin tank agitation and continue throughout mixing and spraying.
4. Add dry formulations (WP, DF, etc.) to tank.
5. Add liquid formulations (SC, EC, L, etc.) to tank.
6. Add Gramoxone SL 2.0 to tank.
7. Add crop oil concentrate or methylated seed oil to tank where needed.
8. Fill remainder of spray tank.











It is the pesticide user’s responsibility to ensure that all products are registered for the intended use. Read and follow 
the applicable restrictions and limitations and directions for use on all product labels involved in tank mixing. Users 
must follow the most restrictive directions for use and precautionary statements of each product in the tank mixture.



Since many of the herbicides listed on this label are available in several types of formulations, it is advisable to 
perform a jar test to check physical compatibility.



PRECAUTIONS AND RESTRICTIONS



EQUIPMENT/CONTAINER



Flush all spray equipment with water after use each day. Gramoxone SL 2.0 is corrosive to aluminum. Aluminum 
spray equipment and aluminum aircraft structures that are exposed to spray solution or spray drift should be 
fl ushed thoroughly with water immediately after use.



In dry areas, dust stirred up by high winds or equipment tires can coat weed or plant leaves and reduce Gramoxone SL 
2.0 activity. Avoid applying Gramoxone SL 2.0 in extremely dusty conditions.



LIMITATIONS AND PRECAUTIONS



• For Cotton Harvest Aid: Do not pasture livestock in treated fi elds or feed treated foliage.



•  DO NOT use this product in residential or public recreational settings (e.g. homes, home gardens, schools, recre-
ational parks, golf courses, and/or playgrounds).



•  In preplant and preemergence (to the crop) uses, do not apply to soils lacking clay minerals, e.g., peat, muck, pure 
sand, artifi cial planting media.



•  Seedbeds and plantbeds should be formed as far ahead of planting and treatment as possible to permit maximum 
weed and grass emergence prior to treatment.



•  To reduce germination of new weeds, seeding or transplanting should be done with a minimum amount of soil 
disturbance.



•  Gramoxone SL 2.0 used for preplant weed control over the top of plastic mulch may damage transplants which 
come in contact with the plastic. Suffi cient rainfall or sprinkler irrigation to cause wash-off prior to planting may 
be needed to prevent damage to the crop.



• Weeds and grasses emerging after application of Gramoxone SL 2.0 will not be controlled or suppressed.



•  Unless otherwise indicated, crop plants emerged at time of application may be severely injured or killed if con-
tacted by sprays of Gramoxone SL 2.0.



PARAQUAT-RESISTANT WEED MANAGEMENT



PARAQUAT DICHLORIDE GROUP 22 HERBICIDE



Some naturally occurring weed biotypes resistant to paraquat dichloride may exist through normal genetic variability 
in any weed population. The repeated use of herbicides with the same mode of action is known to lead under certain 
conditions to a selection of resistant weeds.



The active ingredient in Gramoxone SL 2.0 is paraquat dichloride, a mechanism of action Group 22 herbicide, which 
inhibits Photosystem I (PSI). Any weed population may contain or develop plants naturally resistant to paraquat 
dichloride and other Group 22 herbicides. The resistant biotypes may dominate the weed population if these her-
bicides are used repeatedly in the same fi eld.



Within the USA specifi c biotypes of a number of species, including horseweed/marestail (Conyza canadensis), hairy 
fl eabane (Conyza bonariensis), Italian ryegrass (Lolium perenne ssp. multiforum), goosegrass (Eleusine indica), dotted 
duckweed (Landoltia punctate), and American black nightshade (Solanum americanum) have become resistant to 
paraquat.











Scout and know your fi eld



•  Know weed species present in the fi eld to be treated through scouting and fi eld history. An understanding of 
weed biology is useful in designing a resistance management strategy. Ensure the weed management program 
will control all weeds present.



•  Fields should be scouted prior to application to determine species present and growth stage. Always apply this 
herbicide at the full labeled rate and correct timing for the weeds present in the fi eld.



Utilize non-herbicidal practices to add diversity



•  Use diversifi ed management tactics such as cover crops, mechanical weed control, harvest weed seed control, and 
crop rotation as appropriate.



Use good agronomic practices, start clean and stay clean



• Use good agronomic practices that enhance crop competitiveness.



• Plant into weed-free fi elds utilizing tillage or an effective burndown herbicide for control of emerged weeds.



• Sanitize farm equipment to avoid spreading seed or vegetative propagules prior to leaving fi elds.



Diffi cult to control weeds



•  Fields with diffi cult to control weeds should be planted in rotation with crops that allow the use of herbicides 
with an alternative mode of action or different management practices.



•  Diffi cult to control weeds may require sequential applications, such as a broad spectrum preemergence herbicide 
followed by one or more postemergence herbicide applications. Utilize herbicides containing different modes of 
action effective on the target weeds in sequential applications.



Do not overuse the technology



•  Do not use more than two applications of this or any other herbicide with the same mode of action in a single 
growing season unless mixed with an herbicide with a different mode of action which provides overlapping 
spectrum for the difficult to control weeds.



Scout and inspect fields following application



• Prevent an influx of weeds into the field by controlling weeds in field borders.



• Scout fields after application to verify that the treatment was effective.



• Suspected- herbicide resistant weeds may be identified by these indicators



 o  Failure to control a weed species normally controlled by the herbicide at the dose applied, especially if control 
is achieved on adjacent weeds;



 o A spreading patch of non-controlled plants of a particular weed species; and



 o Surviving plants mixed with controlled individuals of the same species.



•  Report non-performance of this product to your Syngenta retailer, Syngenta representative, or call 1-866-Syngent(a) 
(866-796-4368). If resistance is suspected ensure weed escapes are controlled using an herbicide with an effective 
mode of action and/or use non-chemical means to prevent further seed production.



Prevent weed escapes before, during, and after harvest



•  Do not allow weed escapes to produce seed or vegetative structures such as tubers or stolons which contribute 
to spread and survival. Consider harvest weed seed management and control weeds post-harvest to prevent seed 
production.



Resistant Weeds



•  Contact your local Syngenta representative, retailer, crop advisor or extension agent to determine if weeds resis-
tant to this mode of action are present in your area. If resistant biotypes have been reported, use the full labeled 
rate of this product, apply at the labeled timing, and tank-mix with a different mode of action product so there 
are multiple effective modes of application for each suspected resistant weed.











APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS AND CROP USE DIRECTIONS



The following tables indicate use patterns, rates, minimum spray volumes, preharvest intervals and other directions 
specifi c to each crop. Read and follow directions carefully.



Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year Use Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



ALFALFA



New seedlings
(California only)



1 Broadcast 1.0-2.0 pt
See Table 2.



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



70 Restrictions
•  Do not cut or harvest within 70 days after 



application.
•  Do not apply more than once during the 



fi rst growing season.
•  Do not use on seedling alfalfa grown for 



seed.
Precautions
• Apply during late winter or early spring.
•  Caution: Seedling alfalfa stands will be 



reduced and replanting may be necessary.
•  Alfalfa foliage present at time of application 



will be burned.



ALFALFA



(No-till or conven-
tional planting)



2 Preplant or 
Preemergence
Broadcast or 
Banded Over-
Row



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions
•  Apply prior to emergence of the crop.



Precautions
•  Crop plants emerged at time of



application will be killed.
•  Seeding should be done with a minimum 



amount of soil disturbance.



ALFALFA



Dormant season 
on established 
plantings
Region A - See 
map at end of 
Alfalfa section.



1 Broadcast 2.0-3.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



42 Restrictions
•  Do not apply if fall regrowth following last 



fall cutting is greater than 6”, or if spring 
regrowth is more than 2”.



•  Apply to well-established stands (at least 
1-year old) after the crop is dormant. 



•  Do not cut or harvest within 42 days of 
application.



• Do not apply more than once per season.



Precautions
•  For control of weeds, including bluegrass, 



chickweed, henbit, downy brome, ryegrass, 
cheatgrass, dog-fennel, tansymustard, 
london rocket, sowthistle, rescue brome, 
wild oats, and other winter annuals; and 
suppression of perennial weeds.



•  Alfalfa foliage present at the time of applica-
tion will be burned which may reduce the 
yield of the fi rst cutting.



•  Tank mix with metribuzin (Sencor) for 
improved burndown of weed vegeta-
tion and residual weed control. Consult 
the metribuzin product label for a list of 
weeds controlled, rates of application, and 
precautions.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year Use Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



ALFALFA



Dormant season 
tank mix with 
Velpar® L
herbicide 
Region A - See 
map at end of 
alfalfa section.



2 Broadcast 1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
10 gal



42 Restrictions 
•  Use the 1.0 pt rate of Gramoxone SL 



2.0 when weeds and grasses are less 
than 4” tall.



• Mix with 1-2 qt of Velpar L per acre.
•  Do not make more than 1 application 



to established stands during the 
dormant season.



•  Do not apply if fall regrowth following 
last fall cutting is greater than 6”, or if 
spring regrowth is more than 2”.



•  Do not apply to alfalfa during the fi rst 
season after seeding.



•  DO NOT USE on gravelly or rocky soils, 
exposed subsoils, hardpan, sand or 
poorly drained alkaline soils as crop 
injury, including mortality, may result.



•  Do not cut or harvest within 42 days of 
application.



Precautions
•  For control of weeds such as chickweed, 



downy brome and tansymustard.
•  Use the lower rate of Velpar L on loamy 



sands or sandy loams. Refer to Velpar L 
label for directions, limitations, cautions 
and for a list of weeds controlled.



•  Temporary chlorosis may occur on 
alfalfa regrowth.



•  Stress which may be caused in part by 
low fertility, disease, insects, winterkill, 
over cutting, drought or frost may 
increase the chances of crop injury.



continued…











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



ALFALFA



Dormant Season



Restrictions
•   Apply during late fall or winter months after 



the last fall cutting and before fi rst spring 
cutting.



•  In the California counties of Orange, Riverside 
and all counties north of these counties, do not 
apply if spring regrowth after grazing or cutting 
is more than 2”. In all other areas within Region 
B, do not apply if regrowth after grazing or 
cutting is more than 2”.



• Do not harvest within 60 days of application.
•  Do not apply more than once per season.
•   Do not apply tank mix with metribuzin on 



newly established (less than 1-year old) alfalfa.



Precautions
•   For desiccation of weeds, including London 



rocket, sowthistle, rescue brome, wild oats, 
chickweed, ryegrass, bluegrass, cheatgrass, dog-
fennel, tansymustard, henbit, downy brome, 
and other winter annuals; and suppression of 
perennial weeds.



•  CAUTION: Applications to alfalfa that is not 
dormant, or has broken dormancy, may result in 
stand and/or yield reductions. Replanting may 
be necessary. Green alfalfa foliage present at 
the time of application will be burned.



•  Total hay yield of fi rst cutting may be reduced 
in alfalfa fi elds with severe weed infestation. 
This reduction will usually be directly propor-
tionate to the loss of weed weight.



•  Tank mix with metribuzin (Sencor) for improved 
burndown of weed vegetation and residual 
weed control in dormant established (at least 
1-year old) alfalfa. Consult the metribuzin 
product label for a list of weeds controlled, 
rates of application, and precautions.



California
Precautions
•  For desiccation of weeds including bluegrass, 



ryegrass, shepherdspurse, chickweed, tansy-
mustard, foxtail, sowthistle and groundsel.



•  Use high rate if ryegrass, shepherdspurse, 
sowthistle or groundsel is present.



On established 
plantings:
Region B-See
map at end of 
Alfalfa section.



1 Broadcast 1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



60



On fall-seeded, 
newly established 
stands less than 
1-year-old:
Region A- See
map at end of 
Alfalfa section.



1 Broadcast 1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



60



On fall-seeded, 
newly established 
stands less than
1- year-old:
Region B- See
map at end of 
Alfalfa section.



1 Broadcast 0.75-1.25 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



60
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Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



ALFALFA



Between-
cuttings 
treatment in 
established 
plantings.  
(Includes fi rst 
year alfalfa) 
(All states East 
of the Rocky
Mountains)



3 Broadcast 1.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



30 Restrictions
•  Apply immediately after alfalfa has been 



removed for hay or silage.
•  Do not treat more than 5 days after cutting.
•  Do not cut or harvest within 30 days of 



application.
•  Make 1-3 applications, as needed, during the 



growing season. These sprays may be applied 
in addition to a dormant application.



•  For fi rst year alfalfa, do not apply more than 
twice during the fi rst growing season.



Precautions
•  Weeds much beyond the seedling stage and 



the stubble of weeds cut off during harvest will 
be less affected by this treatment.



•  CAUTION: First year alfalfa stands and yields 
may be reduced if alfalfa is allowed to regrow 
more than 2”.



•  Alfalfa foliage present at time of application 
will be burned.



•  In arid areas where moisture is limited, weed 
control may be reduced.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year Use Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



ALMONDS 5 Directed Spray 1.25-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions
•  Do not allow spray to contact green stems 



(except suckers) or foliage.
• Do not graze treated areas.
•  Do not feed cover crops grown in treated 



areas to livestock.
•  All applications must be made prior to 



shaking for harvest.



Precautions
•  Use a shield or wrap plant when spraying 



around young trees or vines.
•  For mature woody weeds, perennial 



weeds, late germinating weeds and green 
suckers, retreatment or spot treatments 
may be necessary.



ARTICHOKE
(Globe)



3 Directed Spray 2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
20-100 gal



1 Restrictions
•  Up to 3 applications per season, do not 



exceed 8 pt per season.
• Applications at least 7 days apart.
•  Do not harvest within 24 hours of last 



application.



ASPARAGUS 3 Preplant or 
Preemergence
Broadcast or 
Banded Over-
Row



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions 
• Apply prior to emergence of the crop.



Precautions
• Crop plants emerged at time of



application will be killed.



ASPARAGUS



Preemergence 
to established 
plantings at least 
2 years old



3 Broadcast or 
Banded Over-
Row



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



6 Restrictions 
•  Apply prior to emergence of crop or after 



last harvest.
Precautions
•  Crop plants emerged at time of planting 



will be killed.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year Use Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



BEANS, DRY



Sweet lupin
White sweet lupin
White lupin
Grain lupin



Adzuki beans
Asparagus beans
Black beans
Broad beans
Field beans
Garbanzo beans
Kidney beans
Lablab beans
Lima beans
Moth beans
Mung beans
Navy beans
Pinto beans
Rice beans
Snap beans
Tepary beans
Urd beans
Wax beans



Blackeyed peas
Chickpeas
Cowpeas
Crowder peas
Southern peas



Catjang
Guar



PEAS, DRY



2 Harvest-Aid 1.2-2.0 pt Ground:
20 gal
Air:
5 gal



7 Restrictions
•  For vining type beans or bush type with 



lush growth, use a single
application of the higher rate.



•  May also be applied as a split
application. DO NOT make more than 
2 applications or exceed a total of 2.0 
pt/A. The split application may improve 
vine coverage.



•  Apply when the crop is mature and at 
least 80% of the pods are yellowing 
and mostly ripe with no more than 
40% (bush type peas or beans) or 30% 
(vine type peas or beans) of the leaves 
still green in color.



•  DO NOT apply when weather condi-
tions favor spray drift. A drift control 
agent may be included to reduce spray 
drift.



•  NOT REGISTERED FOR USE ON DRY 
BEANS OR DRY PEAS IN CALIFORNIA.



Precautions
•  Add spreader (nonionic) at 1 qt/100 gal 



of spray mix.



continued…











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year Use Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



BERRIES
Blackberries
Blueberries
Boysenberries
Currant
Elderberry
Gooseberry
Huckleberry
Loganberry
Raspberries



5 Postemergence
Directed Spray



2.0-4.0 pt Ground:
50 gal



- Precautions 
•  Apply before emergence of new canes 



or shoots as injury to those canes or 
shoots can occur.



•  Apply as a coarse spray to avoid crop 
injury from fi ne spray mist.



CACAO 5 Directed Spray 2.0-4.0 pt Ground:
50-200 gal



1 Restrictions
•  Do not allow spray to contact cacao 



plants as injury may result. Use a shield 
for young trees.



• Do not spray under windy conditions.
•  Do not graze treated areas or feed 



treated cover crops to livestock.



Precautions
•  Apply when weeds are succulent and 



growth is from 1-6”.
•  For mature woody weeds, late-



germinating weeds and grasses and 
for perennials; retreatment or spot 
treatment may be necessary.



CASSAVAS
& YAMS
(Puerto Rico 
only)



3
2



Shielded Post
Directed Spray



2.0 pt Ground:
50 gal



90 Restrictions
•  On cassavas, do not make more than 3 



applications per crop season.
•  On yams do not make more than 2 



applications per crop season.
•  Do not allow spray to contact cassavas or 



yam plants as injury may result.
• Do not spray under windy conditions.
•  Do not graze treated areas or feed 



treated forage to livestock.



Precautions
•  Apply when weeds are succulent and 



growth is 1-6”.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



CHEMICAL 
FALLOW
Use
Information



Ground:
5 gal
Air:
5 gal



See
Directions



Restrictions
•  Apply from immediately after harvest up to 



emergence of the newly seeded crop as a broad-
cast or band treatment.



•  By ground application, apply 5-60 gallons of 
spray mix per acre. If applying at <10 GPA 
by ground, utilize the following additional 
restrictions: 
•  Do not apply with fl oaters or exceed a speed 



of 10 mph.
•  Apply with fl at fan nozzles only at 30-40 PSI.
•  Apply only in a tank mix with atrazine at a 



minimum of 0.5 lb ai/A. 
•  By air, apply in 5-10 gal of spray mix per acre.



Precautions
•  Use higher spray volumes for better coverage 



as density of stubble, crop residue or weeds 
increase.



•  To control volunteer wheat or downy brome, 
fall-applied treatments generally work best with 
Gramoxone SL 2.0. If possible, tank mix with 
Atrazine for maximum burndown and residual 
control.



•  Cut wheat as high as possible to avoid cutting 
weeds too short, and allow the weeds to grow 
at least 2-3” after harvest before applying 
Gramoxone SL 2.0.



•  The addition of dicamba, (Banvel) or 2,4-D ester 
(Low Volatile) may aid in the suppression of 
emerged perennial broadleaf weeds and large 
annual broadleaf weeds.



•  Refer to 2,4-D ester (Low Volatile), Banvel 
or residual herbicide label(s) for directions, 
limitations, cautions and for a listing of weeds 
controlled.



•  For extended weed control during the fallow 
period, tank mixes with registered residual 
herbicide combinations other than those listed 
on this label are permissible.



• Weeds taller than 6” may not be controlled.
•  Weeds and grasses emerging after application 



will not be controlled.
•  Crop plants emerged at the time of application 



will be killed.



continued…











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



CHEMICAL FALLOW



Continuous Wheat
2-3 Month
Recropping Interval



3 Broadcast Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:



3-4.0 pt



Ground:
5 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions
•  Make application at least 45 days prior 



to seeding.
•  Use at least 2.0 pt of Gramoxone SL 2.0 



per acre with a PSI (see Photosynthetic 
Inhibitor Herbicides section) for volun-
teer wheat or downy brome control in 
the spring.



Precautions
•  Refer to the Chemical Fallow Use Infor-



mation section.



CHEMICAL FALLOW



Wheat-Fallow-
Wheat Rotations
(Fall applied after 
harvest; seeded 12-14 
months later)



3 Broadcast Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:



3-4.0 pt



Ground:
5 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Precautions
• Spray before weeds produce seed.
•  Volunteer wheat and downy brome 



control are better with late August or 
early September applications.



•  Tank mix with Atrazine Marksman® 
Herbicide, or Command® Herbicide for 
enhanced burndown and residual weed 
control.



•  Tank mix with metribuzin, (Sencor 75DF) 
for burndown and residual control of 
grass and broadleaf weeds.



•  Refer to the product labels for spe-
cifi c use rates for your soil type, use 
directions, cautions and a list of weeds 
controlled.



•  Refer to the Chemical Fallow Use Infor-
mation section.



CHEMICAL FALLOW



Wheat-Fallow-
Wheat Rotations
(Spring applied; 
seeded 3-5 months 
later)



3 Broadcast Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:
3.0-4.0 pt



Ground:
5 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions
•  Use at least 2.0 pt of Gramoxone SL 2.0 



per acre with a PSI (see Photosynthetic 
Inhibitor Herbicides section) for volun-
teer wheat or downy brome control in 
the spring.



Precautions
•  Application should be made March 1 to 



April 15, prior to spring rains to conserve 
moisture.



•  Volunteer wheat is easier to control after 
the boot stage, but soil moisture loss will 
be greater.



•  Refer to the Chemical Fallow Use Infor-
mation section.



•  Tank mix with metribuzin, (Sencor) for 
burndown and residual control of grass 
and broadleaf weeds.



•  Refer to the metribuzin, (Sencor) label 
for use rates for your soil type, use direc-
tions, cautions, and weeds controlled.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



CHEMICAL FALLOW



Wheat-Annual Crop1-
Wheat Rotations
(Fall applied in wheat 
stubble)



3 Broadcast Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:
3.0-4.0 pt



Ground:
5 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Precautions
•  Tank mix with AAtrex/Atrazine or 



Marksman for enhanced burndown 
and residual weed control. Refer to the 
labels for specifi c use rates for your soil 
type, use directions, cautions, and a list 
of weeds controlled.



•  Spray after wheat harvest and before 
weeds produce seed. If grasses such 
as foxtails or barnyardgrass recover, 
respray before they develop seed.



•  Volunteer wheat and downy brome are 
easier to control with late August to 
November applications.



•  Refer to the Chemical Fallow Use Infor-
mation section.



CHEMICAL FALLOW



Wheat-Annual Crop-
Wheat Rotations
(Spring applied prior 
to planting an annual 
crop1)



1 Approved Annual 
Crops are grain



   sorghum, corn, wheat, 
or proso millet.



3 Broadcast Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:
3.0-4.0 pt



Ground:
5 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions
•   Use at least 2.0 pt of Gramoxone SL 2.0 



per acre with a PSI (see Photosynthetic 
Inhibitor Herbicides section) for volun-
teer wheat or downy brome control in 
the spring.



Precautions
•  Tank mix with AAtrex/Atrazine for 



enhanced burndown and residual 
weed control. Refer to the labels for 
specifi c use rates for your soil type, use 
directions, cautions, and a list of weeds 
controlled.



•  Follow the AAtrex/Atrazine instructions 
pertaining to soil pH and recropping 
intervals.



•  Refer to the Chemical Fallow Use Infor-
mation section.
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Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



CLOVER AND
OTHER LEGUMES1



Dormant Season



Restrictions
•  Apply during late fall or winter months 



after the last fall cutting and before fi rst 
spring cutting.



•  Do not apply if regrowth after grazing or 
cutting is more than 2”.



•  Do not harvest within 60 days of 
application.



•  Do not apply more than once per season.



Precautions
•  For desiccation of weeds, including 



London rocket, sowthistle, rescue brome, 
wild oats, chickweed, ryegrass, bluegrass, 
cheatgrass, dogfennel, tansymustard, 
henbit, downy brome, and other winter 
annuals, and suppression of perennial 
weeds.



•  CAUTION: Applications to clover or other 
legumes that is not dormant, or has 
broken dormancy, may result in stand 
and/or yield reductions. Replanting 
may be necessary. Green clover or other 
legumes foliage present at the time of 
application will be burned.



•  Clover or other legumes foliage present 
at the time of application will be dis-
colored and temporarily stunted.



•  Total hay yield of fi rst cutting may be 
reduced in clover or other legumes fi elds 
with severe weed infestation. This reduc-
tion will usually be directly proportionate 
to the loss of weed weight.



California
Precautions
•  For desiccation of weeds including 



bluegrass, ryegrass, shepherdspurse, 
chickweed, tansymustard, foxtail, 
sowthistle and groundsel.



•  Use high rate if ryegrass, shepherds-
purse, sowthistle or groundsel is present.



On established
plantings: Region A- 
See map at end
of Alfalfa section.



1 Broadcast 2.0-3.1 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



60



On established
plantings: Region B-
See map at end of 
Alfalfa section.



1 Broadcast 1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



60



On fall-seeded, newly 
established stands less 
than 1- year-old:
Region A- See map at 
end of Alfalfa section.



1 Broadcast 1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



60



On fall-seeded, newly 
established stands less 
than 1-year-old:
Region B- See map at 
end of Alfalfa section.



1 Other legumes 
include velvetbean, 
lespedeza, lupine, 
sainfoin, trefoil, 
vetch, crown vetch, 
and milk vetch.



1 Broadcast 0.75-1.2 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



60











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year Use Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



CORN
FIELD CORN
POPCORN
SWEET CORN
SEED CORN
(Used alone)



3 Preplant or 
Preemergence
(Broadcast or 
Banded Over 
Row)



Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:
3.0-4.0 pt



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Precautions
•  Includes fi eld, fresh, sweet, forage, fodder 



and popcorn.
•  Seedbeds should be formed as far ahead 



of planting and treatment as possible 
to permit maximum weed and grass 
emergence.



•  Seeding should be done with a minimum 
amount of soil disturbance.



•  Weeds and grasses emerging after 
application will not be controlled. Crop 
plants emerged at time of application will 
be killed.



CORN



Tank Mixes for 
No-till/Reduced 
Till



3 Preplant or 
Preemergence
(Broadcast or 
Banded Over 
Row)



Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:
3.0-4.0 pt



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal*



- Restrictions
•  Apply as a broadcast spray before, dur-



ing or after planting, but before crop 
emergence.



Precautions
•  For improved burndown or residual 



control, Gramoxone SL 2.0 may be tank 
mixed with the following herbicides: 2,4-D 
Ester (Low Volatile), 2,4-D Amine, AAtrex/
Atrazine, Balance®, Banvel, Bicep Magnum, 
Bicep II Magnum, Bicep Lite II Magnum, 
Callisto®, Clarity, Degree™, Degree Xtra™, 
Distinct®, Dual Magnum®, Fultime™, 
Frontier®, Guardsman®, Harmony® Extra 
Herbicide (Preplant Only), Harness®, 
Harness® Xtra, Lorox, Lumax®, Lexar®, 
Princep, Prowl®.



•  Gramoxone SL 2.0 may also be tank 
mixed with Warrior®, Karate®, Ambush® 
Insecticide.



•  Refer to respective product label(s) for 
rates of application, directions for use, 
limitations, cautions, and for a list of weeds 
or insects controlled.



* Refer to 
respective 
product 
labels to 
determine 
if these 
products 
can be 
applied 
by air.
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Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



FIELD CORN
POPCORN
SWEET CORN
SEED CORN



3 Postemer-
gence
Directed 
Spray
(Including 
Hooded or 
Shielded)



1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



- Precautions
• Apply when weeds are actively growing.
•  Use higher specifi ed rate on larger or hard to 



control weeds. Weeds 6” or taller may not be 
controlled.



•  Severe damage and/or complete kill can occur 
if spray contacts corn plants.



HOODED OR SHIELDED SPRAYERS
Restrictions
•  Apply by directing spray between the rows and 



using hooded or shielded sprayers to prevent 
spray contact with crop plants.



Precautions
•  To avoid excessive crop phytotoxicity, use 



a hooded or shielded sprayer with skids or 
wheels on the spray boom to maintain spray 
height.



DIRECTED SPRAY WITHOUT HOODED OR 
SHIELDED SPRAYERS
Restrictions
•  Apply when corn is at least 10” tall with 



nozzles arranged to spray no higher than the 
lower 3” of corn stalks.



Precautions
•  Corn plants shorter than 10” may be injured 



and not recover (corn height measured from 
soil surface to top of whorl).



•  For corn greater than 20” tall, arrange the 
nozzles to spray no higher than the lower 1/3
of the corn stalks.



•  Corn foliage sprayed will be injured, but the 
crop will recover and develop normally.



FIELD CORN
Popcorn
Seed Corn



1 Harvest Aid
Broadcast



1.2-2.0 pt Ground:
20 gal
Air:
5 gal



7 Restrictions 
•  Make ONE (1) application at least 7 days prior 



to harvest.
•  Apply after the corn is mature after the black 



layer has formed at the base of the kernels (this 
indicates maturity).



•  Use 2.0 pt to desiccate mature broadleaf weeds 
and grasses or broadleaf weeds and grasses 
that are taller than 18”.



Precautions
•  Consult your local agricultural authority for 



help in identifying the black layer.
•  Add nonionic surfactant containing at least 



75% surface active ingredient at 0.25% v/v.
•  Drought stressed plants, especially broadleaf 



weeds can be diffi cult to kill and desiccation 
may not be complete.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



FIELD CORN ONLY
(grain, fodder, 
forage)



3 Post-
emergence 
directed 
spray USDA 
Witchweed 
Eradication 
Program



2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions
•  Initiate sprays in late June to early July 



and repeat in early August if regrowth 
occurs.



Precautions
•  Follow application instructions in post-



emergence directed spray section above.



FIELD CORN ONLY
(grain, fodder, 
forage)



2,4-D Amine Tank 
Mix



3 Post-
emergence 
directed 
spray USDA 
Witchweed 
Eradication 
Program



8.0 fl  oz + 0.5 lb
2,4-D



Amine AE



Ground:
10 gal



- Precautions
•  Apply as a directed spray onto grassy 



weeds and witchweed before witchweed 
blooms. Reapply if regrowth occurs.



•  Follow application instructions in post-
emergence directed spray section above.



COTTON
(Use Directions for 
all Cotton Uses)



All Cotton 
Uses



Restrictions 
•  Do not exceed 12 pints Gramoxone SL 



2.0 (3 lb active ingredient) per acre per 
season for all uses on cotton.



COTTON



(Used alone)



3 Preplant or 
Preemergence



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions 
•  Apply prior to, during or after planting, 



but before crop emergence.



Precautions
•  For fallow bed treatment, beds should be 



preformed to permit maximum weed and 
grass emergence prior to treatment.



•  Seeding should be done with a minimum 
of soil disturbance.



COTTON
(California only;
Used alone)



3 Preplant 8.0-16 fl  oz Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Precautions
•  For control of volunteer barley in pre-



formed seedbeds.



COTTON



Goal™ Herbicide 
Tank Mix



3 Preplant or 
Fallow Bed
Broadcast



2.5-4.0 pt Ground
or
Air:
10 gal



- Precautions
•  Refer to Goal label for specifi c use 



directions and restrictions, and weeds 
controlled.



COTTON



Other Tank Mixes



3 Preplant or
Preemergence



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions 
•  Apply as a broadcast spray before, during or 



after planting, but before crop emergence.



Precautions 
•  For improved burndown or residual con-



trol, Gramoxone SL 2.0 may be tank mixed 
with the following herbicides: Cotoran, 
Dual Magnum, Meturon®, Cotton-Pro®, 
Caparol, Diuron, Harmony® Extra (Pre-
plant Only), MSMA, Prowl, Zorial® .
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Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year Use Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



COTTON



Other Tank 
Mixes
(continued)



3 Preplant or
Preemergence



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Precautions
•  When tank mixing with Cotoran DF or Meturon DF, follow 



mixing instructions in the Order of Tank Mixing section 
carefully and maintain constant agitation.



•  When tank mixing with any of the herbicides listed above, 
refer to that product’s label for specifi c directions and 
restrictions and for a list of weeds controlled.



COTTON 3 Postemergence 
Directed Spray 
(Precision 
Machine Vision 
Directed Spray)



1.2-2.0 pt NA – 
ensure 
targeted 
weeds 
receive 
thorough 
spray 
coverage



Restrictions
•  Precision application equipment with automated detec-



tion (Machine Vision) of weed must be used to minimize 
contact with cotton



•  Do not make more than a total of 3 postemergent directed 
spray applications using Precision Machine Vision Directed 
Spray equipment or a hooded shield sprayer.



Precautions
•  Apply when weeds are actively growing and before weeds 



reach 4” in height.
•  For improved control and herbicide resistance manage-



ment a tank mix with Caparol is recommended
•  May be tank mixed with other herbicides approved for 



postemergence directed use in cotton.
•  AVOID CONTACT WITH CROP. Intentional or accidental 



contact (including drift) of Gramoxone SL 2.0 with the crop 
may result in severe damage or loss of the crop.



•  Equipment should be in good operating condition. Avoid 
leakage or dripping onto crop. Variation in equipment 
design may affect level of weed control.



COTTON 3 Postemergence 
Directed Spray 
(Hooded or 
Shielded)



1.2-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions 
•  If multiple applications are made, do not apply the second 



application until 14 days after fi rst application.
•  Apply by directing spray between the rows and using hooded 



or shielded sprayers to prevent contact with crop plants.
•  Do not make more than a total of 3 postemergent directed 



spray applications using Precision Machine Vision Directed 
Spray equipment or a hooded shield sprayer.



Precautions
•  Apply when weeds are actively growing and before weeds 



reach 4” in height.
•  Use higher specifi ed rate on dense populations and/or 



larger or hard to control weeds. Weeds 6” or taller may 
not be controlled.



•  AVOID CONTACT WITH CROP. Intentional or accidental 
contact (including drift) of Gramoxone SL 2.0 with the crop 
may result in severe damage or loss of the crop.



•  Equipment should be in good operating condition. Avoid 
leakage or dripping onto crop. Variation in equipment 
design may affect level of weed control.



•  Keep hoods or shields adjusted to insure adequate contact 
with weeds while shielding the crop from the herbicide.



•  To minimize drift, do not use nozzles or nozzle confi gura-
tions or adjuvants which produce fi ne spray droplets (mist).



•  May be tank mixed with other herbicides approved for 
postemergence directed use in cotton. Unless otherwise 
instructed on this label, refer to tank mix product label 
for rates, directions, limitations and cautions.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



COTTON



Use directions for 
all cotton harvest 
aid uses



Harvest Aid Harvest Aid Use Precautions (Applies to all 
sections)



Restrictions 
•  Do not pasture livestock in treated fi elds or 



feed treated foliage.
•  If multiple applications are made, allow 7 days 



between applications.
•  Do not apply to cotton within 3 days before 



harvest.
•  Repeat application if necessary. Do not exceed 



a total of 2.0 pt/A as a harvest aid.



Precautions
•  May be tank mixed with other cotton harvest 



aid materials known to be effective by the 
local expert. Unless otherwise instructed in this 
label, refer to tank mix product label for rates, 
directions, limitations and cautions.



•  Gramoxone SL 2.0 can be applied in a tank 
mix with methyl parathion and/or Karate 
insecticide.



•  Nodes above cracked bolls (NACB) timing is for 
guidance and is not intended to restrict the 
local expert in their use of the product.



SOUTHERN 
COTTON



Harvest aid for 
boll opening 
and defoliation 
(tank mix with 
phosphate and 
chlorate
defoliants)



4 Broadcast 8.0 fl  oz + 1 pt
phosphate or
1 gal chlorate



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



7 Restrictions
•  Apply when 80% or more of the bolls are 



open and the remaining bolls to be harvested 
are mature.



Precautions
•  Development of immature bolls will be 



inhibited.



SOUTHERN 
COTTON



Additional tank 
mixes for boll 
opening and 
defoliation



4 Broadcast 3.1-5.0 fl  oz Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions
•  Apply when 60% or more of the bolls are 



open and the remaining bolls to be harvested 
are mature.



Precautions
•  To aid in defoliation and opening of mature 



bolls, Gramoxone SL 2.0 may be tank mixed 
with the following products: Accelerate® 
Defoliant, DEF® Defoliant, Dropp®



Defoliant, Ethephon® Plant Growth
Regulant, Folex® Defoliant, Harvade®



Harvest Growth Regulant, Prep™ PGR.
•   Development of immature bolls will be 



inhibited.
•  Refer to tank mix product label for rate, direc-



tions, limitations and cautions.
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Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



SOUTHERN
COTTON



Post Defoliation-To 
aid in opening of 
mature bolls and 
to desiccate green 
weeds



4 Broadcast 1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



3 Restrictions
•  Apply when 75% or more of the bolls are 



open and remaining bolls to be harvested are 
mature.



Precautions
•  Use higher specifi ed rate if weed infestation is 



heavy or dense.
•  Development of immature bolls will be 



inhibited.
•  After a defoliation or conditioning application 



has been made, delay desiccation application 
of Gramoxone SL 2.0 approximately 3-7 days to 
minimize leaf sticking.



WESTERN
COTTON



Harvest aid for boll 
opening and early 
defoliation



4 Broadcast 5.5-8.0 fl  oz +
phosphate or 



sodium chlorate;
and/or other



compatible har-
vest aid products.



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



7 Restrictions 
• Do not use more than 8.0 fl  oz of



Gramoxone SL 2.0 for early defoliation as 
excessive desiccation may occur.



•  Do not use more than 4.0 lb of actual sodium 
chlorate defoliant per acre at this early 
defoliation timing.



Precautions
•  Use higher specifi ed rate of Gramoxone SL 2.0 



on rank cotton.
•  Early defoliation timing is when 60% or more 



of the bolls are open and the remaining bolls 
to be harvested are mature (approximately 
4 NACB).



•  Development of immature bolls will be 
inhibited.



WESTERN
COTTON



Harvest aid for boll 
opening and mid-
to-late defoliation



4 Broadcast 8.0-16.0
fl  oz alone or 
tank mix with 



sodium
chlorate or phos-
phate defoliant



and/or other 
compatible har-



vest aid products.



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



3
(Alone)



Precautions
•  In desert cotton areas or on rank vigorous 



cotton, use the 16 fl  oz rate of
Gramoxone SL 2.0.



•  Mid-to-late defoliation timing is when 75% or 
more of the bolls are open and
remaining bolls to be harvested are mature 
(approximately 3 or fewer NACB).



•  Development of immature bolls will be 
inhibited.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



COTTON
Stripper 
or Spindle 
Harvested



Harvest
aid for 
defoliation 
and boll 
opening



4 Broadcast 3.0-11.25
fl  oz



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



3 Restrictions
•  Apply when 75% of the bolls are open and the 



remaining bolls to be harvested are mature. 
•  May be applied as a split application. Do not exceed a 



total of 2.0 pt/A per year.



Precautions
•  It is advisable, because of extremes in environmental 



and plant conditions, to apply the range of rates on a 
small block of cotton to determine the rate that best 
fi ts your needs.



•  Development of immature bolls will be inhibited. Slice 
bolls and inspect the seed for maturity.



•  Gramoxone SL 2.0 may be applied alone or tank mixed 
with the following cotton harvest aids: Accelerate 
Defoliant, DEF® Defoliant, Ethephon® Plant Growth 
Regulant, Folex® Defoliant, Harvade® Harvest Growth 
Regulant, Prep PGR.



•  To avoid leaf sticking, apply Gramoxone SL 2.0 as a 
desiccant approximately 3-7 days after defoliation or a 
conditioning application and 7-14 days before harvest.



•  Cooler temperatures may cause a longer waiting 
period between application of Gramoxone SL 2.0 as a 
desiccant and defoliation/condition.



•  Lower rates in the range may be necessary south of 
I-10 in Texas where temperatures are typically higher 
during defoliation.



COTTON



Late season 
desiccation



4 Broadcast 1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



3 Restrictions
•  May be applied as a split application. Do not exceed 



a total of 2.0 pt/A per year.
•  Apply when 85% of the bolls are open and the 



remaining bolls to be harvested are mature (approxi-
mately 0 NACB).



Precautions
•  It is advisable, because of extremes in environmental 



and plant conditions, to apply the range of rates 
on a small block to determine the rate that best fi ts 
your needs.



•  Development of immature bolls will be inhibited. 
Slice bolls and inspect the seed for maturity.



•  Lower rates in the range may be necessary south of 
I-10 in Texas where temperatures are typically higher 
during defoliation.



•  If a defoliation or conditioning application has been 
made, delay desiccation application of Gramoxone SL 
2.0 approximately 3-7 days to minimize leaf sticking.



•  May be tank mixed with other harvest aid materials 
known to the local expert to be effective.
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Crop
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Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre
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Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



COTTON



Suppression of 
Regrowth



4 Broadcast 1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



3 Precautions
•  Regrowth is diffi cult to control, therefore, 



thorough coverage with the full rate is 
necessary.



•  Control is dependent on growing conditions 
and desiccation of small new regrowth may 
not always be complete.



•  Use higher specifi ed rate if regrowth is 
excessive.



EASTER LILIES
(Field grown)



2 Preemer-
gence



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions
• Do not apply more than twice per season.



FALLOW LAND



Prior to planting 
of any crops.



2 Preplant 
Broadcast to 
Fallow Land



1.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions
•  Do not make more than 2 applications dur-



ing the fallow period.



Precautions
•  Fallow land may be between operations 



such as disking, ripping, plowing, leveling, 
irrigating or listing for ground preparation 
purposes.



•  Use for the control of weeds such as 
bluegrass, chickweed, henbit, downy brome, 
ryegrass, cheatgrass, dog fennel, tansy 
mustard, London rocket, sowthistle, rescue 
brome, wild oats, volunteer cereals and other 
winter annuals and for suppression of peren-
nial weeds or sedges.



•  Use the higher rate for weeds approaching 
the maximum size of 6”.



•  Allow maximum weed emergence prior 
to application to maximize the benefi t of 
this use.



•  Adhere to the preharvest intervals and other 
crop specifi c restrictions for planted crops 
elsewhere on this label.



GINGER 6 Preemer-
gence 
Broadcast, 
Postemer-
gence, 
Directed 
Spray



2.0-4.0 pt Ground:
20 gal



14 days for 
immature 



ginger roots, 
75 days for 



mature
ginger roots



Restrictions
• Apply as a preemergence broadcast



application before, during, or after planting 
but prior to crop emergence.



•  If multiple applications are made, allow 30 
days between applications.



•  Do not exceed 24 pints of Gramoxone SL 2.0 
(6 lb active ingredient) per acre per season.



•  Do not allow spray to contact ginger plants.
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Applications 
Per Year
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Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre
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Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest
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(Days) Directions



GRASSES 
(For Seed; 
For Use in 
Seedbed 
Preparation)



3 Preplant,
At Planting, 
or Preemer-
gence



2.0-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions
•  Repeat applications may be made prior to grass 



emergence, however, do not exceed 3 applica-
tions per year.



•  Do not graze treated areas or use the seed or 
straw from treated areas for animal feed or 
bedding.



Precautions
•  Prepare the seedbeds and allow weeds to 



germinate.
•  Apply Gramoxone SL 2.0 when weeds are at 



the 3-5 leaf stage.



GUAR
(Preharvest 
desiccation



3 Preharvest 2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



4 Restrictions
•  Do not apply until the pods are fully mature.
•  Do not graze treated areas or use the treated 



forage for animal feed.



GUAVA 4 Directed 
Spray



3.75 pt Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions
•  Do not allow spray to contact green stems, fruit 



or foliage.
• Do not graze treated areas.
•  Do not feed cover crops grown in treated areas 



to livestock.
Precautions
•  For mature woody weeds, late-germinating 



weeds and grasses, and perennials, retreatment 
or spot spraying may be necessary.



HOPS
(ID, OR, & WA 
only)



3 Directed 
Spray and/
or Suckering 
and
Stripping



2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



14 Restrictions
• Do not apply more than 3 times per season.
•  Do not allow spray to contact green stems, foli-



age, fl owers, or cones as injury may result.
•  Do not allow animals to graze in treated 



hopyards.



Precautions
•  Retreatment or spot treatment may be necessary.
•  Hop vine refuse and silage may be fed to 



livestock.
•  For suckering and stripping, spray only the basal 



2 ft of the vines.
•  Experience with varieties other than Cascade, 



Yakima Cluster, and Bullion is limited. If using 
Gramoxone SL 2.0 on other varieties than these, 
test the use pattern on a small number of vines 
of each variety to determine sensitivity to 
injury. Do not use on unlisted varieties if unac-
ceptable crop injury occurs.



•  Chemical Pruning: To burn back existing vines 
and obtain even emergence of subsequent 
vines, spray when vines are less than 3 ft tall.



•  APPLICATION TO HOP VINES LESS THAN 6 FT 
TALL MAY CAUSE UNACCEPTABLE INJURY.
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Gramoxone SL
2.0
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Acre
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Preharvest
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LENTILS 2 Harvest Aid 1.2-2.0 pt Ground:
20 gal
Air:
7 gal



7 Restrictions
•  DO NOT exceed a total of 2.0 pt/A per season.
•  May also be applied as a split application. If 



applied as a split application, do not exceed 
a total of 2 pt/A per season. Split application 
may improve coverage. 



•  Apply when crop is mature and at least 80% 
of the pods are yellowing and mostly ripe 
with no more than 30% of the leaves still 
green in color. 



•  DO NOT apply when weather conditions 
favor spray drift. A drift control agent may be 
included to reduce spray drift.



•  NOT REGISTERED FOR USE ON LENTILS IN 
CALIFORNIA.



Precautions
•  Add nonionic surfactant at 0.25% v/v (2 pt/100 



gal) of the fi nished spray volume.



MINT
(Peppermint,
 Spearmint)



2 Dormant 
Season



2.0-3.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions
•   Apply when crop is dormant before spring 



growth begins and when weeds are less than 
6” tall.



•  Do not apply more than 3.0 pt/A per dormant 
season.



Precautions
•  For suppression of weeds such as Italian 



ryegrass, prickly lettuce, groundsel, chickweed, 
downy brome and bluegrass.



•  May be tank mixed with Sinbar Herbicide (ter-
bacil) weed killer for improved contact activity 
and residual control of Italian ryegrass, prickly 
lettuce and groundsel. Apply this tank mixture 
no more than once per season. Refer to the 
Sinbar label for rates, directions, and cautions 
and for a list of weeds controlled.



OKRA 1 Preemergence 
Broadcast



2.0-4.0 pt/A Ground:
20 gal



-- Restrictions
•  Preemergence applications must be made 



before crop emergence.
•  If multiple applications are made, allow 14 



days between applications.
•  Apply no more than 3 applications per season.
•  Do not exceed 8.0 pt/A (2 lb active ingredient) 



per season.
• Do not allow spray to contact okra plants.



2 Postemer-
gence
Directed Spray



2.0 pt/A Ground:
20 gal



21 days
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ONION
(DRY BULB)



1 Preemer-
gence 
Broadcast



2.0-4.0 pt/A Ground:
20 gal



-- Restrictions
•  Only 1 preemergence and 1 postemergence 



application can be made per year.
•  Do not exceed 6.0 pt/A (1.5 lb active ingredient) 



per season.



Precautions
•  Use the higher rate for heavy weed infestations 



or wild oat control.
•  For preemergence treatment, allow maximum 



weed emergence prior to treatment but apply 
before crop emergence.



1 Postemer-
gence 
Directed 
Spray



2.0 pt/A Ground:
20 gal



60 days



ONIONS 
(SEEDED)
AND GARLIC



1 Preplant/
Preemer-
gence



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



60
200



(CA only)



Restrictions
•  Use the higher rate for heavy weed infestations 



or wild oat control. Apply only one application 
per season at the 4.0 pt/A dosage.



•  Do not apply more than 4.0 pt/A.



Precautions
•  Allow maximum weed and grass emergence 



prior to treatment but apply prior to crop 
emergence.



PASSION FRUIT 5 Directed 
Spray



3.75 pt Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions
•   If application is to be made during harvest 



season, pick all fruit off the ground prior to 
application.



•  Do not allow animals to graze on treated areas.



Precautions
•  Use a shield or wrap vine if bark is still green at 



application time.
• Retreatment or spot treatment may be necessary.



PEANUTS 2 Broadcast
At Ground 
Crack
Postemer-
gence



8.0-16.0
fl  oz



Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions
•  To control or suppress small (1-6”) emerged 



annual grass and broadleaf weeds in peanuts at 
ground crack. A second application may be made 
up to 28 days after ground crack.



•  Make no more than 2 applications per season 
and do not apply a total of more than 16.0 fl  oz 
of product per acre per season.



•  Do not apply by air.



Precautions
•  For at ground crack use, Gramoxone SL 2.0 can 



be tank mixed with Pursuit® Herbicide or Dual 
Magnum for residual weed control. Consult 
the Pursuit or Dual Magnum label for a list 
of weeds controlled, rates of application, and 
precautions.



•  Crop foliage sprayed will be injured in the form 
of bronzing and crinkling but the crop will 
recover and develop normally.
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Interval
(Days) Directions



PEANUTS



Basagran® 
Herbicide Tank 
Mix



2 Broadcast
At Ground 
Crack Post-
emergence



8.0-16.0
fl  oz



Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions
•  This tank mix can be applied at the ground crack 



stage of peanuts. A second application may be made 
up to 28 days after ground crack.



•  Make no more than 2 applications per season and do 
not apply a total of more than 16.0 fl  oz of product 
per acre per season.



•  Do not apply this tank mix if peanuts show injury (leaf 
phytotoxicity and/or plant stunting) produced by any 
other herbicide treatment as injury may be enhanced 
and/or prolonged.



• Do not apply by air.
Precautions
•  For improved control of weeds such as cocklebur, 



bristly starbur, smartweed and prickly sida, tank mix 
Gramoxone SL 2.0 with Basagran at 1 pt/A.



•  Crop foliage sprayed will be injured in the form of 
bronzing and crinkling but the crop will recover and 
develop normally.



•  Refer to the Basagran label for specifi c use directions, 
limitations, cautions and for a list of weeds controlled.



•  Do not apply this tank mix during prolonged periods 
of drought or unseasonably cold weather as unsatis-
factory weed control may result.



PEANUTS



Butyrac® 
Herbicide or 
Butoxone® 
Herbicide 200 
Tank Mix



2 Broadcast
Postemer-
gence



8.0-16.0
fl  oz



Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions
•   Make no more than 2 applications per season and do 



not apply a total of more than 16.0 fl  oz of product 
per season.



• Do not apply by air.
Precautions
•  For improved control of weeds such as cocklebur, sickle-



pod and morningglory tank mix Gramoxone SL 2.0 
with 8-16 fl  oz (0.125-0.25 lb) per acre of Butyrac or 
Butoxone 200.



•  Crop foliage sprayed will be injured in the form of 
bronzing and crinkling but the crop will recover and 
develop normally.



•  Refer to the complete Butyrac or Butoxone 200 label 
for specifi c use directions, limitations, cautions and for 
a list of weeds controlled.



PEANUTS
For Suppression 
and/or Control of 
Palmer Amaranth 
in Peanut in (AL, 
AR, FL, GA, MS, 
NC, & SC only)



For Suppression 
and/or Control of 
Florida Beggar-
weed in Peanut 
(GA only)



1 Recirculating 
rope wick or 
carpet roller



1 pt Not
Applicable



30 Application Instructions
•  Mix 1 part of Gramoxone SL 2.0 with 1 – 1.5 parts of 



water to prepare a 40-50% solution.
•  Add nonionic surfactant containing 75% or more 



surface-active agent at a minimum of 0.25% v/v (2 
pt/100 gal or 0.32 fl  oz/gal) of fi nished volume.



•  Adjust equipment to apply up to 2 pt/A of the 
herbicide-water mixture



•  Make application at least 6 inches above the 
peanut canopy and set application equipment to 
avoid dripping.



•  Follow application equipment manufacturer’s 
instructions.



Note: Control of large weeds is enhanced if application 
is made in late afternoon or early evening.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



PEANUTS
(continued)



For Suppression
and/or Control of 
Palmer Amaranth
in Peanut in (AL,
AR, FL, GA, MS, NC, 
& SC only)



For Suppression
and/or Control of 
Florida Beggarweed 
in Peanut (GA only)



1 Recirculating 
rope wick or 
carpet roller



1 pt Not
Applicable



30 Restrictions
•  Do not apply more than 1 pt/A of Gramoxone SL 2.0 using 



the recirculating rope wick or carpet roller application 
method.



•  DO NOT exceed 0.5 lb ai/A/year of paraquat-containing 
products for all combined uses.



•  Make applications of Gramoxone SL 2.0 as early as possible, 
and not less than 30 days before harvest to control weeds 
that may interfere with harvesting operations.



• Do not allow livestock to graze in treated areas.
•  Do not feed hay or threshings from treated fi elds to 



livestock.



PERSIMMON 5 Directed 
Spray



3.75 pt Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions
• Do not allow spray to contact green stems, fruit, or foliage.
• Do not graze treated areas.
•  Do not feed cover crops grown in treated areas to 



livestock.
Precautions
•  For mature woody weeds, late-germinating weeds and 



grasses, and perennials, retreatment or spot spraying 
may be necessary.



PIGEON PEAS
(Puerto Rico
 only)



1 Directed 
Spray



2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



60 Restrictions
• Do not make more than 1 application per season.
•  Do not graze treated areas or feed treated forage to 



livestock.
Precautions
• Avoid contact with pigeon pea foliage.
• Cannery waste can be fed to livestock.



PINEAPPLE 3 Directed 
Spray



2.0-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



20 Restrictions
•  Do not exceed 3 applications per season.
Precautions
• Retreatment may be necessary on more mature weeds.



RICE 3 Preplant or 
Preemer-
gence
Broadcast



Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:
3.0-4.0 pt



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions 
•  Apply as a broadcast spray before, during or after planting, 



but before crop emergence. Use higher specifi ed rates and 
spray volumes when vegetation is dense.



•  Do not fl ood/fl ush within 48 hours of application in 
order to ensure complete kill of vegetation.



Precautions 
•  Seeding should be done with a minimum amount of 



soil disturbance.
•  Weeds and grasses emerging after application will not 



be controlled. Crop plants emerged at time of applica-
tion will be killed.



•  For improved or extended weed control, Gramoxone SL 2.0 
may be tank mixed with other herbicides registered for 
this use. Refer to tank mix herbicide labels for specifi c 
directions, limitations, cautions and for a list of weeds 
controlled.



•  If cool, cloudy and/or wet weather delays speed of kill, do 
not fl ood/fl ush until complete kill is evident.
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Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



SAFFLOWER 3 Preplant or 
Preemergence
Broadcast or 
Banded Over 
Row



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions
•  Apply before, during, or after planting but 



before crop emergence.



SAFFLOWER
(California only)



3 Preplant
Broadcast



1.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Precautions
•  For control of volunteer barley in pre-



formed seedbeds.



SMALL GRAINS
(Barley, wheat)



3 Preplant or 
Preemergence



Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:
3.0-4.0 pt



Ground:
5 gal
Air:
5 gal



-



SMALL GRAINS
(Wheat Only)
Hoelon® 3EC Tank 
Mix



3 Preplant or 
Preemergence



Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:
3.0-4.0 pt



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions
•  Do not apply this tank mix to Barley as crop 



injury may result.



Precautions
•  A tank mix with Hoelon 3EC will improve 



grass control.
•  Apply when weeds are actively growing 



and 1-6” in height. Weeds 6” or taller may 
not be controlled.



SORGHUM (Grain) 3 Preplant/
Preemergence 
Broadcast or 
Band



Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:
3.0-4.0 pt



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



48
(grain)



20
(forage)



Precautions
•  Seedbeds should be formed as far ahead 



of planting as possible to allow maximum 
weed and grass emergence.



•  Seeding should be done with a minimum 
amount of soil disturbance.



SORGHUM (Grain)



Atrazine &
2,4-D ester
(Low Volatile) 
Tank Mix



3 Preplant or 
Preemergence



Weeds 1-3”:  
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”:  
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:
3.0-4.0 pt



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



48
(grain)



20
(forage)



Precautions
•  Gramoxone SL 2.0 may be tank mixed 



with Atrazine for improved preemergence 
or residual weed control. The addition 
of 2,4-D ester (Low Volatile) may aid in 
the suppression of perennial and annual 
broadleaf weeds emerged at the time 
of application. Refer to the specifi c tank 
mix herbicide label(s) for rates, directions, 
limitations, and cautions and a list of 
weeds controlled.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



SORGHUM (Grain)



Harmony® Extra 
Herbicide Tank 
Mix



3 Preplant 2.0-3.75 pt Ground:
10 gal



48 (grain)
20 (forage)



Precautions 
•  Gramoxone SL 2.0 may be tank mixed with 



Harmony Extra for improved weed control.
•  Refer to the Harmony Extra label for rates, 



directions, limitations, and cautions and for a 
list of weeds controlled.



SORGHUM (Grain) 2 Postemer-
gence 
Directed 
(Including 
Hooded or 
Shielded)



1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



48 (grain)
20 (forage)



Restrictions
•  Do not exceed 2 postemergence-directed 



applications or exceed a total of 4.0 pt 
Gramoxone SL 2.0 per season.



Precautions
• Apply when weeds are actively growing.
•  Use higher specifi ed rate on larger or hard to 



control weeds. Weeds 6” or taller may not be 
controlled.



•  Severe damage and/or complete kill can occur 
if spray contacts sorghum plants.



HOODED OR SHIELDED SPRAYERS



Restrictions
•  Apply by directing spray between the rows 



and using hooded or shielded sprayers to 
prevent spray contact with crop plants.



Precautions
•  To avoid excessive crop phytotoxicity, use 



a hooded or shielded sprayer with skids or 
wheels on the spray boom to maintain spray 
height.



DIRECTED SPRAY WITHOUT HOODED OR 
SHIELDED SPRAYERS



Restrictions
•  Apply when sorghum is at least 12” tall when 



naturally standing.
•  Do not exceed 30 psi nozzle pressure or spray 



under conditions which may cause excessive 
drift.



•  Use precision directed-spray application 
equipment adjusted so that no more than the 
lower 3” of the sorghum stalk is contacted by 
the application spray.



Precautions
•  Some crop injury will occur. The degree of 



injury is related to the precision of application 
and spraying conditions.



SOYBEANS
(Use directions for 
all soybean uses)



All
Soybean 
Uses



Restrictions
•  Do not exceed 11.6 pints of Gramoxone SL 2.0 



(2.9 lb active ingredient) per acre per season.
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Crop
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Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre
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Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



SOYBEANS 3 Preplant or
Preemer-
gence



Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:
3.0-4.0 pt



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions
• Do not exceed a total of 6.0 pt of



Gramoxone SL 2.0 per season.
•  Apply as a broadcast spray before, during or 



after planting, but before crop emergence.
•  Do not graze or harvest for forage or hay 



before the R3 stage of soybean development 
(early pod).



Precautions
•  For improved burndown or residual control, 



Gramoxone SL 2.0 may be tank mixed with the 
following herbicides: 2,4-DB, 2,4-D, Authority®, 
Canopy, Canopy XL, Command, Dual Magnum, 
Dual II Magnum, Goal, Harmony® Extra 
(Preplant Only), Lorox, Lorox Plus, Flexstar, 
Firstrate™, Frontier, Gemini®, Warrior, Karate, 
Prowl, Pursuit, Scepter®, Sencor, Surfl an®, 
Turbo®.



•  The rate of Gramoxone SL 2.0 to be used in 
these tank mixtures is dependent on weed 
height and growing conditions. Use the highest 
rate of Gramoxone SL 2.0 under dry conditions 
or where the weed canopy is dense. Refer to 
the specifi c tank mix herbicide label(s) for rates, 
directions, limitations, and cautions and for a 
list of weeds controlled.



•  The lower rate may be used when weeds are 
less than 4” tall and a selective postemergence 
spray or cultivation will be made within 3 
weeks after planting.



•  Seeding should be done with a minimum 
amount of soil disturbance.



SOYBEANS



2,4-D ester 
(Low Volatile) 
Tank Mix



3 Preplant or
Preemer-
gence



Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:
3.0-4.0 pt



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions
•  Apply 2,4-D ester (Low Volatile) at 0.35-0.475 lb 



ai/A at least 7 days prior to planting.
•  Apply 2,4-D ester (Low Volatile) at 0.475-0.95 lb 



ai/A at least 30 days prior to planting.



Precautions
•  Do not apply 2,4-D ester (Low Volatile) prior to 



planting soybeans if you are not prepared to 
accept the results of soybean injury including 
possible loss of stand and yield.



•  Do not use the amine formulation as 
Gramoxone SL 2.0 activity may be reduced.



•  May be tank mixed with residual herbicides 
listed above.



•  Refer to the 2,4-D ester (Low Volatile) label for 
a list of rates, directions, limitations and cau-
tions and for a list of weeds controlled.











Crop
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Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre
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Spray Per 
Acre
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Preharvest
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(Days) Directions



SOYBEANS 3 Spot Spray 4.8 pt/
100 gal
water



- Forage/Hay:
46 Days



Restrictions
•  Do not allow spray to contact soybean 



plant as crop injury or death may occur.



Precautions
•  Spray the solution on actively growing 



weeds until uniformly wet but not to the 
point of runoff.



SOYBEANS 3 Postemergence
Directed Spray
(Includes Hooded 
or Shielded)



1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



Forage:
46 days



Restrictions
•  If multiple applications are made, allow 



14-days between applications.
•  Do not graze or harvest for forage or hay. 
•  Apply by directing spray between the rows 



and using hooded or shielded sprayers to 
prevent spray contact with crop plants.



Precautions
•  Apply when weeds are actively growing.
•  For control of seedling johnsongrass, 



crabgrass, goosegrass, Brachiaria, Texas 
millet and pigweed less than 2” tall, use 
the lower rate of Gramoxone SL 2.0.



•  For control of 2-4“ red rice, Brachiaria, 
barnyardgrass, crabgrass. goosegrass, 
seedling johnsongrass, giant foxtail,
 and fall panicum, use 8.0 fl  oz of 
Gramoxone SL 2.0.



•  For control of 2-3” sicklepod, purslane, pig-
weed, cutleaf ground cherry, and common 
ragweed, use 8.0 fl  oz of Gramoxone SL 2.0.



•  For control of 2-4” grasses in mixture with 
common cocklebur, morningglory, and red 
rice, apply Gramoxone SL 2.0 at 8.0 fl  oz/A 
plus 0.2 lb active ingredient per acre of a 
2,4-DB formulation.



•  Refer to the 2,4-DB label for directions, 
limitations, and cautions.



•  Use higher specifi ed rate on larger (‹6”) or 
hard to control weeds. Weeds 6” or taller 
may not be controlled.



•  Severe damage and/or complete kill can 
occur if spray intentionally or accidentally 
(including drift of fi ne droplets) contacts 
the plants.
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Crop
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Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone 
SL 2.0



Rate Per Acre
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Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



SOYBEANS 1 Harvest Aid 8.0-16.0
fl  oz



Ground:
20 gal
Air:
5 gal



15-day PHI



Do not 
graze.



Restrictions
• Do not apply within 15 days of harvest.
• Do not graze or harvest for forage or hay.



Precautions
•  Indeterminant varieties: Apply when at least 65% of 



the seed pods have reached a mature brown color or 
when seed moisture is 30% or less.



•  Determinant varieties: Apply when plants are mature, 
i.e., beans are fully developed, 1/2 of leaves have 
dropped, and remaining leaves are yellowing.



• Immature soybeans will be injured.
•  Mature cocklebur, especially drought-stressed plants, 



are tolerant to
 Gramoxone SL 2.0 and desiccation will not be com-
plete. Always use the higher rate for cocklebur.



SOYBEANS



(GROWN FOR 
RESEARCH, FIELD 
TRIALS AND SEED 
PRODUCTION 
ONLY)



1 Harvest Aid 8.0-16.0
fl  oz



Ground:
20 gal
Air:
5 gal



3-day PHI



Do not 
graze.



Restrictions
•  Only for use as a harvest aid with a 3-day pre-harvest 



interval on soybeans grown for research, fi eld trials 
and seed production, including USDA regulated 
plantings or seed production.



•  Use of Gramoxone SL 2.0 as a harvest aid with a 3-day 
pre-harvest interval on soybeans may only be done 
under agreement with and following all instructions 
of Syngenta Crop Protection, LLC.



•  Do not apply within 3 days of harvest.
•  Do not graze or harvest for forage or hay.
•  Do not use or process harvested grain for food or 



feed.



Precautions
•  Indeterminate varieties: Apply when at least 65% of 



the seed pods have reached a mature brown color or 
when seed moisture is 30% or less.



•  Determinant varieties: Apply when plants are mature, 
i.e., beans are fully developed, 1/2 of leaves have 
dropped, and remaining leaves are yellowing.



•  Immature soybeans will be injured.
•  Mature cocklebur, especially drought-stressed plants, 



are tolerant to Gramoxone SL 2.0 and desiccation 
will not be complete. Always use the higher rate for 
cocklebur.



STRAWBERRIES 3 Postemer-
gence
Directed 
Spray



2.0 pt Ground:
20 gal



21 Restrictions
•  Do not apply more than 3 times per season.
•  Do not graze livestock in treated areas.



Precautions
•  Apply by directing spray between the rows and using 



shields to prevent spray contact with crop plants.
•  Do not allow spray to contact strawberry plants as 



injury or excessive residues may result.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year Use Pattern



Gramoxone 
SL 2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



SUGAR 
BEETS



3 Preplant or 
Preemergence



2.0-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Precautions
• Use the higher rate for heavier weed infestations.
•  Seeding or transplanting should be done with a 



minimum amount of soil disturbance.
•  Crop plants emerged at time of application will 



be killed.
•  Can be used in fallow bed/stale seedbed for weed 



control.
•  Seedbeds or plantbeds should be formed as far 



ahead of treatment as possible to permit maximum 
weed emergence.



SUGARCANE 2 Postemergence
Directed Spray 
(Includes Hooded 
or Shielded)



Restrictions
•  Make a second and fi nal application, if necessary, 



when new weed growth is 2-6” high.
•  Do not graze treated areas or feed treated forage 



to livestock.



Precautions
•  Apply as a hooded, shielded or directed spray to avoid 



contact with cane foliage to prevent leaf burn and 
yield reduction.



-- Florida -- 2 2.0 pt Ground:
50 gal



- Restrictions
•  Do not apply after June 1 as cane growth may be 



stunted and yields reduced.



Precautions
•  For optimum results, apply in early spring (March-



April) when weeds are small.



-- Hawaii -- 2 2.0 pt Ground:
20 gal



- Restrictions 
• Do not apply after cane rows have closed in.



-- Louisiana -- 2 1.0-3.0 pt Ground:
20 gal



30 Precautions
•  For tiller control, apply when tillers are less than 



18” high.
•  Use the higher specifi ed rate for heavier weed infes-



tations or tiller growth.



-- Florida 
   & Texas --



1 Harvest Aid 0.6-1.0 pt Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions 
•  Apply 3-14 days before burning and harvest.



Precautions
•  Use higher specifi ed rate under cool, cloudy weather 



conditions.



SUNFLOWER 3 Preplant or 
Preemergence
Broadcast or 
Banded Over Row



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions 
•  Apply before, during, or after planting but before 



crop emergence.
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SUNFLOWER 2 Preharvest
Desiccation
Broadcast



1.2-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



7 Restrictions 
•  Do not graze treated areas or feed treated forage 



to livestock.



Precautions
•  Apply when sunfl ower seeds reach physiological 



maturity (when seed moisture is 35% or lower). 
For many varieties, this corresponds to the time 
when the back of the heads are yellow and the 
bracts are turning brown.



•  Use the higher rate when crop stands or weed 
infestations are heavy.



TANIERS
(Florida Only)



1 Preemer-
gence 
Broadcast 
or Banded 
Over Row



2.0-4.0 pt/A Ground:
20 gal



180 Restrictions
•  Preemergence applications must be made before 



crop emergence.
•  Postemergence/directed spray applications must be 



made with ground equipment that can direct the 
spray between the rows and shield to prevent spray 
contact with crop plants.



• Only 2 applications can be made per season.
•  Do not exceed 6.0 pt (1.5 lb active ingredient) per 



season.
•  Allow 30-60 days between applications if 2 



applications are made.
•  Do not apply in less than 20 gallons of water/acre.
• Do not allow spray to contact plants.



1 Postemer-
gence 
Directed 
Spray



2.0 pt/A



TANIERS
(Puerto Rico Only)



3 Shielded 
Post
Directed 
Spray



2.0 pt Ground:
50 gal



90  Restrictions
•   On taniers, do not make more than 3 applications 



per crop season.
•  Do not allow spray to contact tanier plants as injury 



may result.
• Do not spray under windy conditions.
•  Do not graze treated areas or feed treated forage 



to livestock.



Precautions
•  Apply when weeds are succulent and growth is 1-6”.



TARO,
DRYLAND
(Hawaii Only)



2 Postemer-
gence
Directed 
Spray



2.0-3.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



180  Restrictions
•  A single re-treatment may be made; however, do 



not harvest dryland taro within 6 months of the last 
application.



Precautions
•  Do not allow spray to contact the taro plants as 



injury may result.
•  Make the fi rst application when weed growth is 



1-4” high.
•  Weeds emerging after the application will not be 



controlled.
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2.0
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Preharvest
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TREE
PLANTATION
ESTABLISH-
MENT
Deciduous and 
Conifers



3 Preplant
Broadcast



2.0-4.0 pt Ground:
20 gal



-  Restrictions
•  Apply prior to planting. Plant with minimal soil 



disturbance. Do not apply in less than 20 gal/A as 
weed control will be reduced.



Precautions
•  Prepare ground early to allow maximum emer-



gence of weeds.
•  Use the higher rate for heavier weed infestations.
•  For improved burndown or residual control, tank 



mix Gramoxone SL 2.0 with other herbicides 
labelled for this use.



•  Refer to the specifi c tank mix herbicide label(s) 
for rates, directions, limitations, and cautions and 
for a list of weeds controlled.



TREES AND 
VINES
Orchards, 
Vineyards, 
Windbreak, 
Shade & Orna-
mental Trees



Acerola
Apples
Apricots
Avocados
Bananas/
Plantains



Beechnut
Brazil Nut
Butternut
Calamondin
Cashew
Cherries
Chestnut
Chinquapin
Citrus Citron
Coffee
Figs
Filberts
Grapefruit
Grapes
Hickory Nut
Kiwi Fruit
Kumquat
Lemon
Lime
Macadamia
Nuts



Mandarin
Nectarines



5
except for:



Apricots
3



Cherries
3



Kiwi Fruit
3



Nectarines
3



Olives
4



Peaches
3



Pistachios
5



(only 2 after 
shells split)



Plums
3



Directed 
Spray



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



Apricots
28



Cherries
28



Figs
13



Kiwi Fruit
14



Nectarines
28



Olives
13



Peaches
14



Pistachios
7



Plums
28



 Restrictions
•  Do not allow spray to contact green stems (except 



suckers), fruit or foliage.
•  Do not graze treated areas.
•  Do not feed cover crops grown in treated areas 



to livestock.
•  Do not apply when fi gs or olives to be harvested 



are on the ground.
•  For apricots - Do not harvest within 28 days after 



application and do not exceed 3 postemergence 
directed applications per season.



•  For cherries - Do not harvest within 28 days after 
application and do not exceed 3 post-
emergence directed applications per season.



•  For fi gs - Do not harvest within 13 days after 
application and do not exceed 5 postemergence 
directed applications per season.



•  For grapes - treat when sucker growth is no more 
than 8” long. Late season applications to weeds 
should be made to avoid contact with desirable 
foliage.



•  For kiwi fruit - Do not treat more than 3 times 
per year. Do not harvest within 14 days after 
application.



•  For mature woody weeds, perennial weeds, late 
germinating weeds and green suckers, retreatment 
or spot treatment may be necessary.



•  For nectarines - Do not harvest within 28 days after 
application and do not exceed 3 post-
emergence directed applications per season.



•  For nuts – All applications must be made prior to 
shaking for harvest.



continued…











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



TREES AND VINES
(continued)



Olives
Orange
(sour & sweet)



Papayas
Peaches
Pears
Pecans
Pistachios
Plums
Prunes
Pummelo
Satsuma mandarin
Walnuts
Other shade and
ornamental trees 
such as arborvitae, 
ash, elm, fi r, oak, 
pine, etc.



5
except for:



Apricots
3



Cherries
3



Kiwi Fruit
3



Nectarines
3



Olives
4



Peaches
3



Pistachios
5



(only 2 after 
shells split)



Plums
3



Directed 
Spray



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



Apricots
28



Cherries
28



Figs
13



Kiwi Fruit
14



Nectarines
28



Olives
13



Peaches
14



Pistachios
7



Plums
28



•  For olives - Do not harvest within 13 days 
after application and do not exceed 4 post-
emergence directed applications per season.



•  For peaches - Do not harvest within 14 days 
after application and do not exceed 3 post-
emergence directed applications per season.



• For pistachios - Do not exceed two
applications after shells split. Do not har-
vest within 7 days after application.



•  For plums - Do not harvest within 28 days 
after application and do not exceed 3 
postemergence directed applications per 
season.



Precautions
•  Use a shield or wrap plant when spraying 



around young trees or vines.



TREES AND VINES



Tank Mixes



5
except for:



Apricots
3



Cherries
3



Kiwi Fruit
3



Nectarines
3



Olives
4



Peaches
3



Pistachios
5



(only 2 after 
shells split)



Plums
3



Directed 
Spray



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



Refer to 
other tank 
mix labels



Precautions
•  Gramoxone SL 2.0 may be tank mixed with 



registered residual herbicides listed below 
for combined emerged and residual weed 
control. Always refer to other herbicide 
label(s) for respective precautions, limita-
tions, restrictions, dates and directions for 
use and weeds controlled.



•  Gramoxone SL 2.0 may be tank mixed with 
the following herbicides:
Devrinol®, Goal, Karmex®,
 Krovar® I Herbicides, Princep, Sinbar, 
Surfl an, Solicam®.



PERENNIAL
TROPICAL AND
SUB-TROPICAL FRUIT 
TREES



Atemoya
Biriba
Black sapote
Canistel
Cherimoya
Custard apple
Feijoa
Ilama
Jaboticaba



4 Directed 
Spray



2.5-3.75 pt Ground:
10 gal



14 Restrictions
•  Do not allow spray to contact green stems 



(except suckers), fruit or foliage.
•  For suckering spray when suckers are 4 to 



8 inches tall.
• Do not graze treated areas.
•  Do not feed cover crops grown in treated 



areas to livestock.
•  If more than one application is to be made, 



a minimum of 28 days must be maintained 
between subsequent applications.



•  Apply only with backpack sprayers or 
ground boom equipment.



Precautions
•  For mature woody weeds, late-germinating 



weeds and grasses, and perennials, retreat-
ment or spot spraying may be necessary.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



PERENNIAL TROPICAL 
AND SUB-TROPICAL 
FRUIT TREES



(continued)
Longan
Lychee
Mamey sapote
Mango
Pawpaw
Pomegranate
Pulasan
Rambutan
Sapodilla
Soursop
Spanish lime
Star apple
Starfruit
Sugar apple
Wax jambu
White sapote



4 Directed 
Spray



2.5-3.75 pt Ground:
10 gal



14 Restrictions
•  Do not allow spray to contact green stems 



(except suckers), fruit or foliage.
•  For suckering spray when suckers are 4 to 



8 inches tall.
• Do not graze treated areas.
•  Do not feed cover crops grown in treated 



areas to livestock.
•  If more than one application is to be 



made, a minimum of 28 days must 
be maintained between subsequent 
applications.



•  Apply only with backpack sprayers or 
ground boom equipment.



Precautions
•  For mature woody weeds, late-germinating 



weeds and grasses, and perennials, retreat-
ment or spot spraying may be necessary.



TUBEROUS AND CORM 
VEGETABLES



Arracacha
Arrowroot
Artichoke, Chinese
Artichoke, Jerusalem
Canna, edible
Chayote (root)
Chufa
Leren
Potato
Sweet potato
Turmeric
Yam bean



3 Preplant or 
Preemer-
gence
Broadcast



1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions
•  Apply up to ground cracking, before crop 



has emerged.



TUBEROUS AND CORM 
VEGETABLES



(California, Washington, 
Oregon, Idaho only;
Used alone)



Arracacha
Arrowroot
Artichoke, Chinese
Artichoke, Jerusalem
Canna, edible
Chayote (root)
Chufa
Leren
Potato
Sweet potato
Turmeric
Yam bean



3 Preplant
Broadcast



8.0-16.0 fl  oz Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Precautions
•  For control of volunteer barley in pre-



formed seedbeds.



continued…











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



TYFON
(New Hampshire only)



3 Preplant
Preemer-
gence



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



-  Precautions
•  Seeding should be done with a minimum of 



soil disturbance.
•  Weeds and grasses emerging after treat-



ment will not be controlled.
•  Crop plants emerged at time of application 



will be injured.



VEGETABLES (SEE 
CUCURBITS BELOW)
(Seeded or
 Transplanted)
Beans (Lima, Snap)
Broccoli
Cabbage
Carrots
Caulifl ower
Cavalo Broccolo
Chinese Cabbage
Collards
Eggplant
Endive (Escarole)
Groundcherry
Lettuce



Peas
Pepino
Peppers



Sweet Corn
Tomatillo
Turnips
Tomatoes



3 Preplant 
Preemer-
gence



2.0-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions 
•  Applications can be made as a banded or 



broadcast treatment before, during or after 
planting but prior to the crop emergence. 
Do not harvest tomatoes within 30 days 
after application.



Precautions
•  Seedbeds or plantbeds should be formed 



as far ahead of treatment as possible to 
permit maximum weed emergence.



•  Use the higher rate for heavier weed 
infestations.



•  Seeding or transplanting should be 
done with a minimum amount of soil 
disturbance.



•  Crop plants emerged at time of application 
will be killed.



•  Can be used in fallow bed/stale seedbed 
for weed control alone or tank mixed with 
Goal. Consult the Goal label for a list of 
weeds controlled, rates of application and 
precautions.



VEGETABLES,
CUCURBITS
(Seeded or
 Transplanted)



Cantaloupe
Chayote Fruit
Chinese Waxgourd
Citron Melon
Cucumber
Gherkin
Gourd, Edible
Momordica spp.
Musk Melons
Pumpkin
Squash
Watermelons



3 Preplant 
Preemer-
gence



2.0-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions 
•  Do not exceed 10 pints of Gramoxone SL



2.0 (2.5 lb active ingredient) per acre per 
season.



•  If multiple applications, allow 14 days 
between applications.



•  Applications can be made as a banded or 
broadcast treatment before, during or after 
planting but prior to the crop emergence.



Precautions
•  Seedbeds or plantbeds should be formed 



as far ahead of treatment as possible to 
permit maximum weed emergence.



•  Use the higher rate for heavier weed 
infestations.



•  Seeding or transplanting should be 
done with a minimum amount of soil 
disturbance.



•  Crop plants emerged at time of application 
will be killed.



•  Can be used in fallow bed/stale seedbed for 
weed control.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



VEGETABLES
Eggplant
Tomatoes
Peppers



3 Directed 
Spray



2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions 
•  Use precision directed spray application equip-



ment adjusted to prevent spray contact with crop 
plants. Do not exceed 30 psi nozzle pressure or 
spray under conditions which may cause excessive 
drift.



•  Apply when weeds are succulent and weed 
growth is less than 6”.



•  Do not apply more than 3 applications per 
season.



•  Do not allow animals to graze in treated areas.
•  Do not harvest tomatoes within 30 days after 



application.



Precautions
•  For control or suppression of emerged weeds 



between rows after crop establishment.



VEGETABLES
Tomatoes



2 After Final 
Harvest



2.4-3.75 pt Ground: 
40-120
gal



- Restrictions 
•  DO NOT apply more than a total of 1.875 lb 



active ingredient (paraquat) per acre per season.



Precautions
•  Add NIS containing 75% or more surface active 



agent at 0.125 v/v (1 pt/100 gal spray solution).
•  Thorough coverage of the tomato vines is re-



quired to ensure maximum herbicide burndown.
•  Use of dirty or muddy water may deactivate 



Gramoxone SL 2.0.
•  To help facilitate removal of Sweet Potato 



Whitefl y, burn tomato vines with propane burn-
ers as soon as possible after the vines have dried 
down suffi ciently.



•  To minimize drift, do not use nozzles or nozzle 
confi gurations which produce fi ne spray droplets 
(mist).



VEGETABLES
(California, 
Washington, 
Oregon,
Idaho only)
Lettuce
Melon
Sugar Beets
Tomatoes



2 Broadcast 0.75-1.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions 
•  Do not harvest tomatoes within 30 days after 



application.



Precautions
•  For control of volunteer barley in preformed 



seedbeds.



VEGETABLES
Rhubarb



2 Dormant 2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions 
•  Apply during dormant season before buds in 



crown begin to grow.
•  Do not make more than 2 applications per 



season.
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ALFALFA



Table 2. New Seedlings - Suppression and control of broadleaf weeds and grasses in new alfalfa 
seedlings grown for hay (California only)



For Control of:



Rate/Acre



For Suppression For Control



Spikeweed
(4 inches tall or less)



8 fl  oz 16-24 fl  oz



Volunteer Small Grain
(8 inches tall or less)



8-16 fl  oz 32 fl  oz



Fiddleneck
(6 inches tall or less)



8-16 fl  oz 32 fl  oz



Shepherdspurse 16-32 fl  oz -



Annual Bluegrass - 16-32 fl  oz



Chickweed - 16-32 fl  oz



Red Maids
(6 inches tall or less)



- 16-32 fl  oz



Do not use the 8.0 fl  oz rate unless the alfalfa has at least 3 trifoliate leaves; the 16.0 fl  oz rate unless the alfalfa has 
6 trifoliate leaves; or rates over 16.0 fl  oz unless there are 9 trifoliate leaves.



RESIN SOAKING



Pines (Loblolly, Shortleaf, Longleaf, Slash, Virginia, Pond, Pitch, and Spruce Pines)



Tree Selection - Select trees to be treated from stands on sites not subject to periods of extreme drought stress as 
the desiccating effect of Gramoxone SL 2.0 to pines is accentuated during such periods, causing a reduction in the 
amount of oleoresin deposited in the xylem. Select trees to be treated from vigorous, nonstagnated stands, either 
natural or planted. In stagnated stands or commercial timber stands, plan treating with Gramoxone SL 2.0 not 
sooner than three years after a commercial thinning.



Application Directions - Apply Gramoxone SL 2.0 diluted in water to a suitable wound in the tree trunk to bring the 
treatment into contact with the xylem (sapwood).



Bark Streaks or Cuts: This type of wound is made using a standard or rotary bark hack or a chainsaw chipping tool 
employed in naval stores work to remove a single 1-inch wide streak of bark about 1-2 ft from ground level. The 
total length should not exceed 1/3 of the tree circumference. Multiple streaks or cuts can result in serious girdling 
of the trunk and premature death of the tree. A coarse spray (about 1.7-5.0 ml) Gramoxone SL 2.0 solution (1-5% 
cation, wt/wt basis) should be applied to runoff to the exposed xylem, using a low-pressure sprayer. The amount 
of spray required per cut depends on tree circumference and the length of cut or streak (1/3 of circumference). For 
a 9-inch diameter tree, 3 ml of spray will cover the 1-inch wide streak. Using 3 ml of a 3 or 6% Gramoxone SL 2.0 
solution will result in application of 60 or 120 mg. Gramoxone SL 2.0 per streak.



Time of Treatment: Resin soaking can occur from treatments made any time of the year; however, cool season 
treatments under nondrought conditions usually result in less severe pine beetle infestations and longer tree life.



Interval Between Treatment and Tree Harvest: The interval between application of Gramoxone SL 2.0 and tree 
harvest should be a minimum of 6 months and preferably from 12-24 months. Intervals of over 6 months may not 
be possible under conditions of drought or serious pine beetle attacks, which may make early harvest necessary. 
The Gramoxone SL 2.0 treatment may encourage beetle attack, or may cause premature death of the tree. Desicca-
tion of the xylem tissue, rather than the desired resin soaking, may occur, and is more likely at higher dosage rates.



Effect on Stem Growth: Gramoxone SL 2.0 treatment can result in reduced stem growth during the interval between 
treatment and tree harvest.











Dilution Table for Gramoxone SL 2.0 (2.0 lb cation per gallon):



Concentration of Cation
Desired (Wt/Wt Basis)



To 1 Gallon of Gramoxone SL 2.0 Add the
Following No. Gal of Water:



0.2%
0.5%
1.0%
2.0%
3.0%
4.0%
5.0%



118.8
46.8
22.9
10.9



6.9
4.9
3.7



Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



CONSERVATION RESERVE, 
FEDERAL SET-ASIDE, CON-
SERVATION COMPLIANCE 
PROGRAMS (For use in 
compliance with the
Federal Conservation
Reserve Program or
Federal set-aside
programs).



3 Broadcast 2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



-  Precautions
• For improved emerged weed control or



extended weed control, Gramoxone SL 2.0 
may be tank mixed with other herbicides 
registered for this use. Refer to tank mix 
herbicide labels for specifi c directions, 
limitations, cautions and for a list of weeds 
controlled.



NONCROP USES 10 Broadcast
or Spot 
Treatment



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



-  Precautions
•  For use in noncrop areas such as public airports, 



electric transformer stations, pipeline pumping 
stations, around commercial buildings, storage 
yards and other installations, fence lines or 
similar noncrop areas.



•  Avoid contact with the foliage of ornamentals 
or desired plants.



PASTURE RESEEDING
For suppression of
existing sod and
undesirable emerged 
broadleaf weeds and 
grasses prior to or at time 
of planting grasses or
forage legumes



3 Broadcast 1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



See specifi c 
geographic 
comments



West of Cascade and Sierra Nevada Mountains



Restrictions 
•  Do not use in areas with heavy sod and weed 



growth.



Precautions
•  Apply in October through December after fi rst 



fall rains and after weeds have emerged and 
sod has started new growth.



•  For best seeding results, apply on moderately 
to heavily grazed areas.



East of Rocky Mountains



Restrictions 
•  Apply prior to, or at time of seeding grasses or 



forage legumes. 
•  Apply only to grazed or mowed pastures not 



more than 3” in height at time of treatment.



Precautions
•  Use the 2.0 pt rate on vigorous or coarse sod 



species such as bromegrass.



continued…











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



PASTURE
RESEEDING
(continued)



For suppression 
of existing sod 
and undesirable
emerged broad-
leaf weeds and 
grasses prior to 
or at time of 
planting grasses
or forage 
legumes



3 Broadcast 1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



See specifi c 
geographic 
comments



Bermudagrass or Bahiagrass Sods
Precautions
•  Apply in late summer or early fall to sod not exceed-



ing 3 inches in height.
•  For control of emerged Little Barley, apply in February 



or March before the midboot stage of Little Barley.



Bermudagrass and Coastal Bermudagrass Pastures



 Restrictions
•  Do not mow for hay until 40 days after treatment.



Precautions
• Apply when bermudagrass is dormant.
•  For control of little barley, apply before the mid-boot 



stage.



For Control of 
Endophyte-
Fungus-Infected 
Fescue Forage 
Legume/Grass 
Mixture and 
Other Grass 
Pastures



2 Broadcast
(Split
 Application)



1.0-2.0 pt
followed by 



1.0-2.0 pt



Ground:
10 gal



-  Restrictions
•  Use split applications of 10-21 days apart if necessary.
•  Do not exceed 4.0 pt/A total in preparation for 



reseeding.



Precautions
•  For spring plantings, the initial application of 1.0-2.0 pt 



may be made the previous fall.
•  Apply when fescue is actively growing and no more 



than 4” high.
•  To reduce the infestation of endophyte-



infested grass, do not allow fescue to go to seed starting 
with the preceding year’s crop.



* For Prickly Pear
  Desiccation in 



Pastures



* Not for use
  in California.



10 Spot Sprays 1.0 fl  oz per 
gallon of



water



Spray to 
wet weed 
foliage



Restrictions
•  Do not use more than 2.5 pt of Gramoxone SL 2.0 per 



acre per year.



Precautions
•  Knapsack, backpack sprayers, pump-up pressure 



sprayers, hand-guns, hand wands, and other hand-held 
equipment can be used to direct the spray onto weed 
foliage for spray to wet applications.



•  Mix 1.0 fl  oz of Gramoxone SL 2.0 and 1/3 fl  oz of a nonionic 
surfactant per gallon of water.



•  Spray coverage should be uniform and provide complete 
cover of all green prickly pear foliage.



•  Apply in May through September for best desiccation 
results.



•  Apply only to pastures with no more than 3” of height at 
time of treatment.



•  For improved desiccation and perennial control of Prickly 
pear, tank mix with Grazon P+D Specialty Herbicide at a 
rate of 1-2 fl  oz per gallon of water.



•  Refer to the Grazon P+D Specialty Herbicide label for 
directions, restrictions, and precautions.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year
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Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre
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Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



* For Juniper 
Species leaf 
moisture 
reduction or 
desiccation 
prior to 
Prescribed 
burning of 
pastures



* Not for use
  in California.



10 Broadcast 2.0 pt Air:
5 gal



Restrictions
•  Use 2% v/v nonionic surfactant in a mini-



mum of 5 gpa spray solution.
•  Do not graze livestock after application or 



prior to burning.



Precautions
•  Use only in conjunction with prescribed 



burning as recommended and monitored 
by local SCS or University and Extension 
Range Specialists.



•  Apply during hot, dry weather conditions 
(generally July and August).



•  Juniper leaf moisture content should be 
monitored; however, maximum leaf mois-
ture reduction generally occurs 3-4 weeks 
after Gramoxone SL 2.0 application.



•  Signifi cant soil moisture and/or wet 
weather conditions prior to or after 
application will decrease the potential for 
Juniper Crown burns.



•  Cool or humid weather conditions also 
adversely affect leaf moisture reduction.



* Native
  Pastures



*Not for use
  in California.



2 Broadcast 1.5-1.8 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



Restrictions
•  Apply in spring after 90% node formation 



of brome species, but before full bloom.
•  Do not apply more than 1.8 pt Gramoxone 



SL 2.0 per year.
•  Apply only to pastures with no more than 



3” of height at time of treatment.



Precautions
•  Apply Gramoxone SL 2.0 for control of 



Downy and Japanese Brome.
•  Emerged native perennial grasses will be 



burned by application, but application 
after 90% node formation will allow ad-
equate time for native grasses to recover 
and attain maximum growth in the use 
season.



Conversion Table
Gramoxone SL 2.0 to Be Applied



Fluid Ounces Pints Lb ai Acres/Gallon



16.0
24.0
32.0
40.0
48.0
56.0
64.0



1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0



0.25
0.375
0.5
0.625
0.75
0.875
1.00



8.00
6.00
4.00
3.20
2.66
2.28
2.00











STORAGE AND DISPOSAL



Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage or disposal.



Pesticide Storage



Store at temperatures above 32°F. Store tightly closed in original container and in a locked place away from 
children and animals.



Pesticide Disposal



Pesticides wastes are acutely hazardous. Improper disposal of excess pesticide, spray mixture, or rinsate is a 
violation of Federal Law. If these wastes cannot be disposed of by use according to label instructions, contact 
your State Pesticide or Environmental Control Agency, or the Hazardous Waste representative at the nearest EPA 
Regional Office for guidance.



Container Handling (less than or equal to 5 gallons)



Non-refillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Triple rinse container (or equivalent) promptly after 
emptying. Triple rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents into application equipment or a mix tank and 
drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip. Fill the container 1/4 full with water and recap. Shake for 10 
seconds. Pour rinsate into application equipment or a mix tank or store rinsate for later use or disposal. Drain 
for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip. Repeat this procedure two more times. Then offer for recycling if 
available or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or by incineration, or by other procedures approved 
by state and local authorities.



Container Handling (greater than 5 gallons and less than 120 gallons)



Non-refillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Triple rinse container (or equivalent) promptly 
after emptying. Triple rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents into application equipment or a mix tank. 
Fill the container 1/4 full with water. Replace and tighten closures. Tip container on its side and roll it back and 
forth, ensuring at least one complete revolution, for 30 seconds. Stand the container on its end and tip it back 
and forth several times. Turn the container over onto its other end and tip it back and forth several times. Empty 
the rinsate into application equipment or a mix tank or store rinsate for later use or disposal. Repeat this proce-
dure two more times. Then offer for recycling if available or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or by 
incineration, or by other procedures approved by state and local authorities. 



Container Handling (120 gallons or greater)



Refillable container. Refill this container with pesticide only. Do not reuse this container for any other purpose. 
Cleaning the container before final disposal is the responsibility of the person disposing of the container. 
Cleaning before refilling is the responsibility of the person refilling. To clean container before final disposal, 
empty the remaining contents from this container into application equipment or mix tank. Fill the container 
about 10 percent full with water. Agitate vigorously or recirculate water with the pump for 2 minutes. Pour or 
pump rinsate into application equipment or rinsate collection system. Repeat this rinsing procedure two more 
times. Then offer for recycling if available or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or by incineration, or 
by other procedures approved by state and local authorities.



For help with any spill, leak or fire involving this material, call 1-800-888-8372.



CONTAINER IS NOT SAFE FOR FOOD, FEED OR DRINKING WATER.











AAtrex®, Ambush®, Bicep Magnum®, Bicep II Magnum®, Bicep Lite II Magnum®, Boundary® 6.5EC,
Callisto®, Caparol®, Devrinol®, Dual Magnum®, Gramoxone® SL 2.0, Flexstar®, Karate®, Lexar®,
Lumax®, Princep®, Reglone®, Solicam®, Zorial®, the ALLIANCE FRAME ,
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are Trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company
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©2019 Syngenta



For non-emergency (e.g., current product information), call



Syngenta Crop Protection at 1-800-334-9481.



Manufactured for:
Syngenta Crop Protection, LLC
P. O. Box 18300
Greensboro, North Carolina 27419-8300



SCP 1431A-L1H 1118
4104090











2.5 gallons Net Contents



RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE
DUE TO ACUTE TOXICITY



FOR RETAIL SALE TO AND USE ONLY BY CERTIFIED APPLICATORS ONLY – NOT TO BE USED BY UNCERTIFIED PERSONS 
WORKING UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF A CERTIFIED APPLICATOR.



PARAQUAT DICHLORIDE   GROUP 22 HERBICIDE KEEP OUT OF REACH OF 
CHILDREN / MANTENER 
FUERA DEL
ALCANCE DE
LOS NIÑOS.



DANGER / POISON
PELIGRO / VENENO
Si usted no entiende la etiqueta, busque a alguien para que se la 
explique a usted en detalle. (If you do not understand the label, 
find someone to explain it to you in detail.)



FIRST AID  Contains Paraquat, a Bipyridylium Herbicide
If swallowed: SPEED IS ESSENTIAL. Immediate medical attention 
is required. If available, give an adsorbent such as activated char-
coal, bentonite or Fuller’s Earth. Call a poison control center or 
doctor immediately for treatment advice. Do not give anything by 
mouth to an unconscious person. If inhaled: Move person to fresh 
air. The odor of this product is from the alerting agent, which has 
been added, not from the paraquat. If person is not breathing, 
call 911 or an ambulance. Call a poison control center or doctor 
for further treatment advice. If in eyes: Hold eye open and rinse 
slowly and gently with clean water for 15-20 minutes. Remove 
contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue 
rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment 
advice. If on skin or clothing: Take off contaminated clothing. 
IMMEDIATELY wash the affected area with soap and water and 
rinse for 15-20 minutes. Prolonged contact will cause severe irrita-
tion. Contact with irritated skin or a cut or repeated contact with 
intact skin may result in poisoning. GET MEDICAL ATTENTION. Call 
a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.
NOTE TO PHYSICIAN: Refer to the booklet ‘Paraquat Poisoning. 
A Practical Guide to Diagnosis, First Aid and Hospital Treatment’ 
(http://www4.syngenta.com/what-we-do/crops-and-products/
paraquat-safety). Administer either activated charcoal (100g for 
adults or 2g/kg body weight in children) or Fuller’s Earth (15% 
solution; 1 liter for adults or 15ml/kg body weight in children). 
NOTE: The use of gastric lavage without administration of 
an adsorbent has not shown any clinical benefit. Do not use 
supplemental oxygen. Eye splashes from concentrated mate-
rial should be treated by an eye specialist after initial treatment. 
With the possibility of late onset corneal ulceration, it is advised 
that patients with paraquat eye injuries are reviewed by an eye 
specialist the day after first presentation. Use treatment that is 
appropriate for chemical burns. Intact skin is an effective bar-
rier to paraquat, however contact with irritated or cut skin or 
repeated contact with intact skin may result in poisoning.
Have the product container or label with you when calling a 
poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment.
HOT LINE NUMBER: For 24-Hour Medical Emergency Assistance 
(Human or Animal) Or Chemical Emergency Assistance (Spill, Leak, 
Fire or Accident) Call 1-800-888-8372.



PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS
May be fatal if swallowed. Fatal if inhaled. Do not breathe spray 
mist. Causes substantial but temporary eye injury. Harmful if 
absorbed through skin. Do not get in eyes, on skin, or on clothing. 
Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before 



eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet. 
Remove and wash contaminated clothing before wearing again. 
IMPORTANT: Inhalation is an unlikely route of exposure due to 
low vapor pressure and large spray droplet size, but mucosal 
irritation or nose bleeds may occur. Prolonged contact with this 
concentrated product can irritate your skin.
Environmental Hazards: Wildlife: This product is toxic to wildlife. 
Do not apply directly to water or to areas where surface water is 
present or to intertidal areas below the mean high water mark. 
Do not contaminate water when cleaning equipment or dispos-
ing of equipment washwaters or rinsate. Drift: Gramoxone SL 
2.0 is a contact herbicide that desiccates all green plant tissue. 
Paraquat dichloride is a nonselective herbicide and will cause 
damage to nontarget crops and plants if off-target movement 
occurs. Extreme care must be taken to ensure that off-target 
drift is minimized to the greatest extent possible. Do not apply 
under conditions involving possible drift to food, forage, or 
other plantings that might be damaged or the crops thereof 
rendered unfit for sale, use, or consumption. Do not apply when 
weather conditions favor drift from treated areas. To avoid 
drift, do not make aerial applications during periods of thermal 
inversion. Refer to the local state laws, regulations, guidelines 
and spray drift information contained in the Directions for Use 
section for proper application to avoid off-target movement. 
Physical and Chemical Hazards: This product is mildly corrosive to 
aluminum and produces hydrogen gas which may form a highly 
combustible gas mixture. Do not mix or store in containers, spray 
tanks, nurse tanks, or such systems made of aluminum or having 
aluminum fittings. This product is compatible with high density 
polyethylene and rubber lined steel containers. Do not mix or 
allow coming into contact with oxidizing agents. Hazardous 
chemical reaction may occur.



STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage or dis-
posal. Pesticide Storage: Store at temperatures above 32°F. 
Store tightly closed in original container and in a locked place 
away from children and animals. Pesticide Disposal: Pesticides 
wastes are acutely hazardous. Improper disposal of excess pes-
ticide, spray mixture, or rinsate is a violation of Federal Law. If 
these wastes cannot be disposed of by use according to label 
instructions, contact your State Pesticide or Environmental 
Control Agency, or the Hazardous Waste representative at the 
nearest EPA Regional Office for guidance. Container Handling 
[less than or equal to 5 gallons]: Non-refillable container. Do 
not reuse or refill this container. Triple rinse container (or 
equivalent) promptly after emptying. Triple rinse as follows: 
Empty the remaining contents into application equipment or 
a mix tank and drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins to 
drip. Fill the container 1/4 full with water and recap. Shake 
for 10 seconds. Pour rinsate into application equipment or a 
mix tank or store rinsate for later use or disposal. Drain for 10 
seconds after the flow begins to drip. Repeat this procedure 
two more times. Then offer for recycling if available or punc-
ture and dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or by incineration, or 
by other procedures approved by state and local authorities. 
For help with any spill, leak or fire involving this material, call 
1-800-888-8372. CONTAINER IS NOT SAFE FOR FOOD, FEED 
OR DRINKING WATER.



Herbicide
A Weed, Grass, and Harvest Aid Desiccant/
Defoliant Herbicide
Active Ingredient:  Paraquat dichloride
(1,1’-dimethyl-4,4’-bipyridinium dichloride) . . . . . . . . . . 30.1%



Other Ingredients:  69.9%



Total:  100.0%



Gramoxone SL 2.0 contains 2.0 pounds paraquat cation per gallon 
as 2.762 pounds paraquat dichloride per gallon.



Gramoxone SL 2.0 contains alerting agent (odor), emetic, and dye.



EPA Reg. No. 100-1431   EPA Est. 100-LA-001



See directions for use in attached booklet.



AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS
Use this product only in accordance with its labeling and with 
the Worker Protection Standard, 40 CFR part 170. Refer to 
supplemental labeling under “Agricultural Use Requirements” 
in the Directions for Use section for information about this 
standard.



• CORROSIVE TO SKIN AND EYES.
• NEVER TRANSFER THIS PRODUCT INTO FOOD OR 



BEVERAGE CONTAINERS OR CONTAINERS NOT 
EXPLICITLY INTENDED FOR PESTICIDES.



• READ ENTIRE LABEL PRIOR TO USING THIS PRODUCT.
• IN THE CASE OF AN ACCIDENT, SEEK IMMEDIATE 



MEDICAL ATTENTION. SYMPTOMS ARE PROLONGED, 
PAINFUL, AND CAN BE FATAL.



• CORROSIVO PARA LA PIEL Y LOS OJOS.
• NUNCA TRANSFIERA ESTE PRODUCTO A RECIPIENTES 



PARA COMIDA O DE BEBIDAS O RECIPIENTES NO 
EXPLÍCITAMENTE PREVISTOS PARA PLAGUICIDAS.



• LEA LA ETIQUETA COMPLETA ANTES DE USAR ESTE 
PRODUCTO.



• EN CASO DE ACCIDENTE, BUSQUE ATENCIÓN MÉDICA 
INMEDIATA. LOS SÍNTOMAS SON PROLONGADOS, 
DOLOROSOS Y PUEDEN SER MORTALES.



Gramoxone® SL 2.0 and the Syngenta logo are
trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company



©2019 Syngenta



Manufactured for:
Syngenta Crop Protection, LLC
P. O. Box 18300
Greensboro, NC  27419-8300



SCP 1431A-L1H 1118
4104090
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Safety Data Sheet



7/8/2015



1/9/2017



Replaces:



Date:



GRAMOXONE® SL 2.0



 1. PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION



A7813Q



Use: Herbicide



Product identifier on label: GRAMOXONE® SL 2.0



Manufacturer: Syngenta Crop Protection, LLC



Post Office Box 18300



Greensboro  NC  27419



Manufacturer Phone: 1-800-334-9481



Emergency Phone: 1-800-888-8372



Product No.:



 2. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION



Danger



Classifications:



Signal Word (OSHA):



May be corrosive to metalsHazard Statements:



Harmful if swallowed



Causes skin irritation



Fatal if inhaled



Causes damage to organs 



Causes damage to organs through prolonged or repeated exposure 



Skin Corrosion/Irritation:  Category 2



Specific Target Organ Toxicity:  Single  Category 1



Corrosive to Metals:  Category 1



Oral:  Category 4



Specific Target Organ Toxicity:  Repeated  Category 1



Inhalation:  Category 1



Precautionary Statements: Keep only in original container.



Do not breathe mist, vapors, spray.



Wash hands and face thoroughly after handling.



Do not eat, drink or smoke when using this product.



Use only outdoors or in a well-ventilated area.



Wear protective gloves, protective clothing, eye protection.



In case of inadequate ventilation wear respiratory protection.  See Section 8 Exposure 
Control/Personal Protection. 



Hazard Symbols:
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Ingredients not precisely identified are proprietary or non-hazardous.  Values are not product specifications.



 3. COMPOSITION/INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS



Chemical Name ConcentrationCommon Name CAS Number



Other ingredients Other ingredients Trade Secret 69.9%



(1,1'-dimethyl-4,4'-bipyridinium dichloride) Paraquat Dichloride 1910-42-5 30.1%



 4. FIRST AID MEASURES



Have the product container, label or Safety Data Sheet with you when calling Syngenta (800-888-8372), a poison control center 
or doctor, or going for treatment.



SPEED IS ESSENTIAL.  Immediate medical attention is required.  If available, give an adsorbent such as 
activated charcoal, bentonite or Fuller's Earth.
Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice.
Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.



If in eyes:  Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes.  Remove contact lenses, if 
present, after 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call Syngenta (800-888-8372), a poison control center or 
doctor for treatment advice.



If on skin or clothing:  Take off contaminated clothing.  Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 
minutes.  Call Syngenta (800-888-8372), a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.



Move person to fresh air.
The odor of this product is from the stenching agent, which has been added, not from the paraquat.
If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance.
Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice.



Ingestion:



Eye Contact:



Skin Contact:



Inhalation:



Most important symptoms/effects:



Skin irritation



Flammable hydrogen gas may be formed on contact with incompatible 
metals.  See "Conditions to Avoid", Section 10.



Other Hazard Statements:



If swallowed: Call a poison center, doctor or Syngenta if you feel unwell. Rinse mouth.



If on skin: Wash with plenty of soap and water.



If skin irritation occurs: Get medical advice.



If inhaled:  Remove person to fresh air and keep comfortable for breathing.



If exposed or concerned:  Call a poison center, doctor or Syngenta.



Immediately call a poison center, doctor or Syngenta.



Get medical advice if you feel unwell.



Specific treatment is urgent (see Section 4 First Aid Measures).



Take off contaminated clothing and wash it before reuse.



Absorb spillage to prevent material damage.



Store locked up.



Store in corrosive resistant plastic, plastic-lined steel, stainless steel or fiberglass 
container.



Dispose of contents and container in accordance with local regulations.
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Indication of immediate medical attention and special treatment needed:



Refer to the booklet 'Paraquat Poisoning.  A Practical Guide to Diagnosis, First Aid and Hospital Treatment 
(http://www4.syngenta.com/what-we-do/crops-and-products/paraquat-safety). Administer either activated charcoal (100 g 
for adults or 2 g/kgbody weight in children) or Fuller's Earth (15% solution; 1 liter for adults or 15 ml/kg body weight in 
children).  NOTE:  The use of gastric lavage without administration of an adsorbent has not shown any clinical benefit.  Do 
not use supplemental oxygen.  Eye splashes from concentrated material should be treated by an eye specialist after initial 
treatment.  With the possibility of late onset corneal ulceration, it is advised that patients with paraquat eye injuries are 
reviewed by an eye specialist the day after first presentation.  Use treatment that is appropriate for chemical burns.  Intact 
skin is an effective barrier to paraquat, however, contact with irritated or cut skin or repeated contact with intact skin may 
result in poisoning.



 5. FIRE FIGHTING MEASURES



Suitable (and unsuitable) extinguishing media:



Specific Hazards:



Special protective equipment and precautions for firefighters:



Use dry chemical, foam or CO2 extinguishing media.  If water is used to fight fire, dike and collect runoff.



Hydrolyzes in alkaline media.  This product reacts with aluminum to produce hydrogen gas.  Do not mix or store in 
containers or systems made of aluminum or having aluminum fittings.



During a fire, irritating and possibly toxic gases may be generated by thermal decomposition or combustion.



Wear full protective clothing and self-contained breathing apparatus. Evacuate nonessential personnel from the area to 
prevent human exposure to fire, smoke, fumes or products of combustion.



 6. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES



Personal precautions, protective equipment, and emergency procedures:



Methods and materials for containment and cleaning up:



Follow exposure controls/personal protection outlined in Section 8.



Untreated spilled material can dry to a highly irritating dust.



Control the spill at its source.  Contain the spill to prevent from spreading or contaminating soil or from entering sewage and 
drainage systems or any body of water.  Clean up spills immediately, observing precautions outlined in Section 8.  Cover 
entire spill with absorbing material and place into compatible disposal container.  Scrub area with hard water detergent (e.g. 
commercial products such as Tide, Joy, Spic and Span).  Pick up wash liquid with additional absorbent and place into 
compatible disposal container.  Once all material is cleaned up and placed in a disposal container, seal container and 
arrange for disposition.



 7. HANDLING AND STORAGE



Precautions for safe handling:



Conditions for safe storage, including any incompatibilities:



Store above 32°F (0°C).



Avoid contact with skin and eyes. Avoid inhalation of high concentrations of dusts. Avoid inhalation of liquid aerosols. Empty 
container retains product residue.  Triple rinse, or equivalent, empty container, return rinse water to dilution mixture, and 
dispose of dilution mixture as a hazardous waste if it cannot be disposed of by use according to label instructions.  Do not 
reuse container.  



Store the material in a well-ventilated, secure area out of reach of children and domestic animals. Do not store food, 
beverages or tobacco products in the storage area. Prevent eating, drinking, tobacco use, and cosmetic application in areas 
where there is a potential for exposure to the material. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling.



Store locked up.
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 8. EXPOSURE CONTROLS/PERSONAL PROTECTION



Ingestion:



Eye Contact:



Skin Contact:



Inhalation:



THE FOLLOWING RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EXPOSURE CONTROLS/PERSONAL PROTECTION ARE INTENDED FOR 



THE MANUFACTURE, FORMULATION AND PACKAGING OF THIS PRODUCT. 



FOR COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS AND/OR ON-FARM APPLICATIONS CONSULT THE PRODUCT LABEL.



Occupational Exposure Limits:



Appropriate engineering controls:



Use effective engineering controls to comply with occupational exposure limits (if applicable).



Individual protection measures:



Chemical Name OtherOSHA PEL ACGIH TLV Source



Other ingredients Not Established Not Established Not Established Not Applicable



Paraquat Dichloride 0.5 mg/m³ TWA (respirable; 
skin; as paraquat)



Not Established 0.01 mg/m³  TWA 
(inhalable); 0.03 
mg/m³ STEL 
(inhalable) 



Syngenta



Store the material in a well-ventilated area out of the reach of children and domestic animals.  Do not store food, beverages, 
or tobacco products in the storage area.  Prevent eating, drinking, tobacco usage and cosmetic application in areas where 
there is a potential for exposure to the material.  Always wash thoroughly after handling.



To avoid eye contact, wear safety glasses with side shields or chemical goggles.



This product is FIFRA regulated.  Refer to product labeling for end-user Personal Protection requirements. When handling 
or when exposure to concentrate is possible, wear:  long-sleeved shirt and long pants, waterproof gloves, shoes and socks, 
face shield and chemical-resistant apron. Remove any contaminated clothing promptly. Syngenta conducted ASTM 
permeation tests using PVC gloves (0.2mm thickness) and showed no breakthrough of the product after eight hours of 
testing.



Use process enclosures, local exhaust ventilation, or other engineering controls to keep airborne levels below exposure 
limits.  The potential for overexposure in manufacturing operations is low.  However, a NIOSH-certified combination air-
purifying respirator with an N, P or R 95 or HE class filter and an organic vapor cartridge may be permissible under certain 
circumstances where airborne concentrations are expected to exceed exposure limits (for example, where spray mists may 
be generated).  Protection provided by air-purifying respirators is limited. Use a pressure demand atmosphere-supplying 
respirator if there is any potential for uncontrolled release, exposure levels are not known, or under any other circumstances 
where air-purifying respirators may not provide adequate protection.



Characteristic, strong



Bluish green liquid



 9. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES



pH: 6.5 - 7.5 (100% @ 68 - 77°F)



Odor:



Appearance:



Not Available



Not Available



Initial boiling point and boiling range:



Melting point/freezing point:



Odor Threshold: Not Available
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Vapor Pressure:



Solubility (ies):



Not Available



Flammability: Not Available



103°C



Not Available



Flash Point (Test Method):



Flammable Limits (% in Air):



Autoignition Temperature:



Vapor Density:



Relative Density:



Not AvailableDecomposition Temperature:



Not AvailableViscosity:



Not AvaliablePartition coefficient: n-octanol/water:



NoneOther:



1.07 - 1.13 g/ml @ 68°F ;  9.12 lbs/gal



Not Available



Paraquat Dichloride       7.5 x 10(-8) mmHg @ 77°F (25°C)



Paraquat Dichloride       620 g/l @ 68°F (20°C)  



Incompatible materials:



Possibility of hazardous reactions: Will not occur.



Chemical stability: Stable under normal use and storage conditions.



 10. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY



Combustion products of dry material: Carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, chlorine, 
hydrogen chloride, possible trace amounts of phosgene, nitrogen oxides, ammonia, 
and other toxic and noxious fumes.



Hazardous Decomposition Products:



Reactivity: Not reactive.



Conditions to Avoid: Store above 32°F (0°C).
Stable in acidic and neutral solution.  Decomposed by alkali and in the presence of 
U.V. light.  Compound inactivated by adsorption onto inert clay.



None known.



 11. TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION



Numerical measures of toxicity (acute toxicity/irritation studies (finished product))



Ingestion:



Dermal:



Inhalation:



Eye Contact:



Oral (LD50 Female Rat) : 



Mildly Irritating (Rabbit)



Dermal (LD50 Rat)  : 



Inhalation (LC50 Rat)  : 



 1098  mg/kg body weight



>  2000  mg/kg body weight



 0.0006  mg/l air - 4 hours (data based on 
similar formulation[s])



Likely routes of exposure:



Health effects information



Symptoms of exposure:



Delayed, immediate and chronic effects of exposure:



Dermal, Inhalation



Skin irritation, Respiratory irritation



Kidney, liver damage, Skin irritation, Respiratory irritation
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Chronic/Subchronic Toxicity Studies



Carcinogenicity



Toxicity of Other Components



Skin Contact:



Skin Sensitization:



Moderately Irritating (Rabbit)



Not a Sensitizer (Guinea Pig)



Target Organs



Other Toxicity Information



Occupational exposure to paraquat does not pose any health issues as long as normal hygiene precautions are 
followed.  Paraquat has a history of use in suicides; although difficult to quantify, it is estimated that 15 ml of parquat 
(approx 37% paraquat dichloride) by oral ingestion is sufficient to cause death.  Two types of deaths can be identified:  
acute fulminate poisoning leading to multi-organ failure in a few days, and a more protracted form resulting in kidney 
failure and pulmonary fibrosis.  Treatment is available and successful, providing the quantity of product injested is low 
and the time to treatment is short.



Reproductive/Developmental Effects



Active Ingredients



Inert Ingredients



Paraquat Dichloride:  Rodent studies showed signs of irritation in 21-day dermal studies.  In a 2.5 year chronic study, rats 
showed evidence of cataracts, body weight reduction and lung effects (alveolar macrophage infiltration) at 75 ppm and 
above.  A 90-day dog diet study showed evidence of lung effects leading to alveolar collapse and death at 3 mg/kg/day.  
Chronic pneumonitis was seen in a 1-year dog study at 0.93 mg/kg/day and above. 



Paraquat Dichloride:  No evidence in the rat or mouse.



Not Established



Other ingredients



Paraquat Dichloride:  A 3-generation reproduction study showed no evidence of fertility or reproductive effects at doses 
below that causing maternal toxicity.  Reproductive NOEL was above 7.5 mg/kg/day, the highest dose level.



Paraquat Dichloride: Lung, kidney



Other ingredients: Not Established



Chemical Name NTP/IARC/OSHA Carcinogen



Other ingredients No



(1,1'-dimethyl-4,4'-bipyridinium dichloride) No



 12. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION



Environmental Fate



Eco-Acute Toxicity



Paraquat Dichloride:



Fish (Bluegill Sunfish) 96-hour LC50 13 ppm



Invertebrate (Water Flea) Daphnia Magna 48-hour EC50 1.2 ppm



Bird (Bobwhite Quail) 8-day LD50 176 mg/kg



Green Algae 4-day EC50 0.32 ppm
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Environmental Fate



The information presented here is for the active ingredient, paraquat dichloride.
Low bioaccumulation potential.  Persistent in soil.  Not persistent in water.  Immobile in soil.  Sinks in water (after 24 h).



Paraquat Dichloride:



 13. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS



Do not reuse product containers.  Dispose of product containers, waste containers, and residues according to local, state, 
and federal health and environmental regulations.



Characteristic Waste: Not Applicable



Listed Waste: Not Applicable



Disposal:



 14. TRANSPORT INFORMATION



DOT Classification



Ground Transport - NAFTA
Proper Shipping Name:  Corrosive Liquid, N.O.S. (Paraquat)
Hazard Class:  Class 8
Identification Number:  UN 1760
Packing Group:  III



Comments



Water Transport - International
Proper Shipping Name:  Corrosive Liquid, N.O.S. (Paraquat), Marine Pollutant
Hazard Class:  Class 8
Identification Number:  UN 1760
Packing Group:  III



Air Transport
Proper Shipping Name:  Corrosive Liquid, N.O.S. (Paraquat)
Hazard Class:  Class 8
Identification Number:  UN 1760
Packing Group:  III



 15. REGULATORY INFORMATION



EPCRA SARA Title III Classification:



Section 311/312 Hazard Classes:



Pesticide Registration:



This chemical is a pesticide product registered by the Environmental Protection Agency and is subject to certain labeling 
requirements under federal pesticide law.  These requirements differ from the classification criteria and hazard 
information required for safety data sheets, and for workplace labels of non-pesticide chemicals.  Following is the hazard 
information as required on the pesticide label:



EPA Registration Number(s):



100-1431



Acute Health Hazard



Chronic Health Hazard



Danger-Poison: May be fatal if swallowed.  Fatal if inhaled.  Do not breathe spray mist.  Wear a dust mist NIOSH-approved 
respirator with any N, R, P, or HE filter.  Causes substantial but temporary eye injury.  Wear protective eyewear (face 
shield required when mixing/loading).  Harmful if absorbed through skin.  Do not get in eyes, on skin, or on clothing.  Avoid 
contact with skin, eyes or clothing.  Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, 
chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet.  Remove and wash contaminated clothing before reuse.  
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RCRA Hazardous Waste Classification (40 CFR 261):



Not Applicable



TSCA Status:



Exempt from TSCA, subject to FIFRA



Section 313 Toxic Chemicals:       



CERCLA/SARA 304 Reportable Quantity (RQ):



Report product spills > 5 gal. (based on paraquat dichloride [RQ = 10 lbs.] content in the formulation) (SARA 304)



Paraquat Dichloride   30.1%   (CAS No.  1910-42-5)



0



00



0



3



 16. OTHER INFORMATION



NFPA Hazard Ratings



2/6/2012



7/8/20151/9/2017



Health:



Flammability:



Instability:



Replaces:



Original Issued Date:



Revision Date:



   The information and recommendations contained herein are based upon data believed to be correct.
   However, no guarantee or warranty of any kind, expressed or implied, is made with respect to  the
   information contained herein.



HMIS Hazard Ratings



Health:



Flammability:



Physical Hazard:



0     Minimal



1     Slight



2     Moderate



3     Serious



4     Extreme
D,SSyngenta Hazard Category:



4Section(s) Revised:



*     Chronic



3



For non-emergency questions about this product call:



1-800-334-9481
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2.5 gallons
Net Contents



RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE
DUE TO ACUTE TOXICITY



FOR RETAIL SALE TO AND USE ONLY BY CERTIFIED APPLICATORS OR PERSONS UNDER THEIR DIRECT SUPERVISION
AND ONLY FOR THOSE USES COVERED BY THE CERTIFIED APPLICATOR’S CERTIFICATION.



PULL HERE TO OPEN



GROUP 22 HERBICIDE



Herbicide
A Weed, Grass, and Harvest Aid 
Desiccant/Defoliant Herbicide
Active Ingredient:
Paraquat dichloride (1,1’-dimethyl-4,4'-
bipyridinium dichloride) . . . . . . . . . 30.1%



Other Ingredients: 69.9%



Total:  100.0%
Gramoxone SL 2.0 contains 2.0 pounds paraquat 
cation per gallon as 2.762 pounds salt per gallon.



Gramoxone SL 2.0 contains alerting agent (odor), 
emetic, and dye.



KEEP OUT OF REACH
OF CHILDREN.



DANGER / POISON
PELIGRO / VENENO



Si usted no entiende la etiqueta, busque a 
alguien para que se la explique a usted en 
detalle. (If you do not understand the label, find 
someone to explain it to you in detail.) 
•  NEVER PUT INTO FOOD, DRINK OR OTHER 



CONTAINERS.



•  IF SWALLOWED, TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION AS 
PRESCRIBED IN FIRST AID STATEMENT.  
SYMPTOMS ARE PROLONGED AND PAINFUL.



•  DO NOT USE OR STORE IN OR AROUND THE 
HOME.



•  DO NOT REMOVE CONTENTS EXCEPT FOR 
IMMEDIATE USE.



•  THE ODOR OF THIS PRODUCT IS FROM THE 
ALERTING AGENT WHICH HAS BEEN ADDED, 
NOT FROM PARAQUAT. 



EPA Reg. No.100-1431
EPA Est. 100-LA-001



Product of the United Kingdom
Formulated in the USA



SCP 1431A-L1F 1115   4074780



®











FIRST AID
Contains Paraquat, a Bipyridylium Herbicide



If swallowed •  SPEED IS ESSENTIAL. Immediate medical attention is required. If available, give an adsorbent 
such as activated charcoal, bentonite or Fuller’s Earth.



• Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice.



• Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.



If inhaled • Move person to fresh air.



•  The odor of this product is from the alerting agent, which has been added, not from the 
paraquat.



• If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance.



• Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice.



If in eyes •  Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact 
lenses, if present, after the fi rst 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye.



• Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.



If on skin or
clothing



• Take off contaminated clothing.



•  IMMEDIATELY wash with soap and water and rinse for 15-20 minutes. Prolonged contact will 
cause severe irritation. Contact with irritated skin or a cut or repeated contact with intact 
skin may result in poisoning.



• GET MEDICAL ATTENTION. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.



NOTE TO PHYSICIAN
Refer to the booklet ‘Paraquat Poisoning. A Practical Guide to Diagnosis, First Aid and Hospital Treatment’ 
(http://www4.syngenta.com/what-we-do/crops-and-products/paraquat-safety). Administer either activated char-
coal (100g for adults or 2g/kg body weight in children) or Fuller’s Earth (15% solution; 1 liter for adults or 15ml/
kg body weight in children). NOTE: The use of gastric lavage without administration of an adsorbent has not 
shown any clinical benefi t. Do not use supplemental oxygen. Eye splashes from concentrated material should
be treated by an eye specialist after initial treatment. With the possibility of late onset corneal ulceration, it is 
advised that patients with paraquat eye injuries are reviewed by an eye specialist the day after fi rst presentation. 
Use treatment that is appropriate for chemical burns. Intact skin is an effective barrier to paraquat, however 
contact with irritated or cut skin or repeated contact with intact skin may result in poisoning.



Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for
treatment.



HOT LINE NUMBER
For 24-Hour Medical Emergency Assistance (Human or Animal)
Or Chemical Emergency Assistance (Spill, Leak, Fire or Accident)



Call
1-800-888-8372





http://www4.syngenta.com/what-we-do/crops-and-products/paraquat-safety








PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS



HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS



DANGER / POISON
PELIGRO / VENENO



May be fatal if swallowed. Fatal if inhaled. Do not breathe spray mist. Wear a dust mist NIOSH-approved respira-
tor with any N, R, P, or HE filter. Causes substantial but temporary eye injury. Wear protective eyewear (face shield 
required when mixing/loading). Harmful if absorbed through skin. Do not get in eyes, on skin, or on clothing. 
Avoid contact with skin, eyes or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, 
drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet. Remove and wash contaminated clothing before reuse. 



IMPORTANT: Inhalation is an unlikely route of exposure due to low vapor pressure and large spray droplet size, 
but mucosal irritation or nose bleeds may occur. Prolonged contact with this concentrated product can irritate 
your skin.



Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Applicators and other handlers (other than Mixers and Loaders) must wear:



• Long-sleeve shirt and long pants
• Shoes plus socks
• Protective eyewear
•  Chemical-resistant gloves - Category A (e.g. barrier laminate, butyl rubber, nitrile rubber, neoprene rubber, 



natural rubber, polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) or Viton®)
• A dust mist NIOSH-approved respirator with any N, R, P, or HE filter



Mixers and Loaders must wear:



• Long-sleeve shirt and long pants
• Shoes plus socks
• A dust mist NIOSH-approved respirator with any N, R, P, or HE filter
•  Chemical-resistant gloves - Category A (e.g. barrier laminate, butyl rubber, nitrile rubber, neoprene rubber, 



natural rubber, polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) or Viton)
• Chemical-resistant apron
• Face shield



 Discard clothing and other absorbent materials that have been drenched or heavily contaminated with this prod-
uct’s concentrate. Do not reuse them. Follow manufacturer’s instructions for cleaning/maintaining PPE. If no such 
instructions for washables exist, use detergent and hot water. Keep and wash PPE separately from other laundry.



Engineering Controls
When handlers use closed systems, enclosed cabs, or aircraft in a manner that meets the requirements listed in 
the Worker Protection Standard (WPS) for agricultural pesticides [40 CFR 170.240(d)(4-6)], the handler PPE require-
ments may be reduced or modified as specified in the WPS.



User Safety Recommendations
Users should:



• Wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet.



• Remove clothing/PPE immediately if pesticide gets inside. Then wash thoroughly and put on clean clothing.



•  Remove PPE immediately after handling this product. Wash the outside of gloves before removing. As soon 
as possible, wash thoroughly and change into clean clothing.











Environmental Hazards



Wildlife: This product is toxic to wildlife. For terrestrial uses: Do not apply directly to water or to areas where surface 
water is present or to intertidal areas below the mean high water mark. Do not contaminate water when cleaning 
equipment or disposing of equipment washwaters or rinsate.



Drift: Gramoxone SL 2.0 is a contact herbicide that desiccates all green plant tissue. Paraquat dichloride is a non-
selective herbicide and will cause damage to nontarget crops and plants if off-target movement occurs. Extreme 
care must be taken to ensure that off-target drift is minimized to the greatest extent possible. Do not apply under 
conditions involving possible drift to food, forage, or other plantings that might be damaged or the crops thereof 
rendered unfi t for sale, use, or consumption. Do not apply when weather conditions favor drift from treated areas. 
To avoid drift, do not make aerial applications during periods of thermal inversion. Refer to the local state laws, 
regulations, guidelines and spray drift information contained in the Directions for Use section for proper applica-
tion to avoid off-target movement.



Physical and Chemical Hazards



This product is mildly corrosive to aluminum and produces hydrogen gas which may form a highly combustible gas 
mixture. Do not mix or store in containers, spray tanks, nurse tanks, or such systems made of aluminum or having 
aluminum fi ttings. This product is compatible with high density polyethylene and rubber lined steel containers. Do 
not mix or allow coming into contact with oxidizing agents. Hazardous chemical reaction may occur.



CONDITIONS OF SALE AND LIMITATION OF WARRANTY AND LIABILITY



NOTICE: Read the entire Directions for Use and Conditions of Sale and Limitation of Warranty and Liability be-
fore buying or using this product. If the terms are not acceptable, return the product at once, unopened, and 
the purchase price will be refunded.



The Directions for Use of this product must be followed carefully. It is impossible to eliminate all risks inherently 
associated with the use of this product. Crop injury, ineffectiveness or other unintended consequences may result 
because of such factors as manner of use or application, weather or crop conditions, presence of other materials or 
other infl uencing factors in the use of the product, which are beyond the control of SYNGENTA CROP PROTECTION, 
LLC or Seller. To the extent permitted by applicable law, Buyer and User agree to hold SYNGENTA and Seller harm-
less for any claims relating to such factors.



SYNGENTA warrants that this product conforms to the chemical description on the label and is reasonably fi t for the 
purposes stated in the Directions for Use, subject to the inherent risks referred to above, when used in accordance 
with directions under normal use conditions. To the extent permitted by applicable law: (1) this warranty does not 
extend to the use of the product contrary to label instructions or under conditions not reasonably foreseeable to or 
beyond the control of Seller or SYNGENTA, and, (2) Buyer and User assume the risk of any such use. TO THE EXTENT 
PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, SYNGENTA MAKES NO WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR OF FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE NOR ANY OTHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY EXCEPT AS WARRANTED BY THIS LABEL.



To the extent permitted by applicable law, in no event shall SYNGENTA be liable for any incidental, consequential or 
special damages resulting from the use or handling of this product. TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, 
THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY OF THE USER OR BUYER, AND THE EXCLUSIVE LIABILITY OF SYNGENTA AND SELLER FOR 
ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, LOSSES, INJURIES OR DAMAGES (INCLUDING CLAIMS BASED ON BREACH OF WARRANTY, 
CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, TORT, STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE) RESULTING FROM THE USE OR HANDLING OF THIS 
PRODUCT, SHALL BE THE RETURN OF THE PURCHASE PRICE OF THE PRODUCT OR, AT THE ELECTION OF SYNGENTA 
OR SELLER, THE REPLACEMENT OF THE PRODUCT.



SYNGENTA and Seller offer this product, and Buyer and User accept it, subject to the foregoing Conditions of Sale 
and Limitation of Warranty and Liability, which may not be modifi ed except by written agreement signed by a duly 
authorized representative of SYNGENTA.











DIRECTIONS FOR USE



RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE
It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. 



Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. Only 
protected handlers may be in the area during application. For any requirements specifi c to your State or Tribe, 
consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation.



DO NOT USE AROUND HOME GARDENS, SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES OR PLAYGROUNDS.



AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS
Use this product only in accordance with its labeling and with the Worker Protection Standard, 40 CFR part 170. 
This Standard contains requirements for the protection of agricultural workers on farms, forests, nurseries, and 
greenhouses, and handlers of agricultural pesticides. It contains requirements for training, decontamination, 
notifi cation, and emergency assistance. It also contains specifi c instructions and exceptions pertaining to the 
statements on this label about personal protective equipment (PPE) and restricted-entry interval. The require-
ments in this box only apply to uses of this product that are covered by the Worker Protection Standard.



For Chemical Fallow, Early Postemergence Broadcast in Peanuts and Dormant Season Applications, and “Be-
tween Cutting” Applications in Alfalfa: Do not enter or allow worker entry into treated areas during the restrict-
ed-entry interval (REI) of 12 hours.



For Harvest Aid and Desiccation Applications, Preplant or Preemergence (Broadcast or Banded), and Postemer-
gence Directed Spray: Do not enter or allow worker entry into treated areas during the restricted-entry interval 
(REI) of 24 hours.



PPE required for early entry to treated areas that is permitted under the Worker Protection Standard and that 
involves contact with anything that has been treated, such as plants, soil, or water, is:



• Coveralls



• Shoes plus socks



• Protective eyewear



•  Chemical-resistant gloves - Category A (e.g. barrier laminate, butyl rubber, nitrile rubber, neoprene rubber, 
natural rubber, polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) or Viton).



NON-AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS
The requirements in this box apply to uses of this product that are NOT within the scope of the Worker Protec-
tion Standard for agricultural pesticides (40 CFR Part 170). The WPS applies when this product is used to produce 
agricultural plants on farms, forests, nurseries, or greenhouses.



DO NOT enter or allow others to enter the treated area until sprays have dried. AVOID working in spray mist. 



KEEP all unprotected persons out of operating areas or vicinity where there may be danger of drift.



Certain states may require more restrictive reentry intervals; consult your State Department of Agriculture for 
further information.



USE INSTRUCTIONS AND INFORMATION



Do not apply this product through any type of irrigation system.



When Gramoxone SL 2.0 is applied at less than 10 gallons per acre fi nished spray volume, a drift control or spray 
deposition additive SHOULD be used. Refer to the additive label for use directions.











Spray Drift Information



Avoiding spray drift at the application site is the responsibility of the applicator. The interaction of many equipment-
and-weather-related factors determine the potential for spray drift. The applicator and the grower are responsible 
for considering all these factors when making decisions.



The following drift management requirements must be followed to avoid off-target drift movement from aerial 
applications to agricultural fi eld crops. These requirements do not apply to forestry applications, public health uses 
or to applications using dry formulations.



• The distance of the outer most nozzles on the boom must not exceed 3/4 the length of the wingspan or rotor.



•  Nozzles must always point backward parallel with the air stream and never be pointed downwards more than 
45°.



Where states have more stringent regulations, they shall be observed.



The applicator should be familiar with and take into account the information covered in the Aerial Drift Reduction 
Advisory Information.



Aerial Drift Reduction Advisory Information



(This section is advisory in nature and does not supersede the mandatory label requirements.)



Information on Droplet Size



The most effective way to reduce drift potential is to apply large droplets. The best drift management strategy is 
to apply the largest droplets that provide suffi cient coverage and control. Applying larger droplets reduces drift 
potential, but will not prevent drift if applications are made improperly, or under unfavorable environmental condi-
tions (see Wind, Temperature and Humidity, and Temperature Inversions).



Controlling Droplet Size



•  Volume - Use high fl ow rate nozzles to apply the highest practical spray volume. Nozzles with higher rated fl ows 
produce larger droplets.



•  Pressure - Do not exceed the nozzle manufacturer’s recommended pressures. For many nozzle types lower pressure 
produces larger droplets. When higher fl ow rates are needed, use higher fl ow rate nozzles instead of increasing 
pressure.



• Number of Nozzles - Use the minimum number of nozzles that provide uniform coverage.



•  Nozzle Orientation - Orienting nozzles so that the spray is released parallel to the airstream produces larger drop-
lets than other orientations and is the recommended practice. Signifi cant defl ection from horizontal will reduce 
droplet size and increase drift potential.



•  Nozzle Type - Use a nozzle type that is designed for the intended application. With most nozzle types, narrower 
spray angles produce larger droplets. Consider using low-drift nozzles. Solid stream nozzles oriented straight 
back produce the largest droplets and the lowest drift.



Boom Length



For some use patterns, reducing the effective boom length to less than 3/4 of the wingspan or rotor length may 
further reduce drift without reducing swath width.



Application Height



Applications must not be made at a height greater than 10 feet above the top of the largest plants unless a greater 
height is required for aircraft safety. Making application at the lowest height that is safe reduces exposure of drop-
lets to evaporation and wind.



Swath Adjustment



When applications are made with a crosswind, the swath will be displaced downwind. Therefore, on the up and 
downwind edges of the fi eld, the applicator must compensate for this displacement by adjusting the path of the 
aircraft upwind. Swath adjustment distance should increase, with increasing drift potential (higher wind, smaller 
drops, etc.).











Wind



Drift potential is lowest between wind speeds of 2-10 mph. However, many factors, including droplet size and equip-
ment type determine drift potential at any given speed. Application must be avoided below 2 mph due to variable 
wind direction and high inversion potential. NOTE: Local terrain can infl uence wind patterns. Every applicator should 
be familiar with local wind patterns and how they affect spray drift.



Temperature and Humidity



When making applications in low relative humidity, set up equipment to produce larger droplets to compensate for 
evaporation. Droplet evaporation is most severe when conditions are both hot and dry.



Temperature Inversions



Applications must not occur during a temperature inversion because drift potential is high. Temperature inversions 
restrict vertical air mixing, which causes small suspended droplets to remain in a concentrated cloud. This cloud can 
move in unpredictable directions due to the light variable winds common during inversions. Temperature inversions 
are characterized by increasing temperatures with altitude and are common on nights with limited cloud cover and 
light to no wind. They begin to form as the sun sets and often continue into the morning. Their presence can be 
indicated by ground fog; however, if fog is not present, inversions can also be identifi ed by the movement of smoke 
from a ground source or an aircraft smoke generator. Smoke that layers and moves laterally in a concentrated cloud 
(under low wind conditions) indicates an inversion, while smoke that move upward and rapidly dissipates indicates 
good vertical air mixing.



Sensitive Areas



The pesticide must only be applied when the potential for drift to adjacent sensitive areas (e.g. residential areas, 
bodies of water, known habitat for threatened or endangered species, non-target crops) is minimal (i.e., when wind 
is blowing away from the sensitive areas).



USE INFORMATION



Gramoxone SL 2.0 is a contact herbicide used to control or suppress a broad spectrum of emerged weeds. Gramoxone SL 
2.0 controls most small annual weeds – both broadleaves and grasses, and suppresses perennial weeds by destroying 
green foliage. Gramoxone SL 2.0 can also be used as a desiccant/defoliant at harvest.



Gramoxone SL 2.0 is formulated as a liquid which contains 2 pounds of active ingredient per gallon. The formula-
tion contains a nontoxic odor and an emetic (an agent which will induce vomiting if the product is swallowed). The 
odor is included in the formulation to help prevent accidental ingestion of Gramoxone SL 2.0.



Gramoxone SL 2.0 is rapidly absorbed by green plant tissue and interacts with the photosynthetic process to produce 
superoxides which destroy the plant cells. Gramoxone SL 2.0 requires actively growing green plant tissue to function. 
Thorough coverage of all green foliage is essential for effective weed control and for effective crop desiccation/
defoliation. Gramoxone SL 2.0 is not as effective on drought-stressed weeds, weeds with little green foliage (i.e., 
mowed or cut weeds), or mature woody bark of trees and vines.



Clay and organic matter rapidly tie up Gramoxone SL 2.0. As a result, Gramoxone SL 2.0 has no residual soil activity 
to affect later-planted crops or later germinating weeds.



ROTATIONAL CROPS
All rotational crops may be planted immediately after the last application of Gramoxone SL 2.0.



RAINFASTNESS
Because Gramoxone SL 2.0 is rapidly absorbed by the weed foliage, rain occurring 15-30 minutes or more after
application will have no effect on the activity of Gramoxone SL 2.0.











APPLICATION



Since Gramoxone SL 2.0 is a contact-type herbicide, it is essential to obtain complete coverage of target weeds to get 
good control. Improper application technique and/or application to large, stressed, or mown weeds will usually result 
in unacceptable weed control and unacceptable crop desiccation/defoliation. Complete coverage is also essential for 
good crop desiccation/defoliation. See details below for specifi c application instructions.



USE OF A NONIONIC SURFACTANT OR CROP OIL CONCENTRATE/METHYLATED SEED OIL



Always add one of the following (failure to use one of the following at recommended rates will result in reduced 
performance of Gramoxone SL 2.0).



Nonionic Surfactant: For ground and aerial application, add nonionic surfactant containing 80% or more surface-
active agent at a minimum of 0.25% v/v (2 pt/100 gal) of the fi nished spray volume.



Crop Oil Concentrate: Add a nonphytotoxic crop oil concentrate or methylated seed oil containing 15-20% approved 
emulsifi er, at 1.0% v/v (1 gal/100 gal) of the fi nished spray volume for ground applications. For aerial applications, 
add 1 pint of crop oil concentrate per acre. Do not use crop oil concentrate when using Gramoxone SL 2.0 for cotton 
harvest aid.



Use an adjuvant that meets the requirements of the Chemical Producers and Distributors Association (CPDA) adju-
vant certifi cation program.



NOZZLE SELECTION



The use of fl at-fan nozzles will result in the most effective application of Gramoxone SL 2.0. Flood nozzles are 
generally not as good as fl at fans since they produce large uneven droplets. The use of fl ood nozzles may result in 
reduced weed control due to inadequate coverage.



WHEN SPRAYING LESS THAN 20 GALLONS OF SPRAY CARRIER PER ACRE, USE ONLY FLAT FAN NOZZLES AS RECOM-
MENDED IN THE CHART BELOW.



Table 1. Nozzles, Pressures and Setup.



Nozzle Type



Flat Fan Flood



Maximum Size 8 15



Spray Pressure
(at nozzle)



30-50
psi



30-50
psi



Maximum Nozzle Spacing 30” 40”



Direction of Spray Pattern Down Down



Maximum Speed 10 mph 10 mph



Spray Overlap
(at each edge)



30% 50%











Using nozzles, pressures, or setups different from the above chart will result in reduced control.



SPRAY CARRIER
Always use clean water (free of mud or clay), clear liquid nitrogen, or complete clear liquid fertilizers as the car-
rier when spraying Gramoxone SL 2.0. Muddy water, or suspension-type fertilizers containing clay, can inactivate 
Gramoxone SL 2.0. Never use suspension-type fertilizers containing clay as the spray carrier. If using a complete clear 
liquid fertilizer containing high phosphate levels as the spray carrier, always use the higher rate of Gramoxone SL 
2.0 and surfactant.



Note: When using liquid fertilizers such as 28% N as a spray carrier, it is important that nonionic surfactant still be 
used with Gramoxone SL 2.0. Liquid fertilizer carriers cannot substitute for surfactant.



RATES OF GRAMOXONE SL 2.0
Follow rates listed with each use of Gramoxone SL 2.0. Use the higher label rates when weeds are dense or large. 
Also, use higher label rates for harvest aid when crop vegetation is dense. For broadcast applications of Gramoxone 
SL 2.0 with backpack sprayers, the application rate must not exceed 0.50 lb ai/A (one quart) in a minimum of 30 
gallons of spray solution per acre.



SPRAY VOLUME
Follow minimum spray volumes listed with each use of Gramoxone SL 2.0. These are minimum volumes only, and 
spray volumes should be increased as necessary to obtain complete coverage of the target weed or plant without 
runoff from the foliage.



WHEN SPRAYING LESS THAN 20 GALLONS OF SPRAY CARRIER PER ACRE, TARGET WEEDS SHOULD NOT EXCEED 6 
INCHES IN HEIGHT.



APPLICATION TIMING
Gramoxone SL 2.0 should be applied to emerged weeds when they are small. Weeds 1-6 inches in height are the 
easiest to control. Larger weeds may be more diffi cult to control. When weeds have been grazed or mowed, thus 
removing much of the green foliage, allow the weeds to regrow to a height of 2-4 inches before spraying if possible. 
Similarly, when forage or grain crops have been harvested prior to spraying, weeds present in the fi eld will also 
have been cut. To allow for adequate green foliage to remain on weeds in this situation, raise cutter bars as high as 
possible from the ground to cut stubble and weeds at a greater height.



BURNDOWN OF GRASS COVER CROPS OR VOLUNTEER CEREALS



When using Gramoxone SL 2.0 for control of grass cover crops or volunteer cereals, best results are obtained when 
Gramoxone SL 2.0 is applied prior to tillering or after boot stage. This is especially important with a wheat cover 
crop or volunteer wheat. Treatments made between tillering and boot stage will generally not provide complete 
control. Do not expect complete control of perennial cover crops.



Flat-Fan Nozzles



30% (60% Total) Overlap



Flood Nozzles



50% (100% Total) Overlap











ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS



Gramoxone SL 2.0 is active over a wide range of environmental conditions. Cool weather (below 55°) will slow the 
activity of Gramoxone SL 2.0, as will cloudy, overcast weather, but will not affect performance.



SPOT SPRAYING



When only small areas are to be sprayed with labeled applications, it is advantageous to mix small quantities of 
Gramoxone SL 2.0. To aid in mixing small quantities, the following table should be consulted.



If The Broadcast Rate Per Acre for
Gramoxone SL 2.0 is:



Add The Following Amount of
Gramoxone SL 2.0 To 1 Gallon of Water



11/2 pt
2 pt



21/2 pt
3 pt



1/3 fl  oz
3/8 fl  oz
1/2 fl  oz
2/3 fl  oz



Always add 1/3-1/2 fl  oz of a nonionic surfactant for each gallon of spray. When spot spraying in this manner, spray 
to thoroughly wet the foliage, but not to the point of runoff.



TANK MIXING FOR IMPROVED BURNDOWN OF DIFFICULT WEEDS AND RESIDUAL WEED CONTROL



Photosynthetic Inhibitor Herbicides



Diffi cult weeds can often be controlled by tank mixing Gramoxone SL 2.0 with other herbicides. The addition 
of herbicides which are also photosynthetic inhibitors (PSI) will slow the activity of Gramoxone SL 2.0, allowing 
Gramoxone SL 2.0 to thoroughly distribute itself within the treated leaf. The resulting level of control is usually 
greater than if Gramoxone SL 2.0 was applied alone.



Gramoxone SL 2.0 may be applied in tank mixture with the following PSI herbicides:



AAtrex® Herbicide
Atrazine 
Bicep Magnum®



Bicep II Magnum® Herbicide
Bicep Lite II Magnum® Herbicide
Boundary® 6.5EC Herbicide
Canopy® Herbicide
Caparol® 4L Herbicide



Cotoran® Herbicide
Lorox® Herbicides
Lorox Plus® Herbicide
Princep® Herbicide
Sencor® Herbicide
Sinbar® Herbicide
Spike® Herbicide



Refer to respective product label(s) for rates of application, directions for use, limitations, cautions and for a list of 
weeds controlled.



Improved Weed Control with PSIs



Control of diffi cult weeds listed below and annual grass control will be enhanced by the addition of a PSI herbicide. 
For best results a second application is needed.



Barnyardgrass Horseweed (Marestail)
Broadleaf signalgrass Morningglory
Cheatgrass Pennsylvania Smartweed
Cocklebur Perennial Weeds (suppression only)
Fall Panicum Prickly lettuce
Giant Ragweed Sedges
Knotweed Tansymustard
Kochia Velvetleaf
Lambsquarters Volunteer wheat
Malva (Cheeseweed) Spiderwort











Improved Control of Perennial and Annual Broadleaf Weeds



When perennial broadleaf weeds such as Canada thistle, bindweed, dandelion, etc. or diffi cult to control annual 
broadleaf weeds such as giant ragweed or morningglory are present, tank mixes with 2,4-D ester (Low Volatile), 
2,4-DB, Clarity®, Banvel®, or Flexstar® where labeled, will help improve control. Tank mixing the amine formulation 
of 2,4-D with Gramoxone SL 2.0 may result in reduced grass control.



Order of Tank Mixing



In general, Gramoxone SL 2.0 tank mixes with other products should be mixed as follows:



1. Fill spray tank 1/2 full with clean water or other approved carriers such as clear liquid fertilizer.
2. Add nonionic surfactant to tank
3. Begin tank agitation and continue throughout mixing and spraying.
4. Add dry formulations (WP, DF, etc.) to tank.
5. Add liquid formulations (SC, EC, L, etc.) to tank.
6. Add Gramoxone SL 2.0 to tank.
7. Add crop oil concentrate or methylated seed oil to tank where needed.
8. Fill remainder of spray tank.



Always refer to labels of other pesticide products for mixing directions and precautions which may differ from those 
outlined here.



Since many of the herbicides listed on this label are available in several types of formulations, it is advisable to 
perform a jar test to check physical compatibility.



PRECAUTIONS AND RESTRICTIONS



EQUIPMENT/CONTAINER



Flush all spray equipment with water after use each day. Gramoxone SL 2.0 is corrosive to aluminum. Aluminum 
spray equipment and aluminum aircraft structures that are exposed to spray solution or spray drift should be 
fl ushed thoroughly with water immediately after use.



In dry areas, dust stirred up by high winds or equipment tires can coat weed or plant leaves and reduce Gramoxone SL 
2.0 activity. Avoid applying Gramoxone SL 2.0 in extremely dusty conditions.



LIMITATIONS AND PRECAUTIONS



• For Cotton Harvest Aid: Do not pasture livestock in treated fi elds or feed treated foliage.



• DO NOT use around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, or playgrounds.



•  In preplant and preemergence (to the crop) uses, do not apply to soils lacking clay minerals, e.g., peat, muck, pure 
sand, artifi cial planting media.



•  Seedbeds and plantbeds should be formed as far ahead of planting and treatment as possible to permit maximum 
weed and grass emergence prior to treatment.



•  To reduce germination of new weeds, seeding or transplanting should be done with a minimum amount of soil 
disturbance.



•  Gramoxone SL 2.0 used for preplant weed control over the top of plastic mulch may damage transplants which 
come in contact with the plastic. Suffi cient rainfall or sprinkler irrigation to cause wash-off prior to planting may 
be needed to prevent damage to the crop.



• Weeds and grasses emerging after application of Gramoxone SL 2.0 will not be controlled or suppressed.



•  Unless otherwise indicated, crop plants emerged at time of application may be severely injured or killed if con-
tacted by sprays of Gramoxone SL 2.0.











PARAQUAT-RESISTANT WEED MANAGEMENT
Some naturally occurring weed biotypes resistant to paraquat may exist through normal genetic variability in any 
weed population. The repeated use of herbicides with the same mode of action is known to lead under certain 
conditions to a selection of resistant weeds. Certain agronomic practices reduce the likelihood that resistant weed 
populations will develop and integrated strategies are known to manage such problem weeds. 



The active ingredient in Gramoxone SL 2.0 is paraquat, a mechanism of action Group 22 herbicide, which inhibits 
Photosystem I.



Within the USA specifi c biotypes of a number of species, including horseweed/marestail (Conyza canadensis), hairy 
fl eabane (Conyza bonariensis), goosegrass (Eleusine indica) and American black nightshade (Solanum americanum) 
have become resistant to paraquat.



General principles of herbicide resistance management:
Apply integrated weed management practices. Use multiple herbicide mechanisms of action with overlapping 
weed spectrums in rotation, sequences or mixtures.



Use the full specifi ed herbicide rate and proper application timing for the hardest to control weed species present 
in the fi eld.



Scout fi elds after herbicide application to ensure control has been achieved. Avoid allowing weeds to reproduce by 
seed or to proliferate vegetatively.



Monitor site and clean equipment between sites.



For annual cropping situations also consider the following:
Start with a clean fi eld and control weeds early by using a burndown treatment or tillage in combination with a 
preemergence residual herbicide as appropriate.



Use cultural practices, such as cultivation and crop rotation, where appropriate.



Use good agronomic principles that enhance crop competitiveness.



Contact your local extension specialist, certifi ed crop advisor, and/or manufacturer for herbicide resistance manage-
ment and/or integrated weed management recommendations for specifi c crops and resistant weed biotypes.



Since the occurrence of resistant weeds is diffi cult to detect prior to use, Syngenta accepts no liability for any losses 
that may result from the failure of Gramoxone SL 2.0 to control resistant weeds.



APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS AND CROP USE DIRECTIONS



The following tables indicate use patterns, rates, minimum spray volumes, preharvest intervals and other directions 
specifi c to each crop. Read and follow directions carefully.



Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year Use Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



ALFALFA



New seedlings
(California only)



1 Broadcast 1.0-2.0 pt
See Table 2.



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



70 Restrictions
•  Do not cut or harvest within 70 days after 



application.
•  Do not apply more than once during the 



fi rst growing season.
•  Do not use on seedling alfalfa grown for 



seed.
Precautions
• Apply during late winter or early spring.
•  Caution: Seedling alfalfa stands will be 



reduced and replanting may be necessary.
•  Alfalfa foliage present at time of application 



will be burned.
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Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year Use Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



ALFALFA



(No-till or conven-
tional planting)



2 Preplant or 
Preemergence
Broadcast or 
Banded Over-
Row



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions
•  Apply prior to emergence of the crop.



Precautions
•  Crop plants emerged at time of



application will be killed.
•  Seeding should be done with a mini-



mum amount of soil disturbance.



ALFALFA



Dormant season 
on established 
plantings
Region A - See 
map at end of 
Alfalfa section.



1 Broadcast 2.0-3.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



42 Restrictions
•  Do not apply if fall regrowth following 



last fall cutting is greater than 6”, or if 
spring regrowth is more than 2”.



•  Apply to well-established stands (at 
least 1-year old) after the crop is 
dormant. 



•  Do not cut or harvest within 42 days of 
application.



•  Do not apply more than once per 
season.



Precautions
•  For control of weeds, including 



bluegrass, chickweed, henbit, downy 
brome, ryegrass, cheatgrass, dog-
fennel, tansymustard, london rocket, 
sowthistle, rescue brome, wild oats, 
and other winter annuals; and suppres-
sion of perennial weeds.



•  Alfalfa foliage present at the time of 
application will be burned which may 
reduce the yield of the fi rst cutting.



•  Tank mix with metribuzin (Sencor) for 
improved burndown of weed vegeta-
tion and residual weed control. Consult 
the metribuzin product label for a list 
of weeds controlled, rates of applica-
tion, and precautions.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year Use Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



ALFALFA



Dormant season 
tank mix with 
Velpar® L
herbicide 
Region A - See 
map at end of 
alfalfa section.



2 Broadcast 1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
10 gal



42 Restrictions 
•  Use the 1.0 pt rate of Gramoxone SL 



2.0 when weeds and grasses are less 
than 4” tall.



• Mix with 1-2 qt of Velpar L per acre.
•  Do not make more than 1 application 



to established stands during the 
dormant season.



•  Do not apply if fall regrowth following 
last fall cutting is greater than 6”, or if 
spring regrowth is more than 2”.



•  Do not apply to alfalfa during the fi rst 
season after seeding.



•  DO NOT USE on gravelly or rocky soils, 
exposed subsoils, hardpan, sand or 
poorly drained alkaline soils as crop 
injury, including mortality, may result.



•  Do not cut or harvest within 42 days of 
application.



Precautions
•  For control of weeds such as chickweed, 



downy brome and tansymustard.
•  Use the lower rate of Velpar L on loamy 



sands or sandy loams. Refer to Velpar L 
label for directions, limitations, cautions 
and for a list of weeds controlled.



•  Temporary chlorosis may occur on 
alfalfa regrowth.



•  Stress which may be caused in part by 
low fertility, disease, insects, winterkill, 
over cutting, drought or frost may 
increase the chances of crop injury.
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Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



ALFALFA



Dormant Season



Restrictions
•   Apply during late fall or winter months after 



the last fall cutting and before fi rst spring 
cutting.



•  In the California counties of Orange, Riverside 
and all counties north of these counties, do not 
apply if spring regrowth after grazing or cutting 
is more than 2”. In all other areas within Region 
B, do not apply if regrowth after grazing or 
cutting is more than 2”.



• Do not harvest within 60 days of application.
•  Do not apply more than once per season.
•   Do not apply tank mix with metribuzin on 



newly established (less than 1-year old) alfalfa.



Precautions
•   For desiccation of weeds, including London 



rocket, sowthistle, rescue brome, wild oats, 
chickweed, ryegrass, bluegrass, cheatgrass, dog-
fennel, tansymustard, henbit, downy brome, 
and other winter annuals; and suppression of 
perennial weeds.



•  CAUTION: Applications to alfalfa that is not 
dormant, or has broken dormancy, may result in 
stand and/or yield reductions. Replanting may 
be necessary. Green alfalfa foliage present at 
the time of application will be burned.



•  Total hay yield of fi rst cutting may be reduced 
in alfalfa fi elds with severe weed infestation. 
This reduction will usually be directly propor-
tionate to the loss of weed weight.



•  Tank mix with metribuzin (Sencor) for improved 
burndown of weed vegetation and residual 
weed control in dormant established (at least 
1-year old) alfalfa. Consult the metribuzin 
product label for a list of weeds controlled, 
rates of application, and precautions.



California
Precautions
•  For desiccation of weeds including bluegrass, 



ryegrass, shepherdspurse, chickweed, tansy-
mustard, foxtail, sowthistle and groundsel.



•  Use high rate if ryegrass, shepherdspurse, 
sowthistle or groundsel is present.



On established 
plantings:
Region B-See
map at end of 
Alfalfa section.



1 Broadcast 1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



60



On fall-seeded, 
newly established 
stands less than 
1-year-old:
Region A- See
map at end of 
Alfalfa section.



1 Broadcast 1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



60



On fall-seeded, 
newly established 
stands less than
1- year-old:
Region B- See
map at end of 
Alfalfa section.



1 Broadcast 0.75-1.25 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



60
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Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



ALFALFA



Between-
cuttings 
treatment in 
established 
plantings.  
(Includes fi rst 
year alfalfa) 
(All states East 
of the Rocky
Mountains)



3 Broadcast 1.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



30 Restrictions
•  Apply immediately after alfalfa has been 



removed for hay or silage.
•  Do not treat more than 5 days after cutting.
•  Do not cut or harvest within 30 days of 



application.
•  Make 1-3 applications, as needed, during the 



growing season. These sprays may be applied 
in addition to a dormant application.



•  For fi rst year alfalfa, do not apply more than 
twice during the fi rst growing season.



Precautions
•  Weeds much beyond the seedling stage and 



the stubble of weeds cut off during harvest will 
be less affected by this treatment.



•  CAUTION: First year alfalfa stands and yields 
may be reduced if alfalfa is allowed to regrow 
more than 2”.



•  Alfalfa foliage present at time of application 
will be burned.



•  In arid areas where moisture is limited, weed 
control may be reduced.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year Use Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



ALMONDS 5 Directed Spray 1.25-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions
•  Do not allow spray to contact green stems 



(except suckers) or foliage.
• Do not graze treated areas.
•  Do not feed cover crops grown in treated 



areas to livestock.
•  All applications must be made prior to 



shaking for harvest.



Precautions
•  Use a shield or wrap plant when spraying 



around young trees or vines.
•  For mature woody weeds, perennial 



weeds, late germinating weeds and green 
suckers, retreatment or spot treatments 
may be necessary.



ARTICHOKE
(Globe)



3 Directed Spray 2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
20-100 gal



1 Restrictions
•  Up to 3 applications per season, do not 



exceed 8 pt per season.
• Applications at least 7 days apart.
•  Do not harvest within 24 hours of last 



application.



ASPARAGUS 3 Preplant or 
Preemergence
Broadcast or 
Banded Over-
Row



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions 
• Apply prior to emergence of the crop.



Precautions
• Crop plants emerged at time of



application will be killed.



ASPARAGUS



Preemergence 
to established 
plantings at least 
2 years old



3 Broadcast or 
Banded Over-
Row



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



6 Restrictions 
•  Apply prior to emergence of crop or after 



last harvest.
Precautions
•  Crop plants emerged at time of planting 



will be killed.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year Use Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



BEANS, DRY



Sweet lupin
White sweet lupin
White lupin
Grain lupin



Adzuki beans
Asparagus beans
Black beans
Broad beans
Field beans
Garbanzo beans
Kidney beans
Lablab beans
Lima beans
Moth beans
Mung beans
Navy beans
Pinto beans
Rice beans
Snap beans
Tepary beans
Urd beans
Wax beans



Blackeyed peas
Chickpeas
Cowpeas
Crowder peas
Southern peas



Catjang
Guar



PEAS, DRY



2 Harvest-Aid 1.2-2.0 pt Ground:
20 gal
Air:
5 gal



7 Restrictions
•  For vining type beans or bush type with 



lush growth, use a single
application of the higher rate.



•  May also be applied as a split
application. DO NOT make more than 
2 applications or exceed a total of 2.0 
pt/A. The split application may improve 
vine coverage.



•  Apply when the crop is mature and at 
least 80% of the pods are yellowing 
and mostly ripe with no more than 
40% (bush type peas or beans) or 30% 
(vine type peas or beans) of the leaves 
still green in color.



•  DO NOT apply when weather condi-
tions favor spray drift. A drift control 
agent may be included to reduce spray 
drift.



•  NOT REGISTERED FOR USE ON DRY 
BEANS OR DRY PEAS IN CALIFORNIA.



Precautions
•  Add spreader (nonionic) at 1 qt/100 gal 



of spray mix.
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Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year Use Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



BERRIES
Blackberries
Blueberries
Boysenberries
Currant
Elderberry
Gooseberry
Huckleberry
Loganberry
Raspberries



5 Postemergence
Directed Spray



2.0-4.0 pt Ground:
50 gal



- Precautions 
•  Apply before emergence of new canes 



or shoots as injury to those canes or 
shoots can occur.



•  Apply as a coarse spray to avoid crop 
injury from fi ne spray mist.



CACAO 5 Directed Spray 2.0-4.0 pt Ground:
50-200 gal



1 Restrictions
•  Do not allow spray to contact cacao 



plants as injury may result. Use a shield 
for young trees.



• Do not spray under windy conditions.
•  Do not graze treated areas or feed 



treated cover crops to livestock.



Precautions
•  Apply when weeds are succulent and 



growth is from 1-6”.
•  For mature woody weeds, late-



germinating weeds and grasses and 
for perennials; retreatment or spot 
treatment may be necessary.



CASSAVAS
& YAMS
(Puerto Rico 
only)



3
2



Shielded Post
Directed Spray



2.0 pt Ground:
50 gal



90 Restrictions
•  On cassavas, do not make more than 3 



applications per crop season.
•  On yams do not make more than 2 



applications per crop season.
•  Do not allow spray to contact cassavas or 



yam plants as injury may result.
• Do not spray under windy conditions.
•  Do not graze treated areas or feed 



treated forage to livestock.



Precautions
•  Apply when weeds are succulent and 



growth is 1-6”.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



CHEMICAL 
FALLOW
Use
Information



Ground:
5 gal
Air:
5 gal



See
Directions



Restrictions
•  Apply from immediately after harvest up to 



emergence of the newly seeded crop as a broad-
cast or band treatment.



•  By ground application, apply 5-60 gallons of 
spray mix per acre. If applying at <10 GPA 
by ground, utilize the following additional 
restrictions: 
•  Do not apply with fl oaters or exceed a speed 



of 10 mph.
•  Apply with fl at fan nozzles only at 30-40 PSI.
•  Apply only in a tank mix with atrazine at a 



minimum of 0.5 lb ai/A. 
•  By air, apply in 5-10 gal of spray mix per acre.



Precautions
•  Use higher spray volumes for better coverage 



as density of stubble, crop residue or weeds 
increase.



•  To control volunteer wheat or downy brome, 
fall-applied treatments generally work best with 
Gramoxone SL 2.0. If possible, tank mix with 
Atrazine for maximum burndown and residual 
control.



•  Cut wheat as high as possible to avoid cutting 
weeds too short, and allow the weeds to grow 
at least 2-3” after harvest before applying 
Gramoxone SL 2.0.



•  The addition of dicamba, (Banvel) or 2,4-D ester 
(Low Volatile) may aid in the suppression of 
emerged perennial broadleaf weeds and large 
annual broadleaf weeds.



•  Refer to 2,4-D ester (Low Volatile), Banvel 
or residual herbicide label(s) for directions, 
limitations, cautions and for a listing of weeds 
controlled.



•  For extended weed control during the fallow 
period, tank mixes with registered residual 
herbicide combinations other than those listed 
on this label are permissible.



• Weeds taller than 6” may not be controlled.
•  Weeds and grasses emerging after application 



will not be controlled.
•  Crop plants emerged at the time of application 



will be killed.
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Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



CHEMICAL FALLOW



Continuous Wheat
2-3 Month
Recropping Interval



3 Broadcast Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:



3-4.0 pt



Ground:
5 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions
•  Make application at least 45 days prior 



to seeding.
•  Use at least 2.0 pt of Gramoxone SL 2.0 



per acre with a PSI (see Photosynthetic 
Inhibitor Herbicides section) for volun-
teer wheat or downy brome control in 
the spring.



Precautions
•  Refer to the Chemical Fallow Use Infor-



mation section.



CHEMICAL FALLOW



Wheat-Fallow-
Wheat Rotations
(Fall applied after 
harvest; seeded 12-14 
months later)



3 Broadcast Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:



3-4.0 pt



Ground:
5 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Precautions
• Spray before weeds produce seed.
•  Volunteer wheat and downy brome 



control are better with late August or 
early September applications.



•  Tank mix with Atrazine Marksman® 
Herbicide, or Command® Herbicide for 
enhanced burndown and residual weed 
control.



•  Tank mix with metribuzin, (Sencor 75DF) 
for burndown and residual control of 
grass and broadleaf weeds.



•  Refer to the product labels for spe-
cifi c use rates for your soil type, use 
directions, cautions and a list of weeds 
controlled.



•  Refer to the Chemical Fallow Use Infor-
mation section.



CHEMICAL FALLOW



Wheat-Fallow-
Wheat Rotations
(Spring applied; 
seeded 3-5 months 
later)



3 Broadcast Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:
3.0-4.0 pt



Ground:
5 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions
•  Use at least 2.0 pt of Gramoxone SL 2.0 



per acre with a PSI (see Photosynthetic 
Inhibitor Herbicides section) for volun-
teer wheat or downy brome control in 
the spring.



Precautions
•  Application should be made March 1 to 



April 15, prior to spring rains to conserve 
moisture.



•  Volunteer wheat is easier to control after 
the boot stage, but soil moisture loss will 
be greater.



•  Refer to the Chemical Fallow Use Infor-
mation section.



•  Tank mix with metribuzin, (Sencor) for 
burndown and residual control of grass 
and broadleaf weeds.



•  Refer to the metribuzin, (Sencor) label 
for use rates for your soil type, use direc-
tions, cautions, and weeds controlled.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



CHEMICAL FALLOW



Wheat-Annual Crop1-
Wheat Rotations
(Fall applied in wheat 
stubble)



3 Broadcast Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:
3.0-4.0 pt



Ground:
5 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Precautions
•  Tank mix with AAtrex/Atrazine or 



Marksman for enhanced burndown 
and residual weed control. Refer to the 
labels for specifi c use rates for your soil 
type, use directions, cautions, and a list 
of weeds controlled.



•  Spray after wheat harvest and before 
weeds produce seed. If grasses such 
as foxtails or barnyardgrass recover, 
respray before they develop seed.



•  Volunteer wheat and downy brome are 
easier to control with late August to 
November applications.



•  Refer to the Chemical Fallow Use Infor-
mation section.



CHEMICAL FALLOW



Wheat-Annual Crop-
Wheat Rotations
(Spring applied prior 
to planting an annual 
crop1)



1 Approved Annual 
Crops are grain



   sorghum, corn, wheat, 
or proso millet.



3 Broadcast Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:
3.0-4.0 pt



Ground:
5 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions
•   Use at least 2.0 pt of Gramoxone SL 2.0 



per acre with a PSI (see Photosynthetic 
Inhibitor Herbicides section) for volun-
teer wheat or downy brome control in 
the spring.



Precautions
•  Tank mix with AAtrex/Atrazine for 



enhanced burndown and residual 
weed control. Refer to the labels for 
specifi c use rates for your soil type, use 
directions, cautions, and a list of weeds 
controlled.



•  Follow the AAtrex/Atrazine instructions 
pertaining to soil pH and recropping 
intervals.



•  Refer to the Chemical Fallow Use Infor-
mation section.
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Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



CLOVER AND
OTHER LEGUMES1



Dormant Season



Restrictions
•  Apply during late fall or winter months 



after the last fall cutting and before fi rst 
spring cutting.



•  Do not apply if regrowth after grazing or 
cutting is more than 2”.



•  Do not harvest within 60 days of 
application.



•  Do not apply more than once per season.



Precautions
•  For desiccation of weeds, including 



London rocket, sowthistle, rescue brome, 
wild oats, chickweed, ryegrass, bluegrass, 
cheatgrass, dogfennel, tansymustard, 
henbit, downy brome, and other winter 
annuals, and suppression of perennial 
weeds.



•  CAUTION: Applications to clover or other 
legumes that is not dormant, or has 
broken dormancy, may result in stand 
and/or yield reductions. Replanting 
may be necessary. Green clover or other 
legumes foliage present at the time of 
application will be burned.



•  Clover or other legumes foliage present 
at the time of application will be dis-
colored and temporarily stunted.



•  Total hay yield of fi rst cutting may be 
reduced in clover or other legumes fi elds 
with severe weed infestation. This reduc-
tion will usually be directly proportionate 
to the loss of weed weight.



California
Precautions
•  For desiccation of weeds including 



bluegrass, ryegrass, shepherdspurse, 
chickweed, tansymustard, foxtail, 
sowthistle and groundsel.



•  Use high rate if ryegrass, shepherds-
purse, sowthistle or groundsel is present.



On established
plantings: Region A- 
See map at end
of Alfalfa section.



1 Broadcast 2.0-3.1 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



60



On established
plantings: Region B-
See map at end of 
Alfalfa section.



1 Broadcast 1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



60



On fall-seeded, newly 
established stands less 
than 1- year-old:
Region A- See map at 
end of Alfalfa section.



1 Broadcast 1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



60



On fall-seeded, newly 
established stands less 
than 1-year-old:
Region B- See map at 
end of Alfalfa section.



1 Other legumes 
include velvetbean, 
lespedeza, lupine, 
sainfoin, trefoil, 
vetch, crown vetch, 
and milk vetch.



1 Broadcast 0.75-1.2 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



60











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year Use Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



CORN
FIELD CORN
POPCORN
SWEET CORN
SEED CORN
(Used alone)



3 Preplant or 
Preemergence
(Broadcast or 
Banded Over 
Row)



Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:
3.0-4.0 pt



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Precautions
•  Includes fi eld, fresh, sweet, forage, fodder 



and popcorn.
•  Seedbeds should be formed as far ahead 



of planting and treatment as possible 
to permit maximum weed and grass 
emergence.



•  Seeding should be done with a minimum 
amount of soil disturbance.



•  Weeds and grasses emerging after 
application will not be controlled. Crop 
plants emerged at time of application will 
be killed.



CORN



Tank Mixes for 
No-till/Reduced 
Till



3 Preplant or 
Preemergence
(Broadcast or 
Banded Over 
Row)



Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:
3.0-4.0 pt



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal*



- Restrictions
•  Apply as a broadcast spray before, dur-



ing or after planting, but before crop 
emergence.



Precautions
•  For improved burndown or residual 



control, Gramoxone SL 2.0 may be tank 
mixed with the following herbicides: 2,4-D 
Ester (Low Volatile), 2,4-D Amine, AAtrex/
Atrazine, Balance®, Banvel, Bicep Magnum, 
Bicep II Magnum, Bicep Lite II Magnum, 
Callisto®, Clarity, Degree™, Degree Xtra™, 
Distinct®, Dual Magnum®, Fultime™, 
Frontier®, Guardsman®, Harmony® Extra 
Herbicide (Preplant Only), Harness®, 
Harness® Xtra, Lorox, Lumax®, Lexar®, 
Princep, Prowl®.



•  Gramoxone SL 2.0 may also be tank 
mixed with Warrior®, Karate®, Ambush® 
Insecticide.



•  Refer to respective product label(s) for 
rates of application, directions for use, 
limitations, cautions, and for a list of weeds 
or insects controlled.



* Refer to 
respective 
product 
labels to 
determine 
if these 
products 
can be 
applied 
by air.
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Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



FIELD CORN
POPCORN
SWEET CORN
SEED CORN



3 Postemer-
gence
Directed 
Spray
(Including 
Hooded or 
Shielded)



1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



- Precautions
• Apply when weeds are actively growing.
•  Use higher specifi ed rate on larger or hard to 



control weeds. Weeds 6” or taller may not be 
controlled.



•  Severe damage and/or complete kill can occur 
if spray contacts corn plants.



HOODED OR SHIELDED SPRAYERS
Restrictions
•  Apply by directing spray between the rows and 



using hooded or shielded sprayers to prevent 
spray contact with crop plants.



Precautions
•  To avoid excessive crop phytotoxicity, use 



a hooded or shielded sprayer with skids or 
wheels on the spray boom to maintain spray 
height.



DIRECTED SPRAY WITHOUT HOODED OR 
SHIELDED SPRAYERS
Restrictions
•  Apply when corn is at least 10” tall with 



nozzles arranged to spray no higher than the 
lower 3” of corn stalks.



Precautions
•  Corn plants shorter than 10” may be injured 



and not recover (corn height measured from 
soil surface to top of whorl).



•  For corn greater than 20” tall, arrange the 
nozzles to spray no higher than the lower 1/3
of the corn stalks.



•  Corn foliage sprayed will be injured, but the 
crop will recover and develop normally.



FIELD CORN
Popcorn
Seed Corn



1 Harvest Aid
Broadcast



1.2-2.0 pt Ground:
20 gal
Air:
5 gal



7 Restrictions 
•  Make ONE (1) application at least 7 days prior 



to harvest.
•  Apply after the corn is mature after the black 



layer has formed at the base of the kernels (this 
indicates maturity).



•  Use 2.0 pt to desiccate mature broadleaf weeds 
and grasses or broadleaf weeds and grasses 
that are taller than 18”.



Precautions
•  Consult your local agricultural authority for 



help in identifying the black layer.
•  Add nonionic surfactant containing at least 



75% surface active ingredient at 0.25% v/v.
•  Drought stressed plants, especially broadleaf 



weeds can be diffi cult to kill and desiccation 
may not be complete.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



FIELD CORN ONLY
(grain, fodder, 
forage)



3 Post-
emergence 
directed 
spray USDA 
Witchweed 
Eradication 
Program



2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions
•  Initiate sprays in late June to early July 



and repeat in early August if regrowth 
occurs.



Precautions
•  Follow application instructions in post-



emergence directed spray section above.



FIELD CORN ONLY
(grain, fodder, 
forage)



2,4-D Amine Tank 
Mix



3 Post-
emergence 
directed 
spray USDA 
Witchweed 
Eradication 
Program



8.0 fl  oz + 0.5 lb
2,4-D



Amine AE



Ground:
10 gal



- Precautions
•  Apply as a directed spray onto grassy 



weeds and witchweed before witchweed 
blooms. Reapply if regrowth occurs.



•  Follow application instructions in post-
emergence directed spray section above.



COTTON
(Use Directions for 
all Cotton Uses)



All Cotton 
Uses



Restrictions 
•  Do not exceed 12 pints Gramoxone SL 



2.0 (3 lb active ingredient) per acre per 
season for all uses on cotton.



COTTON



(Used alone)



3 Preplant or 
Preemergence



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions 
•  Apply prior to, during or after planting, 



but before crop emergence.



Precautions
•  For fallow bed treatment, beds should be 



preformed to permit maximum weed and 
grass emergence prior to treatment.



•  Seeding should be done with a minimum 
of soil disturbance.



COTTON
(California only;
Used alone)



3 Preplant 8.0-16 fl  oz Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Precautions
•  For control of volunteer barley in pre-



formed seedbeds.



COTTON



Goal™ Herbicide 
Tank Mix



3 Preplant or 
Fallow Bed
Broadcast



2.5-4.0 pt Ground
or
Air:
10 gal



- Precautions
•  Refer to Goal label for specifi c use 



directions and restrictions, and weeds 
controlled.
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Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year Use Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



COTTON



Other Tank 
Mixes



3 Preplant or
Preemergence



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions 
•  Apply as a broadcast spray before, during or 



after planting, but before crop emergence.



Precautions 
•  For improved burndown or residual control, 



Gramoxone SL 2.0 may be tank mixed with the 
following herbicides: Cotoran, Dual Magnum, 
Meturon®, Cotton-Pro®, Caparol, Diuron, 
Harmony® Extra (Preplant Only), MSMA, 
Prowl, Zorial® .



•  When tank mixing with Cotoran DF or 
Meturon DF, follow mixing instructions in the 
Order of Tank Mixing section carefully and 
maintain constant agitation.



•  When tank mixing with any of the herbicides 
listed above, refer to that product’s label for 
specifi c directions and restrictions and for a list 
of weeds controlled.



COTTON 3 Postemergence 
Directed Spray 
(Hooded or 
Shielded)



1.2-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions 
•  If multiple applications are made, do not 



apply the second application until 14 days 
after fi rst application.



•  Apply by directing spray between the rows 
and using hooded or shielded sprayers to 
prevent contact with crop plants.



Precautions
•  Apply when weeds are actively growing and 



between 1-6” in height.
•  Use higher specifi ed rate on dense popula-



tions and/or larger or hard to control weeds. 
Weeds 6” or taller may not be controlled.



•  AVOID CONTACT WITH CROP. Intentional or 
accidental contact (including drift) of Gramox-
one SL 2.0 with the crop may result in severe 
damage or loss of the crop.



•  Equipment should be in good operating condi-
tion. Avoid leakage or dripping onto crop. 
Variation in equipment design may affect level 
of weed control.



•  Keep hoods or shields adjusted to insure 
adequate contact with weeds while shielding 
the crop from the herbicide.



•  To minimize drift, do not use nozzles or nozzle 
confi gurations or adjuvants which produce 
fi ne spray droplets (mist).



•  May be tank mixed with other postemer-
gence directed herbicides. Unless otherwise 
instructed on this label, refer to tank mix 
product label for rates, directions, limitations 
and cautions.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



COTTON



Use directions for 
all cotton harvest 
aid uses



Harvest Aid Harvest Aid Use Precautions (Applies to all 
sections)



Restrictions 
•  Do not pasture livestock in treated fi elds or 



feed treated foliage.
•  If multiple applications are made, allow 7 days 



between applications.
•  Do not apply to cotton within 3 days before 



harvest.
•  Repeat application if necessary. Do not exceed 



a total of 2.0 pt/A as a harvest aid.



Precautions
•  May be tank mixed with other cotton harvest 



aid materials known to be effective by the 
local expert. Unless otherwise instructed in this 
label, refer to tank mix product label for rates, 
directions, limitations and cautions.



•  Gramoxone SL 2.0 can be applied in a tank 
mix with methyl parathion and/or Karate 
insecticide.



•  Nodes above cracked bolls (NACB) timing is for 
guidance and is not intended to restrict the 
local expert in their use of the product.



SOUTHERN 
COTTON



Harvest aid for 
boll opening 
and defoliation 
(tank mix with 
phosphate and 
chlorate
defoliants)



4 Broadcast 8.0 fl  oz + 1 pt
phosphate or
1 gal chlorate



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



7 Restrictions
•  Apply when 80% or more of the bolls are 



open and the remaining bolls to be harvested 
are mature.



Precautions
•  Development of immature bolls will be 



inhibited.



SOUTHERN 
COTTON



Additional tank 
mixes for boll 
opening and 
defoliation



4 Broadcast 3.1-5.0 fl  oz Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions
•  Apply when 60% or more of the bolls are 



open and the remaining bolls to be harvested 
are mature.



Precautions
•  To aid in defoliation and opening of mature 



bolls, Gramoxone SL 2.0 may be tank mixed 
with the following products: Accelerate® 
Defoliant, DEF® Defoliant, Dropp®



Defoliant, Ethephon® Plant Growth
Regulant, Folex® Defoliant, Harvade®



Harvest Growth Regulant, Prep™ PGR.
•   Development of immature bolls will be 



inhibited.
•  Refer to tank mix product label for rate, direc-



tions, limitations and cautions.
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Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



SOUTHERN
COTTON



Post Defoliation-To 
aid in opening of 
mature bolls and 
to desiccate green 
weeds



4 Broadcast 1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



3 Restrictions
•  Apply when 75% or more of the bolls are 



open and remaining bolls to be harvested are 
mature.



Precautions
•  Use higher specifi ed rate if weed infestation is 



heavy or dense.
•  Development of immature bolls will be 



inhibited.
•  After a defoliation or conditioning application 



has been made, delay desiccation application 
of Gramoxone SL 2.0 approximately 3-7 days to 
minimize leaf sticking.



WESTERN
COTTON



Harvest aid for boll 
opening and early 
defoliation



4 Broadcast 5.5-8.0 fl  oz +
phosphate or 



sodium chlorate;
and/or other



compatible har-
vest aid products.



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



7 Restrictions 
• Do not use more than 8.0 fl  oz of



Gramoxone SL 2.0 for early defoliation as 
excessive desiccation may occur.



•  Do not use more than 4.0 lb of actual sodium 
chlorate defoliant per acre at this early 
defoliation timing.



Precautions
•  Use higher specifi ed rate of Gramoxone SL 2.0 



on rank cotton.
•  Early defoliation timing is when 60% or more 



of the bolls are open and the remaining bolls 
to be harvested are mature (approximately 
4 NACB).



•  Development of immature bolls will be 
inhibited.



WESTERN
COTTON



Harvest aid for boll 
opening and mid-
to-late defoliation



4 Broadcast 8.0-16.0
fl  oz alone or 
tank mix with 



sodium
chlorate or phos-
phate defoliant



and/or other 
compatible har-



vest aid products.



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



3
(Alone)



Precautions
•  In desert cotton areas or on rank vigorous 



cotton, use the 16 fl  oz rate of
Gramoxone SL 2.0.



•  Mid-to-late defoliation timing is when 75% or 
more of the bolls are open and
remaining bolls to be harvested are mature 
(approximately 3 or fewer NACB).



•  Development of immature bolls will be 
inhibited.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



COTTON
Stripper 
or Spindle 
Harvested



Harvest
aid for 
defoliation 
and boll 
opening



4 Broadcast 3.0-11.25
fl  oz



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



3 Restrictions
•  Apply when 75% of the bolls are open and the 



remaining bolls to be harvested are mature. 
•  May be applied as a split application. Do not exceed a 



total of 2.0 pt/A per year.



Precautions
•  It is advisable, because of extremes in environmental 



and plant conditions, to apply the range of rates on a 
small block of cotton to determine the rate that best 
fi ts your needs.



•  Development of immature bolls will be inhibited. Slice 
bolls and inspect the seed for maturity.



•  Gramoxone SL 2.0 may be applied alone or tank mixed 
with the following cotton harvest aids: Accelerate 
Defoliant, DEF® Defoliant, Ethephon® Plant Growth 
Regulant, Folex® Defoliant, Harvade® Harvest Growth 
Regulant, Prep PGR.



•  To avoid leaf sticking, apply Gramoxone SL 2.0 as a 
desiccant approximately 3-7 days after defoliation or a 
conditioning application and 7-14 days before harvest.



•  Cooler temperatures may cause a longer waiting 
period between application of Gramoxone SL 2.0 as a 
desiccant and defoliation/condition.



•  Lower rates in the range may be necessary south of 
I-10 in Texas where temperatures are typically higher 
during defoliation.



COTTON



Late season 
desiccation



4 Broadcast 1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



3 Restrictions
•  May be applied as a split application. Do not exceed 



a total of 2.0 pt/A per year.
•  Apply when 85% of the bolls are open and the 



remaining bolls to be harvested are mature (approxi-
mately 0 NACB).



Precautions
•  It is advisable, because of extremes in environmental 



and plant conditions, to apply the range of rates 
on a small block to determine the rate that best fi ts 
your needs.



•  Development of immature bolls will be inhibited. 
Slice bolls and inspect the seed for maturity.



•  Lower rates in the range may be necessary south of 
I-10 in Texas where temperatures are typically higher 
during defoliation.



•  If a defoliation or conditioning application has been 
made, delay desiccation application of Gramoxone SL 
2.0 approximately 3-7 days to minimize leaf sticking.



•  May be tank mixed with other harvest aid materials 
known to the local expert to be effective.
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Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



COTTON



Suppression of 
Regrowth



4 Broadcast 1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



3 Precautions
•  Regrowth is diffi cult to control, therefore, 



thorough coverage with the full rate is 
necessary.



•  Control is dependent on growing conditions 
and desiccation of small new regrowth may 
not always be complete.



•  Use higher specifi ed rate if regrowth is 
excessive.



EASTER LILIES
(Field grown)



2 Preemer-
gence



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions
• Do not apply more than twice per season.



FALLOW LAND



Prior to planting 
of any crops.



2 Preplant 
Broadcast to 
Fallow Land



1.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions
•  Do not make more than 2 applications dur-



ing the fallow period.



Precautions
•  Fallow land may be between operations 



such as disking, ripping, plowing, leveling, 
irrigating or listing for ground preparation 
purposes.



•  Use for the control of weeds such as 
bluegrass, chickweed, henbit, downy brome, 
ryegrass, cheatgrass, dog fennel, tansy 
mustard, London rocket, sowthistle, rescue 
brome, wild oats, volunteer cereals and other 
winter annuals and for suppression of peren-
nial weeds or sedges.



•  Use the higher rate for weeds approaching 
the maximum size of 6”.



•  Allow maximum weed emergence prior 
to application to maximize the benefi t of 
this use.



•  Adhere to the preharvest intervals and other 
crop specifi c restrictions for planted crops 
elsewhere on this label.



GINGER 6 Preemer-
gence 
Broadcast, 
Postemer-
gence, 
Directed 
Spray



2.0-4.0 pt Ground:
20 gal



14 days for 
immature 



ginger roots, 
75 days for 



mature
ginger roots



Restrictions
• Apply as a preemergence broadcast



application before, during, or after planting 
but prior to crop emergence.



•  If multiple applications are made, allow 30 
days between applications.



•  Do not exceed 24 pints of Gramoxone SL 2.0 
(6 lb active ingredient) per acre per season.



•  Do not allow spray to contact ginger plants.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



GRASSES 
(For Seed; 
For Use in 
Seedbed 
Preparation)



3 Preplant,
At Planting, 
or Preemer-
gence



2.0-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions
•  Repeat applications may be made prior to grass 



emergence, however, do not exceed 3 applica-
tions per year.



•  Do not graze treated areas or use the seed or 
straw from treated areas for animal feed or 
bedding.



Precautions
•  Prepare the seedbeds and allow weeds to 



germinate.
•  Apply Gramoxone SL 2.0 when weeds are at 



the 3-5 leaf stage.



GUAR
(Preharvest 
desiccation



3 Preharvest 2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



4 Restrictions
•  Do not apply until the pods are fully mature.
•  Do not graze treated areas or use the treated 



forage for animal feed.



GUAVA 4 Directed 
Spray



3.75 pt Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions
•  Do not allow spray to contact green stems, fruit 



or foliage.
• Do not graze treated areas.
•  Do not feed cover crops grown in treated areas 



to livestock.
Precautions
•  For mature woody weeds, late-germinating 



weeds and grasses, and perennials, retreatment 
or spot spraying may be necessary.



HOPS
(ID, OR, & WA 
only)



3 Directed 
Spray and/
or Suckering 
and
Stripping



2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



14 Restrictions
• Do not apply more than 3 times per season.
•  Do not allow spray to contact green stems, foli-



age, fl owers, or cones as injury may result.
•  Do not allow animals to graze in treated 



hopyards.



Precautions
•  Retreatment or spot treatment may be necessary.
•  Hop vine refuse and silage may be fed to 



livestock.
•  For suckering and stripping, spray only the basal 



2 ft of the vines.
•  Experience with varieties other than Cascade, 



Yakima Cluster, and Bullion is limited. If using 
Gramoxone SL 2.0 on other varieties than these, 
test the use pattern on a small number of vines 
of each variety to determine sensitivity to 
injury. Do not use on unlisted varieties if unac-
ceptable crop injury occurs.



•  Chemical Pruning: To burn back existing vines 
and obtain even emergence of subsequent 
vines, spray when vines are less than 3 ft tall.



•  APPLICATION TO HOP VINES LESS THAN 6 FT 
TALL MAY CAUSE UNACCEPTABLE INJURY.
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Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



LENTILS 2 Harvest Aid 1.2-2.0 pt Ground:
20 gal
Air:
7 gal



7 Restrictions
•  DO NOT exceed a total of 2.0 pt/A per season.
•  May also be applied as a split application. If 



applied as a split application, do not exceed 
a total of 2 pt/A per season. Split application 
may improve coverage. 



•  Apply when crop is mature and at least 80% 
of the pods are yellowing and mostly ripe 
with no more than 30% of the leaves still 
green in color. 



•  DO NOT apply when weather conditions 
favor spray drift. A drift control agent may be 
included to reduce spray drift.



•  NOT REGISTERED FOR USE ON LENTILS IN 
CALIFORNIA.



Precautions
•  Add nonionic surfactant at 0.25% v/v (2 pt/100 



gal) of the fi nished spray volume.



MINT
(Peppermint,
 Spearmint)



2 Dormant 
Season



2.0-3.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions
•   Apply when crop is dormant before spring 



growth begins and when weeds are less than 
6” tall.



•  Do not apply more than 3.0 pt/A per dormant 
season.



Precautions
•  For suppression of weeds such as Italian 



ryegrass, prickly lettuce, groundsel, chickweed, 
downy brome and bluegrass.



•  May be tank mixed with Sinbar Herbicide (ter-
bacil) weed killer for improved contact activity 
and residual control of Italian ryegrass, prickly 
lettuce and groundsel. Apply this tank mixture 
no more than once per season. Refer to the 
Sinbar label for rates, directions, and cautions 
and for a list of weeds controlled.



OKRA 1 Preemergence 
Broadcast



2.0-4.0 pt/A Ground:
20 gal



-- Restrictions
•  Preemergence applications must be made 



before crop emergence.
•  If multiple applications are made, allow 14 



days between applications.
•  Apply no more than 3 applications per season.
•  Do not exceed 8.0 pt/A (2 lb active ingredient) 



per season.
• Do not allow spray to contact okra plants.



2 Postemer-
gence
Directed Spray



2.0 pt/A Ground:
20 gal



21 days











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



ONION
(DRY BULB)



1 Preemer-
gence 
Broadcast



2.0-4.0 pt/A Ground:
20 gal



-- Restrictions
•  Only 1 preemergence and 1 postemergence 



application can be made per year.
•  Do not exceed 6.0 pt/A (1.5 lb active ingredient) 



per season.



Precautions
•  Use the higher rate for heavy weed infestations 



or wild oat control.
•  For preemergence treatment, allow maximum 



weed emergence prior to treatment but apply 
before crop emergence.



1 Postemer-
gence 
Directed 
Spray



2.0 pt/A Ground:
20 gal



60 days



ONIONS 
(SEEDED)
AND GARLIC



1 Preplant/
Preemer-
gence



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



60
200



(CA only)



Restrictions
•  Use the higher rate for heavy weed infestations 



or wild oat control. Apply only one application 
per season at the 4.0 pt/A dosage.



•  Do not apply more than 4.0 pt/A.



Precautions
•  Allow maximum weed and grass emergence 



prior to treatment but apply prior to crop 
emergence.



PASSION FRUIT 5 Directed 
Spray



3.75 pt Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions
•   If application is to be made during harvest 



season, pick all fruit off the ground prior to 
application.



•  Do not allow animals to graze on treated areas.



Precautions
•  Use a shield or wrap vine if bark is still green at 



application time.
• Retreatment or spot treatment may be necessary.



PEANUTS 2 Broadcast
At Ground 
Crack
Postemer-
gence



8.0-16.0
fl  oz



Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions
•  To control or suppress small (1-6”) emerged 



annual grass and broadleaf weeds in peanuts at 
ground crack. A second application may be made 
up to 28 days after ground crack.



•  Make no more than 2 applications per season 
and do not apply a total of more than 16.0 fl  oz 
of product per acre per season.



•  Do not apply by air.



Precautions
•  For at ground crack use, Gramoxone SL 2.0 can 



be tank mixed with Pursuit® Herbicide or Dual 
Magnum for residual weed control. Consult 
the Pursuit or Dual Magnum label for a list 
of weeds controlled, rates of application, and 
precautions.



•  Crop foliage sprayed will be injured in the form 
of bronzing and crinkling but the crop will 
recover and develop normally.
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Applications 
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Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



PEANUTS



Basagran® 
Herbicide Tank 
Mix



2 Broadcast
At Ground 
Crack Post-
emergence



8.0-16.0
fl  oz



Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions
•  This tank mix can be applied at the ground crack 



stage of peanuts. A second application may be 
made up to 28 days after ground crack.



•  Make no more than 2 applications per season and 
do not apply a total of more than 16.0 fl  oz of 
product per acre per season.



•  Do not apply this tank mix if peanuts show injury 
(leaf phytotoxicity and/or plant stunting) produced 
by any other herbicide treatment as injury may be 
enhanced and/or prolonged.



• Do not apply by air.



Precautions
•  For improved control of weeds such as cocklebur, 



bristly starbur, smartweed and prickly sida, tank mix 
Gramoxone SL 2.0 with Basagran at 1 pt/A.



•  Crop foliage sprayed will be injured in the form of 
bronzing and crinkling but the crop will recover 
and develop normally.



•  Refer to the Basagran label for specifi c use direc-
tions, limitations, cautions and for a list of weeds 
controlled.



•  Do not apply this tank mix during prolonged 
periods of drought or unseasonably cold weather 
as unsatisfactory weed control may result.



PEANUTS



Butyrac® 
Herbicide or 
Butoxone® 
Herbicide 200 
Tank Mix



2 Broadcast
Postemer-
gence



8.0-16.0
fl  oz



Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions
•   Make no more than 2 applications per season and 



do not apply a total of more than 16.0 fl  oz of 
product per season.



• Do not apply by air.



Precautions
•  For improved control of weeds such as cocklebur, 



sicklepod and morningglory tank mix Gramoxone SL 
2.0 with 8-16 fl  oz (0.125-0.25 lb) per acre of Butyrac 
or Butoxone 200.



•  Crop foliage sprayed will be injured in the form of 
bronzing and crinkling but the crop will recover and 
develop normally.



•  Refer to the complete Butyrac or Butoxone 200 
label for specifi c use directions, limitations,
cautions and for a list of weeds controlled.



PERSIMMON 5 Directed 
Spray



3.75 pt Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions
•  Do not allow spray to contact green stems, fruit, 



or foliage.
• Do not graze treated areas.
•  Do not feed cover crops grown in treated areas 



to livestock.



Precautions
•  For mature woody weeds, late-germinating weeds 



and grasses, and perennials, retreatment or spot 
spraying may be necessary.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



PIGEON PEAS
(Puerto Rico 
only)



1 Directed 
Spray



2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



60 Restrictions
•  Do not make more than 1 application per 



season.
•  Do not graze treated areas or feed treated 



forage to livestock.



Precautions
• Avoid contact with pigeon pea foliage.
• Cannery waste can be fed to livestock.



PINEAPPLE 3 Directed 
Spray



2.0-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



20 Restrictions
•  Do not exceed 3 applications per season.
Precautions
•  Retreatment may be necessary on more 



mature weeds.



RICE 3 Preplant or 
Preemer-
gence
Broadcast



Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:
3.0-4.0 pt



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions 
•  Apply as a broadcast spray before, during or 



after planting, but before crop emergence. 
Use higher specifi ed rates and spray volumes 
when vegetation is dense.



•  Do not fl ood/fl ush within 48 hours of 
application in order to ensure complete kill 
of vegetation.



Precautions 
•  Seeding should be done with a minimum 



amount of soil disturbance.
•  Weeds and grasses emerging after applica-



tion will not be controlled. Crop plants 
emerged at time of application will be killed.



•  For improved or extended weed control, 
Gramoxone SL 2.0 may be tank mixed with 
other herbicides registered for this use. Refer 
to tank mix herbicide labels for specifi c direc-
tions, limitations, cautions and for a list of 
weeds controlled.



•  If cool, cloudy and/or wet weather delays 
speed of kill, do not fl ood/fl ush until com-
plete kill is evident.
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Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



SAFFLOWER 3 Preplant or 
Preemergence
Broadcast or 
Banded Over 
Row



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions
•  Apply before, during, or after planting but 



before crop emergence.



SAFFLOWER
(California only)



3 Preplant
Broadcast



1.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Precautions
•  For control of volunteer barley in pre-



formed seedbeds.



SMALL GRAINS
(Barley, wheat)



3 Preplant or 
Preemergence



Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:
3.0-4.0 pt



Ground:
5 gal
Air:
5 gal



-



SMALL GRAINS
(Wheat Only)
Hoelon® 3EC 
Tank Mix



3 Preplant or 
Preemergence



Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:
3.0-4.0 pt



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions
•  Do not apply this tank mix to Barley as crop 



injury may result.



Precautions
•  A tank mix with Hoelon 3EC will improve 



grass control.
•  Apply when weeds are actively growing 



and 1-6” in height. Weeds 6” or taller may 
not be controlled.



SORGHUM (Grain) 3 Preplant/
Preemergence 
Broadcast or 
Band



Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:
3.0-4.0 pt



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



48
(grain)



20
(forage)



Precautions
•  Seedbeds should be formed as far ahead 



of planting as possible to allow maximum 
weed and grass emergence.



•  Seeding should be done with a minimum 
amount of soil disturbance.



SORGHUM (Grain)



Atrazine &
2,4-D ester
(Low Volatile) 
Tank Mix



3 Preplant or 
Preemergence



Weeds 1-3”:  
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”:  
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:
3.0-4.0 pt



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



48
(grain)



20
(forage)



Precautions
•  Gramoxone SL 2.0 may be tank mixed 



with Atrazine for improved preemergence 
or residual weed control. The addition 
of 2,4-D ester (Low Volatile) may aid in 
the suppression of perennial and annual 
broadleaf weeds emerged at the time 
of application. Refer to the specifi c tank 
mix herbicide label(s) for rates, directions, 
limitations, and cautions and a list of 
weeds controlled.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



SORGHUM (Grain)



Harmony® Extra 
Herbicide Tank 
Mix



3 Preplant 2.0-3.75 pt Ground:
10 gal



48 (grain)
20 (forage)



Precautions 
•  Gramoxone SL 2.0 may be tank mixed with 



Harmony Extra for improved weed control.
•  Refer to the Harmony Extra label for rates, 



directions, limitations, and cautions and for a 
list of weeds controlled.



SORGHUM (Grain) 2 Postemer-
gence 
Directed 
(Including 
Hooded or 
Shielded)



1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



48 (grain)
20 (forage)



Restrictions
•  Do not exceed 2 postemergence-directed 



applications or exceed a total of 4.0 pt 
Gramoxone SL 2.0 per season.



Precautions
• Apply when weeds are actively growing.
•  Use higher specifi ed rate on larger or hard to 



control weeds. Weeds 6” or taller may not be 
controlled.



•  Severe damage and/or complete kill can occur 
if spray contacts sorghum plants.



HOODED OR SHIELDED SPRAYERS



Restrictions
•  Apply by directing spray between the rows 



and using hooded or shielded sprayers to 
prevent spray contact with crop plants.



Precautions
•  To avoid excessive crop phytotoxicity, use 



a hooded or shielded sprayer with skids or 
wheels on the spray boom to maintain spray 
height.



DIRECTED SPRAY WITHOUT HOODED OR 
SHIELDED SPRAYERS



Restrictions
•  Apply when sorghum is at least 12” tall when 



naturally standing.
•  Do not exceed 30 psi nozzle pressure or spray 



under conditions which may cause excessive 
drift.



•  Use precision directed-spray application 
equipment adjusted so that no more than the 
lower 3” of the sorghum stalk is contacted by 
the application spray.



Precautions
•  Some crop injury will occur. The degree of 



injury is related to the precision of application 
and spraying conditions.



SOYBEANS
(Use directions for 
all soybean uses)



All
Soybean 
Uses



Restrictions
•  Do not exceed 11.6 pints of Gramoxone SL 2.0 



(2.9 lb active ingredient) per acre per season.
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Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



SOYBEANS 3 Preplant or
Preemer-
gence



Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:
3.0-4.0 pt



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions
• Do not exceed a total of 6.0 pt of



Gramoxone SL 2.0 per season.
•  Apply as a broadcast spray before, during or 



after planting, but before crop emergence.
•  Do not graze or harvest for forage or hay 



before the R3 stage of soybean development 
(early pod).



Precautions
•  For improved burndown or residual control, 



Gramoxone SL 2.0 may be tank mixed with the 
following herbicides: 2,4-DB, 2,4-D, Authority®, 
Canopy, Canopy XL, Command, Dual Magnum, 
Dual II Magnum, Goal, Harmony® Extra 
(Preplant Only), Lorox, Lorox Plus, Flexstar, 
Firstrate™, Frontier, Gemini®, Warrior, Karate, 
Prowl, Pursuit, Scepter®, Sencor, Surfl an®, 
Turbo®.



•  The rate of Gramoxone SL 2.0 to be used in 
these tank mixtures is dependent on weed 
height and growing conditions. Use the highest 
rate of Gramoxone SL 2.0 under dry conditions 
or where the weed canopy is dense. Refer to 
the specifi c tank mix herbicide label(s) for rates, 
directions, limitations, and cautions and for a 
list of weeds controlled.



•  The lower rate may be used when weeds are 
less than 4” tall and a selective postemergence 
spray or cultivation will be made within 3 
weeks after planting.



•  Seeding should be done with a minimum 
amount of soil disturbance.



SOYBEANS



2,4-D ester 
(Low Volatile) 
Tank Mix



3 Preplant or
Preemer-
gence



Weeds 1-3”: 
2.0-2.5 pt



Weeds 3-6”: 
2.5-3.0 pt
Weeds 6”:
3.0-4.0 pt



Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions
•  Apply 2,4-D ester (Low Volatile) at 0.35-0.475 lb 



ai/A at least 7 days prior to planting.
•  Apply 2,4-D ester (Low Volatile) at 0.475-0.95 lb 



ai/A at least 30 days prior to planting.



Precautions
•  Do not apply 2,4-D ester (Low Volatile) prior to 



planting soybeans if you are not prepared to 
accept the results of soybean injury including 
possible loss of stand and yield.



•  Do not use the amine formulation as 
Gramoxone SL 2.0 activity may be reduced.



•  May be tank mixed with residual herbicides 
listed above.



•  Refer to the 2,4-D ester (Low Volatile) label for 
a list of rates, directions, limitations and cau-
tions and for a list of weeds controlled.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



SOYBEANS 3 Spot Spray 4.8 pt/
100 gal
water



- Forage/Hay:
46 Days



Restrictions
•  Do not allow spray to contact soybean 



plant as crop injury or death may occur.



Precautions
•  Spray the solution on actively growing 



weeds until uniformly wet but not to the 
point of runoff.



SOYBEANS 3 Postemergence
Directed Spray
(Includes Hooded 
or Shielded)



1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



Forage:
46 days



Restrictions
•  If multiple applications are made, allow 



14-days between applications.
•  Do not graze or harvest for forage or hay. 
•  Apply by directing spray between the rows 



and using hooded or shielded sprayers to 
prevent spray contact with crop plants.



Precautions
•  Apply when weeds are actively growing.
•  For control of seedling johnsongrass, 



crabgrass, goosegrass, Brachiaria, Texas 
millet and pigweed less than 2” tall, use 
the lower rate of Gramoxone SL 2.0.



•  For control of 2-4“ red rice, Brachiaria, 
barnyardgrass, crabgrass. goosegrass, 
seedling johnsongrass, giant foxtail,
 and fall panicum, use 8.0 fl  oz of 
Gramoxone SL 2.0.



•  For control of 2-3” sicklepod, purslane, pig-
weed, cutleaf ground cherry, and common 
ragweed, use 8.0 fl  oz of Gramoxone SL 2.0.



•  For control of 2-4” grasses in mixture with 
common cocklebur, morningglory, and red 
rice, apply Gramoxone SL 2.0 at 8.0 fl  oz/A 
plus 0.2 lb active ingredient per acre of a 
2,4-DB formulation.



•  Refer to the 2,4-DB label for directions, 
limitations, and cautions.



•  Use higher specifi ed rate on larger (‹6”) or 
hard to control weeds. Weeds 6” or taller 
may not be controlled.



•  Severe damage and/or complete kill can 
occur if spray intentionally or accidentally 
(including drift of fi ne droplets) contacts 
the plants.
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Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone 
SL 2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



SOYBEANS 1 Harvest Aid 8.0-16.0
fl  oz



Ground:
20 gal
Air:
5 gal



15-day PHI



Do not 
graze.



Restrictions
• Do not apply within 15 days of harvest.
• Do not graze or harvest for forage or hay.



Precautions
•  Indeterminant varieties: Apply when at least 65% of 



the seed pods have reached a mature brown color or 
when seed moisture is 30% or less.



•  Determinant varieties: Apply when plants are mature, 
i.e., beans are fully developed, 1/2 of leaves have 
dropped, and remaining leaves are yellowing.



• Immature soybeans will be injured.
•  Mature cocklebur, especially drought-stressed plants, 



are tolerant to
 Gramoxone SL 2.0 and desiccation will not be com-
plete. Always use the higher rate for cocklebur.



SOYBEANS



(GROWN FOR 
RESEARCH, FIELD 
TRIALS AND SEED 
PRODUCTION 
ONLY)



1 Harvest Aid 8.0-16.0
fl  oz



Ground:
20 gal
Air:
5 gal



3-day PHI



Do not 
graze.



Restrictions
•  Only for use as a harvest aid with a 3-day pre-harvest 



interval on soybeans grown for research, fi eld trials 
and seed production, including USDA regulated 
plantings or seed production.



•  Use of Gramoxone SL 2.0 as a harvest aid with a 3-day 
pre-harvest interval on soybeans may only be done 
under agreement with and following all instructions 
of Syngenta Crop Protection, LLC.



•  Do not apply within 3 days of harvest.
•  Do not graze or harvest for forage or hay.
•  Do not use or process harvested grain for food or 



feed.



Precautions
•  Indeterminate varieties: Apply when at least 65% of 



the seed pods have reached a mature brown color or 
when seed moisture is 30% or less.



•  Determinant varieties: Apply when plants are mature, 
i.e., beans are fully developed, 1/2 of leaves have 
dropped, and remaining leaves are yellowing.



•  Immature soybeans will be injured.
•  Mature cocklebur, especially drought-stressed plants, 



are tolerant to Gramoxone SL 2.0 and desiccation 
will not be complete. Always use the higher rate for 
cocklebur.



STRAWBERRIES 3 Postemer-
gence
Directed 
Spray



2.0 pt Ground:
20 gal



21 Restrictions
•  Do not apply more than 3 times per season.
•  Do not graze livestock in treated areas.



Precautions
•  Apply by directing spray between the rows and using 



shields to prevent spray contact with crop plants.
•  Do not allow spray to contact strawberry plants as 



injury or excessive residues may result.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year Use Pattern



Gramoxone 
SL 2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



SUGAR 
BEETS



3 Preplant or 
Preemergence



2.0-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Precautions
• Use the higher rate for heavier weed infestations.
•  Seeding or transplanting should be done with a 



minimum amount of soil disturbance.
•  Crop plants emerged at time of application will 



be killed.
•  Can be used in fallow bed/stale seedbed for weed 



control.
•  Seedbeds or plantbeds should be formed as far 



ahead of treatment as possible to permit maximum 
weed emergence.



SUGARCANE 2 Postemergence
Directed Spray 
(Includes Hooded 
or Shielded)



Restrictions
•  Make a second and fi nal application, if necessary, 



when new weed growth is 2-6” high.
•  Do not graze treated areas or feed treated forage 



to livestock.



Precautions
•  Apply as a hooded, shielded or directed spray to avoid 



contact with cane foliage to prevent leaf burn and 
yield reduction.



-- Florida -- 2 2.0 pt Ground:
50 gal



- Restrictions
•  Do not apply after June 1 as cane growth may be 



stunted and yields reduced.



Precautions
•  For optimum results, apply in early spring (March-



April) when weeds are small.



-- Hawaii -- 2 2.0 pt Ground:
20 gal



- Restrictions 
• Do not apply after cane rows have closed in.



-- Louisiana -- 2 1.0-3.0 pt Ground:
20 gal



30 Precautions
•  For tiller control, apply when tillers are less than 



18” high.
•  Use the higher specifi ed rate for heavier weed infes-



tations or tiller growth.



-- Florida 
   & Texas --



1 Harvest Aid 0.6-1.0 pt Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions 
•  Apply 3-14 days before burning and harvest.



Precautions
•  Use higher specifi ed rate under cool, cloudy weather 



conditions.



SUNFLOWER 3 Preplant or 
Preemergence
Broadcast or 
Banded Over Row



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions 
•  Apply before, during, or after planting but before 



crop emergence.
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Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre
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Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest
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(Days) Directions



SUNFLOWER 2 Preharvest
Desiccation
Broadcast



1.2-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



7 Restrictions 
•  Do not graze treated areas or feed treated forage 



to livestock.



Precautions
•  Apply when sunfl ower seeds reach physiological 



maturity (when seed moisture is 35% or lower). 
For many varieties, this corresponds to the time 
when the back of the heads are yellow and the 
bracts are turning brown.



•  Use the higher rate when crop stands or weed 
infestations are heavy.



TANIERS
(Florida Only)



1 Preemer-
gence 
Broadcast 
or Banded 
Over Row



2.0-4.0 pt Ground:
20 gal



180 Restrictions
•  Preemergence applications must be made before 



crop emergence.
•  Postemergence/directed spray applications must be 



made with ground equipment that can direct the 
spray between the rows and shield to prevent spray 
contact with crop plants.



• Only 2 applications can be made per season.
•  Do not exceed 6.0 pt (1.5 lb active ingredient) per 



season.
•  Allow 30-60 days between applications if 2 



applications are made.
•  Do not apply in less than 20 gallons of water/acre.
• Do not allow spray to contact plants.



1 Postemer-
gence 
Directed 
Spray



2.0 pt



TANIERS
(Puerto Rico Only)



3
2



Shielded 
Post
Directed 
Spray



2.0 pt Ground:
50 gal



90  Restrictions
•   On taniers, do not make more than 3 applications 



per crop season.
•  Do not allow spray to contact tanier plants as injury 



may result.
• Do not spray under windy conditions.
•  Do not graze treated areas or feed treated forage 



to livestock.



Precautions
•  Apply when weeds are succulent and growth is 1-6”.



TARO,
DRYLAND
(Hawaii Only)



2 Postemer-
gence
Directed 
Spray



2.0-3.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



180  Restrictions
•  A single re-treatment may be made; however, do 



not harvest dryland taro within 6 months of the last 
application.



Precautions
•  Do not allow spray to contact the taro plants as 



injury may result.
•  Make the fi rst application when weed growth is 



1-4” high.
•  Weeds emerging after the application will not be 



controlled.
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Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre
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Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



TREE
PLANTATION
ESTABLISH-
MENT
Deciduous and 
Conifers



3 Preplant
Broadcast



2.0-4.0 pt Ground:
20 gal



-  Restrictions
•  Apply prior to planting. Plant with minimal soil 



disturbance. Do not apply in less than 20 gal/A as 
weed control will be reduced.



Precautions
•  Prepare ground early to allow maximum emer-



gence of weeds.
•  Use the higher rate for heavier weed infestations.
•  For improved burndown or residual control, tank 



mix Gramoxone SL 2.0 with other herbicides 
labelled for this use.



•  Refer to the specifi c tank mix herbicide label(s) 
for rates, directions, limitations, and cautions and 
for a list of weeds controlled.



TREES AND 
VINES
Orchards, 
Vineyards, 
Windbreak, 
Shade & Orna-
mental Trees



Acerola
Apples
Apricots
Avocados
Bananas/
Plantains



Beechnut
Brazil Nut
Butternut
Calamondin
Cashew
Cherries
Chestnut
Chinquapin
Citrus Citron
Coffee
Figs
Filberts
Grapefruit
Grapes
Hickory Nut
Kiwi Fruit
Kumquat
Lemon
Lime
Macadamia
Nuts



Mandarin
Nectarines



5
except for:



Apricots
3



Cherries
3



Kiwi Fruit
3



Nectarines
3



Olives
4



Peaches
3



Pistachios
5



(only 2 after 
shells split)



Plums
3



Directed 
Spray



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



Apricots
28



Cherries
28



Figs
13



Kiwi Fruit
14



Nectarines
28



Olives
13



Peaches
14



Pistachios
7



Plums
28



 Restrictions
•  Do not allow spray to contact green stems (except 



suckers), fruit or foliage.
•  Do not graze treated areas.
•  Do not feed cover crops grown in treated areas 



to livestock.
•  Do not apply when fi gs or olives to be harvested 



are on the ground.
•  For apricots - Do not harvest within 28 days after 



application and do not exceed 3 postemergence 
directed applications per season.



•  For cherries - Do not harvest within 28 days after 
application and do not exceed 3 post-
emergence directed applications per season.



•  For fi gs - Do not harvest within 13 days after 
application and do not exceed 5 postemergence 
directed applications per season.



•  For grapes - treat when sucker growth is no more 
than 8” long. Late season applications to weeds 
should be made to avoid contact with desirable 
foliage.



•  For kiwi fruit - Do not treat more than 3 times 
per year. Do not harvest within 14 days after 
application.



•  For mature woody weeds, perennial weeds, late 
germinating weeds and green suckers, retreatment 
or spot treatment may be necessary.



•  For nectarines - Do not harvest within 28 days after 
application and do not exceed 3 post-
emergence directed applications per season.



•  For nuts – All applications must be made prior to 
shaking for harvest.
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TREES AND VINES
(continued)



Olives
Orange
(sour & sweet)



Papayas
Peaches
Pears
Pecans
Pistachios
Plums
Prunes
Pummelo
Satsuma mandarin
Walnuts
Other shade and
ornamental trees 
such as arborvitae, 
ash, elm, fi r, oak, 
pine, etc.



5
except for:



Apricots
3



Cherries
3



Kiwi Fruit
3



Nectarines
3



Olives
4



Peaches
3



Pistachios
5



(only 2 after 
shells split)



Plums
3



Directed 
Spray



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



Apricots
28



Cherries
28



Figs
13



Kiwi Fruit
14



Nectarines
28



Olives
13



Peaches
14



Pistachios
7



Plums
28



•  For olives - Do not harvest within 13 days 
after application and do not exceed 4 post-
emergence directed applications per season.



•  For peaches - Do not harvest within 14 days 
after application and do not exceed 3 post-
emergence directed applications per season.



• For pistachios - Do not exceed two
applications after shells split. Do not har-
vest within 7 days after application.



•  For plums - Do not harvest within 28 days 
after application and do not exceed 3 
postemergence directed applications per 
season.



Precautions
•  Use a shield or wrap plant when spraying 



around young trees or vines.



TREES AND VINES



Tank Mixes



5
except for:



Apricots
3



Cherries
3



Kiwi Fruit
3



Nectarines
3



Olives
4



Peaches
3



Pistachios
5



(only 2 after 
shells split)



Plums
3



Directed 
Spray



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



Refer to 
other tank 
mix labels



Precautions
•  Gramoxone SL 2.0 may be tank mixed with 



registered residual herbicides listed below 
for combined emerged and residual weed 
control. Always refer to other herbicide 
label(s) for respective precautions, limita-
tions, restrictions, dates and directions for 
use and weeds controlled.



•  Gramoxone SL 2.0 may be tank mixed with 
the following herbicides:
Devrinol®, Goal, Karmex®,
 Krovar® I Herbicides, Princep, Sinbar, 
Surfl an, Solicam®.



PERENNIAL
TROPICAL AND
SUB-TROPICAL FRUIT 
TREES



Atemoya
Biriba
Black sapote
Canistel
Cherimoya
Custard apple
Feijoa
Ilama
Jaboticaba



4 Directed 
Spray



2.5-3.75 pt Ground:
10 gal



14 Restrictions
•  Do not allow spray to contact green stems 



(except suckers), fruit or foliage.
•  For suckering spray when suckers are 4 to 



8 inches tall.
• Do not graze treated areas.
•  Do not feed cover crops grown in treated 



areas to livestock.
•  If more than one application is to be made, 



a minimum of 28 days must be maintained 
between subsequent applications.



•  Apply only with backpack sprayers or 
ground boom equipment.



Precautions
•  For mature woody weeds, late-germinating 



weeds and grasses, and perennials, retreat-
ment or spot spraying may be necessary.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



PERENNIAL TROPICAL 
AND SUB-TROPICAL 
FRUIT TREES



(continued)
Longan
Lychee
Mamey sapote
Mango
Pawpaw
Pomegranate
Pulasan
Rambutan
Sapodilla
Soursop
Spanish lime
Star apple
Starfruit
Sugar apple
Wax jambu
White sapote



4 Directed 
Spray



2.5-3.75 pt Ground:
10 gal



14 Restrictions
•  Do not allow spray to contact green stems 



(except suckers), fruit or foliage.
•  For suckering spray when suckers are 4 to 



8 inches tall.
• Do not graze treated areas.
•  Do not feed cover crops grown in treated 



areas to livestock.
•  If more than one application is to be 



made, a minimum of 28 days must 
be maintained between subsequent 
applications.



•  Apply only with backpack sprayers or 
ground boom equipment.



Precautions
•  For mature woody weeds, late-germinating 



weeds and grasses, and perennials, retreat-
ment or spot spraying may be necessary.



TUBEROUS AND CORM 
VEGETABLES



Arracacha
Arrowroot
Artichoke, Chinese
Artichoke, Jerusalem
Canna, edible
Chayote (root)
Chufa
Leren
Potato
Sweet potato
Turmeric
Yam bean



3 Preplant or 
Preemer-
gence
Broadcast



1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions
•  Apply up to ground cracking, before crop 



has emerged.



TUBEROUS AND CORM 
VEGETABLES



(California, Washington, 
Oregon, Idaho only;
Used alone)



Arracacha
Arrowroot
Artichoke, Chinese
Artichoke, Jerusalem
Canna, edible
Chayote (root)
Chufa
Leren
Potato
Sweet potato
Turmeric
Yam bean



3 Preplant
Broadcast



8.0-16.0 fl  oz Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Precautions
•  For control of volunteer barley in pre-



formed seedbeds.



continued…











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



TYFON
(New Hampshire only)



3 Preplant
Preemer-
gence



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



-  Precautions
•  Seeding should be done with a minimum of 



soil disturbance.
•  Weeds and grasses emerging after treat-



ment will not be controlled.
•  Crop plants emerged at time of application 



will be injured.



VEGETABLES (SEE 
CUCURBITS BELOW)
(Seeded or
 Transplanted)
Beans (Lima, Snap)
Broccoli
Cabbage
Carrots
Caulifl ower
Cavalo Broccolo
Chinese Cabbage
Collards
Eggplant
Endive (Escarole)
Groundcherry
Lettuce



Peas
Pepino
Peppers



Sweet Corn
Tomatillo
Turnips
Tomatoes



3 Preplant 
Preemer-
gence



2.0-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions 
•  Applications can be made as a banded or 



broadcast treatment before, during or after 
planting but prior to the crop emergence. 
Do not harvest tomatoes within 30 days 
after application.



Precautions
•  Seedbeds or plantbeds should be formed 



as far ahead of treatment as possible to 
permit maximum weed emergence.



•  Use the higher rate for heavier weed 
infestations.



•  Seeding or transplanting should be 
done with a minimum amount of soil 
disturbance.



•  Crop plants emerged at time of application 
will be killed.



•  Can be used in fallow bed/stale seedbed 
for weed control alone or tank mixed with 
Goal. Consult the Goal label for a list of 
weeds controlled, rates of application and 
precautions.



VEGETABLES,
CUCURBITS
(Seeded or
 Transplanted)



Cantaloupe
Chayote Fruit
Chinese Waxgourd
Citron Melon
Cucumber
Gherkin
Gourd, Edible
Momordica spp.
Musk Melons
Pumpkin
Squash
Watermelons



3 Preplant 
Preemer-
gence



2.0-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions 
•  Do not exceed 10 pints of Gramoxone SL



2.0 (2.5 lb active ingredient) per acre per 
season.



•  If multiple applications, allow 14 days 
between applications.



•  Applications can be made as a banded or 
broadcast treatment before, during or after 
planting but prior to the crop emergence.



Precautions
•  Seedbeds or plantbeds should be formed 



as far ahead of treatment as possible to 
permit maximum weed emergence.



•  Use the higher rate for heavier weed 
infestations.



•  Seeding or transplanting should be 
done with a minimum amount of soil 
disturbance.



•  Crop plants emerged at time of application 
will be killed.



•  Can be used in fallow bed/stale seedbed for 
weed control.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



VEGETABLES
Eggplant
Tomatoes
Peppers



3 Directed 
Spray



2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions 
•  Use precision directed spray application equip-



ment adjusted to prevent spray contact with crop 
plants. Do not exceed 30 psi nozzle pressure or 
spray under conditions which may cause excessive 
drift.



•  Apply when weeds are succulent and weed 
growth is less than 6”.



•  Do not apply more than 3 applications per 
season.



•  Do not allow animals to graze in treated areas.
•  Do not harvest tomatoes within 30 days after 



application.



Precautions
•  For control or suppression of emerged weeds 



between rows after crop establishment.



VEGETABLES
Tomatoes



2 After Final 
Harvest



2.4-3.75 pt Ground: 
40-120
gal



- Restrictions 
•  DO NOT apply more than a total of 1.875 lb 



active ingredient (paraquat) per acre per season.



Precautions
•  Add NIS containing 75% or more surface active 



agent at 0.125 v/v (1 pt/100 gal spray solution).
•  Thorough coverage of the tomato vines is re-



quired to ensure maximum herbicide burndown.
•  Use of dirty or muddy water may deactivate 



Gramoxone SL 2.0.
•  To help facilitate removal of Sweet Potato 



Whitefl y, burn tomato vines with propane burn-
ers as soon as possible after the vines have dried 
down suffi ciently.



•  To minimize drift, do not use nozzles or nozzle 
confi gurations which produce fi ne spray droplets 
(mist).



VEGETABLES
(California, 
Washington, 
Oregon,
Idaho only)
Lettuce
Melon
Sugar Beets
Tomatoes



2 Broadcast 0.75-1.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



- Restrictions 
•  Do not harvest tomatoes within 30 days after 



application.



Precautions
•  For control of volunteer barley in preformed 



seedbeds.



VEGETABLES
Rhubarb



2 Dormant 2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



- Restrictions 
•  Apply during dormant season before buds in 



crown begin to grow.
•  Do not make more than 2 applications per 



season.



continued…











ALFALFA



Table 2. New Seedlings - Suppression and control of broadleaf weeds and grasses in new alfalfa 
seedlings grown for hay (California only)



For Control of:



Rate/Acre



For Suppression For Control



Spikeweed
(4 inches tall or less)



8 fl  oz 16-24 fl  oz



Volunteer Small Grain
(8 inches tall or less)



8-16 fl  oz 32 fl  oz



Fiddleneck
(6 inches tall or less)



8-16 fl  oz 32 fl  oz



Shepherdspurse 16-32 fl  oz -



Annual Bluegrass - 16-32 fl  oz



Chickweed - 16-32 fl  oz



Red Maids
(6 inches tall or less)



- 16-32 fl  oz



Do not use the 8.0 fl  oz rate unless the alfalfa has at least 3 trifoliate leaves; the 16.0 fl  oz rate unless the alfalfa has 
6 trifoliate leaves; or rates over 16.0 fl  oz unless there are 9 trifoliate leaves.



RESIN SOAKING



Pines (Loblolly, Shortleaf, Longleaf, Slash, Virginia, Pond, Pitch, and Spruce Pines)



Tree Selection - Select trees to be treated from stands on sites not subject to periods of extreme drought stress as 
the desiccating effect of Gramoxone SL 2.0 to pines is accentuated during such periods, causing a reduction in the 
amount of oleoresin deposited in the xylem. Select trees to be treated from vigorous, nonstagnated stands, either 
natural or planted. In stagnated stands or commercial timber stands, plan treating with Gramoxone SL 2.0 not 
sooner than three years after a commercial thinning.



Application Directions - Apply Gramoxone SL 2.0 diluted in water to a suitable wound in the tree trunk to bring the 
treatment into contact with the xylem (sapwood).



Bark Streaks or Cuts: This type of wound is made using a standard or rotary bark hack or a chainsaw chipping tool 
employed in naval stores work to remove a single 1-inch wide streak of bark about 1-2 ft from ground level. The 
total length should not exceed 1/3 of the tree circumference. Multiple streaks or cuts can result in serious girdling 
of the trunk and premature death of the tree. A coarse spray (about 1.7-5.0 ml) Gramoxone SL 2.0 solution (1-5% 
cation, wt/wt basis) should be applied to runoff to the exposed xylem, using a low-pressure sprayer. The amount 
of spray required per cut depends on tree circumference and the length of cut or streak (1/3 of circumference). For 
a 9-inch diameter tree, 3 ml of spray will cover the 1-inch wide streak. Using 3 ml of a 3 or 6% Gramoxone SL 2.0 
solution will result in application of 60 or 120 mg. Gramoxone SL 2.0 per streak.



Time of Treatment: Resin soaking can occur from treatments made any time of the year; however, cool season 
treatments under nondrought conditions usually result in less severe pine beetle infestations and longer tree life.



Interval Between Treatment and Tree Harvest: The interval between application of Gramoxone SL 2.0 and tree 
harvest should be a minimum of 6 months and preferably from 12-24 months. Intervals of over 6 months may not 
be possible under conditions of drought or serious pine beetle attacks, which may make early harvest necessary. 
The Gramoxone SL 2.0 treatment may encourage beetle attack, or may cause premature death of the tree. Desicca-
tion of the xylem tissue, rather than the desired resin soaking, may occur, and is more likely at higher dosage rates.



Effect on Stem Growth: Gramoxone SL 2.0 treatment can result in reduced stem growth during the interval between 
treatment and tree harvest.











Dilution Table for Gramoxone SL 2.0 (2.0 lb cation per gallon):



Concentration of Cation
Desired (Wt/Wt Basis)



To 1 Gallon of Gramoxone SL 2.0 Add the
Following No. Gal of Water:



0.2%
0.5%
1.0%
2.0%
3.0%
4.0%
5.0%



118.8
46.8
22.9
10.9



6.9
4.9
3.7



Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



CONSERVATION RESERVE, 
FEDERAL SET-ASIDE, CON-
SERVATION COMPLIANCE 
PROGRAMS (For use in 
compliance with the
Federal Conservation
Reserve Program or
Federal set-aside
programs).



3 Broadcast 2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



-  Precautions
• For improved emerged weed control or



extended weed control, Gramoxone SL 2.0 
may be tank mixed with other herbicides 
registered for this use. Refer to tank mix 
herbicide labels for specifi c directions, 
limitations, cautions and for a list of weeds 
controlled.



NONCROP USES 10 Broadcast
or Spot 
Treatment



2.5-4.0 pt Ground:
10 gal



-  Precautions
•  For use in noncrop areas such as public airports, 



electric transformer stations, pipeline pumping 
stations, around commercial buildings, storage 
yards and other installations, fence lines or 
similar noncrop areas.



•  Avoid contact with the foliage of ornamentals 
or desired plants.



PASTURE RESEEDING
For suppression of
existing sod and
undesirable emerged 
broadleaf weeds and 
grasses prior to or at time 
of planting grasses or
forage legumes



3 Broadcast 1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



See specifi c 
geographic 
comments



West of Cascade and Sierra Nevada Mountains



Restrictions 
•  Do not use in areas with heavy sod and weed 



growth.



Precautions
•  Apply in October through December after fi rst 



fall rains and after weeds have emerged and 
sod has started new growth.



•  For best seeding results, apply on moderately 
to heavily grazed areas.



East of Rocky Mountains



Restrictions 
•  Apply prior to, or at time of seeding grasses or 



forage legumes. 
•  Apply only to grazed or mowed pastures not 



more than 3” in height at time of treatment.



Precautions
•  Use the 2.0 pt rate on vigorous or coarse sod 



species such as bromegrass.



continued…











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



PASTURE
RESEEDING
(continued)



For suppression 
of existing sod 
and undesirable
emerged broad-
leaf weeds and 
grasses prior to 
or at time of 
planting grasses
or forage 
legumes



3 Broadcast 1.0-2.0 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



See specifi c 
geographic 
comments



Bermudagrass or Bahiagrass Sods
Precautions
•  Apply in late summer or early fall to sod not exceed-



ing 3 inches in height.
•  For control of emerged Little Barley, apply in February 



or March before the midboot stage of Little Barley.



Bermudagrass and Coastal Bermudagrass Pastures



 Restrictions
•  Do not mow for hay until 40 days after treatment.



Precautions
• Apply when bermudagrass is dormant.
•  For control of little barley, apply before the mid-boot 



stage.



For Control of 
Endophyte-
Fungus-Infected 
Fescue Forage 
Legume/Grass 
Mixture and 
Other Grass 
Pastures



2 Broadcast
(Split
 Application)



1.0-2.0 pt
followed by 



1.0-2.0 pt



Ground:
10 gal



-  Restrictions
•  Use split applications of 10-21 days apart if necessary.
•  Do not exceed 4.0 pt/A total in preparation for 



reseeding.



Precautions
•  For spring plantings, the initial application of 1.0-2.0 pt 



may be made the previous fall.
•  Apply when fescue is actively growing and no more 



than 4” high.
•  To reduce the infestation of endophyte-



infested grass, do not allow fescue to go to seed starting 
with the preceding year’s crop.



* For Prickly Pear
  Desiccation in 



Pastures



* Not for use
  in California.



10 Spot Sprays 1.0 fl  oz per 
gallon of



water



Spray to 
wet weed 
foliage



Restrictions
•  Do not use more than 2.5 pt of Gramoxone SL 2.0 per 



acre per year.



Precautions
•  Knapsack, backpack sprayers, pump-up pressure 



sprayers, hand-guns, hand wands, and other hand-held 
equipment can be used to direct the spray onto weed 
foliage for spray to wet applications.



•  Mix 1.0 fl  oz of Gramoxone SL 2.0 and 1/3 fl  oz of a nonionic 
surfactant per gallon of water.



•  Spray coverage should be uniform and provide complete 
cover of all green prickly pear foliage.



•  Apply in May through September for best desiccation 
results.



•  Apply only to pastures with no more than 3” of height at 
time of treatment.



•  For improved desiccation and perennial control of Prickly 
pear, tank mix with Grazon P+D Specialty Herbicide at a 
rate of 1-2 fl  oz per gallon of water.



•  Refer to the Grazon P+D Specialty Herbicide label for 
directions, restrictions, and precautions.











Crop



Maximum 
Number of 



Applications 
Per Year



Use
Pattern



Gramoxone SL
2.0



Rate Per Acre



Minimum 
Total



Spray Per 
Acre



Grazing or
Preharvest



Interval
(Days) Directions



* For Juniper 
Species leaf 
moisture 
reduction or 
desiccation 
prior to 
Prescribed 
burning of 
pastures



* Not for use
  in California.



10 Broadcast 2.0 pt Air:
5 gal



Restrictions
•  Use 2% v/v nonionic surfactant in a mini-



mum of 5 gpa spray solution.
•  Do not graze livestock after application or 



prior to burning.



Precautions
•  Use only in conjunction with prescribed 



burning as recommended and monitored 
by local SCS or University and Extension 
Range Specialists.



•  Apply during hot, dry weather conditions 
(generally July and August).



•  Juniper leaf moisture content should be 
monitored; however, maximum leaf mois-
ture reduction generally occurs 3-4 weeks 
after Gramoxone SL 2.0 application.



•  Signifi cant soil moisture and/or wet 
weather conditions prior to or after 
application will decrease the potential for 
Juniper Crown burns.



•  Cool or humid weather conditions also 
adversely affect leaf moisture reduction.



* Native
  Pastures



*Not for use
  in California.



2 Broadcast 1.5-1.8 pt Ground:
10 gal
Air:
5 gal



Restrictions
•  Apply in spring after 90% node formation 



of brome species, but before full bloom.
•  Do not apply more than 1.8 pt Gramoxone 



SL 2.0 per year.
•  Apply only to pastures with no more than 



3” of height at time of treatment.



Precautions
•  Apply Gramoxone SL 2.0 for control of 



Downy and Japanese Brome.
•  Emerged native perennial grasses will be 



burned by application, but application 
after 90% node formation will allow ad-
equate time for native grasses to recover 
and attain maximum growth in the use 
season.



Conversion Table
Gramoxone SL 2.0 to Be Applied



Ounces Pints Lb ai Acres/Gallon



16.0
24.0
32.0
40.0
48.0
56.0
64.0



1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0



0.25
0.375
0.5
0.625
0.75
0.875
1.00



8.00
6.00
4.00
3.20
2.66
2.28
2.00











STORAGE AND DISPOSAL



Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage or disposal.



Pesticide Storage



Store at temperatures above 32°F.



Pesticide Disposal



Pesticides wastes are acutely hazardous. Improper disposal of excess pesticide, spray mixture, or rinsate is a 
violation of Federal Law. If these wastes cannot be disposed of by use according to label instructions, contact 
your State Pesticide or Environmental Control Agency, or the Hazardous Waste representative at the nearest EPA 
Regional Office for guidance.



Container Handling [less than or equal to 5 gallons]



Non-refillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Triple rinse container (or equivalent) promptly after 
emptying. Triple rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents into application equipment or a mix tank and 
drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip. Fill the container 1/4 full with water and recap. Shake for 10 
seconds. Pour rinsate into application equipment or a mix tank or store rinsate for later use or disposal. Drain 
for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip. Repeat this procedure two more times. Then offer for recycling if 
available or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or by incineration, or by other procedures approved 
by state and local authorities.



Container Handling [greater than 5 gallons – mini-bulk]



Non-refillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Triple rinse container (or equivalent) promptly 
after emptying. Triple rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents into application equipment or a mix tank. 
Fill the container 1/4 full with water. Replace and tighten closures. Tip container on its side and roll it back and 
forth, ensuring at least one complete revolution, for 30 seconds. Stand the container on its end and tip it back 
and forth several times. Turn the container over onto its other end and tip it back and forth several times. Empty 
the rinsate into application equipment or a mix tank or store rinsate for later use or disposal. Repeat this proce-
dure two more times. Then offer for recycling if available or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or by 
incineration, or by other procedures approved by state and local authorities. 



Container Handling [greater than 5 gallons - bulk]



Refillable container. Refill this container with pesticide only. Do not reuse this container for any other purpose. 
Cleaning the container before final disposal is the responsibility of the person disposing of the container. 
Cleaning before refilling is the responsibility of the person refilling. To clean container before final disposal, 
empty the remaining contents from this container into application equipment or mix tank. Fill the container 
about 10 percent full with water. Agitate vigorously or recirculate water with the pump for 2 minutes. Pour or 
pump rinsate into application equipment or rinsate collection system. Repeat this rinsing procedure two more 
times. Then offer for recycling if available or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or by incineration, or 
by other procedures approved by state and local authorities.



For help with any spill, leak or fire involving this material, call 1-800-888-8372.



CONTAINER IS NOT SAFE FOR FOOD, FEED OR DRINKING WATER.











AAtrex®, Ambush®, Bicep Magnum®, Bicep II Magnum®, Bicep Lite II Magnum®, Boundary® 6.5EC,
Callisto®, Caparol®, Devrinol®, Dual Magnum®, Gramoxone® SL 2.0, Flexstar®, Karate®, Lexar®,
Lumax®, Princep®, Reglone®, Solicam®, Zorial®, the ALLIANCE FRAME
the SYNGENTA Logo, and the PURPOSE ICON
are Trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company



Accelerate® trademark of Cerexagri, Inc.



Authority®, Canopy®, Harmony® Extra, Gemini®, Karmex®, Krovar®, Linex®, Lorox®, Lorox Plus™, Sinbar®,
Velpar®, and Viton® trademarks of E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company, Inc.



Balance®, DEF®, Dropp®, Hoelon®, Prep™ and Sencor® trademarks of Bayer CropScience



Banvel®, Basagran®, Clarity®, Distinct®, Frontier®, Guardsman®, Marksman®, Prowl®, Pursuit®, and Scepter® 
trademarks of BASF Ag Products



Butoxone® and Cotoran® trademarks of Makhteshim-Agan of North America, Inc.



Butyrac® trademark of Agri Star/Albaugh, Inc.



Command® trademark of FMC Corporation



Cotton-Pro® and Meturon® trademarks of Griffi n LLC



Degree™, Degree Xtra™, and Harness® trademarks of Monsanto Agricultural Company



Ethephon® trademark of Micro Flo Company LLC



Folex® trademark of AMVAC Chemical Corporation



Firstrate™, Fultime™, Goal™, Spike®, and Surfl an® trademarks of Dow AgroSciences



Harvade® trademark of Uniroyal Chemical Company



©2016 Syngenta



For non-emergency (e.g., current product information), call



Syngenta Crop Protection at 1-800-334-9481.



Manufactured for:
Syngenta Crop Protection, LLC
P. O. Box 18300
Greensboro, North Carolina 27419-8300



SCP 1431A-L1F 1115
4074780











2.5 gallons 
Net Contents 



RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE 
DUE TO ACUTE TOXICITY 



FOR RETAIL SALE TO AND USE ONLY BY CERTIFIED APPLICATORS OR PERSONS UNDER THEIR DIRECT SUPERVISION 
AND ONLY FOR THOSE USES COVERED BY THE CERTIFIED APPLICATOR'S CERTIFICATION. 



GROUP 22 HERBICIDE KEEP OUT OF REACH 
OF CHILDREN.



DANGER /
POISON
PELIGRO /
VENENO
Si usted no entiende la etiqueta, busque a alguien para que se 
la explique a usted en detalle. (If you do not understand the 
label, find someone to explain it to you in detail.)
FIRST AID: Contains Paraquat, a Bipyridylium Herbicide
If swallowed: SPEED IS ESSENTIAL. Immediate medical atten-
tion is required. If available, give an adsorbent such as acti-
vated charcoal, bentonite or Fuller’s Earth. Call a poison control 
center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Do not give 
anything by mouth to an unconscious person. If inhaled: Move 
person to fresh air. The odor of this product is from the alerting 
agent, which has been added, not from the paraquat. If person 
is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance. Call a poison control 
center or doctor for further treatment advice. If in eyes: Hold eye 
open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. 
Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then 
continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or doctor for 
treatment advice. If on skin or clothing: Take off contaminated 
clothing. IMMEDIATELY wash with soap and water and rinse for 
15-20 minutes. Prolonged contact will cause severe irritation. 
Contact with irritated skin or a cut or repeated contact with 
intact skin may result in poisoning. GET MEDICAL ATTENTION. 
Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.
NOTE TO PHYSICIAN: Refer to the booklet ‘Paraquat Poisoning. A 
Practical Guide to Diagnosis, First Aid and Hospital Treatment’ (http://
www4.syngenta.com/what-we-do/crops-and-products/paraquat-safety). 
Administer either activated charcoal (100g for adults or 2g/kg body 
weight in children) or Fuller’s Earth (15% solution; 1 liter for adults or 
15ml/kg body weight in children). NOTE: The use of gastric lavage 
without administration of an adsorbent has not shown any clinical 
benefit. Do not use supplemental oxygen. Eye splashes from concen-
trated material should be treated by an eye specialist after initial 
treatment. With the possibility of late onset corneal ulceration, it 
is advised that patients with paraquat eye injuries are reviewed by 
an eye specialist the day after first presentation. Use treatment that 
is appropriate for chemical burns. Intact skin is an effective barrier 
to paraquat, however contact with irritated or cut skin or repeated 
contact with intact skin may result in poisoning.
Have the product container or label with you when calling a 
poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment.
HOT LINE NUMBER: For 24-Hour Medical Emergency Assistance 
(Human or Animal) Or Chemical Emergency Assistance (Spill, 
Leak, Fire or Accident) Call 1-800-888-8372.



PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS
May be fatal if swallowed. Fatal if inhaled. Do not breathe 
spray mist. Wear a dust mist NIOSH-approved respirator with 
any N, R, P, or HE filter. Causes substantial but temporary eye 
injury. Wear protective eyewear (face shield required when 
mixing/loading). Harmful if absorbed through skin. Do not
get in eyes, on skin, or on clothing. Avoid contact with skin, 
eyes or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after



handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using 
tobacco or using the toilet. Remove and wash contaminated 
clothing before reuse.
IMPORTANT: Inhalation is an unlikely route of exposure due to 
low vapor pressure and large spray droplet size, but mucosal 
irritation or nose bleeds may occur. Prolonged contact with 
this concentrated product can irritate your skin.
Environmental Hazards: Wildlife: This product is toxic to wild-
life. For terrestrial uses: Do not apply directly to water or to 
areas where surface water is present or to intertidal areas below 
the mean high water mark. Do not contaminate water when 
cleaning equipment or disposing of equipment washwaters or 
rinsate. Drift: Gramoxone SL 2.0 is a contact herbicide that desic-
cates all green plant tissue. Paraquat dichloride is toxic to non-
target crops and plants if off-target movement occurs. Extreme 
care must be taken to ensure that off-target drift is minimized 
to the greatest extent possible. Do not apply under conditions 
involving possible drift to food, forage, or other plantings that 
might be damaged or the crops thereof rendered unfit for sale, 
use, or consumption. Do not apply when weather conditions 
favor drift from treated areas. To avoid drift, do not make aerial 
applications during periods of thermal inversion. Refer to the local 
state laws, regulations, guidelines and spray drift information 
contained in the Directions for Use section for proper application 
to avoid off-target movement. Physical and Chemical Hazards: 
This product is mildly corrosive to aluminum and produces hydro-
gen gas which may form a highly combustible gas mixture. Do 
not mix or store in containers, spray tanks, nurse tanks, or such 
systems made of aluminum or having aluminum fittings. This 
product is compatible with high density polyethylene and rubber 
lined steel containers. Do not mix or allow coming into contact 
with oxidizing agents. Hazardous chemical reaction may occur.



STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage or dis-
posal. Pesticide Storage: Store at temperatures above 32°F. 
Pesticide Disposal: Pesticides wastes are acutely hazardous. 
Improper disposal of excess pesticide, spray mixture, or 
rinsate is a violation of Federal Law. If these wastes cannot 
be disposed of by use according to label instructions, con-
tact your State Pesticide or Environmental Control Agency, 
or the Hazardous Waste representative at the nearest EPA 
Regional Office for guidance. Container Handling [less 
than or equal to 5 gallons]: Non-refillable container. Do 
not reuse or refill this container. Triple rinse container (or 
equivalent) promptly after emptying. Triple rinse as follows: 
Empty the remaining contents into application equipment 
or a mix tank and drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins 
to drip. Fill the container 1/4 full with water and recap. 
Shake for 10 seconds. Pour rinsate into application equip-
ment or a mix tank or store rinsate for later use or disposal. 
Drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip. Repeat 
this procedure two more times. Then offer for recycling if 
available or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or 
by incineration, or by other procedures approved by state 
and local authorities. For help with any spill, leak or fire 
involving this material, call 1-800-888-8372. CONTAINER IS 
NOT SAFE FOR FOOD, FEED OR DRINKING WATER.



Herbicide
A Weed, Grass, and Harvest Aid
Desiccant/Defoliant Herbicide



Active Ingredient:
Paraquat dichloride
(1,1’-dimethyl-4,4’-bipyridinium dichloride) . . . . . 30.1%



Other Ingredients:  69.9%



Total:  100.0%



Gramoxone SL 2.0 contains 2.0 pounds paraquat cation 
per gallon as 2.762 pounds salt per gallon.



Gramoxone SL 2.0 contains alerting agent (odor), 
emetic, and dye.



EPA Reg. No. 100-1431 EPA Est. 100-LA-001



See directions for use in attached booklet.



AGRICULTURAL USE REQUIREMENTS
Use this product only in accordance with its labeling 
and with the Worker Protection Standard, 40 CFR part 
170. Refer to supplemental labeling under “Agricul-
tural Use Requirements” in the Directions for Use
section for information about this standard.



•  NEVER PUT INTO FOOD, DRINK OR OTHER 
CONTAINERS.



•  IF SWALLOWED, TAKE IMMEDIATE ACTION AS 
PRESCRIBED IN FIRST AID STATEMENT. SYMPTOMS 
ARE PROLONGED AND PAINFUL.



• DO NOT USE OR STORE IN OR AROUND THE HOME.
•  DO NOT REMOVE CONTENTS EXCEPT FOR 



IMMEDIATE USE.
•  THE ODOR OF THIS PRODUCT IS FROM THE 



ALERTING AGENT WHICH HAS BEEN ADDED, NOT 
FROM PARAQUAT.



Gramoxone® SL 2.0 and the Syngenta logo are
trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company



©2016 Syngenta



Manufactured for:
Syngenta Crop Protection, LLC
P. O. Box 18300
Greensboro, NC  27419-8300



SCP 1431A-L1F 1115   4074780
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Safety Data Sheet



7/8/2015



1/9/2017
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Date:



GRAMOXONE® SL 2.0



 1. PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION



A7813Q



Use: Herbicide



Product identifier on label: GRAMOXONE® SL 2.0



Manufacturer: Syngenta Crop Protection, LLC



Post Office Box 18300



Greensboro  NC  27419



Manufacturer Phone: 1-800-334-9481



Emergency Phone: 1-800-888-8372



Product No.:



 2. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION



Danger



Classifications:



Signal Word (OSHA):



May be corrosive to metalsHazard Statements:



Harmful if swallowed



Causes skin irritation



Fatal if inhaled



Causes damage to organs 



Causes damage to organs through prolonged or repeated exposure 



Skin Corrosion/Irritation:  Category 2



Specific Target Organ Toxicity:  Single  Category 1



Corrosive to Metals:  Category 1



Oral:  Category 4



Specific Target Organ Toxicity:  Repeated  Category 1



Inhalation:  Category 1



Precautionary Statements: Keep only in original container.



Do not breathe mist, vapors, spray.



Wash hands and face thoroughly after handling.



Do not eat, drink or smoke when using this product.



Use only outdoors or in a well-ventilated area.



Wear protective gloves, protective clothing, eye protection.



In case of inadequate ventilation wear respiratory protection.  See Section 8 Exposure 
Control/Personal Protection. 



Hazard Symbols:
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Ingredients not precisely identified are proprietary or non-hazardous.  Values are not product specifications.



 3. COMPOSITION/INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS



Chemical Name ConcentrationCommon Name CAS Number



Other ingredients Other ingredients Trade Secret 69.9%



(1,1'-dimethyl-4,4'-bipyridinium dichloride) Paraquat Dichloride 1910-42-5 30.1%



 4. FIRST AID MEASURES



Have the product container, label or Safety Data Sheet with you when calling Syngenta (800-888-8372), a poison control center 
or doctor, or going for treatment.



SPEED IS ESSENTIAL.  Immediate medical attention is required.  If available, give an adsorbent such as 
activated charcoal, bentonite or Fuller's Earth.
Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice.
Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.



If in eyes:  Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes.  Remove contact lenses, if 
present, after 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call Syngenta (800-888-8372), a poison control center or 
doctor for treatment advice.



If on skin or clothing:  Take off contaminated clothing.  Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 
minutes.  Call Syngenta (800-888-8372), a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.



Move person to fresh air.
The odor of this product is from the stenching agent, which has been added, not from the paraquat.
If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance.
Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice.



Ingestion:



Eye Contact:



Skin Contact:



Inhalation:



Most important symptoms/effects:



Skin irritation



Flammable hydrogen gas may be formed on contact with incompatible 
metals.  See "Conditions to Avoid", Section 10.



Other Hazard Statements:



If swallowed: Call a poison center, doctor or Syngenta if you feel unwell. Rinse mouth.



If on skin: Wash with plenty of soap and water.



If skin irritation occurs: Get medical advice.



If inhaled:  Remove person to fresh air and keep comfortable for breathing.



If exposed or concerned:  Call a poison center, doctor or Syngenta.



Immediately call a poison center, doctor or Syngenta.



Get medical advice if you feel unwell.



Specific treatment is urgent (see Section 4 First Aid Measures).



Take off contaminated clothing and wash it before reuse.



Absorb spillage to prevent material damage.



Store locked up.



Store in corrosive resistant plastic, plastic-lined steel, stainless steel or fiberglass 
container.



Dispose of contents and container in accordance with local regulations.
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Indication of immediate medical attention and special treatment needed:



Refer to the booklet 'Paraquat Poisoning.  A Practical Guide to Diagnosis, First Aid and Hospital Treatment 
(http://www4.syngenta.com/what-we-do/crops-and-products/paraquat-safety). Administer either activated charcoal (100 g 
for adults or 2 g/kgbody weight in children) or Fuller's Earth (15% solution; 1 liter for adults or 15 ml/kg body weight in 
children).  NOTE:  The use of gastric lavage without administration of an adsorbent has not shown any clinical benefit.  Do 
not use supplemental oxygen.  Eye splashes from concentrated material should be treated by an eye specialist after initial 
treatment.  With the possibility of late onset corneal ulceration, it is advised that patients with paraquat eye injuries are 
reviewed by an eye specialist the day after first presentation.  Use treatment that is appropriate for chemical burns.  Intact 
skin is an effective barrier to paraquat, however, contact with irritated or cut skin or repeated contact with intact skin may 
result in poisoning.



 5. FIRE FIGHTING MEASURES



Suitable (and unsuitable) extinguishing media:



Specific Hazards:



Special protective equipment and precautions for firefighters:



Use dry chemical, foam or CO2 extinguishing media.  If water is used to fight fire, dike and collect runoff.



Hydrolyzes in alkaline media.  This product reacts with aluminum to produce hydrogen gas.  Do not mix or store in 
containers or systems made of aluminum or having aluminum fittings.



During a fire, irritating and possibly toxic gases may be generated by thermal decomposition or combustion.



Wear full protective clothing and self-contained breathing apparatus. Evacuate nonessential personnel from the area to 
prevent human exposure to fire, smoke, fumes or products of combustion.



 6. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES



Personal precautions, protective equipment, and emergency procedures:



Methods and materials for containment and cleaning up:



Follow exposure controls/personal protection outlined in Section 8.



Untreated spilled material can dry to a highly irritating dust.



Control the spill at its source.  Contain the spill to prevent from spreading or contaminating soil or from entering sewage and 
drainage systems or any body of water.  Clean up spills immediately, observing precautions outlined in Section 8.  Cover 
entire spill with absorbing material and place into compatible disposal container.  Scrub area with hard water detergent (e.g. 
commercial products such as Tide, Joy, Spic and Span).  Pick up wash liquid with additional absorbent and place into 
compatible disposal container.  Once all material is cleaned up and placed in a disposal container, seal container and 
arrange for disposition.



 7. HANDLING AND STORAGE



Precautions for safe handling:



Conditions for safe storage, including any incompatibilities:



Store above 32°F (0°C).



Avoid contact with skin and eyes. Avoid inhalation of high concentrations of dusts. Avoid inhalation of liquid aerosols. Empty 
container retains product residue.  Triple rinse, or equivalent, empty container, return rinse water to dilution mixture, and 
dispose of dilution mixture as a hazardous waste if it cannot be disposed of by use according to label instructions.  Do not 
reuse container.  



Store the material in a well-ventilated, secure area out of reach of children and domestic animals. Do not store food, 
beverages or tobacco products in the storage area. Prevent eating, drinking, tobacco use, and cosmetic application in areas 
where there is a potential for exposure to the material. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling.



Store locked up.
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 8. EXPOSURE CONTROLS/PERSONAL PROTECTION



Ingestion:



Eye Contact:



Skin Contact:



Inhalation:



THE FOLLOWING RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EXPOSURE CONTROLS/PERSONAL PROTECTION ARE INTENDED FOR 



THE MANUFACTURE, FORMULATION AND PACKAGING OF THIS PRODUCT. 



FOR COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS AND/OR ON-FARM APPLICATIONS CONSULT THE PRODUCT LABEL.



Occupational Exposure Limits:



Appropriate engineering controls:



Use effective engineering controls to comply with occupational exposure limits (if applicable).



Individual protection measures:



Chemical Name OtherOSHA PEL ACGIH TLV Source



Other ingredients Not Established Not Established Not Established Not Applicable



Paraquat Dichloride 0.5 mg/m³ TWA (respirable; 
skin; as paraquat)



Not Established 0.01 mg/m³  TWA 
(inhalable); 0.03 
mg/m³ STEL 
(inhalable) 



Syngenta



Store the material in a well-ventilated area out of the reach of children and domestic animals.  Do not store food, beverages, 
or tobacco products in the storage area.  Prevent eating, drinking, tobacco usage and cosmetic application in areas where 
there is a potential for exposure to the material.  Always wash thoroughly after handling.



To avoid eye contact, wear safety glasses with side shields or chemical goggles.



This product is FIFRA regulated.  Refer to product labeling for end-user Personal Protection requirements. When handling 
or when exposure to concentrate is possible, wear:  long-sleeved shirt and long pants, waterproof gloves, shoes and socks, 
face shield and chemical-resistant apron. Remove any contaminated clothing promptly. Syngenta conducted ASTM 
permeation tests using PVC gloves (0.2mm thickness) and showed no breakthrough of the product after eight hours of 
testing.



Use process enclosures, local exhaust ventilation, or other engineering controls to keep airborne levels below exposure 
limits.  The potential for overexposure in manufacturing operations is low.  However, a NIOSH-certified combination air-
purifying respirator with an N, P or R 95 or HE class filter and an organic vapor cartridge may be permissible under certain 
circumstances where airborne concentrations are expected to exceed exposure limits (for example, where spray mists may 
be generated).  Protection provided by air-purifying respirators is limited. Use a pressure demand atmosphere-supplying 
respirator if there is any potential for uncontrolled release, exposure levels are not known, or under any other circumstances 
where air-purifying respirators may not provide adequate protection.



Characteristic, strong



Bluish green liquid



 9. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES



pH: 6.5 - 7.5 (100% @ 68 - 77°F)



Odor:



Appearance:



Not Available



Not Available



Initial boiling point and boiling range:



Melting point/freezing point:



Odor Threshold: Not Available
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Vapor Pressure:



Solubility (ies):



Not Available



Flammability: Not Available



103°C



Not Available



Flash Point (Test Method):



Flammable Limits (% in Air):



Autoignition Temperature:



Vapor Density:



Relative Density:



Not AvailableDecomposition Temperature:



Not AvailableViscosity:



Not AvaliablePartition coefficient: n-octanol/water:



NoneOther:



1.07 - 1.13 g/ml @ 68°F ;  9.12 lbs/gal



Not Available



Paraquat Dichloride       7.5 x 10(-8) mmHg @ 77°F (25°C)



Paraquat Dichloride       620 g/l @ 68°F (20°C)  



Incompatible materials:



Possibility of hazardous reactions: Will not occur.



Chemical stability: Stable under normal use and storage conditions.



 10. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY



Combustion products of dry material: Carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, chlorine, 
hydrogen chloride, possible trace amounts of phosgene, nitrogen oxides, ammonia, 
and other toxic and noxious fumes.



Hazardous Decomposition Products:



Reactivity: Not reactive.



Conditions to Avoid: Store above 32°F (0°C).
Stable in acidic and neutral solution.  Decomposed by alkali and in the presence of 
U.V. light.  Compound inactivated by adsorption onto inert clay.



None known.



 11. TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION



Numerical measures of toxicity (acute toxicity/irritation studies (finished product))



Ingestion:



Dermal:



Inhalation:



Eye Contact:



Oral (LD50 Female Rat) : 



Mildly Irritating (Rabbit)



Dermal (LD50 Rat)  : 



Inhalation (LC50 Rat)  : 



 1098  mg/kg body weight



>  2000  mg/kg body weight



 0.0006  mg/l air - 4 hours (data based on 
similar formulation[s])



Likely routes of exposure:



Health effects information



Symptoms of exposure:



Delayed, immediate and chronic effects of exposure:



Dermal, Inhalation



Skin irritation, Respiratory irritation



Kidney, liver damage, Skin irritation, Respiratory irritation
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Chronic/Subchronic Toxicity Studies



Carcinogenicity



Toxicity of Other Components



Skin Contact:



Skin Sensitization:



Moderately Irritating (Rabbit)



Not a Sensitizer (Guinea Pig)



Target Organs



Other Toxicity Information



Occupational exposure to paraquat does not pose any health issues as long as normal hygiene precautions are 
followed.  Paraquat has a history of use in suicides; although difficult to quantify, it is estimated that 15 ml of parquat 
(approx 37% paraquat dichloride) by oral ingestion is sufficient to cause death.  Two types of deaths can be identified:  
acute fulminate poisoning leading to multi-organ failure in a few days, and a more protracted form resulting in kidney 
failure and pulmonary fibrosis.  Treatment is available and successful, providing the quantity of product injested is low 
and the time to treatment is short.



Reproductive/Developmental Effects



Active Ingredients



Inert Ingredients



Paraquat Dichloride:  Rodent studies showed signs of irritation in 21-day dermal studies.  In a 2.5 year chronic study, rats 
showed evidence of cataracts, body weight reduction and lung effects (alveolar macrophage infiltration) at 75 ppm and 
above.  A 90-day dog diet study showed evidence of lung effects leading to alveolar collapse and death at 3 mg/kg/day.  
Chronic pneumonitis was seen in a 1-year dog study at 0.93 mg/kg/day and above. 



Paraquat Dichloride:  No evidence in the rat or mouse.



Not Established



Other ingredients



Paraquat Dichloride:  A 3-generation reproduction study showed no evidence of fertility or reproductive effects at doses 
below that causing maternal toxicity.  Reproductive NOEL was above 7.5 mg/kg/day, the highest dose level.



Paraquat Dichloride: Lung, kidney



Other ingredients: Not Established



Chemical Name NTP/IARC/OSHA Carcinogen



Other ingredients No



(1,1'-dimethyl-4,4'-bipyridinium dichloride) No



 12. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION



Environmental Fate



Eco-Acute Toxicity



Paraquat Dichloride:



Fish (Bluegill Sunfish) 96-hour LC50 13 ppm



Invertebrate (Water Flea) Daphnia Magna 48-hour EC50 1.2 ppm



Bird (Bobwhite Quail) 8-day LD50 176 mg/kg



Green Algae 4-day EC50 0.32 ppm
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Environmental Fate



The information presented here is for the active ingredient, paraquat dichloride.
Low bioaccumulation potential.  Persistent in soil.  Not persistent in water.  Immobile in soil.  Sinks in water (after 24 h).



Paraquat Dichloride:



 13. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS



Do not reuse product containers.  Dispose of product containers, waste containers, and residues according to local, state, 
and federal health and environmental regulations.



Characteristic Waste: Not Applicable



Listed Waste: Not Applicable



Disposal:



 14. TRANSPORT INFORMATION



DOT Classification



Ground Transport - NAFTA
Proper Shipping Name:  Corrosive Liquid, N.O.S. (Paraquat)
Hazard Class:  Class 8
Identification Number:  UN 1760
Packing Group:  III



Comments



Water Transport - International
Proper Shipping Name:  Corrosive Liquid, N.O.S. (Paraquat), Marine Pollutant
Hazard Class:  Class 8
Identification Number:  UN 1760
Packing Group:  III



Air Transport
Proper Shipping Name:  Corrosive Liquid, N.O.S. (Paraquat)
Hazard Class:  Class 8
Identification Number:  UN 1760
Packing Group:  III



 15. REGULATORY INFORMATION



EPCRA SARA Title III Classification:



Section 311/312 Hazard Classes:



Pesticide Registration:



This chemical is a pesticide product registered by the Environmental Protection Agency and is subject to certain labeling 
requirements under federal pesticide law.  These requirements differ from the classification criteria and hazard 
information required for safety data sheets, and for workplace labels of non-pesticide chemicals.  Following is the hazard 
information as required on the pesticide label:



EPA Registration Number(s):



100-1431



Acute Health Hazard



Chronic Health Hazard



Danger-Poison: May be fatal if swallowed.  Fatal if inhaled.  Do not breathe spray mist.  Wear a dust mist NIOSH-approved 
respirator with any N, R, P, or HE filter.  Causes substantial but temporary eye injury.  Wear protective eyewear (face 
shield required when mixing/loading).  Harmful if absorbed through skin.  Do not get in eyes, on skin, or on clothing.  Avoid 
contact with skin, eyes or clothing.  Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, 
chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet.  Remove and wash contaminated clothing before reuse.  
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RCRA Hazardous Waste Classification (40 CFR 261):



Not Applicable



TSCA Status:



Exempt from TSCA, subject to FIFRA



Section 313 Toxic Chemicals:       



CERCLA/SARA 304 Reportable Quantity (RQ):



Report product spills > 5 gal. (based on paraquat dichloride [RQ = 10 lbs.] content in the formulation) (SARA 304)



Paraquat Dichloride   30.1%   (CAS No.  1910-42-5)



0



00



0



3



 16. OTHER INFORMATION



NFPA Hazard Ratings



2/6/2012



7/8/20151/9/2017



Health:



Flammability:



Instability:



Replaces:



Original Issued Date:



Revision Date:



   The information and recommendations contained herein are based upon data believed to be correct.
   However, no guarantee or warranty of any kind, expressed or implied, is made with respect to  the
   information contained herein.



HMIS Hazard Ratings



Health:



Flammability:



Physical Hazard:



0     Minimal



1     Slight



2     Moderate



3     Serious



4     Extreme
D,SSyngenta Hazard Category:



4Section(s) Revised:



*     Chronic



3



For non-emergency questions about this product call:



1-800-334-9481
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From: Janice Primozich
To: "Carrie Martin"; "Wayne Wiebke"; "Ken Wright"
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Trail
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2020 5:46:07 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


At least they did not set the date for completion.  We can open the trail to the public once the
bridge is in place even if the paving is not done.  We can get volunteers and Jerod can get jail help to
clear and make the trail passable.  The part of the trail that was the rail is sufficient to support bike
travel.  I do not see a problem with setting a date for that 2.8 miles 18 to 24 months out.
Stan
 


From: Carrie Martin [mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Thursday, June 18, 2020 5:36 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Stan G Primozich; Ken Wright
Subject: Fw: Yamhelas Trail
 
 
See below for ODOT’s written response.
 
Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: HAVIG Erik M <Erik.M.HAVIG@odot.state.or.us>
Sent: Thursday, June 18, 2020 5:12 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Zeigler Samuel B (Samuel.B.Zeigler@doj.state.or.us) <Samuel.B.Zeigler@doj.state.or.us>;
BROWN Cooper H <Cooper.H.BROWN@odot.state.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Trail
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Dear Ms. Martin,
 
I understand that Yamhill County Chair Casey Kulla spoke with ODOT Director Strickler this morning.
Based on that conversation, I wanted to provide more information on our amendment proposal and



mailto:sgjlprimo@comcast.net

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:shadypondacre@yahoo.com

mailto:ken@kenwrightcellars.com

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:Erik.M.HAVIG@odot.state.or.us

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:Samuel.B.Zeigler@doj.state.or.us

mailto:Samuel.B.Zeigler@doj.state.or.us

mailto:Cooper.H.BROWN@odot.state.or.us





clarify ODOT’s rationale for moving in this direction.
 
ODOT’s Position
 
To date, the County’s effort to obtain land use approvals for the development of the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail (the “Trail”) and the Stag Hollow Creek bridge (the “Bridge”) have together triggered
no less than four appeals to the state Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) since 2018. While the
County prevailed in one of these appeals, in all of the others LUBA remanded the County’s land use
decision to the County for further proceedings. And in the most recent LUBA proceeding, LUBA went
further and stayed construction of the Bridge pending the outcome of that appeal. LUBA ultimately
ruled in that proceeding that the County commenced the Bridge’s construction without the
necessary conditional use permit. In short, over the last three years LUBA has time and again
repudiated the County’s efforts to obtain the necessary land use approvals for the Trail and the
Bridge. And we fully anticipate more LUBA appeals and hence more delays going forward.
 
The LUBA proceedings demonstrate the County’s ongoing inability to successfully manage its own
land-use approval process for the Bridge and the Trail of which it is a part. Given this demonstrated
inability, ODOT is concerned that (i) the Project’s successful completion—namely, the opening of the
Bridge to the public as part of the Trail—is highly questionable if not improbable and (ii) the Project
will not produce results commensurate with ODOT’s further expenditure of limited Connect Oregon
funds.
 
ODOT takes its responsibility of being good stewards of public dollars very seriously and, for this
reason and the reasons listed above, the department offers the following proposal. If the county
decides not to accept this proposal, ODOT will terminate the grant agreement.  
 
ODOT’s Proposal
 
The county will set forth a timeline for opening the subject 2.78-mile segment of the trail to the
public. Since the land-use approval process is at the county level, we’re asking the county to set a
reasonable date for the completion of the trail and subsequent opening to the public, by which time
if said opening does not occur ODOT will have the right to recover all grant funds received by the
county. This date of opening and potential recovery of funds will be amended into the current grant
agreement.
 
Timeline for Decision
 
To allow adequate time for your commission to consider this amendment, we are asking for an
agreement in principal to this amendment approach no later than 5pm next Friday (June 26, 2020)
and a formal commission approval of this amendment no later than 5pm July 3, 2020.
 
 
 








From: Ken Wright
To: Todd Sadlo; Wayne Wiebke
Cc: stevencarol. wick
Subject: RE: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:52:09 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd,
 
How is the trail different than the roads that everyone is farming next to which have runners,
bicyclists, motorcycles and convertibles next to their fields?  When I spoke with the directors of ODA
and OSHA last year they said there were no differences as far as they were concerned.  They said the
farming community had the same liability there as they did with the trail for overspray. 
 
I took what they said to mean that nothing has changed for the local farmers except that there is
more property line involved.
 
Ken
 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:44 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: stevencarol. wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 
LUBA already agreed that drift is not an "accepted farm practice," but we failed to convince
them, with findings based on evidence/testimony in the record, that farm operations adjacent
to the trail will not have to significantly change their spray setbacks, leaving parts of their
farms exposed to disease and underproduction due to their inability to spray properly. or, as
Ben Van Dyke argued, force him to spray at night with spotters to look for "trespassers."  They
say they will have to employ a 50 foot setback.  That change, being forced upon them by a
nonfarm use--the trail--prevents the county from minimizing conflicts to an insignificant level. 
It seems to me that the appropriate setback is 10 feet, and the impact to his farm practices
can be further reduced by allowing the trail to be closed while he is spraying within 50 feet of
it.  That is an inconvenience for him, that he would be forced to coordinate with his neighbor,
that he will continue to claim significantly increases his farm costs and forces significant
changes in his farm practices.
 
The Board can choose to believe whoever it finds more credible, but we need testimony and
evidence in the record that the county can rely on, like the information Steve has already
provided, but more of it, and from others.
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Steve, do you believe NIck Wiman would be willing to submit something to the effect that he
believe a trail and filbert orchard can co-exist without causing significant impacts to farm costs
or practices?  Otherwise, why would I be calling him?
 
Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:28 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: stevencarol. wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Don't need an answer; saw it as an option to "trespass".
 
 
How does Oregon's "nuisances laws" address intangible substances (pesticide drift) interference with a
property owner's(YC County)use and enjoyment of land?
 
On Sunday, April 26, 2020, 3:27:43 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 
Steve and Wayne,  thank you for all your help.  I will be working as much information as I can get before
Thursday into the county supplemental findings on remand, but facts you have should also be submitted
into the record, by you, or someone, as a basis for the findings.
 
Todd Sadlo


On Apr 26, 2020, at 11:35 AM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I was referring to your "BS" (manure) statement.
 
 
On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 7:22:49 PM PDT, stevencarol.wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:
 
 
No ,they called out 50 feet for two insecticides that both have Chlorpirilos as the active ingredient:  Yuma
4e and Lorsban.
 
Im saying that rhey can do Yuma in 10 feet.
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Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
 
-------- Original message --------
From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Date: 4/25/20 12:22 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Cc: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 
Just brought Ken into this. He is totally on top of the overspray of the vineyard I referenced in a just sent
response.
 
So Steve, are you now saying the 50" only pertains to to fertilizers>
 
 
On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 10:13:32 AM PDT, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:
 
 
Todd, I have been updating my info on spraying, and have been doing more research. I have found that
the label says on Yuma 4E (manufacturer Winfield's label, with the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos)  ONLY
requires a 10 foot buffer! 50 feet is bullshit!
 
We need to bring Ken Wright into this conversation, regarding spraying. He did considerable research for
our last set of hearings, and contacted many Oregon officials about the "real" spraying laws.
 
(see my "revised' preliminary notes below)
 
Steve
 
From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, April 25, 2020 9:22 AM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick
Subject: Fwd: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 
Gentlemen, 
 
I hope the stay decision is attached for your review.  It is a delay, but this isn’t over yet!
 
Please let me know what you think about the decision, because Ben Van Dyke will make the same
argument on remand:  that he is entitled to spray up to his property line at will, and exclude his neighbors
(esp. the county) from the use of or access to 50 feet of the neighbor’s property-a spray buffer-without
having to compensate that neighbor for loss of access.   Am I missing something?
 
It is one thing to coordinate-the county has always offered to do so-but LUBA’s rationale for “irreparable”
harm, if applied to any of Van Dyke’s other neighbors, would mean that everyone else would be required
to stay 50 feet back from their property lines while he is spraying.
 
The bridge case and remand are land use cases, but it is all wrapped up in property rights, which LUBA
has no expertise in, or jurisdiction over.  Overlooking basic property rights, that extend from ‘the heavens
to the center of the earth,’ LUBA appears, in the remand decision and the attached decision, to think the
county has no right to access it’s own property if it interferes in any way with Mr. Van Dyke’s spray
routines.
 
Is there an expert on best practices for spraying if a neighbor is not always present but has the right and
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habit of being in the buffer area?  Does he have no obligation to change his nozzles and possibly other
practices when spraying the edge of his property, to reduce the buffer to ten feet, and keep the buffer
entirely on his own property, as a best spray practice?
 
I’m hoping I’m not the only person calling him out on practices that, if he were to practice them on any of
his other neighbors without any coordination or compromise, would be an affront.


Todd Sadlo


Begin forwarded message:


From: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: April 24, 2020 at 4:05:04 PM PDT
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>, Nohely Barajas-Montalvo <barajasn@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW:  LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County



FYI, see attached.  Stay granted.  Nuts.
 
Christian F. Boenisch
Yamhill County
County Counsel
(503) 434-7502
boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us
 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or otherwise that you
have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail, keep the contents
confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your system.
 
************************************
 
From: LUBASupport <LUBASupport@state.or.us> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 3:47 PM
To: 'wk@klgpc.com' <wk@klgpc.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Attached as a courtesy is a copy of the Order the Board issued today in LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033. A
copy of the Order will also be posted to LUBA’s website after 3:30 pm.
 
Denise Seaman
Executive Support Specialist
Land Use Board of Appeals
503-373-1265
 
 
 
My notes are below, Steve:
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Yuma 4E, or Lorsban, or any other insecticide used (or power blast sprayed) in Filberts (with the active
ingredient Chlorpyrilos) only requires a setback of 10 feet when spraying with a power blast sprayer
when applied at near the maximum rate allowed per acre (under 3 pounds per acre).
 
(See Yuma4E label setback info below:)
 
 
Viewing the amount of chemicals required to eliminate the pests it can be seen that a 10 foot setback is
all that is needed 
 
(See Yuma 4E label below, and Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Management Guide application
rate for Lorsban)
 
"ydpfd62eddcyiv1473586289MsoNormal">
 
 
 
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
 
 
1. Chlorpyrilos can only be used for a total of three times during the year. (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below)
 
The first time it could possibly be used would be in March thru April, to control the Winter moth Leaftier.
 
The next time it could be used would be In the April thru May timeframe, to control Filbert Leafroller or
aphids,
 
..and again in May thru June to control Leafroller.
 
In July thru August it could be used to control stinkbugs, and/or to control Filbertworm.
 
As you can see, this is more than three times. That is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide
lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Many are much
less toxic. And this is why Oregon State Pest Guide states: " Rotate pesticides by mode of action (group);
do not become reliant on a single group for control."
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
 
 
2. Chlorpyrifos spray is not allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power
blast spray into the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below). If an applicator started his spaying  paralleling the rail right of way, and used the 20 plus
feet of vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area on all edges of a
field, allowing equipment to turn corners), then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but
would be blasted into the center of the orchard. The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It
would only take a few minutes to spay the edge of the orchard.
 
http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd
 
 
 
3. There are alternatives to using dangerous inseticides like Chlorpyrifos;
 
all of the edges within 100 feet of the ROW could be sprayed with a less lethal alternative
chemical, and the interior with the lethal alternative. Again, that is why Oregon State University Hazelnut
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Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos.
Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos, which is in the process of being outlawed.
(Oregon House Bill 4109, which would have outlawed it failed as a result of the denial of quorum. It is only
a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos is outlawed.) Bio-controls (using beneficial insects to kill pests) are
rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)
 
 
or, if the wind isn't cooperating;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed. 
Other trails shut down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We could make it quicker and easier by just
spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the ROW, and go over to the next two rows and do the next 100
feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An inconvenience, but not a
game stopper. The farmer can coordinate with the County. We know when we should be able to spray,
and there are excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most farmers use.
 
Power blast, and other type spaying can be accomplished with a few inconveniences, but there is no
reason to not develop the trail because some people may be inconvienced.
 
 
 
 
Backgr


Total Control Panel Login


To: ken@kenwrightcellars.com


From: sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.
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From: Ken Wright
To: Casey Kulla; veronica4249@yahoo.com; Wayne Wiebke; Guenevere Gwen Milius; Stan Primozich
Subject: RE: Meeting to discuss LUBA remand and FYWT annual meeting
Date: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 8:40:28 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


That will work.
 
Ken
 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 7:48 AM
To: veronica4249@yahoo.com; Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Guenevere Gwen Milius <gwen@parachutestrategies.com>; Stan
Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Subject: RE: Meeting to discuss LUBA remand and FYWT annual meeting
 
I will be there!
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 5, 2021 5:10 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>;
ken@kenwrightcellars.com; Guenevere Gwen Milius <gwen@parachutestrategies.com>; Stan
Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Subject: Meeting to discuss LUBA remand and FYWT annual meeting
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Does 11:00 a.m. tomorrow (Wednesday 1/6/21) work for everyone?  If so, here's a meeting
link:
 
Veronica Hinkes is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.


Topic: Yamhelas Trail Annual meeting/LUBA remand 
Time: Jan 6, 2021 11:00 AM Pacific Time (US and Canada)


Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81841135216?pwd=YlZ4YzlhajVsS0w3ZXRCUW55a2liQT09


Meeting ID: 818 4113 5216
Passcode: 353886
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One tap mobile
+16699009128,,81841135216#,,,,*353886# US (San Jose)
+12532158782,,81841135216#,,,,*353886# US (Tacoma)


Dial by your location
        +1 669 900 9128 US (San Jose)
        +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
        +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
        +1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
        +1 301 715 8592 US (Washington D.C)
        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
Meeting ID: 818 4113 5216
Passcode: 353886
Find your local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kcNcjq1Vn1


 



https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kcNcjq1Vn1






From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Casey Kulla
Subject: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail board meeting
Date: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 12:49:15 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey, 


Our board is meeting again next Tuesday, Feb 23 at 4:00 p.m.  We are wondering if
you could join us for part of the meeting, probably after 4:45 or so, to give an update
from your point of view?   Given the ideas for the future of the trail swirling around,
we'd like to get your take. 


Best, 


Veronica Hinkes
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From: Casey Kulla
To: veronica4249@yahoo.com
Cc: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: RE: public comment
Date: Sunday, January 24, 2021 5:56:17 PM


There may not be an agenda item, but if there is, it will be something like “discussion of Yamhelas
Westsider Trail and remand.”
 
A rally might be good for morale, and if you inform them ahead of time, the News-Register may
come and cover it. We are mostly working remotely, so it will not affect the commissioners.
 
There will likely not be oral testimony from the public, but everyone can submit public comment. I
encourage people to cc Nicole Montesano, too, since the Friday paper gets published before the
public comments are posted to the website: nmontesano@newsregister.com.
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2021 9:51 AM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Subject: public comment
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey-
 
Sorry for the multiple emails but I want to make sure I am crystal clear on what is
happening. 
 
In addition to needing to know if there is a specific agenda item regarding the trail on
Thursday, I am also wondering:
 
Is there any opportunity for public comment during the meeting on Thursday, or is it
still only written comments sent in ahead of time?  I am fine with that, but we need to
know if there is opportunity during the meeting because we know the opposition will
be there if so.
 
Would it make sense to have a public rally again on Thursday?  If the commissioners
are still calling into meetings from home I am not sure about this, but again, we don't
want to be caught unrepresented if a physical showing around the County offices
would be helpful.
 
Thanks again,
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Veronica Hinkes
 
 








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: County list of public Yamhelas Westsider Trail meetings.
Date: Tuesday, December 8, 2020 7:03:25 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


What is a good time for you?


On Tuesday, December 8, 2020, 6:46:32 PM PST, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Hi Wayne,


I don’t think there is one any more, but we can chat by phone and I can rattle some off.


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2020 6:36 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: County list of public Yamhelas Westsider Trail meetings.
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Carrie,
First, thank you for your support the last two days,your concern is appreciated.
I am trying to put together a comprehensive list of all the public informational meetings that have been
conducted to date.  I thought something like that was on the County website but couldn't find it. Would
you have any record of those meetings? Thank you.  Wayne
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: Wayne Wiebke
Cc: Ken Wright; steve wick
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 7:01:53 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Thanks Steve and Wayne.


On Apr 27, 2020, at 6:51 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


This is the spray drift management instructions for both, to go along with yours Steve. I also found that
chloropyrifos was banned by the EPA but appealed last year by the EPA.


Spray Drift Management: Do not allow spray to drift from the application site and
contact people, structures people occupy at anytime and the associated
property, parks and recreation areas, non-target crops, aquatic and wetland
sites, woodlands, pastures, range lands, or animals.Avoiding spray drift at the
application site is the responsibility of the applicator. The interaction of many
equipment and weather-related factors determine the potential for spray drift.
The applicator isresponsible for considering all of these factors when making the
decision to apply this product.Obs


My letter is focused on these issues and the percieved set back restrictions.
Should be completed tomorrow.   Wayne


On Monday, April 27, 2020, 5:21:11 PM PDT, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


just found this on the Lorsban/Yuma 4E label;


 


 


<image001.png>


 


..,.so long term, 50 foot does not apply.
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OSHU/ Lorsban/Yuma says the accepted/recommended amount to spray is between 3-4 pints on filberts.
No more!


 


Short term, while bridge is built, only a 10 foot buffer is needed if they spray less than 3 pints per acre on
the edges per Lorsban/Yuma label.  


 


Buffer is 25 feet for up to 4 pints per acre. Anything over 4 pints is off  label= illegal. Ben stated he is
spraying over over 4 pints; he illegally spraying a pesticide.


 


 


In other words, if they spray the edges at 3 pints all that is needed is a 10 foot buffer. 25 feet for a 25 foot
buffer.


 


They can spray the edges with a 3 pint solution, and then dump in more chemicals to get max coverage
everywhere else.


 


3 will work…especially on a young orchard..


 


Or we just shut the trail down while they spray the edges with whatever they want. This is what I am
working on.


 


 


Ken, we need someone to address their 100 foot AEZ crap again.


 


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:08 PM
To: 'Ken Wright'; Wayne Wiebke
Cc: stevencarol. wick
Subject: RE: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


Ken,


 


We made that point in the last round.  I guess they are saying, what Ben Van Dyke is saying, is this (trail)
road did not exist until now, and before it existed, I could use the county’s property for my 50-foot
(inflated) buffer.  If there is a trail there, I will no longer be able to use the county’s property for my buffer
because people will be there.  As for the roads: yes, perhaps I change the nozzle or wait till there is little







to no traffic to spray next to the road, but I already had to do that, so it didn’t increase my costs or impact
my practices.


 


I’m looking for arguments to confront the narrative of the opponents coming from people other than me.  I
don’t care if they use my words, paraphrase, or have an entirely different way of saying the same thing:  It
is not an “accepted farming practice” to limit your neighbors access to his or her property for any legal
activity, including just walking around.  The county, like any other landowner, has, or definitely should
have the right to enter and maintain its own property at will, without limitations imposed by an adjacent
spray operation.   It is not an accepted farm practice to impose your buffers on neighboring properties or
rights of way.  The only acceptable way to spray borders is to modify technologies—disease resistant
plants, alternative chemicals that are less dangerous, adjusting practices to require only a 10 foot buffer.


 


I believe these things to be true, and will be saying as much in the findings.  I’m just looking for testimony
and evidence in support of these conclusions.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:52 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: stevencarol. wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd,


 


How is the trail different than the roads that everyone is farming next to which have runners, bicyclists,
motorcycles and convertibles next to their fields?  When I spoke with the directors of ODA and OSHA last
year they said there were no differences as far as they were concerned.  They said the farming
community had the same liability there as they did with the trail for overspray. 


 


I took what they said to mean that nothing has changed for the local farmers except that there is more
property line involved.


 


Ken


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
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Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:44 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: stevencarol. wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


LUBA already agreed that drift is not an "accepted farm practice," but we failed to
convince them, with findings based on evidence/testimony in the record, that farm
operations adjacent to the trail will not have to significantly change their spray
setbacks, leaving parts of their farms exposed to disease and underproduction due to
their inability to spray properly. or, as Ben Van Dyke argued, force him to spray at
night with spotters to look for "trespassers."  They say they will have to employ a 50
foot setback.  That change, being forced upon them by a nonfarm use--the trail--
prevents the county from minimizing conflicts to an insignificant level.  It seems to me
that the appropriate setback is 10 feet, and the impact to his farm practices can be
further reduced by allowing the trail to be closed while he is spraying within 50 feet of
it.  That is an inconvenience for him, that he would be forced to coordinate with his
neighbor, that he will continue to claim significantly increases his farm costs and
forces significant changes in his farm practices.


 


The Board can choose to believe whoever it finds more credible, but we need
testimony and evidence in the record that the county can rely on, like the information
Steve has already provided, but more of it, and from others.


 


Steve, do you believe NIck Wiman would be willing to submit something to the effect
that he believe a trail and filbert orchard can co-exist without causing significant
impacts to farm costs or practices?  Otherwise, why would I be calling him?


 


Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:28 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: stevencarol. wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Don't need an answer; saw it as an option to "trespass".
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How does Oregon's "nuisances laws" address intangible substances (pesticide drift) interference with a
property owner's(YC County)use and enjoyment of land?


 


On Sunday, April 26, 2020, 3:27:43 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Steve and Wayne,  thank you for all your help.  I will be working as much information as I can get before
Thursday into the county supplemental findings on remand, but facts you have should also be submitted
into the record, by you, or someone, as a basis for the findings.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


On Apr 26, 2020, at 11:35 AM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I was referring to your "BS" (manure) statement.


 


 


On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 7:22:49 PM PDT, stevencarol.wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


 


 


No ,they called out 50 feet for two insecticides that both have Chlorpirilos as the active ingredient:  Yuma
4e and Lorsban.


 


Im saying that rhey can do Yuma in 10 feet.


 


 


 


Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone


 


-------- Original message --------


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>


Date: 4/25/20 12:22 PM (GMT-08:00)
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To: 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>


Cc: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>


Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


Just brought Ken into this. He is totally on top of the overspray of the vineyard I referenced in a just sent
response.


 


So Steve, are you now saying the 50" only pertains to to fertilizers>


 


 


On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 10:13:32 AM PDT, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


 


 


Todd, I have been updating my info on spraying, and have been doing more research. I have found that
the label says on Yuma 4E (manufacturer Winfield's label, with the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos)  ONLY
requires a 10 foot buffer! 50 feet is bullshit!


 


We need to bring Ken Wright into this conversation, regarding spraying. He did considerable research for
our last set of hearings, and contacted many Oregon officials about the "real" spraying laws.


 


(see my "revised' preliminary notes below)


 


Steve


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, April 25, 2020 9:22 AM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick
Subject: Fwd: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


Gentlemen, 


 


I hope the stay decision is attached for your review.  It is a delay, but this isn’t over yet!


 


Please let me know what you think about the decision, because Ben Van Dyke will make the same
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argument on remand:  that he is entitled to spray up to his property line at will, and exclude his neighbors
(esp. the county) from the use of or access to 50 feet of the neighbor’s property-a spray buffer-without
having to compensate that neighbor for loss of access.   Am I missing something?


 


It is one thing to coordinate-the county has always offered to do so-but LUBA’s rationale for “irreparable”
harm, if applied to any of Van Dyke’s other neighbors, would mean that everyone else would be required
to stay 50 feet back from their property lines while he is spraying.


 


The bridge case and remand are land use cases, but it is all wrapped up in property rights, which LUBA
has no expertise in, or jurisdiction over.  Overlooking basic property rights, that extend from ‘the heavens
to the center of the earth,’ LUBA appears, in the remand decision and the attached decision, to think the
county has no right to access it’s own property if it interferes in any way with Mr. Van Dyke’s spray
routines.


 


Is there an expert on best practices for spraying if a neighbor is not always present but has the right and
habit of being in the buffer area?  Does he have no obligation to change his nozzles and possibly other
practices when spraying the edge of his property, to reduce the buffer to ten feet, and keep the buffer
entirely on his own property, as a best spray practice?


 


I’m hoping I’m not the only person calling him out on practices that, if he were to practice them on any of
his other neighbors without any coordination or compromise, would be an affront.


Todd Sadlo


Begin forwarded message:


From: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: April 24, 2020 at 4:05:04 PM PDT
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>, Nohely Barajas-Montalvo <barajasn@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW:  LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County





FYI, see attached.  Stay granted.  Nuts.


 


Christian F. Boenisch


Yamhill County


County Counsel


(503) 434-7502


boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us


 


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
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This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or otherwise that you
have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail, keep the contents
confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your system.


 


************************************


 


From: LUBASupport <LUBASupport@state.or.us> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 3:47 PM
To: 'wk@klgpc.com' <wk@klgpc.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Attached as a courtesy is a copy of the Order the Board issued today in LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033. A
copy of the Order will also be posted to LUBA’s website after 3:30 pm.


 


Denise Seaman


Executive Support Specialist


Land Use Board of Appeals


503-373-1265


 


 


 


My notes are below, Steve:


 


Yuma 4E, or Lorsban, or any other insecticide used (or power blast sprayed) in Filberts (with the active
ingredient Chlorpyrilos) only requires a setback of 10 feet when spraying with a power blast sprayer
when applied at near the maximum rate allowed per acre (under 3 pounds per acre).


 


(See Yuma4E label setback info below:)
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Viewing the amount of chemicals required to eliminate the pests it can be seen that a 10 foot setback is
all that is needed 


 


(See Yuma 4E label below, and Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Management Guide application
rate for Lorsban)


 


"ydpfd62eddcyiv1473586289MsoNormal">


 


 


 


 


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf


 


 


1. Chlorpyrilos can only be used for a total of three times during the year. (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below)


 


The first time it could possibly be used would be in March thru April, to control the Winter moth Leaftier.


 


The next time it could be used would be In the April thru May timeframe, to control Filbert Leafroller or
aphids,


 


..and again in May thru June to control Leafroller.


 


In July thru August it could be used to control stinkbugs, and/or to control Filbertworm.


 


As you can see, this is more than three times. That is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide
lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Many are much
less toxic. And this is why Oregon State Pest Guide states: " Rotate pesticides by mode of action (group);
do not become reliant on a single group for control."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
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2. Chlorpyrifos spray is not allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power
blast spray into the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below). If an applicator started his spaying  paralleling the rail right of way, and used the 20 plus
feet of vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area on all edges of a
field, allowing equipment to turn corners), then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but
would be blasted into the center of the orchard. The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It
would only take a few minutes to spay the edge of the orchard.


 


http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd


 


 


 


 


3. There are alternatives to using dangerous inseticides like Chlorpyrifos;


 


all of the edges within 100 feet of the ROW could be sprayed with a less lethal alternative
chemical, and the interior with the lethal alternative. Again, that is why Oregon State University Hazelnut
Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos.
Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos, which is in the process of being outlawed.
(Oregon House Bill 4109, which would have outlawed it failed as a result of the denial of quorum. It is only
a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos is outlawed.) Bio-controls (using beneficial insects to kill pests) are
rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)


 


 


or, if the wind isn't cooperating;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed. 
Other trails shut down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We could make it quicker and easier by just
spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the ROW, and go over to the next two rows and do the next 100
feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An inconvenience, but not a
game stopper. The farmer can coordinate with the County. We know when we should be able to spray,
and there are excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most farmers use.


 


Power blast, and other type spaying can be accomplished with a few inconveniences, but there is no
reason to not develop the trail because some people may be inconvienced.


 


 


 


 


Backgr
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Total Control Panel Login


To: ken@kenwrightcellars.com


From: sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Carrie Martin; V H
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:17:42 AM
Attachments: image001.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I have current photos of the bridge construction. The only open section is in or through Carlton at this
point. At other potential access points it grown over generally by blackberries. Not sure about the Lottery
funded grant. I couldn't identify it on the Projects section of the YC website.


On Friday, July 24, 2020, 8:41:11 AM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Please see the request below.  We have pictures of the brush clearing work but that’s all I have.  Also, I’m
not sure what work the Lottery funded grant was for?  Can one or both of you help her?


Thanks,


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Lommen, Kristy" <Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov>
Date: July 23, 2020 at 4:57:32 PM PDT
To: "veronica4249@yahoo.com" <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail





Hi Veronica,


 


The Oregon Lottery recently launched a new website, including features on some of the
projects around the state that have been funded in part by Oregon Lottery grants or loans.
One of the projects we’d like to feature is the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.


 


This weekend, I drove Hwy 47 to Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston to get some general photos
of the area. I was hoping to perhaps get some photos of the trail itself (or at least work-in-
progress on the trail), but found no signage or obvious entry points. I was hoping you could
clarify the current status of the work there. Are there currently any open sections? Is so,
where. And, if not, when is the anticipated open date?


 


Thanks for any info. I look forward to hearing from you soon!
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Kristy


 


 


 


Here is a sample webpage of the sort of feature we have been publishing on our funded
projects. The page we envision for the YWT would be similar.


 


https://www.oregonlottery.org/programs/econ-growth-independence-landing-2019/


 


 


 


Kristy Lommen


Digital Content Specialist| Oregon Lottery®


Desk: 503.540.2002


Fax: 503.540.1329


www.oregonlottery.org
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: steve wick
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: RE: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 9:16:14 AM
Attachments: image002.png


Steve,
 
I really appreciate your insight and all of the useful information you are providing.  To be clear, LUBA
can only consider evidence that is already in the record.  We already imposed a condition stating
that the trail can be closed for spraying.  In response, the opponents put  dozens of social media
posts of people who went on closed trails.  They show the signs closing the trail, and their selfies
ignoring the signs.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:16 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd
 
Here are my preliminary thoughts on the current "Stay" I'll need to verify some things, and will
try to get some recognized experts to verify some of my statements.
 
To fight their spray arguments I have proposed that we shut the trail down…only while they
spray the edges.
 
I have more work to do on the chemical Gramoxone; I am trying to find the some of it with the
new label that allows spraying next to a trail. otherwise I'll have to get a recommendation for
OSU on another spray.
 
Steve Wick
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------
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In the Stay granted by LUBA on June 19 2020 they concluded, in one of their arguments, that
Ben Van Dyke would suffer "Irreparable Injury" because he would be "hindered or prohibited
from spraying the herbicides and pesticides required to protect his crop."  
 
(It should be noted that the proposed Yamhelas Westsider trail right-of-way is approximately
60 feet wide, with the trail itself being 12 feet wide. That means that there is a 24 feet buffer
on either of the trail that Ben Van Dyke, and others, say is not sufficient to mitigate spray
drift.)
 
 
LUBA also stated "Van Dyke explained that filbert trees should live 75 years or more and that, if
he was unable to spray his filbert trees, those trees could die due to Eastern Filbert Blight.
Given the long-lived nature of the filbert trees and the potential for protracted crop and yield
loss if spraying cannot occur, we conclude that the injury Van Dyke specified is not and injury
that could be adequately compensated in money damages."
 
They also concluded that Van Dyke could lose his food safety certification if litter and debris
from the construction site enter his hazelnut orchard.
 
These conclusions, and the following assumptions;
 
A. that Van Dyke must be able to spray his trees for Eastern Filbert Blight; "If I am unable to
spray as required, I risk my trees dying of Eastern Filbert Blight that could result in the loss of
all crops on a tree that should last 75 plus years."
 
B. that Van Dyke, and others, would be unable to spray during trail construction (or during trail
use)
 
C. that Van Dyke uses the herbicide sprays Gramazone and Parazone (Paraquat), which state
"do not use around…recreational parks…."
 
D. that  Van Dyke would lose his food safety certification if litter and debris enter his orchard
from trail construction (or trail use)
 
…can be totally mitigated with a few simple actions.
 
 
A. Spraying for Eastern Filbert Blight. This is not necessary for Van Dyke's trees. Van Dyke has
previously stated that his trees are two years old; "Our hazelnuts were planted in 2018, and
our second year trees,…".  BUT; All the new filbert varietals are "blight resistant".







 
OSU wrote the bible on hazelnuts. No one in the world has the experience and knowledge that
they possess regarding the entire hazelnut spectrum. They update info yearly for growers. The
Pest Management Guide, Pacific Northwest Plant disease, Insect, and Weed management
handbooks constitute our bible. We refer to these and their other hazelnut publications and
missives yearly for the most up-to-guide guidance. Professor Jay Pscheidt has been working on
EFB (Eastern Filbert Blight) for over 30 years, and his work enabled our industry to have
varietals that we can count on.
 
New trees only have to be sprayed the first spring after planting, and only if they are adjacent
to a heavily infected orchard. OSU has documented this in their 2020 Pest Management Guide
for Hazelnuts. See p17. https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html
Per OSU's Pacific NW Handbook; ''Dorris', 'Jefferson', 'McDonald', 'PollyO', 'Santiam', 'Wepster', and 'Yamhill'


are highly resistant with the single dominant-resistance gene from 'Gasaway'."
  https://pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease/host-disease/hazelnut-corylus-avellana-eastern-filbert-
blight
 
 
 
B. Spraying chemicals next to the trail poses no problem if the trail is shut down when the
spraying must be done. This is simple to do. Other trails do this! The farmers and trail owners
coordinate operations. Spraying chemicals in filbert orchards usually occurs less than a dozen
times during the year, but young orchards could require more, and non-common diseases or
pests could possibly double the number of spray occurrences required.
 


 
 
In 2015 a study was done of many trails (see attached Santa Paula Branch Line Study) That
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study specifically addressed farming and how the impacts to farming were dealt with on trails
throughout farming acreages. Below you will see some excerpts from that study. It should be
noted that many of the trails just shut down while the farmer sprays his fields.
 
 
San Pasqual Valley Trail: Ca. • Specific fencing was designed for the trail, modified from the park
department’s standard lodgepole fencing. Chicken wire inserts were
added approximately one foot from the ground to allow wildlife to pass
through;
• Gates allow sections of the trail to be closed;
• Signage installed to alert the trail-users of trail closure for spraying and
to stay on the trail;
• Farmers can dictate trail closure (within reason, i.e., preferably not on
weekends) for maintenance and crop spraying. This protocol was
developed and approved by the County Farm Bureau, County Farm
Advisor's Office, and the affected farmers
 
Cowel-Purisima Coastal Trail • Stout fencing
• Large gates to accommodate cattle and equipment passage while
trail is closed
• Gates to close trail during spraying and operations
• Information and regulatory signs
• Maintained by volunteer docents
• Farmer has ability to close gates for maintenance
 
Obern Trail, Ca. • Little to no physical barrier in most places. Oleander hedges and
chainlink fence.
• Each farmer decides on fencing – not installed by the County.
• High levels of use create a self-policing scenario.
• The trail is lit throughout, at all hours.
Feedback from Involved Parties
• Matthew Dobberteen: In over ten years managing trails for
Santa Barbara County, I have never received a complaint about
the Obern Trail. Our trails that run near agriculture are never the
trails we have problems with. The only issue is every few years
we may get some graffiti on a retaining wall. "A bike path will
make theft harder, not easier, by bringing light, attention,
people, eyes to the trail." "If someone wanted to steal from a
farm, they'd find a place where no one could see them, not a
trail with steady use."
• John Givens: No significant impacts from the trail. Occasionally
homeless pass through and there is minor vandalism, but it has
not been serious enough to involve the County or other
authorities. Trail users don’t cut through the farm property







 
Cedar Valley Trail, Ia.
• Fencing with gates;
• Reinforced crossing to accommodate equipment;
• Easement allowing farm equipment access;
• Signage to warn trail users of crossing farm vehicles.
 
West County Trail, Ca. • Farmers put A-frame signs on their property stating when
spraying will occur.
• Spraying generally limited to early morning, before most trail
users are present.
• Aerial spraying not conducted near the trail.
• Some vineyard owners have built connections between their
properties and the trail.
• “No Trespassing” signs have been installed by some vineyard
owners.
• The County patrols the trail and regularly talks with
neighbors.
 
Most spraying is done early in the morning. All spraying must be done with as little wind as
possible. At the very worst case, the least notice that a farmer could provide would be 24
hours, but generally he would be able to schedule spraying a few days prior and/or schedule a
tentative window weeks in advance. An example of this would be the spraying that I just did in
my filbert orchard the first week of July for Filbert Worm. The orchard had to be monitored for
several weeks for filbert moths. When the level got to a certain point, I had only a few days to
get my first air blast spray applied. I consulted weather forecasts for rain, and then looked at
the wind forecasts, and found that I could spray immediately. (Wind forecasts are extremely
accurate, and with aps like "Windy", can be used to forecast flow and speeds, hour by hour,
quite a few days ahead of time.) The spray I used was effective for three weeks, and then a
second application was required if filbert moths were still present.
 
To make it a win-win for both the farmer and trail users, the farmer can schedule the trail
shutdown for only the very short time he needs to spray the edges of his field, adjacent to the
trail. Then he can open up the trail, and continue spraying the balance of his fields.
 
Foliar sprays (sprays that must cover all the leaves of the tree) require the most setback, since
they are accomplished thru "air blast " sprays that force the spray up and over the tops of the
trees.  Examples of these sprays are the pesticides and fungicides that must be sprayed to
minimize pests or diseases. Two rows of trees are sprayed at the same time while the spray
operator drives down the aisle. The spray operator can also shut down either side of the air
blast sprayer, allowing him to spray the outside edge of a row, and not spray neighboring
properties. If a farmer wanted to be positively safe, he could simply power blast spray the first







8 rows, on the edge of the trail, while the trail was closed, and then open up the trail. (filbert
trees are generally planted in rows 18 to 20 feet wide).
 


  
 
 
 
 
Herbicides used to control weeds, grasses and for eliminating suckers are applied on the
ground, or on the very bottom/base of trees using booms, while driving down the aisle
between two rows of trees. Herbicides must be selectively sprayed; the spray must be kept on
the ground or the base of the tree. If they reach the foliage they can damage or kill the tree. It
would be quite easy to spray a couple of rows (36 to 40 feet) from the edge of the trail Right
of Way, and then open up the trail while he sprayed the balance of his field.
 
 







 
 
Van Dyke stated that he "must be able to spray his orchid for filbertworm, which can destroy
an entire crop, from June through September" But spraying equipment cannot enter an
orchard after Labor Day, since the nuts start falling to the orchard floor, and anyone driving
equipment on the orchard floor could damage the nuts.
"Blank nuts fall before good nuts. After blanks have fallen and just before good nuts begin to drop
(usually at the end of August), it might be desirable to do a final flailing and floating to fill small
depressions in the ground."
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf
 
'Hazelnuts begin to drop to the ground during the month of September. Prior to nut drop, the orchard
floor is made level and smooth, and weeds are flail-mowed to facilitate harvest. Harvest generally
occurs during October and is usually a two-step operation."
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf
 
 
C. Van Dyke also noted that he stocks and sprays the chemicals Gramoxzone and Parazone
(Paraquat), and his chemical containers both have labels that state : "Do not use around home
gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf courses or playgrounds." 
 
But the labels on both products were updated by November 14. 2019, and the nebulous
statement "around" was taken off the new labels:
"DIRECTIONS FOR USE
RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE
It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.
Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. Only
protected  handlers  may  be  in  the  area  during  application.  For  any  requirements  specific
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  c  to  your  State  or  Tribe, 
consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation.
NEVER USE THIS PRODUCT IN RESIDENTIAL OR PUBLIC RECREATIONAL SETTINGS (E.G., HOMES, HOME GARDENS,
SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, AND/OR PLAYGROUNDS"


 
A check with the manufacturers revealed that the chemical did not change….only the label
changed. (see attached "FW: Gramoxone SL 2.0 email)
 
But no matter what the new label states, federal law says that you MUST follow the
instructions on the container that you are using. (again, read Gramoxone SL 2.0 email)
 
The simple solution is to purchase some of the new label Gramoxone or Parazone and use the
new chemical on the edges of his fields, then continue to use the old material on the inside. It
seems ridiculous to do this, since the chemical in the old label containers, and the chemical in
the new label containers, is exactly the same, but the law is the law. And, per Ben Van Dyke,
"since the chemical does not have an expiration date" either chemical can be used for future
sucker or weed spraying.
 
 
D. Loss of Food Safety Certification. Van Dyke stated that "Construction workers have already
littered the area with lunch bags and other detritus have found the way to our farm that we
have had to clean up. This causes food safety issues. In that regard, we are strictly regulated by
the USDA and any litter on our farms, risks losing food safety certifications that are necessary
for the marketability of our brand as well as to maintain our certifications."
 
Mr. Van Dyke shared a document from Cascade Foods of Albany Oregon, titled "food safety
requirements for delivered product to Cascade Foods". (dated April 16, 2020, see attached)  In
this document Cascade Foods stated;
" Cascade Foods LLC requires that growers adhere to the Good Agricultural Practices manual
set by the Hazelnut Industry office". (see attached).
 
But nowhere in the Good Agricultural Practices manual is there any reference to a farm losing
food safety certification because of litter.
http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf
 
It does say that the orchards must be constantly cleaned and inspected prior to harvest. This is
a critical time. Of course, cleanliness during the year is important, but a clean orchard just
before the nuts drop to the floor is strategically important.
 
Throughout the summer the orchard floor is repeatedly cleaned and leveled by use of drags
and/or flail mowers. All debris is eliminated as the floor is pummeled by the repeated passes
of the flail mower. Clouds of dust are sometimes seen as the floor is cleaned and manicured
over and over. This goes on until the nuts start to fall at the end of August. Now the falling
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nuts are contained on a clean and pristine orchard floor. Prior to harvest in September the
operator often inspects the orchard for debris, and removes any. The sweeper and harvester
cannot function if there is debris on the orchard floor.
 
The GAP manual that Mr. Van Dyke has agreed to follow states:  "….orchard floors are cleaned
throughout the summer to assure a smooth clean orchard floor during harvest. Of utmost
importance to all growers is the need to deliver hazelnuts to the dryer or processor as clean as
possible. The Hazelnut lends itself to inherent food safety simply because it is encased in a solid
hard shell. It falls to the ground mostly free of the husk, which is a vegetative bract rather than
a surgery attraction for microbes. Harvest also lends itself to ensuring safe product. In addition,
the product delivered to the washer/dryer or the processor is not ready to eat. It will go
through a wash process before it is dried. Growers are committed to employing practices to
keep the risk of pathogen contamination as low as possible. As the nuts move to processors
and packers more safeguards are in place to ensure safe products leave the plants."
 
Litter is NOT a game stopper…it is a item that is constantly evaluated and addressed.
 
 


Cascade Food goes on to say;  "The following are a few of the recommendations outlined in the
manual; "Grower must participate in traceability. Growers receive a delivery ticket for each
load taken to a wash/dryer operator or processor. This ticket corresponds to a specific orchard;
Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will be
discarded".


But the statement; "Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for
food and will be discarded"  is NOT in the Good Agricultural Manual, and is far from the truth.


In 2017 Salmonella was found in Hazelnuts sold by the Schmidt farm of McMinnville. But the
food safety people of the Oregon Department of Agriculture were not worried: “Wholesalers
have steps in place that kill any Salmonella on the hazelnuts they handle before the nuts reach
consumers,” said Stephanie Page, the agriculture department’s director of food safety and animal
services, in the public warning. "To date, we have no indication there were any issues with this part of the
process." https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-from-
oregon-farm/


In fact the GAP manual repeatedly states that orchards must be inspected, (H1 pg 6); A
preharvest assessment is made in the orchard. Risks and possible sources of crop
contamination are noted and assessed.' and (H7 pg 6) states;  "In case of product
contamination….., product is separated and disposed of separately". Nowhere does it state
that a farmers complete crop will be discarded if contamination is found in one area.
 
 
A trail and farming are not mutually exclusive! A trail is an opportunity for the farmer to
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display his skills and to educate the public. And the Yamhelas Trail is an opportunity for the
Yamhill Valley to provide a safe mode of transpiration for future generations. No one will
suffer "irreparable injury" during its construction or future use. All it takes is for farmers and
trail supporters to sit down and mutually work together to develop a solution that enables us
to develop a wonderful asset.
 
 
 
 
 








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Ken Wright; Todd Sadlo; Casey Kulla; V H; Christian Boenisch; Janice Primozich; Carrie Martin; Patty Williams
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Thursday, September 17, 2020 12:48:58 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Patty.


On Thursday, September 17, 2020, 11:48:11 AM PDT, Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
wrote:


Hello Everyone. I have a standing work call on Monday (Sep 21) from 12-1PM which I cannot
miss. I can, however, log into Zoom as soon as I am done to join the call.
-pw-


Patty Williams 
7860 NW Meadow Lake Road
Carlton OR 97111
503-312-0245 (phone) 


On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 6:37:50 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


 Yes that works for me, thanks!  And I’m happy to set up the Zoom.


V


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Sep 16, 2020, at 5:24 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:





All,


 


I’ve asked Fritz to be available to board members for a zoom session at 1pm on Monday. 
Veronica, will that time slot work for you and if it works for Fritz could you provide the
session link?


 


If the time does work anyone on the board is welcome to join me here at the office if they
wish.  You might have to sort a couple of grape clusters though.
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Best, Ken


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 10:48 AM
To: Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>; Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice
Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


And that is highly confidential, BTW....


 


V


 


On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 9:58:08 AM PDT, Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


 


Patty, much of this is new to all of us. Count this as part of your learning curve. We are
pursuing legal information that will help us in our decisions regarding the possibility of
becoming the owners of the trail. Feel free to contact anyone of us for questions.  Wayne


 


On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 9:00:24 AM PDT, Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


 


If I understand the request here, I am being asked to weigh in about official
support to secure legal counsel on the trail issues raised in this thread. My
apologies for the delay in responding. I am still trying to get my head wrapped
around the project to date. I am in favor of securing paid legal counsel for this.


-pw-


 


Patty Williams 
7860 NW Meadow Lake Road
Carlton OR 97111
503-312-0245 (phone)
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On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:50:27 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
wrote:


 


 


Sorry for my delayed response— I was at the beach getting some fresh air and didn’t have
access to email  I agree with talking to the lawyer and exploring what all the potential
exposures might be.  I also agree with spending Friends money to do it, or would be willing
to pitch in as well.


 


I’d like to participate if possible but have some schedule conflicts next week so go ahead
and schedule it and if I can join in I will.  Monday before 3:00 is best for me, Tuesday I’m
not available.


 


Thanks everyone for all the work on this-


 


Veronica


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Sep 15, 2020, at 10:54 AM, Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:





Thank you Casey.


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 10:51:21 AM PDT, Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Conditional Use Permit


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 10:50 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
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<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Carrie. One question; what is the CUP?


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 9:46:58 AM PDT, Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Good morning, everyone,


 


There was a lot of conversation yesterday and I would like to
briefly summarize the outcomes so we’re all clear on a path
forward.


 


1.  It is an excellent idea for the Friends to pursue legal representation
independent of the County. Fritz Paulus sounds like a good option.


2. Once LUBA renders a decision on the pending Stay and two appeals,
it will be the County’s prerogative to respond. The Friends are
not listed in the current litigation and will not have the ability to pick up
that baton, so to speak.


3. We hope to receive the LUBA decision by November, and once that
happens the CUP will be in limbo. Further development of the YWT
will not be allowed to continue until that issue is resolved. This may
require a *new* owner to restart the process on their own.


4. With regard to current grants in-progress, we will have to further
investigate the County’s ability to transfer those. Each grant funding
source has different stipulations. We will have to wait and see on that.


I think that’s all for now.


 


Thank you all for the good discussion.


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin
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Yamhill County


Grants & Special Projects


martinc@co.yamhill.or.us


503-474-4991 (o)


971-241-1007 (m)


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 8:23 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd.


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:58:57 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,


 


I understand most of what you said in your message and, of
course, I cannot give you legal advice, but I don't understand
what you say would be a "tactic" of 'ignoring LUBA.'  There is
no need to ignore LUBA.  For two years, it is likely that you will
have a county Board that will not move forward on land use
approvals for the trail, whether it is owned by the county or the
Friends.  No one would be ignoring LUBA.  If the county's
decision is affirmed it would likely be appealed, and the county
would likely not prosecute the appeal.  If it is remanded, the
county would likely decline to seek approval on remand, and
the Board would then deny the application.  
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As far as a suit against the county for transferring title to the
trail:  that seems like a stretch to me, because I can't think
what the basis for that might be, but that is the sort of thing you
might ask Mr. Paulus if he is brought into this.


 


Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 6:59 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Ken. I agree with Stan, it shouldn't be on your dime. Stan's
concerns regarding an unfinished LUBA situation is one of mine too. Carrie
inferred that a tactic given to her would be while mothballing the trail
development ignore any LUBA transmissions or actions; I would want more
assurance of that being a sound tactic. Could the opponents sue the county
for divesting to us and if so where would that put us? I don't see a problem
getting financial support for a legal fund from trail supporters but having a
sense of what kinds of legal battles from opponents would be helpful. I would
anticipate a lot of nuisance types of actions from them. Our fixed costs would
be insurance and potential property taxes( there could be a waiver on them)
whatever we need to budget for maintenance. The $3500 lease fee from
Gene Belt would cover of that.


 


Wayne


 


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 5:40:55 PM PDT, Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


 


 


Regardless of whether the board would like to sit in on a discussion with Fritz
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I am planning to meet with him to have a better understanding personally.  All
on my dime of course.


 


Best, Ken


 


Sent from my iPhone


 


On Sep 14, 2020, at 5:15 PM, Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:





[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal
expense.  Wayne, Veronica and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would
you be able to give a quick brief to Fritz of where we are?


 


Ken


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo'
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice
Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Christian Boenisch'
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan.
There is a sentence in Todd's scenario that for me needs more clarification:
"Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue
an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the
appeal." I don't quite understand where that might leave us. We do need to
talk as a board and having someone such as Fritz Paulas guide us would be
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helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response? Wayne


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:


 


 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a
conversation with the attorney mentioned here would certainly be
appropriate.  I certainly see our time running out and we need to act quickly
or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>;
'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur
legal expenses, it would be to advise them regarding the legal risks of taking
this on (and not related to the land use case).  Christian and I have also
talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works in this field (land held in the
public interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
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Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>;
'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity,
should Friends decide that they want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase
Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>;
'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this
move forward at least until we have a new board.  I want to say I really
appreciate all of the time and effort you have put into this and I am hoping
that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring
legal fees, no matter which way the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the
opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the new Board can refuse
to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not
enough time for a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to
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conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules require that the remand be
pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after
that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to
pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in
the appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the property in the hope
that a new Board in two or four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail
would not be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish under
Oregon’s land use system.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from
LUBA that would keep us from needing several thousand dollars in legal fees.
I am certainly in favor of our ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost
signed, I believe it is proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to
an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the thought of the trail property getting
cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that from
happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already,
and today I asked them for an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property
transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is the Friends board ready to
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move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)








From: steve wick
To: "Todd Sadlo"
Cc: "Wayne Wiebke"
Subject: RE: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
Date: Saturday, April 25, 2020 12:58:30 PM
Attachments: image001.png


image002.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thanks Todd, looks like I did not explain this adequately, so here goes:
 
 
Look at the chart from the Yuma4E label immediately below. Large droplet size = "course or very course" Nozzle Droplet Size.
 
Looking at the label you will see that the Required Setback is 10 feet, unless you apply more than 3 pound per acre
 
 
 
Next you have to look at the Application Rate of Yuma 4E that is recommended to be used on Filberts on the next chart.
 
You will see that the recommended amount that they can put on Filberts is 3 to 4 pints per acre. 1 pint is a pound.
 
So if they only put 3 pints/3 pounds they only need a 10 foot buffer. It is only when they go to the max amount or 4 pints/pounds that
they have to go to 50 foot setback
 
simple solution= spray the ends of the rows with the 3pint/3 pound mixture  and maintain a 10 foot setback.
 
After you finish the ends of the rows throw more chemical in your tank and do the rest of the orchard….if you really think that you need to
apply the max mixture of 4 pint/pounds.
 
Now there is no way that the max amount will be required on a young orchard. And to go along with Wayne is saying, if their orchards
come right up to the neighbors property, or to a road, they will have to use this lesser amount.
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From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, April 25, 2020 11:40 AM
To: steve wick
Cc: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 
He’s claiming his large droplet size requires a 50 foot setback on, I thought, Lorsban and Yuma 4E.


On Apr 25, 2020, at 10:13 AM, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd, I have been updating my info on spraying, and have been doing more research. I have found that the label says on Yuma 4E
(manufacturer Winfield's label, with the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos)  ONLY requires a 10 foot buffer! 50 feet is bullshit!
 
We need to bring Ken Wright into this conversation, regarding spraying. He did considerable research for our last set of hearings, and
contacted many Oregon officials about the "real" spraying laws.
 
(see my "revised' preliminary notes below)
 
Steve
 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, April 25, 2020 9:22 AM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick
Subject: Fwd: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 
Gentlemen, 
 
I hope the stay decision is attached for your review.  It is a delay, but this isn’t over yet!
 
Please let me know what you think about the decision, because Ben Van Dyke will make the same argument on remand:  that he is
entitled to spray up to his property line at will, and exclude his neighbors (esp. the county) from the use of or access to 50 feet of the
neighbor’s property-a spray buffer-without having to compensate that neighbor for loss of access.   Am I missing something?
 
It is one thing to coordinate-the county has always offered to do so-but LUBA’s rationale for “irreparable” harm, if applied to any of Van
Dyke’s other neighbors, would mean that everyone else would be required to stay 50 feet back from their property lines while he is
spraying.
 
The bridge case and remand are land use cases, but it is all wrapped up in property rights, which LUBA has no expertise in, or jurisdiction
over.  Overlooking basic property rights, that extend from ‘the heavens to the center of the earth,’ LUBA appears, in the remand decision
and the attached decision, to think the county has no right to access it’s own property if it interferes in any way with Mr. Van Dyke’s spray
routines.
 







Is there an expert on best practices for spraying if a neighbor is not always present but has the right and habit of being in the buffer area?
 Does he have no obligation to change his nozzles and possibly other practices when spraying the edge of his property, to reduce the
buffer to ten feet, and keep the buffer entirely on his own property, as a best spray practice?
 
I’m hoping I’m not the only person calling him out on practices that, if he were to practice them on any of his other neighbors without any
coordination or compromise, would be an affront.


Todd Sadlo


Begin forwarded message:


From: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: April 24, 2020 at 4:05:04 PM PDT
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>, Nohely Barajas-Montalvo <barajasn@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW:  LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County



FYI, see attached.  Stay granted.  Nuts.
 
Christian F. Boenisch
Yamhill County
County Counsel
(503) 434-7502
boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us
 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are
not the addressee or it appears from the context or otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately
by reply e-mail, keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your system.
 
************************************
 


From: LUBASupport <LUBASupport@state.or.us> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 3:47 PM
To: 'wk@klgpc.com' <wk@klgpc.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Attached as a courtesy is a copy of the Order the Board issued today in LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033. A copy of the Order will also be posted
to LUBA’s website after 3:30 pm.
 
Denise Seaman
Executive Support Specialist
Land Use Board of Appeals
503-373-1265
 
 
 
My notes are below, Steve:
 
Yuma 4E, or Lorsban, or any other insecticide used (or power blast sprayed) in Filberts (with the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos) only
requires a setback of 10 feet when spraying with a power blast sprayer when applied at near the maximum rate allowed per acre (under
3 pounds per acre).
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(See Yuma4E label setback info below:)
 
<image001.png>
 
Viewing the amount of chemicals required to eliminate the pests it can be seen that a 10 foot setback is all that is needed 
 
(See Yuma 4E label below, and Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Management Guide application rate for Lorsban)
 
file:///C:/Users/Steve/Downloads/43674%20(1).pdf
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https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
 
 
1. Chlorpyrilos can only be used for a total of three times during the year. (see Yuma4E label excerpts below)
 
The first time it could possibly be used would be in March thru April, to control the Winter moth Leaftier.
 
The next time it could be used would be In the April thru May timeframe, to control Filbert Leafroller or aphids,
 
..and again in May thru June to control Leafroller.
 
In July thru August it could be used to control stinkbugs, and/or to control Filbertworm.
 
As you can see, this is more than three times. That is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide lists over a dozen other
recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Many are much less toxic. And this is why Oregon State Pest Guide states: "
Rotate pesticides by mode of action (group); do not become reliant on a single group for control."
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
 
<image004.png>
 
2. Chlorpyrifos spray is not allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power blast spray into the orchard. Outward
pointing nozzles MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E label excerpts below). If an applicator started his spaying  paralleling the rail
right of way, and used the 20 plus feet of vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area on all edges of a
field, allowing equipment to turn corners), then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but would be blasted into the center of
the orchard. The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It would only take a few minutes to spay the edge of the orchard.
 
http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd
 
 
<image005.png>
 
3. There are alternatives to using dangerous inseticides like Chlorpyrifos;
 
all of the edges within 100 feet of the ROW could be sprayed with a less lethal alternative chemical, and the interior with the lethal
alternative. Again, that is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used
in place of Chlorpyrilos. Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos, which is in the process of being outlawed. (Oregon
House Bill 4109, which would have outlawed it failed as a result of the denial of quorum. It is only a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos is
outlawed.) Bio-controls (using beneficial insects to kill pests) are rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)
 
 


or, if the wind isn't cooperating;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed.  Other trails shut down while a pesticide
will be sprayed. We could make it quicker and easier by just spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the ROW, and go over to the next two
rows and do the next 100 feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An inconvenience, but not a game
stopper. The farmer can coordinate with the County. We know when we should be able to spray, and there are excellent aps with wind
forecasts, which is what most farmers use.
 
Power blast, and other type spaying can be accomplished with a few inconveniences, but there is no reason to not develop the trail
because some people may be inconvienced.
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Background info:  https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9223/html
 
"2018 update: Chlorpyrifos is no longer a go-to chemistry for leafroller, but remains an important product for the industry in controlling other insect pests,
such as omnivorous leaftier and Pacific flatheaded borer.


 


 


Advances in insect management practices have included the development of monitoring techniques and treatment thresholds for filbert aphid and filbert
leafroller, which have reduced prophylactic insecticide applications. Advances have also included the use of pheromone traps and a degree-day model for
filbertworm, which permit precise, targeted treatments for this pest. The most valuable result of this IPM approach has been the successful identification and
introduction of a filbert aphid parasitoid, Trioxys pallidus. This parasitoid, a small Braconid wasp, has provided nearly complete biological control of the filbert
aphid and has almost eliminated insecticide use for this pest. Natural biological control of other hazelnut pests may also be enhanced by the aphid biocontrol
program, because the elimination of aphicides improves survival of predators and parasitoids that attack leafrollers and filbertworm.


A potential biocontrol has also been identified for a newer hazelnut pest, the brown marmorated stink bug. A parasitic samurai wasp (Trissolcus japonicus)
has shown success in parasitizing eggs. Continued research on this potential will be critical, because research has shown that pesticides are only a short-
term solution for brown marmorated stink bug and will kill beneficial insects, including the samurai wasp.


It is especially important to preserve and enhance biological control of the filbert aphid. Resurgence of filbert aphid populations in recent years indicates a
need for further research on cultural techniques to improve survival of Trioxys pallidus. Research is also needed to test new pesticides for adverse effects on
this filbert aphid parasitoid and to determine the impact on hazelnut production of the recently introduced large hazel aphid (also known as the hazelnut
aphid), which is not controlled by Trioxys pallidus. Research on the natural biological control and improved chemical control of pests such as filbert leafroller
and filbertworm would have direct benefits (reducing insecticide use for these pests) and indirect benefits (enhancing survival and biocontrol success of
Trioxys pallidus). Research has shown that mating disruption can reduce the amount of insecticide applied for filbertworm by up to 75 percent. This reduction
in pesticides has the indirect benefit of preserving natural enemies of aphids (including T. pallidus). In a 5-year study, orchards managed with a combination
of mating disruption and border sprays and/or target sprays saw a significant reduction in aphid populations, and a significant increase in parasitism by T.
pallidus.
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: RE: August 11th(Tuesday) FYWT Board meeting
Date: Monday, August 10, 2020 4:59:30 PM


Sure.
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2020 9:40 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: August 11th(Tuesday) FYWT Board meeting
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Do you want to make that part of the county update?
 
On Sunday, August 9, 2020, 9:12:50 PM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 
Hi Wayne,
 
Will you add an update/discussion about The possible transfer of ownership For the YWT?
 
Thanks,
 
Carrie
 
Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, August 9, 2020 1:39 PM
To: Steve Wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carol Foley
<carol@foleyresearch.com>; Larry Heesacker <lheesacker@onlinenw.com>; Stan Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Leona Sitton
<mydls@aol.com>; Jarod Logsdon <logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Franchot Huttchinson <franchothutchinson@yahoo.com>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Steve Harloff
<sjharloff@gmail.com>
Subject: August 11th(Tuesday) FYWT Board meeting
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi All,
It's that time again. The agenda is heavily loaded to a discussion of communications and part of that, as
Stan has pointed out, is in continuing to our being active in certain grants, so even the new business can
tie back to the discussion of our communications and the strategy we put to it. We start off with a
discussion of Annie Falla, she will not be there, who she is and her strengths in social media which
includes website management.
I know this is coming to you a little late, but it is a draft, so if you have additions, let me know.
 
Wayne
 
 
 
 








From: Janice Primozich
To: "Todd Sadlo"; "Wayne Wiebke"; "stevencarol. wick"; "Ken Wright"
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider traffic
Date: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 6:06:05 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Todd, thank you for both your emails and the information provided in them.  One of the
comments I wanted to make was already covered by Wayne.  I know it would be great if the master
plan was in place and the parking and restroom issues were addressed but, those issues are not the
root cause of the remand and will be addressed.
Stan
 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 3:44 PM
To: 'Wayne Wiebke'; stevencarol. wick; Ken Wright; Stan G Primozich
Subject: FW: Yamhelas Westsider traffic
 
Please see the attached Study, and let me know if you have questions or concerns.  Feel free to
distribute this, and/or the draft findings on remand, as you wish.
 
Todd Sadlo
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Casey Kulla
Subject: Re: Your NR article
Date: Saturday, September 12, 2020 2:45:14 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Do you want me to hold onto any of this until it is officially signed and sent to us?


On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:39:40 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Basically, the language now says something like, “we as partners in this project will aim to have X
completed by date Y, and here are the sub-goals on the way to X goal. We will show progress towards X
by working on the sub-goals, and we will not have our contract canceled if we don’t meet the day Y for
goal X, so long as we are working on completing X by day Y and can show that we are getting there.
Land use decisions can delay even the best progress, and delays due to land use will be considered as
progress if the land use action is being addressed.” Something like that.


 


We have not signed it yet, since there are many other crises, but ODOT is happy with the outcome in the
draft. I will send Friends a digital copy when we’ve signed it.


 


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Your NR article


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Follow-up...how many constitutes "aspirational"? We have been hoping for 10.


 


On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:25:41 PM PDT, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:
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Thank you Casey. You just made my weekend.


 


On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:13:50 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Thank you, Wayne.


 


While the fabrications about left-wing folks lighting fires is a divisive tactic, I do think that, overall, the fires
will bring us together. I appreciate your thoughts, and I look forward to continuing to work with you! And,
in case you have not heard, ODOT relented on the bridge construction grant and has agreed to
aspirational timelines for the project and the trail. Whew.


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 1:09 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Your NR article


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,


Just finished reading your article in yesterday's NR. It struck a note for me because a similar thought
came to me as Nita and I traveled through the smoke down to Gold Beach and back. We had business to
attend to in Eugene on Wednesday and then made several stops as we continued to Gold Beach. The
smoke and the fires were central to any conversation. There is that saying in politics,"never waste a
crisis" and today of all days, 9/11, stands to exemplify that thought. For Oregon and for that matter the
West Coast these fires will be our 9/11; unless of course, next year brings us worse. In the past, we
referred to the disastrous Columbus Day Storm of 1964; we have now witnessed something far more
threatening. Sports, your example being soccer, brings people together; a crisis shocks people into
togetherness. Now, personally knowing people who lost a home in the Detroit area, some having to
evacuate from near Otis, the Gaston area and North of Yamhill; this has become up close and personal.
What is happening may not address the bigotry and underlying hatreds being addressed in your soccer
example but at least it should impact the empathy level for those in Yamhill County who are paying
attention.


 


Thank you for your article.


 


Wayne Wiebke
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From: V H
To: Lommen, Kristy
Cc: Carrie Martin (martinc@co.yamhill.or.us)
Subject: Re: Carrie Martin
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 3:10:07 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Kristy-


While Carrie is really the one to answer as the county is the owner of the right of way, I can
tell you that right now, as far as I know, none of the right of way is formally open to the
public. 


Veronica


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Jul 29, 2020, at 8:27 AM, Lommen, Kristy
<Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov> wrote:



Hi folks,
 
Still hoping for an update on this. Thanks,
 
Kristy
 
 
 
Kristy Lommen
Digital Content Specialist| Oregon Lottery®


Desk: 503.540.2002
Fax: 503.540.1329
www.oregonlottery.org


<image001.png>
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From: Lommen, Kristy 
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:18 AM
To: Carrie Martin (martinc@co.yamhill.or.us) <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Carrie Martin
 
Hi Carrie,
 
I am trying to obtain some information regarding the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.
Specifically, I’d like to know if any portions of the trail are yet open to the public at this
point.
 
Thanks in advance for your assistance,
 
Kristy Lommen
 


From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:14 AM
To: Lommen, Kristy <Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov>
Subject: Carrie Martin
 
Hi Kristy-


Please contact Carrie Martin at Yamhill County.  She asked me to direct you to her. 
Contact info attached.


Best,


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone
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From: Ken Wright
To: Todd Sadlo
Cc: Wayne Wiebke; Casey Kulla; Janice Primozich; Carrie Martin; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Christian Boenisch; Patty


Williams
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Monday, September 14, 2020 5:40:50 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Regardless of whether the board would like to sit in on a discussion with Fritz I am planning
to meet with him to have a better understanding personally.  All on my dime of course.


Best, Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 14, 2020, at 5:15 PM, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:



Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal expense. 
Wayne, Veronica and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would you be able to give a
quick brief to Fritz of where we are?
 
Ken
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Christian Boenisch' <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a
sentence in Todd's scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these
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scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one,
because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I don't quite understand where that might
leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone such as Fritz Paulas guide us
would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response? Wayne
 
On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:
 
 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the
attorney mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running
out and we need to act quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses,
it would be to advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the
land use case).  Christian and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works
in this field (land held in the public interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
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Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends
decide that they want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at
least until we have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort
you have put into this and I am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to
enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no
matter which way the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the
Court of Appeals and the new Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the
case is remanded, there is not enough time for a remand hearing, and the new Board has
no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules require that the remand be
pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after that.  Again,
in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for
Friends to hold the property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue
permits anew.  The trail would not be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish
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under Oregon’s land use system.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would
keep us from needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our
ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I
believe it is proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like
Friends. Like you, the thought of the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking
to me. I want to prevent that from happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I
asked them for an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will
need to move quickly. Is the Friends board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining
questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585
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(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)








From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Casey Kulla; Stephanie Noll
Cc: Robert Spurlock
Subject: Re: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Annual Meeting
Date: Monday, January 4, 2021 10:38:48 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you!


V


On Monday, January 4, 2021, 9:17:32 AM PST, Stephanie Noll <steph.noll@oregontrailscoalition.org>
wrote:


Happy New Year, All!


I can stay through the end of the meeting.  I will share some slides with Steve by Thursday. 


cheers,
Steph


Steph Noll
Coalition Director
she/her
503-290-4569


https://www.facebook.com/oregontrailscoalition/


On Thu, Dec 31, 2020 at 12:35 PM Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Wonderful, Veronica.


 


I will stay through the end.


 


Casey


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, December 31, 2020 10:57 AM
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To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie (Steph) Noll
<steph.noll@oregontrailscoalition.org>; Robert Spurlock <robert.spurlock@oregonmetro.gov>
Subject: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Annual Meeting


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you all for agreeing to speak at our Annual Meeting on January 13th.  In addition to
you three, we are hoping to have a representative from the Wapato National Wildlife Refuge
as well, but are still waiting for confirmation from them. 


 


I wanted to go over some details so we can all be best prepared for a smooth Zoom meeting.


 


First, can you please let me know if you will be able to stay through the whole meeting to
answer questions at the end?  We are trying to keep the meeting under an hour, so we won't
keep you there all night.  We will be taking questions via the chat feature, and I will be
moderating those and will read the question and ask a specific speaker to address it.  I
imagine we will only have time for a few questions, but we do want to give our viewers that
opportunity if possible.


 


If you will have slides to share, please send those to Steve Harloff at sjharloff@gmail.com
by Thursday, January 7th.  Our Zoom host, Victoria Geiger from Plan to Prosper NW, will
pre-load the slides and will be the one advancing them, so please be prepared to give her
"next slide please" cues.  


 


We are finalizing the agenda now, and will send that to you as soon as its done, but the
general outline is we will begin with some brief organizational announcements. Then Casey
will be our first speaker, on the current state of the Trail, Stephanie and Robert will
coordinate on the vision for a regional trail system in our area and how our Trail fits in, and
hopefully, someone from Wapato will talk about the opening of the Refuge to the public and
the hope for connections from the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.  Then we will have a brief Q &
A session.


 


Thank you again for joining us for this meeting.  We are very excited to share the vision of a
regional trails network and how the Yamhelas Westsider Trail fits in!  Please let me know if
you have any questions or concerns.


 


Best,
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Veronica








From: V H
To: Wayne Wiebke
Cc: Ken Wright; Todd Sadlo; Carrie Martin; Casey Kulla; Janice Primozich; Christian Boenisch; Patty Williams
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 5:50:20 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Sorry for my delayed response— I was at the beach getting some fresh air and didn’t have
access to email  I agree with talking to the lawyer and exploring what all the potential
exposures might be.  I also agree with spending Friends money to do it, or would be willing to
pitch in as well.


I’d like to participate if possible but have some schedule conflicts next week so go ahead and
schedule it and if I can join in I will.  Monday before 3:00 is best for me, Tuesday I’m not
available.


Thanks everyone for all the work on this-


Veronica


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Sep 15, 2020, at 10:54 AM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:



Thank you Casey.


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 10:51:21 AM PDT, Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Conditional Use Permit


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 10:50 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Carrie. One question; what is the CUP?


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 9:46:58 AM PDT, Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Good morning, everyone,


 


There was a lot of conversation yesterday and I would like to briefly
summarize the outcomes so we’re all clear on a path forward.


 


1.  It is an excellent idea for the Friends to pursue legal representation independent of
the County. Fritz Paulus sounds like a good option.


2. Once LUBA renders a decision on the pending Stay and two appeals, it will be the
County’s prerogative to respond. The Friends are not listed in the current litigation
and will not have the ability to pick up that baton, so to speak.


3. We hope to receive the LUBA decision by November, and once that happens the
CUP will be in limbo. Further development of the YWT will not be allowed to continue
until that issue is resolved. This may require a *new* owner to restart the process on
their own.


4. With regard to current grants in-progress, we will have to further investigate the
County’s ability to transfer those. Each grant funding source has different
stipulations. We will have to wait and see on that.


I think that’s all for now.


 


Thank you all for the good discussion.


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Yamhill County


Grants & Special Projects


martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
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503-474-4991 (o)


971-241-1007 (m)


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 8:23 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty
Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd.


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:58:57 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,


 


I understand most of what you said in your message and, of course, I
cannot give you legal advice, but I don't understand what you say would
be a "tactic" of 'ignoring LUBA.'  There is no need to ignore LUBA.  For
two years, it is likely that you will have a county Board that will not move
forward on land use approvals for the trail, whether it is owned by the
county or the Friends.  No one would be ignoring LUBA.  If the county's
decision is affirmed it would likely be appealed, and the county would
likely not prosecute the appeal.  If it is remanded, the county would likely
decline to seek approval on remand, and the Board would then deny the
application.  


 


As far as a suit against the county for transferring title to the trail:  that
seems like a stretch to me, because I can't think what the basis for that
might be, but that is the sort of thing you might ask Mr. Paulus if he is
brought into this.
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Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 6:59 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty
Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Ken. I agree with Stan, it shouldn't be on your dime. Stan's concerns regarding
an unfinished LUBA situation is one of mine too. Carrie inferred that a tactic given to her
would be while mothballing the trail development ignore any LUBA transmissions or
actions; I would want more assurance of that being a sound tactic. Could the opponents
sue the county for divesting to us and if so where would that put us? I don't see a problem
getting financial support for a legal fund from trail supporters but having a sense of what
kinds of legal battles from opponents would be helpful. I would anticipate a lot of nuisance
types of actions from them. Our fixed costs would be insurance and potential property
taxes( there could be a waiver on them) whatever we need to budget for maintenance. The
$3500 lease fee from Gene Belt would cover of that.


 


Wayne


 


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 5:40:55 PM PDT, Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


 


 


Regardless of whether the board would like to sit in on a discussion with Fritz I am planning
to meet with him to have a better understanding personally.  All on my dime of course.


 


Best, Ken


 


Sent from my iPhone
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On Sep 14, 2020, at 5:15 PM, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
wrote:





[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal expense. 
Wayne, Veronica and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would you be able to give a
quick brief to Fritz of where we are?


 


Ken


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken
Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Christian Boenisch' <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a
sentence in Todd's scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these
scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one,
because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I don't quite understand where that might
leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone such as Fritz Paulas guide us
would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response? Wayne


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:


 


 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the
attorney mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running
out and we need to act quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.
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Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses,
it would be to advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the
land use case).  Christian and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works
in this field (land held in the public interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends
decide that they want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>;
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'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at
least until we have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort
you have put into this and I am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to
enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no
matter which way the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the
Court of Appeals and the new Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the
case is remanded, there is not enough time for a remand hearing, and the new Board has
no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules require that the remand be
pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after that.  Again,
in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for
Friends to hold the property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue
permits anew.  The trail would not be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish
under Oregon’s land use system.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would
keep us from needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our
ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I
believe it is proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like
Friends. Like you, the thought of the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking
to me. I want to prevent that from happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I
asked them for an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will
need to move quickly. Is the Friends board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining
questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)
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From: Philip Higgins
To: V H
Cc: stevencarol.wick; Wayne Wiebke; Casey Kulla; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich; Patty Williams
Subject: RE: Bus barn question
Date: Monday, November 23, 2020 8:22:16 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


County should have a boiler plate lease they use. While I would be more than happy to review the
Belt lease, I’m not sure they can share it as Friends is not a party to it.
 


Philip E Higgins
Principal Broker | OR & WA
OR Lic # 960900059 / WA Lic # 50197
Direct: 503-793-9039 | phiggins@PacificCrestREA.com
809 E. First St. Newberg OR 97132
Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors
Commercial Real Estate Brokerage | Advisory Services
 
This message is intended only for the use of the person(s) ("the Intended Recipient") to whom it is addressed. It may contain information which is privileged and confidential
within the meaning of applicable law. Dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this message or any of its contents by any person other than the Intended
Recipient may constitute a breach of civil or criminal law and is strictly prohibited. If you are not the Intended Recipient, please contact the sender as soon as possible. 


The information contained herein is based on sources believed to be reliable, but neither Philip E Higgins, nor Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors represents that it is wholly
accurate or complete. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors and its affiliates are not responsible for any errors or omissions or for the results obtained
from the use of such information. All opinions and estimates herein are subject to change without notice. The Intended Recipient should make their own investigations,
including but not limited to retaining the services of specific professionals in the areas of Law, Accounting, Engineering, etc. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate
Advisors is NOT a Principal in any transaction unless disclosed to be so, and is not responsible for any third party reports.
 
Oregon Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: https://www.oregon.gov/rea/licensing/Documents/Initial-Agency-Disclosure-Pamphlet.pdf 
Washington Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=18.86.120


 


From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 8:13 AM
To: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Cc: stevencarol.wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
 
Thank you for offering your help with this Phillip.
 
Those documents would be very helpful.  Assuming it would take the County some time to draw up a
new proposed lease for us, seeing the existing leases with Mr. Belt and the bus barn ASAP could get
us started, as well as an idea of what the lease rate increase might be.  I agree a walk-through is
necessary, with someone who can identify potential issues.
 
Veronica 
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Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Nov 23, 2020, at 7:01 AM, Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com> wrote:



Ideally Rick and I would receive a copy of the proposed lese document w/ proposed
rate and term from the County to review. 
Also a copy of the current lease with the bus barn, or the previous lease – se we can
understand the proposed agreement and obligations there.
The other (highly) preferred item would be a walk thru of the structures to ascertain
current condition as it relates to the lease obligations going forward.
 


Philip E Higgins
Principal Broker | OR & WA
OR Lic # 960900059 / WA Lic # 50197
Direct: 503-793-9039 | phiggins@PacificCrestREA.com
809 E. First St. Newberg OR 97132
Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors
Commercial Real Estate Brokerage | Advisory Services
 
This message is intended only for the use of the person(s) ("the Intended Recipient") to whom it is addressed. It may contain information which is
privileged and confidential within the meaning of applicable law. Dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this message or any of
its contents by any person other than the Intended Recipient may constitute a breach of civil or criminal law and is strictly prohibited. If you are not
the Intended Recipient, please contact the sender as soon as possible. 


The information contained herein is based on sources believed to be reliable, but neither Philip E Higgins, nor Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors
represents that it is wholly accurate or complete. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors and its affiliates are not responsible for any
errors or omissions or for the results obtained from the use of such information. All opinions and estimates herein are subject to change without
notice. The Intended Recipient should make their own investigations, including but not limited to retaining the services of specific professionals in the
areas of Law, Accounting, Engineering, etc. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors is NOT a Principal in any transaction unless
disclosed to be so, and is not responsible for any third party reports.
 
Oregon Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: https://www.oregon.gov/rea/licensing/Documents/Initial-Agency-Disclosure-Pamphlet.pdf 
Washington Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=18.86.120


 


From: stevencarol.wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, November 22, 2020 7:36 PM
To: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>; Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Ken
Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Patty
Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
 
I would love to see Phillip and Rick team up to eval this opportunity, and report
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their findings back to the Board. We are lucky to have them offer their
knowledge and experience!
 
Steve Wick 
 
 
 
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
 
-------- Original message --------
From: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Date: 11/22/20 4:20 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>, Ken
Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>, Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>, steve
wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>, Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
 
Merely offering my services in the area I’m trained in.  I do this sort of advisory daily in
my practice. I can very likely save you time analyzing the deal at hand and point out
potential pitfalls. 
 
While I’m pro trial, I’ve got no dog in this fight, just being neighborly. 
 
Philip E Higgins 
Pacific Crest REA
503-793-9039
 
(Please excuse any mis-spelling or auto-correct oddities) 


On Nov 22, 2020, at 4:13 PM, Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:



We also have to think about how we respond to Phillip Higgen's; he seems to
really want to get in the middle of this.  WW
 
On Sunday, November 22, 2020, 2:29:35 PM PST, V H
<veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:
 
 
It’s an amazing intriguing idea.  I do have a lot of questions about numbers,
condition of the buildings and who is responsible for their safety and upkeep,
what insurance would cost us etc.
 
Does anyone mind if I bring my husband in on this question?  He owns a
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large manufacturing building in Tualatin so would know more about what
information we would need and what risks we would be taking on.
 
Veronica 
 
 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Nov 22, 2020, at 11:25 AM, Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Wayne, thanks for adding Patty (I couldn’t remember her email address when
I drafted this).


 


I floated this idea past Ken Huffer, Carrie Martin, Christian Boenisch and
Todd Sadlo (and they were enthusiastic about me inquiring with you). It would
have to be discussed in open session for Commissioner Olson to be involved.
Mr. Belt currently leases the property, but I expect that our lease price going
forward will result in him raising the lease price to the bus company,
effectively ending their lease there. This would be very negative for the bus
company and the school district and kids, so I suggested that we could ask
you about taking on the lease of the whole property, with the requirement that
you continue to lease to the bus company but with few other requirements.
Mr. Belt was making a significant income off of the bus company lease.


 


I am happy to talk more in person if that is easier.


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, November 20, 2020 1:32 PM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Stan Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>;
Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Cc: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]
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Thank you Casey thinking outside of the box. For right now I am going to
defer to those you included with this offer plus Patty Williams our new
Treasure. I see expertise there that I don't have. Have you consulted with
Rick or county administration regarding this idea?  Wayne


 


On Friday, November 20, 2020, 10:53:09 AM PST, Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Board of Friends of YWT (plus Philip),


 


A question for you to consider: would you be interested in holding the lease
on the bus barn property on hwy 240? It would require you to be the property
manager and to sublet the current bus footprint to the bus company. But the
benefits: you have access to and control of the property that will be the key
trail head, and it gives you a measure of standing for grants, legal claims, etc.
The other buildings on site could leased to other business partners that
complement a future trail. Depending upon the details and rates, you might
even generate a small cash income from the lease/sublease that could help
with other projects moving the trail forward.


 


Obviously, a lease agreement would need to be approved and signed before
the first Thurs in January, but we can move quickly if you can.


 


Casey


971-241-6585
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Steve Harloff; Amy Brewer; Anne Falla; Ken Wright; Larry Heesacker; Leona Sitton; Pam Kirsch; Stan G


Primozich; Steve Wick; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Wayne Wiebke
Subject: Re: Fw: Update on SRTS application - feedback from ODOT
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:02:59 AM


This is great news! I’m happy to hear ODOT is supporting Yamhill’s project.


I wouldn’t be concerned about bike/ped funding jeopardizing YWT funding, though. I think
this is more of an internal accounting issue than project prioritizing.


Best of luck moving forward!


Carrie


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 8:55 AM
To: Amy Brewer <amybrewer.arbonne@gmail.com>; Anne Falla <yeowfornow@gmail.com>; Carrie
Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Larry Heesacker
<lheesacker@onlinenw.com>; Leona Sitton <mydls@aol.com>; Pam Kirsch
<Pamela.kirsch@frontier.com>; Stan G Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Steve Wick
<stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Wayne
Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Subject: Fwd: Fw: Update on SRTS application - feedback from ODOT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Some great news from Yamhill. Hope this bodes well for creating a route to connect with the
Trail. Personally, right now, I am most concerned with the dangerous intersection of MV Road
and Hwy 47. Jackson got his car smashed trying to pull out next to the T&E last week. I
wrote/sent letters of support on behalf of the Friends and the YDA for the SRTS grant. Can’t
ODOT like the Trail as well as liking Yamhill? The note from Renee/AKS about ODOT using
bike trail funding for SRTS grants might be a conflict for the funding of the Trail. 


---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Yvette Potter <y.potter@cityofyamhill.org>
Date: Thu, Jul 23, 2020 at 4:32 PM
Subject: Fw: Update on SRTS application - feedback from ODOT
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To: karaweber111@gmail.com <karaweber111@gmail.com>, Philip Higgins
<phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>, Anita Borgaes - Realtor <anita@wcpcompanies.com>,
sjharloff@gmail.com <sjharloff@gmail.com>


 
Well, this is exciting news!! 


The City of Yamhill is receiving encouragement from ODOT on our Safe Routes
to School Grant application. Not only is ODOT recommending the City of
Yamhill request substantially more funding than what we asked for. But, ODOT
is also offering to fund the entire amount of matching funds the City of Yamhill
was initially required to provide. In other words, the funds we expend to AKS
to prepare and submit the application will be completely reimbursed. If our
grant application is approved, ODOT will fund the entire Safe Routes to School
grant request.


Hold your breath, and cross your fingers......dreams do come true!


Yvette Potter, Mayor
City of Yamhill, Oregon
Community Thriving


From: Renee Godwin <reneeg@aks-eng.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:54 AM
To: John Christiansen <johnc@aks-eng.com>; Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com>; Yvette Potter
<y.potter@cityofyamhill.org>
Subject: Update on SRTS application - feedback from ODOT
 
Hi everyone –
I have good news to share with you about our SRTS application. I spoke with Jenna Berman of ODOT
this morning. She wanted to provide some feedback on our letter of intent as we work on the
application.
 
First of all, the letter of intent did not require us to attach a design, so the team had some questions
about the options we considered and how we arrived at this one. She was glad to hear of the options
we considered, including half street improvements, the multi-use path, and the separated path. The
review team asked if we considered an 8 foot path as a happy medium between the normal 6 foot
ped path and the 10 foot multi-use path option. After I walked her through everything, she
supported our choice of design and was happy to hear it is all within the right-of-way. She said we
could also consider doing the path in asphalt rather than concrete if we wanted.
 
Second, she asked that we increase our budget. They felt the $500,000 - $650,000 was low and
encouraged us to increase it, even up to 40%. This would provide room for the significant design
review (particularly for the review of ramps) time involved with working with ODOT and potentially
high construction costs. She said to estimate high and then add a 20-30% contingency. If we don’t
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use all the money we can always give it back.
 
Finally, she said that ODOT will be covering the matching funds completely for the small
communities like Yamhill. That means that any money spent in this process (preliminary engineering,
etc.) that we would have applied to the matching funds, will be fully reimbursed by ODOT. So if this
project is selected, the entire project would be funded by ODOT! Apparently, ODOT went back and
decided to take funds from their bike/ped budget to do this for the small communities.
 
She is working with the local ODOT rep to draft a letter of support for our project. I should have that
the first week of August.
 


Renee Godwin
Associate


AKS ENGINEERING & FORESTRY, LLC
12965 SW Herman Road, Suite 100 | Tualatin, OR 97062
P: 503.563.6151 x269 | www.aks-eng.com | ReneeG@aks-eng.com 
Offices in: Bend, OR | Keizer, OR | Tualatin, OR | Vancouver, WA
 
NOTICE:  This communication may contain privileged or other confidential information. If you have received it in
error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail and immediately delete the message and any attachments without
copying or disclosing the contents. AKS Engineering and Forestry shall not be liable for any changes made to
the electronic data transferred. Distribution of electronic data to others is prohibited without the express written
consent of AKS Engineering and Forestry.
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Wayne Wiebke; V H
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:28:26 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Great! Thank you!


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:27 AM
To: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Carrie, Jarrod has photos of the bridge taken Wednesday if you need them. 


On Friday, July 24, 2020, 8:45:51 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Hi Veronica,


This is a strange request. The County receives an annual allocation from Oregon Video Lottery for
economic development activities exclusively. I’m not sure why they would contact the Friends for this
information.


Will you direct her to contact me please?


Thank you!


Carrie


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)
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From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 8:41 AM
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Fwd: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Please see the request below.  We have pictures of the brush clearing work but that’s all I have.  Also, I’m
not sure what work the Lottery funded grant was for?  Can one or both of you help her?


Thanks,


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Lommen, Kristy" <Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov>
Date: July 23, 2020 at 4:57:32 PM PDT
To: "veronica4249@yahoo.com" <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail





Hi Veronica,
 
The Oregon Lottery recently launched a new website, including features on some of the projects around
the state that have been funded in part by Oregon Lottery grants or loans. One of the projects we’d like to
feature is the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.
 
This weekend, I drove Hwy 47 to Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston to get some general photos of the area. I
was hoping to perhaps get some photos of the trail itself (or at least work-in-progress on the trail), but
found no signage or obvious entry points. I was hoping you could clarify the current status of the work
there. Are there currently any open sections? Is so, where. And, if not, when is the anticipated open date?
 
Thanks for any info. I look forward to hearing from you soon!
 
Kristy
 
 
 
Here is a sample webpage of the sort of feature we have been publishing on our funded projects. The
page we envision for the YWT would be similar.
 
https://www.oregonlottery.org/programs/econ-growth-independence-landing-2019/
 
 
 
Kristy Lommen
Digital Content Specialist| Oregon Lottery®



https://www.oregonlottery.org/programs/econ-growth-independence-landing-2019/





Desk: 503.540.2002
Fax: 503.540.1329
www.oregonlottery.org
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes; Jarod Logsdon
Subject: Phone Call Reschedule
Date: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 9:28:14 AM
Importance: High


Good morning,


I hate to be a jerk, but I need to cancel our meeting this morning. The County has been asked
to put together a list of projects for the State by Friday, and I’m doing the bulk of that work.


That being said, I have not had a chance to finish up the spreadsheet we talked about on
Friday. I am still working on it and will get that to you ASAP. I did speak with Travel Oregon,
however, and they will be supporting our letter/support campaign for the YWT. We are
working out the details of what that will look like this week. Let’s regroup next week.


Again, sorry for the late notice!


Carrie


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)
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From: Lommen, Kristy
To: Carrie Martin (martinc@co.yamhill.or.us)
Cc: V H
Subject: RE: Carrie Martin
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 8:27:03 AM
Attachments: image001.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi folks,
 
Still hoping for an update on this. Thanks,
 
Kristy
 
 
 
Kristy Lommen
Digital Content Specialist| Oregon Lottery®


Desk: 503.540.2002
Fax: 503.540.1329
www.oregonlottery.org


 
 
 


From: Lommen, Kristy 
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:18 AM
To: Carrie Martin (martinc@co.yamhill.or.us) <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Carrie Martin
 
Hi Carrie,
 
I am trying to obtain some information regarding the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Specifically, I’d like
to know if any portions of the trail are yet open to the public at this point.
 
Thanks in advance for your assistance,
 
Kristy Lommen
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From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:14 AM
To: Lommen, Kristy <Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov>
Subject: Carrie Martin
 
Hi Kristy-


Please contact Carrie Martin at Yamhill County.  She asked me to direct you to her.  Contact info
attached.


Best,


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone
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From: stevencarol.wick
To: Philip Higgins; Wayne Wiebke
Cc: Casey Kulla; V H; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich; Patty Williams
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
Date: Sunday, November 22, 2020 7:35:41 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I would love to see Phillip and Rick team up to eval this opportunity, and report their
findings back to the Board. We are lucky to have them offer their knowledge and
experience!


Steve Wick 


Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Date: 11/22/20 4:20 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>, Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>, Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>, steve wick
<stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>, Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question


Merely offering my services in the area I’m trained in.  I do this sort of advisory daily in my
practice. I can very likely save you time analyzing the deal at hand and point out potential
pitfalls. 


While I’m pro trial, I’ve got no dog in this fight, just being neighborly. 


Philip E Higgins 
Pacific Crest REA
503-793-9039


(Please excuse any mis-spelling or auto-correct oddities) 


On Nov 22, 2020, at 4:13 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:



We also have to think about how we respond to Phillip Higgen's; he seems to really want to
get in the middle of this.  WW
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On Sunday, November 22, 2020, 2:29:35 PM PST, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
wrote:


It’s an amazing intriguing idea.  I do have a lot of questions about numbers, condition of the
buildings and who is responsible for their safety and upkeep, what insurance would cost us
etc.


Does anyone mind if I bring my husband in on this question?  He owns a large
manufacturing building in Tualatin so would know more about what information we would
need and what risks we would be taking on.


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Nov 22, 2020, at 11:25 AM, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Wayne, thanks for adding Patty (I couldn’t remember her email address when I drafted
this).


 


I floated this idea past Ken Huffer, Carrie Martin, Christian Boenisch and Todd Sadlo (and
they were enthusiastic about me inquiring with you). It would have to be discussed in open
session for Commissioner Olson to be involved. Mr. Belt currently leases the property, but I
expect that our lease price going forward will result in him raising the lease price to the bus
company, effectively ending their lease there. This would be very negative for the bus
company and the school district and kids, so I suggested that we could ask you about
taking on the lease of the whole property, with the requirement that you continue to lease to
the bus company but with few other requirements. Mr. Belt was making a significant income
off of the bus company lease.


 


I am happy to talk more in person if that is easier.


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, November 20, 2020 1:32 PM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; steve wick
<stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Cc: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question


 







[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Casey thinking outside of the box. For right now I am going to defer to those you
included with this offer plus Patty Williams our new Treasure. I see expertise there that I
don't have. Have you consulted with Rick or county administration regarding this idea? 
Wayne


 


On Friday, November 20, 2020, 10:53:09 AM PST, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
wrote:


 


 


Board of Friends of YWT (plus Philip),


 


A question for you to consider: would you be interested in holding the lease on the bus barn
property on hwy 240? It would require you to be the property manager and to sublet the
current bus footprint to the bus company. But the benefits: you have access to and control
of the property that will be the key trail head, and it gives you a measure of standing for
grants, legal claims, etc. The other buildings on site could leased to other business partners
that complement a future trail. Depending upon the details and rates, you might even
generate a small cash income from the lease/sublease that could help with other projects
moving the trail forward.


 


Obviously, a lease agreement would need to be approved and signed before the first Thurs
in January, but we can move quickly if you can.


 


Casey


971-241-6585
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Ken Wright; Casey Kulla
Subject: Re: Questionable allocation of CARES money
Date: Monday, December 7, 2020 2:04:56 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am not sure of the details at this point but whom should the email be sent? Thanks, Casey for the notice.
Wayne 


On Monday, December 7, 2020, 9:04:27 AM PST, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


We’re getting lots of emails from trail opponents on this topic, set for decision making today. You might
want to send an email or two to explain the details.


Casey


 


From: Lindsay Berschauer <lindsay@leonaconsulting.com> 
Sent: Sunday, December 6, 2020 11:14 AM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Rick Olson
<olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Questionable allocation of CARES money


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Commissioners, 


 


It has come to my attention that among the list of recommended allocations of the
$500K CARES money, the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 501c3 is included
to receive almost $10k of taxpayer dollars.  I would like to know exactly how the
"Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail" group has suffered under the pandemic
and deserves even more taxpayer money?


 


We have businesses on main street that have been forced to close for good, some
that have not been allowed to have customers for months, most are behind on rent,
and others are twisting themselves into pretzels to try and keep up with the ever-
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changing dictates from Governor Brown.  


 


It is unconscionable to me that this Board would approve sending money to any
organization or company that has not truly been suffering or is on the brink of
closure.  


 


I ask that you remove this particular group from the list, and any other group that
cannot reasonably defend to the taxpayers in our county that they need a bailout.  


 


Thank you, 


 


Lindsay


 


--------------------------


Lindsay Berschauer


President, Leona Consulting Co


P.O. Box 307


Newberg, Oregon  97132


Cell: 503.708.2558 


 


CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any attachments to it are intended
for use only by the intended recipient(s), and may contain privileged or confidential
information. If you are not the intended recipient, you are not authorized to read, print,
copy or disseminate this message or any attachments to it, or to take any action
based on them. If you have received this message in error, please notify me
immediately by telephone at 503.708.2558 and permanently delete or destroy the
original and any copy of this message.


 








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: steve wick; Todd Sadlo
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 3:53:13 PM
Attachments: image002.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Does disobeying a well written warning sign make the trespasser negligent?  Were they also going
around a gate. If so, I would see the farmer's position against any liability strengthened. It would seem
that at some point the person ignoring signs giving warning would start to shoulder responsibility. Could
the sign add that ignoring would be considered trespass strengthen the legal outcome? It seems to me
that a gate and a straight forward warning should negate a farmer being liable for someones
irresponsibility.   


On Wednesday, July 29, 2020, 9:16:18 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Steve,


 


I really appreciate your insight and all of the useful information you are providing.  To be clear, LUBA can
only consider evidence that is already in the record.  We already imposed a condition stating that the trail
can be closed for spraying.  In response, the opponents put  dozens of social media posts of people who
went on closed trails.  They show the signs closing the trail, and their selfies ignoring the signs.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:16 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd


 


Here are my preliminary thoughts on the current "Stay" I'll need to verify some things,
and will try to get some recognized experts to verify some of my statements.
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To fight their spray arguments I have proposed that we shut the trail down…only
while they spray the edges.


 


I have more work to do on the chemical Gramoxone; I am trying to find the some of it
with the new label that allows spraying next to a trail. otherwise I'll have to get a
recommendation for OSU on another spray.


 


Steve Wick


 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------


 


In the Stay granted by LUBA on June 19 2020 they concluded, in one of their
arguments, that Ben Van Dyke would suffer "Irreparable Injury" because he would be
"hindered or prohibited from spraying the herbicides and pesticides required to protect
his crop."  


 


(It should be noted that the proposed Yamhelas Westsider trail right-of-way is
approximately 60 feet wide, with the trail itself being 12 feet wide. That means that
there is a 24 feet buffer on either of the trail that Ben Van Dyke, and others, say is not
sufficient to mitigate spray drift.)


 


 


LUBA also stated "Van Dyke explained that filbert trees should live 75 years or more
and that, if he was unable to spray his filbert trees, those trees could die due to
Eastern Filbert Blight. Given the long-lived nature of the filbert trees and the potential
for protracted crop and yield loss if spraying cannot occur, we conclude that the injury
Van Dyke specified is not and injury that could be adequately compensated in money
damages."


 


They also concluded that Van Dyke could lose his food safety certification if litter and
debris from the construction site enter his hazelnut orchard.


 


These conclusions, and the following assumptions;







 


A. that Van Dyke must be able to spray his trees for Eastern Filbert Blight; "If I am
unable to spray as required, I risk my trees dying of Eastern Filbert Blight that could
result in the loss of all crops on a tree that should last 75 plus years."


 


B. that Van Dyke, and others, would be unable to spray during trail construction (or
during trail use)


 


C. that Van Dyke uses the herbicide sprays Gramazone and Parazone (Paraquat),
which state "do not use around…recreational parks…."


 


D. that  Van Dyke would lose his food safety certification if litter and debris enter his
orchard from trail construction (or trail use)


 


…can be totally mitigated with a few simple actions.


 


 


A. Spraying for Eastern Filbert Blight. This is not necessary for Van Dyke's trees. Van
Dyke has previously stated that his trees are two years old; "Our hazelnuts were
planted in 2018, and our second year trees,…".  BUT; All the new filbert varietals
are "blight resistant".


 


OSU wrote the bible on hazelnuts. No one in the world has the experience and
knowledge that they possess regarding the entire hazelnut spectrum. They update
info yearly for growers. The Pest Management Guide, Pacific Northwest Plant
disease, Insect, and Weed management handbooks constitute our bible. We refer to
these and their other hazelnut publications and missives yearly for the most up-to-
guide guidance. Professor Jay Pscheidt has been working on EFB (Eastern Filbert
Blight) for over 30 years, and his work enabled our industry to have varietals that we
can count on.


 


New trees only have to be sprayed the first spring after planting, and only if they are
adjacent to a heavily infected orchard. OSU has documented this in their 2020 Pest
Management Guide for Hazelnuts. See p17.
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html


Per OSU's Pacific NW Handbook; ''Dorris', 'Jefferson', 'McDonald', 'PollyO', 'Santiam', 'Wepster',
and 'Yamhill' are highly resistant with the single dominant-resistance gene from 'Gasaway'."
  https://pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease/host-disease/hazelnut-corylus-avellana-eastern-filbert-blight
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B. Spraying chemicals next to the trail poses no problem if the trail is shut down when
the spraying must be done. This is simple to do. Other trails do this! The farmers and
trail owners coordinate operations. Spraying chemicals in filbert orchards usually
occurs less than a dozen times during the year, but young orchards could require
more, and non-common diseases or pests could possibly double the number of spray
occurrences required.


 


 


 


In 2015 a study was done of many trails (see attached Santa Paula Branch Line
Study) That study specifically addressed farming and how the impacts to farming
were dealt with on trails throughout farming acreages. Below you will see some
excerpts from that study. It should be noted that many of the trails just shut down
while the farmer sprays his fields.


 


 


San Pasqual Valley Trail: Ca. • Specific fencing was designed for the trail, modified from the park


department’s standard lodgepole fencing. Chicken wire inserts were


added approximately one foot from the ground to allow wildlife to pass


through;







• Gates allow sections of the trail to be closed;


• Signage installed to alert the trail-users of trail closure for spraying and


to stay on the trail;


• Farmers can dictate trail closure (within reason, i.e., preferably not on


weekends) for maintenance and crop spraying. This protocol was


developed and approved by the County Farm Bureau, County Farm


Advisor's Office, and the affected farmers


 


Cowel-Purisima Coastal Trail • Stout fencing


• Large gates to accommodate cattle and equipment passage while


trail is closed


• Gates to close trail during spraying and operations


• Information and regulatory signs


• Maintained by volunteer docents


• Farmer has ability to close gates for maintenance


 


Obern Trail, Ca. • Little to no physical barrier in most places. Oleander hedges and


chainlink fence.


• Each farmer decides on fencing – not installed by the County.


• High levels of use create a self-policing scenario.


• The trail is lit throughout, at all hours.


Feedback from Involved Parties


• Matthew Dobberteen: In over ten years managing trails for


Santa Barbara County, I have never received a complaint about


the Obern Trail. Our trails that run near agriculture are never the


trails we have problems with. The only issue is every few years


we may get some graffiti on a retaining wall. "A bike path will


make theft harder, not easier, by bringing light, attention,


people, eyes to the trail." "If someone wanted to steal from a


farm, they'd find a place where no one could see them, not a


trail with steady use."







• John Givens: No significant impacts from the trail. Occasionally


homeless pass through and there is minor vandalism, but it has


not been serious enough to involve the County or other


authorities. Trail users don’t cut through the farm property


 


Cedar Valley Trail, Ia.


• Fencing with gates;


• Reinforced crossing to accommodate equipment;


• Easement allowing farm equipment access;


• Signage to warn trail users of crossing farm vehicles.


 


West County Trail, Ca. • Farmers put A-frame signs on their property stating when


spraying will occur.


• Spraying generally limited to early morning, before most trail


users are present.


• Aerial spraying not conducted near the trail.


• Some vineyard owners have built connections between their


properties and the trail.


• “No Trespassing” signs have been installed by some vineyard


owners.


• The County patrols the trail and regularly talks with


neighbors.


 


Most spraying is done early in the morning. All spraying must be done with as little
wind as possible. At the very worst case, the least notice that a farmer could provide
would be 24 hours, but generally he would be able to schedule spraying a few days
prior and/or schedule a tentative window weeks in advance. An example of this would
be the spraying that I just did in my filbert orchard the first week of July for Filbert
Worm. The orchard had to be monitored for several weeks for filbert moths. When the
level got to a certain point, I had only a few days to get my first air blast spray applied.
I consulted weather forecasts for rain, and then looked at the wind forecasts, and
found that I could spray immediately. (Wind forecasts are extremely accurate, and
with aps like "Windy", can be used to forecast flow and speeds, hour by hour, quite a
few days ahead of time.) The spray I used was effective for three weeks, and then a
second application was required if filbert moths were still present.







 


To make it a win-win for both the farmer and trail users, the farmer can schedule the
trail shutdown for only the very short time he needs to spray the edges of his field,
adjacent to the trail. Then he can open up the trail, and continue spraying the balance
of his fields.


 


Foliar sprays (sprays that must cover all the leaves of the tree) require the most
setback, since they are accomplished thru "air blast " sprays that force the spray up
and over the tops of the trees.  Examples of these sprays are the pesticides and
fungicides that must be sprayed to minimize pests or diseases. Two rows of trees are
sprayed at the same time while the spray operator drives down the aisle. The spray
operator can also shut down either side of the air blast sprayer, allowing him to spray
the outside edge of a row, and not spray neighboring properties. If a farmer wanted to
be positively safe, he could simply power blast spray the first 8 rows, on the edge of
the trail, while the trail was closed, and then open up the trail. (filbert trees are
generally planted in rows 18 to 20 feet wide).


 


  


 


 


 







 


Herbicides used to control weeds, grasses and for eliminating suckers are applied on
the ground, or on the very bottom/base of trees using booms, while driving down the
aisle between two rows of trees. Herbicides must be selectively sprayed; the spray
must be kept on the ground or the base of the tree. If they reach the foliage they can
damage or kill the tree. It would be quite easy to spray a couple of rows (36 to 40
feet) from the edge of the trail Right of Way, and then open up the trail while he
sprayed the balance of his field.


 


 


 


 


Van Dyke stated that he "must be able to spray his orchid for filbertworm, which can
destroy an entire crop, from June through September" But spraying equipment cannot
enter an orchard after Labor Day, since the nuts start falling to the orchard floor, and
anyone driving equipment on the orchard floor could damage the nuts.


"Blank nuts fall before good nuts. After blanks have fallen and just before good nuts begin to drop
(usually at the end of August), it might be desirable to do a final flailing and floating to fill small
depressions in the ground."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf


 


'Hazelnuts begin to drop to the ground during the month of September. Prior to nut drop, the orchard floor
is made level and smooth, and weeds are flail-mowed to facilitate harvest. Harvest generally occurs



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf





during October and is usually a two-step operation."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf


 


 


C. Van Dyke also noted that he stocks and sprays the chemicals Gramoxzone and
Parazone (Paraquat), and his chemical containers both have labels that state : "Do
not use around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf courses or
playgrounds." 


 


But the labels on both products were updated by November 14. 2019, and the
nebulous statement "around" was taken off the new labels:


"DIRECTIONS FOR USE


RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE


It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.


Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. Only


protected  handlers  may  be  in  the  area  during  application.  For  any  requirements  specific


  c  to  your  State  or  Tribe, 


consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation.


NEVER USE THIS PRODUCT IN RESIDENTIAL OR PUBLIC RECREATIONAL SETTINGS (E.G., HOMES, HOME GARDENS,


SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, AND/OR PLAYGROUNDS"


 


A check with the manufacturers revealed that the chemical did not change….only the
label changed. (see attached "FW: Gramoxone SL 2.0 email)


 


But no matter what the new label states, federal law says that you MUST follow the
instructions on the container that you are using. (again, read Gramoxone SL 2.0
email)


 


The simple solution is to purchase some of the new label Gramoxone or Parazone
and use the new chemical on the edges of his fields, then continue to use the old
material on the inside. It seems ridiculous to do this, since the chemical in the old
label containers, and the chemical in the new label containers, is exactly the same,
but the law is the law. And, per Ben Van Dyke, "since the chemical does not have an
expiration date" either chemical can be used for future sucker or weed spraying.


 


 



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf





D. Loss of Food Safety Certification. Van Dyke stated that "Construction workers
have already littered the area with lunch bags and other detritus have found the way
to our farm that we have had to clean up. This causes food safety issues. In that
regard, we are strictly regulated by the USDA and any litter on our farms, risks losing
food safety certifications that are necessary for the marketability of our brand as well
as to maintain our certifications."


 


Mr. Van Dyke shared a document from Cascade Foods of Albany Oregon, titled "food
safety requirements for delivered product to Cascade Foods". (dated April 16, 2020,
see attached)  In this document Cascade Foods stated;


" Cascade Foods LLC requires that growers adhere to the Good Agricultural Practices
manual set by the Hazelnut Industry office". (see attached).


 


But nowhere in the Good Agricultural Practices manual is there any reference to a
farm losing food safety certification because of litter.


http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf


 


It does say that the orchards must be constantly cleaned and inspected prior to
harvest. This is a critical time. Of course, cleanliness during the year is important, but
a clean orchard just before the nuts drop to the floor is strategically important.


 


Throughout the summer the orchard floor is repeatedly cleaned and leveled by use of
drags and/or flail mowers. All debris is eliminated as the floor is pummeled by the
repeated passes of the flail mower. Clouds of dust are sometimes seen as the floor is
cleaned and manicured over and over. This goes on until the nuts start to fall at the
end of August. Now the falling nuts are contained on a clean and pristine orchard
floor. Prior to harvest in September the operator often inspects the orchard for debris,
and removes any. The sweeper and harvester cannot function if there is debris on the
orchard floor.


 


The GAP manual that Mr. Van Dyke has agreed to follow states:  "….orchard floors
are cleaned throughout the summer to assure a smooth clean orchard floor during
harvest. Of utmost importance to all growers is the need to deliver hazelnuts to the
dryer or processor as clean as possible. The Hazelnut lends itself to inherent food
safety simply because it is encased in a solid hard shell. It falls to the ground mostly
free of the husk, which is a vegetative bract rather than a surgery attraction for
microbes. Harvest also lends itself to ensuring safe product. In addition, the product
delivered to the washer/dryer or the processor is not ready to eat. It will go through a
wash process before it is dried. Growers are committed to employing practices to
keep the risk of pathogen contamination as low as possible. As the nuts move to
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processors and packers more safeguards are in place to ensure safe products leave
the plants."


 


Litter is NOT a game stopper…it is a item that is constantly evaluated and addressed.


 


 


Cascade Food goes on to say;  "The following are a few of the recommendations outlined in the manual;
"Grower must participate in traceability. Growers receive a delivery ticket for each load taken to a
wash/dryer operator or processor. This ticket corresponds to a specific orchard; Should a food borne
pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will be discarded".


But the statement; "Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will
be discarded"  is NOT in the Good Agricultural Manual, and is far from the truth.


In 2017 Salmonella was found in Hazelnuts sold by the Schmidt farm of McMinnville. But the food safety
people of the Oregon Department of Agriculture were not worried: “Wholesalers have steps in place that
kill any Salmonella on the hazelnuts they handle before the nuts reach consumers,” said Stephanie Page,
the agriculture department’s director of food safety and animal services, in the public warning. "To date,
we have no indication there were any issues with this part of the process."
https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-from-
oregon-farm/


In fact the GAP manual repeatedly states that orchards must be inspected, (H1 pg 6);
A preharvest assessment is made in the orchard. Risks and possible sources of crop
contamination are noted and assessed.' and (H7 pg 6) states;  "In case of product
contamination….., product is separated and disposed of separately". Nowhere does it
state that a farmers complete crop will be discarded if contamination is found in one
area.


 


 


A trail and farming are not mutually exclusive! A trail is an opportunity for the farmer
to display his skills and to educate the public. And the Yamhelas Trail is an
opportunity for the Yamhill Valley to provide a safe mode of transpiration for future
generations. No one will suffer "irreparable injury" during its construction or future
use. All it takes is for farmers and trail supporters to sit down and mutually work
together to develop a solution that enables us to develop a wonderful asset.
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From: Patty Williams
To: Wayne Wiebke; V H
Cc: Ken Wright; Todd Sadlo; Carrie Martin; Casey Kulla; Janice Primozich; Christian Boenisch
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 9:00:23 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


If I understand the request here, I am being asked to weigh in about official support to secure
legal counsel on the trail issues raised in this thread. My apologies for the delay in responding. I
am still trying to get my head wrapped around the project to date. I am in favor of securing paid
legal counsel for this.
-pw-


Patty Williams 
7860 NW Meadow Lake Road
Carlton OR 97111
503-312-0245 (phone) 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:50:27 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Sorry for my delayed response— I was at the beach getting some fresh air and didn’t have access to
email  I agree with talking to the lawyer and exploring what all the potential exposures might be.  I also
agree with spending Friends money to do it, or would be willing to pitch in as well.


I’d like to participate if possible but have some schedule conflicts next week so go ahead and schedule it
and if I can join in I will.  Monday before 3:00 is best for me, Tuesday I’m not available.


Thanks everyone for all the work on this-


Veronica


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Sep 15, 2020, at 10:54 AM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:



Thank you Casey.


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 10:51:21 AM PDT, Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Conditional Use Permit
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From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 10:50 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Carrie. One question; what is the CUP?


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 9:46:58 AM PDT, Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Good morning, everyone,


 


There was a lot of conversation yesterday and I would like to briefly
summarize the outcomes so we’re all clear on a path forward.


 


1.  It is an excellent idea for the Friends to pursue legal representation independent of
the County. Fritz Paulus sounds like a good option.


2. Once LUBA renders a decision on the pending Stay and two appeals, it will be the
County’s prerogative to respond. The Friends are not listed in the current litigation
and will not have the ability to pick up that baton, so to speak.


3. We hope to receive the LUBA decision by November, and once that happens the
CUP will be in limbo. Further development of the YWT will not be allowed to continue
until that issue is resolved. This may require a *new* owner to restart the process on
their own.


4. With regard to current grants in-progress, we will have to further investigate the
County’s ability to transfer those. Each grant funding source has different
stipulations. We will have to wait and see on that.


I think that’s all for now.


 


Thank you all for the good discussion.


 


Carrie



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us





 


Carrie Martin


Yamhill County


Grants & Special Projects


martinc@co.yamhill.or.us


503-474-4991 (o)


971-241-1007 (m)


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 8:23 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty
Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd.


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:58:57 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,


 


I understand most of what you said in your message and, of course, I
cannot give you legal advice, but I don't understand what you say would
be a "tactic" of 'ignoring LUBA.'  There is no need to ignore LUBA.  For
two years, it is likely that you will have a county Board that will not move
forward on land use approvals for the trail, whether it is owned by the
county or the Friends.  No one would be ignoring LUBA.  If the county's
decision is affirmed it would likely be appealed, and the county would
likely not prosecute the appeal.  If it is remanded, the county would likely
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decline to seek approval on remand, and the Board would then deny the
application.  


 


As far as a suit against the county for transferring title to the trail:  that
seems like a stretch to me, because I can't think what the basis for that
might be, but that is the sort of thing you might ask Mr. Paulus if he is
brought into this.


 


Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 6:59 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty
Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Ken. I agree with Stan, it shouldn't be on your dime. Stan's concerns regarding
an unfinished LUBA situation is one of mine too. Carrie inferred that a tactic given to her
would be while mothballing the trail development ignore any LUBA transmissions or
actions; I would want more assurance of that being a sound tactic. Could the opponents
sue the county for divesting to us and if so where would that put us? I don't see a problem
getting financial support for a legal fund from trail supporters but having a sense of what
kinds of legal battles from opponents would be helpful. I would anticipate a lot of nuisance
types of actions from them. Our fixed costs would be insurance and potential property
taxes( there could be a waiver on them) whatever we need to budget for maintenance. The
$3500 lease fee from Gene Belt would cover of that.


 


Wayne


 


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 5:40:55 PM PDT, Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


 


 


Regardless of whether the board would like to sit in on a discussion with Fritz I am planning
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to meet with him to have a better understanding personally.  All on my dime of course.


 


Best, Ken


 


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 14, 2020, at 5:15 PM, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
wrote:





[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal expense. 
Wayne, Veronica and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would you be able to give a
quick brief to Fritz of where we are?


 


Ken


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken
Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Christian Boenisch' <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a
sentence in Todd's scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these
scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one,
because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I don't quite understand where that might
leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone such as Fritz Paulas guide us
would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response? Wayne
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On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:


 


 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the
attorney mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running
out and we need to act quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses,
it would be to advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the
land use case).  Christian and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works
in this field (land held in the public interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
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While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends
decide that they want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at
least until we have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort
you have put into this and I am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to
enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no
matter which way the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the
Court of Appeals and the new Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the
case is remanded, there is not enough time for a remand hearing, and the new Board has
no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules require that the remand be
pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after that.  Again,
in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for
Friends to hold the property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue
permits anew.  The trail would not be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish
under Oregon’s land use system.


 


Todd Sadlo
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From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would
keep us from needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our
ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I
believe it is proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like
Friends. Like you, the thought of the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking
to me. I want to prevent that from happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I
asked them for an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will
need to move quickly. Is the Friends board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining
questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: "Ken Wright"; Wayne Wiebke
Cc: stevencarol. wick
Subject: RE: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:07:52 PM


Ken,
 
We made that point in the last round.  I guess they are saying, what Ben Van Dyke is saying, is this
(trail) road did not exist until now, and before it existed, I could use the county’s property for my 50-
foot (inflated) buffer.  If there is a trail there, I will no longer be able to use the county’s property for
my buffer because people will be there.  As for the roads: yes, perhaps I change the nozzle or wait till
there is little to no traffic to spray next to the road, but I already had to do that, so it didn’t increase
my costs or impact my practices.
 
I’m looking for arguments to confront the narrative of the opponents coming from people other
than me.  I don’t care if they use my words, paraphrase, or have an entirely different way of saying
the same thing:  It is not an “accepted farming practice” to limit your neighbors access to his or her
property for any legal activity, including just walking around.  The county, like any other landowner,
has, or definitely should have the right to enter and maintain its own property at will, without
limitations imposed by an adjacent spray operation.   It is not an accepted farm practice to impose
your buffers on neighboring properties or rights of way.  The only acceptable way to spray borders is
to modify technologies—disease resistant plants, alternative chemicals that are less dangerous,
adjusting practices to require only a 10 foot buffer.
 
I believe these things to be true, and will be saying as much in the findings.  I’m just looking for
testimony and evidence in support of these conclusions.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:52 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: stevencarol. wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd,
 
How is the trail different than the roads that everyone is farming next to which have runners,
bicyclists, motorcycles and convertibles next to their fields?  When I spoke with the directors of ODA
and OSHA last year they said there were no differences as far as they were concerned.  They said the
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farming community had the same liability there as they did with the trail for overspray. 
 
I took what they said to mean that nothing has changed for the local farmers except that there is
more property line involved.
 
Ken
 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:44 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: stevencarol. wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 
LUBA already agreed that drift is not an "accepted farm practice," but we failed to convince
them, with findings based on evidence/testimony in the record, that farm operations adjacent
to the trail will not have to significantly change their spray setbacks, leaving parts of their
farms exposed to disease and underproduction due to their inability to spray properly. or, as
Ben Van Dyke argued, force him to spray at night with spotters to look for "trespassers."  They
say they will have to employ a 50 foot setback.  That change, being forced upon them by a
nonfarm use--the trail--prevents the county from minimizing conflicts to an insignificant level. 
It seems to me that the appropriate setback is 10 feet, and the impact to his farm practices
can be further reduced by allowing the trail to be closed while he is spraying within 50 feet of
it.  That is an inconvenience for him, that he would be forced to coordinate with his neighbor,
that he will continue to claim significantly increases his farm costs and forces significant
changes in his farm practices.
 
The Board can choose to believe whoever it finds more credible, but we need testimony and
evidence in the record that the county can rely on, like the information Steve has already
provided, but more of it, and from others.
 
Steve, do you believe NIck Wiman would be willing to submit something to the effect that he
believe a trail and filbert orchard can co-exist without causing significant impacts to farm costs
or practices?  Otherwise, why would I be calling him?
 
Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:28 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: stevencarol. wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Don't need an answer; saw it as an option to "trespass".
 
 
How does Oregon's "nuisances laws" address intangible substances (pesticide drift) interference with a
property owner's(YC County)use and enjoyment of land?
 
On Sunday, April 26, 2020, 3:27:43 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 
Steve and Wayne,  thank you for all your help.  I will be working as much information as I can get before
Thursday into the county supplemental findings on remand, but facts you have should also be submitted
into the record, by you, or someone, as a basis for the findings.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


On Apr 26, 2020, at 11:35 AM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I was referring to your "BS" (manure) statement.
 
 
On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 7:22:49 PM PDT, stevencarol.wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:
 
 
No ,they called out 50 feet for two insecticides that both have Chlorpirilos as the active ingredient:  Yuma
4e and Lorsban.
 
Im saying that rhey can do Yuma in 10 feet.
 
 
 
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
 
-------- Original message --------
From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Date: 4/25/20 12:22 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Cc: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 
Just brought Ken into this. He is totally on top of the overspray of the vineyard I referenced in a just sent
response.
 
So Steve, are you now saying the 50" only pertains to to fertilizers>
 
 
On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 10:13:32 AM PDT, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:
 
 
Todd, I have been updating my info on spraying, and have been doing more research. I have found that
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the label says on Yuma 4E (manufacturer Winfield's label, with the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos)  ONLY
requires a 10 foot buffer! 50 feet is bullshit!
 
We need to bring Ken Wright into this conversation, regarding spraying. He did considerable research for
our last set of hearings, and contacted many Oregon officials about the "real" spraying laws.
 
(see my "revised' preliminary notes below)
 
Steve
 
From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, April 25, 2020 9:22 AM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick
Subject: Fwd: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 
Gentlemen, 
 
I hope the stay decision is attached for your review.  It is a delay, but this isn’t over yet!
 
Please let me know what you think about the decision, because Ben Van Dyke will make the same
argument on remand:  that he is entitled to spray up to his property line at will, and exclude his neighbors
(esp. the county) from the use of or access to 50 feet of the neighbor’s property-a spray buffer-without
having to compensate that neighbor for loss of access.   Am I missing something?
 
It is one thing to coordinate-the county has always offered to do so-but LUBA’s rationale for “irreparable”
harm, if applied to any of Van Dyke’s other neighbors, would mean that everyone else would be required
to stay 50 feet back from their property lines while he is spraying.
 
The bridge case and remand are land use cases, but it is all wrapped up in property rights, which LUBA
has no expertise in, or jurisdiction over.  Overlooking basic property rights, that extend from ‘the heavens
to the center of the earth,’ LUBA appears, in the remand decision and the attached decision, to think the
county has no right to access it’s own property if it interferes in any way with Mr. Van Dyke’s spray
routines.
 
Is there an expert on best practices for spraying if a neighbor is not always present but has the right and
habit of being in the buffer area?  Does he have no obligation to change his nozzles and possibly other
practices when spraying the edge of his property, to reduce the buffer to ten feet, and keep the buffer
entirely on his own property, as a best spray practice?
 
I’m hoping I’m not the only person calling him out on practices that, if he were to practice them on any of
his other neighbors without any coordination or compromise, would be an affront.


Todd Sadlo


Begin forwarded message:


From: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: April 24, 2020 at 4:05:04 PM PDT
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>, Nohely Barajas-Montalvo <barajasn@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW:  LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County



FYI, see attached.  Stay granted.  Nuts.
 
Christian F. Boenisch
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Yamhill County
County Counsel
(503) 434-7502
boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us
 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or otherwise that you
have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail, keep the contents
confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your system.
 
************************************
 
From: LUBASupport <LUBASupport@state.or.us> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 3:47 PM
To: 'wk@klgpc.com' <wk@klgpc.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Attached as a courtesy is a copy of the Order the Board issued today in LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033. A
copy of the Order will also be posted to LUBA’s website after 3:30 pm.
 
Denise Seaman
Executive Support Specialist
Land Use Board of Appeals
503-373-1265
 
 
 
My notes are below, Steve:
 
Yuma 4E, or Lorsban, or any other insecticide used (or power blast sprayed) in Filberts (with the active
ingredient Chlorpyrilos) only requires a setback of 10 feet when spraying with a power blast sprayer
when applied at near the maximum rate allowed per acre (under 3 pounds per acre).
 
(See Yuma4E label setback info below:)
 
 
 
Viewing the amount of chemicals required to eliminate the pests it can be seen that a 10 foot setback is
all that is needed 
 
(See Yuma 4E label below, and Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Management Guide application
rate for Lorsban)
 
"ydpfd62eddcyiv1473586289MsoNormal">
 
 
 
 
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
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1. Chlorpyrilos can only be used for a total of three times during the year. (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below)
 
The first time it could possibly be used would be in March thru April, to control the Winter moth Leaftier.
 
The next time it could be used would be In the April thru May timeframe, to control Filbert Leafroller or
aphids,
 
..and again in May thru June to control Leafroller.
 
In July thru August it could be used to control stinkbugs, and/or to control Filbertworm.
 
As you can see, this is more than three times. That is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide
lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Many are much
less toxic. And this is why Oregon State Pest Guide states: " Rotate pesticides by mode of action (group);
do not become reliant on a single group for control."
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
 
 
 
2. Chlorpyrifos spray is not allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power
blast spray into the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below). If an applicator started his spaying  paralleling the rail right of way, and used the 20 plus
feet of vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area on all edges of a
field, allowing equipment to turn corners), then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but
would be blasted into the center of the orchard. The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It
would only take a few minutes to spay the edge of the orchard.
 
http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd
 
 
 
 
3. There are alternatives to using dangerous inseticides like Chlorpyrifos;
 
all of the edges within 100 feet of the ROW could be sprayed with a less lethal alternative
chemical, and the interior with the lethal alternative. Again, that is why Oregon State University Hazelnut
Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos.
Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos, which is in the process of being outlawed.
(Oregon House Bill 4109, which would have outlawed it failed as a result of the denial of quorum. It is only
a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos is outlawed.) Bio-controls (using beneficial insects to kill pests) are
rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)
 
 
or, if the wind isn't cooperating;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed. 
Other trails shut down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We could make it quicker and easier by just
spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the ROW, and go over to the next two rows and do the next 100
feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An inconvenience, but not a
game stopper. The farmer can coordinate with the County. We know when we should be able to spray,
and there are excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most farmers use.
 
Power blast, and other type spaying can be accomplished with a few inconveniences, but there is no
reason to not develop the trail because some people may be inconvienced.
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Total Control Panel Login


To: ken@kenwrightcellars.com


From: sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: steve wick; Todd Sadlo
Cc: Ken Wright
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
Date: Saturday, April 25, 2020 1:24:41 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Isn't it, the larger the droplet the less drift so the set backs are less?


Just read your attachment; is the bottom line that the April 30th hearing is now May 27th?


And, can the workers be pulled back while Van Dyke sprays the outer rows of hazelnuts which would then
put them beyond the required distance?


On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 11:40:06 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


He’s claiming his large droplet size requires a 50 foot setback on, I thought, Lorsban and Yuma 4E.


On Apr 25, 2020, at 10:13 AM, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:





[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd, I have been updating my info on spraying, and have been doing more research. I have found that
the label says on Yuma 4E (manufacturer Winfield's label, with the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos)  ONLY
requires a 10 foot buffer! 50 feet is bullshit!


 


We need to bring Ken Wright into this conversation, regarding spraying. He did considerable research for
our last set of hearings, and contacted many Oregon officials about the "real" spraying laws.


 


(see my "revised' preliminary notes below)


 


Steve


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, April 25, 2020 9:22 AM
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To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick
Subject: Fwd: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


Gentlemen, 


 


I hope the stay decision is attached for your review.  It is a delay, but this isn’t over yet!


 


Please let me know what you think about the decision, because Ben Van Dyke will make the same
argument on remand:  that he is entitled to spray up to his property line at will, and exclude his neighbors
(esp. the county) from the use of or access to 50 feet of the neighbor’s property-a spray buffer-without
having to compensate that neighbor for loss of access.   Am I missing something?


 


It is one thing to coordinate-the county has always offered to do so-but LUBA’s rationale for “irreparable”
harm, if applied to any of Van Dyke’s other neighbors, would mean that everyone else would be required
to stay 50 feet back from their property lines while he is spraying.


 


The bridge case and remand are land use cases, but it is all wrapped up in property rights, which LUBA
has no expertise in, or jurisdiction over.  Overlooking basic property rights, that extend from ‘the heavens
to the center of the earth,’ LUBA appears, in the remand decision and the attached decision, to think the
county has no right to access it’s own property if it interferes in any way with Mr. Van Dyke’s spray
routines.


 


Is there an expert on best practices for spraying if a neighbor is not always present but has the right and
habit of being in the buffer area?  Does he have no obligation to change his nozzles and possibly other
practices when spraying the edge of his property, to reduce the buffer to ten feet, and keep the buffer
entirely on his own property, as a best spray practice?


 


I’m hoping I’m not the only person calling him out on practices that, if he were to practice them on any of
his other neighbors without any coordination or compromise, would be an affront.


Todd Sadlo


Begin forwarded message:


From: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: April 24, 2020 at 4:05:04 PM PDT
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>, Nohely Barajas-Montalvo <barajasn@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW:  LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County





FYI, see attached.  Stay granted.  Nuts.


 







Christian F. Boenisch


Yamhill County


County Counsel


(503) 434-7502


boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us


 


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****


 


This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or otherwise that you
have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail, keep the contents
confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your system.


 


************************************


 


From: LUBASupport <LUBASupport@state.or.us> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 3:47 PM
To: 'wk@klgpc.com' <wk@klgpc.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Attached as a courtesy is a copy of the Order the Board issued today in LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033. A
copy of the Order will also be posted to LUBA’s website after 3:30 pm.


 


Denise Seaman


Executive Support Specialist


Land Use Board of Appeals


503-373-1265
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My notes are below, Steve:


 


Yuma 4E, or Lorsban, or any other insecticide used (or power blast sprayed) in Filberts (with the active
ingredient Chlorpyrilos) only requires a setback of 10 feet when spraying with a power blast sprayer
when applied at near the maximum rate allowed per acre (under 3 pounds per acre).


 


(See Yuma4E label setback info below:)
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Viewing the amount of chemicals required to eliminate the pests it can be seen that a 10 foot setback is
all that is needed 


 


(See Yuma 4E label below, and Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Management Guide application
rate for Lorsban)
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https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf


 


 


1. Chlorpyrilos can only be used for a total of three times during the year. (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below)


 


The first time it could possibly be used would be in March thru April, to control the Winter moth Leaftier.


 


The next time it could be used would be In the April thru May timeframe, to control Filbert Leafroller or
aphids,


 


..and again in May thru June to control Leafroller.



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf





 


In July thru August it could be used to control stinkbugs, and/or to control Filbertworm.


 


As you can see, this is more than three times. That is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide
lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Many are much
less toxic. And this is why Oregon State Pest Guide states: " Rotate pesticides by mode of action (group);
do not become reliant on a single group for control."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
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2. Chlorpyrifos spray is not allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power
blast spray into the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below). If an applicator started his spaying  paralleling the rail right of way, and used the 20 plus
feet of vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area on all edges of a
field, allowing equipment to turn corners), then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but
would be blasted into the center of the orchard. The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It
would only take a few minutes to spay the edge of the orchard.


 


http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd
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3. There are alternatives to using dangerous inseticides like Chlorpyrifos;


 


all of the edges within 100 feet of the ROW could be sprayed with a less lethal alternative
chemical, and the interior with the lethal alternative. Again, that is why Oregon State University Hazelnut
Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos.
Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos, which is in the process of being outlawed.
(Oregon House Bill 4109, which would have outlawed it failed as a result of the denial of quorum. It is only
a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos is outlawed.) Bio-controls (using beneficial insects to kill pests) are
rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)


 


 


or, if the wind isn't cooperating;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed. 
Other trails shut down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We could make it quicker and easier by just
spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the ROW, and go over to the next two rows and do the next 100
feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An inconvenience, but not a
game stopper. The farmer can coordinate with the County. We know when we should be able to spray,



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf

http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd





and there are excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most farmers use.


 


Power blast, and other type spaying can be accomplished with a few inconveniences, but there is no
reason to not develop the trail because some people may be inconvienced.


 


 


 


 


Background info:  https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9223/html


 


"2018 update: Chlorpyrifos is no longer a go-to chemistry for leafroller, but remains an important product for the
industry in controlling other insect pests, such as omnivorous leaftier and Pacific flatheaded borer.


 


 


Advances in insect management practices have included the development of monitoring techniques and treatment
thresholds for filbert aphid and filbert leafroller, which have reduced prophylactic insecticide applications.
Advances have also included the use of pheromone traps and a degree-day model for filbertworm, which permit
precise, targeted treatments for this pest. The most valuable result of this IPM approach has been the successful
identification and introduction of a filbert aphid parasitoid, Trioxys pallidus. This parasitoid, a small Braconid wasp,
has provided nearly complete biological control of the filbert aphid and has almost eliminated insecticide use for
this pest. Natural biological control of other hazelnut pests may also be enhanced by the aphid biocontrol program,
because the elimination of aphicides improves survival of predators and parasitoids that attack leafrollers and
filbertworm.


A potential biocontrol has also been identified for a newer hazelnut pest, the brown marmorated stink bug. A
parasitic samurai wasp (Trissolcus japonicus) has shown success in parasitizing eggs. Continued research on this
potential will be critical, because research has shown that pesticides are only a short-term solution for brown
marmorated stink bug and will kill beneficial insects, including the samurai wasp.


It is especially important to preserve and enhance biological control of the filbert aphid. Resurgence of filbert aphid
populations in recent years indicates a need for further research on cultural techniques to improve survival
of Trioxys pallidus. Research is also needed to test new pesticides for adverse effects on this filbert aphid
parasitoid and to determine the impact on hazelnut production of the recently introduced large hazel aphid (also
known as the hazelnut aphid), which is not controlled by Trioxys pallidus. Research on the natural biological
control and improved chemical control of pests such as filbert leafroller and filbertworm would have direct benefits
(reducing insecticide use for these pests) and indirect benefits (enhancing survival and biocontrol success of
Trioxys pallidus). Research has shown that mating disruption can reduce the amount of insecticide applied for
filbertworm by up to 75 percent. This reduction in pesticides has the indirect benefit of preserving natural enemies
of aphids (including T. pallidus). In a 5-year study, orchards managed with a combination of mating disruption and
border sprays and/or target sprays saw a significant reduction in aphid populations, and a significant increase in
parasitism by T. pallidus.


 



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9223/html






From: Carrie Martin
To: V H
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:42:57 AM


The Local Government Grant Program (LGGP) is Lottery money and we received $126k in 2017
for acquisition. The Recreational Trail Program is federally funded.


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:37 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m wondering if the Parks grant was lottery backed?


Also, wasn’t there discussion about one of the ODOT grants being Lottery backed bonds?


V


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Jul 24, 2020, at 9:25 AM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:



We have never received Oregon Lottery money for development of the YWT.


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:veronica4249@yahoo.com





503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:17 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I have current photos of the bridge construction. The only open section is in or through
Carlton at this point. At other potential access points it grown over generally by
blackberries. Not sure about the Lottery funded grant. I couldn't identify it on the Projects
section of the YC website.


On Friday, July 24, 2020, 8:41:11 AM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Please see the request below.  We have pictures of the brush clearing work but that’s all I
have.  Also, I’m not sure what work the Lottery funded grant was for?  Can one or both of
you help her?


Thanks,


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Lommen, Kristy" <Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov>
Date: July 23, 2020 at 4:57:32 PM PDT
To: "veronica4249@yahoo.com" <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail



Hi Veronica,
 
The Oregon Lottery recently launched a new website, including features on
some of the projects around the state that have been funded in part by
Oregon Lottery grants or loans. One of the projects we’d like to feature is the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail.
 
This weekend, I drove Hwy 47 to Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston to get some
general photos of the area. I was hoping to perhaps get some photos of the
trail itself (or at least work-in-progress on the trail), but found no signage or
obvious entry points. I was hoping you could clarify the current status of the
work there. Are there currently any open sections? Is so, where. And, if not,







when is the anticipated open date?
 
Thanks for any info. I look forward to hearing from you soon!
 
Kristy
 
 
 
Here is a sample webpage of the sort of feature we have been publishing on
our funded projects. The page we envision for the YWT would be similar.
 
https://www.oregonlottery.org/programs/econ-growth-independence-landing-
2019/
 
 
 
Kristy Lommen
Digital Content Specialist| Oregon Lottery®


Desk: 503.540.2002
Fax: 503.540.1329
www.oregonlottery.org


<image001.png>
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From: steve wick
To: "Todd Sadlo"
Cc: "Wayne Wiebke"
Subject: more previously entered info that you can use?
Date: Saturday, September 26, 2020 9:53:36 AM
Attachments: image001.png


LUBA remand letter 4-27-20.docx


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


 
Todd,
 
 
In the attached letter Veronica Haley Hinkes entered this statement, and more, into the
record in April:  '…….These are constant themes in trail studies. Specific trail studies include:
Santa Paula Branch Line Recreational Trail Compatibility Survey 2015- This study examined
nine trails and includes detailed examples of management/mitigation plans specific to
agricultural activities, particularly high-value row crops and orchards."
 
If she entered the above into the record, does it mean that you can open it up and quote
from it?
 
https://www.railstotrails.org/resource-library/resources/santa-paula-branch-line-
recreational-trail-compatibility-survey/?collection=Trail+Projects
 
If you can, then you can use my info below, (which I cherry picked from that survey)  to show
that other trails peacefully coexist with farmers, and that other trails shut down for spraying.
And some literally shut down, and close gates to keep people out during spraying.


 
 
 
 
. Spraying chemicals next to the trail poses no problem, if the trail is shut down when the
spraying must be done. This is simple to do. Other trails do this! The farmers and trail owners
coordinate operations. Spraying chemicals in filbert orchards usually occurs less than a dozen
times during the year, but young orchards could require more, and non-common diseases or
pests would increase the number of spray occurrences required.
 



mailto:stevencarol.wick@gmail.com

mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us
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April 27, 2020





Yamhill County Board of Commissioners and Planning Department


525 NE Fourth St


McMinnville, OR 97128








Dear Commissioners and Planners; 





I am hereby submitting written testimony for the public hearing scheduled for April 30, 2020 regarding  the LUBA remand of Board Order 19-94.





I have previously testified on this issue and addressed how the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail complies with the Yamhill County zoning ordinances and Oregon Statutes named in the remand, so I will attempt to be brief and only introduce new information here. 





1) Numerous studies of trails through agricultural land across the United States have shown that the negative impacts frequently feared by adjacent landowners before construction of trails do not materialize in any significant numbers, and that in fact, many adjacent landowners who opposed the trails beforehand end up enthusiastic users and supporters of the trails after they open.  It is often noted that problems actually decrease after trails are built—better visibility and more people observing the trail increase safety. These are constant themes in trail studies. Specific trail studies include: 


Santa Paula Branch Line Recreational Trail Compatibility Survey 2015- This study examined nine trails and includes detailed examples of management/mitigation plans specific to agricultural activities, particularly high-value row crops and orchards.


Rail-Trails and Community Sentiment 1998- Examined 125 trails


Trails and Agriculture: Bridging Productive and Recreational Landscapes 2015- This study outlines design and management strategies to enable successful co-existence of agricultural activities and recreational trails, including specific types of fencing and vegetative barriers, trail crossings for agricultural equipment, signage, and temporary and localized trail closures for hazardous activities. 





2) Since my testimony last year, I have ridden on miles and miles of trails through agricultural land in British Columbia.  Much of the area did not include any fencing; some had wire fencing.  There were also signs alerting trail users to respect the agricultural lands.   I did not ever see any trail user going off trail, littering, or engaging in any other destructive or even undesirable behavior. 





3) I have heard there is criticism of the County approving the trail use while not having specific fencing plans in place.  This is a Catch-22, as this type of detail is designed in a master plan process that includes meeting with adjacent landowners and addressing individual issues, but it doesn’t make sense to go forward with a master plan, and granters probably will not fund a master plan, unless there is a legislative decision allowing development of the trail.  





4) As a property owner in Yamhill County (25 acres of timber) and a frequent trail user, my experience has been that there is far more litter, vandalism and theft along country roads than along trails.  We constantly pick up trash along our property road front, have had our gate opener torn off and stolen and our neighbors had a huge theft of agricultural equipment.  I do not see litter along trails.  I’ve heard numerous accounts from law enforcement that a well-used trail with lots of eyes on it is much safer than unused or abandoned rights of way. 





In summary, there are hundreds of successful recreational trails through agricultural land across the country.  There are proven strategies for successfully mitigating farmers’ concerns, and the County is engaging a very experienced and respected trail design company to complete its master plan.  The Yamhelas Westsider Trail should go forward to provide a safe transportation and recreation facility for county residents and visitors. 





Best regards, 





Veronica Hinkes


Board member, Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail


16375 NW Meadow Lake Rd., Carlton, OR 97111








Photos attached. 






















































































From Trails and Agriculture: Bridging Productive and Recreational Landscapes study:


 









































From Okanagan British Columbia
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In 2015 a study was done of many trails (see attached Santa Paula Branch Line Study) That
study specifically addressed farming and how the impacts to farming were dealt with on trails
throughout farming acreages. Below you will see some excerpts from that study. It should be
noted that many of the trails just shut down while the farmer sprays his fields.
 
 
San Pasqual Valley Trail: Ca. • Specific fencing was designed for the trail, modified from the
park
department’s standard lodgepole fencing. Chicken wire inserts were
added approximately one foot from the ground to allow wildlife to pass
through;
• Gates allow sections of the trail to be closed;
• Signage installed to alert the trail-users of trail closure for spraying and
to stay on the trail;
• Farmers can dictate trail closure (within reason, i.e., preferably not on
weekends) for maintenance and crop spraying. This protocol was
developed and approved by the County Farm Bureau, County Farm
Advisor's Office, and the affected farmers
Feedback from Involved Parties
• Shawna Anderson: There have been no reported incidents of theft,
vandalism, or liability issues to this date.
• Many farmers who were initially opposed to the trail now support it.
• An agreement was made early after the SDRP JPA listened to the
concerns of the farmers and created specific design and management
plans to create a mutually beneficial relationship between the trail and
agricultural industry.
 
Cowel-Purisima Coastal Trail • Stout fencing
• Large gates to accommodate cattle and equipment passage while
trail is closed
• Gates to close trail during spraying and operations
• Information and regulatory signs







• Maintained by volunteer docents
• Farmer has ability to close gates for maintenance
Feedback from Involved Parties
• Paul Ringgold: The ability to work as a team, such as on a section
where bluff erosion was impacting the trail, is key to success.
• POST recently asked whether there were any security issues that
would benefit from additional gates and was told that there were
none.
• POST hasn't received any negative comments from owner John
Giusti, or Giusti's agricultural tenant on the southern half of the
property, Bob Marsh.
• John Guisti reported 8/25/14 that the trail project "has not
interfered with his operation at all, and he considers it a
successful project." The fence is very important.
 
Obern Trail, Ca. • Little to no physical barrier in most places. Oleander hedges and
chainlink fence.
• Each farmer decides on fencing – not installed by the County.
• High levels of use create a self-policing scenario.
• The trail is lit throughout, at all hours.
Feedback from Involved Parties
• Matthew Dobberteen: In over ten years managing trails for
Santa Barbara County, I have never received a complaint about
the Obern Trail. Our trails that run near agriculture are never the
trails we have problems with. The only issue is every few years
we may get some graffiti on a retaining wall. "A bike path will
make theft harder, not easier, by bringing light, attention,
people, eyes to the trail." "If someone wanted to steal from a
farm, they'd find a place where no one could see them, not a
trail with steady use."
• John Givens: No significant impacts from the trail. Occasionally
homeless pass through and there is minor vandalism, but it has
not been serious enough to involve the County or other
authorities. Trail users don’t cut through the farm property
 
Cedar Valley Trail, Ia.
• Fencing with gates;
• Reinforced crossing to accommodate equipment;
• Easement allowing farm equipment access;
• Signage to warn trail users of crossing farm vehicles.
Feedback from Involved Parties
• Joyce Squires: She and her husband were initially
opposed to the trail, with concern about trespassing,
but this has not been an issue;
• Generally the trail has been very positive, she and her
family use it;
 
West County Trail, Ca. • Farmers put A-frame signs on their property stating when
spraying will occur.
• Spraying generally limited to early morning, before most trail







users are present.
• Aerial spraying not conducted near the trail.
• Some vineyard owners have built connections between their
properties and the trail.
• “No Trespassing” signs have been installed by some vineyard
owners.
• The County patrols the trail and regularly talks with
neighbors.
Feedback from Involved Parties
• Kenneth Tam: The County conducted a record of survey and
title search, then reached out individually to agricultural land
owners and operators who appeared to be using the railroad
ROW without the legal right to do so and requested they
provide documentation that they were using the ROW
legally. None were able to provide documentation.
There was a blueberry farmer using the railroad ROW to
access his crops. The farmer has since opened a stand along
the trail to sell blueberries and blueberry ice cream.
The main concerns voiced during the planning stages
included the potential for crime and trespass.
 
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes [mailto:veronica4249@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 3:22 PM
To: ken@kenwrightcellars.com; Larry Heesacker; Leona Sitton; Linda Cline; Steve Harloff; Steve Wick;
Wayne Wiebke
Subject: Here's my final LUBA remand input letter
 
 








From: Todd Sadlo
To: Wayne Wiebke; steve wick
Subject: RE: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 4:05:38 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Wayne,
 
That is the first I have heard of it.  I’m checking into it.  I’m not sure who put up signs, or why.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 4:03 PM
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


There are now trespass signs in place in Carlton where City streets cross the the county property, the
trail. How does that reduce the county's liability?
 
On Wednesday, July 29, 2020, 3:55:10 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 


Wayne,


 


Good point.  We’ll see what she attempts to argue with regard to that testimony.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 3:53 PM
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]



mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us
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Does disobeying a well written warning sign make the trespasser negligent?  Were they also going
around a gate. If so, I would see the farmer's position against any liability strengthened. It would seem
that at some point the person ignoring signs giving warning would start to shoulder responsibility. Could
the sign add that ignoring would be considered trespass strengthen the legal outcome? It seems to me
that a gate and a straight forward warning should negate a farmer being liable for someones
irresponsibility.  


 


On Wednesday, July 29, 2020, 9:16:18 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Steve,


 


I really appreciate your insight and all of the useful information you are providing.  To be clear, LUBA can
only consider evidence that is already in the record.  We already imposed a condition stating that the trail
can be closed for spraying.  In response, the opponents put  dozens of social media posts of people who
went on closed trails.  They show the signs closing the trail, and their selfies ignoring the signs.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:16 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd


 


Here are my preliminary thoughts on the current "Stay" I'll need to verify some things,
and will try to get some recognized experts to verify some of my statements.


 


To fight their spray arguments I have proposed that we shut the trail down…only
while they spray the edges.


 



mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us
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I have more work to do on the chemical Gramoxone; I am trying to find the some of it
with the new label that allows spraying next to a trail. otherwise I'll have to get a
recommendation for OSU on another spray.


 


Steve Wick


 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------


 


In the Stay granted by LUBA on June 19 2020 they concluded, in one of their
arguments, that Ben Van Dyke would suffer "Irreparable Injury" because he would be
"hindered or prohibited from spraying the herbicides and pesticides required to protect
his crop."  


 


(It should be noted that the proposed Yamhelas Westsider trail right-of-way is
approximately 60 feet wide, with the trail itself being 12 feet wide. That means that
there is a 24 feet buffer on either of the trail that Ben Van Dyke, and others, say is not
sufficient to mitigate spray drift.)


 


 


LUBA also stated "Van Dyke explained that filbert trees should live 75 years or more
and that, if he was unable to spray his filbert trees, those trees could die due to
Eastern Filbert Blight. Given the long-lived nature of the filbert trees and the potential
for protracted crop and yield loss if spraying cannot occur, we conclude that the injury
Van Dyke specified is not and injury that could be adequately compensated in money
damages."


 


They also concluded that Van Dyke could lose his food safety certification if litter and
debris from the construction site enter his hazelnut orchard.


 


These conclusions, and the following assumptions;


 


A. that Van Dyke must be able to spray his trees for Eastern Filbert Blight; "If I am
unable to spray as required, I risk my trees dying of Eastern Filbert Blight that could







result in the loss of all crops on a tree that should last 75 plus years."


 


B. that Van Dyke, and others, would be unable to spray during trail construction (or
during trail use)


 


C. that Van Dyke uses the herbicide sprays Gramazone and Parazone (Paraquat),
which state "do not use around…recreational parks…."


 


D. that  Van Dyke would lose his food safety certification if litter and debris enter his
orchard from trail construction (or trail use)


 


…can be totally mitigated with a few simple actions.


 


 


A. Spraying for Eastern Filbert Blight. This is not necessary for Van Dyke's trees. Van
Dyke has previously stated that his trees are two years old; "Our hazelnuts were
planted in 2018, and our second year trees,…".  BUT; All the new filbert varietals
are "blight resistant".


 


OSU wrote the bible on hazelnuts. No one in the world has the experience and
knowledge that they possess regarding the entire hazelnut spectrum. They update
info yearly for growers. The Pest Management Guide, Pacific Northwest Plant
disease, Insect, and Weed management handbooks constitute our bible. We refer to
these and their other hazelnut publications and missives yearly for the most up-to-
guide guidance. Professor Jay Pscheidt has been working on EFB (Eastern Filbert
Blight) for over 30 years, and his work enabled our industry to have varietals that we
can count on.


 


New trees only have to be sprayed the first spring after planting, and only if they are
adjacent to a heavily infected orchard. OSU has documented this in their 2020 Pest
Management Guide for Hazelnuts. See p17.
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html


Per OSU's Pacific NW Handbook; ''Dorris', 'Jefferson', 'McDonald', 'PollyO', 'Santiam', 'Wepster',
and 'Yamhill' are highly resistant with the single dominant-resistance gene from 'Gasaway'."
  https://pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease/host-disease/hazelnut-corylus-avellana-eastern-filbert-blight



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html

https://pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease/host-disease/hazelnut-corylus-avellana-eastern-filbert-blight





 


 


 


B. Spraying chemicals next to the trail poses no problem if the trail is shut down when
the spraying must be done. This is simple to do. Other trails do this! The farmers and
trail owners coordinate operations. Spraying chemicals in filbert orchards usually
occurs less than a dozen times during the year, but young orchards could require
more, and non-common diseases or pests could possibly double the number of spray
occurrences required.


 


 


 


In 2015 a study was done of many trails (see attached Santa Paula Branch Line
Study) That study specifically addressed farming and how the impacts to farming
were dealt with on trails throughout farming acreages. Below you will see some
excerpts from that study. It should be noted that many of the trails just shut down
while the farmer sprays his fields.


 


 


San Pasqual Valley Trail: Ca. • Specific fencing was designed for the trail, modified from the park


department’s standard lodgepole fencing. Chicken wire inserts were


added approximately one foot from the ground to allow wildlife to pass







through;


• Gates allow sections of the trail to be closed;


• Signage installed to alert the trail-users of trail closure for spraying and


to stay on the trail;


• Farmers can dictate trail closure (within reason, i.e., preferably not on


weekends) for maintenance and crop spraying. This protocol was


developed and approved by the County Farm Bureau, County Farm


Advisor's Office, and the affected farmers


 


Cowel-Purisima Coastal Trail • Stout fencing


• Large gates to accommodate cattle and equipment passage while


trail is closed


• Gates to close trail during spraying and operations


• Information and regulatory signs


• Maintained by volunteer docents


• Farmer has ability to close gates for maintenance


 


Obern Trail, Ca. • Little to no physical barrier in most places. Oleander hedges and


chainlink fence.


• Each farmer decides on fencing – not installed by the County.


• High levels of use create a self-policing scenario.


• The trail is lit throughout, at all hours.


Feedback from Involved Parties


• Matthew Dobberteen: In over ten years managing trails for


Santa Barbara County, I have never received a complaint about


the Obern Trail. Our trails that run near agriculture are never the


trails we have problems with. The only issue is every few years


we may get some graffiti on a retaining wall. "A bike path will


make theft harder, not easier, by bringing light, attention,


people, eyes to the trail." "If someone wanted to steal from a







farm, they'd find a place where no one could see them, not a


trail with steady use."


• John Givens: No significant impacts from the trail. Occasionally


homeless pass through and there is minor vandalism, but it has


not been serious enough to involve the County or other


authorities. Trail users don’t cut through the farm property


 


Cedar Valley Trail, Ia.


• Fencing with gates;


• Reinforced crossing to accommodate equipment;


• Easement allowing farm equipment access;


• Signage to warn trail users of crossing farm vehicles.


 


West County Trail, Ca. • Farmers put A-frame signs on their property stating when


spraying will occur.


• Spraying generally limited to early morning, before most trail


users are present.


• Aerial spraying not conducted near the trail.


• Some vineyard owners have built connections between their


properties and the trail.


• “No Trespassing” signs have been installed by some vineyard


owners.


• The County patrols the trail and regularly talks with


neighbors.


 


Most spraying is done early in the morning. All spraying must be done with as little
wind as possible. At the very worst case, the least notice that a farmer could provide
would be 24 hours, but generally he would be able to schedule spraying a few days
prior and/or schedule a tentative window weeks in advance. An example of this would
be the spraying that I just did in my filbert orchard the first week of July for Filbert
Worm. The orchard had to be monitored for several weeks for filbert moths. When the
level got to a certain point, I had only a few days to get my first air blast spray applied.







I consulted weather forecasts for rain, and then looked at the wind forecasts, and
found that I could spray immediately. (Wind forecasts are extremely accurate, and
with aps like "Windy", can be used to forecast flow and speeds, hour by hour, quite a
few days ahead of time.) The spray I used was effective for three weeks, and then a
second application was required if filbert moths were still present.


 


To make it a win-win for both the farmer and trail users, the farmer can schedule the
trail shutdown for only the very short time he needs to spray the edges of his field,
adjacent to the trail. Then he can open up the trail, and continue spraying the balance
of his fields.


 


Foliar sprays (sprays that must cover all the leaves of the tree) require the most
setback, since they are accomplished thru "air blast " sprays that force the spray up
and over the tops of the trees.  Examples of these sprays are the pesticides and
fungicides that must be sprayed to minimize pests or diseases. Two rows of trees are
sprayed at the same time while the spray operator drives down the aisle. The spray
operator can also shut down either side of the air blast sprayer, allowing him to spray
the outside edge of a row, and not spray neighboring properties. If a farmer wanted to
be positively safe, he could simply power blast spray the first 8 rows, on the edge of
the trail, while the trail was closed, and then open up the trail. (filbert trees are
generally planted in rows 18 to 20 feet wide).


 







  


 


 


 


 


Herbicides used to control weeds, grasses and for eliminating suckers are applied on
the ground, or on the very bottom/base of trees using booms, while driving down the
aisle between two rows of trees. Herbicides must be selectively sprayed; the spray
must be kept on the ground or the base of the tree. If they reach the foliage they can
damage or kill the tree. It would be quite easy to spray a couple of rows (36 to 40
feet) from the edge of the trail Right of Way, and then open up the trail while he
sprayed the balance of his field.


 


 







 


 


Van Dyke stated that he "must be able to spray his orchid for filbertworm, which can
destroy an entire crop, from June through September" But spraying equipment cannot
enter an orchard after Labor Day, since the nuts start falling to the orchard floor, and
anyone driving equipment on the orchard floor could damage the nuts.


"Blank nuts fall before good nuts. After blanks have fallen and just before good nuts begin to drop
(usually at the end of August), it might be desirable to do a final flailing and floating to fill small
depressions in the ground."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf


 


'Hazelnuts begin to drop to the ground during the month of September. Prior to nut drop, the orchard floor
is made level and smooth, and weeds are flail-mowed to facilitate harvest. Harvest generally occurs
during October and is usually a two-step operation."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf


 


 


C. Van Dyke also noted that he stocks and sprays the chemicals Gramoxzone and
Parazone (Paraquat), and his chemical containers both have labels that state : "Do
not use around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf courses or
playgrounds." 


 



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf

https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf





But the labels on both products were updated by November 14. 2019, and the
nebulous statement "around" was taken off the new labels:


"DIRECTIONS FOR USE


RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE


It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.


Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. Only


protected  handlers  may  be  in  the  area  during  application.  For  any  requirements  specific


  c  to  your  State  or  Tribe, 


consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation.


NEVER USE THIS PRODUCT IN RESIDENTIAL OR PUBLIC RECREATIONAL SETTINGS (E.G., HOMES, HOME GARDENS,


SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, AND/OR PLAYGROUNDS"


 


A check with the manufacturers revealed that the chemical did not change….only the
label changed. (see attached "FW: Gramoxone SL 2.0 email)


 


But no matter what the new label states, federal law says that you MUST follow the
instructions on the container that you are using. (again, read Gramoxone SL 2.0
email)


 


The simple solution is to purchase some of the new label Gramoxone or Parazone
and use the new chemical on the edges of his fields, then continue to use the old
material on the inside. It seems ridiculous to do this, since the chemical in the old
label containers, and the chemical in the new label containers, is exactly the same,
but the law is the law. And, per Ben Van Dyke, "since the chemical does not have an
expiration date" either chemical can be used for future sucker or weed spraying.


 


 


D. Loss of Food Safety Certification. Van Dyke stated that "Construction workers
have already littered the area with lunch bags and other detritus have found the way
to our farm that we have had to clean up. This causes food safety issues. In that
regard, we are strictly regulated by the USDA and any litter on our farms, risks losing
food safety certifications that are necessary for the marketability of our brand as well
as to maintain our certifications."


 


Mr. Van Dyke shared a document from Cascade Foods of Albany Oregon, titled "food
safety requirements for delivered product to Cascade Foods". (dated April 16, 2020,







see attached)  In this document Cascade Foods stated;


" Cascade Foods LLC requires that growers adhere to the Good Agricultural Practices
manual set by the Hazelnut Industry office". (see attached).


 


But nowhere in the Good Agricultural Practices manual is there any reference to a
farm losing food safety certification because of litter.


http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf


 


It does say that the orchards must be constantly cleaned and inspected prior to
harvest. This is a critical time. Of course, cleanliness during the year is important, but
a clean orchard just before the nuts drop to the floor is strategically important.


 


Throughout the summer the orchard floor is repeatedly cleaned and leveled by use of
drags and/or flail mowers. All debris is eliminated as the floor is pummeled by the
repeated passes of the flail mower. Clouds of dust are sometimes seen as the floor is
cleaned and manicured over and over. This goes on until the nuts start to fall at the
end of August. Now the falling nuts are contained on a clean and pristine orchard
floor. Prior to harvest in September the operator often inspects the orchard for debris,
and removes any. The sweeper and harvester cannot function if there is debris on the
orchard floor.


 


The GAP manual that Mr. Van Dyke has agreed to follow states:  "….orchard floors
are cleaned throughout the summer to assure a smooth clean orchard floor during
harvest. Of utmost importance to all growers is the need to deliver hazelnuts to the
dryer or processor as clean as possible. The Hazelnut lends itself to inherent food
safety simply because it is encased in a solid hard shell. It falls to the ground mostly
free of the husk, which is a vegetative bract rather than a surgery attraction for
microbes. Harvest also lends itself to ensuring safe product. In addition, the product
delivered to the washer/dryer or the processor is not ready to eat. It will go through a
wash process before it is dried. Growers are committed to employing practices to
keep the risk of pathogen contamination as low as possible. As the nuts move to
processors and packers more safeguards are in place to ensure safe products leave
the plants."


 


Litter is NOT a game stopper…it is a item that is constantly evaluated and addressed.


 


 



http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf





Cascade Food goes on to say;  "The following are a few of the recommendations outlined in the manual;
"Grower must participate in traceability. Growers receive a delivery ticket for each load taken to a
wash/dryer operator or processor. This ticket corresponds to a specific orchard; Should a food borne
pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will be discarded".


But the statement; "Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will
be discarded"  is NOT in the Good Agricultural Manual, and is far from the truth.


In 2017 Salmonella was found in Hazelnuts sold by the Schmidt farm of McMinnville. But the food safety
people of the Oregon Department of Agriculture were not worried: “Wholesalers have steps in place that
kill any Salmonella on the hazelnuts they handle before the nuts reach consumers,” said Stephanie Page,
the agriculture department’s director of food safety and animal services, in the public warning. "To date,
we have no indication there were any issues with this part of the process."
https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-from-oregon-farm/


In fact the GAP manual repeatedly states that orchards must be inspected, (H1 pg 6);
A preharvest assessment is made in the orchard. Risks and possible sources of crop
contamination are noted and assessed.' and (H7 pg 6) states;  "In case of product
contamination….., product is separated and disposed of separately". Nowhere does it
state that a farmers complete crop will be discarded if contamination is found in one
area.


 


 


A trail and farming are not mutually exclusive! A trail is an opportunity for the farmer
to display his skills and to educate the public. And the Yamhelas Trail is an
opportunity for the Yamhill Valley to provide a safe mode of transpiration for future
generations. No one will suffer "irreparable injury" during its construction or future
use. All it takes is for farmers and trail supporters to sit down and mutually work
together to develop a solution that enables us to develop a wonderful asset.


 


 


 


 


 



https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-from-oregon-farm/






From: Todd Sadlo
To: Ken Wright
Cc: Wayne Wiebke; Casey Kulla; Janice Primozich; Carrie Martin; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Christian Boenisch
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Monday, September 14, 2020 5:15:01 PM


Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal expense.  Wayne,
Veronica and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would you be able to give a quick brief to Fritz of
where we are?
 
Ken
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Christian Boenisch' <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a sentence in Todd's
scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have
standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I
don't quite understand where that might leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone
such as Fritz Paulas guide us would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response?
Wayne
 
On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:
 
 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the attorney
mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running out and we need to act
quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
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Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses, it would be to
advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the land use case).  Christian
and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works in this field (land held in the public
interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends decide that they
want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at least until we
have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort you have put into this and I
am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no matter which way
the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the new
Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not enough time for
a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules
require that the remand be pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after
that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the
property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail would not
be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish under Oregon’s land use system.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken
Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley
Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would keep us from
needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our ownership.


Stan
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From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I believe it is proper
to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the thought of
the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that from happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I asked them for an
informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is the Friends
board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Patty Williams; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Cc: Ken Wright; Todd Sadlo; Carrie Martin; Casey Kulla; Janice Primozich; Christian Boenisch
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 10:59:07 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Veronica.


On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 10:47:56 AM PDT, Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


And that is highly confidential, BTW....


V


On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 9:58:08 AM PDT, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:


Patty, much of this is new to all of us. Count this as part of your learning curve. We are pursuing legal
information that will help us in our decisions regarding the possibility of becoming the owners of the trail.
Feel free to contact anyone of us for questions.  Wayne


On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 9:00:24 AM PDT, Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com> wrote:


If I understand the request here, I am being asked to weigh in about official support to secure
legal counsel on the trail issues raised in this thread. My apologies for the delay in responding. I
am still trying to get my head wrapped around the project to date. I am in favor of securing paid
legal counsel for this.
-pw-


Patty Williams 
7860 NW Meadow Lake Road
Carlton OR 97111
503-312-0245 (phone) 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:50:27 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Sorry for my delayed response— I was at the beach getting some fresh air and didn’t have access to
email  I agree with talking to the lawyer and exploring what all the potential exposures might be.  I also
agree with spending Friends money to do it, or would be willing to pitch in as well.


I’d like to participate if possible but have some schedule conflicts next week so go ahead and schedule it
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and if I can join in I will.  Monday before 3:00 is best for me, Tuesday I’m not available.


Thanks everyone for all the work on this-


Veronica


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Sep 15, 2020, at 10:54 AM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:



Thank you Casey.


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 10:51:21 AM PDT, Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Conditional Use Permit


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 10:50 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Carrie. One question; what is the CUP?


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 9:46:58 AM PDT, Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Good morning, everyone,


 


There was a lot of conversation yesterday and I would like to briefly
summarize the outcomes so we’re all clear on a path forward.
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1.  It is an excellent idea for the Friends to pursue legal representation independent of
the County. Fritz Paulus sounds like a good option.


2. Once LUBA renders a decision on the pending Stay and two appeals, it will be the
County’s prerogative to respond. The Friends are not listed in the current litigation
and will not have the ability to pick up that baton, so to speak.


3. We hope to receive the LUBA decision by November, and once that happens the
CUP will be in limbo. Further development of the YWT will not be allowed to continue
until that issue is resolved. This may require a *new* owner to restart the process on
their own.


4. With regard to current grants in-progress, we will have to further investigate the
County’s ability to transfer those. Each grant funding source has different
stipulations. We will have to wait and see on that.


I think that’s all for now.


 


Thank you all for the good discussion.


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Yamhill County


Grants & Special Projects


martinc@co.yamhill.or.us


503-474-4991 (o)


971-241-1007 (m)


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 8:23 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty
Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd.
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On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:58:57 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,


 


I understand most of what you said in your message and, of course, I
cannot give you legal advice, but I don't understand what you say would
be a "tactic" of 'ignoring LUBA.'  There is no need to ignore LUBA.  For
two years, it is likely that you will have a county Board that will not move
forward on land use approvals for the trail, whether it is owned by the
county or the Friends.  No one would be ignoring LUBA.  If the county's
decision is affirmed it would likely be appealed, and the county would
likely not prosecute the appeal.  If it is remanded, the county would likely
decline to seek approval on remand, and the Board would then deny the
application.  


 


As far as a suit against the county for transferring title to the trail:  that
seems like a stretch to me, because I can't think what the basis for that
might be, but that is the sort of thing you might ask Mr. Paulus if he is
brought into this.


 


Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 6:59 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty
Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Ken. I agree with Stan, it shouldn't be on your dime. Stan's concerns regarding
an unfinished LUBA situation is one of mine too. Carrie inferred that a tactic given to her
would be while mothballing the trail development ignore any LUBA transmissions or
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actions; I would want more assurance of that being a sound tactic. Could the opponents
sue the county for divesting to us and if so where would that put us? I don't see a problem
getting financial support for a legal fund from trail supporters but having a sense of what
kinds of legal battles from opponents would be helpful. I would anticipate a lot of nuisance
types of actions from them. Our fixed costs would be insurance and potential property
taxes( there could be a waiver on them) whatever we need to budget for maintenance. The
$3500 lease fee from Gene Belt would cover of that.


 


Wayne


 


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 5:40:55 PM PDT, Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


 


 


Regardless of whether the board would like to sit in on a discussion with Fritz I am planning
to meet with him to have a better understanding personally.  All on my dime of course.


 


Best, Ken


 


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 14, 2020, at 5:15 PM, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
wrote:





[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal expense. 
Wayne, Veronica and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would you be able to give a
quick brief to Fritz of where we are?
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Ken


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken
Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Christian Boenisch' <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a
sentence in Todd's scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these
scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one,
because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I don't quite understand where that might
leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone such as Fritz Paulas guide us
would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response? Wayne


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:


 


 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the
attorney mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running
out and we need to act quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
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Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses,
it would be to advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the
land use case).  Christian and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works
in this field (land held in the public interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends
decide that they want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at
least until we have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort
you have put into this and I am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to
enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
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Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no
matter which way the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the
Court of Appeals and the new Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the
case is remanded, there is not enough time for a remand hearing, and the new Board has
no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules require that the remand be
pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after that.  Again,
in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for
Friends to hold the property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue
permits anew.  The trail would not be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish
under Oregon’s land use system.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would
keep us from needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our
ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT
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Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I
believe it is proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like
Friends. Like you, the thought of the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking
to me. I want to prevent that from happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I
asked them for an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will
need to move quickly. Is the Friends board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining
questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)








From: V H
To: kullac@co.yamhill.or.us
Subject: The Rise Of Wall Street Forestry Leaves Oregon Timber Communities Paying The Tab . News | OPB
Date: Saturday, June 13, 2020 3:35:24 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Commissioner Kulla-


First I want to thank you for your ongoing support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. It was
great to talk with you the other day and I appreciate you taking the time for the conversation.


On a completely separate note, knowing that you are a dedicated policy wonk, (and I say that
with admiration!) I wanted to make sure you saw this OPB article on timber lands and how
corporate ownership and tax cuts have impacted local government budgets, in many cases
more than the limits on logging federal lands have:
https://www.opb.org/news/article/oregon-investigation-timber-logging-forests-policy-taxes-
spotted-owl/


Thank you for your service to the county, and keep up the good work!


Best,


Veronica Hinkes


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Fw: Letter of support for Trail from Visit Carlton
Date: Sunday, October 4, 2020 11:08:51 AM
Attachments: Yamhelas Westsider Trail support letter.docx


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Here's another letter. It's addressed to the commission.  I've been asking people to
make it To Whom it May Concern but I think they're looking at the sample letters or
something.  Hope it's OK--still shows support. 


Veronica


----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kathy Rich <klrich810@hotmail.com>
To: Carol Foley <carol@foleyresearch.com>; Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, October 3, 2020, 1:39:29 PM PDT
Subject: Fw: Letter of support for Trail from Visit Carlton


Cheers, 


Kathleen F. Maher


klrich810@hotmail.com
503-857-6224


From: Kathy Maher <kmaher@ci.carlton.or.us>
Sent: Friday, October 2, 2020 10:52 AM
To: Kathy Rich <klrich810@hotmail.com>
Subject: Fw: Letter of support for Trail from Visit Carlton
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Visit Carlton Tourism Committee


191 E Main St


Carlton, OR 97111








September 29,2020








Yamhill County Board of Commissioners








RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail








Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners,





I’m writing to you on behalf of the Carlton Tourism Committee to express our support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail development.





We find this to be an excellent opportunity to connect our neighboring cities, provide the local residences, and visitors a destination point for their recreational adventures and enrich healthy lifestyles.





We’re here to encourage and support the completion of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Please let us know how our committee can be of further assistance.








Sincerely,








Deb Warzecha


Chairperson


Tourism Committee


Visit Carlton


City of Carlton
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From: steve wick
To: "Todd Sadlo"; "Wayne Wiebke"
Subject: RE: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 4:07:55 PM
Attachments: image001.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I seem to remember something I was told when we were having problems with people trespassing
on our family tree farm.
 
If we posted our "NO Trespassing" signs, and also noted that anyone who trespasses would  have to
pay a fine, and all court costs,  then we could really put teeth in our signage.
 
 
In that trail study that I attached to my "preliminary thoughts" there were lots of discussions about
gates and signage used to keep people out during closures. The pic I attached from one trail, show a
pretty tall gate that they used to close the trail.
 
Steve
 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 3:55 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; steve wick
Subject: RE: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
 
Wayne,
 
Good point.  We’ll see what she attempts to argue with regard to that testimony.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 3:53 PM
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Does disobeying a well written warning sign make the trespasser negligent?  Were they also going
around a gate. If so, I would see the farmer's position against any liability strengthened. It would seem
that at some point the person ignoring signs giving warning would start to shoulder responsibility. Could
the sign add that ignoring would be considered trespass strengthen the legal outcome? It seems to me
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that a gate and a straight forward warning should negate a farmer being liable for someones
irresponsibility.  
 
On Wednesday, July 29, 2020, 9:16:18 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 


Steve,


 


I really appreciate your insight and all of the useful information you are providing.  To be clear, LUBA can
only consider evidence that is already in the record.  We already imposed a condition stating that the trail
can be closed for spraying.  In response, the opponents put  dozens of social media posts of people who
went on closed trails.  They show the signs closing the trail, and their selfies ignoring the signs.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:16 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd


 


Here are my preliminary thoughts on the current "Stay" I'll need to verify some things,
and will try to get some recognized experts to verify some of my statements.


 


To fight their spray arguments I have proposed that we shut the trail down…only
while they spray the edges.


 


I have more work to do on the chemical Gramoxone; I am trying to find the some of it
with the new label that allows spraying next to a trail. otherwise I'll have to get a
recommendation for OSU on another spray.


 


Steve Wick
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------


 


In the Stay granted by LUBA on June 19 2020 they concluded, in one of their
arguments, that Ben Van Dyke would suffer "Irreparable Injury" because he would be
"hindered or prohibited from spraying the herbicides and pesticides required to protect
his crop."  


 


(It should be noted that the proposed Yamhelas Westsider trail right-of-way is
approximately 60 feet wide, with the trail itself being 12 feet wide. That means that
there is a 24 feet buffer on either of the trail that Ben Van Dyke, and others, say is not
sufficient to mitigate spray drift.)


 


 


LUBA also stated "Van Dyke explained that filbert trees should live 75 years or more
and that, if he was unable to spray his filbert trees, those trees could die due to
Eastern Filbert Blight. Given the long-lived nature of the filbert trees and the potential
for protracted crop and yield loss if spraying cannot occur, we conclude that the injury
Van Dyke specified is not and injury that could be adequately compensated in money
damages."


 


They also concluded that Van Dyke could lose his food safety certification if litter and
debris from the construction site enter his hazelnut orchard.


 


These conclusions, and the following assumptions;


 


A. that Van Dyke must be able to spray his trees for Eastern Filbert Blight; "If I am
unable to spray as required, I risk my trees dying of Eastern Filbert Blight that could
result in the loss of all crops on a tree that should last 75 plus years."


 


B. that Van Dyke, and others, would be unable to spray during trail construction (or
during trail use)


 







C. that Van Dyke uses the herbicide sprays Gramazone and Parazone (Paraquat),
which state "do not use around…recreational parks…."


 


D. that  Van Dyke would lose his food safety certification if litter and debris enter his
orchard from trail construction (or trail use)


 


…can be totally mitigated with a few simple actions.


 


 


A. Spraying for Eastern Filbert Blight. This is not necessary for Van Dyke's trees. Van
Dyke has previously stated that his trees are two years old; "Our hazelnuts were
planted in 2018, and our second year trees,…".  BUT; All the new filbert varietals
are "blight resistant".


 


OSU wrote the bible on hazelnuts. No one in the world has the experience and
knowledge that they possess regarding the entire hazelnut spectrum. They update
info yearly for growers. The Pest Management Guide, Pacific Northwest Plant
disease, Insect, and Weed management handbooks constitute our bible. We refer to
these and their other hazelnut publications and missives yearly for the most up-to-
guide guidance. Professor Jay Pscheidt has been working on EFB (Eastern Filbert
Blight) for over 30 years, and his work enabled our industry to have varietals that we
can count on.


 


New trees only have to be sprayed the first spring after planting, and only if they are
adjacent to a heavily infected orchard. OSU has documented this in their 2020 Pest
Management Guide for Hazelnuts. See p17.
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html


Per OSU's Pacific NW Handbook; ''Dorris', 'Jefferson', 'McDonald', 'PollyO', 'Santiam', 'Wepster',
and 'Yamhill' are highly resistant with the single dominant-resistance gene from 'Gasaway'."
  https://pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease/host-disease/hazelnut-corylus-avellana-eastern-filbert-blight


 


 


 


B. Spraying chemicals next to the trail poses no problem if the trail is shut down when
the spraying must be done. This is simple to do. Other trails do this! The farmers and
trail owners coordinate operations. Spraying chemicals in filbert orchards usually
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occurs less than a dozen times during the year, but young orchards could require
more, and non-common diseases or pests could possibly double the number of spray
occurrences required.


 


 


 


In 2015 a study was done of many trails (see attached Santa Paula Branch Line
Study) That study specifically addressed farming and how the impacts to farming
were dealt with on trails throughout farming acreages. Below you will see some
excerpts from that study. It should be noted that many of the trails just shut down
while the farmer sprays his fields.


 


 


San Pasqual Valley Trail: Ca. • Specific fencing was designed for the trail, modified from the park


department’s standard lodgepole fencing. Chicken wire inserts were


added approximately one foot from the ground to allow wildlife to pass


through;


• Gates allow sections of the trail to be closed;


• Signage installed to alert the trail-users of trail closure for spraying and


to stay on the trail;


• Farmers can dictate trail closure (within reason, i.e., preferably not on







weekends) for maintenance and crop spraying. This protocol was


developed and approved by the County Farm Bureau, County Farm


Advisor's Office, and the affected farmers


 


Cowel-Purisima Coastal Trail • Stout fencing


• Large gates to accommodate cattle and equipment passage while


trail is closed


• Gates to close trail during spraying and operations


• Information and regulatory signs


• Maintained by volunteer docents


• Farmer has ability to close gates for maintenance


 


Obern Trail, Ca. • Little to no physical barrier in most places. Oleander hedges and


chainlink fence.


• Each farmer decides on fencing – not installed by the County.


• High levels of use create a self-policing scenario.


• The trail is lit throughout, at all hours.


Feedback from Involved Parties


• Matthew Dobberteen: In over ten years managing trails for


Santa Barbara County, I have never received a complaint about


the Obern Trail. Our trails that run near agriculture are never the


trails we have problems with. The only issue is every few years


we may get some graffiti on a retaining wall. "A bike path will


make theft harder, not easier, by bringing light, attention,


people, eyes to the trail." "If someone wanted to steal from a


farm, they'd find a place where no one could see them, not a


trail with steady use."


• John Givens: No significant impacts from the trail. Occasionally


homeless pass through and there is minor vandalism, but it has


not been serious enough to involve the County or other







authorities. Trail users don’t cut through the farm property


 


Cedar Valley Trail, Ia.


• Fencing with gates;


• Reinforced crossing to accommodate equipment;


• Easement allowing farm equipment access;


• Signage to warn trail users of crossing farm vehicles.


 


West County Trail, Ca. • Farmers put A-frame signs on their property stating when


spraying will occur.


• Spraying generally limited to early morning, before most trail


users are present.


• Aerial spraying not conducted near the trail.


• Some vineyard owners have built connections between their


properties and the trail.


• “No Trespassing” signs have been installed by some vineyard


owners.


• The County patrols the trail and regularly talks with


neighbors.


 


Most spraying is done early in the morning. All spraying must be done with as little
wind as possible. At the very worst case, the least notice that a farmer could provide
would be 24 hours, but generally he would be able to schedule spraying a few days
prior and/or schedule a tentative window weeks in advance. An example of this would
be the spraying that I just did in my filbert orchard the first week of July for Filbert
Worm. The orchard had to be monitored for several weeks for filbert moths. When the
level got to a certain point, I had only a few days to get my first air blast spray applied.
I consulted weather forecasts for rain, and then looked at the wind forecasts, and
found that I could spray immediately. (Wind forecasts are extremely accurate, and
with aps like "Windy", can be used to forecast flow and speeds, hour by hour, quite a
few days ahead of time.) The spray I used was effective for three weeks, and then a
second application was required if filbert moths were still present.


 


To make it a win-win for both the farmer and trail users, the farmer can schedule the







trail shutdown for only the very short time he needs to spray the edges of his field,
adjacent to the trail. Then he can open up the trail, and continue spraying the balance
of his fields.


 


Foliar sprays (sprays that must cover all the leaves of the tree) require the most
setback, since they are accomplished thru "air blast " sprays that force the spray up
and over the tops of the trees.  Examples of these sprays are the pesticides and
fungicides that must be sprayed to minimize pests or diseases. Two rows of trees are
sprayed at the same time while the spray operator drives down the aisle. The spray
operator can also shut down either side of the air blast sprayer, allowing him to spray
the outside edge of a row, and not spray neighboring properties. If a farmer wanted to
be positively safe, he could simply power blast spray the first 8 rows, on the edge of
the trail, while the trail was closed, and then open up the trail. (filbert trees are
generally planted in rows 18 to 20 feet wide).


 


  


 


 


 


 







Herbicides used to control weeds, grasses and for eliminating suckers are applied on
the ground, or on the very bottom/base of trees using booms, while driving down the
aisle between two rows of trees. Herbicides must be selectively sprayed; the spray
must be kept on the ground or the base of the tree. If they reach the foliage they can
damage or kill the tree. It would be quite easy to spray a couple of rows (36 to 40
feet) from the edge of the trail Right of Way, and then open up the trail while he
sprayed the balance of his field.


 


 


 


 


Van Dyke stated that he "must be able to spray his orchid for filbertworm, which can
destroy an entire crop, from June through September" But spraying equipment cannot
enter an orchard after Labor Day, since the nuts start falling to the orchard floor, and
anyone driving equipment on the orchard floor could damage the nuts.


"Blank nuts fall before good nuts. After blanks have fallen and just before good nuts begin to drop
(usually at the end of August), it might be desirable to do a final flailing and floating to fill small
depressions in the ground."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf


 


'Hazelnuts begin to drop to the ground during the month of September. Prior to nut drop, the orchard floor
is made level and smooth, and weeds are flail-mowed to facilitate harvest. Harvest generally occurs
during October and is usually a two-step operation."



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf





https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf


 


 


C. Van Dyke also noted that he stocks and sprays the chemicals Gramoxzone and
Parazone (Paraquat), and his chemical containers both have labels that state : "Do
not use around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf courses or
playgrounds." 


 


But the labels on both products were updated by November 14. 2019, and the
nebulous statement "around" was taken off the new labels:


"DIRECTIONS FOR USE


RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE


It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.


Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. Only


protected  handlers  may  be  in  the  area  during  application.  For  any  requirements  specific


  c  to  your  State  or  Tribe, 


consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation.


NEVER USE THIS PRODUCT IN RESIDENTIAL OR PUBLIC RECREATIONAL SETTINGS (E.G., HOMES, HOME GARDENS,


SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, AND/OR PLAYGROUNDS"


 


A check with the manufacturers revealed that the chemical did not change….only the
label changed. (see attached "FW: Gramoxone SL 2.0 email)


 


But no matter what the new label states, federal law says that you MUST follow the
instructions on the container that you are using. (again, read Gramoxone SL 2.0
email)


 


The simple solution is to purchase some of the new label Gramoxone or Parazone
and use the new chemical on the edges of his fields, then continue to use the old
material on the inside. It seems ridiculous to do this, since the chemical in the old
label containers, and the chemical in the new label containers, is exactly the same,
but the law is the law. And, per Ben Van Dyke, "since the chemical does not have an
expiration date" either chemical can be used for future sucker or weed spraying.


 



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf





 


D. Loss of Food Safety Certification. Van Dyke stated that "Construction workers
have already littered the area with lunch bags and other detritus have found the way
to our farm that we have had to clean up. This causes food safety issues. In that
regard, we are strictly regulated by the USDA and any litter on our farms, risks losing
food safety certifications that are necessary for the marketability of our brand as well
as to maintain our certifications."


 


Mr. Van Dyke shared a document from Cascade Foods of Albany Oregon, titled "food
safety requirements for delivered product to Cascade Foods". (dated April 16, 2020,
see attached)  In this document Cascade Foods stated;


" Cascade Foods LLC requires that growers adhere to the Good Agricultural Practices
manual set by the Hazelnut Industry office". (see attached).


 


But nowhere in the Good Agricultural Practices manual is there any reference to a
farm losing food safety certification because of litter.


http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf


 


It does say that the orchards must be constantly cleaned and inspected prior to
harvest. This is a critical time. Of course, cleanliness during the year is important, but
a clean orchard just before the nuts drop to the floor is strategically important.


 


Throughout the summer the orchard floor is repeatedly cleaned and leveled by use of
drags and/or flail mowers. All debris is eliminated as the floor is pummeled by the
repeated passes of the flail mower. Clouds of dust are sometimes seen as the floor is
cleaned and manicured over and over. This goes on until the nuts start to fall at the
end of August. Now the falling nuts are contained on a clean and pristine orchard
floor. Prior to harvest in September the operator often inspects the orchard for debris,
and removes any. The sweeper and harvester cannot function if there is debris on the
orchard floor.


 


The GAP manual that Mr. Van Dyke has agreed to follow states:  "….orchard floors
are cleaned throughout the summer to assure a smooth clean orchard floor during
harvest. Of utmost importance to all growers is the need to deliver hazelnuts to the
dryer or processor as clean as possible. The Hazelnut lends itself to inherent food
safety simply because it is encased in a solid hard shell. It falls to the ground mostly
free of the husk, which is a vegetative bract rather than a surgery attraction for
microbes. Harvest also lends itself to ensuring safe product. In addition, the product



http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf





delivered to the washer/dryer or the processor is not ready to eat. It will go through a
wash process before it is dried. Growers are committed to employing practices to
keep the risk of pathogen contamination as low as possible. As the nuts move to
processors and packers more safeguards are in place to ensure safe products leave
the plants."


 


Litter is NOT a game stopper…it is a item that is constantly evaluated and addressed.


 


 


Cascade Food goes on to say;  "The following are a few of the recommendations outlined in the manual;
"Grower must participate in traceability. Growers receive a delivery ticket for each load taken to a
wash/dryer operator or processor. This ticket corresponds to a specific orchard; Should a food borne
pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will be discarded".


But the statement; "Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will
be discarded"  is NOT in the Good Agricultural Manual, and is far from the truth.


In 2017 Salmonella was found in Hazelnuts sold by the Schmidt farm of McMinnville. But the food safety
people of the Oregon Department of Agriculture were not worried: “Wholesalers have steps in place that
kill any Salmonella on the hazelnuts they handle before the nuts reach consumers,” said Stephanie Page,
the agriculture department’s director of food safety and animal services, in the public warning. "To date,
we have no indication there were any issues with this part of the process."
https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-
from-oregon-farm/


In fact the GAP manual repeatedly states that orchards must be inspected, (H1 pg 6);
A preharvest assessment is made in the orchard. Risks and possible sources of crop
contamination are noted and assessed.' and (H7 pg 6) states;  "In case of product
contamination….., product is separated and disposed of separately". Nowhere does it
state that a farmers complete crop will be discarded if contamination is found in one
area.


 


 


A trail and farming are not mutually exclusive! A trail is an opportunity for the farmer
to display his skills and to educate the public. And the Yamhelas Trail is an
opportunity for the Yamhill Valley to provide a safe mode of transpiration for future
generations. No one will suffer "irreparable injury" during its construction or future
use. All it takes is for farmers and trail supporters to sit down and mutually work
together to develop a solution that enables us to develop a wonderful asset.
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: Casey Kulla; Janice Primozich; "Wayne Wiebke"; "Ken Wright"
Cc: Carrie Martin; "Veronica Haley Hinkes"; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38:29 PM


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses, it would
be to advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the land use case). 
Christian and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works in this field (land held in the
public interest), and has a strong public interest streak.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne
Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends decide that
they want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?
 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at least
until we have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort you have put
into this and I am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.
Stan
 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
Stan,
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Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no matter which
way the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the
new Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not
enough time for a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to conduct a hearing on
remand.  Current rules require that the remand be pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The
application would be void after that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have
standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the
appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the property in the hope that a new Board in two or
four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail would not be the first worthwhile project to take
years to accomplish under Oregon’s land use system.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken
Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica
Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would keep us
from needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our ownership.
Stan
 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I believe it is
proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the
thought of the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that
from happening.
 
I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I asked them for
an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is
the Friends board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we
progress?
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Casey
971-241-6585
(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)








From: Carrie Martin
To: Ken Huffer; Rick Olson; Christy Martinez; davidm@cityofgaston.com; Heather Richards; LORI GILMORE; Ken


Friday; clinton.nelson@gastonk12.org; Lu Ann Anderson; communications@ycschools.org; Chris Ray; Kevin
Martinez Carlton Chief; Gregory Graven; DUNCAN Michael W; jim.rue@state.or.us;
carl_switzer@co.washington.or.us; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Jeff Knapp; Philip Higgins


Cc: Mary Stewart; gracestainback@altaplanning.com
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project Advisory Meeting:
Date: Monday, November 23, 2020 10:24:48 AM
Importance: High


Good morning!


You are receiving this email because you have agreed to participate in the Yamhill County
Project Advisory Committee for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Planning.


Our first meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, December 1st @ 5:00-7:00pm via Zoom.


Please see below for the Zoom invitation link. We're looking forward to working with all of you
on this exciting project!


See you soon!


Carrie


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


____________________________________


Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan - PAC #1
When Tue Dec 1, 2020 3pm – 5pm Pacific Time - Los Angeles


Where Zoom3 (map)


Join Zoom Meeting
https://zoom.us/j/93392295968?pwd=YVdVMmdGcDJWbVMwS3crcEZGQmkxUT09


Meeting ID: 933 9229 5968
Passcode: 138514


One tap mobile
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+13126266799,,93392295968# US (Chicago)
+16465588656,,93392295968# US (New York)


Dial by your location
        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
        +1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
        +1 301 715 8592 US (Washington D.C)
        +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
        +1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
        +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
Meeting ID: 933 9229 5968
Find your local number: https://zoom.us/u/acx0es6JPk
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Harloff
Cc: Carrie Martin; Jarod Logsdon; Stan G Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Re: Bridge project update
Date: Tuesday, June 16, 2020 9:34:52 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thanks Steve.


On Tuesday, June 16, 2020, 8:47:00 AM PDT, Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com> wrote:


They are not pleased with Kellington Group. Jarod explained about the remand shrinking funnel. We did
not discuss the worst case scenarios. 


On Tue, Jun 16, 2020 at 8:33 AM Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:
Who are they not pleased with?


On Monday, June 15, 2020, 11:23:12 PM PDT, Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com> wrote:


I was glad to hear from Jarod tonight that workers got another day of work done today. Park board
members were not pleased that the nonsense still goes on. 


On Mon, Jun 15, 2020 at 8:07 AM Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
Good morning,


We had some late developments on the YWT bridge project Friday evening that I want to let you
know about.


Wendy Kellington filed two separate appeals to LUBA and a motion to Stay on behalf of her clients at
5:30pm Friday. As you know, we also restarted construction work on Friday.


Todd was going to work on a response to the Stay over the weekend so it can be filed today,
hopefully before LUBA renders a decision.


I will let you know when we hear something.


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)
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From: Jarod Logsdon
To: steve wick; shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Cc: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Stag Hollow bridge meet tomorrow
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 6:51:06 AM


Good morning,
 
I am available to meet at the bus barn at 11:30 am today if that works for you both.
 
Thank you,
 
Jarod Logsdon
Parks and Work Crew Division Manager
Yamhill County Parks
Tel: (503) 434-7463
 
 
 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 9:23 PM
To: Jarod Logsdon <logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>; shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Stag Hollow bridge meet tomorrow
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Jarod/Wayne, could we meet anytime after 11 AM tomorrow, Wed the 21st?
 
Tkx!
 
Steve Wick
cell 503 970-6127
 


From: steve wick [mailto:stevencarol.wick@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 8:12 PM
To: 'Jarod Logsdon'; 'Carrie Martin'
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: dimensions at Stag Hollow bridge
 
Carrie, Jarod,
 
I have attached the June 19th Stay issued by LUBA which shut down the Stag Hollow bridge
construction, and effectively shut down the Trail. As a filbert grower, I know all of the
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statements that Ben Van Dyke listed as reasons to shut down the trail are bogus, but I need
more information to challenge Ben's assertions. (His two main assertions are that he cannot
spray his fields when anyone is anywhere on the County ROW, and secondly, that debris from
the construction crew would force him to lose his Food Safety Certification.) I would like to
present all the pertinent info to "recognized experts", and then let them refute Ben's lies. But I
need more info, or I would love to be able to visit the site and photograph and take
measurements.
 
At the very least I need to know how far Ben's property lines are from the center of the ROW,
how wide the ROW is, how far Ben's filberts are from the property line, and how far they are
from the bridge construction zone.
 
One of the most important things is the orientation of the Filbert trees. If they parallel to the
County ROW we have him right where he hurts. New Filbert orchards are usually "double
planted"; I.e. the long term spacing of trees is usually 20' x20'. When new orchards are
planted each row has trees only 10 feet apart. Later on the 10 foot trees are removed, and the
final spacing ends up to be 20'x20'. If his rows parallel the County ROW he can simply spay the
outer edge when no one is around,(early in the morning, etc. and then spray the balance later
on.)
 
Actually spraying should have no bearing at all. It is very easy to just shut down the trail while
sprays are being used, like other trails do.  I testified to all of this but LUBA paid no attention
to me.
 
Now it time to bring in the experts (and also find data to refute Ben's claims).
 
The attached Stay has lousy pics and no dimensions. Please let me know what you can do
refute the lies that the opponents are presenting to LUBA.
 
Thanks
 
Steve Wick
Yamhelas Board member








From: Carrie Martin
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Planning
Date: Monday, October 19, 2020 9:42:07 AM
Importance: High


Good morning, Ms. Hinkes,
 
Yamhill County recently began the master planning process for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a
12.48-mile former railroad corridor that will become a multi-modal recreation and transportation
trail. As part of that process, the County is tasked with assembling a Project Advisory Committee
(PAC) to meet on a regular basis over the next 12 months to guide and oversee the planning
process.
 
I am reaching out to you this morning to ask if you are willing to serve as the representative for
Bicycle/Pedestrian Interest Groups on this advisory board. If you are not able to serve in this
capacity at this time, I would greatly appreciate the name and contact information for your
designee.
 
The PAC will hold its first virtual meeting in early November, and I will send an email with more
information and instructions once I receive your confirmation.
 
Thank you in for assisting Yamhill County in advancing this important community resource! Please
feel free to contact me with any comments or questions.
 
Sincerely,
 
Carrie
 
Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
503-474-4991 (o)
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From: Steve Harloff
To: Anne Falla
Cc: Pam Kirsch; Wayne Wiebke; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Ken Wright; Larry Heesacker; Carrie Martin; Leona Sitton;


Stan G Primozich; Steve Wick
Subject: Re: FW: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 10:06:32 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Great letter Anne....thanks for bringing your skills to the Friends!


I agree with Ken: since it seems to be now or never (for awhile) for making progress. Seems
wise to use our $16,000 to do the match, esp if we can let Rick and Casey know right
away.....even during their meeting this morning?


Steve Harloff


On Thu, Aug 13, 2020 at 8:24 AM Anne Falla <yeowfornow@gmail.com> wrote:
I sent this :)


Dear Commissioners,


As a local Yamhill County resident I am writing to you today in proud support of the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail! 
We need you more than ever to push forward on this project and dream. 
As you well know, Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail started their work in 2012 and
they have found funding, hosted clean up parties, worked to educate our community on all
of the impact studies that have been conducted, etc. Their work clearly shows us that there
will be minimal, to no impact on surrounding farmlands and actually highlights the
economic impact this will have on our region- bringing business and tourism into our rural
county. 
I know personally I plan to use the trail for my own mental and physical health often. 
Please support the Trail as we are already in Phase 2 of the final planning processes and we
have already invested so much time, energy, $$, and sweat into making this dream a reality! 


Thank you for your time, 


Anne Falla


On Thu, Aug 13, 2020 at 7:57 AM Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com> wrote:
Philip: This is a powerful note; yes some Friends sent letters to the commissioners
yesterday (I had family visitors all day)....will share with the Friends today.....will try to
watch the hearing this morning......nicely done!


Steve


On Thu, Aug 13, 2020 at 7:46 AM Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com> wrote:
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FYI – see attached and my email below.  I emailed Commissioner Olson directly but
will follow up w/ the bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us as well.  ANYTHING you can put out
to them as a resident and property owner – not matter how small would be appreciated!! 


 


Philip E Higgins


Principal Broker | OR & WA


OR Lic # 960900059 / WA Lic # 50197


Direct: 503-793-9039 | phiggins@PacificCrestREA.com


809 E. First St. Newberg OR 97132


Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors


Commercial Real Estate Brokerage | Advisory Services


 


This message is intended only for the use of the person(s) ("the Intended Recipient") to whom it is addressed. It may contain information which is privileged and
confidential within the meaning of applicable law. Dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this message or any of its contents by any person other
than the Intended Recipient may constitute a breach of civil or criminal law and is strictly prohibited. If you are not the Intended Recipient, please contact the
sender as soon as possible. 


The information contained herein is based on sources believed to be reliable, but neither Philip E Higgins, nor Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors represents that
it is wholly accurate or complete. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors and its affiliates are not responsible for any errors or omissions or for
the results obtained from the use of such information. All opinions and estimates herein are subject to change without notice. The Intended Recipient should
make their own investigations, including but not limited to retaining the services of specific professionals in the areas of Law, Accounting, Engineering, etc. Philip
E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors is NOT a Principal in any transaction unless disclosed to be so, and is not responsible for any third party
reports.


 


Oregon Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: https://www.oregon.gov/rea/licensing/Documents/Initial-Agency-Disclosure-Pamphlet.pdf 


Washington Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=18.86.120


 


From: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com> 
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 7:43 AM
To: Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail


 


Hello Commissioner Olson!


 


Writing today as both a Board Member of the Yamhill Downtown Association, and a
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native son of Yamhill itself.  On both accounts I broadly support the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail.


 


It’s no mystery to anyone Yamhill has suffered a prolonged economic downturn that has
broadly & negatively affected my beloved hometown.  The Trail, as evidenced by
countless Rails to Trails programs around the County, is poised to create long lasting
economic benefit to Yamhill and the Cities along the Trail. Yamhill (and Carlton, and
Yamhill County itself) is on the cusp of a literal historic decision that can put us on a
*NATIONAL* list of similar trails, bringing visitor economy dollars to our hurting
communities (for something *other* than Wine Tourism)


 


As someone who has lived here in Yamhill County all my life, I have committed my
business and spirit to improving what needs to be improved, and protecting the things
that make this place so special – the Trail can elevate us all.  


 


Please Please Please do not be fooled by the regressive vocal minority that feels this
will somehow harm their farming practices. Their arguments are inaccurate, and any
potential “loss” can be easily mitigated (I’m happy to go into this one on one in greater
depth or come and talk with the entire BOC). If anything the Trail will serve to
showcase the enormous bounty that is our beloved agriculturally diverse region.


 


So many of the local Townsfolk in Yamhill are looking for the Trail to happen as a
beacon of hope to our struggling Main Street –  Please Help. Vote for the Trail.


 


 


Philip E Higgins


Principal Broker | OR & WA


OR Lic # 960900059 / WA Lic # 50197


Direct: 503-793-9039 | phiggins@PacificCrestREA.com


809 E. First St. Newberg OR 97132


Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors


Commercial Real Estate Brokerage | Advisory Services


 


This message is intended only for the use of the person(s) ("the Intended Recipient") to whom it is addressed. It may contain information which is privileged and
confidential within the meaning of applicable law. Dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this message or any of its contents by any person other
than the Intended Recipient may constitute a breach of civil or criminal law and is strictly prohibited. If you are not the Intended Recipient, please contact the
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sender as soon as possible. 


The information contained herein is based on sources believed to be reliable, but neither Philip E Higgins, nor Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors represents that
it is wholly accurate or complete. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors and its affiliates are not responsible for any errors or omissions or for
the results obtained from the use of such information. All opinions and estimates herein are subject to change without notice. The Intended Recipient should
make their own investigations, including but not limited to retaining the services of specific professionals in the areas of Law, Accounting, Engineering, etc. Philip
E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors is NOT a Principal in any transaction unless disclosed to be so, and is not responsible for any third party
reports.


 


Oregon Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: https://www.oregon.gov/rea/licensing/Documents/Initial-Agency-Disclosure-Pamphlet.pdf 


Washington Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=18.86.120
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick
Subject: Fwd: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
Date: Saturday, April 25, 2020 9:21:30 AM
Attachments: 20032 033 (3).pdf


ATT00001.htm


Gentlemen, 


I hope the stay decision is attached for your review.  It is a delay, but this isn’t over yet!


Please let me know what you think about the decision, because Ben Van Dyke will make the
same argument on remand:  that he is entitled to spray up to his property line at will, and
exclude his neighbors (esp. the county) from the use of or access to 50 feet of the neighbor’s
property-a spray buffer-without having to compensate that neighbor for loss of access.   Am I
missing something?


It is one thing to coordinate-the county has always offered to do so-but LUBA’s rationale for
“irreparable” harm, if applied to any of Van Dyke’s other neighbors, would mean that
everyone else would be required to stay 50 feet back from their property lines while he is
spraying.


The bridge case and remand are land use cases, but it is all wrapped up in property rights,
which LUBA has no expertise in, or jurisdiction over.  Overlooking basic property rights, that
extend from ‘the heavens to the center of the earth,’ LUBA appears, in the remand decision
and the attached decision, to think the county has no right to access it’s own property if it
interferes in any way with Mr. Van Dyke’s spray routines.


Is there an expert on best practices for spraying if a neighbor is not always present but has the
right and habit of being in the buffer area?  Does he have no obligation to change his nozzles
and possibly other practices when spraying the edge of his property, to reduce the buffer to ten
feet, and keep the buffer entirely on his own property, as a best spray practice?


I’m hoping I’m not the only person calling him out on practices that, if he were to practice
them on any of his other neighbors without any coordination or compromise, would be an
affront.


Todd Sadlo


Begin forwarded message:


From: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: April 24, 2020 at 4:05:04 PM PDT
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>, Nohely Barajas-Montalvo
<barajasn@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW:  LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County



FYI, see attached.  Stay granted.  Nuts.
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1 BEFORE THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS 
2 OF THE STATE OF OREGON 
3 
4 JIM VAN DYKE, JULIE VAN DYKE, BEN VAN DYKE, 
5 BEN VAN DYKE FARMS, INC., CASEY VAN DYKE, CORY 
6 VAN DYKE, JOHN VAN DYKE, TOM HAMMER, CHRIS 
7 MATSON, GREG MCCARTHY, CELINE MCCARTHY, 
8 BRYAN SCHMIDT, RUDIS LAC, LLC, LEE 
9 SCHREPEL, FRUITHILL, INC., B.J. MATTHEWS, 



10 GORDON DROMGOOGLE, ALLEN SITTON, 
11 MARY ALICE PFEIFFER, and TIM PFEIFFER, 
12 Petitioners, 
13 
14 vs. 
15 
16 YAMHILL COUNTY, 
17 Respondent. 
18 
19 LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033 
20 
21 ORDER 



22 NATURE OF THE DECISIONS 



23 In LUBA No. 2020-033, petitioners appeal an agreement entitled 



24 "Agreement for Yamhelas Westsider Trail (Phase 2) Project" (Construction 



25 Agreement) between the county and a construction contractor. The Construction 



26 Agreement requires the contractor to construct a bridge and related trail 



27 approaches on county-owned property zoned exclusive farm use (EFU), in 



28 connection with a county proposal to develop a 2.82-mile segment of a recreation 



29 trail (Y amhelas Westsider Trail or Trail) between the cities of Yamhill and 
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1 Carlton, within a former railroad right of way.1 Notice of Intent to Appeal 



2 (NITA), LUBA No. 2020-033, page 1. The 2.82-mile segment of the proposed 



3 Trail crosses three drainages that will require construction of three bridges or 



4 culverts. 



5 In LUBA No. 2020-032, petitioners appeal a January 16, 2020 board of 



6 county commissioners' order (Order 20-25) authorizing the county to enter into 



7 the Construction Agreement. 



8 BACKGROUND 



9 The county's proposal to develop the Trail has been the subject of three 



10 prior LUBA decisions: Van Dyke v. Yamhill County, 78 Or LUBA 530 (2018) 



11 (Van Dyke I); Van Dyke v. Yamhill County,_ Or LUBA_ (LUBA No 2019-



12 047, Oct 11, 2019) (Van Dyke II); Van Dyke v. Yamhill County,_ Or LUBA 



13 _ (LUBA Nos 2019-038/040, Oct 11, 2019) (Van Dyke Ill). 



14 In Van Dyke I, we remanded a 2018 board of county commissioners' 



15 decision to adopt Ordinance 904, which amended the county's comprehensive 



16 plan to acknowledge county ownership of a 12.48-mile segment of a former 



17 railroad right-of-way, and to authorize construction of a 2.82-mile segment of 



18 that right-of-way into the Trail. We concluded that constructing the Trail required 



1 The Construction Agreement requires the contractor, for $564,812, to 
construct "a prestressed voided slab bridge" as well as "trail approaches, and 
other items detailed in the plans and specifications," to be completed "no later 
than May 1, 2020." NITA, LUBA No. 2020-033, Exhibit 1, pages 2, 8. 
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1 conditional use permit approval, including application of land use approval 



2 standards implementing ORS 215 .296 for sections of the Trail within lands zoned 



3 EFU.2 The county instituted remand proceedings, and in March, 2019 the board 



4 of county commissioners approved a conditional use permit for the Trail. 



5 Petitioners appealed that decision to LUBA and that decision was the subject of 



6 Van Dyke II. 



7 In Van Dyke II, we remanded the county's decision to approve a 



8 conditional use permit for the trail for further proceedings. In a related set of 



9 appeals resolved in Van Dyke III, we dismissed two appeals of a board of county 



10 commissioners order authorizing the county to enter into an agreement for the 



11 design and consulting services, and the agreement itself, related to the three 



12 proposed bridges along the Trail, including the bridge over Stag Hollow Creek 



13 that is the subject of the Construction Agreement. That agreement covered what 



14 is generally referred to as "Phase l" of the trail project. Response to Motion for 



15 Stay, Exhibit 5, and Exhibit 7. We agreed with the county that the agreement for 



16 design and consulting services was not a land use decision because it did not 



17 authorize "the use or development of land." Van Dyke III,_ Or LUBA_ 



18 (LUBA Nos 2019-038/040, Oct 11, 2019) (slip op at 15). For that reason, we also 



2 ORS 215.296 generally requires that the applicant for certain non-farm uses 
in EFU zones demonstrate that the proposed use will not force a significant 
change in accepted farm practices on surrounding farm lands or significantly 
increase the cost of such practices. 
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1 concluded that the agreement did not have any significant impacts on land use 



2 and therefore did not qualify as a significant impacts land use decision under City 



3 of Pendleton v. Kerns, 294 Or 126, 653 P2d 992 (1982). Id., _Or LUBA_ 



4 (slip op at 17-19). The services at issue in the design contract that was appealed 



5 in Van Dyke III, as well as the construction of the bridge and Trail improvements, 



6 are funded at least in part through a grant from the Oregon Department of 



7 Transportation (ODOT)'s Connect Oregon grant program and using federal 



8 highway funds, and through funds provided by the Oregon Parks and Recreation 



9 Department (OPRD). 



10 According to petitioners, the county has not taken any action on remand of 



11 our decision in Van Dyke II to address the remanded issues or approve a 



12 conditional use permit for the Trail. Motion for Stay 5. However, in January 



13 2020, the board of county commissioners adopted Order 20-25 authorizing the 



14 county to enter into the Construction Agreement, and the commission chair and 



15 county administrator subsequently signed the Construction Agreement on behalf 



16 of the county. Preparations for construction of the bridge commenced in February 



17 2020 and construction commenced in March 2020. 



18 On April 9, 2020, petitioners filed a Motion for Stay of the challenged 



19 decisions pursuant to ORS 197.845(1) and OAR 661-010-0068.3 In an order 



3 OAR 661-010-0068 provides, in relevant part: 
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1 dated April 10, 2020, we granted an interim stay pending the county's response 



2 to the motion. The county filed a response to the motion for stay, petitioners filed 



3 a reply to the response, the county filed a sur-reply to petitioners' reply, and the 



4 parties continued filing responsive and additional pleadings. For the reasons 



5 explained below, we now grant a stay of the decisions pending our resolution of 



6 the appeals. 



7 MOTIONFORSTAY 



8 LUBA is authorized to stay a land use decision pending LUBA's review if 



9 a petitioner demonstrates (1) a colorable claim of error in the appealed decision, 



10 and (2) that petitioner will suffer irreparable injury if the stay is not granted. 



"(1) A motion for a stay of a land use decision or limited land use 
decision shall include: 



"* * * * * 
"(c) A statement of facts and reasons for issuing a stay, 



demonstrating a colorable claim of error in the decision 
and specifying how the movant will suffer irreparable 
injury if a stay is not granted; [ and] 



"( d) A suggested expedited briefing schedule;" 



" * * * * * 
"(5) The Board shall base its decision on the stay, including the 



right to a stay, amount of undertaking, or conditions of any 
stay order, upon evidence presented. Evidence may be 
attached to the motion in the form of affidavits, documents or 
other materials, or presented by means of a motion to take 
evidence outside the record. See OAR 661-010-0045." 
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1 A. Colorable Claim of Error 



2 The requirement to demonstrate a colorable claim of error is not 



3 particularly demanding. Rhodewalt v. Linn County, 16 Or LUBA 1001, 1004 



4 (1987). A petitioner need not establish that it will prevail on the merits. Thurston 



5 Hills Neigh. Assoc. v. City of Springfield, 19 Or LUBA 591,592 (1990). Provided 



6 a petitioner's arguments are not devoid of legal merit, it is sufficient that the 



7 errors alleged, if sustained, would result in reversal or remand of the challenged 



8 decision. Barr v. City of Portland, 20 Or LUBA 511 (1990). "In order to establish 



9 evidence of a colorable claim of error, it is not necessary to show that the 



10 petitioner will prevail on the merits. It is necessary to show the errors alleged are 



11 sufficient to result in reversal or remand of the decision if found to be correct." 



12 Dames v. City of Medford, 9 Or LUBA 433, 438 (1983), aff'd, 69 Or App 675, 



13 687 P2d 1111 (1984). 



14 In the present appeals, petitioners intend to argue that in making the 



15 challenged decisions, the county failed to follow procedures applicable to land 



16 use decisions and that the decisions fail to comply with applicable provisions of 



17 Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance (YCZO) 402.04(N), YCZO 702.05 and 



18 YCZO 703.05. The county does not really dispute that the colorable claim of 



19 error prong is met. The county does, however, argue that the challenged decisions 



20 are not "land use decisions" within the meaning of ORS 197.015(10)(a), and filed 



21 a preliminary motion to dismiss the appeals along with its response to the motion 



22 for stay. 
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1 We conclude that petitioners have therefore satisfied the colorable claim 



2 of error prong of ORS 197.845(1)(a). 



3 B. Irreparable Injury 



4 In order to satisfy the irreparable injury prong of ORS 197 .845( 1 )(b ), the 



5 following five requirements must be met: 



6 ( 1) the movant must adequately specify the injury that he or she 
7 will suffer; 



8 (2) the injury must be one that cannot be compensated adequately 
9 in money damages; 



10 (3) the injury must be substantial and unreasonable; 



11 ( 4) the conduct the movant seeks to bar must be probable rather 
12 than merely threatened or fe~red; and 



13 (5) if the conduct is probable, the resulting mJury must be 
14 probable rather than merely threatened or feared. 



15 Butte Conservancy v. City of Gresham, 47 Or LUBA 604, 609 (2004); City of 



16 Oregon City v. Clackamas County, 17 Qr LUBA 10}2, 1042-43 (1988). 



1 7 Generally, a movant may meet these requirements only by demonstrating that the 



18 development will "destroy or injure unique historic or natural resources, or other 



19 interests that cannot be practicably restored or adequately compensated for once 



20 destroyed." Roberts v. Clatsop County, 43 Or LUBA 577, 583 (2002). 



21 1. Injury to Protected Resources 



22 The Motion for Stay alleges that if the stay is not granted, irreparable injury 



23 from construction authorized by the county in the Order and Construction 



24 Agreement will occur to (1) wetlands; (2) spotted owl habitat protected under the 
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1 Endangered Species Act (ESA); and (3) a salmonid bearing stream, Stag Hollow 



2 Creek. The county responds that wetlands are not present in the area of 



3 construction, and maintains that the bridge is being constructed with oversight by 



4 ODOT and consulting engineers hired by the county and that construction is 



5 occurring "in compliance with all state and federal environmental laws." 



6 Response to Motion for Stay 5-6. 



7 In support of its response, the county cites Exhibit 7 to the response. 



8 Exhibit 7 to the response is a November 2019 Document entitled "[Federal 



9 Highway Administration] FHW A and Oregon ODOT [Programmatic Categorical 



10 Exclusion] PCE Approval Document" for Phase 2 of the Trail (the Approval). 



11 The Approval states that no wetlands were found in the project area, although 



12 regulated wetlands are located in the vicinity of the project area. Response to 



13 Motion for Stay, Exhibit 7, page 1. However, in the section of the Approval 



14 addressing the ESA, the Approval states "the FAHP [Federal Aid Highway 



15 Program] Completion Report for Phase 2 will need to address whether a 



16 temporary work bridge with footings above the regulated area was required." Id. 



17 at 2 ( emphases added). The county provides no assistance on this point and no 



18 detailed explanation of Exhibit 7, and we cannot tell whether the ESA section of 



19 the Approval refers to the jurisdictional wetlands in the vicinity of the bridge 



20 construction, or whether it refers to regulated areas that provide habitat for 



21 protected species, or both. Accordingly, we cannot agree with the county that no 



22 construction is occurring in regulated wetlands and that no wetlands will be 
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1 harmed by the construction of the bridge and associated trail improvements, 



2 particularly given the requirement for Phase 2, bridge construction, to address 



3 construction near the regulated wetlands or an area containing protected species 



4 habitat. 4 The Approval recognizes that wetlands are present in the vicinity of the 



5 project area but no detail or exact location is provided. Accordingly, petitioners 



6 have established that irreparable injury may occur to regulated wetlands and/or 



7 regulated habitat if a stay is not granted. 



8 With regard to protected species, the Approval also states that an ESA 



9 determination of no effect for protected species, "except Streaked Homed Lark . 



10 covered by a separate USFWS Biological Opinion," was prepared in 2015 for 



11 Phase I, and that no changes to the determination "are anticipated unless there is 



12 a change in species status or additional issues arise." Id. Petitioners maintain that 



13 Exhibit 7 only provides evidence that approximately five years ago, no 



14 environmental assessment under the National Environmental Policy Act was 



4 We also note that in the Approval's "Land Use" section, the Approval states 
that the board of county commissioners approved a conditional use permit for the 
trail in March, 2019. Response to Motion for Stay, Exhibit 7, page 1. In the 
"Public Outreach" section, the Approval states: "Yamhill County LUBA oral 
arguments (2019-047) - 8/20/2019." Response to Motion for Stay, Exhibit 7, 
page 3. However, the Approval does not reference LUBA's subsequent remand 
of that March 2019 decision on October 11, 2019 in Van Dyke II. 



After a land use decision is remanded, it is no longer effective. NWDA v. City 
of Portland, 58 Or LUBA 533, 541-42, ajf'd, 229 Or App 504, 213 P3d 590 
(2009); Western States v. Multnomah County, 37 Or LUBA 835, 842-43 (2000). 
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1 required because no protected species would be affected, but that Exhibit 7 does 



2 not provide evidence that there has not been a change in species status or that no 



3 "additional issues" have arisen. While we tend to agree with petitioners that the 



4 age of the BSA determination has some effect on its evidentiary value, petitioners 



5 do not point to any change in species status or additional issues that call into 



6 question the findings in the 2015 BSA determination. Petitioners have not 



7 established that irreparable injury to any protected species will occur if a stay is 



8 not granted. 



9 2. Injury to Petitioner Ben Van Dyke's Interests 



10 The Motion for Stay also alleges irreparable injury to petitioner Ben Van 



11 Dyke (Van Dyke) due to the presence of construction workers adjacent to the 



12 Van Dyke farm and other areas that Van Dyke farms. 



13 a. Prevention of Spraying 



14 The motion alleges irreparable injury from the presence of construction 



15 workers and the consequent prohibition on Van Dyke spraying pesticides on 



16 certain areas of his farm due to pesticide labeling requirements. Motion for Stay 



17 20. Petitioners also allege that Van Dyke has already been and will be further 



18 harmed by litter and trash from construction activities adjacent to his farmed 



19 areas entering those areas, contaminating his hazelnut crop, and jeopardizing 



20 USDA food safety certifications. Motion for Stay 21. Petitioners' assertions are 



21 supported by a Declaration, a Supplemental Declaration, a Second Supplemental 
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1 Declaration, and a Third Supplemental Declaration (together, the Declarations) 



2 of Van Dyke. 



3 In the Declarations, Van Dyke asserts under penalty of perjury that he 



4 farms the property adjacent to the construction site, that due to construction 



5 activities and the presence of construction workers, his farm employees are 



6 prevented from spraying fungicides and pesticides with construction workers 



7 present, and that during the week of April 1, 2020 he was forced to spray at night 



8 and hire a spotter to watch for trespassers. Van Dyke asserts that if he is unable 



9 to spray, his hazelnut trees may die due to Eastern Filbert blight, or that at a 



10 minimum lack of ability to spray will result in reduced yields. 



11 In its response, the county disputes that Van Dyke farms close enough to 



12 the construction site to be prohibited by fungicide and pesticide labeling laws 



13 from applying those products to his hazelnut trees. The county maintains that the 



14 location of the bridge is at the mid-point of the county's right of way, which we 



15 understand the county to maintain is 80 feet wide at that location, and, relying on 



16 aerial photos, alleges that Van Dyke's hazelnut trees are at least 150 feet from 



1 7 the construction site. 5 Response to Motion for Stay 2, Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 3. 



18 The county also disputes that the labels prevent him from applying the products 



19 even assuming that construction is occurring within 100 feet of the trees. The 



5 The county-owned property is generally 60 feet wide. Van Dyke II, slip op 
4. 
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1 county then submitted a declaration from a county parks employee that, as we 



2 understand it, declares that he measured the distance from what he determined to 



3 be the southern end of the construction site to the nearest hazelnut trees to the 



4 southeast and the southwest and the distance does not exceed 63 feet. Petitioners 



5 then submitted a Third Supplemental Declaration from Van Dyke that takes the 



6 position that Van Dyke does not spray only the trees but sprays to his property 



7 boundary, which is closer to the construction site where workers are present than 



8 the closest trees that were measured. 



9 Although it is a reasonably close question, we conclude that petitioners 



10 have established for purposes of the motion for stay only, through the 



11 Declarations, that Van Dyke's farm is close enough to the construction site that 



12 the presence of construction workers prevents him from applying certain 



13 pesticides and fungicides to his trees when construction workers are engaging in 



14 construction of the bridge. The county's response concedes that the bridge is 



15 located at the mid-point of the county's 80-foot wide right-of-way, or 



16 approximately 40 feet from the property line of the county's right-of-way, and 



17 the aerial photographs do not conclusively establish that Van Dyke's trees or 



18 farmed areas are located at a distance that is far enough from construction 
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1 activities that are obvious from photographs submitted by petitioners that label 



2 requirements or the federal application exclusion zone are not triggered. 6 



6 We note here that in Van Dyke II, we sustained petitioners' subassignments 
of error that argued that county's findings regarding setbacks required by 
pesticide and herbicide labels were inadequate, and failed to demonstrate 
compliance with the farm impacts test: 



"We conclude that remand is necessary for the county to adopt more 
adequate findings regarding any setback or buffer required by 
pesticide or herbicide labeling. In doing so, the county will likely 
have to make specific factual findings about specific setbacks 
required by particular chemicals on particular farming operations on 
surrounding farmlands, and whether operation of each setback 
would force a significant change in farm practices. Specifically, the 
county must adopt findings addressing application of Gramoxone, 
Lorsban, Yuma 4E and any other pesticide, herbicide, etc., identified 
in the record that may require a setback of some kind from the Trail. 
The setback for Gramoxone appears to be most problematic, as it 
does not provide a numeric setback, but instead prohibits application 
'around' recreational areas, which the county understood to mean in 
'close proximity to.' The county will likely need to conduct further 
fact-finding to determine what is an appropriate setback for those 
farms using Gramoxone. 



"Based on the labels cited in the record, the appropriate width of 
setbacks for those pesticides and herbicides with numeric setbacks 
depends on several variables, including application rates and 
method of delivery. Some of the farms adjoining the Trail 
apparently use aerial application, which generally requires a larger 
setback, while others use ground sprays from booms, or other 
methods, which require smaller setbacks. As we acknowledged 
above, applying pesticides in a manner that causes overspray or drift 
onto adjoining properties is not an accepted farming practice for 
purposes of ORS 215.296(1). The setback from sensitive uses that 
is required on individual farms, based on pesticide label restrictions, 
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1 Regarding the first three factors in City of Oregon City, we conclude 



2 petitioner Van Dyke has adequately specified the injury he might suffer -- the 



3 loss of a valuable crop -- ifhe is forced to stop spraying his crop located adjacent 



4 to the construction area due to the presence of construction workers. We also 



5 conclude it is not an injury that could be compensated adequately in money 



6 damages. See Cossins v. Josephine County, 77 Or LUBA 564 (2018) (petitioners 



7 adequately specify injury that cannot be compensated in money damages if they 



8 are forced to cease farming marijuana and lose their Oregon Liquor Control 



9 Commission. licenses to farm when a county ordinance prohibiting marijuana 



10 farming in the rural residential zone takes effect); Meyer v. Jackson County, 72 



11 Or LUBA 462 (2015) (petitioners adequately specify injury that cannot be 



12 compensated in money damages if they are forced to relocate or close asphalt 



13 batch plant operation, or pay fines for remaining open, due to loss of revenue and 



therefore must be determined based upon application methods 
which avoid overspray and drift. The county will likely need to 
conduct further fact-finding on these points to determine the 
appropriate setbacks for different farm operations, and to gather the 
information needed to determine whether the appropriate setback 
forces a significant change in farm operations." Van Dyke II, Id. at 
slip op 31-32. 



As noted, the county has not taken action on remand. However, we note here 
that the construction site is significantly wider than the 12 foot wide trail that the 
county proposes for the 60 ( or 80) foot right of way, and our conclusion that 
petitioners have established that the presence of construction workers prevents 
Van Dyke from spraying his trees and property is dependent on the significantly 
wider construction area than the proposed 12-foot wide trail. 
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1 loss of customer base); Barr, 20 Or LUBA at 511 (harm to business reputation 



2 and loss of business goodwill not losses which can be adequately compensated 



3 by money damages). 



4 In addition, we understand the county to respond that it intends to proceed 



5 with construction if LUBA does not grant a permanent stay because the county 



6 believes that construction of the bridge in the EFU zone does not require any land 



7 use approval. Given that response, we agree with petitioners that the conduct is 



8 probable, and the resulting injury is also probable. 



9 b. Food Safety Certifications 



10 Van Dyke also asserts that irreparable injury to his food safety 



11 certifications will occur due to the presence of litter from the construction site 



12 that has entered his farm. 7 The county disputes Van Dyke's assertion that litter 



13 from the construction site that blows onto his farm fields will jeopardize the 



14 farm's food safety certifications, and additionally faults Van Dyke for not 



15 addressing the litter problem directly with the contractor or construction workers, 



16 or with the county. Response to Motion for Stay 4-5. We agree with petitioners 



1 7 that the evidence provided by petitioners supports a conclusion that Van Dyke 



18 will suffer injury if litter is allowed to enter his farm fields. That evidence 



7 Our decision in Van Dyke II also sustained petitioners' assignments of error 
that argued that the county had failed to adequately consider the impacts from 
litter and debris entering adjacent farms and jeopardizing food safety 
certifications. Van Dyke II, slip op 50-51. 
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1 includes the Declarations, and a letter from a local hazelnut packer that states that 



2 under its quality control system standards, the product must be 



3 "free from foreign material. Trash in field and/or in delivered 
4 product poses a food safety liability issue. Trash can carry vectors 
5 that can cause food borne pathogens." Petitioners' Reply to 
6 Response to Motion For Stay, Exhibit 14, Supplemental Declaration 
7 of Ben Van Dyke, Exhibit F, page 2. 



8 Based on that evidence, we conclude that petitioners have established that the 



9 first three City of Oregon City factors are met. In addition, in its response the 



10 county offers that the solution to unmonitored litter is "simple - the county 



11 instructs the contractor to be more careful disposing of lunch bags and 



12 construction 'detritus." Response at 5. However, we do not understand that 



13 response to be an offer by the county to assume responsibility for ensuring that 



14 litter will not travel onto Van Dyke's farm ( as would be the case if fencing or 



15 some other barrier was already installed, for example). Absent any promise or 



16 offer by the county to address litter, we conclude that the conduct is probable and 



17 the resulting injury is also probable. 



18 3. Future Removal of Improvements 



19 Finally, petitioners address LUBA's case law generally holding that an 



20 injury is not "irreparable" if the offending construction could be removed and the 



21 property being developed returned to its former state if LUBA concludes that 



22 development was not properly authorized. See Von Lubken v. Hood River County, 



23 17 Or LUBA 1150, 1153 (1989) (no irreparable injury to the petitioner when the 
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1 property being developed as a golf course could be returned to farm use if the 



2 petitioner prevails); Roberts, 43 Or LUBA at 583. However, petitioners argue 



3 that the circumstances surrounding the board of commissioners' order 



4 authorizing the county to enter into a contract to begin construction of the bridge 



5 on county-owned property require a different analysis than if the developer was 



6 a private individual or corporation. At the heart of those circumstances is the 



7 undisputed fact that funding for the construction of the Stag Hollow Creek bridge, 



8 the costliest of the three bridges included as part of the Trail, has been provided 



9 almost entirely by other public money from ODOT, OPRD, and federal highway 



10 funds. In that circumstance, petitioners argue, an assumption that the 



11 improvements can be removed ifLUBA concludes that the construction was not 



12 properly authorized is not warranted, because the county will be required to repay 



13 the public funds, and because other public entities that funded the project may 



14 object to its removal. 



15 We agree with petitioners. Indeed, the county's response appears to 



16 validate petitioners' concern that once the bridge is constructed, it will not be 



1 7 easily removed and the property returned to its former state. In its response, the 



18 county argues: 



19 "The county is the only party to this proceeding harmed by the stay. 
20 Half of the bridge construction funds have been spent ($283,678.60 
21 as ofMarch 31, 2020). If the bridge is not completed the county will 
22 need to discuss with ODOT how to proceed, but someone will have 
23 paid nearly $1,000,000 for an incomplete bridge. The costs to 
24 demobilize, protect the site during a stay and remobilize to complete 
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1 the bridge are unknown at this time. Those costs are potentially 
2 substantial and unfair to impose on the county, which can now cross 
3 the bridge, but cannot use it for fire maintenance and control in its 
4 current condition. The competing equities in this matter are that the 
5 county faces substantial potential damages and costs, while the 
6 petitioners have made no reasonable claim of any sort of injury from 
7 allowing the bridge to be completed and used by the county solely 
8 for access from one part of its property to another part of its 
9 property." Response to Motion for Stay at 8-9. 



10 At a minimum, the county's position demonstrates that improvements already 



11 constructed will not easily be removed without protest from the county. 



12 In sum, petitioners have established a colorable claim of error and that at 



13 least one petitioner will suffer irreparable· injury if a stay is not granted. 



14 Petitioners' motion for stay is granted. 8 



15 RECORD OBJECTION 



16 The record transmitted by the county includes the Construction 



17 Agreement. Record 1-7. Petitioners object that the record fails to include 



18 materials that are incorporated by reference into the Construction Agreement. 



19 Record 1. The county responds that none of the items identified by petitioners are 



20 "relevant" and none of the materials were "placed before" the decision maker. 



21 OAR 661-010-0025(1)(b) provides that the record shall include: 



22 "All written testimony and all exhibits, maps, documents or other 
23 materials specifically incorporated into the record or placed before, 
24 and not rejected by, the final decision maker, during the course of 



8 Petitioners have previously filed an undertaking, in the amount of$5,000, as 
required by ORS 197.845(2) and OAR 661-010-0068(4). 
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1 the proceedings before the final decision maker." 



2 The Construction Agreement provides: 



3 "This Agreement includes by reference the following Contract 
4 Documents that are part of the Project: [list of documents omitted]." 
5 Record 1. 



6 It is clear that the Construction Agreement "specifically incorporated" the 



7 Contract Documents. Therefore, the county's response that the Contract 



8 Documents were not "placed before" the decision maker does not answer the 



9 question. Petitioners' objection is sustained. 



10 Not later than Wednesday, April 29, 2020, the county shall transmit to the 
l 



11 Board and petitioners a paginated supplemental record that includes documents 



12 (A) through (Q) described on page 1 of the Construction Agreement. 



13 EXPEDITED BRIEFING 



14 Petitioners' motion for stay proposed an expedited briefing schedule, in 



15 accordance with OAR 661-010-0068(l)(d). Seen 3. In its response to petitioners' 



16 motion for stay, the county filed a preliminary motion to dismiss the appeals on 



17 the basis that the challenged decisions are not "land use decisions" within the 



18 meaning of ORS 197.0lS(l0)(a). The county requests "additional briefing, on a 



19 normal schedule," regarding the jurisdictional question. Response to Motion for 



20 Stay at 19. 



21 Petitioners have filed a preliminary response to the county's preliminary 



22 motion to dismiss and a combined response to the county's preliminary motion 



23 to dismiss. However, the parties' pleadings up to this point in these appeals 
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address the motion for stay, jurisdictional issues and, to some extent, the merits 



of the appeal, and are presented in an unfocused manner. We conclude that 



focused briefing that addresses both the jurisdictional issues and the merits of the 



appeals, which are intertwined in this case, will assist the Board in resolving the 



jurisdictional question and, ifwe conclude we have jurisdiction, the merits of the 



appeal in an expedited manner consistent with our issuance of the stay. 



Accordingly, the petition for review shall be due 14 days from the date of 



this order, and the response brief due 28 days from the date of this order. Any 



reply brief filed by petitioners shall be due not later than May 26, 2020. In 



addition, on the date of filing both parties shall also transmit a courtesy copy of 



their briefs by email to LUBA at LUBASupport@dsl.state.or.us, and to the other 



parties' email address. 



Oral argument in these appeals is hereby scheduled for May 27, 2020 at 



11 :00 a.m. by telephonic conference. The Board shall issue its final opinion and 



order as soon as possible thereafter. 



Dated this 24th day of April, 2020. 



9nvl:l-7n, 
Melissa M. Ryan 
Board Member 
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Christian F. Boenisch
Yamhill County
County Counsel
(503) 434-7502
boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us
 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or
otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail,
keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your
system.
 
************************************
 


From: LUBASupport <LUBASupport@state.or.us> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 3:47 PM
To: 'wk@klgpc.com' <wk@klgpc.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Attached as a courtesy is a copy of the Order the Board issued today in LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033. A
copy of the Order will also be posted to LUBA’s website after 3:30 pm.
 
Denise Seaman
Executive Support Specialist
Land Use Board of Appeals
503-373-1265
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From: Casey Kulla
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright
Subject: FW: Questionable allocation of CARES money
Date: Monday, December 7, 2020 9:04:25 AM


We’re getting lots of emails from trail opponents on this topic, set for decision making today. You
might want to send an email or two to explain the details.


Casey
 


From: Lindsay Berschauer <lindsay@leonaconsulting.com> 
Sent: Sunday, December 6, 2020 11:14 AM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Rick Olson
<olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Questionable allocation of CARES money
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Commissioners, 
 
It has come to my attention that among the list of recommended allocations of the $500K
CARES money, the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 501c3 is included to receive almost
$10k of taxpayer dollars.  I would like to know exactly how the "Friends of the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail" group has suffered under the pandemic and deserves even more taxpayer
money?
 
We have businesses on main street that have been forced to close for good, some that have
not been allowed to have customers for months, most are behind on rent, and others are
twisting themselves into pretzels to try and keep up with the ever-changing dictates from
Governor Brown.  
 
It is unconscionable to me that this Board would approve sending money to any organization
or company that has not truly been suffering or is on the brink of closure.  
 
I ask that you remove this particular group from the list, and any other group that cannot
reasonably defend to the taxpayers in our county that they need a bailout.  
 
Thank you, 
 
Lindsay
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--------------------------
Lindsay Berschauer
President, Leona Consulting Co
P.O. Box 307
Newberg, Oregon  97132
Cell: 503.708.2558 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any attachments to it are intended for use only
by the intended recipient(s), and may contain privileged or confidential information. If you are
not the intended recipient, you are not authorized to read, print, copy or disseminate this
message or any attachments to it, or to take any action based on them. If you have received
this message in error, please notify me immediately by telephone at 503.708.2558 and
permanently delete or destroy the original and any copy of this message.
 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Wayne Wiebke; Stan G Primozich; Ken Wright
Subject: Fw: Yamhelas Trail
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2020 5:35:36 PM


See below for ODOT’s written response.


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: HAVIG Erik M <Erik.M.HAVIG@odot.state.or.us>
Sent: Thursday, June 18, 2020 5:12 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Zeigler Samuel B (Samuel.B.Zeigler@doj.state.or.us) <Samuel.B.Zeigler@doj.state.or.us>;
BROWN Cooper H <Cooper.H.BROWN@odot.state.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Trail
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Dear Ms. Martin,
 
I understand that Yamhill County Chair Casey Kulla spoke with ODOT Director Strickler this morning.
Based on that conversation, I wanted to provide more information on our amendment proposal and
clarify ODOT’s rationale for moving in this direction.
 
ODOT’s Position
 
To date, the County’s effort to obtain land use approvals for the development of the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail (the “Trail”) and the Stag Hollow Creek bridge (the “Bridge”) have
together triggered no less than four appeals to the state Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA)
since 2018. While the County prevailed in one of these appeals, in all of the others LUBA
remanded the County’s land use decision to the County for further proceedings. And in the
most recent LUBA proceeding, LUBA went further and stayed construction of the Bridge
pending the outcome of that appeal. LUBA ultimately ruled in that proceeding that the
County commenced the Bridge’s construction without the necessary conditional use permit.
In short, over the last three years LUBA has time and again repudiated the County’s efforts
to obtain the necessary land use approvals for the Trail and the Bridge. And we fully
anticipate more LUBA appeals and hence more delays going forward.
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The LUBA proceedings demonstrate the County’s ongoing inability to successfully manage its
own land-use approval process for the Bridge and the Trail of which it is a part. Given this
demonstrated inability, ODOT is concerned that (i) the Project’s successful completion—
namely, the opening of the Bridge to the public as part of the Trail—is highly questionable if
not improbable and (ii) the Project will not produce results commensurate with ODOT’s
further expenditure of limited Connect Oregon funds.
 
ODOT takes its responsibility of being good stewards of public dollars very seriously and, for
this reason and the reasons listed above, the department offers the following proposal. If
the county decides not to accept this proposal, ODOT will terminate the grant agreement.  
 
ODOT’s Proposal
 
The county will set forth a timeline for opening the subject 2.78-mile segment of the trail to the
public. Since the land-use approval process is at the county level, we’re asking the county to set a
reasonable date for the completion of the trail and subsequent opening to the public, by which time
if said opening does not occur ODOT will have the right to recover all grant funds received by the
county. This date of opening and potential recovery of funds will be amended into the current grant
agreement.
 
Timeline for Decision
 
To allow adequate time for your commission to consider this amendment, we are asking for an
agreement in principal to this amendment approach no later than 5pm next Friday (June 26, 2020)
and a formal commission approval of this amendment no later than 5pm July 3, 2020.
 
 
 








From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Casey Kulla; Wayne Wiebke; ken@kenwrightcellars.com; Guenevere Gwen Milius; Stan Primozich
Subject: Meeting to discuss LUBA remand and FYWT annual meeting
Date: Tuesday, January 5, 2021 5:10:26 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Does 11:00 a.m. tomorrow (Wednesday 1/6/21) work for everyone?  If so, here's a
meeting link: 


Veronica Hinkes is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.


Topic: Yamhelas Trail Annual meeting/LUBA remand 
Time: Jan 6, 2021 11:00 AM Pacific Time (US and Canada)


Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81841135216?
pwd=YlZ4YzlhajVsS0w3ZXRCUW55a2liQT09


Meeting ID: 818 4113 5216
Passcode: 353886
One tap mobile
+16699009128,,81841135216#,,,,*353886# US (San Jose)
+12532158782,,81841135216#,,,,*353886# US (Tacoma)


Dial by your location
        +1 669 900 9128 US (San Jose)
        +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
        +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
        +1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
        +1 301 715 8592 US (Washington D.C)
        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
Meeting ID: 818 4113 5216
Passcode: 353886
Find your local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kcNcjq1Vn1
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From: Janice Primozich
To: "Ken Wright"; "Veronica Haley Hinkes"; "Wayne Wiebke"; "Carol Foley"; "Steve Harloff"; "Patty Williams"; "Steve


Wick"
Cc: "Carrie Martin"
Subject: RE: Master Plan Open House reminder
Date: Wednesday, December 2, 2020 10:41:41 AM
Attachments: image004.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Those are excellent points Ken.  We need to make certain there is no ambiguity as to ownership or
support.
Stan
 


From: Ken Wright [mailto:ken@kenwrightcellars.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 2, 2020 10:31 AM
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes; Wayne Wiebke; Carol Foley; Steve Harloff; Stan Primozich; Patty
Williams; Steve Wick
Cc: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Master Plan Open House reminder
 
Veronica,
 
It might be helpful to have all private ownership, and possibly leases, of the Right of Way identified
in the google map included in Resources Tech Memo #1.  There are 5 separate private ownerships of
the trail near Carlton, 2 near Yamhill, the bus barn and Fruithill and the single property just south of
Gaston that I am aware of. 
 
They could be identified with a different color so that as the map is used in the planning process it is
never far from mind that each of those parts of the trail may require a different approach and likely
the inclusion of the property owner in design elements.
 
Ken
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 1, 2020 4:47 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Carol Foley <carol@foleyresearch.com>; Steve
Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>; Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>; Steve Wick
<stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Subject: Master Plan Open House reminder
 
There's a lot going on so I thought I'd send out a reminder that the virtual Open
House for the Master Plan is tomorrow.  It sounds like they are repeating the agenda,
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so you can tune in at 5:00 or 6:00. 
 
There is a link to join the Open House at Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan  --
scroll down to the Get Involved section.
 
 


Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan


 
 
 
Also I encourage you to look at the Resources tab.  The materials that the Project
Advisory Committee went over today are there.  You can give input either directly on
the contact form on the website, or to me and I will relay. 
 
I brought up the equestrian question again and asked if for some reason that had
been dropped since all I saw mentioned in these documents was biking and walking,
and they said no, it hasn't been dropped, but probably the focus on bike/ped is
because it's being seen mostly as a transportation corridor.  I will follow up again and
encourage them to reach out to equestrian contacts and give them Steve W's name. 
There were other calls from PAC members to not let recreation get lost in the
process.
 
The first Master Plan report to the County Commission will be on December 17th.
 
V


 



http://www.ywtmasterplan.com/






From: Ken Wright
To: Wayne Wiebke; Stan G Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Steve Wick; Jarod Logsdon; Larry Heesacker; Leona


Sitton; Carrie Martin; Kara Weber; Yvette Potter; Steve Harloff
Subject: RE: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 1:48:35 PM
Attachments: Dell Scan_05192020163746.pdf


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


 
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 1:14 PM
To: Stan G Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Steve Wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Jarod Logsdon <logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>; Larry Heesacker
<lheesacker@onlinenw.com>; Leona Sitton <mydls@aol.com>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Kara Weber <karaweber111@gmail.com>; Yvette Potter
<y.potter@cityofyamhill.org>; Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
 
The trail right of way goes between the grain elevator and the older building to the East of it. The gate to the bus
barn is pretty much on it. What time were you thinking for tomorrow?  Wayne
 
On Tuesday, May 19, 2020, 10:56:35 AM PDT, Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com> wrote:
 
 
Hi All: A pleasant surprise yesterday when Jason from AKS sent me this email about the SRTS grant. 
 
I do not have much of a concept where the intersection from Yamhill to the Trail actually is, other than the
Fruithill/Bus Barn area.
 
Would a couple of you who do have that intersection info join me in an online session with Jason? They are on a
schedule, so I thought we might try to do this tomorrow? What do you suggest?
 
Steve Harloff


---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, May 19, 2020 at 10:46 AM
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
To: Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com>
 


Hi Jason: Thanks for involving us. So far the Yamhill Downtown Association and the Friends of the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail have submitted letters of support to Mayor Potter, although I have not heard back from her if she
received them. I gave your other AKS engineer a variety of comments and suggestions, esp from the FYWT. Have
you received that info?
 
We accept that this first SRTS grant might not go to the intersection with the Trail; both nonprofits look at this grant
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as a good start toward the connection. We would love to meet with you online (we've been having lots of successful
meetings via Zoom). I will send this on to a number of Trail board members who have a better knowledge of how
that intersection with the Trail might look. 
 
To that end, I've also included Jarod Logsdon, Yamhill County Parks Manager, since he has had experience on the
site and knows the County's intentions.
 
Can I get back to you tomorrow after I've had a chance to gather a couple of our members? Thanks again for the
chance to offer some ideas.......Steve Harloff (YDA/FYWT)
 
On Mon, May 18, 2020 at 1:54 PM Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com> wrote:


Steve,


I am writing to see if you would be interested in having a phone call / online meeting to discuss the City’s
application for a Safe Routes to School grant. We are working on behalf of the City to come up with a conceptual
plan and cost estimate for a sidewalk improvement project that will extend sidewalk on the North side of HWY
240 between Hemlock and Balm. We want to talk with you to learn more about the Yamhelas Westsider Trail
project and the planned connection to the downtown part of Yamhill.


 


We will have a concept drawing put together this week and would like to share that with you and get your
thoughts. Would you, and any others from the trail association be available for a phone call later this week on
Thursday or Friday? We are pretty open both Thursday and Friday. Let me know what might work for you.


 


Thanks,
Jason


 


 


 


Jason Wuertz, PE


AKS ENGINEERING & FORESTRY, LLC


12965 SW Herman Road, Suite 100 | Tualatin, OR 97062


P: 503.563.6151 Ext. 287 | F: 503.563.6152 | www.aks-eng.com | WuertzJ@aks-eng.com


Offices in: Bend, OR | Keizer, OR | Tualatin, OR | Vancouver, WA


 


NOTICE: This communication may contain privileged or other confidential information. If you have received it in error,


please advise the sender by reply e-mail and immediately delete the message and any attachments without copying or


disclosing the contents. AKS Engineering and Forestry shall not be liable for any changes made to the electronic data


transferred. Distribution of electronic data to others is prohibited without the express written consent of AKS Engineering
and


Forestry.
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Total Control Panel Login


To: ken@kenwrightcellars.com


From: shadypondacre@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.


 



https://asp.reflexion.net/login?domain=kenwrightcellars.com

https://asp.reflexion.net/address-properties?aID=1221172102&domain=kenwrightcellars.com
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Stan G Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Steve Wick; Ken Wright; Jarod Logsdon; Larry Heesacker; Leona


Sitton; Carrie Martin; Kara Weber; Yvette Potter; Steve Harloff
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 1:13:38 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


The trail right of way goes between the grain elevator and the older building to the East of it. The gate to
the bus barn is pretty much on it. What time were you thinking for tomorrow?  Wayne


On Tuesday, May 19, 2020, 10:56:35 AM PDT, Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com> wrote:


Hi All: A pleasant surprise yesterday when Jason from AKS sent me this email about the SRTS grant. 


I do not have much of a concept where the intersection from Yamhill to the Trail actually is, other than the
Fruithill/Bus Barn area.


Would a couple of you who do have that intersection info join me in an online session with Jason? They
are on a schedule, so I thought we might try to do this tomorrow? What do you suggest?


Steve Harloff


---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, May 19, 2020 at 10:46 AM
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
To: Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com>


Hi Jason: Thanks for involving us. So far the Yamhill Downtown Association and the Friends of the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail have submitted letters of support to Mayor Potter, although I have not heard
back from her if she received them. I gave your other AKS engineer a variety of comments and
suggestions, esp from the FYWT. Have you received that info?


We accept that this first SRTS grant might not go to the intersection with the Trail; both nonprofits look at
this grant as a good start toward the connection. We would love to meet with you online (we've been
having lots of successful meetings via Zoom). I will send this on to a number of Trail board members who
have a better knowledge of how that intersection with the Trail might look. 


To that end, I've also included Jarod Logsdon, Yamhill County Parks Manager, since he has had
experience on the site and knows the County's intentions.


Can I get back to you tomorrow after I've had a chance to gather a couple of our members? Thanks again
for the chance to offer some ideas.......Steve Harloff (YDA/FYWT)


On Mon, May 18, 2020 at 1:54 PM Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com> wrote:


Steve,


I am writing to see if you would be interested in having a phone call / online meeting to discuss the
City’s application for a Safe Routes to School grant. We are working on behalf of the City to come up
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with a conceptual plan and cost estimate for a sidewalk improvement project that will extend sidewalk
on the North side of HWY 240 between Hemlock and Balm. We want to talk with you to learn more
about the Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and the planned connection to the downtown part of
Yamhill.


 


We will have a concept drawing put together this week and would like to share that with you and get
your thoughts. Would you, and any others from the trail association be available for a phone call later
this week on Thursday or Friday? We are pretty open both Thursday and Friday. Let me know what
might work for you.


 


Thanks,
Jason


 


 


 


Jason Wuertz, PE


AKS ENGINEERING & FORESTRY, LLC


12965 SW Herman Road, Suite 100 | Tualatin, OR 97062


P: 503.563.6151 Ext. 287 | F: 503.563.6152 | www.aks-eng.com | WuertzJ@aks-eng.com


Offices in: Bend, OR | Keizer, OR | Tualatin, OR | Vancouver, WA


 


NOTICE: This communication may contain privileged or other confidential information. If you have received it in
error,


please advise the sender by reply e-mail and immediately delete the message and any attachments without
copying or


disclosing the contents. AKS Engineering and Forestry shall not be liable for any changes made to the electronic
data


transferred. Distribution of electronic data to others is prohibited without the express written consent of AKS
Engineering and


Forestry.
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Wayne Wiebke; Stan G Primozich; Ken Wright
Subject: Fw: LUBA No. 2019-066/067 Schrepel et al v. Yamhill County
Date: Friday, June 19, 2020 4:50:30 PM
Attachments: 20066 067.pdf


As of 4:30pm this afternoon construction on the bridge project is halted.


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Sent: Friday, June 19, 2020 4:25 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Justin Hogue
<hoguej@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW: LUBA No. 2019-066/067 Schrepel et al v. Yamhill County
 


FYI, just saw this.


Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: LUBA Support * LUBA <LUBASupport@oregon.gov>
Date: 6/19/20 4:12 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com>, Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: LUBA No. 2019-066/067 Schrepel et al v. Yamhill County


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Counsel:
 
As a courtesy, please find attached a copy of the order issued today, in the above-referenced case.
The order is being mailed today as well. Thank you.
 
Stephen Hoffman
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BEFORE THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS 1 



OF THE STATE OF OREGON 2 



 3 



LEE SCHREPEL, BEN VAN DYKE, BJ MATTHEWS,  4 



GORDON DROMGOOLE, JIM VAN DYKE, JULIE  5 



VAN DYKE, JOHN VAN DYKE, ALICE PATRIDGE,  6 



CELINE MCCARTHY, GREG MCCARTHY, CHRIS  7 
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Petitioners, 9 
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vs. 11 
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YAMHILL COUNTY, 13 



Respondent. 14 
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LUBA No. 2020-066 16 



 17 



JIM VAN DYKE, JULIE VAN DYKE, BEN VAN DYKE,  18 



MARK VAN DYKE, VELMA VAN DYKE, JOHN WISER,  19 



LYNNE WISER, JOHN VAN DYKE, SCOTT BERNARDS,  20 
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Petitioners, 31 
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vs. 33 
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YAMHILL COUNTY, 35 



Respondent. 36 
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LUBA No. 2020-067  38 
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ORDER 1 



BACKGROUND 2 



 This dispute involves county land use approval to develop a recreation trail 3 



(Yamhelas Westsider Trail or Trail) between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton, 4 



within a former railroad right of way. County action related to the Trail has been 5 



the subject of four prior LUBA decisions: Van Dyke v. Yamhill County, 78 Or 6 



LUBA 530 (2018) (Van Dyke I); Van Dyke v. Yamhill County, ___ Or LUBA ___ 7 



(LUBA No 2019-047, Oct 11, 2019) (Van Dyke II); Van Dyke v. Yamhill County, 8 



___ Or LUBA ___ (LUBA Nos 2019-038/040, Oct 11, 2019) (Van Dyke III); 9 



Van Dyke v. Yamhill County, ___ Or LUBA ___ (LUBA Nos 2020-032/033, June 10 



1, 2020) (Van Dyke IV).  11 



 In Van Dyke I, we remanded a 2018 board of county commissioners’ 12 



decision to adopt Ordinance 904, which amended the county’s comprehensive 13 



plan to acknowledge county ownership of a 12.48-mile segment of a former 14 



railroad right-of-way, and to authorize construction of a 2.82-mile segment of 15 



that right-of-way into the Trail. We concluded that constructing the Trail required 16 



conditional use permit approval, including application of land use approval 17 



standards implementing ORS 215.296 for sections of the Trail within lands zoned 18 



exclusive farm use (EFU).1 The county instituted remand proceedings, and in 19 



                                           



1 ORS 215.296 generally requires that the applicant seeking approval for 



certain non-farm uses in EFU zones demonstrate that the proposed use will not 



force a significant change in accepted farm practices on surrounding farm lands 



or significantly increase the cost of such practices.   
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March, 2019, the board of county commissioners approved a conditional use 1 



permit for the Trail. That decision was the subject of Van Dyke II. 2 



 In Van Dyke II, we remanded the county’s decision to approve a 3 



conditional use permit for the Trail for further proceedings. In a related set of 4 



appeals resolved in Van Dyke III, we dismissed two appeals of a board of county 5 



commissioners’ order authorizing the county to enter into an agreement for  6 



design and consulting services, and the agreement itself, related to the three 7 



proposed bridges along the Trail. In Van Dyke III, we agreed with the county that 8 



the agreement for design and consulting services was not a land use decision 9 



because it did not authorize “the use or development of land.” Van Dyke III, ___ 10 



Or LUBA at ___ (LUBA Nos 2019-038/040, Oct 11, 2019) (slip op at 15). For 11 



that reason, we also concluded that the agreement did not have any significant 12 



impacts on land use and therefore did not qualify as a significant impacts land 13 



use decision under City of Pendleton v. Kerns, 294 Or 126, 653 P2d 992 (1982). 14 



Id., ___Or LUBA ___ (LUBA Nos 2019-038/040, Oct 11, 2019) (slip op at 17-15 



19).  16 



 In Van Dyke IV, we remanded Board Order 20-25, which authorized the 17 



county to enter into a construction agreement, and the construction agreement, 18 



for the construction of a bridge over Stag Hollow Creek (Stag Hollow Bridge) 19 



and related approaches on county-owned property zoned EFU.  20 
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 On May 28, 2020, the county issued Board Order 20-164, approving a 1 



conditional use permit (CUP) for the Trail after proceedings on remand from Van 2 



Dyke II. Petitioners challenge the CUP in LUBA No. 2020-067. 3 



 On June 11, 2020 the county issued Board Order 20-178, which 4 



“rescind[s]” Board Order 20-25 and reauthorizes the contract for the construction 5 



of the Stag Hollow Bridge (Bridge Decision). Documents in Support of Motion 6 



for Stay, Exhibit 1, page 1. In the Bridge Decision, the county refers to and relies 7 



on the CUP for land use approval and required land use review. In the Bridge 8 



Decision the county concludes that the CUP proceeding “provided all of the 9 



process, and addressed all of the statutory and ordinance standards, required by 10 



LUBA’s remand” in Van Dyke IV. Id. Petitioners challenge the Bridge Decision 11 



in LUBA No. 2020-066. 12 



CONSOLIDATION 13 



 Under OAR 661-010-0055, LUBA “may consolidate two or more 14 



proceedings, provided the proceedings seek review of the same or closely related 15 



land use decision(s) or limited land use decision(s).” LUBA Nos. 2020-066 and 16 



2020-067 seek review of closely related decisions. Accordingly, LUBA Nos. 17 



2020-066 and 2020-067 shall be consolidated for LUBA review.  18 



JURISDICTION 19 



 In the notice of intent to appeal (NITA) the Bridge Decision, petitioners 20 



assert that the Bridge Decision is a “land use, limited land use or significant 21 



impacts land use decision.” NITA 1, LUBA No. 2020-066. In response to 22 
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petitioners’ motion for stay, discussed and resolved immediately below, the 1 



county responds that LUBA lacks jurisdiction to review the Bridge Decision 2 



because, according to the county the Bridge Decision is not a land use decision 3 



and that the development authorized in the Bridge Decision was approved by the 4 



CUP. For their part, petitioners argue that the county lacked jurisdiction to issue 5 



the CUP while Van Dyke IV was pending.2  6 



 The parties have not fully briefed complex and interrelated jurisdictional 7 



disputes related to the Bridge Decision and the CUP. The jurisdictional issues are 8 



obviously intertwined with the parties’ arguments on the merits. For purposes of 9 



this order, we assume that we have jurisdiction over the Bridge Decision and do 10 



not express any opinion on the merits of the parties’ jurisdictional disputes in 11 



these consolidated appeals. For reasons explained below, we grant petitioners’ 12 



motion for stay pending our resolution of the consolidated appeals. We impose 13 



an expedited record period and will impose an expedited briefing schedule. The 14 



parties shall address jurisdiction in their briefs on the merits. 15 



MOTION FOR STAY 16 



 On June 12, 2020, petitioners filed a motion for stay of the Bridge Decision 17 



via certified mail. On June 15, 2020, petitioners filed a courtesy copy of that 18 



                                           



2 On October 11, 2019, we remanded the county’s prior approval of a CUP 



for the Trail in Van Dyke II. On January 16, 2020, the county authorized the 



construction contract for the Stag Hollow Bridge that petitioners challenged and 



we remanded on June 1, 2020 in Van Dyke IV. Meanwhile, the county proceeded 



on remand from Van Dyke II and approved the CUP on May 28, 2020. 
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motion by hand delivery to LUBA. On June 16, 2020, the county filed a response 1 



opposing the motion for stay. On June 17, 2020, petitioners filed an amended 2 



motion for stay.3 For the reasons explained below, we grant a stay of the Bridge 3 



Decision pending our resolution of the consolidated appeals. 4 



 LUBA is authorized to stay a land use decision pending LUBA’s review if 5 



a petitioner demonstrates (1) a colorable claim of error in the appealed decision, 6 



and (2) that petitioner will suffer irreparable injury if the stay is not granted. ORS 7 



197.845(1); OAR 661-010-0068.4 8 



                                           



3 The amended motion for stay does not include additional legal arguments 



that were not presented in the original motion for stay. 



4 OAR 661-010-0068 provides, in relevant part: 



“(1) A motion for a stay of a land use decision or limited land use 



decision shall include: 



“* * * * * 



“(c) A statement of facts and reasons for issuing a stay, 



demonstrating a colorable claim of error in the decision 



and specifying how the movant will suffer irreparable 



injury if a stay is not granted; [and] 



“(d) A suggested expedited briefing schedule;” 



“ * * * * *  



“(5) The Board shall base its decision on the stay, including the 



right to a stay, amount of undertaking, or conditions of any 



stay order, upon evidence presented. Evidence may be 



attached to the motion in the form of affidavits, documents or 
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A. Colorable Claim of Error 1 



 The requirement to demonstrate a colorable claim of error is not 2 



particularly demanding. Rhodewalt v. Linn County, 16 Or LUBA 1001, 1004 3 



(1987). A petitioner need not establish that it will prevail on the merits. Thurston 4 



Hills Neigh. Assoc. v. City of Springfield, 19 Or LUBA 591, 592 (1990). Provided 5 



a petitioner’s arguments are not devoid of legal merit, it is sufficient that the 6 



errors alleged, if sustained, would result in reversal or remand of the challenged 7 



decision. Barr v. City of Portland, 20 Or LUBA 511 (1990). “In order to establish 8 



evidence of a colorable claim of error, it is not necessary to show that the 9 



petitioner will prevail on the merits. It is necessary to show the errors alleged are 10 



sufficient to result in reversal or remand of the decision if found to be correct.” 11 



Dames v. City of Medford, 9 Or LUBA 433, 438 (1983), aff’d, 69 Or App 675, 12 



687 P2d 1111 (1984).  13 



 Petitioners intend to argue that the Bridge Decision violates LUBA’s 14 



remands in Van Dyke IV and Van Dyke II, ORS 215.416, ORS 197.763, ORS 15 



215.283(3), and county procedural requirements in the Yamhill County Zoning 16 



Ordinance (YCZO). Petitioners intend to argue that the county provided no public 17 



process and did not apply applicable land use standards or make required findings 18 



in approving the Bridge Decision. Petitioners will further argue that the county’s 19 



reliance on the CUP does not remedy the alleged substantive and procedural 20 



                                           



other materials, or presented by means of a motion to take 



evidence outside the record. See OAR 661-010-0045.” 
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errors in the Bridge Decision because the CUP decision was procedurally flawed. 1 



Petitioners will also argue that the CUP relies on future master plan approval 2 



prior to construction of trail components, but excepts from that master planning 3 



process “non-general public property access improvements” including the Stag 4 



Hollow Bridge construction. Amended Motion for Stay 11; Documents in 5 



Support of Motion for Stay, Exhibit 2, page 72. 6 



 If, in authorizing development of the Stag Hollow Bridge, the county failed 7 



to apply required land use standards and make necessary findings, or if the county 8 



failed to follow required procedures and denied petitioners a public process to 9 



which they were entitled, those alleged errors would be sufficient to result in 10 



reversal or remand. ORS 197.835(9). Accordingly, petitioners’ arguments are not 11 



devoid of legal merit. Petitioners’ have demonstrated a colorable claim of error. 12 



B. Irreparable Injury 13 



 In order to satisfy the irreparable injury prong of ORS 197.845(1)(b), the 14 



following five requirements must be met: 15 



(1) the movant must adequately specify the injury that he or she 16 



will suffer; 17 



(2) the injury must be one that cannot be compensated adequately 18 



in money damages; 19 



(3) the injury must be substantial and unreasonable; 20 



(4) the conduct the movant seeks to bar must be probable rather 21 



than merely threatened or feared; and 22 



(5) if the conduct is probable, the resulting injury must be 23 



probable rather than merely threatened or feared. 24 
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Butte Conservancy v. City of Gresham, 47 Or LUBA 604, 609 (2004); City of 1 



Oregon City v. Clackamas County, 17 Or LUBA 1032, 1042-43 (1988). 2 



Generally, a movant may meet these requirements only by demonstrating that the 3 



development will “destroy or injure unique historic or natural resources, or other 4 



interests that cannot be practicably restored or adequately compensated for once 5 



destroyed.” Roberts v. Clatsop County, 43 Or LUBA 577, 583 (2002). 6 



 We granted a stay in Van Dyke IV after concluding that construction of the 7 



Stag Hollow Bridge would probably, substantially, and unreasonably injure 8 



regulated wetlands and/or regulated habitat and farm-related interests of 9 



petitioner Ben Van Dyke. Van Dyke v. Yamhill County, ___ Or LUBA ___ 10 



(LUBA No 2020-032/033, Order, April 24, 2020). Petitioners argue that the same 11 



irreparable harm will result if the Bridge Decision is not stayed. Petitioners 12 



resubmitted essentially the same evidence supporting their motion for stay in Van 13 



Dyke IV.  14 



1. Alleged Irreparable Injury to Natural Resources 15 



 Petitioners allege that the County is constructing a bridge in a regulated 16 



wetland and/or regulated habitat adhering to no required standards. Petitioners do 17 



not specify where the regulated wetlands and/or regulated habitat are located in 18 



relationship to the bridge or allege how bridge construction will irreparably injure 19 



those natural resources. Petitioners do not allege that the wetlands and habitat are 20 



unique natural resources that cannot be practicably restored if destroyed. 21 
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Petitioners have not adequately specified the injury or established that an injury 1 



to regulated wetlands and/or habitat is substantial, unreasonable, and probable. 2 



 To the extent petitioners intend to rely on LUBA’s reasoning supporting 3 



the stay in Van Dyke IV, the county has responded with evidence that 4 



demonstrates that no bridge construction work will occur in regulated wetlands 5 



and that the bridge construction contract will comply with applicable 6 



environmental regulations. Petitioners’ natural resources argument provides no 7 



basis for a stay. 8 



2. Irreparable Injury to Van Dyke’s Farm Interests 9 



 In granting a stay of the Stag Hollow Bridge construction agreement in 10 



Van Dyke IV, we concluded that petitioner Ben Van Dyke had established that, 11 



absent a stay, it was probable that he would lose his filbert crop because, due to 12 



the presence of construction crews, he would be hindered or prohibited from 13 



spraying the herbicides and pesticides required to protect that crop. We reasoned: 14 



“Although it is a reasonably close question, we conclude that 15 



petitioners have established for purposes of the motion for stay only, 16 



through the Declarations, that Van Dyke’s farm is close enough to 17 



the construction site that the presence of construction workers 18 



prevents him from applying certain pesticides and fungicides to his 19 



trees when construction workers are engaging in construction of the 20 



bridge.” Van Dyke, ___ Or LUBA ___ (LUBA Nos 2020-032/033, 21 



Order, April 24, 2020) (slip op at 12). 22 



 Van Dyke explained that filbert trees should live 75 years or more and that, 23 



if he was unable to spray his filbert trees, those trees could die due to Eastern 24 
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Filbert Blight.5 Documents in Support of Motion for Stay, Exhibit 3, page 2. Van 1 



Dyke explained that spraying is necessary from April through August. Id. Given 2 



the long-lived nature of the filbert trees and the potential for protracted crop and 3 



yield loss if spraying cannot occur, we conclude that the injury Van Dyke 4 



specified is not an injury that could be adequately compensated in money 5 



damages. We also concluded that it was probable that Van Dyke would lose his 6 



food safety certifications if litter and debris from the construction site enter his 7 



hazelnut orchard, and that injury supported a stay. Van Dyke v. Yamhill County, 8 



___ Or LUBA ___ (LUBA Nos 2020-032/033, Order, April 24, 2020) (slip op at 9 



15).  10 



 The county responds that “petitioners have no right to use the county’s 11 



property as a spray buffer, whether or not a construction crew or other county 12 



employees or invitees are present.” Response to Motion for Stay 13. The county 13 



argues that the stay that LUBA issued in Van Dyke IV misconstrued the law and 14 



violated the county’s constitutionally protected property rights by imposing “a 15 



nonconsensual spray buffer” on the county’s property. Id. 16 



 The county misapprehends LUBA’s role with respect to the parties’ 17 



property rights. LUBA has not ruled, implicitly or otherwise, that Van Dyke has 18 



a right to use the county’s property for any purpose. As the county correctly 19 



                                           



5 In the CUP, the board recounted testimony that Eastern Filbert Blight kills 



trees three years to ten years after it first appears. Documents in Support of 



Motion for Stay, Exhibit 2, page 26. 
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observes, LUBA has no authority to adjudicate real property rights. Instead, 1 



petitioners’ multiple appeals have engaged LUBA to review whether the county 2 



has properly approved development on and adjacent to EFU-zoned land. 3 



 We have previously explained that “applying pesticides in a manner that 4 



causes overspray or drift onto adjoining properties is not an accepted farming 5 



practice, for purposes of ORS 215.296(1).” Van Dyke II, ___ Or LUBA at ___ 6 



(LUBA No 2019-047, Oct 11, 2019) (slip op at 26). As we understand it, Van 7 



Dyke does not argue that he has a right to overspray or allow drift on the county’s 8 



property. Instead, Van Dyke argues that county-approved non-farm use bridge 9 



construction activities occurring on EFU-zoned property adjacent to Van Dyke’s 10 



EFU-zoned property will require Van Dyke to alter the use of his own property 11 



by applying pesticides and herbicides to a smaller portion of his property to 12 



accommodate the required setback for pesticide application and, thus, force a 13 



significant and costly change to his farm practices.   14 



 The underlying legal issue in this case is not the parties’ respective 15 



property rights. Instead, the issue is whether the county properly assessed the 16 



impacts of non-farm development on accepted farming practices, including Van 17 



Dyke’s application of pesticides and herbicides. In ORS 197.845, the legislature 18 



delegated to LUBA the authority to stay a decision approving a specific 19 



development of land pending LUBA’s review. The county’s property rights 20 



related arguments provide no basis to deny the motion for stay where petitioners 21 
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demonstrate a colorable claim of error and irreparable harm if the challenged 1 



decision is not stayed. 2 



 Petitioners have established that irreparable injury is probable if the stay is 3 



not granted. The challenged Bridge Decision authorizes the construction 4 



agreement retroactively to January 16, 2020 and allows construction to resume 5 



immediately. Petitioners assert, and the county does not dispute, that construction 6 



of the Stag Hollow Bridge is currently ongoing. As of the date of this order, the 7 



facts that supported our finding of irreparable harm to Van Dyke in the absence 8 



of a stay of the county’s decision authorizing bridge construction in Van Dyke IV 9 



are unchanged. The county has not persuaded us that our stay in that appeal was 10 



issued in error or that a stay should not issue in this appeal.  11 



 Petitioners’ motion for stay is granted. The stay shall take effect 12 



immediately upon issuance of this order, conditioned on the Board’s receipt no 13 



later than 4:00 p.m. on Monday, June 22, 2020 of a cashier’s check or bank-14 



certified check in the principal amount of $5,000, as specified in ORS 197.845(2) 15 



and OAR 661-010-0068(4). If such undertaking is not received within the time 16 



set forth in this order, the stay shall automatically expire. 17 



EXPEDITED RECORD PERIOD  18 



 These appeals were filed on June 12, 2020 and the county has not yet 19 



transmitted the records in these appeals as of the date of this order. The county 20 



shall transmit and serve a consolidated record in these appeals on or before 21 



Friday, June 26, 2020. No later than July 1, 2020, petitioners shall file and serve 22 
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record objections or advise in writing, filed with LUBA and served on the county, 1 



that petitioners have no record objections. The county’s response to any record 2 



objections shall be filed and served within three business days of the date that the 3 



county receives the objections. In addition, on the date of filing, parties shall also 4 



transmit a courtesy copy of their pleadings and briefs in this appeal by email to 5 



LUBA at LUBASupport@oregon.gov, and to the other parties’ email address. 6 



EXPEDITED BRIEFING SCHEDULE  7 



 After the expedited record period closes, LUBA will issue a separate order 8 



settling the record, scheduling oral argument, and setting an expedited briefing 9 



schedule. Petitioners shall submit a single petition for review in these 10 



consolidated appeals, and respondent shall submit a single response brief in these 11 



consolidated appeals. 12 



 Dated this 19th day of June 2020. 13 



 14 



 15 



 16 



______________________________ 17 



H. M. Zamudio 18 



 Board Member 19 












Executive Support Specialist
Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA)
775 Summer Street NE, Suite 330
Salem, Oregon 97301-1283
Ph: (503)373-1265
 








From: Todd Sadlo
To: Wayne Wiebke; steve wick
Subject: Re: FINAL Petitioners Combined Response (LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033)
Date: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 4:17:27 PM
Attachments: image003.png


image002.png


Steve,


We've got to get all of that into the record by next Thursday morning, and hopefully we can
talk before then.


Wayne and Steve,


Pesticides and food safety rebuttal to what the petitioners have claimed is what seems to be
most important issue right now.  He says 50 feet is required for Lorsban and Yuma 4E due to
the way he applies it.  It would usually be 10 feet.  I'm saying he doesn't get to use county
property for his setback compliance and his best bet is to change his application methods
when he is close to the trail, so the setback is only 10 feet.  I'm going to say the county wants
his setbacks to the corridor now, so that county employees and persons there with the
county's specific permission can maintain the corridor and ensure it doesn't go up in smoke. 
I'm not clear why the setbacks would apply to people, and not to a neighbors property, when
the neighbor has the right to be on his, her, or its property any time, night or day.  Exposing
the reality of what is required and what is not, as Steve has done below, is the most important
thing.


And I love the food safety comments, below.  Wayne, if anyone else can provide testimony
that addresses their claims that under no circumstances can a public trail be placed next to a
hazelnut orchard (or probably any orchard) because of pesticides and food safety, please have
them submit something before the hearing.  Pictures of trails with orchards next to them are
good.  I understand in (west?) McMinnville there is a hazelnut orchard adjacent to the
playground of a school.  Pictures of the Banks to Vernonia where it goes through farmland.


Also, and by the way, my traffic study is late, and I have been advised by the Planning Director
that he expects my submittal on April 30, so that is when I will provide it.  I will also be
requesting a rebuttal period for all parties.  Please let Ken Wright and others in your group
know that.  In the mean time, if you know someone who wants to write a letter of support and
doesn't know what to say, I would be happy to talk to him or her.


Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 3:41 PM
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To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: FINAL Petitioners Combined Response (LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033)
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Are you using them for sources for your LUBA letter?


On Wednesday, April 22, 2020, 3:35:33 PM PDT, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


 
 
 
 
Todd here is my thoughts on Yuma 4E/ Lorsban= Chlorpyrilos and spraying insecticides, herbicides and
fungicides along the trail, and the cleanliness of filberts.
 
Steve
 
 
 
I have been personally (Chehalem Mountain Farms) growing and harvesting filberts in Yamhill county
since 1992. We have also farmed wheat, vetch, oats, hay, Christmas Trees, and my brothers and I
recently sold our family tree farm.
 
The best technical experts on Oregon crops are at the OSU North Willamette Research and Extension
Center (https://extension.oregonstate.edu/nwrec) 503 678 1264
 
For filberts it Dr Nick Wiman His direct number is 541 250 6762. When I talked to him today, he said to
call him directly if we had any questions.
 
They also have the experts for Blueberries, etc It looks like Bernadine Strick, Patrick Jones may be the
specialists there.
 
 
 
 
 
Power blast spraying, or any other spraying along the Yamhelas trail, can be accomplished by a variety of
methods, no matter what the chemical. The Chlorpyrilos insecticides pose a greater challenge because of
their toxicity, but insecticides, fungicides, or herbicides can be sprayed by using a little more care and
spending some additional time. Yes, it can be an inconvenience, but it can be a minor inconvenience.
 
Yuma 4E, or Lorsban, or any other insecticide used (or power blast sprayed) in Filberts (with the active
ingredient Chlorpyrilos) can;
 
1. only be used for a total of three times during the year. (see Yuma4E label excerpts below) The first
time it could possibly be used would be in March thru April, to control the Winter moth Leaftier.
 
The next time it could be used would be In the April thru May timeframe, to control Filbert Leafroller or
aphids,
 



https://extension.oregonstate.edu/nwrec





..and again in May thru June to control Leafroller.
 
In July thru August it could be used to control stinkbugs, and/or to control Filbertworm.
 
As you can see, this is more than three times. That is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide
lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Many are much
less toxic.
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
 


 
2. no spray is allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power blast spray into
the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E label excerpts below).
If an applicator started his spaying  paralleling the rail right of way, and used the 20 plus feet of vacant
area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area on all edges of a field, allowing
equipment to turn corners), then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but would be blasted
into the center of the orchard. The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It would only take a
few minutes to spray the edge of the orchard.
 
http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd
 
 


 
3. ……OR …all of the edges within 100 feet of the ROW could be sprayed with a less lethal
alternative chemical, and the interior with the lethal alternative. Again, that is why Oregon State
University Hazelnut Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place
of Chlorpyrilos. Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos, which is in the process of
being outlawed. (Oregon House Bill 4109, which would have outlawed it failed as a result of the denial of
quorum. It is only a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos is outlawed.) Bio-controls (using beneficial insects
to kill pests) are rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)
 
 
 
4. or easiest of all;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed.  Other trails shut
down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We could make it quicker and easier by just spraying the first 100
feet adjacent to the ROW, and go over to the next two rows and do the next 100 feet. It might add 15 to
30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An inconvenience, but not a game stopper. The
farmer can coordinate with the County. We know when we should be able to spray, and there are
excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most farmers use.
 
Power blast, and other type spraying can be accomplished with a few inconveniences, but there is no
reason to not develop the trail because some people may be inconvenienced.
 
 
Background info:  https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9223/html
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"2018 update: Chlorpyrifos is no longer a go-to chemistry for leafroller, but remains an important product for the
industry in controlling other insect pests, such as omnivorous leaftier and Pacific flatheaded borer.
 


Advances in insect management practices have included the development of monitoring techniques and treatment
thresholds for filbert aphid and filbert leafroller, which have reduced prophylactic insecticide applications.
Advances have also included the use of pheromone traps and a degree-day model for filbertworm, which permit
precise, targeted treatments for this pest. The most valuable result of this IPM approach has been the successful
identification and introduction of a filbert aphid parasitoid, Trioxys pallidus. This parasitoid, a small Braconid wasp,
has provided nearly complete biological control of the filbert aphid and has almost eliminated insecticide use for
this pest. Natural biological control of other hazelnut pests may also be enhanced by the aphid biocontrol program,
because the elimination of aphicides improves survival of predators and parasitoids that attack leafrollers and
filbertworm.


A potential biocontrol has also been identified for a newer hazelnut pest, the brown marmorated stink bug. A
parasitic samurai wasp (Trissolcus japonicus) has shown success in parasitizing eggs. Continued research on this
potential will be critical, because research has shown that pesticides are only a short-term solution for brown
marmorated stink bug and will kill beneficial insects, including the samurai wasp.


It is especially important to preserve and enhance biological control of the filbert aphid. Resurgence of filbert aphid
populations in recent years indicates a need for further research on cultural techniques to improve survival
of Trioxys pallidus. Research is also needed to test new pesticides for adverse effects on this filbert aphid
parasitoid and to determine the impact on hazelnut production of the recently introduced large hazel aphid (also
known as the hazelnut aphid), which is not controlled by Trioxys pallidus. Research on the natural biological
control and improved chemical control of pests such as filbert leafroller and filbertworm would have direct benefits
(reducing insecticide use for these pests) and indirect benefits (enhancing survival and biocontrol success of
Trioxys pallidus). Research has shown that mating disruption can reduce the amount of insecticide applied for
filbertworm by up to 75 percent. This reduction in pesticides has the indirect benefit of preserving natural enemies
of aphids (including T. pallidus). In a 5-year study, orchards managed with a combination of mating disruption and
border sprays and/or target sprays saw a significant reduction in aphid populations, and a significant increase in
parasitism by T. pallidus.


 


 


Cleanliness of filberts
 
The excuse that filberts can't be sold if they have any feces on them is just that; a load of feces. When I
harvest my filberts my harvester picks them up from the orchard floor, and it picks up everything else. I
have seen some growers totes ( a 4'x4" box used to hold and transport filberts to the dryer) so full of
sticks and dirt clods that you could barely find the nuts. One year I harvested my nuts in the rain, and
ended up with more mud balls than nuts. That happened once.
 
What is really important is what happens when I take my nuts into the buyer. The first thing they do is
wash the nuts, shell and all, and they bake and dry them. This effectively cleans and sterilizes them.
 
I have never seen a filbert orchard with a fence around it. At various times of the year my orchard is
populated with elk ( a herd of at least 100) , deer, bear (they love filberts), coyotes, bobcats, fox, and
ground squirrels. Prior to harvest, all of the ground is mowed several times with a flail mower which mixes
all of the years debris up. That ends up on the nuts when they fall from the trees. We wait for Mother
Nature to drop all the nuts to the ground before we commence harvest in October. Then we use our
equipment to rake and row the nuts, then the harvester picks up everything. The we take our harvest in to
be cleaned, dried, and sold.
 
No dogs, or people, will be running off the trail into people's fields if we install woven wire field fencing, or
similar fencing, along the trail where it may be needed. Dirty fields caused by a trail is a dirty lie.
 







 
 
From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 6:43 PM
To: 'Steve Wick'
Subject: FW: FINAL Petitioners Combined Response (LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033)
 
Steve,
 
Todd Sadlo here.  I have attached a bunch of stuff I received from the opponents’ attorney (that is
probably rubbish) about the Stag Creek Hollow Bridge.  It has nothing to do with the remand, but I am
sending it to you because it contains a detailed Declaration by Ben Van Dyke that I presume is part of
their basis for claiming (on remand) that a trail and hazelnut orchard cannot co-exist.  I was wondering if
you could advise me what parts of it meet the straight face test, and what parts don’t.  Whatever input you
can provide would be greatly appreciated.
 
Todd Sadlo
 
From: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 5:18 PM
To: LUBASupport@dsl.state.or.us
Cc: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FINAL Petitioners Combined Response (LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033)
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Good Afternoon,
 
Attached please find for filing, the promised additional supplemental response to the county’s
claim that this Board lacks jurisdiction referenced in Petitioners April 17, 2020 Reply to
County Response at p 4.  Petitioners do not intend to file subsequent materials regarding the
stay and jurisdiction in the absence of a request from the Board that they do so or further
county pleadings on those topics.  Originals to follow via US Mail.  Regards, Wendie
Kellington
 
 


Wendie L. Kellington|Attorney at Law.
P.O. Box 159
Lake Oswego Or
97034
(503) 636-0069 office
(503) 636-0102 fax 
wk@klgpc.com
www.wkellington.com
 
This e-mail transmission is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain
information that is PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL, and exempt from disclosure by law.  Any unauthorized
dissemination, distribution or reproduction is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this transmission in error,
please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this transmission including any attachments in their
entirety.
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From: Philip Higgins
To: Casey Kulla; Wayne Wiebke; Todd Sadlo; Ken Wright
Cc: carrie@carriemartinconsulting.com
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Date: Thursday, January 21, 2021 7:17:41 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Case in point – Friends should be broadcasting this type of data to the county:
 
> Subject: Bicycling for recreation contributed $1.5 billion to Oregon economy in 2019 -
BikePortland.org
> https://bikeportland.org/2021/01/20/bicycling-for-recreation-contributed-1-5-billion-to-
oregon-economy-in-2019-324967
 
 
In my mind its an easy transition to:
 


2/3rd of the current BOC *DOES NOT WANT YAMHILL COUNTY TO HAVE MORE JOBS* and the fact
of the matter is that not only do they want to decide *for the market* (picking the winners and
losers for you) their decisions will mean less employment and the *TAX BURDEN* falls to the rest of
us.  Mary Starrett and Lindsey B want to *Raise YOUR Taxes*.
 
 
 
 


Philip E Higgins
Principal Broker | OR & WA
OR Lic # 960900059 / WA Lic # 50197
Direct: 503-793-9039 | phiggins@PacificCrestREA.com
809 E. First St. Newberg OR 97132
Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors
Commercial Real Estate Brokerage | Advisory Services
 
This message is intended only for the use of the person(s) ("the Intended Recipient") to whom it is addressed. It may contain information which is privileged and confidential
within the meaning of applicable law. Dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this message or any of its contents by any person other than the Intended
Recipient may constitute a breach of civil or criminal law and is strictly prohibited. If you are not the Intended Recipient, please contact the sender as soon as possible. 


The information contained herein is based on sources believed to be reliable, but neither Philip E Higgins, nor Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors represents that it is wholly
accurate or complete. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors and its affiliates are not responsible for any errors or omissions or for the results obtained
from the use of such information. All opinions and estimates herein are subject to change without notice. The Intended Recipient should make their own investigations,
including but not limited to retaining the services of specific professionals in the areas of Law, Accounting, Engineering, etc. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate
Advisors is NOT a Principal in any transaction unless disclosed to be so, and is not responsible for any third party reports.
 
Oregon Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: https://www.oregon.gov/rea/licensing/Documents/Initial-Agency-Disclosure-Pamphlet.pdf 
Washington Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=18.86.120


 


From: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 6:42 PM
To: Casey Kulla <casey@caseykulla.com>; Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Todd
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Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>; carrie@carriemartinconsulting.com
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
 
I would think the Friends of the trail should be using their mail list, Facebook, and other mediums to
solicit letters to the BOC…  If for some reason you guys need an outside consultant to help you with
that Sarah Hadley 503-476-4933 would probably be my first call to set up the mini-campaign.
 
To be utterly frank, messaging from the FYWT has been “clunky” at the very best – population
numbers are on your side for wanting this trail and you are letting the very loud naysayers
submarine your efforts and the vast vast economic benefit both Yamhill and Carlton (not to mention
the region) stands to gain when the Trail goes through.
 
While I’m happy to write a letter of support, my lone voice – and anyone’s lone voice – wont stand
up to the 2/3 BOC contingent intent on bullying this Trail to its death and mishandling every
economic development opportunity in the County for the next two to four years. You have to show
them a unified front and push back.
 
If you want to get serious about a real honest war – and not this half truth hysteria one sided war
that the Trail is losing  - I’m happy to have a strategy session.  
 


Philip E Higgins
Principal Broker | OR & WA
OR Lic # 960900059 / WA Lic # 50197
Direct: 503-793-9039 | phiggins@PacificCrestREA.com
809 E. First St. Newberg OR 97132
Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors
Commercial Real Estate Brokerage | Advisory Services
 
This message is intended only for the use of the person(s) ("the Intended Recipient") to whom it is addressed. It may contain information which is privileged and confidential
within the meaning of applicable law. Dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this message or any of its contents by any person other than the Intended
Recipient may constitute a breach of civil or criminal law and is strictly prohibited. If you are not the Intended Recipient, please contact the sender as soon as possible. 


The information contained herein is based on sources believed to be reliable, but neither Philip E Higgins, nor Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors represents that it is wholly
accurate or complete. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors and its affiliates are not responsible for any errors or omissions or for the results obtained
from the use of such information. All opinions and estimates herein are subject to change without notice. The Intended Recipient should make their own investigations,
including but not limited to retaining the services of specific professionals in the areas of Law, Accounting, Engineering, etc. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate
Advisors is NOT a Principal in any transaction unless disclosed to be so, and is not responsible for any third party reports.
 
Oregon Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: https://www.oregon.gov/rea/licensing/Documents/Initial-Agency-Disclosure-Pamphlet.pdf 
Washington Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=18.86.120


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 2:56 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken
Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Subject: FW: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Importance: High
 
FYI: you might want to get your own emails in to the BOC. Seeing a number of these coming through.
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From: Lee Schrepel <lee@fruithillinc.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 2:50 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Lindsay Berschauer <berschauerl@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; BOC Info <bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Importance: High
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Dear Board of Commissioners:


It is time to cut your losses, stop governing recklessly & begin to rebuild unity in Yamhill
County.


Apparently following the guidance of County planning & legal staff, the former majority of
the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners (BOC) chose to support the proposed Yamhelas
Westsider Trail (YWT) time after time, discounting truth, fact & common sense.  Fortunately
for those who see more clearly and realistically, the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals
(LUBA) has forced the BOC to stop, step back, & to govern according to Oregon law.  That
does not say much for the guidance of the County's professional staff which should be keeping
the BOC out of trouble like this.


The most recent LUBA remand should make exceedingly clear to the BOC that the YWT
proposal does not, will not & cannot clear the necessary legal hurdles.  It should be clear to the
BOC that this lengthy & extremely expensive process has been a tremendous waste of
valuable & limited resources.  It has wasted the time of County staff & the BOC.  It was a
tremendous burden upon the capacity of the County's legal staff & may have led to involving
outside counsel to assist in the fight against constituent farmers.  It wasted County tax revenue
& squandered grants from multiple sources for which the County applied, perhaps
illegitimately.  It repeatedly & disrespectfully wasted the time & resources of those who have
pushed back against a renegade BOC to force it to toe the legal line.


You know this has been a tremendously divisive process.  Were I among you, I'd be
embarrassed.  To date, the BOC has done nothing to develop unity, but has discounted &
disrespected the voices of common sense in the community.


The appropriate actions at this time, to stop the fiscal bleeding, start governing responsibly &
to rebuild trust & cohesiveness, are as follows:


1. Withdraw the YWT land use application.
2. Bring the YWT Master Planning process to an immediate halt.
3. As a newly reorganized BOC, cognizant of the County's basic needs at this moment,


take a fresh look at transportation, recreation, prioritization of resources & the
protection of agriculture in the County.


Rather than debate whether everything I say is factual from your personal point of view, look
at the basic underlying points & seek a constructive conclusion to this very unsustainable
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situation.  Your constituents expect nothing less.  Thank you for your timely consideration.  I
will appreciate your making this email a part of the record in future deliberations regarding the
YWT.


Lee
Lee Schrepel, FRUITHILL, INC.
6501 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill, OR  97148-8507
Ofc & Res  503-662-3926
Mobile  503-939-1562
Fax  503-662-4270
Email  Lee@FruithillInc.com
www.FruithillInc.com
Email  communitycantata@gmail.com
www.CantataChoir.org
"Quality Fruit For Generations!"
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From: Ken Wright
To: Wayne Wiebke; Stan G Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Steve Wick; Jarod Logsdon; Larry Heesacker; Leona


Sitton; Carrie Martin; Kara Weber; Yvette Potter; Steve Harloff
Subject: RE: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 1:41:23 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Wayne,
 
The easement for the trail, north of 240, is a 20 foot strip on the Western border of the Fruithill
property.  It continues on the western boundary until it reaches the northwest corner of the Fruithill
property.  The trail then turns 90 degrees due east until it joins the main ROW.  At that point the trail
turns 90 degrees to the north and joins the original ROW.  This accommodation was made when
Fruithill bought the property from Union Pacific.  That property is one of the locations where the
ROW is several hundred feet wide. 
 
Coming from Stag Hollow Creek we anticipated that the trail would hug the western property line of
the bus barn up to 240 and then line up with the easement I just mentioned on the north side of
240.
 
Ken
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 1:14 PM
To: Stan G Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Steve Wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Jarod Logsdon <logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>; Larry Heesacker
<lheesacker@onlinenw.com>; Leona Sitton <mydls@aol.com>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Kara Weber <karaweber111@gmail.com>; Yvette Potter
<y.potter@cityofyamhill.org>; Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
 
The trail right of way goes between the grain elevator and the older building to the East of it. The gate to the bus
barn is pretty much on it. What time were you thinking for tomorrow?  Wayne
 
On Tuesday, May 19, 2020, 10:56:35 AM PDT, Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com> wrote:
 
 
Hi All: A pleasant surprise yesterday when Jason from AKS sent me this email about the SRTS grant. 
 
I do not have much of a concept where the intersection from Yamhill to the Trail actually is, other than the
Fruithill/Bus Barn area.
 
Would a couple of you who do have that intersection info join me in an online session with Jason? They are on a
schedule, so I thought we might try to do this tomorrow? What do you suggest?
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Steve Harloff


---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, May 19, 2020 at 10:46 AM
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
To: Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com>
 


Hi Jason: Thanks for involving us. So far the Yamhill Downtown Association and the Friends of the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail have submitted letters of support to Mayor Potter, although I have not heard back from her if she
received them. I gave your other AKS engineer a variety of comments and suggestions, esp from the FYWT. Have
you received that info?
 
We accept that this first SRTS grant might not go to the intersection with the Trail; both nonprofits look at this grant
as a good start toward the connection. We would love to meet with you online (we've been having lots of successful
meetings via Zoom). I will send this on to a number of Trail board members who have a better knowledge of how
that intersection with the Trail might look. 
 
To that end, I've also included Jarod Logsdon, Yamhill County Parks Manager, since he has had experience on the
site and knows the County's intentions.
 
Can I get back to you tomorrow after I've had a chance to gather a couple of our members? Thanks again for the
chance to offer some ideas.......Steve Harloff (YDA/FYWT)
 
On Mon, May 18, 2020 at 1:54 PM Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com> wrote:


Steve,


I am writing to see if you would be interested in having a phone call / online meeting to discuss the City’s
application for a Safe Routes to School grant. We are working on behalf of the City to come up with a conceptual
plan and cost estimate for a sidewalk improvement project that will extend sidewalk on the North side of HWY
240 between Hemlock and Balm. We want to talk with you to learn more about the Yamhelas Westsider Trail
project and the planned connection to the downtown part of Yamhill.


 


We will have a concept drawing put together this week and would like to share that with you and get your
thoughts. Would you, and any others from the trail association be available for a phone call later this week on
Thursday or Friday? We are pretty open both Thursday and Friday. Let me know what might work for you.


 


Thanks,
Jason


 


 


 


Jason Wuertz, PE


AKS ENGINEERING & FORESTRY, LLC
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12965 SW Herman Road, Suite 100 | Tualatin, OR 97062


P: 503.563.6151 Ext. 287 | F: 503.563.6152 | www.aks-eng.com | WuertzJ@aks-eng.com


Offices in: Bend, OR | Keizer, OR | Tualatin, OR | Vancouver, WA


 


NOTICE: This communication may contain privileged or other confidential information. If you have received it in error,


please advise the sender by reply e-mail and immediately delete the message and any attachments without copying or


disclosing the contents. AKS Engineering and Forestry shall not be liable for any changes made to the electronic data


transferred. Distribution of electronic data to others is prohibited without the express written consent of AKS Engineering
and


Forestry.
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: Phone Call Reschedule
Date: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 9:47:05 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


OK
Can't remember if I mentioned, Travel Oregon should definitely write to the Oregon
Transportation Commission.  They used to be pretty plugged in there--I would
imagine they still are.  Also the Governor's Office.


I'm available Monday morning, Tuesday anytime (with notice), or Thursday morning. 


V


On Tuesday, July 28, 2020, 9:28:18 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Good morning,


I hate to be a jerk, but I need to cancel our meeting this morning. The County has been asked
to put together a list of projects for the State by Friday, and I’m doing the bulk of that work.


That being said, I have not had a chance to finish up the spreadsheet we talked about on
Friday. I am still working on it and will get that to you ASAP. I did speak with Travel Oregon,
however, and they will be supporting our letter/support campaign for the YWT. We are
working out the details of what that will look like this week. Let’s regroup next week.


Again, sorry for the late notice!


Carrie


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


Virus-free. www.avast.com
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Casey Kulla
Cc: Stan Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes; Ken Wright; Patty Williams
Subject: Re: ODOT response to FYWT(Stan"s) inquiry
Date: Thursday, October 8, 2020 1:13:44 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you. Look forward to hearing from you.


On Thursday, October 8, 2020, 12:30:37 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Wayne, 


I’m having a follow up meeting with Cooper Brown tomorrow to get clarity. I will let you know once I am
done with that meeting. My main question will be: will ODOT support the transfer to the FYWT of the
taxlot and under which conditions? Cooper Brown now knows that the BOC will try to sell and break up
the lot, and he recognizes the value of keeping it intact.


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, October 8, 2020 11:35 AM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: ODOT response to FYWT(Stan's) inquiry


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,


Our board met yesterday to discuss ODOT's response to the question of a YC transfer of the trail to the
FYWT. It left us with serious doubts if not fatal impediments to any transfer. There is no mention of a
concern from ODOT to the possibility of losing this ROW for future public use. This we couldn't
understand it would seem it would be somewhere in their strategic plans just as it is in YC's. From their
perspective it leaves a lot remaining with the county.  If you could give us your thoughts on this it would
be appreciated. Thank you and stay safe.


 


Wayne
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From: CHICKERING Sonny P [mailto:Sonny.P.CHICKERING@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, October 5, 2020 12:36 PM
To: sgjlprimo@comcast.net
Subject: FW: Yamhelas Trail update and question


 


 


Good afternoon Stan,


 


I did some networking on Friday and discovered that your questions are very similar to those posed to
ODOT last month by Yamhill County Commission Chair Casey Kulla.  After considerable staff work and
discussion at our executive level, Assistant Director Cooper Brown provided a detailed response to Chair
Kulla, and Cooper has asked that my response to you be consistent with his earlier message.  To avoid
any misinterpretation on my part, I’ve elected to share Mr. Brown’s actual response with you (see below).


 


If you have need of further information or discussion, please feel free to contact Assistant Director Brown
directly.  I would appreciate being copied.


 


Have a good day.


 


 


 


 


 


“Good evening Chair Kulla,


 


The ODOT team has completed their review of your request; I appreciate your patience in allowing us to
run these questions to ground. 


 


As I mentioned previously, it does appear technically possible, although not advisable from the ODOT
perspective (as explained below), for the County to pass on the Connect Oregon grant responsibilities to
another entity.  Similarly, it appears that the County can also pass on ownership of the trail corridor right
of way. This said, the Transportation and Growth Management Program (TGM), which is funding the
Master Plan for the Trail, will need to remain with the County. Since the TGM program utilizes federal
transportation funds, only entities eligible to receive those funds can be applicants, and applicants
generally must be a unit of government, a Tribe, or Transit District. Accordingly, the County will need to
continue to be the lead for the TGM Master Plan process.
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As for changing responsibilities for the Connect Oregon project and the right of way, ODOT would need to
take several steps both with the County and the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. For the
Connect Oregon project, ODOT would need to enter into a new agreement both with the County and the
Friends group to transfer the responsibilities of the program. For the right of way, ODOT would need to
enter into an agreement with the Friends group that would put limitations on how the property can be
used and timelines – similar to the existing agreements from the original purchase of the
property. Additionally, as the right of way was purchased with Federal Funds, the County will still retain
responsibility of overseeing and ensuring the right of way actions comply with the agreements. The
bottom line is that the County would need to maintain some level of accountability for ensuring the right of
way is used in accordance with existing agreements even if these other changes were made.


 


While these actions are technically possible, frankly, it’s not clear to me what their net public benefit
would be. The Friends group would still have to complete the various land use processes through the
County, which may require future Board actions, in order to complete construction. That includes litigating
the past land-use decisions now before the Land Use Board of Appeals. Additionally, recall that the CO
grant is a reimbursable program. The Friends group would have to take on the responsibility of paying for
all the work to construct the current bridge and then seek reimbursement from ODOT. This means that
the Friends group will need a cash flow system in place to meet this requirement. In addition, the Friends
group would have to take on the project management responsibilities –  a difficult and complex long-term
task – and I’d be concerned that this group might not have the skills, expertise, funding or staffing
necessary to deliver a transportation infrastructure project that requires various state and federal
approvals and oversight responsibilities. It is important to remember that the property was purchased with
Federal funds, and therefore, the entirety of the project must meet Federal regulations for delivery (i.e.
NEPA). As you know, these are complex rules and, as such, they could create challenges for the Friends
Group if they don’t have a project management team behind them with the necessary expertise. Finally,
with both agreements, the Friends Group would have to take on the risk of paying back funds if the CO
project is not completed within the required timelines. 


 


So in conclusion, even with these proposed changes, the same challenges and requirements remain for
completing not just the current CO project, but the entirety of the trail. Additionally, there appear to be
increased project-performance risks should the Friends take over the project. In light of these challenges
and increased risks, I simply don’t see the benefit of pursuing these changes.


 


All this said, I’m always happy to discuss further. “


 


Best,


Cooper


 


Cooper Brown


Assistant Director for Operations


Oregon Department of Transportation


355 Capitol St NE


Salem, OR 97301-3871







 


Office: (503)986-3939


Mobile: (503)979-9101


OTC Admin: (503)986-3450


Email: cooper.h.brown@odot.state.or.us


 


 


 


Sonny P.A. Chickering, PE


Oregon Dept. of Transportation


Northwest (Region 2) Manager


 


Cell:  971-718-3181


Salem:  503-986-2640


Springfield:  541-736-2843
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Ken Huffer; Larry Heesacker; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Leona Sitton; Jarod Logsdon; Veronica


Haley Hinkes; Ken Wright; Linda Cline; Steve Harloff
Subject: FYWT May 12th Board Agenda
Date: Monday, May 11, 2020 9:57:05 AM
Attachments: 5-12-2020 FYWT Agenda.docx


Linda"s letter of Resignation FYWT 2020.docx


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi All,
 Attached is the agenda for tomorrow's board meeting. If you have any additional agenda items , we can
add them at the beginning of the meeting. Again we will meet on Zoom (thank you Veronica). We are
using the "free" version which gives us 4o minutes which I think we can do with the agenda at hand.
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Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail


Board Meeting Agenda


March 10, 2019


4:00 PM


Location at  ZOOM


1.	Call to Order


2.	Approval of Minutes:


3.	Treasure’s report:  Ken Wright


4.	Committee Updates:


		1)  Funding—Ken Wright


		2)  Volunteers – Steve Wick 


		4)  Communications – ??


5.		County Update: Carrie Martin & Jarod Logsdon








6.		Old Business:


		1)  Oregon Community Foundation (OCF) Grant 


                            overview ---    Veronica


                        


                       2)  Letters of Support





                       3) Yamhill Safe Routes to School





7.		New Business:


		1)  Linda Cline’s resignation


                       2)  Vice President nomination





8.		For the good of the order:


9.		Adjournment:


		




May 10, 2020





Dear Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Board of Directors,


Thank you for the opportunity to serve on the FYWT board with you all. It has been a privilege and a lot of fun to work in this community with you all. I’ve enjoyed getting to know you and work with you on this amazing project.


At this time, I am resigning from the FYWT board of directors, as I will no longer be living or working in Yamhill County. 


Thank you all for the many things you volunteer for in service of your communities, and thank you for including me among your ranks. Keep up the good fight for this project. I look forward to visiting in the future and using this awesome trail!


Sincerely,


Linda Cline










From: Carrie Martin
To: Wayne Wiebke
Cc: Jarod Logsdon
Subject: Re: August 11th(Tuesday) FYWT Board meeting
Date: Sunday, August 9, 2020 9:12:44 PM


Hi Wayne,


Will you add an update/discussion about The possible transfer of ownership For the YWT?


Thanks,


Carrie


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, August 9, 2020 1:39 PM
To: Steve Wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carol Foley
<carol@foleyresearch.com>; Larry Heesacker <lheesacker@onlinenw.com>; Stan Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Leona Sitton
<mydls@aol.com>; Jarod Logsdon <logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Franchot Huttchinson <franchothutchinson@yahoo.com>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Steve Harloff
<sjharloff@gmail.com>
Subject: August 11th(Tuesday) FYWT Board meeting
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi All, 
It's that time again. The agenda is heavily loaded to a discussion of communications and part of that, as
Stan has pointed out, is in continuing to our being active in certain grants, so even the new business can
tie back to the discussion of our communications and the strategy we put to it. We start off with a
discussion of Annie Falla, she will not be there, who she is and her strengths in social media which
includes website management.
I know this is coming to you a little late, but it is a draft, so if you have additions, let me know.


Wayne
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Wayne Wiebke; Stan G Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Steve Harloff
Cc: Jarod Logsdon
Subject: Bridge project update
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 8:07:18 AM


Good morning,


We had some late developments on the YWT bridge project Friday evening that I want to let
you know about.


Wendy Kellington filed two separate appeals to LUBA and a motion to Stay on behalf of her
clients at 5:30pm Friday. As you know, we also restarted construction work on Friday.


Todd was going to work on a response to the Stay over the weekend so it can be filed today,
hopefully before LUBA renders a decision.


I will let you know when we hear something.


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: Steve Wick; Wayne Wiebke
Subject: Fwd: LUBA No. 2020-066 and LUBA No. 2020-067
Date: Friday, October 2, 2020 3:07:43 PM
Attachments: Respondents Brief.pdf


ATT00001.htm


I hope this finds you both well, and thank you both very much for your assistance.  We may
not prevail, but I think and feel we are right!


Todd Sadlo 


Begin forwarded message:


From: Nohely Barajas-Montalvo <barajasn@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: October 2, 2020 at 1:09:35 PM PDT
To: "LUBASupport@oregon.gov" <LUBASupport@oregon.gov>, Wendie Kellington
<wk@klgpc.com>
Cc: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>, "samantha@oregonfb.org"
<samantha@oregonfb.org>
Subject: LUBA No. 2020-066 and LUBA No. 2020-067
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I BEFORE THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS 
2 
3 OF THE STATE OF OREGON 
4 
5 
6 LEE SCHREPEL et al, ) 
7 ) LUBA No. 2020-066 
8 Petitioners, ) 
9 ) 



IO VS. ) RESPONDENT'S 
II ) BRIEF 
12 YAMHILL COUNTY, ) 
13 ) 
14 Respondent. ) 
15 ) 
16 JIM VAN DYKE et al, ) 
17 ) LUBA No. 2020-067 
18 Petitioners, ) 
19 ) 
20 vs. ) 
21 ) 
22 YAMHILL COUNTY, ) 
23 ) 
24 Respondent. ) 
25 



RESPONDENT YAMHILL COUNTY'S RESPONSE BRIEF 
26 



Timothy S. Sadlo, OSB # 810988 
Yamhill County Counsel's Office 
535 NE Fifth Street 
McMinnville, Oregon 97128 
Telephone: (503) 434- 7502 
Email: SadloT@co.yamhill.or.us 



Of Attorneys for Respondent 



Wendie L. Kellington, OSB #832589 
Kellington Law Group, PC 
PO Box 159 
Lake Oswego, OR 97034 
Telephone: (503) 636-0069 
Email: wk@klgpc.com 



Of Attorneys for Petitioners 
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Page 3 



The Gramoxone and Parazone herbicide labels cited by petitioners 
have expired and been replaced by a label substituting the word 
"IN" for the word "AROUND." The text and context of this change 
leads to the reasonable legal conclusion that "around" on the 
expired label means "in" and not "adjacent to" or 'in whole fields 
and orchards adjacent to' places where people recreate 27 



A claimed change in "status" does not automatically, significantly 
affect farm costs or practices, and the claimed status change is 
illusory considering the remainder of the label text and the method 
by which petitioners apply Lorsban and Yuma 4E. Respondent 
county did not err in its evaluation of setback requirements alleged 
by petitioners that have no basis in law and for which petitioners 
did not make credible claims of significant impact. 28 



Response to Assignment 2, sub-assignment 2-(a): No pesticide 
labeling imposes "significant" pesticide spray restrictions on 
neighboring farmers, due to "status" or for any other reason. The 
10-foot buffer petitioners now agree applies in this case is not 
"significant," as the county correctly concluded 28 



Response to Assignment 2, sub-assignment 2-(b): Petitioners' 
assertion that a "status change" due to trail uses "results in entire 
fields becoming off-limits to necessary pesticide spraying" is 
false. The county concluded appropriately that the new label's 
replacement of the term "around" with the term "in" means the 
Gramoxone and Parazone labels do not require any setback from 
the county's transportation corridor. 28 



Response to Assignment 2, sub-assignment 2-(c): Petitioners' 
pesticide spraying practices are "accepted farm practices" to the 
extent they are reasonably likely to prevent drift or overspray 
onto neighboring prope1ties 28 



Response to Assignment 2, sub-assignment 2-(d): Approval of 
the trail does not force a significant change in or significantly 
increase the cost of petitioners' accepted pesticide spraying 
practices 29 
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Response to Assignment 2, sub-assignment 2-(e): The county 
2 correctly concluded that a 10-foot pesticide spray buffer 
3 maintained by petitioners on their own property_ would not 
4 significantly increase the cost of farming on that property of 
5 significantly impact accepted farm practices. The significant, 
6 limiting conditions provide useful coordination and cooperation 
7 by the county to meet the needs of its neighbors and otherwise 
8 ensure that applicable standards will be met.. 33 



9 Response to petitioners' second assignment of error, third 
10 subassignment: The county's decision regarding Application 
11 Exclusion Zones (AEZs), aerial spraying, drainage, food safety and 
12 seed certification and fencing comply with applicable law and are 
13 supported by substantial evidence 35 



14 Response to Assignment 2, sub-assignment 3-(a): As a matter of 
15 law, the 'federal AEZ' as characterized by petitioners does not 
16 apply in Oregon, and LUBA has already ruled that the Oregon 
17 Occupational Safety and Health Department (OSHA) AEZ does 
I 8 not apply off of the application site 35 



19 Response to Assignment 2, sub-assignment 3-(b): The county 
20 correctly addressed and resolved petitioners claims regarding 
21 aerial spraying, and readopted a condition of approval 
22 accommodating aerial spray operations that was upheld by 
23 LUBA in Van Dyke Il 37 



24 Response to Assignment 2, sub-assignment 3-(c): The county 
25 responded appropriately to petitioners' claims regarding 
26 "drainage." 38 



27 Response to Assignment 2, sub-assignment 3-(d): The county 
28 correctly addressed petitioners' claims regarding food safety and 
29 seed certification .40 



30 Response to Assignment 2, sub-assignment 3-(e): The county's 
r. d; ': ·d » .41 31 [fence conliton1s 'adequate. ......8888.8.8.88.8888·.88·· 



32 RESPONSE TO THIRD ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR 42 
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Respondent county properly deferred parts of its decision to future 
2 approval stages, following Meyer v. City of Portland and Gould v. 
3 Deschutes County 42 



4 RESPONSE TO FOURTH ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR .46 



5 Respondent county correctly applied the county's conditional use 
6 standards and its decision is supported by substantial evidence 46 



7 Response to Assignment 4, subassignment 1: The decision does not 
8 allow any development within the AF-10 or HI zones. Changes to 
9 the HI zone text or a 'similar use' determination are land use 



10 proceedings with opportunity for public participation. As such, no 
11 finding of "feasibility" of obtaining a zone change or similar use 
12 determination was required in this proceeding .46 



13 Response to Assignment 4, subassignment 2: The county's express 
14 interpretation of its comprehensive plan is reasonable, and 
15 "plausible," and the county is entitled to deference for its 
16 interpretation. Specific plan policies concerning the subject 
17 property and its designation as a transportation corridor override 
18 agricultural and urban development goals of the county's plan with 
19 regard to the subject property .48 



20 Response to Assignment 4, subassignment 3: The county correctly 
21 found, based on substantial evidence in the record as a whole, that 
22 the subject property is suitable for the uses approved within the 
23 2.82-mile section of corridor in question 55 



24 Response to Assignment 4, subassignment 4: The county correctly 
25 found that the proposed use will not alter the character of the 
26 surrounding area and did not misconstrue YCZO 1202.02(D) ..... 57 



27 Response to Assignment 4, subassignment 5: Public facilities and 
28 services are adequate to support the proposed trail. The county 
29 correctly found, based on substantial evidence in the record as a 
30 whole, that "The proposed use is appropriate, considering the 
31 adequacy of public facilities and services existing or planned for the 
32 area affected by the use." The county did not err in its evaluation 
33 of setback requirements alleged by petitioners that have no basis in 
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law and for which petitioners did not make credible claims of 
2 significant impact 60 
3 
4 Response to Assignment 4, sub-assignment 5-(a): 



5 Highway 240 is adequate for the proposed use. The county's 
6 traffic study establishes that the trail is predominantly a local use 
7 trail. The county correctly found that simple and feasible signage 
8 and striping at the only constriction on Highway 240 would 
9 provide short term mitigation consistent with predicted trail 



10 usage and that long-term improvements are feasible 61 



11 Response to Assignment 4, sub-assignment 5-(b): 



12 The county correctly found that the proposed use is appropriate, 
13 considering the adequacy of fire control services existing in the 
14 area affected by the use 62 



15 Response to Assignment 4, sub-assignment 5-(c): 



16 The county did not rely on water or a septic system available at 
17 the county's Bus Barn property. The county proposed portable 
1s toilets at trailheads to be located at either end of the trail segment. 
19 The citing of trailheads and portable toilets is clearly feasible, 
20 and required by conditions of approval. As in their fourth 
21 assignment of error, second subassignment, petitioners ignore 
22 other stages of trail development contemplated by enforceable 
23 conditions of approval 66 



24 Response to Assignment 4, subassignment 6: The county correctly 
25 concluded, based on substantial evidence in the record as a whole, 
26 that trail use of the corridor can be made compatible with existing 
27 uses and other allowable uses in the area 66 



28 RESPONSE TO FIFTH ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR 71 



29 Respondent county did not make an unconstitutional decision and 
30 did not fail to follow required land use proceedings in adopting 
31 either of the decisions. Petitioners had an opportunity to 
32 participate fully in the consideration and adoption of Board Order 
33 20-164. Board Order 20-178 simply noted county compliance with 
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LUBA's Order in LUBA No. 2020-032/033. Following adoption of 
2 Board Order 20-164, no further land use decisions were necessary 
3 for the county to issue a contract for bridge construction. 
4 Petitioners had an opportunity to submit volumes of testimony into 
s the record of this matter, and to appeal all of the issues adequately 
6 raised, and have suffered no prejudice to any of their substantial 
7 rights. 



8 IV. CONCLUSION 79 
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I. PETITIONERS' STANDING 



2 Respondent agrees that petitioners have standing. 



3 II. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 



4 A. Nature of the Land Use Decision and Relief Sought 



5 The challenged decisions are Yamhill County Board Order 20-164, adopted 



6 May 28, 2020, and Board Order 20-178, adopted June 11, 2020. Board Order 20 



7 164 is entitled: 



8 "In the Matter of Approval of Docket G-01-18 On Second Remand 
9 from the Land Use Board of Appeals; Granting Yamhill County 



10 Authority to Operate a Public Multi-modal Trail in an Approximately 
11 2.82-mile Segment of the 12.48-mile County-Owned Segment of the 
12 Yamhelas Westsider Rail-Trail Corridor, as it Exists Between State 
I3 Highway 240/Main Street, Yamhill, and the City Limits of the City of 
14 Carlton, Tax Lot 4403-01300" 



15 Board Order 20-178 is entitled: 



16 "In the Matter of Rescinding Board Order 20-25 on Remand from the 
17 Land Use Board of Appeals and Re-authorizing the Establishment of a 
I8 Contract with Farline Bridge, Inc. for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
19 Bridge Construction Project-Contract Approval to be Retroactive to 
20 January 16, 2020." 



21 Board Order 20-164 responds to LUBA's remand order dated October H, 



22 2019 (LUBA No. 2019-047 "Van Dyke IT"). It includes 70 pages of findings 



23 addressing the county's conditional use standards and the farm impact standard. 



24 Board Order 20-178 was adopted following LUBA's remand to the county of 



25 a decision awarding a contract to Farline Bridge, Inc. to construct a bridge over Stag 
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Hollow Creek (LUBA No. 2020-032/033, June I, 2020, "Van Dyke IV"). The 



2 county entered into the contract under the good faith belief that the bridge would 



3 provide necessary access to county property for maintenance and fire control and 



4 could be built without any additional permits so long as it would not be open for 



5 public use without conditional use authority. It is located directly behind the 



6 county's fenced and secured Bus Barn facility and is not otherwise accessible to the 



7 public. After staying construction of the bridge (based in large part on faulty spray 



8 setback claims made by a neighboring farm operator) LUBA ruled on June I, 2020, 



9 that the contract for bridge construction could not be issued because the bridge and 



1o its construction contract "are part of a larger proposed 'transportation facility' for 



11 which conditional use is required." Id slip op 10. Because the county had issued a 



12 conditional use permit for trail construction, including the bridge, on May 28, 2020, 



13 the county considered that the permit it had just issued satisfied both of LUBA's 



14 remands, and adopted Board Order 20-178 to memorialize the circumstances behind 



15 the county's restart and attempted completion of the Stag Hollow Creek Bridge. Due 



16 to changed political circumstances, it is possible that the bridge may now remain 



11 incomplete for at least the next two years. R3-l 826. 



I8 Ordinance 904 was the county's first attempt to develop transportation 



19 infrastructure a pedestrian, bicycle and equestrian trail-in a 2.82-mile segment of 



20 existing 60-foot wide rail corridor. R-9. The decision remanded on October 11, 
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2019 was the county's second attempt to improve the existing trail in the corridor 



2 between two Yamhill County cities that will benefit from dramatically improved, 



3 non-motorized connectivity, including non-motorized travel by students in the 



4 unified school district facilities shared by the two cities. R2-1376. At a time when 



5 most governments are seeking to take any small step possible to reduce the carbon 



6 footprint of their communities, the trail is an exceptional opportunity. Extensive 



7 evidence in the record establishes that the only transportation connection between 



s Yamhill and Carlton is State Highway 47. Highway 47 is a heavily used major artery 



9 that is narrow with minimal to no shoulders. It is unsuitable for use by pedestrians 



10 or bicyclists (R2-984, 994, 1044, 1167), and especially unsuitable for children 



11 attending classes in the Yamhill Carlton School District. Rl-105. 



12 There are four records under review in this matter, designated in this brief as 



13 "Rl," "R2," "R3" and "R3supp." The decision appealed is located at R3-1-77. The 



14 revised Conditions of Approval are located at R3-74-77. The original application in 



Is this matter is located at R1-445-613 (2018). The application for consideration on 



16 first remand of the county's original decision is located at R2-2334, including a copy 



17 of LUBA's remand decision in LUBA No. 2018-061, dated December 20, 2018. 



I8 Maps of the project area with owner names are located at R2-851-854. Additional 



19 aerial maps are located at R2-856-861. Petitioners have not provided adequate 



20 justification for reversal of the county's decision, and there is no basis for reversal. 
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(See OAR 661-010-0071). Respondent county has addressed all of the matters 



2 decided by LUBA in LUBA No. 2018-061 and 2019-047 that were not favorable to 



3 the county. The county respectfully requests that LUBA affirm the county's 



4 decision on this second remand. 



5 B. Summary of Arguments. 



6 The county/applicant carried its evidentiary burden to establish that the 



7 significant change/cost standard in ORS 215.296 and YCZO 402.07(A) are met. 



8 Petitioners no longer claim the right to use the county's property without permission 



9 for spray buffers, access, and sprayed leave strips necessary for seed certifications. 



1 o Petitioners now agree that the label setback necessary for the pesticides Lorsban and 



11 Yuma 4E-dangerous chemicals that EPA has tried to ban is 10 feet when it is 



12 being air blasted into the orchard canopy. The county correctly concluded that 



13 orchard owners already maintain at least a 10 foot setback from their orchard to 



14 property boundaries to allow access for spray equipment, and harvesting access, and 



15 such a buffer does not require a significant change in accepted farm practices or 



16 affect the cost of farming. Neither of the herbicides Gramoxone or Parazone have 



17 numeric setbacks and the presence of the trail on neighboring property does not 



1s affect their application in any way. R3-33-37. The county findings are legally 



19 adequate and supported by substantial evidence in the record as a whole. 



20 County/applicant also met its burden of establishing that the county's conditional 
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use standards are met, and respondent did not violate petitioners' constitutional 



2 rights or prejudice their substantial rights in the procedures that it followed. A more 



3 complete outline of respondent's arguments is contained in the table of contents. 



4 The process to adopt Ordinance 904 was fair and inclusive. On remand of 



5 Ordinance 904, the process to repeal it and replace it with Board Order 19-94 was 



6 also fair and inclusive. The conditions were modified throughout the process to 



7 accommodate the needs of the farmers in the surrounding area, and the public has 



8 been and will continue to be invited to address trail design and functionality through 



9 the master planning process. The county seeks affirmance by LUBA, so that it can 



to continue its efforts to improve for public use a small segment of what one resident 



11 described as a "crown jewel for the region." R2-1036. 



12 C. Summary of the Material Facts. 



13 Petitioners' statement of the facts is larded with opinion and inuendo, and 



14 should be disregarded in its entirety as more of their tired lambast of the county, as 



15 the county attempts to carry out long-standing plan policies promoting a trail and 



16 future rail and trail uses on the subject property. Their complaints are intended to 



I7 support their fifth assignment of error, claiming procedural and constitutional 



1 s defects in the county's process. As in the original proceedings and first remand 



19 proceedings, the county provided complete mail and published notice and a 
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meaningful opportunity for petitioners and others to participate in this second 



2 remand. 



3 In the original proceedings, the county amended its Transportation System 



4 Plan and adopted findings to address ORS 215.296, the "significant change/cost 



5 standard," or "farm impacts standard," in its efforts to develop 2.48 miles of a 



6 county-owned plan-designated transportation corridor into a multimodal trail. 



7 LUBA remanded the county's decision on December 20, 2018 (Van Dyke v. 



s Yamhill County, LUBA No. 2018-061), with instructions to address the conditional 



9 use standards in YCZO section 1202.02. R2-2335-362. 



10 The 2.82-mile segment of rail corridor in question is part of a larger rail 



1 1 corridor established by the Oregon Central Railroad Company prior to and during 



12 1872. Rl-556. Subsequently, Southern Pacific Railroad extended the network into 



13 Benton County as its "Westside Line." R1-556. The line was completed from 



1 Portland to St. Joseph (near McMinnville) on November 2, 1872. RI-556. 



15 The corridor and rail line were heavily used for the transport of freight (and 



16 in the early 20" century for the transport of passengers on the "Electric Red 



17 Interurban" trolley line), until the early 1980s. Rl-556. At that time, Southern 



1s Pacific, which purchased the corridor and track from the Oregon Central Railroad in 



19 1887, removed some of the track. R1-556. At all times relevant to these proceedings 
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it has been identified on county tax lot maps as a generally 60-foot wide corridor of 



2 land extending roughly from Gaston to St. Joseph near McMinnville. Rl-474-481. 



3 A photo at R-537 shows the general character of the roadbed established by 



4 the railroad in 1872 and maintained until the early 1980's. Many aerial photographs 



s in the record establish the existence of the corridor as a 60-foot wide vegetated strip 



6 of property, not part of neighboring farm operations, with what appears to be a foot 



7 path down the middle. R2-I 841-43, I 850-51, 1863, 1872,73. The corridor and the 



s trail that runs through most of it currently exist and are not being created in these 



9 proceedings. 



10 The county's goal in these proceedings is to improve part of the corridor for 



11 public use, while retaining the remainder for future trail and rail use. The county 



12 chose the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor for improvement because it is 



13 short and easy to provide services to, and because it will have tremendous utility for 



14 two of the county's ten cities, which share a unified school district. 



15 Extensive testimony in the record establishes the importance of the entire rail 



16 corridor to the citizens and economy of Yamhill County. The Oregon Department 



I7 of Transportation has shown long-standing support for maintaining the option of 



1s future rail use in the corridor and interim and long-term trail use and is "in favor of 



19 preserving the integrity of the right of way by any method we can." R2-772-3. The 



20 corridor has a "relatively easy profile" (low gradient) from McMinnville to the 
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Portland metropolitan area compared with the only alternative-Rex Hill-with its 



2 "heavy grades and multiple trestles." Id ODOT agrees with the county that the 



3 corridor is a valuable resource worth preserving, noting that: "The most expensive 



4 and controversial aspect of highway and railroad building is acquiring and 



s assembling the property necessary for a right of way." Id. ODOT rail planners 



6 believe that: "preserving the corridor for trail-use at this time is step one toward 



7 eventual return of rails through Yamhill [County]." Id. 



8 Since 1991, the Friends ofYamhelas Westsider Trail has sought to establish 



9 an improved public trail in the corridor, capable of accommodating bicycles as well 



10 as pedestrians and horses, to connect Hagg Lake to the City of McMinnville, through 



11 Gaston, Yamhill and Carlton. Rl-548. Hagg Lake is a well-know, popular, regional 



12 recreational destination in Washington County, just north of Gaston. R1-557. 



13 In 2012, following a public hearing before its Planning Commission and 



14 Board of Commissioners, the county (by unanimous vote of its Board of 



1s Commissioners) adopted Ordinance 880, designating the entire corridor segment 



16 within Yamhill County the "HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL WITH 



I7 TRAIL PROJECT (YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT)" R1-450, 



18 462-470; R3-7. Ordinance 880 stated: "Recommended Action: Construct a multi- 



19 use path along the existing railroad right-of-way." Rl-462-470. That ordinance was 
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not appealed, and was acknowledged by operation of law as being consistent with 



2 the Statewide Land Use Planning Goals and Guidelines. ORS 197.625. 



3 Under grants received from ODOT, the Oregon Parks Department, and the 



4 National Park Service, the county began studying the corridor, and in 2015 held 



s widely attended planning sessions in the area to develop conceptual trail plans. RI- 



6 339. Also in 2015, the county adopted Ordinance 895, amending its Transportation 



7 System Plan, and confirming that prior TSP amendments, including Ordinance 880, 



8 remain in full force and effect. 



9 In June, 2017, the county held a widely-attended public forum on the trail. 



10 Rl-343, 397. Proponents outnumbered opponents at that forum and at both hearings 



11 held to consider Ordinance 904 during the original proceedings. R1-360-380, 229 



12 275. 



13 In late 2017, the "Yamhelas Westsider Trail Concept Plan" was published by 



14 the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail in partnership with Yamhill County, 



15 with technical assistance provided by the Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance 



16 Program of the National Park Service, and the Oregon Chapter of the American 



11 Society of Landscape Architects. R1-541-613. The plan dedication honored Wayne 



1 s Wiebke, President of the Friends ofYamhelas Westsider Trail, and others who, since 



19 1991, had "championed the connectivity and vitality that the trail would bring to 



20 every community it touched." R1-543. 
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In November, 2017, the county purchased a 12.48-mile segment of the 



2 corridor from Union Pacific Railroad, running just south of Gaston to just south of 



3 Gun Club Road, north of McMinnville. R1-449, 452. That segment includes the 



4 2.82-mile segment under consideration in these proceedings. 



s The county has received extensive grant funding to improve and to establish 



6 a Master Plan (through a public/land use process) in the corridor, all summarized in 



7 answers to 'Frequently Asked Questions' published following the June, 2017 public 



8 forum, and updated during the proceedings to consider Ordinance 904. Rl-388-397, 



9 334-343. Those grants include $1,012,000 for the design and engineering of the 



1 o Stag Hollow Creek bridge and two additional culverts in the segment of corridor that 



11 runs between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton, and for the construction of one trail 



12 bridge in a segment of the corridor that is 80 feet wide. R1-50-107. The design and 



13 construction of the bridge and culverts are taking place under federal and state 



4 environmental certifications because federal money was used to purchase the trail. 



ts The Stag Hollow Creek pedestrian bridge is now partially constructed in a wooded 



16 area, just south of the "bus barn" property, (also purchase by the county RI-293), 



17 which is located on Highway 240 (East Main Street) just east of the City of Yamhill. 



18 RI-76. 



19 Under Ordinance 904, again under Board Order 19-94, and once again under 



20 Board Order 20-164 on this second remand, the existing ("brushy") trail to Carlton 
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south of the Stag Hollow Creek pedestrian bridge cannot be improved and opened 



2 to the general public prior to adoption by the county Board of Commissioners of a 



3 trail Master Plan. Rl-11, Section 4; R2-149, Section 2; R3-74-78. The county has 



4 received a $110,000 Transportation Growth Management Grant for master planning 



s and, along with ODOT, is developing a master plan for the entire county ownership. 



6 R 1-26. Although not in the record, that contract between the county and ODOT was 



7 recently executed. 



8 The county conducted the hearing on first remand following quasi-judicial 



9 proceedings, and received oral and written testimony at a hearing held on March 7, 



10 2019. R2-2577; 2364-66; 2566-77. During the proceedings on remand, support for 



11 the project, in terms of persons testifying, far outweighed opposing testimony. R2- 



12 895-906, 912-922, 926-929, 932-958, 962-963, 965-966, 969-975, 977-982, 984- 



1 989, 993-996, 998, 1001-1003, 1007-1012, 1021-1025, 1036-1047, 1049-1052, 



14 1062-1076, 1081-1102, 1104-1118, 1120, 1122-1126, 1129-1162, 1168-1173, 1175- 



15 11 76, 1181-1217. Most of those testifying were from the local area, and many were 



16 farmers, residents of Yamhill and Carlton, or local business owners. R2-944, 108, 



17 1010, 1083 (farmers);950,984, 1110, 1112, 1113, 1116, 1144, 1155, 1179(typical 



18 of residents' comments). Many persons provided personal accounts of their use of 



19 other trails in rail corridors in Oregon and all over the country with unanimous 



20 agreement that trails and agriculture are peacefully co-existing in Oregon and 
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everywhere in the country. Id. Many persons testified that the proper comparison 



2 of the proposed trail segment, for assessing possible impacts, is the Banks to 



3 Vernonia Trail to the north of the subject property, the southern segment of which 



4 passes through crops and fields similar to those adjacent to the proposed Yamhill to 



s Carlton segment. R2-95 l, 955, 956, 958, 962, 972, 973, 974, 978, 985, 989, 995, 



6 1007, IOI 1, 1036, 1065, 1069, 1070, 1087, 1125, 1147, 1148, 1149, 1150, 1157, 



7 1159-60. On this second remand, additional evidence of trails peacefully co-existing 



8 with agriculture was introduced by numerous trail supporters the Bear Creek Trail 



9 connecting five towns in Jackson County; the (well studied) Santa Paula Branch in 



10 California; the Vernonia, and the Oregon State University Dunn Forest project (R3 



11 1804; 1796; 1795). 



12 III. LUBA's JURISDICTION 



13 Respondent county accepts that LUBA has jurisdiction over this matter. 



t4 RESPONSE TO FIRST ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR 



I5 Respondent county had jurisdiction to adopt Board Order 20-164 
16 (remand decision) and 20-178 (bridge contract decision). Neither 
17 were on appeal to the Court of Appeals or LUBA, and both had 
ts been remanded to respondent by LUBA at the time respondent 
19 adopted each respective Board Order. 



20 Neither Standard Insurance v. Washington County, 17 Or LUBA 647 (1989) 



21 nor any subsequent LUBA decision citing it, supports petitioners' conclusion that 



22 the county did not have jurisdiction to adopt either Board Order 20-164 or Board 
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Order 20-178. Board Order 20-164 approved a conditional use permit to the county 



2 to develop portions of the trail but conditioned to prohibit public use until a Master 



3 Plan had been adopted; fences had been installed; and other conditions, governing 



4 signage and the establishment of trailheads had been fully complied with. R3-71- 



s 77. 



6 First, the county did not "purport" to "beef up" anything, in either Board 



7 Order, as claimed by petitioners on page 18 of their brief. Van Dyke II remanded to 



8 the county a decision to grant a conditional use permit to construct a trail on the 



9 subject property. That decision was not appealed, and had been on remand to the 



10 county since October 11, 2019. Board Order 20-164, adopted May 28, 2020, granted 



11 a conditional use permit for a public trail, including the bridge. 



12 Van Dyke IV, June 1, 2020, held that the county cannot issue a contract for 



13 bridge construction prior to issuing a conditional use permit that allows bridge 



14 construction. Van Dyke v. Yamhill County, LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033. Board 



1s Order 20-178 was adopted on June 11, 2020. LUBA's remand in LUBA No. 2020- 



16 032/033 stated that a bridge construction contract could not go forward unless the 



17 county first obtained a conditional use permit. 



18 In Standard Insurance Company v. Washington County, supra, Washington 



19 County adopted a plan map amendment that was appealed to LUBA and to the Court 



20 of Appeals. Id at 649. While the amendment was under review by the Court of 
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Appeals, the county amended its original approval. Id. LUBA reversed the second 



2 plan amendment stating: 



3 "Washington County lacked jurisdiction to hear and approve the 
4 Applicant's comprehensive plan amendment because the matter was 
5 pending before the Oregon Court of Appeals at all times relevant to the 
6 County's purported actions relating to the approval." Id at 650. 



7 The property had also been annexed to the City of Hillsboro, and LUBA concluded 



s that each of these facts was an independent basis for reversal due to lack of 



9 jurisdiction. Id at 661-62. 



10 In this case, the conditional use permit allowing construction of the entire trail, 



11 including the bridge, was remanded to the county on October 11, 2019, had not been 



12 appealed to the Court of Appeals, and was properly before the county. The county 



13 had jurisdictional authority to re-issue a conditional use permit for the trail, including 



14 the subject bridge. Board Order 20-164 did not purport to reissue the contract for 



15 bridge construction-it provided specific instructions for required future review 



16 necessary to open, use and maintain the trail as a public transportation and recreation 



17 facility between Yamhill and Carlton. 



I8 The remand of the bridge construction contract had a limited and very specific 



19 holding: that the county could not issue a contract for bridge construction without 



20 first obtaining a conditional use permit. LUBA IV, slip op 10. The county did not 



21 "reissue" the bridge construction contract for two weeks following issuance of the 
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conditional use permit allowing trail construction, and then, only after receiving 



2 LUBA's decision removing the stay on bridge construction and concluding that the 



3 construction contract could not be established unless the county first obtained a 



4 conditional use permit-which the county had obtained two weeks prior, through a 



5 process over which the county clearly had jurisdiction. 



6 Neither Board Order 20-164 nor Board Order 20-178 fit into the Standard 



7 Insurance box. Petitioners then assert (at Pet. Br. 20) that their appeal in this matter 



8 is 'crawling on all fours' (whatever that means) to Bowerman v. Lane County, _Or 



9 LUBA_ (LUBA No. 2016-008, October 24, 2016), at 6. In LUBA's Bowerman 



10 order, as in Standard Insurance, the county attempted to "fix" a series of lot line 



11 adjustments while the original lot line adjustment decision was on appeal to LUBA 



12 Bowerman at 5. In the course of deciding that the subsequent decision by the county 



13 did not render the LUBA proceedings moot, LUBA stated: 



14 "Finally, Standard Insurance Co. v. Washington County, 17 Or LUBA 
15 647, 660, rev'd and rem'd on other grounds, 97 Or App 687, 776 P2d 
16 1315 (1989), stands for the proposition that once a LUBA appeal is 
I 7 perfected to challenge a land use decision at LUBA, a local government 
1 s no longer has jurisdiction to modify the appealed land use decision until 
19 LUBA finally resolves the appeal." 



20 Bowerman v. Lane County, 2016 WL 6574734 at 6. Bowerman is therefore a 



21 straight-forward application of Standard Insurance, and does not support petitioners' 



22 theory that the county had no authority to act on the remand of the CUP until after 
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the bridge decision was also remanded to the county. The conditional use permit 



2 granted in Board Order 20-164 did not "modify" the bridge construction contract, 



3 and the county did not re-issue the bridge contract until after LUBA remanded a 



4 challenge to that contract back to the county. The county's treatment of LUBA's 



s remand in Van Dyke IV was summary, because four days earlier it had issued the 



6 conditional use permit required by Van Dyke IV, which held that the bridge could 



7 not be built without a conditional use permit. In this case, both decisions were before 



s the county, and the county had jurisdiction to adopt both Board Order 20-164 and 



9 Board Order 20-178. 



10 Neither Standard Insurance, nor Bowennan, deprived the county of the 



11 authority to adopt either Board Order. The bridge approval is a component of a 



12 Conditional Use Permit that has numerous other components, including signage; 



13 fencing; trail construction and management (Master Plan); and trailheads. In 



14 petitioners' view, the county lost jurisdiction over all of those trail components 



1s because a contract for the construction of a single bridge was on appeal to LUBA. 



16 Board Order 20-164 granted conditional use approval to construct the bridge, but did 



11 not approve a contract to construct the bridge, of the kind remanded in Van Dyke 



I8 IV. 



19 While it is appropriate in this proceeding to determine whether Board Order 



20 20-164 is consistent with the bridge contract remand decision, the issue is not 
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jurisdictional, because both decisions were properly before the county at the time 



2 each of them was adopted. The question is whether a conditional use permit that 



3 includes land use authority to construct a bridge meets the standards applicable to 



4 trail construction. The construction of the bridge itself has nothing to do with the 



s conditional use permit, the farm impact standard, or the conditional use standards. 



6 Board Order 20-25 approved execution of the bridge construction contract, with no 



7 substantive findings of any kind. The (incomplete) bridge is inert and exists in the 



s middle of the county's property. Its existence does not affect farm practices or 



9 neighboring uses in any negative way, or in any way. The question answered in 



10 Board Order 20-164 (second remand decision) is whether humans using a public 



11 trail will significantly impact farm practices or costs on neighboring lands, not 



12 whether a bridge or partially constructed bridge (that is not open to the public 



13 pending completion of the Master Plan and compliance with other conditional use 



14 requirements) will affect those practices. 



15 The county has the right as a property owner to fence the corridor, and does 



16 not need conditional use authority to do so. (It may need to fence the property due 



17 to deliberate illegal encroachment by a handful of the trail's neighbors). The county 



18 needs conditional use authority to allow use of the property as a public trail. The 



19 county believed that it could build the bridge for its own use for fire control and 



20 maintenance access, so long as it did not allow public use of the bridge as a trail 
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without conditional use authority, but LUBA decided otherwise, and the county did 



2 not appeal. LUBA's decision remanding the bridge construction contract did not 



3 turn an inert concrete structure into human beings capable of impacting farm costs 



4 or practices. Neither the bridge itself nor the Board Order authorizing its 



s construction affected the remand decision in any meaningful way. Petitioners state 



6 on page 21 of their brief that the county "did none of what LUBA ordered in Van 



7 Dyke IV," but they do not state what the county was ordered to do that it did not do. 



s The county was ordered, in Van Dyke IV, to obtain conditional use authority before 



o approving a bridge construction contract. That is exactly what the county did. 



1o Petitioners' first assignment of error should be denied. 



11 RESPONSE TO SECOND ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR 



12 Respondent county properly applied the farm impacts test in its 
13 Board Order 20-164 findings on remand, and those findings are 
14 supported by substantial evidence in the record as a whole. 



15 Response to Assignment 2, subassignment 1: Respondent did not 
16 exempt the bridge over Stag Hollow Creek from the farm impacts 
17 test. 



18 Petitioners' first subassignment of error appears to be an introductory, 



19 conclusory introduction to their second subassignment of error, and is addressed 



20 infi·a. The short response to petitioners' equally short argument is that the bridge 



21 itself is inert and has no impact one way or the other on farm costs or practices. The 



22 bridge is important for meeting conditional use standards by allowing access for fire 
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control equipment and maintenance crews to clear brush. Neither the presence of 



2 the bridge nor the presence of a partial bridge located entirely on the county's 



3 property in any way negates the county's extensive findings regarding the farm 



4 impact test in Board Order 20-164. The bridge itself has nothing to do with the farm 



s impact test, and petitioners have not identified any manner in which the bridge, 



6 otherwise necessary for county access to the corridor for maintenance and fire 



7 control, affects farm practices in the area. 



8 The findings establish that the entire trail proposal complies with the farm 



9 impacts test, including the bridge and proposed culverts. The decision allows the 



10 bridge to be built without delay, which is appropriate considering the county needs 



11 the bridge for access to county property for maintenance and fire control and to 



12 continue to develop the trail. As any owner of real property, the county can fence 



13 the property without a permit, but cannot open the corridor as a public trail until the 



14 Board of Commissioners adopts a Master Plan, in a land use proceeding, to establish 



1s that the fence will minimize potential impacts to farm practices and costs otherwise 



16 possible from trespass and litter. Other refinements that might be part of the Master 



11 Plan will reduce perceived, potential impacts of the trail to an even greater degree 



18 than is required to comply with either the farm impact test or the county's conditional 



19 use requirements. 



20 Response to Assignment 2, subassignment 2 
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The county correctly construed applicable law and made findings 
supported by substantial evidence in concluding that petitioners' 
most restrictive pesticide spray labels (for Lorsban and Yuma 4E), 
requiring a spray setback of 10 feet from a property line, does not 
significantly raise costs of farming or significantly impact farm 
practices on neigh boring properties. 



The Gramoxone and Parazone herbicide labels cited by petitioners 
have expired and been replaced by a label substituting the word 
"IN" for the word "AROUND." The text and context of this change 
leads to the reasonable legal conclusion that "around" on the 
expired label means "in" and not "adjacent to" or 'in whole fields 
and orchards adjacent to' places where people recreate. 



A claimed change in "status" does not automatically, significantly 
affect farm costs or practices, and the claimed status change is 
illusory considering the remainder of the label text and the method 
by which petitioners apply Lorsban and Yuma 4E. Respondent 
county did not err in its evaluation of setback requirements alleged 
by petitioners that have no basis in law and for which petitioners 
did not make credible claims of significant impact. 



Response to Assignment 2, sub-assignment 2-(a): No pesticide 
labeling imposes "significant" pesticide spray restrictions on 
neighboring farmers due to "status" or for any other reason. The 
10-foot buffer petitioners now agree applies in this case is not 
"significant," as the county correctly concluded. 



Response to Assignment 2, sub-assignment 2-(b): Petitioners' 
assertion that a "status change" due to trail uses "results in entire 
fields becoming off-limits to necessary pesticide spraying" is 
false. The county concluded appropriately that the new label's 
replacement of the term "around" with the term "in" means the 
Gramoxone and Parazone labels do not require any setback from 
the county's transportation corridor. 



Response to Assignment 2, sub-assignment 2-(c): Petitioners' 
pesticide spraying practices are "accepted farm practices" to the 
extent they are reasonably likely to prevent drift or overspray 
onto neighboring properties. 
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Response to Assignment 2, sub-assignment 2-(d): Approval of 
2 the trail does not force a significant change in or significantly 
3 increase the cost of petitioners' accepted pesticide spray mg 
4 practices. 



s Petitioners' first four sub-sub-assignments of error present a jumble of 



6 arguments about four specific pesticides, and more than one disingenuous comment 



7 about what the county found in its decision. Petitioners deliberately mix arguments 



8 about Lorsban and Yuma 4E (pesticides) with arguments regarding Gramoxone and 



9 Parazone (herbicides). 



10 Lorsban and Yuma 4E are both applied to a hazelnut orchard with an "air 



11 blast" sprayer into the leaves of the trees from within the rows of an orchard. When 



12 spraying the edge of the orchard adjacent to other private property, the last row is 



13 sprayed using the same spray equipment, with the side of the sprayer facing the 



14 perimeter turned off. R3-639-40. The trees can only be sprayed with Lorsban or 



15 Yuma 4E a total of three times in a calendar year. R3-638. They are dangerous 



16 chemicals that contain clorpyrilos and there have been efforts to ban both of them 



17 due to their toxicity and because less hazardous alternatives are readily available. 



18 R3-637. 



t9 A perimeter road or dirt strip at least wide enough to allow the sprayer, 



20 sweeper and harvester to navigate is required along the edge of most hazelnut 



21 orchards. R3-639. That area generally needs to be 20-50 feet wide to allow the 
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sprayer, sweeper and harvester to round the corner into the area between the last row 



2 and neighboring property. R3-639. Neither the Lorsban or the Yuma 4E label 



3 allows a spray operator to directly spray either chemical on adjacent land, or to allow 



4 it to drift there. Spraying the outside row from a perimeter road that is 20-feet wide 



s guarantees that the 10-foot wide buffer required by the Lorsban and Yuma 4E labels 



6 can easily be met, without significantly impacting farm practices or costs. It is what 



7 hazelnut orchard owners adjacent to the corridor already do in managing their crops. 



s R3-58, 1596, 1549. 



9 As agreed by the parties, the labels for Lorsban and Yuma 4E establish a 10 



10 foot wide buffer as required for "sensitive" sites. R3-414. Common sense, the 



11 nature of air blast spraying, and reasonable risk reduction dictate only a 10-foot 



12 minimum buffer from all property lines not just sensitive sites. Access for sweeping, 



13 harvesting and spray equipment already require a perimeter road or access strip 



4 adjacent to a property line as an existing, necessary "farm practice" in the 



15 management ofa hazelnut orchard. R3-635-641. The county concluded that a 10 



16 foot spray setback, maintained on the farm operator's own property, does not impose 



I7 a significant cost burden on farm operators compared to otherwise prudent farm 



18 management or force them to significantly change their practices. R3-37, finding 



19 8.18.16. State and federal law both require that a spray operator not direct spray off 



20 of the application site, and LUBA has determined that it is not an "accepted farm 
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practice" to do so. (Presumably, the county could also accommodate buffers on its 



2 own property under agreement with neighboring property owners, but that 



3 cooperation has not been forthcoming from petitioners.) Petitioners currently 



4 maintain enough room on the edges of their hazelnut orchards to more than 



5 accommodate the 10-foot setback from "sensitive" areas required by the Lorsban 



6 and Yuma 4E labels. As a best practice, petitioners should not be spraying within 



7 IO feet of the county's or any other neighbor's property chemicals so dangerous and 



8 unnecessary that attempts are being made to ban them. 



9 As for Gramoxone and Parazone, they are herbicides that contain Paraquat 



10 and are used to kill suckers at the base of hazelnut trees. As such, they would be 



11 toxic to the nut-bearing canopy if sprayed inadvertently, and are sprayed with a 



12 boom sprayer inches from the ground. Although they do not have numeric setbacks, 



13 there is no reason to spray Gramoxone or Parazone up to the property line because 



14 there are no suckers at that location. There is no opportunity for spray drift because 



ts it is applied so close to the ground, and if there were, the farm operator would be 



16 damaging his or her own orchard. These facts make even more obvious why 



17 "around" on the label of Gramoxone and Parazone always meant "in" and that 



ts neither Ben Van Dyke nor any other petitioner was ever under the threat of losing 



19 the right to spray them due to a "status" change on the county's transportation 



20 corridor. That testimony, and those arguments to LUBA are entirely without merit. 



I 
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Of course, considering the mode of application and the use, the zero percent 



2 chance of drift if label instructions are followed, and the complete lack of a numeric 



3 buffer requirement for either of these herbicides, it is disingenuous and facile to 



4 conclude that "whole fields" will be off limits for their use due to a "change in status" 



5 of the county's transportation corridor. There is also no reasonable basis for the 



6 county to conclude that "around" on the expired label does not, as a matter of law, 



7 mean "in" recreational areas as stated on the new label, and a solid reason to decide 



8 otherwise based on the text and context of the label and of other applicable laws 



9 governing the application of pesticides as an "accepted farm practice." 



10 In short: the county correctly concluded that the applicable setbacks for 



11 Lorsban and Yuma 4E, should farm operators choose to use those chemicals-is 



12 IO feet from the county's property, a buffer that farm operators can accommodate 



13 on their own property without having to significantly change their practices or in a 



14 manner significantly affecting their costs. The county also correctly concluded that 



15 Gramoxone and Parazone have no numeric setback, and can be applied without 



16 limitation on land adjacent to the county's property, regardless of the use the county 



17 is making of the property at the time those substances are applied. R3-70-71, finding 



1s 11.8.5. Petitioners' arguments based on discontinued label instructions are 



19 disingenuous, as is their reliance on statements by an Oregon Department of 



20 Agriculture employee whose statements do not support their claims that the labels 
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prevent the spraying of "whole fields." The ODA letter relied upon is dated March 



2 5, 2019, before the label was changed, from "around" to "in." The county gave the 



3 claim regarding ODA 's expertise and the dated information in ODA 's letter the same 



4 weight it would give any outdated information submitted into the record that is based 



5 on an expired label and that predates revision of the label. 



6 Extensive findings regarding pesticide issues raised again on this appeal, 



7 starting at R3-36, finding 8.18 and elsewhere, are legally correct. This 



8 subassignment should be denied. 



9 Response to Assignment 2, sub-assignment 2-(e): The county 
1 o correctly concluded that a 10-foot_ pesticide spray buffer 
1 maintained by_ petitioners on their own property would not 
12 significantly increase the cost of farming on that property of 
13 significantly impact accepted farm practices. The significant, 
14 limiting conditions provide useful coordination and cooperation 
1s by the county to meet the needs of its neighbors and otherwise 
16 ensure that applicable standards will be met. 



I7 Petitioners begin this argument on page 39 of their brief claiming that the 



18 county has "mischaracterized the farmers'" (Ben Van Dyke's) spraying practices. 



19 It is the farmers (Ben Van Dyke) who have repeatedly mischaracterized their 



20 pesticide spraying practices, claiming applicable label setbacks of I 00-feet or more, 



21 when they now concede that the applicable setback is ten feet. R3-692. Petitioners 



22 deliberately conflate a spray buffer with overspray and drift, and then claim that the 



23 county has done so. On page 40, petitioners lay out six reasons that the county's 
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efforts to coordinate and cooperate with farmers is a 'flawed approach,' rebutted 



2 here: 



3 I. Petitioners appear to now agree that the maximum spray buffer required is ten 



4 feet and it cannot be accommodated on the county's land without the permission of 



5 the county. 



6 2. The county was correct to conclude that maintaining such a buffer in all cases, 



7 regardless of whether neighboring property contains a "sensitive" use is an accepted 



s farm practice. Trail use of the county's property will not significantly impact farm 



9 costs or practices. 



10 3. The findings repeatedly state that the potential impacts of trail use will be 



11 reduced to insignificance through the imposition of conditions. 



12 4. 



13 5. 



14 6. 



The conditions limit the trail in numerous ways. 



All of the conditions are "clear and objective." 



The county found that signage can be effective in minimizing potential farm 



15 impacts and complaints. Signs on "temporary barriers" will likewise work to 



16 diminish the possibility that someone might inadvertently be sprayed with poisons 



17 and limits liability as to those who ignore posted warnings. Petitioners' evidence 



18 that individuals have used trails closed due to Covid-19 does not support a 



19 conclusion that trail users will similarly ignore a sign indicating that a trail is 



20 temporarily closed because dangerous pesticides are being sprayed nearby. 
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Petitioners seek to isolate and criticize a number of steps the county has taken 



2 in an attempt to limit the risk to its neighbors of complaints and lawsuits stemming 



3 from petitioners' use of dangerous chemicals. The county's conclusion that minor 



4 efforts on the part of farmers to cooperate with their neighbors are not "significant" 



s impacts to farm practices or costs are supported by a record dating back to the spring 



6 of 2018. 



7 It is absurd to think any level of coordination-a phone call (that is the choice 



8 of the spray operator to make) three days in advance-represents a "significant" 



9 impact to spray operators. If it is, the spray operator is free to either not aerially 



10 spray or to spray without the warning (undoubtedly because other factors, including 



11 weather, wind speed and direction are favorable). The county has already 



12 established that an air blast spray operator requires only a 10 foot buffer to spray the 



13 chemicals in question along the edge of the orchard, and that boom spraying of 



14 herbicides to control suckers on hazelnut trees can be accomplished with no buffer 



15 other than on-site OSHA AEZ buffers (OAR 437-004-6405). Both types of 



16 spraying can currently take place adjacent to the county's property, and can continue 



I7 to take place, no matter what use is made of that property, without any significant 



18 change in practices or costs. Petitioners' generalized and stylized complaints in this 



19 sub-subassignment of error do not provide a basis for reversal or remand. 
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Response to petitioners' second assignment of error, third 
2 subassignment: The county's decision regarding Application 
3 Exclusion Zones (AEZs), aerial spraying, drainage, food safety and 
4 seed certification and fencing comply with applicable law and are 
5 supported by substantial evidence. 



6 Response to Assignment 2, sub-assignment 3-(a): As a matter of law, 
7 the 'federal AEZ' as characterized by petitioners does not apply in 
8 Oregon, and LUBA has already ruled that the Oregon Occupational 
9 Safety and Health Department (OSHA) AEZ does not apply off of the 



to application site. 



11 Petitioners' lengthy argument in this section of their brief is wholly without 



12 merit. The petitioners who are farm operators, and other farmers reading these 



13 materials, should be cringing at the claims petitioners are making regarding the 



14 status of the law ofEPA's AEZ. That reading of the rule prevents spraying within 



15 100 feet of people, wherever they happened to be (in a right of way, on their own 



16 property) even though the pesticide spray label only requires a 10-foot setback from 



17 a neighboring property. 



I8 Petitioners' attorney's view is not supported by law. OAR 437-004-6405, 



19 entitled: "Restrictions Associated With Outdoor Production Pesticide Applications," 



20 has not been challenged in court by petitioners or anyone else, and specifically states: 



21 "Note: Oregon OSHA has declined to adopt 40 CFR l 70.405(a). In 
22 Oregon OAR 437-004-6405 applies. 



23 This rule applies in Oregon where workers or other people are adjacent 
24 to pesticides being applied in outdoor production areas that are within 
25 the boundaries of the establishment. This rule becomes effective 
26 January 1, 2019." 
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Although petitioners may, for whatever reason, want the 'EPA AEZ' to apply 



2 in Oregon, Oregon OSHA has adopted a rule pointedly stating that it does not. It 



3 was apparently the participation of the petitioners in the OSHA rulemaking that 



4 resulted in OSHA's rule regarding the EPA AEZ, according to commentary located 



s at R2-l 502- l 612. Petitioners have provided no legal analysis or argument 



6 addressing OSHA's rule and have provided no basis for their opposite conclusion. 



7 This subassignment of error provides no basis for reversal or remand of the county's 



s decision, and should be denied. 



9 Response to Assignment 2, sub-assignment 3-(b): The county correctly 
Io addressed and resolved petitioners claims regarding aerial spraying, 
1 1 and readopted a condition of approval accommodating aerial spray 
12 operations that was upheld by LUBA in Van Dyke II. 



13 If petitioners' complaints regarding a timid aerial spray technician look 



14 familiar, it is because, in Van Dyke II: 



1s "Petitioners argued below that the Trail will significantly impact 
16 pesticide and herbicide spraying practices, because farmers will feel 
17 compelled to alter or delay spraying near the Trail when people are 
18 present, for fear of triggering complaints or lawsuits." Slip op 47, R3- 
19 1731. 



20 To minimize threats based on perception or fear ofliability, the county offered 



21 to provide notice and to close the trail, in 2019 and again in 2020, in a condition that 



22 states: 



23 "8, The county shall notify each property owner adjacent to the trail 
24 corridor of the option to provide 72-hour notice to the county prior to 
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aerial spraying of herbicides, pesticides, fungicides, or other dangerous 
2 chemicals. Upon receiving 72-hour advance notice of such spraying, 
3 trail managers shall post 'Danger-Pesticide Spraying in Progress- 
4 Trail Closed' signs in appropriate locations to prevent access to the 
5 identified trail segment until spraying is completed or until notified by 
6 the spray operator that the area is safe to enter. The county will 
7 negotiate in good faith any agreement with a farm operator to 
8 temporarily close portions of the trail for boom blast, or other spraying 
o conducted on neighboring properties." R3-76-77. 



10 LUBA has already held that: 



11 "We agree with the county that, to the extent farmers choose to refrain 
12 from or delay spraying out of concern to avoid drift or overspray when 
13 they observe persons on the Trail, such actions are not evaluated as 
14 impacts to accepted farming practice, because farmers already have an 
15 obligation to avoid drift and overspray. Stated differently, it is an 
16 accepted faring practice to take action to avoid drift and overspray, so 
17 choosing to take such actions does not force a 'change' in accepted farm 
Is practices." Slip op 48, R3-1732. 



1 LUBA's statements regarding the efficacy of signage to minimize the risk of 



20 complaints due to odor apply equally well to the aerial spray technician who 



21 indicated his unwillingness to aerially spray in the area if the trail is approved. No 



22 law prevents him from spraying, and he is claiming that he will not spray due to his 



23 perceptions and risk management considerations by his company that are not the 



24 county's responsibility to minimize. The county can coordinate and cooperate with 



25 spray operators and neighboring farm operators, and is proposing to do so. That 



26 does not change the fact that an aerial spray operator has no right to spray the 
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county's property or allow drift onto that property regardless of whether people are 



2 present. Petitioners' assignment 2, sub-assignment 3-(b) should be denied. 



3 Response to Assignment 2, sub-assignment 3-(c): The county 
4 responded appropriately to petitioners' claims regarding "drainage." 



5 Petitioners point to analysis by their legal counsel regarding drainage and the 



6 appropriate sizing of culverts. Pet Br 49 Rec3-251-52. The county is relying on its 



7 engineering consultant Dow! Engineering (previously OBEC) who designed the 



8 Stag Hollow Creek Bridge in full environmental and engineering compliance. 



9 Contrary to statements made by counsel for petitioners in her written submittals and 



Io orally to the Board of Commissioners, culverts do not generate surface water, they 



11 convey the surface water that is already there and are sized accordingly. Given the 



12 60-foot width of the corridor; the availability of engineering consultants and 



13 solutions to stonnwater runoff; the experience of the county in designing and 



14 managing over 700 miles of stormwater generating county roads, many of them 



15 paved, it is reasonable to conclude that stormwater management is, in this case, 



16 feasible to manage. The findings so conclude, and petitioners' complaints regarding 



11 them are without merit. R3-197-98. Petititoners fail to establish there will be any 



18 impact due to stormwater as to any neighboring property owner, much less that any 



19 conceivable amount of pavement (even 12 feet in a 60 foot right of way) could 



20 generate flooding or otherwise significantly affect farm practices or costs. The 
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statements of their counsel appear to ignore the existence of the trail corridor and the 



2 drainages through it over the last 142 years, or to suggest a basis for concluding that 



3 a pedestrian trail, as opposed to a rail corridor, will change the nature of the runoff 



4 or its volume. Petitioners provide no support for their apparent conclusion that 



5 surface water flows off of the corridor and onto neighboring farms, or that the tiling 



6 of farms on neighboring properties has anything to do with stormwater that lands in 



7 the corridor. At any rate, it is sufficient to establish the feasibility of solving a 



8 technical problem and delaying the final solution to a later date. The bridge has been 



9 fully engineered to convey all identified storm water, and culverts for the two known 



10 drainages that cross the corridor are being similarly designed. LUBA should deny 



11 petitioners assignment 2, subassignment 3-( c ). 



12 Response to Assignment 2, sub-assignment 3-(d): The county 
13 correctly addressed petitioners' claims regarding food safety and 
14 seed certification. 



1 s The largest grass seed operation that was once located along the corridor is 



16 now a hazelnut orchard. LUBA held in Van Dyke II, that farm operators must 



I7 maintain their own isolation strips and cannot rely on neighboring properties because 



1s doing so is not an accepted farm practice. Slip Op 35, R3-l 719. A farmer's decision 



19 to seek certification and to set aside isolation strips is not relevant to the farm impact 



20 test. The isolation strip must be maintained regardless of who owns the neighboring 



21 property, or what use is being made of it. 
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As for food certification, information in the record establishes that hazelnuts 



2 are not subject to otherwise applicable food safety requirements for "raw" foods, 



3 because in their raw form the meat of the nut is in a shell, that is washed and baked 



4 before it is shipped to consumers. R3-416-2; 635-636. Petitioners have not reprised 



s their earlier arguments about human or dog feces somehow making it through or 



6 over a fence, but continue to make vague arguments regarding food safety in this 



7 sub-subassignment of error. The trail cannot be opened unless a fence is first 



s installed "capable of preventing dogs and people from entering adjacent farm fields 



9 and minimizing the impacts of wind-blown litter on adjacent properties." R3-74, 



10 R3-53 10.4.2; R3-69, 118.1. The fence design will be established through the Master 



1 Plan adoption process, and the design must be capable of minimizing impacts to 



12 farm practices/costs as required by the farm impact standard. R3-75, Condition 2.6. 



13 Petitioners' assignment 2, sub-assignment 3-(d) should be denied. 



14 
15 



Response to Assignment 2, sub-assignment 3-(e): The county's fence 
condition is "adequate." 



16 Petitioners' subassignment posits a series of "It fails" paragraphs, each based 



11 on false statements. A casual reading of the conditions of approval establish that 



1s "Prior to trail construction" other than the bridge over Stag Hollow Creek, the county 



19 must establish a Master Plan for the entire 12.48-mile long corridor. R3-75, 



20 Condition 2. Condition 1. states, unequivocally, "Prior to formally opening a multi- 
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modal trail in the segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of 



2 Carlton: (a) Fencing, as recommended by the draft Master Plan shall be installed 



3 by the county along the entire trail segment." R3-74. Condition I. also requires that 



4 all signage be installed; that the county obtain approval for siting trail facilities in 



s the HI zone, the zoning of the Bus Barn property; and that the county seek to enter 



6 into good faith negotiations with farm neighbors to facilitate their farm access. R3 



7 74-75. Petitioners have not provided an honest view of what the conditions say, or 



s explained why the actual conditions are not capable of ensuring that all of the various 



9 potential impacts from trespass-vandalism, dog harassment, dog feces, human 



10 feces, can be effectively minimize with a properly designed and maintained fence 



11 and portable toilets at trailheads. Nothing stated in this sub-subassignment of error 



12 has merit, and it should be denied. 



13 RESPONSE TO THIRD ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR 



14 Respondent county properly deferred parts of its decision to future 
ts approval stages, following Meyer y. City of Portland and Gould y. 
16 Deschutes County. 



17 Petitioners third assignment of error appears to deliberately avoid mention of 



1s the caselaw that defeats their arguments, Meyer v. City of Portland, 67 Or App 274, 



19 678 P2d 741, rev den 297 Or 82 (1984), Gould v. Deschutes County, 227 Or App 



20 601,206 P3d 1106 (2009), and Gould v. Deschutes County, 57 Or LUBA 403, 2008 



21 WL 4550714 (2008). 
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First, petitioners suggest that Beck v. City of Tillamook 313 Or 148, 152, 831 



2 P2d 678 ( 1992) prevents the county from, on remand, from "correcting" its decision 



3 to allow consideration of the Master Plan through a land use proceeding. (Pet Br 55) 



4 In fact, LUBA's objection was to the fact that, in the county's previous decision, the 



s Master Plan would have been considered in a public process, but not a land use 



6 process. LUBA twice accused the county of 'punting' to a future review stage that 



7 did not require meaningful public participation (i.e. opportunity for land use hearing 



8 review). Beck does not prohibit the county from, on remand, establishing a two (or 



9 more) part approval process for the public trail in question. In this case, "during the 



10 remand" petitioners responded to LUBA's decision by establishing that the Master 



11 Plan be approved only through quasi-judicial land use proceedings, including 



12 findings establishing that the fence design and maintenance proposed by the Master 



13 Plan will minimize potential farm impacts due to trespass and litter. LUBA's 



14 decision did not foreclose this approach, and neither does Beck. 



1s In their analysis, petitioners failed to address Meyer v. City of Portland, 67 Or 



16 App 274, 678 P2d 741, rev den 297 Or 82 (1984), which specifically countenanced 



17 land use proceedings in Oregon that have two or more stages. Then, in Gould v. 



18 Deschutes County, supra, the Court of Appeals provided a detailed discussion of 



19 "feasibility" findings, and when they were, and were not, necessary in an approval 



20 process containing two or more stages. Id at 607. 



l 
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LUBA's decision on remand from Gould II properly synthesizes and 



2 establishes how a two or more stage land use process can be followed by a local 



3 government consistent with Oregon land use law. Gould v. Deschutes County, 57 



4 Or LUBA 403, 2008 WL 4550714 (2008). In that case, LUBA stated: 



5 "Two-stage land use permit approval processes are common. 
6 Frequently, the first stage approval requires public hearings at which 
7 the public has a right to participate, in accordance with 215.416 and 
s 227 .175. Almost as frequently, the public has no participatory rights or 
9 limited participation rights in the second stage approval." Id at 405. 



10 In Gould, as in the case at hand, the county originally made feasibility 



findings: in Gould, seeking to establish that several options to protect wildlife were 



12 "possible," "likely and reasonably certain to succeed" in a "technical engineering" 



13 sense; and in this case, because any number of fence designs can feasibly minimize 



t4 trespass and the transport of litter to neighboring lands, deferring to the Master Plan 



15 the design of "Fencing capable of preventing dogs and people from entering 



16 adjacent farm fields and minimizing the impacts of wind-blown litter on adjacent 



I7 properties ,J» 



18 In Gould, as in this case, the county originally provided no participatory rights 



19 to the public in Master Plan approval. Id at 411, Board Order 19-94. In Gould, 



20 LUBA originally approved the deferral of a wildlife plan to a future approval stage 



21 that did not include public participation, based on county findings, accepted by 



22 LUBA, establishing the feasibility of successfully adopting and implementing an 
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effective plan. After reversal and remand by the Court of Appeals, LUBA analyzed 



2 Meyer and closely analyzed the remand decision which contained several nuances 



3 described in footnotes. LUBA noted first that Meyer concerned "whether roads, 



4 drainageways and building sites could be safely developed and whether there were 



s suitable methods of storm water and groundwater disposal." at 406. LUBA noted 



6 that, in Meyer, the Court of Appeals rejected the petitioner's argument that the "city 



7 improperly deferred discretionary decision making to the final (non-public) approval 



s stage." It was apparently clear enough from Meyer, that "feasibility" is usually a 



9 measure of "technical engineering feasibility" and not an abstract political 



10 consideration. (see Pet Br page 59 argument regarding possible changes to the HI 



11 zone text, suggesting that it is not "feasible" to amend that zone or establish trail 



12 uses there as a "similar use.") 



13 In response to the county's remand decision following Gould II, LUBA noted 



14 that the Court of Appeals required that, in order to defer its adoption to a future, non 



IS public stage, the specifics of the wildlife mitigation plan must be based on substantial 



16 evidence in the record. The county, on remand chose, instead, to reapprove the 



11 destination resort, with the wildlife mitigation plan to be considered in a subsequent 



18 stage following quasi-judicial land use hearing procedures. LUBA affirmed the 



19 county's decision. 



l 
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In affirming the county's decision, LUBA denied a claim by the opponents 



2 that the county could not defer the approval of the wildlife mitigation plan to a 



3 subsequent stage without first making feasibility findings. LUBA analyzed Gould 



4 II and its footnotes to establish that a local government that defers a decision to a 



s later stage and "infuse[s] that process with the same participatory rights as those 



6 allowed in the [original] approval hearing" is not required to make, or support with 



7 substantial evidence, feasibility findings. 



8 In Gould, the county, on remand, decided not to adopt a finalized wildlife 



9 plan, but to defer adoption of the plan to a future quasi-judicial proceeding. In this 



10 proceeding, the county deferred fence design and maintenance to a later land use 



11 proceeding. The county's decision was in conformance with law as stated in Gould. 



12 Petitioners' third assignment of error should be denied. 



13 RESPONSE TO FOURTH ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR 



14 Respondent county correctly applied the county's conditional use 
15 standards and its decision is supported by substantial evidence. 



16 Response to Assignment 4, subassignment 1: The decision does not 
11 allow any development within the AF-10 or HI zones. Changes to 
I8 the HI zone text or a similar use' determination are land use 
19 proceedings with opportunity for public participation. As such, no 
20 finding of "feasibility" of obtaining a zone change or similar use 
21 determination was required in this proceeding. 



22 As in their third assignment of error, petitioners avoid discussing Meyer and 



23 Gould, (supra) and instead present novel theories regarding the "goal post" doctrine 
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and Beck v. City of Tillamook, 313 Or 148, 831 P3d 678 (1992) in asking LUBA to 



2 remand the county's decision. Pet Br 58. The "goal post" statute, ORS 215.427(3), 



3 is intended to protect the applicant from changes of law that operate to the detriment 



4 of the applicant. It is not intended to prohibit county approval of a phased 



s development, and/or to prohibit an approval that requires subsequent approvals in 



6 order to perfect the right to develop. Petitioners provide no caselaw support for their 



7 claim, which is not cognizable as a matter of law. 



8 In this case, the only parts of the trail that are subject to conditional use or r 



9 farm standards are the parts that are located in the farm zone. Conditional Use 



10 approval was not requested for any part of the project located within the HI or AF- 



1 10 zones. R3-4, finding A.3; R3-8. Finding B.2. 



12 Conditions 1.(c) and 3. address this issue directly, by establishing that no trail uses 



13 may take place in the HI or AF-10 zones until trail uses are allowed in those zones. 



14 R3-75-76. 



I5 The on-going proceedings regarding the trail recounted in finding B.2. are 



16 now outdated, in part due to the global pandemic. Petitioners' "If the county were 



17 asked" statement at the top of page 60 of their brief is grossly misleading and is a 



1 s reliance on matters not in the record of this proceeding. If the county were asked, 



19 the opponents' strategy of sending dozens of mask-less persons to a Planning 



20 Commission hearing during a pandemic, to dissuade decisionmakers from holding 
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the hearing, succeeded, and the hearing was continued. At any rate, under Meyer and 



2 Gould, it is clear that, as long as a decision is deferred to a future stage that allows 



3 public participation (i.e. opportunity for a land use hearing) no feasibility showing 



4 or findings are necessary. (see discussion under response to petitioners' third 



5 assignment of error, supra). 



6 A zone text amendment and a "similar use" determination are both considered 



7 following proceedings that allow legislative or quasi-judicial participation and/or the 



8 opportunity for such participation. Respondent was not required to establish that it 



9 is politically feasible at this time to develop trail uses in the HI or AF-10 zones, but 



10 could defer those decision to a later date, with the (unavoidable) understanding that 



11 no trail uses can take place in those zones ( and the trail cannot, therefore, be 



12 developed) unless additional land use approvals are obtained. Respondent has not 



13 attempted to justify or approve uses in the HI or AF-10 zones, and deferred those 



14 decisions to a future land use proceeding in conformance with law. Petitioners 



s fourth assignment of error, first subassignment, should be denied. 



16 Response to Assignment 4, subassignment 2: The county's express 
17 interpretation of its comprehensive plan is reasonable, and 
18 "plausible," and the county is entitled to deference for its 
19 interpretation. Specific plan policies concerning the subject 
20 property and its designation as a transportation corridor override 
21 agricultural and urban development goals of the county's plan with 
22 regard to the subject property. 
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YCZO 1202.02(B) requires that the county find that "The use is consistent 



2 with those goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan which apply to the 



3 proposed use." In Van Dyke II, (October 11, 2020) LUBA stated: "we have no way 



4 of discerning whether the county believed those goals and policies [ cited by 



s petitioners] to be inapplicable, and if so why, or whether the county simply 



6 overlooked them." Id at 84-5. 



7 In response to LUBA's decision, the county adopted more than four pages of 



s findings, addressing its comprehensive plan and criterion (B). Those findings 



9 interpret the county' comprehensive plan as follows: 



10 "the Yamhill County goals and policies do not provide standards or 
11 criteria for review of transportation facilities. The following findings 
12 interpreting the county's Comprehensive Land Use Plan are established 
13 by the Board in support of its decision on second remand." R3-9. 



14 The findings then provide a detailed history of the county's plans for the 



15 specific rail corridor that is the subject of the second remand proceedings now before 



16 LUBA the corridor established by the Oregon Central Railroad in 1872. The 



11 findings explain that planning for the future use of the corridor began in 1996, when 



18 the county established a policy stating: 



19 "Yamhill County will pursue, whenever possible, conversion of 
20 abandoned rail lines through the federal 'rails to Trails' program and 
21 seek to integrate these abandoned lines into the county's trail/bikeway 
22 system." R3-9 



23 In 2012, the county reinforced that original policy by stating: 
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"4. Yamhill County Supports the Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail 
2 with Trail Project (Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project) and considers it 
3 important to both the County's rail and trail/bikeway systems." 



4 On this remand, the county has unequivocally interpreted its plan to establish 



s that the subject property has one purpose, and that its plan designation of that 



6 purpose overrides all other plan policies. The county specifically found: 



7 "[U]se of the corridor for trail and rail transportation purposes 
8 outweighs all other goals raised by opponents as in conflict, including 
9 agricultural goals, and is consistent with economic goals." R3-l l, find. 



10 3.6. See also, R3-12, findings 3.10 and 3.11. 



11 The county unequivocally established the primacy of the trail and other 



I2 transportation uses on the subject property, and effectively 'took exception' to 



13 anything else the plan might offer that touches on other attributes of the subject 



I4 property, including any streams that it crosses or farmland that it is adjacent to. In 



15 explaining "why," the county established that the corridor was built for and 



16 committed to transportation purposes, its highest and best use is for transportation 



17 purposes, and it is obviously suitable for those purposes having been used for the 



I8 transport of passengers and freight over the course of a century. 



19 As for agricultural policy H., identified at page 61 of petitioners' brief, the 



20 county discussed Policy H., raised by petitioners in their brief, and "specifically 



21 [rejected] the interpretation of opponents regarding [Policy H.J." R3-l l, finding 3.7. 
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The findings do not discuss the county's plan policies regarding "urban 



2 growth and change" because those policies obviously do not apply to the proposed 



3 trail. The trail is a conditional use in the farm zone and not an "urban use," or 



4 "expansion of urban development" which, according to the goal "summary," is what 



s the referenced policy governs. Pet Br App-4 p 51-52. The quoted goal concerns the 



6 "expansion of urban development," which the trail clearly is not. The trail is a 



7 transportation facility governed by its own comprehensive plan policies. If the 



8 proposal were "expansion of urban development," the county would be required to 



9 satisfy Goal 14, which has never been argued by petitioners. 



10 The project will connect two cities in the county but it does not affect "rural 



11 area development" adjacent to either of those cities, or elsewhere. Viewing the 



12 policy statements identified by petitioners in the context of the Rural Area 



13 Development Policy, those statements have nothing to do with the trail and are 



14 focused exclusively on higher density rural residential development. Policy A., 



1s directly above policy B. citied by petitioners in this case, focus exclusively on rural 



16 residential development, and no other kind of rural development is mentioned in the 



17 "Rural Area Development" section of the plan. Pt Br App-4 p 51-52. 



Is Both the text and context of the policy establish that the policy is concerned 



19 with "rural residential development," and has nothing to do with the trail or other 



20 transportation uses. The county was not required to address this policy both because 
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it is, on its face, not applicable, and because the county made an express 



2 interpretation that, in this case, the county's policies regarding the Yamhelas 



3 Westsider Trail override all other comprehensive plan policies as to development 



4 within the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Corridor. 



s Petitioners' cite two cases in support of their contention that the county's 



6 comprehensive plan has "mandatory" approval standards, including "Policy H," that 



7 the county must satisfy and cannot balance with other policies. One is Stefan v. 



8 Yamhill County, 21 Or LUBA 18, (1991). Petitioners' incorrectly summarize Stefan 



9 as finding that: "mandatory agricultural plan standard protecting agricultural must 



Io be applied to deny nonfann dwelling." Pet Br 61. To the contrary, in Stefan, a plan 



11 policy was held to be mandatory as to forest resources, and the non-farm dwelling 



12 was approved. In Stefan, petitioners objected to the citing of a non-farm dwelling 



13 in and agriculture/forestry zone on forested land across the highway from their 



14 residence. In discussing the county's comprehensive plan provisions, LUBA noted 



15 that agricultural policies in the plan had been implemented by land use regulations 



16 governing the citing of nonfarm dwellings, but not the forest land policies. Stefan 



I7 did not elevate plan policies in Yamhill County to 'mandatory approval standards,' 



1 s at least not in a manner that affects the trail, which is not located in or near forestland. 



19 To the contrary, Yamhill County does not have mandatory approval standards 



20 in its agricultural plan policies that have not been implemented by its zonmg 
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ordinance. Petitioners claim the county's Agricultural Lands Policy H is 



2 "mandatory" because it states: 



3 "No proposed rural area development shall substantially impair or 
4 conflict with the use of farm or forest land, or be justified solely or even 
s primarily on the argument that the land is unsuitable for farming or 
6 forestry or, due to ownership, is not currently part of an economic 
7 farming or forestry enterprise." 



8 Petitioners' focus is on "substantially impair or conflict," which was the focus 



9 in Stefan. In Stefan, LUBA concluded that "substantially impair or conflict" was 



10 substantially the same standard as in the nonfarm dwelling standards. In this case, 



11 it is clear that "substantially impair or conflict" is implemented by two conditional 



12 use standards, one requiring that findings that the proposed use will not alter the 



13 character of the surrounding area "in a manner which substantially limits, impairs, 



14 or prevents use of surrounding properties for the permitted uses listed in the 



15 underlying zoning district," and the other requiring that "the use is or can be made 



16 compatible with existing uses and other allowable uses in the area." YCZO 1202.02. 



17 In addition, the farm impact standard requires that the county find that the proposed 



ts use will not "force a significant change or "increase the cost" in accepted farm 



19 practices. All of these standards implement, and go beyond the directives to the 



20 county provided in the county's comprehensive plan policy cited above. That policy 



21 does not apply directly because it has been implemented by the county's conditional 



22 use and farm impact standards. 



; 
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Petitioners' also cite Columbia Riverkeepers v. Clatsop County. 238 Or App 



2 439, 243 P3d 82 (2010) to support their conclusion that the above cited farm standard 



3 and other clearly inapplicable rural development standards are "mandatory" and, 



4 because they are mandatory, cannot be balanced against other standards. Pet Br 61. 



s Petitioners have misconstrued Riverkeepers. In that case, the applicant sought 



6 approval of an LNG terminal on a 411-acre site on the Columbia River. Id at 442. 



7 Approval required that the county amend its zoning ordinance and plan map to 



s redesignate the site from "Aquatic Conservation," to "Aquatic Development." Id. 



9 The decision would have allowed 46 acres of "estuarine shoreland" to be dredged. 



10 Id. The approval would have been a 180-degree change for the site, making the 



11 previous and proposed designations and the policies behind them of central concern. 



12 In our case, the trail has plan policies promoting its development on a specific 



13 strip of property that extends from the Hagg Lake area to McMinnville, and a general 



14 plan policy requiring that "rural area development" ( characterized as urban 



15 development in the "Rural Area Development" goal) not "substantially impair or 



16 conflict" with farm use. Clatsop County had policies in several planning subareas 



17 '"designed to provide local government officials, planners and other plan users with 



1s the background information needed to evaluate development proposals' within the 



19 subarea." Id at 446. Like the transportation/trail policies of the Yamhill County 



20 Plan, the Clatsop County Plan specifically governed "development proposals" in the 
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area where the subject property was located. In Riverkeepers, the county's decision 



2 was remanded because the Court, applying text and context analysis, concluded that 



3 plan policies that could not be met given the nature of the proposal, could not simply 



4 be 'balanced away' by the county. Id at 457. 



5 In this case, the general agricultural policy cited by petitioners is implemented 



6 by YCZO 1202.02(D) and (F). The county's plan contains specific plan policies 



7 establishing that the highest and best, predicted and promoted use of the subject 



8 property is for transportation uses, over all other uses, including agriculture. The 



9 plan policy identified by petitioners in this case is met by compliance by the 



10 applicant with YCZO 1202.02, as demonstrated in the findings adopted by the 



11 county in this case. Petitioners' assignment 4, subassignment 2, should be denied. 



12 Response to Assignment 4, subassignment 3: The county correctly 
13 found, based on substantial evidence in the record as a whole, that 
14 the subject property is suitable for the uses approved within the 
15 2.82-mile section of corridor in question. 



16 As noted by LUBA in Van Dyke II: "YCZO 1202(C) requires a finding that 



17 '[t]he parcel is suitable for the proposed use considering its size, shape, location, 



1s topography, existence of improvements and natural features[.]"" In Van Dyke II, 



19 LUBA remanded the county's decision granting a conditional use permit to itself for 



20 development of a trail, in part so the county "can adopt findings addressing the 



21 locational consideration required by YCZO l 202(C)." Id at 86. LUBA remanded 
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on this basis because it sustained other assignments of error, including some 



2 concerning the farm impact test. In the remanded decision, the county had relied, in 



3 part, on its farm impact findings in concluding that YCZO 1202(C) was met. 



4 On this remand, the county once again considered the location of the subject 



5 property and whether that property is suitable for the proposed use considering its 



6 location. The county found: 



7 "4.8 With regard to location, the location of the parcel makes it 
8 eminently suitable for the proposed use. 



9 4.8.1 The location of the parcel allows a trail located within it to 
10 directly connect two important Yamhill County cities that share a 
11 unified school district. It is easy to consider athletic teams of those 
12 schools using the corridor to train, and school children riding in groups 
13 or on their own to and from school. The location-connecting two 
14 communities by foot-is something that was lost when Highway 47 
15 became crowded with semi-tractor trailers and automobiles, and 
16 inherently dangerous for pedestrians and bicyclists. Due in part to the 
17 location of the parcel, so close to Yamhill and transecting Carlton, 
18 people of all ages will be able to enrich their connections between the 
19 two communities and with the countryside around them and the farming 
20 taking place on those lands. As for claims of petitioners' that the 
21 location is unacceptable because it traverses farmland, that position 
22 cannot be correct. Seven hundred miles of county roads are located 
23 adjacent to, and transect farms throughout Yamhill County, and many 
24 more miles of public roads. Since the beginning of Yamhill County, 
25 those roads, many of them "market roads," have been considered an 
26 essential part of farming and were necessary to get crops and other farm 
27 products to market. 



28 4.8.2 The county is not relying on findings regarding farm 
29 impact standards to make findings with regard to criterion (C). This is 
30 a local standard that the Board interprets as focusing on the suitability 
31 of the parcel itself based on the characteristics of the parcel. In this 
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case, the fact that it is located through farm fields does not distinguish 
2 it in any way from any other road or highway in Yamhill County, where 
3 both pedestrians and bicycles have a current right to be. The parcel is 
4 suitable for the proposed use, and the proposal meets criterion (C)." 



5 These findings demonstrate that the county is aware of both the differences and the 



6 similarities between a 60-foot wide rail corridor with a 12-20-foot wide roadbed in 



7 the middle of it, and State Highways and County Roads that exist throughout 



s Yamhill County and where bicyclists and pedestrians have a right to be, but are in 



9 many instances too dangerous for bicyclists and pedestrians. Petitioners, through 



Io counsel, have portrayed some of the farm operations along the corridor as unique in 



all of the world as being inhospitable to human beings, due to their use of industrial 



12 poisons. The Board repeatedly rejected such hyperbole as having been 



13 manufactured by a law firm and not reflective of reality. R3-27, finding 8.9; R3-44, 



14 9.6.6 and elsewhere. Based on the record of these proceedings, it was reasonable 



15 for the county to so conclude. 



16 The county adopted appropriate findings, supported by substantial evidence 



11 in the record as a whole, establishing that the county's conditional use permit 



8 criterion (C) calls for the consideration of the subject property, and not surrounding 



19 properties, and that it has been satisfied. The county is responsible for judging 



20 questions of fact and for interpreting its own standards, and is afforded deference for 



21 such interpretations that are "plausible." Siporen v. City of Medford, 349 Or 24 7, 
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248,243 P3d 776 (2010). The county's conclusion that the subject parcel is suitable 



2 for a 2.48-mile paved connection between two small towns that share a school 



3 district is based on an extensive record and 70 pages of findings and conditions, most 



4 of which are not contested in this appeal. The approval allows development of an 



5 important piece of transportation infrastructure allowing travel between the two 



6 towns away from the chaos and obvious danger facing pedestrians and bicycles 



7 trying to travel between Yamhill and Carlton on Highway 47. Petitioners fourth 



8 assignment of error, third subassignment, should be denied. 



9 Response to Assignment 4, subassignment 4: The county correctly 
10 found that the proposed use will not alter the character of the 
11 surrounding area and did not misconstrue YCZO 1202.02(D). 



12 In Van Dyke II, LUBA partially sustained petitioners' objection to the 



13 county's findings addressing YCZO 1202.02(D), which requires a finding that the: 



14 "D. The proposed use will not alter the character of the surrounding 
15 area in a manner which substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use 
16 of surrounding properties for the permitted uses listed in the underlying 
17 zoning district." 



Is The county adopted findings addressing the standard, and petitioners did not raise 



19 the arguments they are raising now regarding the standard. They are now foreclosed 



20 from doing so by Beck v. City of Tillamook, 313 Or 148, 831 P2d 678 ( 1992): 



21 "the Beck waiver doctrine, which is that, in order to preserve an issue 
22 on appeal, the issue must be raised in all stages in the appeal 
23 proceedings where it can be raised. Failure to raise the issue during the 
24 first appeal proceedings precludes LUBA' s review of that issue." 



I 



I 
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Hatley v. Umatilla County. 66 Or LUBA 265, 273, 2012 WL 10816571 
2 (2012). 



3 As noted by LUBA in Van Dyke II, the proposal is for a local trail, not a 



4 regional trail, with correspondingly local, not regional, predicted impacts. Slip Op 



5 75-76, R3-l 759-60. This time, the county did not rely on its findings regarding the 



6 farm impact test, but interpreted its conditional use standard (D) to be independent 



7 from the farm impact standard. Petitioners object to a couple of sentences in the 



8 findings and ignore the remainder. They claim that the county incorrectly collapsed 



9 the terms "limit," "impair" and "prevent," but do not explain how the conclusion 



10 would have differed following their proffered interpretation. The county interpreted 



1 the standard as requiring that the county accurately describe the surrounding area 



12 and address "claims that the propose[ d] use will alter the character of the surrounding 



13 area in some way." R3-16, finding 5.6. That interpretation establishes the county's 



14 view of its own standard, that it is triggered when the proposed use will alter the use 



15 "in some way," and whether that alteration might substantially "limit," "impair" or 



16 "prevent" other uses, any alteration can be addressed and meet the standards through 



17 imposition of reasonable conditions of approval. 



18 Petitioners citation to York v. Clackamas County, 79 Or LUBA 278 (2019) is 



19 of no value here. York involved a hearings officer, who did not have the benefit of 



20 Siporen deference in his ordinance interpretations. He also deliberately lumped 
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"limit," "impair" or "prevent" into a single, "substantially worse" standard, which 



2 the county did not do in this case. The county considered voluminous evidence in 



3 the record that trails and other transportation rights of way do not substantially 



4 "limit" or "impair" or "prevent" farm uses, and specifically discussed the potential 



s limitations of pesticide spray practices raised by neighboring farm operators, 



6 rejecting them as they had rejected them in great detail in discussing the farm impact 



7 standard. 



8 The county's approach is more consistent with Oregon Coast Alliance v. 



9 Tillamook County, LUBA No. 2020-014 (August 20, 2020), 2020 WL 5440523, 



10 which rejected York as to the same ordinance language. There, the county's focus 



11 on whether the use would alter the surrounding uses was a more strict interpretation 



12 than limiting, impairing or preventing. In its findings addressing YCZO l 202.02(D), 



13 the county took the same approach, describing the current situation in the area, 



14 including numerous county and state rights-of-way where people currently have the 



1 s right to be and not, apparently, diminishing existing uses in any way. 



I6 As for petitioners' vague reference to Ooten v. Clackamas County, 70 Or 



11 LUBA 338 (2014) Ooten did not involve the "identical standard" and it is not clear 



I8 how, in this case, the county failed to consider the impact of the "specific proposal," 



19 which was described in great detail by the county throughout its findings as are the 



20 fann practices of each individual farm along the corridor. R3-56-74, Finding 11. 
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Petitioners ignore all of those specific findings that all provide support for the 



2 county's conclusion that any perceived "substantial impact" can be and is minimized 



3 by the conditions of approval imposed on the use to a level of insignificance. 



4 Petitioners' assignment 4, subassignment 4, should be denied. 



5 Response to Assignment 4, subassignment 5: Public facilities and 
6 services are adequate to support the proposed trail. The county 
7 correctly found, based on substantial evidence in the record as a 
8 whole, that "The proposed use is appropriate, considering the 
9 adequacy of public facilities and services existing or planned for the 



10 area affected by the use." The county did not err in its evaluation 
11 of setback requirements alleged by petitioners that have no basis in 
12 law and for which petitioners did not make credible claims of 
13 significant impact. 



14 Response to Assignment 4, sub-assignment 5-(a): 



I5 Highway 240 is adequate for the proposed use. The county's 
16 traffic study establishes that the trail is predominantly a local use 
11 trail. The county correctly found that simple and feasible signage 
I8 and striping at the only constriction on Highway 240 would 
19 provide short term mitigation consistent with predicted trail 
20 usage. 



21 It is notable in this case that ODOT, which manages Highway 240 and has 



22 been provided land use referrals for this project since 2018 and has submitted no 



23 negative comments. Petitioners, who seek to defeat a project that would give 



24 schoolchildren and everyone else safe, non-motorized access between the cities of 



2s Yamhill and Carlton, claim as the greatest of ironies that a constriction of the 



26 shoulders of Highway 240 for a length of perhaps 20 feet defeats the trail approval. 
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It is true that a constriction of the shoulder for a small bridge "is problematic," 



2 as the county found R3-56. It is false to claim that the county 'ignored' the issue. 



3 Pet Br 69. As noted by petitioners, the county found that Highway 240 is adequate 



4 for the proposed use, and that it is feasible for Highway 240, a minor arterial, to 



5 accommodate pedestrians and bicycles, as it currently does. Petitioners' photos and 



6 movies establish that the site distance at the location of the constriction, just beyond 



7 where the sidewalk from Yamhill ends, is excellent, and there are adequate 



8 shoulders, with the exception of the small, short bridge. R3-246, 844. The county, 



9 viewing the same evidence viewed by petitioners, concluded that: 



10 "The one constricting location-a small bridge on Highway 240-is 
11 problematic, but it is a problem that can be addressed by signage and 
12 striping until a better solution can be obtained by working with ODOT 
13 or through grant funding available from ODOT." R3-56. 



14 That finding was supported by additional findings and evidence. R3-56 finding 10.3. 



15 see also, finding 10.7 at R3-54; and R3-49, Finding 9.12.4; R3-246. The 



16 county/applicant established that Highway 240 was adequate for the proposed use, 



17 and it is clearly and unequivocally safer than the only alternative for school children 



1s in the Yamhill Carlton School District-Highway 47, a known death trap for 



19 bicyclists and pedestrians. A claim that a single constricted bridge/culvert on 



20 Highway 240 should defeat a proposal that clearly promotes the safety of 
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schoolchildren, bicyclists and pedestrians in the Yamhill-Carlton area is cynical and 



2 disingenuous, and this subassignment of error should be denied. 



3 Response to Assignment 4, sub-assignment 5-(b): 



4 The county correctly found that the proposed use is appropriate, 
s considering the adequacy of fire control services existing in the 
6 area affected by the use. 



7 Starting at R3-l 7, the county found that there is current access for fire vehicles 



8 in the corridor, and that fire services in the area are otherwise adequate to serve the 



9 corridor. The applicant/county submitted information establishing the kinds of 



10 vehicles used to fight brush fires, and established that two fire districts with 



1 jurisdiction over the trail currently have such equipment. R3-855-877. 



12 The county adopted almost three full pages of findings addressing the 



13 testimony of trail opponents, two of which are, or have been fire officials. Far from 



14 "ignoring" their testimony, the applicant/county addressed that testimony in depth 



1s and the Board of Commissioners, the body responsible for weighing the evidence 



16 and interpreting the standard, concluded that fire services currently in the area and 



17 currently serving the county's property will remain adequate if (as anticipated) 



1s mostly local trail usage is made of a 2.82-mile segment of the county's property. 



19 The most recent testimony relied upon by the opponents was from Fire Chief 



20 Terry Lucich, who submitted an email discussing the county's cooperation in 



21 clearing brush from the corridor in the City of Carlton, the kind of cooperation that 
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is likely to continue and hopefully improve over time. R3-1782. LUBA established 



2 in Van Dyke II (at 80) that "nothing in the Fire Chiefs comments suggests that the 



3 Fire District cannot provide adequate fire and emergency services with respect to the 



4 trail." R3-1705. Petitioners' argument that the county "ignored" the Fire Chiefs 



s "major hardship" claim (made again in their brief in several permutations) was 



6 resolved against petitioners in Van Dyke II and cannot be revisited here. Beck v. 



7 City of Tillamook, supra. 



8 Every other "inadequacy" argument raised by petitioners in their brief was 



9 addressed by the county in its findings. Petitioners seek to obfuscate issues related 



10 to "brush clearing," or perhaps simply do not understand the difference between 



11 "brush" and the other types of vegetation existing throughout Yamhill County, 



12 within the county's rail corridor and on pretty much every other property in the 



13 county i.e., trees, grass, crops and/or landscaping. The Fire Chief wants the county 



14 to "clear all the brush to provide safe passage and reduce the fire danger," which is 



1s what he described in the first part of his e-mail a cooperative and successful effort 



16 to clear brush "fuel reduction." Counsel for petitioner exaggerated that worthy 



11 goal, supported by the county, into 'expert advice that the entire corridor must be 



Is scoured of vegetation.' R3-197. In the "two ways" argument in their brief, (Pet Br 



19 71) petitioners equate landscape buffering with "brush" and appear to erroneously 



20 conclude (as in their attorney's testimony) that controlling "brush," for "fuel 
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reduction," means that the county cannot maintain a tree or blade of grass within the 



2 corridor without creating an unnecessary risk of fire in the county's transportation 



3 corridor. That conclusion is simply incorrect. As for the Fire Chief's other "choice," 



4 "close [the corridor] all off and deny access and hope nothing happens," the Fire 



s Chief himself dismissed that option as "not very realistic." R3-1782. 



6 The county correctly rejected petitioners' narrative regarding criterion E, and 



7 correctly concluded that adequate fire facilities and services are available in the area. 



8 The county correctly identified the types of equipment available, and the kinds of 



9 access necessary to allow that equipment to reach a brush fire in the corridor. R3 



10 17. The Sheriff established that proposed access was adequate for police response 



11 in the corridor. Id, finding 6.2.1. The county's detailed findings establishing the 



12 adequacy of fire services and fire access to the corridor are, for the most part, ignored 



13 by petitioners, who make no effort to address the findings the county adopted to 



14 address the "legitimate concerns" of fire experts solicited by petitioners to testify 



1s against the trail. Likewise, petitioners do not contest the county's evidence and 



16 conclusion that the proposed bridge and trail can accommodate the largest fire 



11 engine and that the local fire districts have all of the equipment required to fight the 



18 most likely fires to occur in or near the corridor. R3-17-20. The county 



19 demonstrated, without rebuttal from petitioners, that access to the corridor will be 



20 possible by the largest fire engine available, even though such an engine is usually 
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used only to fight structural fires, and there is only one structure adjacent to the trail, 



2 which already has access from Highway 47. R3-18 finding 6.2.5. While rejecting 



3 certain aspects of the Fire Chiefs earlier (and not repeated) testimony regarding the 



4 need for fire hydrants and turnouts, the county nevertheless adopted a condition of 



s approval to ensure that proper emergency and fire access is established as part of the 



6 proposed use. Condition 5 specifically addresses the legitimate concerns of Chief 



7 Lucich. R3-76. 



8 It is also clearly feasible to clear "brush" currently blocking direct access to 



9 the corridor from the new Carlton fire station that is directly adjacent to the trail 



10 corridor. Based on substantial evidence in the record, the county clearly established 



11 that the proposed use is appropriate considering the adequacy of fire control services 



12 existing in the area affected by the use. This subassigrunent of error should be 



13 denied. 



14 Response to Assignment 4, sub-assignment 5-(c): 



1s The county did not rely on water or a septic system available at 
16 the county's Bus Barn property. The county proposed portable 
17 toilets at !railheads to be located at either end of the trail segment. 
1 s The citing of trailheads and portable toilets is clearly feasible, 
19 and required by conditions of approval. As in their fourth 
20 assigrunent of error, second subassignment, petitioners ignore 
21 other stages of trail development contemplated by enforceable 
22 conditions of approval. 
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This subassignment of error should be denied for the same reasons argued by 



2 respondent in response to petitioners' fourth assignment of error, first 



3 subassignment. Additionally, fire hydrants are available for use without regard to 



4 the underlying zoning. The fire hydrants at the Bus Barn and at the Carlton Fire 



5 District facility adjacent to the trail corridor in Carlton are, in fact, available to 



6 extinguish fires. Petitioners made no substantive claims below that the trail required 



7 a septic system, and the county was correct to conclude that portable toilets at the 



8 trailheads would reduce the potential that persons might deposit human waste within 



9 the county's 60-foot wide fenced corridor, thus potentially affecting the food safety 



10 of hazelnuts, which are harvested in the shell and washed before they are otherwise 



11 processed or distributed to the public. R3-636; 416-421; R3-76, condition 4. 



12 Response to Assignment 4, subassignment 6: The county correctly 
13 concluded, based on substantial evidence in the record as a whole, 
14 that trail use of the corridor can be made compatible with existing 
15 uses and other allowable uses in the area. 



16 Without any references to the record and a single reference to the findings, 



17 petitioners dismiss the county's authority to interpret its own local standard and the 



1 s county's detailed "farm focused" analysis of adjacent farm uses. R3-20-21; 56-71. 



19 The county's analysis and conclusions regarding the uses in the area, potential 



20 conflicts between the trail and agricultural uses, and 'compatibility' are detailed and 



21 well supported and should be upheld on this appeal. Petitioners central point is that, 
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if they had written the findings, they would have interpreted and applied the standard 



2 differently or relied on other evidence. 



3 Petitioners do not state a basis for LUBA to reject the county's findings 



4 regarding compatibility, located at R3-20-21. Finding 7 establishes that criterion F. 



5 is a local standard, not dependent on compliance with the farm impact standard. 



6 Finding 7 .1 describes the proposed use, and existing and allowable uses in the area 



7 with reference to the county's "farm focused" findings, and established the 



8 importance of conditions in ensuring compatibility. R3-21. In finding 7.2, the 



9 county found compliance with the standard based on its detailed analysis of potential 



10 incompatibilities and the conditions of approval, which addressed every potential 



11 incompatibility raised by opponents, some not otherwise worthy of a response. Id. 



12 The county did not "ignore," and specifically addressed stormwater in its 



13 findings. Pet Br 75. Finding 4.4 notes that the Stag Hollow Creek Bridge was 



14 designed by engineers with full state and federal oversight and compliance, and that: 



15 "The culverts are being designed by engineers and hydrologists to be 
16 properly sized to convey all anticipated, existing stormwater and to hold 
17 the same vehicle loads as Stag Hollow Bridge." R3-13. 



18 Finding 6.5 is devoted to stormwater, referencing petitioners' testimony and 



19 responding with an explanation of why the county/applicant has established that it 



20 has experienced staff and consulting engineers capable of managing storm water in 



21 compliance with plans that have been, and are currently being developed by the 
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county. These proceedings are not "site design review," and none is required. To 



2 meet the standard it is necessary that the county demonstrate that it is capable of 



3 actively managing surface water related to its property. The county has established 



4 through these proceedings that it is capable of managing surface water, and is in full 



5 compliance with state and federal law regarding all environmental aspects of the 



6 bridge and the two culverts currently being designed by Dow! Engineering. R3-20. 



7 These findings have been ignored by petitioners. The corridor is at least 60 



8 feet wide, the width of many county road rights-of-way. All of the known drainage 



9 crossings have been or are being analyzed by engineers, and a condition of approval 



to requires that culverts be capable of conveying stormwater "as recommended by the 



11 county's engineering consultants." R3-76. 



12 As for "pesticide spraying practices, including aerial spraying, as 'existing 



13 uses' or 'allowable uses in the area," (Pet Br 74) the county extensively reviewed 



14 those uses throughout the findings and all of those findings support the county's 



15 conclusions with regard to whether trail uses "can be made compatible with existing 



16 uses and other allowable uses in the area." The bulk of the testimony received, from 



17 persons other than the organized opposition, was to the effect that trails all over the 



1s state, the country, and the world coexist with farm uses, which would make the 'Van 



19 Dyke Corridor' as described by petitioners a rare exception to the rule: the place 



20 where human activity or presence is impossible due to the poisonous nature of 
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agriculture in that area. The evidence in this case is overwhelming that a trail, 



2 properly conditioned, is and can be made compatible with farm uses, even and 



3 including a hazelnut orchard. 



4 The county did not "ignore" petitioners' constantly changing claims regarding 



s pesticide spraying. The county considered earlier claims by petitioners that they 



6 were entitled to up to a 150-foot spray buffer that the county and their other 



7 neighbors were required to accommodate by staying off of their own land. At this 



8 point, they are in agreement with the county that the required spray buffer is ten feet 



9 for Lorsban and Yuma 4E and that they are responsible for maintaining that buffer 



10 on their own land. Based on its significant analysis of this and every potential farm 



11 impact raised, the county concluded that the trail can be made compatible with 



12 adjacent farm uses. Farmer operators can, and should as an "accepted farm 



I3 practice," use the outer I0 feet of their own property as a reasonable spray buffer to 



14 their neighbors, whether or not a label requires it. That same IO feet, as is currently 



Is the case with both the Coussens' and Van Dyke's properties, can be used for access 



16 by a blast sprayer with the sprayer turned off on the property line side, to properly 



17 spray the outer row of the orchard with pesticide that is used to kill pests that live in 



1s the trees being treated, not living on a neighbor's property. That same access is 



19 necessary to run the sweeper and harvester, and it is not an imposition on any farm 
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operator to maintain a ten foot or wider access road or area along the perimeter of 



2 the orchard. R3-639. 



3 The county even sought to accommodate an "ultrahazardous" type of 



4 spraying-aerial spraying-by providing a trail closure and warning system for 



5 aerial spraying. Chase v. Henderson, 265 Or 431, 432, 509 P2d 1188 (1973). The 



6 county is not in a position to manage risk and "perceptions" for persons engaging in 



7 uncommon, ultrahazardous activities and should not be required to in these 



8 proceedings. The county is no different than any property owner in wishing to 



9 discourage its neighbors from engaging in ultrahazardous activities that could 



10 inadve1iently result in the county's property, its guests, contractors or invitees and/or 



1 the general public from being inadvertently sprayed by an airplane or helicopter. 



12 In Van Dyke II, LUBA considered, and rejected, the same arguments 



13 petitioners now make regarding aerial spraying. Slip op 48-49, R3 1732-3. In that 



14 case, LUBA agreed with the county that the perceptions of a farm operator that aerial 



1 s spraying is or is not too risky for whatever reason, are not the county's legitimate 



16 concern under the farm impacts test. The same is true with regard to the aerial spray 



11 operator, who must determine what level of risk he or she is willing to accept that 



18 persons on the ground, or managers of the county property even before the trail is 



19 opened, object to the risks posed to the county's property, and its contractors, 



20 invitees or others allowed by law to be on the county's property. Under Beck, this 
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issue was previously resolved and cannot be revisited. As in Van Dyke II, 



2 petitioners' arguments under this subassignment of error do not provide a basis for 



3 reversal or remand. 



4 RESPONSE TO FIFTH ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR 



5 Respondent county did not make an unconstitutional decision and 
6 did not fail to follow required land use proceedings in adopting 
7 either of the decisions. Petitioners had an opportunity to 
8 participate fully in the consideration and adoption of Board Order 
9 20-164. Board Order 20-178 simply noted county compliance with 



Io LUBA's Order in LUBA No. 2020-032/033. Following adoption of 
II Board Order 20-164, no further land use decisions were necessary 
12 for the county to issue a contract for bridge construction. 
13 Petitioners had an opportunity to submit volumes of testimony into 
14 the record of this matter, and to appeal all of the issues adequately 
15 raised, and have suffered no prejudice to any of their substantial 
16 rights. 



17 Petitioners claim they have a constitutional right to an additional face to face 



18 hearing on this matter, but provide no case that establishes such a right. Since 2018, 



19 this matter has proceeded through at least l 0 hours of hearings before the Planning 



20 Commission and the Board of Commissioners. Remand hearings are routinely held 



21 on the submission of written evidence. Petitioners received written notice that was 



22 sent April 6, 2020, and had more than 20 days to prepare for the original submittal 



23 deadline, which was then extended for another 21 days. The county submitted its 



24 materials during business hours on April 29 and 30, 2020, and requested that the 



25 county provide sufficient time to opponents to rebut the materials submitted. The 
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Planning Department issued a staff report on April 22, 20 I 0, including a copy of the 



2 remand decision and Board Order 19-94. R3- 1620. The bulk of the 



3 county/applicant's materials consisted of modified findings for approval; a traffic 



4 study; and information regarding fire equipment. R3-855-961; 962-1031 ( draft 



s findings not "evidence);1031-56 (traffic study). Petitioners apparently have access 



6 to four or more attorneys experienced in land use matters for this case, according to 



7 submittals made to LUBA. Their claim that they were denied meaningful access to 



8 the proceedings on review is a collection of inuendo. The Board did not "demand" 



9 a hearing, the Planning Department scheduled it. Petitioners' legal advisors 



10 mobilized opponents and previous petitioners, not to mount a substantive response, 



11 but to mount a campaign of demand for further delays. 



12 Petitioners and their attorneys had known the parameters of the remand and 



13 what LUBA had ordered since October 11, 2019, and should have expected draft 



14 revised findings, a traffic study, and information to support findings that fire control 



15 services in the area are adequate. On April 30, 2020, the Board accepted all 



16 testimony submitted in accordance with the mailed and published notices, and 



17 provided an additional three weeks-to May 21, 2020, to allow submission of 



18 additional testimony and evidence and to allow a representative of the opponents to 



19 address the Board. Applicant/county's last submittal was dated May 13, 2020. R3- 



20 411-499. The May 21 session at which petitioners' attorney was allowed to testify, 
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lasted for hours, and was more than the county was required to provide in order to 



2 meet applicable fair hearing standards and constitutional requirements. The 



3 county's final evidentiary submittal was on May 13, 2020. R3-4 l l-499. 77 pages 



4 of the submittal consisted of updated draft findings, with the only "evidence" being 



5 a declaration from Ben Van Dyke agreeing that the applicable setback for Lorsban 



6 and Yuma 4E is 10 feet (R3-414); additional food safety information indicating that 



7 hazelnuts are exempt from the federal "Preventative Controls For Human Food rule" 



8 governing produce (R3-416); and a picture of a Yamhill city park adjacent to a Ben 



9 Van Dyke-managed grass seed field, with no apparent setbacks or fences. R3-422. 



10 Petitioners' claim that YCZO 1403.04 required that the county conduct the 



11 remand hearing like an "initial evidentiary hearing" has no support in the text or 



I2 context of the county's ordinance. Following, as it does, YCZO 1403.01, .02 and 



13 .03, it is clear that YCZO 1404.04 governs review by the Board a Planning 



14 Commission or a Hearing Officer decision where a hearing has already been held, 



I5 not a remand decision, which is not mentioned. Pet Br App-4. Given the lack of 



16 statutoty restriction on remand hearings, it is doubtful the county would deliberately 



17 impede its choices in gathering evidence and testimony on remand. The county's 



18 zoning ordinance does not support such a conclusion. 



19 Petitioners' statements about the procedures followed by the county are filled 



20 with color and utterly lacking in substance. No one was 'jerked around,' (Pet Br 81) 
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petitioners had adequate time to respond to the limited evidence submitted into the 



2 record by the county and the county's argument was mostly contained in draft 



3 findings submitted and available for review on April 30, 2020. The record remained 



4 open until May 21, 2020. There is also no "20-days to review" requirement in ORS 



s 197. 763(3)(h), which is probably why petitioners do not cite to the language of the 



6 statute or a case supporting their otherwise unsupportable claim. Pet Br 80. 



7 Petitioners once again take issue with extensive credibility findings made by 



8 the county, this time to support their claim that the constitution requires that they be 



9 allowed to testify in person on a remand. The only person the county Board found 



Io to be not credible is Wendie Kellington, based on her conduct throughout these 



proceedings dating to 2018. Credibility findings adopted as part of Board Order 20 



12 164 are essentially the same credibility findings made in Board Order 19-94. 



13 Board Order 19-94 had 15 separate credibility findings, each outlining why 



14 identified statements by some opponents could not be believed. R2-27; 8.9, R2-29; 



15 8.11, R2-35; 9.4.4, R2-36; 9.6.7, R2-49; 10.2, R-2-51; 10.4, R2-51; 10.5, R2-52, 



16 10.7, R2-56; 11.1.5, R2-57; 11.2.4, R2-59; 11.2.4, R2-66; 11.7.5, R2-66; 11.7.5, R2- 



17 69; 11.8.6, R2-70; 11.8.12, R2-71; 11.8.13. Board Order 20-164 appears to have 



I8 fewer such findings, but they are once again focused on the active campaign of 



19 hyperbole and unbelievable claims of attorney for petitioners. R3-27, finding 8.9; 



20 R3-44, finding 9.6.6 as examples. The Board did not claim any individual testifying 
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was not credible other than attorney for petitioners. Otherwise, the Board found that 



2 specific testimony that was received was not credible. The Board chose to believe 



3 the bulk of testimony establishing the compatibility of trail and farm uses, and 



4 rejected testimony it did not believe. It is the Board of Commissioners' right and 



5 responsibility to weigh the evidence in this case, and the Board did so appropriately. 



6 LUBA does not second guess reasonably stated credibility choices based on 



7 substantial evidence in the record. Applebee v. Washington County, 54 Or LUBA 



s 364, 390, 2007 WL 1964235: "LUBA is not authorized to second-guess the 



9 judgments made by local decision makers with respect to the credibility of evidence 



1 o presented at land use hearings." 



11 Koskela v. Willamette Industries, 33 I Or 362, 15 P3d 548 (2000), the only 



12 appellate case cited by petitioners, concerns the credibility and veracity of a person 



13 seeking workers compensation benefits and is not relevant to the land use review 



14 proceedings in question or to the nature of the credibility determinations made in 



1s this case. Petitioners have not bothered to present a constitutional claim based on 



16 Koskela or the cases it cites, and that claim should be rejected as undeveloped and 



7 failing to support petitioner's fifth assignment of error. Pierron vy. City of Eugene, 8 



18 Or LUBA 113 (1983) supports the county's position that it was not required to 



19 provide an opportunity for oral testimony in a matter that had already been through 



20 extensive oral testimony hearings and was before the county on second remand. The 
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only witness whose testimony has been questioned as not credible by the Board is 



2 the person who was allowed to testify to the Board in person, at length, on May 21, 



3 2020. Petitioners fifth assignment of error should be denied. 



4 RESPONSE TO AMICUS BRIEF 



5 Oregon Farm Bureau's brief appears to be outtakes and leftovers from 



6 Petitioners' Brief, and ads nothing of substance to the issues at hand. Respondent 



7 urges LUBA to focus on the record and the findings in this case, and not the distorted 



8 view of what the county found and what the record shows presented by the 



9 petitioners and Amicus. The county sought through these proceeding to 



10 accommodate and address the concerns of all six of the farm operations adjacent to 



11 the trail project. R3-43, finding 9.7.7. The conditions of approval govern and limit 



12 the operation of a trail on the subject property in a manner that addresses the 



13 legitimate concerns of opponents and establishes a process for establishment of a 



14 Master Plan. The Farm Bureau's comments do not provide any independent bases 



15 for remand or reversal in this case. 



16 II 



17 II 



18 II 



I9 II 



20 II 
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IV. CONCLUSION 



2 For all of the reasons stated in this brief, the challenged decision should be 



3 affirmed. 



4 Dated: October 2, 2020 



5 
6 



7 



8 



9 



Timot y S. Sadlo OSB #810988 
Yamhi I County Counsel's Office 
Of Attorneys for Respondent 
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7 wk@klgpc.com 
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From: Philip Higgins
To: stevencarol.wick; Wayne Wiebke
Cc: Casey Kulla; V H; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich; Patty Williams
Subject: RE: Bus barn question
Date: Monday, November 23, 2020 7:01:00 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Ideally Rick and I would receive a copy of the proposed lese document w/ proposed rate and term
from the County to review. 
Also a copy of the current lease with the bus barn, or the previous lease – se we can understand the
proposed agreement and obligations there.
The other (highly) preferred item would be a walk thru of the structures to ascertain current
condition as it relates to the lease obligations going forward.
 


Philip E Higgins
Principal Broker | OR & WA
OR Lic # 960900059 / WA Lic # 50197
Direct: 503-793-9039 | phiggins@PacificCrestREA.com
809 E. First St. Newberg OR 97132
Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors
Commercial Real Estate Brokerage | Advisory Services
 
This message is intended only for the use of the person(s) ("the Intended Recipient") to whom it is addressed. It may contain information which is privileged and confidential
within the meaning of applicable law. Dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this message or any of its contents by any person other than the Intended
Recipient may constitute a breach of civil or criminal law and is strictly prohibited. If you are not the Intended Recipient, please contact the sender as soon as possible. 


The information contained herein is based on sources believed to be reliable, but neither Philip E Higgins, nor Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors represents that it is wholly
accurate or complete. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors and its affiliates are not responsible for any errors or omissions or for the results obtained
from the use of such information. All opinions and estimates herein are subject to change without notice. The Intended Recipient should make their own investigations,
including but not limited to retaining the services of specific professionals in the areas of Law, Accounting, Engineering, etc. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate
Advisors is NOT a Principal in any transaction unless disclosed to be so, and is not responsible for any third party reports.
 
Oregon Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: https://www.oregon.gov/rea/licensing/Documents/Initial-Agency-Disclosure-Pamphlet.pdf 
Washington Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=18.86.120


 


From: stevencarol.wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, November 22, 2020 7:36 PM
To: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>; Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
 
I would love to see Phillip and Rick team up to eval this opportunity, and report their
findings back to the Board. We are lucky to have them offer their knowledge and
experience!
 
Steve Wick 
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Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
 
-------- Original message --------
From: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Date: 11/22/20 4:20 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>, Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>, Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>, steve wick
<stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>, Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
 
Merely offering my services in the area I’m trained in.  I do this sort of advisory daily in my practice. I
can very likely save you time analyzing the deal at hand and point out potential pitfalls. 
 
While I’m pro trial, I’ve got no dog in this fight, just being neighborly. 
 
Philip E Higgins 
Pacific Crest REA
503-793-9039
 
(Please excuse any mis-spelling or auto-correct oddities) 


On Nov 22, 2020, at 4:13 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:



We also have to think about how we respond to Phillip Higgen's; he seems to really want to
get in the middle of this.  WW
 
On Sunday, November 22, 2020, 2:29:35 PM PST, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
wrote:
 
 
It’s an amazing intriguing idea.  I do have a lot of questions about numbers, condition of the
buildings and who is responsible for their safety and upkeep, what insurance would cost us
etc.
 
Does anyone mind if I bring my husband in on this question?  He owns a large
manufacturing building in Tualatin so would know more about what information we would
need and what risks we would be taking on.
 
Veronica 
 
 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone
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On Nov 22, 2020, at 11:25 AM, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Wayne, thanks for adding Patty (I couldn’t remember her email address when I drafted
this).


 


I floated this idea past Ken Huffer, Carrie Martin, Christian Boenisch and Todd Sadlo (and
they were enthusiastic about me inquiring with you). It would have to be discussed in open
session for Commissioner Olson to be involved. Mr. Belt currently leases the property, but I
expect that our lease price going forward will result in him raising the lease price to the bus
company, effectively ending their lease there. This would be very negative for the bus
company and the school district and kids, so I suggested that we could ask you about
taking on the lease of the whole property, with the requirement that you continue to lease to
the bus company but with few other requirements. Mr. Belt was making a significant income
off of the bus company lease.


 


I am happy to talk more in person if that is easier.


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, November 20, 2020 1:32 PM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; steve wick
<stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Cc: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Casey thinking outside of the box. For right now I am going to defer to those you
included with this offer plus Patty Williams our new Treasure. I see expertise there that I
don't have. Have you consulted with Rick or county administration regarding this idea? 
Wayne


 


On Friday, November 20, 2020, 10:53:09 AM PST, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
wrote:
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Board of Friends of YWT (plus Philip),


 


A question for you to consider: would you be interested in holding the lease on the bus barn
property on hwy 240? It would require you to be the property manager and to sublet the
current bus footprint to the bus company. But the benefits: you have access to and control
of the property that will be the key trail head, and it gives you a measure of standing for
grants, legal claims, etc. The other buildings on site could leased to other business partners
that complement a future trail. Depending upon the details and rates, you might even
generate a small cash income from the lease/sublease that could help with other projects
moving the trail forward.


 


Obviously, a lease agreement would need to be approved and signed before the first Thurs
in January, but we can move quickly if you can.


 


Casey


971-241-6585








From: Todd Sadlo
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright
Cc: Casey Kulla; Janice Primozich; Carrie Martin; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Christian Boenisch; Patty Williams
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 5:58:53 AM


Wayne,


I understand most of what you said in your message and, of course, I cannot give you legal
advice, but I don't understand what you say would be a "tactic" of 'ignoring LUBA.'  There is no
need to ignore LUBA.  For two years, it is likely that you will have a county Board that will not
move forward on land use approvals for the trail, whether it is owned by the county or the
Friends.  No one would be ignoring LUBA.  If the county's decision is affirmed it would likely be
appealed, and the county would likely not prosecute the appeal.  If it is remanded, the county
would likely decline to seek approval on remand, and the Board would then deny the
application.  


As far as a suit against the county for transferring title to the trail:  that seems like a stretch to
me, because I can't think what the basis for that might be, but that is the sort of thing you
might ask Mr. Paulus if he is brought into this.


Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 6:59 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Ken. I agree with Stan, it shouldn't be on your dime. Stan's concerns regarding an unfinished
LUBA situation is one of mine too. Carrie inferred that a tactic given to her would be while mothballing the
trail development ignore any LUBA transmissions or actions; I would want more assurance of that being a
sound tactic. Could the opponents sue the county for divesting to us and if so where would that put us? I
don't see a problem getting financial support for a legal fund from trail supporters but having a sense of
what kinds of legal battles from opponents would be helpful. I would anticipate a lot of nuisance types of
actions from them. Our fixed costs would be insurance and potential property taxes( there could be a
waiver on them) whatever we need to budget for maintenance. The $3500 lease fee from Gene Belt
would cover of that.


Wayne
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On Monday, September 14, 2020, 5:40:55 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


Regardless of whether the board would like to sit in on a discussion with Fritz I am planning to meet with
him to have a better understanding personally.  All on my dime of course.


Best, Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 14, 2020, at 5:15 PM, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:



Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:





[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal expense.  Wayne, Veronica
and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would you be able to give a quick brief to Fritz of where we are?
 
Ken
 
From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
'Christian Boenisch' <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a sentence in Todd's
scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have
standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I
don't quite understand where that might leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone
such as Fritz Paulas guide us would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response?
Wayne
 
On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:
 
 
I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the attorney
mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running out and we need to act
quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.
Stan
 
From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
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Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
Thanks, Todd.
 
From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses, it would be to
advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the land use case).  Christian
and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works in this field (land held in the public
interest), and has a strong public interest streak.
 
Todd Sadlo
 
From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends decide that they
want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?
 
From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at least until we
have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort you have put into this and I
am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.
Stan
 
From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
Stan,
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Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no matter which way
the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the new
Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not enough time for
a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules
require that the remand be pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after
that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the
property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail would not
be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish under Oregon’s land use system.
 
Todd Sadlo
 
From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken
Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley
Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would keep us from
needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our ownership.
Stan
 
From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I believe it is proper
to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the thought of
the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that from happening.
 
I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I asked them for an
informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is the Friends
board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we progress?
 
Casey
971-241-6585
(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Todd Sadlo; Steve Wick; Ken Wright
Subject: LUBA letter
Date: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 8:24:11 AM
Attachments: LUBA remand letter April 22, 2020.docx


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I think I covered at least parts of what we have discussed. I submitted this morning.
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April 22,2020


Yamhill County Board of Commissioners and Planning Department


525 NE Fourth St


McMinnville, Or. 97128








Dear Commissioners and Planners:





I am submitting written testimony for the public hearing schedule for April 30, 2020 regarding the LUBA remand of Board Order 19-94 (planning docket G-01-18).





I have testified on this issue in the past as a board member of the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail and am doing so again today. I understand that the expectation now is to submit new testimony and I will comply with introducing new testimony as best I can remember.





I will start first with the acknowledgement by LUBA “that applying pesticides in a manner that causes overspray or drift onto adjoining properties is not accepted practice for purposes of ORS 215.296 (1).”





The issues for this appeal have moved around several topics but spray drift trespass has been and seems now to be a major stumbling block to mitigating a solution to the petitioner’s objections to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project.  Insecticide labeling laws required setbacks for the sprays they have identified as being crucial to their operations and are being used to portray the Trail as having a significantly negative impact upon their farm practices. In particular Lorsban and YUMA 4E have been singled out as important to their insect control and that they both can require a 50-foot set back.  Ben Van Dyke is taking this a step further in claiming that he is entitled to spray up to his property line at will, and take 50 feet of his neighbors (esp. the county) property for his required set back without having to compensate that neighbor for loss of access. These two chemicals are Group 1B insecticides that contain 4lbs. of chlorpyrifos per gallon. Chlorpyrifos is an organophosphate — a class of insecticides that inhibit nerve function. In 2016 insecticides containing this chemical were ban by the EPA and was to go into effect January 1, 2017. Last August, a court ordered the EPA to finalize a ban by early October. Prior to that deadline, the EPA filed its appeal allowing the continued use of a pesticide its own scientists said was too dangerous for children and endangered species to be exposed to. Ben Van Dyke maintains that his orchards were planted in 2017, the same year Yamhill County completed purchase of their part of the abandoned UP railroad, so it stands to reason that other options are available. 


 Another argument against the trail is that the bridge construction is not meeting environmental restrictions(something ODOT required prior to bridge construction) and that they can not spray because of construction worker within their spray setback zone.  These two things contradict each other in terms of the use of these two insecticides. Their environmental argument is that the bridge is sited upon wetlands and the Stagg Hollow Creek supports salmon migration.  This would also include the two other streams that are being engineered and are part of the same grant supporting the bridge construction. The labeling for both insecticides state:  


“Environmental Hazards:
This pesticide is toxic to fish, aquatic invertebrates, small
mammals and birds. Do not apply directly to water, or to areas
where surface water is present, or to intertidal areas below the
mean high-water mark. Drift and runoff from treated areas may
be hazardous to aquatic organisms in water adjacent to treated
areas.”


They also state that:


“Spray Drift Management
occupational bystanders(especially children).and contact
people, structures people occupy at any time and the associated
Do not allow spray to drift from the application site to “sensitive sites” (areas frequented by non-property, parks and recreation areas, non-target crops, aquatic
and wetland sites, woodlands, pastures, rangelands, or animals
Avoiding spray drift at the application site is the responsibility
of the applicator.”


It is appropriate here, to reference Oregon Right to Farm Law: 


Oregon’s Right to Farm Law states that protected farm practices include farming or forestland that are characterized by one or more of the following:


· Are or may be used on a farm or forestland of similar nature


· Are generally accepted, reasonable, prudent methods for the operation to obtain profit in money (commercial)


· Comply with applicable law


· Are performed in a reasonable manner





It needs to be stated that chloropyrifos can be sprayed at most 3 times a year. It should also be pointed out that the Insecticide Resistant Management (IRM) states that:


Insecticide Resistance Management (IRM):  Yuma 4Econtains a Group 1B insecticide. Insect/mite biotypes with acquired resistance to Group 1B may eventually dominate the insect/mite population if Group 1B insecticides are used repeatedly in the same field or in successive years as the primary method of control for targeted species. This may result in partial or total loss of control of those species by Yuma 4Eor other Group 1B insecticides. To delay development of insecticide resistance:•Avoid consecutive use of insecticides with the same mode of action (same insecticide group) on the same insect species.•Use tank mixtures or premix products containing insecticides with different modes of action (different insecticide groups) provided the products are registered for the intended use.•Base insecticide use upon comprehensive Integrated Pest Management (IPM) programs Monitor treated insect populations in the field for loss of effectiveness.


This same message as a Group 1B insecticide is on the Lorsban as well.


My point with bringing this forward is that because of the spray restrictions, it makes these Group 1B insecticides temporary requiring other spray options after one year.


The manuals for these chlorpyrifos insecticides include best management practices Orchard Air blast applications as such:


The following mandatory spray drift best management practices are required to reduce the likelihood of off-target drift movement from air blast applications.• Direct nozzles so spray is not projected above the canopies.• Apply only when wind speed is 3 to 10 mph at the application site as measured by an anemometer outside of the orchard/vineyard on the upwind side.• Outward pointing nozzles must be shut off when turning corners at row ends. The applicator should take into account the following best management practices to reduce off-site spray drift. This section is advisory and does not supersede mandatory label requirements. • Number of nozzles, nozzle orientation and spray volume, air speed and wind direction are key factors in adjusting air blast spray delivery to match the height and density of the crop canopy. Adjust air blast equipment to provide uniform coverage while minimizing the amount of spray movement over the top or completely through the crop canopy. • High air volumes deliver spray more efficiently than air at high speed. Reducing forward travel speed decreases the air speed necessary to deliver the spray to the top of the crop canopy.• Use air guides along with the number and orientation of spray nozzles to achieve the desired spray coverage and directional control.• Take the following steps to minimize drift and the amount of non-target spray:• Orient nozzles and adjust air speed/volume/direction to force the spray through the crop canopy but not allow drift past the canopy.• Shut off spray delivery when passing gaps in crop canopy within rows.• Spray the outside rows of orchards from outside in, directing the spray into the orchard and shutting off nozzles on the side of the sprayer away from the orchard.• When treating smaller trees, vines or bushes, shut off top nozzles to minimize over-the-top spray movement.


Trail management by the County can & will be part of the solution to mitigating farm issues. This has already been accomplished with a large organic dairy on the section South of Carlton, but not part of this first phase. At the Conceptual Planning stage, a gating system that will allow the trail to be closed while he moves over a hundred head of cows from a field on one side of the trail to the other was agreed upon. It was solution that he brought to the planning process.one he is already using to move his cows across a county road paralleling the YWT right of way. There are examples all over the country where solutions such as this were agreed upon with studies showing this kind of collaboration works. Building a sense of trust on both sides allows this kind of collaboration to work. The County and the FYWT are looking forward to that happening, perhaps through the workings of the Master Planning process.





My last point centers around argument that public non-motorized multi modal transportation corridors are totally incompatible with and cannot traverse through farmland. Yamhill County has around 700 miles of roadways. Much of Yamhill County farming is along, what are classified as “local Roads”; and according to a conversation a couple of years ago with the County road engineer  as narrow as 30 to 40-foot-wide corridors with 10 to 12 foot of pavement or gravel, the paved generally have a two-foot shoulder on either side. These roads are increasingly being bordered with plantings of hazelnuts. Many of these have been planted so that measuring from the median (trunk of the tree) of the rows to the county public road leaves no room for setback on the roadside as the 3 photos below illustrate. The orchard on Sitton road is a mature orchard planted more than 10 to 20 years ago; the other 2 are within 5 years old. It can be seen how the mature foliage of the Sitton Road example merges with the county road. I could provide examples where responsible farmers have planted with the setback in mind, but what is shown here, by driving around the county, is not uncommon. You can also see on both the Fryer and the Sitton Road examples there are grass fields planted up against the road’s shoulders across from the hazelnuts. The “local roads” have relatively light motorized traffic on them and feed into the “collector” roads such as the highly trafficked county roads such as West Side Road and state Highway 47. These local roads are the preferred roads used by local bicyclists because of the safety factor. The labeling laws are truly clear as to proper safety measure required when applying toxic chemicals and spray drift. A County managed trail with help from the FYWT will have trail policy and agreements that addresses easements, spray management, trespass, litter, crime and the willingness to be a understanding and resolution based neighbor into the future. Multiple studies across the United States illustrate that this can be a mutually satisfactorily relationship if given a chance.


 I will end here where I started with the acknowledgement by LUBA “that applying pesticides in a manner that causes overspray or drift onto adjoining properties is not accepted practice for purposes of ORS 215.296 (1).”





Respectfully,


Wayne Wiebke


President of the FYWT


1235 NW Driftwood Place 


McMinnville, Oregon 97128














Fryer Road 100 yards East of crossing the YWT

















Shelton Road West of Carlton














Sitton Road between Carlton and McMinnville
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: steve wick; Todd Sadlo
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 4:02:42 PM
Attachments: image001.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


There are now trespass signs in place in Carlton where City streets cross the the county property, the
trail. How does that reduce the county's liability?


On Wednesday, July 29, 2020, 3:55:10 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Wayne,


 


Good point.  We’ll see what she attempts to argue with regard to that testimony.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 3:53 PM
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Does disobeying a well written warning sign make the trespasser negligent?  Were they also going
around a gate. If so, I would see the farmer's position against any liability strengthened. It would seem
that at some point the person ignoring signs giving warning would start to shoulder responsibility. Could
the sign add that ignoring would be considered trespass strengthen the legal outcome? It seems to me
that a gate and a straight forward warning should negate a farmer being liable for someones
irresponsibility.  


 


On Wednesday, July 29, 2020, 9:16:18 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
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Steve,


 


I really appreciate your insight and all of the useful information you are providing.  To be clear, LUBA can
only consider evidence that is already in the record.  We already imposed a condition stating that the trail
can be closed for spraying.  In response, the opponents put  dozens of social media posts of people who
went on closed trails.  They show the signs closing the trail, and their selfies ignoring the signs.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:16 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd


 


Here are my preliminary thoughts on the current "Stay" I'll need to verify some things,
and will try to get some recognized experts to verify some of my statements.


 


To fight their spray arguments I have proposed that we shut the trail down…only
while they spray the edges.


 


I have more work to do on the chemical Gramoxone; I am trying to find the some of it
with the new label that allows spraying next to a trail. otherwise I'll have to get a
recommendation for OSU on another spray.


 


Steve Wick


 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------
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In the Stay granted by LUBA on June 19 2020 they concluded, in one of their
arguments, that Ben Van Dyke would suffer "Irreparable Injury" because he would be
"hindered or prohibited from spraying the herbicides and pesticides required to protect
his crop."  


 


(It should be noted that the proposed Yamhelas Westsider trail right-of-way is
approximately 60 feet wide, with the trail itself being 12 feet wide. That means that
there is a 24 feet buffer on either of the trail that Ben Van Dyke, and others, say is not
sufficient to mitigate spray drift.)


 


 


LUBA also stated "Van Dyke explained that filbert trees should live 75 years or more
and that, if he was unable to spray his filbert trees, those trees could die due to
Eastern Filbert Blight. Given the long-lived nature of the filbert trees and the potential
for protracted crop and yield loss if spraying cannot occur, we conclude that the injury
Van Dyke specified is not and injury that could be adequately compensated in money
damages."


 


They also concluded that Van Dyke could lose his food safety certification if litter and
debris from the construction site enter his hazelnut orchard.


 


These conclusions, and the following assumptions;


 


A. that Van Dyke must be able to spray his trees for Eastern Filbert Blight; "If I am
unable to spray as required, I risk my trees dying of Eastern Filbert Blight that could
result in the loss of all crops on a tree that should last 75 plus years."


 


B. that Van Dyke, and others, would be unable to spray during trail construction (or
during trail use)


 


C. that Van Dyke uses the herbicide sprays Gramazone and Parazone (Paraquat),
which state "do not use around…recreational parks…."


 


D. that  Van Dyke would lose his food safety certification if litter and debris enter his
orchard from trail construction (or trail use)


 







…can be totally mitigated with a few simple actions.


 


 


A. Spraying for Eastern Filbert Blight. This is not necessary for Van Dyke's trees. Van
Dyke has previously stated that his trees are two years old; "Our hazelnuts were
planted in 2018, and our second year trees,…".  BUT; All the new filbert varietals
are "blight resistant".


 


OSU wrote the bible on hazelnuts. No one in the world has the experience and
knowledge that they possess regarding the entire hazelnut spectrum. They update
info yearly for growers. The Pest Management Guide, Pacific Northwest Plant
disease, Insect, and Weed management handbooks constitute our bible. We refer to
these and their other hazelnut publications and missives yearly for the most up-to-
guide guidance. Professor Jay Pscheidt has been working on EFB (Eastern Filbert
Blight) for over 30 years, and his work enabled our industry to have varietals that we
can count on.


 


New trees only have to be sprayed the first spring after planting, and only if they are
adjacent to a heavily infected orchard. OSU has documented this in their 2020 Pest
Management Guide for Hazelnuts. See p17.
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html


Per OSU's Pacific NW Handbook; ''Dorris', 'Jefferson', 'McDonald', 'PollyO', 'Santiam', 'Wepster',
and 'Yamhill' are highly resistant with the single dominant-resistance gene from 'Gasaway'."
  https://pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease/host-disease/hazelnut-corylus-avellana-eastern-filbert-blight


 


 


 


B. Spraying chemicals next to the trail poses no problem if the trail is shut down when
the spraying must be done. This is simple to do. Other trails do this! The farmers and
trail owners coordinate operations. Spraying chemicals in filbert orchards usually
occurs less than a dozen times during the year, but young orchards could require
more, and non-common diseases or pests could possibly double the number of spray
occurrences required.


 



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html
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In 2015 a study was done of many trails (see attached Santa Paula Branch Line
Study) That study specifically addressed farming and how the impacts to farming
were dealt with on trails throughout farming acreages. Below you will see some
excerpts from that study. It should be noted that many of the trails just shut down
while the farmer sprays his fields.


 


 


San Pasqual Valley Trail: Ca. • Specific fencing was designed for the trail, modified from the park


department’s standard lodgepole fencing. Chicken wire inserts were


added approximately one foot from the ground to allow wildlife to pass


through;


• Gates allow sections of the trail to be closed;


• Signage installed to alert the trail-users of trail closure for spraying and


to stay on the trail;


• Farmers can dictate trail closure (within reason, i.e., preferably not on


weekends) for maintenance and crop spraying. This protocol was


developed and approved by the County Farm Bureau, County Farm


Advisor's Office, and the affected farmers


 


Cowel-Purisima Coastal Trail • Stout fencing







• Large gates to accommodate cattle and equipment passage while


trail is closed


• Gates to close trail during spraying and operations


• Information and regulatory signs


• Maintained by volunteer docents


• Farmer has ability to close gates for maintenance


 


Obern Trail, Ca. • Little to no physical barrier in most places. Oleander hedges and


chainlink fence.


• Each farmer decides on fencing – not installed by the County.


• High levels of use create a self-policing scenario.


• The trail is lit throughout, at all hours.


Feedback from Involved Parties


• Matthew Dobberteen: In over ten years managing trails for


Santa Barbara County, I have never received a complaint about


the Obern Trail. Our trails that run near agriculture are never the


trails we have problems with. The only issue is every few years


we may get some graffiti on a retaining wall. "A bike path will


make theft harder, not easier, by bringing light, attention,


people, eyes to the trail." "If someone wanted to steal from a


farm, they'd find a place where no one could see them, not a


trail with steady use."


• John Givens: No significant impacts from the trail. Occasionally


homeless pass through and there is minor vandalism, but it has


not been serious enough to involve the County or other


authorities. Trail users don’t cut through the farm property


 


Cedar Valley Trail, Ia.


• Fencing with gates;


• Reinforced crossing to accommodate equipment;


• Easement allowing farm equipment access;







• Signage to warn trail users of crossing farm vehicles.


 


West County Trail, Ca. • Farmers put A-frame signs on their property stating when


spraying will occur.


• Spraying generally limited to early morning, before most trail


users are present.


• Aerial spraying not conducted near the trail.


• Some vineyard owners have built connections between their


properties and the trail.


• “No Trespassing” signs have been installed by some vineyard


owners.


• The County patrols the trail and regularly talks with


neighbors.


 


Most spraying is done early in the morning. All spraying must be done with as little
wind as possible. At the very worst case, the least notice that a farmer could provide
would be 24 hours, but generally he would be able to schedule spraying a few days
prior and/or schedule a tentative window weeks in advance. An example of this would
be the spraying that I just did in my filbert orchard the first week of July for Filbert
Worm. The orchard had to be monitored for several weeks for filbert moths. When the
level got to a certain point, I had only a few days to get my first air blast spray applied.
I consulted weather forecasts for rain, and then looked at the wind forecasts, and
found that I could spray immediately. (Wind forecasts are extremely accurate, and
with aps like "Windy", can be used to forecast flow and speeds, hour by hour, quite a
few days ahead of time.) The spray I used was effective for three weeks, and then a
second application was required if filbert moths were still present.


 


To make it a win-win for both the farmer and trail users, the farmer can schedule the
trail shutdown for only the very short time he needs to spray the edges of his field,
adjacent to the trail. Then he can open up the trail, and continue spraying the balance
of his fields.


 


Foliar sprays (sprays that must cover all the leaves of the tree) require the most
setback, since they are accomplished thru "air blast " sprays that force the spray up
and over the tops of the trees.  Examples of these sprays are the pesticides and
fungicides that must be sprayed to minimize pests or diseases. Two rows of trees are
sprayed at the same time while the spray operator drives down the aisle. The spray







operator can also shut down either side of the air blast sprayer, allowing him to spray
the outside edge of a row, and not spray neighboring properties. If a farmer wanted to
be positively safe, he could simply power blast spray the first 8 rows, on the edge of
the trail, while the trail was closed, and then open up the trail. (filbert trees are
generally planted in rows 18 to 20 feet wide).


 


  


 


 


 


 


Herbicides used to control weeds, grasses and for eliminating suckers are applied on
the ground, or on the very bottom/base of trees using booms, while driving down the
aisle between two rows of trees. Herbicides must be selectively sprayed; the spray
must be kept on the ground or the base of the tree. If they reach the foliage they can
damage or kill the tree. It would be quite easy to spray a couple of rows (36 to 40
feet) from the edge of the trail Right of Way, and then open up the trail while he
sprayed the balance of his field.


 


 







 


 


Van Dyke stated that he "must be able to spray his orchid for filbertworm, which can
destroy an entire crop, from June through September" But spraying equipment cannot
enter an orchard after Labor Day, since the nuts start falling to the orchard floor, and
anyone driving equipment on the orchard floor could damage the nuts.


"Blank nuts fall before good nuts. After blanks have fallen and just before good nuts begin to drop
(usually at the end of August), it might be desirable to do a final flailing and floating to fill small
depressions in the ground."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf


 


'Hazelnuts begin to drop to the ground during the month of September. Prior to nut drop, the orchard floor
is made level and smooth, and weeds are flail-mowed to facilitate harvest. Harvest generally occurs
during October and is usually a two-step operation."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf


 


 


C. Van Dyke also noted that he stocks and sprays the chemicals Gramoxzone and
Parazone (Paraquat), and his chemical containers both have labels that state : "Do
not use around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf courses or
playgrounds." 


 


But the labels on both products were updated by November 14. 2019, and the
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nebulous statement "around" was taken off the new labels:


"DIRECTIONS FOR USE


RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE


It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.


Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. Only


protected  handlers  may  be  in  the  area  during  application.  For  any  requirements  specific


  c  to  your  State  or  Tribe, 


consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation.


NEVER USE THIS PRODUCT IN RESIDENTIAL OR PUBLIC RECREATIONAL SETTINGS (E.G., HOMES, HOME GARDENS,


SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, AND/OR PLAYGROUNDS"


 


A check with the manufacturers revealed that the chemical did not change….only the
label changed. (see attached "FW: Gramoxone SL 2.0 email)


 


But no matter what the new label states, federal law says that you MUST follow the
instructions on the container that you are using. (again, read Gramoxone SL 2.0
email)


 


The simple solution is to purchase some of the new label Gramoxone or Parazone
and use the new chemical on the edges of his fields, then continue to use the old
material on the inside. It seems ridiculous to do this, since the chemical in the old
label containers, and the chemical in the new label containers, is exactly the same,
but the law is the law. And, per Ben Van Dyke, "since the chemical does not have an
expiration date" either chemical can be used for future sucker or weed spraying.


 


 


D. Loss of Food Safety Certification. Van Dyke stated that "Construction workers
have already littered the area with lunch bags and other detritus have found the way
to our farm that we have had to clean up. This causes food safety issues. In that
regard, we are strictly regulated by the USDA and any litter on our farms, risks losing
food safety certifications that are necessary for the marketability of our brand as well
as to maintain our certifications."


 


Mr. Van Dyke shared a document from Cascade Foods of Albany Oregon, titled "food
safety requirements for delivered product to Cascade Foods". (dated April 16, 2020,
see attached)  In this document Cascade Foods stated;


" Cascade Foods LLC requires that growers adhere to the Good Agricultural Practices







manual set by the Hazelnut Industry office". (see attached).


 


But nowhere in the Good Agricultural Practices manual is there any reference to a
farm losing food safety certification because of litter.


http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf


 


It does say that the orchards must be constantly cleaned and inspected prior to
harvest. This is a critical time. Of course, cleanliness during the year is important, but
a clean orchard just before the nuts drop to the floor is strategically important.


 


Throughout the summer the orchard floor is repeatedly cleaned and leveled by use of
drags and/or flail mowers. All debris is eliminated as the floor is pummeled by the
repeated passes of the flail mower. Clouds of dust are sometimes seen as the floor is
cleaned and manicured over and over. This goes on until the nuts start to fall at the
end of August. Now the falling nuts are contained on a clean and pristine orchard
floor. Prior to harvest in September the operator often inspects the orchard for debris,
and removes any. The sweeper and harvester cannot function if there is debris on the
orchard floor.


 


The GAP manual that Mr. Van Dyke has agreed to follow states:  "….orchard floors
are cleaned throughout the summer to assure a smooth clean orchard floor during
harvest. Of utmost importance to all growers is the need to deliver hazelnuts to the
dryer or processor as clean as possible. The Hazelnut lends itself to inherent food
safety simply because it is encased in a solid hard shell. It falls to the ground mostly
free of the husk, which is a vegetative bract rather than a surgery attraction for
microbes. Harvest also lends itself to ensuring safe product. In addition, the product
delivered to the washer/dryer or the processor is not ready to eat. It will go through a
wash process before it is dried. Growers are committed to employing practices to
keep the risk of pathogen contamination as low as possible. As the nuts move to
processors and packers more safeguards are in place to ensure safe products leave
the plants."


 


Litter is NOT a game stopper…it is a item that is constantly evaluated and addressed.


 


 


Cascade Food goes on to say;  "The following are a few of the recommendations outlined in the manual;
"Grower must participate in traceability. Growers receive a delivery ticket for each load taken to a
wash/dryer operator or processor. This ticket corresponds to a specific orchard; Should a food borne
pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will be discarded".



http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf





But the statement; "Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will
be discarded"  is NOT in the Good Agricultural Manual, and is far from the truth.


In 2017 Salmonella was found in Hazelnuts sold by the Schmidt farm of McMinnville. But the food safety
people of the Oregon Department of Agriculture were not worried: “Wholesalers have steps in place that
kill any Salmonella on the hazelnuts they handle before the nuts reach consumers,” said Stephanie Page,
the agriculture department’s director of food safety and animal services, in the public warning. "To date,
we have no indication there were any issues with this part of the process."
https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-from-oregon-farm/


In fact the GAP manual repeatedly states that orchards must be inspected, (H1 pg 6);
A preharvest assessment is made in the orchard. Risks and possible sources of crop
contamination are noted and assessed.' and (H7 pg 6) states;  "In case of product
contamination….., product is separated and disposed of separately". Nowhere does it
state that a farmers complete crop will be discarded if contamination is found in one
area.


 


 


A trail and farming are not mutually exclusive! A trail is an opportunity for the farmer
to display his skills and to educate the public. And the Yamhelas Trail is an
opportunity for the Yamhill Valley to provide a safe mode of transpiration for future
generations. No one will suffer "irreparable injury" during its construction or future
use. All it takes is for farmers and trail supporters to sit down and mutually work
together to develop a solution that enables us to develop a wonderful asset.
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: "Carrie Martin"; "Ken Wright"; Janice Primozich
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Trail
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2020 6:44:30 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


If what you are saying is possible we could feature it more as a hiking, mountain bike trail at this point
similar to what they are doing with the Crown Zellerbach Trail that goes from Vernonia over to the
Scapoose area. How does the condition given that construction can't begin until a master plan is
approved affect this idea?
Migratory nesting Act, how would that affect clearing the trail? Stan, you're always making lemonade out
of lemons. I guess that is a big part of what they are for though. 
9AM tomorrow...
Wayne


On Thursday, June 18, 2020, 5:46:09 PM PDT, Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:


At least they did not set the date for completion.  We can open the trail to the public once
the bridge is in place even if the paving is not done.  We can get volunteers and Jerod can
get jail help to clear and make the trail passable.  The part of the trail that was the rail is
sufficient to support bike travel.  I do not see a problem with setting a date for that 2.8 miles
18 to 24 months out.


Stan


 


From: Carrie Martin [mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Thursday, June 18, 2020 5:36 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Stan G Primozich; Ken Wright
Subject: Fw: Yamhelas Trail


 


 


See below for ODOT’s written response.


 


Carrie Martin


Yamhill County


Grants & Special Projects


martinc@co.yamhill.or.us


503-474-4991 (o)
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971-241-1007 (m)


From: HAVIG Erik M <Erik.M.HAVIG@odot.state.or.us>
Sent: Thursday, June 18, 2020 5:12 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Zeigler Samuel B (Samuel.B.Zeigler@doj.state.or.us)
<Samuel.B.Zeigler@doj.state.or.us>; BROWN Cooper H
<Cooper.H.BROWN@odot.state.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Trail


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Dear Ms. Martin,


 


I understand that Yamhill County Chair Casey Kulla spoke with ODOT Director Strickler this
morning. Based on that conversation, I wanted to provide more information on our
amendment proposal and clarify ODOT’s rationale for moving in this direction.


 


ODOT’s Position


 


To date, the County’s effort to obtain land use approvals for the development of the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail (the “Trail”) and the Stag Hollow Creek bridge (the “Bridge”) have
together triggered no less than four appeals to the state Land Use Board of Appeals
(LUBA) since 2018. While the County prevailed in one of these appeals, in all of the others
LUBA remanded the County’s land use decision to the County for further proceedings. And
in the most recent LUBA proceeding, LUBA went further and stayed construction of the
Bridge pending the outcome of that appeal. LUBA ultimately ruled in that proceeding that
the County commenced the Bridge’s construction without the necessary conditional use
permit. In short, over the last three years LUBA has time and again repudiated the County’s
efforts to obtain the necessary land use approvals for the Trail and the Bridge. And we fully
anticipate more LUBA appeals and hence more delays going forward.


 


The LUBA proceedings demonstrate the County’s ongoing inability to successfully manage
its own land-use approval process for the Bridge and the Trail of which it is a part. Given
this demonstrated inability, ODOT is concerned that (i) the Project’s successful completion
—namely, the opening of the Bridge to the public as part of the Trail—is highly questionable
if not improbable and (ii) the Project will not produce results commensurate with ODOT’s
further expenditure of limited Connect Oregon funds.
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ODOT takes its responsibility of being good stewards of public dollars very seriously and,
for this reason and the reasons listed above, the department offers the following proposal. If
the county decides not to accept this proposal, ODOT will terminate the grant agreement.  


 


ODOT’s Proposal


 


The county will set forth a timeline for opening the subject 2.78-mile segment of the trail to
the public. Since the land-use approval process is at the county level, we’re asking the
county to set a reasonable date for the completion of the trail and subsequent opening to
the public, by which time if said opening does not occur ODOT will have the right to recover
all grant funds received by the county. This date of opening and potential recovery of funds
will be amended into the current grant agreement.


 


Timeline for Decision


 


To allow adequate time for your commission to consider this amendment, we are asking for
an agreement in principal to this amendment approach no later than 5pm next Friday (June
26, 2020) and a formal commission approval of this amendment no later than 5pm July 3,
2020.


 


 


 








From: V H
To: Wayne Wiebke; Carrie Martin
Subject: Fwd: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 8:41:09 AM
Attachments: image001.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Please see the request below.  We have pictures of the brush clearing work but that’s all I
have.  Also, I’m not sure what work the Lottery funded grant was for?  Can one or both of you
help her?


Thanks,


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Lommen, Kristy" <Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov>
Date: July 23, 2020 at 4:57:32 PM PDT
To: "veronica4249@yahoo.com" <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail



Hi Veronica,
 
The Oregon Lottery recently launched a new website, including features on some of
the projects around the state that have been funded in part by Oregon Lottery grants
or loans. One of the projects we’d like to feature is the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.
 
This weekend, I drove Hwy 47 to Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston to get some general
photos of the area. I was hoping to perhaps get some photos of the trail itself (or at
least work-in-progress on the trail), but found no signage or obvious entry points. I was
hoping you could clarify the current status of the work there. Are there currently any
open sections? Is so, where. And, if not, when is the anticipated open date?
 
Thanks for any info. I look forward to hearing from you soon!
 
Kristy
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Here is a sample webpage of the sort of feature we have been publishing on our
funded projects. The page we envision for the YWT would be similar.
 
https://www.oregonlottery.org/programs/econ-growth-independence-landing-2019/
 
 
 
Kristy Lommen
Digital Content Specialist| Oregon Lottery®


Desk: 503.540.2002
Fax: 503.540.1329
www.oregonlottery.org
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From: Philip Higgins
To: Casey Kulla
Cc: Ken Wright; Stan Primozich; Wayne Wiebke; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes; steve wick
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
Date: Friday, November 20, 2020 11:00:58 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I think the friends would be ideal for this.
They Yamhill downtown association would very much want to be a future tenant and or
manage the property at some point when the trail is open 


If for some reason the friends of the trail does not want to take on this role in the near term I
can speak to the city of Yamhill, I believe they would be interested. Or we can set up a
partnership.


Either way I am here to assist in my capacity both as a cheerleader for our region, as well as a
commercial real estate broker. Feel free to draw on my expertise as needed to analyze the best
course of action


Philip E Higgins 
Pacific Crest REA
503-793-9039


(Please excuse any mis-spelling or auto-correct oddities) 


On Nov 20, 2020, at 10:53 AM, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:



Board of Friends of YWT (plus Philip),
 
A question for you to consider: would you be interested in holding the lease on the bus
barn property on hwy 240? It would require you to be the property manager and to
sublet the current bus footprint to the bus company. But the benefits: you have access
to and control of the property that will be the key trail head, and it gives you a measure
of standing for grants, legal claims, etc. The other buildings on site could leased to
other business partners that complement a future trail. Depending upon the details
and rates, you might even generate a small cash income from the lease/sublease that
could help with other projects moving the trail forward.
 
Obviously, a lease agreement would need to be approved and signed before the first
Thurs in January, but we can move quickly if you can.
 
Casey
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971-241-6585








From: Casey Kulla
To: veronica4249@yahoo.com; Wayne Wiebke; ken@kenwrightcellars.com; Guenevere Gwen Milius; Stan Primozich
Subject: RE: Meeting to discuss LUBA remand and FYWT annual meeting
Date: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 7:47:45 AM


I will be there!
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 5, 2021 5:10 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>;
ken@kenwrightcellars.com; Guenevere Gwen Milius <gwen@parachutestrategies.com>; Stan
Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Subject: Meeting to discuss LUBA remand and FYWT annual meeting
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Does 11:00 a.m. tomorrow (Wednesday 1/6/21) work for everyone?  If so, here's a meeting
link:
 
Veronica Hinkes is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.


Topic: Yamhelas Trail Annual meeting/LUBA remand 
Time: Jan 6, 2021 11:00 AM Pacific Time (US and Canada)


Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81841135216?pwd=YlZ4YzlhajVsS0w3ZXRCUW55a2liQT09


Meeting ID: 818 4113 5216
Passcode: 353886
One tap mobile
+16699009128,,81841135216#,,,,*353886# US (San Jose)
+12532158782,,81841135216#,,,,*353886# US (Tacoma)


Dial by your location
        +1 669 900 9128 US (San Jose)
        +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
        +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
        +1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
        +1 301 715 8592 US (Washington D.C)
        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
Meeting ID: 818 4113 5216
Passcode: 353886
Find your local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kcNcjq1Vn1
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: "Todd Sadlo"; steve wick
Cc: Ken Wright
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
Date: Saturday, April 25, 2020 1:30:19 PM
Attachments: image002.png


image001.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Is the Yuma 4E the most restrictive in terms of setback requirements?


On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 1:06:23 PM PDT, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


Thanks Todd, looks like I did not explain this adequately, so here goes:


 


 


Look at the chart from the Yuma4E label immediately below. Large droplet size = "course or very
course" Nozzle Droplet Size.


 


Looking at the label you will see that the Required Setback is 10 feet, unless you apply more than 3
pound per acre


 


 


 


Next you have to look at the Application Rate of Yuma 4E that is recommended to be used on Filberts on
the next chart.


 


You will see that the recommended amount that they can put on Filberts is 3 to 4 pints per acre. 1 pint is
a pound.


 


So if they only put 3 pints/3 pounds they only need a 10 foot buffer. It is only when they go to the max
amount or 4 pints/pounds that they have to go to 50 foot setback


 


simple solution= spray the ends of the rows with the 3pint/3 pound mixture  and maintain a 10 foot
setback.
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After you finish the ends of the rows throw more chemical in your tank and do the rest of the orchard….if
you really think that you need to apply the max mixture of 4 pint/pounds.


 


Now there is no way that the max amount will be required on a young orchard. And to go along with
Wayne is saying, if their orchards come right up to the neighbors property, or to a road, they will have to
use this lesser amount.


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, April 25, 2020 11:40 AM
To: steve wick
Cc: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


He’s claiming his large droplet size requires a 50 foot setback on, I thought, Lorsban and Yuma 4E.







On Apr 25, 2020, at 10:13 AM, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd, I have been updating my info on spraying, and have been doing more research. I have found that
the label says on Yuma 4E (manufacturer Winfield's label, with the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos)  ONLY
requires a 10 foot buffer! 50 feet is bullshit!


 


We need to bring Ken Wright into this conversation, regarding spraying. He did considerable research for
our last set of hearings, and contacted many Oregon officials about the "real" spraying laws.


 


(see my "revised' preliminary notes below)


 


Steve


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, April 25, 2020 9:22 AM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick
Subject: Fwd: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


Gentlemen, 


 


I hope the stay decision is attached for your review.  It is a delay, but this isn’t over yet!


 


Please let me know what you think about the decision, because Ben Van Dyke will make the same
argument on remand:  that he is entitled to spray up to his property line at will, and exclude his neighbors
(esp. the county) from the use of or access to 50 feet of the neighbor’s property-a spray buffer-without
having to compensate that neighbor for loss of access.   Am I missing something?


 


It is one thing to coordinate-the county has always offered to do so-but LUBA’s rationale for “irreparable”
harm, if applied to any of Van Dyke’s other neighbors, would mean that everyone else would be required
to stay 50 feet back from their property lines while he is spraying.


 


The bridge case and remand are land use cases, but it is all wrapped up in property rights, which LUBA
has no expertise in, or jurisdiction over.  Overlooking basic property rights, that extend from ‘the heavens
to the center of the earth,’ LUBA appears, in the remand decision and the attached decision, to think the
county has no right to access it’s own property if it interferes in any way with Mr. Van Dyke’s spray







routines.


 


Is there an expert on best practices for spraying if a neighbor is not always present but has the right and
habit of being in the buffer area?  Does he have no obligation to change his nozzles and possibly other
practices when spraying the edge of his property, to reduce the buffer to ten feet, and keep the buffer
entirely on his own property, as a best spray practice?


 


I’m hoping I’m not the only person calling him out on practices that, if he were to practice them on any of
his other neighbors without any coordination or compromise, would be an affront.


Todd Sadlo


Begin forwarded message:


From: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: April 24, 2020 at 4:05:04 PM PDT
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>, Nohely Barajas-Montalvo <barajasn@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW:  LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County





FYI, see attached.  Stay granted.  Nuts.


 


Christian F. Boenisch


Yamhill County


County Counsel


(503) 434-7502


boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us


 


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****


 


This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or otherwise that you
have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail, keep the contents
confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your system.


 


************************************


 


From: LUBASupport <LUBASupport@state.or.us> 
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Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 3:47 PM
To: 'wk@klgpc.com' <wk@klgpc.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Attached as a courtesy is a copy of the Order the Board issued today in LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033. A
copy of the Order will also be posted to LUBA’s website after 3:30 pm.


 


Denise Seaman


Executive Support Specialist


Land Use Board of Appeals


503-373-1265


 


 


 


My notes are below, Steve:


 


Yuma 4E, or Lorsban, or any other insecticide used (or power blast sprayed) in Filberts (with the active
ingredient Chlorpyrilos) only requires a setback of 10 feet when spraying with a power blast sprayer
when applied at near the maximum rate allowed per acre (under 3 pounds per acre).


 


(See Yuma4E label setback info below:)
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Viewing the amount of chemicals required to eliminate the pests it can be seen that a 10 foot setback is
all that is needed 


 


(See Yuma 4E label below, and Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Management Guide application
rate for Lorsban)
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https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf


 


 


1. Chlorpyrilos can only be used for a total of three times during the year. (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below)


 


The first time it could possibly be used would be in March thru April, to control the Winter moth Leaftier.


 


The next time it could be used would be In the April thru May timeframe, to control Filbert Leafroller or
aphids,


 


..and again in May thru June to control Leafroller.


 


In July thru August it could be used to control stinkbugs, and/or to control Filbertworm.


 


As you can see, this is more than three times. That is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide
lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Many are much
less toxic. And this is why Oregon State Pest Guide states: " Rotate pesticides by mode of action (group);
do not become reliant on a single group for control."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
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2. Chlorpyrifos spray is not allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power
blast spray into the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below). If an applicator started his spaying  paralleling the rail right of way, and used the 20 plus
feet of vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area on all edges of a
field, allowing equipment to turn corners), then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but
would be blasted into the center of the orchard. The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It
would only take a few minutes to spay the edge of the orchard.
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http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd
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3. There are alternatives to using dangerous inseticides like Chlorpyrifos;


 


all of the edges within 100 feet of the ROW could be sprayed with a less lethal alternative
chemical, and the interior with the lethal alternative. Again, that is why Oregon State University Hazelnut
Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos.
Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos, which is in the process of being outlawed.
(Oregon House Bill 4109, which would have outlawed it failed as a result of the denial of quorum. It is only
a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos is outlawed.) Bio-controls (using beneficial insects to kill pests) are
rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)


 


 


or, if the wind isn't cooperating;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed. 
Other trails shut down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We could make it quicker and easier by just
spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the ROW, and go over to the next two rows and do the next 100
feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An inconvenience, but not a
game stopper. The farmer can coordinate with the County. We know when we should be able to spray,
and there are excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most farmers use.


 


Power blast, and other type spaying can be accomplished with a few inconveniences, but there is no
reason to not develop the trail because some people may be inconvienced.


 


 


 


 


Background info:  https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9223/html


 


"2018 update: Chlorpyrifos is no longer a go-to chemistry for leafroller, but remains an important product for the
industry in controlling other insect pests, such as omnivorous leaftier and Pacific flatheaded borer.


 


 


Advances in insect management practices have included the development of monitoring techniques and treatment
thresholds for filbert aphid and filbert leafroller, which have reduced prophylactic insecticide applications.
Advances have also included the use of pheromone traps and a degree-day model for filbertworm, which permit
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precise, targeted treatments for this pest. The most valuable result of this IPM approach has been the successful
identification and introduction of a filbert aphid parasitoid, Trioxys pallidus. This parasitoid, a small Braconid wasp,
has provided nearly complete biological control of the filbert aphid and has almost eliminated insecticide use for
this pest. Natural biological control of other hazelnut pests may also be enhanced by the aphid biocontrol program,
because the elimination of aphicides improves survival of predators and parasitoids that attack leafrollers and
filbertworm.


A potential biocontrol has also been identified for a newer hazelnut pest, the brown marmorated stink bug. A
parasitic samurai wasp (Trissolcus japonicus) has shown success in parasitizing eggs. Continued research on this
potential will be critical, because research has shown that pesticides are only a short-term solution for brown
marmorated stink bug and will kill beneficial insects, including the samurai wasp.


It is especially important to preserve and enhance biological control of the filbert aphid. Resurgence of filbert aphid
populations in recent years indicates a need for further research on cultural techniques to improve survival
of Trioxys pallidus. Research is also needed to test new pesticides for adverse effects on this filbert aphid
parasitoid and to determine the impact on hazelnut production of the recently introduced large hazel aphid (also
known as the hazelnut aphid), which is not controlled by Trioxys pallidus. Research on the natural biological
control and improved chemical control of pests such as filbert leafroller and filbertworm would have direct benefits
(reducing insecticide use for these pests) and indirect benefits (enhancing survival and biocontrol success of
Trioxys pallidus). Research has shown that mating disruption can reduce the amount of insecticide applied for
filbertworm by up to 75 percent. This reduction in pesticides has the indirect benefit of preserving natural enemies
of aphids (including T. pallidus). In a 5-year study, orchards managed with a combination of mating disruption and
border sprays and/or target sprays saw a significant reduction in aphid populations, and a significant increase in
parasitism by T. pallidus.


 








From: Casey Kulla
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes; steve wick; Patty Williams
Cc: Philip Higgins
Subject: RE: Bus barn question
Date: Sunday, November 22, 2020 11:25:45 AM


Wayne, thanks for adding Patty (I couldn’t remember her email address when I drafted this).
 
I floated this idea past Ken Huffer, Carrie Martin, Christian Boenisch and Todd Sadlo (and they were
enthusiastic about me inquiring with you). It would have to be discussed in open session for
Commissioner Olson to be involved. Mr. Belt currently leases the property, but I expect that our
lease price going forward will result in him raising the lease price to the bus company, effectively
ending their lease there. This would be very negative for the bus company and the school district
and kids, so I suggested that we could ask you about taking on the lease of the whole property, with
the requirement that you continue to lease to the bus company but with few other requirements.
Mr. Belt was making a significant income off of the bus company lease.
 
I am happy to talk more in person if that is easier.


Casey
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, November 20, 2020 1:32 PM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica
Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>;
Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Cc: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Casey thinking outside of the box. For right now I am going to defer to those you included with this offer
plus Patty Williams our new Treasure. I see expertise there that I don't have. Have you consulted with Rick or
county administration regarding this idea?  Wayne
 
On Friday, November 20, 2020, 10:53:09 AM PST, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 


Board of Friends of YWT (plus Philip),


 


A question for you to consider: would you be interested in holding the lease on the bus barn property on hwy 240? It
would require you to be the property manager and to sublet the current bus footprint to the bus company. But the
benefits: you have access to and control of the property that will be the key trail head, and it gives you a measure of
standing for grants, legal claims, etc. The other buildings on site could leased to other business partners that
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complement a future trail. Depending upon the details and rates, you might even generate a small cash income from
the lease/sublease that could help with other projects moving the trail forward.


 


Obviously, a lease agreement would need to be approved and signed before the first Thurs in January, but we can
move quickly if you can.


 


Casey


971-241-6585








From: Carrie Martin
To: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: Re: August 11th(Tuesday) FYWT Board meeting
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 7:53:39 AM


That might be a good idea.


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2020 6:46 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: August 11th(Tuesday) FYWT Board meeting
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Is this something we might need an executive meeting to discuss further at the end of our meeting?  WW


On Monday, August 10, 2020, 4:59:31 PM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Sure.


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2020 9:40 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: August 11th(Tuesday) FYWT Board meeting


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Do you want to make that part of the county update?


 


On Sunday, August 9, 2020, 9:12:50 PM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
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Hi Wayne,


 


Will you add an update/discussion about The possible transfer of ownership For the YWT?


 


Thanks,


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Yamhill County


Grants & Special Projects


martinc@co.yamhill.or.us


503-474-4991 (o)


971-241-1007 (m)


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, August 9, 2020 1:39 PM
To: Steve Wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carol Foley
<carol@foleyresearch.com>; Larry Heesacker <lheesacker@onlinenw.com>; Stan Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Leona Sitton <mydls@aol.com>;
Jarod Logsdon <logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Franchot Huttchinson <franchothutchinson@yahoo.com>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Steve Harloff
<sjharloff@gmail.com>
Subject: August 11th(Tuesday) FYWT Board meeting


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi All,


It's that time again. The agenda is heavily loaded to a discussion of communications and part of that, as
Stan has pointed out, is in continuing to our being active in certain grants, so even the new business can
tie back to the discussion of our communications and the strategy we put to it. We start off with a
discussion of Annie Falla, she will not be there, who she is and her strengths in social media which
includes website management.
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I know this is coming to you a little late, but it is a draft, so if you have additions, let me know.


 


Wayne


 


 


 


 








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: "Casey Kulla"; "Todd Sadlo"; Janice Primozich; Ken Wright
Cc: "Carrie Martin"; "Veronica Haley Hinkes"; "Christian Boenisch"; Patty Williams
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Monday, September 14, 2020 5:05:12 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


As a new member to the Executive I am including Patty to this response. Yes, I am in agreement but we
do need to have a board consensus. 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 4:52:04 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal expense.  Wayne, Veronica
and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would you be able to give a quick brief to Fritz of where we are?


 


Ken


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
'Christian Boenisch' <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a sentence in Todd's
scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have
standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I
don't quite understand where that might leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone
such as Fritz Paulas guide us would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response?
Wayne


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:


 


 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the attorney
mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running out and we need to act
quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan
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From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses, it would be to
advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the land use case).  Christian
and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works in this field (land held in the public
interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends decide that they
want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at least until we
have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort you have put into this and I
am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no matter which way
the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the new
Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not enough time for
a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules
require that the remand be pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after
that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the
property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail would not
be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish under Oregon’s land use system.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken
Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley
Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]
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I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would keep us from
needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I believe it is proper
to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the thought of
the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that from happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I asked them for an
informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is the Friends
board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)
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From: Anne Falla
To: Steve Harloff
Cc: Pam Kirsch; Wayne Wiebke; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Ken Wright; Larry Heesacker; Carrie Martin; Leona Sitton;


Stan G Primozich; Steve Wick
Subject: Re: FW: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 8:24:33 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I sent this :)


Dear Commissioners,


As a local Yamhill County resident I am writing to you today in proud support of the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail! 
We need you more than ever to push forward on this project and dream. 
As you well know, Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail started their work in 2012 and
they have found funding, hosted clean up parties, worked to educate our community on all of
the impact studies that have been conducted, etc. Their work clearly shows us that there will
be minimal, to no impact on surrounding farmlands and actually highlights the economic
impact this will have on our region- bringing business and tourism into our rural county. 
I know personally I plan to use the trail for my own mental and physical health often. 
Please support the Trail as we are already in Phase 2 of the final planning processes and we
have already invested so much time, energy, $$, and sweat into making this dream a reality! 


Thank you for your time, 


Anne Falla


On Thu, Aug 13, 2020 at 7:57 AM Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com> wrote:
Philip: This is a powerful note; yes some Friends sent letters to the commissioners yesterday
(I had family visitors all day)....will share with the Friends today.....will try to watch the
hearing this morning......nicely done!


Steve


On Thu, Aug 13, 2020 at 7:46 AM Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com> wrote:


FYI – see attached and my email below.  I emailed Commissioner Olson directly but will
follow up w/ the bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us as well.  ANYTHING you can put out to them
as a resident and property owner – not matter how small would be appreciated!! 


 


Philip E Higgins
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Principal Broker | OR & WA


OR Lic # 960900059 / WA Lic # 50197


Direct: 503-793-9039 | phiggins@PacificCrestREA.com


809 E. First St. Newberg OR 97132


Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors


Commercial Real Estate Brokerage | Advisory Services


 


This message is intended only for the use of the person(s) ("the Intended Recipient") to whom it is addressed. It may contain information which is privileged and
confidential within the meaning of applicable law. Dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this message or any of its contents by any person other than
the Intended Recipient may constitute a breach of civil or criminal law and is strictly prohibited. If you are not the Intended Recipient, please contact the sender as
soon as possible. 


The information contained herein is based on sources believed to be reliable, but neither Philip E Higgins, nor Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors represents that it is
wholly accurate or complete. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors and its affiliates are not responsible for any errors or omissions or for the
results obtained from the use of such information. All opinions and estimates herein are subject to change without notice. The Intended Recipient should make their
own investigations, including but not limited to retaining the services of specific professionals in the areas of Law, Accounting, Engineering, etc. Philip E Higgins &/or
Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors is NOT a Principal in any transaction unless disclosed to be so, and is not responsible for any third party reports.


 


Oregon Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: https://www.oregon.gov/rea/licensing/Documents/Initial-Agency-Disclosure-Pamphlet.pdf 


Washington Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=18.86.120


 


From: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com> 
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 7:43 AM
To: Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail


 


Hello Commissioner Olson!


 


Writing today as both a Board Member of the Yamhill Downtown Association, and a
native son of Yamhill itself.  On both accounts I broadly support the Yamhelas Westsider
Trail.


 


It’s no mystery to anyone Yamhill has suffered a prolonged economic downturn that has
broadly & negatively affected my beloved hometown.  The Trail, as evidenced by
countless Rails to Trails programs around the County, is poised to create long lasting
economic benefit to Yamhill and the Cities along the Trail. Yamhill (and Carlton, and
Yamhill County itself) is on the cusp of a literal historic decision that can put us on a
*NATIONAL* list of similar trails, bringing visitor economy dollars to our hurting
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communities (for something *other* than Wine Tourism)


 


As someone who has lived here in Yamhill County all my life, I have committed my
business and spirit to improving what needs to be improved, and protecting the things that
make this place so special – the Trail can elevate us all.  


 


Please Please Please do not be fooled by the regressive vocal minority that feels this will
somehow harm their farming practices. Their arguments are inaccurate, and any potential
“loss” can be easily mitigated (I’m happy to go into this one on one in greater depth or
come and talk with the entire BOC). If anything the Trail will serve to showcase the
enormous bounty that is our beloved agriculturally diverse region.


 


So many of the local Townsfolk in Yamhill are looking for the Trail to happen as a beacon
of hope to our struggling Main Street –  Please Help. Vote for the Trail.


 


 


Philip E Higgins


Principal Broker | OR & WA


OR Lic # 960900059 / WA Lic # 50197


Direct: 503-793-9039 | phiggins@PacificCrestREA.com


809 E. First St. Newberg OR 97132


Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors


Commercial Real Estate Brokerage | Advisory Services


 


This message is intended only for the use of the person(s) ("the Intended Recipient") to whom it is addressed. It may contain information which is privileged and
confidential within the meaning of applicable law. Dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this message or any of its contents by any person other than
the Intended Recipient may constitute a breach of civil or criminal law and is strictly prohibited. If you are not the Intended Recipient, please contact the sender as
soon as possible. 


The information contained herein is based on sources believed to be reliable, but neither Philip E Higgins, nor Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors represents that it is
wholly accurate or complete. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors and its affiliates are not responsible for any errors or omissions or for the
results obtained from the use of such information. All opinions and estimates herein are subject to change without notice. The Intended Recipient should make their
own investigations, including but not limited to retaining the services of specific professionals in the areas of Law, Accounting, Engineering, etc. Philip E Higgins &/or
Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors is NOT a Principal in any transaction unless disclosed to be so, and is not responsible for any third party reports.


 


Oregon Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: https://www.oregon.gov/rea/licensing/Documents/Initial-Agency-Disclosure-Pamphlet.pdf 


Washington Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=18.86.120
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From: V H
To: martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
Subject: Accepted: Veronica, Jarod, Carrie - YWT
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 3:55:00 PM
Attachments: reply.ics


attachment.ics


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


veronica4249 has accepted


When Monday, 27 July 2020
08:30 AM to 09:30 AM 
(GMT-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada) 


Where Phone call
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BEGIN:VCALENDAR
PRODID://Yahoo//Calendar//EN
VERSION:2.0
METHOD:REPLY
BEGIN:VEVENT
SUMMARY:Veronica\, Jarod\, Carrie - YWT
DESCRIPTION:\n
CLASS:PUBLIC
DTSTART;TZID=America/Los_Angeles:20200727T083000
DTEND;TZID=America/Los_Angeles:20200727T093000
LOCATION:Phone call
PRIORITY:0
SEQUENCE:0
STATUS:CONFIRMED
UID:040000008200E00074C5B7101A82E0080000000020D3D4850061D601000000000000000
 01000000024371F09B8419F46A8A3055BE35A3588
DTSTAMP:20200723T214952Z
ATTENDEE;PARTSTAT=NEEDS-ACTION;CN=Jarod Logsdon;ROLE=REQ_PARTICIPANT;RSVP=T
 RUE:mailto:logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us
ATTENDEE;PARTSTAT=ACCEPTED;CN=V H;ROLE=REQ_PARTICIPANT;RSVP=TRUE:mailto:ver
 onica4249@yahoo.com
ORGANIZER;CN=Carrie Martin:mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-APPT-SEQUENCE:0
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-OWNERAPPTID:1329035236
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-BUSYSTATUS:TENTATIVE
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-INTENDEDSTATUS:BUSY
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-ALLDAYEVENT:FALSE
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-IMPORTANCE:1
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-INSTTYPE:0
X-MICROSOFT-DONOTFORWARDMEETING:FALSE
X-MICROSOFT-DISALLOW-COUNTER:FALSE
X-MICROSOFT-LOCATIONS:[{"DisplayName":"Phone call"\,"LocationAnnotation":""
 \,"LocationUri":""\,"LocationStreet":""\,"LocationCity":""\,"LocationState
 ":""\,"LocationCountry":""\,"LocationPostalCode":""\,"LocationFullAddress"
 :""}]
X-YAHOO-YID:yahoo.jedi.acl.yca.jws-deli
X-YAHOO-YID:yahoo.jedi.acl.yca.jws-deli
TRANSP:OPAQUE
STATUS:CONFIRMED
X-YAHOO-USER-STATUS:BUSY
X-YAHOO-EVENT-STATUS:BUSY
BEGIN:VALARM
ACTION:DISPLAY
DESCRIPTION:
TRIGGER;RELATED=START:-PT15M
END:VALARM
END:VEVENT
BEGIN:VTIMEZONE
TZID:America/Los_Angeles
TZURL:http://tzurl.org/zoneinfo/America/Los_Angeles
X-LIC-LOCATION:America/Los_Angeles
BEGIN:DAYLIGHT
TZOFFSETFROM:-0800
TZOFFSETTO:-0700
TZNAME:PDT
DTSTART:20070311T020000
RRULE:FREQ=YEARLY;BYMONTH=3;BYDAY=2SU
END:DAYLIGHT
BEGIN:STANDARD
TZOFFSETFROM:-0700
TZOFFSETTO:-0800
TZNAME:PST
DTSTART:20071104T020000
RRULE:FREQ=YEARLY;BYMONTH=11;BYDAY=1SU
END:STANDARD
BEGIN:STANDARD
TZOFFSETFROM:-075258
TZOFFSETTO:-0800
TZNAME:PST
DTSTART:18831118T120702
RDATE:18831118T120702
END:STANDARD
BEGIN:DAYLIGHT
TZOFFSETFROM:-0800
TZOFFSETTO:-0700
TZNAME:PDT
DTSTART:19180331T020000
RDATE:19180331T020000
RDATE:19190330T020000
RDATE:19480314T020100
RDATE:19500430T010000
RDATE:19510429T010000
RDATE:19520427T010000
RDATE:19530426T010000
RDATE:19540425T010000
RDATE:19550424T010000
RDATE:19560429T010000
RDATE:19570428T010000
RDATE:19580427T010000
RDATE:19590426T010000
RDATE:19600424T010000
RDATE:19610430T010000
RDATE:19620429T010000
RDATE:19630428T010000
RDATE:19640426T010000
RDATE:19650425T010000
RDATE:19660424T010000
RDATE:19670430T020000
RDATE:19680428T020000
RDATE:19690427T020000
RDATE:19700426T020000
RDATE:19710425T020000
RDATE:19720430T020000
RDATE:19730429T020000
RDATE:19740106T020000
RDATE:19750223T020000
RDATE:19760425T020000
RDATE:19770424T020000
RDATE:19780430T020000
RDATE:19790429T020000
RDATE:19800427T020000
RDATE:19810426T020000
RDATE:19820425T020000
RDATE:19830424T020000
RDATE:19840429T020000
RDATE:19850428T020000
RDATE:19860427T020000
RDATE:19870405T020000
RDATE:19880403T020000
RDATE:19890402T020000
RDATE:19900401T020000
RDATE:19910407T020000
RDATE:19920405T020000
RDATE:19930404T020000
RDATE:19940403T020000
RDATE:19950402T020000
RDATE:19960407T020000
RDATE:19970406T020000
RDATE:19980405T020000
RDATE:19990404T020000
RDATE:20000402T020000
RDATE:20010401T020000
RDATE:20020407T020000
RDATE:20030406T020000
RDATE:20040404T020000
RDATE:20050403T020000
RDATE:20060402T020000
END:DAYLIGHT
BEGIN:STANDARD
TZOFFSETFROM:-0700
TZOFFSETTO:-0800
TZNAME:PST
DTSTART:19181027T020000
RDATE:19181027T020000
RDATE:19191026T020000
RDATE:19450930T020000
RDATE:19490101T020000
RDATE:19500924T020000
RDATE:19510930T020000
RDATE:19520928T020000
RDATE:19530927T020000
RDATE:19540926T020000
RDATE:19550925T020000
RDATE:19560930T020000
RDATE:19570929T020000
RDATE:19580928T020000
RDATE:19590927T020000
RDATE:19600925T020000
RDATE:19610924T020000
RDATE:19621028T020000
RDATE:19631027T020000
RDATE:19641025T020000
RDATE:19651031T020000
RDATE:19661030T020000
RDATE:19671029T020000
RDATE:19681027T020000
RDATE:19691026T020000
RDATE:19701025T020000
RDATE:19711031T020000
RDATE:19721029T020000
RDATE:19731028T020000
RDATE:19741027T020000
RDATE:19751026T020000
RDATE:19761031T020000
RDATE:19771030T020000
RDATE:19781029T020000
RDATE:19791028T020000
RDATE:19801026T020000
RDATE:19811025T020000
RDATE:19821031T020000
RDATE:19831030T020000
RDATE:19841028T020000
RDATE:19851027T020000
RDATE:19861026T020000
RDATE:19871025T020000
RDATE:19881030T020000
RDATE:19891029T020000
RDATE:19901028T020000
RDATE:19911027T020000
RDATE:19921025T020000
RDATE:19931031T020000
RDATE:19941030T020000
RDATE:19951029T020000
RDATE:19961027T020000
RDATE:19971026T020000
RDATE:19981025T020000
RDATE:19991031T020000
RDATE:20001029T020000
RDATE:20011028T020000
RDATE:20021027T020000
RDATE:20031026T020000
RDATE:20041031T020000
RDATE:20051030T020000
RDATE:20061029T020000
END:STANDARD
BEGIN:DAYLIGHT
TZOFFSETFROM:-0800
TZOFFSETTO:-0700
TZNAME:PWT
DTSTART:19420209T020000
RDATE:19420209T020000
END:DAYLIGHT
BEGIN:DAYLIGHT
TZOFFSETFROM:-0700
TZOFFSETTO:-0700
TZNAME:PPT
DTSTART:19450814T160000
RDATE:19450814T160000
END:DAYLIGHT
BEGIN:STANDARD
TZOFFSETFROM:-0800
TZOFFSETTO:-0800
TZNAME:PST
DTSTART:19460101T000000
RDATE:19460101T000000
RDATE:19670101T000000
END:STANDARD
END:VTIMEZONE
END:VCALENDAR





BEGIN:VCALENDAR
PRODID://Yahoo//Calendar//EN
VERSION:2.0
METHOD:REPLY
BEGIN:VEVENT
SUMMARY:Veronica\, Jarod\, Carrie - YWT
DESCRIPTION:\n
CLASS:PUBLIC
DTSTART;TZID=America/Los_Angeles:20200727T083000
DTEND;TZID=America/Los_Angeles:20200727T093000
LOCATION:Phone call
PRIORITY:0
SEQUENCE:0
STATUS:CONFIRMED
UID:040000008200E00074C5B7101A82E0080000000020D3D4850061D601000000000000000
 01000000024371F09B8419F46A8A3055BE35A3588
DTSTAMP:20200723T214952Z
ATTENDEE;PARTSTAT=NEEDS-ACTION;CN=Jarod Logsdon;ROLE=REQ_PARTICIPANT;RSVP=T
 RUE:mailto:logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us
ATTENDEE;PARTSTAT=ACCEPTED;CN=V H;ROLE=REQ_PARTICIPANT;RSVP=TRUE:mailto:ver
 onica4249@yahoo.com
ORGANIZER;CN=Carrie Martin:mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-APPT-SEQUENCE:0
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-OWNERAPPTID:1329035236
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-BUSYSTATUS:TENTATIVE
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-INTENDEDSTATUS:BUSY
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-ALLDAYEVENT:FALSE
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-IMPORTANCE:1
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-INSTTYPE:0
X-MICROSOFT-DONOTFORWARDMEETING:FALSE
X-MICROSOFT-DISALLOW-COUNTER:FALSE
X-MICROSOFT-LOCATIONS:[{"DisplayName":"Phone call"\,"LocationAnnotation":""
 \,"LocationUri":""\,"LocationStreet":""\,"LocationCity":""\,"LocationState
 ":""\,"LocationCountry":""\,"LocationPostalCode":""\,"LocationFullAddress"
 :""}]
X-YAHOO-YID:yahoo.jedi.acl.yca.jws-deli
X-YAHOO-YID:yahoo.jedi.acl.yca.jws-deli
TRANSP:OPAQUE
STATUS:CONFIRMED
X-YAHOO-USER-STATUS:BUSY
X-YAHOO-EVENT-STATUS:BUSY
BEGIN:VALARM
ACTION:DISPLAY
DESCRIPTION:
TRIGGER;RELATED=START:-PT15M
END:VALARM
END:VEVENT
BEGIN:VTIMEZONE
TZID:America/Los_Angeles
TZURL:http://tzurl.org/zoneinfo/America/Los_Angeles
X-LIC-LOCATION:America/Los_Angeles
BEGIN:DAYLIGHT
TZOFFSETFROM:-0800
TZOFFSETTO:-0700
TZNAME:PDT
DTSTART:20070311T020000
RRULE:FREQ=YEARLY;BYMONTH=3;BYDAY=2SU
END:DAYLIGHT
BEGIN:STANDARD
TZOFFSETFROM:-0700
TZOFFSETTO:-0800
TZNAME:PST
DTSTART:20071104T020000
RRULE:FREQ=YEARLY;BYMONTH=11;BYDAY=1SU
END:STANDARD
BEGIN:STANDARD
TZOFFSETFROM:-075258
TZOFFSETTO:-0800
TZNAME:PST
DTSTART:18831118T120702
RDATE:18831118T120702
END:STANDARD
BEGIN:DAYLIGHT
TZOFFSETFROM:-0800
TZOFFSETTO:-0700
TZNAME:PDT
DTSTART:19180331T020000
RDATE:19180331T020000
RDATE:19190330T020000
RDATE:19480314T020100
RDATE:19500430T010000
RDATE:19510429T010000
RDATE:19520427T010000
RDATE:19530426T010000
RDATE:19540425T010000
RDATE:19550424T010000
RDATE:19560429T010000
RDATE:19570428T010000
RDATE:19580427T010000
RDATE:19590426T010000
RDATE:19600424T010000
RDATE:19610430T010000
RDATE:19620429T010000
RDATE:19630428T010000
RDATE:19640426T010000
RDATE:19650425T010000
RDATE:19660424T010000
RDATE:19670430T020000
RDATE:19680428T020000
RDATE:19690427T020000
RDATE:19700426T020000
RDATE:19710425T020000
RDATE:19720430T020000
RDATE:19730429T020000
RDATE:19740106T020000
RDATE:19750223T020000
RDATE:19760425T020000
RDATE:19770424T020000
RDATE:19780430T020000
RDATE:19790429T020000
RDATE:19800427T020000
RDATE:19810426T020000
RDATE:19820425T020000
RDATE:19830424T020000
RDATE:19840429T020000
RDATE:19850428T020000
RDATE:19860427T020000
RDATE:19870405T020000
RDATE:19880403T020000
RDATE:19890402T020000
RDATE:19900401T020000
RDATE:19910407T020000
RDATE:19920405T020000
RDATE:19930404T020000
RDATE:19940403T020000
RDATE:19950402T020000
RDATE:19960407T020000
RDATE:19970406T020000
RDATE:19980405T020000
RDATE:19990404T020000
RDATE:20000402T020000
RDATE:20010401T020000
RDATE:20020407T020000
RDATE:20030406T020000
RDATE:20040404T020000
RDATE:20050403T020000
RDATE:20060402T020000
END:DAYLIGHT
BEGIN:STANDARD
TZOFFSETFROM:-0700
TZOFFSETTO:-0800
TZNAME:PST
DTSTART:19181027T020000
RDATE:19181027T020000
RDATE:19191026T020000
RDATE:19450930T020000
RDATE:19490101T020000
RDATE:19500924T020000
RDATE:19510930T020000
RDATE:19520928T020000
RDATE:19530927T020000
RDATE:19540926T020000
RDATE:19550925T020000
RDATE:19560930T020000
RDATE:19570929T020000
RDATE:19580928T020000
RDATE:19590927T020000
RDATE:19600925T020000
RDATE:19610924T020000
RDATE:19621028T020000
RDATE:19631027T020000
RDATE:19641025T020000
RDATE:19651031T020000
RDATE:19661030T020000
RDATE:19671029T020000
RDATE:19681027T020000
RDATE:19691026T020000
RDATE:19701025T020000
RDATE:19711031T020000
RDATE:19721029T020000
RDATE:19731028T020000
RDATE:19741027T020000
RDATE:19751026T020000
RDATE:19761031T020000
RDATE:19771030T020000
RDATE:19781029T020000
RDATE:19791028T020000
RDATE:19801026T020000
RDATE:19811025T020000
RDATE:19821031T020000
RDATE:19831030T020000
RDATE:19841028T020000
RDATE:19851027T020000
RDATE:19861026T020000
RDATE:19871025T020000
RDATE:19881030T020000
RDATE:19891029T020000
RDATE:19901028T020000
RDATE:19911027T020000
RDATE:19921025T020000
RDATE:19931031T020000
RDATE:19941030T020000
RDATE:19951029T020000
RDATE:19961027T020000
RDATE:19971026T020000
RDATE:19981025T020000
RDATE:19991031T020000
RDATE:20001029T020000
RDATE:20011028T020000
RDATE:20021027T020000
RDATE:20031026T020000
RDATE:20041031T020000
RDATE:20051030T020000
RDATE:20061029T020000
END:STANDARD
BEGIN:DAYLIGHT
TZOFFSETFROM:-0800
TZOFFSETTO:-0700
TZNAME:PWT
DTSTART:19420209T020000
RDATE:19420209T020000
END:DAYLIGHT
BEGIN:DAYLIGHT
TZOFFSETFROM:-0700
TZOFFSETTO:-0700
TZNAME:PPT
DTSTART:19450814T160000
RDATE:19450814T160000
END:DAYLIGHT
BEGIN:STANDARD
TZOFFSETFROM:-0800
TZOFFSETTO:-0800
TZNAME:PST
DTSTART:19460101T000000
RDATE:19460101T000000
RDATE:19670101T000000
END:STANDARD
END:VTIMEZONE
END:VCALENDAR








From: Casey Kulla
To: Philip Higgins; V H
Cc: stevencarol.wick; Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich; Patty Williams
Subject: RE: Bus barn question
Date: Monday, November 23, 2020 8:33:34 AM


I’ve sent these questions to the county management team. I’ve asked them to follow up with you.
 


From: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com> 
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 8:22 AM
To: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Cc: stevencarol.wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Bus barn question
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


County should have a boiler plate lease they use. While I would be more than happy to review the
Belt lease, I’m not sure they can share it as Friends is not a party to it.
 
 


Philip E Higgins
Principal Broker | OR & WA
OR Lic # 960900059 / WA Lic # 50197
Direct: 503-793-9039 | phiggins@PacificCrestREA.com
809 E. First St. Newberg OR 97132
Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors
Commercial Real Estate Brokerage | Advisory Services
 
This message is intended only for the use of the person(s) ("the Intended Recipient") to whom it is addressed. It may contain information which is privileged and confidential
within the meaning of applicable law. Dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this message or any of its contents by any person other than the Intended
Recipient may constitute a breach of civil or criminal law and is strictly prohibited. If you are not the Intended Recipient, please contact the sender as soon as possible. 


The information contained herein is based on sources believed to be reliable, but neither Philip E Higgins, nor Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors represents that it is wholly
accurate or complete. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors and its affiliates are not responsible for any errors or omissions or for the results obtained
from the use of such information. All opinions and estimates herein are subject to change without notice. The Intended Recipient should make their own investigations,
including but not limited to retaining the services of specific professionals in the areas of Law, Accounting, Engineering, etc. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate
Advisors is NOT a Principal in any transaction unless disclosed to be so, and is not responsible for any third party reports.
 
Oregon Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: https://www.oregon.gov/rea/licensing/Documents/Initial-Agency-Disclosure-Pamphlet.pdf 
Washington Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=18.86.120


 


From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 8:13 AM
To: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Cc: stevencarol.wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Patty Williams
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<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
 
Thank you for offering your help with this Phillip.
 
Those documents would be very helpful.  Assuming it would take the County some time to draw up a
new proposed lease for us, seeing the existing leases with Mr. Belt and the bus barn ASAP could get
us started, as well as an idea of what the lease rate increase might be.  I agree a walk-through is
necessary, with someone who can identify potential issues.
 
Veronica 
 
 
 
 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone
 


On Nov 23, 2020, at 7:01 AM, Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com> wrote:



Ideally Rick and I would receive a copy of the proposed lese document w/ proposed
rate and term from the County to review. 
Also a copy of the current lease with the bus barn, or the previous lease – se we can
understand the proposed agreement and obligations there.
The other (highly) preferred item would be a walk thru of the structures to ascertain
current condition as it relates to the lease obligations going forward.
 


Philip E Higgins
Principal Broker | OR & WA
OR Lic # 960900059 / WA Lic # 50197
Direct: 503-793-9039 | phiggins@PacificCrestREA.com
809 E. First St. Newberg OR 97132
Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors
Commercial Real Estate Brokerage | Advisory Services
 
This message is intended only for the use of the person(s) ("the Intended Recipient") to whom it is addressed. It may contain information which is
privileged and confidential within the meaning of applicable law. Dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this message or any of
its contents by any person other than the Intended Recipient may constitute a breach of civil or criminal law and is strictly prohibited. If you are not
the Intended Recipient, please contact the sender as soon as possible. 


The information contained herein is based on sources believed to be reliable, but neither Philip E Higgins, nor Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors
represents that it is wholly accurate or complete. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors and its affiliates are not responsible for any
errors or omissions or for the results obtained from the use of such information. All opinions and estimates herein are subject to change without
notice. The Intended Recipient should make their own investigations, including but not limited to retaining the services of specific professionals in the
areas of Law, Accounting, Engineering, etc. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors is NOT a Principal in any transaction unless
disclosed to be so, and is not responsible for any third party reports.
 
Oregon Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: https://www.oregon.gov/rea/licensing/Documents/Initial-Agency-Disclosure-Pamphlet.pdf 
Washington Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=18.86.120
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From: stevencarol.wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, November 22, 2020 7:36 PM
To: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>; Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Ken
Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Patty
Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
 
I would love to see Phillip and Rick team up to eval this opportunity, and report
their findings back to the Board. We are lucky to have them offer their
knowledge and experience!
 
Steve Wick 
 
 
 
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
 
-------- Original message --------
From: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Date: 11/22/20 4:20 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>, Ken
Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>, Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>, steve
wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>, Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
 
Merely offering my services in the area I’m trained in.  I do this sort of advisory daily in
my practice. I can very likely save you time analyzing the deal at hand and point out
potential pitfalls. 
 
While I’m pro trial, I’ve got no dog in this fight, just being neighborly. 
 
Philip E Higgins 
Pacific Crest REA
503-793-9039
 
(Please excuse any mis-spelling or auto-correct oddities) 


On Nov 22, 2020, at 4:13 PM, Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:
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We also have to think about how we respond to Phillip Higgen's; he seems to
really want to get in the middle of this.  WW
 
On Sunday, November 22, 2020, 2:29:35 PM PST, V H
<veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:
 
 
It’s an amazing intriguing idea.  I do have a lot of questions about numbers,
condition of the buildings and who is responsible for their safety and upkeep,
what insurance would cost us etc.
 
Does anyone mind if I bring my husband in on this question?  He owns a
large manufacturing building in Tualatin so would know more about what
information we would need and what risks we would be taking on.
 
Veronica 
 
 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Nov 22, 2020, at 11:25 AM, Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Wayne, thanks for adding Patty (I couldn’t remember her email address when
I drafted this).


 


I floated this idea past Ken Huffer, Carrie Martin, Christian Boenisch and
Todd Sadlo (and they were enthusiastic about me inquiring with you). It would
have to be discussed in open session for Commissioner Olson to be involved.
Mr. Belt currently leases the property, but I expect that our lease price going
forward will result in him raising the lease price to the bus company,
effectively ending their lease there. This would be very negative for the bus
company and the school district and kids, so I suggested that we could ask
you about taking on the lease of the whole property, with the requirement that
you continue to lease to the bus company but with few other requirements.
Mr. Belt was making a significant income off of the bus company lease.


 


I am happy to talk more in person if that is easier.


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, November 20, 2020 1:32 PM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Stan Primozich
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<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>;
Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Cc: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Casey thinking outside of the box. For right now I am going to
defer to those you included with this offer plus Patty Williams our new
Treasure. I see expertise there that I don't have. Have you consulted with
Rick or county administration regarding this idea?  Wayne


 


On Friday, November 20, 2020, 10:53:09 AM PST, Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Board of Friends of YWT (plus Philip),


 


A question for you to consider: would you be interested in holding the lease
on the bus barn property on hwy 240? It would require you to be the property
manager and to sublet the current bus footprint to the bus company. But the
benefits: you have access to and control of the property that will be the key
trail head, and it gives you a measure of standing for grants, legal claims, etc.
The other buildings on site could leased to other business partners that
complement a future trail. Depending upon the details and rates, you might
even generate a small cash income from the lease/sublease that could help
with other projects moving the trail forward.


 


Obviously, a lease agreement would need to be approved and signed before
the first Thurs in January, but we can move quickly if you can.


 


Casey


971-241-6585
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes
Cc: Wayne Wiebke; Jarod Logsdon
Subject: RE: Carlton letter
Date: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 10:50:01 AM
Attachments: City of Yamhill_7.16.18.pdf


Gaston Letter of Support_2018.docx
FYWT Wayne Wiebke_6.06.2018.pdf
YWT Letters of Support_6.14.18.pdf


Hi Veronica,
 
Here is a document containing the letters of support I have on file, including the most recent from
the City of Carlton.
 
Thanks!
 
Carrie
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 1:30 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Carlton letter
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Good commissioner meeting this morning!
 
Do you have a copy of the previous City of Carlton support letter?  It is not in the
group of letters that Wayne sent to me a while back, so I don't know that he has it.  I'd
like to have a template to give to the current Mayor to hopefully make the process go
quickly.
 
Thanks
 
V
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CITY OF GASTON


116 Front Street, P.O. Box 129, 


Gaston, Oregon 97119 Phone (503)985-3340


www.cityofgaston.com








August 2, 2018








Carrie Martin 


Grants and Special Projects Manager 


Yamhill County 


434 NE Evans Street


535 NE Fifth Street - mailing


McMinnville, OR 97128








RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail





To Whom it May Concern,





The City of Gaston continues to support the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT). The YWT will be connecting the communities of Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston with the vision of one day being anchored in the North by Forest Grove and in the south by McMinnville. The YWT will have a positive economic impact on area business through increased tourism and healthy recreation. The YWT will provide the students of Gaston School District with a safe non-vehicular alternative to Highway 47 for getting to and from school. 





We look forward to the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail and the improvements to our community that will follow. Please, if there is any we can be of further assistance, let us know.





Sincerely,








Tony Hall


Mayor


City of Gaston
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  Office • 328 NE Davis Street, Suite #1, McMinnville, OR 97128     Website • visitmcminnville.com     Phone • 503-857-0182     Email • info@visitmcminnville.com 



May 24, 2018 



Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



Sincerely, 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 

















November 5, 2015 



Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Attn: Laura Tschabold 
343 NE Evans 
McMinnville. Or 97128 



Re: Yarnhelas Wcstsider Trail 



Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 



We am writing to tell how excited we are about,lhc development of the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail as it would warrant an investment in a company we are creating called 
"Silo Cycles." 



We have properly directly along the trail in Carlton. On this properly there are several 
grain silos. In the future, once the trail is completed we would like lo convert one of the 
grain silos into a bike rental and repair facility. Given an average amount of traffic for 
recreational bike trails, we expect lo hire at least two full time and two part time 
employees to staff the business. 



We will keep in touch with the progress of the !tail's development. We hope the county 
will be successful in obtaining the grant for this project. We will continue to work with 
volunteers and we plan to attend a work session in Carlton on November 14th. Let us 
know if we ciu1 be of any assistance in lhe continued progress of the trail. 



Thank you, A. 



l� ,,_,,,./---" '>�-



Kris and Susan Stubberfield 

















November 16, 2015 



Mr. Terry Cole 



ODOT Region 2 Headquarters 



455 Airport Road, Building B 
Salem, Oregon 97301-5395 



Dear Mr. Cole, 



On behalf of the Washington County Department of Land Use and Transportation, I would like to state 
my support for Yamhill County's Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and that county's effort to secure 



2018 21 STIP Enhance and Connect Oregon funds for further project development. Because one mile 



of the trail would be located in Washington County, my staff has been involved with the project since 
2012, participating in coordination meetings and providing grant writing assistance. As the project 
progresses, the department intends to continue its support with similar in-kind services. With the help 



of state grant funding, the trail would: 



• Create a new transportation corridor linking Yamhill and Washington counties, the first regional



bicycle/pedestrian pathway in the Yamhill Valley.
• Address ongoing safety concerns along Oregon Highway 47 and nearby rural roads, providing



increasing bicycle traffic a safe alternative to existing roads.
• Create needed infrastructure for bicycle and pedestrian commuters and recreational users



throughout the corridor.
• Provide safe access to school for students and employees of the Gaston and Yamhill-Carlton school



districts.
• Preserve the corridor for future transportation needs.
• Increase tourist trips and overnight stays in the Yamhill Valley.



With Washington County's assistance, this project was awarded $1.4 million from the ODOT 
Transportation Alternatives and Oregon Pedestrian & Bicycle Program Funding Program for railroad 



right of way acquisition. Additional state support would bring much-needed project development 
resources and bring the Yam he las Westsider Trail closer to implementation. 



Please lend your support to this important project. 



Sincerely, 



/J f) r.[tLL1J {))/'---
Andrew Singelakis, AICP 



Director, Land Use & Transportation 



Cc: Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 



Jayne Mercer, Yamhill County Grants and Special Projects Manager 





































more details »


From: Google Calendar on behalf of calendar-notification@google.com
To: fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us; Mary Stewart; Jean Crowther; michael.w.duncan@odot.state.or.us;


martinc@co.yamhill.or.us; carl_switzer@co.washington.or.us; communications; kmartinez@ci.carlton.or.us;
cmartinez@ci.carlton.or.us; greg.graven@cityofyamhill.org; rayc@co.yamhill.or.us; davidm@cityofgaston.com;
l.gilmore@cityofyamhill.org; phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com; clinton.nelson@gastonk12.org;
hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us; heather.richards@mcminnvilleoregon.gov; landerson@msd.k12.or.us;
olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us; jim.rue@state.or.us; jeff@visitmcminnville.com; veronica4249@yahoo.com


Subject: Invitation: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan - PAC #1 @ Tue Dec 1, 2020 3pm - 5pm (PST)
(fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us)


Date: Monday, November 23, 2020 3:57:18 PM
Attachments: invite.ics


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


You have been invited to the following event.


Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan - PAC #1
When Tue Dec 1, 2020 3pm – 5pm Pacific Time - Los Angeles


Where Zoom3 (map)


Calendar fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us


Who • gracestainback@altaplanning.com - organizer


• Mary Stewart
• Jean Crowther
• michael.w.duncan@odot.state.or.us
• martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
• carl_switzer@co.washington.or.us
• communications
• kmartinez@ci.carlton.or.us
• cmartinez@ci.carlton.or.us
• greg.graven@cityofyamhill.org
• rayc@co.yamhill.or.us
• davidm@cityofgaston.com
• l.gilmore@cityofyamhill.org
• phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com
• clinton.nelson@gastonk12.org
• hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us
• heather.richards@mcminnvilleoregon.gov
• fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us
• landerson@msd.k12.or.us
• olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us
• jim.rue@state.or.us
• jeff@visitmcminnville.com
• veronica4249@yahoo.com


Alta Planning + Design is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.


Join Zoom Meeting



https://calendar.google.com/calendar/event?action=VIEW&eid=MW5tbjFncGczM29nNWo5dGJwcW0wdjV1YzggZnJpZGF5a0Bjby55YW1oaWxsLm9yLnVz&tok=MzEjZ3JhY2VzdGFpbmJhY2tAYWx0YXBsYW5uaW5nLmNvbTJhMTAyMzhhMDQwMzM3YTcyMjIwNjc1ZmVkNGQ1YWIwOTJkMjQ2ZjU&ctz=America%2FLos_Angeles&hl=en&es=0
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BEGIN:VCALENDAR
PRODID:-//Google Inc//Google Calendar 70.9054//EN
VERSION:2.0
CALSCALE:GREGORIAN
METHOD:REQUEST
BEGIN:VEVENT
DTSTART:20201201T230000Z
DTEND:20201202T010000Z
DTSTAMP:20201123T235718Z
ORGANIZER;CN=gracestainback@altaplanning.com:mailto:gracestainback@altaplan
 ning.com
UID:1nmn1gpg33og5j9tbpqm0v5uc8@google.com
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=ACCEPTED;RSVP=TRUE
 ;CN=Mary Stewart;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:marystewart@altaplanning.com
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=NEEDS-ACTION;RSVP=
 TRUE;CN=Jean Crowther;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:jeancrowther@altaplanning.com
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=ACCEPTED;RSVP=TRUE
 ;CN=gracestainback@altaplanning.com;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:gracestainback@al
 taplanning.com
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=RESOURCE;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=ACCEPTED;RSVP=TRUE;C
 N=Zoom3;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:altaplanning.com_3939393631373533383630@resou
 rce.calendar.google.com
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=NEEDS-ACTION;RSVP=
 TRUE;CN=michael.w.duncan@odot.state.or.us;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:michael.w.d
 uncan@odot.state.or.us
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=ACCEPTED;RSVP=TRUE
 ;CN=martinc@co.yamhill.or.us;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=NEEDS-ACTION;RSVP=
 TRUE;CN=carl_switzer@co.washington.or.us;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:carl_switzer
 @co.washington.or.us
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=NEEDS-ACTION;RSVP=
 TRUE;CN=communications;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:communications@ycschools.org
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=NEEDS-ACTION;RSVP=
 TRUE;CN=kmartinez@ci.carlton.or.us;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:kmartinez@ci.carlt
 on.or.us
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=NEEDS-ACTION;RSVP=
 TRUE;CN=cmartinez@ci.carlton.or.us;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:cmartinez@ci.carlt
 on.or.us
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=NEEDS-ACTION;RSVP=
 TRUE;CN=greg.graven@cityofyamhill.org;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:greg.graven@cit
 yofyamhill.org
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=NEEDS-ACTION;RSVP=
 TRUE;CN=rayc@co.yamhill.or.us;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:rayc@co.yamhill.or.us
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=NEEDS-ACTION;RSVP=
 TRUE;CN=davidm@cityofgaston.com;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:davidm@cityofgaston.c
 om
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=NEEDS-ACTION;RSVP=
 TRUE;CN=l.gilmore@cityofyamhill.org;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:l.gilmore@cityofy
 amhill.org
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=NEEDS-ACTION;RSVP=
 TRUE;CN=phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:phiggins@pacific
 crestrea.com
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=NEEDS-ACTION;RSVP=
 TRUE;CN=clinton.nelson@gastonk12.org;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:clinton.nelson@g
 astonk12.org
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=NEEDS-ACTION;RSVP=
 TRUE;CN=hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:hufferk@co.yamhill.o
 r.us
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=NEEDS-ACTION;RSVP=
 TRUE;CN=heather.richards@mcminnvilleoregon.gov;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:heathe
 r.richards@mcminnvilleoregon.gov
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=NEEDS-ACTION;RSVP=
 TRUE;CN=fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:fridayk@co.yamhill.o
 r.us
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=NEEDS-ACTION;RSVP=
 TRUE;CN=landerson@msd.k12.or.us;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:landerson@msd.k12.or.
 us
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=NEEDS-ACTION;RSVP=
 TRUE;CN=olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:olsonr@co.yamhill.or.
 us
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=NEEDS-ACTION;RSVP=
 TRUE;CN=jim.rue@state.or.us;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:jim.rue@state.or.us
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=NEEDS-ACTION;RSVP=
 TRUE;CN=jeff@visitmcminnville.com;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:jeff@visitmcminnvil
 le.com
ATTENDEE;CUTYPE=INDIVIDUAL;ROLE=REQ-PARTICIPANT;PARTSTAT=NEEDS-ACTION;RSVP=
 TRUE;CN=veronica4249@yahoo.com;X-NUM-GUESTS=0:mailto:veronica4249@yahoo.com
X-MICROSOFT-CDO-OWNERAPPTID:-349057386
CREATED:20201112T193332Z
DESCRIPTION:Alta Planning + Design is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meet
 ing.<br><br>Join Zoom Meeting<br><a href="https://zoom.us/j/93392295968?pwd
 =YVdVMmdGcDJWbVMwS3crcEZGQmkxUT09">https://zoom.us/j/93392295968?pwd=YVdVMm
 dGcDJWbVMwS3crcEZGQmkxUT09</a><br><br>Meeting ID: 933 9229 5968<br>Passcode
 : 138514<br>One tap mobile<br>+13126266799\,\,93392295968# US (Chicago)<br>
 +16465588656\,\,93392295968# US (New York)<br><br>Dial by your location<br>
 &nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;+1 312 626 6799 US 
 (Chicago)<br>&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;+1 646
  558 8656 US (New York)<br>&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\
 ;&nbsp\;+1 301 715 8592 US (Washington D.C)<br>&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;
 &nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)<br>&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&
 nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;+1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)<br>&
 nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;&nbsp\;+1 253 215 8782 US (
 Tacoma)<br>Meeting ID: 933 9229 5968<br>Find your local number:&nbsp\;<a hr
 ef="https://zoom.us/u/acx0es6JPk" id="ow1604" __is_owner="true">https://zoo
 m.us/u/acx0es6JPk</a>\n\n-::~:~::~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:
 ~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~::~:~::-\nPlease do not edit this section of t
 he description.\n\nView your event at https://calendar.google.com/calendar/
 event?action=VIEW&eid=MW5tbjFncGczM29nNWo5dGJwcW0wdjV1YzggZnJpZGF5a0Bjby55Y
 W1oaWxsLm9yLnVz&tok=MzEjZ3JhY2VzdGFpbmJhY2tAYWx0YXBsYW5uaW5nLmNvbTJhMTAyMzh
 hMDQwMzM3YTcyMjIwNjc1ZmVkNGQ1YWIwOTJkMjQ2ZjU&ctz=America%2FLos_Angeles&hl=e
 n&es=1.\n-::~:~::~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:
 ~:~:~:~:~:~:~::~:~::-
LAST-MODIFIED:20201123T235717Z
LOCATION:Zoom3
SEQUENCE:0
STATUS:CONFIRMED
SUMMARY:Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan - PAC #1
TRANSP:OPAQUE
END:VEVENT
END:VCALENDAR







https://zoom.us/j/93392295968?pwd=YVdVMmdGcDJWbVMwS3crcEZGQmkxUT09


Meeting ID: 933 9229 5968
Passcode: 138514
One tap mobile
+13126266799,,93392295968# US (Chicago)
+16465588656,,93392295968# US (New York)


Dial by your location
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
+1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
+1 301 715 8592 US (Washington D.C)
+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
+1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
+1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
Meeting ID: 933 9229 5968
Find your local number: https://zoom.us/u/acx0es6JPk 


Going (fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us)? Yes  - Maybe  - No more options »


Invitation from Google Calendar


You are receiving this courtesy email at the account fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us because you are an attendee of this event.


To stop receiving future updates for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for a Google account at
https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ and control your notification settings for your entire calendar.


Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest list, or
invite others regardless of their own invitation status, or to modify your RSVP. Learn More.



https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fzoom.us%2Fj%2F93392295968%3Fpwd%3DYVdVMmdGcDJWbVMwS3crcEZGQmkxUT09&sa=D&ust=1606607838330000&usg=AOvVaw2JnJJJ8IIETB3XdVDjWclk

https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fzoom.us%2Fu%2Facx0es6JPk&sa=D&ust=1606607838331000&usg=AOvVaw2bhe58Gy5i9vct9iJ4qHGy
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https://calendar.google.com/calendar/

https://support.google.com/calendar/answer/37135#forwarding






From: steve wick
To: "Wayne Wiebke"; "Todd Sadlo"
Subject: letter to the editor of McMinnville News Times , submitted 5-13-2020 9:50 AM
Date: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 9:58:01 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Guys…I just dashed this off and submitted to the News Register.
 
Steve
 
 
 
My wife and I have been personally growing and harvesting filberts/hazelnuts in Yamhill County
since 1992, on our 60 acre farm. We have also farmed wheat, hay, Christmas Trees, and ornamental
plants. We have horses and pasture for them. My brothers and I recently sold our 160 acre family
tree farm, which we co-managed for years. I am Board member of the Friends of the Yamhelas, and
my wife and I frequently use the Banks Vernonia Linear Trail.
 
I would like to address some of the inaccuracies that have surfaced concerning the Yamhelas Trail.
 
One concern is litter and possibly theft. I do know some farmers that have had to contend with this
threat, but it is easy to minimize if each farmer works with the County in the design phase to
determine what type of brush and/ or fencing would be best to protect their property. Yamhill
county has expressly stated that they will do this.
 
Some of the farmers say they will not be able to farm next to the trail because they will not be able
to spray insecticides, pesticides, and hebicides adjacent to the trail. This is far from the truth. All of
the spraying can be accomplished with limited inconveniences. Nobody is going to lose all of their
crop or any amount of crop, because they cannot spray.
 
We  have neighboring properties on three sides of our filbert orchard. On one side a neighbors
house is adjacent to our property line. When I power blast spray insecticides and fungicides I do the
edges first, and point my sprays inward toward the orchard, to avoid any drift. Any farmer knows
that he must spray when the winds are low, and he has the ability to even spray at night, or early in
the morning, to avoid people etc.  In fact some chemical sprays for some Willamette Valley crop
must be sprayed at night, for maximum effectiveness. There is no special requirement for night
spraying….any farmer can do it.
 
 
There are a lot of other tools in the farmers toolbox to accommodate changes. There will be new
rules each year that will challenge our ability to farm, but we are a resilient group, and will be able to
adapt and thrive.



mailto:stevencarol.wick@gmail.com

mailto:shadypondacre@yahoo.com

mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us





 
The proposed Yamhelas Trail is another opportunity to show that we can co-exist with the future.
 
 
Stephen J. Wick
Gaston Oregon
Yamhill County
 
.








From: stevencarol.wick
To: Wayne Wiebke; "Todd Sadlo"
Cc: Ken Wright
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
Date: Saturday, April 25, 2020 7:22:47 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


No ,they called out 50 feet for two insecticides that both have Chlorpirilos as the
active ingredient:  Yuma 4e and Lorsban.


Im saying that rhey can do Yuma in 10 feet.


Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Date: 4/25/20 12:22 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Cc: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


Just brought Ken into this. He is totally on top of the overspray of the vineyard I referenced in a just sent
response.


So Steve, are you now saying the 50" only pertains to to fertilizers>


On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 10:13:32 AM PDT, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


Todd, I have been updating my info on spraying, and have been doing more research. I have found that
the label says on Yuma 4E (manufacturer Winfield's label, with the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos)  ONLY
requires a 10 foot buffer! 50 feet is bullshit!


 


We need to bring Ken Wright into this conversation, regarding spraying. He did considerable research for
our last set of hearings, and contacted many Oregon officials about the "real" spraying laws.


 


(see my "revised' preliminary notes below)


 


Steve


 



mailto:stevencarol.wick@gmail.com
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From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, April 25, 2020 9:22 AM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick
Subject: Fwd: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


Gentlemen, 


 


I hope the stay decision is attached for your review.  It is a delay, but this isn’t over yet!


 


Please let me know what you think about the decision, because Ben Van Dyke will make the same
argument on remand:  that he is entitled to spray up to his property line at will, and exclude his neighbors
(esp. the county) from the use of or access to 50 feet of the neighbor’s property-a spray buffer-without
having to compensate that neighbor for loss of access.   Am I missing something?


 


It is one thing to coordinate-the county has always offered to do so-but LUBA’s rationale for “irreparable”
harm, if applied to any of Van Dyke’s other neighbors, would mean that everyone else would be required
to stay 50 feet back from their property lines while he is spraying.


 


The bridge case and remand are land use cases, but it is all wrapped up in property rights, which LUBA
has no expertise in, or jurisdiction over.  Overlooking basic property rights, that extend from ‘the heavens
to the center of the earth,’ LUBA appears, in the remand decision and the attached decision, to think the
county has no right to access it’s own property if it interferes in any way with Mr. Van Dyke’s spray
routines.


 


Is there an expert on best practices for spraying if a neighbor is not always present but has the right and
habit of being in the buffer area?  Does he have no obligation to change his nozzles and possibly other
practices when spraying the edge of his property, to reduce the buffer to ten feet, and keep the buffer
entirely on his own property, as a best spray practice?


 


I’m hoping I’m not the only person calling him out on practices that, if he were to practice them on any of
his other neighbors without any coordination or compromise, would be an affront.


Todd Sadlo


Begin forwarded message:


From: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: April 24, 2020 at 4:05:04 PM PDT
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>, Nohely Barajas-Montalvo <barajasn@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW:  LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County










FYI, see attached.  Stay granted.  Nuts.


 


Christian F. Boenisch


Yamhill County


County Counsel


(503) 434-7502


boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us


 


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****


 


This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or otherwise that you
have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail, keep the contents
confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your system.


 


************************************


 


From: LUBASupport <LUBASupport@state.or.us> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 3:47 PM
To: 'wk@klgpc.com' <wk@klgpc.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Attached as a courtesy is a copy of the Order the Board issued today in LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033. A
copy of the Order will also be posted to LUBA’s website after 3:30 pm.


 


Denise Seaman


Executive Support Specialist


Land Use Board of Appeals


503-373-1265


 



mailto:boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us





 


 


My notes are below, Steve:


 


Yuma 4E, or Lorsban, or any other insecticide used (or power blast sprayed) in Filberts (with the active
ingredient Chlorpyrilos) only requires a setback of 10 feet when spraying with a power blast sprayer
when applied at near the maximum rate allowed per acre (under 3 pounds per acre).


 


(See Yuma4E label setback info below:)


 


cid:image005.png@01D61956.424C8040


 







Viewing the amount of chemicals required to eliminate the pests it can be seen that a 10 foot setback is
all that is needed 


 


(See Yuma 4E label below, and Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Management Guide application
rate for Lorsban)
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https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf


 


 


1. Chlorpyrilos can only be used for a total of three times during the year. (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below)


 


The first time it could possibly be used would be in March thru April, to control the Winter moth Leaftier.


 


The next time it could be used would be In the April thru May timeframe, to control Filbert Leafroller or
aphids,



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf





 


..and again in May thru June to control Leafroller.


 


In July thru August it could be used to control stinkbugs, and/or to control Filbertworm.


 


As you can see, this is more than three times. That is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide
lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Many are much
less toxic. And this is why Oregon State Pest Guide states: " Rotate pesticides by mode of action (group);
do not become reliant on a single group for control."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
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2. Chlorpyrifos spray is not allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power
blast spray into the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below). If an applicator started his spaying  paralleling the rail right of way, and used the 20 plus
feet of vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area on all edges of a
field, allowing equipment to turn corners), then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but
would be blasted into the center of the orchard. The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It
would only take a few minutes to spay the edge of the orchard.


 


http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd
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3. There are alternatives to using dangerous inseticides like Chlorpyrifos;


 


all of the edges within 100 feet of the ROW could be sprayed with a less lethal alternative
chemical, and the interior with the lethal alternative. Again, that is why Oregon State University Hazelnut
Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos.
Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos, which is in the process of being outlawed.
(Oregon House Bill 4109, which would have outlawed it failed as a result of the denial of quorum. It is only
a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos is outlawed.) Bio-controls (using beneficial insects to kill pests) are
rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)


 


 


or, if the wind isn't cooperating;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed. 
Other trails shut down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We could make it quicker and easier by just
spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the ROW, and go over to the next two rows and do the next 100
feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An inconvenience, but not a
game stopper. The farmer can coordinate with the County. We know when we should be able to spray,
and there are excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most farmers use.


 


Power blast, and other type spaying can be accomplished with a few inconveniences, but there is no
reason to not develop the trail because some people may be inconvienced.


 


 


 


 


Backgr








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: "Todd Sadlo"; stevencarol.wick
Cc: Ken Wright
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
Date: Sunday, April 26, 2020 11:35:00 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I was referring to your "BS" (manure) statement.


On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 7:22:49 PM PDT, stevencarol.wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


No ,they called out 50 feet for two insecticides that both have Chlorpirilos as the active ingredient:  Yuma
4e and Lorsban.


Im saying that rhey can do Yuma in 10 feet.


Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Date: 4/25/20 12:22 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Cc: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


Just brought Ken into this. He is totally on top of the overspray of the vineyard I referenced in a just sent
response.


So Steve, are you now saying the 50" only pertains to to fertilizers>


On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 10:13:32 AM PDT, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


Todd, I have been updating my info on spraying, and have been doing more research. I have found that
the label says on Yuma 4E (manufacturer Winfield's label, with the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos)  ONLY
requires a 10 foot buffer! 50 feet is bullshit!


 


We need to bring Ken Wright into this conversation, regarding spraying. He did considerable research for
our last set of hearings, and contacted many Oregon officials about the "real" spraying laws.


 


(see my "revised' preliminary notes below)


 



mailto:shadypondacre@yahoo.com

mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:stevencarol.wick@gmail.com

mailto:ken@kenwrightcellars.com





Steve


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, April 25, 2020 9:22 AM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick
Subject: Fwd: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


Gentlemen, 


 


I hope the stay decision is attached for your review.  It is a delay, but this isn’t over yet!


 


Please let me know what you think about the decision, because Ben Van Dyke will make the same
argument on remand:  that he is entitled to spray up to his property line at will, and exclude his neighbors
(esp. the county) from the use of or access to 50 feet of the neighbor’s property-a spray buffer-without
having to compensate that neighbor for loss of access.   Am I missing something?


 


It is one thing to coordinate-the county has always offered to do so-but LUBA’s rationale for “irreparable”
harm, if applied to any of Van Dyke’s other neighbors, would mean that everyone else would be required
to stay 50 feet back from their property lines while he is spraying.


 


The bridge case and remand are land use cases, but it is all wrapped up in property rights, which LUBA
has no expertise in, or jurisdiction over.  Overlooking basic property rights, that extend from ‘the heavens
to the center of the earth,’ LUBA appears, in the remand decision and the attached decision, to think the
county has no right to access it’s own property if it interferes in any way with Mr. Van Dyke’s spray
routines.


 


Is there an expert on best practices for spraying if a neighbor is not always present but has the right and
habit of being in the buffer area?  Does he have no obligation to change his nozzles and possibly other
practices when spraying the edge of his property, to reduce the buffer to ten feet, and keep the buffer
entirely on his own property, as a best spray practice?


 


I’m hoping I’m not the only person calling him out on practices that, if he were to practice them on any of
his other neighbors without any coordination or compromise, would be an affront.


Todd Sadlo


Begin forwarded message:


From: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: April 24, 2020 at 4:05:04 PM PDT
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>







Cc: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>, Nohely Barajas-Montalvo <barajasn@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW:  LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County





FYI, see attached.  Stay granted.  Nuts.


 


Christian F. Boenisch


Yamhill County


County Counsel


(503) 434-7502


boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us


 


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****


 


This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or otherwise that you
have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail, keep the contents
confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your system.


 


************************************


 


From: LUBASupport <LUBASupport@state.or.us> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 3:47 PM
To: 'wk@klgpc.com' <wk@klgpc.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Attached as a courtesy is a copy of the Order the Board issued today in LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033. A
copy of the Order will also be posted to LUBA’s website after 3:30 pm.


 


Denise Seaman


Executive Support Specialist


Land Use Board of Appeals



mailto:boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us





503-373-1265


 


 


 


My notes are below, Steve:


 


Yuma 4E, or Lorsban, or any other insecticide used (or power blast sprayed) in Filberts (with the active
ingredient Chlorpyrilos) only requires a setback of 10 feet when spraying with a power blast sprayer
when applied at near the maximum rate allowed per acre (under 3 pounds per acre).


 


(See Yuma4E label setback info below:)
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Viewing the amount of chemicals required to eliminate the pests it can be seen that a 10 foot setback is
all that is needed 


 


(See Yuma 4E label below, and Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Management Guide application
rate for Lorsban)
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https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf


 


 


1. Chlorpyrilos can only be used for a total of three times during the year. (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below)


 


The first time it could possibly be used would be in March thru April, to control the Winter moth Leaftier.


 


The next time it could be used would be In the April thru May timeframe, to control Filbert Leafroller or
aphids,



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf





 


..and again in May thru June to control Leafroller.


 


In July thru August it could be used to control stinkbugs, and/or to control Filbertworm.


 


As you can see, this is more than three times. That is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide
lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Many are much
less toxic. And this is why Oregon State Pest Guide states: " Rotate pesticides by mode of action (group);
do not become reliant on a single group for control."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
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2. Chlorpyrifos spray is not allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power
blast spray into the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below). If an applicator started his spaying  paralleling the rail right of way, and used the 20 plus
feet of vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area on all edges of a
field, allowing equipment to turn corners), then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but
would be blasted into the center of the orchard. The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It
would only take a few minutes to spay the edge of the orchard.


 


http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd
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3. There are alternatives to using dangerous inseticides like Chlorpyrifos;


 


all of the edges within 100 feet of the ROW could be sprayed with a less lethal alternative
chemical, and the interior with the lethal alternative. Again, that is why Oregon State University Hazelnut
Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos.
Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos, which is in the process of being outlawed.
(Oregon House Bill 4109, which would have outlawed it failed as a result of the denial of quorum. It is only
a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos is outlawed.) Bio-controls (using beneficial insects to kill pests) are
rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)


 


 


or, if the wind isn't cooperating;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed. 
Other trails shut down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We could make it quicker and easier by just
spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the ROW, and go over to the next two rows and do the next 100
feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An inconvenience, but not a
game stopper. The farmer can coordinate with the County. We know when we should be able to spray,
and there are excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most farmers use.


 


Power blast, and other type spaying can be accomplished with a few inconveniences, but there is no
reason to not develop the trail because some people may be inconvienced.


 


 


 


 


Backgr








From: Janice Primozich
To: "Wayne Wiebke"; "Ken Wright"; "Barbara Boyer"; "Carrie Martin"; "Forward With Barbara"
Subject: RE: Tuesday 10:45 Yamhelas Trail Zoom
Date: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:53:49 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


It is on my calendar.
Stan
 


From: Wayne Wiebke [mailto:shadypondacre@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, May 31, 2020 6:56 PM
To: Stan Primozich; Ken Wright; Barbara Boyer; Carrie Martin; Wayne Wiebke; Forward With Barbara
Subject: Tuesday 10:45 Yamhelas Trail Zoom
 
Wayne Wiebke is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.


Topic: Wayne Wiebke's Zoom Meeting
Time: Jun 2, 2020 10:45 AM Pacific Time (US and Canada)


Join Zoom Meeting
https://us04web.zoom.us/j/2453164964?pwd=eE1xdXExVlV2bW5wdU4wMEp2LzNjUT09


Meeting ID: 245 316 4964
Password: 7WYR56


 



mailto:sgjlprimo@comcast.net

mailto:shadypondacre@yahoo.com

mailto:ken@kenwrightcellars.com

mailto:gourmethay@onlinemac.com

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:boyer@forwardwithbarbara.com

https://us04web.zoom.us/j/2453164964?pwd=eE1xdXExVlV2bW5wdU4wMEp2LzNjUT09






From: Wayne Wiebke
To: steve wick; Todd Sadlo
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 4:08:36 PM
Attachments: image001.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Jarod can verify the signs.


On Wednesday, July 29, 2020, 4:05:41 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Wayne,


 


That is the first I have heard of it.  I’m checking into it.  I’m not sure who put up signs, or why.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 4:03 PM
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


There are now trespass signs in place in Carlton where City streets cross the the county property, the
trail. How does that reduce the county's liability?


 


On Wednesday, July 29, 2020, 3:55:10 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,


 


Good point.  We’ll see what she attempts to argue with regard to that testimony.



mailto:shadypondacre@yahoo.com

mailto:stevencarol.wick@gmail.com

mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us







 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 3:53 PM
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Does disobeying a well written warning sign make the trespasser negligent?  Were they also going
around a gate. If so, I would see the farmer's position against any liability strengthened. It would seem
that at some point the person ignoring signs giving warning would start to shoulder responsibility. Could
the sign add that ignoring would be considered trespass strengthen the legal outcome? It seems to me
that a gate and a straight forward warning should negate a farmer being liable for someones
irresponsibility.  


 


On Wednesday, July 29, 2020, 9:16:18 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Steve,


 


I really appreciate your insight and all of the useful information you are providing.  To be clear, LUBA can
only consider evidence that is already in the record.  We already imposed a condition stating that the trail
can be closed for spraying.  In response, the opponents put  dozens of social media posts of people who
went on closed trails.  They show the signs closing the trail, and their selfies ignoring the signs.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:16 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]



mailto:shadypondacre@yahoo.com
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Todd


 


Here are my preliminary thoughts on the current "Stay" I'll need to verify some things,
and will try to get some recognized experts to verify some of my statements.


 


To fight their spray arguments I have proposed that we shut the trail down…only
while they spray the edges.


 


I have more work to do on the chemical Gramoxone; I am trying to find the some of it
with the new label that allows spraying next to a trail. otherwise I'll have to get a
recommendation for OSU on another spray.


 


Steve Wick


 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------


 


In the Stay granted by LUBA on June 19 2020 they concluded, in one of their
arguments, that Ben Van Dyke would suffer "Irreparable Injury" because he would be
"hindered or prohibited from spraying the herbicides and pesticides required to protect
his crop."  


 


(It should be noted that the proposed Yamhelas Westsider trail right-of-way is
approximately 60 feet wide, with the trail itself being 12 feet wide. That means that
there is a 24 feet buffer on either of the trail that Ben Van Dyke, and others, say is not
sufficient to mitigate spray drift.)


 


 


LUBA also stated "Van Dyke explained that filbert trees should live 75 years or more
and that, if he was unable to spray his filbert trees, those trees could die due to
Eastern Filbert Blight. Given the long-lived nature of the filbert trees and the potential
for protracted crop and yield loss if spraying cannot occur, we conclude that the injury
Van Dyke specified is not and injury that could be adequately compensated in money
damages."


 







They also concluded that Van Dyke could lose his food safety certification if litter and
debris from the construction site enter his hazelnut orchard.


 


These conclusions, and the following assumptions;


 


A. that Van Dyke must be able to spray his trees for Eastern Filbert Blight; "If I am
unable to spray as required, I risk my trees dying of Eastern Filbert Blight that could
result in the loss of all crops on a tree that should last 75 plus years."


 


B. that Van Dyke, and others, would be unable to spray during trail construction (or
during trail use)


 


C. that Van Dyke uses the herbicide sprays Gramazone and Parazone (Paraquat),
which state "do not use around…recreational parks…."


 


D. that  Van Dyke would lose his food safety certification if litter and debris enter his
orchard from trail construction (or trail use)


 


…can be totally mitigated with a few simple actions.


 


 


A. Spraying for Eastern Filbert Blight. This is not necessary for Van Dyke's trees. Van
Dyke has previously stated that his trees are two years old; "Our hazelnuts were
planted in 2018, and our second year trees,…".  BUT; All the new filbert varietals
are "blight resistant".


 


OSU wrote the bible on hazelnuts. No one in the world has the experience and
knowledge that they possess regarding the entire hazelnut spectrum. They update
info yearly for growers. The Pest Management Guide, Pacific Northwest Plant
disease, Insect, and Weed management handbooks constitute our bible. We refer to
these and their other hazelnut publications and missives yearly for the most up-to-
guide guidance. Professor Jay Pscheidt has been working on EFB (Eastern Filbert
Blight) for over 30 years, and his work enabled our industry to have varietals that we
can count on.


 


New trees only have to be sprayed the first spring after planting, and only if they are







adjacent to a heavily infected orchard. OSU has documented this in their 2020 Pest
Management Guide for Hazelnuts. See p17.
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html


Per OSU's Pacific NW Handbook; ''Dorris', 'Jefferson', 'McDonald', 'PollyO', 'Santiam', 'Wepster',
and 'Yamhill' are highly resistant with the single dominant-resistance gene from 'Gasaway'."
  https://pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease/host-disease/hazelnut-corylus-avellana-eastern-filbert-blight


 


 


 


B. Spraying chemicals next to the trail poses no problem if the trail is shut down when
the spraying must be done. This is simple to do. Other trails do this! The farmers and
trail owners coordinate operations. Spraying chemicals in filbert orchards usually
occurs less than a dozen times during the year, but young orchards could require
more, and non-common diseases or pests could possibly double the number of spray
occurrences required.


 


 


 


In 2015 a study was done of many trails (see attached Santa Paula Branch Line
Study) That study specifically addressed farming and how the impacts to farming
were dealt with on trails throughout farming acreages. Below you will see some
excerpts from that study. It should be noted that many of the trails just shut down
while the farmer sprays his fields.


 


 



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html
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San Pasqual Valley Trail: Ca. • Specific fencing was designed for the trail, modified from the park


department’s standard lodgepole fencing. Chicken wire inserts were


added approximately one foot from the ground to allow wildlife to pass


through;


• Gates allow sections of the trail to be closed;


• Signage installed to alert the trail-users of trail closure for spraying and


to stay on the trail;


• Farmers can dictate trail closure (within reason, i.e., preferably not on


weekends) for maintenance and crop spraying. This protocol was


developed and approved by the County Farm Bureau, County Farm


Advisor's Office, and the affected farmers


 


Cowel-Purisima Coastal Trail • Stout fencing


• Large gates to accommodate cattle and equipment passage while


trail is closed


• Gates to close trail during spraying and operations


• Information and regulatory signs


• Maintained by volunteer docents


• Farmer has ability to close gates for maintenance


 


Obern Trail, Ca. • Little to no physical barrier in most places. Oleander hedges and


chainlink fence.


• Each farmer decides on fencing – not installed by the County.


• High levels of use create a self-policing scenario.


• The trail is lit throughout, at all hours.


Feedback from Involved Parties


• Matthew Dobberteen: In over ten years managing trails for


Santa Barbara County, I have never received a complaint about


the Obern Trail. Our trails that run near agriculture are never the


trails we have problems with. The only issue is every few years


we may get some graffiti on a retaining wall. "A bike path will







make theft harder, not easier, by bringing light, attention,


people, eyes to the trail." "If someone wanted to steal from a


farm, they'd find a place where no one could see them, not a


trail with steady use."


• John Givens: No significant impacts from the trail. Occasionally


homeless pass through and there is minor vandalism, but it has


not been serious enough to involve the County or other


authorities. Trail users don’t cut through the farm property


 


Cedar Valley Trail, Ia.


• Fencing with gates;


• Reinforced crossing to accommodate equipment;


• Easement allowing farm equipment access;


• Signage to warn trail users of crossing farm vehicles.


 


West County Trail, Ca. • Farmers put A-frame signs on their property stating when


spraying will occur.


• Spraying generally limited to early morning, before most trail


users are present.


• Aerial spraying not conducted near the trail.


• Some vineyard owners have built connections between their


properties and the trail.


• “No Trespassing” signs have been installed by some vineyard


owners.


• The County patrols the trail and regularly talks with


neighbors.


 


Most spraying is done early in the morning. All spraying must be done with as little
wind as possible. At the very worst case, the least notice that a farmer could provide
would be 24 hours, but generally he would be able to schedule spraying a few days
prior and/or schedule a tentative window weeks in advance. An example of this would
be the spraying that I just did in my filbert orchard the first week of July for Filbert
Worm. The orchard had to be monitored for several weeks for filbert moths. When the







level got to a certain point, I had only a few days to get my first air blast spray applied.
I consulted weather forecasts for rain, and then looked at the wind forecasts, and
found that I could spray immediately. (Wind forecasts are extremely accurate, and
with aps like "Windy", can be used to forecast flow and speeds, hour by hour, quite a
few days ahead of time.) The spray I used was effective for three weeks, and then a
second application was required if filbert moths were still present.


 


To make it a win-win for both the farmer and trail users, the farmer can schedule the
trail shutdown for only the very short time he needs to spray the edges of his field,
adjacent to the trail. Then he can open up the trail, and continue spraying the balance
of his fields.


 


Foliar sprays (sprays that must cover all the leaves of the tree) require the most
setback, since they are accomplished thru "air blast " sprays that force the spray up
and over the tops of the trees.  Examples of these sprays are the pesticides and
fungicides that must be sprayed to minimize pests or diseases. Two rows of trees are
sprayed at the same time while the spray operator drives down the aisle. The spray
operator can also shut down either side of the air blast sprayer, allowing him to spray
the outside edge of a row, and not spray neighboring properties. If a farmer wanted to
be positively safe, he could simply power blast spray the first 8 rows, on the edge of
the trail, while the trail was closed, and then open up the trail. (filbert trees are
generally planted in rows 18 to 20 feet wide).


 







  


 


 


 


 


Herbicides used to control weeds, grasses and for eliminating suckers are applied on
the ground, or on the very bottom/base of trees using booms, while driving down the
aisle between two rows of trees. Herbicides must be selectively sprayed; the spray
must be kept on the ground or the base of the tree. If they reach the foliage they can
damage or kill the tree. It would be quite easy to spray a couple of rows (36 to 40
feet) from the edge of the trail Right of Way, and then open up the trail while he
sprayed the balance of his field.


 


 







 


 


Van Dyke stated that he "must be able to spray his orchid for filbertworm, which can
destroy an entire crop, from June through September" But spraying equipment cannot
enter an orchard after Labor Day, since the nuts start falling to the orchard floor, and
anyone driving equipment on the orchard floor could damage the nuts.


"Blank nuts fall before good nuts. After blanks have fallen and just before good nuts begin to drop
(usually at the end of August), it might be desirable to do a final flailing and floating to fill small
depressions in the ground."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf


 


'Hazelnuts begin to drop to the ground during the month of September. Prior to nut drop, the orchard floor
is made level and smooth, and weeds are flail-mowed to facilitate harvest. Harvest generally occurs
during October and is usually a two-step operation."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf


 


 


C. Van Dyke also noted that he stocks and sprays the chemicals Gramoxzone and
Parazone (Paraquat), and his chemical containers both have labels that state : "Do
not use around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf courses or
playgrounds." 


 


But the labels on both products were updated by November 14. 2019, and the



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf

https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf





nebulous statement "around" was taken off the new labels:


"DIRECTIONS FOR USE


RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE


It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.


Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. Only


protected  handlers  may  be  in  the  area  during  application.  For  any  requirements  specific


  c  to  your  State  or  Tribe, 


consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation.


NEVER USE THIS PRODUCT IN RESIDENTIAL OR PUBLIC RECREATIONAL SETTINGS (E.G., HOMES, HOME GARDENS,


SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, AND/OR PLAYGROUNDS"


 


A check with the manufacturers revealed that the chemical did not change….only the
label changed. (see attached "FW: Gramoxone SL 2.0 email)


 


But no matter what the new label states, federal law says that you MUST follow the
instructions on the container that you are using. (again, read Gramoxone SL 2.0
email)


 


The simple solution is to purchase some of the new label Gramoxone or Parazone
and use the new chemical on the edges of his fields, then continue to use the old
material on the inside. It seems ridiculous to do this, since the chemical in the old
label containers, and the chemical in the new label containers, is exactly the same,
but the law is the law. And, per Ben Van Dyke, "since the chemical does not have an
expiration date" either chemical can be used for future sucker or weed spraying.


 


 


D. Loss of Food Safety Certification. Van Dyke stated that "Construction workers
have already littered the area with lunch bags and other detritus have found the way
to our farm that we have had to clean up. This causes food safety issues. In that
regard, we are strictly regulated by the USDA and any litter on our farms, risks losing
food safety certifications that are necessary for the marketability of our brand as well
as to maintain our certifications."


 


Mr. Van Dyke shared a document from Cascade Foods of Albany Oregon, titled "food
safety requirements for delivered product to Cascade Foods". (dated April 16, 2020,
see attached)  In this document Cascade Foods stated;


" Cascade Foods LLC requires that growers adhere to the Good Agricultural Practices







manual set by the Hazelnut Industry office". (see attached).


 


But nowhere in the Good Agricultural Practices manual is there any reference to a
farm losing food safety certification because of litter.


http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf


 


It does say that the orchards must be constantly cleaned and inspected prior to
harvest. This is a critical time. Of course, cleanliness during the year is important, but
a clean orchard just before the nuts drop to the floor is strategically important.


 


Throughout the summer the orchard floor is repeatedly cleaned and leveled by use of
drags and/or flail mowers. All debris is eliminated as the floor is pummeled by the
repeated passes of the flail mower. Clouds of dust are sometimes seen as the floor is
cleaned and manicured over and over. This goes on until the nuts start to fall at the
end of August. Now the falling nuts are contained on a clean and pristine orchard
floor. Prior to harvest in September the operator often inspects the orchard for debris,
and removes any. The sweeper and harvester cannot function if there is debris on the
orchard floor.


 


The GAP manual that Mr. Van Dyke has agreed to follow states:  "….orchard floors
are cleaned throughout the summer to assure a smooth clean orchard floor during
harvest. Of utmost importance to all growers is the need to deliver hazelnuts to the
dryer or processor as clean as possible. The Hazelnut lends itself to inherent food
safety simply because it is encased in a solid hard shell. It falls to the ground mostly
free of the husk, which is a vegetative bract rather than a surgery attraction for
microbes. Harvest also lends itself to ensuring safe product. In addition, the product
delivered to the washer/dryer or the processor is not ready to eat. It will go through a
wash process before it is dried. Growers are committed to employing practices to
keep the risk of pathogen contamination as low as possible. As the nuts move to
processors and packers more safeguards are in place to ensure safe products leave
the plants."


 


Litter is NOT a game stopper…it is a item that is constantly evaluated and addressed.


 


 


Cascade Food goes on to say;  "The following are a few of the recommendations outlined in the manual;
"Grower must participate in traceability. Growers receive a delivery ticket for each load taken to a
wash/dryer operator or processor. This ticket corresponds to a specific orchard; Should a food borne
pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will be discarded".



http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf





But the statement; "Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will
be discarded"  is NOT in the Good Agricultural Manual, and is far from the truth.


In 2017 Salmonella was found in Hazelnuts sold by the Schmidt farm of McMinnville. But the food safety
people of the Oregon Department of Agriculture were not worried: “Wholesalers have steps in place that
kill any Salmonella on the hazelnuts they handle before the nuts reach consumers,” said Stephanie Page,
the agriculture department’s director of food safety and animal services, in the public warning. "To date,
we have no indication there were any issues with this part of the process."
https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-from-oregon-farm/


In fact the GAP manual repeatedly states that orchards must be inspected, (H1 pg 6);
A preharvest assessment is made in the orchard. Risks and possible sources of crop
contamination are noted and assessed.' and (H7 pg 6) states;  "In case of product
contamination….., product is separated and disposed of separately". Nowhere does it
state that a farmers complete crop will be discarded if contamination is found in one
area.


 


 


A trail and farming are not mutually exclusive! A trail is an opportunity for the farmer
to display his skills and to educate the public. And the Yamhelas Trail is an
opportunity for the Yamhill Valley to provide a safe mode of transpiration for future
generations. No one will suffer "irreparable injury" during its construction or future
use. All it takes is for farmers and trail supporters to sit down and mutually work
together to develop a solution that enables us to develop a wonderful asset.


 


 


 


 


 



https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-from-oregon-farm/






From: Wayne Wiebke
To: planning@co.yamhill.or.us
Bcc: sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us
Subject: LUBA remand letter
Date: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 2:00:30 PM
Attachments: LUBA letter on toilets.docx


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Please acknowledge reception of this letter.  Thank you.  Wayne wiebke



mailto:shadypondacre@yahoo.com

mailto:planning@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us



May 13, 2020


Yamhill County Board of Commissioners and Planning Department


525 NE Fourth St


McMinnville, Or. 97128








Dear Commissioners and Planners:





I am submitting written testimony for the next scheduled public hearing regarding the LUBA remand of Board Order 19-94 (planning docket G-01-18).


I am giving testimony to the adequacy of the toilets along the proposed first phase of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT). 


The Master Plan that will give a more reasoned location of trail heads and consequently restrooms are still in the works. The Concept Plan, which was completed with the help of the National Parks Service, places one at a trail head in Carlton. The logical placement for a trail head and restroom at the Northern end of phase two would be the “Bus Barn” location (Hwy 240). The distance between these two locations is 2.78 miles. As a local comparison, Banks Vernonia Trail has restroom facilities at all six of their trailheads which are space roughly 3 to 4 miles apart. Information looked at from studies provided on the Rails to Trails website indicate users, of what they term “Local Trails”; especially shorter rural trails, average over 90% local users that are much like the population of the communities through which the trails passed. This is an assumption based upon my own behavior, I use my own bathroom before I leave for a jog or bike ride near my home. 


Again, the Master Plan will use the best information garnered to initially determine the number and location of restrooms; time and experience, however, will provide the true logistics of toilet placement.  The right of way is at minimum 60 feet wide; leaving room for adjustments.





Respectfully,


Wayne Wiebke


President of the FYWT


1235 NW Driftwood Place 


McMinnville, Oregon 97128






























































 













From: Janice Primozich
To: "Ken Wright"; "Wayne Wiebke"; "Veronica Haley Hinkes"; "Steve Wick"; "Jarod Logsdon"; "Larry Heesacker";


"Leona Sitton"; "Carrie Martin"; "Kara Weber"; "Yvette Potter"; "Steve Harloff"
Subject: RE: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 1:57:26 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Ken for this clarification.  I have seen many documents concerning this easement but this
is the first time to best of my knowledge that I have seen this one.
Stan
 


From: Ken Wright [mailto:ken@kenwrightcellars.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 1:49 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Stan G Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Steve Wick; Jarod Logsdon; Larry
Heesacker; Leona Sitton; Carrie Martin; Kara Weber; Yvette Potter; Steve Harloff
Subject: RE: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
 
 
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 1:14 PM
To: Stan G Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Steve Wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Jarod Logsdon <logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>; Larry Heesacker
<lheesacker@onlinenw.com>; Leona Sitton <mydls@aol.com>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Kara Weber <karaweber111@gmail.com>; Yvette Potter
<y.potter@cityofyamhill.org>; Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
 
The trail right of way goes between the grain elevator and the older building to the East of it. The gate to the bus
barn is pretty much on it. What time were you thinking for tomorrow?  Wayne
 
On Tuesday, May 19, 2020, 10:56:35 AM PDT, Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com> wrote:
 
 
Hi All: A pleasant surprise yesterday when Jason from AKS sent me this email about the SRTS grant. 
 
I do not have much of a concept where the intersection from Yamhill to the Trail actually is, other than the
Fruithill/Bus Barn area.
 
Would a couple of you who do have that intersection info join me in an online session with Jason? They are on a
schedule, so I thought we might try to do this tomorrow? What do you suggest?
 
Steve Harloff


---------- Forwarded message ---------
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From: Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, May 19, 2020 at 10:46 AM
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
To: Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com>
 


Hi Jason: Thanks for involving us. So far the Yamhill Downtown Association and the Friends of the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail have submitted letters of support to Mayor Potter, although I have not heard back from her if she
received them. I gave your other AKS engineer a variety of comments and suggestions, esp from the FYWT. Have
you received that info?
 
We accept that this first SRTS grant might not go to the intersection with the Trail; both nonprofits look at this grant
as a good start toward the connection. We would love to meet with you online (we've been having lots of successful
meetings via Zoom). I will send this on to a number of Trail board members who have a better knowledge of how
that intersection with the Trail might look. 
 
To that end, I've also included Jarod Logsdon, Yamhill County Parks Manager, since he has had experience on the
site and knows the County's intentions.
 
Can I get back to you tomorrow after I've had a chance to gather a couple of our members? Thanks again for the
chance to offer some ideas.......Steve Harloff (YDA/FYWT)
 
On Mon, May 18, 2020 at 1:54 PM Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com> wrote:


Steve,


I am writing to see if you would be interested in having a phone call / online meeting to discuss the City’s
application for a Safe Routes to School grant. We are working on behalf of the City to come up with a conceptual
plan and cost estimate for a sidewalk improvement project that will extend sidewalk on the North side of HWY
240 between Hemlock and Balm. We want to talk with you to learn more about the Yamhelas Westsider Trail
project and the planned connection to the downtown part of Yamhill.


 


We will have a concept drawing put together this week and would like to share that with you and get your
thoughts. Would you, and any others from the trail association be available for a phone call later this week on
Thursday or Friday? We are pretty open both Thursday and Friday. Let me know what might work for you.


 


Thanks,
Jason


 


 


 


Jason Wuertz, PE


AKS ENGINEERING & FORESTRY, LLC


12965 SW Herman Road, Suite 100 | Tualatin, OR 97062


P: 503.563.6151 Ext. 287 | F: 503.563.6152 | www.aks-eng.com | WuertzJ@aks-eng.com


Offices in: Bend, OR | Keizer, OR | Tualatin, OR | Vancouver, WA
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NOTICE: This communication may contain privileged or other confidential information. If you have received it in error,


please advise the sender by reply e-mail and immediately delete the message and any attachments without copying or


disclosing the contents. AKS Engineering and Forestry shall not be liable for any changes made to the electronic data


transferred. Distribution of electronic data to others is prohibited without the express written consent of AKS Engineering
and


Forestry.


 


Total Control Panel Login


To: ken@kenwrightcellars.com


From: shadypondacre@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.


 



https://asp.reflexion.net/login?domain=kenwrightcellars.com

https://asp.reflexion.net/address-properties?aID=1221172102&domain=kenwrightcellars.com

mailto:shadypondacre@yahoo.com

https://asp.reflexion.net/FooterAction?ver=3&un-wl-sender-address=1&hID=42869151139&domain=kenwrightcellars.com






From: stevencarol.wick
To: Wayne Wiebke; Todd Sadlo
Cc: Ken Wright
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
Date: Saturday, April 25, 2020 7:14:41 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Yup...if you must spray 4 lbs/acre juat pull people back for the 15 -30 minutes it takes
to spray rhe ends of the rows.  Or ....switch to 3 lbs/ acre on the edges and your
exclusion zone is 10 feet.


A couple of simple solutions.


Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Date: 4/25/20 1:24 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


Isn't it, the larger the droplet the less drift so the set backs are less?


Just read your attachment; is the bottom line that the April 30th hearing is now May 27th?


And, can the workers be pulled back while Van Dyke sprays the outer rows of hazelnuts which would then
put them beyond the required distance?


On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 11:40:06 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


He’s claiming his large droplet size requires a 50 foot setback on, I thought, Lorsban and Yuma 4E.


On Apr 25, 2020, at 10:13 AM, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:





[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd, I have been updating my info on spraying, and have been doing more research. I have found that
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the label says on Yuma 4E (manufacturer Winfield's label, with the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos)  ONLY
requires a 10 foot buffer! 50 feet is bullshit!


 


We need to bring Ken Wright into this conversation, regarding spraying. He did considerable research for
our last set of hearings, and contacted many Oregon officials about the "real" spraying laws.


 


(see my "revised' preliminary notes below)


 


Steve


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, April 25, 2020 9:22 AM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick
Subject: Fwd: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


Gentlemen, 


 


I hope the stay decision is attached for your review.  It is a delay, but this isn’t over yet!


 


Please let me know what you think about the decision, because Ben Van Dyke will make the same
argument on remand:  that he is entitled to spray up to his property line at will, and exclude his neighbors
(esp. the county) from the use of or access to 50 feet of the neighbor’s property-a spray buffer-without
having to compensate that neighbor for loss of access.   Am I missing something?


 


It is one thing to coordinate-the county has always offered to do so-but LUBA’s rationale for “irreparable”
harm, if applied to any of Van Dyke’s other neighbors, would mean that everyone else would be required
to stay 50 feet back from their property lines while he is spraying.


 


The bridge case and remand are land use cases, but it is all wrapped up in property rights, which LUBA
has no expertise in, or jurisdiction over.  Overlooking basic property rights, that extend from ‘the heavens
to the center of the earth,’ LUBA appears, in the remand decision and the attached decision, to think the
county has no right to access it’s own property if it interferes in any way with Mr. Van Dyke’s spray
routines.


 


Is there an expert on best practices for spraying if a neighbor is not always present but has the right and
habit of being in the buffer area?  Does he have no obligation to change his nozzles and possibly other
practices when spraying the edge of his property, to reduce the buffer to ten feet, and keep the buffer
entirely on his own property, as a best spray practice?







 


I’m hoping I’m not the only person calling him out on practices that, if he were to practice them on any of
his other neighbors without any coordination or compromise, would be an affront.


Todd Sadlo


Begin forwarded message:


From: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: April 24, 2020 at 4:05:04 PM PDT
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>, Nohely Barajas-Montalvo <barajasn@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW:  LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County





FYI, see attached.  Stay granted.  Nuts.


 


Christian F. Boenisch


Yamhill County


County Counsel


(503) 434-7502


boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us


 


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****


 


This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or otherwise that you
have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail, keep the contents
confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your system.


 


************************************


 


From: LUBASupport <LUBASupport@state.or.us> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 3:47 PM
To: 'wk@klgpc.com' <wk@klgpc.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]



mailto:boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us





Attached as a courtesy is a copy of the Order the Board issued today in LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033. A
copy of the Order will also be posted to LUBA’s website after 3:30 pm.


 


Denise Seaman


Executive Support Specialist


Land Use Board of Appeals


503-373-1265


 


 


 


My notes are below, Steve:


 


Yuma 4E, or Lorsban, or any other insecticide used (or power blast sprayed) in Filberts (with the active
ingredient Chlorpyrilos) only requires a setback of 10 feet when spraying with a power blast sprayer
when applied at near the maximum rate allowed per acre (under 3 pounds per acre).


 


(See Yuma4E label setback info below:)


 


<image001.png>


 


Viewing the amount of chemicals required to eliminate the pests it can be seen that a 10 foot setback is
all that is needed 


 


(See Yuma 4E label below, and Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Management Guide application
rate for Lorsban)


 


file:///C:/Users/Steve/Downloads/43674%20(1).pdf
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https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf


 


 


1. Chlorpyrilos can only be used for a total of three times during the year. (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below)


 


The first time it could possibly be used would be in March thru April, to control the Winter moth Leaftier.


 


The next time it could be used would be In the April thru May timeframe, to control Filbert Leafroller or
aphids,


 


..and again in May thru June to control Leafroller.


 


In July thru August it could be used to control stinkbugs, and/or to control Filbertworm.


 


As you can see, this is more than three times. That is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide
lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Many are much
less toxic. And this is why Oregon State Pest Guide states: " Rotate pesticides by mode of action (group);
do not become reliant on a single group for control."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
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2. Chlorpyrifos spray is not allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power
blast spray into the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below). If an applicator started his spaying  paralleling the rail right of way, and used the 20 plus
feet of vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area on all edges of a
field, allowing equipment to turn corners), then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but
would be blasted into the center of the orchard. The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It
would only take a few minutes to spay the edge of the orchard.


 


http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd
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3. There are alternatives to using dangerous inseticides like Chlorpyrifos;


 


all of the edges within 100 feet of the ROW could be sprayed with a less lethal alternative
chemical, and the interior with the lethal alternative. Again, that is why Oregon State University Hazelnut
Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos.
Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos, which is in the process of being outlawed.
(Oregon House Bill 4109, which would have outlawed it failed as a result of the denial of quorum. It is only
a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos is outlawed.) Bio-controls (using beneficial insects to kill pests) are
rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)


 


 


or, if the wind isn't cooperating;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed. 
Other trails shut down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We could make it quicker and easier by just
spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the ROW, and go over to the next two rows and do the next 100
feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An inconvenience, but not a
game stopper. The farmer can coordinate with the County. We know when we should be able to spray,
and there are excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most farmers use.


 


Power blast, and other type spaying can be accomplished with a few inconveniences, but there is no
reason to not develop the trail because some people may be inconvienced.


 


 








From: Ken Wright
To: Wayne Wiebke; "Casey Kulla"; "Todd Sadlo"; Janice Primozich
Cc: "Carrie Martin"; "Veronica Haley Hinkes"; "Christian Boenisch"
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Monday, September 14, 2020 5:01:12 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I left a message with Fritz’s phone service. 
 
Ken
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Christian Boenisch' <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a sentence in Todd's
scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have
standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I
don't quite understand where that might leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone
such as Fritz Paulas guide us would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response?
Wayne
 
On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:
 
 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the attorney
mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running out and we need to act
quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.
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From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses, it would be to
advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the land use case).  Christian
and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works in this field (land held in the public
interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends decide that they
want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at least until we
have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort you have put into this and I
am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.


Stan
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From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no matter which way
the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the new
Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not enough time for
a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules
require that the remand be pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after
that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the
property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail would not
be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish under Oregon’s land use system.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken
Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley
Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would keep us from
needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
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Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I believe it is proper
to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the thought of
the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that from happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I asked them for an
informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is the Friends
board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Ken Huffer; Carol Foley; Larry Heesacker; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Leona Sitton; Jarod


Logsdon; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes; Franchot Huttchinson; Ken Wright; Wayne Wiebke; Steve Harloff
Subject: August 11th(Tuesday) FYWT Board meeting
Date: Sunday, August 9, 2020 1:40:57 PM
Attachments: 8-11-2020 FYWT agenda.docx


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi All, 
It's that time again. The agenda is heavily loaded to a discussion of communications and part of that, as
Stan has pointed out, is in continuing to our being active in certain grants, so even the new business can
tie back to the discussion of our communications and the strategy we put to it. We start off with a
discussion of Annie Falla, she will not be there, who she is and her strengths in social media which
includes website management.
I know this is coming to you a little late, but it is a draft, so if you have additions, let me know.


Wayne
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Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail


Board Meeting Agenda


August 11, 2019


4:00 PM


Location at:  Zoom


1.	Call to Order


2.	Approval of Minutes:


3.	Treasure’s report:  Ken Wright


4.	Committee Updates:


		1)  Funding—Ken Wright


		2)  Volunteers – Steve Wick


		4)  Communications – Old Business


5.		County Update: Carrie Martin & Jarod Logsdon


6.		Old Business:


                       1) Nonprofit Association of Oregon (NOA)—Carol & Wayne


		2) Communications: 


                           (a) Annie Falla---(coordinator?) Steve H & Wayne


                           (b) letter writing user groups---Veronica 


                           (c) promotional materials: brochures, posters –Wayne


                           (d) Website account--  Wayne                         


7.		New Business:


		1)  New Oregon Paths Grant—Stan & Veronica 


                      


8.		For the good of the order:


9.		Adjournment:


		







From: Carrie Martin
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Todd Sadlo
Cc: Casey Kulla; Janice Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Christian Boenisch; Patty Williams
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 9:46:55 AM


Good morning, everyone,


There was a lot of conversation yesterday and I would like to briefly summarize the outcomes
so we’re all clear on a path forward.


1.  It is an excellent idea for the Friends to pursue legal representation independent of the
County. Fritz Paulus sounds like a good option.


2. Once LUBA renders a decision on the pending Stay and two appeals, it will be the
County’s prerogative to respond. The Friends are not listed in the current litigation and
will not have the ability to pick up that baton, so to speak.


3. We hope to receive the LUBA decision by November, and once that happens the CUP
will be in limbo. Further development of the YWT will not be allowed to continue until
that issue is resolved. This may require a *new* owner to restart the process on their
own.


4. With regard to current grants in-progress, we will have to further investigate the
County’s ability to transfer those. Each grant funding source has different stipulations.
We will have to wait and see on that.


I think that’s all for now.


Thank you all for the good discussion.


Carrie


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 8:23 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian
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Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd.


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:58:57 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Wayne,


I understand most of what you said in your message and, of course, I cannot give you legal
advice, but I don't understand what you say would be a "tactic" of 'ignoring LUBA.'  There is no
need to ignore LUBA.  For two years, it is likely that you will have a county Board that will not
move forward on land use approvals for the trail, whether it is owned by the county or the
Friends.  No one would be ignoring LUBA.  If the county's decision is affirmed it would likely be
appealed, and the county would likely not prosecute the appeal.  If it is remanded, the county
would likely decline to seek approval on remand, and the Board would then deny the
application.  


As far as a suit against the county for transferring title to the trail:  that seems like a stretch to
me, because I can't think what the basis for that might be, but that is the sort of thing you
might ask Mr. Paulus if he is brought into this.


Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 6:59 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Ken. I agree with Stan, it shouldn't be on your dime. Stan's concerns regarding an unfinished
LUBA situation is one of mine too. Carrie inferred that a tactic given to her would be while mothballing the
trail development ignore any LUBA transmissions or actions; I would want more assurance of that being a
sound tactic. Could the opponents sue the county for divesting to us and if so where would that put us? I
don't see a problem getting financial support for a legal fund from trail supporters but having a sense of







what kinds of legal battles from opponents would be helpful. I would anticipate a lot of nuisance types of
actions from them. Our fixed costs would be insurance and potential property taxes( there could be a
waiver on them) whatever we need to budget for maintenance. The $3500 lease fee from Gene Belt
would cover of that.


Wayne


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 5:40:55 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


Regardless of whether the board would like to sit in on a discussion with Fritz I am planning to meet with
him to have a better understanding personally.  All on my dime of course.


Best, Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 14, 2020, at 5:15 PM, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:



Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:





[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal expense.  Wayne, Veronica
and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would you be able to give a quick brief to Fritz of where we are?
 
Ken
 
From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
'Christian Boenisch' <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a sentence in Todd's
scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have
standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I
don't quite understand where that might leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone
such as Fritz Paulas guide us would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response?
Wayne
 
On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:
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I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the attorney
mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running out and we need to act
quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.
Stan
 
From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
Thanks, Todd.
 
From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses, it would be to
advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the land use case).  Christian
and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works in this field (land held in the public
interest), and has a strong public interest streak.
 
Todd Sadlo
 
From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends decide that they
want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?
 
From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at least until we
have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort you have put into this and I
am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.
Stan
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From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
Stan,
 
Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no matter which way
the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the new
Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not enough time for
a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules
require that the remand be pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after
that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the
property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail would not
be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish under Oregon’s land use system.
 
Todd Sadlo
 
From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken
Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley
Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would keep us from
needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our ownership.
Stan
 
From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I believe it is proper
to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the thought of
the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that from happening.
 
I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I asked them for an
informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is the Friends
board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we progress?
 
Casey
971-241-6585
(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Fw: zoom info for today"s meeting
Date: Tuesday, October 13, 2020 3:44:10 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


sorryhere's the link for todays meeting


----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Steve Harloff
<sjharloff@gmail.com>; ken@kenwrightcellars.com <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Leona Sitton
<mydls@aol.com>; Carol Foley <carol@foleyresearch.com>; Steve Wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>;
Larry Heesacker <lheesacker@onlinenw.com>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, October 12, 2020, 5:33:28 PM PDT
Subject: zoom info for tomorrow's meeting


Veronica Hinkes is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.


Topic: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail board meeting
Time: Oct 13, 2020 04:00 PM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
        Every month on the Second Tue, until Jan 12, 2021, 4 occurrence(s)
        Oct 13, 2020 04:00 PM
        Nov 10, 2020 04:00 PM
        Dec 8, 2020 04:00 PM
        Jan 12, 2021 04:00 PM
Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar system.
Monthly:
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/tZUoduGspj0tGdApj83v6Pv7vsIEYmbvdqRx/ics?
icsToken=98tyKuGpqzoiHtyTtxqDRpwcGYj4WejxiCFajad8jBW9UDYFUhWhIPFrF4tyEs7U


Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81518486734?pwd=ekx6T25Lc29iNHFNWVJLT2dJd05JUT09


Meeting ID: 815 1848 6734
Passcode: 870473
One tap mobile
+13126266799,,81518486734#,,,,,,0#,,870473# US (Chicago)
+13462487799,,81518486734#,,,,,,0#,,870473# US (Houston)


Dial by your location
        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
        +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
        +1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
        +1 669 900 9128 US (San Jose)
        +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
        +1 301 715 8592 US (Germantown)
Meeting ID: 815 1848 6734



mailto:veronica4249@yahoo.com

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us





Passcode: 870473
Find your local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kkg626ekP








From: Philip Higgins
To: V H
Cc: Casey Kulla; Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net); Patty Williams;


stevencarol.wick@gmail.com; jeff@visitmcminnville.com
Subject: Re: Kids need the Yamhelas Westsider Trail!
Date: Thursday, January 21, 2021 7:29:41 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


There’s actually a PR firm working on Pro Trail messaging? 


Philip E Higgins 
Pacific Crest REA
503-793-9039


(Please excuse any mis-spelling or auto-correct oddities) 


On Jan 21, 2021, at 7:04 PM, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:



Thanks Casey.  Do you mean next Thursday, January 28?


We are working with our PR person tomorrow to put out a call for letters.  


Is there a specific item on the BOC agenda next week that we should be
addressing?


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Jan 21, 2021, at 6:26 PM, Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:



We need hundreds of these emails by Thursday, cc’d to the News Register
(probably to nmontesano@newsregister.com).
 


From: Erin Chen <erin.yvonne.chen@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2021 5:05 PM
To: BOC Info <bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Kids need the Yamhelas Westsider Trail!
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


My name is Erin Chen, I am a mother of two girls, 9 years old and 5 years
old, in Dundee, OR and I am writing in full-throated support of the
planned Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 
 
One of our favorite activities as a family is to go for long hikes and walks
together. Yamhill is so beautiful and particularly in these stressful times,
getting out and about has been an important part of our physical and
mental health. Sadly, we;ve found that here in Yamhill, our options for
long family walks are either on privately owned land (Trappist Abbey,
Newberg Golf Course route), beautiful but short (Harvey Creek Trail), or
along roads where my flighty five year old has to share the right away
with car traffic. A public trail like the planned Yamhelas Westsider would
be an absolute game changer for us, and we would use it regularly. 
 
Furthermore, as a now homeschooling (Covid, Ugh!) mom, I am
acutely aware of the connection between exercising kid's bodies, and
growing their brains. Numerous studies (link) have shown that short
moderate blasts of morning exercise, such as walking to school, primes
kids to learn throughout the school day, and has been linked to increased
academic achievement, confidence, and better test scores. While my
children would not directly benefit, the ability of the Yamhelas Westsider
to allow kids to safely bike or walk to school, would be a huge asset to
those communities. 
 
Whether it's through promoting the mental health, physical health, or
boosting academic achievement and safety, an investment in the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail is an investment in our kids. And who doesn't
want to help kids?
 
Thank you so much, I've attached a number of cute pictures of my kids on
Yamhill roads and trails to get you inspired. 
 
-Erin Gardner
<IMG_9617.jpg>
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https://inside.uncc.edu/news-features/2017-02-21/study-exercise-school-benefits-students-throughout-day
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From: Grace Stainback
To: Ken Huffer; Rick Olson; Christy Martinez; davidm@cityofgaston.com; Chris Ray; Lu Ann Anderson; Kevin Martinez


Carlton Chief; communications@ycschools.org; Gregory Graven; Heather Richards;
clinton.nelson@gastonk12.org; Ken Friday; Philip Higgins; Veronica Haley Hinkes;
carl_switzer@co.washington.or.us; LORI GILMORE; jim.rue@state.or.us; Jeff Knapp


Cc: DUNCAN Michael W; Mary Stewart; Jean Crowther; Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project Advisory Meeting: CORRECTION
Date: Monday, November 23, 2020 4:06:39 PM
Attachments: Zoom Meeting Tips for Participants.pdf


YWT_Tech Memo 2_FINAL_111320.pdf
YWT_Tech Memo 1_FINAL_111320.pdf
Yamhelas Westsider Trail PAC #1 Agenda.docx


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hello everyone, 


To follow up on Carrie's note, I have sent each of you a calendar invitation directly for the first
PAC Meeting next Tuesday, Dec 1, 3-5 pm, which includes the Zoom online meeting link as
well. Please RSVP to the calendar invitation at your earliest convenience. 


In addition, there are a few items attached to this email; if you have an opportunity, please
review these in advance of our meeting: 


1. PAC #1 Meeting Agenda 
2. Technical Memorandum #1 (TM1) -- this memorandum covers project introduction,


background, and draft goals and objectives
3. Technical Memorandum #2 (TM 2) -- this memorandum covers draft evaluation criteria,


and potential trail standards and types that will inform the evaluation process.
4. Zoom Meeting Tips


We really look forward to benefiting from your insight as a member of the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail Master Plan Project Advisory Committee; thank you for your participation in
this effort!


Let me know if you have any questions or concerns. Thanks, 


GRACE STAINBACK
Pronouns: she/her
Planner I  |  Alta Planning + Design, Inc.
Working remotely. Contact me at 561.351.6866
Portland, OR  |  altago.com
We have a new domain name and logo! Please update your Contacts with my new email address:
gracestainback@altago.com


On Mon, Nov 23, 2020 at 11:43 AM Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
The first PAC meeting is Tuesday, December 1st @ 3:00pm-5:00pm via Zoom. 


Sorry for the error!
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HELPFUL HINTS and TIPS for 



A SUCCESSFUL ZOOM MEETING 



• Please have meeting materials open on your computer (or printed) so 
you can follow along during the conversation.



• If this is your first time using Zoom, please take a few minutes to 
review the introductory video and information linked below. 



How to Join a Zoom Meeting: https://youtu.be/hIkCmbvAHQQ



Meeting Controls: https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/
articles/200941109-Attendee-Controls-in-a-Meeting



Join a Test Meeting: https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/
articles/115002262083



• Zoom is experiencing significant activity right now. For the most 
reliable quality, connect to the meeting audio via the Zoom application 
on your computer or device, rather than calling in over the phone.



• We recommend joining the meeting a few minutes early to make sure 
the video and audio is working and you are able to download the 
software successfully. We want to be efficient with everyone’s time by 
having a prompt start.



• Please be prepared to share your video, if possible. It will help us all 
feel more connected and focused. By default, the video and audio 
functions will launch upon joining the meeting. You can turn off the 
video and mute yourself using the buttons on the bottom left of the 
meeting screen (see the Meeting Controls article above).



• Please keep yourself muted when not talking to limit distracting 
background noise. Be aware to unmute yourself, should you want to 
speak.



• Lastly, as with any meeting:
• Be present and stay engaged. 
• Listen when others are talking and try to keep an open mind.  
• We want everyone to participate. This means speaking up and 



sharing your ideas. It also means sharing the floor with others.





https://youtu.be/hIkCmbvAHQQ


https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/200941109-Attendee-Controls-in-a-Meeting


https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/200941109-Attendee-Controls-in-a-Meeting


https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/115002262083


https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/115002262083
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Date: November 13, 2020 



To: Carrie Martin, Yamhill County and Michael Duncan, ODOT 



From: Mary Stewart and Grace Stainback, Alta Planning + Design 



Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan – DRAFT TM#2 



Introduction 



The purpose of this memorandum is to present draft evaluation criteria for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master 
Plan, as well as likely trail standards and types for the trail. 



All trail design decisions should serve to implement the goals and objectives for the project, outlined in Technical 
Memorandum 1. The evaluation criteria will be used to evaluate the performance of each potential trail concept, and 
provide qualitative guidance to inform a discussion of trade-offs. To evaluate the full range of trail design options, three 
overarching categories are used to aggregate the evaluation criteria: Land Use Supportive, Feasibility, and Desirability. 
Each option will be screened utilizing Category 1 (Land Use Supportive), Category 2 (Feasibility) and progressing to 
Category 3 (Desirability). The goal of this exercise is to filter potential trail concept designs towards an approach that best 
suits the needs of the community. 



Evaluation Criteria 



GOAL 1: LAND USE SUPPORTIVE 



Does the trail identify potential impacts to landowners and provide design solutions that remedy concerns? The trail 
corridor traverses land that is adjacent to and, in some cases, under ownership of a variety of property owners. This 
criterion will address whether the trail successfully complements the current land uses adjacent to the trail. 



GOAL 2: FEASIBILITY 



Would the trail be reasonably feasible to implement with manageable risk and effective use of public funds? The criteria 
used to address these questions would consider cost, permitting, environmental impacts and approach to strategic 
implementation. 



GOAL 3: DESIRABILITY 



Would the trail create a safe, desirable connection and place, drawing users and making positive contributions to the 
community? The criteria used to address these questions would consider the benefits to the community. 
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GOAL 1: LAND USE SUPPORTIVE 



GOAL 2: FEASIBILITY 



 



 



CRITERION DEFINITION APPROACH 



Traffic and Circulation Impacts Where the trail passes adjacent to, and 



in some cases crosses private property, 



circulation patterns for all users will need 



to be considered to ensure safe access 



and travel.  



Assess options for separating uses and 



mitigating any potential circulation conflicts.  



 



Visual and Physical Barriers Where the trail passes adjacent to 



private property, visual and physical 



barriers can be implemented to keep 



different uses separate if needed.  



Identify areas that have incompatible uses or 



undesirable views, and provide physical 



barriers or visually screen with landscaping to 



create a buffer between the trail users and the 



adjacent properties. 



Land Use Practices  Where the trail passes adjacent to 



private property, some land uses and 



agricultural practices may be less 



compatible with trail users.  



Work with adjacent landowners to understand 



their needs, and determine how the trail 



design can be implemented to ensure it is 



suitable for both trail users and business 



operators.  



CRITERION DEFINITION APPROACH 



Planning, Land Use and 



Regulatory 



Permitting for the trail facility will involve 



addressing regulations from multiple 



agencies and regulatory bodies. Different 



options may involve different levels of 



effort.  



Evaluate whether trail facilitates ease of 



permitting, avoids major geotechnical 



constraints and environmental impacts, and 



protects historical and cultural resources.  



Cost and Funding Availability There are elements of the trail that will 



be more expensive to construct. Some, 



including bridges and boardwalks, are 



mandatory, while others, such as 



trailhead and trail amenities, are 



voluntary and dependent on design. 



Make a planning level cost comparison of trail 



design options to better understand trade-offs 



based on cost.   



Phasing Opportunities The trail will be developed in phases over 



time and will be largely dependent on 



funding and feasibility.  



Evaluate the degree to which the trail 



alternative allows for interim, short-term, and 



permanent design and implementation. 
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GOAL 3: DESIRABILITY  



  



CRITERION DEFINITION APPROACH 



Trail Types The cross-section of the proposed trail 



within each segment of the corridor. 



Consider different trail surfaces, widths and 



locations of the trail bed within the right-of-



way.    



User Experience The quality of the proposed trail, from 



the perspective of the user, will influence 



trail use and how people value the trail 



as part of the community.  



Evaluate whether the trail provides 



opportunities for enjoyment and 



interpretation of the surroundings through 



scenic opportunities, wayfinding and 



amenities.   



Safety and Security This criterion considers whether trail 



design contributes to user safety and 



security, and discourages crime.  



Consider potential access points, lighting, 



whether the trail will be visible from 



surrounding activated areas, and ease of 



emergency vehicle access. 



Connectivity The location and design of access points 



will determine whether the trail meets 



the connectivity goals of the project. 



Identify access opportunities to improve 



connections to other existing or planned active 



transportation facilities, neighborhoods, 



schools, parks and open space, community 



destinations, and retail. 



Directness of Travel There are key areas along the trail 



corridor in which private property 



impacts may require out-of-direction 



travel.  



Where relevant, consider the directness of the 



route, and the overall distance between trail 



access points.  
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail Standards and Types 



The Yamhelas Westside Trail (YWT) corridor traverses a variety of land uses and geographies. The following section 
identifies standards and trail types that could be included along the YWT, and will be considered as a part of this planning 
process. These example cross-sections and illustrations are provided to demonstrate how different trail design 
considerations inform the criteria, which will in turn provide a framework for evaluating the different options for the YWT 
Master Plan.  Ultimately, stakeholder discussions and public input will inform this evaluation.  



Trail Types 



Trail type, including trail width and surface material used, may vary along the YWT corridor dependent on what is 
determined to be most suitable for trail users within a specific context.  



Figure 1. Shared-Use Path                     Figure 2. Gravel or Unpaved Path   



                  



Shared-use paths are generally paved with asphalt at a recommended minimum width of 10 feet wide, and are typically 
separated from roadways (Figure 1). Along certain areas of the corridor, a narrower path made of native materials may be 
more suitable (Figure 2). Alternatively, other sections of the corridor (such as in downtown Carlton) may benefit from trail 
widening to accommodate a higher level of use. Finally, the trail may need to transition to a paved shoulder or side path 
along Highway 47 right-of-way in an area north of Cove Orchard (Figure 3Error! Reference source not found.). The 
evaluation criteria provide a framework for understanding the benefits and drawbacks for each of these trail types. For 
example, criteria such as safety and security, minimizing impacts to adjacent landowners, potential for phasing, and user 
experience will inform the discussion of alternatives for trail types.  
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Figure 3. Paved Shoulder 



 



Trail Design Elements 



The YWT will consider and evaluate design elements that achieve multiple objectives to promote safety, limit private 
property impacts, and enhance user experience along the corridor. The following sections introduce key design elements 
and considerations. 



Bridges and Elevated Trail 



There are three locations, all east of Yamhill, in which bridges will be required to pass over existing waterways (Error! Not a 
valid bookmark self-reference.). North of Cove Orchard, a segment of the corridor runs over a wetland area that may 
require an elevated trail, such as a boardwalk or puncheon (Figure 5).  
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Figure 4. Trail Bridge 



 



Figure 5. Trail Boardwalk 



 



Crossings  



The trail corridor will cross through several street rights-of-way. There are many crossing treatment options for a variety of 
contexts, and each trail crossing will be evaluated to determine the design most suitable for the context. Crossings may 
range from a simple marked crosswalk and warning signage to a user-controlled flashing signal such as a Rapid Rectangular 
Flashing Beacon (RRFB) (Figure 6).   
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Figure 6. Street Crossing Enhanced with a Rapid Rectangular Flashing Beacon (RRFB) 



 



Additionally, much of the trail corridor traverses a rich agricultural landscape alongside pasture land, row or commodity 
crop farms, and orchards. Some of the agricultural operators have lands that the railroad corridor bisects, and farm 
machinery and livestock will need to be transported across the trail. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Concept Plan (2017) 
provided initial design concepts for agricultural trail crossings, in which strategically placed gates block trail user passage 
when opened (Figure 7).  
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Figure 7. Agricultural Crossings 



 



 



Screening 



Several segments along the trail corridor pass nearby private homes and agricultural uses. In these cases, vegetative 
screening may be provided for the benefit of both trail users and adjacent landowner privacy (Figure 8). Fencing can also be 
used as a boundary and barrier between the trail and adjacent land uses. However, it will be important to balance screening 
and fencing with open landscapes in order to improve visibility and foster safety along the trail. 
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Figure 8. Trail Screening Adjacent to Homes and Agricultural Uses 



 



 



Trailheads  



Good access to a trail system is a key element for its success. Trailheads serve the local and regional population arriving to 
the trail by car, transit, bicycle or other modes. Trailheads provide essential access between the trail and key destinations, 
and often include information and amenities. Trailheads can vary in size (from 10 or more parking spaces for major 
trailheads (Figure 9), to minimal existing on-street parking at trail access points (Figure 10) and provision of amenities, 
which may include restrooms, drinking water, bike parking, bike repair station, waste receptables and a variety of signage. 



Figure 9. Major Trailhead 
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Figure 10. Trail Access Point 



 



Wayfinding 



A wayfinding system helps people navigate by informing users how to locate destinations, understand their location on the 
trail with respect to other destinations, plan their use of the trail, and discover and interpret their surroundings. The YWT 
should include a wayfinding system that will vary based on the context and needs of users along different points of the trail 
(Figure 11 and Figure 12).  
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Figure 11. Wayfinding Family of Elements, Image 1 



 



 



 



Figure 12. Wayfinding Family of Elements, Image 2 



 



Conclusion 



The draft goals and objectives presented in TM#1 and the evaluation criteria presented above provide a framework for the 



YWT Master Plan. Stakeholder and community feedback will further shape this framework in the ensuing stages of the 



planning process.   
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Date:  November 13, 2020 



To: Carrie Martin, Yamhill County and Michael Duncan, ODOT 



From: Mary Stewart and Grace Stainback, Alta Planning + Design 



Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan – DRAFT TM#1 



Appendix:      Right-of-Way Maps  



 



Introduction 



The purpose of this memorandum is to introduce the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan, providing an overview of 
the project area and project right-of-way maps. Additionally, the memorandum provides project goals and objectives that 
will guide the planning process. 



Project Purpose 



The YWT Master Plan project will provide a detailed blueprint to convert a portion of the 
historic Westsider rail line adjacent to Highway 47 into a multi-use transportation 
corridor, connecting the communities of Carlton, Yamhill, Cove Orchard and Gaston. The 
Trail will provide a link to current and future trails and scenic byways leading to Forest 
Grove, Henry Hagg Lake and beyond. The YWT Master Plan will act as a guide for Yamhill 
County, community stakeholders, and participating state and federal agencies to work 
together on this vision.  



Project Area Overview  



The Project Area is the former Union Pacific Railway right-of-way from the northern edge 
of Yamhill County south to Gun Club Road (Figure 1). The project aims to convert the 
right-of-way into an active transportation corridor, eventually leading north through 
Gaston and ending at Scoggins Creek in Washington County (outside the scope of this 
project).  



The trail corridor passes through three cities and one unincorporated area. The city of 
Gaston is located at the northern most point of the trail, with a population of 715 (2018). 
The city’s northern section is part of Washington County and the southern boundary falls 
within Yamhill County. To the south of Gaston is Cove Orchard, an unincorporated area 
with an approximate population of 560 that is partially managed and maintained by 
Yamhill County. Located just over eight miles south of Gaston is the City of Yamhill, a 
farming community with a population of 1,033 (2018). The largest local high school, 
Yamhill-Carlton High School, as well as the Middle School and district offices are located 
in Yamhill. Three miles south of Yamhill is the City of Carlton, with a population of 2,183 
(2018). Carlton is a hub for rural wine tourism and production with over one million 
visitors a year to its local wineries.  



Figure 1. YWT Project Map 
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There is a long-term vision to connect the trail corridor to the City of McMinnville, the largest city in Yamhill County 
approximately seven miles south of Carlton. To the north, the trail will connect to planned trail systems connecting to Henry 
Hagg Lake, Forest Grove, and Chehalem Ridge Regional Park. 



Situated in the northwestern most extent of the Willamette Valley, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail corridor lies on relatively 
flat land with the exception of the gently rolling hills that stretch between the towns of Yamhill and Cove Orchard. The 
Wapato Lake National Wildlife Refuge lies along the northern stretch of the corridor northeast of Cove Orchard, and about 
a half mile east of Gaston. 



Existing and Planned Segments in Street Rights-of-Way 



Access to the trail corridor is readily available from the existing roads that the rail right-of-way crosses. The trail will cross 
the following roads, some of which will require implementing an enhanced crossing to be determined during the YWT 
Master Planning process: 



1. Gun Club Road (south of Carlton)
2. Pekkola Road (south of Carlton
3. Polk Street (Carlton)
4. Main Street (Carlton)
5. Monroe Street (Carlton)
6. Lincoln Street (Carlton)
7. Merchant Road (north of Carlton)
8. Fryer Road (north of Carlton)
9. Yamhill-Newberg Highway 240 (Yamhill)
10. Cove Orchard Road south (Cove Orchard)
11. Graham Ave (Cove Orchard)
12. Cove Orchard Road north (Cove Orchard)
13. Wapato School Road (north of Cove Orchard)
14. Flett Road (north of Cove Orchard)
15. Potential trail alignment on east side of Highway 47 (approximately 255 ft) (North of Cove Orchard)



These locations are identified on the maps provided in the Appendix at the end of this document.  The five maps included 



illustrate the right-of-way dedicated to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail project from south to north, as well as other 



boundaries and key features. 



Project Goals and Objectives 



The following section includes proposed goals and objectives for the YWT Master Plan. These goals and objectives are 
informed by previous planning processes including the 2015 Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP), the Oregon 
Metro 2014 Regional Active Transportation Plan, and the 2017 Yamhelas Westsider Trail Concept Plan. These previous 
planning efforts identified key priorities and issues, and documented public feedback that will shape the approach of the 
YWT Master Plan. These draft goals and objectives will be reviewed and refined through conversations with the County and 
relevant stakeholders during Fall/Winter 2020. 



GOAL: Land Use Supportive 



Objective: Provide safe and convenient traffic and circulation options for all modes of travel along the corridor. 



Objective: Determine the most suitable trail type and location based on adjacent land use practices. 



Objective: Minimize impacts on adjacent private property, and prioritize win-win design features that improve the 
experience of both adjacent landowners and trail users. 
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GOAL: Feasibility 



Objective: Design a trail that facilitates ease of permitting and minimizes regulatory constraints.  



Objective: Identify opportunities to leverage existing funding resources and establish partnerships to support trail 
development, management, and maintenance. 



Objective: Articulate a phased approach to trail development, and identify short-term vs long-term priorities.  



GOAL: Desirability 



Objective: Identify trail types most suitable along different sections of the trail based on context.  



Objective: Prioritize trail design elements and amenities that foster a quality user experience and provide opportunities for 
users to recreate and observe nature, considering access for all ages, abilities, and backgrounds. 



Objective: Design a trail that contributes to a safe and secure environment, and discourages crime.  



Objective: Improve connectivity to surrounding community destinations, including schools, neighborhoods, parks, and 
retail.  



Objective: Where route alternatives are considered, prioritize the most direct route of travel between trail access points.  
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan


Project Advisory Committee (PAC) Meeting #1


Tuesday, December 1 2020 - 3:00 - 5:00 p.m.


Zoom Conference Call


https://zoom.us/j/93392295968?pwd=YVdVMmdGcDJWbVMwS3crcEZGQmkxUT09


Passcode: 138514





Project Staff


Michael Duncan, Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT)


Carrie Martin, Yamhill County


Jean Crowther, Mary Stewart, Grace Stainback, Alta Planning + Design (Alta)


Meeting Goals 


YWT Master Plan Project Overview 


PAC Role, Expectations, and Procedures 


Review Technical Memorandum #1 (TM1) – YWT Project Background, Goals, and Objectives 


Review Technical Memorandum #2 (TM2) – YWT Trail Evaluation Criteria and Standards


Agenda 


			Time


			Activity


			Lead





			3:00 – 3:15 pm


			Welcome and introductions (15 min)


			Alta, Yamhill County





			3:15 – 3:30 pm


			YWT Master Plan Project Overview (15 min)


Introduce project background, goals, and expected outcomes


			Alta





			3:30 – 4:00 pm


			PAC Role, Expectations, and Procedures (30 min)


Overview of PAC roles and responsibilities


Overview of PAC decision-making procedures


Key project milestones and meeting schedule


			Alta 





			4:00 – 4:45 pm


			Review TM1 and TM2 (45 min)


Feedback on draft project goals and evaluation criteria


			Alta





			4:45 – 5:00 pm


			Summary and Next Steps (15 min)


			Alta
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Carrie


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Carrie Martin
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 10:24 AM
To: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christy
Martinez <cmartinez@ci.carlton.or.us>; davidm@cityofgaston.com <davidm@cityofgaston.com>;
Heather Richards <Heather.Richards@mcminnvilleoregon.gov>; LORI GILMORE
<l.gilmore@cityofyamhill.org>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>;
clinton.nelson@gastonk12.org <clinton.nelson@gastonk12.org>; Lu Ann Anderson
<LAnderson@msd.k12.or.us>; communications@ycschools.org
<communications@ycschools.org>; Chris Ray <RAYC@co.yamhill.or.us>; Kevin Martinez Carlton
Chief <Kmartinez@ci.carlton.or.us>; Gregory Graven <greg.graven@cityofyamhill.org>; DUNCAN
Michael W <Michael.W.DUNCAN@odot.state.or.us>; jim.rue@state.or.us <jim.rue@state.or.us>;
carl_switzer@co.washington.or.us <carl_switzer@co.washington.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Jeff Knapp <jeff@visitmcminnville.com>; Philip Higgins
<phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Cc: Mary Stewart <marystewart@altaplanning.com>; gracestainback@altaplanning.com
<gracestainback@altaplanning.com>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project Advisory Meeting:
 
Good morning!


You are receiving this email because you have agreed to participate in the Yamhill County
Project Advisory Committee for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Planning.


Our first meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, December 1st @ 5:00-7:00pm via Zoom.


Please see below for the Zoom invitation link. We're looking forward to working with all of
you on this exciting project!


See you soon!


Carrie
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Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


____________________________________


Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan - PAC #1
When Tue Dec 1, 2020 3pm – 5pm Pacific Time - Los Angeles


Where Zoom3 (map)


Join Zoom Meeting
https://zoom.us/j/93392295968?pwd=YVdVMmdGcDJWbVMwS3crcEZGQmkxUT09


Meeting ID: 933 9229 5968
Passcode: 138514


One tap mobile
+13126266799,,93392295968# US (Chicago)
+16465588656,,93392295968# US (New York)


Dial by your location
        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
        +1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
        +1 301 715 8592 US (Washington D.C)
        +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
        +1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
        +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
Meeting ID: 933 9229 5968
Find your local number: https://zoom.us/u/acx0es6JPk
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Casey Kulla
Subject: Re: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Annual Meeting
Date: Thursday, December 31, 2020 3:49:46 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Great, thank you Casey!


On Thursday, December 31, 2020, 12:35:53 PM PST, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Wonderful, Veronica.


 


I will stay through the end.


 


Casey


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, December 31, 2020 10:57 AM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie (Steph) Noll
<steph.noll@oregontrailscoalition.org>; Robert Spurlock <robert.spurlock@oregonmetro.gov>
Subject: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Annual Meeting


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you all for agreeing to speak at our Annual Meeting on January 13th.  In addition to
you three, we are hoping to have a representative from the Wapato National Wildlife Refuge
as well, but are still waiting for confirmation from them. 


 


I wanted to go over some details so we can all be best prepared for a smooth Zoom meeting.


 


First, can you please let me know if you will be able to stay through the whole meeting to
answer questions at the end?  We are trying to keep the meeting under an hour, so we won't
keep you there all night.  We will be taking questions via the chat feature, and I will be
moderating those and will read the question and ask a specific speaker to address it.  I imagine
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we will only have time for a few questions, but we do want to give our viewers that
opportunity if possible.


 


If you will have slides to share, please send those to Steve Harloff at sjharloff@gmail.com by
Thursday, January 7th.  Our Zoom host, Victoria Geiger from Plan to Prosper NW, will pre-
load the slides and will be the one advancing them, so please be prepared to give her "next
slide please" cues.  


 


We are finalizing the agenda now, and will send that to you as soon as its done, but the general
outline is we will begin with some brief organizational announcements. Then Casey will be
our first speaker, on the current state of the Trail, Stephanie and Robert will coordinate on the
vision for a regional trail system in our area and how our Trail fits in, and hopefully, someone
from Wapato will talk about the opening of the Refuge to the public and the hope for
connections from the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.  Then we will have a brief Q & A session.


 


Thank you again for joining us for this meeting.  We are very excited to share the vision of a
regional trails network and how the Yamhelas Westsider Trail fits in!  Please let me know if
you have any questions or concerns.


 


Best,


 


Veronica
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From: Patty Williams
To: Ken Wright; Todd Sadlo; Casey Kulla; Wayne Wiebke; V H; Christian Boenisch; Janice Primozich; Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Thursday, September 17, 2020 11:48:09 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hello Everyone. I have a standing work call on Monday (Sep 21) from 12-1PM which I cannot
miss. I can, however, log into Zoom as soon as I am done to join the call.
-pw-


Patty Williams 
7860 NW Meadow Lake Road
Carlton OR 97111
503-312-0245 (phone) 


On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 6:37:50 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


 Yes that works for me, thanks!  And I’m happy to set up the Zoom.


V


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Sep 16, 2020, at 5:24 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:





All,


 


I’ve asked Fritz to be available to board members for a zoom session at 1pm on Monday. 
Veronica, will that time slot work for you and if it works for Fritz could you provide the
session link?


 


If the time does work anyone on the board is welcome to join me here at the office if they
wish.  You might have to sort a couple of grape clusters though.


 


Best, Ken


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
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Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 10:48 AM
To: Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>; Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice
Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


And that is highly confidential, BTW....


 


V


 


On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 9:58:08 AM PDT, Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


 


Patty, much of this is new to all of us. Count this as part of your learning curve. We are
pursuing legal information that will help us in our decisions regarding the possibility of
becoming the owners of the trail. Feel free to contact anyone of us for questions.  Wayne


 


On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 9:00:24 AM PDT, Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


 


If I understand the request here, I am being asked to weigh in about official
support to secure legal counsel on the trail issues raised in this thread. My
apologies for the delay in responding. I am still trying to get my head wrapped
around the project to date. I am in favor of securing paid legal counsel for this.


-pw-


 


Patty Williams 
7860 NW Meadow Lake Road
Carlton OR 97111
503-312-0245 (phone)


 


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:50:27 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
wrote:
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Sorry for my delayed response— I was at the beach getting some fresh air and didn’t have
access to email  I agree with talking to the lawyer and exploring what all the potential
exposures might be.  I also agree with spending Friends money to do it, or would be willing
to pitch in as well.


 


I’d like to participate if possible but have some schedule conflicts next week so go ahead
and schedule it and if I can join in I will.  Monday before 3:00 is best for me, Tuesday I’m
not available.


 


Thanks everyone for all the work on this-


 


Veronica


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Sep 15, 2020, at 10:54 AM, Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:





Thank you Casey.


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 10:51:21 AM PDT, Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Conditional Use Permit


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 10:50 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Carrie. One question; what is the CUP?


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 9:46:58 AM PDT, Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Good morning, everyone,


 


There was a lot of conversation yesterday and I would like to
briefly summarize the outcomes so we’re all clear on a path
forward.


 


1.   It is an excellent idea for the Friends to pursue legal representation
independent of the County. Fritz Paulus sounds like a good option.


2.  Once LUBA renders a decision on the pending Stay and two appeals,
it will be the County’s prerogative to respond. The Friends are
not listed in the current litigation and will not have the ability to pick up
that baton, so to speak.


3.  We hope to receive the LUBA decision by November, and once that
happens the CUP will be in limbo. Further development of the YWT
will not be allowed to continue until that issue is resolved. This may
require a *new* owner to restart the process on their own.


4.  With regard to current grants in-progress, we will have to further
investigate the County’s ability to transfer those. Each grant funding
source has different stipulations. We will have to wait and see on that.


I think that’s all for now.


 


Thank you all for the good discussion.


 


Carrie
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Carrie Martin


Yamhill County


Grants & Special Projects


martinc@co.yamhill.or.us


503-474-4991 (o)


971-241-1007 (m)


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 8:23 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd.


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:58:57 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,


 


I understand most of what you said in your message and, of
course, I cannot give you legal advice, but I don't understand
what you say would be a "tactic" of 'ignoring LUBA.'  There is
no need to ignore LUBA.  For two years, it is likely that you will
have a county Board that will not move forward on land use
approvals for the trail, whether it is owned by the county or the
Friends.  No one would be ignoring LUBA.  If the county's
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decision is affirmed it would likely be appealed, and the county
would likely not prosecute the appeal.  If it is remanded, the
county would likely decline to seek approval on remand, and
the Board would then deny the application.  


 


As far as a suit against the county for transferring title to the
trail:  that seems like a stretch to me, because I can't think
what the basis for that might be, but that is the sort of thing you
might ask Mr. Paulus if he is brought into this.


 


Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 6:59 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Ken. I agree with Stan, it shouldn't be on your dime. Stan's
concerns regarding an unfinished LUBA situation is one of mine too. Carrie
inferred that a tactic given to her would be while mothballing the trail
development ignore any LUBA transmissions or actions; I would want more
assurance of that being a sound tactic. Could the opponents sue the county
for divesting to us and if so where would that put us? I don't see a problem
getting financial support for a legal fund from trail supporters but having a
sense of what kinds of legal battles from opponents would be helpful. I would
anticipate a lot of nuisance types of actions from them. Our fixed costs would
be insurance and potential property taxes( there could be a waiver on them)
whatever we need to budget for maintenance. The $3500 lease fee from
Gene Belt would cover of that.


 


Wayne
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On Monday, September 14, 2020, 5:40:55 PM PDT, Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


 


 


Regardless of whether the board would like to sit in on a discussion with Fritz
I am planning to meet with him to have a better understanding personally.  All
on my dime of course.


 


Best, Ken


 


Sent from my iPhone


 


On Sep 14, 2020, at 5:15 PM, Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:





[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal
expense.  Wayne, Veronica and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would
you be able to give a quick brief to Fritz of where we are?


 


Ken


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo'
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice
Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Christian Boenisch'
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<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan.
There is a sentence in Todd's scenario that for me needs more clarification:
"Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue
an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the
appeal." I don't quite understand where that might leave us. We do need to
talk as a board and having someone such as Fritz Paulas guide us would be
helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response? Wayne


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:


 


 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a
conversation with the attorney mentioned here would certainly be
appropriate.  I certainly see our time running out and we need to act quickly
or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>;
'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
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That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur
legal expenses, it would be to advise them regarding the legal risks of taking
this on (and not related to the land use case).  Christian and I have also
talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works in this field (land held in the
public interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>;
'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity,
should Friends decide that they want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase
Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>;
'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this
move forward at least until we have a new board.  I want to say I really
appreciate all of the time and effort you have put into this and I am hoping
that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.


Stan
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From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring
legal fees, no matter which way the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the
opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the new Board can refuse
to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not
enough time for a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to
conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules require that the remand be
pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after
that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to
pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in
the appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the property in the hope
that a new Board in two or four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail
would not be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish under
Oregon’s land use system.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from
LUBA that would keep us from needing several thousand dollars in legal fees.
I am certainly in favor of our ownership.


Stan
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From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost
signed, I believe it is proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to
an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the thought of the trail property getting
cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that from
happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already,
and today I asked them for an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property
transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is the Friends board ready to
move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: Wayne Wiebke; steve wick; "Ken Wright"
Subject: RE: testimony for LUBA remand, Board Order 19-94 (planning docket G-01-18
Date: Thursday, April 30, 2020 1:10:09 PM
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Wayne,
 
It went well.  Continued to May 14, 2020 for submittal of evidence and testimony by all parties.  The hearing will still be closed, but they will
hear from a representative for the applicant/county (me) and a representative of the petitioners/opponents, whoever they choose.  Wendie
called in and said she can’t make it, but they went ahead and scheduled it (Sarah Mitchell from her office has also been working on this, so I
think the Board figured the opponents could find someone to show up.) 
 
Then, I get until May 19 for final written word, and they plan to deliberate on May 21. 
 
Thank you for all of your help so far.  We should talk soon to see what additional evidence we need.  If, in your review of the draft findings, you
see something that isn’t quite right, could be improved, or you have evidence or could get evidence to support, that is the main thing we need
to be thinking through in the next couple of weeks.  In my view of what she has submitted so far, it isn’t much, but she could come up with
something in the next couple of weeks, and I’d like to anticipate that if we can.
 
Thanks again for all of your assistance!
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 12:54 PM
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: testimony for LUBA remand, Board Order 19-94 (planning docket G-01-18
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Todd, I couldn't listen into the hearing. How do feel it went today?
 
On Thursday, April 30, 2020, 9:16:14 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 


I already had someone call me to say “wow” regarding your letter.


 


Thanks Steve,


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 8:48 AM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: FW: testimony for LUBA remand, Board Order 19-94 (planning docket G-01-18


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Gentlemen,
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attached is my letter to the Planning Commission.


 


I focused on the cleanliness of filberts relating to my experience (28 years)  in my orchard, the fact that I, nor anyone else, has the right to tell the
neighbor to vacate their property while they spray. I also touched on the AEZ zone exclusion.


 


And I got into great detail about Ben Van Dykes use of the toxic Chlorpyrilos sprays Lorsban, and Yuma4e. I pointed out that the amount the swore he
uses on his filbert orchard is greater than what is allowed by law, in fact, if he used the legal amounts his setback would only be 10 to 25 feet. I finished
by listing several methods of spraying/power blast spraying that could be used to minimize the impact that the sprayer imposes on the neighbors. I
attached documentation to back up my claims.


 


From: steve wick [mailto:stevencarol.wick@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 8:28 AM
To: planning@co.yamhill.or.us
Cc: stevencarol.wick@gmail.com
Subject: testimony for LUBA remand, Board Order 19-94 (planning docket G-01-18


 


April 30,2020


Yamhill County Board of Commissioners and Planning Department


525 NE Fourth St


McMinnville, Ore. 97128


 


 


Dear Commissioners and Planners:


 


I am submitting written testimony for the public hearing schedule for April 30, 2020 regarding the LUBA remand of Board Order 19-94 (planning docket
G-01-18).


 


I am a board member of the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, have submitted testimony previously, and am now presenting additional
testimony.


 


 


My wife and I have been personally growing and harvesting filberts/hazelnuts in Yamhill County since 1992, on our 60 acre farm. We have also farmed
wheat, vetch, oats, hay, Christmas Trees, and ornamental plants, on this farm, or on the farm my wife and I purchased in Washington County in the
mid-eighties. My brothers and I recently sold our 160 acre family tree farm, which we co-managed for years.


 


I would like to address some of the inaccuracies that have surfaced concerning the Yamhelas Trail.


 


I recently read the statements of some of the farmers that say they will not be able to farm next to the trail. 


This is far from the truth. If you farm next to a neighbor, or a road, you can farm next to a trail. There is absolutely NO difference! You must
follow/maintain the same procedures/requirements no matter what is adjacent to your farm. You may have to modify a procedure to insure your safety
and the safety of your neighbors, but there will be no significant change to farming practices.


 


Some of the farmers have said that litter and trash from the trail will contaminate hazelnut and blueberry crops. This is hogwash. If this was true all
filbert/hazelnut and blueberry crops would be fenced; to keep out "litter and trash". Using their arguments, any crop next to a road would have to be
fenced because any construction activity, or person walking/biking next to the crop would "contaminate" the crop. If this is true why aren't all blueberry
and filbert crops fenced?! You will have to look long and hard to find one.


 


I have never felt the need to fence my filbert orchard. In the 28 years that I have farmed Hazelnuts, I  have never received any directive telling me to
keep my orchard clean or I "would be jeopardizing USDA food certification"  But I have been told to insure that I minimize any debris in the nuts that I
send to the wholesaler, or I might be charged a "dockage" fee. At any one time, I have elk, deer, bobcat, fox, coyote and bear in my orchard. I don't
worry about them, or what they leave behind. I do not go out and sterilize the ground. I do go out and clean up debris each time prior to performing a
spraying or mowing operation, or prior to harvesting.
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My nuts are harvested after they fall to the ground. We run a sweeper and then a harvester through the orchard, and then take the nuts to the
wholesaler. The first thing they do is wash and sterilize/dry the nuts, in the shell.


 


Litter and trash is picked up throughout the year. The nuts are cleaned and dried at the wholesaler. Contamination/ debris has never been a problem
for me.


 


 


 


Another statement that I recently read concerned spraying; it stated that "spraying" of insecticides, fungicides and herbicides could not be performed on
crops adjacent to the trail, because of "spray drift". The first thing that should be noted is that it is the ultimate responsibility of the sprayer is to ensure
that his spray does not trespass….on anyone's property.  When I spray my fields or orchards I cannot tell my neighbors that they cannot work on their
property (and I have a neighbors house extremely close to my filbert orchard.) The neighbor could have a picnic on their property line. Or a party…or
whatever. If my filbert trees are close enough to a property line that the spray could affect anything that any neighbor is doing, then I simply cannot
spray, or I have to modify my usual spraying procedures to ensure that my neighbor, or anyone walking/ biking, etc on adjacent property remains safe.
 If you drive throughout Yamhill, Washington, or Clackamas County you will notice many filbert orchards come right up to the road, and may be 20 to 50
feet from the road. Many filbert farmers have orchards adjacent to County and State roads. How is that they can maintain safe spraying procedures,
and the farmers next to the trail cannot?


 


For a filbert grower, or any other farmer, to say that he will be irreparably harmed, because his neighbor wants to utilize his own property, and then that
grower expects LUBA to shut down the neighbor's use,  just so the grower can trespass on the neighboring property, strikes me as totally insane. The
chemical labels on the Lorsban and Yuma4E insecticides ( that can be sprayed on filbert orchards) expressly state:  "Avoiding spray drift at the
application site is the responsibility of the applicator".


 


The labels don’t say that your neighbor must evacuate the use of his property in order to accommodate the farmer doing the spraying. it makes no
difference who the neighbor is, or how the neighbor wants to utilize his property. If Yamhill County wants to build a bridge, and they are working
adjacent to the property line, no one can tell them: "sorry I want to trespass on your property, and you can't use it while I trespass".


 


 


 


 


Another inaccuracy about spraying was the statement that federal "Agricultural Exclusion Zone or AEZ requirements state that all spray applications
must be suspended when "any "person comes within 100 feet of the spray operation"… (using Lorsban, Yuma 4E,Gramoxone, Parazon and similarly
restrictive chemicals.)


 


That is not exactly true. Those AEZ requirements apply only to the property and workers of the agricultural enterprise. And per Dale L. Mitchell
Pesticides Program Manager, Oregon Department of Agriculture


 " OR-OSHA scope of enforcement is specifically directed to the protection of workers and the agricultural operation. While the Oregon WPS AEZ
encompasses property beyond the boundaries of the agricultural operation, the enforcement of complaints/concerns or enforcement of the AEZ
requirements off of the agricultural operation would be jointly evaluated to determine compliance with OR-OSHA WPS, Oregon Pesticide Control Law
(ORS 634) and the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Law (FIFRA). 


 


All pesticide applications shall be performed in a manner that do not impact adjacent non-target sites (Roads, Trails, private property. etc. ). As required
by the current Oregon AEZ requirements, when performing pesticide application activities adjacent to a public road or trail the applicator must take the
following actions for compliance with the AEZ . 1) Suspend, pause the application  2) Evaluate the situation and conditions to determine if you can
resume without impacting individuals or adjoining areas 3) Resume the application only you can continue without resulting in impact to individuals or
adjoining sites/properties."


 


It should be noted that the operative word is "suspend", not "completely cease all activities." Evaluate and then resume is the operative function when
spraying. Conditions constantly change, and the spray operator must be alert and compensate for any change in circumstances or environment.







 


 


 


 


 


By far the most glaring inaccuracy was the statement by Ben Van Dyke that he must use an application rate of "greater than 4 lbs per acre" when he
sprays the insecticide Lorsban and/or Yuma 4E with a medium or course nozzle, and thus must maintain a "50 foot buffer from where I spray, " using
his power blast sprayer in his filbert orchard.


 


Lorsban and Yuma 4E have the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos. Chlorpyrilos was outlawed by the EPA this year, but the Trump administration reversed
that decision. (Oregon House Bill 4109, which would have outlawed it, failed as a result of the denial of quorum.)


 


I have never used either of these two chemicals in my orchard; they are just too toxic. Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide lists over a dozen
other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos. Many are much less
toxic. And this is why Oregon State Pest Guide (https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf)


states: " Rotate pesticides by mode of action (group); do not become reliant on a single group for control". It is only a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos
is outlawed. Bio-controls (using beneficial insects to kill pests) are rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)


 


 


 


 


I am not a chemical expert, but my training has taught me that the chemical label is the "Bible". In fact, all "restricted use" chemicals (Lorsban and
Yuma 4E, etc) can only be applied as per the label:


 


 


Each restricted use chemical label tells the sprayer what crop the spray/chemical is approved to be used on, exactly how much can be used, and in
some cases, how many times it can be used.


 


 


If we look at the Yuma/Lorsban label we will see that it is approved for filberts, but ONLY 3-4 pounds (3-4 pints) per acre can be applied. If we look at
the OSU Hazelnut Pest management guide, we can see that it says the same thing; only 3-4 pounds (3-4 pints) per acre, and……. that Chlorpyrifos
can only be applied three times a year. NOTE: 1 pound =16 fluid ounces=1 pint


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
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Now, Ben Van Dyke stated that he was applying Yuma4E/ Lorsban at  rate "greater than 4 lbs per acre with medium or
course" spray. Applying greater than 4, is a violation of Federal law!


 


But….. if he applied it at the lower end of the recommended amount (3 pints/pounds), he is only required to have a setback
of 10 feet.


 


If he increases the amount to the maximum allowed by law (4 pints/pounds), he is only required to have a setback  of 25
feet.


 


(See Yuma4E label setback info below:)


 


 


 


 


Viewing the amount of chemicals required to eliminate the pests it can be seen that a 10 foot setback is all that is really needed.


 


 







 


Another thing to note is that, per label, Chlorpyrifos spray is not allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power blast spray
into the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E label excerpts below).


 


One option to mitigate overspray on a neighbors property has an applicator shutting off his outward pointing nozzles, and then starting his spaying
paralleling the rail right of way, and using the 20-50 plus feet of vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area on all
edges of a field, allowing equipment to turn corners) Then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but would be blasted into the center of the
orchard. The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It would only take a few minutes to spray the edge of the orchard with all the outward
nozzles shut off. When I spray the edges of  my orchard, no matter what chemical I use, I always shut off my outward pointing nozzles. It is a simple
way of keeping your spray on your property.


 


 


 


Another option, if the wind isn't cooperating or a toxic spray must be used;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed. 
Other trails shut down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We could make it quicker and easier by just spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the ROW,
and go over to the next two rows and do the next 100 feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An inconvenience, but
not a game stopper. The farmer can coordinate with the County. We know when we should be able to spray, and there are excellent aps with wind
forecasts, which is what most farmers use.


 


 


 


Over the years at least four people have been killed riding bikes on Hiway 47. This trail will eliminate that problem and become a tremendous asset for
the Yamhill Valley, and its environs. It will be especially beneficial to the towns of Yamhill and Carlton; allowing the safe passage of children to and
from the schools. There is no reason why this trail cannot be built. The trail will pose no significant change to farming practices. Everyone can be
accommodated if we work together, and make a few changes. Yes, there will be a few inconveniences, but there is no reason to not develop the trail
because we will be inconvenienced.


 


 


Thank you,


 


Stephen J. Wick


29250 NW Olson Rd


Gaston, Oregon


97119


 


 


 


 


Background info:  https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9223/html


 


 


"2018 update: Chlorpyrifos is no longer a go-to chemistry for leafroller, but remains an important product for the industry in controlling other insect pests, such as
omnivorous leaftier and Pacific flatheaded borer.


 



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9223/html





 


Advances in insect management practices have included the development of monitoring techniques and treatment thresholds for filbert aphid and filbert leafroller,
which have reduced prophylactic insecticide applications. Advances have also included the use of pheromone traps and a degree-day model for filbertworm, which
permit precise, targeted treatments for this pest. The most valuable result of this IPM approach has been the successful identification and introduction of a filbert
aphid parasitoid, Trioxys pallidus. This parasitoid, a small Braconid wasp, has provided nearly complete biological control of the filbert aphid and has almost
eliminated insecticide use for this pest. Natural biological control of other hazelnut pests may also be enhanced by the aphid biocontrol program, because the
elimination of aphicides improves survival of predators and parasitoids that attack leafrollers and filbertworm.


A potential biocontrol has also been identified for a newer hazelnut pest, the brown marmorated stink bug. A parasitic samurai wasp (Trissolcus japonicus) has
shown success in parasitizing eggs. Continued research on this potential will be critical, because research has shown that pesticides are only a short-term solution
for brown marmorated stink bug and will kill beneficial insects, including the samurai wasp.


It is especially important to preserve and enhance biological control of the filbert aphid. Resurgence of filbert aphid populations in recent years indicates a need for
further research on cultural techniques to improve survival of Trioxys pallidus. Research is also needed to test new pesticides for adverse effects on this filbert
aphid parasitoid and to determine the impact on hazelnut production of the recently introduced large hazel aphid (also known as the hazelnut aphid), which is not
controlled by Trioxys pallidus. Research on the natural biological control and improved chemical control of pests such as filbert leafroller and filbertworm would have
direct benefits (reducing insecticide use for these pests) and indirect benefits (enhancing survival and biocontrol success of Trioxys pallidus). Research has shown
that mating disruption can reduce the amount of insecticide applied for filbertworm by up to 75 percent. This reduction in pesticides has the indirect benefit of
preserving natural enemies of aphids (including T. pallidus). In a 5-year study, orchards managed with a combination of mating disruption and border sprays and/or
target sprays saw a significant reduction in aphid populations, and a significant increase in parasitism by T. pallidus.


 


 


 








From: Philip Higgins
To: Casey Kulla; Wayne Wiebke; Todd Sadlo; Ken Wright
Cc: Philip Higgins; carrie@carriemartinconsulting.com
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Date: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 6:41:56 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I would think the Friends of the trail should be using their mail list, Facebook, and other mediums to
solicit letters to the BOC…  If for some reason you guys need an outside consultant to help you with
that Sarah Hadley 503-476-4933 would probably be my first call to set up the mini-campaign.
 
To be utterly frank, messaging from the FYWT has been “clunky” at the very best – population
numbers are on your side for wanting this trail and you are letting the very loud naysayers
submarine your efforts and the vast vast economic benefit both Yamhill and Carlton (not to mention
the region) stands to gain when the Trail goes through.
 
While I’m happy to write a letter of support, my lone voice – and anyone’s lone voice – wont stand
up to the 2/3 BOC contingent intent on bullying this Trail to its death and mishandling every
economic development opportunity in the County for the next two to four years. You have to show
them a unified front and push back.
 
If you want to get serious about a real honest war – and not this half truth hysteria one sided war
that the Trail is losing  - I’m happy to have a strategy session.  


Philip E Higgins
Principal Broker | OR & WA
OR Lic # 960900059 / WA Lic # 50197
Direct: 503-793-9039 | phiggins@PacificCrestREA.com
809 E. First St. Newberg OR 97132
Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors
Commercial Real Estate Brokerage | Advisory Services
 
This message is intended only for the use of the person(s) ("the Intended Recipient") to whom it is addressed. It may contain information which is privileged and confidential
within the meaning of applicable law. Dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this message or any of its contents by any person other than the Intended
Recipient may constitute a breach of civil or criminal law and is strictly prohibited. If you are not the Intended Recipient, please contact the sender as soon as possible. 


The information contained herein is based on sources believed to be reliable, but neither Philip E Higgins, nor Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors represents that it is wholly
accurate or complete. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors and its affiliates are not responsible for any errors or omissions or for the results obtained
from the use of such information. All opinions and estimates herein are subject to change without notice. The Intended Recipient should make their own investigations,
including but not limited to retaining the services of specific professionals in the areas of Law, Accounting, Engineering, etc. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate
Advisors is NOT a Principal in any transaction unless disclosed to be so, and is not responsible for any third party reports.
 
Oregon Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: https://www.oregon.gov/rea/licensing/Documents/Initial-Agency-Disclosure-Pamphlet.pdf 
Washington Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=18.86.120


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 2:56 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken
Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
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Cc: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Subject: FW: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Importance: High
 
FYI: you might want to get your own emails in to the BOC. Seeing a number of these coming through.
 


From: Lee Schrepel <lee@fruithillinc.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 2:50 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Lindsay Berschauer <berschauerl@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; BOC Info <bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Importance: High
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Dear Board of Commissioners:


It is time to cut your losses, stop governing recklessly & begin to rebuild unity in Yamhill
County.


Apparently following the guidance of County planning & legal staff, the former majority of
the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners (BOC) chose to support the proposed Yamhelas
Westsider Trail (YWT) time after time, discounting truth, fact & common sense.  Fortunately
for those who see more clearly and realistically, the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals
(LUBA) has forced the BOC to stop, step back, & to govern according to Oregon law.  That
does not say much for the guidance of the County's professional staff which should be keeping
the BOC out of trouble like this.


The most recent LUBA remand should make exceedingly clear to the BOC that the YWT
proposal does not, will not & cannot clear the necessary legal hurdles.  It should be clear to the
BOC that this lengthy & extremely expensive process has been a tremendous waste of
valuable & limited resources.  It has wasted the time of County staff & the BOC.  It was a
tremendous burden upon the capacity of the County's legal staff & may have led to involving
outside counsel to assist in the fight against constituent farmers.  It wasted County tax revenue
& squandered grants from multiple sources for which the County applied, perhaps
illegitimately.  It repeatedly & disrespectfully wasted the time & resources of those who have
pushed back against a renegade BOC to force it to toe the legal line.


You know this has been a tremendously divisive process.  Were I among you, I'd be
embarrassed.  To date, the BOC has done nothing to develop unity, but has discounted &
disrespected the voices of common sense in the community.


The appropriate actions at this time, to stop the fiscal bleeding, start governing responsibly &
to rebuild trust & cohesiveness, are as follows:


1. Withdraw the YWT land use application.
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2. Bring the YWT Master Planning process to an immediate halt.
3. As a newly reorganized BOC, cognizant of the County's basic needs at this moment,


take a fresh look at transportation, recreation, prioritization of resources & the
protection of agriculture in the County.


Rather than debate whether everything I say is factual from your personal point of view, look
at the basic underlying points & seek a constructive conclusion to this very unsustainable
situation.  Your constituents expect nothing less.  Thank you for your timely consideration.  I
will appreciate your making this email a part of the record in future deliberations regarding the
YWT.


Lee
Lee Schrepel, FRUITHILL, INC.
6501 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill, OR  97148-8507
Ofc & Res  503-662-3926
Mobile  503-939-1562
Fax  503-662-4270
Email  Lee@FruithillInc.com
www.FruithillInc.com
Email  communitycantata@gmail.com
www.CantataChoir.org
"Quality Fruit For Generations!"
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From: Casey Kulla
To: Janice Primozich; "Wayne Wiebke"; "Ken Wright"
Cc: Carrie Martin; "Veronica Haley Hinkes"
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:48:06 PM


I’ve removed Todd and Christian, so that I am replying only to the Board and Carrie. 


Fritz argued with Jeffrey Kleinman against WM and the County at the Supreme Court. He is good. I
will help raise money if needed. The Stop the Dump Coalition raised funds, and so can we. This
needs to move fast to get done in the next three and a half months, if your board decides to move
forward.
 
Here is Fritz’s website: http://wfpauluslaw.com/. There is a contact form there. Here is his phone:
503-224-1773.
 
 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; 'Wayne
Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses, it would
be to advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the land use case). 
Christian and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works in this field (land held in the
public interest), and has a strong public interest streak.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne
Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends decide that
they want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?
 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
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Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at least
until we have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort you have put
into this and I am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.
Stan
 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
Stan,
 
Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no matter which
way the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the
new Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not
enough time for a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to conduct a hearing on
remand.  Current rules require that the remand be pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The
application would be void after that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have
standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the
appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the property in the hope that a new Board in two or
four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail would not be the first worthwhile project to take
years to accomplish under Oregon’s land use system.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken
Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica
Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]
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I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would keep us
from needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our ownership.
Stan
 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I believe it is
proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the
thought of the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that
from happening.
 
I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I asked them for
an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is
the Friends board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we
progress?
 
Casey
971-241-6585
(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)
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From: Steve Harloff
To: Ken Wright
Cc: Wayne Wiebke; Stan G Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Steve Wick; Jarod Logsdon; Larry Heesacker; Leona


Sitton; Carrie Martin; Kara Weber; Yvette Potter
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 2:37:46 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


All: Thanks Ken for the great plat map. I will pass it on to the engineer today, and with
Wayne's comments it reinforces what I know. The Bus Barn is the location.


Jason from AKS has indicated Friday would be best day since Yvette would be working. He
said he did receive both the YDA's and FYWT's letters of support. Jason suggests the proposal
is more specific and detailed now than before.


Again, on Friday who would be willing to join in a conversation with Jason? 


The focus would be on how the Trail might someday connect with a sidewalk/riding trail. 
Steve Harloff


On Tue, May 19, 2020 at 1:48 PM Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


 


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 1:14 PM
To: Stan G Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Steve Wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Jarod Logsdon <logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>; Larry
Heesacker <lheesacker@onlinenw.com>; Leona Sitton <mydls@aol.com>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Kara Weber <karaweber111@gmail.com>; Yvette Potter
<y.potter@cityofyamhill.org>; Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant


 


The trail right of way goes between the grain elevator and the older building to the East of it. The gate to the bus
barn is pretty much on it. What time were you thinking for tomorrow?  Wayne


 


On Tuesday, May 19, 2020, 10:56:35 AM PDT, Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com> wrote:
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Hi All: A pleasant surprise yesterday when Jason from AKS sent me this email about the SRTS grant. 


 


I do not have much of a concept where the intersection from Yamhill to the Trail actually is, other than the
Fruithill/Bus Barn area.


 


Would a couple of you who do have that intersection info join me in an online session with Jason? They are on a
schedule, so I thought we might try to do this tomorrow? What do you suggest?


 


Steve Harloff


---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, May 19, 2020 at 10:46 AM
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
To: Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com>


 


Hi Jason: Thanks for involving us. So far the Yamhill Downtown Association and the Friends of the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail have submitted letters of support to Mayor Potter, although I have not heard back from her if she
received them. I gave your other AKS engineer a variety of comments and suggestions, esp from the FYWT.
Have you received that info?


 


We accept that this first SRTS grant might not go to the intersection with the Trail; both nonprofits look at this
grant as a good start toward the connection. We would love to meet with you online (we've been having lots of
successful meetings via Zoom). I will send this on to a number of Trail board members who have a better
knowledge of how that intersection with the Trail might look. 


 


To that end, I've also included Jarod Logsdon, Yamhill County Parks Manager, since he has had experience on
the site and knows the County's intentions.


 


Can I get back to you tomorrow after I've had a chance to gather a couple of our members? Thanks again for the
chance to offer some ideas.......Steve Harloff (YDA/FYWT)


 


On Mon, May 18, 2020 at 1:54 PM Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com> wrote:


Steve,


I am writing to see if you would be interested in having a phone call / online meeting to discuss the City’s
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application for a Safe Routes to School grant. We are working on behalf of the City to come up with a
conceptual plan and cost estimate for a sidewalk improvement project that will extend sidewalk on the North
side of HWY 240 between Hemlock and Balm. We want to talk with you to learn more about the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail project and the planned connection to the downtown part of Yamhill.


 


We will have a concept drawing put together this week and would like to share that with you and get your
thoughts. Would you, and any others from the trail association be available for a phone call later this week on
Thursday or Friday? We are pretty open both Thursday and Friday. Let me know what might work for you.


 


Thanks,
Jason


 


 


 


Jason Wuertz, PE


AKS ENGINEERING & FORESTRY, LLC


12965 SW Herman Road, Suite 100 | Tualatin, OR 97062


P: 503.563.6151 Ext. 287 | F: 503.563.6152 | www.aks-eng.com | WuertzJ@aks-eng.com


Offices in: Bend, OR | Keizer, OR | Tualatin, OR | Vancouver, WA


 


NOTICE: This communication may contain privileged or other confidential information. If you have received it in error,


please advise the sender by reply e-mail and immediately delete the message and any attachments without copying or


disclosing the contents. AKS Engineering and Forestry shall not be liable for any changes made to the electronic data


transferred. Distribution of electronic data to others is prohibited without the express written consent of AKS
Engineering and


Forestry.


 


Total Control Panel Login


To: ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
shadypondacre@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.
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From: steve wick
To: "Todd Sadlo"; "Wayne Wiebke"
Subject: RE: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
Date: Saturday, April 25, 2020 10:13:27 AM
Attachments: image001.png


image002.png
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image004.png
image005.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd, I have been updating my info on spraying, and have been doing more research. I have found that the label says on Yuma 4E (manufacturer
Winfield's label, with the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos)  ONLY requires a 10 foot buffer! 50 feet is bullshit!
 
We need to bring Ken Wright into this conversation, regarding spraying. He did considerable research for our last set of hearings, and contacted
many Oregon officials about the "real" spraying laws.
 
(see my "revised' preliminary notes below)
 
Steve
 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, April 25, 2020 9:22 AM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick
Subject: Fwd: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 
Gentlemen, 
 
I hope the stay decision is attached for your review.  It is a delay, but this isn’t over yet!
 
Please let me know what you think about the decision, because Ben Van Dyke will make the same argument on remand:  that he is entitled to
spray up to his property line at will, and exclude his neighbors (esp. the county) from the use of or access to 50 feet of the neighbor’s property-a
spray buffer-without having to compensate that neighbor for loss of access.   Am I missing something?
 
It is one thing to coordinate-the county has always offered to do so-but LUBA’s rationale for “irreparable” harm, if applied to any of Van Dyke’s
other neighbors, would mean that everyone else would be required to stay 50 feet back from their property lines while he is spraying.
 
The bridge case and remand are land use cases, but it is all wrapped up in property rights, which LUBA has no expertise in, or jurisdiction over.
 Overlooking basic property rights, that extend from ‘the heavens to the center of the earth,’ LUBA appears, in the remand decision and the
attached decision, to think the county has no right to access it’s own property if it interferes in any way with Mr. Van Dyke’s spray routines.
 
Is there an expert on best practices for spraying if a neighbor is not always present but has the right and habit of being in the buffer area?  Does
he have no obligation to change his nozzles and possibly other practices when spraying the edge of his property, to reduce the buffer to ten
feet, and keep the buffer entirely on his own property, as a best spray practice?
 
I’m hoping I’m not the only person calling him out on practices that, if he were to practice them on any of his other neighbors without any
coordination or compromise, would be an affront.


Todd Sadlo


Begin forwarded message:


From: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: April 24, 2020 at 4:05:04 PM PDT
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>, Nohely Barajas-Montalvo <barajasn@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW:  LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County



FYI, see attached.  Stay granted.  Nuts.
 
Christian F. Boenisch
Yamhill County
County Counsel
(503) 434-7502
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boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us
 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
addressee or it appears from the context or otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail,
keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your system.
 
************************************
 


From: LUBASupport <LUBASupport@state.or.us> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 3:47 PM
To: 'wk@klgpc.com' <wk@klgpc.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Attached as a courtesy is a copy of the Order the Board issued today in LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033. A copy of the Order will also be posted to
LUBA’s website after 3:30 pm.
 
Denise Seaman
Executive Support Specialist
Land Use Board of Appeals
503-373-1265
 
 
 
My notes are below, Steve:
 
Yuma 4E, or Lorsban, or any other insecticide used (or power blast sprayed) in Filberts (with the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos) only requires a
setback of 10 feet when spraying with a power blast sprayer when applied at near the maximum rate allowed per acre (under 3 pounds per
acre).
 
(See Yuma4E label setback info below:)
 


 
Viewing the amount of chemicals required to eliminate the pests it can be seen that a 10 foot setback is all that is needed 
 
(See Yuma 4E label below, and Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Management Guide application rate for Lorsban)
 
file:///C:/Users/Steve/Downloads/43674%20(1).pdf
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https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
 
 
1. Chlorpyrilos can only be used for a total of three times during the year. (see Yuma4E label excerpts below)
 
The first time it could possibly be used would be in March thru April, to control the Winter moth Leaftier.
 
The next time it could be used would be In the April thru May timeframe, to control Filbert Leafroller or aphids,
 
..and again in May thru June to control Leafroller.
 
In July thru August it could be used to control stinkbugs, and/or to control Filbertworm.
 
As you can see, this is more than three times. That is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended
sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Many are much less toxic. And this is why Oregon State Pest Guide states: " Rotate pesticides by
mode of action (group); do not become reliant on a single group for control."
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
 


 
2. Chlorpyrifos spray is not allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power blast spray into the orchard. Outward
pointing nozzles MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E label excerpts below). If an applicator started his spaying  paralleling the rail right of
way, and used the 20 plus feet of vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area on all edges of a field,
allowing equipment to turn corners), then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but would be blasted into the center of the orchard.
The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It would only take a few minutes to spay the edge of the orchard.
 
http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd
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3. There are alternatives to using dangerous inseticides like Chlorpyrifos;
 
all of the edges within 100 feet of the ROW could be sprayed with a less lethal alternative chemical, and the interior with the lethal
alternative. Again, that is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in
place of Chlorpyrilos. Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos, which is in the process of being outlawed. (Oregon House Bill
4109, which would have outlawed it failed as a result of the denial of quorum. It is only a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos is outlawed.) Bio-
controls (using beneficial insects to kill pests) are rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)
 
 


or, if the wind isn't cooperating;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed.  Other trails shut down while a pesticide will be
sprayed. We could make it quicker and easier by just spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the ROW, and go over to the next two rows and do
the next 100 feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An inconvenience, but not a game stopper. The farmer
can coordinate with the County. We know when we should be able to spray, and there are excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most
farmers use.
 
Power blast, and other type spaying can be accomplished with a few inconveniences, but there is no reason to not develop the trail because
some people may be inconvienced.
 
 
 
 
Background info:  https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9223/html
 
"2018 update: Chlorpyrifos is no longer a go-to chemistry for leafroller, but remains an important product for the industry in controlling other insect pests, such as
omnivorous leaftier and Pacific flatheaded borer.


 


 


Advances in insect management practices have included the development of monitoring techniques and treatment thresholds for filbert aphid and filbert leafroller,
which have reduced prophylactic insecticide applications. Advances have also included the use of pheromone traps and a degree-day model for filbertworm, which
permit precise, targeted treatments for this pest. The most valuable result of this IPM approach has been the successful identification and introduction of a filbert
aphid parasitoid, Trioxys pallidus. This parasitoid, a small Braconid wasp, has provided nearly complete biological control of the filbert aphid and has almost
eliminated insecticide use for this pest. Natural biological control of other hazelnut pests may also be enhanced by the aphid biocontrol program, because the
elimination of aphicides improves survival of predators and parasitoids that attack leafrollers and filbertworm.


A potential biocontrol has also been identified for a newer hazelnut pest, the brown marmorated stink bug. A parasitic samurai wasp (Trissolcus japonicus) has
shown success in parasitizing eggs. Continued research on this potential will be critical, because research has shown that pesticides are only a short-term solution
for brown marmorated stink bug and will kill beneficial insects, including the samurai wasp.


It is especially important to preserve and enhance biological control of the filbert aphid. Resurgence of filbert aphid populations in recent years indicates a need for
further research on cultural techniques to improve survival of Trioxys pallidus. Research is also needed to test new pesticides for adverse effects on this filbert aphid
parasitoid and to determine the impact on hazelnut production of the recently introduced large hazel aphid (also known as the hazelnut aphid), which is not
controlled by Trioxys pallidus. Research on the natural biological control and improved chemical control of pests such as filbert leafroller and filbertworm would have
direct benefits (reducing insecticide use for these pests) and indirect benefits (enhancing survival and biocontrol success of Trioxys pallidus). Research has shown
that mating disruption can reduce the amount of insecticide applied for filbertworm by up to 75 percent. This reduction in pesticides has the indirect benefit of
preserving natural enemies of aphids (including T. pallidus). In a 5-year study, orchards managed with a combination of mating disruption and border sprays and/or
target sprays saw a significant reduction in aphid populations, and a significant increase in parasitism by T. pallidus.
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Re: Letter of support for YWT
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 11:51:06 AM


I think it would be best to go with “To Whom It May Concern” since these letters will be used
for a variety of purposes.


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 10:52 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Fw: Letter of support for YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Carol brings up a good question--for these generalized letters of support, to whom
should they be addressed? 


Thx


V


----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Carol Foley <carol@foleyresearch.com>
To: 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 11:53:47 AM PDT
Subject: Letter of support for YWT


Veronica,
I am going to reach out to Wild Horse Mountain Ranch in Sherwood (we talked about my involvement
with them at that meeting at the party house) to request a letter of support.  Who does she address it to? 
I will have her send it to me, but just wondering how people are addressing them.  Also, besides the
brochure and website, is there other good material that describes the Trail, especially the horse trail
component? Thanks.
Carol
 
Carol Foley
Mobile: (253) 709-4310
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carol@foleyresearch.com 
 








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Carrie Martin; Steve Harloff
Cc: Jarod Logsdon; Stan G Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Re: Bridge project update
Date: Tuesday, June 16, 2020 8:33:14 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Who are they not pleased with?


On Monday, June 15, 2020, 11:23:12 PM PDT, Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com> wrote:


I was glad to hear from Jarod tonight that workers got another day of work done today. Park board
members were not pleased that the nonsense still goes on. 


On Mon, Jun 15, 2020 at 8:07 AM Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
Good morning,


We had some late developments on the YWT bridge project Friday evening that I want to let you know
about.


Wendy Kellington filed two separate appeals to LUBA and a motion to Stay on behalf of her clients at
5:30pm Friday. As you know, we also restarted construction work on Friday.


Todd was going to work on a response to the Stay over the weekend so it can be filed today, hopefully
before LUBA renders a decision.


I will let you know when we hear something.


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)
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From: Janice Primozich
To: "Ken Wright"; "Todd Sadlo"
Cc: "Wayne Wiebke"; "Casey Kulla"; "Carrie Martin"; "Veronica Haley Hinkes"; "Christian Boenisch"; "Patty Williams"
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 10:16:20 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Ken, could you let us know when that meeting will take place? I would be interested.
Stan
 


From: Ken Wright [mailto:ken@kenwrightcellars.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 5:41 PM
To: Todd Sadlo
Cc: Wayne Wiebke; Casey Kulla; Janice Primozich; Carrie Martin; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Christian
Boenisch; Patty Williams
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
Regardless of whether the board would like to sit in on a discussion with Fritz I am planning to meet
with him to have a better understanding personally.  All on my dime of course.
 
Best, Ken
 


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 14, 2020, at 5:15 PM, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:



Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal expense. 
Wayne, Veronica and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would you be able to give a
quick brief to Fritz of where we are?
 
Ken
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From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Christian Boenisch' <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a
sentence in Todd's scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these
scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one,
because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I don't quite understand where that might
leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone such as Fritz Paulas guide us
would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response? Wayne
 
On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:
 
 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the
attorney mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running
out and we need to act quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses,
it would be to advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the
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land use case).  Christian and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works
in this field (land held in the public interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends
decide that they want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at
least until we have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort
you have put into this and I am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to
enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
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Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no
matter which way the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the
Court of Appeals and the new Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the
case is remanded, there is not enough time for a remand hearing, and the new Board has
no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules require that the remand be
pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after that.  Again,
in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for
Friends to hold the property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue
permits anew.  The trail would not be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish
under Oregon’s land use system.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would
keep us from needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our
ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I
believe it is proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like
Friends. Like you, the thought of the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking
to me. I want to prevent that from happening.
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I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I
asked them for an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will
need to move quickly. Is the Friends board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining
questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)








From: Casey Kulla
To: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: RE: ODOT response to FYWT(Stan"s) inquiry
Date: Thursday, October 8, 2020 12:30:35 PM


Wayne, 


I’m having a follow up meeting with Cooper Brown tomorrow to get clarity. I will let you know once I
am done with that meeting. My main question will be: will ODOT support the transfer to the FYWT
of the taxlot and under which conditions? Cooper Brown now knows that the BOC will try to sell and
break up the lot, and he recognizes the value of keeping it intact.


Casey
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, October 8, 2020 11:35 AM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: ODOT response to FYWT(Stan's) inquiry
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,
Our board met yesterday to discuss ODOT's response to the question of a YC transfer of the trail to the
FYWT. It left us with serious doubts if not fatal impediments to any transfer. There is no mention of a
concern from ODOT to the possibility of losing this ROW for future public use. This we couldn't
understand it would seem it would be somewhere in their strategic plans just as it is in YC's. From their
perspective it leaves a lot remaining with the county.  If you could give us your thoughts on this it would
be appreciated. Thank you and stay safe.
 
Wayne
 
 
 


From: CHICKERING Sonny P [mailto:Sonny.P.CHICKERING@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, October 5, 2020 12:36 PM
To: sgjlprimo@comcast.net
Subject: FW: Yamhelas Trail update and question


 


 


Good afternoon Stan,


 


I did some networking on Friday and discovered that your questions are very similar to those posed to
ODOT last month by Yamhill County Commission Chair Casey Kulla.  After considerable staff work and
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discussion at our executive level, Assistant Director Cooper Brown provided a detailed response to Chair
Kulla, and Cooper has asked that my response to you be consistent with his earlier message.  To avoid
any misinterpretation on my part, I’ve elected to share Mr. Brown’s actual response with you (see below).


 


If you have need of further information or discussion, please feel free to contact Assistant Director Brown
directly.  I would appreciate being copied.


 


Have a good day.


 


 


 


 


 


“Good evening Chair Kulla,


 


The ODOT team has completed their review of your request; I appreciate your patience in allowing us to
run these questions to ground. 


 


As I mentioned previously, it does appear technically possible, although not advisable from the ODOT
perspective (as explained below), for the County to pass on the Connect Oregon grant responsibilities to
another entity.  Similarly, it appears that the County can also pass on ownership of the trail corridor right
of way. This said, the Transportation and Growth Management Program (TGM), which is funding the
Master Plan for the Trail, will need to remain with the County. Since the TGM program utilizes federal
transportation funds, only entities eligible to receive those funds can be applicants, and applicants
generally must be a unit of government, a Tribe, or Transit District. Accordingly, the County will need to
continue to be the lead for the TGM Master Plan process.


 


As for changing responsibilities for the Connect Oregon project and the right of way, ODOT would need to
take several steps both with the County and the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. For the
Connect Oregon project, ODOT would need to enter into a new agreement both with the County and the
Friends group to transfer the responsibilities of the program. For the right of way, ODOT would need to
enter into an agreement with the Friends group that would put limitations on how the property can be
used and timelines – similar to the existing agreements from the original purchase of the
property. Additionally, as the right of way was purchased with Federal Funds, the County will still retain
responsibility of overseeing and ensuring the right of way actions comply with the agreements. The
bottom line is that the County would need to maintain some level of accountability for ensuring the right of
way is used in accordance with existing agreements even if these other changes were made.


 


While these actions are technically possible, frankly, it’s not clear to me what their net public benefit
would be. The Friends group would still have to complete the various land use processes through the







County, which may require future Board actions, in order to complete construction. That includes litigating
the past land-use decisions now before the Land Use Board of Appeals. Additionally, recall that the CO
grant is a reimbursable program. The Friends group would have to take on the responsibility of paying for
all the work to construct the current bridge and then seek reimbursement from ODOT. This means that
the Friends group will need a cash flow system in place to meet this requirement. In addition, the Friends
group would have to take on the project management responsibilities –  a difficult and complex long-term
task – and I’d be concerned that this group might not have the skills, expertise, funding or staffing
necessary to deliver a transportation infrastructure project that requires various state and federal
approvals and oversight responsibilities. It is important to remember that the property was purchased with
Federal funds, and therefore, the entirety of the project must meet Federal regulations for delivery (i.e.
NEPA). As you know, these are complex rules and, as such, they could create challenges for the Friends
Group if they don’t have a project management team behind them with the necessary expertise. Finally,
with both agreements, the Friends Group would have to take on the risk of paying back funds if the CO
project is not completed within the required timelines. 


 


So in conclusion, even with these proposed changes, the same challenges and requirements remain for
completing not just the current CO project, but the entirety of the trail. Additionally, there appear to be
increased project-performance risks should the Friends take over the project. In light of these challenges
and increased risks, I simply don’t see the benefit of pursuing these changes.


 


All this said, I’m always happy to discuss further. “


 


Best,


Cooper


 


Cooper Brown


Assistant Director for Operations


Oregon Department of Transportation


355 Capitol St NE


Salem, OR 97301-3871


 


Office: (503)986-3939


Mobile: (503)979-9101


OTC Admin: (503)986-3450


Email: cooper.h.brown@odot.state.or.us
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Sonny P.A. Chickering, PE


Oregon Dept. of Transportation


Northwest (Region 2) Manager


 


Cell:  971-718-3181


Salem:  503-986-2640


Springfield:  541-736-2843


 








From: Casey Kulla
To: veronica4249@yahoo.com
Cc: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net); Patty Williams;


stevencarol.wick@gmail.com; Philip Higgins; jeff@visitmcminnville.com
Subject: RE: Kids need the Yamhelas Westsider Trail!
Date: Friday, January 22, 2021 9:50:00 AM


Yes, next Thursday is the either the beginning of the end, or a place to halt this misguided attempt to
end the project. It will be on the agenda as a work session or as a discussion item under “new
business.”
 
 
 


From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2021 7:04 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Stan
Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net) <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>; stevencarol.wick@gmail.com; Philip Higgins
<phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>; jeff@visitmcminnville.com
Subject: Re: Kids need the Yamhelas Westsider Trail!
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thanks Casey.  Do you mean next Thursday, January 28?
 
We are working with our PR person tomorrow to put out a call for letters.  
 
Is there a specific item on the BOC agenda next week that we should be addressing?
 
Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Jan 21, 2021, at 6:26 PM, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:



We need hundreds of these emails by Thursday, cc’d to the News Register (probably to
nmontesano@newsregister.com).
 


From: Erin Chen <erin.yvonne.chen@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2021 5:05 PM
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To: BOC Info <bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Kids need the Yamhelas Westsider Trail!
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


My name is Erin Chen, I am a mother of two girls, 9 years old and 5 years old, in
Dundee, OR and I am writing in full-throated support of the planned Yamhelas
Westsider Trail. 
 
One of our favorite activities as a family is to go for long hikes and walks together.
Yamhill is so beautiful and particularly in these stressful times, getting out and about
has been an important part of our physical and mental health. Sadly, we;ve found that
here in Yamhill, our options for long family walks are either on privately owned land
(Trappist Abbey, Newberg Golf Course route), beautiful but short (Harvey Creek Trail),
or along roads where my flighty five year old has to share the right away with car
traffic. A public trail like the planned Yamhelas Westsider would be an absolute game
changer for us, and we would use it regularly. 
 
Furthermore, as a now homeschooling (Covid, Ugh!) mom, I am acutely aware of the
connection between exercising kid's bodies, and growing their brains. Numerous
studies (link) have shown that short moderate blasts of morning exercise, such as
walking to school, primes kids to learn throughout the school day, and has been linked
to increased academic achievement, confidence, and better test scores. While my
children would not directly benefit, the ability of the Yamhelas Westsider to allow kids
to safely bike or walk to school, would be a huge asset to those communities. 
 
Whether it's through promoting the mental health, physical health, or boosting
academic achievement and safety, an investment in the Yamhelas Westsider Trail is an
investment in our kids. And who doesn't want to help kids?
 
Thank you so much, I've attached a number of cute pictures of my kids on Yamhill roads
and trails to get you inspired. 
 
-Erin Gardner
<IMG_9617.jpg>
<IMG_9718.jpg>
<IMG_9959.jpg>
 
 
<IMG_9959.jpg>
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From: Carol Foley
To: Steve Harloff
Cc: Ken Wright; Carrie Martin; Janice Primozich; Larry Heesacker; Leona Sitton; Steve Wick; Veronica Hinkes; Wayne


Wiebke
Subject: Re: Commissioner"s Meeting, 8/13/2020 ~ Item #F-5.
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 7:30:31 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I also vote yes to use Friends funds for the match to pool with ODOT funds to create a Master
Plan for the Trail.


Sent from my iPhone


On Aug 13, 2020, at 6:52 PM, Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com> wrote:



I vote yes for the use of Friends funds as a match. I do not know anything about a
transportation plan. Steve Harloff


On Thu, Aug 13, 2020 at 6:41 PM Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
wrote:


Carol,


My apologies about the last minute ask of the board.  I didn’t realize that there
was a required match and attempted to put something together last minute.  


In the interest of putting a stop to the opposing argument that paying the match
would be a waste of taxpayer money I called Casey Kulla and let him know that
the match would be covered.  I did so with the understanding that if the board
chose not to use board funds that Karen and I would cover.  We did the same
thing a couple of years ago when we personally provided a 18k match.  


I thought we could poll the board by email to hear everyone’s thoughts.  Karen
and I are completely good with whatever the board decides.  


With that, if everyone could reply to this email regarding this action it would be
appreciated.


Best, Ken
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Sent from my iPhone


On Aug 13, 2020, at 6:08 PM, Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:



The match was still $16,674? I wasn't available to watch the BOC meeting
but that was the figure in the documents Rick sent to the two of us. I agree
for several reasons. The first is it throws in the face that the county is
spending limited county tax payers $$ on this project(Lee Schrepel's recent
Facebook rant). The othe ris  it reinforces our financial commitment to this
partnership. I do think, and this is a little out of my wheelhouse, coming up
with funding ideas for building resources to meet this and potential legal
situations. As an organization we need to become independent of your
generosity and I really feel there is support out there to step up to protect
the development of the trail.
How soon do we have to commit to the match?


Wayne 
On Thursday, August 13, 2020, 8:11:00 AM PDT, Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


We have the $ in our account to pay the match.  We could Offer this if we
agree as a board.  


Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On Aug 12, 2020, at 6:04 PM, Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:



Sure, I don't expect any votes to change, I just
like to give backup to the two who support us and
get the reasons for moving forward in the record.  


I just sent mine too.  


V
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On Wednesday, August 12, 2020, 5:21:52 PM PDT, Wayne
Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


I agree. But the decision will still be 2 to 1. I am sure Mary is
rallying her troops. I just sent mine.  WW 


On Wednesday, August 12, 2020, 5:08:59 PM PDT, Veronica
Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


See Casey's email below.   Sounds like we
definitely should be getting some comments in. 


V


----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
To: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2020, 3:24:13 PM PDT
Subject: FW: Commissioner's Meeting, 8/13/2020 ~ Item #F-
5.


You can see what Lee and company  are talking
about. It might help with your comments.


 


From: Lee Schrepel <lee@fruithillinc.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 2:58 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Mary
Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Rick Olson
<olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>; BOC Info
<bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Commissioner's Meeting, 8/13/2020 ~ Item
#F-5.
Importance: High


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Dear Commissioners,


I write in reference to tomorrow's subject meeting and
agenda item F-5, as quoted below, relating to the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail (YWT):


Consideration of approval of the
ODOT Transportation & Growth
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Management (TGM) Program:
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master
Plan Grant agreement between
Yamhill County and the Oregon
Department of Transportation
(ODOT) in the amount of $122,280
to develop a master plan for the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail requiring
a county match of $16,674.


I noticed many pages (pages 48-87, I think) of back-up
documentation in your packet, led-off by an email from
County employee Carrie Martin about an ODOT grant.


With the proposed YWT deeply mired in litigation, it seems
ridiculous and wasteful of County resources to proceed in any
way at this time.  County tax dollars are hard-earned by
County citizens.  For the Board of Commissioners (BOC) to
commit the money this agena item proposes to such an effort
is fiscally irresponsible.


 


The YWT proposal is fraught with legal problems, probably
unsolvable legal problems.  BOC action in support of the
YWT is under another LUBA stay because it is likely illegal!  If
it can never pass the farm impacts test, the trail will never be
built!  LUBA does not grant stays frequently, and the County
is way out of line here.


 


The BOC should wait to seek money for the Master Plan until
they know that the YWT can be lawfully approved!  The
County and State are not awash in funds, particularly as a
result of the current pandemic.  How can this wasteful effort
be responsibly considered now?  Surely the County has
greater priorities, especially those relating to health and
safety.


 


It is also unwise of the BOC to consider this action given the
misrepresentations already made to ODOT in order to secure
funding to construct the bridge.  As-is, the County may be
faced with returning that money!  The BOC has quite a
history of risky decisions regarding the YWT and seems
intent to push forward in an irrational and irresponsible
manner!


 


Where is transparency and the idea of following a legitimate
and legal process in County government?  Why doesn't the
BOC behave as if they needed to properly account for their
actions?







 


Ultimately, the County should, in some way, return the
railroad right-of-way to the neighboring landowners so it can
be put to its planned, zoned and intended EFU purpose -
farming!


 


Please DO NOT throw more good money after bad!  You
need to account to, rather than totally disregard the true
needs of, County taxpayers!


 


Lee


Lee Schrepel, FRUITHILL, INC.
6501 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill, OR  97148-8507
Ofc & Res  503-662-3926
Mobile  503-939-1562
Fax  503-662-4270
Email  Lee@FruithillInc.com
www.FruithillInc.com
Email  communitycantata@gmail.com
www.CantataChoir.org
"Quality Fruit For Generations!"


Total Control Panel Login


To:
ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
veronica4249@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my
allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow
list.


Total Control Panel Login


To:
ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
shadypondacre@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Ken Huffer; Carol Foley; Larry Heesacker; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Leona Sitton; Jarod


Logsdon; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes; Franchot Huttchinson; Ken Wright; Wayne Wiebke; Steve Harloff
Cc: Patty Williams
Subject: Draft September Board Meeting Agenda
Date: Friday, September 4, 2020 3:08:42 PM
Attachments: 9-8-2020 FYWT Agenda.docx


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi All,
 The agenda looks short but the conversation regarding Funding Committee & Communications may
lengthen the time.Some of you will be meeting Patty for the first time, but I hope her resume gives you a
heads up as to who she is and the help she can bring to our organization. Both Ken and I have know
Patty for a considerable length of time if you are looking for character references. We both will vouch that
she is a character. So much for levity. If there are other items you wish to address on the agenda just let
me know; as always, this first  is always a draft.    Wayne
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Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail


Board Meeting Agenda


September 8, 2020


4:00 PM


Location at:  Zoom


1.	Call to Order


2.	Approval of Minutes:


3.	Treasure’s report:  Ken Wright & Patty Williams intro


4.	Committee Updates:


		1)  Funding—Ken Wright/Carol & Veronica


		2)  Volunteers – Steve Wick


		4)  Communications – Wayne, Veronica & Steve Harloff


5.		County Update: Carrie Martin & Jarod Logsdon


6.		Old Business:


		1) Westside Road by-pass---Ken





7.		New Business:


		1)  Nomination of new board member --Wayne





8.		For the good of the order:


9.		Adjournment:


		







From: steve wick
To: "Todd Sadlo"; "Wayne Wiebke"; "Ken Wright"
Subject: FW: testimony for LUBA remand, Board Order 19-94 (planning docket G-01-18
Date: Thursday, April 30, 2020 8:48:29 AM
Attachments: image001.png
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Gentlemen,
 
 
attached is my letter to the Planning Commission.
 
I focused on the cleanliness of filberts relating to my experience (28 years)  in my orchard, the fact that I, nor anyone else, has the right to tell
the neighbor to vacate their property while they spray. I also touched on the AEZ zone exclusion.
 
And I got into great detail about Ben Van Dykes use of the toxic Chlorpyrilos sprays Lorsban, and Yuma4e. I pointed out that the amount the
swore he uses on his filbert orchard is greater than what is allowed by law, in fact, if he used the legal amounts his setback would only be 10 to
25 feet. I finished by listing several methods of spraying/power blast spraying that could be used to minimize the impact that the sprayer
imposes on the neighbors. I attached documentation to back up my claims.
 


From: steve wick [mailto:stevencarol.wick@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 8:28 AM
To: planning@co.yamhill.or.us
Cc: stevencarol.wick@gmail.com
Subject: testimony for LUBA remand, Board Order 19-94 (planning docket G-01-18
 
April 30,2020
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners and Planning Department
525 NE Fourth St
McMinnville, Ore. 97128
 
 
Dear Commissioners and Planners:
 
I am submitting written testimony for the public hearing schedule for April 30, 2020 regarding the LUBA remand of Board Order 19-94 (planning
docket G-01-18).
 
I am a board member of the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, have submitted testimony previously, and am now presenting additional
testimony.
 
 
My wife and I have been personally growing and harvesting filberts/hazelnuts in Yamhill County since 1992, on our 60 acre farm. We have also
farmed wheat, vetch, oats, hay, Christmas Trees, and ornamental plants, on this farm, or on the farm my wife and I purchased in Washington
County in the mid-eighties. My brothers and I recently sold our 160 acre family tree farm, which we co-managed for years.
 
I would like to address some of the inaccuracies that have surfaced concerning the Yamhelas Trail.
 
I recently read the statements of some of the farmers that say they will not be able to farm next to the trail. 
This is far from the truth. If you farm next to a neighbor, or a road, you can farm next to a trail. There is absolutely NO difference! You must
follow/maintain the same procedures/requirements no matter what is adjacent to your farm. You may have to modify a procedure to insure
your safety and the safety of your neighbors, but there will be no significant change to farming practices.
 
Some of the farmers have said that litter and trash from the trail will contaminate hazelnut and blueberry crops. This is hogwash. If this was true
all filbert/hazelnut and blueberry crops would be fenced; to keep out "litter and trash". Using their arguments, any crop next to a road would
have to be fenced because any construction activity, or person walking/biking next to the crop would "contaminate" the crop. If this is true why
aren't all blueberry and filbert crops fenced?! You will have to look long and hard to find one.
 
I have never felt the need to fence my filbert orchard. In the 28 years that I have farmed Hazelnuts, I  have never received any directive telling
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First Aid (Gont.)
Note to physician: Contains petroleum distillate - vomiting may cause
aspiration pneumonia.



Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison
control center or doctor, or going for treatment. You may also contact
1 -800-992-5994 for emeroencv medical treatment information.



RESTRICTED USE PESTIGIDE
For reiail sale io and use only by Certified Applicators or persons under
their direct supervision and only for those uses covered by the Certified



certification.



@ DowAgrosciences



@Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company ("Dow") or an atfiliated
company of Dow



For control of listed in$ects infesting certain field, fruit, nut'
and vegetable crops.



Group 18 | lNsEcIclDE



Active lngredient:
chlorpyrifos: O,O-diethyl-O-



(3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridinyl)
phosphorothioale....................... ..,..,..-.......'....... 402%



Other 1ngredients...................-.. ..'..'.. 59.8%
Tota1................. '..'..100.0%
Contains 3.755 Ib of chlorpyrifos per gallon.
Contains petroleum distillates.



Precautionary Statements
Hazard to Humans and Domestic Animals



EPA Feg. No.62719-591



WARNING
May Be Fatal lf Swallowed . Causes Skin lrritation ' Causes Moderate
Eye lrritation . Harmful ff lnhaled . Prolonged Or Frcquendy Repeated
Skin Contact May Cause Alergic Reactions ln Some lndividuals



Do not get on skin or on clothing. Avoid contact with eyes and
breathing vapor or spray mist. Wash thoroughly with soap and
water aftlr handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using
tobacco or using the toilet.



Personal Protective Equipment {PPE}
Materials that are chemical resistant to this product are banier laminate
and viton >14 mils.



Mixers and loaders using a mechanical transfer loading system and
applicators using aerial application equipment must wear:
. Long-sleeved shirt and long pants
. Shoes and socks



ln addition to the above, mixers and loaders using a mechanical transfer
loading system must wear:. Chemical-resistant gloves
. Chemical-resistant apron. A N|OsH-approved dust mist filtering respirator with MSHA/NIOSH



approval number prefix TC-21C or a NlOSH-approved respirator with
any R, R or HE filter



See Engineering Controls for additional requirements.



AII other mixers, loaders, applicator and handlers must wear:
. Coveralls over long-sleeved shirt and long pants
. Chemical-resistant gloves
. Chemical-resistant apron when mixing or loading or exposed to



the concentrate
. Chemical-resistant footwear plus socks
. Chemical-resistant headgear for overhead exposure
. A N|OsH-approved dust mist filtering respirator with MSHA/NIOSH



approval number prefix TC-21C or a NIOSH-approved respirator with
any R, P, or HE filter.



Discard clothing and other absorbent materials that have been drenched
or heavily contaminated with this product's concentrate. Do not reuse
them. Follow manufacturer's instructions for cleaninglmaintaining PPE.
l{ no such instructions for washables exisl, use detergent and hot water'
Keep and wash PPE separately from other laundry.



Engineering Controls
Mixers and loaders supporting aerial applications must use a mechanical
transfer system that meets the requirements listed in the Worker Protection
Standard-WPs) for agricultural pesticides [40 CFR 170.240(dX4)] for dermal
protection, and must:
. Wear the personal protective equipment required above for



mixerMoaders. Wear protective eyewear if the system operates under pressure, and
. Be provided and have immediately available for use in an emergency,



such as broken package, spill, or equipment breakdown: coveralls,
chemical resistant footwear and chemical-resistant headgear if
overhead exposure



Pilots must use an enclosed cockpit in a manner that meets
the requirements listed in the WPS for agricultural pesticides



[40 cFR 170.240(dX6).



Use of human flaggers is prohibited. Mechanical flagging equipment
must be used.



When handlers use closed cab motorized ground application equipment
in a manner that meets the requirements listed in the WPS for agricultural
pesticides [40 CFR 170.240(dX4-6)], the handler PPE requirements may be
reduced or modified as specified in the WPS.



Environmental Hazatds
This pesticide is toxic to fish, aquatic invertebrates, small mammals and
birds. Do not appty directly to water, or to areas where surface water is
present, or to intertidal areas below the mean high water mark. Drift and
iunoff from treated areas may be hazardous to aquatic organisms in water
adiacent to treated areas. Do not contaminate water when disposing of
equipment washwaters or rinsate" This product is highly toxic to bees
eipdsed to direct treatment or residues on blooming crops or weeds. Do
noi apply this product or allow it to drift to blooming crops or weeds i{



bees are visiting the treatment area.



First Aid
Organophosphate
lf swallowed: lmmediately call a poison control center or doctor. Do
not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a poison control cenier or
doctor, Do not give any liquid to the person. Do not give anything by
mouth to an unconscious person.
lf on skin or clothing: Take off contaminated clothing' Rinse skin
immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison
control center or doctor for treatment advice.
lf in eyes: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for
'1 5-20 rninutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first
5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or
doctor for treatmeni advice.
lf inhaled: Move person to fresh air. lf person is not breathing, call
911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably mouth-
to-mouth if possible. Call a poison control center or doctor for further
treatment advice.
Note to physician: Chlorpyrifos is a cholinesterase inhibitor. Treat
symptomatically. lf exposed, plasma and red blood cell cholinesterase
t6sti may lndicite significanc6 of exposure {baseline data are useful).
Atropine, only by iniection, is the preferable antidote- Oximes, such as
2-PAu/protopam, ri-ray be therapeutic if used early; however, use only
in conjunction with atropine. ln case of severe acute poisoning, use
antidoie immediatelv after establishinq an open airway and respiration.



User Safety Recommendations
Users should:. Wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or



using the toilet.
. Rembve clothing/PPE immediately if pesticide gets inside' Then



wash thoroughly and put on clean clothing.
. Remove PPE immediately after handling this product. Wash the



outside of gloves before removing. As soon as possible, wash
and chanqe into clean











Directions for Use
Restricted Use Pesticide
It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent
with its labeling.
Read all Directions for Use care{ully before applying.



This product cannot be reformulated or repackaged into other
end-use products.



Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or oth€r
persons, either directly or through drift. Only protected handlers may be
in the area during application. For any reguirements specific to your state
or tribe, consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation.



Storage and Disposal
Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage and disposal.
Pesticide Storage: Store in original container in secured dry storage
area. Prevent cross-contamination with other pesticides and fertilizers.
Pesticide Disposal: Wastes resulting from the use of this product must
be disposed of on site or at an approved waste disposal facility.



Nonrefillable containers 5 gallons or less:
Container Handling: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill
this container.
Triple rinse or pressure rinse container (or equivalent) promptly after
emptying. Triple rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents
into application equipment or a mix tank and drain for 10 seconds
after the flow begins to drip. Fill the container 1/4 full with water and
recap. Shake for I0 seconds. Pour rinsate into application equipment
or a mix tank or store rinsate for later use or disposal. Drain for
1 0 seconds after the flow begins to drip. Repeat this procedure two
more times. Pressure rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents
into application equipment or a mix tank and continue to drain for
10 seconds after the flow begins to drip. Hold container upside down
over application equipment or mix tank or collect rinsate for later use or
disposal. lnsert pressure rinsing nozzle in the side ofthe container, and
t'inse at about 40 psi for at least 30 seconds. Drain for 1 0 seconds after
the flow begins to drip. Then offer for recycling if available or puncture
and dispose o{ in a sanitary landfill, or by incineration, or by other
procedures allowed by state and local authorities.



Refillable containers 5 gallons or larger:
Container Handling: Refillable container. Refill this container with
pesticide only. Do not reuse this container {or any other purpose.
Cleaning the container before final disposal is the responsibility of
the person disposing of the container. Cleaning before refilling is the
responsibility of the refiller. To clean the container before final disposal,
empty the remaining contents from this container into application
equipment or a mix tank. Fill the container about 10olo full with water
and, if oossible, sprav all sides while addinq water. lf practical, agitate



Storage and Disposal (Cont.l
vigorously or recirculate water with the pump for two minutes. Pour
or pump rinsate into application equipment or rinsate collection
system. Repeat this rinsing procedure two more times. Then offer
for recycling if available, or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary
landfill, or by incineration, or by other procedures allowed by state and
local authorities.



Nonrefillable containers 5 gallons or larger:
Container Handling: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill
this container.
Triple rinse or pressure rinse container (or equivalent) promptly after
emptying. liiple rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents
into application equipment or a mix tank. Fill the container 1/4 full
with water. Replace and tighten closures. Tip container on its side
and roll it back and forth, ensuring at least one complete revolution,
for 30 seconds. Stand the container on its end and tip it back and
forth several times. Turn the container over onto its other end and
tip it back and forth several times. Empty the rinsate into application
equipment or a mix tank or store rinsate for later use or disposal.
Repeat this procedure two more times. Pressure rinse as follows:
Empty the remaining contents into application equipment or a mix
tank and continue to drain for 1 0 seconds after the flow begins to
drip- Hold container upside down over application equipment or mix
tank or collect rinsate for later use or disposal. Insert pressure rinsing
nozzle in the side of the container, and rinse al about 40 psi for at least
30 seconds. Drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip. Then
offer for recycling i{ available, or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary
landfill, or by incineration, or by other procedures allowed by state and
local authorities.



Product lnformation
Lorsban@ Advanced insecticide is an emulsion in water for use in listed
crops. This product resists washoff once it is dry. Target pests and
application rates are provided in the accompanying tables.



Use Precautions and Restrictions
lnsect control may be reduced at low spray volumes under high
temperature and wind conditions.
Some reduction in insect control may occur under unusually
cool conditions.
Flood irrigation: To avoid contamination of inigation tail waters, do not
flood irrigate within 24 hours following a soil surface or foliar application of
Lorsban Advanced.



Do not aerially apply this product in Mississippi.



lnsecticide Resistance Management (lRM)
Lorsban Advanced contains a Group 1B insecticide- lnsecymite biotypes
with acquired resistance to Group 1B may eventually dominate the insecv
mite population if Group 1B insecticides are used repeatedly in the same
field or in successive years as the primary method of control for targeted
species. This may resuft in partial or total loss of control of those species
by Lorsban Advanced or other Group 1 B insecticides.



To delay development of insecticide resistance:. Avoid consecutive use of insecticides with the same mode of action
{same insecticide group) on the same insect species.. Use tank mixtures or premix products containing insecticides with
different modes of action (different insecticide groups) provided the
products are registered for the intended use.r Base insecticide use upon comprehensive lntegrated Pest Management
(lPM) programs.



. Monitor treated insect populations in the field for loss of effectiveness.. Contact your local extension specialist, certilied crop advisor, and
or manufacturer for insecticide resistance management and/or IPM
recommendations for the specific site and resistant pest problems.



. For further information or to report suspected resistance, you may
contact Dow AgroSciences by calling 800-258-3033.



Spray Drift Management
Do not allow spray to drift from the application site and contact people,
structures people occupy at any time and the associated property,
parks and recreation areas, non-target crops, aquatic and wetland sites,
woodlands, pastures, rangelands, or animals.



Avoiding spray drift at the application site is the responsibility ot the
applicator. The interaction of many equipment and weather-related
factors determine the potential for spray drift. The applicator is
responsible for considering all of these factors when making the decision
to apply this product.



Observe the following precautions when spraying Lorsban Advanced
adjacent to permanent bodies of water such as rivers, natural ponds,
lakes, streams, reservoirs, marshes, estuaries, and commercial fish ponds.
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Agricultural Use Requirements
Use this product only in accordance with its labeling and with the
Worker Protection Standard,40 CFR Part'170. This Standard contains
requirements for the protection o{ agricultural workers on farms, forests,
nurseries, and greenhouses, and handlers of agricultural pesticides.
li contains requirements for training, decontamination, notification,
and emergency assistance. lt also contains specific instructions
and exceptions pertaining to the statements on this label about
personal protective equipment (PPE) and restricted-entry interval. The
requirements in this box only apply to uses of this product that are
covered by the Worker Protection Standard.



Do not enter or allow entry into treated areas during the restricted entry
inierval (REl). The REI for each crop is listed in the directions for use
associated with each crop..



Exception: lf the product is soil-inlected or soil-incorporated, the
Worker Protection Standard, under certain circumstances, allows
workers to enter the treated area if there will be no contact with anything
that has been treated.



Certified crop advisors or persons entering under their direct supervision
under certain circumstances may be exempt from the early reentry
requirements pursuant to 40 CFR Pad 170.



PPE required for early entry into treated areas that is permitted under
the Worker Protection Standard and involves contact with anything that
has been treated, such as plants, soil, or water, is:
o Coveralls over short-sleeved shirt and short panls
. Chemical-resistant gloves made out of any waterproof material
o Chemical-resistant footware plus socks
o Chemical-resistant headgear for overhead exposure



Notify workers of the application by warning them orally and by posting
at entrancas to treated areas.











Application Method
Required Setback
{Buffer Zone) (feet)



ground boom tq,



chemiqation
'E



orchard airblast 50



aerial (fixed wing or helicopter) 150



The following treatment setbacks or buffer zones must be utilized for
applications around the above-listed aquatic areas with the following
application equipment:



Making applications when wind is blowing away from sensitive areas is
the most effective way to reduce the potential for adverse effects.
The buffer distances specified in the below table are the distances in feet
that must exist to separate sensitive sites from the targeted application
site. Buffers are measured from the edge of the sensitive site to the edge
of the application site.



Sensitive sites are areas frequented by non-occupational bystanders
(especially children). These include residential lawns, pedestrian
sidewalks, outdoor recreational areas such as school grounds, athletic
fields, parks and all property associated with buildings occupied by
humans for residential or commercial purposes. Sensitive sites include
homes, farmworker housing, or other residential buildings, schools,
daycare centers, nursing homes, and hospitals, Non-residential
agricultural buildings, including barns, livestock facilities, sheds, and
outhouses are not included in this prohibition.



lAerial application of greater than 2lb ailA is only permitted for
Asian Citrus Psylla control, up to 2.3 lb ailA.



2NA is not allowed.



Only pesticide handlers are permitted in the setback area during
application of this product. Do not apply this product if anyone oiher than
a mixer, loader, or applicator, is in the setback area. Exception: Vehicles
and persons riding bicycles that are passing through the setback area on
public or privaie roadways are permitted.



Follow these spray drift best management practices to avoid off-target
drift movement from applications.
Aerial Application. The boom width must not exceed 75% of the wingspan or 90% of the



rotor blade.
o Nozzles must always poini backward, parallel with the air stream, and



never be pointed downward more than 45 degrees.. Nozzles must produce a medium or coarser droplet size (255 to
340 microns volume median diameter) per ASABE Standard 572"1
under application conditions. Airspeed, pressure, and nozzle
angle can all effect droplet size. See manufacturer's catalog or
USDAINAAA Applicator's Guide for spray size quality ratings.. Do not make applications at a height greater than 1 0 feet above the top
of the target plants unless a greater height is required for aircraft safety.
Making applications at the lowest height that is safe reduces exposure
of droplets to evaporation and wind.. Use upwind swath displacement and apply only when wind speed is
3 to 10 mph as measured by an anemometer. Do not apply product
when wind speed exceeds 1 0 mph.r lf application includes a no-spray zone, do not release spray at a height
greater than 1 0 leet above the graund or crop canopy.



Where states have more stringent regulations, they must be observed.



The applicator should be familiar with and take into account the
information covered in the Aerial Drift Reduction Advisory.



Aerial Drift Reduction Advisory
This section is advisory in nature and does not supercede the
mandatory label requirements.
lnformation on Droplet Size: The most effective way to reduce drift
potential is to apply large droplets. The best drift management strategy
is to apply the largest droplets that provide sufficient coverage and
control. Applying larger droplets reduces drift potential, but will not
prevent adverse effects from drift if applications are made improperly, or
under unfavorable environmental conditions (see Wind, Temperature and
Humidity, and Temperature lnversions).



Controlling Droplet Size:. Volume - Use high flow rate nozzles to apply the highest practical spray
volume. Nozzles with higher rated flows produce larger droplets.. Pressure - Do not exceed the nozzle manufacturer's specified
pressures. For many nozzle types, lower pressure produces larger
droplets. When higher flow rates are needed, use higher flow rate
nozzles instead of increasing pressure.. Number of nozzles - Use the minimum number of nozzles that provide
uniform coverage.. Nozzle orientation - Orienting nozzles so that the spray is released
parallel to the airstream produces larger droplets than other orientations
and is the best practice. Significant deflection from horizontal will
reduce droplet size and increase drift potential.



. Nozzle type - Use a nozzle type that is designed for the intended
application. With most nozzle types, narrower spray angles produce
larger droplets. Consider using low-drift nozzles. Solid stream nozzles
oriented straight back produce the largest droplets and the lowest drift.



Boom Length: For some use patterns, reducing the effective boom length
to less than 3/4 of the wingspan or rotor length may further reduce drift
without reducing swath width.
Application Height: Do not make applications at a height greater than
1 0 feet above the top of the target plants unless a greater height is
reguired for aircraft safety. Making applications at the lowest height that
is safe reduces exposure of droplets to evaporation and wind.



Swath Adjustment When appl,cations are made with a crosswind, the
swath will be displaced downwind. Therefore, on ihe up and downwind
edges of the field, the applicator should compensate for this displacement
by adjusting the path of the aircraft upwind, lncrease swath adjustment
distance with increasing drift potential (higher wind, smaller drops, etc.).



Wind: Drift potential is lowest between wind speeds of 2 to 10 mph.
However many factors, including droplet size and equipment type,
determine drift potential at any given speed. Do not apply below 1.5 mph
due to variable wind direction and high inversion potential. Note: Local
terrain can influence wind patterns. Every applicator should be familiar
with local wind patterns and how they affect spray drift.
Temperaturc and Humidity: When making applications in low relative
humidity, set up equipment to produce larger droplets to compensate
for evaporation. Droplet evaporation is most severe when conditions are
both hot and dry.



Temperature lnversionsr Do not make applications during a temperature
inversion because drift poiential is high. Temperature inversions restrict
verticai air mixing, which causes small suspended droplets to remain in
a concentrated cloud. This cloud can move in unpredictable directions
due to the light variable winds common during inversions. Temperature
inversions are characterized by increasing temperatures with altitude
and are common on nights with limited cloud cover and light to no wind.
They begin to form as the sun sets and often continue into the morning.
Their presence can be indicated by ground fog; however, if fog is not
present, inversions can also be identified by the movement of smoke
from a ground source or an aircraft smoke generator. Smoke that layers
and moves laterally in a concentrated cloud {under low wind conditions)
indicates an inversion, while smoke that moves upward and rapidly
dissipates indicates good vertical air mixing.
Sensitive Areas: Apply the pesticide only when the potential for drift to
adjacent sensitive areas (e.9., residential areas, bodies of water, known
habitat for threatened or endangered species, non-target crops) is minimal
(e.9., when wind is blowing away from the sensitive areas).



Ground Boom Application
The following mandatory spray drift best management practices
are required to reduce the likelihood ot off-target drift movement from
ground applications.
. Choose only nozzles and pressures that produce a medium or



coarse droplet size (255 to 400 microns volume median diameter) per
ASABE Standard 572.1. See manufacturer's catalog or USDA/NAIqA
Applicator's Guide for spray size quality ratings.. Apply with nozzle height no more than 4 feet above the ground or
crop canopy.. Do not apply product when wind speed exceeds 1 0 mph as measured
by an anemometer.



Application Rate
fib ailA)



Nozzle
Droolet Tvoe



Required Setback
{Buffer Zones) ffeet)



Aerial Air{rlast Ground
>0.5 - 1 coarse or very



coarse
10 10 10



>0.5 - 1 medium 25 10 10



coarse or very
coarse



50 10 10



medium 80 10 10



>2-3 coarse or very
coarse



901 10 10



>2-3 medium 1 001 10 10



>3-4 medium or coarse NA2 25 10



>4 medium or coarse NA 50 10
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Tree Fruits



Worker Restficted Entry lnterval: Do not enter or allow worker entry into
treated areas during the restricted entry interval (REl) ol 4 days unless
PPE required tor earlv entry is wom.



Use Lorsban-4E as a dormant or delayed dormant spray at the rates



indicated to control the following insects on the crops listed. Do not foliar
apply to apples post+loom. While Lorsban-4E may be used without oil,
oil is recommended to control additional pests such as European red mite.



Use Lorsban-4E at lhe rates indicated to control the listed pests.



tBased on 2oo to 600 gallons per acre as a dilute spray.



For dilute sprays, tank mix the specified dosage with 1 to 2 gallons ol a
petroleum spray oil recommended for dormant use in 100 gallons ot waler
and spray the entire tree by application to runoff using suitable ground



spray equipment. (See Additional Precautions Specific to California below
for use in California.)



For low volume (concentrate) sprays, less than 200 gallons of spray
mixture per acre, use the same amount of Lorsban-4E as for a dilule
spray and apply in a manner that will ensure thorough coverage of the
trees. Use the higher dosage ol Lorsban-4E for severe intestations. Use
oil as recommended by your State Agricultural Experiment Station or
Extension Service Specialist.



Plecautions
Because cold or dry conditions may cause Lorsban-4E plus oil sprays to
inluse trees resuhing in bud damage or drop, do not apply until winter
rains or irrigation has replenished soil moisture such that bark and twigs
are not desiccated- Do nol use more than 4 pints of Lorsban-4E per acre.



Additional Precautions Sp€cific to Californla: Use a minimum of
250 gallons of total spray volume per acre. Do not use more than 4
gallons of spray oil per acre on almonds, peaches, or neetarines. Do not
use any adjuvants or surfaclants in addition to or as a substitute for a
petroleum spray oil in a tank mix with Lorsban-4E. Do not apply on
almonds in the following counties in California: Butte, Colusa, Glenn,
Solano, Sutter, Tehama, Yolo, and Yuba.



Restrictions: Make only 1 application during the dormant season.
Do not allow meat or dairy animals to graze in ffeated orchards.



Tree Nuts



Worker Restricted Entry lnterval: Do not enter or allow wod(er entry into
treated areas during the restricted entry interval (REl) ol 2 days unless
PPE required for earlv entry is worn.



Use Lorsban-4E at the dosages indicated by application as a foliar spray
to control pests listed in the following table. Mix the required dosage in
suflicient water lo ensure thorough and complete coverage of the foliage
and crop and apply as a concentrate or dilute spray using convenlional,
power-operated spray equipment. For dilute sprays applied to tree nut
crops, mix the required dosage in sufficient water to allow for spray to
runoff. For concentrate sprays, apply an equivalent amount of
Lorsban-4E per acre. Treat when pests appear or in accordance with
local condilions. lnsect control by aerial application may be less lhan
conlrol by ground application because of less coverage. Consult your
State Agricultural Experiment Station, certified Pest Control Advisor, or
Extension Service Specialist for specific use information in your area.



Almonds, Filberts, Walnuts
Use Lorsban-4E at the rates indicated to control the listed pests.



Crop lnsect
Lorsban-4E D€r



100 Gallons of Soraut
apples rosy apple aphid



San Jose scale
Lygus
pandemis leafroller
climbing cutworms
oblioue banded leafroller



'tiz - 1 pint
(Use a minimum ol



11l2ptlacrc)



pears San Jose scale
climbing culworms
Dear osvlla adults



plums
prunes



San Jose scale
mealy plum aphid
climbing cutworms
oeach twio borer



almonds
peaches
nectarines



San Jose scale
peach twig borer
climbino cutworms



CroD lnsects Contrc{led
Dosage



L6riban-4E Restrictions
almonds navel orangeworm



peach twig borer
San Jose scale



4 pvacre Mak€ no more
than 3 foliar
applications
per season on
almonds and
filberts and no
more than
2 applications
per season on
walnuts.



Do not apply within
14 days of
harvest. Do not
allow livestock to
graze in treated
orchards.



filberts eye-spotted bud moth
filbert aphid
filbert leafroller
filbert worm
oblique-banded



leafroller
omnivorous leaftier
winter moth



3 - 4 pVacre



walnuts codling moth
walnut husk fly
walnrrl ccala



4 pvacre
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RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE
For retail sale to and use only by Certified Applicators or persons under their direct supervision and only



those uses covered by the certification.



uma@ 4E
lnsecticide



For control of listed insects infesting certain field, fruit, nut, and vegetable crops.



Active lngredient:
chlorpyrifos: O,O-diethyl-O-



(3,5,6-trichloro-2-pyridinyl)
phosphorothioate............ ........44.9%



Other lngredients............. 55.1%
Total ........... ...................100.0%



Contains 4 lb of chlorpyrifos per gallon.
Contains petroleum distillates.



Keep Out Of Reach Of Children



WARNING AVrSO
Si usted no entiende la etiqueta, busque a alguien para que se la explique a usted en detalle. (lf you do
not understand the label, find someone to explain it to you in detail,)



Agricultural Use Requirements
Use this product only in accordance with its labeling and with the Worker Protection Standard, 40 CFR
Part '170. Refer to label booklet under'Agricultural Use Requirements' in the Directions for Use
section for information about this standard.



Refer to inside of label booklet for additional precautionary information including Directions for
Use.



Notice: Read the entire label. Use only according to label directions. Before using this product, read
Warranty Disclaimer and Limitation of Remedies at end of label booklet. lf terms are
unacceptable, retum at once unopened.



EPA Reg. No. 62719-220-1381



Distributed by
Winfield Solutions, LLC
P.O. Box 64589
St. Paul. MN 5516ll-0589



WrruFrelo



EPA Est.



Net Contents _
r/0409t3



AoTiSoLUTIONS



-
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. Contact your local extension specialist, certified crop advisor, and or manufacturer for insecticide
resistance management and/or IPM recommendations for the specific site and resistant pest problems.



. For further information or to report suspected resistance, you may contact 800-258-3033.



Spray Drift Management
Do not allow spray to drift from the application site and contact people, structures people occupy at any
time and the associated property, parks and recreation areas, non-target crops, aquatic and wetland sites,
woodlands, pastures, rangelands, or animals.



Avoiding spray drift at the application site is the responsibility of the applicator. The interaction of many
equipment and weather-related factors determine the potential for spray drift. The applicator is
responsible for considering all of these factors when making the decision to apply this product.



Observe the following precautions when spraying Yuma 4E adjacent to permanent bodies of water such
as rivers, natural ponds, lakes, streams, reservoirs, marshes, estuaries, and commercial fish ponds.



The following treatment setbacks or buffer zones must be utilized for applications around the above-listed
aquatic areas with the following application equipment:



Aoolication Method
Required Setback



lBuffer Zonel lfeetl
qround boom 25
chemisation 25
orchard airblast 50
aerial (fixed winq or helicopter) 150



Making applications when wind is blowing away from sensitive areas is the most effective way to reduce
the potential for adverse effects.



The buffer distances specified in the below table are the distances in feet that must exist to separate
sensitive sites from the targeted application site. Buffers are measured from the edge of the sensitive site
to the edge of the application site.



Sensitive sites are areas frequented by non-occupational bystanders (especially children). These include
residential lawns, pedestrian sidewalks, outdoor recreational areas such as school grounds, athletic fields,
parks and all property associated with buildings occupied by humans for residential or commercial
purposes. Sensitive sites include homes, farmworker housing, or other residential buildings, schools,
daycare centers, nursing homes, and hospitals. Non-residentialagricultural buildings, including barns,
livestock facilities, sheds, and outhouses are not included in this prohibition.



Application Rate
(lb ailAl Nozzle Droplet Tvpe



Required Setback (Buffer Zones)
(feet)



Aerial Airblast Ground
>0.5 - 't coarse or very coarse 10 10 10
>0.5 - 1 medium 25 10 10
>1 -2 coarse or verv coarse 50 10 10
>1-2 medium 80 10 10
>2 -3 coarse or very coarse g0' 10 10
>2-3 medium 100' 10 10
>3-4 medium or coarse NA' 25 10



>4 medium or ooarse NA 50 10
Aerial application of greater than 2lb ailA is only permitted for Asian Citrus Psylla control, up to 2.3 lb



ailA.
2NA is not allowed.
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Only pesticide handlers are peffnitted in the setback area during application of this product. Do not apply
this product if anyone other than a mixer, loader, or applicator, is in the the setback area. Exception:
Vehicles and persons riding bicycles that are passing through the setback area on public or private
roadways are permitted.



Follow these spray drift best management practices to avoid off-target drift movement from applications.



Aerial Application
r The boom width must not exceed 75o/o of the wingspan or g0o/o of the rotor blade.
o Nozzles must always point backward, parallel with the air stream, and never be pointed downward more



than 45 degrees.
r Nozzles must produce a medium or coarser droplet size (255 to 340 microns volume median diameter)



per ASABE Standard 572 under application conditions. Airspeed, pressure, and node angle can all
effect droplet size. See manufacturer's catalog or USDA/NA/M Applicator's Guide for spray size quality
ratings.



r Applications must not be made at a height greater than 10 feet above the top of the target plants unless
a greater height is required for aircraft safety. Making applications at the lowest height that is safe
reduces exposure of droplets to evaporation and wind.



. Use upwind swath displacement and apply only when wind speed is 3 to 10 mph as measured by an
anemometer, Do not apply product when wind speed exceeds 10 mph.



. lf application includes a no-spray zone, do not release spray at a height greater than 10 feet above the
ground or crop canopy.



Where states have more stringent regulations, they must be observed.



The applicator should be familiar with and take into account the information covered in the Aerial Drift
Reduction Advisory.



Aerial Drift Reduction Advisory
This section is advisory in nature and does not supercede the mandatory label requirements.



lnformation on Droplet Size: The most effective way to reduce drift potential is to apply large droplets.
The best drift management strategy is to apply the largest droplets that provide sufficient coverage and
control. Appllng larger droplets reduces drift potential, but will not prevent adverse effects from drift if
applications are made improperly, or under unfavorable environmental conditions (see Wind, Temperature
and Humidity, and Temperature lnversions).



Controlling Droplet Size:
r Volume - Use high flow rate nozzles to apply the highest practical spray volume. Nozzles with higher



rated flows produce larger droplets.
r Pressure - Do not exceed the nozzle manufacturer's recommended pressures. For many nozzle types,



lower pressure produces larger droplets. When higher flow rates are needed, use higher flow rate
nozZes instead of increasing pressure.



. Number of nozzles - Use the minimum number of nozles that provide uniform coverage.
o Nozzle orientation - Orienting nozzles so that the spray is released parallel to the airstream produces



larger droplets than other orientations and is the best practice. Significant deflection from horizontal will
reduce droplet size and increase drift potential.



o Node type - Use a nozle t)rpe that is designed for the intended application. With most nozzle types,
narower spray angles produce larger droplets. Consider using low-drift nozzles. Solid stream nodes
oriented straight back produce the largest droplets and the lowest drift.



Boom Length: For some use pafterns, reducing the effective boom length to less than 3/4 of the
wingspan or rotor length may further reduce drift without reducing swath width.
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Tree Nutst lFoliar Sprays)



Worker Restricted Entry lnterval: Do not enter or allow worker entry into treated areas during the
restricted entry interval (REl) of 24 hours unless PPE required for early entry is worn,



lAlmond, filbert, pecan, walnut



Apply Yuma 4E as a foliar spray at the dosages indicated to control pests listed in the following table. Mix
the required dosage in sufficient water to ensure thorough and complete coverage of the foliage and crop
and apply as a concentrate or dilute spray using conventional, power-operated spray equipment. For
dilute sprays applied to tree nut crops, mix the required dosage in sufficient water to allow for spray to
runoff. For concentrate sprays, apply an equivalent amount of Yuma 4E per acre. Treat when pests
appear or in accordance with localconditions. Aerial application may result in less effective insect control
because of reduced coverage. Consult your State agricultural experiment station, certffied pest control
advisor, or extension service specialist for specific use information in your area.



Grops Tarqet Pests
Yuma 4E
lninflacrel



almond leaf footed plant bug peach twig borer
navel oranqeworm San Jose scale



4



filbert eye-spotted bud moth obliguebanded leafroller
filbert aphid omnivorous leaftier
filbert leafroller winter moth
filbert worm



3-4



pecan blackmargined aphid (1) yellow pecan aphid (1)
snifflehuos /21



1-4



fall webworm oecan nut casebearer 1.5-4
black pecan aphid pecan leaf scorch mite
hickory shuckworm (3) (suppression) (5)
Phvlloxera spp.(4)



2-4



walnut codling moth walnut scale
walnut husk flv



4



Numbers in parentheses (-) refer to Pest-Specific Use Directions.



Pest-Specific Use Directions:
1. Yellow pecan aphid and blackmargined aphid: For control, apply in tank mix combination with the



specified rate of a pyrethroid insecticide labeled for control or suppression of these aphids.
2. Spittlebug: For control, use a dosage of 2lo 4 pint per acre for concentrate sprays.
3. Hickory shuckworm: For best results, make two applications, 10 to 14 dap apart.
4. Phylloxera spp.: For best control, make two applications at a 10-day interval using a minimum of 1



pint of Yuma 4E per acre starting at bud swell.
5. Pecan leaf scorch mite: For suppression, use a preventative program.



Specific Use Precautions:
o Yuma 4E is highly toxic to bees exposed to direct treatment and should not be applied when bees are



foraging in the treated area.
r To avoid contamination of irigation tail waters, do not flood irrigate within 24 hours of application of



Yuma 4E.



Specific Use Restrictions:
r Preharvest lnterval: Do not apply within 14 dap before harvest of almonds, filberts and walnuts, or 28



days before harvest of pecans.
o Do not make more than three total applications per season of Yuma 4E or other product containing



chlorpyrifos to almonds, pec€rns and filberts and no more than two applications per season on walnuts.












me to keep my orchard clean or I "would be jeopardizing USDA food certification"  But I have been told to insure that I minimize any debris in
the nuts that I send to the wholesaler, or I might be charged a "dockage" fee. At any one time, I have elk, deer, bobcat, fox, coyote and bear in
my orchard. I don't worry about them, or what they leave behind. I do not go out and sterilize the ground. I do go out and clean up debris each
time prior to performing a spraying or mowing operation, or prior to harvesting.
 
My nuts are harvested after they fall to the ground. We run a sweeper and then a harvester through the orchard, and then take the nuts to the
wholesaler. The first thing they do is wash and sterilize/dry the nuts, in the shell.
 
Litter and trash is picked up throughout the year. The nuts are cleaned and dried at the wholesaler. Contamination/ debris has never been a
problem for me.
 
 
 
Another statement that I recently read concerned spraying; it stated that "spraying" of insecticides, fungicides and herbicides could not be
performed on crops adjacent to the trail, because of "spray drift". The first thing that should be noted is that it is the ultimate responsibility of
the sprayer is to ensure that his spray does not trespass….on anyone's property.  When I spray my fields or orchards I cannot tell my neighbors
that they cannot work on their property (and I have a neighbors house extremely close to my filbert orchard.) The neighbor could have a picnic
on their property line. Or a party…or whatever. If my filbert trees are close enough to a property line that the spray could affect anything that
any neighbor is doing, then I simply cannot spray, or I have to modify my usual spraying procedures to ensure that my neighbor, or anyone
walking/ biking, etc on adjacent property remains safe.  If you drive throughout Yamhill, Washington, or Clackamas County you will notice many
filbert orchards come right up to the road, and may be 20 to 50 feet from the road. Many filbert farmers have orchards adjacent to County and
State roads. How is that they can maintain safe spraying procedures, and the farmers next to the trail cannot?
 
For a filbert grower, or any other farmer, to say that he will be irreparably harmed, because his neighbor wants to utilize his own property, and
then that grower expects LUBA to shut down the neighbor's use,  just so the grower can trespass on the neighboring property, strikes me as
totally insane. The chemical labels on the Lorsban and Yuma4E insecticides ( that can be sprayed on filbert orchards) expressly state:  "Avoiding
spray drift at the application site is the responsibility of the applicator".


 
The labels don’t say that your neighbor must evacuate the use of his property in order to accommodate the farmer doing the spraying. it makes
no difference who the neighbor is, or how the neighbor wants to utilize his property. If Yamhill County wants to build a bridge, and they are
working adjacent to the property line, no one can tell them: "sorry I want to trespass on your property, and you can't use it while I trespass".
 
 
 
 
Another inaccuracy about spraying was the statement that federal "Agricultural Exclusion Zone or AEZ requirements state that all spray
applications must be suspended when "any "person comes within 100 feet of the spray operation"… (using Lorsban, Yuma 4E,Gramoxone,
Parazon and similarly restrictive chemicals.)
 
That is not exactly true. Those AEZ requirements apply only to the property and workers of the agricultural enterprise. And per Dale L. Mitchell
Pesticides Program Manager, Oregon Department of Agriculture
 " OR-OSHA scope of enforcement is specifically directed to the protection of workers and the agricultural operation. While the Oregon WPS AEZ
encompasses property beyond the boundaries of the agricultural operation, the enforcement of complaints/concerns or enforcement of the AEZ
requirements off of the agricultural operation would be jointly evaluated to determine compliance with OR-OSHA WPS, Oregon Pesticide Control
Law (ORS 634) and the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Law (FIFRA). 
 
All pesticide applications shall be performed in a manner that do not impact adjacent non-target sites (Roads, Trails, private property. etc. ). As
required by the current Oregon AEZ requirements, when performing pesticide application activities adjacent to a public road or trail the
applicator must take the following actions for compliance with the AEZ . 1) Suspend, pause the application  2) Evaluate the situation and
conditions to determine if you can resume without impacting individuals or adjoining areas 3) Resume the application only you can continue
without resulting in impact to individuals or adjoining sites/properties."
 
It should be noted that the operative word is "suspend", not "completely cease all activities." Evaluate and then resume is the operative function
when spraying. Conditions constantly change, and the spray operator must be alert and compensate for any change in circumstances or
environment.
 







 
 
 
 
By far the most glaring inaccuracy was the statement by Ben Van Dyke that he must use an application rate of "greater than 4 lbs per acre"
when he sprays the insecticide Lorsban and/or Yuma 4E with a medium or course nozzle, and thus must maintain a "50 foot buffer from where I
spray, " using his power blast sprayer in his filbert orchard.
 
Lorsban and Yuma 4E have the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos. Chlorpyrilos was outlawed by the EPA this year, but the Trump administration
reversed that decision. (Oregon House Bill 4109, which would have outlawed it, failed as a result of the denial of quorum.)
 
I have never used either of these two chemicals in my orchard; they are just too toxic. Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide lists over a
dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos. Many
are much less toxic. And this is why Oregon State Pest Guide
(https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf)
states: " Rotate pesticides by mode of action (group); do not become reliant on a single group for control". It is only a matter of time before
Chlorpyrilos is outlawed. Bio-controls (using beneficial insects to kill pests) are rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)
 
 
 
 
I am not a chemical expert, but my training has taught me that the chemical label is the "Bible". In fact, all "restricted use" chemicals (Lorsban
and Yuma 4E, etc) can only be applied as per the label:
 


 
Each restricted use chemical label tells the sprayer what crop the spray/chemical is approved to be used on, exactly how much can be used, and
in some cases, how many times it can be used.
 
 
If we look at the Yuma/Lorsban label we will see that it is approved for filberts, but ONLY 3-4 pounds (3-4 pints) per acre can be applied. If we
look at the OSU Hazelnut Pest management guide, we can see that it says the same thing; only 3-4 pounds (3-4 pints) per acre, and……. that
Chlorpyrifos can only be applied three times a year. NOTE: 1 pound =16 fluid ounces=1 pint
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
 
 


 



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
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Now, Ben Van Dyke stated that he was applying Yuma4E/ Lorsban at  rate "greater than 4 lbs per acre with medium or course" spray.
Applying greater than 4, is a violation of Federal law!
 
But….. if he applied it at the lower end of the recommended amount (3 pints/pounds), he is only required to have a setback of 10 feet.
 
If he increases the amount to the maximum allowed by law (4 pints/pounds), he is only required to have a setback  of 25 feet.
 
(See Yuma4E label setback info below:)
 


 
 
 
Viewing the amount of chemicals required to eliminate the pests it can be seen that a 10 foot setback is all that is really needed.
 
 
 
Another thing to note is that, per label, Chlorpyrifos spray is not allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power blast
spray into the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E label excerpts below).
 
One option to mitigate overspray on a neighbors property has an applicator shutting off his outward pointing nozzles, and then starting his
spaying paralleling the rail right of way, and using the 20-50 plus feet of vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a
vacant area on all edges of a field, allowing equipment to turn corners) Then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but would be
blasted into the center of the orchard. The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It would only take a few minutes to spray the edge
of the orchard with all the outward nozzles shut off. When I spray the edges of  my orchard, no matter what chemical I use, I always shut off my
outward pointing nozzles. It is a simple way of keeping your spray on your property.
 







 
 


Another option, if the wind isn't cooperating or a toxic spray must be used;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed. 
Other trails shut down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We could make it quicker and easier by just spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the
ROW, and go over to the next two rows and do the next 100 feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An
inconvenience, but not a game stopper. The farmer can coordinate with the County. We know when we should be able to spray, and there are
excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most farmers use.
 
 
 
Over the years at least four people have been killed riding bikes on Hiway 47. This trail will eliminate that problem and become a tremendous
asset for the Yamhill Valley, and its environs. It will be especially beneficial to the towns of Yamhill and Carlton; allowing the safe passage of
children to and from the schools. There is no reason why this trail cannot be built. The trail will pose no significant change to farming practices.
Everyone can be accommodated if we work together, and make a few changes. Yes, there will be a few inconveniences, but there is no reason
to not develop the trail because we will be inconvenienced.
 
 
Thank you,
 
Stephen J. Wick
29250 NW Olson Rd
Gaston, Oregon
97119
 
 
 
 
Background info:  https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9223/html
 
 
"2018 update: Chlorpyrifos is no longer a go-to chemistry for leafroller, but remains an important product for the industry in controlling other insect pests, such as
omnivorous leaftier and Pacific flatheaded borer.


 


 


Advances in insect management practices have included the development of monitoring techniques and treatment thresholds for filbert aphid and filbert leafroller,
which have reduced prophylactic insecticide applications. Advances have also included the use of pheromone traps and a degree-day model for filbertworm, which
permit precise, targeted treatments for this pest. The most valuable result of this IPM approach has been the successful identification and introduction of a filbert
aphid parasitoid, Trioxys pallidus. This parasitoid, a small Braconid wasp, has provided nearly complete biological control of the filbert aphid and has almost
eliminated insecticide use for this pest. Natural biological control of other hazelnut pests may also be enhanced by the aphid biocontrol program, because the
elimination of aphicides improves survival of predators and parasitoids that attack leafrollers and filbertworm.


A potential biocontrol has also been identified for a newer hazelnut pest, the brown marmorated stink bug. A parasitic samurai wasp (Trissolcus japonicus) has
shown success in parasitizing eggs. Continued research on this potential will be critical, because research has shown that pesticides are only a short-term solution
for brown marmorated stink bug and will kill beneficial insects, including the samurai wasp.


It is especially important to preserve and enhance biological control of the filbert aphid. Resurgence of filbert aphid populations in recent years indicates a need for
further research on cultural techniques to improve survival of Trioxys pallidus. Research is also needed to test new pesticides for adverse effects on this filbert aphid
parasitoid and to determine the impact on hazelnut production of the recently introduced large hazel aphid (also known as the hazelnut aphid), which is not
controlled by Trioxys pallidus. Research on the natural biological control and improved chemical control of pests such as filbert leafroller and filbertworm would have
direct benefits (reducing insecticide use for these pests) and indirect benefits (enhancing survival and biocontrol success of Trioxys pallidus). Research has shown
that mating disruption can reduce the amount of insecticide applied for filbertworm by up to 75 percent. This reduction in pesticides has the indirect benefit of
preserving natural enemies of aphids (including T. pallidus). In a 5-year study, orchards managed with a combination of mating disruption and border sprays and/or
target sprays saw a significant reduction in aphid populations, and a significant increase in parasitism by T. pallidus.
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From: Casey Kulla
To: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: RE: Your NR article
Date: Saturday, September 12, 2020 5:36:33 PM


Yes to Jarod, and of course.
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 5:35 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Your NR article
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


We may call on you from time to time for technical support. Sorry to hear about Jarrod leaving.
 
On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 5:27:51 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 


Great to hear, Wayne. Way to go on the offensive in a strategic manner.


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 3:14 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Your NR article


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I think I will wait and give you the opportunity to give the good news.  Not sure how much Mary is
impacted by public opinion but we are reshaping our communications strategy to try doing just that in
favor of completing the master plan. She has used, for example, not knowing the cost of the trail,
something that can come from the MP, against it's development. It's completion will answer many of the
questions that are being used by the opposition against the trail development. We have recruited some
new faces with extensive communications experience and Veronica will take the lead in directing the
narrative. Look forward to reading your good news.


 


 


On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:48:30 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
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Since the draft is just waiting for us, I think it is safe to mention to others that “ODOT has agreed to a
contract amendment for the bridge construction grant that incorporates detailed aspirational timelines
rather than hard-and-fast deadlines. We have not signed the contract yet, but it is in the queue.”


 


Next step is to figure out how to get Mary on board with approving the Master Plan steps and final
product.


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 2:45 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Your NR article


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Do you want me to hold onto any of this until it is officially signed and sent to us?


 


On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:39:40 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Basically, the language now says something like, “we as partners in this project will aim to have X
completed by date Y, and here are the sub-goals on the way to X goal. We will show progress towards X
by working on the sub-goals, and we will not have our contract canceled if we don’t meet the day Y for
goal X, so long as we are working on completing X by day Y and can show that we are getting there.
Land use decisions can delay even the best progress, and delays due to land use will be considered as
progress if the land use action is being addressed.” Something like that.


 


We have not signed it yet, since there are many other crises, but ODOT is happy with the outcome in the
draft. I will send Friends a digital copy when we’ve signed it.


 


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Your NR article
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Follow-up...how many constitutes "aspirational"? We have been hoping for 10.


 


On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:25:41 PM PDT, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:


 


 


Thank you Casey. You just made my weekend.


 


On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:13:50 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Thank you, Wayne.


 


While the fabrications about left-wing folks lighting fires is a divisive tactic, I do think that, overall, the fires
will bring us together. I appreciate your thoughts, and I look forward to continuing to work with you! And,
in case you have not heard, ODOT relented on the bridge construction grant and has agreed to
aspirational timelines for the project and the trail. Whew.


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 1:09 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Your NR article


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,


Just finished reading your article in yesterday's NR. It struck a note for me because a similar thought
came to me as Nita and I traveled through the smoke down to Gold Beach and back. We had business to
attend to in Eugene on Wednesday and then made several stops as we continued to Gold Beach. The
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smoke and the fires were central to any conversation. There is that saying in politics,"never waste a
crisis" and today of all days, 9/11, stands to exemplify that thought. For Oregon and for that matter the
West Coast these fires will be our 9/11; unless of course, next year brings us worse. In the past, we
referred to the disastrous Columbus Day Storm of 1964; we have now witnessed something far more
threatening. Sports, your example being soccer, brings people together; a crisis shocks people into
togetherness. Now, personally knowing people who lost a home in the Detroit area, some having to
evacuate from near Otis, the Gaston area and North of Yamhill; this has become up close and personal.
What is happening may not address the bigotry and underlying hatreds being addressed in your soccer
example but at least it should impact the empathy level for those in Yamhill County who are paying
attention.


 


Thank you for your article.


 


Wayne Wiebke








From: V H
To: Ken Wright
Cc: Patty Williams; Wayne Wiebke; Todd Sadlo; Carrie Martin; Casey Kulla; Janice Primozich; Christian Boenisch
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 6:37:46 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Yes that works for me, thanks!  And I’m happy to set up the Zoom.


V


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Sep 16, 2020, at 5:24 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:



All,
 
I’ve asked Fritz to be available to board members for a zoom session at 1pm on
Monday.  Veronica, will that time slot work for you and if it works for Fritz could you
provide the session link?
 
If the time does work anyone on the board is welcome to join me here at the office if
they wish.  You might have to sort a couple of grape clusters though.
 
Best, Ken
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 10:48 AM
To: Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>; Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
And that is highly confidential, BTW....
 
V
 
On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 9:58:08 AM PDT, Wayne Wiebke
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<shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:
 
 
Patty, much of this is new to all of us. Count this as part of your learning curve. We are
pursuing legal information that will help us in our decisions regarding the possibility of
becoming the owners of the trail. Feel free to contact anyone of us for questions.  Wayne
 
On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 9:00:24 AM PDT, Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com> wrote:
 
 
If I understand the request here, I am being asked to weigh in about official support
to secure legal counsel on the trail issues raised in this thread. My apologies for the
delay in responding. I am still trying to get my head wrapped around the project to
date. I am in favor of securing paid legal counsel for this.
-pw-
 
Patty Williams 
7860 NW Meadow Lake Road
Carlton OR 97111
503-312-0245 (phone)


 
 
On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:50:27 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
wrote:
 
 
Sorry for my delayed response— I was at the beach getting some fresh air and didn’t have
access to email  I agree with talking to the lawyer and exploring what all the potential
exposures might be.  I also agree with spending Friends money to do it, or would be willing
to pitch in as well.
 
I’d like to participate if possible but have some schedule conflicts next week so go ahead
and schedule it and if I can join in I will.  Monday before 3:00 is best for me, Tuesday I’m
not available.
 
Thanks everyone for all the work on this-
 
Veronica


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Sep 15, 2020, at 10:54 AM, Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:



Thank you Casey.
 
On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 10:51:21 AM PDT, Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
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Conditional Use Permit


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 10:50 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Carrie. One question; what is the CUP?


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 9:46:58 AM PDT, Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Good morning, everyone,


 


There was a lot of conversation yesterday and I would like to
briefly summarize the outcomes so we’re all clear on a path
forward.


 


1.   It is an excellent idea for the Friends to pursue legal representation
independent of the County. Fritz Paulus sounds like a good option.


2.  Once LUBA renders a decision on the pending Stay and two appeals,
it will be the County’s prerogative to respond. The Friends are
not listed in the current litigation and will not have the ability to pick up
that baton, so to speak.


3.  We hope to receive the LUBA decision by November, and once that
happens the CUP will be in limbo. Further development of the YWT
will not be allowed to continue until that issue is resolved. This may
require a *new* owner to restart the process on their own.


4.  With regard to current grants in-progress, we will have to further
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investigate the County’s ability to transfer those. Each grant funding
source has different stipulations. We will have to wait and see on that.


I think that’s all for now.


 


Thank you all for the good discussion.


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Yamhill County


Grants & Special Projects


martinc@co.yamhill.or.us


503-474-4991 (o)


971-241-1007 (m)


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 8:23 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd.


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:58:57 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
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Wayne,


 


I understand most of what you said in your message and, of
course, I cannot give you legal advice, but I don't understand
what you say would be a "tactic" of 'ignoring LUBA.'  There is
no need to ignore LUBA.  For two years, it is likely that you will
have a county Board that will not move forward on land use
approvals for the trail, whether it is owned by the county or the
Friends.  No one would be ignoring LUBA.  If the county's
decision is affirmed it would likely be appealed, and the county
would likely not prosecute the appeal.  If it is remanded, the
county would likely decline to seek approval on remand, and
the Board would then deny the application.  


 


As far as a suit against the county for transferring title to the
trail:  that seems like a stretch to me, because I can't think
what the basis for that might be, but that is the sort of thing you
might ask Mr. Paulus if he is brought into this.


 


Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 6:59 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Ken. I agree with Stan, it shouldn't be on your dime. Stan's
concerns regarding an unfinished LUBA situation is one of mine too. Carrie
inferred that a tactic given to her would be while mothballing the trail
development ignore any LUBA transmissions or actions; I would want more
assurance of that being a sound tactic. Could the opponents sue the county
for divesting to us and if so where would that put us? I don't see a problem
getting financial support for a legal fund from trail supporters but having a
sense of what kinds of legal battles from opponents would be helpful. I would
anticipate a lot of nuisance types of actions from them. Our fixed costs would
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be insurance and potential property taxes( there could be a waiver on them)
whatever we need to budget for maintenance. The $3500 lease fee from
Gene Belt would cover of that.


 


Wayne


 


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 5:40:55 PM PDT, Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


 


 


Regardless of whether the board would like to sit in on a discussion with Fritz
I am planning to meet with him to have a better understanding personally.  All
on my dime of course.


 


Best, Ken


 


Sent from my iPhone


 


On Sep 14, 2020, at 5:15 PM, Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:





[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal
expense.  Wayne, Veronica and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would
you be able to give a quick brief to Fritz of where we are?


 


Ken
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From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo'
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice
Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Christian Boenisch'
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan.
There is a sentence in Todd's scenario that for me needs more clarification:
"Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue
an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the
appeal." I don't quite understand where that might leave us. We do need to
talk as a board and having someone such as Fritz Paulas guide us would be
helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response? Wayne


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:


 


 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a
conversation with the attorney mentioned here would certainly be
appropriate.  I certainly see our time running out and we need to act quickly
or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>;
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'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur
legal expenses, it would be to advise them regarding the legal risks of taking
this on (and not related to the land use case).  Christian and I have also
talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works in this field (land held in the
public interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>;
'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity,
should Friends decide that they want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase
Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>;
'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this
move forward at least until we have a new board.  I want to say I really
appreciate all of the time and effort you have put into this and I am hoping
that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.
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Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring
legal fees, no matter which way the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the
opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the new Board can refuse
to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not
enough time for a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to
conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules require that the remand be
pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after
that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to
pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in
the appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the property in the hope
that a new Board in two or four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail
would not be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish under
Oregon’s land use system.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from
LUBA that would keep us from needing several thousand dollars in legal fees.
I am certainly in favor of our ownership.
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Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost
signed, I believe it is proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to
an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the thought of the trail property getting
cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that from
happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already,
and today I asked them for an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property
transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is the Friends board ready to
move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Casey Kulla
Subject: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail annual meetings
Date: Monday, January 11, 2021 12:40:16 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey-


Thank you again for agreeing to speak at both our member meeting and our public
meeting on Wednesday, and all of the time and support you put into the trail. 


I don't know if Wayne mentioned that our member meeting at 6:00 p.m. is on a pretty
tight time schedule; we need to be done by 6:25 to give everyone a chance to slide
over to the public meeting, which is on a separate zoom link.  So, if you could keep
your comments to five minutes for the member meeting, that would be great.  You
can expand more in the public meeting--I think we said up to 10 minutes for that, plus
there will hopefully be Q and A time at the end. 


Also, can you please let me know if you have received the Zoom links for both
meetings? 


Thank you!


Veronica
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From: Steve Harloff
To: Ken Wright
Cc: Carol Foley; Carrie Martin; Janice Primozich; Larry Heesacker; Leona Sitton; Steve Wick; Veronica Hinkes; Wayne


Wiebke
Subject: Re: Commissioner"s Meeting, 8/13/2020 ~ Item #F-5.
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 6:52:22 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I vote yes for the use of Friends funds as a match. I do not know anything about a
transportation plan. Steve Harloff


On Thu, Aug 13, 2020 at 6:41 PM Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:
Carol,


My apologies about the last minute ask of the board.  I didn’t realize that there was a
required match and attempted to put something together last minute.  


In the interest of putting a stop to the opposing argument that paying the match would be a
waste of taxpayer money I called Casey Kulla and let him know that the match would be
covered.  I did so with the understanding that if the board chose not to use board funds that
Karen and I would cover.  We did the same thing a couple of years ago when we personally
provided a 18k match.  


I thought we could poll the board by email to hear everyone’s thoughts.  Karen and I are
completely good with whatever the board decides.  


With that, if everyone could reply to this email regarding this action it would be appreciated.


Best, Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On Aug 13, 2020, at 6:08 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
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wrote:



The match was still $16,674? I wasn't available to watch the BOC meeting but that was
the figure in the documents Rick sent to the two of us. I agree for several reasons. The
first is it throws in the face that the county is spending limited county tax payers $$ on this
project(Lee Schrepel's recent Facebook rant). The othe ris  it reinforces our financial
commitment to this partnership. I do think, and this is a little out of my wheelhouse,
coming up with funding ideas for building resources to meet this and potential legal
situations. As an organization we need to become independent of your generosity and I
really feel there is support out there to step up to protect the development of the trail.
How soon do we have to commit to the match?


Wayne 
On Thursday, August 13, 2020, 8:11:00 AM PDT, Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


We have the $ in our account to pay the match.  We could Offer this if we agree as a
board.  


Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On Aug 12, 2020, at 6:04 PM, Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:



Sure, I don't expect any votes to change, I just like to give
backup to the two who support us and get the reasons for
moving forward in the record.  


I just sent mine too.  


V


On Wednesday, August 12, 2020, 5:21:52 PM PDT, Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


I agree. But the decision will still be 2 to 1. I am sure Mary is rallying her
troops. I just sent mine.  WW 


On Wednesday, August 12, 2020, 5:08:59 PM PDT, Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


See Casey's email below.   Sounds like we definitely should
be getting some comments in. 
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V


----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
To: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2020, 3:24:13 PM PDT
Subject: FW: Commissioner's Meeting, 8/13/2020 ~ Item #F-5.


You can see what Lee and company  are talking about. It might
help with your comments.


 


From: Lee Schrepel <lee@fruithillinc.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 2:58 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Mary Starrett
<starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Rick Olson
<olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>; BOC Info
<bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Commissioner's Meeting, 8/13/2020 ~ Item #F-5.
Importance: High


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Dear Commissioners,


I write in reference to tomorrow's subject meeting and agenda item F-5, as
quoted below, relating to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT):


Consideration of approval of the ODOT
Transportation & Growth Management (TGM)
Program: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master
Plan Grant agreement between Yamhill
County and the Oregon Department of
Transportation (ODOT) in the amount of
$122,280 to develop a master plan for the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail requiring a county
match of $16,674.


I noticed many pages (pages 48-87, I think) of back-up documentation in
your packet, led-off by an email from County employee Carrie Martin about
an ODOT grant.


With the proposed YWT deeply mired in litigation, it seems ridiculous and
wasteful of County resources to proceed in any way at this time.  County
tax dollars are hard-earned by County citizens.  For the Board of
Commissioners (BOC) to commit the money this agena item proposes to
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such an effort is fiscally irresponsible.


 


The YWT proposal is fraught with legal problems, probably unsolvable legal
problems.  BOC action in support of the YWT is under another LUBA stay
because it is likely illegal!  If it can never pass the farm impacts test, the
trail will never be built!  LUBA does not grant stays frequently, and the
County is way out of line here.


 


The BOC should wait to seek money for the Master Plan until they know
that the YWT can be lawfully approved!  The County and State are not
awash in funds, particularly as a result of the current pandemic.  How can
this wasteful effort be responsibly considered now?  Surely the County has
greater priorities, especially those relating to health and safety.


 


It is also unwise of the BOC to consider this action given the
misrepresentations already made to ODOT in order to secure funding to
construct the bridge.  As-is, the County may be faced with returning that
money!  The BOC has quite a history of risky decisions regarding the YWT
and seems intent to push forward in an irrational and irresponsible manner!


 


Where is transparency and the idea of following a legitimate and legal
process in County government?  Why doesn't the BOC behave as if they
needed to properly account for their actions?


 


Ultimately, the County should, in some way, return the railroad right-of-way
to the neighboring landowners so it can be put to its planned, zoned and
intended EFU purpose - farming!


 


Please DO NOT throw more good money after bad!  You need to account
to, rather than totally disregard the true needs of, County taxpayers!


 


Lee


Lee Schrepel, FRUITHILL, INC.
6501 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill, OR  97148-8507
Ofc & Res  503-662-3926
Mobile  503-939-1562
Fax  503-662-4270
Email  Lee@FruithillInc.com
www.FruithillInc.com
Email  communitycantata@gmail.com
www.CantataChoir.org
"Quality Fruit For Generations!"
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Total Control Panel Login


To:
ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
veronica4249@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.


Total Control Panel Login


To:
ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
shadypondacre@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 5:07:19 PM


Response to your earlier e-mail:  Thank you Wayne--I had not thought of that.  Any good
information we can get into the record--along with the common sense in your e-mail below--
will support positive findings.  I am also proposing to defer fence design and materials to the
Master Plan, and to hold a land use hearing on that part of the Plan.  The question would be
(in a quasi-judicial land use hearing before the Board): Does the fence proposed in the draft
Master Plan function to reduce potential trespass and nuisance (litter) to a point where farm
costs and practices are not significantly affected?  


Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 4:57 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thanks Todd. I have Steve Wick addressing the "poop" food safety issue; he raises hazelnuts and grass
seed. I have everyone, Board member & paid members writing letters stating their connection to the
FYWT. I sent out an earlier email after your conversation with Stan giving your talking points regarding
fencing and trespass. Are we going to be responsible for keeping deer, coyotes, raccoons, opossums and
birds from pooping their blue berrys, hazelnuts & grass seed? Maybe we could frame it as organic
fertilizer. 


On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 3:33:09 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Wayne,


No.  Main sticking points are pesticides and food safety, if you know anyone who knows about those
topics.  LUBA appears to have concluded that bacteria from poop might somehow float off of the trail and
land on a filbert, causing significant impact to farm practices and costs.  How to disprove nonsense is the
goal there.  With the pesticides, I have a handle on most of them, including grams one and that ‘do not
use around’ trails’ business-the label has been superseded by a new one that says “on” instead of
“around” but I’m still working on two or three others.


Also, on a different e-mail- it is not necessary to be a party to testify, so not a bad idea to say FYWT, but
not necessary.


Todd Sadlo 


On Apr 21, 2020, at 3:06 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


The devils in the details; the comment in the article was incomplete, as is a lot of what is written. Part of
what you said made it into the article but not that an approve Master Plan was a necessary requirement
for the actual trail construction.
Is this bridge issue something that should be addressed in a LUBA remand letter?


LUBA’s decision was that the design contract did not authorize any construction, and so the decision of
the county to sign the design contract could not be considered a land use decision statutorily or under a
“significant impacts” test established by caselaw.
 
The construction agreement was separate, and ultimately signed in January, 2020.  It authorized
construction, and so conceivably could be considered a land use decision if it required a permit from the
county or under the “significant impact” test.  I have argued that no permit is required by law, and the
bridge doesn’t ‘significantly impact’ anyone as long as it is not used as a trail without additional land use
approval.  The county has never contemplated opening the corridor to general public use (other that
county employees and invitees with county permission to be there) prior to adoption of a Master Plan. 
That’s what the conditions in Board Order 19-94 required.
 
Todd Sadlo
 
From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 1:24 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


It was at the bottom of page one, 3rd paragraph up, of the one article. " LUBA  ruled that the design
contract..."
 
On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 11:59:34 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 
Ha!  Was there only one article there, so far? I saw the first one, but do not recall your reference.  LUBA
is only concerned with land use permits, not our grants.  No land use permit is required from the county to
construct a bridge for access from one part of a landowner’s land to another part, or even between
different landowners, in the farm zone. (If the bridge would access a proposed dwelling, the county would
require that it be approved by the fire control agency with jurisdiction).  The exception is if the footings of
the bridge are located within a floodplain or floodway.  The bridge was designed by engineers.  The
LOMR the county received from FEMA conclusively settled the floodplain permit issue—the bridge is not
in a floodplain or floodway.  We also received all of the other necessary federal and state environmental
clearances before starting construction, with tremendous assistance from ODOT.
 
Todd Sadlo
 
Please feel free to share this information as you wish.
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From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11:44 AM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Just went back over the Capital Press article; did LUBA really miss that the grant for the bridge actually
authorized construction? It is stated in the project name and description and again as part of the
"requirement". It looks to include a completion date as well; why have a completion date if construction
was not authorized? If that is true, I won't tell them if you don't.
 
On Monday, April 20, 2020, 1:06:29 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 
Wayne,
 
I thought my interview with her was productive, and she seemed grateful for the straight talk.  LUBA said
they would “endeavor” to make a decision by April 23rd.  On Friday, she filed another, 38 page brief, and
hundreds of pages of exhibits.  I’m filing a less than 5 page response today.   Her main strategy is the
smokescreen.  I have attached my earlier response in case you missed it, and will send you the one from
today after it is filed.
 
Todd Sadlo
 
From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Had what I thought was a productive interview with her. Checked her bio before the interview; she has
lived and traveled where trails are a common thing. She is a bicyclist and hiker so she has interest and
familiarity with recreational trails. Your email was helpful and I was able to reinforce what you had said. I
brought up the 700 mile of county road going through farmland and my experiences running between dual
spray operations of grapes on one side of the road and hazelnuts on the other. She related her
experience of biking through, holding her breath, a hazelnut spray operation. Showed my understanding
for the petitioners concerns and discussed how they were based more on fear than reality. Gave her
studies to reference how other trails have mitigated those fears and concerns and how they have been
shown to be unfounded. Sent photos. I am sure she interviewed Ben Van dyke and Kellington. Will be
interesting as to how ours and their worlds are merged.
What is your take on the LUBA April 23rd decision on the bridge?
Thanks again. Keep up the good work.  Wayne
 
On Monday, April 20, 2020, 9:47:10 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 
Wayne,
 
I was just interviewed by Ms. Lambert, who says she will interview you at 10:00.  My main point was that
no land use approval is required for a bridge that will only be used for county access, for fire suppression
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and maintenance, and that that is the only use the county is proposing to make of it unless and until trail
uses are approved.  The remanded decision says repeatedly that no public trail uses will be allowed until
a Master Plan is in place, and all required fences and warning signage is in place.  The bus barn is a
secure facility, with gates in the front and back.  The gate in back is only open for construction access and
county personnel.
 
I also told her that, until late last year, a land use permit was required for construction of the bridge,
because a FEMA map showed it as being in a floodplain.  We received at that time a Letter of Map
Revision from FEMA, establishing that that is not the case.  We also got all required state and federal
environmental clearances before construction of what, at this time, can only correctly be referred to as a
‘potential future trail bridge, current county fire and maintenance access bridge.’
 
I also explained that the corridor was built with a 12-20 foot wide roadbed in 1872, has the best grade
from the metropolitan area to McMinnville, and is an exceptional public asset.
 
Also, that farming and transportation uses, (including the 700 miles of county roads, which I did not
mention) have co-existed since the beginning of the republic.
Todd Sadlo








From: stevencarol.wick
To: Jarod Logsdon; shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Cc: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Stag Hollow bridge meet tomorrow
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 7:08:37 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Jarod, do u have access to a 100 foot tape?


Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Jarod Logsdon <logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: 7/22/20 6:51 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>, shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Stag Hollow bridge meet tomorrow


Good morning,


 


I am available to meet at the bus barn at 11:30 am today if that works for you both.


 


Thank you,


 


Jarod Logsdon


Parks and Work Crew Division Manager


Yamhill County Parks


Tel: (503) 434-7463
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From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 9:23 PM
To: Jarod Logsdon <logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>; shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Stag Hollow bridge meet tomorrow


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Jarod/Wayne, could we meet anytime after 11 AM tomorrow, Wed the 21st?


 


Tkx!


 


Steve Wick


cell 503 970-6127


 


From: steve wick [mailto:stevencarol.wick@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 8:12 PM
To: 'Jarod Logsdon'; 'Carrie Martin'
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: dimensions at Stag Hollow bridge


 


Carrie, Jarod,


 


I have attached the June 19th Stay issued by LUBA which shut down the Stag Hollow bridge
construction, and effectively shut down the Trail. As a filbert grower, I know all of the
statements that Ben Van Dyke listed as reasons to shut down the trail are bogus, but I need
more information to challenge Ben's assertions. (His two main assertions are that he cannot
spray his fields when anyone is anywhere on the County ROW, and secondly, that debris from
the construction crew would force him to lose his Food Safety Certification.) I would like to
present all the pertinent info to "recognized experts", and then let them refute Ben's lies. But I
need more info, or I would love to be able to visit the site and photograph and take
measurements.


 


At the very least I need to know how far Ben's property lines are from the center of the ROW,
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how wide the ROW is, how far Ben's filberts are from the property line, and how far they are
from the bridge construction zone.


 


One of the most important things is the orientation of the Filbert trees. If they parallel to the
County ROW we have him right where he hurts. New Filbert orchards are usually "double
planted"; I.e. the long term spacing of trees is usually 20' x20'. When new orchards are planted
each row has trees only 10 feet apart. Later on the 10 foot trees are removed, and the final
spacing ends up to be 20'x20'. If his rows parallel the County ROW he can simply spay the
outer edge when no one is around,(early in the morning, etc. and then spray the balance later
on.)


 


Actually spraying should have no bearing at all. It is very easy to just shut down the trail while
sprays are being used, like other trails do.  I testified to all of this but LUBA paid no attention
to me.


 


Now it time to bring in the experts (and also find data to refute Ben's claims).


 


The attached Stay has lousy pics and no dimensions. Please let me know what you can do
refute the lies that the opponents are presenting to LUBA.


 


Thanks


 


Steve Wick


Yamhelas Board member








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: stevencarol. wick; Ken Wright; Todd Sadlo
Subject: Re: property rights issue
Date: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 12:06:19 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am waiting to hear back from Bill Gille regarding the width a couple of the county's local roads.


On Tuesday, April 28, 2020, 9:31:00 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Wayne,


 


It’s all yours, do whatever you want with it. 


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 9:20 AM
To: stevencarol. wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd
Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: property rights issue


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Property rights should prevail on both sides of the fence.  Good neighbors work things out in an mature
and reasonable manner. I think you may have exposed the flaw in the opponent's arguments and
reinforces the County's ongoing willingness to work toward reasonable solutions.


 


Do you mind if I cherry pick and paraphrase a few areas of your argument?  


 


Wayne


 


On Tuesday, April 28, 2020, 7:59:06 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
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Gentlemen,


 


Below are proposed findings to address one of the county’s conditional use standards. As with other parts
of the findings, I am asserting the county’s right to be on its property 24-7 without the threat of being in a
pesticide setback, as something inherent, that does not change because a trail is there.  The use does
not create the obligation to buffer, the property line does.  I think LUBA got this wrong in its decision on
remand, and in the bridge stay.


 


5.         Regarding criterion (D), the proposed use “will not alter the character of the
surrounding area in a manner which substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use of
surrounding properties for the permitted uses listed in the underlying zoning district.”  This is
a local standard, and the county is entitled to deference for its reasonable interpretation of the
standard.  The county does not equate this standard with the farm impact standard, but
information in the record establishing compliance with the farm impact standard also supports
findings of compliance with this standard. 


 


5.1       Webster’s Third New International Dictionary (unabridged) defines
“substantial” with reference to its root, “substance,” and also equates it with “MATERIAL.” 
The proposed use would need to alter the character of the area in a materially destructive way
in order to substantially limit, impair or prevent the use of surrounding properties for farming. 
Likewise, limitations that are “seeming,” “elusive,” or “imaginary” do not implicate criterion
(D). 


 


5.2       The “character of the surrounding area” is rural, and oriented towards farming. 
The character of the area is described in great detail in the existing record(s).  Significant
testimony was received from the farming community that a passive-use trail is not compatible
with farm uses, and especially not the farm uses taking place adjacent to the corridor.  That
testimony described the character of the area as a forbidding place where children and animals
are not safe from being sprayed with pesticides, and where trail users will commit criminal
acts against each other and render the area unsuitable for farming.  The Board rejects that view
as overblown and hyperbolic, in part based on the reality of existing trails in Oregon and
around the country, including the Banks to Vernonia Trail.  Farming has always taken place
immediately adjacent to public rights-of-way, and the Yamhelas corridor and uses proposed
have no different or more significant impact than other rights-of-way common and coexisting
in farm areas throughout the county. 


 


5.3       As stated, a road network exists in Yamhill County where people are free to
walk or to ride their bicycles day or night, without asking or notifying anyone.  Since it is not
an “accepted farm practice” to spray those people with harmful chemicals, farmers must all,
currently, manage their farm operations by using spray methods that do not put those persons
at risk.







 


5.4       Likewise, owners of property adjacent to a farm operation, whether or not they
are actively farming, have a right to enter, walk upon, maintain and enjoy their property
without fear that they will be sprayed with pesticides or herbicides because they have entered
the “buffer” of one of their neighbors’ spray operations.  Fundamental principles of property
ownership protect persons using public rights-of-way and neighboring property owners from
being required to accommodate a neighbor’s spray buffer, under any circumstance that is not
consensual. 


 


5.5       The county is a fiduciary of the public buildings, parklands, rights-of-way and
rail/trail corridors that it owns, and has a responsibility to maintain that real property in the
public interest.  In Van Dyke II, LUBA issued a land use decision that overlooked or ignored
basic principles of real property ownership, in appearing to sanction the use by certain
opponents of the county’s property for its pesticide/herbicide buffers, without the consent of
the county.  Although it is within LUBA’s jurisdiction to interpret state land use law in the
first instance, it should not do so without ensuring that its decisions do not deprive the county
of the basic right to enter its own property—every inch of it—without any threat whatsoever
that it is entering the label-required buffer area for a soon-to-be-banned chemical like
Gramoxone. 


 


5.6       The county interprets the subsection (D) standard as being met if the record
accurately describes the surrounding area and addresses claims that the propose use will alter
the character of the surrounding area in some way.  All development alters the parcel on which
it occurs, and all development alters the surrounding area in some way, if only by changing the
view or emitting sounds that were not there before.  The character of the surrounding area is
always changing.  This standard requires a ‘substantial’ offer of proof that the effects of the
application, if approved, will in fact “limit,” “impair,” or “prevent” the use of surrounding
properties.  It has always been the county’s position that, even then, if conditions can
minimize potential impacts to an insubstantial level, the use should be approved with
conditions.  If evidence is submitted supporting a conclusion that the proposed use
“substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding properties for the permitted
uses listed in the underlying zoning district,” the county’s usual course is not to deny, but to
impose conditions intended to diminish identified substantial impacts. 


 


5.7       In this case, as the Board interprets the term, “substantial” as requiring a much
greater impact than can possibly be attributed to a trail in an established transportation corridor
that transects farmland, not unlike the 700 miles of county road.  Humans currently have the
right to drive, walk or ride their bicycles on more than 700 miles of county roads, and do not
appear, in doing so, to cause any impact significant enough to ‘limit, impair or prevent the use
of surrounding properties for farm uses.’  Farming is thriving in Yamhill County, in part
because it is, generally, welcome to visitors who contribute to the local farm economy by
visiting farm country. 


 


5.8       In consideration of its interpretation of this standard, the county has no basis in







this case for departing from its course in consideration of the other 26 separate categories of
non-farm uses that are allowed in farm zones as conditional uses.  Many of those proposed
uses are routinely found to comply with criterion (D), and there are very few situations where
appropriate conditions of approval cannot be imposed to ensure that the standard is met.  In
this case, the standard is met, and the proposed conditions of approval will ensure continued
compliance with criterion (D).  Those conditions include offers of cooperation with the spray
schedules of farm operators, but definitely do not allow neighboring farm operators to use the
county’s property as a spray buffer without the consent of the county.  As stated, it takes two
to cooperate, regardless of LUBA’s unsupportable view of basic property rights inherent in
Van Dyke II.


5.9       With conditions imposed by the Board, the proposed trail will not alter the
character of the area in a manner that limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding
properties for permitted uses.  Uses will be limited to use as a passive-use trail to connect the
cities of Yamhill and Carlton and the schools of the Yamhill-Carlton School District.  The
transportation and recreational uses envisioned are decidedly low impact compared to
vehicular transportation uses that occur near the proposed trail and throughout Yamhill
County, in close proximity to residential, commercial and farm uses. 


 


Todd Sadlo








From: Todd Sadlo
To: Wayne Wiebke
Cc: steve wick
Subject: RE: land use and Planning commission
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 1:44:28 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Wayne,
 
You are welcome.  Actually, it would take at least two hearings, one before the Planning
Commission, and one before the Board.
 
If the decision is upheld, I’m sure the opponents will appeal to the Court of Appeals, and I will be
instructed by the new Board not to defend.  If it is remanded, there is not enough time to notice and
hold a remand hearing before the new administration takes office and either denies the application
on remand or refuses to pursue the remand.  This iteration of the trail was effectively foreclosed by
the voters, in the primary.  My guess is the county will need to repay what has been spent on the
bridge, even if the county retains the corridor.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 1:36 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: land use and Planning commission
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


It does help. Thank you Todd. Is there a time limit to appeal the up coming LUBA decision? The appeal I
understand would have to go to the Appeals Court.
 
On Tuesday, November 10, 2020, 1:30:30 PM PST, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 


Steve,


 


No one on the Board has said they want to sell off the corridor, no sitting members and no
Commissioners-elect.  I’d prefer none of us talk about it, to avoid giving them ideas!


 


The Planning Commission is advisory and has no authority over county property.  The Board can always
overrule the Planning Commission.  The Transportation Plan is an ordinance, and it requires a land use
hearing to be amended.  County property can be sold if it is declared “surplus.”  Selling any part of the
corridor will result in ODOT ‘clawing back’ all of the money they have given us to purchase and develop it
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—more that $2 milliion.


 


I hope this helps!


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 1:24 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: land use and Planning commission


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd, I just talked to Dan Armstrong, on the Planning commission. I asked him if the Planning
Commission would be involved if the new Commissioners wanted to sell of the trail ROW,(to the farmers)
and he said he did not know. He did surmise that if that was contemplated it would affect the
Transportation Plan, and that the Planning Commission would then be involved.


 


Dan also stated that the Planning Commission works in an advisory role. Does that mean that the
Commissioners can over-rule the Planning commission?


 


Can two commissioners simply change the Transportation plan, with or without any hearings? Or can two
of them do whatever they want, and just simply decide to sell the Trail off to the farmers?


 


Basically my question is; what legal steps muss the Commissioners do in order to sell off the Trail?


 


tkx


 


Steve Wick


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 9:56 AM
To: steve wick
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
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Subject: RE: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


Steve,


 


I will be able to use your work in writing my brief—LUBA has not yet settled the record or established a
briefing schedule.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:16 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd


 


Here are my preliminary thoughts on the current "Stay" I'll need to verify some things,
and will try to get some recognized experts to verify some of my statements.


 


To fight their spray arguments I have proposed that we shut the trail down…only
while they spray the edges.


 


I have more work to do on the chemical Gramoxone; I am trying to find the some of it
with the new label that allows spraying next to a trail. otherwise I'll have to get a
recommendation for OSU on another spray.


 


Steve Wick


 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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---------------------------------


 


In the Stay granted by LUBA on June 19 2020 they concluded, in one of their
arguments, that Ben Van Dyke would suffer "Irreparable Injury" because he would be
"hindered or prohibited from spraying the herbicides and pesticides required to protect
his crop."  


 


(It should be noted that the proposed Yamhelas Westsider trail right-of-way is
approximately 60 feet wide, with the trail itself being 12 feet wide. That means that
there is a 24 feet buffer on either of the trail that Ben Van Dyke, and others, say is not
sufficient to mitigate spray drift.)


 


 


LUBA also stated "Van Dyke explained that filbert trees should live 75 years or more
and that, if he was unable to spray his filbert trees, those trees could die due to
Eastern Filbert Blight. Given the long-lived nature of the filbert trees and the potential
for protracted crop and yield loss if spraying cannot occur, we conclude that the injury
Van Dyke specified is not and injury that could be adequately compensated in money
damages."


 


They also concluded that Van Dyke could lose his food safety certification if litter and
debris from the construction site enter his hazelnut orchard.


 


These conclusions, and the following assumptions;


 


A. that Van Dyke must be able to spray his trees for Eastern Filbert Blight; "If I am
unable to spray as required, I risk my trees dying of Eastern Filbert Blight that could
result in the loss of all crops on a tree that should last 75 plus years."


 


B. that Van Dyke, and others, would be unable to spray during trail construction (or
during trail use)


 


C. that Van Dyke uses the herbicide sprays Gramazone and Parazone (Paraquat),
which state "do not use around…recreational parks…."







 


D. that  Van Dyke would lose his food safety certification if litter and debris enter his
orchard from trail construction (or trail use)


 


…can be totally mitigated with a few simple actions.


 


 


A. Spraying for Eastern Filbert Blight. This is not necessary for Van Dyke's trees. Van
Dyke has previously stated that his trees are two years old; "Our hazelnuts were
planted in 2018, and our second year trees,…".  BUT; All the new filbert varietals
are "blight resistant".


 


OSU wrote the bible on hazelnuts. No one in the world has the experience and
knowledge that they possess regarding the entire hazelnut spectrum. They update
info yearly for growers. The Pest Management Guide, Pacific Northwest Plant
disease, Insect, and Weed management handbooks constitute our bible. We refer to
these and their other hazelnut publications and missives yearly for the most up-to-
guide guidance. Professor Jay Pscheidt has been working on EFB (Eastern Filbert
Blight) for over 30 years, and his work enabled our industry to have varietals that we
can count on.


 


New trees only have to be sprayed the first spring after planting, and only if they are
adjacent to a heavily infected orchard. OSU has documented this in their 2020 Pest
Management Guide for Hazelnuts. See p17.
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html


Per OSU's Pacific NW Handbook; ''Dorris', 'Jefferson', 'McDonald', 'PollyO', 'Santiam', 'Wepster',
and 'Yamhill' are highly resistant with the single dominant-resistance gene from 'Gasaway'."
  https://pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease/host-disease/hazelnut-corylus-avellana-eastern-filbert-blight


 


 


 


B. Spraying chemicals next to the trail poses no problem if the trail is shut down when
the spraying must be done. This is simple to do. Other trails do this! The farmers and
trail owners coordinate operations. Spraying chemicals in filbert orchards usually
occurs less than a dozen times during the year, but young orchards could require
more, and non-common diseases or pests could possibly double the number of spray
occurrences required.



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html
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In 2015 a study was done of many trails (see attached Santa Paula Branch Line
Study) That study specifically addressed farming and how the impacts to farming
were dealt with on trails throughout farming acreages. Below you will see some
excerpts from that study. It should be noted that many of the trails just shut down
while the farmer sprays his fields.


 


 


San Pasqual Valley Trail: Ca. • Specific fencing was designed for the trail, modified from the park


department’s standard lodgepole fencing. Chicken wire inserts were


added approximately one foot from the ground to allow wildlife to pass


through;


• Gates allow sections of the trail to be closed;


• Signage installed to alert the trail-users of trail closure for spraying and


to stay on the trail;


• Farmers can dictate trail closure (within reason, i.e., preferably not on


weekends) for maintenance and crop spraying. This protocol was


developed and approved by the County Farm Bureau, County Farm


Advisor's Office, and the affected farmers







 


Cowel-Purisima Coastal Trail • Stout fencing


• Large gates to accommodate cattle and equipment passage while


trail is closed


• Gates to close trail during spraying and operations


• Information and regulatory signs


• Maintained by volunteer docents


• Farmer has ability to close gates for maintenance


 


Obern Trail, Ca. • Little to no physical barrier in most places. Oleander hedges and


chainlink fence.


• Each farmer decides on fencing – not installed by the County.


• High levels of use create a self-policing scenario.


• The trail is lit throughout, at all hours.


Feedback from Involved Parties


• Matthew Dobberteen: In over ten years managing trails for


Santa Barbara County, I have never received a complaint about


the Obern Trail. Our trails that run near agriculture are never the


trails we have problems with. The only issue is every few years


we may get some graffiti on a retaining wall. "A bike path will


make theft harder, not easier, by bringing light, attention,


people, eyes to the trail." "If someone wanted to steal from a


farm, they'd find a place where no one could see them, not a


trail with steady use."


• John Givens: No significant impacts from the trail. Occasionally


homeless pass through and there is minor vandalism, but it has


not been serious enough to involve the County or other


authorities. Trail users don’t cut through the farm property


 







Cedar Valley Trail, Ia.


• Fencing with gates;


• Reinforced crossing to accommodate equipment;


• Easement allowing farm equipment access;


• Signage to warn trail users of crossing farm vehicles.


 


West County Trail, Ca. • Farmers put A-frame signs on their property stating when


spraying will occur.


• Spraying generally limited to early morning, before most trail


users are present.


• Aerial spraying not conducted near the trail.


• Some vineyard owners have built connections between their


properties and the trail.


• “No Trespassing” signs have been installed by some vineyard


owners.


• The County patrols the trail and regularly talks with


neighbors.


 


Most spraying is done early in the morning. All spraying must be done with as little
wind as possible. At the very worst case, the least notice that a farmer could provide
would be 24 hours, but generally he would be able to schedule spraying a few days
prior and/or schedule a tentative window weeks in advance. An example of this would
be the spraying that I just did in my filbert orchard the first week of July for Filbert
Worm. The orchard had to be monitored for several weeks for filbert moths. When the
level got to a certain point, I had only a few days to get my first air blast spray applied.
I consulted weather forecasts for rain, and then looked at the wind forecasts, and
found that I could spray immediately. (Wind forecasts are extremely accurate, and
with aps like "Windy", can be used to forecast flow and speeds, hour by hour, quite a
few days ahead of time.) The spray I used was effective for three weeks, and then a
second application was required if filbert moths were still present.


 


To make it a win-win for both the farmer and trail users, the farmer can schedule the
trail shutdown for only the very short time he needs to spray the edges of his field,
adjacent to the trail. Then he can open up the trail, and continue spraying the balance
of his fields.







 


Foliar sprays (sprays that must cover all the leaves of the tree) require the most
setback, since they are accomplished thru "air blast " sprays that force the spray up
and over the tops of the trees.  Examples of these sprays are the pesticides and
fungicides that must be sprayed to minimize pests or diseases. Two rows of trees are
sprayed at the same time while the spray operator drives down the aisle. The spray
operator can also shut down either side of the air blast sprayer, allowing him to spray
the outside edge of a row, and not spray neighboring properties. If a farmer wanted to
be positively safe, he could simply power blast spray the first 8 rows, on the edge of
the trail, while the trail was closed, and then open up the trail. (filbert trees are
generally planted in rows 18 to 20 feet wide).


 


  


 


 


 


 


Herbicides used to control weeds, grasses and for eliminating suckers are applied on
the ground, or on the very bottom/base of trees using booms, while driving down the







aisle between two rows of trees. Herbicides must be selectively sprayed; the spray
must be kept on the ground or the base of the tree. If they reach the foliage they can
damage or kill the tree. It would be quite easy to spray a couple of rows (36 to 40
feet) from the edge of the trail Right of Way, and then open up the trail while he
sprayed the balance of his field.


 


 


 


 


Van Dyke stated that he "must be able to spray his orchid for filbertworm, which can
destroy an entire crop, from June through September" But spraying equipment cannot
enter an orchard after Labor Day, since the nuts start falling to the orchard floor, and
anyone driving equipment on the orchard floor could damage the nuts.


"Blank nuts fall before good nuts. After blanks have fallen and just before good nuts begin to drop
(usually at the end of August), it might be desirable to do a final flailing and floating to fill small
depressions in the ground."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf


 


'Hazelnuts begin to drop to the ground during the month of September. Prior to nut drop, the orchard floor
is made level and smooth, and weeds are flail-mowed to facilitate harvest. Harvest generally occurs
during October and is usually a two-step operation."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf
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C. Van Dyke also noted that he stocks and sprays the chemicals Gramoxzone and
Parazone (Paraquat), and his chemical containers both have labels that state : "Do
not use around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf courses or
playgrounds." 


 


But the labels on both products were updated by November 14. 2019, and the
nebulous statement "around" was taken off the new labels:


"DIRECTIONS FOR USE


RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE


It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.


Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. Only


protected  handlers  may  be  in  the  area  during  application.  For  any  requirements  specific


  c  to  your  State  or  Tribe, 


consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation.


NEVER USE THIS PRODUCT IN RESIDENTIAL OR PUBLIC RECREATIONAL SETTINGS (E.G., HOMES, HOME GARDENS,


SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, AND/OR PLAYGROUNDS"


 


A check with the manufacturers revealed that the chemical did not change….only the
label changed. (see attached "FW: Gramoxone SL 2.0 email)


 


But no matter what the new label states, federal law says that you MUST follow the
instructions on the container that you are using. (again, read Gramoxone SL 2.0
email)


 


The simple solution is to purchase some of the new label Gramoxone or Parazone
and use the new chemical on the edges of his fields, then continue to use the old
material on the inside. It seems ridiculous to do this, since the chemical in the old
label containers, and the chemical in the new label containers, is exactly the same,
but the law is the law. And, per Ben Van Dyke, "since the chemical does not have an
expiration date" either chemical can be used for future sucker or weed spraying.


 


 







D. Loss of Food Safety Certification. Van Dyke stated that "Construction workers
have already littered the area with lunch bags and other detritus have found the way
to our farm that we have had to clean up. This causes food safety issues. In that
regard, we are strictly regulated by the USDA and any litter on our farms, risks losing
food safety certifications that are necessary for the marketability of our brand as well
as to maintain our certifications."


 


Mr. Van Dyke shared a document from Cascade Foods of Albany Oregon, titled "food
safety requirements for delivered product to Cascade Foods". (dated April 16, 2020,
see attached)  In this document Cascade Foods stated;


" Cascade Foods LLC requires that growers adhere to the Good Agricultural Practices
manual set by the Hazelnut Industry office". (see attached).


 


But nowhere in the Good Agricultural Practices manual is there any reference to a
farm losing food safety certification because of litter.


http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf


 


It does say that the orchards must be constantly cleaned and inspected prior to
harvest. This is a critical time. Of course, cleanliness during the year is important, but
a clean orchard just before the nuts drop to the floor is strategically important.


 


Throughout the summer the orchard floor is repeatedly cleaned and leveled by use of
drags and/or flail mowers. All debris is eliminated as the floor is pummeled by the
repeated passes of the flail mower. Clouds of dust are sometimes seen as the floor is
cleaned and manicured over and over. This goes on until the nuts start to fall at the
end of August. Now the falling nuts are contained on a clean and pristine orchard
floor. Prior to harvest in September the operator often inspects the orchard for debris,
and removes any. The sweeper and harvester cannot function if there is debris on the
orchard floor.


 


The GAP manual that Mr. Van Dyke has agreed to follow states:  "….orchard floors
are cleaned throughout the summer to assure a smooth clean orchard floor during
harvest. Of utmost importance to all growers is the need to deliver hazelnuts to the
dryer or processor as clean as possible. The Hazelnut lends itself to inherent food
safety simply because it is encased in a solid hard shell. It falls to the ground mostly
free of the husk, which is a vegetative bract rather than a surgery attraction for
microbes. Harvest also lends itself to ensuring safe product. In addition, the product
delivered to the washer/dryer or the processor is not ready to eat. It will go through a
wash process before it is dried. Growers are committed to employing practices to



http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf





keep the risk of pathogen contamination as low as possible. As the nuts move to
processors and packers more safeguards are in place to ensure safe products leave
the plants."


 


Litter is NOT a game stopper…it is a item that is constantly evaluated and addressed.


 


 


Cascade Food goes on to say;  "The following are a few of the recommendations outlined in the manual;
"Grower must participate in traceability. Growers receive a delivery ticket for each load taken to a
wash/dryer operator or processor. This ticket corresponds to a specific orchard; Should a food borne
pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will be discarded".


But the statement; "Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will
be discarded"  is NOT in the Good Agricultural Manual, and is far from the truth.


In 2017 Salmonella was found in Hazelnuts sold by the Schmidt farm of McMinnville. But the food safety
people of the Oregon Department of Agriculture were not worried: “Wholesalers have steps in place that
kill any Salmonella on the hazelnuts they handle before the nuts reach consumers,” said Stephanie Page,
the agriculture department’s director of food safety and animal services, in the public warning. "To date,
we have no indication there were any issues with this part of the process."
https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-
from-oregon-farm/


In fact the GAP manual repeatedly states that orchards must be inspected, (H1 pg 6);
A preharvest assessment is made in the orchard. Risks and possible sources of crop
contamination are noted and assessed.' and (H7 pg 6) states;  "In case of product
contamination….., product is separated and disposed of separately". Nowhere does it
state that a farmers complete crop will be discarded if contamination is found in one
area.


 


 


A trail and farming are not mutually exclusive! A trail is an opportunity for the farmer
to display his skills and to educate the public. And the Yamhelas Trail is an
opportunity for the Yamhill Valley to provide a safe mode of transpiration for future
generations. No one will suffer "irreparable injury" during its construction or future
use. All it takes is for farmers and trail supporters to sit down and mutually work
together to develop a solution that enables us to develop a wonderful asset.
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From: Casey Kulla
To: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: RE: FYWT annual board meeting
Date: Sunday, January 3, 2021 9:05:20 PM
Attachments: image001.png
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Absolutely. I am totally available all evening for any FYWT meetings.
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, January 2, 2021 11:40 AM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FYWT annual board meeting
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,
Hope you have have enjoyed the holidays. Everything is coming together for our meeting on the 13th. A question
for you; would you be open to addressing both the members business meeting at 6PM and the public meeting at
6:30PM?  Getting your take on the latest and probably final LUBA remand would be helpful. We will be working
on a response narrative of some sort for the remand. The Seattle Times ran this AP article so I am sure it will be in
the Oregonian soon.
 
Land Use Board: Oregon recreation trail must be reconsidered
 
 


Land Use Board: Oregon recreation trail must be
reconsidered
SALEM, Ore. (AP) — The farm impacts of a recreational trail
southwest of Portland in Yamhill County weren’t prop...


 
 
  Again the other speakers at the public meeting will be addressing a broader regional trail system concept and how
the YWT is part of that along with the impact of having the Wapato Refuge and Nature Park being associated.You
will be the lead speaker.  Thank Casey.
 
Wayne
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Casey Kulla; V H
Cc: Ken Wright; Stan Primozich; steve wick; Patty Williams; Philip Higgins
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
Date: Sunday, November 22, 2020 4:13:40 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


We also have to think about how we respond to Phillip Higgen's; he seems to really want to get in the
middle of this.  WW


On Sunday, November 22, 2020, 2:29:35 PM PST, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


It’s an amazing intriguing idea.  I do have a lot of questions about numbers, condition of the buildings and
who is responsible for their safety and upkeep, what insurance would cost us etc.


Does anyone mind if I bring my husband in on this question?  He owns a large manufacturing building in
Tualatin so would know more about what information we would need and what risks we would be taking
on.


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Nov 22, 2020, at 11:25 AM, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Wayne, thanks for adding Patty (I couldn’t remember her email address when I drafted this).


 


I floated this idea past Ken Huffer, Carrie Martin, Christian Boenisch and Todd Sadlo (and they were
enthusiastic about me inquiring with you). It would have to be discussed in open session for
Commissioner Olson to be involved. Mr. Belt currently leases the property, but I expect that our lease
price going forward will result in him raising the lease price to the bus company, effectively ending their
lease there. This would be very negative for the bus company and the school district and kids, so I
suggested that we could ask you about taking on the lease of the whole property, with the requirement
that you continue to lease to the bus company but with few other requirements. Mr. Belt was making a
significant income off of the bus company lease.


 


I am happy to talk more in person if that is easier.


Casey
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From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, November 20, 2020 1:32 PM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley
Hinkes Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Casey
Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Cc: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Casey thinking outside of the box. For right now I am going to defer to those you included with
this offer plus Patty Williams our new Treasure. I see expertise there that I don't have. Have you
consulted with Rick or county administration regarding this idea?  Wayne


 


On Friday, November 20, 2020, 10:53:09 AM PST, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Board of Friends of YWT (plus Philip),


 


A question for you to consider: would you be interested in holding the lease on the bus barn property on
hwy 240? It would require you to be the property manager and to sublet the current bus footprint to the
bus company. But the benefits: you have access to and control of the property that will be the key trail
head, and it gives you a measure of standing for grants, legal claims, etc. The other buildings on site
could leased to other business partners that complement a future trail. Depending upon the details and
rates, you might even generate a small cash income from the lease/sublease that could help with other
projects moving the trail forward.


 


Obviously, a lease agreement would need to be approved and signed before the first Thurs in January,
but we can move quickly if you can.


 


Casey


971-241-6585
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From: Steve Harloff
To: Wayne Wiebke; Stan G Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Ken Wright; Steve Wick; Leona Sitton; Larry


Heesacker; Carol Foley; Anne Falla; Carrie Martin; Steve and Jane Harloff
Subject: Saturday in the Park!
Date: Friday, August 21, 2020 10:11:31 AM
Attachments: August 2020 example.docx


Communications - org goals - media goals.docx
August facebook posts.docx
Trail Social Media Conversation.docx


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Everybody: Let's welcome Anne Falla to our Friends group tomorrow at Wennerberg on
the west side of Carlton at 10:00.


Bring a lawn chair, should be a pleasant morning, and we can talk about our needs for keeping
Trail supporters (and those close to being supporters) tuned in, enthusiastic, and aware of
progress. 


Let's work from Anne's pages she sent us a while ago about what we could be doing with our
media. Here I have attached a possible calendar, a sample Fbook post, and a series of media
questions from Anne. 


I also have some great thoughts from Carol about aligning our short/long term goals with our
media needs. I am attaching it here and will bring copies of all of this to the gathering.


Hope to see you there.....Steve Harloff
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			Trail Social Media Calendar
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			Facebook Post


Share on Progressive Yamhill
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			10
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			14
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			Website updates


			


			Draft of monthly newsletter, ask for updates, additions


			Facebook Post


Share on Progressive Yamhill
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			Facebook Post


Share on Progressive Yamhill
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			Website Updates


			


			Monthly Friends of Trail Meeting


Newsletter updates needed


			Facebook Post


Share on Progressive Yamhill


			


			Send out monthly Newsletter
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Aug 6 facebook idea- who/how to contact in support of trail		Aug 13 facebook idea- ODOT update


Aug 20 facebook idea- rails to trails, explained		Aug 27 facebook idea- Spotlight- someone who supports trail
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Long-term organizational goals:


· Advocate for multi-modal trail development and inclusion in a regional trail system. #1, 9


· Participate with Yamhill and Washington County on trail design. #3


· Assist with ongoing trail maintenance. #4


· Raise funds for trail construction and maintenance. #8


· Grow and strengthen the FYWT organization. #1,2,6





Short-term goals:


To support the development and maintenance of an off-road trail system that will integrate our communities with adjacent trails and parks and 


· Promote connectivity between urban and rural communities #9


· Provide equitable access for diverse communities of all ages


· Promote appreciation of the region’s cultural and historical roots


· Provide assistance for maintenance of trails #4


· Promote awareness of our agricultural and timber heritage.


Communications Committee


The Communications Committee is focused on advancing the Project to the public and potential stakeholders. Communicating the Project and its benefits is one of the main objectives of this Committee. It is recommended that volunteers with particular skills be recruited to serve on this committee including: graphic and web design, social media, marketing, events planning. Committee responsibilities include:


· Develop, implement, and evaluate communication goals and plans needed to advance FYWT’s three mission objectives in collaboration with all committees and the Board of Directors.


· Manage the development, distribution, and maintenance of all print and electronic collateral including, but not limited to, newsletters, brochures, presentation materials, and the FYWT website and social media channels.


· Develop short- and long-term plans and budgets for the marketing/communications/ public relations program and its activities, monitor progress, assure adherence and evaluate performance.


· Take a leadership role in the identification, development and administration, as needed, of special events and programs that further the organization’s mission and fundraising efforts. #7


· Assist the Finance Committee in implementing and maintaining its membership program. #6,8





Media Goals


Friends of the Westsider Yamhelas Trail will utilize print and electronic media to do the following:





1. Inform Yamhill County residents of changes taking place with the development of the Trail, whether at a local or country level.


2. Continue to assist Yamhill County residents to realize the profound potential for health and personal well-being from utilizing the Trail.


3. Present information from various sources about issues that pertain to initial set up of a transportation corridor. Set up topics might include mitigation, construction, design and placement of art, signs, benches, crosswalks, restrooms and trail heads.


4. Friends could present to residents of Yamhill County specific ideas about how maintenance along the Trail might work and how people can help.


5. Electronic media in particular offers a forum for exchange of ideas related to Trail topics. 


6. Volunteers can be recruited through electronic media, especially as we recruit people with specific skills.


7. Electronic media can be used to move people to action: attending an event, writing or testifying, helping with an event.


8. Subscription campaigns can be run on electronic media, making financial commitment attractive.


9. Electronic media can have links to other trails across the country; supporters can see specific examples of how communities across the country support trail development.







Share with- (note- share with when appropriate)- Progressive Yamhill, Rails to Trails Conservancy, Cycle Oregon, Travel Oregon, Dogs of McMinnville, Yamhill County Community Discussions… What other facebook groups should we share with? Suggestions? 





Aug 6


Let’s keep up the momentum!! Yes- we need you more than ever!! Please send us a personal message if you’d be willing to do a spotlight piece on you, your hopes for the trail, and/or how you think the trail could enhance Yamhill County! 


(we need you- political picture uncle Sam) 








Aug 13


Update from ODOT


(ODOT website link and or logo)








Aug 20th


Rails to trails 








Aug 27th 


Let your local and regional reps know you support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail!! 


We need them to know the incredible impact this trail would have on our community!!


Call and/or email your reps today!


Don’t know what to write? (use our example)


"When trails are nearby, people have more opportunities to get outside and be active. They can choose to bike or walk instead of drive to their destinations. Local businesses benefit from increased foot traffic in urban places and stronger tourism in rural and suburban places. All told, trails become the foundation of healthy, thriving communities."


Don’t know who to contact? (here are some options)


-Casey Kullah (Chair of Yamhill County, Board of Commissioners) kullac@co.yamhill.or.us


-Mary Starrett (Vice Chair of Yamhill County, Board of Commissioners) starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us


-Richard “Rick” Olson (Yamhill County, Board of Commissioners) olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us


(All county commissioners can be reached at: 503 434 7501)


Senator Brian Boquist	Phone: 503-986-1712


House Representative Ron Noble	Phone: 503-986-1424


Suzanne Bonamici, Congressional District 1, 503-469-6010


(Letter camp. Type photo)
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How often would posts be made? (different for different types of media?)


Friends facebook- every week? Every other week?


Progressive Yamhill on FB- share friends of facebook weekly or every other week post or create a different post too? 


(Would someone help me moderate it (facebook posts- that is)? The opposition can get nasty- so it might be good to have 2-3 people…)


Website account- Update as needed? Or? (what platform do we use?) 


Nextdoor (probably not me but I can share with anyone that would be open?


Instagram (probably not me)- but I can share with anyone that would be open?


Google drive, user names/passwords for all our different media platforms? 


Emails & newsletter via mailchimp- template for newsletter? Once a month? Every other month? Quarterly? 


Could someone(s) help me edit? I’m an okay writer, but 2/3 eyes are always better. 


How much in advance to give people time to edit? 2 weeks? 





Up to date news- friends meetings? ODOT communications updates, new donors….


Who/how to contact to say you want this trail!! Our reps, so they vote our way


Rails to trails- how trails are developed (in Oregon, in US)


Spotlights- people who want it for use, farmers who want it, have donated to it, on our team, bed and breakfasts/ hotels who could advertise the trail… 


types of use- recreation walking, walking dogs “dogs of the Trail”, biking, scouts clean up, leave no trace links or websites, historical/educational, day to day for safer walks to school- not crossing 47, safer biking than 47- saves on congestion/lives, economic impact- has a study been done? I know I buy lunch, water, gas when I do these adventures… bike rental shops? 


Nature and health quotes as filler….


In general I’d love to create a calendar like the one attached, aka if I get sick or work gets busy or I’m traveling- someone could take lead for me and vice verse?  





Not mentioned- opposition and the negative… angry farmers- harm to land/trash/”pee breaks in the bushes”, “homeless people under bridges”, etc. or do we?... we could do- what if we had a homeless camp? Who would have jurisdiction- what they would do? Safety is our focus?







From: Lommen, Kristy
To: V H
Cc: Carrie Martin (martinc@co.yamhill.or.us)
Subject: RE: Carrie Martin
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 3:11:01 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Okay, thanks Veronica. Much appreciated!
 
Kristy
 


From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 3:10 PM
To: Lommen, Kristy <Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov>
Cc: Carrie Martin (martinc@co.yamhill.or.us) <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Carrie Martin
 
Hi Kristy-
 
While Carrie is really the one to answer as the county is the owner of the right of way, I can tell you
that right now, as far as I know, none of the right of way is formally open to the public. 
 
Veronica
 
 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone
 


On Jul 29, 2020, at 8:27 AM, Lommen, Kristy <Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov>
wrote:



Hi folks,
 
Still hoping for an update on this. Thanks,
 
Kristy
 
 
 
Kristy Lommen
Digital Content Specialist| Oregon Lottery®
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Desk: 503.540.2002
Fax: 503.540.1329
www.oregonlottery.org
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From: Lommen, Kristy 
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:18 AM
To: Carrie Martin (martinc@co.yamhill.or.us) <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Carrie Martin
 
Hi Carrie,
 
I am trying to obtain some information regarding the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.
Specifically, I’d like to know if any portions of the trail are yet open to the public at this
point.
 
Thanks in advance for your assistance,
 
Kristy Lommen
 


From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:14 AM
To: Lommen, Kristy <Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov>
Subject: Carrie Martin
 
Hi Kristy-


Please contact Carrie Martin at Yamhill County.  She asked me to direct you to her. 
Contact info attached.


Best,


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone



http://www.oregonlottery.org/
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Wayne Wiebke; V H
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:25:17 AM
Attachments: image001.png


We have never received Oregon Lottery money for development of the YWT.


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:17 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I have current photos of the bridge construction. The only open section is in or through Carlton at this
point. At other potential access points it grown over generally by blackberries. Not sure about the Lottery
funded grant. I couldn't identify it on the Projects section of the YC website.


On Friday, July 24, 2020, 8:41:11 AM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Please see the request below.  We have pictures of the brush clearing work but that’s all I have.  Also, I’m
not sure what work the Lottery funded grant was for?  Can one or both of you help her?


Thanks,


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Lommen, Kristy" <Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov>
Date: July 23, 2020 at 4:57:32 PM PDT
To: "veronica4249@yahoo.com" <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
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Hi Veronica,
 
The Oregon Lottery recently launched a new website, including features on some of the
projects around the state that have been funded in part by Oregon Lottery grants or loans.
One of the projects we’d like to feature is the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.
 
This weekend, I drove Hwy 47 to Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston to get some general photos
of the area. I was hoping to perhaps get some photos of the trail itself (or at least work-in-
progress on the trail), but found no signage or obvious entry points. I was hoping you could
clarify the current status of the work there. Are there currently any open sections? Is so,
where. And, if not, when is the anticipated open date?
 
Thanks for any info. I look forward to hearing from you soon!
 
Kristy
 
 
 
Here is a sample webpage of the sort of feature we have been publishing on our funded
projects. The page we envision for the YWT would be similar.
 
https://www.oregonlottery.org/programs/econ-growth-independence-landing-2019/
 
 
 
Kristy Lommen
Digital Content Specialist| Oregon Lottery®


Desk: 503.540.2002
Fax: 503.540.1329
www.oregonlottery.org
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: County list of public Yamhelas Westsider Trail meetings.
Date: Tuesday, December 8, 2020 6:36:35 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Carrie,
First, thank you for your support the last two days,your concern is appreciated.
I am trying to put together a comprehensive list of all the public informational meetings that have been
conducted to date.  I thought something like that was on the County website but couldn't find it. Would
you have any record of those meetings? Thank you.  Wayne
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From: Carol Foley
To: "Carrie Martin"
Cc: "Veronica Haley Hinkes"
Subject: RE: COVID-19 Response + Recovery Grant Program
Date: Friday, November 13, 2020 10:51:39 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Carrie,
(This message is the same as a voice message I just left for you.)  We are ready to submit our grant
application.  The budget document seems to have uploaded fine. We have two optional documents
to include.  When I selected the first file, that file name appeared in the window.  But when I
selected a second file, the second file name appears but the first one doesn't.  Are we only able to
upload one optional document?  Or is it possible to upload two even though both file names don't
appear?  Thanks,
Carol
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Tuesday, November 03, 2020 10:35 AM
To: Carol Foley <cdfoley@me.com>
Cc: 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Patty Williams'
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: COVID-19 Response + Recovery Grant Program
 
Hi Carol,
 
Try refreshing your browser. You should see an option for "Non-profit."
 
Thanks!
 
Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)
 


From: Carol Foley <cdfoley@me.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 3, 2020 10:23 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Patty Williams'
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<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: COVID-19 Response + Recovery Grant Program
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hello Carrie,


We are planning to submit an application COVID-19 Response + Recovery Grant Program and I have
a question:   For SECTION 3c: Capacity Building (In what industry does your business or
organization operate?), there does not seem to be a category listed that fits our mission, unless lit
would be Hospitality.  Please tell us which category best fits the Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail
on Question 3c.  Thank you!


Carol
 
Carol Foley
Mobile: (253) 709-4310
carol@foleyresearch.com 
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From: V H
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project Advisory Meeting: CORRECTION
Date: Monday, November 23, 2020 1:06:48 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thanks Carrie.
Is there information yet on the Dec 2 Open House that I can post to our Facebook page?


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Nov 23, 2020, at 11:43 AM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
wrote:



The first PAC meeting is Tuesday, December 1st @ 3:00pm-5:00pm via Zoom. 


Sorry for the error!


Carrie


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Carrie Martin
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 10:24 AM
To: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Christy Martinez <cmartinez@ci.carlton.or.us>; davidm@cityofgaston.com
<davidm@cityofgaston.com>; Heather Richards
<Heather.Richards@mcminnvilleoregon.gov>; LORI GILMORE
<l.gilmore@cityofyamhill.org>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>;
clinton.nelson@gastonk12.org <clinton.nelson@gastonk12.org>; Lu Ann Anderson
<LAnderson@msd.k12.or.us>; communications@ycschools.org
<communications@ycschools.org>; Chris Ray <RAYC@co.yamhill.or.us>; Kevin
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Martinez Carlton Chief <Kmartinez@ci.carlton.or.us>; Gregory Graven
<greg.graven@cityofyamhill.org>; DUNCAN Michael W
<Michael.W.DUNCAN@odot.state.or.us>; jim.rue@state.or.us <jim.rue@state.or.us>;
carl_switzer@co.washington.or.us <carl_switzer@co.washington.or.us>; Veronica
Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Jeff Knapp <jeff@visitmcminnville.com>;
Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Cc: Mary Stewart <marystewart@altaplanning.com>;
gracestainback@altaplanning.com <gracestainback@altaplanning.com>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project Advisory Meeting:
 
Good morning!


You are receiving this email because you have agreed to participate in the Yamhill
County Project Advisory Committee for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master
Planning.


Our first meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, December 1st @ 5:00-7:00pm via
Zoom.


Please see below for the Zoom invitation link. We're looking forward to working
with all of you on this exciting project!


See you soon!


Carrie


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


____________________________________


Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan - PAC #1
When Tue Dec 1, 2020 3pm – 5pm Pacific Time - Los Angeles


Where Zoom3 (map)


Join Zoom Meeting
https://zoom.us/j/93392295968?pwd=YVdVMmdGcDJWbVMwS3crcEZGQmkxUT09



https://www.google.com/maps/search/Zoom3?hl=en

https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fzoom.us%2Fj%2F93392295968%3Fpwd%3DYVdVMmdGcDJWbVMwS3crcEZGQmkxUT09&sa=D&source=calendar&usd=2&usg=AOvVaw2q91HRFnyTmTOuii6SNp-H





Meeting ID: 933 9229 5968
Passcode: 138514


One tap mobile
+13126266799,,93392295968# US (Chicago)
+16465588656,,93392295968# US (New York)


Dial by your location
        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
        +1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
        +1 301 715 8592 US (Washington D.C)
        +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
        +1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
        +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
Meeting ID: 933 9229 5968
Find your local number: https://zoom.us/u/acx0es6JPk



https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fzoom.us%2Fu%2Facx0es6JPk&sa=D&source=calendar&usd=2&usg=AOvVaw3rHKDR4ZC65XxfzhgLfbT4






From: Casey Kulla
To: veronica4249@yahoo.com
Subject: RE: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail board meeting
Date: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 1:04:22 PM


I can do that. Can you send me an invite?
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 12:48 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail board meeting
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,
 
Our board is meeting again next Tuesday, Feb 23 at 4:00 p.m.  We are wondering if
you could join us for part of the meeting, probably after 4:45 or so, to give an update
from your point of view?   Given the ideas for the future of the trail swirling around,
we'd like to get your take.
 
Best,
 
Veronica Hinkes
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From: V H
To: Wayne Wiebke
Cc: Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:28:59 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Carrie asked me to put Kristy in touch with her directly, which I’ve done.


The Carlton section isn’t open to the public is it?


V


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Jul 24, 2020, at 9:17 AM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:



I have current photos of the bridge construction. The only open section is in or through
Carlton at this point. At other potential access points it grown over generally by
blackberries. Not sure about the Lottery funded grant. I couldn't identify it on the Projects
section of the YC website.


On Friday, July 24, 2020, 8:41:11 AM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Please see the request below.  We have pictures of the brush clearing work but that’s all I
have.  Also, I’m not sure what work the Lottery funded grant was for?  Can one or both of
you help her?


Thanks,


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Lommen, Kristy" <Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov>
Date: July 23, 2020 at 4:57:32 PM PDT
To: "veronica4249@yahoo.com" <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail





Hi Veronica,
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The Oregon Lottery recently launched a new website, including features on
some of the projects around the state that have been funded in part by
Oregon Lottery grants or loans. One of the projects we’d like to feature is the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail.


 


This weekend, I drove Hwy 47 to Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston to get some
general photos of the area. I was hoping to perhaps get some photos of the
trail itself (or at least work-in-progress on the trail), but found no signage or
obvious entry points. I was hoping you could clarify the current status of the
work there. Are there currently any open sections? Is so, where. And, if not,
when is the anticipated open date?


 


Thanks for any info. I look forward to hearing from you soon!


 


Kristy


 


 


 


Here is a sample webpage of the sort of feature we have been publishing on
our funded projects. The page we envision for the YWT would be similar.


 


https://www.oregonlottery.org/programs/econ-growth-independence-landing-
2019/


 


 


 


Kristy Lommen


Digital Content Specialist| Oregon Lottery®


Desk: 503.540.2002


Fax: 503.540.1329


www.oregonlottery.org
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From: Casey Kulla
To: veronica4249@yahoo.com
Subject: RE: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail annual meetings
Date: Monday, January 11, 2021 1:05:31 PM


Sounds good. I have not received the links.
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 12:40 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail annual meetings
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey-
 
Thank you again for agreeing to speak at both our member meeting and our public meeting on
Wednesday, and all of the time and support you put into the trail.
 
I don't know if Wayne mentioned that our member meeting at 6:00 p.m. is on a pretty tight
time schedule; we need to be done by 6:25 to give everyone a chance to slide over to the
public meeting, which is on a separate zoom link.  So, if you could keep your comments to
five minutes for the member meeting, that would be great.  You can expand more in the public
meeting--I think we said up to 10 minutes for that, plus there will hopefully be Q and A time
at the end.
 
Also, can you please let me know if you have received the Zoom links for both meetings?
 
Thank you!
 
Veronica
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From: Klimek, Larry
To: V H
Cc: Robert Spurlock; Casey Kulla; Stephanie (Steph) Noll
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: Video of Yamhelas Trail meeting
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2021 3:49:45 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


No problem it was already a public meeting.


Larry


Larry Klimek
Project Leader
Tualatin River NWR Complex
19255 SW Pacific Hwy
Sherwood, OR 97140
503-625-5944
503-816-1227 (Cell)


From: Stephanie Noll <steph.noll@oregontrailscoalition.org>
Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2021 1:27 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: veronica4249@yahoo.com <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Robert Spurlock
<robert.spurlock@oregonmetro.gov>; Klimek, Larry <larry_klimek@fws.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Video of Yamhelas Trail meeting
 
 


 This email has been received from outside of DOI - Use caution before clicking on
links, opening attachments, or responding.  


No concerns from me.  Thanks, all, for your work!


Steph Noll
Coalition Director
she/her
503-290-4569
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https://www.facebook.com/oregontrailscoalition/


On Thu, Jan 14, 2021 at 11:32 AM Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
I was going to post my own presentation notes on FB today, so no worries from me.


-----Original Message-----
From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2021 10:23 AM
To: Stephanie (Steph) Noll <steph.noll@oregontrailscoalition.org>; Robert Spurlock
<robert.spurlock@oregonmetro.gov>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Larry
Klimek <larry_klimek@fws.gov>
Subject: Video of Yamhelas Trail meeting


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you all again for speaking last night—great information and an exciting vision for our
region!  We appreciate your time and expertise.


There were a number of people who were not able to get into the meeting last night for some
as-yet-to-be-understood technical reasons. We would like to make a recording of the
meeting available either to them individually or publicly, as I’m sure there are others who
couldn’t get in that we haven’t heard from.


Please let me know if you are OK with us distributing the video or putting it on YouTube.


Best,


Veronica


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Ken Huffer; Carol Foley; Larry Heesacker; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Leona Sitton; Jarod Logsdon;


Franchot Huttchinson; Ken Wright; Steve Harloff; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Cc: Patty Williams
Subject: Re: Draft September Board Meeting Agenda
Date: Saturday, September 5, 2020 3:52:54 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Got it. Thank you.


On Saturday, September 5, 2020, 10:50:26 AM PDT, Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
wrote:


Here is the Zoom meeting info: 


Veronica Hinkes is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.


Topic: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail board meeting
Time: Sep 8, 2020 04:00 PM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
        Every month on the Second Tue, until Jan 12, 2021, 5 occurrence(s)
        Sep 8, 2020 04:00 PM
        Oct 13, 2020 04:00 PM
        Nov 10, 2020 04:00 PM
        Dec 8, 2020 04:00 PM
        Jan 12, 2021 04:00 PM
Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar system.
Monthly:
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/tZUoduGspj0tGdApj83v6Pv7vsIEYmbvdqRx/ics?
icsToken=98tyKuGpqzoiHtyTtxqDRpwcGYj4WejxiCFajad8jBW9UDYFUhWhIPFrF4tyEs7U


Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81518486734?pwd=ekx6T25Lc29iNHFNWVJLT2dJd05JUT09


Meeting ID: 815 1848 6734
Passcode: 870473
One tap mobile
+13126266799,,81518486734#,,,,,,0#,,870473# US (Chicago)
+13462487799,,81518486734#,,,,,,0#,,870473# US (Houston)


Dial by your location
        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
        +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
        +1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
        +1 669 900 9128 US (San Jose)
        +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
        +1 301 715 8592 US (Germantown)
Meeting ID: 815 1848 6734
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Passcode: 870473
Find your local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kkg626ekP


On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:08:43 PM PDT, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Hi All,
 The agenda looks short but the conversation regarding Funding Committee & Communications may lengthen
the time.Some of you will be meeting Patty for the first time, but I hope her resume gives you a heads up as to
who she is and the help she can bring to our organization. Both Ken and I have know Patty for a considerable
length of time if you are looking for character references. We both will vouch that she is a character. So much
for levity. If there are other items you wish to address on the agenda just let me know; as always, this first  is
always a draft.    Wayne








From: Philip Higgins
To: V H
Cc: Casey Kulla; Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich; steve wick; Patty Williams
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
Date: Sunday, November 22, 2020 2:41:41 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m also happy to review the lease and provide input and point out potential exposure and
provide direction on how to safely make this happen. That’s literally been my job for the past
25 years as a commercial real estate broker. 
No charge for services, acting out of friendship for the Trail.  


Philip E Higgins 
Pacific Crest REA
503-793-9039


(Please excuse any mis-spelling or auto-correct oddities) 


On Nov 22, 2020, at 2:29 PM, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


 It’s an amazing intriguing idea.  I do have a lot of questions about numbers,
condition of the buildings and who is responsible for their safety and upkeep,
what insurance would cost us etc.


Does anyone mind if I bring my husband in on this question?  He owns a large
manufacturing building in Tualatin so would know more about what information
we would need and what risks we would be taking on.


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Nov 22, 2020, at 11:25 AM, Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:



Wayne, thanks for adding Patty (I couldn’t remember her email address
when I drafted this).
 
I floated this idea past Ken Huffer, Carrie Martin, Christian Boenisch and
Todd Sadlo (and they were enthusiastic about me inquiring with you). It
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would have to be discussed in open session for Commissioner Olson to be
involved. Mr. Belt currently leases the property, but I expect that our
lease price going forward will result in him raising the lease price to the
bus company, effectively ending their lease there. This would be very
negative for the bus company and the school district and kids, so I
suggested that we could ask you about taking on the lease of the whole
property, with the requirement that you continue to lease to the bus
company but with few other requirements. Mr. Belt was making a
significant income off of the bus company lease.
 
I am happy to talk more in person if that is easier.


Casey
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, November 20, 2020 1:32 PM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Stan Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>;
Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Cc: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Casey thinking outside of the box. For right now I am going to defer to
those you included with this offer plus Patty Williams our new Treasure. I see
expertise there that I don't have. Have you consulted with Rick or county
administration regarding this idea?  Wayne
 
On Friday, November 20, 2020, 10:53:09 AM PST, Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 


Board of Friends of YWT (plus Philip),


 


A question for you to consider: would you be interested in holding the lease on the
bus barn property on hwy 240? It would require you to be the property manager and
to sublet the current bus footprint to the bus company. But the benefits: you have
access to and control of the property that will be the key trail head, and it gives you a
measure of standing for grants, legal claims, etc. The other buildings on site could
leased to other business partners that complement a future trail. Depending upon the
details and rates, you might even generate a small cash income from the
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lease/sublease that could help with other projects moving the trail forward.


 


Obviously, a lease agreement would need to be approved and signed before the first
Thurs in January, but we can move quickly if you can.


 


Casey


971-241-6585








From: Ken Wright
To: Wayne Wiebke; Carol Foley; V H; Janice Primozich; Larry Heesacker; Leona Sitton; Steve Harloff; Steve Wick;


Carrie Martin; Veronica Hinkes
Subject: Re: Commissioner"s Meeting, 8/13/2020 ~ Item #F-5.
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 6:41:28 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Carol,


My apologies about the last minute ask of the board.  I didn’t realize that there was a required
match and attempted to put something together last minute.  


In the interest of putting a stop to the opposing argument that paying the match would be a
waste of taxpayer money I called Casey Kulla and let him know that the match would be
covered.  I did so with the understanding that if the board chose not to use board funds that
Karen and I would cover.  We did the same thing a couple of years ago when we personally
provided a 18k match.  


I thought we could poll the board by email to hear everyone’s thoughts.  Karen and I are
completely good with whatever the board decides.  


With that, if everyone could reply to this email regarding this action it would be appreciated.


Best, Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On Aug 13, 2020, at 6:08 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:



The match was still $16,674? I wasn't available to watch the BOC meeting but that was the
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figure in the documents Rick sent to the two of us. I agree for several reasons. The first is it
throws in the face that the county is spending limited county tax payers $$ on this
project(Lee Schrepel's recent Facebook rant). The othe ris  it reinforces our financial
commitment to this partnership. I do think, and this is a little out of my wheelhouse, coming
up with funding ideas for building resources to meet this and potential legal situations. As
an organization we need to become independent of your generosity and I really feel there is
support out there to step up to protect the development of the trail.
How soon do we have to commit to the match?


Wayne 
On Thursday, August 13, 2020, 8:11:00 AM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
wrote:


We have the $ in our account to pay the match.  We could Offer this if we agree as a board.
 


Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On Aug 12, 2020, at 6:04 PM, Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:



Sure, I don't expect any votes to change, I just like to give
backup to the two who support us and get the reasons for
moving forward in the record.  


I just sent mine too.  


V


On Wednesday, August 12, 2020, 5:21:52 PM PDT, Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


I agree. But the decision will still be 2 to 1. I am sure Mary is rallying her
troops. I just sent mine.  WW 


On Wednesday, August 12, 2020, 5:08:59 PM PDT, Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


See Casey's email below.   Sounds like we definitely should be
getting some comments in. 


V


----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
To: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>







Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2020, 3:24:13 PM PDT
Subject: FW: Commissioner's Meeting, 8/13/2020 ~ Item #F-5.


You can see what Lee and company  are talking about. It might
help with your comments.


 


From: Lee Schrepel <lee@fruithillinc.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 2:58 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Mary Starrett
<starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Rick Olson
<olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>; BOC Info <bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Commissioner's Meeting, 8/13/2020 ~ Item #F-5.
Importance: High


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Dear Commissioners,


I write in reference to tomorrow's subject meeting and agenda item F-5, as
quoted below, relating to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT):


Consideration of approval of the ODOT
Transportation & Growth Management (TGM)
Program: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
Grant agreement between Yamhill County and
the Oregon Department of Transportation
(ODOT) in the amount of $122,280 to develop a
master plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail
requiring a county match of $16,674.


I noticed many pages (pages 48-87, I think) of back-up documentation in your
packet, led-off by an email from County employee Carrie Martin about an
ODOT grant.


With the proposed YWT deeply mired in litigation, it seems ridiculous and
wasteful of County resources to proceed in any way at this time.  County tax
dollars are hard-earned by County citizens.  For the Board of Commissioners
(BOC) to commit the money this agena item proposes to such an effort is
fiscally irresponsible.


 


The YWT proposal is fraught with legal problems, probably unsolvable legal
problems.  BOC action in support of the YWT is under another LUBA stay
because it is likely illegal!  If it can never pass the farm impacts test, the trail
will never be built!  LUBA does not grant stays frequently, and the County is







way out of line here.


 


The BOC should wait to seek money for the Master Plan until they know that
the YWT can be lawfully approved!  The County and State are not awash in
funds, particularly as a result of the current pandemic.  How can this wasteful
effort be responsibly considered now?  Surely the County has greater
priorities, especially those relating to health and safety.


 


It is also unwise of the BOC to consider this action given the
misrepresentations already made to ODOT in order to secure funding to
construct the bridge.  As-is, the County may be faced with returning that
money!  The BOC has quite a history of risky decisions regarding the YWT
and seems intent to push forward in an irrational and irresponsible manner!


 


Where is transparency and the idea of following a legitimate and legal
process in County government?  Why doesn't the BOC behave as if they
needed to properly account for their actions?


 


Ultimately, the County should, in some way, return the railroad right-of-way to
the neighboring landowners so it can be put to its planned, zoned and
intended EFU purpose - farming!


 


Please DO NOT throw more good money after bad!  You need to account to,
rather than totally disregard the true needs of, County taxpayers!


 


Lee


Lee Schrepel, FRUITHILL, INC.
6501 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill, OR  97148-8507
Ofc & Res  503-662-3926
Mobile  503-939-1562
Fax  503-662-4270
Email  Lee@FruithillInc.com
www.FruithillInc.com
Email  communitycantata@gmail.com
www.CantataChoir.org
"Quality Fruit For Generations!"
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Casey Kulla
Cc: Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes
Subject: Re: FYWT annual board meeting
Date: Monday, January 4, 2021 8:56:33 AM
Attachments: image005.png


image001.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Fantastic. thanks a lot. Wayne


On Sunday, January 3, 2021, 9:05:23 PM PST, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Absolutely. I am totally available all evening for any FYWT meetings.


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, January 2, 2021 11:40 AM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FYWT annual board meeting


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,


Hope you have have enjoyed the holidays. Everything is coming together for our meeting on the 13th. A question
for you; would you be open to addressing both the members business meeting at 6PM and the public meeting at
6:30PM?  Getting your take on the latest and probably final LUBA remand would be helpful. We will be working
on a response narrative of some sort for the remand. The Seattle Times ran this AP article so I am sure it will be in
the Oregonian soon.


 


Land Use Board: Oregon recreation trail must be reconsidered
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Land Use Board: Oregon recreation trail must be
reconsidered
SALEM, Ore. (AP) — The farm impacts of a recreational trail southwest of
Portland in Yamhill County weren’t prop...


 


 


  Again the other speakers at the public meeting will be addressing a broader regional trail system concept and how
the YWT is part of that along with the impact of having the Wapato Refuge and Nature Park being associated.You
will be the lead speaker.  Thank Casey.


 


Wayne








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Todd Sadlo; Ken Wright
Cc: Casey Kulla; Janice Primozich; Carrie Martin; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Christian Boenisch; Patty Williams
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Monday, September 14, 2020 6:59:54 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Ken. I agree with Stan, it shouldn't be on your dime. Stan's concerns regarding an unfinished
LUBA situation is one of mine too. Carrie inferred that a tactic given to her would be while mothballing the
trail development ignore any LUBA transmissions or actions; I would want more assurance of that being a
sound tactic. Could the opponents sue the county for divesting to us and if so where would that put us? I
don't see a problem getting financial support for a legal fund from trail supporters but having a sense of
what kinds of legal battles from opponents would be helpful. I would anticipate a lot of nuisance types of
actions from them. Our fixed costs would be insurance and potential property taxes( there could be a
waiver on them) whatever we need to budget for maintenance. The $3500 lease fee from Gene Belt
would cover of that.


Wayne


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 5:40:55 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


Regardless of whether the board would like to sit in on a discussion with Fritz I am planning to meet with
him to have a better understanding personally.  All on my dime of course.


Best, Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 14, 2020, at 5:15 PM, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:



Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:





[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal expense.  Wayne, Veronica
and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would you be able to give a quick brief to Fritz of where we are?
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Ken


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
'Christian Boenisch' <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a sentence in Todd's
scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have
standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I
don't quite understand where that might leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone
such as Fritz Paulas guide us would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response?
Wayne


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:


 


 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the attorney
mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running out and we need to act
quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
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That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses, it would be to
advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the land use case).  Christian
and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works in this field (land held in the public
interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends decide that they
want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at least until we
have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort you have put into this and I
am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
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Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no matter which way
the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the new
Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not enough time for
a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules
require that the remand be pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after
that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the
property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail would not
be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish under Oregon’s land use system.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken
Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley
Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would keep us from
needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I believe it is proper
to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the thought of
the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that from happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I asked them for an
informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is the Friends
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board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Todd Sadlo
Cc: stevencarol. wick; Ken Wright
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
Date: Sunday, April 26, 2020 4:45:28 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Okay. Thanks Todd.


On Sunday, April 26, 2020, 3:27:43 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Steve and Wayne,  thank you for all your help.  I will be working as much information as I can get before
Thursday into the county supplemental findings on remand, but facts you have should also be submitted
into the record, by you, or someone, as a basis for the findings.


Todd Sadlo


On Apr 26, 2020, at 11:35 AM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I was referring to your "BS" (manure) statement.


On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 7:22:49 PM PDT, stevencarol.wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


No ,they called out 50 feet for two insecticides that both have Chlorpirilos as the active ingredient:  Yuma
4e and Lorsban.


Im saying that rhey can do Yuma in 10 feet.


Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Date: 4/25/20 12:22 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Cc: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


Just brought Ken into this. He is totally on top of the overspray of the vineyard I referenced in a just sent
response.
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So Steve, are you now saying the 50" only pertains to to fertilizers>


On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 10:13:32 AM PDT, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


Todd, I have been updating my info on spraying, and have been doing more research. I have found that
the label says on Yuma 4E (manufacturer Winfield's label, with the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos)  ONLY
requires a 10 foot buffer! 50 feet is bullshit!


 


We need to bring Ken Wright into this conversation, regarding spraying. He did considerable research for
our last set of hearings, and contacted many Oregon officials about the "real" spraying laws.


 


(see my "revised' preliminary notes below)


 


Steve


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, April 25, 2020 9:22 AM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick
Subject: Fwd: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


Gentlemen, 


 


I hope the stay decision is attached for your review.  It is a delay, but this isn’t over yet!


 


Please let me know what you think about the decision, because Ben Van Dyke will make the same
argument on remand:  that he is entitled to spray up to his property line at will, and exclude his neighbors
(esp. the county) from the use of or access to 50 feet of the neighbor’s property-a spray buffer-without
having to compensate that neighbor for loss of access.   Am I missing something?


 


It is one thing to coordinate-the county has always offered to do so-but LUBA’s rationale for “irreparable”
harm, if applied to any of Van Dyke’s other neighbors, would mean that everyone else would be required
to stay 50 feet back from their property lines while he is spraying.


 


The bridge case and remand are land use cases, but it is all wrapped up in property rights, which LUBA
has no expertise in, or jurisdiction over.  Overlooking basic property rights, that extend from ‘the heavens
to the center of the earth,’ LUBA appears, in the remand decision and the attached decision, to think the
county has no right to access it’s own property if it interferes in any way with Mr. Van Dyke’s spray
routines.







 


Is there an expert on best practices for spraying if a neighbor is not always present but has the right and
habit of being in the buffer area?  Does he have no obligation to change his nozzles and possibly other
practices when spraying the edge of his property, to reduce the buffer to ten feet, and keep the buffer
entirely on his own property, as a best spray practice?


 


I’m hoping I’m not the only person calling him out on practices that, if he were to practice them on any of
his other neighbors without any coordination or compromise, would be an affront.


Todd Sadlo


Begin forwarded message:


From: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: April 24, 2020 at 4:05:04 PM PDT
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>, Nohely Barajas-Montalvo <barajasn@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW:  LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County





FYI, see attached.  Stay granted.  Nuts.


 


Christian F. Boenisch


Yamhill County


County Counsel


(503) 434-7502


boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us


 


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****


 


This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or otherwise that you
have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail, keep the contents
confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your system.


 


************************************


 


From: LUBASupport <LUBASupport@state.or.us> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 3:47 PM
To: 'wk@klgpc.com' <wk@klgpc.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
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Subject: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Attached as a courtesy is a copy of the Order the Board issued today in LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033. A
copy of the Order will also be posted to LUBA’s website after 3:30 pm.


 


Denise Seaman


Executive Support Specialist


Land Use Board of Appeals


503-373-1265


 


 


 


My notes are below, Steve:


 


Yuma 4E, or Lorsban, or any other insecticide used (or power blast sprayed) in Filberts (with the active
ingredient Chlorpyrilos) only requires a setback of 10 feet when spraying with a power blast sprayer
when applied at near the maximum rate allowed per acre (under 3 pounds per acre).


 


(See Yuma4E label setback info below:)
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Viewing the amount of chemicals required to eliminate the pests it can be seen that a 10 foot setback is
all that is needed 


 


(See Yuma 4E label below, and Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Management Guide application
rate for Lorsban)
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https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf


 


 


1. Chlorpyrilos can only be used for a total of three times during the year. (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below)


 


The first time it could possibly be used would be in March thru April, to control the Winter moth Leaftier.


 


The next time it could be used would be In the April thru May timeframe, to control Filbert Leafroller or
aphids,



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf





 


..and again in May thru June to control Leafroller.


 


In July thru August it could be used to control stinkbugs, and/or to control Filbertworm.


 


As you can see, this is more than three times. That is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide
lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Many are much
less toxic. And this is why Oregon State Pest Guide states: " Rotate pesticides by mode of action (group);
do not become reliant on a single group for control."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
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https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf





 


2. Chlorpyrifos spray is not allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power
blast spray into the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below). If an applicator started his spaying  paralleling the rail right of way, and used the 20 plus
feet of vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area on all edges of a
field, allowing equipment to turn corners), then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but
would be blasted into the center of the orchard. The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It
would only take a few minutes to spay the edge of the orchard.


 


http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd
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3. There are alternatives to using dangerous inseticides like Chlorpyrifos;


 


all of the edges within 100 feet of the ROW could be sprayed with a less lethal alternative
chemical, and the interior with the lethal alternative. Again, that is why Oregon State University Hazelnut
Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos.
Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos, which is in the process of being outlawed.
(Oregon House Bill 4109, which would have outlawed it failed as a result of the denial of quorum. It is only
a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos is outlawed.) Bio-controls (using beneficial insects to kill pests) are
rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)


 


 


or, if the wind isn't cooperating;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed. 
Other trails shut down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We could make it quicker and easier by just
spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the ROW, and go over to the next two rows and do the next 100
feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An inconvenience, but not a
game stopper. The farmer can coordinate with the County. We know when we should be able to spray,
and there are excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most farmers use.


 


Power blast, and other type spaying can be accomplished with a few inconveniences, but there is no
reason to not develop the trail because some people may be inconvienced.


 


 


 


 


Backgr








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: steve wick; Todd Sadlo
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 4:09:28 PM
Attachments: image001.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


...and maybe the "why".


On Wednesday, July 29, 2020, 4:05:41 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Wayne,


 


That is the first I have heard of it.  I’m checking into it.  I’m not sure who put up signs, or why.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 4:03 PM
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


There are now trespass signs in place in Carlton where City streets cross the the county property, the
trail. How does that reduce the county's liability?


 


On Wednesday, July 29, 2020, 3:55:10 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,


 


Good point.  We’ll see what she attempts to argue with regard to that testimony.
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Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 3:53 PM
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Does disobeying a well written warning sign make the trespasser negligent?  Were they also going
around a gate. If so, I would see the farmer's position against any liability strengthened. It would seem
that at some point the person ignoring signs giving warning would start to shoulder responsibility. Could
the sign add that ignoring would be considered trespass strengthen the legal outcome? It seems to me
that a gate and a straight forward warning should negate a farmer being liable for someones
irresponsibility.  


 


On Wednesday, July 29, 2020, 9:16:18 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Steve,


 


I really appreciate your insight and all of the useful information you are providing.  To be clear, LUBA can
only consider evidence that is already in the record.  We already imposed a condition stating that the trail
can be closed for spraying.  In response, the opponents put  dozens of social media posts of people who
went on closed trails.  They show the signs closing the trail, and their selfies ignoring the signs.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:16 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]
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Todd


 


Here are my preliminary thoughts on the current "Stay" I'll need to verify some things,
and will try to get some recognized experts to verify some of my statements.


 


To fight their spray arguments I have proposed that we shut the trail down…only
while they spray the edges.


 


I have more work to do on the chemical Gramoxone; I am trying to find the some of it
with the new label that allows spraying next to a trail. otherwise I'll have to get a
recommendation for OSU on another spray.


 


Steve Wick


 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------


 


In the Stay granted by LUBA on June 19 2020 they concluded, in one of their
arguments, that Ben Van Dyke would suffer "Irreparable Injury" because he would be
"hindered or prohibited from spraying the herbicides and pesticides required to protect
his crop."  


 


(It should be noted that the proposed Yamhelas Westsider trail right-of-way is
approximately 60 feet wide, with the trail itself being 12 feet wide. That means that
there is a 24 feet buffer on either of the trail that Ben Van Dyke, and others, say is not
sufficient to mitigate spray drift.)


 


 


LUBA also stated "Van Dyke explained that filbert trees should live 75 years or more
and that, if he was unable to spray his filbert trees, those trees could die due to
Eastern Filbert Blight. Given the long-lived nature of the filbert trees and the potential
for protracted crop and yield loss if spraying cannot occur, we conclude that the injury
Van Dyke specified is not and injury that could be adequately compensated in money
damages."


 







They also concluded that Van Dyke could lose his food safety certification if litter and
debris from the construction site enter his hazelnut orchard.


 


These conclusions, and the following assumptions;


 


A. that Van Dyke must be able to spray his trees for Eastern Filbert Blight; "If I am
unable to spray as required, I risk my trees dying of Eastern Filbert Blight that could
result in the loss of all crops on a tree that should last 75 plus years."


 


B. that Van Dyke, and others, would be unable to spray during trail construction (or
during trail use)


 


C. that Van Dyke uses the herbicide sprays Gramazone and Parazone (Paraquat),
which state "do not use around…recreational parks…."


 


D. that  Van Dyke would lose his food safety certification if litter and debris enter his
orchard from trail construction (or trail use)


 


…can be totally mitigated with a few simple actions.


 


 


A. Spraying for Eastern Filbert Blight. This is not necessary for Van Dyke's trees. Van
Dyke has previously stated that his trees are two years old; "Our hazelnuts were
planted in 2018, and our second year trees,…".  BUT; All the new filbert varietals
are "blight resistant".


 


OSU wrote the bible on hazelnuts. No one in the world has the experience and
knowledge that they possess regarding the entire hazelnut spectrum. They update
info yearly for growers. The Pest Management Guide, Pacific Northwest Plant
disease, Insect, and Weed management handbooks constitute our bible. We refer to
these and their other hazelnut publications and missives yearly for the most up-to-
guide guidance. Professor Jay Pscheidt has been working on EFB (Eastern Filbert
Blight) for over 30 years, and his work enabled our industry to have varietals that we
can count on.


 


New trees only have to be sprayed the first spring after planting, and only if they are







adjacent to a heavily infected orchard. OSU has documented this in their 2020 Pest
Management Guide for Hazelnuts. See p17.
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html


Per OSU's Pacific NW Handbook; ''Dorris', 'Jefferson', 'McDonald', 'PollyO', 'Santiam', 'Wepster',
and 'Yamhill' are highly resistant with the single dominant-resistance gene from 'Gasaway'."
  https://pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease/host-disease/hazelnut-corylus-avellana-eastern-filbert-blight


 


 


 


B. Spraying chemicals next to the trail poses no problem if the trail is shut down when
the spraying must be done. This is simple to do. Other trails do this! The farmers and
trail owners coordinate operations. Spraying chemicals in filbert orchards usually
occurs less than a dozen times during the year, but young orchards could require
more, and non-common diseases or pests could possibly double the number of spray
occurrences required.


 


 


 


In 2015 a study was done of many trails (see attached Santa Paula Branch Line
Study) That study specifically addressed farming and how the impacts to farming
were dealt with on trails throughout farming acreages. Below you will see some
excerpts from that study. It should be noted that many of the trails just shut down
while the farmer sprays his fields.
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San Pasqual Valley Trail: Ca. • Specific fencing was designed for the trail, modified from the park


department’s standard lodgepole fencing. Chicken wire inserts were


added approximately one foot from the ground to allow wildlife to pass


through;


• Gates allow sections of the trail to be closed;


• Signage installed to alert the trail-users of trail closure for spraying and


to stay on the trail;


• Farmers can dictate trail closure (within reason, i.e., preferably not on


weekends) for maintenance and crop spraying. This protocol was


developed and approved by the County Farm Bureau, County Farm


Advisor's Office, and the affected farmers


 


Cowel-Purisima Coastal Trail • Stout fencing


• Large gates to accommodate cattle and equipment passage while


trail is closed


• Gates to close trail during spraying and operations


• Information and regulatory signs


• Maintained by volunteer docents


• Farmer has ability to close gates for maintenance


 


Obern Trail, Ca. • Little to no physical barrier in most places. Oleander hedges and


chainlink fence.


• Each farmer decides on fencing – not installed by the County.


• High levels of use create a self-policing scenario.


• The trail is lit throughout, at all hours.


Feedback from Involved Parties


• Matthew Dobberteen: In over ten years managing trails for


Santa Barbara County, I have never received a complaint about


the Obern Trail. Our trails that run near agriculture are never the


trails we have problems with. The only issue is every few years


we may get some graffiti on a retaining wall. "A bike path will







make theft harder, not easier, by bringing light, attention,


people, eyes to the trail." "If someone wanted to steal from a


farm, they'd find a place where no one could see them, not a


trail with steady use."


• John Givens: No significant impacts from the trail. Occasionally


homeless pass through and there is minor vandalism, but it has


not been serious enough to involve the County or other


authorities. Trail users don’t cut through the farm property


 


Cedar Valley Trail, Ia.


• Fencing with gates;


• Reinforced crossing to accommodate equipment;


• Easement allowing farm equipment access;


• Signage to warn trail users of crossing farm vehicles.


 


West County Trail, Ca. • Farmers put A-frame signs on their property stating when


spraying will occur.


• Spraying generally limited to early morning, before most trail


users are present.


• Aerial spraying not conducted near the trail.


• Some vineyard owners have built connections between their


properties and the trail.


• “No Trespassing” signs have been installed by some vineyard


owners.


• The County patrols the trail and regularly talks with


neighbors.


 


Most spraying is done early in the morning. All spraying must be done with as little
wind as possible. At the very worst case, the least notice that a farmer could provide
would be 24 hours, but generally he would be able to schedule spraying a few days
prior and/or schedule a tentative window weeks in advance. An example of this would
be the spraying that I just did in my filbert orchard the first week of July for Filbert
Worm. The orchard had to be monitored for several weeks for filbert moths. When the







level got to a certain point, I had only a few days to get my first air blast spray applied.
I consulted weather forecasts for rain, and then looked at the wind forecasts, and
found that I could spray immediately. (Wind forecasts are extremely accurate, and
with aps like "Windy", can be used to forecast flow and speeds, hour by hour, quite a
few days ahead of time.) The spray I used was effective for three weeks, and then a
second application was required if filbert moths were still present.


 


To make it a win-win for both the farmer and trail users, the farmer can schedule the
trail shutdown for only the very short time he needs to spray the edges of his field,
adjacent to the trail. Then he can open up the trail, and continue spraying the balance
of his fields.


 


Foliar sprays (sprays that must cover all the leaves of the tree) require the most
setback, since they are accomplished thru "air blast " sprays that force the spray up
and over the tops of the trees.  Examples of these sprays are the pesticides and
fungicides that must be sprayed to minimize pests or diseases. Two rows of trees are
sprayed at the same time while the spray operator drives down the aisle. The spray
operator can also shut down either side of the air blast sprayer, allowing him to spray
the outside edge of a row, and not spray neighboring properties. If a farmer wanted to
be positively safe, he could simply power blast spray the first 8 rows, on the edge of
the trail, while the trail was closed, and then open up the trail. (filbert trees are
generally planted in rows 18 to 20 feet wide).


 







  


 


 


 


 


Herbicides used to control weeds, grasses and for eliminating suckers are applied on
the ground, or on the very bottom/base of trees using booms, while driving down the
aisle between two rows of trees. Herbicides must be selectively sprayed; the spray
must be kept on the ground or the base of the tree. If they reach the foliage they can
damage or kill the tree. It would be quite easy to spray a couple of rows (36 to 40
feet) from the edge of the trail Right of Way, and then open up the trail while he
sprayed the balance of his field.


 


 







 


 


Van Dyke stated that he "must be able to spray his orchid for filbertworm, which can
destroy an entire crop, from June through September" But spraying equipment cannot
enter an orchard after Labor Day, since the nuts start falling to the orchard floor, and
anyone driving equipment on the orchard floor could damage the nuts.


"Blank nuts fall before good nuts. After blanks have fallen and just before good nuts begin to drop
(usually at the end of August), it might be desirable to do a final flailing and floating to fill small
depressions in the ground."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf


 


'Hazelnuts begin to drop to the ground during the month of September. Prior to nut drop, the orchard floor
is made level and smooth, and weeds are flail-mowed to facilitate harvest. Harvest generally occurs
during October and is usually a two-step operation."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf


 


 


C. Van Dyke also noted that he stocks and sprays the chemicals Gramoxzone and
Parazone (Paraquat), and his chemical containers both have labels that state : "Do
not use around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf courses or
playgrounds." 


 


But the labels on both products were updated by November 14. 2019, and the
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nebulous statement "around" was taken off the new labels:


"DIRECTIONS FOR USE


RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE


It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.


Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. Only


protected  handlers  may  be  in  the  area  during  application.  For  any  requirements  specific


  c  to  your  State  or  Tribe, 


consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation.


NEVER USE THIS PRODUCT IN RESIDENTIAL OR PUBLIC RECREATIONAL SETTINGS (E.G., HOMES, HOME GARDENS,


SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, AND/OR PLAYGROUNDS"


 


A check with the manufacturers revealed that the chemical did not change….only the
label changed. (see attached "FW: Gramoxone SL 2.0 email)


 


But no matter what the new label states, federal law says that you MUST follow the
instructions on the container that you are using. (again, read Gramoxone SL 2.0
email)


 


The simple solution is to purchase some of the new label Gramoxone or Parazone
and use the new chemical on the edges of his fields, then continue to use the old
material on the inside. It seems ridiculous to do this, since the chemical in the old
label containers, and the chemical in the new label containers, is exactly the same,
but the law is the law. And, per Ben Van Dyke, "since the chemical does not have an
expiration date" either chemical can be used for future sucker or weed spraying.


 


 


D. Loss of Food Safety Certification. Van Dyke stated that "Construction workers
have already littered the area with lunch bags and other detritus have found the way
to our farm that we have had to clean up. This causes food safety issues. In that
regard, we are strictly regulated by the USDA and any litter on our farms, risks losing
food safety certifications that are necessary for the marketability of our brand as well
as to maintain our certifications."


 


Mr. Van Dyke shared a document from Cascade Foods of Albany Oregon, titled "food
safety requirements for delivered product to Cascade Foods". (dated April 16, 2020,
see attached)  In this document Cascade Foods stated;


" Cascade Foods LLC requires that growers adhere to the Good Agricultural Practices







manual set by the Hazelnut Industry office". (see attached).


 


But nowhere in the Good Agricultural Practices manual is there any reference to a
farm losing food safety certification because of litter.


http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf


 


It does say that the orchards must be constantly cleaned and inspected prior to
harvest. This is a critical time. Of course, cleanliness during the year is important, but
a clean orchard just before the nuts drop to the floor is strategically important.


 


Throughout the summer the orchard floor is repeatedly cleaned and leveled by use of
drags and/or flail mowers. All debris is eliminated as the floor is pummeled by the
repeated passes of the flail mower. Clouds of dust are sometimes seen as the floor is
cleaned and manicured over and over. This goes on until the nuts start to fall at the
end of August. Now the falling nuts are contained on a clean and pristine orchard
floor. Prior to harvest in September the operator often inspects the orchard for debris,
and removes any. The sweeper and harvester cannot function if there is debris on the
orchard floor.


 


The GAP manual that Mr. Van Dyke has agreed to follow states:  "….orchard floors
are cleaned throughout the summer to assure a smooth clean orchard floor during
harvest. Of utmost importance to all growers is the need to deliver hazelnuts to the
dryer or processor as clean as possible. The Hazelnut lends itself to inherent food
safety simply because it is encased in a solid hard shell. It falls to the ground mostly
free of the husk, which is a vegetative bract rather than a surgery attraction for
microbes. Harvest also lends itself to ensuring safe product. In addition, the product
delivered to the washer/dryer or the processor is not ready to eat. It will go through a
wash process before it is dried. Growers are committed to employing practices to
keep the risk of pathogen contamination as low as possible. As the nuts move to
processors and packers more safeguards are in place to ensure safe products leave
the plants."


 


Litter is NOT a game stopper…it is a item that is constantly evaluated and addressed.


 


 


Cascade Food goes on to say;  "The following are a few of the recommendations outlined in the manual;
"Grower must participate in traceability. Growers receive a delivery ticket for each load taken to a
wash/dryer operator or processor. This ticket corresponds to a specific orchard; Should a food borne
pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will be discarded".



http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf





But the statement; "Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will
be discarded"  is NOT in the Good Agricultural Manual, and is far from the truth.


In 2017 Salmonella was found in Hazelnuts sold by the Schmidt farm of McMinnville. But the food safety
people of the Oregon Department of Agriculture were not worried: “Wholesalers have steps in place that
kill any Salmonella on the hazelnuts they handle before the nuts reach consumers,” said Stephanie Page,
the agriculture department’s director of food safety and animal services, in the public warning. "To date,
we have no indication there were any issues with this part of the process."
https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-from-oregon-farm/


In fact the GAP manual repeatedly states that orchards must be inspected, (H1 pg 6);
A preharvest assessment is made in the orchard. Risks and possible sources of crop
contamination are noted and assessed.' and (H7 pg 6) states;  "In case of product
contamination….., product is separated and disposed of separately". Nowhere does it
state that a farmers complete crop will be discarded if contamination is found in one
area.


 


 


A trail and farming are not mutually exclusive! A trail is an opportunity for the farmer
to display his skills and to educate the public. And the Yamhelas Trail is an
opportunity for the Yamhill Valley to provide a safe mode of transpiration for future
generations. No one will suffer "irreparable injury" during its construction or future
use. All it takes is for farmers and trail supporters to sit down and mutually work
together to develop a solution that enables us to develop a wonderful asset.
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Ken Wright; Steve Harloff
Cc: Stan G Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Steve Wick; Jarod Logsdon; Larry Heesacker; Leona Sitton; Carrie


Martin; Kara Weber; Yvette Potter
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 4:33:24 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


This is an aerial photo of the Bus Barn area with Fruithill & the easement across 240 to the North. The
brushy corridor going south from the bus barn is where the bridge is being built. Wayne
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On Tuesday, May 19, 2020, 2:55:34 PM PDT, Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com> wrote:


Ken, this info you give us here is really helpful to me, so I can be more specific in my conversations with
Yamhill folks.


Steve Harloff


On Tue, May 19, 2020 at 1:41 PM Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


Wayne,


 


The easement for the trail, north of 240, is a 20 foot strip on the Western border of the Fruithill
property.  It continues on the western boundary until it reaches the northwest corner of the Fruithill
property.  The trail then turns 90 degrees due east until it joins the main ROW.  At that point the trail
turns 90 degrees to the north and joins the original ROW.  This accommodation was made when
Fruithill bought the property from Union Pacific.  That property is one of the locations where the ROW is
several hundred feet wide. 


 


Coming from Stag Hollow Creek we anticipated that the trail would hug the western property line of the
bus barn up to 240 and then line up with the easement I just mentioned on the north side of 240.


 


Ken


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 1:14 PM
To: Stan G Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
Steve Wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Jarod Logsdon
<logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>; Larry Heesacker <lheesacker@onlinenw.com>; Leona Sitton
<mydls@aol.com>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Kara Weber
<karaweber111@gmail.com>; Yvette Potter <y.potter@cityofyamhill.org>; Steve Harloff
<sjharloff@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant


 


The trail right of way goes between the grain elevator and the older building to the East of it. The gate to
the bus barn is pretty much on it. What time were you thinking for tomorrow?  Wayne


 


On Tuesday, May 19, 2020, 10:56:35 AM PDT, Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com> wrote:


 


 


Hi All: A pleasant surprise yesterday when Jason from AKS sent me this email about the SRTS grant. 
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I do not have much of a concept where the intersection from Yamhill to the Trail actually is, other than
the Fruithill/Bus Barn area.


 


Would a couple of you who do have that intersection info join me in an online session with Jason? They
are on a schedule, so I thought we might try to do this tomorrow? What do you suggest?


 


Steve Harloff


---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, May 19, 2020 at 10:46 AM
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
To: Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com>


 


Hi Jason: Thanks for involving us. So far the Yamhill Downtown Association and the Friends of the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail have submitted letters of support to Mayor Potter, although I have not heard
back from her if she received them. I gave your other AKS engineer a variety of comments and
suggestions, esp from the FYWT. Have you received that info?


 


We accept that this first SRTS grant might not go to the intersection with the Trail; both nonprofits look
at this grant as a good start toward the connection. We would love to meet with you online (we've been
having lots of successful meetings via Zoom). I will send this on to a number of Trail board members
who have a better knowledge of how that intersection with the Trail might look. 


 


To that end, I've also included Jarod Logsdon, Yamhill County Parks Manager, since he has had
experience on the site and knows the County's intentions.


 


Can I get back to you tomorrow after I've had a chance to gather a couple of our members? Thanks
again for the chance to offer some ideas.......Steve Harloff (YDA/FYWT)


 


On Mon, May 18, 2020 at 1:54 PM Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com> wrote:


Steve,


I am writing to see if you would be interested in having a phone call / online meeting to discuss the
City’s application for a Safe Routes to School grant. We are working on behalf of the City to come up
with a conceptual plan and cost estimate for a sidewalk improvement project that will extend sidewalk
on the North side of HWY 240 between Hemlock and Balm. We want to talk with you to learn more
about the Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and the planned connection to the downtown part of
Yamhill.


 


We will have a concept drawing put together this week and would like to share that with you and get
your thoughts. Would you, and any others from the trail association be available for a phone call later
this week on Thursday or Friday? We are pretty open both Thursday and Friday. Let me know what
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might work for you.


 


Thanks,
Jason


 


 


 


Jason Wuertz, PE


AKS ENGINEERING & FORESTRY, LLC


12965 SW Herman Road, Suite 100 | Tualatin, OR 97062


P: 503.563.6151 Ext. 287 | F: 503.563.6152 | www.aks-eng.com | WuertzJ@aks-eng.com


Offices in: Bend, OR | Keizer, OR | Tualatin, OR | Vancouver, WA


 


NOTICE: This communication may contain privileged or other confidential information. If you have received it
in error,


please advise the sender by reply e-mail and immediately delete the message and any attachments without
copying or


disclosing the contents. AKS Engineering and Forestry shall not be liable for any changes made to the
electronic data


transferred. Distribution of electronic data to others is prohibited without the express written consent of AKS
Engineering and


Forestry.


 


Total Control Panel Login


To: ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
shadypondacre@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.
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From: steve wick
To: "Todd Sadlo"
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: land use and Planning commission
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 1:24:06 PM
Attachments: image001.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd, I just talked to Dan Armstrong, on the Planning commission. I asked him if the Planning
Commission would be involved if the new Commissioners wanted to sell of the trail ROW,(to the
farmers) and he said he did not know. He did surmise that if that was contemplated it would affect
the Transportation Plan, and that the Planning Commission would then be involved.
 
Dan also stated that the Planning Commission works in an advisory role. Does that mean that the
Commissioners can over-rule the Planning commission?
 
Can two commissioners simply change the Transportation plan, with or without any hearings? Or can
two of them do whatever they want, and just simply decide to sell the Trail off to the farmers?
 
Basically my question is; what legal steps muss the Commissioners do in order to sell off the Trail?
 
tkx
 
Steve Wick
 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 9:56 AM
To: steve wick
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: RE: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
 
Steve,
 
I will be able to use your work in writing my brief—LUBA has not yet settled the record or
established a briefing schedule.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:16 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd
 
Here are my preliminary thoughts on the current "Stay" I'll need to verify some things, and will
try to get some recognized experts to verify some of my statements.
 
To fight their spray arguments I have proposed that we shut the trail down…only while they
spray the edges.
 
I have more work to do on the chemical Gramoxone; I am trying to find the some of it with the
new label that allows spraying next to a trail. otherwise I'll have to get a recommendation for
OSU on another spray.
 
Steve Wick
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------
 
In the Stay granted by LUBA on June 19 2020 they concluded, in one of their arguments, that
Ben Van Dyke would suffer "Irreparable Injury" because he would be "hindered or prohibited
from spraying the herbicides and pesticides required to protect his crop."  
 
(It should be noted that the proposed Yamhelas Westsider trail right-of-way is approximately
60 feet wide, with the trail itself being 12 feet wide. That means that there is a 24 feet buffer
on either of the trail that Ben Van Dyke, and others, say is not sufficient to mitigate spray
drift.)
 
 
LUBA also stated "Van Dyke explained that filbert trees should live 75 years or more and that, if
he was unable to spray his filbert trees, those trees could die due to Eastern Filbert Blight.
Given the long-lived nature of the filbert trees and the potential for protracted crop and yield
loss if spraying cannot occur, we conclude that the injury Van Dyke specified is not and injury
that could be adequately compensated in money damages."
 
They also concluded that Van Dyke could lose his food safety certification if litter and debris
from the construction site enter his hazelnut orchard.
 
These conclusions, and the following assumptions;







 
A. that Van Dyke must be able to spray his trees for Eastern Filbert Blight; "If I am unable to
spray as required, I risk my trees dying of Eastern Filbert Blight that could result in the loss of
all crops on a tree that should last 75 plus years."
 
B. that Van Dyke, and others, would be unable to spray during trail construction (or during trail
use)
 
C. that Van Dyke uses the herbicide sprays Gramazone and Parazone (Paraquat), which state
"do not use around…recreational parks…."
 
D. that  Van Dyke would lose his food safety certification if litter and debris enter his orchard
from trail construction (or trail use)
 
…can be totally mitigated with a few simple actions.
 
 
A. Spraying for Eastern Filbert Blight. This is not necessary for Van Dyke's trees. Van Dyke has
previously stated that his trees are two years old; "Our hazelnuts were planted in 2018, and
our second year trees,…".  BUT; All the new filbert varietals are "blight resistant".
 
OSU wrote the bible on hazelnuts. No one in the world has the experience and knowledge that
they possess regarding the entire hazelnut spectrum. They update info yearly for growers. The
Pest Management Guide, Pacific Northwest Plant disease, Insect, and Weed management
handbooks constitute our bible. We refer to these and their other hazelnut publications and
missives yearly for the most up-to-guide guidance. Professor Jay Pscheidt has been working on
EFB (Eastern Filbert Blight) for over 30 years, and his work enabled our industry to have
varietals that we can count on.
 
New trees only have to be sprayed the first spring after planting, and only if they are adjacent
to a heavily infected orchard. OSU has documented this in their 2020 Pest Management Guide
for Hazelnuts. See p17. https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html
Per OSU's Pacific NW Handbook; ''Dorris', 'Jefferson', 'McDonald', 'PollyO', 'Santiam', 'Wepster', and 'Yamhill'


are highly resistant with the single dominant-resistance gene from 'Gasaway'."
  https://pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease/host-disease/hazelnut-corylus-avellana-eastern-filbert-
blight
 
 
 
B. Spraying chemicals next to the trail poses no problem if the trail is shut down when the
spraying must be done. This is simple to do. Other trails do this! The farmers and trail owners
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coordinate operations. Spraying chemicals in filbert orchards usually occurs less than a dozen
times during the year, but young orchards could require more, and non-common diseases or
pests could possibly double the number of spray occurrences required.
 


 
 
In 2015 a study was done of many trails (see attached Santa Paula Branch Line Study) That
study specifically addressed farming and how the impacts to farming were dealt with on trails
throughout farming acreages. Below you will see some excerpts from that study. It should be
noted that many of the trails just shut down while the farmer sprays his fields.
 
 
San Pasqual Valley Trail: Ca. • Specific fencing was designed for the trail, modified from the park
department’s standard lodgepole fencing. Chicken wire inserts were
added approximately one foot from the ground to allow wildlife to pass
through;
• Gates allow sections of the trail to be closed;
• Signage installed to alert the trail-users of trail closure for spraying and
to stay on the trail;
• Farmers can dictate trail closure (within reason, i.e., preferably not on
weekends) for maintenance and crop spraying. This protocol was
developed and approved by the County Farm Bureau, County Farm
Advisor's Office, and the affected farmers
 
Cowel-Purisima Coastal Trail • Stout fencing
• Large gates to accommodate cattle and equipment passage while
trail is closed
• Gates to close trail during spraying and operations
• Information and regulatory signs







• Maintained by volunteer docents
• Farmer has ability to close gates for maintenance
 
Obern Trail, Ca. • Little to no physical barrier in most places. Oleander hedges and
chainlink fence.
• Each farmer decides on fencing – not installed by the County.
• High levels of use create a self-policing scenario.
• The trail is lit throughout, at all hours.
Feedback from Involved Parties
• Matthew Dobberteen: In over ten years managing trails for
Santa Barbara County, I have never received a complaint about
the Obern Trail. Our trails that run near agriculture are never the
trails we have problems with. The only issue is every few years
we may get some graffiti on a retaining wall. "A bike path will
make theft harder, not easier, by bringing light, attention,
people, eyes to the trail." "If someone wanted to steal from a
farm, they'd find a place where no one could see them, not a
trail with steady use."
• John Givens: No significant impacts from the trail. Occasionally
homeless pass through and there is minor vandalism, but it has
not been serious enough to involve the County or other
authorities. Trail users don’t cut through the farm property
 
Cedar Valley Trail, Ia.
• Fencing with gates;
• Reinforced crossing to accommodate equipment;
• Easement allowing farm equipment access;
• Signage to warn trail users of crossing farm vehicles.
 
West County Trail, Ca. • Farmers put A-frame signs on their property stating when
spraying will occur.
• Spraying generally limited to early morning, before most trail
users are present.
• Aerial spraying not conducted near the trail.
• Some vineyard owners have built connections between their
properties and the trail.
• “No Trespassing” signs have been installed by some vineyard
owners.
• The County patrols the trail and regularly talks with
neighbors.
 
Most spraying is done early in the morning. All spraying must be done with as little wind as
possible. At the very worst case, the least notice that a farmer could provide would be 24
hours, but generally he would be able to schedule spraying a few days prior and/or schedule a







tentative window weeks in advance. An example of this would be the spraying that I just did in
my filbert orchard the first week of July for Filbert Worm. The orchard had to be monitored for
several weeks for filbert moths. When the level got to a certain point, I had only a few days to
get my first air blast spray applied. I consulted weather forecasts for rain, and then looked at
the wind forecasts, and found that I could spray immediately. (Wind forecasts are extremely
accurate, and with aps like "Windy", can be used to forecast flow and speeds, hour by hour,
quite a few days ahead of time.) The spray I used was effective for three weeks, and then a
second application was required if filbert moths were still present.
 
To make it a win-win for both the farmer and trail users, the farmer can schedule the trail
shutdown for only the very short time he needs to spray the edges of his field, adjacent to the
trail. Then he can open up the trail, and continue spraying the balance of his fields.
 
Foliar sprays (sprays that must cover all the leaves of the tree) require the most setback, since
they are accomplished thru "air blast " sprays that force the spray up and over the tops of the
trees.  Examples of these sprays are the pesticides and fungicides that must be sprayed to
minimize pests or diseases. Two rows of trees are sprayed at the same time while the spray
operator drives down the aisle. The spray operator can also shut down either side of the air
blast sprayer, allowing him to spray the outside edge of a row, and not spray neighboring
properties. If a farmer wanted to be positively safe, he could simply power blast spray the first
8 rows, on the edge of the trail, while the trail was closed, and then open up the trail. (filbert
trees are generally planted in rows 18 to 20 feet wide).
 







  
 
 
 
 
Herbicides used to control weeds, grasses and for eliminating suckers are applied on the
ground, or on the very bottom/base of trees using booms, while driving down the aisle
between two rows of trees. Herbicides must be selectively sprayed; the spray must be kept on
the ground or the base of the tree. If they reach the foliage they can damage or kill the tree. It
would be quite easy to spray a couple of rows (36 to 40 feet) from the edge of the trail Right
of Way, and then open up the trail while he sprayed the balance of his field.
 
 







 
 
Van Dyke stated that he "must be able to spray his orchid for filbertworm, which can destroy
an entire crop, from June through September" But spraying equipment cannot enter an
orchard after Labor Day, since the nuts start falling to the orchard floor, and anyone driving
equipment on the orchard floor could damage the nuts.
"Blank nuts fall before good nuts. After blanks have fallen and just before good nuts begin to drop
(usually at the end of August), it might be desirable to do a final flailing and floating to fill small
depressions in the ground."
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf
 
'Hazelnuts begin to drop to the ground during the month of September. Prior to nut drop, the orchard
floor is made level and smooth, and weeds are flail-mowed to facilitate harvest. Harvest generally
occurs during October and is usually a two-step operation."
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf
 
 
C. Van Dyke also noted that he stocks and sprays the chemicals Gramoxzone and Parazone
(Paraquat), and his chemical containers both have labels that state : "Do not use around home
gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf courses or playgrounds." 
 
But the labels on both products were updated by November 14. 2019, and the nebulous
statement "around" was taken off the new labels:
"DIRECTIONS FOR USE
RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE
It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.
Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. Only
protected  handlers  may  be  in  the  area  during  application.  For  any  requirements  specific
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  c  to  your  State  or  Tribe, 
consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation.
NEVER USE THIS PRODUCT IN RESIDENTIAL OR PUBLIC RECREATIONAL SETTINGS (E.G., HOMES, HOME GARDENS,
SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, AND/OR PLAYGROUNDS"


 
A check with the manufacturers revealed that the chemical did not change….only the label
changed. (see attached "FW: Gramoxone SL 2.0 email)
 
But no matter what the new label states, federal law says that you MUST follow the
instructions on the container that you are using. (again, read Gramoxone SL 2.0 email)
 
The simple solution is to purchase some of the new label Gramoxone or Parazone and use the
new chemical on the edges of his fields, then continue to use the old material on the inside. It
seems ridiculous to do this, since the chemical in the old label containers, and the chemical in
the new label containers, is exactly the same, but the law is the law. And, per Ben Van Dyke,
"since the chemical does not have an expiration date" either chemical can be used for future
sucker or weed spraying.
 
 
D. Loss of Food Safety Certification. Van Dyke stated that "Construction workers have already
littered the area with lunch bags and other detritus have found the way to our farm that we
have had to clean up. This causes food safety issues. In that regard, we are strictly regulated by
the USDA and any litter on our farms, risks losing food safety certifications that are necessary
for the marketability of our brand as well as to maintain our certifications."
 
Mr. Van Dyke shared a document from Cascade Foods of Albany Oregon, titled "food safety
requirements for delivered product to Cascade Foods". (dated April 16, 2020, see attached)  In
this document Cascade Foods stated;
" Cascade Foods LLC requires that growers adhere to the Good Agricultural Practices manual
set by the Hazelnut Industry office". (see attached).
 
But nowhere in the Good Agricultural Practices manual is there any reference to a farm losing
food safety certification because of litter.
http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf
 
It does say that the orchards must be constantly cleaned and inspected prior to harvest. This is
a critical time. Of course, cleanliness during the year is important, but a clean orchard just
before the nuts drop to the floor is strategically important.
 
Throughout the summer the orchard floor is repeatedly cleaned and leveled by use of drags
and/or flail mowers. All debris is eliminated as the floor is pummeled by the repeated passes
of the flail mower. Clouds of dust are sometimes seen as the floor is cleaned and manicured
over and over. This goes on until the nuts start to fall at the end of August. Now the falling
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nuts are contained on a clean and pristine orchard floor. Prior to harvest in September the
operator often inspects the orchard for debris, and removes any. The sweeper and harvester
cannot function if there is debris on the orchard floor.
 
The GAP manual that Mr. Van Dyke has agreed to follow states:  "….orchard floors are cleaned
throughout the summer to assure a smooth clean orchard floor during harvest. Of utmost
importance to all growers is the need to deliver hazelnuts to the dryer or processor as clean as
possible. The Hazelnut lends itself to inherent food safety simply because it is encased in a solid
hard shell. It falls to the ground mostly free of the husk, which is a vegetative bract rather than
a surgery attraction for microbes. Harvest also lends itself to ensuring safe product. In addition,
the product delivered to the washer/dryer or the processor is not ready to eat. It will go
through a wash process before it is dried. Growers are committed to employing practices to
keep the risk of pathogen contamination as low as possible. As the nuts move to processors
and packers more safeguards are in place to ensure safe products leave the plants."
 
Litter is NOT a game stopper…it is a item that is constantly evaluated and addressed.
 
 


Cascade Food goes on to say;  "The following are a few of the recommendations outlined in the
manual; "Grower must participate in traceability. Growers receive a delivery ticket for each
load taken to a wash/dryer operator or processor. This ticket corresponds to a specific orchard;
Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will be
discarded".


But the statement; "Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for
food and will be discarded"  is NOT in the Good Agricultural Manual, and is far from the truth.


In 2017 Salmonella was found in Hazelnuts sold by the Schmidt farm of McMinnville. But the
food safety people of the Oregon Department of Agriculture were not worried: “Wholesalers
have steps in place that kill any Salmonella on the hazelnuts they handle before the nuts reach
consumers,” said Stephanie Page, the agriculture department’s director of food safety and animal
services, in the public warning. "To date, we have no indication there were any issues with this part of the
process." https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-from-
oregon-farm/


In fact the GAP manual repeatedly states that orchards must be inspected, (H1 pg 6); A
preharvest assessment is made in the orchard. Risks and possible sources of crop
contamination are noted and assessed.' and (H7 pg 6) states;  "In case of product
contamination….., product is separated and disposed of separately". Nowhere does it state
that a farmers complete crop will be discarded if contamination is found in one area.
 
 
A trail and farming are not mutually exclusive! A trail is an opportunity for the farmer to
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display his skills and to educate the public. And the Yamhelas Trail is an opportunity for the
Yamhill Valley to provide a safe mode of transpiration for future generations. No one will
suffer "irreparable injury" during its construction or future use. All it takes is for farmers and
trail supporters to sit down and mutually work together to develop a solution that enables us
to develop a wonderful asset.
 
 
 
 
 








From: Todd Sadlo
To: "Wayne Wiebke"
Subject: RE: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 2:06:08 PM


LUBA’s decision was that the design contract did not authorize any construction, and so the decision
of the county to sign the design contract could not be considered a land use decision statutorily or
under a “significant impacts” test established by caselaw.
 
The construction agreement was separate, and ultimately signed in January, 2020.  It authorized
construction, and so conceivably could be considered a land use decision if it required a permit from
the county or under the “significant impact” test.  I have argued that no permit is required by law,
and the bridge doesn’t ‘significantly impact’ anyone as long as it is not used as a trail without
additional land use approval.  The county has never contemplated opening the corridor to general
public use (other that county employees and invitees with county permission to be there) prior to
adoption of a Master Plan.  That’s what the conditions in Board Order 19-94 required.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 1:24 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


It was at the bottom of page one, 3rd paragraph up, of the one article. " LUBA  ruled that the design
contract..."
 
On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 11:59:34 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 


Ha!  Was there only one article there, so far? I saw the first one, but do not recall your reference.  LUBA
is only concerned with land use permits, not our grants.  No land use permit is required from the county to
construct a bridge for access from one part of a landowner’s land to another part, or even between
different landowners, in the farm zone. (If the bridge would access a proposed dwelling, the county would
require that it be approved by the fire control agency with jurisdiction).  The exception is if the footings of
the bridge are located within a floodplain or floodway.  The bridge was designed by engineers.  The
LOMR the county received from FEMA conclusively settled the floodplain permit issue—the bridge is not
in a floodplain or floodway.  We also received all of the other necessary federal and state environmental
clearances before starting construction, with tremendous assistance from ODOT.


 


Todd Sadlo
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Please feel free to share this information as you wish.


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11:44 AM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Just went back over the Capital Press article; did LUBA really miss that the grant for the bridge actually
authorized construction? It is stated in the project name and description and again as part of the
"requirement". It looks to include a completion date as well; why have a completion date if construction
was not authorized? If that is true, I won't tell them if you don't.


 


On Monday, April 20, 2020, 1:06:29 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,


 


I thought my interview with her was productive, and she seemed grateful for the straight talk.  LUBA said
they would “endeavor” to make a decision by April 23rd.  On Friday, she filed another, 38 page brief, and
hundreds of pages of exhibits.  I’m filing a less than 5 page response today.   Her main strategy is the
smokescreen.  I have attached my earlier response in case you missed it, and will send you the one from
today after it is filed.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]
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Had what I thought was a productive interview with her. Checked her bio before the interview; she has
lived and traveled where trails are a common thing. She is a bicyclist and hiker so she has interest and
familiarity with recreational trails. Your email was helpful and I was able to reinforce what you had said. I
brought up the 700 mile of county road going through farmland and my experiences running between dual
spray operations of grapes on one side of the road and hazelnuts on the other. She related her
experience of biking through, holding her breath, a hazelnut spray operation. Showed my understanding
for the petitioners concerns and discussed how they were based more on fear than reality. Gave her
studies to reference how other trails have mitigated those fears and concerns and how they have been
shown to be unfounded. Sent photos. I am sure she interviewed Ben Van dyke and Kellington. Will be
interesting as to how ours and their worlds are merged.


What is your take on the LUBA April 23rd decision on the bridge?


Thanks again. Keep up the good work.  Wayne


 


On Monday, April 20, 2020, 9:47:10 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,


 


I was just interviewed by Ms. Lambert, who says she will interview you at 10:00.  My main point was that
no land use approval is required for a bridge that will only be used for county access, for fire suppression
and maintenance, and that that is the only use the county is proposing to make of it unless and until trail
uses are approved.  The remanded decision says repeatedly that no public trail uses will be allowed until
a Master Plan is in place, and all required fences and warning signage is in place.  The bus barn is a
secure facility, with gates in the front and back.  The gate in back is only open for construction access and
county personnel.


 


I also told her that, until late last year, a land use permit was required for construction of the bridge,
because a FEMA map showed it as being in a floodplain.  We received at that time a Letter of Map
Revision from FEMA, establishing that that is not the case.  We also got all required state and federal
environmental clearances before construction of what, at this time, can only correctly be referred to as a
‘potential future trail bridge, current county fire and maintenance access bridge.’


 


I also explained that the corridor was built with a 12-20 foot wide roadbed in 1872, has the best grade
from the metropolitan area to McMinnville, and is an exceptional public asset.


 


Also, that farming and transportation uses, (including the 700 miles of county roads, which I did not
mention) have co-existed since the beginning of the republic.


Todd Sadlo
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Casey Kulla
Subject: Re: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail board meeting
Date: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 5:33:34 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thanks!  


V


On Wednesday, February 17, 2021, 4:08:32 PM PST, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Sounds good. 971-241-1794


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 1:14 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail board meeting


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Great, thank you!  Zoom link is below.


 


We have an attorney joining us for some consultation at the beginning of the meeting,
so should I text you when we're done with that?  I expect that to be 4:45-5:00.  If
texting works, what is your number?


 


V


 


 


Veronica Hinkes is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.


Topic: FYWT BOD Meeting
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Time: Feb 23, 2021 04:00 PM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
        Every month on the Fourth Tue, until Aug 24, 2021, 7 occurrence(s)
        Feb 23, 2021 04:00 PM
        Mar 23, 2021 04:00 PM
        Apr 27, 2021 04:00 PM
        May 25, 2021 04:00 PM
        Jun 22, 2021 04:00 PM
        Jul 27, 2021 04:00 PM
        Aug 24, 2021 04:00 PM
Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar
system.
Monthly: https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/tZEufu-
pqTgqHd1Ce12nDsDdTOEw1RQjBX2b/ics?
icsToken=98tyKuGtrTIsG9OWsB6ORpwMA4r4M-
vwtnZfgqcMvxq0US53cSfyAs1nJeNNIdLy


Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85396173079?
pwd=QzYzcFl3SGR6ZkJsZ3RiV0UzbnhzQT09


Meeting ID: 853 9617 3079
Passcode: 468158
One tap mobile
+16699009128,,85396173079#,,,,*468158# US (San Jose)
+12532158782,,85396173079#,,,,*468158# US (Tacoma)


Dial by your location
        +1 669 900 9128 US (San Jose)
        +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
        +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
        +1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
        +1 301 715 8592 US (Washington DC)
        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
Meeting ID: 853 9617 3079
Passcode: 468158
Find your local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kd9jPt1Xvs


 


 


 


On Wednesday, February 17, 2021, 1:04:25 PM PST, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


I can do that. Can you send me an invite?
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 12:48 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail board meeting


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,


 


Our board is meeting again next Tuesday, Feb 23 at 4:00 p.m.  We are wondering if
you could join us for part of the meeting, probably after 4:45 or so, to give an update
from your point of view?   Given the ideas for the future of the trail swirling around,
we'd like to get your take.


 


Best,


 


Veronica Hinkes
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: August 11th(Tuesday) FYWT Board meeting
Date: Monday, August 10, 2020 9:39:46 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Do you want to make that part of the county update?


On Sunday, August 9, 2020, 9:12:50 PM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Hi Wayne,


Will you add an update/discussion about The possible transfer of ownership For the YWT?


Thanks,


Carrie


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, August 9, 2020 1:39 PM
To: Steve Wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carol Foley
<carol@foleyresearch.com>; Larry Heesacker <lheesacker@onlinenw.com>; Stan Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Leona Sitton
<mydls@aol.com>; Jarod Logsdon <logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Franchot Huttchinson <franchothutchinson@yahoo.com>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Steve Harloff
<sjharloff@gmail.com>
Subject: August 11th(Tuesday) FYWT Board meeting
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi All, 
It's that time again. The agenda is heavily loaded to a discussion of communications and part of that, as
Stan has pointed out, is in continuing to our being active in certain grants, so even the new business can
tie back to the discussion of our communications and the strategy we put to it. We start off with a
discussion of Annie Falla, she will not be there, who she is and her strengths in social media which
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includes website management.
I know this is coming to you a little late, but it is a draft, so if you have additions, let me know.


Wayne








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Todd Sadlo
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 1:24:14 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


It was at the bottom of page one, 3rd paragraph up, of the one article. " LUBA  ruled that the design
contract..."


On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 11:59:34 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Ha!  Was there only one article there, so far? I saw the first one, but do not recall your reference.  LUBA
is only concerned with land use permits, not our grants.  No land use permit is required from the county to
construct a bridge for access from one part of a landowner’s land to another part, or even between
different landowners, in the farm zone. (If the bridge would access a proposed dwelling, the county would
require that it be approved by the fire control agency with jurisdiction).  The exception is if the footings of
the bridge are located within a floodplain or floodway.  The bridge was designed by engineers.  The
LOMR the county received from FEMA conclusively settled the floodplain permit issue—the bridge is not
in a floodplain or floodway.  We also received all of the other necessary federal and state environmental
clearances before starting construction, with tremendous assistance from ODOT.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


Please feel free to share this information as you wish.


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11:44 AM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Just went back over the Capital Press article; did LUBA really miss that the grant for the bridge actually
authorized construction? It is stated in the project name and description and again as part of the
"requirement". It looks to include a completion date as well; why have a completion date if construction
was not authorized? If that is true, I won't tell them if you don't.


 


On Monday, April 20, 2020, 1:06:29 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
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Wayne,


 


I thought my interview with her was productive, and she seemed grateful for the straight talk.  LUBA said
they would “endeavor” to make a decision by April 23rd.  On Friday, she filed another, 38 page brief, and
hundreds of pages of exhibits.  I’m filing a less than 5 page response today.   Her main strategy is the
smokescreen.  I have attached my earlier response in case you missed it, and will send you the one from
today after it is filed.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Had what I thought was a productive interview with her. Checked her bio before the interview; she has
lived and traveled where trails are a common thing. She is a bicyclist and hiker so she has interest and
familiarity with recreational trails. Your email was helpful and I was able to reinforce what you had said. I
brought up the 700 mile of county road going through farmland and my experiences running between dual
spray operations of grapes on one side of the road and hazelnuts on the other. She related her
experience of biking through, holding her breath, a hazelnut spray operation. Showed my understanding
for the petitioners concerns and discussed how they were based more on fear than reality. Gave her
studies to reference how other trails have mitigated those fears and concerns and how they have been
shown to be unfounded. Sent photos. I am sure she interviewed Ben Van dyke and Kellington. Will be
interesting as to how ours and their worlds are merged.


What is your take on the LUBA April 23rd decision on the bridge?


Thanks again. Keep up the good work.  Wayne


 


On Monday, April 20, 2020, 9:47:10 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,
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I was just interviewed by Ms. Lambert, who says she will interview you at 10:00.  My main point was that
no land use approval is required for a bridge that will only be used for county access, for fire suppression
and maintenance, and that that is the only use the county is proposing to make of it unless and until trail
uses are approved.  The remanded decision says repeatedly that no public trail uses will be allowed until
a Master Plan is in place, and all required fences and warning signage is in place.  The bus barn is a
secure facility, with gates in the front and back.  The gate in back is only open for construction access and
county personnel.


 


I also told her that, until late last year, a land use permit was required for construction of the bridge,
because a FEMA map showed it as being in a floodplain.  We received at that time a Letter of Map
Revision from FEMA, establishing that that is not the case.  We also got all required state and federal
environmental clearances before construction of what, at this time, can only correctly be referred to as a
‘potential future trail bridge, current county fire and maintenance access bridge.’


 


I also explained that the corridor was built with a 12-20 foot wide roadbed in 1872, has the best grade
from the metropolitan area to McMinnville, and is an exceptional public asset.


 


Also, that farming and transportation uses, (including the 700 miles of county roads, which I did not
mention) have co-existed since the beginning of the republic.


Todd Sadlo








From: Steve Harloff
To: Wayne Wiebke
Cc: Carrie Martin; Jarod Logsdon; Stan G Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Re: Bridge project update
Date: Tuesday, June 16, 2020 8:46:59 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


They are not pleased with Kellington Group. Jarod explained about the remand shrinking
funnel. We did not discuss the worst case scenarios. 


On Tue, Jun 16, 2020 at 8:33 AM Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:
Who are they not pleased with?


On Monday, June 15, 2020, 11:23:12 PM PDT, Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com> wrote:


I was glad to hear from Jarod tonight that workers got another day of work done today. Park board
members were not pleased that the nonsense still goes on. 


On Mon, Jun 15, 2020 at 8:07 AM Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
Good morning,


We had some late developments on the YWT bridge project Friday evening that I want to let you
know about.


Wendy Kellington filed two separate appeals to LUBA and a motion to Stay on behalf of her clients at
5:30pm Friday. As you know, we also restarted construction work on Friday.


Todd was going to work on a response to the Stay over the weekend so it can be filed today,
hopefully before LUBA renders a decision.


I will let you know when we hear something.


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)
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From: V H
To: Carrie Martin
Cc: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:37:26 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m wondering if the Parks grant was lottery backed?


Also, wasn’t there discussion about one of the ODOT grants being Lottery backed bonds?


V


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Jul 24, 2020, at 9:25 AM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:



We have never received Oregon Lottery money for development of the YWT.


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:17 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I have current photos of the bridge construction. The only open section is in or through
Carlton at this point. At other potential access points it grown over generally by
blackberries. Not sure about the Lottery funded grant. I couldn't identify it on the Projects
section of the YC website.
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On Friday, July 24, 2020, 8:41:11 AM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Please see the request below.  We have pictures of the brush clearing work but that’s all I
have.  Also, I’m not sure what work the Lottery funded grant was for?  Can one or both of
you help her?


Thanks,


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Lommen, Kristy" <Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov>
Date: July 23, 2020 at 4:57:32 PM PDT
To: "veronica4249@yahoo.com" <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail





Hi Veronica,


 


The Oregon Lottery recently launched a new website, including features on
some of the projects around the state that have been funded in part by
Oregon Lottery grants or loans. One of the projects we’d like to feature is the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail.


 


This weekend, I drove Hwy 47 to Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston to get some
general photos of the area. I was hoping to perhaps get some photos of the
trail itself (or at least work-in-progress on the trail), but found no signage or
obvious entry points. I was hoping you could clarify the current status of the
work there. Are there currently any open sections? Is so, where. And, if not,
when is the anticipated open date?


 


Thanks for any info. I look forward to hearing from you soon!


 


Kristy


 


 


 


Here is a sample webpage of the sort of feature we have been publishing on
our funded projects. The page we envision for the YWT would be similar.


 







https://www.oregonlottery.org/programs/econ-growth-independence-landing-
2019/


 


 


 


Kristy Lommen


Digital Content Specialist| Oregon Lottery®


Desk: 503.540.2002


Fax: 503.540.1329


www.oregonlottery.org
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From: Lommen, Kristy
To: Carrie Martin (martinc@co.yamhill.or.us)
Cc: V H
Subject: RE: Carrie Martin
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:17:41 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Carrie,
 
I am trying to obtain some information regarding the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Specifically, I’d like
to know if any portions of the trail are yet open to the public at this point.
 
Thanks in advance for your assistance,
 
Kristy Lommen
 


From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:14 AM
To: Lommen, Kristy <Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov>
Subject: Carrie Martin
 
Hi Kristy-


Please contact Carrie Martin at Yamhill County.  She asked me to direct you to her.  Contact info
attached.


Best,


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Jarod Logsdon; Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: Veronica, Jarod, Carrie - YWT
Date: Thursday, July 23, 2020 3:57:00 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


works for me. 


On Thursday, July 23, 2020, 2:49:56 PM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
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From: Carol Foley
To: "Carrie Martin"
Cc: veronica4249@yahoo.com
Subject: RE: COVID-19 Response + Recovery Grant Program
Date: Monday, November 9, 2020 11:48:27 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Carrie,
Another question has come up in developing our budget for the grant proposal.   We do not have
FYWT staff or salaries at this time.  But our volunteer board members will spend considerable hours
on this grant project.  How are those hours represented on the project budget template?  Is
Volunteer Time shown as a separate line item, and are those estimated volunteer hours ($25/hour)
shown as a separate expense line item under both the 20-21 Project Budget column and the Other
Funding Source column? 
Thanks,
Carol
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Tuesday, November 03, 2020 10:35 AM
To: Carol Foley <cdfoley@me.com>
Cc: 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Patty Williams'
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: COVID-19 Response + Recovery Grant Program
 
Hi Carol,
 
Try refreshing your browser. You should see an option for "Non-profit."
 
Thanks!
 
Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)
 


From: Carol Foley <cdfoley@me.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 3, 2020 10:23 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
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Cc: 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Patty Williams'
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: COVID-19 Response + Recovery Grant Program
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hello Carrie,


We are planning to submit an application COVID-19 Response + Recovery Grant Program and I have
a question:   For SECTION 3c: Capacity Building (In what industry does your business or
organization operate?), there does not seem to be a category listed that fits our mission, unless lit
would be Hospitality.  Please tell us which category best fits the Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail
on Question 3c.  Thank you!


Carol
 
Carol Foley
Mobile: (253) 709-4310
carol@foleyresearch.com 
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: OTC oral presentation
Date: Thursday, October 22, 2020 12:21:19 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I gave oral testimony to OTC asking them support and encourage ODOT to find a way to insure that the
YWT corridor is secure and not broken up. I outline our concerns given the new make-up of the the
commissioners. I also pointed out that we have been reaching out to ODOT and Kris Strickler through
Cooper Brown. I did that when I saw that Director Strickler was a participant in today's meeting. I wanted
to bring that conversation home to him framed directly from our point of view.


On Thursday, October 22, 2020, 12:03:24 PM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Hi Wayne,


 


I think I missed an earlier email. What was the presentation you are referring to?


 


Thanks!


 


Carrie


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2020 11:59 AM
To: Carol Foley <carol@foleyresearch.com>
Cc: Steve Wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Larry
Heesacker <lheesacker@onlinenw.com>; Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Patty
Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>; Franchot Huttchinson <franchothutchinson@yahoo.com>;
Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: OTC oral presentation


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thanks, I am not sure there might be.
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On Thursday, October 22, 2020, 11:42:28 AM PDT, Carol Foley <carol@foleyresearch.com> wrote:


 


 


Great!  Is there a recording on their website?


Sent from my iPhone


On Oct 22, 2020, at 9:51 AM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:





Bonus today. Kris Strickler, ODOT Director,  was in the room this morning listening to my
presentation shaking his head in recognition of what we are trying to do. It was an up &
down shake not horizontal just to be clear.


Wayne
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Casey Kulla
Subject: Re: Your NR article
Date: Saturday, September 12, 2020 5:35:22 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


We may call on you from time to time for technical support. Sorry to hear about Jarrod leaving.


On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 5:27:51 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Great to hear, Wayne. Way to go on the offensive in a strategic manner.


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 3:14 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Your NR article


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I think I will wait and give you the opportunity to give the good news.  Not sure how much Mary is
impacted by public opinion but we are reshaping our communications strategy to try doing just that in
favor of completing the master plan. She has used, for example, not knowing the cost of the trail,
something that can come from the MP, against it's development. It's completion will answer many of the
questions that are being used by the opposition against the trail development. We have recruited some
new faces with extensive communications experience and Veronica will take the lead in directing the
narrative. Look forward to reading your good news.


 


 


On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:48:30 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Since the draft is just waiting for us, I think it is safe to mention to others that “ODOT has agreed to a
contract amendment for the bridge construction grant that incorporates detailed aspirational timelines
rather than hard-and-fast deadlines. We have not signed the contract yet, but it is in the queue.”


 


Next step is to figure out how to get Mary on board with approving the Master Plan steps and final
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product.


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 2:45 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Your NR article


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Do you want me to hold onto any of this until it is officially signed and sent to us?


 


On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:39:40 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Basically, the language now says something like, “we as partners in this project will aim to have X
completed by date Y, and here are the sub-goals on the way to X goal. We will show progress towards X
by working on the sub-goals, and we will not have our contract canceled if we don’t meet the day Y for
goal X, so long as we are working on completing X by day Y and can show that we are getting there.
Land use decisions can delay even the best progress, and delays due to land use will be considered as
progress if the land use action is being addressed.” Something like that.


 


We have not signed it yet, since there are many other crises, but ODOT is happy with the outcome in the
draft. I will send Friends a digital copy when we’ve signed it.


 


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Your NR article


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Follow-up...how many constitutes "aspirational"? We have been hoping for 10.
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On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:25:41 PM PDT, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:


 


 


Thank you Casey. You just made my weekend.


 


On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:13:50 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Thank you, Wayne.


 


While the fabrications about left-wing folks lighting fires is a divisive tactic, I do think that, overall, the fires
will bring us together. I appreciate your thoughts, and I look forward to continuing to work with you! And,
in case you have not heard, ODOT relented on the bridge construction grant and has agreed to
aspirational timelines for the project and the trail. Whew.


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 1:09 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Your NR article


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,


Just finished reading your article in yesterday's NR. It struck a note for me because a similar thought
came to me as Nita and I traveled through the smoke down to Gold Beach and back. We had business to
attend to in Eugene on Wednesday and then made several stops as we continued to Gold Beach. The
smoke and the fires were central to any conversation. There is that saying in politics,"never waste a
crisis" and today of all days, 9/11, stands to exemplify that thought. For Oregon and for that matter the
West Coast these fires will be our 9/11; unless of course, next year brings us worse. In the past, we
referred to the disastrous Columbus Day Storm of 1964; we have now witnessed something far more
threatening. Sports, your example being soccer, brings people together; a crisis shocks people into
togetherness. Now, personally knowing people who lost a home in the Detroit area, some having to
evacuate from near Otis, the Gaston area and North of Yamhill; this has become up close and personal.
What is happening may not address the bigotry and underlying hatreds being addressed in your soccer
example but at least it should impact the empathy level for those in Yamhill County who are paying
attention.
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Thank you for your article.


 


Wayne Wiebke








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: "Todd Sadlo"; steve wick
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 4:38:47 PM
Attachments: image001.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thanks Steve. Do you have additional insurance that protects you from damage claims. When I had
horses I always carried an umbrella insurance in case a horse go t onto the road or something. One of
the trail in the trails thru farm land studies we have been referring to added an indemnifying insurance
that satisfied the Farm Bureau and obviously, the adjacent farmers. It was in the state of California, which
if I remember correctly, state law added value to that action. Oregon has "Right to Farm" law, not sure
how that correlates.  


On Wednesday, July 29, 2020, 4:15:48 PM PDT, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


I seem to remember something I was told when we were having problems with people trespassing on our
family tree farm.


 


If we posted our "NO Trespassing" signs, and also noted that anyone who trespasses would  have to pay
a fine, and all court costs,  then we could really put teeth in our signage.


 


 


In that trail study that I attached to my "preliminary thoughts" there were lots of discussions about gates
and signage used to keep people out during closures. The pic I attached from one trail, show a pretty tall
gate that they used to close the trail.


 


Steve


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 3:55 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; steve wick
Subject: RE: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


Wayne,


 


Good point.  We’ll see what she attempts to argue with regard to that testimony.
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Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 3:53 PM
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Does disobeying a well written warning sign make the trespasser negligent?  Were they also going
around a gate. If so, I would see the farmer's position against any liability strengthened. It would seem
that at some point the person ignoring signs giving warning would start to shoulder responsibility. Could
the sign add that ignoring would be considered trespass strengthen the legal outcome? It seems to me
that a gate and a straight forward warning should negate a farmer being liable for someones
irresponsibility.  


 


On Wednesday, July 29, 2020, 9:16:18 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Steve,


 


I really appreciate your insight and all of the useful information you are providing.  To be clear, LUBA can
only consider evidence that is already in the record.  We already imposed a condition stating that the trail
can be closed for spraying.  In response, the opponents put  dozens of social media posts of people who
went on closed trails.  They show the signs closing the trail, and their selfies ignoring the signs.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:16 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]
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Todd


 


Here are my preliminary thoughts on the current "Stay" I'll need to verify some things,
and will try to get some recognized experts to verify some of my statements.


 


To fight their spray arguments I have proposed that we shut the trail down…only
while they spray the edges.


 


I have more work to do on the chemical Gramoxone; I am trying to find the some of it
with the new label that allows spraying next to a trail. otherwise I'll have to get a
recommendation for OSU on another spray.


 


Steve Wick


 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------


 


In the Stay granted by LUBA on June 19 2020 they concluded, in one of their
arguments, that Ben Van Dyke would suffer "Irreparable Injury" because he would be
"hindered or prohibited from spraying the herbicides and pesticides required to protect
his crop."  


 


(It should be noted that the proposed Yamhelas Westsider trail right-of-way is
approximately 60 feet wide, with the trail itself being 12 feet wide. That means that
there is a 24 feet buffer on either of the trail that Ben Van Dyke, and others, say is not
sufficient to mitigate spray drift.)


 


 


LUBA also stated "Van Dyke explained that filbert trees should live 75 years or more
and that, if he was unable to spray his filbert trees, those trees could die due to
Eastern Filbert Blight. Given the long-lived nature of the filbert trees and the potential
for protracted crop and yield loss if spraying cannot occur, we conclude that the injury
Van Dyke specified is not and injury that could be adequately compensated in money
damages."


 







They also concluded that Van Dyke could lose his food safety certification if litter and
debris from the construction site enter his hazelnut orchard.


 


These conclusions, and the following assumptions;


 


A. that Van Dyke must be able to spray his trees for Eastern Filbert Blight; "If I am
unable to spray as required, I risk my trees dying of Eastern Filbert Blight that could
result in the loss of all crops on a tree that should last 75 plus years."


 


B. that Van Dyke, and others, would be unable to spray during trail construction (or
during trail use)


 


C. that Van Dyke uses the herbicide sprays Gramazone and Parazone (Paraquat),
which state "do not use around…recreational parks…."


 


D. that  Van Dyke would lose his food safety certification if litter and debris enter his
orchard from trail construction (or trail use)


 


…can be totally mitigated with a few simple actions.


 


 


A. Spraying for Eastern Filbert Blight. This is not necessary for Van Dyke's trees. Van
Dyke has previously stated that his trees are two years old; "Our hazelnuts were
planted in 2018, and our second year trees,…".  BUT; All the new filbert varietals
are "blight resistant".


 


OSU wrote the bible on hazelnuts. No one in the world has the experience and
knowledge that they possess regarding the entire hazelnut spectrum. They update
info yearly for growers. The Pest Management Guide, Pacific Northwest Plant
disease, Insect, and Weed management handbooks constitute our bible. We refer to
these and their other hazelnut publications and missives yearly for the most up-to-
guide guidance. Professor Jay Pscheidt has been working on EFB (Eastern Filbert
Blight) for over 30 years, and his work enabled our industry to have varietals that we
can count on.


 


New trees only have to be sprayed the first spring after planting, and only if they are







adjacent to a heavily infected orchard. OSU has documented this in their 2020 Pest
Management Guide for Hazelnuts. See p17.
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html


Per OSU's Pacific NW Handbook; ''Dorris', 'Jefferson', 'McDonald', 'PollyO', 'Santiam', 'Wepster',
and 'Yamhill' are highly resistant with the single dominant-resistance gene from 'Gasaway'."
  https://pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease/host-disease/hazelnut-corylus-avellana-eastern-filbert-blight


 


 


 


B. Spraying chemicals next to the trail poses no problem if the trail is shut down when
the spraying must be done. This is simple to do. Other trails do this! The farmers and
trail owners coordinate operations. Spraying chemicals in filbert orchards usually
occurs less than a dozen times during the year, but young orchards could require
more, and non-common diseases or pests could possibly double the number of spray
occurrences required.


 


 


 


In 2015 a study was done of many trails (see attached Santa Paula Branch Line
Study) That study specifically addressed farming and how the impacts to farming
were dealt with on trails throughout farming acreages. Below you will see some
excerpts from that study. It should be noted that many of the trails just shut down
while the farmer sprays his fields.
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San Pasqual Valley Trail: Ca. • Specific fencing was designed for the trail, modified from the park


department’s standard lodgepole fencing. Chicken wire inserts were


added approximately one foot from the ground to allow wildlife to pass


through;


• Gates allow sections of the trail to be closed;


• Signage installed to alert the trail-users of trail closure for spraying and


to stay on the trail;


• Farmers can dictate trail closure (within reason, i.e., preferably not on


weekends) for maintenance and crop spraying. This protocol was


developed and approved by the County Farm Bureau, County Farm


Advisor's Office, and the affected farmers


 


Cowel-Purisima Coastal Trail • Stout fencing


• Large gates to accommodate cattle and equipment passage while


trail is closed


• Gates to close trail during spraying and operations


• Information and regulatory signs


• Maintained by volunteer docents


• Farmer has ability to close gates for maintenance


 


Obern Trail, Ca. • Little to no physical barrier in most places. Oleander hedges and


chainlink fence.


• Each farmer decides on fencing – not installed by the County.


• High levels of use create a self-policing scenario.


• The trail is lit throughout, at all hours.


Feedback from Involved Parties


• Matthew Dobberteen: In over ten years managing trails for


Santa Barbara County, I have never received a complaint about


the Obern Trail. Our trails that run near agriculture are never the


trails we have problems with. The only issue is every few years


we may get some graffiti on a retaining wall. "A bike path will







make theft harder, not easier, by bringing light, attention,


people, eyes to the trail." "If someone wanted to steal from a


farm, they'd find a place where no one could see them, not a


trail with steady use."


• John Givens: No significant impacts from the trail. Occasionally


homeless pass through and there is minor vandalism, but it has


not been serious enough to involve the County or other


authorities. Trail users don’t cut through the farm property


 


Cedar Valley Trail, Ia.


• Fencing with gates;


• Reinforced crossing to accommodate equipment;


• Easement allowing farm equipment access;


• Signage to warn trail users of crossing farm vehicles.


 


West County Trail, Ca. • Farmers put A-frame signs on their property stating when


spraying will occur.


• Spraying generally limited to early morning, before most trail


users are present.


• Aerial spraying not conducted near the trail.


• Some vineyard owners have built connections between their


properties and the trail.


• “No Trespassing” signs have been installed by some vineyard


owners.


• The County patrols the trail and regularly talks with


neighbors.


 


Most spraying is done early in the morning. All spraying must be done with as little
wind as possible. At the very worst case, the least notice that a farmer could provide
would be 24 hours, but generally he would be able to schedule spraying a few days
prior and/or schedule a tentative window weeks in advance. An example of this would
be the spraying that I just did in my filbert orchard the first week of July for Filbert
Worm. The orchard had to be monitored for several weeks for filbert moths. When the







level got to a certain point, I had only a few days to get my first air blast spray applied.
I consulted weather forecasts for rain, and then looked at the wind forecasts, and
found that I could spray immediately. (Wind forecasts are extremely accurate, and
with aps like "Windy", can be used to forecast flow and speeds, hour by hour, quite a
few days ahead of time.) The spray I used was effective for three weeks, and then a
second application was required if filbert moths were still present.


 


To make it a win-win for both the farmer and trail users, the farmer can schedule the
trail shutdown for only the very short time he needs to spray the edges of his field,
adjacent to the trail. Then he can open up the trail, and continue spraying the balance
of his fields.


 


Foliar sprays (sprays that must cover all the leaves of the tree) require the most
setback, since they are accomplished thru "air blast " sprays that force the spray up
and over the tops of the trees.  Examples of these sprays are the pesticides and
fungicides that must be sprayed to minimize pests or diseases. Two rows of trees are
sprayed at the same time while the spray operator drives down the aisle. The spray
operator can also shut down either side of the air blast sprayer, allowing him to spray
the outside edge of a row, and not spray neighboring properties. If a farmer wanted to
be positively safe, he could simply power blast spray the first 8 rows, on the edge of
the trail, while the trail was closed, and then open up the trail. (filbert trees are
generally planted in rows 18 to 20 feet wide).


 







  


 


 


 


 


Herbicides used to control weeds, grasses and for eliminating suckers are applied on
the ground, or on the very bottom/base of trees using booms, while driving down the
aisle between two rows of trees. Herbicides must be selectively sprayed; the spray
must be kept on the ground or the base of the tree. If they reach the foliage they can
damage or kill the tree. It would be quite easy to spray a couple of rows (36 to 40
feet) from the edge of the trail Right of Way, and then open up the trail while he
sprayed the balance of his field.


 


 







 


 


Van Dyke stated that he "must be able to spray his orchid for filbertworm, which can
destroy an entire crop, from June through September" But spraying equipment cannot
enter an orchard after Labor Day, since the nuts start falling to the orchard floor, and
anyone driving equipment on the orchard floor could damage the nuts.


"Blank nuts fall before good nuts. After blanks have fallen and just before good nuts begin to drop
(usually at the end of August), it might be desirable to do a final flailing and floating to fill small
depressions in the ground."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf


 


'Hazelnuts begin to drop to the ground during the month of September. Prior to nut drop, the orchard floor
is made level and smooth, and weeds are flail-mowed to facilitate harvest. Harvest generally occurs
during October and is usually a two-step operation."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf


 


 


C. Van Dyke also noted that he stocks and sprays the chemicals Gramoxzone and
Parazone (Paraquat), and his chemical containers both have labels that state : "Do
not use around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf courses or
playgrounds." 


 


But the labels on both products were updated by November 14. 2019, and the



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf
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nebulous statement "around" was taken off the new labels:


"DIRECTIONS FOR USE


RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE


It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.


Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. Only


protected  handlers  may  be  in  the  area  during  application.  For  any  requirements  specific


  c  to  your  State  or  Tribe, 


consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation.


NEVER USE THIS PRODUCT IN RESIDENTIAL OR PUBLIC RECREATIONAL SETTINGS (E.G., HOMES, HOME GARDENS,


SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, AND/OR PLAYGROUNDS"


 


A check with the manufacturers revealed that the chemical did not change….only the
label changed. (see attached "FW: Gramoxone SL 2.0 email)


 


But no matter what the new label states, federal law says that you MUST follow the
instructions on the container that you are using. (again, read Gramoxone SL 2.0
email)


 


The simple solution is to purchase some of the new label Gramoxone or Parazone
and use the new chemical on the edges of his fields, then continue to use the old
material on the inside. It seems ridiculous to do this, since the chemical in the old
label containers, and the chemical in the new label containers, is exactly the same,
but the law is the law. And, per Ben Van Dyke, "since the chemical does not have an
expiration date" either chemical can be used for future sucker or weed spraying.


 


 


D. Loss of Food Safety Certification. Van Dyke stated that "Construction workers
have already littered the area with lunch bags and other detritus have found the way
to our farm that we have had to clean up. This causes food safety issues. In that
regard, we are strictly regulated by the USDA and any litter on our farms, risks losing
food safety certifications that are necessary for the marketability of our brand as well
as to maintain our certifications."


 


Mr. Van Dyke shared a document from Cascade Foods of Albany Oregon, titled "food
safety requirements for delivered product to Cascade Foods". (dated April 16, 2020,
see attached)  In this document Cascade Foods stated;


" Cascade Foods LLC requires that growers adhere to the Good Agricultural Practices







manual set by the Hazelnut Industry office". (see attached).


 


But nowhere in the Good Agricultural Practices manual is there any reference to a
farm losing food safety certification because of litter.


http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf


 


It does say that the orchards must be constantly cleaned and inspected prior to
harvest. This is a critical time. Of course, cleanliness during the year is important, but
a clean orchard just before the nuts drop to the floor is strategically important.


 


Throughout the summer the orchard floor is repeatedly cleaned and leveled by use of
drags and/or flail mowers. All debris is eliminated as the floor is pummeled by the
repeated passes of the flail mower. Clouds of dust are sometimes seen as the floor is
cleaned and manicured over and over. This goes on until the nuts start to fall at the
end of August. Now the falling nuts are contained on a clean and pristine orchard
floor. Prior to harvest in September the operator often inspects the orchard for debris,
and removes any. The sweeper and harvester cannot function if there is debris on the
orchard floor.


 


The GAP manual that Mr. Van Dyke has agreed to follow states:  "….orchard floors
are cleaned throughout the summer to assure a smooth clean orchard floor during
harvest. Of utmost importance to all growers is the need to deliver hazelnuts to the
dryer or processor as clean as possible. The Hazelnut lends itself to inherent food
safety simply because it is encased in a solid hard shell. It falls to the ground mostly
free of the husk, which is a vegetative bract rather than a surgery attraction for
microbes. Harvest also lends itself to ensuring safe product. In addition, the product
delivered to the washer/dryer or the processor is not ready to eat. It will go through a
wash process before it is dried. Growers are committed to employing practices to
keep the risk of pathogen contamination as low as possible. As the nuts move to
processors and packers more safeguards are in place to ensure safe products leave
the plants."


 


Litter is NOT a game stopper…it is a item that is constantly evaluated and addressed.


 


 


Cascade Food goes on to say;  "The following are a few of the recommendations outlined in the manual;
"Grower must participate in traceability. Growers receive a delivery ticket for each load taken to a
wash/dryer operator or processor. This ticket corresponds to a specific orchard; Should a food borne
pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will be discarded".



http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf





But the statement; "Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will
be discarded"  is NOT in the Good Agricultural Manual, and is far from the truth.


In 2017 Salmonella was found in Hazelnuts sold by the Schmidt farm of McMinnville. But the food safety
people of the Oregon Department of Agriculture were not worried: “Wholesalers have steps in place that
kill any Salmonella on the hazelnuts they handle before the nuts reach consumers,” said Stephanie Page,
the agriculture department’s director of food safety and animal services, in the public warning. "To date,
we have no indication there were any issues with this part of the process."
https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-from-oregon-farm/


In fact the GAP manual repeatedly states that orchards must be inspected, (H1 pg 6);
A preharvest assessment is made in the orchard. Risks and possible sources of crop
contamination are noted and assessed.' and (H7 pg 6) states;  "In case of product
contamination….., product is separated and disposed of separately". Nowhere does it
state that a farmers complete crop will be discarded if contamination is found in one
area.


 


 


A trail and farming are not mutually exclusive! A trail is an opportunity for the farmer
to display his skills and to educate the public. And the Yamhelas Trail is an
opportunity for the Yamhill Valley to provide a safe mode of transpiration for future
generations. No one will suffer "irreparable injury" during its construction or future
use. All it takes is for farmers and trail supporters to sit down and mutually work
together to develop a solution that enables us to develop a wonderful asset.
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: V H; Patty Williams
Cc: Ken Wright; Todd Sadlo; Carrie Martin; Casey Kulla; Janice Primozich; Christian Boenisch
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 9:58:06 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Patty, much of this is new to all of us. Count this as part of your learning curve. We are pursuing legal
information that will help us in our decisions regarding the possibility of becoming the owners of the trail.
Feel free to contact anyone of us for questions.  Wayne


On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 9:00:24 AM PDT, Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com> wrote:


If I understand the request here, I am being asked to weigh in about official support to secure
legal counsel on the trail issues raised in this thread. My apologies for the delay in responding. I
am still trying to get my head wrapped around the project to date. I am in favor of securing paid
legal counsel for this.
-pw-


Patty Williams 
7860 NW Meadow Lake Road
Carlton OR 97111
503-312-0245 (phone) 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:50:27 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Sorry for my delayed response— I was at the beach getting some fresh air and didn’t have access to
email  I agree with talking to the lawyer and exploring what all the potential exposures might be.  I also
agree with spending Friends money to do it, or would be willing to pitch in as well.


I’d like to participate if possible but have some schedule conflicts next week so go ahead and schedule it
and if I can join in I will.  Monday before 3:00 is best for me, Tuesday I’m not available.


Thanks everyone for all the work on this-


Veronica


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Sep 15, 2020, at 10:54 AM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:



Thank you Casey.
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On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 10:51:21 AM PDT, Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Conditional Use Permit


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 10:50 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Carrie. One question; what is the CUP?


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 9:46:58 AM PDT, Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Good morning, everyone,


 


There was a lot of conversation yesterday and I would like to briefly
summarize the outcomes so we’re all clear on a path forward.


 


1.  It is an excellent idea for the Friends to pursue legal representation independent of
the County. Fritz Paulus sounds like a good option.


2. Once LUBA renders a decision on the pending Stay and two appeals, it will be the
County’s prerogative to respond. The Friends are not listed in the current litigation
and will not have the ability to pick up that baton, so to speak.


3. We hope to receive the LUBA decision by November, and once that happens the
CUP will be in limbo. Further development of the YWT will not be allowed to continue
until that issue is resolved. This may require a *new* owner to restart the process on
their own.


4. With regard to current grants in-progress, we will have to further investigate the
County’s ability to transfer those. Each grant funding source has different
stipulations. We will have to wait and see on that.
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I think that’s all for now.


 


Thank you all for the good discussion.


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Yamhill County


Grants & Special Projects


martinc@co.yamhill.or.us


503-474-4991 (o)


971-241-1007 (m)


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 8:23 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty
Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd.


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:58:57 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,


 


I understand most of what you said in your message and, of course, I
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cannot give you legal advice, but I don't understand what you say would
be a "tactic" of 'ignoring LUBA.'  There is no need to ignore LUBA.  For
two years, it is likely that you will have a county Board that will not move
forward on land use approvals for the trail, whether it is owned by the
county or the Friends.  No one would be ignoring LUBA.  If the county's
decision is affirmed it would likely be appealed, and the county would
likely not prosecute the appeal.  If it is remanded, the county would likely
decline to seek approval on remand, and the Board would then deny the
application.  


 


As far as a suit against the county for transferring title to the trail:  that
seems like a stretch to me, because I can't think what the basis for that
might be, but that is the sort of thing you might ask Mr. Paulus if he is
brought into this.


 


Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 6:59 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty
Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Ken. I agree with Stan, it shouldn't be on your dime. Stan's concerns regarding
an unfinished LUBA situation is one of mine too. Carrie inferred that a tactic given to her
would be while mothballing the trail development ignore any LUBA transmissions or
actions; I would want more assurance of that being a sound tactic. Could the opponents
sue the county for divesting to us and if so where would that put us? I don't see a problem
getting financial support for a legal fund from trail supporters but having a sense of what
kinds of legal battles from opponents would be helpful. I would anticipate a lot of nuisance
types of actions from them. Our fixed costs would be insurance and potential property
taxes( there could be a waiver on them) whatever we need to budget for maintenance. The
$3500 lease fee from Gene Belt would cover of that.


 


Wayne
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On Monday, September 14, 2020, 5:40:55 PM PDT, Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


 


 


Regardless of whether the board would like to sit in on a discussion with Fritz I am planning
to meet with him to have a better understanding personally.  All on my dime of course.


 


Best, Ken


 


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 14, 2020, at 5:15 PM, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
wrote:





[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal expense. 
Wayne, Veronica and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would you be able to give a
quick brief to Fritz of where we are?


 


Ken


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken
Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Christian Boenisch' <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
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I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a
sentence in Todd's scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these
scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one,
because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I don't quite understand where that might
leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone such as Fritz Paulas guide us
would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response? Wayne


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:


 


 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the
attorney mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running
out and we need to act quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses,
it would be to advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the
land use case).  Christian and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works
in this field (land held in the public interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo
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From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends
decide that they want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at
least until we have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort
you have put into this and I am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to
enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no
matter which way the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the
Court of Appeals and the new Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the
case is remanded, there is not enough time for a remand hearing, and the new Board has
no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules require that the remand be
pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after that.  Again,
in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
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against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for
Friends to hold the property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue
permits anew.  The trail would not be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish
under Oregon’s land use system.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would
keep us from needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our
ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I
believe it is proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like
Friends. Like you, the thought of the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking
to me. I want to prevent that from happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I
asked them for an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will
need to move quickly. Is the Friends board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining
questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey
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971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)








From: Philip Higgins
To: Wayne Wiebke
Cc: Casey Kulla; V H; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich; steve wick; Patty Williams
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
Date: Sunday, November 22, 2020 4:20:56 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Merely offering my services in the area I’m trained in.  I do this sort of advisory daily in my
practice. I can very likely save you time analyzing the deal at hand and point out potential
pitfalls. 


While I’m pro trial, I’ve got no dog in this fight, just being neighborly. 


Philip E Higgins 
Pacific Crest REA
503-793-9039


(Please excuse any mis-spelling or auto-correct oddities) 


On Nov 22, 2020, at 4:13 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:



We also have to think about how we respond to Phillip Higgen's; he seems to really want to
get in the middle of this.  WW


On Sunday, November 22, 2020, 2:29:35 PM PST, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
wrote:


It’s an amazing intriguing idea.  I do have a lot of questions about numbers, condition of the
buildings and who is responsible for their safety and upkeep, what insurance would cost us
etc.


Does anyone mind if I bring my husband in on this question?  He owns a large
manufacturing building in Tualatin so would know more about what information we would
need and what risks we would be taking on.


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Nov 22, 2020, at 11:25 AM, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
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Wayne, thanks for adding Patty (I couldn’t remember her email address when I drafted
this).


 


I floated this idea past Ken Huffer, Carrie Martin, Christian Boenisch and Todd Sadlo (and
they were enthusiastic about me inquiring with you). It would have to be discussed in open
session for Commissioner Olson to be involved. Mr. Belt currently leases the property, but I
expect that our lease price going forward will result in him raising the lease price to the bus
company, effectively ending their lease there. This would be very negative for the bus
company and the school district and kids, so I suggested that we could ask you about
taking on the lease of the whole property, with the requirement that you continue to lease to
the bus company but with few other requirements. Mr. Belt was making a significant income
off of the bus company lease.


 


I am happy to talk more in person if that is easier.


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, November 20, 2020 1:32 PM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; steve wick
<stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Cc: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Casey thinking outside of the box. For right now I am going to defer to those you
included with this offer plus Patty Williams our new Treasure. I see expertise there that I
don't have. Have you consulted with Rick or county administration regarding this idea? 
Wayne


 


On Friday, November 20, 2020, 10:53:09 AM PST, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
wrote:


 


 


Board of Friends of YWT (plus Philip),


 



mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us





A question for you to consider: would you be interested in holding the lease on the bus barn
property on hwy 240? It would require you to be the property manager and to sublet the
current bus footprint to the bus company. But the benefits: you have access to and control
of the property that will be the key trail head, and it gives you a measure of standing for
grants, legal claims, etc. The other buildings on site could leased to other business partners
that complement a future trail. Depending upon the details and rates, you might even
generate a small cash income from the lease/sublease that could help with other projects
moving the trail forward.


 


Obviously, a lease agreement would need to be approved and signed before the first Thurs
in January, but we can move quickly if you can.


 


Casey


971-241-6585








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Ken Wright; Todd Sadlo; Carrie Martin
Cc: Casey Kulla; Janice Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Christian Boenisch; Patty Williams
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 10:50:17 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Carrie. One question; what is the CUP?


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 9:46:58 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Good morning, everyone,


There was a lot of conversation yesterday and I would like to briefly summarize the outcomes
so we’re all clear on a path forward.


1.  It is an excellent idea for the Friends to pursue legal representation independent of the County. Fritz Paulus
sounds like a good option.


2. Once LUBA renders a decision on the pending Stay and two appeals, it will be the County’s prerogative to
respond. The Friends are not listed in the current litigation and will not have the ability to pick up that baton,
so to speak.


3. We hope to receive the LUBA decision by November, and once that happens the CUP will be in limbo.
Further development of the YWT will not be allowed to continue until that issue is resolved. This may
require a *new* owner to restart the process on their own.


4. With regard to current grants in-progress, we will have to further investigate the County’s ability to transfer
those. Each grant funding source has different stipulations. We will have to wait and see on that.


I think that’s all for now.


Thank you all for the good discussion.


Carrie


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 8:23 AM
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To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd.


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:58:57 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Wayne,


I understand most of what you said in your message and, of course, I cannot give you legal
advice, but I don't understand what you say would be a "tactic" of 'ignoring LUBA.'  There is no
need to ignore LUBA.  For two years, it is likely that you will have a county Board that will not
move forward on land use approvals for the trail, whether it is owned by the county or the
Friends.  No one would be ignoring LUBA.  If the county's decision is affirmed it would likely be
appealed, and the county would likely not prosecute the appeal.  If it is remanded, the county
would likely decline to seek approval on remand, and the Board would then deny the
application.  


As far as a suit against the county for transferring title to the trail:  that seems like a stretch to
me, because I can't think what the basis for that might be, but that is the sort of thing you
might ask Mr. Paulus if he is brought into this.


Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 6:59 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Ken. I agree with Stan, it shouldn't be on your dime. Stan's concerns regarding an unfinished
LUBA situation is one of mine too. Carrie inferred that a tactic given to her would be while mothballing the







trail development ignore any LUBA transmissions or actions; I would want more assurance of that being a
sound tactic. Could the opponents sue the county for divesting to us and if so where would that put us? I
don't see a problem getting financial support for a legal fund from trail supporters but having a sense of
what kinds of legal battles from opponents would be helpful. I would anticipate a lot of nuisance types of
actions from them. Our fixed costs would be insurance and potential property taxes( there could be a
waiver on them) whatever we need to budget for maintenance. The $3500 lease fee from Gene Belt
would cover of that.


Wayne


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 5:40:55 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


Regardless of whether the board would like to sit in on a discussion with Fritz I am planning to meet with
him to have a better understanding personally.  All on my dime of course.


Best, Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 14, 2020, at 5:15 PM, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:



Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:





[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal expense.  Wayne, Veronica
and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would you be able to give a quick brief to Fritz of where we are?


 


Ken


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
'Christian Boenisch' <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 







I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a sentence in Todd's
scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have
standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I
don't quite understand where that might leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone
such as Fritz Paulas guide us would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response?
Wayne


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:


 


 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the attorney
mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running out and we need to act
quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses, it would be to
advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the land use case).  Christian
and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works in this field (land held in the public
interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo
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From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends decide that they
want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at least until we
have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort you have put into this and I
am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no matter which way
the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the new
Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not enough time for
a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules
require that the remand be pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after
that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the
property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail would not
be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish under Oregon’s land use system.
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Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken
Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley
Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would keep us from
needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I believe it is proper
to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the thought of
the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that from happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I asked them for an
informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is the Friends
board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)
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From: Janice Primozich
To: "Casey Kulla"; "Todd Sadlo"; "Wayne Wiebke"; "Ken Wright"
Cc: "Carrie Martin"; "Veronica Haley Hinkes"; "Christian Boenisch"
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:48:31 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the attorney
mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running out and we need to
act quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.
Stan
 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
Thanks, Todd.
 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; 'Wayne
Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses, it would
be to advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the land use case). 
Christian and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works in this field (land held in the
public interest), and has a strong public interest streak.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne
Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
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While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends decide that
they want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?
 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at least
until we have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort you have put
into this and I am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.
Stan
 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
Stan,
 
Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no matter which
way the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the
new Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not
enough time for a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to conduct a hearing on
remand.  Current rules require that the remand be pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The
application would be void after that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have
standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the
appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the property in the hope that a new Board in two or
four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail would not be the first worthwhile project to take
years to accomplish under Oregon’s land use system.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken
Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica
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Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would keep us
from needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our ownership.
Stan
 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I believe it is
proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the
thought of the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that
from happening.
 
I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I asked them for
an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is
the Friends board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we
progress?
 
Casey
971-241-6585
(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)
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From: Robert Spurlock
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes; Casey Kulla; Stephanie Noll
Subject: RE: [External sender]Re: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Annual Meeting
Date: Monday, January 4, 2021 1:18:35 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi everyone,
I’m also available to stay through the end of the meeting.
Thanks!
Robert
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes [mailto:veronica4249@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 4, 2021 10:39 AM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Noll <steph.noll@oregontrailscoalition.org>
Cc: Robert Spurlock <Robert.Spurlock@oregonmetro.gov>
Subject: [External sender]Re: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Annual Meeting
 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from an External source. Do not open links or attachments unless you know
the content is safe.
Thank you!
 
V
 
On Monday, January 4, 2021, 9:17:32 AM PST, Stephanie Noll <steph.noll@oregontrailscoalition.org> wrote:
 
 
Happy New Year, All!
 
I can stay through the end of the meeting.  I will share some slides with Steve by Thursday. 
 
cheers,
Steph


Steph Noll
Coalition Director
she/her
503-290-4569
 


 
https://www.facebook.com/oregontrailscoalition/
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On Thu, Dec 31, 2020 at 12:35 PM Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Wonderful, Veronica.


 


I will stay through the end.


 


Casey


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, December 31, 2020 10:57 AM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie (Steph) Noll <steph.noll@oregontrailscoalition.org>;
Robert Spurlock <robert.spurlock@oregonmetro.gov>
Subject: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Annual Meeting


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you all for agreeing to speak at our Annual Meeting on January 13th.  In addition to
you three, we are hoping to have a representative from the Wapato National Wildlife
Refuge as well, but are still waiting for confirmation from them. 


 


I wanted to go over some details so we can all be best prepared for a smooth Zoom meeting.


 


First, can you please let me know if you will be able to stay through the whole meeting to
answer questions at the end?  We are trying to keep the meeting under an hour, so we won't
keep you there all night.  We will be taking questions via the chat feature, and I will be
moderating those and will read the question and ask a specific speaker to address it.  I
imagine we will only have time for a few questions, but we do want to give our viewers that
opportunity if possible.


 


If you will have slides to share, please send those to Steve Harloff at sjharloff@gmail.com
by Thursday, January 7th.  Our Zoom host, Victoria Geiger from Plan to Prosper NW, will
pre-load the slides and will be the one advancing them, so please be prepared to give her
"next slide please" cues.  


 


We are finalizing the agenda now, and will send that to you as soon as its done, but the
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general outline is we will begin with some brief organizational announcements. Then Casey
will be our first speaker, on the current state of the Trail, Stephanie and Robert will
coordinate on the vision for a regional trail system in our area and how our Trail fits in, and
hopefully, someone from Wapato will talk about the opening of the Refuge to the public and
the hope for connections from the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.  Then we will have a brief Q
& A session.


 


Thank you again for joining us for this meeting.  We are very excited to share the vision of a
regional trails network and how the Yamhelas Westsider Trail fits in!  Please let me know if
you have any questions or concerns.


 


Best,


 


Veronica








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Stan Primozich; Ken Wright; Barbara Boyer; Carrie Martin; Wayne Wiebke; Forward With Barbara
Subject: Tuesday 10:45 Yamhelas Trail Zoom
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2020 6:55:55 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Wayne Wiebke is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.


Topic: Wayne Wiebke's Zoom Meeting
Time: Jun 2, 2020 10:45 AM Pacific Time (US and Canada)


Join Zoom Meeting
https://us04web.zoom.us/j/2453164964?pwd=eE1xdXExVlV2bW5wdU4wMEp2LzNjUT09


Meeting ID: 245 316 4964
Password: 7WYR56
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From: Steve Harloff
To: Wayne Wiebke; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Stan G Primozich; Steve Wick; Ken Wright; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton;


Larry Heesacker; Carrie Martin
Subject: Update on Yamhill SRTS Project...
Date: Saturday, May 9, 2020 8:52:02 AM
Attachments: SRTS Note to FYWT May 9 2020.docx


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi All: Wayne has asked me to be ready to update us on the SRTS grant that Yamhill is
preparing.....I've attached a document (sorry there's lot to read) that begins with AKS's Renee's
response to questions I asked about the proposal.


The second part is an overview of the YDA meeting with Mayor Potter. The project as
described seem to do little to further a connection to the Trail and that is a disappointment.
The improvements included in the project proposal seemed very important to the YDA, esp
the crosswalks on Hwy 47 and the safety issues with sidewalks on Hwy 240.


This will give you the chance to be ready for our discussion next week.


Talk with you next week, Steve Harloff
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Renee: I am sharing some questions of my own here, even though I am on the board of the YDA and FYWT. I am including both groups' presidents in this email.


 


1. When I had a coalition considering this grant a few months ago, the city of Yamhill decided it could not support the work at the time. Why now? The county has been considering taking up this project because it is used to doing this type of grant/design work. Thank you, Mayor Potter, for addressing this yesterday.


 


2. Why stop at Balm Street? This plan leaves out Ash Street all together, and misses one of the key goals for the Yamhill/Carlton community: give students and the community a safe route between Carlton and Yamhill. I'm not sure if the FYWT (or the YDA) would support the project without access to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. The project stopped at Balm because there are only 2 houses which take access to HWY 240 between Balm and Ash.  Extending to Ash would increase the project scope by ~15% and provides limit benefit to the community.  That said, the purpose of our outreach is to collaborate and develop a plan which can meet the needs for all stakeholders.  We are certainly open to evaluating the limits of this project.


 


Your plan also seems to skip the Hemlock to Hwy 47 stretch; why not design the safe route to include Hwy 240 next to the Intermediate school? In some ways this looks like sidewalk repair. Your assessment is correct, our concept plan was developed to provide a safe walking path along HWY 240.  The existing sidewalk from Hemlock to 47 meets that need.  Again, we’re open to feedback on this.  If the YDA is seeking a larger scale project (i.e., a 10-ft wide shared path) it would be helpful to understand your vision for this corridor. 


 


3. Yamhill County advised us to build a network of supporters of the safe route project. Is Yamhill County being utilized for their help during this effort? Have you conferred with ODOT? We have had discussions with ODOT and their direction was to keep the project focused on meeting the objectives of the Safe Routes to School program.  That said they also encourage gaining community support.  I have reached out to Carrie Martin at Yamhill County and they are providing a letter of support as well.


 


4. The FYWT had been discouraged from pursuing this grant until the YWT was being constructed near Hwy 240. Is this the best time for success? Based on our discussions with ODOT, we feel this grant application has a good chance for success this time especially if we can gain support from FYWT and YDA.  Our next step is to evaluate the constraints within this section of roadway (right-of-way, utility poles, drainage, trees, etc.) then advance the concept plan.  We will keep FYWT and YDA informed on this study. 


 


 


I know it is a difficult time to move on any community project, but this one has the potential to serve the community very well. Please share your design plans with this entire group.....Thanks, Steve Harloff


 


Discussion with Mayor during YDA meeting       May 7, 2020





After a lengthy discussion with Mayor Potter, the scope of the SRTS grant written by the City of Yamhill appears as follows:





1. Along 240, the project will allow students to walk to school on the north side of the road. Currently students have to cross 240 a couple of time since there is no continuous sidewalk route along the north side. A dangerous situation.





2. The project will include two lighted crosswalks on Hwy 47: one across from City Hall and the other across from YCHS…..I don’t believe there will be one at the intersection. These will be lighted like the crosswalk in Gaston.





3. Sections of sidewalk along Hwy 47 will be replaced. These sections are uneven and crumbling.





4. The project stops at Balm Street: does not include Ash Street a bit further east (something here about how the developer opted not to put in sidewalks in this newer area, and now the city appears to be saying “tough luck” to these residents).





5. The sidewalk will not extend to the intersection with the Trail.





6. The route will be sidewalk size; will not be room for two bikes next to each other. This will not be a “riding” trail route.





7. With these specs in mind, the YDA voted unanimously to write a letter of support.













From: Casey Kulla
To: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: RE: YWT and ODOT
Date: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 5:14:05 PM


I received this on Friday.
 
I think that talking with the OTC is the best way to keep this in front of ODOT as a priority. And I think
that lobbying, cajoling, shaming, etc next year with the BOC will be good, too.
 
Casey
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 2:43 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: YWT and ODOT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thanks Casey. I will pass this on to my board. It doesn't look like further lobbying of ODOT will change
anything for them. Is that your take? When did you receive this? I spoke to OTC on Thursday of last
week.
 
On Tuesday, October 27, 2020, 1:43:07 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 


From Cooper Brown, last week (sorry about the delay!)…


 


“Hey Chair Kulla,


 


Following up on our discussion last week, here are the options, vis-à-vis the right of way, as we see them.


 


1. County keeps the right of way.  Under this, the county continues to say that there is a
transportation need and continues with moving forward with design and construction of the
multipurpose trail that has clearly been identified as a need.


 


2. County keeps the right of way but decides to return the Federal $$ (they can do this by declaring
that there is no longer a transportation need with the ROW which could then make future
transportation use challenging so not recommended, or the county can simply inform ODOT that
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they no longer want the project to be under federal oversight and rules – this means that ODOT
would have to pay back FHWA and then we ask for the county to pay back the State).  This
eliminates the federal oversight and rules for the ROW and project (note future phases could still
be eligible for federal funds).  If the county pays back the federal funds to ODOT who in turn pays
back FHWA – the county would still be the owners of the ROW.  What they do with it is their
decision.  They could sell to a third party for example.  The terms of that transfer is 100% up to the
county.  This is one way the county could facilitate ROW ownership by the Friends group.


 


I also told you I’d go back and inquire about how valuable ODOT sees the corridor from a potential rail
perspective. Specifically, is it valuable enough for ODOT to take over ownership? The short answer, as I
suspected, is no it’s not. If it had been we would have acquired it when it was first sold. Much like our
approach for bike/ped ownership, the land in question would have to clearly align with our modal
investment strategies which are geared toward insuring our limited dollars are spent to achieve the
maximum benefit for the maximum number of Oregonians. In this regard, neither as a rail or bike/ped
investment would it make sense for ODOT to take over ownership.


 


I’m including Erik on this and I’d suggest he and Carrie connect if the county wants to explore the above
options in greater detail. This said, I’m always happy to jump on a call with you if you’d like to connect
1:1.”


 


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 10:26 AM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: YWT and ODOT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,


 Have you heard anything from ODOT? I testified before OTC last week asking them for their support. In
my testimony I mentioned your(the county's) contact with ODOT and Cooper Brown. It so happened that
Kris Strickler was part of that mornings meeting and in the room when I spoke. After my testimony
Chairman Van Brocklin pointed out to me that Director Strickler was still present and heard my testimony
as well.  His head was nodding in what I want to think was a knowing and approving manner. I hope what
I learned in my Head Nodding 101 class holds true. Thanks Casey.


 


Wayne
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 3:33:04 PM


Wayne,


No.  Main sticking points are pesticides and food safety, if you know anyone who knows
about those topics.  LUBA appears to have concluded that bacteria from poop might somehow
float off of the trail and land on a filbert, causing significant impact to farm practices and
costs.  How to disprove nonsense is the goal there.  With the pesticides, I have a handle on
most of them, including grams one and that ‘do not use around’ trails’ business-the label has
been superseded by a new one that says “on” instead of “around” but I’m still working on two
or three others.


Also, on a different e-mail- it is not necessary to be a party to testify, so not a bad idea to say
FYWT, but not necessary.


Todd Sadlo 


On Apr 21, 2020, at 3:06 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


The devils in the details; the comment in the article was incomplete, as is a lot of what is written. Part of
what you said made it into the article but not that an approve Master Plan was a necessary requirement
for the actual trail construction.
Is this bridge issue something that should be addressed in a LUBA remand letter?


LUBA’s decision was that the design contract did not authorize any construction, and so the decision of
the county to sign the design contract could not be considered a land use decision statutorily or under a
“significant impacts” test established by caselaw.


 


The construction agreement was separate, and ultimately signed in January, 2020.  It authorized
construction, and so conceivably could be considered a land use decision if it required a permit from the
county or under the “significant impact” test.  I have argued that no permit is required by law, and the
bridge doesn’t ‘significantly impact’ anyone as long as it is not used as a trail without additional land use
approval.  The county has never contemplated opening the corridor to general public use (other that
county employees and invitees with county permission to be there) prior to adoption of a Master Plan. 
That’s what the conditions in Board Order 19-94 required.


 


Todd Sadlo
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From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 1:24 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


It was at the bottom of page one, 3rd paragraph up, of the one article. " LUBA  ruled that the design
contract..."


 


On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 11:59:34 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Ha!  Was there only one article there, so far? I saw the first one, but do not recall your reference.  LUBA
is only concerned with land use permits, not our grants.  No land use permit is required from the county to
construct a bridge for access from one part of a landowner’s land to another part, or even between
different landowners, in the farm zone. (If the bridge would access a proposed dwelling, the county would
require that it be approved by the fire control agency with jurisdiction).  The exception is if the footings of
the bridge are located within a floodplain or floodway.  The bridge was designed by engineers.  The
LOMR the county received from FEMA conclusively settled the floodplain permit issue—the bridge is not
in a floodplain or floodway.  We also received all of the other necessary federal and state environmental
clearances before starting construction, with tremendous assistance from ODOT.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


Please feel free to share this information as you wish.


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11:44 AM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Just went back over the Capital Press article; did LUBA really miss that the grant for the bridge actually
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authorized construction? It is stated in the project name and description and again as part of the
"requirement". It looks to include a completion date as well; why have a completion date if construction
was not authorized? If that is true, I won't tell them if you don't.


 


On Monday, April 20, 2020, 1:06:29 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,


 


I thought my interview with her was productive, and she seemed grateful for the straight talk.  LUBA said
they would “endeavor” to make a decision by April 23rd.  On Friday, she filed another, 38 page brief, and
hundreds of pages of exhibits.  I’m filing a less than 5 page response today.   Her main strategy is the
smokescreen.  I have attached my earlier response in case you missed it, and will send you the one from
today after it is filed.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Had what I thought was a productive interview with her. Checked her bio before the interview; she has
lived and traveled where trails are a common thing. She is a bicyclist and hiker so she has interest and
familiarity with recreational trails. Your email was helpful and I was able to reinforce what you had said. I
brought up the 700 mile of county road going through farmland and my experiences running between dual
spray operations of grapes on one side of the road and hazelnuts on the other. She related her
experience of biking through, holding her breath, a hazelnut spray operation. Showed my understanding
for the petitioners concerns and discussed how they were based more on fear than reality. Gave her
studies to reference how other trails have mitigated those fears and concerns and how they have been
shown to be unfounded. Sent photos. I am sure she interviewed Ben Van dyke and Kellington. Will be
interesting as to how ours and their worlds are merged.


What is your take on the LUBA April 23rd decision on the bridge?


Thanks again. Keep up the good work.  Wayne


 


On Monday, April 20, 2020, 9:47:10 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
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Wayne,


 


I was just interviewed by Ms. Lambert, who says she will interview you at 10:00.  My main point was that
no land use approval is required for a bridge that will only be used for county access, for fire suppression
and maintenance, and that that is the only use the county is proposing to make of it unless and until trail
uses are approved.  The remanded decision says repeatedly that no public trail uses will be allowed until
a Master Plan is in place, and all required fences and warning signage is in place.  The bus barn is a
secure facility, with gates in the front and back.  The gate in back is only open for construction access and
county personnel.


 


I also told her that, until late last year, a land use permit was required for construction of the bridge,
because a FEMA map showed it as being in a floodplain.  We received at that time a Letter of Map
Revision from FEMA, establishing that that is not the case.  We also got all required state and federal
environmental clearances before construction of what, at this time, can only correctly be referred to as a
‘potential future trail bridge, current county fire and maintenance access bridge.’


 


I also explained that the corridor was built with a 12-20 foot wide roadbed in 1872, has the best grade
from the metropolitan area to McMinnville, and is an exceptional public asset.


 


Also, that farming and transportation uses, (including the 700 miles of county roads, which I did not
mention) have co-existed since the beginning of the republic.


Todd Sadlo








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Casey Kulla
Subject: ODOT response to FYWT(Stan"s) inquiry
Date: Thursday, October 8, 2020 11:35:17 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,
Our board met yesterday to discuss ODOT's response to the question of a YC transfer of the trail to the
FYWT. It left us with serious doubts if not fatal impediments to any transfer. There is no mention of a
concern from ODOT to the possibility of losing this ROW for future public use. This we couldn't
understand it would seem it would be somewhere in their strategic plans just as it is in YC's. From their
perspective it leaves a lot remaining with the county.  If you could give us your thoughts on this it would
be appreciated. Thank you and stay safe.


Wayne


From: CHICKERING Sonny P [mailto:Sonny.P.CHICKERING@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, October 5, 2020 12:36 PM
To: sgjlprimo@comcast.net
Subject: FW: Yamhelas Trail update and question


 


 


Good afternoon Stan,


 


I did some networking on Friday and discovered that your questions are very similar to those posed to
ODOT last month by Yamhill County Commission Chair Casey Kulla.  After considerable staff work and
discussion at our executive level, Assistant Director Cooper Brown provided a detailed response to Chair
Kulla, and Cooper has asked that my response to you be consistent with his earlier message.  To avoid
any misinterpretation on my part, I’ve elected to share Mr. Brown’s actual response with you (see below).


 


If you have need of further information or discussion, please feel free to contact Assistant Director Brown
directly.  I would appreciate being copied.


 


Have a good day.
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“Good evening Chair Kulla,


 


The ODOT team has completed their review of your request; I appreciate your patience in allowing us to
run these questions to ground. 


 


As I mentioned previously, it does appear technically possible, although not advisable from the ODOT
perspective (as explained below), for the County to pass on the Connect Oregon grant responsibilities to
another entity.  Similarly, it appears that the County can also pass on ownership of the trail corridor right
of way. This said, the Transportation and Growth Management Program (TGM), which is funding the
Master Plan for the Trail, will need to remain with the County. Since the TGM program utilizes federal
transportation funds, only entities eligible to receive those funds can be applicants, and applicants
generally must be a unit of government, a Tribe, or Transit District. Accordingly, the County will need to
continue to be the lead for the TGM Master Plan process.


 


As for changing responsibilities for the Connect Oregon project and the right of way, ODOT would need to
take several steps both with the County and the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. For the
Connect Oregon project, ODOT would need to enter into a new agreement both with the County and the
Friends group to transfer the responsibilities of the program. For the right of way, ODOT would need to
enter into an agreement with the Friends group that would put limitations on how the property can be
used and timelines – similar to the existing agreements from the original purchase of the
property. Additionally, as the right of way was purchased with Federal Funds, the County will still retain
responsibility of overseeing and ensuring the right of way actions comply with the agreements. The
bottom line is that the County would need to maintain some level of accountability for ensuring the right of
way is used in accordance with existing agreements even if these other changes were made.


 


While these actions are technically possible, frankly, it’s not clear to me what their net public benefit
would be. The Friends group would still have to complete the various land use processes through the
County, which may require future Board actions, in order to complete construction. That includes litigating
the past land-use decisions now before the Land Use Board of Appeals. Additionally, recall that the CO
grant is a reimbursable program. The Friends group would have to take on the responsibility of paying for
all the work to construct the current bridge and then seek reimbursement from ODOT. This means that
the Friends group will need a cash flow system in place to meet this requirement. In addition, the Friends
group would have to take on the project management responsibilities –  a difficult and complex long-term
task – and I’d be concerned that this group might not have the skills, expertise, funding or staffing
necessary to deliver a transportation infrastructure project that requires various state and federal
approvals and oversight responsibilities. It is important to remember that the property was purchased with
Federal funds, and therefore, the entirety of the project must meet Federal regulations for delivery (i.e.
NEPA). As you know, these are complex rules and, as such, they could create challenges for the Friends
Group if they don’t have a project management team behind them with the necessary expertise. Finally,
with both agreements, the Friends Group would have to take on the risk of paying back funds if the CO
project is not completed within the required timelines. 


 


So in conclusion, even with these proposed changes, the same challenges and requirements remain for
completing not just the current CO project, but the entirety of the trail. Additionally, there appear to be
increased project-performance risks should the Friends take over the project. In light of these challenges







and increased risks, I simply don’t see the benefit of pursuing these changes.


 


All this said, I’m always happy to discuss further. “


 


Best,


Cooper


 


Cooper Brown


Assistant Director for Operations


Oregon Department of Transportation


355 Capitol St NE


Salem, OR 97301-3871


 


Office: (503)986-3939


Mobile: (503)979-9101


OTC Admin: (503)986-3450


Email: cooper.h.brown@odot.state.or.us


 


 


 


Sonny P.A. Chickering, PE


Oregon Dept. of Transportation


Northwest (Region 2) Manager


 


Cell:  971-718-3181


Salem:  503-986-2640


Springfield:  541-736-2843
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From: steve wick
To: "Todd Sadlo"; "Ken Wright"; "Wayne Wiebke"
Subject: RE: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 5:21:05 PM
Attachments: image001.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


just found this on the Lorsban/Yuma 4E label;
 
 


 
..,.so long term, 50 foot does not apply.
 
OSHU/ Lorsban/Yuma says the accepted/recommended amount to spray is between 3-4 pints on
filberts. No more!
 
Short term, while bridge is built, only a 10 foot buffer is needed if they spray less than 3 pints per
acre on the edges per Lorsban/Yuma label.  
 
Buffer is 25 feet for up to 4 pints per acre. Anything over 4 pints is off  label= illegal. Ben stated he is
spraying over over 4 pints; he illegally spraying a pesticide.
 
 
In other words, if they spray the edges at 3 pints all that is needed is a 10 foot buffer. 25 feet for a
25 foot buffer.
 
They can spray the edges with a 3 pint solution, and then dump in more chemicals to get max
coverage everywhere else.
 
3 will work…especially on a young orchard..
 
Or we just shut the trail down while they spray the edges with whatever they want. This is what I am
working on.
 
 
Ken, we need someone to address their 100 foot AEZ crap again.
 
 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
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Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:08 PM
To: 'Ken Wright'; Wayne Wiebke
Cc: stevencarol. wick
Subject: RE: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 
Ken,
 
We made that point in the last round.  I guess they are saying, what Ben Van Dyke is saying, is this
(trail) road did not exist until now, and before it existed, I could use the county’s property for my 50-
foot (inflated) buffer.  If there is a trail there, I will no longer be able to use the county’s property for
my buffer because people will be there.  As for the roads: yes, perhaps I change the nozzle or wait till
there is little to no traffic to spray next to the road, but I already had to do that, so it didn’t increase
my costs or impact my practices.
 
I’m looking for arguments to confront the narrative of the opponents coming from people other
than me.  I don’t care if they use my words, paraphrase, or have an entirely different way of saying
the same thing:  It is not an “accepted farming practice” to limit your neighbors access to his or her
property for any legal activity, including just walking around.  The county, like any other landowner,
has, or definitely should have the right to enter and maintain its own property at will, without
limitations imposed by an adjacent spray operation.   It is not an accepted farm practice to impose
your buffers on neighboring properties or rights of way.  The only acceptable way to spray borders is
to modify technologies—disease resistant plants, alternative chemicals that are less dangerous,
adjusting practices to require only a 10 foot buffer.
 
I believe these things to be true, and will be saying as much in the findings.  I’m just looking for
testimony and evidence in support of these conclusions.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:52 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: stevencarol. wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd,
 
How is the trail different than the roads that everyone is farming next to which have runners,
bicyclists, motorcycles and convertibles next to their fields?  When I spoke with the directors of ODA
and OSHA last year they said there were no differences as far as they were concerned.  They said the
farming community had the same liability there as they did with the trail for overspray. 
 







I took what they said to mean that nothing has changed for the local farmers except that there is
more property line involved.
 
Ken
 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:44 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: stevencarol. wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 
LUBA already agreed that drift is not an "accepted farm practice," but we failed to convince
them, with findings based on evidence/testimony in the record, that farm operations adjacent
to the trail will not have to significantly change their spray setbacks, leaving parts of their
farms exposed to disease and underproduction due to their inability to spray properly. or, as
Ben Van Dyke argued, force him to spray at night with spotters to look for "trespassers."  They
say they will have to employ a 50 foot setback.  That change, being forced upon them by a
nonfarm use--the trail--prevents the county from minimizing conflicts to an insignificant level. 
It seems to me that the appropriate setback is 10 feet, and the impact to his farm practices
can be further reduced by allowing the trail to be closed while he is spraying within 50 feet of
it.  That is an inconvenience for him, that he would be forced to coordinate with his neighbor,
that he will continue to claim significantly increases his farm costs and forces significant
changes in his farm practices.
 
The Board can choose to believe whoever it finds more credible, but we need testimony and
evidence in the record that the county can rely on, like the information Steve has already
provided, but more of it, and from others.
 
Steve, do you believe NIck Wiman would be willing to submit something to the effect that he
believe a trail and filbert orchard can co-exist without causing significant impacts to farm costs
or practices?  Otherwise, why would I be calling him?
 
Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:28 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: stevencarol. wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]
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Don't need an answer; saw it as an option to "trespass".
 
 
How does Oregon's "nuisances laws" address intangible substances (pesticide drift) interference with a
property owner's(YC County)use and enjoyment of land?
 
On Sunday, April 26, 2020, 3:27:43 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 
Steve and Wayne,  thank you for all your help.  I will be working as much information as I can get before
Thursday into the county supplemental findings on remand, but facts you have should also be submitted
into the record, by you, or someone, as a basis for the findings.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


On Apr 26, 2020, at 11:35 AM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I was referring to your "BS" (manure) statement.
 
 
On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 7:22:49 PM PDT, stevencarol.wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:
 
 
No ,they called out 50 feet for two insecticides that both have Chlorpirilos as the active ingredient:  Yuma
4e and Lorsban.
 
Im saying that rhey can do Yuma in 10 feet.
 
 
 
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
 
-------- Original message --------
From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Date: 4/25/20 12:22 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Cc: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 
Just brought Ken into this. He is totally on top of the overspray of the vineyard I referenced in a just sent
response.
 
So Steve, are you now saying the 50" only pertains to to fertilizers>
 
 
On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 10:13:32 AM PDT, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:
 
 
Todd, I have been updating my info on spraying, and have been doing more research. I have found that
the label says on Yuma 4E (manufacturer Winfield's label, with the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos)  ONLY
requires a 10 foot buffer! 50 feet is bullshit!
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We need to bring Ken Wright into this conversation, regarding spraying. He did considerable research for
our last set of hearings, and contacted many Oregon officials about the "real" spraying laws.
 
(see my "revised' preliminary notes below)
 
Steve
 
From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, April 25, 2020 9:22 AM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick
Subject: Fwd: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 
Gentlemen, 
 
I hope the stay decision is attached for your review.  It is a delay, but this isn’t over yet!
 
Please let me know what you think about the decision, because Ben Van Dyke will make the same
argument on remand:  that he is entitled to spray up to his property line at will, and exclude his neighbors
(esp. the county) from the use of or access to 50 feet of the neighbor’s property-a spray buffer-without
having to compensate that neighbor for loss of access.   Am I missing something?
 
It is one thing to coordinate-the county has always offered to do so-but LUBA’s rationale for “irreparable”
harm, if applied to any of Van Dyke’s other neighbors, would mean that everyone else would be required
to stay 50 feet back from their property lines while he is spraying.
 
The bridge case and remand are land use cases, but it is all wrapped up in property rights, which LUBA
has no expertise in, or jurisdiction over.  Overlooking basic property rights, that extend from ‘the heavens
to the center of the earth,’ LUBA appears, in the remand decision and the attached decision, to think the
county has no right to access it’s own property if it interferes in any way with Mr. Van Dyke’s spray
routines.
 
Is there an expert on best practices for spraying if a neighbor is not always present but has the right and
habit of being in the buffer area?  Does he have no obligation to change his nozzles and possibly other
practices when spraying the edge of his property, to reduce the buffer to ten feet, and keep the buffer
entirely on his own property, as a best spray practice?
 
I’m hoping I’m not the only person calling him out on practices that, if he were to practice them on any of
his other neighbors without any coordination or compromise, would be an affront.


Todd Sadlo


Begin forwarded message:


From: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: April 24, 2020 at 4:05:04 PM PDT
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>, Nohely Barajas-Montalvo <barajasn@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW:  LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County



FYI, see attached.  Stay granted.  Nuts.
 
Christian F. Boenisch
Yamhill County
County Counsel
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(503) 434-7502
boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us
 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or otherwise that you
have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail, keep the contents
confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your system.
 
************************************
 
From: LUBASupport <LUBASupport@state.or.us> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 3:47 PM
To: 'wk@klgpc.com' <wk@klgpc.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Attached as a courtesy is a copy of the Order the Board issued today in LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033. A
copy of the Order will also be posted to LUBA’s website after 3:30 pm.
 
Denise Seaman
Executive Support Specialist
Land Use Board of Appeals
503-373-1265
 
 
 
My notes are below, Steve:
 
Yuma 4E, or Lorsban, or any other insecticide used (or power blast sprayed) in Filberts (with the active
ingredient Chlorpyrilos) only requires a setback of 10 feet when spraying with a power blast sprayer
when applied at near the maximum rate allowed per acre (under 3 pounds per acre).
 
(See Yuma4E label setback info below:)
 
 
 
Viewing the amount of chemicals required to eliminate the pests it can be seen that a 10 foot setback is
all that is needed 
 
(See Yuma 4E label below, and Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Management Guide application
rate for Lorsban)
 
"ydpfd62eddcyiv1473586289MsoNormal">
 
 
 
 
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
 
 
1. Chlorpyrilos can only be used for a total of three times during the year. (see Yuma4E label
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excerpts below)
 
The first time it could possibly be used would be in March thru April, to control the Winter moth Leaftier.
 
The next time it could be used would be In the April thru May timeframe, to control Filbert Leafroller or
aphids,
 
..and again in May thru June to control Leafroller.
 
In July thru August it could be used to control stinkbugs, and/or to control Filbertworm.
 
As you can see, this is more than three times. That is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide
lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Many are much
less toxic. And this is why Oregon State Pest Guide states: " Rotate pesticides by mode of action (group);
do not become reliant on a single group for control."
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
 
 
 
2. Chlorpyrifos spray is not allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power
blast spray into the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below). If an applicator started his spaying  paralleling the rail right of way, and used the 20 plus
feet of vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area on all edges of a
field, allowing equipment to turn corners), then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but
would be blasted into the center of the orchard. The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It
would only take a few minutes to spay the edge of the orchard.
 
http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd
 
 
 
 
3. There are alternatives to using dangerous inseticides like Chlorpyrifos;
 
all of the edges within 100 feet of the ROW could be sprayed with a less lethal alternative
chemical, and the interior with the lethal alternative. Again, that is why Oregon State University Hazelnut
Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos.
Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos, which is in the process of being outlawed.
(Oregon House Bill 4109, which would have outlawed it failed as a result of the denial of quorum. It is only
a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos is outlawed.) Bio-controls (using beneficial insects to kill pests) are
rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)
 
 
or, if the wind isn't cooperating;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed. 
Other trails shut down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We could make it quicker and easier by just
spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the ROW, and go over to the next two rows and do the next 100
feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An inconvenience, but not a
game stopper. The farmer can coordinate with the County. We know when we should be able to spray,
and there are excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most farmers use.
 
Power blast, and other type spaying can be accomplished with a few inconveniences, but there is no
reason to not develop the trail because some people may be inconvienced.
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Total Control Panel Login


To: ken@kenwrightcellars.com


From: sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.


 



https://asp.reflexion.net/login?domain=kenwrightcellars.com

https://asp.reflexion.net/address-properties?aID=1221172102&domain=kenwrightcellars.com
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Casey Kulla
Subject: FYWT annual board meeting
Date: Saturday, January 2, 2021 11:39:39 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,
Hope you have have enjoyed the holidays. Everything is coming together for our meeting on the 13th. A
question for you; would you be open to addressing both the members business meeting at 6PM and the
public meeting at 6:30PM?  Getting your take on the latest and probably final LUBA remand would be
helpful. We will be working on a response narrative of some sort for the remand. The Seattle Times ran
this AP article so I am sure it will be in the Oregonian soon.


Land Use Board: Oregon recreation trail must be reconsidered


  Again the other speakers at the public meeting will be addressing a broader regional trail system
concept and how the YWT is part of that along with the impact of having the Wapato Refuge and Nature
Park being associated.You will be the lead speaker.  Thank Casey.


Wayne


Land Use Board: Oregon recreation trail must be
reconsidered
SALEM, Ore. (AP) — The farm impacts of a recreational trail
southwest of Portland in Yamhill County weren’t prop...
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: "Todd Sadlo"; steve wick
Cc: Ken Wright
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
Date: Saturday, April 25, 2020 12:22:11 PM
Attachments: image003.png
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Just brought Ken into this. He is totally on top of the overspray of the vineyard I referenced in a just sent
response.


So Steve, are you now saying the 50" only pertains to to fertilizers>


On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 10:13:32 AM PDT, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


Todd, I have been updating my info on spraying, and have been doing more research. I have found that
the label says on Yuma 4E (manufacturer Winfield's label, with the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos)  ONLY
requires a 10 foot buffer! 50 feet is bullshit!


 


We need to bring Ken Wright into this conversation, regarding spraying. He did considerable research for
our last set of hearings, and contacted many Oregon officials about the "real" spraying laws.


 


(see my "revised' preliminary notes below)


 


Steve


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, April 25, 2020 9:22 AM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick
Subject: Fwd: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


Gentlemen, 


 


I hope the stay decision is attached for your review.  It is a delay, but this isn’t over yet!
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Please let me know what you think about the decision, because Ben Van Dyke will make the same
argument on remand:  that he is entitled to spray up to his property line at will, and exclude his neighbors
(esp. the county) from the use of or access to 50 feet of the neighbor’s property-a spray buffer-without
having to compensate that neighbor for loss of access.   Am I missing something?


 


It is one thing to coordinate-the county has always offered to do so-but LUBA’s rationale for “irreparable”
harm, if applied to any of Van Dyke’s other neighbors, would mean that everyone else would be required
to stay 50 feet back from their property lines while he is spraying.


 


The bridge case and remand are land use cases, but it is all wrapped up in property rights, which LUBA
has no expertise in, or jurisdiction over.  Overlooking basic property rights, that extend from ‘the heavens
to the center of the earth,’ LUBA appears, in the remand decision and the attached decision, to think the
county has no right to access it’s own property if it interferes in any way with Mr. Van Dyke’s spray
routines.


 


Is there an expert on best practices for spraying if a neighbor is not always present but has the right and
habit of being in the buffer area?  Does he have no obligation to change his nozzles and possibly other
practices when spraying the edge of his property, to reduce the buffer to ten feet, and keep the buffer
entirely on his own property, as a best spray practice?


 


I’m hoping I’m not the only person calling him out on practices that, if he were to practice them on any of
his other neighbors without any coordination or compromise, would be an affront.


Todd Sadlo


Begin forwarded message:


From: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: April 24, 2020 at 4:05:04 PM PDT
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>, Nohely Barajas-Montalvo <barajasn@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW:  LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County





FYI, see attached.  Stay granted.  Nuts.


 


Christian F. Boenisch


Yamhill County


County Counsel


(503) 434-7502


boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us
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*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****


 


This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or otherwise that you
have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail, keep the contents
confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your system.


 


************************************


 


From: LUBASupport <LUBASupport@state.or.us> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 3:47 PM
To: 'wk@klgpc.com' <wk@klgpc.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Attached as a courtesy is a copy of the Order the Board issued today in LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033. A
copy of the Order will also be posted to LUBA’s website after 3:30 pm.


 


Denise Seaman


Executive Support Specialist


Land Use Board of Appeals


503-373-1265


 


 


 


My notes are below, Steve:


 


Yuma 4E, or Lorsban, or any other insecticide used (or power blast sprayed) in Filberts (with the active
ingredient Chlorpyrilos) only requires a setback of 10 feet when spraying with a power blast sprayer
when applied at near the maximum rate allowed per acre (under 3 pounds per acre).


 


(See Yuma4E label setback info below:)







 


 


Viewing the amount of chemicals required to eliminate the pests it can be seen that a 10 foot setback is
all that is needed 


 


(See Yuma 4E label below, and Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Management Guide application
rate for Lorsban)


 


file:///C:/Users/Steve/Downloads/43674%20(1).pdf


 


 







 


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf


 


 


1. Chlorpyrilos can only be used for a total of three times during the year. (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below)


 


The first time it could possibly be used would be in March thru April, to control the Winter moth Leaftier.


 


The next time it could be used would be In the April thru May timeframe, to control Filbert Leafroller or
aphids,


 


..and again in May thru June to control Leafroller.


 


In July thru August it could be used to control stinkbugs, and/or to control Filbertworm.


 


As you can see, this is more than three times. That is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide
lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Many are much
less toxic. And this is why Oregon State Pest Guide states: " Rotate pesticides by mode of action (group);
do not become reliant on a single group for control."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf


 


 


2. Chlorpyrifos spray is not allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power
blast spray into the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below). If an applicator started his spaying  paralleling the rail right of way, and used the 20 plus
feet of vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area on all edges of a
field, allowing equipment to turn corners), then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but
would be blasted into the center of the orchard. The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It
would only take a few minutes to spay the edge of the orchard.


 


http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd


 



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
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3. There are alternatives to using dangerous inseticides like Chlorpyrifos;


 


all of the edges within 100 feet of the ROW could be sprayed with a less lethal alternative
chemical, and the interior with the lethal alternative. Again, that is why Oregon State University Hazelnut
Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos.
Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos, which is in the process of being outlawed.
(Oregon House Bill 4109, which would have outlawed it failed as a result of the denial of quorum. It is only
a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos is outlawed.) Bio-controls (using beneficial insects to kill pests) are
rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)


 


 


or, if the wind isn't cooperating;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed. 
Other trails shut down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We could make it quicker and easier by just
spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the ROW, and go over to the next two rows and do the next 100
feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An inconvenience, but not a
game stopper. The farmer can coordinate with the County. We know when we should be able to spray,
and there are excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most farmers use.


 


Power blast, and other type spaying can be accomplished with a few inconveniences, but there is no
reason to not develop the trail because some people may be inconvienced.


 


 


 


 


Background info:  https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9223/html


 


"2018 update: Chlorpyrifos is no longer a go-to chemistry for leafroller, but remains an important product for the
industry in controlling other insect pests, such as omnivorous leaftier and Pacific flatheaded borer.


 


 



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9223/html





Advances in insect management practices have included the development of monitoring techniques and treatment
thresholds for filbert aphid and filbert leafroller, which have reduced prophylactic insecticide applications.
Advances have also included the use of pheromone traps and a degree-day model for filbertworm, which permit
precise, targeted treatments for this pest. The most valuable result of this IPM approach has been the successful
identification and introduction of a filbert aphid parasitoid, Trioxys pallidus. This parasitoid, a small Braconid wasp,
has provided nearly complete biological control of the filbert aphid and has almost eliminated insecticide use for
this pest. Natural biological control of other hazelnut pests may also be enhanced by the aphid biocontrol program,
because the elimination of aphicides improves survival of predators and parasitoids that attack leafrollers and
filbertworm.


A potential biocontrol has also been identified for a newer hazelnut pest, the brown marmorated stink bug. A
parasitic samurai wasp (Trissolcus japonicus) has shown success in parasitizing eggs. Continued research on this
potential will be critical, because research has shown that pesticides are only a short-term solution for brown
marmorated stink bug and will kill beneficial insects, including the samurai wasp.


It is especially important to preserve and enhance biological control of the filbert aphid. Resurgence of filbert aphid
populations in recent years indicates a need for further research on cultural techniques to improve survival
of Trioxys pallidus. Research is also needed to test new pesticides for adverse effects on this filbert aphid
parasitoid and to determine the impact on hazelnut production of the recently introduced large hazel aphid (also
known as the hazelnut aphid), which is not controlled by Trioxys pallidus. Research on the natural biological
control and improved chemical control of pests such as filbert leafroller and filbertworm would have direct benefits
(reducing insecticide use for these pests) and indirect benefits (enhancing survival and biocontrol success of
Trioxys pallidus). Research has shown that mating disruption can reduce the amount of insecticide applied for
filbertworm by up to 75 percent. This reduction in pesticides has the indirect benefit of preserving natural enemies
of aphids (including T. pallidus). In a 5-year study, orchards managed with a combination of mating disruption and
border sprays and/or target sprays saw a significant reduction in aphid populations, and a significant increase in
parasitism by T. pallidus.


 








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: V H; Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:27:35 AM
Attachments: image001.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Carrie, Jarrod has photos of the bridge taken Wednesday if you need them. 


On Friday, July 24, 2020, 8:45:51 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Hi Veronica,


This is a strange request. The County receives an annual allocation from Oregon Video Lottery for
economic development activities exclusively. I’m not sure why they would contact the Friends for this
information.


Will you direct her to contact me please?


Thank you!


Carrie


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 8:41 AM
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Fwd: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Please see the request below.  We have pictures of the brush clearing work but that’s all I have.  Also, I’m
not sure what work the Lottery funded grant was for?  Can one or both of you help her?


Thanks,


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone



mailto:shadypondacre@yahoo.com

mailto:veronica4249@yahoo.com

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us







Begin forwarded message:


From: "Lommen, Kristy" <Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov>
Date: July 23, 2020 at 4:57:32 PM PDT
To: "veronica4249@yahoo.com" <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail





Hi Veronica,


 


The Oregon Lottery recently launched a new website, including features on some of the projects around
the state that have been funded in part by Oregon Lottery grants or loans. One of the projects we’d like to
feature is the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.


 


This weekend, I drove Hwy 47 to Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston to get some general photos of the area. I
was hoping to perhaps get some photos of the trail itself (or at least work-in-progress on the trail), but
found no signage or obvious entry points. I was hoping you could clarify the current status of the work
there. Are there currently any open sections? Is so, where. And, if not, when is the anticipated open date?


 


Thanks for any info. I look forward to hearing from you soon!


 


Kristy


 


 


 


Here is a sample webpage of the sort of feature we have been publishing on our funded projects. The
page we envision for the YWT would be similar.


 


https://www.oregonlottery.org/programs/econ-growth-independence-landing-2019/


 


 


 


Kristy Lommen


Digital Content Specialist| Oregon Lottery®


Desk: 503.540.2002


Fax: 503.540.1329



https://www.oregonlottery.org/programs/econ-growth-independence-landing-2019/





www.oregonlottery.org


 



http://www.oregonlottery.org/






From: Todd Sadlo
To: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 4:39:58 PM


Wayne,


In a Declaration, Ben Van Dyke stated that he uses Lorsban and Yuma 4E (along with
Gramoxone and Paragon, which I am already addressing) in his newly-planted filbert orchard
(claims he converted his grass seed farm to an orchard in 2018-I'm trying to confirm that-
seemed to me it was 2019).  He says they both require a 50-foot setback.  I'm assuming on
remand they will argue that the trail would prevent them from farming a 50-foot buffer
adjacent to the trail.  I'm looking to disprove or otherwise answer those claims.  I've seen so
many new filbert orchards that seem to be planted right up to the hwy right of way.  Maybe
pictures of that?


Any thoughts? Know anyone else who has expertise in spraying filberts and is a trail
supporter?  Who addressed filberts for the FYWT last time?--they attacked him as being small
time, so I'm wondering if there is a response to that and whether he knows about these
chemicals and their setbacks.


ts


From: Todd Sadlo
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 3:33 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
 
Wayne,


No.  Main sticking points are pesticides and food safety, if you know anyone who knows
about those topics.  LUBA appears to have concluded that bacteria from poop might somehow
float off of the trail and land on a filbert, causing significant impact to farm practices and
costs.  How to disprove nonsense is the goal there.  With the pesticides, I have a handle on
most of them, including grams one and that ‘do not use around’ trails’ business-the label has
been superseded by a new one that says “on” instead of “around” but I’m still working on two
or three others.


Also, on a different e-mail- it is not necessary to be a party to testify, so not a bad idea to say
FYWT, but not necessary.


Todd Sadlo 


On Apr 21, 2020, at 3:06 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:



mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


The devils in the details; the comment in the article was incomplete, as is a lot of what is written. Part of
what you said made it into the article but not that an approve Master Plan was a necessary requirement
for the actual trail construction.
Is this bridge issue something that should be addressed in a LUBA remand letter?


LUBA’s decision was that the design contract did not authorize any construction, and so the decision of
the county to sign the design contract could not be considered a land use decision statutorily or under a
“significant impacts” test established by caselaw.
 
The construction agreement was separate, and ultimately signed in January, 2020.  It authorized
construction, and so conceivably could be considered a land use decision if it required a permit from the
county or under the “significant impact” test.  I have argued that no permit is required by law, and the
bridge doesn’t ‘significantly impact’ anyone as long as it is not used as a trail without additional land use
approval.  The county has never contemplated opening the corridor to general public use (other that
county employees and invitees with county permission to be there) prior to adoption of a Master Plan. 
That’s what the conditions in Board Order 19-94 required.
 
Todd Sadlo
 
From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 1:24 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


It was at the bottom of page one, 3rd paragraph up, of the one article. " LUBA  ruled that the design
contract..."
 
On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 11:59:34 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 
Ha!  Was there only one article there, so far? I saw the first one, but do not recall your reference.  LUBA
is only concerned with land use permits, not our grants.  No land use permit is required from the county to
construct a bridge for access from one part of a landowner’s land to another part, or even between
different landowners, in the farm zone. (If the bridge would access a proposed dwelling, the county would
require that it be approved by the fire control agency with jurisdiction).  The exception is if the footings of
the bridge are located within a floodplain or floodway.  The bridge was designed by engineers.  The
LOMR the county received from FEMA conclusively settled the floodplain permit issue—the bridge is not
in a floodplain or floodway.  We also received all of the other necessary federal and state environmental
clearances before starting construction, with tremendous assistance from ODOT.
 
Todd Sadlo
 
Please feel free to share this information as you wish.



mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us





 
From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11:44 AM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Just went back over the Capital Press article; did LUBA really miss that the grant for the bridge actually
authorized construction? It is stated in the project name and description and again as part of the
"requirement". It looks to include a completion date as well; why have a completion date if construction
was not authorized? If that is true, I won't tell them if you don't.
 
On Monday, April 20, 2020, 1:06:29 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 
Wayne,
 
I thought my interview with her was productive, and she seemed grateful for the straight talk.  LUBA said
they would “endeavor” to make a decision by April 23rd.  On Friday, she filed another, 38 page brief, and
hundreds of pages of exhibits.  I’m filing a less than 5 page response today.   Her main strategy is the
smokescreen.  I have attached my earlier response in case you missed it, and will send you the one from
today after it is filed.
 
Todd Sadlo
 
From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Had what I thought was a productive interview with her. Checked her bio before the interview; she has
lived and traveled where trails are a common thing. She is a bicyclist and hiker so she has interest and
familiarity with recreational trails. Your email was helpful and I was able to reinforce what you had said. I
brought up the 700 mile of county road going through farmland and my experiences running between dual
spray operations of grapes on one side of the road and hazelnuts on the other. She related her
experience of biking through, holding her breath, a hazelnut spray operation. Showed my understanding
for the petitioners concerns and discussed how they were based more on fear than reality. Gave her
studies to reference how other trails have mitigated those fears and concerns and how they have been
shown to be unfounded. Sent photos. I am sure she interviewed Ben Van dyke and Kellington. Will be
interesting as to how ours and their worlds are merged.
What is your take on the LUBA April 23rd decision on the bridge?
Thanks again. Keep up the good work.  Wayne
 
On Monday, April 20, 2020, 9:47:10 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 
Wayne,
 
I was just interviewed by Ms. Lambert, who says she will interview you at 10:00.  My main point was that
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no land use approval is required for a bridge that will only be used for county access, for fire suppression
and maintenance, and that that is the only use the county is proposing to make of it unless and until trail
uses are approved.  The remanded decision says repeatedly that no public trail uses will be allowed until
a Master Plan is in place, and all required fences and warning signage is in place.  The bus barn is a
secure facility, with gates in the front and back.  The gate in back is only open for construction access and
county personnel.
 
I also told her that, until late last year, a land use permit was required for construction of the bridge,
because a FEMA map showed it as being in a floodplain.  We received at that time a Letter of Map
Revision from FEMA, establishing that that is not the case.  We also got all required state and federal
environmental clearances before construction of what, at this time, can only correctly be referred to as a
‘potential future trail bridge, current county fire and maintenance access bridge.’
 
I also explained that the corridor was built with a 12-20 foot wide roadbed in 1872, has the best grade
from the metropolitan area to McMinnville, and is an exceptional public asset.
 
Also, that farming and transportation uses, (including the 700 miles of county roads, which I did not
mention) have co-existed since the beginning of the republic.
Todd Sadlo








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: "Todd Sadlo"; steve wick
Subject: Re: FINAL Petitioners Combined Response (LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033)
Date: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 3:41:27 PM
Attachments: image003.png


image002.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Are you using them for sources for your LUBA letter?


On Wednesday, April 22, 2020, 3:35:33 PM PDT, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


 


 


 


 


Todd here is my thoughts on Yuma 4E/ Lorsban= Chlorpyrilos and spraying insecticides, herbicides and
fungicides along the trail, and the cleanliness of filberts.


 


Steve


 


 


 


I have been personally (Chehalem Mountain Farms) growing and harvesting filberts in Yamhill county
since 1992. We have also farmed wheat, vetch, oats, hay, Christmas Trees, and my brothers and I
recently sold our family tree farm.


 


The best technical experts on Oregon crops are at the OSU North Willamette Research and Extension
Center (https://extension.oregonstate.edu/nwrec) 503 678 1264


 


For filberts it Dr Nick Wiman His direct number is 541 250 6762. When I talked to him today, he said to
call him directly if we had any questions.


 


They also have the experts for Blueberries, etc It looks like Bernadine Strick, Patrick Jones may be the
specialists there.
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Power blast spraying, or any other spraying along the Yamhelas trail, can be accomplished by a variety of
methods, no matter what the chemical. The Chlorpyrilos insecticides pose a greater challenge because of
their toxicity, but insecticides, fungicides, or herbicides can be sprayed by using a little more care and
spending some additional time. Yes, it can be an inconvenience, but it can be a minor inconvenience.


 


Yuma 4E, or Lorsban, or any other insecticide used (or power blast sprayed) in Filberts (with the active
ingredient Chlorpyrilos) can;


 


1. only be used for a total of three times during the year. (see Yuma4E label excerpts below) The first
time it could possibly be used would be in March thru April, to control the Winter moth Leaftier.


 


The next time it could be used would be In the April thru May timeframe, to control Filbert Leafroller or
aphids,


 


..and again in May thru June to control Leafroller.


 


In July thru August it could be used to control stinkbugs, and/or to control Filbertworm.


 


As you can see, this is more than three times. That is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide
lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Many are much
less toxic.


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf


 


 


2. no spray is allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power blast spray into
the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E label excerpts below).
If an applicator started his spaying  paralleling the rail right of way, and used the 20 plus feet of vacant
area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area on all edges of a field, allowing
equipment to turn corners), then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but would be blasted
into the center of the orchard. The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It would only take a
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few minutes to spray the edge of the orchard.


 


http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd


 


 


 


3. ……OR …all of the edges within 100 feet of the ROW could be sprayed with a less lethal
alternative chemical, and the interior with the lethal alternative. Again, that is why Oregon State
University Hazelnut Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place
of Chlorpyrilos. Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos, which is in the process of
being outlawed. (Oregon House Bill 4109, which would have outlawed it failed as a result of the denial of
quorum. It is only a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos is outlawed.) Bio-controls (using beneficial insects
to kill pests) are rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)


 


 


 


4. or easiest of all;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed.  Other trails shut
down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We could make it quicker and easier by just spraying the first 100
feet adjacent to the ROW, and go over to the next two rows and do the next 100 feet. It might add 15 to
30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An inconvenience, but not a game stopper. The
farmer can coordinate with the County. We know when we should be able to spray, and there are
excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most farmers use.


 


Power blast, and other type spraying can be accomplished with a few inconveniences, but there is no
reason to not develop the trail because some people may be inconvenienced.


 


 


Background info:  https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9223/html


 


"2018 update: Chlorpyrifos is no longer a go-to chemistry for leafroller, but remains an important product for the
industry in controlling other insect pests, such as omnivorous leaftier and Pacific flatheaded borer.


 


Advances in insect management practices have included the development of monitoring techniques and treatment
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thresholds for filbert aphid and filbert leafroller, which have reduced prophylactic insecticide applications.
Advances have also included the use of pheromone traps and a degree-day model for filbertworm, which permit
precise, targeted treatments for this pest. The most valuable result of this IPM approach has been the successful
identification and introduction of a filbert aphid parasitoid, Trioxys pallidus. This parasitoid, a small Braconid wasp,
has provided nearly complete biological control of the filbert aphid and has almost eliminated insecticide use for
this pest. Natural biological control of other hazelnut pests may also be enhanced by the aphid biocontrol program,
because the elimination of aphicides improves survival of predators and parasitoids that attack leafrollers and
filbertworm.


A potential biocontrol has also been identified for a newer hazelnut pest, the brown marmorated stink bug. A
parasitic samurai wasp (Trissolcus japonicus) has shown success in parasitizing eggs. Continued research on this
potential will be critical, because research has shown that pesticides are only a short-term solution for brown
marmorated stink bug and will kill beneficial insects, including the samurai wasp.


It is especially important to preserve and enhance biological control of the filbert aphid. Resurgence of filbert aphid
populations in recent years indicates a need for further research on cultural techniques to improve survival
of Trioxys pallidus. Research is also needed to test new pesticides for adverse effects on this filbert aphid
parasitoid and to determine the impact on hazelnut production of the recently introduced large hazel aphid (also
known as the hazelnut aphid), which is not controlled by Trioxys pallidus. Research on the natural biological
control and improved chemical control of pests such as filbert leafroller and filbertworm would have direct benefits
(reducing insecticide use for these pests) and indirect benefits (enhancing survival and biocontrol success of
Trioxys pallidus). Research has shown that mating disruption can reduce the amount of insecticide applied for
filbertworm by up to 75 percent. This reduction in pesticides has the indirect benefit of preserving natural enemies
of aphids (including T. pallidus). In a 5-year study, orchards managed with a combination of mating disruption and
border sprays and/or target sprays saw a significant reduction in aphid populations, and a significant increase in
parasitism by T. pallidus.


 


 


Cleanliness of filberts


 


The excuse that filberts can't be sold if they have any feces on them is just that; a load of feces. When I
harvest my filberts my harvester picks them up from the orchard floor, and it picks up everything else. I
have seen some growers totes ( a 4'x4" box used to hold and transport filberts to the dryer) so full of
sticks and dirt clods that you could barely find the nuts. One year I harvested my nuts in the rain, and
ended up with more mud balls than nuts. That happened once.


 


What is really important is what happens when I take my nuts into the buyer. The first thing they do is
wash the nuts, shell and all, and they bake and dry them. This effectively cleans and sterilizes them.


 


I have never seen a filbert orchard with a fence around it. At various times of the year my orchard is
populated with elk ( a herd of at least 100) , deer, bear (they love filberts), coyotes, bobcats, fox, and
ground squirrels. Prior to harvest, all of the ground is mowed several times with a flail mower which mixes
all of the years debris up. That ends up on the nuts when they fall from the trees. We wait for Mother
Nature to drop all the nuts to the ground before we commence harvest in October. Then we use our
equipment to rake and row the nuts, then the harvester picks up everything. The we take our harvest in to
be cleaned, dried, and sold.


 


No dogs, or people, will be running off the trail into people's fields if we install woven wire field fencing, or







similar fencing, along the trail where it may be needed. Dirty fields caused by a trail is a dirty lie.


 


 


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 6:43 PM
To: 'Steve Wick'
Subject: FW: FINAL Petitioners Combined Response (LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033)


 


Steve,


 


Todd Sadlo here.  I have attached a bunch of stuff I received from the opponents’ attorney (that is
probably rubbish) about the Stag Creek Hollow Bridge.  It has nothing to do with the remand, but I am
sending it to you because it contains a detailed Declaration by Ben Van Dyke that I presume is part of
their basis for claiming (on remand) that a trail and hazelnut orchard cannot co-exist.  I was wondering if
you could advise me what parts of it meet the straight face test, and what parts don’t.  Whatever input you
can provide would be greatly appreciated.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 5:18 PM
To: LUBASupport@dsl.state.or.us
Cc: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FINAL Petitioners Combined Response (LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033)


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Good Afternoon,


 


Attached please find for filing, the promised additional supplemental response to the county’s
claim that this Board lacks jurisdiction referenced in Petitioners April 17, 2020 Reply to
County Response at p 4.  Petitioners do not intend to file subsequent materials regarding the
stay and jurisdiction in the absence of a request from the Board that they do so or further
county pleadings on those topics.  Originals to follow via US Mail.  Regards, Wendie
Kellington


 







 


Wendie L. Kellington|Attorney at Law.
P.O. Box 159
Lake Oswego Or
97034


(503) 636-0069 office
(503) 636-0102 fax 
wk@klgpc.com
www.wkellington.com


 


This e-mail transmission is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain
information that is PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL, and exempt from disclosure by law.  Any unauthorized
dissemination, distribution or reproduction is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this transmission in error,
please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this transmission including any attachments in their
entirety.
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From: Janice Primozich
To: "Todd Sadlo"; "Casey Kulla"; "Wayne Wiebke"; "Ken Wright"
Cc: "Carrie Martin"; "Veronica Haley Hinkes"
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:26:41 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at least
until we have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort you have put
into this and I am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.
Stan
 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
Stan,
 
Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no matter which
way the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the
new Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not
enough time for a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to conduct a hearing on
remand.  Current rules require that the remand be pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The
application would be void after that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have
standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the
appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the property in the hope that a new Board in two or
four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail would not be the first worthwhile project to take
years to accomplish under Oregon’s land use system.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken
Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica
Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would keep us
from needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our ownership.
Stan
 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I believe it is
proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the
thought of the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that
from happening.
 
I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I asked them for
an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is
the Friends board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we
progress?
 
Casey
971-241-6585
(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: RE: Letter of support for YWT
Date: Thursday, September 17, 2020 4:31:25 PM


Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 1:23 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Letter of support for YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Here you go. 
 
On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 12:45:55 PM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
wrote:
 
 
No.
 
Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 12:10 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Letter of support for YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


OK, thanks.  Did I send the new City of Carlton letter to you?
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V
 
On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 11:51:08 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
wrote:
 
 
I think it would be best to go with “To Whom It May Concern” since these letters will be used
for a variety of purposes.
 
Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 10:52 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Fw: Letter of support for YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Carol brings up a good question--for these generalized letters of support, to whom
should they be addressed?
 
Thx
 
V
 
----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Carol Foley <carol@foleyresearch.com>
To: 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 11:53:47 AM PDT
Subject: Letter of support for YWT
 


Veronica,


I am going to reach out to Wild Horse Mountain Ranch in Sherwood (we talked about my involvement
with them at that meeting at the party house) to request a letter of support.  Who does she address it to? 
I will have her send it to me, but just wondering how people are addressing them.  Also, besides the
brochure and website, is there other good material that describes the Trail, especially the horse trail
component? Thanks.


Carol
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Carol Foley


Mobile: (253) 709-4310


carol@foleyresearch.com 
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From: Steve Harloff
To: Ken Wright
Cc: Wayne Wiebke; Stan G Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Steve Wick; Jarod Logsdon; Larry Heesacker; Leona


Sitton; Carrie Martin; Kara Weber; Yvette Potter
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 2:55:33 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Ken, this info you give us here is really helpful to me, so I can be more specific in my
conversations with Yamhill folks.


Steve Harloff


On Tue, May 19, 2020 at 1:41 PM Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


Wayne,


 


The easement for the trail, north of 240, is a 20 foot strip on the Western border of the
Fruithill property.  It continues on the western boundary until it reaches the northwest corner
of the Fruithill property.  The trail then turns 90 degrees due east until it joins the main
ROW.  At that point the trail turns 90 degrees to the north and joins the original ROW.  This
accommodation was made when Fruithill bought the property from Union Pacific.  That
property is one of the locations where the ROW is several hundred feet wide. 


 


Coming from Stag Hollow Creek we anticipated that the trail would hug the western
property line of the bus barn up to 240 and then line up with the easement I just mentioned
on the north side of 240.


 


Ken


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 1:14 PM
To: Stan G Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Steve Wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Jarod Logsdon <logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>; Larry
Heesacker <lheesacker@onlinenw.com>; Leona Sitton <mydls@aol.com>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Kara Weber <karaweber111@gmail.com>; Yvette Potter
<y.potter@cityofyamhill.org>; Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
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The trail right of way goes between the grain elevator and the older building to the East of it. The gate to the bus
barn is pretty much on it. What time were you thinking for tomorrow?  Wayne


 


On Tuesday, May 19, 2020, 10:56:35 AM PDT, Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com> wrote:


 


 


Hi All: A pleasant surprise yesterday when Jason from AKS sent me this email about the SRTS grant. 


 


I do not have much of a concept where the intersection from Yamhill to the Trail actually is, other than the
Fruithill/Bus Barn area.


 


Would a couple of you who do have that intersection info join me in an online session with Jason? They are on a
schedule, so I thought we might try to do this tomorrow? What do you suggest?


 


Steve Harloff


---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, May 19, 2020 at 10:46 AM
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
To: Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com>


 


Hi Jason: Thanks for involving us. So far the Yamhill Downtown Association and the Friends of the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail have submitted letters of support to Mayor Potter, although I have not heard back from her if she
received them. I gave your other AKS engineer a variety of comments and suggestions, esp from the FYWT.
Have you received that info?


 


We accept that this first SRTS grant might not go to the intersection with the Trail; both nonprofits look at this
grant as a good start toward the connection. We would love to meet with you online (we've been having lots of
successful meetings via Zoom). I will send this on to a number of Trail board members who have a better
knowledge of how that intersection with the Trail might look. 


 


To that end, I've also included Jarod Logsdon, Yamhill County Parks Manager, since he has had experience on
the site and knows the County's intentions.
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Can I get back to you tomorrow after I've had a chance to gather a couple of our members? Thanks again for the
chance to offer some ideas.......Steve Harloff (YDA/FYWT)


 


On Mon, May 18, 2020 at 1:54 PM Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com> wrote:


Steve,


I am writing to see if you would be interested in having a phone call / online meeting to discuss the City’s
application for a Safe Routes to School grant. We are working on behalf of the City to come up with a
conceptual plan and cost estimate for a sidewalk improvement project that will extend sidewalk on the North
side of HWY 240 between Hemlock and Balm. We want to talk with you to learn more about the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail project and the planned connection to the downtown part of Yamhill.


 


We will have a concept drawing put together this week and would like to share that with you and get your
thoughts. Would you, and any others from the trail association be available for a phone call later this week on
Thursday or Friday? We are pretty open both Thursday and Friday. Let me know what might work for you.


 


Thanks,
Jason


 


 


 


Jason Wuertz, PE


AKS ENGINEERING & FORESTRY, LLC


12965 SW Herman Road, Suite 100 | Tualatin, OR 97062


P: 503.563.6151 Ext. 287 | F: 503.563.6152 | www.aks-eng.com | WuertzJ@aks-eng.com


Offices in: Bend, OR | Keizer, OR | Tualatin, OR | Vancouver, WA


 


NOTICE: This communication may contain privileged or other confidential information. If you have received it in error,


please advise the sender by reply e-mail and immediately delete the message and any attachments without copying or


disclosing the contents. AKS Engineering and Forestry shall not be liable for any changes made to the electronic data


transferred. Distribution of electronic data to others is prohibited without the express written consent of AKS
Engineering and


Forestry.
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Total Control Panel Login


To: ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
shadypondacre@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Casey Kulla
Subject: Re: Meeting Thursday
Date: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 3:06:48 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you!


Veronica


On Wednesday, August 12, 2020, 2:56:44 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Email: bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us. This will put your comments in the record.


I would imagine you can also attempt an in-person testimony, too.


-----Original Message-----


From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 10:57 AM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Meeting Thursday


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey-


Is the commission taking any public testimony on Thursday or in advance?


Thank you,


Veronica
Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Ken Huffer; Carol Foley; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Leona Sitton; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley


Hinkes; Patty Williams; Franchot Huttchinson; Ken Wright; Wayne Wiebke; Steve Harloff
Subject: FYWT Tuesday 10/13th Board meeting
Date: Monday, October 12, 2020 10:02:56 AM
Attachments: 10-13-2020 FYWT Agenda.docx


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


The agenda looks short but we may have a lot to discuss. If you have additions let me know.
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Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail


Board Meeting Agenda


October 13, 2020


4:00 PM


Location at:  Zoom


1.	Call to Order


2.	Approval of Minutes:


3.	Treasure’s report:  Ken Wright


4.	Committee Updates:


		1)  Funding—Carol Foley


		2)  Volunteers – Steve Wick


		4)  Communications – Veronica Haley Hinkes


5.		County Update: Carrie Martin 


6.		Old Business:


		1) Continuation of Communication discussion.


                        





7.		New Business:


		1)  Annual Board meeting in January





8.		For the good of the order:


9.		Adjournment:


		







From: Wayne Wiebke
To: "Todd Sadlo"; "Ken Wright"; steve wick
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 6:51:53 PM
Attachments: image001.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


This is the spray drift management instructions for both, to go along with yours Steve. I also found that
chloropyrifos was banned by the EPA but appealed last year by the EPA.


Spray Drift Management: Do not allow spray to drift from the application site and
contact people, structures people occupy at anytime and the associated
property, parks and recreation areas, non-target crops, aquatic and wetland
sites, woodlands, pastures, range lands, or animals.Avoiding spray drift at the
application site is the responsibility of the applicator. The interaction of many
equipment and weather-related factors determine the potential for spray drift.
The applicator isresponsible for considering all of these factors when making the
decision to apply this product.Obs


My letter is focused on these issues and the percieved set back restrictions.
Should be completed tomorrow.   Wayne


On Monday, April 27, 2020, 5:21:11 PM PDT, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


just found this on the Lorsban/Yuma 4E label;


 


 


 


..,.so long term, 50 foot does not apply.


 


OSHU/ Lorsban/Yuma says the accepted/recommended amount to spray is between 3-4 pints on filberts.
No more!
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Short term, while bridge is built, only a 10 foot buffer is needed if they spray less than 3 pints per acre on
the edges per Lorsban/Yuma label.  


 


Buffer is 25 feet for up to 4 pints per acre. Anything over 4 pints is off  label= illegal. Ben stated he is
spraying over over 4 pints; he illegally spraying a pesticide.


 


 


In other words, if they spray the edges at 3 pints all that is needed is a 10 foot buffer. 25 feet for a 25 foot
buffer.


 


They can spray the edges with a 3 pint solution, and then dump in more chemicals to get max coverage
everywhere else.


 


3 will work…especially on a young orchard..


 


Or we just shut the trail down while they spray the edges with whatever they want. This is what I am
working on.


 


 


Ken, we need someone to address their 100 foot AEZ crap again.


 


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 4:08 PM
To: 'Ken Wright'; Wayne Wiebke
Cc: stevencarol. wick
Subject: RE: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


Ken,


 


We made that point in the last round.  I guess they are saying, what Ben Van Dyke is saying, is this (trail)
road did not exist until now, and before it existed, I could use the county’s property for my 50-foot
(inflated) buffer.  If there is a trail there, I will no longer be able to use the county’s property for my buffer
because people will be there.  As for the roads: yes, perhaps I change the nozzle or wait till there is little
to no traffic to spray next to the road, but I already had to do that, so it didn’t increase my costs or impact
my practices.


 







I’m looking for arguments to confront the narrative of the opponents coming from people other than me.  I
don’t care if they use my words, paraphrase, or have an entirely different way of saying the same thing:  It
is not an “accepted farming practice” to limit your neighbors access to his or her property for any legal
activity, including just walking around.  The county, like any other landowner, has, or definitely should
have the right to enter and maintain its own property at will, without limitations imposed by an adjacent
spray operation.   It is not an accepted farm practice to impose your buffers on neighboring properties or
rights of way.  The only acceptable way to spray borders is to modify technologies—disease resistant
plants, alternative chemicals that are less dangerous, adjusting practices to require only a 10 foot buffer.


 


I believe these things to be true, and will be saying as much in the findings.  I’m just looking for testimony
and evidence in support of these conclusions.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:52 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: stevencarol. wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd,


 


How is the trail different than the roads that everyone is farming next to which have runners, bicyclists,
motorcycles and convertibles next to their fields?  When I spoke with the directors of ODA and OSHA last
year they said there were no differences as far as they were concerned.  They said the farming
community had the same liability there as they did with the trail for overspray. 


 


I took what they said to mean that nothing has changed for the local farmers except that there is more
property line involved.


 


Ken


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:44 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: stevencarol. wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
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LUBA already agreed that drift is not an "accepted farm practice," but we failed to
convince them, with findings based on evidence/testimony in the record, that farm
operations adjacent to the trail will not have to significantly change their spray
setbacks, leaving parts of their farms exposed to disease and underproduction due to
their inability to spray properly. or, as Ben Van Dyke argued, force him to spray at
night with spotters to look for "trespassers."  They say they will have to employ a 50
foot setback.  That change, being forced upon them by a nonfarm use--the trail--
prevents the county from minimizing conflicts to an insignificant level.  It seems to me
that the appropriate setback is 10 feet, and the impact to his farm practices can be
further reduced by allowing the trail to be closed while he is spraying within 50 feet of
it.  That is an inconvenience for him, that he would be forced to coordinate with his
neighbor, that he will continue to claim significantly increases his farm costs and
forces significant changes in his farm practices.


 


The Board can choose to believe whoever it finds more credible, but we need
testimony and evidence in the record that the county can rely on, like the information
Steve has already provided, but more of it, and from others.


 


Steve, do you believe NIck Wiman would be willing to submit something to the effect
that he believe a trail and filbert orchard can co-exist without causing significant
impacts to farm costs or practices?  Otherwise, why would I be calling him?


 


Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:28 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: stevencarol. wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Don't need an answer; saw it as an option to "trespass".


 


 


How does Oregon's "nuisances laws" address intangible substances (pesticide drift) interference with a
property owner's(YC County)use and enjoyment of land?
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On Sunday, April 26, 2020, 3:27:43 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Steve and Wayne,  thank you for all your help.  I will be working as much information as I can get before
Thursday into the county supplemental findings on remand, but facts you have should also be submitted
into the record, by you, or someone, as a basis for the findings.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


On Apr 26, 2020, at 11:35 AM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I was referring to your "BS" (manure) statement.


 


 


On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 7:22:49 PM PDT, stevencarol.wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


 


 


No ,they called out 50 feet for two insecticides that both have Chlorpirilos as the active ingredient:  Yuma
4e and Lorsban.


 


Im saying that rhey can do Yuma in 10 feet.


 


 


 


Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone


 


-------- Original message --------


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>


Date: 4/25/20 12:22 PM (GMT-08:00)


To: 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>


Cc: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>



mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us
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Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


Just brought Ken into this. He is totally on top of the overspray of the vineyard I referenced in a just sent
response.


 


So Steve, are you now saying the 50" only pertains to to fertilizers>


 


 


On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 10:13:32 AM PDT, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


 


 


Todd, I have been updating my info on spraying, and have been doing more research. I have found that
the label says on Yuma 4E (manufacturer Winfield's label, with the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos)  ONLY
requires a 10 foot buffer! 50 feet is bullshit!


 


We need to bring Ken Wright into this conversation, regarding spraying. He did considerable research for
our last set of hearings, and contacted many Oregon officials about the "real" spraying laws.


 


(see my "revised' preliminary notes below)


 


Steve


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, April 25, 2020 9:22 AM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick
Subject: Fwd: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


Gentlemen, 


 


I hope the stay decision is attached for your review.  It is a delay, but this isn’t over yet!


 


Please let me know what you think about the decision, because Ben Van Dyke will make the same
argument on remand:  that he is entitled to spray up to his property line at will, and exclude his neighbors
(esp. the county) from the use of or access to 50 feet of the neighbor’s property-a spray buffer-without
having to compensate that neighbor for loss of access.   Am I missing something?



mailto:stevencarol.wick@gmail.com
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It is one thing to coordinate-the county has always offered to do so-but LUBA’s rationale for “irreparable”
harm, if applied to any of Van Dyke’s other neighbors, would mean that everyone else would be required
to stay 50 feet back from their property lines while he is spraying.


 


The bridge case and remand are land use cases, but it is all wrapped up in property rights, which LUBA
has no expertise in, or jurisdiction over.  Overlooking basic property rights, that extend from ‘the heavens
to the center of the earth,’ LUBA appears, in the remand decision and the attached decision, to think the
county has no right to access it’s own property if it interferes in any way with Mr. Van Dyke’s spray
routines.


 


Is there an expert on best practices for spraying if a neighbor is not always present but has the right and
habit of being in the buffer area?  Does he have no obligation to change his nozzles and possibly other
practices when spraying the edge of his property, to reduce the buffer to ten feet, and keep the buffer
entirely on his own property, as a best spray practice?


 


I’m hoping I’m not the only person calling him out on practices that, if he were to practice them on any of
his other neighbors without any coordination or compromise, would be an affront.


Todd Sadlo


Begin forwarded message:


From: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: April 24, 2020 at 4:05:04 PM PDT
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>, Nohely Barajas-Montalvo <barajasn@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW:  LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County





FYI, see attached.  Stay granted.  Nuts.


 


Christian F. Boenisch


Yamhill County


County Counsel


(503) 434-7502


boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us


 


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****


 


This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from disclosure
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under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or otherwise that you
have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail, keep the contents
confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your system.


 


************************************


 


From: LUBASupport <LUBASupport@state.or.us> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 3:47 PM
To: 'wk@klgpc.com' <wk@klgpc.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Attached as a courtesy is a copy of the Order the Board issued today in LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033. A
copy of the Order will also be posted to LUBA’s website after 3:30 pm.


 


Denise Seaman


Executive Support Specialist


Land Use Board of Appeals


503-373-1265


 


 


 


My notes are below, Steve:


 


Yuma 4E, or Lorsban, or any other insecticide used (or power blast sprayed) in Filberts (with the active
ingredient Chlorpyrilos) only requires a setback of 10 feet when spraying with a power blast sprayer
when applied at near the maximum rate allowed per acre (under 3 pounds per acre).


 


(See Yuma4E label setback info below:)


 


 


 


Viewing the amount of chemicals required to eliminate the pests it can be seen that a 10 foot setback is
all that is needed 
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(See Yuma 4E label below, and Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Management Guide application
rate for Lorsban)


 


"ydpfd62eddcyiv1473586289MsoNormal">


 


 


 


 


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf


 


 


1. Chlorpyrilos can only be used for a total of three times during the year. (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below)


 


The first time it could possibly be used would be in March thru April, to control the Winter moth Leaftier.


 


The next time it could be used would be In the April thru May timeframe, to control Filbert Leafroller or
aphids,


 


..and again in May thru June to control Leafroller.


 


In July thru August it could be used to control stinkbugs, and/or to control Filbertworm.


 


As you can see, this is more than three times. That is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide
lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Many are much
less toxic. And this is why Oregon State Pest Guide states: " Rotate pesticides by mode of action (group);
do not become reliant on a single group for control."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf


 


 


 


2. Chlorpyrifos spray is not allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power
blast spray into the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below). If an applicator started his spaying  paralleling the rail right of way, and used the 20 plus
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feet of vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area on all edges of a
field, allowing equipment to turn corners), then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but
would be blasted into the center of the orchard. The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It
would only take a few minutes to spay the edge of the orchard.


 


http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd


 


 


 


 


3. There are alternatives to using dangerous inseticides like Chlorpyrifos;


 


all of the edges within 100 feet of the ROW could be sprayed with a less lethal alternative
chemical, and the interior with the lethal alternative. Again, that is why Oregon State University Hazelnut
Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos.
Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos, which is in the process of being outlawed.
(Oregon House Bill 4109, which would have outlawed it failed as a result of the denial of quorum. It is only
a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos is outlawed.) Bio-controls (using beneficial insects to kill pests) are
rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)


 


 


or, if the wind isn't cooperating;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed. 
Other trails shut down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We could make it quicker and easier by just
spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the ROW, and go over to the next two rows and do the next 100
feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An inconvenience, but not a
game stopper. The farmer can coordinate with the County. We know when we should be able to spray,
and there are excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most farmers use.


 


Power blast, and other type spaying can be accomplished with a few inconveniences, but there is no
reason to not develop the trail because some people may be inconvienced.


 


 


 


 


Backgr


Total Control Panel Login


To: ken@kenwrightcellars.com Remove this sender from my allow list



http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd

https://asp.reflexion.net/login?domain=kenwrightcellars.com

https://asp.reflexion.net/address-properties?aID=1221172102&domain=kenwrightcellars.com

https://asp.reflexion.net/FooterAction?ver=3&un-wl-sender-address=1&hID=42475324757&domain=kenwrightcellars.com





From: sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.
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From: steve wick
To: "kullac@co.yamhill.or.us."
Cc: "Wayne Wiebke"; "Todd Sadlo"; sgjlprimo@comcast.net; "Carrie Martin"
Subject: LUBA ruling
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 9:15:24 PM
Attachments: 20066 067-1.pdf


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Casey, in the attached LUBA ruling (June 19, 2020) against the County in the "Trail
controversy", LUBA has essentially ruled that no County can undertake any construction
adjacent to an EFU (Exclusive Farm Use)  zone if it could impact the ability of the farmer (Ben
Van Dyke, in this case) to "farm". This means that bridges could not be replaced, culverts could
not repaired, etc.
 
This has serious implications for every County in this State and needs to addressed
immediately. At the very least, every County Commissioner must be appraised of this
outrageous decision, and County commissioners need to go directly to the Governor to
overturn this.
 
But the ruling also affects ODOT, etc, so this has much larger implications. They need to be
notified also!
 
Essentially this ruling said that Yamhill County could not build a bridge in a EFU zone if it
impacted the ability of the neighboring farmer to spray his fields. They said he could not spray
his field when someone was working on the County property building the bridge, because the
"pesticides" would land on the workers, etc.
 
Their ruling said that "irreparable injury" would occur to this farm because he would have to
halt his spraying!
 
LUBA completely overlooked the responsibility of the farmer to not get his spray on property
or people adjacent to his farm. They did not look at the ability of the farmer to spray earlier or
later in the day, when no one was present. They did not look at the fact that the farmer could
spray the edges when no one was present, and then continue with the balance of the field.
 
Casey, I have grown filberts in Yamhill county for over 28 years. I would have no problem
spraying my fields when construction was going on next door. I would be inconvenienced, but
not "irreparably injured".
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BEFORE THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS 1 



OF THE STATE OF OREGON 2 



 3 



LEE SCHREPEL, BEN VAN DYKE, BJ MATTHEWS,  4 



GORDON DROMGOOLE, JIM VAN DYKE, JULIE  5 



VAN DYKE, JOHN VAN DYKE, ALICE PATRIDGE,  6 



CELINE MCCARTHY, GREG MCCARTHY, CHRIS  7 



MATTSON, CORY VAN DYKE, and TOM HAMMER, 8 



Petitioners, 9 



 10 



vs. 11 



 12 



YAMHILL COUNTY, 13 



Respondent. 14 



 15 



LUBA No. 2020-066 16 



 17 



JIM VAN DYKE, JULIE VAN DYKE, BEN VAN DYKE,  18 



MARK VAN DYKE, VELMA VAN DYKE, JOHN WISER,  19 



LYNNE WISER, JOHN VAN DYKE, SCOTT BERNARDS,  20 



RICHARD CLOEPFIL, CHISTY CLOEPFIL, TOM HAMMER,  21 



CHRIS MATTSON, KELSEY FREESE, MARK GAIBLER,  22 



ERIC KUEHNE, HAROLD KUEHNE, JOLENE KUEHNE, B.J. 23 



MATTHEWS, GORDON DROMGOOLE, GREG MCCARTHY,  24 



CELINE MCCARTHY, MARYALICE PFEIFFER, TIM PFEIFFER,  25 



BRYAN SCHMIDT, RUDIS LAC, LLC, LEE SCHREPEL, 26 



ALLEN SITTON, BROOK SITTON, LESTER SITTON,  27 



DARREN SUTHERLAND, KRIS WEINBENDER,  28 



BRIAN COUSSENS, ROXANNE COUSSENS,  29 



FRUITHILL, INC., and BEN VAN DYKE FARMS, INC., 30 



Petitioners, 31 



 32 



vs. 33 



 34 



YAMHILL COUNTY, 35 



Respondent. 36 



 37 



LUBA No. 2020-067  38 
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ORDER 1 



BACKGROUND 2 



 This dispute involves county land use approval to develop a recreation trail 3 



(Yamhelas Westsider Trail or Trail) between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton, 4 



within a former railroad right of way. County action related to the Trail has been 5 



the subject of four prior LUBA decisions: Van Dyke v. Yamhill County, 78 Or 6 



LUBA 530 (2018) (Van Dyke I); Van Dyke v. Yamhill County, ___ Or LUBA ___ 7 



(LUBA No 2019-047, Oct 11, 2019) (Van Dyke II); Van Dyke v. Yamhill County, 8 



___ Or LUBA ___ (LUBA Nos 2019-038/040, Oct 11, 2019) (Van Dyke III); 9 



Van Dyke v. Yamhill County, ___ Or LUBA ___ (LUBA Nos 2020-032/033, June 10 



1, 2020) (Van Dyke IV).  11 



 In Van Dyke I, we remanded a 2018 board of county commissioners’ 12 



decision to adopt Ordinance 904, which amended the county’s comprehensive 13 



plan to acknowledge county ownership of a 12.48-mile segment of a former 14 



railroad right-of-way, and to authorize construction of a 2.82-mile segment of 15 



that right-of-way into the Trail. We concluded that constructing the Trail required 16 



conditional use permit approval, including application of land use approval 17 



standards implementing ORS 215.296 for sections of the Trail within lands zoned 18 



exclusive farm use (EFU).1 The county instituted remand proceedings, and in 19 



                                           



1 ORS 215.296 generally requires that the applicant seeking approval for 



certain non-farm uses in EFU zones demonstrate that the proposed use will not 



force a significant change in accepted farm practices on surrounding farm lands 



or significantly increase the cost of such practices.   
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March, 2019, the board of county commissioners approved a conditional use 1 



permit for the Trail. That decision was the subject of Van Dyke II. 2 



 In Van Dyke II, we remanded the county’s decision to approve a 3 



conditional use permit for the Trail for further proceedings. In a related set of 4 



appeals resolved in Van Dyke III, we dismissed two appeals of a board of county 5 



commissioners’ order authorizing the county to enter into an agreement for  6 



design and consulting services, and the agreement itself, related to the three 7 



proposed bridges along the Trail. In Van Dyke III, we agreed with the county that 8 



the agreement for design and consulting services was not a land use decision 9 



because it did not authorize “the use or development of land.” Van Dyke III, ___ 10 



Or LUBA at ___ (LUBA Nos 2019-038/040, Oct 11, 2019) (slip op at 15). For 11 



that reason, we also concluded that the agreement did not have any significant 12 



impacts on land use and therefore did not qualify as a significant impacts land 13 



use decision under City of Pendleton v. Kerns, 294 Or 126, 653 P2d 992 (1982). 14 



Id., ___Or LUBA ___ (LUBA Nos 2019-038/040, Oct 11, 2019) (slip op at 17-15 



19).  16 



 In Van Dyke IV, we remanded Board Order 20-25, which authorized the 17 



county to enter into a construction agreement, and the construction agreement, 18 



for the construction of a bridge over Stag Hollow Creek (Stag Hollow Bridge) 19 



and related approaches on county-owned property zoned EFU.  20 
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 On May 28, 2020, the county issued Board Order 20-164, approving a 1 



conditional use permit (CUP) for the Trail after proceedings on remand from Van 2 



Dyke II. Petitioners challenge the CUP in LUBA No. 2020-067. 3 



 On June 11, 2020 the county issued Board Order 20-178, which 4 



“rescind[s]” Board Order 20-25 and reauthorizes the contract for the construction 5 



of the Stag Hollow Bridge (Bridge Decision). Documents in Support of Motion 6 



for Stay, Exhibit 1, page 1. In the Bridge Decision, the county refers to and relies 7 



on the CUP for land use approval and required land use review. In the Bridge 8 



Decision the county concludes that the CUP proceeding “provided all of the 9 



process, and addressed all of the statutory and ordinance standards, required by 10 



LUBA’s remand” in Van Dyke IV. Id. Petitioners challenge the Bridge Decision 11 



in LUBA No. 2020-066. 12 



CONSOLIDATION 13 



 Under OAR 661-010-0055, LUBA “may consolidate two or more 14 



proceedings, provided the proceedings seek review of the same or closely related 15 



land use decision(s) or limited land use decision(s).” LUBA Nos. 2020-066 and 16 



2020-067 seek review of closely related decisions. Accordingly, LUBA Nos. 17 



2020-066 and 2020-067 shall be consolidated for LUBA review.  18 



JURISDICTION 19 



 In the notice of intent to appeal (NITA) the Bridge Decision, petitioners 20 



assert that the Bridge Decision is a “land use, limited land use or significant 21 



impacts land use decision.” NITA 1, LUBA No. 2020-066. In response to 22 
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petitioners’ motion for stay, discussed and resolved immediately below, the 1 



county responds that LUBA lacks jurisdiction to review the Bridge Decision 2 



because, according to the county the Bridge Decision is not a land use decision 3 



and that the development authorized in the Bridge Decision was approved by the 4 



CUP. For their part, petitioners argue that the county lacked jurisdiction to issue 5 



the CUP while Van Dyke IV was pending.2  6 



 The parties have not fully briefed complex and interrelated jurisdictional 7 



disputes related to the Bridge Decision and the CUP. The jurisdictional issues are 8 



obviously intertwined with the parties’ arguments on the merits. For purposes of 9 



this order, we assume that we have jurisdiction over the Bridge Decision and do 10 



not express any opinion on the merits of the parties’ jurisdictional disputes in 11 



these consolidated appeals. For reasons explained below, we grant petitioners’ 12 



motion for stay pending our resolution of the consolidated appeals. We impose 13 



an expedited record period and will impose an expedited briefing schedule. The 14 



parties shall address jurisdiction in their briefs on the merits. 15 



MOTION FOR STAY 16 



 On June 12, 2020, petitioners filed a motion for stay of the Bridge Decision 17 



via certified mail. On June 15, 2020, petitioners filed a courtesy copy of that 18 



                                           



2 On October 11, 2019, we remanded the county’s prior approval of a CUP 



for the Trail in Van Dyke II. On January 16, 2020, the county authorized the 



construction contract for the Stag Hollow Bridge that petitioners challenged and 



we remanded on June 1, 2020 in Van Dyke IV. Meanwhile, the county proceeded 



on remand from Van Dyke II and approved the CUP on May 28, 2020. 
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motion by hand delivery to LUBA. On June 16, 2020, the county filed a response 1 



opposing the motion for stay. On June 17, 2020, petitioners filed an amended 2 



motion for stay.3 For the reasons explained below, we grant a stay of the Bridge 3 



Decision pending our resolution of the consolidated appeals. 4 



 LUBA is authorized to stay a land use decision pending LUBA’s review if 5 



a petitioner demonstrates (1) a colorable claim of error in the appealed decision, 6 



and (2) that petitioner will suffer irreparable injury if the stay is not granted. ORS 7 



197.845(1); OAR 661-010-0068.4 8 



                                           



3 The amended motion for stay does not include additional legal arguments 



that were not presented in the original motion for stay. 



4 OAR 661-010-0068 provides, in relevant part: 



“(1) A motion for a stay of a land use decision or limited land use 



decision shall include: 



“* * * * * 



“(c) A statement of facts and reasons for issuing a stay, 



demonstrating a colorable claim of error in the decision 



and specifying how the movant will suffer irreparable 



injury if a stay is not granted; [and] 



“(d) A suggested expedited briefing schedule;” 



“ * * * * *  



“(5) The Board shall base its decision on the stay, including the 



right to a stay, amount of undertaking, or conditions of any 



stay order, upon evidence presented. Evidence may be 



attached to the motion in the form of affidavits, documents or 
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A. Colorable Claim of Error 1 



 The requirement to demonstrate a colorable claim of error is not 2 



particularly demanding. Rhodewalt v. Linn County, 16 Or LUBA 1001, 1004 3 



(1987). A petitioner need not establish that it will prevail on the merits. Thurston 4 



Hills Neigh. Assoc. v. City of Springfield, 19 Or LUBA 591, 592 (1990). Provided 5 



a petitioner’s arguments are not devoid of legal merit, it is sufficient that the 6 



errors alleged, if sustained, would result in reversal or remand of the challenged 7 



decision. Barr v. City of Portland, 20 Or LUBA 511 (1990). “In order to establish 8 



evidence of a colorable claim of error, it is not necessary to show that the 9 



petitioner will prevail on the merits. It is necessary to show the errors alleged are 10 



sufficient to result in reversal or remand of the decision if found to be correct.” 11 



Dames v. City of Medford, 9 Or LUBA 433, 438 (1983), aff’d, 69 Or App 675, 12 



687 P2d 1111 (1984).  13 



 Petitioners intend to argue that the Bridge Decision violates LUBA’s 14 



remands in Van Dyke IV and Van Dyke II, ORS 215.416, ORS 197.763, ORS 15 



215.283(3), and county procedural requirements in the Yamhill County Zoning 16 



Ordinance (YCZO). Petitioners intend to argue that the county provided no public 17 



process and did not apply applicable land use standards or make required findings 18 



in approving the Bridge Decision. Petitioners will further argue that the county’s 19 



reliance on the CUP does not remedy the alleged substantive and procedural 20 



                                           



other materials, or presented by means of a motion to take 



evidence outside the record. See OAR 661-010-0045.” 
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errors in the Bridge Decision because the CUP decision was procedurally flawed. 1 



Petitioners will also argue that the CUP relies on future master plan approval 2 



prior to construction of trail components, but excepts from that master planning 3 



process “non-general public property access improvements” including the Stag 4 



Hollow Bridge construction. Amended Motion for Stay 11; Documents in 5 



Support of Motion for Stay, Exhibit 2, page 72. 6 



 If, in authorizing development of the Stag Hollow Bridge, the county failed 7 



to apply required land use standards and make necessary findings, or if the county 8 



failed to follow required procedures and denied petitioners a public process to 9 



which they were entitled, those alleged errors would be sufficient to result in 10 



reversal or remand. ORS 197.835(9). Accordingly, petitioners’ arguments are not 11 



devoid of legal merit. Petitioners’ have demonstrated a colorable claim of error. 12 



B. Irreparable Injury 13 



 In order to satisfy the irreparable injury prong of ORS 197.845(1)(b), the 14 



following five requirements must be met: 15 



(1) the movant must adequately specify the injury that he or she 16 



will suffer; 17 



(2) the injury must be one that cannot be compensated adequately 18 



in money damages; 19 



(3) the injury must be substantial and unreasonable; 20 



(4) the conduct the movant seeks to bar must be probable rather 21 



than merely threatened or feared; and 22 



(5) if the conduct is probable, the resulting injury must be 23 



probable rather than merely threatened or feared. 24 
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Butte Conservancy v. City of Gresham, 47 Or LUBA 604, 609 (2004); City of 1 



Oregon City v. Clackamas County, 17 Or LUBA 1032, 1042-43 (1988). 2 



Generally, a movant may meet these requirements only by demonstrating that the 3 



development will “destroy or injure unique historic or natural resources, or other 4 



interests that cannot be practicably restored or adequately compensated for once 5 



destroyed.” Roberts v. Clatsop County, 43 Or LUBA 577, 583 (2002). 6 



 We granted a stay in Van Dyke IV after concluding that construction of the 7 



Stag Hollow Bridge would probably, substantially, and unreasonably injure 8 



regulated wetlands and/or regulated habitat and farm-related interests of 9 



petitioner Ben Van Dyke. Van Dyke v. Yamhill County, ___ Or LUBA ___ 10 



(LUBA No 2020-032/033, Order, April 24, 2020). Petitioners argue that the same 11 



irreparable harm will result if the Bridge Decision is not stayed. Petitioners 12 



resubmitted essentially the same evidence supporting their motion for stay in Van 13 



Dyke IV.  14 



1. Alleged Irreparable Injury to Natural Resources 15 



 Petitioners allege that the County is constructing a bridge in a regulated 16 



wetland and/or regulated habitat adhering to no required standards. Petitioners do 17 



not specify where the regulated wetlands and/or regulated habitat are located in 18 



relationship to the bridge or allege how bridge construction will irreparably injure 19 



those natural resources. Petitioners do not allege that the wetlands and habitat are 20 



unique natural resources that cannot be practicably restored if destroyed. 21 
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Petitioners have not adequately specified the injury or established that an injury 1 



to regulated wetlands and/or habitat is substantial, unreasonable, and probable. 2 



 To the extent petitioners intend to rely on LUBA’s reasoning supporting 3 



the stay in Van Dyke IV, the county has responded with evidence that 4 



demonstrates that no bridge construction work will occur in regulated wetlands 5 



and that the bridge construction contract will comply with applicable 6 



environmental regulations. Petitioners’ natural resources argument provides no 7 



basis for a stay. 8 



2. Irreparable Injury to Van Dyke’s Farm Interests 9 



 In granting a stay of the Stag Hollow Bridge construction agreement in 10 



Van Dyke IV, we concluded that petitioner Ben Van Dyke had established that, 11 



absent a stay, it was probable that he would lose his filbert crop because, due to 12 



the presence of construction crews, he would be hindered or prohibited from 13 



spraying the herbicides and pesticides required to protect that crop. We reasoned: 14 



“Although it is a reasonably close question, we conclude that 15 



petitioners have established for purposes of the motion for stay only, 16 



through the Declarations, that Van Dyke’s farm is close enough to 17 



the construction site that the presence of construction workers 18 



prevents him from applying certain pesticides and fungicides to his 19 



trees when construction workers are engaging in construction of the 20 



bridge.” Van Dyke, ___ Or LUBA ___ (LUBA Nos 2020-032/033, 21 



Order, April 24, 2020) (slip op at 12). 22 



 Van Dyke explained that filbert trees should live 75 years or more and that, 23 



if he was unable to spray his filbert trees, those trees could die due to Eastern 24 
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Filbert Blight.5 Documents in Support of Motion for Stay, Exhibit 3, page 2. Van 1 



Dyke explained that spraying is necessary from April through August. Id. Given 2 



the long-lived nature of the filbert trees and the potential for protracted crop and 3 



yield loss if spraying cannot occur, we conclude that the injury Van Dyke 4 



specified is not an injury that could be adequately compensated in money 5 



damages. We also concluded that it was probable that Van Dyke would lose his 6 



food safety certifications if litter and debris from the construction site enter his 7 



hazelnut orchard, and that injury supported a stay. Van Dyke v. Yamhill County, 8 



___ Or LUBA ___ (LUBA Nos 2020-032/033, Order, April 24, 2020) (slip op at 9 



15).  10 



 The county responds that “petitioners have no right to use the county’s 11 



property as a spray buffer, whether or not a construction crew or other county 12 



employees or invitees are present.” Response to Motion for Stay 13. The county 13 



argues that the stay that LUBA issued in Van Dyke IV misconstrued the law and 14 



violated the county’s constitutionally protected property rights by imposing “a 15 



nonconsensual spray buffer” on the county’s property. Id. 16 



 The county misapprehends LUBA’s role with respect to the parties’ 17 



property rights. LUBA has not ruled, implicitly or otherwise, that Van Dyke has 18 



a right to use the county’s property for any purpose. As the county correctly 19 



                                           



5 In the CUP, the board recounted testimony that Eastern Filbert Blight kills 



trees three years to ten years after it first appears. Documents in Support of 



Motion for Stay, Exhibit 2, page 26. 
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observes, LUBA has no authority to adjudicate real property rights. Instead, 1 



petitioners’ multiple appeals have engaged LUBA to review whether the county 2 



has properly approved development on and adjacent to EFU-zoned land. 3 



 We have previously explained that “applying pesticides in a manner that 4 



causes overspray or drift onto adjoining properties is not an accepted farming 5 



practice, for purposes of ORS 215.296(1).” Van Dyke II, ___ Or LUBA at ___ 6 



(LUBA No 2019-047, Oct 11, 2019) (slip op at 26). As we understand it, Van 7 



Dyke does not argue that he has a right to overspray or allow drift on the county’s 8 



property. Instead, Van Dyke argues that county-approved non-farm use bridge 9 



construction activities occurring on EFU-zoned property adjacent to Van Dyke’s 10 



EFU-zoned property will require Van Dyke to alter the use of his own property 11 



by applying pesticides and herbicides to a smaller portion of his property to 12 



accommodate the required setback for pesticide application and, thus, force a 13 



significant and costly change to his farm practices.   14 



 The underlying legal issue in this case is not the parties’ respective 15 



property rights. Instead, the issue is whether the county properly assessed the 16 



impacts of non-farm development on accepted farming practices, including Van 17 



Dyke’s application of pesticides and herbicides. In ORS 197.845, the legislature 18 



delegated to LUBA the authority to stay a decision approving a specific 19 



development of land pending LUBA’s review. The county’s property rights 20 



related arguments provide no basis to deny the motion for stay where petitioners 21 
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demonstrate a colorable claim of error and irreparable harm if the challenged 1 



decision is not stayed. 2 



 Petitioners have established that irreparable injury is probable if the stay is 3 



not granted. The challenged Bridge Decision authorizes the construction 4 



agreement retroactively to January 16, 2020 and allows construction to resume 5 



immediately. Petitioners assert, and the county does not dispute, that construction 6 



of the Stag Hollow Bridge is currently ongoing. As of the date of this order, the 7 



facts that supported our finding of irreparable harm to Van Dyke in the absence 8 



of a stay of the county’s decision authorizing bridge construction in Van Dyke IV 9 



are unchanged. The county has not persuaded us that our stay in that appeal was 10 



issued in error or that a stay should not issue in this appeal.  11 



 Petitioners’ motion for stay is granted. The stay shall take effect 12 



immediately upon issuance of this order, conditioned on the Board’s receipt no 13 



later than 4:00 p.m. on Monday, June 22, 2020 of a cashier’s check or bank-14 



certified check in the principal amount of $5,000, as specified in ORS 197.845(2) 15 



and OAR 661-010-0068(4). If such undertaking is not received within the time 16 



set forth in this order, the stay shall automatically expire. 17 



EXPEDITED RECORD PERIOD  18 



 These appeals were filed on June 12, 2020 and the county has not yet 19 



transmitted the records in these appeals as of the date of this order. The county 20 



shall transmit and serve a consolidated record in these appeals on or before 21 



Friday, June 26, 2020. No later than July 1, 2020, petitioners shall file and serve 22 
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record objections or advise in writing, filed with LUBA and served on the county, 1 



that petitioners have no record objections. The county’s response to any record 2 



objections shall be filed and served within three business days of the date that the 3 



county receives the objections. In addition, on the date of filing, parties shall also 4 



transmit a courtesy copy of their pleadings and briefs in this appeal by email to 5 



LUBA at LUBASupport@oregon.gov, and to the other parties’ email address. 6 



EXPEDITED BRIEFING SCHEDULE  7 



 After the expedited record period closes, LUBA will issue a separate order 8 



settling the record, scheduling oral argument, and setting an expedited briefing 9 



schedule. Petitioners shall submit a single petition for review in these 10 



consolidated appeals, and respondent shall submit a single response brief in these 11 



consolidated appeals. 12 



 Dated this 19th day of June 2020. 13 



 14 



 15 



 16 



______________________________ 17 



H. M. Zamudio 18 



 Board Member 19 


















Here is what LUBA stated:
"Instead, petitioners’ multiple appeals have engaged LUBA to review whether the county has
properly approved development on and adjacent to EFU-zoned land."
 
"Van Dyke does not argue that he has a right to overspray or allow drift on the county’s property.
Instead, Van Dyke argues that county-approved non-farm use bridge  construction activities
occurring on EFU-zoned property adjacent to Van Dyke’s EFU-zoned property will require Van Dyke
to alter the use of his own property by applying pesticides and herbicides to a smaller portion of his
property to accommodate the required setback for pesticide application and, thus, force a significant
and costly change to his farm practices.
 
The underlying legal issue in this case is not the parties’ respective property rights. Instead, the issue
is whether the county properly assessed the impacts of non-farm development on accepted farming
practices, including Van Dyke’s application of pesticides and herbicides."
 
Casey, it is my contention that other Oregon Commissioners and ODOT could be our allies in
asking the Governor to take action against this faulty LUBA ruling. And it might be great time
to publicize this, including holding a Press Conference. We need to move quickly on this.
 
Thanks!
 
Steve Wick
Yamhelas Board Member
503 970-6127
 
 








From: Casey Kulla
To: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: RE: Your NR article
Date: Saturday, September 12, 2020 2:13:49 PM


Thank you, Wayne.
 
While the fabrications about left-wing folks lighting fires is a divisive tactic, I do think that, overall,
the fires will bring us together. I appreciate your thoughts, and I look forward to continuing to work
with you! And, in case you have not heard, ODOT relented on the bridge construction grant and has
agreed to aspirational timelines for the project and the trail. Whew.


Casey
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 1:09 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Your NR article
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,
Just finished reading your article in yesterday's NR. It struck a note for me because a similar thought
came to me as Nita and I traveled through the smoke down to Gold Beach and back. We had business to
attend to in Eugene on Wednesday and then made several stops as we continued to Gold Beach. The
smoke and the fires were central to any conversation. There is that saying in politics,"never waste a
crisis" and today of all days, 9/11, stands to exemplify that thought. For Oregon and for that matter the
West Coast these fires will be our 9/11; unless of course, next year brings us worse. In the past, we
referred to the disastrous Columbus Day Storm of 1964; we have now witnessed something far more
threatening. Sports, your example being soccer, brings people together; a crisis shocks people into
togetherness. Now, personally knowing people who lost a home in the Detroit area, some having to
evacuate from near Otis, the Gaston area and North of Yamhill; this has become up close and personal.
What is happening may not address the bigotry and underlying hatreds being addressed in your soccer
example but at least it should impact the empathy level for those in Yamhill County who are paying
attention.
 
Thank you for your article.
 
Wayne Wiebke
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Ken Wright; Carrie Martin
Cc: Ken Huffer; Christian Boenisch; Mike Barnhart; Casey Kulla; Jarod Logsdon
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
Date: Wednesday, September 2, 2020 10:58:56 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Carrie. 


On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 9:53:41 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


That would be great. Let me know if it would be convenient for me to pick up the check at your office.


 


Thank you!


 


Carrie


 


From: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 2, 2020 9:52 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>


Cc: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Mike Barnhart <barnhartm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Jarod Logsdon <logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Carrie,


 


Okay to send on Friday?  I am traveling until then.


 


Ken


Sent from my iPhone
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On Sep 2, 2020, at 8:47 AM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Good morning, Wayne and Ken,


 


As you know, we are working with ODOT to execute final agreements and
get started on the YWT master planning process as soon as possible. The
Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail have graciously offered to cover
Yamhill County’s $16,674 match requirement for the TGM grant, so I am
forwarding you the following correspondence from the project
administrator, Michael Duncan.


 


Unlike in-kind matches, cash match payment must be made prior to the
start of a contract. In an effort to expedite this process, Mr. Duncan has
sent us a digital request (below) of the Financial Services letter.


 


Once the Friends have sent payment to Yamhill County—including the
clear designation that this payment is to be used exclusively for the ODOT
TGM grant match—the County will then issue a check to ODOT.


 


Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns about this
transaction, and thank you again for your continued support of the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail project.


 


Thank you,


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Yamhill County


Grants & Special Projects


martinc@co.yamhill.or.us


503-474-4991 (o)
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971-241-1007 (m)


From: DUNCAN Michael W <Michael.W.DUNCAN@odot.state.or.us>
Sent: Tuesday, September 1, 2020 2:17 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Carrie,
 
I was checking in with Salem regarding the status of the IGA, and they explained that there
is a remittance letter that is typically sent out. This letter would act as an invoice for the
‘cash’ match. In order to expedite this, and in lieu of the physically mailed letter, Salem has
provided the statement below. For the sake of time, hopefully this digital statement is
sufficient for the county’s accounting department. The IGA will be routed for ODOT
signature as soon as Financial Services receives the check. Let me know if you have any
questions. Thanks.
 
Best,
Michael
 


This project [2D-18, Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan] requires a cash match
that will need to be sent to ODOT prior to execution of the agreement.  Please
submit your remittance to the following address and include the agreement number
for your project:


 


Attn: Cash Receipts Technician


ODOT Financial Services


355 Capitol St. NE MS 21


Salem, Oregon 97301


Agreement #: 34097
 
 
Michael W. Duncan | Senior Region Planner, TGM Grant Manager 
Transportation and Growth Management Program
Oregon Department of Transportation, Region 2
350 W. Marine Drive | Astoria, OR 97103
C: 503.710.1781   O: 503.325.7224
michael.w.duncan@odot.state.or.us | http://www.oregon.gov/lcd/tgm
 
 
 


Total Control Panel Login
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To:
ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us


Message Score: 30 High (60): Pass
My Spam Blocking Level: High Medium (75): Pass


Low (90): Pass
Block this sender
Block co.yamhill.or.us


This message was delivered because the content filter score did not exceed your filter level.
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From: Ken Wright
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes; Patty Williams; Wayne Wiebke
Cc: Todd Sadlo; Carrie Martin; Casey Kulla; Janice Primozich; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 5:24:33 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


All,
 
I’ve asked Fritz to be available to board members for a zoom session at 1pm on Monday.  Veronica,
will that time slot work for you and if it works for Fritz could you provide the session link?
 
If the time does work anyone on the board is welcome to join me here at the office if they wish.  You
might have to sort a couple of grape clusters though.
 
Best, Ken
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 10:48 AM
To: Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>; Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
And that is highly confidential, BTW....
 
V
 
On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 9:58:08 AM PDT, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:
 
 
Patty, much of this is new to all of us. Count this as part of your learning curve. We are pursuing legal
information that will help us in our decisions regarding the possibility of becoming the owners of the trail.
Feel free to contact anyone of us for questions.  Wayne
 
On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 9:00:24 AM PDT, Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com> wrote:
 
 
If I understand the request here, I am being asked to weigh in about official support to secure
legal counsel on the trail issues raised in this thread. My apologies for the delay in responding. I
am still trying to get my head wrapped around the project to date. I am in favor of securing paid
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legal counsel for this.
-pw-
 
Patty Williams 
7860 NW Meadow Lake Road
Carlton OR 97111
503-312-0245 (phone)


 
 
On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:50:27 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:
 
 
Sorry for my delayed response— I was at the beach getting some fresh air and didn’t have access to
email  I agree with talking to the lawyer and exploring what all the potential exposures might be.  I also
agree with spending Friends money to do it, or would be willing to pitch in as well.
 
I’d like to participate if possible but have some schedule conflicts next week so go ahead and schedule it
and if I can join in I will.  Monday before 3:00 is best for me, Tuesday I’m not available.
 
Thanks everyone for all the work on this-
 
Veronica


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Sep 15, 2020, at 10:54 AM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:



Thank you Casey.
 
On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 10:51:21 AM PDT, Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 


Conditional Use Permit


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 10:50 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]
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Thank you Carrie. One question; what is the CUP?


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 9:46:58 AM PDT, Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Good morning, everyone,


 


There was a lot of conversation yesterday and I would like to briefly
summarize the outcomes so we’re all clear on a path forward.


 


1.   It is an excellent idea for the Friends to pursue legal representation independent of
the County. Fritz Paulus sounds like a good option.


2.  Once LUBA renders a decision on the pending Stay and two appeals, it will be the
County’s prerogative to respond. The Friends are not listed in the current litigation
and will not have the ability to pick up that baton, so to speak.


3.  We hope to receive the LUBA decision by November, and once that happens the
CUP will be in limbo. Further development of the YWT will not be allowed to continue
until that issue is resolved. This may require a *new* owner to restart the process on
their own.


4.  With regard to current grants in-progress, we will have to further investigate the
County’s ability to transfer those. Each grant funding source has different
stipulations. We will have to wait and see on that.


I think that’s all for now.


 


Thank you all for the good discussion.


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Yamhill County


Grants & Special Projects


martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
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503-474-4991 (o)


971-241-1007 (m)


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 8:23 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty
Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd.


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:58:57 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,


 


I understand most of what you said in your message and, of course, I
cannot give you legal advice, but I don't understand what you say would
be a "tactic" of 'ignoring LUBA.'  There is no need to ignore LUBA.  For
two years, it is likely that you will have a county Board that will not move
forward on land use approvals for the trail, whether it is owned by the
county or the Friends.  No one would be ignoring LUBA.  If the county's
decision is affirmed it would likely be appealed, and the county would
likely not prosecute the appeal.  If it is remanded, the county would likely
decline to seek approval on remand, and the Board would then deny the
application.  


 


As far as a suit against the county for transferring title to the trail:  that
seems like a stretch to me, because I can't think what the basis for that
might be, but that is the sort of thing you might ask Mr. Paulus if he is
brought into this.
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Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 6:59 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty
Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Ken. I agree with Stan, it shouldn't be on your dime. Stan's concerns regarding
an unfinished LUBA situation is one of mine too. Carrie inferred that a tactic given to her
would be while mothballing the trail development ignore any LUBA transmissions or
actions; I would want more assurance of that being a sound tactic. Could the opponents
sue the county for divesting to us and if so where would that put us? I don't see a problem
getting financial support for a legal fund from trail supporters but having a sense of what
kinds of legal battles from opponents would be helpful. I would anticipate a lot of nuisance
types of actions from them. Our fixed costs would be insurance and potential property
taxes( there could be a waiver on them) whatever we need to budget for maintenance. The
$3500 lease fee from Gene Belt would cover of that.


 


Wayne


 


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 5:40:55 PM PDT, Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


 


 


Regardless of whether the board would like to sit in on a discussion with Fritz I am planning
to meet with him to have a better understanding personally.  All on my dime of course.


 


Best, Ken


 


Sent from my iPhone
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On Sep 14, 2020, at 5:15 PM, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
wrote:





[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal expense. 
Wayne, Veronica and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would you be able to give a
quick brief to Fritz of where we are?


 


Ken


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken
Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Christian Boenisch' <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a
sentence in Todd's scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these
scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one,
because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I don't quite understand where that might
leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone such as Fritz Paulas guide us
would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response? Wayne


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:


 


 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the
attorney mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running
out and we need to act quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan
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From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses,
it would be to advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the
land use case).  Christian and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works
in this field (land held in the public interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends
decide that they want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>;
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'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at
least until we have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort
you have put into this and I am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to
enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no
matter which way the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the
Court of Appeals and the new Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the
case is remanded, there is not enough time for a remand hearing, and the new Board has
no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules require that the remand be
pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after that.  Again,
in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for
Friends to hold the property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue
permits anew.  The trail would not be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish
under Oregon’s land use system.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
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Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would
keep us from needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our
ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I
believe it is proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like
Friends. Like you, the thought of the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking
to me. I want to prevent that from happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I
asked them for an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will
need to move quickly. Is the Friends board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining
questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)
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From: stevencarol.wick
To: Todd Sadlo
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: RE: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 11:05:22 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Great! Gives me time to clean up my errors and omissions and do some more
verification.


Cheers!


Steve


Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: 7/29/20 9:55 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: RE: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


Steve,
 
I will be able to use your work in writing my brief—LUBA has not yet settled the record or
established a briefing schedule.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:16 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd
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Here are my preliminary thoughts on the current "Stay" I'll need to verify some things, and will
try to get some recognized experts to verify some of my statements.
 
To fight their spray arguments I have proposed that we shut the trail down…only while they
spray the edges.
 
I have more work to do on the chemical Gramoxone; I am trying to find the some of it with the
new label that allows spraying next to a trail. otherwise I'll have to get a recommendation for
OSU on another spray.
 
Steve Wick
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------
 
In the Stay granted by LUBA on June 19 2020 they concluded, in one of their arguments, that
Ben Van Dyke would suffer "Irreparable Injury" because he would be "hindered or prohibited
from spraying the herbicides and pesticides required to protect his crop."  
 
(It should be noted that the proposed Yamhelas Westsider trail right-of-way is approximately
60 feet wide, with the trail itself being 12 feet wide. That means that there is a 24 feet buffer
on either of the trail that Ben Van Dyke, and others, say is not sufficient to mitigate spray
drift.)
 
 
LUBA also stated "Van Dyke explained that filbert trees should live 75 years or more and that, if
he was unable to spray his filbert trees, those trees could die due to Eastern Filbert Blight.
Given the long-lived nature of the filbert trees and the potential for protracted crop and yield
loss if spraying cannot occur, we conclude that the injury Van Dyke specified is not and injury
that could be adequately compensated in money damages."
 
They also concluded that Van Dyke could lose his food safety certification if litter and debris
from the construction site enter his hazelnut orchard.
 
These conclusions, and the following assumptions;
 
A. that Van Dyke must be able to spray his trees for Eastern Filbert Blight; "If I am unable to
spray as required, I risk my trees dying of Eastern Filbert Blight that could result in the loss of
all crops on a tree that should last 75 plus years."
 







B. that Van Dyke, and others, would be unable to spray during trail construction (or during trail
use)
 
C. that Van Dyke uses the herbicide sprays Gramazone and Parazone (Paraquat), which state
"do not use around…recreational parks…."
 
D. that  Van Dyke would lose his food safety certification if litter and debris enter his orchard
from trail construction (or trail use)
 
…can be totally mitigated with a few simple actions.
 
 
A. Spraying for Eastern Filbert Blight. This is not necessary for Van Dyke's trees. Van Dyke has
previously stated that his trees are two years old; "Our hazelnuts were planted in 2018, and
our second year trees,…".  BUT; All the new filbert varietals are "blight resistant".
 
OSU wrote the bible on hazelnuts. No one in the world has the experience and knowledge that
they possess regarding the entire hazelnut spectrum. They update info yearly for growers. The
Pest Management Guide, Pacific Northwest Plant disease, Insect, and Weed management
handbooks constitute our bible. We refer to these and their other hazelnut publications and
missives yearly for the most up-to-guide guidance. Professor Jay Pscheidt has been working on
EFB (Eastern Filbert Blight) for over 30 years, and his work enabled our industry to have
varietals that we can count on.
 
New trees only have to be sprayed the first spring after planting, and only if they are adjacent
to a heavily infected orchard. OSU has documented this in their 2020 Pest Management Guide
for Hazelnuts. See p17. https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html
Per OSU's Pacific NW Handbook; ''Dorris', 'Jefferson', 'McDonald', 'PollyO', 'Santiam', 'Wepster', and 'Yamhill'


are highly resistant with the single dominant-resistance gene from 'Gasaway'."
  https://pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease/host-disease/hazelnut-corylus-avellana-eastern-filbert-
blight
 
 
 
B. Spraying chemicals next to the trail poses no problem if the trail is shut down when the
spraying must be done. This is simple to do. Other trails do this! The farmers and trail owners
coordinate operations. Spraying chemicals in filbert orchards usually occurs less than a dozen
times during the year, but young orchards could require more, and non-common diseases or
pests could possibly double the number of spray occurrences required.
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In 2015 a study was done of many trails (see attached Santa Paula Branch Line Study) That
study specifically addressed farming and how the impacts to farming were dealt with on trails
throughout farming acreages. Below you will see some excerpts from that study. It should be
noted that many of the trails just shut down while the farmer sprays his fields.
 
 
San Pasqual Valley Trail: Ca. • Specific fencing was designed for the trail, modified from the park
department’s standard lodgepole fencing. Chicken wire inserts were
added approximately one foot from the ground to allow wildlife to pass
through;
• Gates allow sections of the trail to be closed;
• Signage installed to alert the trail-users of trail closure for spraying and
to stay on the trail;
• Farmers can dictate trail closure (within reason, i.e., preferably not on
weekends) for maintenance and crop spraying. This protocol was
developed and approved by the County Farm Bureau, County Farm
Advisor's Office, and the affected farmers
 
Cowel-Purisima Coastal Trail • Stout fencing
• Large gates to accommodate cattle and equipment passage while
trail is closed
• Gates to close trail during spraying and operations
• Information and regulatory signs
• Maintained by volunteer docents
• Farmer has ability to close gates for maintenance
 
Obern Trail, Ca. • Little to no physical barrier in most places. Oleander hedges and







chainlink fence.
• Each farmer decides on fencing – not installed by the County.
• High levels of use create a self-policing scenario.
• The trail is lit throughout, at all hours.
Feedback from Involved Parties
• Matthew Dobberteen: In over ten years managing trails for
Santa Barbara County, I have never received a complaint about
the Obern Trail. Our trails that run near agriculture are never the
trails we have problems with. The only issue is every few years
we may get some graffiti on a retaining wall. "A bike path will
make theft harder, not easier, by bringing light, attention,
people, eyes to the trail." "If someone wanted to steal from a
farm, they'd find a place where no one could see them, not a
trail with steady use."
• John Givens: No significant impacts from the trail. Occasionally
homeless pass through and there is minor vandalism, but it has
not been serious enough to involve the County or other
authorities. Trail users don’t cut through the farm property
 
Cedar Valley Trail, Ia.
• Fencing with gates;








From: Steve Harloff
To: Carrie Martin
Cc: Jarod Logsdon; Stan G Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Wayne Wiebke
Subject: Re: Bridge project update
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 11:23:11 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I was glad to hear from Jarod tonight that workers got another day of work done today. Park
board members were not pleased that the nonsense still goes on. 


On Mon, Jun 15, 2020 at 8:07 AM Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
Good morning,


We had some late developments on the YWT bridge project Friday evening that I want to let
you know about.


Wendy Kellington filed two separate appeals to LUBA and a motion to Stay on behalf of her
clients at 5:30pm Friday. As you know, we also restarted construction work on Friday.


Todd was going to work on a response to the Stay over the weekend so it can be filed today,
hopefully before LUBA renders a decision.


I will let you know when we hear something.


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)
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From: Grace Stainback
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes; Carrie Martin
Cc: Mary Stewart
Subject: Re: Equestrian representation on PAC
Date: Monday, November 30, 2020 12:04:44 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Veronica, 


I will defer to Carrie on this, as she has been coordinating the PAC membership for this plan.
Thanks for bringing this to our attention - it will be important to include this perspective in the
planning process.
Carrie - please see Veronica's question below regarding equestrian representation on our
PAC for the YWT Master Plan. 


Thanks, 


GRACE STAINBACK
Pronouns: she/her
Planner I  |  Alta Planning + Design, Inc.
Working remotely. Contact me at 561.351.6866
Portland, OR  |  altago.com
We have a new domain name and logo! Please update your Contacts with my new email address:
gracestainback@altago.com


On Sat, Nov 28, 2020 at 10:40 AM Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
wrote:


Hi Carrie and Grace-


I've received questions about whether there is an equestrian trails representative on
the PAC, and looking at the suggested membership in the County documents I am
not seeing that.  Is there an equestrian representative? 


Thanks, 


Veronica
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From: Carrie Martin
To: V H; Wayne Wiebke
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 8:45:48 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Hi Veronica,


This is a strange request. The County receives an annual allocation from Oregon Video
Lottery for economic development activities exclusively. I’m not sure why they would contact
the Friends for this information.


Will you direct her to contact me please?


Thank you!


Carrie


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 8:41 AM
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Fwd: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Please see the request below.  We have pictures of the brush clearing work but that’s all I
have.  Also, I’m not sure what work the Lottery funded grant was for?  Can one or both of you
help her?


Thanks,


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Lommen, Kristy" <Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov>
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Date: July 23, 2020 at 4:57:32 PM PDT
To: "veronica4249@yahoo.com" <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail



Hi Veronica,
 
The Oregon Lottery recently launched a new website, including features on some of
the projects around the state that have been funded in part by Oregon Lottery grants
or loans. One of the projects we’d like to feature is the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.
 
This weekend, I drove Hwy 47 to Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston to get some general
photos of the area. I was hoping to perhaps get some photos of the trail itself (or at
least work-in-progress on the trail), but found no signage or obvious entry points. I was
hoping you could clarify the current status of the work there. Are there currently any
open sections? Is so, where. And, if not, when is the anticipated open date?
 
Thanks for any info. I look forward to hearing from you soon!
 
Kristy
 
 
 
Here is a sample webpage of the sort of feature we have been publishing on our
funded projects. The page we envision for the YWT would be similar.
 
https://www.oregonlottery.org/programs/econ-growth-independence-landing-2019/
 
 
 
Kristy Lommen
Digital Content Specialist| Oregon Lottery®


Desk: 503.540.2002
Fax: 503.540.1329
www.oregonlottery.org
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From: Casey Kulla
To: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: RE: Your NR article
Date: Saturday, September 12, 2020 2:48:28 PM


Since the draft is just waiting for us, I think it is safe to mention to others that “ODOT has agreed to a
contract amendment for the bridge construction grant that incorporates detailed aspirational
timelines rather than hard-and-fast deadlines. We have not signed the contract yet, but it is in the
queue.”
 
Next step is to figure out how to get Mary on board with approving the Master Plan steps and final
product.
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 2:45 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Your NR article
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Do you want me to hold onto any of this until it is officially signed and sent to us?
 
On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:39:40 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 


Basically, the language now says something like, “we as partners in this project will aim to have X
completed by date Y, and here are the sub-goals on the way to X goal. We will show progress towards X
by working on the sub-goals, and we will not have our contract canceled if we don’t meet the day Y for
goal X, so long as we are working on completing X by day Y and can show that we are getting there.
Land use decisions can delay even the best progress, and delays due to land use will be considered as
progress if the land use action is being addressed.” Something like that.


 


We have not signed it yet, since there are many other crises, but ODOT is happy with the outcome in the
draft. I will send Friends a digital copy when we’ve signed it.


 


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Your NR article
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Follow-up...how many constitutes "aspirational"? We have been hoping for 10.


 


On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:25:41 PM PDT, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:


 


 


Thank you Casey. You just made my weekend.


 


On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:13:50 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Thank you, Wayne.


 


While the fabrications about left-wing folks lighting fires is a divisive tactic, I do think that, overall, the fires
will bring us together. I appreciate your thoughts, and I look forward to continuing to work with you! And,
in case you have not heard, ODOT relented on the bridge construction grant and has agreed to
aspirational timelines for the project and the trail. Whew.


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 1:09 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Your NR article


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,


Just finished reading your article in yesterday's NR. It struck a note for me because a similar thought
came to me as Nita and I traveled through the smoke down to Gold Beach and back. We had business to
attend to in Eugene on Wednesday and then made several stops as we continued to Gold Beach. The
smoke and the fires were central to any conversation. There is that saying in politics,"never waste a
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crisis" and today of all days, 9/11, stands to exemplify that thought. For Oregon and for that matter the
West Coast these fires will be our 9/11; unless of course, next year brings us worse. In the past, we
referred to the disastrous Columbus Day Storm of 1964; we have now witnessed something far more
threatening. Sports, your example being soccer, brings people together; a crisis shocks people into
togetherness. Now, personally knowing people who lost a home in the Detroit area, some having to
evacuate from near Otis, the Gaston area and North of Yamhill; this has become up close and personal.
What is happening may not address the bigotry and underlying hatreds being addressed in your soccer
example but at least it should impact the empathy level for those in Yamhill County who are paying
attention.


 


Thank you for your article.


 


Wayne Wiebke








From: Todd Sadlo
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; "Wayne Wiebke"; "Ken Wright"
Cc: Carrie Martin; "Veronica Haley Hinkes"
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54:17 PM


Stan,
 
Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no matter which
way the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the
new Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not
enough time for a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to conduct a hearing on
remand.  Current rules require that the remand be pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The
application would be void after that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have
standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the
appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the property in the hope that a new Board in two or
four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail would not be the first worthwhile project to take
years to accomplish under Oregon’s land use system.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken
Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica
Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would keep us
from needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our ownership.
Stan
 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I believe it is
proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the
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thought of the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that
from happening.
 
I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I asked them for
an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is
the Friends board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we
progress?
 
Casey
971-241-6585
(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)








From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: Letter of support for YWT
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 1:22:45 PM
Attachments: City of Carlton letter.pdf


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Here you go.  


On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 12:45:55 PM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
wrote:


No.


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 12:10 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Letter of support for YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


OK, thanks.  Did I send the new City of Carlton letter to you? 


V


On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 11:51:08 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
wrote:


I think it would be best to go with “To Whom It May Concern” since these letters will be used
for a variety of purposes.


Carrie Martin
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Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 10:52 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Fw: Letter of support for YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Carol brings up a good question--for these generalized letters of support, to whom
should they be addressed? 


Thx


V


----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Carol Foley <carol@foleyresearch.com>
To: 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 11:53:47 AM PDT
Subject: Letter of support for YWT


Veronica,


I am going to reach out to Wild Horse Mountain Ranch in Sherwood (we talked about my involvement
with them at that meeting at the party house) to request a letter of support.  Who does she address it to? 
I will have her send it to me, but just wondering how people are addressing them.  Also, besides the
brochure and website, is there other good material that describes the Trail, especially the horse trail
component? Thanks.


Carol


 


Carol Foley


Mobile: (253) 709-4310


carol@foleyresearch.com 


 








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Ken Huffer; Carol Foley; Larry Heesacker; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Leona Sitton; Jarod Logsdon;


Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes; Franchot Huttchinson; Ken Wright; Wayne Wiebke; Steve Harloff
Subject: Fw: Federal level trail information
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 10:33:05 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Let's see what happens in the senate this time around.  Wayne


----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kevin Mills, Rails-to-Trails Conservancy <info@railstotrails.org>
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020, 9:49:40 AM PDT
Subject: How You Can Transform America


Dear Wayne,


I wrote to you earlier this month to share the uplifting news that the U.S. House of
Representatives had passed the Moving Forward Act (H.R. 2)—a sweeping
infrastructure bill that would reform federal transportation policy to elevate trails,
walking and bicycling as essential parts of our transportation future.


Passage of this bill presents an incredible opportunity for communities across
the country to meet the growing demand for trail and active transportation
networks in a way that will transform our transportation system.


H.R. 2 would nearly double dedicated investment for trails, walking and
bicycling. It also includes—for the first time—the Active Transportation
Connectivity Grant program that would help communities nationwide
complete their active transportation networks. Further, the bill would hold states
accountable to reduce fatalities among pedestrians and bicyclists and to cut
carbon emissions with increased walking and bicycling explicitly included
among the strategies.


But my letter also noted how far we have left to go to see these reforms
enacted. When the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee passed its
bill last year, it failed to include the connectivity grant program that the House
bill included. This program is critical to ensure safe routes connecting to
destinations within and between communities. Three other Senate committees
—including the Commerce Committee, which focuses on traffic safety—have
yet to pass their respective portions of the bill. We have turned our focus to
securing inclusion of the active-transportation connectivity grants program
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there. This is where we need your help.


Your U.S. senators and representatives will be back home in August and early
September. You may have an opportunity to speak with them as a constituent
or, better yet, to request a meeting as a leader of an organization representing
many of their constituents. This could be your chance to show them the power
your planned active-transportation projects have to connect people to jobs,
schools, shops and services, transit and neighboring communities.


You can make a big difference by telling your lawmakers how much these
plans mean to you and your neighbors, and how they would make your region
more livable, healthy, equitable and prosperous. Building and maintaining trails
and other walking and biking facilities creates more good jobs than other
infrastructure investments; this point could build support for the connectivity
grant program as we look to rebuild the economy.


Please let us know if you meet one of your senators or your representative, and
how she or he responds. Thanks for all you do to advance trails, walking and
biking.


Sincerely,


Kevin Mills
Vice President of Policy
Rails-to-Trails Conservancy


Web Version | Forward to a Friend | RTC Home 


Be sure that this message doesn't get sent to your junk-mail folder. Please add Rails-to-Trails
Conservancy (info@railstotrails.org) to your safe senders list in your address book.


Please do not reply to this message, contact us by visiting our website.


Rails-to-Trails Conservancy
2121 Ward Court, NW, 5th Floor


Washington, DC 20037
1.866.202.9788 


www.railstotrails.org


Edit your subscription | Unsubscribe


 
nonprofit software
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From: V H
To: Carrie Martin
Cc: Steve Harloff; Amy Brewer; Anne Falla; Ken Wright; Larry Heesacker; Leona Sitton; Pam Kirsch; Stan G


Primozich; Steve Wick; Wayne Wiebke
Subject: Re: Update on SRTS application - feedback from ODOT
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:35:24 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


This is great!   Jenna is very aware of how this project dovetails with the Trail and was
encouraging us to view this as a phase of development of the connector from Yamhill to the
Trail.  The rest of the connection could be funded by another grant.


V


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Jul 24, 2020, at 9:03 AM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:



This is great news! I’m happy to hear ODOT is supporting Yamhill’s project.


I wouldn’t be concerned about bike/ped funding jeopardizing YWT funding,
though. I think this is more of an internal accounting issue than project
prioritizing.


Best of luck moving forward!


Carrie


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 8:55 AM
To: Amy Brewer <amybrewer.arbonne@gmail.com>; Anne Falla
<yeowfornow@gmail.com>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Larry Heesacker <lheesacker@onlinenw.com>; Leona
Sitton <mydls@aol.com>; Pam Kirsch <Pamela.kirsch@frontier.com>; Stan G Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Steve Wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Veronica Haley
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Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Subject: Fwd: Fw: Update on SRTS application - feedback from ODOT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Some great news from Yamhill. Hope this bodes well for creating a route to
connect with the Trail. Personally, right now, I am most concerned with the
dangerous intersection of MV Road and Hwy 47. Jackson got his car smashed
trying to pull out next to the T&E last week. I wrote/sent letters of support on
behalf of the Friends and the YDA for the SRTS grant. Can’t ODOT like the Trail
as well as liking Yamhill? The note from Renee/AKS about ODOT using bike
trail funding for SRTS grants might be a conflict for the funding of the Trail. 


---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Yvette Potter <y.potter@cityofyamhill.org>
Date: Thu, Jul 23, 2020 at 4:32 PM
Subject: Fw: Update on SRTS application - feedback from ODOT
To: karaweber111@gmail.com <karaweber111@gmail.com>, Philip Higgins
<phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>, Anita Borgaes - Realtor
<anita@wcpcompanies.com>, sjharloff@gmail.com <sjharloff@gmail.com>


 
Well, this is exciting news!! 


The City of Yamhill is receiving encouragement from ODOT on
our Safe Routes to School Grant application. Not only is ODOT
recommending the City of Yamhill request substantially more
funding than what we asked for. But, ODOT is also offering to fund
the entire amount of matching funds the City of Yamhill was initially
required to provide. In other words, the funds we expend to AKS
to prepare and submit the application will be completely
reimbursed. If our grant application is approved, ODOT will fund the
entire Safe Routes to School grant request.


Hold your breath, and cross your fingers......dreams do come true!


Yvette Potter, Mayor
City of Yamhill, Oregon
Community Thriving


From: Renee Godwin <reneeg@aks-eng.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:54 AM
To: John Christiansen <johnc@aks-eng.com>; Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com>;
Yvette Potter <y.potter@cityofyamhill.org>
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Subject: Update on SRTS application - feedback from ODOT
 
Hi everyone –
I have good news to share with you about our SRTS application. I spoke with Jenna
Berman of ODOT this morning. She wanted to provide some feedback on our letter of
intent as we work on the application.
 
First of all, the letter of intent did not require us to attach a design, so the team had
some questions about the options we considered and how we arrived at this one. She
was glad to hear of the options we considered, including half street improvements, the
multi-use path, and the separated path. The review team asked if we considered an 8
foot path as a happy medium between the normal 6 foot ped path and the 10 foot
multi-use path option. After I walked her through everything, she supported our choice
of design and was happy to hear it is all within the right-of-way. She said we could also
consider doing the path in asphalt rather than concrete if we wanted.
 
Second, she asked that we increase our budget. They felt the $500,000 - $650,000 was
low and encouraged us to increase it, even up to 40%. This would provide room for the
significant design review (particularly for the review of ramps) time involved with
working with ODOT and potentially high construction costs. She said to estimate high
and then add a 20-30% contingency. If we don’t use all the money we can always give it
back.
 
Finally, she said that ODOT will be covering the matching funds completely for the
small communities like Yamhill. That means that any money spent in this process
(preliminary engineering, etc.) that we would have applied to the matching funds, will
be fully reimbursed by ODOT. So if this project is selected, the entire project would be
funded by ODOT! Apparently, ODOT went back and decided to take funds from their
bike/ped budget to do this for the small communities.
 
She is working with the local ODOT rep to draft a letter of support for our project. I
should have that the first week of August.
 


Renee Godwin
Associate
<image001.jpg>


AKS ENGINEERING & FORESTRY, LLC
12965 SW Herman Road, Suite 100 | Tualatin, OR 97062
P: 503.563.6151 x269 | www.aks-eng.com | ReneeG@aks-eng.com 
Offices in: Bend, OR | Keizer, OR | Tualatin, OR | Vancouver, WA
 
NOTICE:  This communication may contain privileged or other confidential information. If you have
received it in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail and immediately delete the message
and any attachments without copying or disclosing the contents. AKS Engineering and Forestry shall
not be liable for any changes made to the electronic data transferred. Distribution of electronic data
to others is prohibited without the express written consent of AKS Engineering and Forestry.
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Ken Wright
Cc: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Huffer; Christian Boenisch; Mike Barnhart; Casey Kulla; Jarod Logsdon
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
Date: Wednesday, September 2, 2020 9:53:38 AM


That would be great. Let me know if it would be convenient for me to pick up the check at your
office.
 
Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


From: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 2, 2020 9:52 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Mike Barnhart <barnhartm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Jarod Logsdon <logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Carrie,
 
Okay to send on Friday?  I am traveling until then.
 
Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 2, 2020, at 8:47 AM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:



Good morning, Wayne and Ken,
 
As you know, we are working with ODOT to execute final agreements and get
started on the YWT master planning process as soon as possible. The Friends of
the Yamhelas Westsider Trail have graciously offered to cover Yamhill
County’s $16,674 match requirement for the TGM grant, so I am forwarding you
the following correspondence from the project administrator, Michael Duncan.
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Unlike in-kind matches, cash match payment must be made prior to the start of a
contract. In an effort to expedite this process, Mr. Duncan has sent us a digital
request (below) of the Financial Services letter.
 
Once the Friends have sent payment to Yamhill County—including the clear
designation that this payment is to be used exclusively for the ODOT TGM grant
match—the County will then issue a check to ODOT.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns about this transaction,
and thank you again for your continued support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail
project.
 
Thank you,
 
Carrie
 
Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: DUNCAN Michael W <Michael.W.DUNCAN@odot.state.or.us>
Sent: Tuesday, September 1, 2020 2:17 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Carrie,
 
I was checking in with Salem regarding the status of the IGA, and they explained that
there is a remittance letter that is typically sent out. This letter would act as an invoice
for the ‘cash’ match. In order to expedite this, and in lieu of the physically mailed letter,
Salem has provided the statement below. For the sake of time, hopefully this digital
statement is sufficient for the county’s accounting department. The IGA will be routed
for ODOT signature as soon as Financial Services receives the check. Let me know if you
have any questions. Thanks.
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Best,
Michael
 


This project [2D-18, Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan] requires a cash match
that will need to be sent to ODOT prior to execution of the agreement.  Please
submit your remittance to the following address and include the agreement number
for your project:


 


Attn: Cash Receipts Technician


ODOT Financial Services


355 Capitol St. NE MS 21


Salem, Oregon 97301


Agreement #: 34097
 
 
Michael W. Duncan | Senior Region Planner, TGM Grant Manager 
Transportation and Growth Management Program
Oregon Department of Transportation, Region 2
350 W. Marine Drive | Astoria, OR 97103
C: 503.710.1781   O: 503.325.7224
michael.w.duncan@odot.state.or.us | http://www.oregon.gov/lcd/tgm
 
 
 


Total Control Panel Login


To:
ken@kenwrightcellars.com


From:
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us


Message Score: 30 High (60): Pass


My Spam Blocking Level: High Medium (75): Pass


Low (90): Pass


Block this sender


Block co.yamhill.or.us


This message was delivered because the content filter score did not exceed your filter level.


 



file:////c/michael.w.duncan@odot.state.or.us

http://www.oregon.gov/lcd/tgm

https://asp.reflexion.net/login?domain=kenwrightcellars.com

https://asp.reflexion.net/address-properties?aID=1221172102&domain=kenwrightcellars.com

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

https://asp.reflexion.net/FooterAction?ver=3&bl-sender-address=1&hID=44845564097&domain=kenwrightcellars.com

https://asp.reflexion.net/FooterAction?ver=3&bl-sender-domain=1&hID=44845564097&domain=kenwrightcellars.com






From: Todd Sadlo
To: Wayne Wiebke; stevencarol. wick; Ken Wright
Subject: property rights issue
Date: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 7:59:02 AM


Gentlemen,
 
Below are proposed findings to address one of the county’s conditional use standards. As with other
parts of the findings, I am asserting the county’s right to be on its property 24-7 without the threat
of being in a pesticide setback, as something inherent, that does not change because a trail is there. 
The use does not create the obligation to buffer, the property line does.  I think LUBA got this wrong
in its decision on remand, and in the bridge stay.
 
5.         Regarding criterion (D), the proposed use “will not alter the character of the
surrounding area in a manner which substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use of
surrounding properties for the permitted uses listed in the underlying zoning district.”  This is
a local standard, and the county is entitled to deference for its reasonable interpretation of the
standard.  The county does not equate this standard with the farm impact standard, but
information in the record establishing compliance with the farm impact standard also supports
findings of compliance with this standard. 
 


5.1       Webster’s Third New International Dictionary (unabridged) defines
“substantial” with reference to its root, “substance,” and also equates it with “MATERIAL.” 
The proposed use would need to alter the character of the area in a materially destructive way
in order to substantially limit, impair or prevent the use of surrounding properties for farming. 
Likewise, limitations that are “seeming,” “elusive,” or “imaginary” do not implicate criterion
(D). 


 
5.2       The “character of the surrounding area” is rural, and oriented towards farming. 


The character of the area is described in great detail in the existing record(s).  Significant
testimony was received from the farming community that a passive-use trail is not compatible
with farm uses, and especially not the farm uses taking place adjacent to the corridor.  That
testimony described the character of the area as a forbidding place where children and animals
are not safe from being sprayed with pesticides, and where trail users will commit criminal
acts against each other and render the area unsuitable for farming.  The Board rejects that view
as overblown and hyperbolic, in part based on the reality of existing trails in Oregon and
around the country, including the Banks to Vernonia Trail.  Farming has always taken place
immediately adjacent to public rights-of-way, and the Yamhelas corridor and uses proposed
have no different or more significant impact than other rights-of-way common and coexisting
in farm areas throughout the county. 


 
5.3       As stated, a road network exists in Yamhill County where people are free to


walk or to ride their bicycles day or night, without asking or notifying anyone.  Since it is not
an “accepted farm practice” to spray those people with harmful chemicals, farmers must all,
currently, manage their farm operations by using spray methods that do not put those persons
at risk.


 
5.4       Likewise, owners of property adjacent to a farm operation, whether or not they


are actively farming, have a right to enter, walk upon, maintain and enjoy their property
without fear that they will be sprayed with pesticides or herbicides because they have entered
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the “buffer” of one of their neighbors’ spray operations.  Fundamental principles of property
ownership protect persons using public rights-of-way and neighboring property owners from
being required to accommodate a neighbor’s spray buffer, under any circumstance that is not
consensual. 


 
5.5       The county is a fiduciary of the public buildings, parklands, rights-of-way and


rail/trail corridors that it owns, and has a responsibility to maintain that real property in the
public interest.  In Van Dyke II, LUBA issued a land use decision that overlooked or ignored
basic principles of real property ownership, in appearing to sanction the use by certain
opponents of the county’s property for its pesticide/herbicide buffers, without the consent of
the county.  Although it is within LUBA’s jurisdiction to interpret state land use law in the
first instance, it should not do so without ensuring that its decisions do not deprive the county
of the basic right to enter its own property—every inch of it—without any threat whatsoever
that it is entering the label-required buffer area for a soon-to-be-banned chemical like
Gramoxone. 


 
5.6       The county interprets the subsection (D) standard as being met if the record


accurately describes the surrounding area and addresses claims that the propose use will alter
the character of the surrounding area in some way.  All development alters the parcel on which
it occurs, and all development alters the surrounding area in some way, if only by changing the
view or emitting sounds that were not there before.  The character of the surrounding area is
always changing.  This standard requires a ‘substantial’ offer of proof that the effects of the
application, if approved, will in fact “limit,” “impair,” or “prevent” the use of surrounding
properties.  It has always been the county’s position that, even then, if conditions can
minimize potential impacts to an insubstantial level, the use should be approved with
conditions.  If evidence is submitted supporting a conclusion that the proposed use
“substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding properties for the permitted
uses listed in the underlying zoning district,” the county’s usual course is not to deny, but to
impose conditions intended to diminish identified substantial impacts. 


 
5.7       In this case, as the Board interprets the term, “substantial” as requiring a much


greater impact than can possibly be attributed to a trail in an established transportation corridor
that transects farmland, not unlike the 700 miles of county road.  Humans currently have the
right to drive, walk or ride their bicycles on more than 700 miles of county roads, and do not
appear, in doing so, to cause any impact significant enough to ‘limit, impair or prevent the use
of surrounding properties for farm uses.’  Farming is thriving in Yamhill County, in part
because it is, generally, welcome to visitors who contribute to the local farm economy by
visiting farm country. 


 
5.8       In consideration of its interpretation of this standard, the county has no basis in


this case for departing from its course in consideration of the other 26 separate categories of
non-farm uses that are allowed in farm zones as conditional uses.  Many of those proposed
uses are routinely found to comply with criterion (D), and there are very few situations where
appropriate conditions of approval cannot be imposed to ensure that the standard is met.  In
this case, the standard is met, and the proposed conditions of approval will ensure continued
compliance with criterion (D).  Those conditions include offers of cooperation with the spray
schedules of farm operators, but definitely do not allow neighboring farm operators to use the
county’s property as a spray buffer without the consent of the county.  As stated, it takes two
to cooperate, regardless of LUBA’s unsupportable view of basic property rights inherent in
Van Dyke II.







5.9       With conditions imposed by the Board, the proposed trail will not alter the
character of the area in a manner that limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding
properties for permitted uses.  Uses will be limited to use as a passive-use trail to connect the
cities of Yamhill and Carlton and the schools of the Yamhill-Carlton School District.  The
transportation and recreational uses envisioned are decidedly low impact compared to
vehicular transportation uses that occur near the proposed trail and throughout Yamhill
County, in close proximity to residential, commercial and farm uses. 
 
Todd Sadlo








From: Carrie Martin
To: Wayne Wiebke; Stan Primozich; Ken Wright; Barbara Boyer; Jarod Logsdon
Subject: LUBA Decision 6/01/2020
Date: Tuesday, June 2, 2020 12:47:52 PM
Attachments: 20032 033.pdf


Here is the decision from yesterday.
 
Carrie
 
Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
503-474-4991 (o)
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06/01/20 



BEFORE THE LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS 
OFTHESTATEOFOREGON 



JIM VAN DYKE, JULIE VAN DYKE, BEN VAN DYKE, 
BEN VAN DYKE FARMS, INC., CASEY VAN DYKE, CORY 



VAN DYKE, JOHN VAN DYKE, TOM HAMMER, CHRIS 
MATSON, GREG MCCARTHY, CELINE MCCARTHY, 



BRYAN SCHMIDT, RUDIS LAC, LLC, LEE 
SCHREPEL, FRUITHILL, INC., B.J. MATTHEWS, 



GORDON DROMGOOGLE, ALLEN SITTON, 
MARY ALICE PFEIFFER, and TIM PFEIFFER, 



Petitioners, 



vs. 



YAMHILL COUNTY, 
Respondent. 



LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033 



FINAL OPINION 
AND ORDER 



Appeal from Yamhill County. 



Wendie L. Kellington, Lake Oswego, filed the petition for review and 
reply brief and argued on behalf of petitioners. With her on the brief was 
Kellington Law Group PC. 



Timothy S. Sadlo, Yamhill County Counsel's Office, McMinnville, filed 
the response brief and argued on behalf of respondent. . 



RYAN, Board Member; RUDD, Board Chair, participated in the decision. 



ZAMUDIO, Board Member, did not participate in the decision. 



REMANDED 06/01/2020 
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1 You are entitled to judicial review of this Order. Judicial review is 
2 governed by the provisions of ORS 197.850. 
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1 Opinion by Ryan. 



2 NATURE OF THE DECISIONS 



3 In LUBA No. 2020-032, petitioners appeal a January 16, 2020 board of 



4 county commissioners' order (Order 20-25) authorizing the county to enter into 



5 an agreement entitled "Agreement for Yamhelas Westsider Trail (Phase 2) 



6 Project" (Construction Agreement). In LUBA No. 2020-033, petitioners appeal 



7 the Construction Agreement. 



8 BACKGROUND 



9 In January 2020, the board of county commissioners adopted Order 20-25 



10 authorizing the county to enter into the Construction Agreement, and the county 



11 commission chair and county administrator subsequently signed the Construction 



12 Agreement on behalf of the county. The Construction Agreement states that it is 



13 for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (Phase 2) Project, and requires the contractor 



14 to construct a bridge and related trail approaches over Stag Hollow Creek, on 



15 county-owned property zoned exclusive fann use (EFU). Similarly, the board~ of 



16 county commissioners' order authorizing the county's execution of the 



17 Construction Agreement provides that the agreement is for construction related 



18 to the Y amhelas W estsider Trail. 



19 The Yamhelas Westsider Trail is a county proposal to develop a 12.48-



20 mile section of a recreation trail (Trail) within a former railroad right of way.1 



1 The Trail is sometimes referred to in documents in the record as the YWT. 
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1 The 2.82-mile segment of the proposed Trail between the cities of Yamhill and 



2 Carlton crosses three drainages that will require construction of three bridges or 



3 culverts.2 



4 The Trail has a long history at LUBA. The county's proposal to develop 



5 the Trail has been the subject of three prior LUBA decisions: Van Dyke v. Yamhill 



6 County, 78OrLUBA530(2018)(VanDykel); VanDykev. Yamhill County,_ 



7 Or LUBA_ (LUBA No 2019-047, Oct 11, 2019) (Van Dyke 11); and Van Dyke 



8 v. Yamhill County,_ Or LUBA_ (LUBA Nos 2019-038/040, Oct 11, 2019) 



9 (Van Dyke Ill). 



10 In Van Dyke I, we remanded a 2018 board of county commissioners' 



11 decision to adopt Ordinance 904, which amended the county's comprehensive 



12 plan to acknowledge county ownership of a 12.48-mile segment of a former 



13 railroad right-of-way, and to authorize construction of a 2.82-mile segment of 



14 that right-of-way into the Trail. We concluded that constructing the Trail required 



15 conditional use permit approval, including application ofY amhill County Zoning 



16 Ordinance (YCZO) provisions that implement ORS 215.296, for sections of the 



17 Trail within lands zoned EFU.3 



2 In an order dated April 24, 2020 we granted petitioners' motion to stay the 
challenged decisions. Van Dyke v. Yamhill County,_ Or LUBA_ (LUBA 
Nos 2020-032/033, Order, Apr 24, 2020). We repeat many of the same facts set 
out in our April 24, 2020 order here. 



3 ORS 215 .296 generally requires that the applicant for certain non-farm uses 
in EFU zones demonstrate that the proposed use will not force a significant 
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1 The county instituted remand proceedings, and in March 2019 the board 



2 of county commissioners approved a conditional use permit for the Trail. 



3 Petitioners appealed that decision to LUBA and that decision was the subject of 



4 Van Dyke II. In October 2019, in Van Dyke II, we remanded the county's decision 



5 to approve a conditional use permit for the trail for further proceedings.4 



6 In a related set of appeals resolved on the same date in October, 2019, in 



7 Van Dyke III, we dismissed two appeals of ( 1) a board of county commissioners 



8 order authorizing the county to enter into an agreement for the design and 



9 consulting services, and (2) the agreement itself, related to the three proposed 



10 bridges along the Trail, including the bridge over Stag Hollow Creek that is the 



11 subject of the Construction Agreement (Stag Hollow Creek bridge).5 We agreed 



12 with the county that the Phase 1 agreement for design and consulting services 



13 was not a land use decision because it did not authorize "the use or development 



change in accepted farm practices on surrounding farm lands or significantly 
increase the cost of such practices. YCZO 402.07 implements ORS 215 .296. 



4 As of the date of Order 20-25, the date the Construction Agreement was 
signed, and the date that construction commenced, the county had not taken 
action on remand of our decision in Van Dyke II. 



5 That agreement covered what is generally referred to as "Phase 1" of the 
Trail project. Respondent's Response to Motion for Stay, Exhibit 5, and Exhibit 
7. 
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1 of land." Van Dyke III, _ Or LUBA_ (LUBA Nos 2019-038/040, Oct 11, 



2 2019) (slip op at 15).6 



3 Unlike the design and consulting agreements that were appealed in Van 



4 Dyke III, which related to Phase 1, the Construction Agreement and Order 20-25 



5 are related to Phase 2 of the Trail. ODOT and federal environmental 



6 documentation for the project explain that: 



7 "This phase, Phase 2 Key 21358, will complete design for three 
8 bridges, but will only complete environmental clearances and 
9 permitting to construct the largest bridge crossing at Stag Hollow 



10 Creek. The [area of project impact] for this phase is a linear area 
11 extending south of OR 240 at approximately MP 0.80 (aka E. Main 
12 St.N amhill-Newberg Hwy.) and on both sides of Stag Hollow 
13 Creek. The trail bridge concept plan shows a two-bent clear span, 
14 approximately 111 feet long by 14 feet wide on 6-inch steel pile." 
15 Respondent's Response to Motion for Stay, Exhibit 7, page 1. 



6 For that reason, we also concluded that the agreement did not have any 
significant impacts on land use and therefore did not qualify as a significant 
impacts land use decision under City of Pendleton v. Kerns, 294 Or 126, 653 P2d 
992 (1982). VanDykeIII, _OrLUBA_ (LUBA Nos 2019-038/040, Oct 11, 
2019) (slip op at 17-19). 
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1 After the board of county commissioners adopted Order 20-25 and after the 



2 Construction Agreement was signed, construction of the Stag Hollow Creek 



3 bridge commenced in March 2020.7 These appeals followed. 8 



4 JURISDICTION 



5 LUBA has exclusive jurisdiction to review "land use decisions." ORS 



6 197.825(1). ORS 197.015(10)(a) defines "[l]and use decision" in relevant part as 



7 a "final decision or determination made by a local government" that "concerns" 



8 the application of a comprehensive plan provision or land use regulation. 



9 Generally, a local government decision "concerns" the application of a 



10 comprehensive plan provision or land use regulation if the plan provision or land 



11 use regulation is actually applied in making the decision, or should have been 



12 applied in making the decision. Jaqua v. City of Springfield, 46 Or LUBA 566, 



13 574 (2004). Therefore, whether or not the county actually applied a land use 



14 regulation in making the challenged decisions is not dispositive, if it was legally 



15 required to do so. 



16 In its response to the motion for stay, the county moved to dismiss the 



17 appeals on the basis that the challenged decisions are not "[l]and use decisions" 



7 According to the county, as of March 31, 2020, $283,678 had been spent on 
construction under the Construction Agreement. Respondent's Response to 
Motion for Stay 8. 



8 Petitioners own or lease property adjacent to or near segments of the Trail 
or the proposed trailhead. Petition for Review, Exhibit C. 
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1 as defined in ORS 197.0lS(l0)(a) because the county was not required to apply 



2 any "land use regulation."9 In its initial motion to dismiss, the county argued that 



3 the challenged decisions were not required to apply any land use regulations 



4 because ( 1) "no land use approval is necessary for the county to build a * * * 



5 bridge for access from one part of its property to another part," and (2) the "use 



6 * * * [is] allowed outright under ORS 215.283(1)(s) and YCZO 402.02(R) [as a 



7 [f]ire service facilit[y] providing rural fire protection services]."10 Respondent's 



8 Preliminary Motion to Dismiss 10-11, 16. In the response brief, the county 



9 restates and amplifies its arguments regarding jurisdiction. 



10 According to the county, the challenged decisions are not land use 



11 decisions because no land use approval is required to build the bridge "so long as 



12 the bridge* * * [is] not used in a way that requires conditional use authority or 



13 site design review." Response Brief 18. The county argues that nothing in the 



14 decisions approves use of the bridge for purposes of a recreation trail, and that 



9 ORS 197.0lS(l0)(b) lists a number of exclusions to the definition of"[l]and 
use decision" at ORS 197.0lS(l0)(a). The county does not argue that the 
decisions are excluded from the definition of land use decision under any 
provision of ORS 197.0lS(l0)(b). 



10 Our order granting the motion for stay established a briefing schedule in 
order for the parties to present us with more focused arguments on jurisdiction 
and on the merits of the appeals. In resolving the jurisdictional issue, we have 
considered all of the parties' pleadings. 
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1 the bridge is an "access bridge."11 Response Brief 20. Essentially, we understand 



2 the county's position to be that the YCZO regulates only uses, and not 



3 development, ofEFU-zoned property. 



4 Petitioners argue that the challenged decisions are land use decisions 



5 because they authorize construction of a transportation facility, which YCZO 



6 402.04(N) identifies as a conditional use in the EFU zone.12 Conditional uses 



7 require a demonstration of compliance with YCZO 402.07, the county's 



8 implementation of ORS 215.296, as well as YCZO 1202.02(B), (D) and (E). 



9 Petitioners also argue that for the same reasons, the decisions are 



10 "permits," i.e., the "discretionary approval of a proposed development of land 



11 under ORS 215.010 to 215.311, 215.317, 215.327 and 215.402 to 215.438 and 



12 215.700 to 215.780 or county legislation or regulation adopted pursuant thereto." 



13 ORS 215.402(4); Petition for Review 1. That is so, petitioners argue, because the 



11 YCZO 202 defines "use" as "[t]he purpose for which land or a building or 
structure is used, designed, arranged or intended, or for which it is occupied or 
maintained." 



12 YCZO 402.04(N) provides that: 



"The following uses are allowed in the Exclusive Farm Use District 
upon conditional use approval[:] 



"N. Roads, highways, and other transportation facilities and 
improvements not allowed under [YCZO] 402.02(K) or 
402.04(J), subject to compliance with OAR 660-12." 
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1 decisions authorize "the * * * development of land," and require the exercise of 



2 significant discretion in applying YCZO 402.07. 



3 Petitioners dispute the county's characterization, m its pleadings and 



4 response brief, of the decisions as authorizing construction of an "access bridge" 



5 to provide "fire control" services, and as a "[f]ire service facilit[y] providing rural 



6 fire protection services" under ORS 215.283(1)(s). Petitioners' Response to 



7 Preliminary Motion to Dismiss 3. Petitioners point out that nothing in the record 



8 supports the county's theory in its pleadings and response brief that the bridge is 



9 a "[f]ire service facilit[y]." Id. 



10 For the reasons explained below, we conclude that the challenged 



11 decisions are "land use decisions" because they required the application of 



12 provisions of the YCZO. We also conclude that the challenged decisions are 



13 "permits" as defined in ORS 215.402(4). 



14 A. Land Use Approval is Required Prior to Construction 



15 First, we reject the county's argument that it may construct the bridge and 



16 related trail improvements prior to securing land use approval, as long as the 



17 improvements are not used for trail purposes until land use approval is later 



18 obtained. The Stag Hollow Creek bridge and trail improvements that Order 20-



19 25 and the Construction Agreement authorize to be constructed are part of the 



20 Trail proposal, and accordingly are part of a larger proposed "transportation 



21 facility" for which conditional use approval is required. See Van Dyke I, 78 Or 



22 LUBA 530, 534 (2018) (concluding that the Trail proposal is a proposal for a 
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1 "transportation facility," a conditional use in the EFU zone under YCZO 



2 402.04(N)). The county has failed to develop an argument that it may segment a 



3 project requiring a conditional use permit into parts that may not, individually, 



4 require land use approval. Even if, however, the bridge is viewed as a stand-alone 



5 component of a larger "transportation facility," the fact remains that the bridge 



6 itself is a transportation facility, and therefore a conditional use in the EFU 



7 zone.13 



8 In addition, as petitioners point out, ORS 215.190 and its implementation 



9 at YCZO 1406.02 prohibit construction of a building or structure in violation of 



10 ORS 215 or the YCZO.14 The bridge is a "structure" as defined in YCZO 202 



11 and, as explained above, is a transportation facility, a conditional use in the EFU 



12 zone. 15 The county therefore is prohibited from constructing a transportation 



13 OAR 660-012-0005(30) defines "Transportation Facilities" to mean "any 
physical facility that moves or assist[ s] in the movement of people or goods 
including facilities identified in OAR 660-014-0020 but excluding electricity, 
sewage and water systems." 



14 YCZO 1406.02 provides: "No person shall locate, construct, maintain, 
repair, alter, or use a building or other structure or use or transfer land in violation 
of this ordinance or any ordinance lawfully adopted by Yamhill County." 



15 YCZO 202 defines "structure" in relevant part as "[s]omething constructed 
or built and having a fixed base on, or fixed construction to the ground or another 
structure." 



ODOT and federal environmental documentation for the project explain that: 
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1 facility improvement prior to obtaining required land use approvals for that 



2 improvement in accordance with the YCZO. 16 Accordingly, we reject the 



3 county's argument that the county may authorize or engage in construction of a 



4 transportation facility in the EFU zone without first concluding that the 



5 provisions of ORS 215.296NCZO 402.07 are met. 



6 B. The Bridge Construction is Discretionary Development 



7 To the extent the county argues that the bridge and associated trail 



8 improvements are not the "development" of land within the meaning of ORS 



9 215.402(4), we reject that argument. The YCZO does not include a general 



10 definition of"development."17 YCZO 201.0l(F) provides that terms not defined 



"The trail bridge concept plan shows a two-bent clear span, 
approximately 111 feet long by 14 feet wide on 6-inch steel pile." 
Respondent's Response to Motion for Stay, Exhibit 7, page 1. 



16 YCZO 202 defines "construction" as "[t]he placement of construction 
materials in a permanent position and fastened in a permanent manner. Where 
excavation, demolition, or removal of an existing structure has substantially 
begun preparatory to rebuilding, such excavation or demolition or removal shall 
be deemed to be construction, provided that work shall be carried on diligently. 
Installation of a septic tank/drainfield shall be considered construction." 



We are unpersuaded by the county's argument that "no building permits are 
required for construction of the bridge." Respondent's Preliminary Motion to 
Dismiss 10. Whether a building permit is required for construction does not affect 
whether an activity qualifies as construction. 



17 ORS 215.402(4), the provision that defines "permit" for counties, does not 
include a definition of "development." However, the city analogue to ORS 
215.402(4), is found at ORS 227.160(2). ORS 227.215(1) defines "development" 
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1 in the YCZO "shall be construed according to their common, ordinary and 



2 accepted meaning." Webster's Third New Int'l Dictionary 618 (unabridged ed 



3 2002) defines "development" as follows: 



4 "1 : the act, process, or result of developing : the state of being 
5 developed : a gradual unfolding by which something ( as a plan or 
6 method, an image upon a photographic plate, a living body) is 
7 developed <a new development in poetry> : gradual advance or 
8 growth through progressive changes : EVOLUTION <a stage of 
9 development> : a making usable or available < well worth 



10 development>." 



11 A decision that authorizes construction of a concrete bridge over a creek, and trail 



12 approaches, is a decision that makes something usable or available, and 



13 authorizes development according to the dictionary meaning of development. 



14 C. The Bridge is Not a Fire Service Facility 



15 Finally, we reject the county's theory that the bridge is authorized in the 



16 EFU zone as a "[f]ire service facilit[y] for rural fire protection services." ORS 



17 215.283(l)(s).The county argues that because the bridge has been designed to 



18 serve large fire vehicles, and because the county intends to use the road for "fire 



for purposes of Chapter 227 as "a building or mining operation, making a material 
change in the use or appearance of a structure or land, dividing land into two or 
more parcels, including partitions and subdivisions." 



In the context of flood plain development, YCZO 202 defines development as 
"any man-made change to improved or unimproved real estate, including but not 
limited to buildings or other structures, mining, dredging, filling, grading, paving, 
excavation, or drilling operations or storage of equipment or materials located 
within the area of special flood hazard." 
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1 control," the bridge qualifies as a "[t]ire service facilit[y] for rural fire protection 



2 services." Respondent's Preliminary Motion to Dismiss 17. However, other than 



3 its affidavit that the bridge has been designed to carry "all legal loads, including 



4 full-size fire trucks, smaller 'brush' style fire trucks, and other common 



5 emergency vehicles," the county's theory is not supported. Respondent's 



6 Response to Motion for Stay, Exhibit 9. Rather, the record supports the 



7 conclusion that the Stag Hollow Creek bridge is a part of the Trail proposal. 



8 The description of the construction work in the Construction Agreement is 



9 "the project known as Yamhelas Westsider Trail (Phase 2) Project." Record 2. 



10 The call for bids calls for work that "will consist of constructing a prestressed 



11 slab bridge, trail approaches, and other items detailed in the plans and 



12 specifications[.]" Supplemental Record 4. The plans and specifications describe 



13 the work in part as "[c]onstruct Stag Hollow Creek Bridge No. YWT-1." 



14 Supplemental Record 29. Environmental documentation for the project 



15 references the Trail and our decision in Van Dyke I. Respondent's Response to 



16 Motion for Stay, Exhibit 7, page 1. 



1 7 We also do not think that the legislature intended to authorize as a 



18 permitted use in the EFU zone a pedestrian bridge that can also carry large fire 



19 vehicles as a "[t]ire service facility[y] providing rural fire protection services." 



20 ORS 215.283(1)(s). Moreover, the county does not explain why the related trail 



21 approaches authorized by the decisions qualify as a fire service facility. The 



22 county has not established that the Stag Hollow Creek bridge and trail 
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1 improvements qualify as a "[f]ire service facilit[y] for rural fire protection 



2 services" authorized in ORS 215.283(1)(s).18 



3 In conclusion, the challenged decisions are land use decisions because they 



4 authorize the discretionary approval of proposed development of land for a use 



5 that is a conditional use under the YCZO. 



6 The county's motion to dismiss is denied.19 



7 SECOND AND FIFTH ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR 



8 In their second assignment of error, petitioners argue that the county 



9 improperly construed YCZO 402.04(N) in failing to apply the provisions of 



10 YCZO 402.07 and YCZO 1202.02 to the decisions. ORS 197.835(9)(a)(D). In 



18 We have explained that decisions regarding applications for uses that are 
listed in ORS 215.283(1) (and its marginal lands counties' counterpart at ORS 
215 .213) may not be subject to additional county regulations, but they are subject 
to statutory standards, and may also be subject to rules adopted by the Land 
Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC). Keith v Washington 
County, 66 Or LUBA 80, 86-87 (2012) (citing Lane County v. LCDC, 325 Or 
569, 583, 942 P2d 278 (1997)). 



LCDC has adopted OAR 660-033-0120, and the Table that accompanies the 
rule lists "[f]ire service facilit[y] for rural fire protection services" as an allowed 
use that "may require notice and the opportunity for a hearing because the 
authorization qualifies as a land use decision[.]" We note that YCZO 402.09 
contains standards and limitations for the EFU zone, including access 
requirements, clear vision area requirements, and height limitations. 



19 Because we conclude that the challenged decisions are statutory land use 
decisions, we need not address petitioners' alternative argument that the 
decisions qualify as significant impacts decisions under City of Pendleton v. 
Kerns, 294 Or 126, 653 P2d 992 (1982). 
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l 



1 their fifth assignment of error, petitioners argue that the county committed a 



2 procedural error that prejudiced their substantial rights in failing to provide the 



3 notice of the decisions that is required under YCZO 1301.0l(B) and ORS 



4 215.416(11). ORS 197.835(9)(a)(B). 



5 We concluded above in our resolution of the jurisdictional question that 



6 the challenged decisions are land use decisions. Accordingly, we agree with 



7 petitioners that the county was required but failed to apply YCZO 402.07 and 



8 YCZO 1202.02 to the decisions. We also concluded above that the decisions are 



9 "permits." Accordingly, the county was required to provide notice under YCZO 



10 1301.0l(B) and ORS 215.416(11). The county does not dispute that it did not 



11 apply the YCZO provisions, and does not dispute that it did not provide notice in 



12 accordance with YCZO 1301.0l(B). 



13 Accordingly, for the reasons explained above, the second and fifth 



14 assignments of error are sustained. 



15 REMAINING ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR 



16 Petitioners' first, third, and fourth assignments of error all include 



17 variations on the same argument that the county erred in failing to process the 



18 decisions according to the procedures that apply to permits.20 We sustain above 



20 Petitioners argue that the county improperly construed the applicable law, 
exceeded its jurisdiction, made a decision not supported by substantial evidence 
in the record, and made an unconstitutional decision in failing to apply YCZO 
402.07, YCZO 1202.02 and the procedures in YCZO 1301.0l(B). 
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1 the second and fifth assignments of error, and remand the decisions for the county 



2 to follow the procedures applicable to permits and to apply YCZO 402.07 and 



3 YCZO 1202.02 to the decisions. Accordingly, it would be premature to address 



4 petitioners' other assignments of error. 



5 We do not address the first, third, or fourth assignments of error. 



6 DISSOLUTION OF STAY 



7 In an order dated April 24, 2020, we granted petitioners' motion requesting 



8 a stay of the challenged decisions pending a final opinion and order by LUBA in 



9 this appeal. The county subsequently filed a motion for reconsideration of our 



10 April 24, 2020 order. With the issuance of this final opinion and order, the stay 



11 is dissolved. Meyer v. Jackson County, 73 Or LUBA 1, 26 (2016); Save Amazon 



12 Coalition v. City of Eugene, 29 Or LUBA 335,342 (1995). Accordingly, we need 



13 not address the county's motion for reconsideration of our order. 



14 The county's decision is remanded. 
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Ken Wright; Todd Sadlo
Cc: Casey Kulla; Janice Primozich; Carrie Martin; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Christian Boenisch; Patty Williams
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 8:23:01 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd.


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:58:57 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Wayne,


I understand most of what you said in your message and, of course, I cannot give you legal
advice, but I don't understand what you say would be a "tactic" of 'ignoring LUBA.'  There is no
need to ignore LUBA.  For two years, it is likely that you will have a county Board that will not
move forward on land use approvals for the trail, whether it is owned by the county or the
Friends.  No one would be ignoring LUBA.  If the county's decision is affirmed it would likely be
appealed, and the county would likely not prosecute the appeal.  If it is remanded, the county
would likely decline to seek approval on remand, and the Board would then deny the
application.  


As far as a suit against the county for transferring title to the trail:  that seems like a stretch to
me, because I can't think what the basis for that might be, but that is the sort of thing you
might ask Mr. Paulus if he is brought into this.


Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 6:59 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Ken. I agree with Stan, it shouldn't be on your dime. Stan's concerns regarding an unfinished
LUBA situation is one of mine too. Carrie inferred that a tactic given to her would be while mothballing the
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trail development ignore any LUBA transmissions or actions; I would want more assurance of that being a
sound tactic. Could the opponents sue the county for divesting to us and if so where would that put us? I
don't see a problem getting financial support for a legal fund from trail supporters but having a sense of
what kinds of legal battles from opponents would be helpful. I would anticipate a lot of nuisance types of
actions from them. Our fixed costs would be insurance and potential property taxes( there could be a
waiver on them) whatever we need to budget for maintenance. The $3500 lease fee from Gene Belt
would cover of that.


Wayne


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 5:40:55 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


Regardless of whether the board would like to sit in on a discussion with Fritz I am planning to meet with
him to have a better understanding personally.  All on my dime of course.


Best, Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 14, 2020, at 5:15 PM, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:



Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:





[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal expense.  Wayne, Veronica
and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would you be able to give a quick brief to Fritz of where we are?


 


Ken


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
'Christian Boenisch' <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 







I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a sentence in Todd's
scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have
standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I
don't quite understand where that might leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone
such as Fritz Paulas guide us would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response?
Wayne


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:


 


 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the attorney
mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running out and we need to act
quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses, it would be to
advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the land use case).  Christian
and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works in this field (land held in the public
interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo
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From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends decide that they
want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at least until we
have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort you have put into this and I
am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no matter which way
the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the new
Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not enough time for
a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules
require that the remand be pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after
that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the
property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail would not
be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish under Oregon’s land use system.
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Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken
Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley
Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would keep us from
needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I believe it is proper
to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the thought of
the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that from happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I asked them for an
informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is the Friends
board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: call for letters
Date: Friday, October 9, 2020 10:48:52 AM
Attachments: letter solicitation language.docx


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Carrie-


Out board got back on the idea of a major support letter push to ODOT again this
week--Stan believes they really need to hear from people that this is not something
that just a small group wants.  In addition to directly contacting supportive groups, we
talked about posting to our Facebook page and other social media pages that Steve
Harloff is involved with, asking folks to write letters.  Stan is working on determining
who would be the best recipient at ODOT.  


I wanted to pass our proposed language by you and make sure we are not saying
anything publicly that we shouldn't, while still instilling a sense of urgency.  Can you
please look over the attached and let me know if this is OK or if you have other
suggestions? 


Thanks, 


Veronica



mailto:veronica4249@yahoo.com

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us



Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail and Yamhill County have been in ongoing talks with Oregon Department of Transportation about the trail project, current grants and next steps.   ODOT has been a great supporter of the project so far, awarding several grants for acquisition, planning and bridge work. But, as there are many transportation projects vying for attention around the state, it is very important that they hear from Trail supporters now about the importance of this project to Oregonians. 


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a much-needed safe bicycle, pedestrian and equestrian route through Yamhill County, from just North of McMinnville to Gaston.  This trail will connect schools and communities, provide a transportation alternative for those who can't or don't drive, and will bring  economic and health advantages to those communities.  In addition, it has become even more clear during the Covid-19 pandemic that families need safe places to recreate and exercise together.


Please send a quick note to _______________________, and let him know who you are and why the trail is important to you.  We want to stay top of mind with the State’s transportation officials! Also, please cc Veronica4249@yahoo.com on your letter, or send a hard copy to Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, PO Box 861, Carlton, OR 97111. 





If you have any questions, please email Veronica Hinkes, Secretary of Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, at Veronica4249@Yahoo.com. 







From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: August 11th(Tuesday) FYWT Board meeting
Date: Monday, August 10, 2020 6:46:01 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Is this something we might need an executive meeting to discuss further at the end of our meeting?  WW


On Monday, August 10, 2020, 4:59:31 PM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Sure.


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2020 9:40 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: August 11th(Tuesday) FYWT Board meeting


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Do you want to make that part of the county update?


 


On Sunday, August 9, 2020, 9:12:50 PM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Hi Wayne,


 


Will you add an update/discussion about The possible transfer of ownership For the YWT?


 


Thanks,


 


Carrie
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Carrie Martin


Yamhill County


Grants & Special Projects


martinc@co.yamhill.or.us


503-474-4991 (o)


971-241-1007 (m)


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, August 9, 2020 1:39 PM
To: Steve Wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carol Foley
<carol@foleyresearch.com>; Larry Heesacker <lheesacker@onlinenw.com>; Stan Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Leona Sitton <mydls@aol.com>;
Jarod Logsdon <logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Franchot Huttchinson <franchothutchinson@yahoo.com>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Steve Harloff
<sjharloff@gmail.com>
Subject: August 11th(Tuesday) FYWT Board meeting


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi All,


It's that time again. The agenda is heavily loaded to a discussion of communications and part of that, as
Stan has pointed out, is in continuing to our being active in certain grants, so even the new business can
tie back to the discussion of our communications and the strategy we put to it. We start off with a
discussion of Annie Falla, she will not be there, who she is and her strengths in social media which
includes website management.


I know this is coming to you a little late, but it is a draft, so if you have additions, let me know.


 


Wayne
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Todd Sadlo
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11:43:49 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Just went back over the Capital Press article; did LUBA really miss that the grant for the bridge actually
authorized construction? It is stated in the project name and description and again as part of the
"requirement". It looks to include a completion date as well; why have a completion date if construction
was not authorized? If that is true, I won't tell them if you don't.


On Monday, April 20, 2020, 1:06:29 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Wayne,


 


I thought my interview with her was productive, and she seemed grateful for the straight talk.  LUBA said
they would “endeavor” to make a decision by April 23rd.  On Friday, she filed another, 38 page brief, and
hundreds of pages of exhibits.  I’m filing a less than 5 page response today.   Her main strategy is the
smokescreen.  I have attached my earlier response in case you missed it, and will send you the one from
today after it is filed.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Had what I thought was a productive interview with her. Checked her bio before the interview; she has
lived and traveled where trails are a common thing. She is a bicyclist and hiker so she has interest and
familiarity with recreational trails. Your email was helpful and I was able to reinforce what you had said. I
brought up the 700 mile of county road going through farmland and my experiences running between dual
spray operations of grapes on one side of the road and hazelnuts on the other. She related her
experience of biking through, holding her breath, a hazelnut spray operation. Showed my understanding
for the petitioners concerns and discussed how they were based more on fear than reality. Gave her
studies to reference how other trails have mitigated those fears and concerns and how they have been
shown to be unfounded. Sent photos. I am sure she interviewed Ben Van dyke and Kellington. Will be
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interesting as to how ours and their worlds are merged.


What is your take on the LUBA April 23rd decision on the bridge?


Thanks again. Keep up the good work.  Wayne


 


On Monday, April 20, 2020, 9:47:10 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,


 


I was just interviewed by Ms. Lambert, who says she will interview you at 10:00.  My main point was that
no land use approval is required for a bridge that will only be used for county access, for fire suppression
and maintenance, and that that is the only use the county is proposing to make of it unless and until trail
uses are approved.  The remanded decision says repeatedly that no public trail uses will be allowed until
a Master Plan is in place, and all required fences and warning signage is in place.  The bus barn is a
secure facility, with gates in the front and back.  The gate in back is only open for construction access and
county personnel.


 


I also told her that, until late last year, a land use permit was required for construction of the bridge,
because a FEMA map showed it as being in a floodplain.  We received at that time a Letter of Map
Revision from FEMA, establishing that that is not the case.  We also got all required state and federal
environmental clearances before construction of what, at this time, can only correctly be referred to as a
‘potential future trail bridge, current county fire and maintenance access bridge.’


 


I also explained that the corridor was built with a 12-20 foot wide roadbed in 1872, has the best grade
from the metropolitan area to McMinnville, and is an exceptional public asset.


 


Also, that farming and transportation uses, (including the 700 miles of county roads, which I did not
mention) have co-existed since the beginning of the republic.


Todd Sadlo
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From: Carrie Martin
To: V H
Subject: Re: Carrie Martin
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 5:28:59 PM


Just so you know, I have emailed this person and called her twice.


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 3:09 PM
To: Lommen, Kristy <Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Carrie Martin
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Kristy-


While Carrie is really the one to answer as the county is the owner of the right of way, I can
tell you that right now, as far as I know, none of the right of way is formally open to the
public. 


Veronica


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Jul 29, 2020, at 8:27 AM, Lommen, Kristy
<Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov> wrote:



Hi folks,
 
Still hoping for an update on this. Thanks,
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Kristy
 
 
 
Kristy Lommen
Digital Content Specialist| Oregon Lottery®


Desk: 503.540.2002
Fax: 503.540.1329
www.oregonlottery.org
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From: Lommen, Kristy 
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:18 AM
To: Carrie Martin (martinc@co.yamhill.or.us) <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Carrie Martin
 
Hi Carrie,
 
I am trying to obtain some information regarding the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.
Specifically, I’d like to know if any portions of the trail are yet open to the public at this
point.
 
Thanks in advance for your assistance,
 
Kristy Lommen
 


From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:14 AM
To: Lommen, Kristy <Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov>
Subject: Carrie Martin
 
Hi Kristy-


Please contact Carrie Martin at Yamhill County.  She asked me to direct you to her. 
Contact info attached.


Best,
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Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone








From: Steve Harloff
To: Wayne Wiebke; Stan G Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Steve Wick; Ken Wright; Jarod Logsdon; Larry


Heesacker; Leona Sitton; Carrie Martin; Kara Weber; Yvette Potter
Subject: Fwd: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 10:56:34 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi All: A pleasant surprise yesterday when Jason from AKS sent me this email about the
SRTS grant. 


I do not have much of a concept where the intersection from Yamhill to the Trail actually is,
other than the Fruithill/Bus Barn area.


Would a couple of you who do have that intersection info join me in an online session with
Jason? They are on a schedule, so I thought we might try to do this tomorrow? What do you
suggest?


Steve Harloff


---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, May 19, 2020 at 10:46 AM
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
To: Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com>


Hi Jason: Thanks for involving us. So far the Yamhill Downtown Association and the Friends
of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail have submitted letters of support to Mayor Potter, although I
have not heard back from her if she received them. I gave your other AKS engineer a variety
of comments and suggestions, esp from the FYWT. Have you received that info?


We accept that this first SRTS grant might not go to the intersection with the Trail; both
nonprofits look at this grant as a good start toward the connection. We would love to meet
with you online (we've been having lots of successful meetings via Zoom). I will send this on
to a number of Trail board members who have a better knowledge of how that intersection
with the Trail might look. 


To that end, I've also included Jarod Logsdon, Yamhill County Parks Manager, since he has
had experience on the site and knows the County's intentions.


Can I get back to you tomorrow after I've had a chance to gather a couple of our members?
Thanks again for the chance to offer some ideas.......Steve Harloff (YDA/FYWT)


On Mon, May 18, 2020 at 1:54 PM Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com> wrote:


Steve,
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I am writing to see if you would be interested in having a phone call / online meeting to
discuss the City’s application for a Safe Routes to School grant. We are working on behalf
of the City to come up with a conceptual plan and cost estimate for a sidewalk improvement
project that will extend sidewalk on the North side of HWY 240 between Hemlock and
Balm. We want to talk with you to learn more about the Yamhelas Westsider Trail project
and the planned connection to the downtown part of Yamhill.


 


We will have a concept drawing put together this week and would like to share that with you
and get your thoughts. Would you, and any others from the trail association be available for
a phone call later this week on Thursday or Friday? We are pretty open both Thursday and
Friday. Let me know what might work for you.


 


Thanks,
Jason


 


 


 


Jason Wuertz, PE


AKS ENGINEERING & FORESTRY, LLC


12965 SW Herman Road, Suite 100 | Tualatin, OR 97062


P: 503.563.6151 Ext. 287 | F: 503.563.6152 | www.aks-eng.com | WuertzJ@aks-eng.com


Offices in: Bend, OR | Keizer, OR | Tualatin, OR | Vancouver, WA


 


NOTICE: This communication may contain privileged or other confidential information. If you have received it in error,


please advise the sender by reply e-mail and immediately delete the message and any attachments without copying or


disclosing the contents. AKS Engineering and Forestry shall not be liable for any changes made to the electronic data


transferred. Distribution of electronic data to others is prohibited without the express written consent of AKS Engineering
and


Forestry.
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Casey Kulla
Subject: Re: Your NR article
Date: Saturday, September 12, 2020 2:25:44 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Casey. You just made my weekend.


On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:13:50 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Thank you, Wayne.


 


While the fabrications about left-wing folks lighting fires is a divisive tactic, I do think that, overall, the fires
will bring us together. I appreciate your thoughts, and I look forward to continuing to work with you! And,
in case you have not heard, ODOT relented on the bridge construction grant and has agreed to
aspirational timelines for the project and the trail. Whew.


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 1:09 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Your NR article


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,


Just finished reading your article in yesterday's NR. It struck a note for me because a similar thought
came to me as Nita and I traveled through the smoke down to Gold Beach and back. We had business to
attend to in Eugene on Wednesday and then made several stops as we continued to Gold Beach. The
smoke and the fires were central to any conversation. There is that saying in politics,"never waste a
crisis" and today of all days, 9/11, stands to exemplify that thought. For Oregon and for that matter the
West Coast these fires will be our 9/11; unless of course, next year brings us worse. In the past, we
referred to the disastrous Columbus Day Storm of 1964; we have now witnessed something far more
threatening. Sports, your example being soccer, brings people together; a crisis shocks people into
togetherness. Now, personally knowing people who lost a home in the Detroit area, some having to
evacuate from near Otis, the Gaston area and North of Yamhill; this has become up close and personal.
What is happening may not address the bigotry and underlying hatreds being addressed in your soccer
example but at least it should impact the empathy level for those in Yamhill County who are paying
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attention.


 


Thank you for your article.


 


Wayne Wiebke








From: Carrie Martin
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright
Cc: Ken Huffer; Christian Boenisch; Mike Barnhart; Casey Kulla; Jarod Logsdon
Subject: Fw: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
Date: Wednesday, September 2, 2020 8:47:43 AM
Importance: High


Good morning, Wayne and Ken,


As you know, we are working with ODOT to execute final agreements and get started on the
YWT master planning process as soon as possible. The Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail
have graciously offered to cover Yamhill County’s $16,674 match requirement for the TGM
grant, so I am forwarding you the following correspondence from the project administrator,
Michael Duncan.


Unlike in-kind matches, cash match payment must be made prior to the start of a contract. In
an effort to expedite this process, Mr. Duncan has sent us a digital request (below) of the
Financial Services letter.


Once the Friends have sent payment to Yamhill County—including the clear designation that
this payment is to be used exclusively for the ODOT TGM grant match—the County will then
issue a check to ODOT.


Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns about this transaction, and thank
you again for your continued support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail project.


Thank you,


Carrie


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: DUNCAN Michael W <Michael.W.DUNCAN@odot.state.or.us>
Sent: Tuesday, September 1, 2020 2:17 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Carrie,
 
I was checking in with Salem regarding the status of the IGA, and they explained that there is a
remittance letter that is typically sent out. This letter would act as an invoice for the ‘cash’ match. In
order to expedite this, and in lieu of the physically mailed letter, Salem has provided the statement
below. For the sake of time, hopefully this digital statement is sufficient for the county’s accounting
department. The IGA will be routed for ODOT signature as soon as Financial Services receives the
check. Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks.
 
Best,
Michael
 


This project [2D-18, Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan] requires a cash match that will need
to be sent to ODOT prior to execution of the agreement.  Please submit your remittance to the
following address and include the agreement number for your project:


 
Attn: Cash Receipts Technician
ODOT Financial Services
355 Capitol St. NE MS 21
Salem, Oregon 97301
Agreement #: 34097


 
 
Michael W. Duncan | Senior Region Planner, TGM Grant Manager 
Transportation and Growth Management Program
Oregon Department of Transportation, Region 2
350 W. Marine Drive | Astoria, OR 97103
C: 503.710.1781   O: 503.325.7224
michael.w.duncan@odot.state.or.us | http://www.oregon.gov/lcd/tgm
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Lommen, Kristy
Cc: V H
Subject: Re: Carrie Martin
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 5:31:08 PM


Hi Kristy,


I sent you an email and left a voicemail for you last week. Did you not receive those?


I suggested we have a phone conversation rather than a lengthy email. Please feel free to call
me at your earliest convenience.


Thanks!


Carrie


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Lommen, Kristy <Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov>
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 3:11 PM
To: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Carrie Martin
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Okay, thanks Veronica. Much appreciated!
 
Kristy
 


From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 3:10 PM
To: Lommen, Kristy <Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov>
Cc: Carrie Martin (martinc@co.yamhill.or.us) <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Carrie Martin
 
Hi Kristy-
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While Carrie is really the one to answer as the county is the owner of the right of way, I can tell you
that right now, as far as I know, none of the right of way is formally open to the public. 
 
Veronica
 
 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone
 


On Jul 29, 2020, at 8:27 AM, Lommen, Kristy <Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov>
wrote:



Hi folks,
 
Still hoping for an update on this. Thanks,
 
Kristy
 
 
 
Kristy Lommen
Digital Content Specialist| Oregon Lottery®


Desk: 503.540.2002
Fax: 503.540.1329
www.oregonlottery.org
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From: Lommen, Kristy 
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:18 AM
To: Carrie Martin (martinc@co.yamhill.or.us) <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Carrie Martin
 
Hi Carrie,
 
I am trying to obtain some information regarding the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.
Specifically, I’d like to know if any portions of the trail are yet open to the public at this
point.
 
Thanks in advance for your assistance,
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Kristy Lommen
 


From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:14 AM
To: Lommen, Kristy <Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov>
Subject: Carrie Martin
 
Hi Kristy-


Please contact Carrie Martin at Yamhill County.  She asked me to direct you to her. 
Contact info attached.


Best,


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Casey Kulla
Subject: Re: Your NR article
Date: Saturday, September 12, 2020 3:13:45 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I think I will wait and give you the opportunity to give the good news.  Not sure how much Mary is
impacted by public opinion but we are reshaping our communications strategy to try doing just that in
favor of completing the master plan. She has used, for example, not knowing the cost of the trail,
something that can come from the MP, against it's development. It's completion will answer many of the
questions that are being used by the opposition against the trail development. We have recruited some
new faces with extensive communications experience and Veronica will take the lead in directing the
narrative. Look forward to reading your good news. 


On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:48:30 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Since the draft is just waiting for us, I think it is safe to mention to others that “ODOT has agreed to a
contract amendment for the bridge construction grant that incorporates detailed aspirational timelines
rather than hard-and-fast deadlines. We have not signed the contract yet, but it is in the queue.”


 


Next step is to figure out how to get Mary on board with approving the Master Plan steps and final
product.


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 2:45 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Your NR article


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Do you want me to hold onto any of this until it is officially signed and sent to us?


 


On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:39:40 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Basically, the language now says something like, “we as partners in this project will aim to have X
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completed by date Y, and here are the sub-goals on the way to X goal. We will show progress towards X
by working on the sub-goals, and we will not have our contract canceled if we don’t meet the day Y for
goal X, so long as we are working on completing X by day Y and can show that we are getting there.
Land use decisions can delay even the best progress, and delays due to land use will be considered as
progress if the land use action is being addressed.” Something like that.


 


We have not signed it yet, since there are many other crises, but ODOT is happy with the outcome in the
draft. I will send Friends a digital copy when we’ve signed it.


 


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Your NR article


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Follow-up...how many constitutes "aspirational"? We have been hoping for 10.


 


On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:25:41 PM PDT, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:


 


 


Thank you Casey. You just made my weekend.


 


On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:13:50 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Thank you, Wayne.


 


While the fabrications about left-wing folks lighting fires is a divisive tactic, I do think that, overall, the fires
will bring us together. I appreciate your thoughts, and I look forward to continuing to work with you! And,
in case you have not heard, ODOT relented on the bridge construction grant and has agreed to
aspirational timelines for the project and the trail. Whew.
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Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 1:09 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Your NR article


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,


Just finished reading your article in yesterday's NR. It struck a note for me because a similar thought
came to me as Nita and I traveled through the smoke down to Gold Beach and back. We had business to
attend to in Eugene on Wednesday and then made several stops as we continued to Gold Beach. The
smoke and the fires were central to any conversation. There is that saying in politics,"never waste a
crisis" and today of all days, 9/11, stands to exemplify that thought. For Oregon and for that matter the
West Coast these fires will be our 9/11; unless of course, next year brings us worse. In the past, we
referred to the disastrous Columbus Day Storm of 1964; we have now witnessed something far more
threatening. Sports, your example being soccer, brings people together; a crisis shocks people into
togetherness. Now, personally knowing people who lost a home in the Detroit area, some having to
evacuate from near Otis, the Gaston area and North of Yamhill; this has become up close and personal.
What is happening may not address the bigotry and underlying hatreds being addressed in your soccer
example but at least it should impact the empathy level for those in Yamhill County who are paying
attention.


 


Thank you for your article.


 


Wayne Wiebke
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: steve wick; Todd Sadlo
Subject: Re: oral argument
Date: Thursday, October 22, 2020 12:33:27 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


If that is your reason for not being here in two years, more power to you. I am thoroughly enjoying my
retirement. Participating in a project like the YWT gives me a purpose in life that, rounds out the other
things that make retirement a life style that I find enjoyable. We hope to be around in two years as well
and a legal mind is always welcome on the team.


On Thursday, October 22, 2020, 12:12:24 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Thank you Wayne.  Fact is, I’m getting old, and may retire.  Next spring will mark my 40th year as an
attorney.  Even if I retire, I intend to stay in the loop and do what I can. 


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2020 11:58 AM
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: oral argument


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Sounds like you have found her panic buttons plus you may have gained the edge on credibility. The lies
that Steve pointed out, have a way of always catching up to you. She has, along with her clients, a sh--t
pile of them. That kind of behavior shouldn't impress anyone but a fool. You have been doing your job as
an attorney for the county representing their side of a dispute; you have done an admirable job, I don't
see why you shouldn't be here in two years.


On Thursday, October 22, 2020, 10:06:36 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Ken, Stephanie and Christian all said I did a great job, but they were probably just being nice to me. 
Honestly, she went off on me in her rebuttal, and it sounded like she was losing it.  I’m sure the referees
were not impressed by her little show.
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Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2020 10:03 AM
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: oral argument


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am a nerdy birder and know that Western screech owls have 7 some what distinctive calls so I am
hoping her's was one of the several alarm or distress calls. In general, other than the satisfaction of
getting under Wendie's feathers, how did you feel about your presentation?


 


On Thursday, October 22, 2020, 9:08:14 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Hey, did either of you catch oral argument last Tuesday?  I got Wendie Kellington to do her screech owl
routine!


 


It’s been great working with the two of you on this.  Hopefully I’ll still be around in two years to pick up the
fight again!


 


Todd Sadlo
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From: Ken Wright
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Harloff
Cc: Stan G Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Steve Wick; Jarod Logsdon; Larry Heesacker; Leona Sitton; Carrie


Martin; Kara Weber; Yvette Potter
Subject: RE: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 5:07:45 PM
Attachments: image001.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Wayne,
 
If you go north (up) from the bus that is furthest left you will be connecting directly with the 30 foot
easement on the north side of 240.
 
Ken
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 4:33 PM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>
Cc: Stan G Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Steve Wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Jarod Logsdon
<logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>; Larry Heesacker <lheesacker@onlinenw.com>; Leona Sitton
<mydls@aol.com>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Kara Weber
<karaweber111@gmail.com>; Yvette Potter <y.potter@cityofyamhill.org>
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
 
This is an aerial photo of the Bus Barn area with Fruithill & the easement across 240 to the North. The brushy
corridor going south from the bus barn is where the bridge is being built. Wayne
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On Tuesday, May 19, 2020, 2:55:34 PM PDT, Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com> wrote:
 
 
Ken, this info you give us here is really helpful to me, so I can be more specific in my conversations with Yamhill
folks.
 
Steve Harloff
 
On Tue, May 19, 2020 at 1:41 PM Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


Wayne,


 


The easement for the trail, north of 240, is a 20 foot strip on the Western border of the Fruithill property.  It
continues on the western boundary until it reaches the northwest corner of the Fruithill property.  The trail then
turns 90 degrees due east until it joins the main ROW.  At that point the trail turns 90 degrees to the north and
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joins the original ROW.  This accommodation was made when Fruithill bought the property from Union Pacific. 
That property is one of the locations where the ROW is several hundred feet wide. 


 


Coming from Stag Hollow Creek we anticipated that the trail would hug the western property line of the bus barn
up to 240 and then line up with the easement I just mentioned on the north side of 240.


 


Ken


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 1:14 PM
To: Stan G Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Steve
Wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Jarod Logsdon
<logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>; Larry Heesacker <lheesacker@onlinenw.com>; Leona Sitton <mydls@aol.com>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Kara Weber <karaweber111@gmail.com>; Yvette Potter
<y.potter@cityofyamhill.org>; Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant


 


The trail right of way goes between the grain elevator and the older building to the East of it. The gate to the bus
barn is pretty much on it. What time were you thinking for tomorrow?  Wayne


 


On Tuesday, May 19, 2020, 10:56:35 AM PDT, Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com> wrote:


 


 


Hi All: A pleasant surprise yesterday when Jason from AKS sent me this email about the SRTS grant. 


 


I do not have much of a concept where the intersection from Yamhill to the Trail actually is, other than the
Fruithill/Bus Barn area.


 


Would a couple of you who do have that intersection info join me in an online session with Jason? They are on a
schedule, so I thought we might try to do this tomorrow? What do you suggest?


 


Steve Harloff


---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, May 19, 2020 at 10:46 AM
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
To: Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com>
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Hi Jason: Thanks for involving us. So far the Yamhill Downtown Association and the Friends of the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail have submitted letters of support to Mayor Potter, although I have not heard back from her if she
received them. I gave your other AKS engineer a variety of comments and suggestions, esp from the FYWT.
Have you received that info?


 


We accept that this first SRTS grant might not go to the intersection with the Trail; both nonprofits look at this
grant as a good start toward the connection. We would love to meet with you online (we've been having lots of
successful meetings via Zoom). I will send this on to a number of Trail board members who have a better
knowledge of how that intersection with the Trail might look. 


 


To that end, I've also included Jarod Logsdon, Yamhill County Parks Manager, since he has had experience on
the site and knows the County's intentions.


 


Can I get back to you tomorrow after I've had a chance to gather a couple of our members? Thanks again for the
chance to offer some ideas.......Steve Harloff (YDA/FYWT)


 


On Mon, May 18, 2020 at 1:54 PM Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com> wrote:


Steve,


I am writing to see if you would be interested in having a phone call / online meeting to discuss the City’s
application for a Safe Routes to School grant. We are working on behalf of the City to come up with a
conceptual plan and cost estimate for a sidewalk improvement project that will extend sidewalk on the North
side of HWY 240 between Hemlock and Balm. We want to talk with you to learn more about the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail project and the planned connection to the downtown part of Yamhill.


 


We will have a concept drawing put together this week and would like to share that with you and get your
thoughts. Would you, and any others from the trail association be available for a phone call later this week on
Thursday or Friday? We are pretty open both Thursday and Friday. Let me know what might work for you.


 


Thanks,
Jason


 


 


 


Jason Wuertz, PE


AKS ENGINEERING & FORESTRY, LLC


12965 SW Herman Road, Suite 100 | Tualatin, OR 97062
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P: 503.563.6151 Ext. 287 | F: 503.563.6152 | www.aks-eng.com | WuertzJ@aks-eng.com


Offices in: Bend, OR | Keizer, OR | Tualatin, OR | Vancouver, WA


 


NOTICE: This communication may contain privileged or other confidential information. If you have received it in
error,


please advise the sender by reply e-mail and immediately delete the message and any attachments without copying or


disclosing the contents. AKS Engineering and Forestry shall not be liable for any changes made to the electronic data


transferred. Distribution of electronic data to others is prohibited without the express written consent of AKS
Engineering and


Forestry.
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: Janice Primozich; "Wayne Wiebke"; "stevencarol. wick"; "Ken Wright"
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider traffic
Date: Thursday, April 30, 2020 7:20:41 AM


I’m proposing two trailheads, for the purpose of proving traffic impacts are small.  The locations are
not set in stone.  And, two porta potty’s one at each end.  (and two dog-waste stations).  That is to
lower the expectation food contamination.  It would be nice to have information stating that is more
than enough for a 3-mile trail.  How far apart are they placed on the Banks to Vernonia?  I could also
use more on food contamination.  LUBA seemed to think microorganisms would float off of feces in
the corridor and contaminate a filbert, making it impossible to sell it.  Steve Wick’s testimony on that
is excellent, but more would also be good.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 6:06 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>;
'stevencarol. wick' <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider traffic
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Todd, thank you for both your emails and the information provided in them.  One of the
comments I wanted to make was already covered by Wayne.  I know it would be great if the master
plan was in place and the parking and restroom issues were addressed but, those issues are not the
root cause of the remand and will be addressed.
Stan
 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 3:44 PM
To: 'Wayne Wiebke'; stevencarol. wick; Ken Wright; Stan G Primozich
Subject: FW: Yamhelas Westsider traffic
 
Please see the attached Study, and let me know if you have questions or concerns.  Feel free to
distribute this, and/or the draft findings on remand, as you wish.
 
Todd Sadlo
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Casey Kulla; Philip Higgins
Cc: Ken Wright; Stan Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes; steve wick; Patty Williams
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
Date: Friday, November 20, 2020 1:34:04 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Philip.


On Friday, November 20, 2020, 11:01:01 AM PST, Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com> wrote:


I think the friends would be ideal for this.
They Yamhill downtown association would very much want to be a future tenant and or manage the
property at some point when the trail is open 


If for some reason the friends of the trail does not want to take on this role in the near term I can speak to
the city of Yamhill, I believe they would be interested. Or we can set up a partnership.


Either way I am here to assist in my capacity both as a cheerleader for our region, as well as a
commercial real estate broker. Feel free to draw on my expertise as needed to analyze the best course of
action


Philip E Higgins 
Pacific Crest REA
503-793-9039


(Please excuse any mis-spelling or auto-correct oddities) 


On Nov 20, 2020, at 10:53 AM, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Board of Friends of YWT (plus Philip),


 


A question for you to consider: would you be interested in holding the lease on the bus barn property on
hwy 240? It would require you to be the property manager and to sublet the current bus footprint to the
bus company. But the benefits: you have access to and control of the property that will be the key trail
head, and it gives you a measure of standing for grants, legal claims, etc. The other buildings on site
could leased to other business partners that complement a future trail. Depending upon the details and
rates, you might even generate a small cash income from the lease/sublease that could help with other
projects moving the trail forward.


 


Obviously, a lease agreement would need to be approved and signed before the first Thurs in January,
but we can move quickly if you can.
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Casey


971-241-6585








From: Stephanie Noll
To: Casey Kulla
Cc: veronica4249@yahoo.com; Robert Spurlock
Subject: Re: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Annual Meeting
Date: Monday, January 4, 2021 9:16:32 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Happy New Year, All!


I can stay through the end of the meeting.  I will share some slides with Steve by Thursday. 


cheers,
Steph


Steph Noll
Coalition Director
she/her
503-290-4569


https://www.facebook.com/oregontrailscoalition/


On Thu, Dec 31, 2020 at 12:35 PM Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Wonderful, Veronica.


 


I will stay through the end.


 


Casey


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, December 31, 2020 10:57 AM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie (Steph) Noll
<steph.noll@oregontrailscoalition.org>; Robert Spurlock
<robert.spurlock@oregonmetro.gov>
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Subject: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Annual Meeting


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you all for agreeing to speak at our Annual Meeting on January 13th.  In addition to
you three, we are hoping to have a representative from the Wapato National Wildlife Refuge
as well, but are still waiting for confirmation from them. 


 


I wanted to go over some details so we can all be best prepared for a smooth Zoom meeting.


 


First, can you please let me know if you will be able to stay through the whole meeting to
answer questions at the end?  We are trying to keep the meeting under an hour, so we won't
keep you there all night.  We will be taking questions via the chat feature, and I will be
moderating those and will read the question and ask a specific speaker to address it.  I
imagine we will only have time for a few questions, but we do want to give our viewers that
opportunity if possible.


 


If you will have slides to share, please send those to Steve Harloff at sjharloff@gmail.com
by Thursday, January 7th.  Our Zoom host, Victoria Geiger from Plan to Prosper NW, will
pre-load the slides and will be the one advancing them, so please be prepared to give her
"next slide please" cues.  


 


We are finalizing the agenda now, and will send that to you as soon as its done, but the
general outline is we will begin with some brief organizational announcements. Then Casey
will be our first speaker, on the current state of the Trail, Stephanie and Robert will
coordinate on the vision for a regional trail system in our area and how our Trail fits in, and
hopefully, someone from Wapato will talk about the opening of the Refuge to the public and
the hope for connections from the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.  Then we will have a brief Q
& A session.


 


Thank you again for joining us for this meeting.  We are very excited to share the vision of a
regional trails network and how the Yamhelas Westsider Trail fits in!  Please let me know if
you have any questions or concerns.


 


Best,
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Veronica








From: Carrie Martin
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Re: Letter of support for YWT
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 12:45:52 PM


No.


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 12:10 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Letter of support for YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


OK, thanks.  Did I send the new City of Carlton letter to you? 


V


On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 11:51:08 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
wrote:


I think it would be best to go with “To Whom It May Concern” since these letters will be used
for a variety of purposes.


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 10:52 AM
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To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Fw: Letter of support for YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Carol brings up a good question--for these generalized letters of support, to whom
should they be addressed? 


Thx


V


----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Carol Foley <carol@foleyresearch.com>
To: 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 11:53:47 AM PDT
Subject: Letter of support for YWT


Veronica,
I am going to reach out to Wild Horse Mountain Ranch in Sherwood (we talked about my involvement
with them at that meeting at the party house) to request a letter of support.  Who does she address it to? 
I will have her send it to me, but just wondering how people are addressing them.  Also, besides the
brochure and website, is there other good material that describes the Trail, especially the horse trail
component? Thanks.
Carol
 
Carol Foley
Mobile: (253) 709-4310
carol@foleyresearch.com 
 








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Ken Huffer; Larry Heesacker; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Leona Sitton; Jarod Logsdon; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Ken Wright; Linda Cline; Wayne Wiebke; Steve Harloff
Subject: Koin 6 coverage of YWT trail conflict
Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 7:45:35 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


This is the interview that Todd Sadlo & I gave to reporter from KOIN 6 yesterday. I think, over all, the reporter treated both sides fairly.
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Farmers sow opposition to wine country multi-use trail
Special Reports


Opponents of the planned 17-mile trail in Yamhill County got bridge construction halted for the time being


by: Hannah Ray Lambert


Posted: Apr 21, 2020 / 07:30 AM PDT / Updated: Apr 21, 2020 / 02:52 PM PDT


One section of land near Carlton where Yamhill County wants to build a multi-use trail (Wayne Wiebke)


AddThis Sharing Buttons
Share to Facebook
Share to TwitterShare to WhatsAppShare to SMSShare to EmailShare to More


CLACKAMAS COUNTY, Ore. (KOIN) — Wayne Wiebke has been dreaming of a multi-use trail connecting Yamhill County cities for decades.


Way back in the ‘80s, he said county commissioners considered purchasing an abandoned stretch of railroad property near Carlton. In the early ‘90s, the topic came up again. But it wasn’t until 2017 that the county bought 12.48 miles of corridor from Union Pacific, land Wiebke and like-minded community members hope will someday be a paved trail connecting Carlton, Yamhill, Cove Orchard and Gaston.


Wiebke is now board president of the nonprofit Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. The trail takes its name from the Native Americans who lived in the area and the “Westsider” nickname of the original rail line. The group is working with the county to create a recreational path for walkers, bicyclists and even horseback riders. The trail would start south of Carlton and extend to Gaston, possibly farther if additional land were acquired.


“It brings communities together,” Wiebke said.


His dream, though, is the nightmare of farmers who own land along the planned trail corridor. The prospect of a trail has prompted a years-long fight, with the next Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA) decision expected this week.


Not a ‘simple battle’
Ben VanDyke farms a couple thousand acres around one part of the planned trail near Yamhill, growing grass seed, blueberries, hazelnuts and other crops. His parents own another nearby farm, as do several other family members. VanDyke said they found out about the county’s plans about two years ago, and immediately saw problems with the idea.


Ben VanDyke is one of the people opposed to the location of the planned multi-use trail in Yamhill County (Skype)


“That railroad right of way dissects a couple of the properties that we own and then runs right adjacent to several others,” he said. In all, VanDyke estimates his family has up to a mile and a half of frontage along the abandoned railroad corridor.


VanDyke said he and his family learned of the county’s plans about two years ago and initially figured it would be a “simple battle.”


“To get a conditional use permit in Exclusive Farm Use zones they have to prove the farm impacts test,” he said, meaning there cannot be a “significant change to farming practice by establishing this conditional use permit.”


The planned route of the 17-mile multi-use transportation corridor (Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail)


One of the biggest impacts, according to VanDyke, would be food safety. With a trail going next to their property, he said they would likely have problems with people and domestic animals like dogs coming into the orchard, defecating, and potentially contaminating their crops. Trash and other materials harboring bacteria could also wind up in their orchards, he added.


VanDyke said the presence of a recreational trail would also hinder their ability to access an otherwise landlocked 10-acre field on the other side of the corridor, and make it harder to use certain pesticides. Some of those chemicals have “language in the labels that say, ‘Do not spray around recreational areas,’” VanDyke said.


The county, though, has consistently disagreed with these arguments, countering that VanDyke’s crops are far beyond the setback required for pesticide use.


“Farming has taken place right on highways and roads adjacent to people forever and I don’t see how this farm or this group of farms is somehow so incredibly different that people can’t be next to it,” Yamhill County counsel Todd Sadlo said.


When it became clear the county planned to move ahead with plans for the trail, VanDyke said the group of “about 45 growers and concerned citizens” hired a lawyer. That kicked off the first of four LUBA decisions ordering remand hearings. The next hearing is supposed to take place April 30, after the agency ruled the county must further analyze the project’s impacts on agriculture.


LUBA orders temporary halt to bridge construction
Right now, the railroad corridor is basically gravel and blackberries. No trail construction has taken place, with the exception of a bridge crossing Stag Hollow Creek, just east of Yamhill. Construction of that bridge spurred the latest conflict, since it is right next to one of the properties VanDyke farms.


County commissioners approved a more than $560,000 contract to build the bridge using money from an Oregon Department of Transportation grant in January, but opponents claim they didn’t find out about it until months later.


“On March 2, one of the neighbors called me and said, ‘Hey they’re moving a bunch of machinery in here and I think they’re starting to build this bridge,’” VanDyke said. “It says in the LUBA remand that they cannot start construction, and the county just keeps bulldozing ahead and doing what they want to do.”


Construction of a bridge over Stag Hollow Creek temporarily halted in April (Yamhill County)


The farmers’ attorney filed a motion requesting LUBA stop the county from proceeding with bridge construction. On April 10, the state agency issued an interim stay, citing two legal precedents where the board stopped the demolition of historic buildings. The county provided KOIN 6 News a copy of its response to the opponents’ arguments, and LUBA expects to decide whether to extend the stay or not by April 23.


Sadlo, disputes that opponents didn’t know construction was already taking place, noting the contract has been “available for public review since the day it was approved and signed” and that petitioners intentionally waited to file their appeal months later to “drive up the county’s damages by allowing the bridge to be three weeks from completion before complaining about it.” The contract states the bridge is to be completed by May 1.


Sadlo went on to argue the board doesn’t even have jurisdiction to review the bridge contract, because the county has the right to build a bridge to access and maintain its own property. Whether or not the bridge can later be used as part of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail can be decided at a later time.


The trail ahead
Wiebke, who grew up in the Yamhill-Carlton area, said having this kind of conflict in a small community is “not a comfortable situation.”


“I’ve been on the school board with several of the petitioners … even some of their parents,” he said. He predicts the trail will have an easier path ahead after the LUBA remand and hopes opponents will come around and be part of the planning process.


But for farmers, there’s really only one satisfactory option: Move the trail route.


“We’re not an anti-trail group. We love to recreate, we love to go out and have a good time in nature,” VanDyke said. “I think there are other places for trails to go but through some of the heart of the best soil in the country and the best climate in the world to grow food product and seed products, you know. I don’t think it has a place where it’s going right now.”


Changing routes, though, doesn’t seem to be a road the county wants to go down yet.


“Then you just open up a whole different group of opponents,” Sadlo said, meaning more people whose property would be next to a multi-use trail. “We’re confident that in the long term it’s in the best interest of the people of Yamhill County to have a trail corridor that runs roughly from Hagg Lake to McMinnville.”


One section
of land near Carlton where Yamhill County wants to build a multi-use trail (Wayne Wiebke)


One section
of land in Carlton where Yamhill County wants to build a multi-use trail (Wayne Wiebke)


One section
of land in Carlton where Yamhill County wants to build a multi-use trail (Wayne Wiebke)


One section
of land in Carlton where Yamhill County wants to build a multi-use trail (Wayne Wiebke)


Much of the
abandoned rail corridor in Yamhill County is overgrown with blackberries and other plants (Wayne Wiebke)


A view from
the proposed trail between Carlton and Yamhill (Wayne Wiebke)


(Wayne
Wiebke)


One section
of land near Carlton where Yamhill County wants to build a multi-use trail (Wayne Wiebke)


One section
of land in Carlton where Yamhill County wants to build a multi-use trail (Wayne Wiebke)


One section of land in Carlton where Yamhill County wants to build a multi-use trail (Wayne Wiebke)


On April 30 the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners will consider issues LUBA remanded to the county. That will be livestreamed on YouTube. Written testimony will be accepted prior to the hearing, which Sadlo said will likely be continued for additional proceedings. Depending on the COVID-19 situation, that may or may not include an opportunity for oral testimony. However, Sadlo said the county has already received more than 10 hours of oral testimony related to this matter in past hearings.


UPDATE: The Oregon Farm Bureau and Yamhill County Farm Bureau are requesting commissioners delay the planned hearing until after Governor Kate Brown’s stay at home order “is rescinded and full public participation is safe.” In a statement, the bureau said holding the hearing online without the opportunity for public testimony has a “severe chilling effect on public input.”


F
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: steve wick
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: RE: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 9:55:48 AM
Attachments: image002.png


Steve,
 
I will be able to use your work in writing my brief—LUBA has not yet settled the record or
established a briefing schedule.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:16 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd
 
Here are my preliminary thoughts on the current "Stay" I'll need to verify some things, and will
try to get some recognized experts to verify some of my statements.
 
To fight their spray arguments I have proposed that we shut the trail down…only while they
spray the edges.
 
I have more work to do on the chemical Gramoxone; I am trying to find the some of it with the
new label that allows spraying next to a trail. otherwise I'll have to get a recommendation for
OSU on another spray.
 
Steve Wick
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------
 
In the Stay granted by LUBA on June 19 2020 they concluded, in one of their arguments, that
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Ben Van Dyke would suffer "Irreparable Injury" because he would be "hindered or prohibited
from spraying the herbicides and pesticides required to protect his crop."  
 
(It should be noted that the proposed Yamhelas Westsider trail right-of-way is approximately
60 feet wide, with the trail itself being 12 feet wide. That means that there is a 24 feet buffer
on either of the trail that Ben Van Dyke, and others, say is not sufficient to mitigate spray
drift.)
 
 
LUBA also stated "Van Dyke explained that filbert trees should live 75 years or more and that, if
he was unable to spray his filbert trees, those trees could die due to Eastern Filbert Blight.
Given the long-lived nature of the filbert trees and the potential for protracted crop and yield
loss if spraying cannot occur, we conclude that the injury Van Dyke specified is not and injury
that could be adequately compensated in money damages."
 
They also concluded that Van Dyke could lose his food safety certification if litter and debris
from the construction site enter his hazelnut orchard.
 
These conclusions, and the following assumptions;
 
A. that Van Dyke must be able to spray his trees for Eastern Filbert Blight; "If I am unable to
spray as required, I risk my trees dying of Eastern Filbert Blight that could result in the loss of
all crops on a tree that should last 75 plus years."
 
B. that Van Dyke, and others, would be unable to spray during trail construction (or during trail
use)
 
C. that Van Dyke uses the herbicide sprays Gramazone and Parazone (Paraquat), which state
"do not use around…recreational parks…."
 
D. that  Van Dyke would lose his food safety certification if litter and debris enter his orchard
from trail construction (or trail use)
 
…can be totally mitigated with a few simple actions.
 
 
A. Spraying for Eastern Filbert Blight. This is not necessary for Van Dyke's trees. Van Dyke has
previously stated that his trees are two years old; "Our hazelnuts were planted in 2018, and
our second year trees,…".  BUT; All the new filbert varietals are "blight resistant".
 
OSU wrote the bible on hazelnuts. No one in the world has the experience and knowledge that







they possess regarding the entire hazelnut spectrum. They update info yearly for growers. The
Pest Management Guide, Pacific Northwest Plant disease, Insect, and Weed management
handbooks constitute our bible. We refer to these and their other hazelnut publications and
missives yearly for the most up-to-guide guidance. Professor Jay Pscheidt has been working on
EFB (Eastern Filbert Blight) for over 30 years, and his work enabled our industry to have
varietals that we can count on.
 
New trees only have to be sprayed the first spring after planting, and only if they are adjacent
to a heavily infected orchard. OSU has documented this in their 2020 Pest Management Guide
for Hazelnuts. See p17. https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html
Per OSU's Pacific NW Handbook; ''Dorris', 'Jefferson', 'McDonald', 'PollyO', 'Santiam', 'Wepster', and 'Yamhill'


are highly resistant with the single dominant-resistance gene from 'Gasaway'."
  https://pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease/host-disease/hazelnut-corylus-avellana-eastern-filbert-
blight
 
 
 
B. Spraying chemicals next to the trail poses no problem if the trail is shut down when the
spraying must be done. This is simple to do. Other trails do this! The farmers and trail owners
coordinate operations. Spraying chemicals in filbert orchards usually occurs less than a dozen
times during the year, but young orchards could require more, and non-common diseases or
pests could possibly double the number of spray occurrences required.
 


 
 
In 2015 a study was done of many trails (see attached Santa Paula Branch Line Study) That
study specifically addressed farming and how the impacts to farming were dealt with on trails
throughout farming acreages. Below you will see some excerpts from that study. It should be
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noted that many of the trails just shut down while the farmer sprays his fields.
 
 
San Pasqual Valley Trail: Ca. • Specific fencing was designed for the trail, modified from the park
department’s standard lodgepole fencing. Chicken wire inserts were
added approximately one foot from the ground to allow wildlife to pass
through;
• Gates allow sections of the trail to be closed;
• Signage installed to alert the trail-users of trail closure for spraying and
to stay on the trail;
• Farmers can dictate trail closure (within reason, i.e., preferably not on
weekends) for maintenance and crop spraying. This protocol was
developed and approved by the County Farm Bureau, County Farm
Advisor's Office, and the affected farmers
 
Cowel-Purisima Coastal Trail • Stout fencing
• Large gates to accommodate cattle and equipment passage while
trail is closed
• Gates to close trail during spraying and operations
• Information and regulatory signs
• Maintained by volunteer docents
• Farmer has ability to close gates for maintenance
 
Obern Trail, Ca. • Little to no physical barrier in most places. Oleander hedges and
chainlink fence.
• Each farmer decides on fencing – not installed by the County.
• High levels of use create a self-policing scenario.
• The trail is lit throughout, at all hours.
Feedback from Involved Parties
• Matthew Dobberteen: In over ten years managing trails for
Santa Barbara County, I have never received a complaint about
the Obern Trail. Our trails that run near agriculture are never the
trails we have problems with. The only issue is every few years
we may get some graffiti on a retaining wall. "A bike path will
make theft harder, not easier, by bringing light, attention,
people, eyes to the trail." "If someone wanted to steal from a
farm, they'd find a place where no one could see them, not a
trail with steady use."
• John Givens: No significant impacts from the trail. Occasionally
homeless pass through and there is minor vandalism, but it has
not been serious enough to involve the County or other
authorities. Trail users don’t cut through the farm property
 
Cedar Valley Trail, Ia.
• Fencing with gates;







• Reinforced crossing to accommodate equipment;
• Easement allowing farm equipment access;
• Signage to warn trail users of crossing farm vehicles.
 
West County Trail, Ca. • Farmers put A-frame signs on their property stating when
spraying will occur.
• Spraying generally limited to early morning, before most trail
users are present.
• Aerial spraying not conducted near the trail.
• Some vineyard owners have built connections between their
properties and the trail.
• “No Trespassing” signs have been installed by some vineyard
owners.
• The County patrols the trail and regularly talks with
neighbors.
 
Most spraying is done early in the morning. All spraying must be done with as little wind as
possible. At the very worst case, the least notice that a farmer could provide would be 24
hours, but generally he would be able to schedule spraying a few days prior and/or schedule a
tentative window weeks in advance. An example of this would be the spraying that I just did in
my filbert orchard the first week of July for Filbert Worm. The orchard had to be monitored for
several weeks for filbert moths. When the level got to a certain point, I had only a few days to
get my first air blast spray applied. I consulted weather forecasts for rain, and then looked at
the wind forecasts, and found that I could spray immediately. (Wind forecasts are extremely
accurate, and with aps like "Windy", can be used to forecast flow and speeds, hour by hour,
quite a few days ahead of time.) The spray I used was effective for three weeks, and then a
second application was required if filbert moths were still present.
 
To make it a win-win for both the farmer and trail users, the farmer can schedule the trail
shutdown for only the very short time he needs to spray the edges of his field, adjacent to the
trail. Then he can open up the trail, and continue spraying the balance of his fields.
 
Foliar sprays (sprays that must cover all the leaves of the tree) require the most setback, since
they are accomplished thru "air blast " sprays that force the spray up and over the tops of the
trees.  Examples of these sprays are the pesticides and fungicides that must be sprayed to
minimize pests or diseases. Two rows of trees are sprayed at the same time while the spray
operator drives down the aisle. The spray operator can also shut down either side of the air
blast sprayer, allowing him to spray the outside edge of a row, and not spray neighboring
properties. If a farmer wanted to be positively safe, he could simply power blast spray the first
8 rows, on the edge of the trail, while the trail was closed, and then open up the trail. (filbert
trees are generally planted in rows 18 to 20 feet wide).
 







  
 
 
 
 
Herbicides used to control weeds, grasses and for eliminating suckers are applied on the
ground, or on the very bottom/base of trees using booms, while driving down the aisle
between two rows of trees. Herbicides must be selectively sprayed; the spray must be kept on
the ground or the base of the tree. If they reach the foliage they can damage or kill the tree. It
would be quite easy to spray a couple of rows (36 to 40 feet) from the edge of the trail Right
of Way, and then open up the trail while he sprayed the balance of his field.
 
 







 
 
Van Dyke stated that he "must be able to spray his orchid for filbertworm, which can destroy
an entire crop, from June through September" But spraying equipment cannot enter an
orchard after Labor Day, since the nuts start falling to the orchard floor, and anyone driving
equipment on the orchard floor could damage the nuts.
"Blank nuts fall before good nuts. After blanks have fallen and just before good nuts begin to drop
(usually at the end of August), it might be desirable to do a final flailing and floating to fill small
depressions in the ground."
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf
 
'Hazelnuts begin to drop to the ground during the month of September. Prior to nut drop, the orchard
floor is made level and smooth, and weeds are flail-mowed to facilitate harvest. Harvest generally
occurs during October and is usually a two-step operation."
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf
 
 
C. Van Dyke also noted that he stocks and sprays the chemicals Gramoxzone and Parazone
(Paraquat), and his chemical containers both have labels that state : "Do not use around home
gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf courses or playgrounds." 
 
But the labels on both products were updated by November 14. 2019, and the nebulous
statement "around" was taken off the new labels:
"DIRECTIONS FOR USE
RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE
It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.
Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. Only
protected  handlers  may  be  in  the  area  during  application.  For  any  requirements  specific
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  c  to  your  State  or  Tribe, 
consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation.
NEVER USE THIS PRODUCT IN RESIDENTIAL OR PUBLIC RECREATIONAL SETTINGS (E.G., HOMES, HOME GARDENS,
SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, AND/OR PLAYGROUNDS"


 
A check with the manufacturers revealed that the chemical did not change….only the label
changed. (see attached "FW: Gramoxone SL 2.0 email)
 
But no matter what the new label states, federal law says that you MUST follow the
instructions on the container that you are using. (again, read Gramoxone SL 2.0 email)
 
The simple solution is to purchase some of the new label Gramoxone or Parazone and use the
new chemical on the edges of his fields, then continue to use the old material on the inside. It
seems ridiculous to do this, since the chemical in the old label containers, and the chemical in
the new label containers, is exactly the same, but the law is the law. And, per Ben Van Dyke,
"since the chemical does not have an expiration date" either chemical can be used for future
sucker or weed spraying.
 
 
D. Loss of Food Safety Certification. Van Dyke stated that "Construction workers have already
littered the area with lunch bags and other detritus have found the way to our farm that we
have had to clean up. This causes food safety issues. In that regard, we are strictly regulated by
the USDA and any litter on our farms, risks losing food safety certifications that are necessary
for the marketability of our brand as well as to maintain our certifications."
 
Mr. Van Dyke shared a document from Cascade Foods of Albany Oregon, titled "food safety
requirements for delivered product to Cascade Foods". (dated April 16, 2020, see attached)  In
this document Cascade Foods stated;
" Cascade Foods LLC requires that growers adhere to the Good Agricultural Practices manual
set by the Hazelnut Industry office". (see attached).
 
But nowhere in the Good Agricultural Practices manual is there any reference to a farm losing
food safety certification because of litter.
http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf
 
It does say that the orchards must be constantly cleaned and inspected prior to harvest. This is
a critical time. Of course, cleanliness during the year is important, but a clean orchard just
before the nuts drop to the floor is strategically important.
 
Throughout the summer the orchard floor is repeatedly cleaned and leveled by use of drags
and/or flail mowers. All debris is eliminated as the floor is pummeled by the repeated passes
of the flail mower. Clouds of dust are sometimes seen as the floor is cleaned and manicured
over and over. This goes on until the nuts start to fall at the end of August. Now the falling
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nuts are contained on a clean and pristine orchard floor. Prior to harvest in September the
operator often inspects the orchard for debris, and removes any. The sweeper and harvester
cannot function if there is debris on the orchard floor.
 
The GAP manual that Mr. Van Dyke has agreed to follow states:  "….orchard floors are cleaned
throughout the summer to assure a smooth clean orchard floor during harvest. Of utmost
importance to all growers is the need to deliver hazelnuts to the dryer or processor as clean as
possible. The Hazelnut lends itself to inherent food safety simply because it is encased in a solid
hard shell. It falls to the ground mostly free of the husk, which is a vegetative bract rather than
a surgery attraction for microbes. Harvest also lends itself to ensuring safe product. In addition,
the product delivered to the washer/dryer or the processor is not ready to eat. It will go
through a wash process before it is dried. Growers are committed to employing practices to
keep the risk of pathogen contamination as low as possible. As the nuts move to processors
and packers more safeguards are in place to ensure safe products leave the plants."
 
Litter is NOT a game stopper…it is a item that is constantly evaluated and addressed.
 
 


Cascade Food goes on to say;  "The following are a few of the recommendations outlined in the
manual; "Grower must participate in traceability. Growers receive a delivery ticket for each
load taken to a wash/dryer operator or processor. This ticket corresponds to a specific orchard;
Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will be
discarded".


But the statement; "Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for
food and will be discarded"  is NOT in the Good Agricultural Manual, and is far from the truth.


In 2017 Salmonella was found in Hazelnuts sold by the Schmidt farm of McMinnville. But the
food safety people of the Oregon Department of Agriculture were not worried: “Wholesalers
have steps in place that kill any Salmonella on the hazelnuts they handle before the nuts reach
consumers,” said Stephanie Page, the agriculture department’s director of food safety and animal
services, in the public warning. "To date, we have no indication there were any issues with this part of the
process." https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-from-
oregon-farm/


In fact the GAP manual repeatedly states that orchards must be inspected, (H1 pg 6); A
preharvest assessment is made in the orchard. Risks and possible sources of crop
contamination are noted and assessed.' and (H7 pg 6) states;  "In case of product
contamination….., product is separated and disposed of separately". Nowhere does it state
that a farmers complete crop will be discarded if contamination is found in one area.
 
 
A trail and farming are not mutually exclusive! A trail is an opportunity for the farmer to
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display his skills and to educate the public. And the Yamhelas Trail is an opportunity for the
Yamhill Valley to provide a safe mode of transpiration for future generations. No one will
suffer "irreparable injury" during its construction or future use. All it takes is for farmers and
trail supporters to sit down and mutually work together to develop a solution that enables us
to develop a wonderful asset.
 
 
 
 
 








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Ken Huffer; Larry Heesacker; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Leona Sitton; Jarod Logsdon; Veronica


Haley Hinkes; Ken Wright; Linda Cline; Wayne Wiebke; Steve Harloff
Subject: June 9th FYWT Agenda
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 9:40:19 AM
Attachments: 6-09-2020 FYWT Agenda.docx


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


We are focusing on Carrie and Jarod's update next Tuesday  Wayne. This will be an important meeting
for us. Wayne
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Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail


Board Meeting Agenda


June 9, 2019


4:00 PM


Location at:  Zoom


1.	Call to Order


2.	Approval of Minutes:


3.	Treasure’s report:  Ken Wright


4.	Committee Updates:


		1)  Funding—Ken Wright


		2)  Volunteers – Steve Wick


		4)  Communications – 


5.		County Update: Carrie Martin & Jarod Logsdon


6.		New Business:


		1) Discussion of County LUBA update


8.		For the good of the order:


9.		Adjournment:


		







From: Wayne Wiebke
To: "Casey Kulla"; "Todd Sadlo"; "Ken Wright"; Janice Primozich
Cc: "Carrie Martin"; "Veronica Haley Hinkes"; "Christian Boenisch"
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55:07 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a sentence in Todd's
scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have
standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I
don't quite understand where that might leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone
such as Fritz Paulas guide us would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response?
Wayne


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the attorney
mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running out and we need to act
quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses, it would be to
advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the land use case).  Christian
and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works in this field (land held in the public
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interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends decide that they
want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at least until we
have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort you have put into this and I
am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no matter which way
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the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the new
Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not enough time for
a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules
require that the remand be pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after
that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the
property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail would not
be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish under Oregon’s land use system.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken
Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley
Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would keep us from
needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I believe it is proper
to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the thought of
the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that from happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I asked them for an
informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is the Friends
board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey
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971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Casey Kulla
Cc: Stan Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes; Ken Wright; Patty Williams
Subject: Re: ODOT response to FYWT(Stan"s) inquiry
Date: Saturday, October 10, 2020 10:03:41 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Casey, thank you for your persistence and update. Look forward to next weeks response.  Wayne 


On Friday, October 9, 2020, 5:27:48 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Bad news, good news…


 


Cooper Brown says that the Federal Highway Administration is not willing to allow transfer to a sub-sub-
recipient, which in this case would be FYWT.


 


He says that any board of commissioners would be required to pay back all grants, from bridge and
master plan to acquisition if they were to try selling off the property for a use other than a multi-modal
corridor (he thought somewhere in the $3million range). When I indicated that the organized opposition
likely could acquire the required funding, he say, “oh. Then we would lose the trail.” He meant all of us in
the state and county.


 


I asked Cooper Brown if the FYWT could purchase the property from the county at a similar price. He
said he did not think it could be purchased, outside of an adverse break-up of the taxlot for a use other
than the planned use. He said he would find out if that was a possibility. Of course, this would be a huge
lift and likely an impossible fundraising task. This is a pending question that he will investigate.


 


The remaining option is to “bank” the corridor for rail use through the ODOT Rail Division, which is
something that Cooper Brown suggested worthy of investigating. He is going to ask his Rail Division to
consider this. Pending question.


 


We also discussed the balancing act of ODOT swooping in to go against a local jurisdiction’s wishes
versus not taking action to save a project that is in danger of being dismantled by the local jurisdiction.
ODOT does not want to have this project act as a precedent for other projects, but Cooper Brown is
willing to talk further with the rest of the Executive Team and planning staff to determine if this project
should be considered an exception due to its unique value and local.


 


I remain committed to protecting this resource for the future, even if we cannot see kids on bikes in the
next few years. I believe that there is still time for something to happen, as Cooper Brown committed to
getting me the next round of answers by the end of next week.
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Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, October 8, 2020 1:09 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: ODOT response to FYWT(Stan's) inquiry


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you. Look forward to hearing from you.


 


On Thursday, October 8, 2020, 12:30:37 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne, 


I’m having a follow up meeting with Cooper Brown tomorrow to get clarity. I will let you know once I am
done with that meeting. My main question will be: will ODOT support the transfer to the FYWT of the
taxlot and under which conditions? Cooper Brown now knows that the BOC will try to sell and break up
the lot, and he recognizes the value of keeping it intact.


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, October 8, 2020 11:35 AM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: ODOT response to FYWT(Stan's) inquiry


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,


Our board met yesterday to discuss ODOT's response to the question of a YC transfer of the trail to the
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FYWT. It left us with serious doubts if not fatal impediments to any transfer. There is no mention of a
concern from ODOT to the possibility of losing this ROW for future public use. This we couldn't
understand it would seem it would be somewhere in their strategic plans just as it is in YC's. From their
perspective it leaves a lot remaining with the county.  If you could give us your thoughts on this it would
be appreciated. Thank you and stay safe.


 


Wayne


 


 


 


From: CHICKERING Sonny P [mailto:Sonny.P.CHICKERING@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, October 5, 2020 12:36 PM
To: sgjlprimo@comcast.net
Subject: FW: Yamhelas Trail update and question


 


 


Good afternoon Stan,


 


I did some networking on Friday and discovered that your questions are very similar to those posed to
ODOT last month by Yamhill County Commission Chair Casey Kulla.  After considerable staff work and
discussion at our executive level, Assistant Director Cooper Brown provided a detailed response to Chair
Kulla, and Cooper has asked that my response to you be consistent with his earlier message.  To avoid
any misinterpretation on my part, I’ve elected to share Mr. Brown’s actual response with you (see below).


 


If you have need of further information or discussion, please feel free to contact Assistant Director Brown
directly.  I would appreciate being copied.


 


Have a good day.


 


 


 


 


 


“Good evening Chair Kulla,


 


The ODOT team has completed their review of your request; I appreciate your patience in allowing us to
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run these questions to ground. 


 


As I mentioned previously, it does appear technically possible, although not advisable from the ODOT
perspective (as explained below), for the County to pass on the Connect Oregon grant responsibilities to
another entity.  Similarly, it appears that the County can also pass on ownership of the trail corridor right
of way. This said, the Transportation and Growth Management Program (TGM), which is funding the
Master Plan for the Trail, will need to remain with the County. Since the TGM program utilizes federal
transportation funds, only entities eligible to receive those funds can be applicants, and applicants
generally must be a unit of government, a Tribe, or Transit District. Accordingly, the County will need to
continue to be the lead for the TGM Master Plan process.


 


As for changing responsibilities for the Connect Oregon project and the right of way, ODOT would need to
take several steps both with the County and the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. For the
Connect Oregon project, ODOT would need to enter into a new agreement both with the County and the
Friends group to transfer the responsibilities of the program. For the right of way, ODOT would need to
enter into an agreement with the Friends group that would put limitations on how the property can be
used and timelines – similar to the existing agreements from the original purchase of the
property. Additionally, as the right of way was purchased with Federal Funds, the County will still retain
responsibility of overseeing and ensuring the right of way actions comply with the agreements. The
bottom line is that the County would need to maintain some level of accountability for ensuring the right of
way is used in accordance with existing agreements even if these other changes were made.


 


While these actions are technically possible, frankly, it’s not clear to me what their net public benefit
would be. The Friends group would still have to complete the various land use processes through the
County, which may require future Board actions, in order to complete construction. That includes litigating
the past land-use decisions now before the Land Use Board of Appeals. Additionally, recall that the CO
grant is a reimbursable program. The Friends group would have to take on the responsibility of paying for
all the work to construct the current bridge and then seek reimbursement from ODOT. This means that
the Friends group will need a cash flow system in place to meet this requirement. In addition, the Friends
group would have to take on the project management responsibilities –  a difficult and complex long-term
task – and I’d be concerned that this group might not have the skills, expertise, funding or staffing
necessary to deliver a transportation infrastructure project that requires various state and federal
approvals and oversight responsibilities. It is important to remember that the property was purchased with
Federal funds, and therefore, the entirety of the project must meet Federal regulations for delivery (i.e.
NEPA). As you know, these are complex rules and, as such, they could create challenges for the Friends
Group if they don’t have a project management team behind them with the necessary expertise. Finally,
with both agreements, the Friends Group would have to take on the risk of paying back funds if the CO
project is not completed within the required timelines. 


 


So in conclusion, even with these proposed changes, the same challenges and requirements remain for
completing not just the current CO project, but the entirety of the trail. Additionally, there appear to be
increased project-performance risks should the Friends take over the project. In light of these challenges
and increased risks, I simply don’t see the benefit of pursuing these changes.


 


All this said, I’m always happy to discuss further. “


 


Best,







Cooper


 


Cooper Brown


Assistant Director for Operations


Oregon Department of Transportation


355 Capitol St NE


Salem, OR 97301-3871


 


Office: (503)986-3939


Mobile: (503)979-9101


OTC Admin: (503)986-3450


Email: cooper.h.brown@odot.state.or.us


 


 


 


Sonny P.A. Chickering, PE


Oregon Dept. of Transportation


Northwest (Region 2) Manager


 


Cell:  971-718-3181


Salem:  503-986-2640


Springfield:  541-736-2843
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From: Janice Primozich
To: "Ken Wright"; "Wayne Wiebke"; "Casey Kulla"; "Todd Sadlo"
Cc: "Carrie Martin"; "Veronica Haley Hinkes"; "Christian Boenisch"
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Monday, September 14, 2020 5:40:21 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I appreciate the offer Ken, I think we could spend trail money at this point. If we hear from Fritz that
we are able to move forward we are going to need all the resources we can muster.  If we do not see
a way of making this work we certainly will have no need for the funds in the trail account.  Just my 2
cents.  I definitely want to see us move forward quickly.
Stan
 


From: Ken Wright [mailto:ken@kenwrightcellars.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 4:52 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; 'Casey Kulla'; 'Todd Sadlo'; Janice Primozich
Cc: 'Carrie Martin'; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; 'Christian Boenisch'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal expense.  Wayne,
Veronica and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would you be able to give a quick brief to Fritz of
where we are?
 
Ken
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Christian Boenisch' <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a sentence in Todd's
scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have
standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I
don't quite understand where that might leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone
such as Fritz Paulas guide us would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response?
Wayne
 
On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:
 
 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the attorney
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mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running out and we need to act
quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses, it would be to
advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the land use case).  Christian
and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works in this field (land held in the public
interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends decide that they
want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?
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From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at least until we
have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort you have put into this and I
am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no matter which way
the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the new
Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not enough time for
a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules
require that the remand be pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after
that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the
property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail would not
be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish under Oregon’s land use system.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken
Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley
Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would keep us from
needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I believe it is proper
to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the thought of
the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that from happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I asked them for an
informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is the Friends
board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Wayne Wiebke; "Ken Wright"; Janice Primozich
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Trail
Date: Thursday, June 18, 2020 6:56:10 PM


The Migratory Bird Treaty Act will forever dictate when ground clearing activities can take
place on the full 12.48 miles. No ground clearing may occur March 1 through September 30
each year. This only includes major clearing and not regular mowing.


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, June 18, 2020 6:44 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice
Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Trail
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


If what you are saying is possible we could feature it more as a hiking, mountain bike trail at this point
similar to what they are doing with the Crown Zellerbach Trail that goes from Vernonia over to the
Scapoose area. How does the condition given that construction can't begin until a master plan is
approved affect this idea?
Migratory nesting Act, how would that affect clearing the trail? Stan, you're always making lemonade out
of lemons. I guess that is a big part of what they are for though. 
9AM tomorrow...
Wayne


On Thursday, June 18, 2020, 5:46:09 PM PDT, Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:


At least they did not set the date for completion.  We can open the trail to the public once
the bridge is in place even if the paving is not done.  We can get volunteers and Jerod can
get jail help to clear and make the trail passable.  The part of the trail that was the rail is
sufficient to support bike travel.  I do not see a problem with setting a date for that 2.8 miles
18 to 24 months out.
Stan
 


From: Carrie Martin [mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us] 
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Sent: Thursday, June 18, 2020 5:36 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Stan G Primozich; Ken Wright
Subject: Fw: Yamhelas Trail
 
 
See below for ODOT’s written response.
 
Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: HAVIG Erik M <Erik.M.HAVIG@odot.state.or.us>
Sent: Thursday, June 18, 2020 5:12 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Zeigler Samuel B (Samuel.B.Zeigler@doj.state.or.us)
<Samuel.B.Zeigler@doj.state.or.us>; BROWN Cooper H
<Cooper.H.BROWN@odot.state.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Trail
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Dear Ms. Martin,
 
I understand that Yamhill County Chair Casey Kulla spoke with ODOT Director Strickler this
morning. Based on that conversation, I wanted to provide more information on our
amendment proposal and clarify ODOT’s rationale for moving in this direction.
 
ODOT’s Position
 
To date, the County’s effort to obtain land use approvals for the development of the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail (the “Trail”) and the Stag Hollow Creek bridge (the “Bridge”) have
together triggered no less than four appeals to the state Land Use Board of Appeals
(LUBA) since 2018. While the County prevailed in one of these appeals, in all of the others
LUBA remanded the County’s land use decision to the County for further proceedings. And
in the most recent LUBA proceeding, LUBA went further and stayed construction of the
Bridge pending the outcome of that appeal. LUBA ultimately ruled in that proceeding that
the County commenced the Bridge’s construction without the necessary conditional use
permit. In short, over the last three years LUBA has time and again repudiated the County’s
efforts to obtain the necessary land use approvals for the Trail and the Bridge. And we fully
anticipate more LUBA appeals and hence more delays going forward.
 
The LUBA proceedings demonstrate the County’s ongoing inability to successfully manage
its own land-use approval process for the Bridge and the Trail of which it is a part. Given
this demonstrated inability, ODOT is concerned that (i) the Project’s successful completion
—namely, the opening of the Bridge to the public as part of the Trail—is highly questionable
if not improbable and (ii) the Project will not produce results commensurate with ODOT’s
further expenditure of limited Connect Oregon funds.
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ODOT takes its responsibility of being good stewards of public dollars very seriously and,
for this reason and the reasons listed above, the department offers the following proposal. If
the county decides not to accept this proposal, ODOT will terminate the grant agreement.  
 
ODOT’s Proposal
 
The county will set forth a timeline for opening the subject 2.78-mile segment of the trail to
the public. Since the land-use approval process is at the county level, we’re asking the
county to set a reasonable date for the completion of the trail and subsequent opening to
the public, by which time if said opening does not occur ODOT will have the right to recover
all grant funds received by the county. This date of opening and potential recovery of funds
will be amended into the current grant agreement.
 
Timeline for Decision
 
To allow adequate time for your commission to consider this amendment, we are asking for
an agreement in principal to this amendment approach no later than 5pm next Friday (June
26, 2020) and a formal commission approval of this amendment no later than 5pm July 3,
2020.
 
 
 








From: Ken Wright
To: Wayne Wiebke; "Casey Kulla"; "Todd Sadlo"; Janice Primozich
Cc: "Carrie Martin"; "Veronica Haley Hinkes"; "Christian Boenisch"
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Monday, September 14, 2020 4:52:02 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal expense.  Wayne,
Veronica and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would you be able to give a quick brief to Fritz of
where we are?
 
Ken
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Christian Boenisch' <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a sentence in Todd's
scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have
standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I
don't quite understand where that might leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone
such as Fritz Paulas guide us would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response?
Wayne
 
On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:
 
 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the attorney
mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running out and we need to act
quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
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Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses, it would be to
advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the land use case).  Christian
and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works in this field (land held in the public
interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends decide that they
want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at least until we
have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort you have put into this and I
am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.
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Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no matter which way
the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the new
Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not enough time for
a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules
require that the remand be pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after
that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the
property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail would not
be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish under Oregon’s land use system.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken
Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley
Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would keep us from
needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
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Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I believe it is proper
to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the thought of
the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that from happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I asked them for an
informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is the Friends
board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Todd Sadlo; stevencarol.wick
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 11:20:31 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Love your enthusiasm. 


On Wednesday, July 29, 2020, 11:05:25 AM PDT, stevencarol.wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
wrote:


Great! Gives me time to clean up my errors and omissions and do some more verification.


Cheers!


Steve


Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: 7/29/20 9:55 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: RE: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


Steve,


 


I will be able to use your work in writing my brief—LUBA has not yet settled the record or established a
briefing schedule.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:16 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd


 


Here are my preliminary thoughts on the current "Stay" I'll need to verify some things,
and will try to get some recognized experts to verify some of my statements.


 


To fight their spray arguments I have proposed that we shut the trail down…only
while they spray the edges.


 


I have more work to do on the chemical Gramoxone; I am trying to find the some of it
with the new label that allows spraying next to a trail. otherwise I'll have to get a
recommendation for OSU on another spray.


 


Steve Wick


 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------


 


In the Stay granted by LUBA on June 19 2020 they concluded, in one of their
arguments, that Ben Van Dyke would suffer "Irreparable Injury" because he would be
"hindered or prohibited from spraying the herbicides and pesticides required to protect
his crop."  


 


(It should be noted that the proposed Yamhelas Westsider trail right-of-way is
approximately 60 feet wide, with the trail itself being 12 feet wide. That means that
there is a 24 feet buffer on either of the trail that Ben Van Dyke, and others, say is not
sufficient to mitigate spray drift.)


 


 


LUBA also stated "Van Dyke explained that filbert trees should live 75 years or more
and that, if he was unable to spray his filbert trees, those trees could die due to
Eastern Filbert Blight. Given the long-lived nature of the filbert trees and the potential
for protracted crop and yield loss if spraying cannot occur, we conclude that the injury
Van Dyke specified is not and injury that could be adequately compensated in money
damages."







 


They also concluded that Van Dyke could lose his food safety certification if litter and
debris from the construction site enter his hazelnut orchard.


 


These conclusions, and the following assumptions;


 


A. that Van Dyke must be able to spray his trees for Eastern Filbert Blight; "If I am
unable to spray as required, I risk my trees dying of Eastern Filbert Blight that could
result in the loss of all crops on a tree that should last 75 plus years."


 


B. that Van Dyke, and others, would be unable to spray during trail construction (or
during trail use)


 


C. that Van Dyke uses the herbicide sprays Gramazone and Parazone (Paraquat),
which state "do not use around…recreational parks…."


 


D. that  Van Dyke would lose his food safety certification if litter and debris enter his
orchard from trail construction (or trail use)


 


…can be totally mitigated with a few simple actions.


 


 


A. Spraying for Eastern Filbert Blight. This is not necessary for Van Dyke's trees. Van
Dyke has previously stated that his trees are two years old; "Our hazelnuts were
planted in 2018, and our second year trees,…".  BUT; All the new filbert varietals
are "blight resistant".


 


OSU wrote the bible on hazelnuts. No one in the world has the experience and
knowledge that they possess regarding the entire hazelnut spectrum. They update
info yearly for growers. The Pest Management Guide, Pacific Northwest Plant
disease, Insect, and Weed management handbooks constitute our bible. We refer to
these and their other hazelnut publications and missives yearly for the most up-to-
guide guidance. Professor Jay Pscheidt has been working on EFB (Eastern Filbert
Blight) for over 30 years, and his work enabled our industry to have varietals that we
can count on.


 







New trees only have to be sprayed the first spring after planting, and only if they are
adjacent to a heavily infected orchard. OSU has documented this in their 2020 Pest
Management Guide for Hazelnuts. See p17.
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html


Per OSU's Pacific NW Handbook; ''Dorris', 'Jefferson', 'McDonald', 'PollyO', 'Santiam', 'Wepster',
and 'Yamhill' are highly resistant with the single dominant-resistance gene from 'Gasaway'."
  https://pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease/host-disease/hazelnut-corylus-avellana-eastern-filbert-blight


 


 


 


B. Spraying chemicals next to the trail poses no problem if the trail is shut down when
the spraying must be done. This is simple to do. Other trails do this! The farmers and
trail owners coordinate operations. Spraying chemicals in filbert orchards usually
occurs less than a dozen times during the year, but young orchards could require
more, and non-common diseases or pests could possibly double the number of spray
occurrences required.


 


 


 


In 2015 a study was done of many trails (see attached Santa Paula Branch Line
Study) That study specifically addressed farming and how the impacts to farming
were dealt with on trails throughout farming acreages. Below you will see some
excerpts from that study. It should be noted that many of the trails just shut down
while the farmer sprays his fields.
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San Pasqual Valley Trail: Ca. • Specific fencing was designed for the trail, modified from the park


department’s standard lodgepole fencing. Chicken wire inserts were


added approximately one foot from the ground to allow wildlife to pass


through;


• Gates allow sections of the trail to be closed;


• Signage installed to alert the trail-users of trail closure for spraying and


to stay on the trail;


• Farmers can dictate trail closure (within reason, i.e., preferably not on


weekends) for maintenance and crop spraying. This protocol was


developed and approved by the County Farm Bureau, County Farm


Advisor's Office, and the affected farmers


 


Cowel-Purisima Coastal Trail • Stout fencing


• Large gates to accommodate cattle and equipment passage while


trail is closed


• Gates to close trail during spraying and operations


• Information and regulatory signs


• Maintained by volunteer docents


• Farmer has ability to close gates for maintenance


 


Obern Trail, Ca. • Little to no physical barrier in most places. Oleander hedges and


chainlink fence.


• Each farmer decides on fencing – not installed by the County.


• High levels of use create a self-policing scenario.


• The trail is lit throughout, at all hours.


Feedback from Involved Parties


• Matthew Dobberteen: In over ten years managing trails for


Santa Barbara County, I have never received a complaint about


the Obern Trail. Our trails that run near agriculture are never the


trails we have problems with. The only issue is every few years







we may get some graffiti on a retaining wall. "A bike path will


make theft harder, not easier, by bringing light, attention,


people, eyes to the trail." "If someone wanted to steal from a


farm, they'd find a place where no one could see them, not a


trail with steady use."


• John Givens: No significant impacts from the trail. Occasionally


homeless pass through and there is minor vandalism, but it has


not been serious enough to involve the County or other


authorities. Trail users don’t cut through the farm property


 


Cedar Valley Trail, Ia.


• Fencing with gates;








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Casey Kulla
Subject: Re: YWT and ODOT
Date: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 2:43:01 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thanks Casey. I will pass this on to my board. It doesn't look like further lobbying of ODOT will change
anything for them. Is that your take? When did you receive this? I spoke to OTC on Thursday of last
week.


On Tuesday, October 27, 2020, 1:43:07 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


From Cooper Brown, last week (sorry about the delay!)…


 


“Hey Chair Kulla,


 


Following up on our discussion last week, here are the options, vis-à-vis the right of way, as we see them.


 


1. County keeps the right of way.  Under this, the county continues to say that there is a
transportation need and continues with moving forward with design and construction of the
multipurpose trail that has clearly been identified as a need.


 


2. County keeps the right of way but decides to return the Federal $$ (they can do this by declaring
that there is no longer a transportation need with the ROW which could then make future
transportation use challenging so not recommended, or the county can simply inform ODOT that
they no longer want the project to be under federal oversight and rules – this means that ODOT
would have to pay back FHWA and then we ask for the county to pay back the State).  This
eliminates the federal oversight and rules for the ROW and project (note future phases could still
be eligible for federal funds).  If the county pays back the federal funds to ODOT who in turn pays
back FHWA – the county would still be the owners of the ROW.  What they do with it is their
decision.  They could sell to a third party for example.  The terms of that transfer is 100% up to the
county.  This is one way the county could facilitate ROW ownership by the Friends group.


 


I also told you I’d go back and inquire about how valuable ODOT sees the corridor from a potential rail
perspective. Specifically, is it valuable enough for ODOT to take over ownership? The short answer, as I
suspected, is no it’s not. If it had been we would have acquired it when it was first sold. Much like our
approach for bike/ped ownership, the land in question would have to clearly align with our modal
investment strategies which are geared toward insuring our limited dollars are spent to achieve the
maximum benefit for the maximum number of Oregonians. In this regard, neither as a rail or bike/ped
investment would it make sense for ODOT to take over ownership.
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I’m including Erik on this and I’d suggest he and Carrie connect if the county wants to explore the above
options in greater detail. This said, I’m always happy to jump on a call with you if you’d like to connect
1:1.”


 


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 10:26 AM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: YWT and ODOT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,


 Have you heard anything from ODOT? I testified before OTC last week asking them for their support. In
my testimony I mentioned your(the county's) contact with ODOT and Cooper Brown. It so happened that
Kris Strickler was part of that mornings meeting and in the room when I spoke. After my testimony
Chairman Van Brocklin pointed out to me that Director Strickler was still present and heard my testimony
as well.  His head was nodding in what I want to think was a knowing and approving manner. I hope what
I learned in my Head Nodding 101 class holds true. Thanks Casey.


 


Wayne








From: Casey Kulla
To: veronica4249@yahoo.com; Stephanie (Steph) Noll; Robert Spurlock; Larry Klimek
Subject: RE: Video of Yamhelas Trail meeting
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2021 11:32:16 AM


I was going to post my own presentation notes on FB today, so no worries from me.


-----Original Message-----
From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2021 10:23 AM
To: Stephanie (Steph) Noll <steph.noll@oregontrailscoalition.org>; Robert Spurlock
<robert.spurlock@oregonmetro.gov>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Larry Klimek
<larry_klimek@fws.gov>
Subject: Video of Yamhelas Trail meeting


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you all again for speaking last night—great information and an exciting vision for our
region! We appreciate your time and expertise.


There were a number of people who were not able to get into the meeting last night for some
as-yet-to-be-understood technical reasons. We would like to make a recording of the meeting
available either to them individually or publicly, as I’m sure there are others who couldn’t get
in that we haven’t heard from.


Please let me know if you are OK with us distributing the video or putting it on YouTube.


Best,


Veronica


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone
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From: V H
To: Casey Kulla
Cc: Wayne Wiebke; Stan Primozich; Ken Wright; Patty Williams
Subject: Re: ODOT response to FYWT(Stan"s) inquiry
Date: Saturday, October 10, 2020 9:13:10 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you for your continued work on this Casey.


If the ROW was rail-banked, could we still build a trail on it?


Best,


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Oct 9, 2020, at 5:27 PM, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:



Bad news, good news…
 
Cooper Brown says that the Federal Highway Administration is not willing to allow
transfer to a sub-sub-recipient, which in this case would be FYWT.
 
He says that any board of commissioners would be required to pay back all grants, from
bridge and master plan to acquisition if they were to try selling off the property for a
use other than a multi-modal corridor (he thought somewhere in the $3million range).
When I indicated that the organized opposition likely could acquire the required
funding, he say, “oh. Then we would lose the trail.” He meant all of us in the state and
county.
 
I asked Cooper Brown if the FYWT could purchase the property from the county at a
similar price. He said he did not think it could be purchased, outside of an adverse
break-up of the taxlot for a use other than the planned use. He said he would find out if
that was a possibility. Of course, this would be a huge lift and likely an impossible
fundraising task. This is a pending question that he will investigate.
 
The remaining option is to “bank” the corridor for rail use through the ODOT Rail
Division, which is something that Cooper Brown suggested worthy of investigating. He
is going to ask his Rail Division to consider this. Pending question.
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We also discussed the balancing act of ODOT swooping in to go against a local
jurisdiction’s wishes versus not taking action to save a project that is in danger of being
dismantled by the local jurisdiction. ODOT does not want to have this project act as a
precedent for other projects, but Cooper Brown is willing to talk further with the rest of
the Executive Team and planning staff to determine if this project should be considered
an exception due to its unique value and local.
 
I remain committed to protecting this resource for the future, even if we cannot see
kids on bikes in the next few years. I believe that there is still time for something to
happen, as Cooper Brown committed to getting me the next round of answers by the
end of next week.
 
Casey
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, October 8, 2020 1:09 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: ODOT response to FYWT(Stan's) inquiry
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you. Look forward to hearing from you.
 
On Thursday, October 8, 2020, 12:30:37 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
wrote:
 
 


Wayne, 


I’m having a follow up meeting with Cooper Brown tomorrow to get clarity. I will let you
know once I am done with that meeting. My main question will be: will ODOT support the
transfer to the FYWT of the taxlot and under which conditions? Cooper Brown now knows
that the BOC will try to sell and break up the lot, and he recognizes the value of keeping it
intact.


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, October 8, 2020 11:35 AM
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To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: ODOT response to FYWT(Stan's) inquiry


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,


Our board met yesterday to discuss ODOT's response to the question of a YC transfer of
the trail to the FYWT. It left us with serious doubts if not fatal impediments to any transfer.
There is no mention of a concern from ODOT to the possibility of losing this ROW for future
public use. This we couldn't understand it would seem it would be somewhere in their
strategic plans just as it is in YC's. From their perspective it leaves a lot remaining with the
county.  If you could give us your thoughts on this it would be appreciated. Thank you and
stay safe.


 


Wayne


 


 


 


From: CHICKERING Sonny P [mailto:Sonny.P.CHICKERING@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, October 5, 2020 12:36 PM
To: sgjlprimo@comcast.net
Subject: FW: Yamhelas Trail update and question


 


 


Good afternoon Stan,


 


I did some networking on Friday and discovered that your questions are very similar to
those posed to ODOT last month by Yamhill County Commission Chair Casey Kulla.  After
considerable staff work and discussion at our executive level, Assistant Director Cooper
Brown provided a detailed response to Chair Kulla, and Cooper has asked that my
response to you be consistent with his earlier message.  To avoid any misinterpretation on
my part, I’ve elected to share Mr. Brown’s actual response with you (see below).


 


If you have need of further information or discussion, please feel free to contact Assistant
Director Brown directly.  I would appreciate being copied.


 


Have a good day.
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“Good evening Chair Kulla,


 


The ODOT team has completed their review of your request; I appreciate your patience in
allowing us to run these questions to ground. 


 


As I mentioned previously, it does appear technically possible, although not advisable from
the ODOT perspective (as explained below), for the County to pass on the Connect Oregon
grant responsibilities to another entity.  Similarly, it appears that the County can also pass
on ownership of the trail corridor right of way. This said, the Transportation and Growth
Management Program (TGM), which is funding the Master Plan for the Trail, will need to
remain with the County. Since the TGM program utilizes federal transportation funds, only
entities eligible to receive those funds can be applicants, and applicants generally must be
a unit of government, a Tribe, or Transit District. Accordingly, the County will need to
continue to be the lead for the TGM Master Plan process.


 


As for changing responsibilities for the Connect Oregon project and the right of way, ODOT
would need to take several steps both with the County and the Friends of the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail. For the Connect Oregon project, ODOT would need to enter into a new
agreement both with the County and the Friends group to transfer the responsibilities of the
program. For the right of way, ODOT would need to enter into an agreement with the
Friends group that would put limitations on how the property can be used and timelines –
similar to the existing agreements from the original purchase of the property. Additionally,
as the right of way was purchased with Federal Funds, the County will still retain
responsibility of overseeing and ensuring the right of way actions comply with the
agreements. The bottom line is that the County would need to maintain some level of
accountability for ensuring the right of way is used in accordance with existing agreements
even if these other changes were made.


 


While these actions are technically possible, frankly, it’s not clear to me what their net
public benefit would be. The Friends group would still have to complete the various land
use processes through the County, which may require future Board actions, in order to
complete construction. That includes litigating the past land-use decisions now before the
Land Use Board of Appeals. Additionally, recall that the CO grant is a reimbursable
program. The Friends group would have to take on the responsibility of paying for all the
work to construct the current bridge and then seek reimbursement from ODOT. This means
that the Friends group will need a cash flow system in place to meet this requirement. In
addition, the Friends group would have to take on the project management responsibilities
–  a difficult and complex long-term task – and I’d be concerned that this group might not
have the skills, expertise, funding or staffing necessary to deliver a transportation







infrastructure project that requires various state and federal approvals and oversight
responsibilities. It is important to remember that the property was purchased with Federal
funds, and therefore, the entirety of the project must meet Federal regulations for delivery
(i.e. NEPA). As you know, these are complex rules and, as such, they could create
challenges for the Friends Group if they don’t have a project management team behind
them with the necessary expertise. Finally, with both agreements, the Friends Group would
have to take on the risk of paying back funds if the CO project is not completed within the
required timelines. 


 


So in conclusion, even with these proposed changes, the same challenges and
requirements remain for completing not just the current CO project, but the entirety of the
trail. Additionally, there appear to be increased project-performance risks should the
Friends take over the project. In light of these challenges and increased risks, I simply don’t
see the benefit of pursuing these changes.


 


All this said, I’m always happy to discuss further. “


 


Best,


Cooper


 


Cooper Brown


Assistant Director for Operations


Oregon Department of Transportation


355 Capitol St NE


Salem, OR 97301-3871


 


Office: (503)986-3939


Mobile: (503)979-9101


OTC Admin: (503)986-3450


Email: cooper.h.brown@odot.state.or.us


 


 


 


Sonny P.A. Chickering, PE


Oregon Dept. of Transportation
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Northwest (Region 2) Manager


 


Cell:  971-718-3181


Salem:  503-986-2640


Springfield:  541-736-2843


 








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Todd Sadlo
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 3:06:02 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


The devils in the details; the comment in the article was incomplete, as is a lot of what is written. Part of
what you said made it into the article but not that an approve Master Plan was a necessary requirement
for the actual trail construction.
Is this bridge issue something that should be addressed in a LUBA remand letter?


LUBA’s decision was that the design contract did not authorize any construction, and so the decision of
the county to sign the design contract could not be considered a land use decision statutorily or under a
“significant impacts” test established by caselaw.


 


The construction agreement was separate, and ultimately signed in January, 2020.  It authorized
construction, and so conceivably could be considered a land use decision if it required a permit from the
county or under the “significant impact” test.  I have argued that no permit is required by law, and the
bridge doesn’t ‘significantly impact’ anyone as long as it is not used as a trail without additional land use
approval.  The county has never contemplated opening the corridor to general public use (other that
county employees and invitees with county permission to be there) prior to adoption of a Master Plan. 
That’s what the conditions in Board Order 19-94 required.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 1:24 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


It was at the bottom of page one, 3rd paragraph up, of the one article. " LUBA  ruled that the design
contract..."


 


On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 11:59:34 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
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Ha!  Was there only one article there, so far? I saw the first one, but do not recall your reference.  LUBA
is only concerned with land use permits, not our grants.  No land use permit is required from the county to
construct a bridge for access from one part of a landowner’s land to another part, or even between
different landowners, in the farm zone. (If the bridge would access a proposed dwelling, the county would
require that it be approved by the fire control agency with jurisdiction).  The exception is if the footings of
the bridge are located within a floodplain or floodway.  The bridge was designed by engineers.  The
LOMR the county received from FEMA conclusively settled the floodplain permit issue—the bridge is not
in a floodplain or floodway.  We also received all of the other necessary federal and state environmental
clearances before starting construction, with tremendous assistance from ODOT.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


Please feel free to share this information as you wish.


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11:44 AM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Just went back over the Capital Press article; did LUBA really miss that the grant for the bridge actually
authorized construction? It is stated in the project name and description and again as part of the
"requirement". It looks to include a completion date as well; why have a completion date if construction
was not authorized? If that is true, I won't tell them if you don't.


 


On Monday, April 20, 2020, 1:06:29 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,


 


I thought my interview with her was productive, and she seemed grateful for the straight talk.  LUBA said
they would “endeavor” to make a decision by April 23rd.  On Friday, she filed another, 38 page brief, and
hundreds of pages of exhibits.  I’m filing a less than 5 page response today.   Her main strategy is the
smokescreen.  I have attached my earlier response in case you missed it, and will send you the one from
today after it is filed.
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Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Had what I thought was a productive interview with her. Checked her bio before the interview; she has
lived and traveled where trails are a common thing. She is a bicyclist and hiker so she has interest and
familiarity with recreational trails. Your email was helpful and I was able to reinforce what you had said. I
brought up the 700 mile of county road going through farmland and my experiences running between dual
spray operations of grapes on one side of the road and hazelnuts on the other. She related her
experience of biking through, holding her breath, a hazelnut spray operation. Showed my understanding
for the petitioners concerns and discussed how they were based more on fear than reality. Gave her
studies to reference how other trails have mitigated those fears and concerns and how they have been
shown to be unfounded. Sent photos. I am sure she interviewed Ben Van dyke and Kellington. Will be
interesting as to how ours and their worlds are merged.


What is your take on the LUBA April 23rd decision on the bridge?


Thanks again. Keep up the good work.  Wayne


 


On Monday, April 20, 2020, 9:47:10 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,


 


I was just interviewed by Ms. Lambert, who says she will interview you at 10:00.  My main point was that
no land use approval is required for a bridge that will only be used for county access, for fire suppression
and maintenance, and that that is the only use the county is proposing to make of it unless and until trail
uses are approved.  The remanded decision says repeatedly that no public trail uses will be allowed until
a Master Plan is in place, and all required fences and warning signage is in place.  The bus barn is a
secure facility, with gates in the front and back.  The gate in back is only open for construction access and
county personnel.


 


I also told her that, until late last year, a land use permit was required for construction of the bridge,
because a FEMA map showed it as being in a floodplain.  We received at that time a Letter of Map
Revision from FEMA, establishing that that is not the case.  We also got all required state and federal
environmental clearances before construction of what, at this time, can only correctly be referred to as a
‘potential future trail bridge, current county fire and maintenance access bridge.’
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I also explained that the corridor was built with a 12-20 foot wide roadbed in 1872, has the best grade
from the metropolitan area to McMinnville, and is an exceptional public asset.


 


Also, that farming and transportation uses, (including the 700 miles of county roads, which I did not
mention) have co-existed since the beginning of the republic.


Todd Sadlo








From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Casey Kulla
Subject: Re: public comment
Date: Tuesday, January 26, 2021 11:09:00 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thanks Casey.  They posted the agenda after I asked this.   


We are thinking with the cold and rain and Covid that a rally wouldn't necessarily pan
out, so we are concentrating on the letters.  I don't know if you've seen any of them
yet, but you should have about 50 so far from supporters and most of them have
been cc-ing Nicole.   


I notice the agenda posted the Zoom link.  I know they say for people to watch on
YouTube, but do you think opponents might be encouraged to join the Zoom?  Or
does the moderator not let anyone except commissioners and staff in?  Again, I don't
want to be a pain, just don't want to be caught flat-footed....
If there's a staff person I should direct that question to instead let me know. 


Thanks for all your help and support.  


Veronica


On Sunday, January 24, 2021, 5:56:20 PM PST, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


There may not be an agenda item, but if there is, it will be something like “discussion of Yamhelas
Westsider Trail and remand.”


 


A rally might be good for morale, and if you inform them ahead of time, the News-Register may come and
cover it. We are mostly working remotely, so it will not affect the commissioners.


 


There will likely not be oral testimony from the public, but everyone can submit public comment. I
encourage people to cc Nicole Montesano, too, since the Friday paper gets published before the public
comments are posted to the website: nmontesano@newsregister.com.


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2021 9:51 AM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
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Subject: public comment


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey-


 


Sorry for the multiple emails but I want to make sure I am crystal clear on what is
happening. 


 


In addition to needing to know if there is a specific agenda item regarding the trail on
Thursday, I am also wondering:


 


Is there any opportunity for public comment during the meeting on Thursday, or is it
still only written comments sent in ahead of time?  I am fine with that, but we need to
know if there is opportunity during the meeting because we know the opposition will
be there if so.


 


Would it make sense to have a public rally again on Thursday?  If the commissioners
are still calling into meetings from home I am not sure about this, but again, we don't
want to be caught unrepresented if a physical showing around the County offices
would be helpful.


 


Thanks again,


 


Veronica Hinkes


 


 








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Casey Kulla
Subject: Oregon Transportation Commission
Date: Wednesday, October 14, 2020 4:58:16 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,
Thank you with your effort with Cooper Brown and ODOT. We, the Friends, met yesterday to continue our
planning going forward. An talked about an end run of sorts with the Oregon Transportation Commission
could be of help. We are developing a letter writing effotr, having what we feel would be influential
organizations and individuals submit letters of YWT support. We are waiting for Cooper Brown's follow-up
response to you. We saw Cooper Brown and members of the OTC as targets for these letters. Do you
have any connection with OTC or thoughts regarding an  approach to ODOT and/or OTC? Thank You.


Wayne
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Casey Kulla; Stephanie (Steph) Noll; Robert Spurlock
Subject: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Annual Meeting
Date: Thursday, December 31, 2020 10:57:14 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you all for agreeing to speak at our Annual Meeting on January 13th.  In
addition to you three, we are hoping to have a representative from the Wapato
National Wildlife Refuge as well, but are still waiting for confirmation from them.  


I wanted to go over some details so we can all be best prepared for a smooth Zoom
meeting. 


First, can you please let me know if you will be able to stay through the whole
meeting to answer questions at the end?  We are trying to keep the meeting under an
hour, so we won't keep you there all night.  We will be taking questions via the chat
feature, and I will be moderating those and will read the question and ask a specific
speaker to address it.  I imagine we will only have time for a few questions, but we do
want to give our viewers that opportunity if possible. 


If you will have slides to share, please send those to Steve Harloff at
sjharloff@gmail.com by Thursday, January 7th.  Our Zoom host, Victoria Geiger from
Plan to Prosper NW, will pre-load the slides and will be the one advancing them, so
please be prepared to give her "next slide please" cues.   


We are finalizing the agenda now, and will send that to you as soon as its done, but
the general outline is we will begin with some brief organizational announcements.
Then Casey will be our first speaker, on the current state of the Trail, Stephanie and
Robert will coordinate on the vision for a regional trail system in our area and how our
Trail fits in, and hopefully, someone from Wapato will talk about the opening of the
Refuge to the public and the hope for connections from the Yamhelas Westsider
Trail.  Then we will have a brief Q & A session. 


Thank you again for joining us for this meeting.  We are very excited to share the
vision of a regional trails network and how the Yamhelas Westsider Trail fits in! 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 


Best, 


Veronica
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: steve wick; Jarod Logsdon
Cc: Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: Stag Hollow bridge meet tomorrow
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 7:48:28 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Works for me. Thanks Jarod.  wayne


On Wednesday, July 22, 2020, 6:51:09 AM PDT, Jarod Logsdon <logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Good morning,


 


I am available to meet at the bus barn at 11:30 am today if that works for you both.


 


Thank you,


 


Jarod Logsdon


Parks and Work Crew Division Manager


Yamhill County Parks


Tel: (503) 434-7463


 


 


 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 9:23 PM
To: Jarod Logsdon <logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>; shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Stag Hollow bridge meet tomorrow


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Jarod/Wayne, could we meet anytime after 11 AM tomorrow, Wed the 21st?
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Tkx!


 


Steve Wick


cell 503 970-6127


 


From: steve wick [mailto:stevencarol.wick@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 8:12 PM
To: 'Jarod Logsdon'; 'Carrie Martin'
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: dimensions at Stag Hollow bridge


 


Carrie, Jarod,


 


I have attached the June 19th Stay issued by LUBA which shut down the Stag Hollow
bridge construction, and effectively shut down the Trail. As a filbert grower, I know all
of the statements that Ben Van Dyke listed as reasons to shut down the trail are
bogus, but I need more information to challenge Ben's assertions. (His two main
assertions are that he cannot spray his fields when anyone is anywhere on the
County ROW, and secondly, that debris from the construction crew would force him to
lose his Food Safety Certification.) I would like to present all the pertinent info to
"recognized experts", and then let them refute Ben's lies. But I need more info, or I
would love to be able to visit the site and photograph and take measurements.


 


At the very least I need to know how far Ben's property lines are from the center of
the ROW, how wide the ROW is, how far Ben's filberts are from the property line, and
how far they are from the bridge construction zone.


 


One of the most important things is the orientation of the Filbert trees. If they parallel
to the County ROW we have him right where he hurts. New Filbert orchards are
usually "double planted"; I.e. the long term spacing of trees is usually 20' x20'. When
new orchards are planted each row has trees only 10 feet apart. Later on the 10 foot
trees are removed, and the final spacing ends up to be 20'x20'. If his rows parallel the
County ROW he can simply spay the outer edge when no one is around,(early in the
morning, etc. and then spray the balance later on.)


 


Actually spraying should have no bearing at all. It is very easy to just shut down the
trail while sprays are being used, like other trails do.  I testified to all of this but LUBA
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paid no attention to me.


 


Now it time to bring in the experts (and also find data to refute Ben's claims).


 


The attached Stay has lousy pics and no dimensions. Please let me know what you
can do refute the lies that the opponents are presenting to LUBA.


 


Thanks


 


Steve Wick


Yamhelas Board member








From: V H
To: Philip Higgins
Cc: stevencarol.wick; Wayne Wiebke; Casey Kulla; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich; Patty Williams
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
Date: Monday, November 23, 2020 8:12:51 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you for offering your help with this Phillip.


Those documents would be very helpful.  Assuming it would take the County some time to
draw up a new proposed lease for us, seeing the existing leases with Mr. Belt and the bus barn
ASAP could get us started, as well as an idea of what the lease rate increase might be.  I agree
a walk-through is necessary, with someone who can identify potential issues.


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Nov 23, 2020, at 7:01 AM, Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
wrote:



Ideally Rick and I would receive a copy of the proposed lese document w/ proposed
rate and term from the County to review. 
Also a copy of the current lease with the bus barn, or the previous lease – se we can
understand the proposed agreement and obligations there.
The other (highly) preferred item would be a walk thru of the structures to ascertain
current condition as it relates to the lease obligations going forward.
 


Philip E Higgins
Principal Broker | OR & WA
OR Lic # 960900059 / WA Lic # 50197
Direct: 503-793-9039 | phiggins@PacificCrestREA.com
809 E. First St. Newberg OR 97132
Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors
Commercial Real Estate Brokerage | Advisory Services
 
This message is intended only for the use of the person(s) ("the Intended Recipient") to whom it is addressed. It may contain information which is
privileged and confidential within the meaning of applicable law. Dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this message or any of
its contents by any person other than the Intended Recipient may constitute a breach of civil or criminal law and is strictly prohibited. If you are not
the Intended Recipient, please contact the sender as soon as possible. 
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The information contained herein is based on sources believed to be reliable, but neither Philip E Higgins, nor Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors
represents that it is wholly accurate or complete. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors and its affiliates are not responsible for any
errors or omissions or for the results obtained from the use of such information. All opinions and estimates herein are subject to change without
notice. The Intended Recipient should make their own investigations, including but not limited to retaining the services of specific professionals in the
areas of Law, Accounting, Engineering, etc. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors is NOT a Principal in any transaction unless
disclosed to be so, and is not responsible for any third party reports.
 
Oregon Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: https://www.oregon.gov/rea/licensing/Documents/Initial-Agency-Disclosure-Pamphlet.pdf 
Washington Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=18.86.120


 


From: stevencarol.wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, November 22, 2020 7:36 PM
To: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>; Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Ken
Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Patty
Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
 
I would love to see Phillip and Rick team up to eval this opportunity, and report
their findings back to the Board. We are lucky to have them offer their
knowledge and experience!
 
Steve Wick 
 
 
 
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
 
-------- Original message --------
From: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Date: 11/22/20 4:20 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>, Ken
Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>, Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>, steve
wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>, Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
 
Merely offering my services in the area I’m trained in.  I do this sort of advisory daily in
my practice. I can very likely save you time analyzing the deal at hand and point out
potential pitfalls. 
 
While I’m pro trial, I’ve got no dog in this fight, just being neighborly. 
 
Philip E Higgins 
Pacific Crest REA
503-793-9039
 
(Please excuse any mis-spelling or auto-correct oddities) 
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On Nov 22, 2020, at 4:13 PM, Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:



We also have to think about how we respond to Phillip Higgen's; he seems to
really want to get in the middle of this.  WW
 
On Sunday, November 22, 2020, 2:29:35 PM PST, V H
<veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:
 
 
It’s an amazing intriguing idea.  I do have a lot of questions about numbers,
condition of the buildings and who is responsible for their safety and upkeep,
what insurance would cost us etc.
 
Does anyone mind if I bring my husband in on this question?  He owns a
large manufacturing building in Tualatin so would know more about what
information we would need and what risks we would be taking on.
 
Veronica 
 
 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Nov 22, 2020, at 11:25 AM, Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Wayne, thanks for adding Patty (I couldn’t remember her email address when
I drafted this).


 


I floated this idea past Ken Huffer, Carrie Martin, Christian Boenisch and
Todd Sadlo (and they were enthusiastic about me inquiring with you). It would
have to be discussed in open session for Commissioner Olson to be involved.
Mr. Belt currently leases the property, but I expect that our lease price going
forward will result in him raising the lease price to the bus company,
effectively ending their lease there. This would be very negative for the bus
company and the school district and kids, so I suggested that we could ask
you about taking on the lease of the whole property, with the requirement that
you continue to lease to the bus company but with few other requirements.
Mr. Belt was making a significant income off of the bus company lease.


 


I am happy to talk more in person if that is easier.


Casey
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From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, November 20, 2020 1:32 PM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Stan Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>;
Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Cc: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Casey thinking outside of the box. For right now I am going to
defer to those you included with this offer plus Patty Williams our new
Treasure. I see expertise there that I don't have. Have you consulted with
Rick or county administration regarding this idea?  Wayne


 


On Friday, November 20, 2020, 10:53:09 AM PST, Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Board of Friends of YWT (plus Philip),


 


A question for you to consider: would you be interested in holding the lease
on the bus barn property on hwy 240? It would require you to be the property
manager and to sublet the current bus footprint to the bus company. But the
benefits: you have access to and control of the property that will be the key
trail head, and it gives you a measure of standing for grants, legal claims, etc.
The other buildings on site could leased to other business partners that
complement a future trail. Depending upon the details and rates, you might
even generate a small cash income from the lease/sublease that could help
with other projects moving the trail forward.


 


Obviously, a lease agreement would need to be approved and signed before
the first Thurs in January, but we can move quickly if you can.


 


Casey


971-241-6585
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From: Casey Kulla
To: V H
Cc: Wayne Wiebke; Stan Primozich; Ken Wright; Patty Williams
Subject: RE: ODOT response to FYWT(Stan"s) inquiry
Date: Saturday, October 10, 2020 12:57:19 PM


I believe “yes” would be the answer, as it was purchased for a trail.
 


From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, October 10, 2020 9:13 AM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Ken
Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: ODOT response to FYWT(Stan's) inquiry
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you for your continued work on this Casey.
 
If the ROW was rail-banked, could we still build a trail on it?
 
Best,
 
Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Oct 9, 2020, at 5:27 PM, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:



Bad news, good news…
 
Cooper Brown says that the Federal Highway Administration is not willing to allow
transfer to a sub-sub-recipient, which in this case would be FYWT.
 
He says that any board of commissioners would be required to pay back all grants, from
bridge and master plan to acquisition if they were to try selling off the property for a
use other than a multi-modal corridor (he thought somewhere in the $3million range).
When I indicated that the organized opposition likely could acquire the required
funding, he say, “oh. Then we would lose the trail.” He meant all of us in the state and
county.
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I asked Cooper Brown if the FYWT could purchase the property from the county at a
similar price. He said he did not think it could be purchased, outside of an adverse
break-up of the taxlot for a use other than the planned use. He said he would find out if
that was a possibility. Of course, this would be a huge lift and likely an impossible
fundraising task. This is a pending question that he will investigate.
 
The remaining option is to “bank” the corridor for rail use through the ODOT Rail
Division, which is something that Cooper Brown suggested worthy of investigating. He
is going to ask his Rail Division to consider this. Pending question.
 
We also discussed the balancing act of ODOT swooping in to go against a local
jurisdiction’s wishes versus not taking action to save a project that is in danger of being
dismantled by the local jurisdiction. ODOT does not want to have this project act as a
precedent for other projects, but Cooper Brown is willing to talk further with the rest of
the Executive Team and planning staff to determine if this project should be considered
an exception due to its unique value and local.
 
I remain committed to protecting this resource for the future, even if we cannot see
kids on bikes in the next few years. I believe that there is still time for something to
happen, as Cooper Brown committed to getting me the next round of answers by the
end of next week.
 
Casey
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, October 8, 2020 1:09 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: ODOT response to FYWT(Stan's) inquiry
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you. Look forward to hearing from you.
 
On Thursday, October 8, 2020, 12:30:37 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
wrote:
 
 


Wayne, 
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I’m having a follow up meeting with Cooper Brown tomorrow to get clarity. I will let you
know once I am done with that meeting. My main question will be: will ODOT support the
transfer to the FYWT of the taxlot and under which conditions? Cooper Brown now knows
that the BOC will try to sell and break up the lot, and he recognizes the value of keeping it
intact.


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, October 8, 2020 11:35 AM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: ODOT response to FYWT(Stan's) inquiry


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,


Our board met yesterday to discuss ODOT's response to the question of a YC transfer of
the trail to the FYWT. It left us with serious doubts if not fatal impediments to any transfer.
There is no mention of a concern from ODOT to the possibility of losing this ROW for future
public use. This we couldn't understand it would seem it would be somewhere in their
strategic plans just as it is in YC's. From their perspective it leaves a lot remaining with the
county.  If you could give us your thoughts on this it would be appreciated. Thank you and
stay safe.


 


Wayne


 


 


 


From: CHICKERING Sonny P [mailto:Sonny.P.CHICKERING@odot.state.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, October 5, 2020 12:36 PM
To: sgjlprimo@comcast.net
Subject: FW: Yamhelas Trail update and question


 


 


Good afternoon Stan,


 


I did some networking on Friday and discovered that your questions are very similar to
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those posed to ODOT last month by Yamhill County Commission Chair Casey Kulla.  After
considerable staff work and discussion at our executive level, Assistant Director Cooper
Brown provided a detailed response to Chair Kulla, and Cooper has asked that my
response to you be consistent with his earlier message.  To avoid any misinterpretation on
my part, I’ve elected to share Mr. Brown’s actual response with you (see below).


 


If you have need of further information or discussion, please feel free to contact Assistant
Director Brown directly.  I would appreciate being copied.


 


Have a good day.


 


 


 


 


 


“Good evening Chair Kulla,


 


The ODOT team has completed their review of your request; I appreciate your patience in
allowing us to run these questions to ground. 


 


As I mentioned previously, it does appear technically possible, although not advisable from
the ODOT perspective (as explained below), for the County to pass on the Connect Oregon
grant responsibilities to another entity.  Similarly, it appears that the County can also pass
on ownership of the trail corridor right of way. This said, the Transportation and Growth
Management Program (TGM), which is funding the Master Plan for the Trail, will need to
remain with the County. Since the TGM program utilizes federal transportation funds, only
entities eligible to receive those funds can be applicants, and applicants generally must be
a unit of government, a Tribe, or Transit District. Accordingly, the County will need to
continue to be the lead for the TGM Master Plan process.


 


As for changing responsibilities for the Connect Oregon project and the right of way, ODOT
would need to take several steps both with the County and the Friends of the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail. For the Connect Oregon project, ODOT would need to enter into a new
agreement both with the County and the Friends group to transfer the responsibilities of the
program. For the right of way, ODOT would need to enter into an agreement with the
Friends group that would put limitations on how the property can be used and timelines –
similar to the existing agreements from the original purchase of the property. Additionally,
as the right of way was purchased with Federal Funds, the County will still retain
responsibility of overseeing and ensuring the right of way actions comply with the
agreements. The bottom line is that the County would need to maintain some level of
accountability for ensuring the right of way is used in accordance with existing agreements
even if these other changes were made.







 


While these actions are technically possible, frankly, it’s not clear to me what their net
public benefit would be. The Friends group would still have to complete the various land
use processes through the County, which may require future Board actions, in order to
complete construction. That includes litigating the past land-use decisions now before the
Land Use Board of Appeals. Additionally, recall that the CO grant is a reimbursable
program. The Friends group would have to take on the responsibility of paying for all the
work to construct the current bridge and then seek reimbursement from ODOT. This means
that the Friends group will need a cash flow system in place to meet this requirement. In
addition, the Friends group would have to take on the project management responsibilities
–  a difficult and complex long-term task – and I’d be concerned that this group might not
have the skills, expertise, funding or staffing necessary to deliver a transportation
infrastructure project that requires various state and federal approvals and oversight
responsibilities. It is important to remember that the property was purchased with Federal
funds, and therefore, the entirety of the project must meet Federal regulations for delivery
(i.e. NEPA). As you know, these are complex rules and, as such, they could create
challenges for the Friends Group if they don’t have a project management team behind
them with the necessary expertise. Finally, with both agreements, the Friends Group would
have to take on the risk of paying back funds if the CO project is not completed within the
required timelines. 


 


So in conclusion, even with these proposed changes, the same challenges and
requirements remain for completing not just the current CO project, but the entirety of the
trail. Additionally, there appear to be increased project-performance risks should the
Friends take over the project. In light of these challenges and increased risks, I simply don’t
see the benefit of pursuing these changes.


 


All this said, I’m always happy to discuss further. “


 


Best,


Cooper


 


Cooper Brown


Assistant Director for Operations


Oregon Department of Transportation


355 Capitol St NE


Salem, OR 97301-3871


 


Office: (503)986-3939


Mobile: (503)979-9101







OTC Admin: (503)986-3450


Email: cooper.h.brown@odot.state.or.us


 


 


 


Sonny P.A. Chickering, PE


Oregon Dept. of Transportation


Northwest (Region 2) Manager


 


Cell:  971-718-3181


Salem:  503-986-2640


Springfield:  541-736-2843
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: "Wayne Wiebke"; stevencarol. wick; Ken Wright
Subject: RE: property rights issue
Date: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 9:30:56 AM


Wayne,
 
It’s all yours, do whatever you want with it. 
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 9:20 AM
To: stevencarol. wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>;
Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: property rights issue
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Property rights should prevail on both sides of the fence.  Good neighbors work things out in an mature
and reasonable manner. I think you may have exposed the flaw in the opponent's arguments and
reinforces the County's ongoing willingness to work toward reasonable solutions.
 
Do you mind if I cherry pick and paraphrase a few areas of your argument?  
 
Wayne
 
On Tuesday, April 28, 2020, 7:59:06 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 


Gentlemen,


 


Below are proposed findings to address one of the county’s conditional use standards. As with other parts
of the findings, I am asserting the county’s right to be on its property 24-7 without the threat of being in a
pesticide setback, as something inherent, that does not change because a trail is there.  The use does
not create the obligation to buffer, the property line does.  I think LUBA got this wrong in its decision on
remand, and in the bridge stay.


 


5.         Regarding criterion (D), the proposed use “will not alter the character of the
surrounding area in a manner which substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use of
surrounding properties for the permitted uses listed in the underlying zoning district.”  This is
a local standard, and the county is entitled to deference for its reasonable interpretation of the
standard.  The county does not equate this standard with the farm impact standard, but
information in the record establishing compliance with the farm impact standard also supports
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findings of compliance with this standard. 


 


5.1       Webster’s Third New International Dictionary (unabridged) defines
“substantial” with reference to its root, “substance,” and also equates it with “MATERIAL.” 
The proposed use would need to alter the character of the area in a materially destructive way
in order to substantially limit, impair or prevent the use of surrounding properties for farming. 
Likewise, limitations that are “seeming,” “elusive,” or “imaginary” do not implicate criterion
(D). 


 


5.2       The “character of the surrounding area” is rural, and oriented towards farming. 
The character of the area is described in great detail in the existing record(s).  Significant
testimony was received from the farming community that a passive-use trail is not compatible
with farm uses, and especially not the farm uses taking place adjacent to the corridor.  That
testimony described the character of the area as a forbidding place where children and animals
are not safe from being sprayed with pesticides, and where trail users will commit criminal
acts against each other and render the area unsuitable for farming.  The Board rejects that view
as overblown and hyperbolic, in part based on the reality of existing trails in Oregon and
around the country, including the Banks to Vernonia Trail.  Farming has always taken place
immediately adjacent to public rights-of-way, and the Yamhelas corridor and uses proposed
have no different or more significant impact than other rights-of-way common and coexisting
in farm areas throughout the county. 


 


5.3       As stated, a road network exists in Yamhill County where people are free to
walk or to ride their bicycles day or night, without asking or notifying anyone.  Since it is not
an “accepted farm practice” to spray those people with harmful chemicals, farmers must all,
currently, manage their farm operations by using spray methods that do not put those persons
at risk.


 


5.4       Likewise, owners of property adjacent to a farm operation, whether or not they
are actively farming, have a right to enter, walk upon, maintain and enjoy their property
without fear that they will be sprayed with pesticides or herbicides because they have entered
the “buffer” of one of their neighbors’ spray operations.  Fundamental principles of property
ownership protect persons using public rights-of-way and neighboring property owners from
being required to accommodate a neighbor’s spray buffer, under any circumstance that is not
consensual. 


 


5.5       The county is a fiduciary of the public buildings, parklands, rights-of-way and
rail/trail corridors that it owns, and has a responsibility to maintain that real property in the
public interest.  In Van Dyke II, LUBA issued a land use decision that overlooked or ignored
basic principles of real property ownership, in appearing to sanction the use by certain
opponents of the county’s property for its pesticide/herbicide buffers, without the consent of
the county.  Although it is within LUBA’s jurisdiction to interpret state land use law in the







first instance, it should not do so without ensuring that its decisions do not deprive the county
of the basic right to enter its own property—every inch of it—without any threat whatsoever
that it is entering the label-required buffer area for a soon-to-be-banned chemical like
Gramoxone. 


 


5.6       The county interprets the subsection (D) standard as being met if the record
accurately describes the surrounding area and addresses claims that the propose use will alter
the character of the surrounding area in some way.  All development alters the parcel on which
it occurs, and all development alters the surrounding area in some way, if only by changing the
view or emitting sounds that were not there before.  The character of the surrounding area is
always changing.  This standard requires a ‘substantial’ offer of proof that the effects of the
application, if approved, will in fact “limit,” “impair,” or “prevent” the use of surrounding
properties.  It has always been the county’s position that, even then, if conditions can
minimize potential impacts to an insubstantial level, the use should be approved with
conditions.  If evidence is submitted supporting a conclusion that the proposed use
“substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding properties for the permitted
uses listed in the underlying zoning district,” the county’s usual course is not to deny, but to
impose conditions intended to diminish identified substantial impacts. 


 


5.7       In this case, as the Board interprets the term, “substantial” as requiring a much
greater impact than can possibly be attributed to a trail in an established transportation corridor
that transects farmland, not unlike the 700 miles of county road.  Humans currently have the
right to drive, walk or ride their bicycles on more than 700 miles of county roads, and do not
appear, in doing so, to cause any impact significant enough to ‘limit, impair or prevent the use
of surrounding properties for farm uses.’  Farming is thriving in Yamhill County, in part
because it is, generally, welcome to visitors who contribute to the local farm economy by
visiting farm country. 


 


5.8       In consideration of its interpretation of this standard, the county has no basis in
this case for departing from its course in consideration of the other 26 separate categories of
non-farm uses that are allowed in farm zones as conditional uses.  Many of those proposed
uses are routinely found to comply with criterion (D), and there are very few situations where
appropriate conditions of approval cannot be imposed to ensure that the standard is met.  In
this case, the standard is met, and the proposed conditions of approval will ensure continued
compliance with criterion (D).  Those conditions include offers of cooperation with the spray
schedules of farm operators, but definitely do not allow neighboring farm operators to use the
county’s property as a spray buffer without the consent of the county.  As stated, it takes two
to cooperate, regardless of LUBA’s unsupportable view of basic property rights inherent in
Van Dyke II.


5.9       With conditions imposed by the Board, the proposed trail will not alter the
character of the area in a manner that limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding
properties for permitted uses.  Uses will be limited to use as a passive-use trail to connect the
cities of Yamhill and Carlton and the schools of the Yamhill-Carlton School District.  The
transportation and recreational uses envisioned are decidedly low impact compared to
vehicular transportation uses that occur near the proposed trail and throughout Yamhill







County, in close proximity to residential, commercial and farm uses. 


 


Todd Sadlo








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: stevencarol. wick; Ken Wright; Todd Sadlo
Subject: Re: property rights issue
Date: Tuesday, April 28, 2020 9:20:24 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Property rights should prevail on both sides of the fence.  Good neighbors work things out in an mature
and reasonable manner. I think you may have exposed the flaw in the opponent's arguments and
reinforces the County's ongoing willingness to work toward reasonable solutions. 


Do you mind if I cherry pick and paraphrase a few areas of your argument?   


Wayne


On Tuesday, April 28, 2020, 7:59:06 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Gentlemen,


 


Below are proposed findings to address one of the county’s conditional use standards. As with other parts
of the findings, I am asserting the county’s right to be on its property 24-7 without the threat of being in a
pesticide setback, as something inherent, that does not change because a trail is there.  The use does
not create the obligation to buffer, the property line does.  I think LUBA got this wrong in its decision on
remand, and in the bridge stay.


 


5.         Regarding criterion (D), the proposed use “will not alter the character of the
surrounding area in a manner which substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use of
surrounding properties for the permitted uses listed in the underlying zoning district.”  This is
a local standard, and the county is entitled to deference for its reasonable interpretation of the
standard.  The county does not equate this standard with the farm impact standard, but
information in the record establishing compliance with the farm impact standard also supports
findings of compliance with this standard. 


 


5.1       Webster’s Third New International Dictionary (unabridged) defines
“substantial” with reference to its root, “substance,” and also equates it with “MATERIAL.” 
The proposed use would need to alter the character of the area in a materially destructive way
in order to substantially limit, impair or prevent the use of surrounding properties for farming. 
Likewise, limitations that are “seeming,” “elusive,” or “imaginary” do not implicate criterion
(D). 


 


5.2       The “character of the surrounding area” is rural, and oriented towards farming. 
The character of the area is described in great detail in the existing record(s).  Significant
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testimony was received from the farming community that a passive-use trail is not compatible
with farm uses, and especially not the farm uses taking place adjacent to the corridor.  That
testimony described the character of the area as a forbidding place where children and animals
are not safe from being sprayed with pesticides, and where trail users will commit criminal
acts against each other and render the area unsuitable for farming.  The Board rejects that view
as overblown and hyperbolic, in part based on the reality of existing trails in Oregon and
around the country, including the Banks to Vernonia Trail.  Farming has always taken place
immediately adjacent to public rights-of-way, and the Yamhelas corridor and uses proposed
have no different or more significant impact than other rights-of-way common and coexisting
in farm areas throughout the county. 


 


5.3       As stated, a road network exists in Yamhill County where people are free to
walk or to ride their bicycles day or night, without asking or notifying anyone.  Since it is not
an “accepted farm practice” to spray those people with harmful chemicals, farmers must all,
currently, manage their farm operations by using spray methods that do not put those persons
at risk.


 


5.4       Likewise, owners of property adjacent to a farm operation, whether or not they
are actively farming, have a right to enter, walk upon, maintain and enjoy their property
without fear that they will be sprayed with pesticides or herbicides because they have entered
the “buffer” of one of their neighbors’ spray operations.  Fundamental principles of property
ownership protect persons using public rights-of-way and neighboring property owners from
being required to accommodate a neighbor’s spray buffer, under any circumstance that is not
consensual. 


 


5.5       The county is a fiduciary of the public buildings, parklands, rights-of-way and
rail/trail corridors that it owns, and has a responsibility to maintain that real property in the
public interest.  In Van Dyke II, LUBA issued a land use decision that overlooked or ignored
basic principles of real property ownership, in appearing to sanction the use by certain
opponents of the county’s property for its pesticide/herbicide buffers, without the consent of
the county.  Although it is within LUBA’s jurisdiction to interpret state land use law in the
first instance, it should not do so without ensuring that its decisions do not deprive the county
of the basic right to enter its own property—every inch of it—without any threat whatsoever
that it is entering the label-required buffer area for a soon-to-be-banned chemical like
Gramoxone. 


 


5.6       The county interprets the subsection (D) standard as being met if the record
accurately describes the surrounding area and addresses claims that the propose use will alter
the character of the surrounding area in some way.  All development alters the parcel on which
it occurs, and all development alters the surrounding area in some way, if only by changing the
view or emitting sounds that were not there before.  The character of the surrounding area is
always changing.  This standard requires a ‘substantial’ offer of proof that the effects of the
application, if approved, will in fact “limit,” “impair,” or “prevent” the use of surrounding
properties.  It has always been the county’s position that, even then, if conditions can
minimize potential impacts to an insubstantial level, the use should be approved with







conditions.  If evidence is submitted supporting a conclusion that the proposed use
“substantially limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding properties for the permitted
uses listed in the underlying zoning district,” the county’s usual course is not to deny, but to
impose conditions intended to diminish identified substantial impacts. 


 


5.7       In this case, as the Board interprets the term, “substantial” as requiring a much
greater impact than can possibly be attributed to a trail in an established transportation corridor
that transects farmland, not unlike the 700 miles of county road.  Humans currently have the
right to drive, walk or ride their bicycles on more than 700 miles of county roads, and do not
appear, in doing so, to cause any impact significant enough to ‘limit, impair or prevent the use
of surrounding properties for farm uses.’  Farming is thriving in Yamhill County, in part
because it is, generally, welcome to visitors who contribute to the local farm economy by
visiting farm country. 


 


5.8       In consideration of its interpretation of this standard, the county has no basis in
this case for departing from its course in consideration of the other 26 separate categories of
non-farm uses that are allowed in farm zones as conditional uses.  Many of those proposed
uses are routinely found to comply with criterion (D), and there are very few situations where
appropriate conditions of approval cannot be imposed to ensure that the standard is met.  In
this case, the standard is met, and the proposed conditions of approval will ensure continued
compliance with criterion (D).  Those conditions include offers of cooperation with the spray
schedules of farm operators, but definitely do not allow neighboring farm operators to use the
county’s property as a spray buffer without the consent of the county.  As stated, it takes two
to cooperate, regardless of LUBA’s unsupportable view of basic property rights inherent in
Van Dyke II.


5.9       With conditions imposed by the Board, the proposed trail will not alter the
character of the area in a manner that limits, impairs or prevents the use of surrounding
properties for permitted uses.  Uses will be limited to use as a passive-use trail to connect the
cities of Yamhill and Carlton and the schools of the Yamhill-Carlton School District.  The
transportation and recreational uses envisioned are decidedly low impact compared to
vehicular transportation uses that occur near the proposed trail and throughout Yamhill
County, in close proximity to residential, commercial and farm uses. 


 


Todd Sadlo








From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Fw: Letter of support for YWT
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 10:52:24 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Carol brings up a good question--for these generalized letters of support, to whom
should they be addressed? 


Thx


V


----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Carol Foley <carol@foleyresearch.com>
To: 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 11:53:47 AM PDT
Subject: Letter of support for YWT


Veronica,


I am going to reach out to Wild Horse Mountain Ranch in Sherwood (we talked about my involvement
with them at that meeting at the party house) to request a letter of support.  Who does she address it to? 
I will have her send it to me, but just wondering how people are addressing them.  Also, besides the
brochure and website, is there other good material that describes the Trail, especially the horse trail
component? Thanks.


Carol


 


Carol Foley


Mobile: (253) 709-4310


carol@foleyresearch.com 
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: "Stan Primozich"; "Ken Wright"; steve wick; Todd Sadlo
Subject: Re: NR response
Date: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 11:25:50 AM
Attachments: 4-30-20 Written testimony Carol Foley.docx


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Carol Foley, one of our members, specifically addressed "fencing" in her LUBA letter. ( see attached ).


On Wednesday, May 13, 2020, 10:43:54 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


I like permanent, but they have the tendency to be vandalized at great cost to whoever is maintaining
them.  I wanted to leave fencing as the only issue in the Master plan that would requiring a second look at
the farm standard.  It does not mean it cannot be further addressed in the master plan.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 9:43 AM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Stan Primozich' <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; 'Ken Wright'
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: NR response


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I agree. Again, the Master Plan will address that in a very reasoned way. At some point I see permanent
toilets, like at the Banks trail head. The Concept Plan places one in Carlton and the Bus Barn seems like
a logical location at that end even though it was not included in the Concept Plan.


 


 


On Wednesday, May 13, 2020, 8:58:46 AM PDT, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


 


 


My wife and I think the one each end should suffice. (We occasionally use the BV trail) .We start at the
Banks terminus of the BV trail, and have never had any problem suing the toilets. Wayne, if I correctly
recall, toilets are at each parking lot, and most are permanent toilets, one room for each sex. People
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4-30-20


To the Yamhill County Planning Department and the Yamhill County Commissioners





Please include this message in the written testimony you are accepting for the April 30th public hearing.  I am writing because it is my understanding that one of the LUBA exceptions concerns fencing on the trail to protect both trail users and to protect the agricultural lands adjacent to the trail.  As one of the Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail and also a member of the national Rails to Trails Conservancy, I have learned that trails converted from old railroads that border agricultural land is common.  So, I decided to do some research on what fencing methods have been used.  





Fortunately, my research turned up the Santa Paula Branch Line Recreational Trail Compatibility Survey report (April 2015). One of the study sponsors is the Rails to Trails Conservancy, and the report PDF can be downloaded using this link:  https://www.railstotrails.org/resource-library/resources/santa-paula-branch-line-recreational-trail-compatibility-survey/?collection=Trail+Projects.  The objective of the study was to find trails that have been successfully implemented and are currently operating in active agricultural areas.  In addition to the trail research and case studies, a review of technical literature and guidelines related to trails in agricultural settings is included in the report.   





The good news is the discovery that a variety of fencing types, signage, crossing solutions, and regulations have been successfully tailored to each of the trails that were studied.   The report includes a national inventory of 20 trails in agricultural settings, including the Row River trail near Cottage Grove, Oregon.  It also includes a literature review that lists 7 other studies that address trails in agricultural areas.





The most helpful part of the study details 9 trail projects, both in California as well as other parts of the US such as Iowa and Minnesota.    A general summary of each trail’s context and history is provided, along with details on the trail’s physical characteristics; a map of the trail; specific design features to accommodate agriculture; and management strategies essential to the trail’s operation in an agricultural setting.  As examples, the attachment provides excerpted photos from 6 of the 9 trails and also the corresponding section of the trail profile called “Specific Design and Management Measures.”  See attachment. Further reading of the “Feedback from Involved Parties” in the report is also recommended.  While there are certainly commonalities among the 9 trails, it is also helpful to get a flavor of how individual trails each had their own challenges and solutions.  There is no “one size fits all.”





My understanding is that this type of detailed study for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will go into the Master Plan.  It will be determined which sections of the trail require what type of fencing, signage, gates, and policies.  In addition to the feedback already provided by farmers, master planners and farmers will design more specific solutions to meet both the needs of the agriculture bordering the trail, and the users of the trail.





Again, all are encouraged to look through the attachment and the study report itself (see link above) where more detail is given.  Thank you for your diligence in approaching this project with a collaborative and thorough approach.





Sincerely,





Carol Foley


8850 NE Sunset Knoll Road


Yamhill, OR  97148






ATTACHMENT


Excerpts from the Santa Paula Branch Line Recreational Trail Compatibility Survey report (April 2015)





San Pasqual Valley Agricultural Trail, San Diego County, CA





Source: http://www.fsdrv.org/photosRVViews.html (friends of San Diego River Valley)


• Specific fencing was designed for the trail, modified from the park


department’s standard lodgepole fencing. Chicken wire inserts were


added approximately one foot from the ground to allow wildlife to pass


through;


• Gates allow sections of the trail to be closed;


• Signage installed to alert the trail-users of trail closure for spraying and


to stay on the trail;


• Farmers can dictate trail closure (within reason, i.e., preferably not on


weekends) for maintenance and crop spraying. This protocol was


developed and approved by the County Farm Bureau, County Farm


Advisor's Office, and the affected farmers;


• The SDRP JPA chose to indemnify the farmers against liability issues


relating to those using the trail.


Bob Jones Bike Trail, San Luis Obispo County, CA


Source: http://connectslocounty.org/2013/04/02/bob-jones-octagon-barn-connection-workshop-2/


• Fencing and other barriers are being considered


for future portions of the trail.


• Portions of the trail have been routed around


specific parcels to reduce conflict.


• In one circumstance, the route was adjusted to


pass around a farm. The route originally followed


farm frontage roads, but was moved to the back of


properties instead.


Cowell-Purisima Coastal Trail, San Mateo County, CA


http://peninsulaopenspacetrust.files.wordpress.com/2014/08/cowell-purisimatrail-open_4562_cpaolovescia11.jpg


• Stout fencing


• Large gates to accommodate cattle and equipment passage while


trail is closed


• Gates to close trail during spraying and operations


• Information and regulatory signs


• Maintained by volunteer docents


• Farmer has ability to close gates for maintenance





Cedar Valley Nature Trail, Linn County, IA


Source: Rails to Trails Conservancy


• Fencing with gates;


• Reinforced crossing to accommodate equipment;


• Easement allowing farm equipment access;


• Signage to warn trail users of crossing farm vehicles.


Lake Wobegon Trail, Stearns County, MN


Source: Rails to Trails Conservancy


• Yield signs at crossing


• Gates where livestock are present


• 3 strand wire fence


• 40’ buffer through most of the corridor


• Weekly trail maintenance


• Local police are invited to patrol the trail


• Trail crossings are minimized. Maintained where existing


before the trail, but if new crossings are requested


another must be closed


West County and Joe Rodota Trails, Sonoma County, CA


Source: Rails to Trails Conservancy


• Farmers put A-frame signs on their property stating when


spraying will occur.


• Spraying generally limited to early morning, before most trail


users are present.


• Aerial spraying not conducted near the trail.


• Some vineyard owners have built connections between their


properties and the trail.


• “No Trespassing” signs have been installed by some vineyard


owners.


• The County patrols the trail and regularly talks with


neighbors.
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could also be stopping at restaurants, or schools at one end. and using the facilities there. We could start
out at two each, and drop down to one each, if there was no demand permanent toilet, but one would
probably be OK.


 


What do you think Wayne?


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 8:36 AM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Ken Wright
Subject: RE: NR response


 


Perhaps something to address how many portable toilets are enough along a three mile trail?  I have
proposed one at the bus barn and another in Carlton.  How many are along the Banks to Vernonia?  I
know the Springwater only has one set in a city park in Gresham and a bathroom (usually closed) in SE
Portland.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 8:29 AM
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Steve Wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Stan
Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: RE: NR response


 


Wayne,


 


I’m not sure what you are referring to re: how accurate.  Was there more than one article?  The news
article looked pretty accurate.


 


The meetings can be seen through Youtube, streaming and recorded, at the county’s website under
“meetings.”  Tomorrow is the last day for new testimony and rebuttal testimony, so if you think something
has not been addressed, please let me know, submit something that can be relied upon, or get someone
reliable to address it!  All I could see was a bit more on food safety (apparently the old findings stated that
hazelnuts are not subject to the same requirements as other “food,” because they are encased in a hard
shell.  And fire hydrants (state and national fire codes say ‘only for buildings.’ 


 


I will also submit Ben Van Dyke’s Fourth Declaration on the bridge case, where he admits that his needed
setback is 10 feet. 
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Other than that, I think we have a pretty good case for getting through the next (hopefully last) LUBA
appeal.


 


One piece of minutiae:  I’m still trying to figure out: is it Salvatore Eramo, or Eramo Salvatore?


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 8:19 AM
To: Steve Wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stan Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: NR response


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


We talked in our meeting about a NR response; a more immediate response would be a rebuttable letter
to LUBA regarding Van Dyke's recent testimony. Todd, how complete and accurate was the NR reporting
on last week's meeting? Also, is tomorrow the last day for a remand letter?


Wayne
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From: V H
To: Casey Kulla
Cc: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net); Patty Williams;


stevencarol.wick@gmail.com; Philip Higgins; jeff@visitmcminnville.com
Subject: Re: Kids need the Yamhelas Westsider Trail!
Date: Thursday, January 21, 2021 7:04:34 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thanks Casey.  Do you mean next Thursday, January 28?


We are working with our PR person tomorrow to put out a call for letters.  


Is there a specific item on the BOC agenda next week that we should be addressing?


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Jan 21, 2021, at 6:26 PM, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:



We need hundreds of these emails by Thursday, cc’d to the News Register (probably to
nmontesano@newsregister.com).
 


From: Erin Chen <erin.yvonne.chen@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2021 5:05 PM
To: BOC Info <bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Kids need the Yamhelas Westsider Trail!
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


My name is Erin Chen, I am a mother of two girls, 9 years old and 5 years old, in
Dundee, OR and I am writing in full-throated support of the planned Yamhelas
Westsider Trail. 
 
One of our favorite activities as a family is to go for long hikes and walks together.
Yamhill is so beautiful and particularly in these stressful times, getting out and about
has been an important part of our physical and mental health. Sadly, we;ve found that
here in Yamhill, our options for long family walks are either on privately owned land
(Trappist Abbey, Newberg Golf Course route), beautiful but short (Harvey Creek Trail),
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or along roads where my flighty five year old has to share the right away with car
traffic. A public trail like the planned Yamhelas Westsider would be an absolute game
changer for us, and we would use it regularly. 
 
Furthermore, as a now homeschooling (Covid, Ugh!) mom, I am acutely aware of the
connection between exercising kid's bodies, and growing their brains. Numerous
studies (link) have shown that short moderate blasts of morning exercise, such as
walking to school, primes kids to learn throughout the school day, and has been linked
to increased academic achievement, confidence, and better test scores. While my
children would not directly benefit, the ability of the Yamhelas Westsider to allow kids
to safely bike or walk to school, would be a huge asset to those communities. 
 
Whether it's through promoting the mental health, physical health, or boosting
academic achievement and safety, an investment in the Yamhelas Westsider Trail is an
investment in our kids. And who doesn't want to help kids?
 
Thank you so much, I've attached a number of cute pictures of my kids on Yamhill roads
and trails to get you inspired. 
 
-Erin Gardner
<IMG_9617.jpg>
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https://inside.uncc.edu/news-features/2017-02-21/study-exercise-school-benefits-students-throughout-day






From: Christian Boenisch
To: Patty Williams; Ken Wright; Todd Sadlo; Casey Kulla; Wayne Wiebke; V H; Janice Primozich; Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Thursday, September 17, 2020 11:59:28 AM


Just a quick reminder, to the extent county employees or electeds are copied on what might be
intended as internal YWT board communications, these communications are a public record.  
 
Happy to remain copied on those communications involving the county regarding this matter
moving forward, just wanted to point this out. 
 
Thanks to you all for your continued interest in and support of this project.
 
Christian
 
Christian F. Boenisch
Yamhill County
County Counsel
(503) 434-7502
boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us
 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or
otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail,
keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your
system.
 
************************************
 


From: Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2020 11:48 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; V H
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hello Everyone. I have a standing work call on Monday (Sep 21) from 12-1PM which I cannot
miss. I can, however, log into Zoom as soon as I am done to join the call.
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-pw-
 
Patty Williams 
7860 NW Meadow Lake Road
Carlton OR 97111
503-312-0245 (phone)


 
 
On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 6:37:50 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:
 
 
 Yes that works for me, thanks!  And I’m happy to set up the Zoom.
 
V


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Sep 16, 2020, at 5:24 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:





All,


 


I’ve asked Fritz to be available to board members for a zoom session at 1pm on Monday. 
Veronica, will that time slot work for you and if it works for Fritz could you provide the
session link?


 


If the time does work anyone on the board is welcome to join me here at the office if they
wish.  You might have to sort a couple of grape clusters though.


 


Best, Ken


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 10:48 AM
To: Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>; Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice
Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


And that is highly confidential, BTW....
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V


 


On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 9:58:08 AM PDT, Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


 


Patty, much of this is new to all of us. Count this as part of your learning curve. We are
pursuing legal information that will help us in our decisions regarding the possibility of
becoming the owners of the trail. Feel free to contact anyone of us for questions.  Wayne


 


On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 9:00:24 AM PDT, Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


 


If I understand the request here, I am being asked to weigh in about official
support to secure legal counsel on the trail issues raised in this thread. My
apologies for the delay in responding. I am still trying to get my head wrapped
around the project to date. I am in favor of securing paid legal counsel for this.


-pw-


 


Patty Williams 
7860 NW Meadow Lake Road
Carlton OR 97111
503-312-0245 (phone)


 


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:50:27 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
wrote:


 


 


Sorry for my delayed response— I was at the beach getting some fresh air and didn’t have
access to email  I agree with talking to the lawyer and exploring what all the potential
exposures might be.  I also agree with spending Friends money to do it, or would be willing
to pitch in as well.


 


I’d like to participate if possible but have some schedule conflicts next week so go ahead
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and schedule it and if I can join in I will.  Monday before 3:00 is best for me, Tuesday I’m
not available.


 


Thanks everyone for all the work on this-


 


Veronica


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


 


On Sep 15, 2020, at 10:54 AM, Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:





Thank you Casey.


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 10:51:21 AM PDT, Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Conditional Use Permit


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 10:50 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Carrie. One question; what is the CUP?


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 9:46:58 AM PDT, Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
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Good morning, everyone,


 


There was a lot of conversation yesterday and I would like to
briefly summarize the outcomes so we’re all clear on a path
forward.


 


1.  It is an excellent idea for the Friends to pursue legal representation
independent of the County. Fritz Paulus sounds like a good option.


2. Once LUBA renders a decision on the pending Stay and two appeals,
it will be the County’s prerogative to respond. The Friends are
not listed in the current litigation and will not have the ability to pick up
that baton, so to speak.


3. We hope to receive the LUBA decision by November, and once that
happens the CUP will be in limbo. Further development of the YWT
will not be allowed to continue until that issue is resolved. This may
require a *new* owner to restart the process on their own.


4. With regard to current grants in-progress, we will have to further
investigate the County’s ability to transfer those. Each grant funding
source has different stipulations. We will have to wait and see on that.


I think that’s all for now.


 


Thank you all for the good discussion.


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Yamhill County


Grants & Special Projects


martinc@co.yamhill.or.us


503-474-4991 (o)


971-241-1007 (m)
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From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 8:23 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd.


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:58:57 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,


 


I understand most of what you said in your message and, of
course, I cannot give you legal advice, but I don't understand
what you say would be a "tactic" of 'ignoring LUBA.'  There is
no need to ignore LUBA.  For two years, it is likely that you will
have a county Board that will not move forward on land use
approvals for the trail, whether it is owned by the county or the
Friends.  No one would be ignoring LUBA.  If the county's
decision is affirmed it would likely be appealed, and the county
would likely not prosecute the appeal.  If it is remanded, the
county would likely decline to seek approval on remand, and
the Board would then deny the application.  


 


As far as a suit against the county for transferring title to the
trail:  that seems like a stretch to me, because I can't think
what the basis for that might be, but that is the sort of thing you
might ask Mr. Paulus if he is brought into this.
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Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 6:59 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Ken. I agree with Stan, it shouldn't be on your dime. Stan's
concerns regarding an unfinished LUBA situation is one of mine too. Carrie
inferred that a tactic given to her would be while mothballing the trail
development ignore any LUBA transmissions or actions; I would want more
assurance of that being a sound tactic. Could the opponents sue the county
for divesting to us and if so where would that put us? I don't see a problem
getting financial support for a legal fund from trail supporters but having a
sense of what kinds of legal battles from opponents would be helpful. I would
anticipate a lot of nuisance types of actions from them. Our fixed costs would
be insurance and potential property taxes( there could be a waiver on them)
whatever we need to budget for maintenance. The $3500 lease fee from
Gene Belt would cover of that.


 


Wayne


 


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 5:40:55 PM PDT, Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


 


 


Regardless of whether the board would like to sit in on a discussion with Fritz
I am planning to meet with him to have a better understanding personally.  All
on my dime of course.


 


Best, Ken
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Sent from my iPhone


 


On Sep 14, 2020, at 5:15 PM, Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:





[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal
expense.  Wayne, Veronica and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would
you be able to give a quick brief to Fritz of where we are?


 


Ken


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo'
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice
Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Christian Boenisch'
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan.
There is a sentence in Todd's scenario that for me needs more clarification:
"Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue
an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the
appeal." I don't quite understand where that might leave us. We do need to
talk as a board and having someone such as Fritz Paulas guide us would be
helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response? Wayne


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:
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I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a
conversation with the attorney mentioned here would certainly be
appropriate.  I certainly see our time running out and we need to act quickly
or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>;
'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur
legal expenses, it would be to advise them regarding the legal risks of taking
this on (and not related to the land use case).  Christian and I have also
talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works in this field (land held in the
public interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>;
'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
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Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity,
should Friends decide that they want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase
Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>;
'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this
move forward at least until we have a new board.  I want to say I really
appreciate all of the time and effort you have put into this and I am hoping
that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring
legal fees, no matter which way the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the
opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the new Board can refuse
to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not
enough time for a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to
conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules require that the remand be
pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after
that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to
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pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in
the appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the property in the hope
that a new Board in two or four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail
would not be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish under
Oregon’s land use system.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from
LUBA that would keep us from needing several thousand dollars in legal fees.
I am certainly in favor of our ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost
signed, I believe it is proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to
an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the thought of the trail property getting
cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that from
happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already,
and today I asked them for an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property
transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is the Friends board ready to
move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we progress?
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Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)








From: Todd Sadlo
To: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 4:40:59 PM


Sorry, spell check changed Parazone to paragon.  Parazone.


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 4:39 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
 
Wayne,


In a Declaration, Ben Van Dyke stated that he uses Lorsban and Yuma 4E (along with
Gramoxone and Paragon, which I am already addressing) in his newly-planted filbert orchard
(claims he converted his grass seed farm to an orchard in 2018-I'm trying to confirm that-
seemed to me it was 2019).  He says they both require a 50-foot setback.  I'm assuming on
remand they will argue that the trail would prevent them from farming a 50-foot buffer
adjacent to the trail.  I'm looking to disprove or otherwise answer those claims.  I've seen so
many new filbert orchards that seem to be planted right up to the hwy right of way.  Maybe
pictures of that?


Any thoughts? Know anyone else who has expertise in spraying filberts and is a trail
supporter?  Who addressed filberts for the FYWT last time?--they attacked him as being small
time, so I'm wondering if there is a response to that and whether he knows about these
chemicals and their setbacks.


ts


From: Todd Sadlo
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 3:33 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
 
Wayne,


No.  Main sticking points are pesticides and food safety, if you know anyone who knows
about those topics.  LUBA appears to have concluded that bacteria from poop might somehow
float off of the trail and land on a filbert, causing significant impact to farm practices and
costs.  How to disprove nonsense is the goal there.  With the pesticides, I have a handle on
most of them, including grams one and that ‘do not use around’ trails’ business-the label has
been superseded by a new one that says “on” instead of “around” but I’m still working on two
or three others.


Also, on a different e-mail- it is not necessary to be a party to testify, so not a bad idea to say
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FYWT, but not necessary.


Todd Sadlo 


On Apr 21, 2020, at 3:06 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


The devils in the details; the comment in the article was incomplete, as is a lot of what is written. Part of
what you said made it into the article but not that an approve Master Plan was a necessary requirement
for the actual trail construction.
Is this bridge issue something that should be addressed in a LUBA remand letter?


LUBA’s decision was that the design contract did not authorize any construction, and so the decision of
the county to sign the design contract could not be considered a land use decision statutorily or under a
“significant impacts” test established by caselaw.
 
The construction agreement was separate, and ultimately signed in January, 2020.  It authorized
construction, and so conceivably could be considered a land use decision if it required a permit from the
county or under the “significant impact” test.  I have argued that no permit is required by law, and the
bridge doesn’t ‘significantly impact’ anyone as long as it is not used as a trail without additional land use
approval.  The county has never contemplated opening the corridor to general public use (other that
county employees and invitees with county permission to be there) prior to adoption of a Master Plan. 
That’s what the conditions in Board Order 19-94 required.
 
Todd Sadlo
 
From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 1:24 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


It was at the bottom of page one, 3rd paragraph up, of the one article. " LUBA  ruled that the design
contract..."
 
On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 11:59:34 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 
Ha!  Was there only one article there, so far? I saw the first one, but do not recall your reference.  LUBA
is only concerned with land use permits, not our grants.  No land use permit is required from the county to
construct a bridge for access from one part of a landowner’s land to another part, or even between
different landowners, in the farm zone. (If the bridge would access a proposed dwelling, the county would
require that it be approved by the fire control agency with jurisdiction).  The exception is if the footings of
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the bridge are located within a floodplain or floodway.  The bridge was designed by engineers.  The
LOMR the county received from FEMA conclusively settled the floodplain permit issue—the bridge is not
in a floodplain or floodway.  We also received all of the other necessary federal and state environmental
clearances before starting construction, with tremendous assistance from ODOT.
 
Todd Sadlo
 
Please feel free to share this information as you wish.
 
From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11:44 AM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Just went back over the Capital Press article; did LUBA really miss that the grant for the bridge actually
authorized construction? It is stated in the project name and description and again as part of the
"requirement". It looks to include a completion date as well; why have a completion date if construction
was not authorized? If that is true, I won't tell them if you don't.
 
On Monday, April 20, 2020, 1:06:29 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 
Wayne,
 
I thought my interview with her was productive, and she seemed grateful for the straight talk.  LUBA said
they would “endeavor” to make a decision by April 23rd.  On Friday, she filed another, 38 page brief, and
hundreds of pages of exhibits.  I’m filing a less than 5 page response today.   Her main strategy is the
smokescreen.  I have attached my earlier response in case you missed it, and will send you the one from
today after it is filed.
 
Todd Sadlo
 
From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Had what I thought was a productive interview with her. Checked her bio before the interview; she has
lived and traveled where trails are a common thing. She is a bicyclist and hiker so she has interest and
familiarity with recreational trails. Your email was helpful and I was able to reinforce what you had said. I
brought up the 700 mile of county road going through farmland and my experiences running between dual
spray operations of grapes on one side of the road and hazelnuts on the other. She related her
experience of biking through, holding her breath, a hazelnut spray operation. Showed my understanding
for the petitioners concerns and discussed how they were based more on fear than reality. Gave her
studies to reference how other trails have mitigated those fears and concerns and how they have been
shown to be unfounded. Sent photos. I am sure she interviewed Ben Van dyke and Kellington. Will be
interesting as to how ours and their worlds are merged.
What is your take on the LUBA April 23rd decision on the bridge?
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Thanks again. Keep up the good work.  Wayne
 
On Monday, April 20, 2020, 9:47:10 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 
Wayne,
 
I was just interviewed by Ms. Lambert, who says she will interview you at 10:00.  My main point was that
no land use approval is required for a bridge that will only be used for county access, for fire suppression
and maintenance, and that that is the only use the county is proposing to make of it unless and until trail
uses are approved.  The remanded decision says repeatedly that no public trail uses will be allowed until
a Master Plan is in place, and all required fences and warning signage is in place.  The bus barn is a
secure facility, with gates in the front and back.  The gate in back is only open for construction access and
county personnel.
 
I also told her that, until late last year, a land use permit was required for construction of the bridge,
because a FEMA map showed it as being in a floodplain.  We received at that time a Letter of Map
Revision from FEMA, establishing that that is not the case.  We also got all required state and federal
environmental clearances before construction of what, at this time, can only correctly be referred to as a
‘potential future trail bridge, current county fire and maintenance access bridge.’
 
I also explained that the corridor was built with a 12-20 foot wide roadbed in 1872, has the best grade
from the metropolitan area to McMinnville, and is an exceptional public asset.
 
Also, that farming and transportation uses, (including the 700 miles of county roads, which I did not
mention) have co-existed since the beginning of the republic.
Todd Sadlo
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From: Janice Primozich
To: "Ken Wright"; "Veronica Haley Hinkes"; "Patty Williams"; "Wayne Wiebke"
Cc: "Todd Sadlo"; "Carrie Martin"; "Casey Kulla"; "Christian Boenisch"
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 5:34:57 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I will be available on Zoom but, look forward to when I can help with those grape clusters Ken. 
Thank you for all you and Karen do for our community.
Stan
 


From: Ken Wright [mailto:ken@kenwrightcellars.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 5:25 PM
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes; Patty Williams; Wayne Wiebke
Cc: Todd Sadlo; Carrie Martin; Casey Kulla; Janice Primozich; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
All,
 
I’ve asked Fritz to be available to board members for a zoom session at 1pm on Monday.  Veronica,
will that time slot work for you and if it works for Fritz could you provide the session link?
 
If the time does work anyone on the board is welcome to join me here at the office if they wish.  You
might have to sort a couple of grape clusters though.
 
Best, Ken
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 10:48 AM
To: Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>; Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
And that is highly confidential, BTW....
 
V
 
On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 9:58:08 AM PDT, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:
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Patty, much of this is new to all of us. Count this as part of your learning curve. We are pursuing legal
information that will help us in our decisions regarding the possibility of becoming the owners of the trail.
Feel free to contact anyone of us for questions.  Wayne
 
On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 9:00:24 AM PDT, Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com> wrote:
 
 
If I understand the request here, I am being asked to weigh in about official support to secure
legal counsel on the trail issues raised in this thread. My apologies for the delay in responding. I
am still trying to get my head wrapped around the project to date. I am in favor of securing paid
legal counsel for this.
-pw-
 
Patty Williams 
7860 NW Meadow Lake Road
Carlton OR 97111
503-312-0245 (phone)


 
 
On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:50:27 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:
 
 
Sorry for my delayed response— I was at the beach getting some fresh air and didn’t have access to
email  I agree with talking to the lawyer and exploring what all the potential exposures might be.  I also
agree with spending Friends money to do it, or would be willing to pitch in as well.
 
I’d like to participate if possible but have some schedule conflicts next week so go ahead and schedule it
and if I can join in I will.  Monday before 3:00 is best for me, Tuesday I’m not available.
 
Thanks everyone for all the work on this-
 
Veronica


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone
 


On Sep 15, 2020, at 10:54 AM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:



Thank you Casey.
 
On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 10:51:21 AM PDT, Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 


Conditional Use Permit


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 10:50 AM
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To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Carrie. One question; what is the CUP?


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 9:46:58 AM PDT, Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Good morning, everyone,


 


There was a lot of conversation yesterday and I would like to briefly
summarize the outcomes so we’re all clear on a path forward.


 


1.      It is an excellent idea for the Friends to pursue legal representation independent of
the County. Fritz Paulus sounds like a good option.


2.     Once LUBA renders a decision on the pending Stay and two appeals, it will be the
County’s prerogative to respond. The Friends are not listed in the current litigation
and will not have the ability to pick up that baton, so to speak.


3.     We hope to receive the LUBA decision by November, and once that happens the
CUP will be in limbo. Further development of the YWT will not be allowed to
continue until that issue is resolved. This may require a *new* owner to restart the
process on their own.


4.     With regard to current grants in-progress, we will have to further investigate the
County’s ability to transfer those. Each grant funding source has different
stipulations. We will have to wait and see on that.


I think that’s all for now.


 


Thank you all for the good discussion.


 


Carrie
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Carrie Martin


Yamhill County


Grants & Special Projects


martinc@co.yamhill.or.us


503-474-4991 (o)


971-241-1007 (m)


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 8:23 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty
Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd.


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:58:57 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Wayne,


 


I understand most of what you said in your message and, of course, I
cannot give you legal advice, but I don't understand what you say would
be a "tactic" of 'ignoring LUBA.'  There is no need to ignore LUBA.  For
two years, it is likely that you will have a county Board that will not move
forward on land use approvals for the trail, whether it is owned by the
county or the Friends.  No one would be ignoring LUBA.  If the county's
decision is affirmed it would likely be appealed, and the county would
likely not prosecute the appeal.  If it is remanded, the county would likely
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decline to seek approval on remand, and the Board would then deny the
application.  


 


As far as a suit against the county for transferring title to the trail:  that
seems like a stretch to me, because I can't think what the basis for that
might be, but that is the sort of thing you might ask Mr. Paulus if he is
brought into this.


 


Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 6:59 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty
Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Ken. I agree with Stan, it shouldn't be on your dime. Stan's concerns regarding
an unfinished LUBA situation is one of mine too. Carrie inferred that a tactic given to her
would be while mothballing the trail development ignore any LUBA transmissions or
actions; I would want more assurance of that being a sound tactic. Could the opponents
sue the county for divesting to us and if so where would that put us? I don't see a problem
getting financial support for a legal fund from trail supporters but having a sense of what
kinds of legal battles from opponents would be helpful. I would anticipate a lot of nuisance
types of actions from them. Our fixed costs would be insurance and potential property
taxes( there could be a waiver on them) whatever we need to budget for maintenance. The
$3500 lease fee from Gene Belt would cover of that.


 


Wayne


 


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 5:40:55 PM PDT, Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


 


 


Regardless of whether the board would like to sit in on a discussion with Fritz I am planning
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to meet with him to have a better understanding personally.  All on my dime of course.


 


Best, Ken


 


Sent from my iPhone


 


On Sep 14, 2020, at 5:15 PM, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
wrote:





[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal expense. 
Wayne, Veronica and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would you be able to give a
quick brief to Fritz of where we are?


 


Ken


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken
Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Christian Boenisch' <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a
sentence in Todd's scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these
scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one,
because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I don't quite understand where that might
leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone such as Fritz Paulas guide us
would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response? Wayne
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On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:


 


 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the
attorney mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running
out and we need to act quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses,
it would be to advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the
land use case).  Christian and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works
in this field (land held in the public interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
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While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends
decide that they want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at
least until we have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort
you have put into this and I am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to
enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no
matter which way the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the
Court of Appeals and the new Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the
case is remanded, there is not enough time for a remand hearing, and the new Board has
no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules require that the remand be
pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after that.  Again,
in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for
Friends to hold the property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue
permits anew.  The trail would not be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish
under Oregon’s land use system.
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Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would
keep us from needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our
ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I
believe it is proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like
Friends. Like you, the thought of the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking
to me. I want to prevent that from happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I
asked them for an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will
need to move quickly. Is the Friends board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining
questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Wayne Wiebke; Carol Foley; Steve Harloff; Stan Primozich; Patty Williams; Steve Wick; Ken Wright
Cc: Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: Master Plan Open House reminder
Date: Wednesday, December 2, 2020 10:49:00 AM
Attachments: image002.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Good thought, thanks Ken, I will pass it along. 


V


On Wednesday, December 2, 2020, 10:30:54 AM PST, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


Veronica,


 


It might be helpful to have all private ownership, and possibly leases, of the Right of Way identified in the
google map included in Resources Tech Memo #1.  There are 5 separate private ownerships of the trail
near Carlton, 2 near Yamhill, the bus barn and Fruithill and the single property just south of Gaston that I
am aware of. 


 


They could be identified with a different color so that as the map is used in the planning process it is
never far from mind that each of those parts of the trail may require a different approach and likely the
inclusion of the property owner in design elements.


 


Ken


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 1, 2020 4:47 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Carol Foley <carol@foleyresearch.com>; Steve
Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>; Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>; Steve Wick
<stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Subject: Master Plan Open House reminder


 


There's a lot going on so I thought I'd send out a reminder that the virtual Open
House for the Master Plan is tomorrow.  It sounds like they are repeating the agenda,
so you can tune in at 5:00 or 6:00. 
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There is a link to join the Open House at Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan  --
scroll down to the Get Involved section.


 


 


Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan


 


 


 


Also I encourage you to look at the Resources tab.  The materials that the Project
Advisory Committee went over today are there.  You can give input either directly on
the contact form on the website, or to me and I will relay. 


 


I brought up the equestrian question again and asked if for some reason that had
been dropped since all I saw mentioned in these documents was biking and walking,
and they said no, it hasn't been dropped, but probably the focus on bike/ped is
because it's being seen mostly as a transportation corridor.  I will follow up again and
encourage them to reach out to equestrian contacts and give them Steve W's name. 
There were other calls from PAC members to not let recreation get lost in the
process.



http://www.ywtmasterplan.com/





 


The first Master Plan report to the County Commission will be on December 17th.


 


V








From: Todd Sadlo
To: Wayne Wiebke; stevencarol.wick@gmail.com; Ken Wright
Subject: FW: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Date: Wednesday, January 20, 2021 2:30:25 PM


Just fyi, they have started their letter writing campaign.  So far, more personal attacks from Tom
Hammer in a letter he submitted this week, the below missive, and John Van Dyke complaining
about blackberries growing through the fence from the property that he and his have worked so
hard to keep us from using.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2021 2:24 PM
To: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
 
FYI
 
 
Thank you,
Ken Huffer
County Administrator
Yamhill County


535 NE 5th St.
McMinnville, OR 97128
Ph: 503-434-7501 Fax: 503-434-7553
Email:  hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us
Website: www.co.yamhill.or.us
 
*****OREGON PUBLIC RECORD*****
Messages to and from this email address may be subject to Oregon Public Records Law.
 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
This electronic mail may contain confidential information this is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above.  Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution, or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited.  If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 


From: Billie Matthews <bjmatt9@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2021 2:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Lindsay Berschauer <berschauerl@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; BOC Info <bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Over the last several years many farmers and rural residents have weighed in on the
negative impacts of YWT on farming, food safety, transportation and safety. We have
spent countless hours gathering information and documentation to submit during this
farsical process. Despite all assurances that we have been heard I see no
constructive evidence that this is true either from past BOCs, comments, insults and
actions of county staff or reporting in the local paper. Why is that?


Regardless of the misguided pressures brought to bear on previous BOCs
and county staff it's about time for the current BOC to pay attention to the
needs across the county and the limited resources available to meet them,
Most important we need to operate in a legal manner respecting land use
laws instead of trying to end run them with outrageous attempts to change
zoning laws along with bogus claims and insults for those who speak the
truth.


It's high time to


1. withdraw the disasterous YWT application and
2. bring the master planning process to an immediate halt.


Ask yourselves how many transportation and recreation needs across the county
could have been addressed with the monies wasted on this fiasco. Of course we can't
know until a thorough accounting of the full cost todate is determined.


Since when does a recreational trail that violates farm impact standards threatening
agriculture, the life blood of our county, take priority over the county's more pressing
needs in mental health, assistance for young families and child welfare?


Please kill this disaster NOW!


Respectfully submitted,


Billie Jean Matthews & Gordon Dromgoole


19643 NW Goodrich Rd


Yamhill  OR 97148 


 


 


 







 


 








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Ken Wright; Carrie Martin
Cc: Ken Huffer; Christian Boenisch; Mike Barnhart; Casey Kulla; Jarod Logsdon
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
Date: Wednesday, September 2, 2020 11:02:01 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Ken, I can come over at anytime to co-sign the check with you.


On Wednesday, September 2, 2020, 9:53:41 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


That would be great. Let me know if it would be convenient for me to pick up the check at your office.


 


Thank you!


 


Carrie


 


From: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 2, 2020 9:52 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>


Cc: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Mike Barnhart <barnhartm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Jarod Logsdon <logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Carrie,


 


Okay to send on Friday?  I am traveling until then.


 


Ken


Sent from my iPhone
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On Sep 2, 2020, at 8:47 AM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Good morning, Wayne and Ken,


 


As you know, we are working with ODOT to execute final agreements and
get started on the YWT master planning process as soon as possible. The
Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail have graciously offered to cover
Yamhill County’s $16,674 match requirement for the TGM grant, so I am
forwarding you the following correspondence from the project
administrator, Michael Duncan.


 


Unlike in-kind matches, cash match payment must be made prior to the
start of a contract. In an effort to expedite this process, Mr. Duncan has
sent us a digital request (below) of the Financial Services letter.


 


Once the Friends have sent payment to Yamhill County—including the
clear designation that this payment is to be used exclusively for the ODOT
TGM grant match—the County will then issue a check to ODOT.


 


Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns about this
transaction, and thank you again for your continued support of the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail project.


 


Thank you,


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Yamhill County


Grants & Special Projects


martinc@co.yamhill.or.us


503-474-4991 (o)
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971-241-1007 (m)


From: DUNCAN Michael W <Michael.W.DUNCAN@odot.state.or.us>
Sent: Tuesday, September 1, 2020 2:17 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Carrie,
 
I was checking in with Salem regarding the status of the IGA, and they explained that there
is a remittance letter that is typically sent out. This letter would act as an invoice for the
‘cash’ match. In order to expedite this, and in lieu of the physically mailed letter, Salem has
provided the statement below. For the sake of time, hopefully this digital statement is
sufficient for the county’s accounting department. The IGA will be routed for ODOT
signature as soon as Financial Services receives the check. Let me know if you have any
questions. Thanks.
 
Best,
Michael
 


This project [2D-18, Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan] requires a cash match
that will need to be sent to ODOT prior to execution of the agreement.  Please
submit your remittance to the following address and include the agreement number
for your project:


 


Attn: Cash Receipts Technician


ODOT Financial Services


355 Capitol St. NE MS 21


Salem, Oregon 97301


Agreement #: 34097
 
 
Michael W. Duncan | Senior Region Planner, TGM Grant Manager 
Transportation and Growth Management Program
Oregon Department of Transportation, Region 2
350 W. Marine Drive | Astoria, OR 97103
C: 503.710.1781   O: 503.325.7224
michael.w.duncan@odot.state.or.us | http://www.oregon.gov/lcd/tgm
 
 
 


Total Control Panel Login
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To:
ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us


Message Score: 30 High (60): Pass
My Spam Blocking Level: High Medium (75): Pass


Low (90): Pass
Block this sender
Block co.yamhill.or.us


This message was delivered because the content filter score did not exceed your filter level.
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From: Kristi DeGroat (via Google Docs)
To: degroatk@yctogethercares.com
Subject: YCTC Letter of Support for City of Carlton Skatepark 7/27/17
Date: Tuesday, September 22, 2020 8:32:14 AM
Attachments: 17.pdf


degroatk@yctogethercares.com has attached the following document:


YCTC Letter of Support for City of Carlton Skatepark
7/27/17


Google Docs: Create and edit documents online. 


Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA


You have received this email because degroatk@yctogethercares.com shared a


document with you from Google Docs.
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Kristi DeGroat 



420 S Third St. 



Carlton, OR 97148 



503-852-4405 



www.yctogethercares.com 



degroatk@yctogethercares.com 



 



 



 



OUR MISSION 



 



 



“To strengthen our community 



citizenship by coordinating and 



delivering services to all youth and 



families in our rural area of Yamhill 



and Carlton” 



 



 



22 september 2020 



 



 



 



To Whom It May Concern, 



 



I am writing on behalf of all  YCTC board members and staff for the  
Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 
 



I am the Executive Director of Yamhill Carlton Together Cares (YCTC) a 



local nonprofit agency whose mission is to strengthen our community 



citizenship by coordinating and delivering services to all youth and 



families in our rural area of Yamhill and Carlton. One of our 



organization’s goals is to promote the wellbeing of all youth and 



families through programs that enrich confidence, character, and 



physical health. The proposed Westsider Trail  has the potential to do 



just that. By bringing in a safe way for kids and families to travel 



between the two towns and their schools. Again, I give my fullest 



support and highly recommend this project, as it will positively impact 



our community by providing much needed space for all ages in our 



community. 



 



Sincerely, 



 



 



 



Kristi DeGroat 



Executive Director 



Yamhill Carlton Together Cares 



 



 













From: Ken Wright
To: Carrie Martin
Cc: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Huffer; Christian Boenisch; Mike Barnhart; Casey Kulla; Jarod Logsdon
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
Date: Wednesday, September 2, 2020 9:51:49 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Carrie,


Okay to send on Friday?  I am traveling until then.


Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 2, 2020, at 8:47 AM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:



Good morning, Wayne and Ken,


As you know, we are working with ODOT to execute final agreements and get
started on the YWT master planning process as soon as possible. The Friends of
the Yamhelas Westsider Trail have graciously offered to cover Yamhill
County’s $16,674 match requirement for the TGM grant, so I am forwarding you
the following correspondence from the project administrator, Michael Duncan.


Unlike in-kind matches, cash match payment must be made prior to the start of a
contract. In an effort to expedite this process, Mr. Duncan has sent us a digital
request (below) of the Financial Services letter.


Once the Friends have sent payment to Yamhill County—including the clear
designation that this payment is to be used exclusively for the ODOT TGM grant
match—the County will then issue a check to ODOT.


Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns about this transaction,
and thank you again for your continued support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail
project.


Thank you,
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Carrie


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: DUNCAN Michael W <Michael.W.DUNCAN@odot.state.or.us>
Sent: Tuesday, September 1, 2020 2:17 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Carrie,
 
I was checking in with Salem regarding the status of the IGA, and they explained that
there is a remittance letter that is typically sent out. This letter would act as an invoice
for the ‘cash’ match. In order to expedite this, and in lieu of the physically mailed letter,
Salem has provided the statement below. For the sake of time, hopefully this digital
statement is sufficient for the county’s accounting department. The IGA will be routed
for ODOT signature as soon as Financial Services receives the check. Let me know if you
have any questions. Thanks.
 
Best,
Michael
 


This project [2D-18, Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan] requires a cash match
that will need to be sent to ODOT prior to execution of the agreement.  Please
submit your remittance to the following address and include the agreement number
for your project:


 
Attn: Cash Receipts Technician
ODOT Financial Services
355 Capitol St. NE MS 21
Salem, Oregon 97301
Agreement #: 34097


 
 
Michael W. Duncan | Senior Region Planner, TGM Grant Manager 
Transportation and Growth Management Program
Oregon Department of Transportation, Region 2







350 W. Marine Drive | Astoria, OR 97103
C: 503.710.1781   O: 503.325.7224
michael.w.duncan@odot.state.or.us | http://www.oregon.gov/lcd/tgm
 
 
 


Total Control Panel Login


To:
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From:
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us


Message Score: 30 High (60): Pass
My Spam Blocking Level: High Medium (75): Pass


Low (90): Pass
Block this sender
Block co.yamhill.or.us


This message was delivered because the content filter score did not exceed your filter level.
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Casey Kulla; starrett.m@co.yamhill.or.us; Olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us
Cc: Wayne Wiebke; Carol Foley; ken@kenwrightcellars.com
Subject: Yamhill County COVID-19 Response + Recovery Grant Program
Date: Monday, December 7, 2020 3:58:16 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Dear Yamhill County Commissioners-


We understand that you have received complaints about the Friends of the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail's application and consideration for a Covid-19 Response grant.  


We want you to know that our intent was never to displace any struggling and
deserving local business.  However, without knowing what requests the County would
receive versus the resources available for the grants, we felt it was reasonable to
apply for a grant to help us address the Covid-related impacts to our outreach and
fundraising abilities, so that we can continue to meet our obligations, like ongoing trail
maintenance, in the future.  In addition, the project plan envisions adding employment
opportunities.


Covid-19 has created a huge increase in demand for outdoor recreation opportunities
for families.  Yamhill County has less access to outdoor recreation, a less active
population, and higher rates of obesity than average in Oregon.  This is another area
where Covid-19 has highlighted existing disparities and the Friends' mission to
support regional trail development addresses this issue. 


We trusted that the selection committee would make wise choices about the best
allocation to the most needy businesses and organizations when they knew the
resources-vs-requests situation.  


We believe it is also important to note that the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider
Trail has not received any government funds in the past.  


We continue to trust the decision-makers at every level of this process to wisely
allocate the resources at hand.


Best regards, 


Wayne Wiebke, President
Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Ken Huffer; Rick Olson; Christy Martinez; davidm@cityofgaston.com; Heather Richards; LORI GILMORE; Ken


Friday; clinton.nelson@gastonk12.org; Lu Ann Anderson; communications@ycschools.org; Chris Ray; Kevin
Martinez Carlton Chief; Gregory Graven; DUNCAN Michael W; jim.rue@state.or.us;
carl_switzer@co.washington.or.us; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Jeff Knapp; Philip Higgins


Cc: Mary Stewart; gracestainback@altaplanning.com
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project Advisory Meeting: CORRECTION
Date: Monday, November 23, 2020 11:43:35 AM
Importance: High


The first PAC meeting is Tuesday, December 1st @ 3:00pm-5:00pm via Zoom. 


Sorry for the error!


Carrie


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Carrie Martin
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 10:24 AM
To: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christy Martinez
<cmartinez@ci.carlton.or.us>; davidm@cityofgaston.com <davidm@cityofgaston.com>; Heather
Richards <Heather.Richards@mcminnvilleoregon.gov>; LORI GILMORE
<l.gilmore@cityofyamhill.org>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>;
clinton.nelson@gastonk12.org <clinton.nelson@gastonk12.org>; Lu Ann Anderson
<LAnderson@msd.k12.or.us>; communications@ycschools.org <communications@ycschools.org>;
Chris Ray <RAYC@co.yamhill.or.us>; Kevin Martinez Carlton Chief <Kmartinez@ci.carlton.or.us>;
Gregory Graven <greg.graven@cityofyamhill.org>; DUNCAN Michael W
<Michael.W.DUNCAN@odot.state.or.us>; jim.rue@state.or.us <jim.rue@state.or.us>;
carl_switzer@co.washington.or.us <carl_switzer@co.washington.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Jeff Knapp <jeff@visitmcminnville.com>; Philip Higgins
<phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Cc: Mary Stewart <marystewart@altaplanning.com>; gracestainback@altaplanning.com
<gracestainback@altaplanning.com>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project Advisory Meeting:
 
Good morning!


You are receiving this email because you have agreed to participate in the Yamhill County
Project Advisory Committee for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Planning.
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Our first meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, December 1st @ 5:00-7:00pm via Zoom.


Please see below for the Zoom invitation link. We're looking forward to working with all of you
on this exciting project!


See you soon!


Carrie


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


____________________________________


Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan - PAC #1
When Tue Dec 1, 2020 3pm – 5pm Pacific Time - Los Angeles


Where Zoom3 (map)


Join Zoom Meeting
https://zoom.us/j/93392295968?pwd=YVdVMmdGcDJWbVMwS3crcEZGQmkxUT09


Meeting ID: 933 9229 5968
Passcode: 138514


One tap mobile
+13126266799,,93392295968# US (Chicago)
+16465588656,,93392295968# US (New York)


Dial by your location
        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
        +1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
        +1 301 715 8592 US (Washington D.C)
        +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
        +1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
        +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
Meeting ID: 933 9229 5968
Find your local number: https://zoom.us/u/acx0es6JPk



https://www.google.com/maps/search/Zoom3?hl=en

https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fzoom.us%2Fj%2F93392295968%3Fpwd%3DYVdVMmdGcDJWbVMwS3crcEZGQmkxUT09&sa=D&source=calendar&usd=2&usg=AOvVaw2q91HRFnyTmTOuii6SNp-H

https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fzoom.us%2Fu%2Facx0es6JPk&sa=D&source=calendar&usd=2&usg=AOvVaw3rHKDR4ZC65XxfzhgLfbT4






From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Ken Wright; Todd Sadlo; Carrie Martin; Casey Kulla
Cc: Janice Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Christian Boenisch; Patty Williams
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 10:54:46 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Casey.


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 10:51:21 AM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Conditional Use Permit


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 10:50 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley
Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Carrie. One question; what is the CUP?


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 9:46:58 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Good morning, everyone,


 


There was a lot of conversation yesterday and I would like to briefly summarize the
outcomes so we’re all clear on a path forward.


 


1.  It is an excellent idea for the Friends to pursue legal representation independent of the County.
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Fritz Paulus sounds like a good option.
2. Once LUBA renders a decision on the pending Stay and two appeals, it will be the County’s


prerogative to respond. The Friends are not listed in the current litigation and will not have the
ability to pick up that baton, so to speak.


3. We hope to receive the LUBA decision by November, and once that happens the CUP will be in
limbo. Further development of the YWT will not be allowed to continue until that issue is resolved.
This may require a *new* owner to restart the process on their own.


4. With regard to current grants in-progress, we will have to further investigate the County’s ability to
transfer those. Each grant funding source has different stipulations. We will have to wait and see
on that.


I think that’s all for now.


 


Thank you all for the good discussion.


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Yamhill County


Grants & Special Projects


martinc@co.yamhill.or.us


503-474-4991 (o)


971-241-1007 (m)


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 8:23 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd.


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:58:57 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
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Wayne,


 


I understand most of what you said in your message and, of course, I cannot give you
legal advice, but I don't understand what you say would be a "tactic" of 'ignoring
LUBA.'  There is no need to ignore LUBA.  For two years, it is likely that you will have
a county Board that will not move forward on land use approvals for the trail, whether
it is owned by the county or the Friends.  No one would be ignoring LUBA.  If the
county's decision is affirmed it would likely be appealed, and the county would likely
not prosecute the appeal.  If it is remanded, the county would likely decline to seek
approval on remand, and the Board would then deny the application.  


 


As far as a suit against the county for transferring title to the trail:  that seems like a
stretch to me, because I can't think what the basis for that might be, but that is the
sort of thing you might ask Mr. Paulus if he is brought into this.


 


Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 6:59 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Ken. I agree with Stan, it shouldn't be on your dime. Stan's concerns regarding an unfinished
LUBA situation is one of mine too. Carrie inferred that a tactic given to her would be while mothballing the
trail development ignore any LUBA transmissions or actions; I would want more assurance of that being a
sound tactic. Could the opponents sue the county for divesting to us and if so where would that put us? I
don't see a problem getting financial support for a legal fund from trail supporters but having a sense of
what kinds of legal battles from opponents would be helpful. I would anticipate a lot of nuisance types of
actions from them. Our fixed costs would be insurance and potential property taxes( there could be a
waiver on them) whatever we need to budget for maintenance. The $3500 lease fee from Gene Belt
would cover of that.


 


Wayne
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On Monday, September 14, 2020, 5:40:55 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


 


 


Regardless of whether the board would like to sit in on a discussion with Fritz I am planning to meet with
him to have a better understanding personally.  All on my dime of course.


 


Best, Ken


 


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 14, 2020, at 5:15 PM, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:





[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal expense.  Wayne, Veronica
and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would you be able to give a quick brief to Fritz of where we are?


 


Ken


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
'Christian Boenisch' <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
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I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a sentence in Todd's
scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have
standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I
don't quite understand where that might leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone
such as Fritz Paulas guide us would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response?
Wayne


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:


 


 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the attorney
mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running out and we need to act
quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses, it would be to
advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the land use case).  Christian
and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works in this field (land held in the public
interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
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Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends decide that they
want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at least until we
have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort you have put into this and I
am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no matter which way
the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the new
Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not enough time for
a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules
require that the remand be pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after
that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the
property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail would not
be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish under Oregon’s land use system.
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Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken
Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley
Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would keep us from
needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I believe it is proper
to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the thought of
the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that from happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I asked them for an
informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is the Friends
board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)
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From: Grace Stainback
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes; Carrie Martin
Cc: Mary Stewart
Subject: Re: numbers from Yamhelas Trail Open House polls
Date: Thursday, February 4, 2021 8:11:23 AM
Attachments: image.png


image.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Veronica, 


The poll results for these questions are included below. 


Thanks,


On a scale from 1 (not important) to 10 (very important), how important is it for people walking, biking and
horseback riding to have a way to travel between Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston that is separated from Highway 47?
(124 responses)


On a scale from 1 (not excited) to 10 (very excited), how excited are you about the development of this trail?
(137 responses)


GRACE STAINBACK
Pronouns: she/her
Senior Planner  |  Alta Planning + Design, Inc.
Working remotely. Contact me at 561.351.6866
I am currently working in the east coast (EST) time zone. If I receive your email after 2 pm Pacific, I may not respond
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until the following business day. 
Portland, OR  |  altago.com
We have a new domain name and logo! Please update your Contacts with my new email address:
gracestainback@altago.com


On Mon, Feb 1, 2021 at 10:00 AM Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
wrote:


Hi Mary and Grace, 


I am wondering if one of you could send me the numbers from the Master Plan
Open House polls, on the questions of whether people think the trail is important
and are they excited about it?  I was scribbling as fast as I could during your
presentation to the county but couldn't get it all down.  


Thank you, 


Veronica Hinkes
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: Wayne Wiebke; steve wick
Subject: RE: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 3:55:07 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Wayne,
 
Good point.  We’ll see what she attempts to argue with regard to that testimony.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 3:53 PM
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Does disobeying a well written warning sign make the trespasser negligent?  Were they also going
around a gate. If so, I would see the farmer's position against any liability strengthened. It would seem
that at some point the person ignoring signs giving warning would start to shoulder responsibility. Could
the sign add that ignoring would be considered trespass strengthen the legal outcome? It seems to me
that a gate and a straight forward warning should negate a farmer being liable for someones
irresponsibility.  
 
On Wednesday, July 29, 2020, 9:16:18 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 


Steve,


 


I really appreciate your insight and all of the useful information you are providing.  To be clear, LUBA can
only consider evidence that is already in the record.  We already imposed a condition stating that the trail
can be closed for spraying.  In response, the opponents put  dozens of social media posts of people who
went on closed trails.  They show the signs closing the trail, and their selfies ignoring the signs.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:16 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
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Subject: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd


 


Here are my preliminary thoughts on the current "Stay" I'll need to verify some things,
and will try to get some recognized experts to verify some of my statements.


 


To fight their spray arguments I have proposed that we shut the trail down…only
while they spray the edges.


 


I have more work to do on the chemical Gramoxone; I am trying to find the some of it
with the new label that allows spraying next to a trail. otherwise I'll have to get a
recommendation for OSU on another spray.


 


Steve Wick


 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------


 


In the Stay granted by LUBA on June 19 2020 they concluded, in one of their
arguments, that Ben Van Dyke would suffer "Irreparable Injury" because he would be
"hindered or prohibited from spraying the herbicides and pesticides required to protect
his crop."  


 


(It should be noted that the proposed Yamhelas Westsider trail right-of-way is
approximately 60 feet wide, with the trail itself being 12 feet wide. That means that
there is a 24 feet buffer on either of the trail that Ben Van Dyke, and others, say is not
sufficient to mitigate spray drift.)


 


 







LUBA also stated "Van Dyke explained that filbert trees should live 75 years or more
and that, if he was unable to spray his filbert trees, those trees could die due to
Eastern Filbert Blight. Given the long-lived nature of the filbert trees and the potential
for protracted crop and yield loss if spraying cannot occur, we conclude that the injury
Van Dyke specified is not and injury that could be adequately compensated in money
damages."


 


They also concluded that Van Dyke could lose his food safety certification if litter and
debris from the construction site enter his hazelnut orchard.


 


These conclusions, and the following assumptions;


 


A. that Van Dyke must be able to spray his trees for Eastern Filbert Blight; "If I am
unable to spray as required, I risk my trees dying of Eastern Filbert Blight that could
result in the loss of all crops on a tree that should last 75 plus years."


 


B. that Van Dyke, and others, would be unable to spray during trail construction (or
during trail use)


 


C. that Van Dyke uses the herbicide sprays Gramazone and Parazone (Paraquat),
which state "do not use around…recreational parks…."


 


D. that  Van Dyke would lose his food safety certification if litter and debris enter his
orchard from trail construction (or trail use)


 


…can be totally mitigated with a few simple actions.


 


 


A. Spraying for Eastern Filbert Blight. This is not necessary for Van Dyke's trees. Van
Dyke has previously stated that his trees are two years old; "Our hazelnuts were
planted in 2018, and our second year trees,…".  BUT; All the new filbert varietals
are "blight resistant".


 


OSU wrote the bible on hazelnuts. No one in the world has the experience and







knowledge that they possess regarding the entire hazelnut spectrum. They update
info yearly for growers. The Pest Management Guide, Pacific Northwest Plant
disease, Insect, and Weed management handbooks constitute our bible. We refer to
these and their other hazelnut publications and missives yearly for the most up-to-
guide guidance. Professor Jay Pscheidt has been working on EFB (Eastern Filbert
Blight) for over 30 years, and his work enabled our industry to have varietals that we
can count on.


 


New trees only have to be sprayed the first spring after planting, and only if they are
adjacent to a heavily infected orchard. OSU has documented this in their 2020 Pest
Management Guide for Hazelnuts. See p17.
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html


Per OSU's Pacific NW Handbook; ''Dorris', 'Jefferson', 'McDonald', 'PollyO', 'Santiam', 'Wepster',
and 'Yamhill' are highly resistant with the single dominant-resistance gene from 'Gasaway'."
  https://pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease/host-disease/hazelnut-corylus-avellana-eastern-filbert-blight


 


 


 


B. Spraying chemicals next to the trail poses no problem if the trail is shut down when
the spraying must be done. This is simple to do. Other trails do this! The farmers and
trail owners coordinate operations. Spraying chemicals in filbert orchards usually
occurs less than a dozen times during the year, but young orchards could require
more, and non-common diseases or pests could possibly double the number of spray
occurrences required.


 



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html

https://pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease/host-disease/hazelnut-corylus-avellana-eastern-filbert-blight





 


 


In 2015 a study was done of many trails (see attached Santa Paula Branch Line
Study) That study specifically addressed farming and how the impacts to farming
were dealt with on trails throughout farming acreages. Below you will see some
excerpts from that study. It should be noted that many of the trails just shut down
while the farmer sprays his fields.


 


 


San Pasqual Valley Trail: Ca. • Specific fencing was designed for the trail, modified from the park


department’s standard lodgepole fencing. Chicken wire inserts were


added approximately one foot from the ground to allow wildlife to pass


through;


• Gates allow sections of the trail to be closed;


• Signage installed to alert the trail-users of trail closure for spraying and


to stay on the trail;


• Farmers can dictate trail closure (within reason, i.e., preferably not on


weekends) for maintenance and crop spraying. This protocol was


developed and approved by the County Farm Bureau, County Farm


Advisor's Office, and the affected farmers


 


Cowel-Purisima Coastal Trail • Stout fencing


• Large gates to accommodate cattle and equipment passage while


trail is closed


• Gates to close trail during spraying and operations


• Information and regulatory signs


• Maintained by volunteer docents


• Farmer has ability to close gates for maintenance


 


Obern Trail, Ca. • Little to no physical barrier in most places. Oleander hedges and


chainlink fence.







• Each farmer decides on fencing – not installed by the County.


• High levels of use create a self-policing scenario.


• The trail is lit throughout, at all hours.


Feedback from Involved Parties


• Matthew Dobberteen: In over ten years managing trails for


Santa Barbara County, I have never received a complaint about


the Obern Trail. Our trails that run near agriculture are never the


trails we have problems with. The only issue is every few years


we may get some graffiti on a retaining wall. "A bike path will


make theft harder, not easier, by bringing light, attention,


people, eyes to the trail." "If someone wanted to steal from a


farm, they'd find a place where no one could see them, not a


trail with steady use."


• John Givens: No significant impacts from the trail. Occasionally


homeless pass through and there is minor vandalism, but it has


not been serious enough to involve the County or other


authorities. Trail users don’t cut through the farm property


 


Cedar Valley Trail, Ia.


• Fencing with gates;


• Reinforced crossing to accommodate equipment;


• Easement allowing farm equipment access;


• Signage to warn trail users of crossing farm vehicles.


 


West County Trail, Ca. • Farmers put A-frame signs on their property stating when


spraying will occur.


• Spraying generally limited to early morning, before most trail


users are present.


• Aerial spraying not conducted near the trail.


• Some vineyard owners have built connections between their







properties and the trail.


• “No Trespassing” signs have been installed by some vineyard


owners.


• The County patrols the trail and regularly talks with


neighbors.


 


Most spraying is done early in the morning. All spraying must be done with as little
wind as possible. At the very worst case, the least notice that a farmer could provide
would be 24 hours, but generally he would be able to schedule spraying a few days
prior and/or schedule a tentative window weeks in advance. An example of this would
be the spraying that I just did in my filbert orchard the first week of July for Filbert
Worm. The orchard had to be monitored for several weeks for filbert moths. When the
level got to a certain point, I had only a few days to get my first air blast spray applied.
I consulted weather forecasts for rain, and then looked at the wind forecasts, and
found that I could spray immediately. (Wind forecasts are extremely accurate, and
with aps like "Windy", can be used to forecast flow and speeds, hour by hour, quite a
few days ahead of time.) The spray I used was effective for three weeks, and then a
second application was required if filbert moths were still present.


 


To make it a win-win for both the farmer and trail users, the farmer can schedule the
trail shutdown for only the very short time he needs to spray the edges of his field,
adjacent to the trail. Then he can open up the trail, and continue spraying the balance
of his fields.


 


Foliar sprays (sprays that must cover all the leaves of the tree) require the most
setback, since they are accomplished thru "air blast " sprays that force the spray up
and over the tops of the trees.  Examples of these sprays are the pesticides and
fungicides that must be sprayed to minimize pests or diseases. Two rows of trees are
sprayed at the same time while the spray operator drives down the aisle. The spray
operator can also shut down either side of the air blast sprayer, allowing him to spray
the outside edge of a row, and not spray neighboring properties. If a farmer wanted to
be positively safe, he could simply power blast spray the first 8 rows, on the edge of
the trail, while the trail was closed, and then open up the trail. (filbert trees are
generally planted in rows 18 to 20 feet wide).


 







  


 


 


 


 


Herbicides used to control weeds, grasses and for eliminating suckers are applied on
the ground, or on the very bottom/base of trees using booms, while driving down the
aisle between two rows of trees. Herbicides must be selectively sprayed; the spray
must be kept on the ground or the base of the tree. If they reach the foliage they can
damage or kill the tree. It would be quite easy to spray a couple of rows (36 to 40
feet) from the edge of the trail Right of Way, and then open up the trail while he
sprayed the balance of his field.


 


 







 


 


Van Dyke stated that he "must be able to spray his orchid for filbertworm, which can
destroy an entire crop, from June through September" But spraying equipment cannot
enter an orchard after Labor Day, since the nuts start falling to the orchard floor, and
anyone driving equipment on the orchard floor could damage the nuts.


"Blank nuts fall before good nuts. After blanks have fallen and just before good nuts begin to drop
(usually at the end of August), it might be desirable to do a final flailing and floating to fill small
depressions in the ground."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf


 


'Hazelnuts begin to drop to the ground during the month of September. Prior to nut drop, the orchard floor
is made level and smooth, and weeds are flail-mowed to facilitate harvest. Harvest generally occurs
during October and is usually a two-step operation."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf


 


 


C. Van Dyke also noted that he stocks and sprays the chemicals Gramoxzone and
Parazone (Paraquat), and his chemical containers both have labels that state : "Do
not use around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf courses or
playgrounds." 


 



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf
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But the labels on both products were updated by November 14. 2019, and the
nebulous statement "around" was taken off the new labels:


"DIRECTIONS FOR USE


RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE


It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.


Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. Only


protected  handlers  may  be  in  the  area  during  application.  For  any  requirements  specific


  c  to  your  State  or  Tribe, 


consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation.


NEVER USE THIS PRODUCT IN RESIDENTIAL OR PUBLIC RECREATIONAL SETTINGS (E.G., HOMES, HOME GARDENS,


SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, AND/OR PLAYGROUNDS"


 


A check with the manufacturers revealed that the chemical did not change….only the
label changed. (see attached "FW: Gramoxone SL 2.0 email)


 


But no matter what the new label states, federal law says that you MUST follow the
instructions on the container that you are using. (again, read Gramoxone SL 2.0
email)


 


The simple solution is to purchase some of the new label Gramoxone or Parazone
and use the new chemical on the edges of his fields, then continue to use the old
material on the inside. It seems ridiculous to do this, since the chemical in the old
label containers, and the chemical in the new label containers, is exactly the same,
but the law is the law. And, per Ben Van Dyke, "since the chemical does not have an
expiration date" either chemical can be used for future sucker or weed spraying.


 


 


D. Loss of Food Safety Certification. Van Dyke stated that "Construction workers
have already littered the area with lunch bags and other detritus have found the way
to our farm that we have had to clean up. This causes food safety issues. In that
regard, we are strictly regulated by the USDA and any litter on our farms, risks losing
food safety certifications that are necessary for the marketability of our brand as well
as to maintain our certifications."


 


Mr. Van Dyke shared a document from Cascade Foods of Albany Oregon, titled "food
safety requirements for delivered product to Cascade Foods". (dated April 16, 2020,







see attached)  In this document Cascade Foods stated;


" Cascade Foods LLC requires that growers adhere to the Good Agricultural Practices
manual set by the Hazelnut Industry office". (see attached).


 


But nowhere in the Good Agricultural Practices manual is there any reference to a
farm losing food safety certification because of litter.


http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf


 


It does say that the orchards must be constantly cleaned and inspected prior to
harvest. This is a critical time. Of course, cleanliness during the year is important, but
a clean orchard just before the nuts drop to the floor is strategically important.


 


Throughout the summer the orchard floor is repeatedly cleaned and leveled by use of
drags and/or flail mowers. All debris is eliminated as the floor is pummeled by the
repeated passes of the flail mower. Clouds of dust are sometimes seen as the floor is
cleaned and manicured over and over. This goes on until the nuts start to fall at the
end of August. Now the falling nuts are contained on a clean and pristine orchard
floor. Prior to harvest in September the operator often inspects the orchard for debris,
and removes any. The sweeper and harvester cannot function if there is debris on the
orchard floor.


 


The GAP manual that Mr. Van Dyke has agreed to follow states:  "….orchard floors
are cleaned throughout the summer to assure a smooth clean orchard floor during
harvest. Of utmost importance to all growers is the need to deliver hazelnuts to the
dryer or processor as clean as possible. The Hazelnut lends itself to inherent food
safety simply because it is encased in a solid hard shell. It falls to the ground mostly
free of the husk, which is a vegetative bract rather than a surgery attraction for
microbes. Harvest also lends itself to ensuring safe product. In addition, the product
delivered to the washer/dryer or the processor is not ready to eat. It will go through a
wash process before it is dried. Growers are committed to employing practices to
keep the risk of pathogen contamination as low as possible. As the nuts move to
processors and packers more safeguards are in place to ensure safe products leave
the plants."


 


Litter is NOT a game stopper…it is a item that is constantly evaluated and addressed.


 


 



http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf





Cascade Food goes on to say;  "The following are a few of the recommendations outlined in the manual;
"Grower must participate in traceability. Growers receive a delivery ticket for each load taken to a
wash/dryer operator or processor. This ticket corresponds to a specific orchard; Should a food borne
pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will be discarded".


But the statement; "Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will
be discarded"  is NOT in the Good Agricultural Manual, and is far from the truth.


In 2017 Salmonella was found in Hazelnuts sold by the Schmidt farm of McMinnville. But the food safety
people of the Oregon Department of Agriculture were not worried: “Wholesalers have steps in place that
kill any Salmonella on the hazelnuts they handle before the nuts reach consumers,” said Stephanie Page,
the agriculture department’s director of food safety and animal services, in the public warning. "To date,
we have no indication there were any issues with this part of the process."
https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-
from-oregon-farm/


In fact the GAP manual repeatedly states that orchards must be inspected, (H1 pg 6);
A preharvest assessment is made in the orchard. Risks and possible sources of crop
contamination are noted and assessed.' and (H7 pg 6) states;  "In case of product
contamination….., product is separated and disposed of separately". Nowhere does it
state that a farmers complete crop will be discarded if contamination is found in one
area.


 


 


A trail and farming are not mutually exclusive! A trail is an opportunity for the farmer
to display his skills and to educate the public. And the Yamhelas Trail is an
opportunity for the Yamhill Valley to provide a safe mode of transpiration for future
generations. No one will suffer "irreparable injury" during its construction or future
use. All it takes is for farmers and trail supporters to sit down and mutually work
together to develop a solution that enables us to develop a wonderful asset.
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Jarod Logsdon; stevencarol.wick
Cc: Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: Stag Hollow bridge meet tomorrow
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 8:06:58 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I do. Wayne


On Wednesday, July 22, 2020, 7:08:39 AM PDT, stevencarol.wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


Jarod, do u have access to a 100 foot tape?


Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Jarod Logsdon <logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: 7/22/20 6:51 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>, shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Stag Hollow bridge meet tomorrow


Good morning,


 


I am available to meet at the bus barn at 11:30 am today if that works for you both.


 


Thank you,


 


Jarod Logsdon


Parks and Work Crew Division Manager


Yamhill County Parks


Tel: (503) 434-7463


 


 


 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 



mailto:shadypondacre@yahoo.com
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Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 9:23 PM
To: Jarod Logsdon <logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>; shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Stag Hollow bridge meet tomorrow


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Jarod/Wayne, could we meet anytime after 11 AM tomorrow, Wed the 21st?


 


Tkx!


 


Steve Wick


cell 503 970-6127


 


From: steve wick [mailto:stevencarol.wick@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 8:12 PM
To: 'Jarod Logsdon'; 'Carrie Martin'
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: dimensions at Stag Hollow bridge


 


Carrie, Jarod,


 


I have attached the June 19th Stay issued by LUBA which shut down the Stag Hollow
bridge construction, and effectively shut down the Trail. As a filbert grower, I know all
of the statements that Ben Van Dyke listed as reasons to shut down the trail are
bogus, but I need more information to challenge Ben's assertions. (His two main
assertions are that he cannot spray his fields when anyone is anywhere on the
County ROW, and secondly, that debris from the construction crew would force him to
lose his Food Safety Certification.) I would like to present all the pertinent info to
"recognized experts", and then let them refute Ben's lies. But I need more info, or I
would love to be able to visit the site and photograph and take measurements.


 


At the very least I need to know how far Ben's property lines are from the center of
the ROW, how wide the ROW is, how far Ben's filberts are from the property line, and
how far they are from the bridge construction zone.


 



mailto:stevencarol.wick@gmail.com
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One of the most important things is the orientation of the Filbert trees. If they parallel
to the County ROW we have him right where he hurts. New Filbert orchards are
usually "double planted"; I.e. the long term spacing of trees is usually 20' x20'. When
new orchards are planted each row has trees only 10 feet apart. Later on the 10 foot
trees are removed, and the final spacing ends up to be 20'x20'. If his rows parallel the
County ROW he can simply spay the outer edge when no one is around,(early in the
morning, etc. and then spray the balance later on.)


 


Actually spraying should have no bearing at all. It is very easy to just shut down the
trail while sprays are being used, like other trails do.  I testified to all of this but LUBA
paid no attention to me.


 


Now it time to bring in the experts (and also find data to refute Ben's claims).


 


The attached Stay has lousy pics and no dimensions. Please let me know what you
can do refute the lies that the opponents are presenting to LUBA.


 


Thanks


 


Steve Wick


Yamhelas Board member








From: Todd Sadlo
To: steve wick; "Wayne Wiebke"; "Ken Wright"
Subject: RE: testimony for LUBA remand, Board Order 19-94 (planning docket G-01-18
Date: Thursday, April 30, 2020 9:16:07 AM
Attachments: image006.png
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image009.png
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image011.png
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I already had someone call me to say “wow” regarding your letter.
 
Thanks Steve,
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 8:48 AM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: FW: testimony for LUBA remand, Board Order 19-94 (planning docket G-01-18
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Gentlemen,
 
 
attached is my letter to the Planning Commission.
 
I focused on the cleanliness of filberts relating to my experience (28 years)  in my orchard, the fact that I, nor anyone else, has the right to tell
the neighbor to vacate their property while they spray. I also touched on the AEZ zone exclusion.
 
And I got into great detail about Ben Van Dykes use of the toxic Chlorpyrilos sprays Lorsban, and Yuma4e. I pointed out that the amount the
swore he uses on his filbert orchard is greater than what is allowed by law, in fact, if he used the legal amounts his setback would only be 10 to
25 feet. I finished by listing several methods of spraying/power blast spraying that could be used to minimize the impact that the sprayer
imposes on the neighbors. I attached documentation to back up my claims.
 


From: steve wick [mailto:stevencarol.wick@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 8:28 AM
To: planning@co.yamhill.or.us
Cc: stevencarol.wick@gmail.com
Subject: testimony for LUBA remand, Board Order 19-94 (planning docket G-01-18
 
April 30,2020
Yamhill County Board of Commissioners and Planning Department
525 NE Fourth St
McMinnville, Ore. 97128
 
 
Dear Commissioners and Planners:
 
I am submitting written testimony for the public hearing schedule for April 30, 2020 regarding the LUBA remand of Board Order 19-94 (planning
docket G-01-18).
 
I am a board member of the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, have submitted testimony previously, and am now presenting additional
testimony.
 
 
My wife and I have been personally growing and harvesting filberts/hazelnuts in Yamhill County since 1992, on our 60 acre farm. We have also
farmed wheat, vetch, oats, hay, Christmas Trees, and ornamental plants, on this farm, or on the farm my wife and I purchased in Washington
County in the mid-eighties. My brothers and I recently sold our 160 acre family tree farm, which we co-managed for years.
 
I would like to address some of the inaccuracies that have surfaced concerning the Yamhelas Trail.
 
I recently read the statements of some of the farmers that say they will not be able to farm next to the trail. 
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This is far from the truth. If you farm next to a neighbor, or a road, you can farm next to a trail. There is absolutely NO difference! You must
follow/maintain the same procedures/requirements no matter what is adjacent to your farm. You may have to modify a procedure to insure
your safety and the safety of your neighbors, but there will be no significant change to farming practices.
 
Some of the farmers have said that litter and trash from the trail will contaminate hazelnut and blueberry crops. This is hogwash. If this was true
all filbert/hazelnut and blueberry crops would be fenced; to keep out "litter and trash". Using their arguments, any crop next to a road would
have to be fenced because any construction activity, or person walking/biking next to the crop would "contaminate" the crop. If this is true why
aren't all blueberry and filbert crops fenced?! You will have to look long and hard to find one.
 
I have never felt the need to fence my filbert orchard. In the 28 years that I have farmed Hazelnuts, I  have never received any directive telling
me to keep my orchard clean or I "would be jeopardizing USDA food certification"  But I have been told to insure that I minimize any debris in
the nuts that I send to the wholesaler, or I might be charged a "dockage" fee. At any one time, I have elk, deer, bobcat, fox, coyote and bear in
my orchard. I don't worry about them, or what they leave behind. I do not go out and sterilize the ground. I do go out and clean up debris each
time prior to performing a spraying or mowing operation, or prior to harvesting.
 
My nuts are harvested after they fall to the ground. We run a sweeper and then a harvester through the orchard, and then take the nuts to the
wholesaler. The first thing they do is wash and sterilize/dry the nuts, in the shell.
 
Litter and trash is picked up throughout the year. The nuts are cleaned and dried at the wholesaler. Contamination/ debris has never been a
problem for me.
 
 
 
Another statement that I recently read concerned spraying; it stated that "spraying" of insecticides, fungicides and herbicides could not be
performed on crops adjacent to the trail, because of "spray drift". The first thing that should be noted is that it is the ultimate responsibility of
the sprayer is to ensure that his spray does not trespass….on anyone's property.  When I spray my fields or orchards I cannot tell my neighbors
that they cannot work on their property (and I have a neighbors house extremely close to my filbert orchard.) The neighbor could have a picnic
on their property line. Or a party…or whatever. If my filbert trees are close enough to a property line that the spray could affect anything that
any neighbor is doing, then I simply cannot spray, or I have to modify my usual spraying procedures to ensure that my neighbor, or anyone
walking/ biking, etc on adjacent property remains safe.  If you drive throughout Yamhill, Washington, or Clackamas County you will notice many
filbert orchards come right up to the road, and may be 20 to 50 feet from the road. Many filbert farmers have orchards adjacent to County and
State roads. How is that they can maintain safe spraying procedures, and the farmers next to the trail cannot?
 
For a filbert grower, or any other farmer, to say that he will be irreparably harmed, because his neighbor wants to utilize his own property, and
then that grower expects LUBA to shut down the neighbor's use,  just so the grower can trespass on the neighboring property, strikes me as
totally insane. The chemical labels on the Lorsban and Yuma4E insecticides ( that can be sprayed on filbert orchards) expressly state:  "Avoiding
spray drift at the application site is the responsibility of the applicator".


 
The labels don’t say that your neighbor must evacuate the use of his property in order to accommodate the farmer doing the spraying. it makes
no difference who the neighbor is, or how the neighbor wants to utilize his property. If Yamhill County wants to build a bridge, and they are
working adjacent to the property line, no one can tell them: "sorry I want to trespass on your property, and you can't use it while I trespass".
 
 
 
 
Another inaccuracy about spraying was the statement that federal "Agricultural Exclusion Zone or AEZ requirements state that all spray
applications must be suspended when "any "person comes within 100 feet of the spray operation"… (using Lorsban, Yuma 4E,Gramoxone,
Parazon and similarly restrictive chemicals.)
 
That is not exactly true. Those AEZ requirements apply only to the property and workers of the agricultural enterprise. And per Dale L. Mitchell
Pesticides Program Manager, Oregon Department of Agriculture
 " OR-OSHA scope of enforcement is specifically directed to the protection of workers and the agricultural operation. While the Oregon WPS AEZ
encompasses property beyond the boundaries of the agricultural operation, the enforcement of complaints/concerns or enforcement of the AEZ
requirements off of the agricultural operation would be jointly evaluated to determine compliance with OR-OSHA WPS, Oregon Pesticide Control
Law (ORS 634) and the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Law (FIFRA). 
 







All pesticide applications shall be performed in a manner that do not impact adjacent non-target sites (Roads, Trails, private property. etc. ). As
required by the current Oregon AEZ requirements, when performing pesticide application activities adjacent to a public road or trail the
applicator must take the following actions for compliance with the AEZ . 1) Suspend, pause the application  2) Evaluate the situation and
conditions to determine if you can resume without impacting individuals or adjoining areas 3) Resume the application only you can continue
without resulting in impact to individuals or adjoining sites/properties."
 
It should be noted that the operative word is "suspend", not "completely cease all activities." Evaluate and then resume is the operative
function when spraying. Conditions constantly change, and the spray operator must be alert and compensate for any change in circumstances
or environment.
 
 
 
 
 
By far the most glaring inaccuracy was the statement by Ben Van Dyke that he must use an application rate of "greater than 4 lbs per acre"
when he sprays the insecticide Lorsban and/or Yuma 4E with a medium or course nozzle, and thus must maintain a "50 foot buffer from where I
spray, " using his power blast sprayer in his filbert orchard.
 
Lorsban and Yuma 4E have the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos. Chlorpyrilos was outlawed by the EPA this year, but the Trump administration
reversed that decision. (Oregon House Bill 4109, which would have outlawed it, failed as a result of the denial of quorum.)
 
I have never used either of these two chemicals in my orchard; they are just too toxic. Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide lists over a
dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos. Many
are much less toxic. And this is why Oregon State Pest Guide
(https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf)
states: " Rotate pesticides by mode of action (group); do not become reliant on a single group for control". It is only a matter of time before
Chlorpyrilos is outlawed. Bio-controls (using beneficial insects to kill pests) are rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)
 
 
 
 
I am not a chemical expert, but my training has taught me that the chemical label is the "Bible". In fact, all "restricted use" chemicals (Lorsban
and Yuma 4E, etc) can only be applied as per the label:
 


 
Each restricted use chemical label tells the sprayer what crop the spray/chemical is approved to be used on, exactly how much can be used, and
in some cases, how many times it can be used.
 
 
If we look at the Yuma/Lorsban label we will see that it is approved for filberts, but ONLY 3-4 pounds (3-4 pints) per acre can be applied. If we
look at the OSU Hazelnut Pest management guide, we can see that it says the same thing; only 3-4 pounds (3-4 pints) per acre, and……. that
Chlorpyrifos can only be applied three times a year. NOTE: 1 pound =16 fluid ounces=1 pint
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
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Now, Ben Van Dyke stated that he was applying Yuma4E/ Lorsban at  rate "greater than 4 lbs per acre with medium or course" spray.
Applying greater than 4, is a violation of Federal law!
 
But….. if he applied it at the lower end of the recommended amount (3 pints/pounds), he is only required to have a setback of 10 feet.
 
If he increases the amount to the maximum allowed by law (4 pints/pounds), he is only required to have a setback  of 25 feet.
 
(See Yuma4E label setback info below:)
 


 
 
 
Viewing the amount of chemicals required to eliminate the pests it can be seen that a 10 foot setback is all that is really needed.
 
 
 
Another thing to note is that, per label, Chlorpyrifos spray is not allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power blast
spray into the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E label excerpts below).
 
One option to mitigate overspray on a neighbors property has an applicator shutting off his outward pointing nozzles, and then starting his
spaying paralleling the rail right of way, and using the 20-50 plus feet of vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a
vacant area on all edges of a field, allowing equipment to turn corners) Then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but would be
blasted into the center of the orchard. The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It would only take a few minutes to spray the
edge of the orchard with all the outward nozzles shut off. When I spray the edges of  my orchard, no matter what chemical I use, I always shut
off my outward pointing nozzles. It is a simple way of keeping your spray on your property.
 







 
 


Another option, if the wind isn't cooperating or a toxic spray must be used;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed. 
Other trails shut down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We could make it quicker and easier by just spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the
ROW, and go over to the next two rows and do the next 100 feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An
inconvenience, but not a game stopper. The farmer can coordinate with the County. We know when we should be able to spray, and there are
excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most farmers use.
 
 
 
Over the years at least four people have been killed riding bikes on Hiway 47. This trail will eliminate that problem and become a tremendous
asset for the Yamhill Valley, and its environs. It will be especially beneficial to the towns of Yamhill and Carlton; allowing the safe passage of
children to and from the schools. There is no reason why this trail cannot be built. The trail will pose no significant change to farming practices.
Everyone can be accommodated if we work together, and make a few changes. Yes, there will be a few inconveniences, but there is no reason
to not develop the trail because we will be inconvenienced.
 
 
Thank you,
 
Stephen J. Wick
29250 NW Olson Rd
Gaston, Oregon
97119
 
 
 
 
Background info:  https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9223/html
 
 
"2018 update: Chlorpyrifos is no longer a go-to chemistry for leafroller, but remains an important product for the industry in controlling other insect pests, such as
omnivorous leaftier and Pacific flatheaded borer.


 


 


Advances in insect management practices have included the development of monitoring techniques and treatment thresholds for filbert aphid and filbert leafroller,
which have reduced prophylactic insecticide applications. Advances have also included the use of pheromone traps and a degree-day model for filbertworm, which
permit precise, targeted treatments for this pest. The most valuable result of this IPM approach has been the successful identification and introduction of a filbert
aphid parasitoid, Trioxys pallidus. This parasitoid, a small Braconid wasp, has provided nearly complete biological control of the filbert aphid and has almost
eliminated insecticide use for this pest. Natural biological control of other hazelnut pests may also be enhanced by the aphid biocontrol program, because the
elimination of aphicides improves survival of predators and parasitoids that attack leafrollers and filbertworm.


A potential biocontrol has also been identified for a newer hazelnut pest, the brown marmorated stink bug. A parasitic samurai wasp (Trissolcus japonicus) has
shown success in parasitizing eggs. Continued research on this potential will be critical, because research has shown that pesticides are only a short-term solution
for brown marmorated stink bug and will kill beneficial insects, including the samurai wasp.


It is especially important to preserve and enhance biological control of the filbert aphid. Resurgence of filbert aphid populations in recent years indicates a need for
further research on cultural techniques to improve survival of Trioxys pallidus. Research is also needed to test new pesticides for adverse effects on this filbert
aphid parasitoid and to determine the impact on hazelnut production of the recently introduced large hazel aphid (also known as the hazelnut aphid), which is not
controlled by Trioxys pallidus. Research on the natural biological control and improved chemical control of pests such as filbert leafroller and filbertworm would have
direct benefits (reducing insecticide use for these pests) and indirect benefits (enhancing survival and biocontrol success of Trioxys pallidus). Research has shown
that mating disruption can reduce the amount of insecticide applied for filbertworm by up to 75 percent. This reduction in pesticides has the indirect benefit of
preserving natural enemies of aphids (including T. pallidus). In a 5-year study, orchards managed with a combination of mating disruption and border sprays and/or
target sprays saw a significant reduction in aphid populations, and a significant increase in parasitism by T. pallidus.
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Carol Foley
Cc: "Veronica Haley Hinkes"; "Patty Williams"
Subject: Re: COVID-19 Response + Recovery Grant Program
Date: Tuesday, November 3, 2020 10:34:46 AM


Hi Carol,


Try refreshing your browser. You should see an option for "Non-profit."


Thanks!


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: Carol Foley <cdfoley@me.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 3, 2020 10:23 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Patty Williams'
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: COVID-19 Response + Recovery Grant Program
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hello Carrie,


We are planning to submit an application COVID-19 Response + Recovery Grant Program and I have
a question:   For SECTION 3c: Capacity Building (In what industry does your business or
organization operate?), there does not seem to be a category listed that fits our mission, unless lit
would be Hospitality.  Please tell us which category best fits the Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail
on Question 3c.  Thank you!


Carol
 
Carol Foley
Mobile: (253) 709-4310
carol@foleyresearch.com 
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From: steve wick
To: "Wayne Wiebke"; "Ken Wright"; "Stan Primozich"; "Casey Kulla"; "Philip Higgins"; "V H"
Subject: RE: Bus barn question
Date: Monday, November 23, 2020 2:39:00 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


It should be noted that any discussions that we may possibly pursue re the Bus Barn should be
handled with discretion, especially at the Bus Barn.
 
When Wayne and I went out with Jerod to the Bus Barn and trail, in late July, to inspect the Stag
Hollow bridge access, we were immediately met with personnel from the bus barn asking what we
were doing there. We told them we were just looking at the Trail ROW. Five minutes later one of the
anti-trail farmers showed up, peppered us with questions, and then followed us on our inspection
tour.
 
It is my opinion that the Bus Barn people are pretty tight with the anti-Trail people. IMHO anything
we say or do around that Facility will immediately be forwarded.
 
Steve Wick
 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 8:34 AM
To: Philip Higgins; V H
Cc: stevencarol.wick; Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich; Patty Williams
Subject: RE: Bus barn question
 
I’ve sent these questions to the county management team. I’ve asked them to follow up with you.
 


From: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com> 
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 8:22 AM
To: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Cc: stevencarol.wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Bus barn question
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


County should have a boiler plate lease they use. While I would be more than happy to review the
Belt lease, I’m not sure they can share it as Friends is not a party to it.
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Philip E Higgins
Principal Broker | OR & WA
OR Lic # 960900059 / WA Lic # 50197
Direct: 503-793-9039 | phiggins@PacificCrestREA.com
809 E. First St. Newberg OR 97132
Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors
Commercial Real Estate Brokerage | Advisory Services
 
This message is intended only for the use of the person(s) ("the Intended Recipient") to whom it is addressed. It may contain information which is privileged and confidential
within the meaning of applicable law. Dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this message or any of its contents by any person other than the Intended
Recipient may constitute a breach of civil or criminal law and is strictly prohibited. If you are not the Intended Recipient, please contact the sender as soon as possible. 


The information contained herein is based on sources believed to be reliable, but neither Philip E Higgins, nor Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors represents that it is wholly
accurate or complete. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors and its affiliates are not responsible for any errors or omissions or for the results obtained
from the use of such information. All opinions and estimates herein are subject to change without notice. The Intended Recipient should make their own investigations,
including but not limited to retaining the services of specific professionals in the areas of Law, Accounting, Engineering, etc. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate
Advisors is NOT a Principal in any transaction unless disclosed to be so, and is not responsible for any third party reports.
 
Oregon Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: https://www.oregon.gov/rea/licensing/Documents/Initial-Agency-Disclosure-Pamphlet.pdf 
Washington Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=18.86.120


 


From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 8:13 AM
To: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Cc: stevencarol.wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
 
Thank you for offering your help with this Phillip.
 
Those documents would be very helpful.  Assuming it would take the County some time to draw up a
new proposed lease for us, seeing the existing leases with Mr. Belt and the bus barn ASAP could get
us started, as well as an idea of what the lease rate increase might be.  I agree a walk-through is
necessary, with someone who can identify potential issues.
 
Veronica 
 
 
 
 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone
 


On Nov 23, 2020, at 7:01 AM, Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com> wrote:



Ideally Rick and I would receive a copy of the proposed lese document w/ proposed
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rate and term from the County to review. 
Also a copy of the current lease with the bus barn, or the previous lease – se we can
understand the proposed agreement and obligations there.
The other (highly) preferred item would be a walk thru of the structures to ascertain
current condition as it relates to the lease obligations going forward.
 
 


Philip E Higgins
Principal Broker | OR & WA
OR Lic # 960900059 / WA Lic # 50197
Direct: 503-793-9039 | phiggins@PacificCrestREA.com
809 E. First St. Newberg OR 97132
Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors
Commercial Real Estate Brokerage | Advisory Services
 
This message is intended only for the use of the person(s) ("the Intended Recipient") to whom it is addressed. It may contain information which is
privileged and confidential within the meaning of applicable law. Dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this message or any of
its contents by any person other than the Intended Recipient may constitute a breach of civil or criminal law and is strictly prohibited. If you are not
the Intended Recipient, please contact the sender as soon as possible. 


The information contained herein is based on sources believed to be reliable, but neither Philip E Higgins, nor Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors
represents that it is wholly accurate or complete. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors and its affiliates are not responsible for any
errors or omissions or for the results obtained from the use of such information. All opinions and estimates herein are subject to change without
notice. The Intended Recipient should make their own investigations, including but not limited to retaining the services of specific professionals in the
areas of Law, Accounting, Engineering, etc. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors is NOT a Principal in any transaction unless
disclosed to be so, and is not responsible for any third party reports.
 
Oregon Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: https://www.oregon.gov/rea/licensing/Documents/Initial-Agency-Disclosure-Pamphlet.pdf 
Washington Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=18.86.120


 


From: stevencarol.wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, November 22, 2020 7:36 PM
To: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>; Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Ken
Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Patty
Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
 
I would love to see Phillip and Rick team up to eval this opportunity, and report
their findings back to the Board. We are lucky to have them offer their
knowledge and experience!
 
Steve Wick 
 
 
 
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
 
-------- Original message --------
From: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Date: 11/22/20 4:20 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
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Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>, Ken
Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>, Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>, steve
wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>, Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
 
Merely offering my services in the area I’m trained in.  I do this sort of advisory daily in
my practice. I can very likely save you time analyzing the deal at hand and point out
potential pitfalls. 
 
While I’m pro trial, I’ve got no dog in this fight, just being neighborly. 
 
Philip E Higgins 
Pacific Crest REA
503-793-9039
 
(Please excuse any mis-spelling or auto-correct oddities) 
 


On Nov 22, 2020, at 4:13 PM, Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:



We also have to think about how we respond to Phillip Higgen's; he seems to
really want to get in the middle of this.  WW
 
On Sunday, November 22, 2020, 2:29:35 PM PST, V H
<veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:
 
 
It’s an amazing intriguing idea.  I do have a lot of questions about numbers,
condition of the buildings and who is responsible for their safety and upkeep,
what insurance would cost us etc.
 
Does anyone mind if I bring my husband in on this question?  He owns a
large manufacturing building in Tualatin so would know more about what
information we would need and what risks we would be taking on.
 
Veronica 
 
 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone
 


On Nov 22, 2020, at 11:25 AM, Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Wayne, thanks for adding Patty (I couldn’t remember her email address when
I drafted this).
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I floated this idea past Ken Huffer, Carrie Martin, Christian Boenisch and
Todd Sadlo (and they were enthusiastic about me inquiring with you). It would
have to be discussed in open session for Commissioner Olson to be involved.
Mr. Belt currently leases the property, but I expect that our lease price going
forward will result in him raising the lease price to the bus company,
effectively ending their lease there. This would be very negative for the bus
company and the school district and kids, so I suggested that we could ask
you about taking on the lease of the whole property, with the requirement that
you continue to lease to the bus company but with few other requirements.
Mr. Belt was making a significant income off of the bus company lease.


 


I am happy to talk more in person if that is easier.


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, November 20, 2020 1:32 PM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Stan Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>;
Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Cc: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Casey thinking outside of the box. For right now I am going to
defer to those you included with this offer plus Patty Williams our new
Treasure. I see expertise there that I don't have. Have you consulted with
Rick or county administration regarding this idea?  Wayne


 


On Friday, November 20, 2020, 10:53:09 AM PST, Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Board of Friends of YWT (plus Philip),


 


A question for you to consider: would you be interested in holding the lease
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on the bus barn property on hwy 240? It would require you to be the property
manager and to sublet the current bus footprint to the bus company. But the
benefits: you have access to and control of the property that will be the key
trail head, and it gives you a measure of standing for grants, legal claims, etc.
The other buildings on site could leased to other business partners that
complement a future trail. Depending upon the details and rates, you might
even generate a small cash income from the lease/sublease that could help
with other projects moving the trail forward.


 


Obviously, a lease agreement would need to be approved and signed before
the first Thurs in January, but we can move quickly if you can.


 


Casey


971-241-6585








From: steve wick
To: "Todd Sadlo"
Cc: "Wayne Wiebke"
Subject: RE: FINAL Petitioners Combined Response (LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033)
Date: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 3:35:29 PM
Attachments: image002.png


image003.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


 
 
 
 
Todd here is my thoughts on Yuma 4E/ Lorsban= Chlorpyrilos and spraying insecticides, herbicides and fungicides along the trail, and the
cleanliness of filberts.
 
Steve
 
 
 
I have been personally (Chehalem Mountain Farms) growing and harvesting filberts in Yamhill county since 1992. We have also farmed wheat,
vetch, oats, hay, Christmas Trees, and my brothers and I recently sold our family tree farm.
 
The best technical experts on Oregon crops are at the OSU North Willamette Research and Extension Center
(https://extension.oregonstate.edu/nwrec) 503 678 1264
 
For filberts it Dr Nick Wiman His direct number is 541 250 6762. When I talked to him today, he said to call him directly if we had any
questions.
 
They also have the experts for Blueberries, etc It looks like Bernadine Strick, Patrick Jones may be the specialists there.
 
 
 
 
 
Power blast spraying, or any other spraying along the Yamhelas trail, can be accomplished by a variety of methods, no matter what the
chemical. The Chlorpyrilos insecticides pose a greater challenge because of their toxicity, but insecticides, fungicides, or herbicides can be
sprayed by using a little more care and spending some additional time. Yes, it can be an inconvenience, but it can be a minor inconvenience.
 
Yuma 4E, or Lorsban, or any other insecticide used (or power blast sprayed) in Filberts (with the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos) can;
 
1. only be used for a total of three times during the year. (see Yuma4E label excerpts below) The first time it could possibly be used would be
in March thru April, to control the Winter moth Leaftier.
 
The next time it could be used would be In the April thru May timeframe, to control Filbert Leafroller or aphids,
 
..and again in May thru June to control Leafroller.
 
In July thru August it could be used to control stinkbugs, and/or to control Filbertworm.
 
As you can see, this is more than three times. That is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended
sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Many are much less toxic.
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
 


 
2. no spray is allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power blast spray into the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles
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MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E label excerpts below). If an applicator started his spaying  paralleling the rail right of way, and used
the 20 plus feet of vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area on all edges of a field, allowing equipment
to turn corners), then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but would be blasted into the center of the orchard. The balance of the
orchard could be sprayed normally. It would only take a few minutes to spray the edge of the orchard.
 
http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd
 
 


 
3. ……OR …all of the edges within 100 feet of the ROW could be sprayed with a less lethal alternative chemical, and the interior with the
lethal alternative. Again, that is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be
used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos, which is in the process of being outlawed. (Oregon
House Bill 4109, which would have outlawed it failed as a result of the denial of quorum. It is only a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos is
outlawed.) Bio-controls (using beneficial insects to kill pests) are rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)
 
 
 


4. or easiest of all;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed.  Other trails shut down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We
could make it quicker and easier by just spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the ROW, and go over to the next two rows and do the next 100
feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An inconvenience, but not a game stopper. The farmer can
coordinate with the County. We know when we should be able to spray, and there are excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most
farmers use.
 
Power blast, and other type spraying can be accomplished with a few inconveniences, but there is no reason to not develop the trail because
some people may be inconvenienced.
 
 
Background info:  https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9223/html
 
"2018 update: Chlorpyrifos is no longer a go-to chemistry for leafroller, but remains an important product for the industry in controlling other insect pests, such as
omnivorous leaftier and Pacific flatheaded borer.


 


Advances in insect management practices have included the development of monitoring techniques and treatment thresholds for filbert aphid and filbert leafroller,
which have reduced prophylactic insecticide applications. Advances have also included the use of pheromone traps and a degree-day model for filbertworm, which
permit precise, targeted treatments for this pest. The most valuable result of this IPM approach has been the successful identification and introduction of a filbert
aphid parasitoid, Trioxys pallidus. This parasitoid, a small Braconid wasp, has provided nearly complete biological control of the filbert aphid and has almost
eliminated insecticide use for this pest. Natural biological control of other hazelnut pests may also be enhanced by the aphid biocontrol program, because the
elimination of aphicides improves survival of predators and parasitoids that attack leafrollers and filbertworm.


A potential biocontrol has also been identified for a newer hazelnut pest, the brown marmorated stink bug. A parasitic samurai wasp (Trissolcus japonicus) has
shown success in parasitizing eggs. Continued research on this potential will be critical, because research has shown that pesticides are only a short-term solution
for brown marmorated stink bug and will kill beneficial insects, including the samurai wasp.


It is especially important to preserve and enhance biological control of the filbert aphid. Resurgence of filbert aphid populations in recent years indicates a need for
further research on cultural techniques to improve survival of Trioxys pallidus. Research is also needed to test new pesticides for adverse effects on this filbert
aphid parasitoid and to determine the impact on hazelnut production of the recently introduced large hazel aphid (also known as the hazelnut aphid), which is not
controlled by Trioxys pallidus. Research on the natural biological control and improved chemical control of pests such as filbert leafroller and filbertworm would
have direct benefits (reducing insecticide use for these pests) and indirect benefits (enhancing survival and biocontrol success of Trioxys pallidus). Research has
shown that mating disruption can reduce the amount of insecticide applied for filbertworm by up to 75 percent. This reduction in pesticides has the indirect benefit
of preserving natural enemies of aphids (including T. pallidus). In a 5-year study, orchards managed with a combination of mating disruption and border sprays
and/or target sprays saw a significant reduction in aphid populations, and a significant increase in parasitism by T. pallidus.


 


 


Cleanliness of filberts
 
The excuse that filberts can't be sold if they have any feces on them is just that; a load of feces. When I harvest my filberts my harvester picks



http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd
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them up from the orchard floor, and it picks up everything else. I have seen some growers totes ( a 4'x4" box used to hold and transport
filberts to the dryer) so full of sticks and dirt clods that you could barely find the nuts. One year I harvested my nuts in the rain, and ended up
with more mud balls than nuts. That happened once.
 
What is really important is what happens when I take my nuts into the buyer. The first thing they do is wash the nuts, shell and all, and they
bake and dry them. This effectively cleans and sterilizes them.
 
I have never seen a filbert orchard with a fence around it. At various times of the year my orchard is populated with elk ( a herd of at least 100)
, deer, bear (they love filberts), coyotes, bobcats, fox, and ground squirrels. Prior to harvest, all of the ground is mowed several times with a
flail mower which mixes all of the years debris up. That ends up on the nuts when they fall from the trees. We wait for Mother Nature to drop
all the nuts to the ground before we commence harvest in October. Then we use our equipment to rake and row the nuts, then the harvester
picks up everything. The we take our harvest in to be cleaned, dried, and sold.
 
No dogs, or people, will be running off the trail into people's fields if we install woven wire field fencing, or similar fencing, along the trail
where it may be needed. Dirty fields caused by a trail is a dirty lie.
 
 
 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 6:43 PM
To: 'Steve Wick'
Subject: FW: FINAL Petitioners Combined Response (LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033)
 
Steve,
 
Todd Sadlo here.  I have attached a bunch of stuff I received from the opponents’ attorney (that is probably rubbish) about the Stag Creek
Hollow Bridge.  It has nothing to do with the remand, but I am sending it to you because it contains a detailed Declaration by Ben Van Dyke
that I presume is part of their basis for claiming (on remand) that a trail and hazelnut orchard cannot co-exist.  I was wondering if you could
advise me what parts of it meet the straight face test, and what parts don’t.  Whatever input you can provide would be greatly appreciated.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: Wendie Kellington <wk@klgpc.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 5:18 PM
To: LUBASupport@dsl.state.or.us
Cc: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FINAL Petitioners Combined Response (LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033)
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Good Afternoon,
 
Attached please find for filing, the promised additional supplemental response to the county’s claim that this Board lacks jurisdiction
referenced in Petitioners April 17, 2020 Reply to County Response at p 4.  Petitioners do not intend to file subsequent materials
regarding the stay and jurisdiction in the absence of a request from the Board that they do so or further county pleadings on those
topics.  Originals to follow via US Mail.  Regards, Wendie Kellington
 
 


Wendie L. Kellington|Attorney at Law.
P.O. Box 159
Lake Oswego Or
97034
(503) 636-0069 office
(503) 636-0102 fax 
wk@klgpc.com
www.wkellington.com
 
This e-mail transmission is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is PRIVILEGED,
CONFIDENTIAL, and exempt from disclosure by law.  Any unauthorized dissemination, distribution or reproduction is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this
transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete this transmission including any attachments in their entirety.
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From: Ken Wright
To: Wayne Wiebke; Stan G Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Steve Wick; Jarod Logsdon; Larry Heesacker; Leona


Sitton; Carrie Martin; Kara Weber; Yvette Potter; Steve Harloff
Subject: RE: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 1:46:32 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Correction, it is a 30 foot easement.  I will copy on the plat and conditional requirement to provide
for the trail. 
 
Ken
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 1:14 PM
To: Stan G Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Steve Wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Jarod Logsdon <logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>; Larry Heesacker
<lheesacker@onlinenw.com>; Leona Sitton <mydls@aol.com>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Kara Weber <karaweber111@gmail.com>; Yvette Potter
<y.potter@cityofyamhill.org>; Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
 
The trail right of way goes between the grain elevator and the older building to the East of it. The gate to the bus
barn is pretty much on it. What time were you thinking for tomorrow?  Wayne
 
On Tuesday, May 19, 2020, 10:56:35 AM PDT, Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com> wrote:
 
 
Hi All: A pleasant surprise yesterday when Jason from AKS sent me this email about the SRTS grant. 
 
I do not have much of a concept where the intersection from Yamhill to the Trail actually is, other than the
Fruithill/Bus Barn area.
 
Would a couple of you who do have that intersection info join me in an online session with Jason? They are on a
schedule, so I thought we might try to do this tomorrow? What do you suggest?
 
Steve Harloff


---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, May 19, 2020 at 10:46 AM
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
To: Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com>
 


Hi Jason: Thanks for involving us. So far the Yamhill Downtown Association and the Friends of the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail have submitted letters of support to Mayor Potter, although I have not heard back from her if she
received them. I gave your other AKS engineer a variety of comments and suggestions, esp from the FYWT. Have
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you received that info?
 
We accept that this first SRTS grant might not go to the intersection with the Trail; both nonprofits look at this grant
as a good start toward the connection. We would love to meet with you online (we've been having lots of successful
meetings via Zoom). I will send this on to a number of Trail board members who have a better knowledge of how
that intersection with the Trail might look. 
 
To that end, I've also included Jarod Logsdon, Yamhill County Parks Manager, since he has had experience on the
site and knows the County's intentions.
 
Can I get back to you tomorrow after I've had a chance to gather a couple of our members? Thanks again for the
chance to offer some ideas.......Steve Harloff (YDA/FYWT)
 
On Mon, May 18, 2020 at 1:54 PM Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com> wrote:


Steve,


I am writing to see if you would be interested in having a phone call / online meeting to discuss the City’s
application for a Safe Routes to School grant. We are working on behalf of the City to come up with a conceptual
plan and cost estimate for a sidewalk improvement project that will extend sidewalk on the North side of HWY
240 between Hemlock and Balm. We want to talk with you to learn more about the Yamhelas Westsider Trail
project and the planned connection to the downtown part of Yamhill.


 


We will have a concept drawing put together this week and would like to share that with you and get your
thoughts. Would you, and any others from the trail association be available for a phone call later this week on
Thursday or Friday? We are pretty open both Thursday and Friday. Let me know what might work for you.


 


Thanks,
Jason


 


 


 


Jason Wuertz, PE


AKS ENGINEERING & FORESTRY, LLC


12965 SW Herman Road, Suite 100 | Tualatin, OR 97062


P: 503.563.6151 Ext. 287 | F: 503.563.6152 | www.aks-eng.com | WuertzJ@aks-eng.com


Offices in: Bend, OR | Keizer, OR | Tualatin, OR | Vancouver, WA


 


NOTICE: This communication may contain privileged or other confidential information. If you have received it in error,


please advise the sender by reply e-mail and immediately delete the message and any attachments without copying or


disclosing the contents. AKS Engineering and Forestry shall not be liable for any changes made to the electronic data


transferred. Distribution of electronic data to others is prohibited without the express written consent of AKS Engineering
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and


Forestry.


 


Total Control Panel Login


To: ken@kenwrightcellars.com


From: shadypondacre@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Ken Wright; Steve Harloff
Cc: Stan G Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Steve Wick; Jarod Logsdon; Larry Heesacker; Leona Sitton; Carrie


Martin; Kara Weber; Yvette Potter
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
Date: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 3:47:18 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I can join, how & what time? It would be good to have someone from the county.


On Tuesday, May 19, 2020, 2:37:48 PM PDT, Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com> wrote:


All: Thanks Ken for the great plat map. I will pass it on to the engineer today, and with Wayne's
comments it reinforces what I know. The Bus Barn is the location.


Jason from AKS has indicated Friday would be best day since Yvette would be working. He said he did
receive both the YDA's and FYWT's letters of support. Jason suggests the proposal is more specific and
detailed now than before.


Again, on Friday who would be willing to join in a conversation with Jason? 


The focus would be on how the Trail might someday connect with a sidewalk/riding trail.  Steve Harloff


On Tue, May 19, 2020 at 1:48 PM Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


 


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2020 1:14 PM
To: Stan G Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
Steve Wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Jarod Logsdon
<logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>; Larry Heesacker <lheesacker@onlinenw.com>; Leona Sitton
<mydls@aol.com>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Kara Weber
<karaweber111@gmail.com>; Yvette Potter <y.potter@cityofyamhill.org>; Steve Harloff
<sjharloff@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant


 


The trail right of way goes between the grain elevator and the older building to the East of it. The gate to
the bus barn is pretty much on it. What time were you thinking for tomorrow?  Wayne


 


On Tuesday, May 19, 2020, 10:56:35 AM PDT, Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com> wrote:
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Hi All: A pleasant surprise yesterday when Jason from AKS sent me this email about the SRTS grant. 


 


I do not have much of a concept where the intersection from Yamhill to the Trail actually is, other than
the Fruithill/Bus Barn area.


 


Would a couple of you who do have that intersection info join me in an online session with Jason? They
are on a schedule, so I thought we might try to do this tomorrow? What do you suggest?


 


Steve Harloff


---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, May 19, 2020 at 10:46 AM
Subject: Re: City of Yamhill - Safe Routes to School Grant
To: Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com>


 


Hi Jason: Thanks for involving us. So far the Yamhill Downtown Association and the Friends of the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail have submitted letters of support to Mayor Potter, although I have not heard
back from her if she received them. I gave your other AKS engineer a variety of comments and
suggestions, esp from the FYWT. Have you received that info?


 


We accept that this first SRTS grant might not go to the intersection with the Trail; both nonprofits look
at this grant as a good start toward the connection. We would love to meet with you online (we've been
having lots of successful meetings via Zoom). I will send this on to a number of Trail board members
who have a better knowledge of how that intersection with the Trail might look. 


 


To that end, I've also included Jarod Logsdon, Yamhill County Parks Manager, since he has had
experience on the site and knows the County's intentions.


 


Can I get back to you tomorrow after I've had a chance to gather a couple of our members? Thanks
again for the chance to offer some ideas.......Steve Harloff (YDA/FYWT)


 


On Mon, May 18, 2020 at 1:54 PM Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com> wrote:


Steve,


I am writing to see if you would be interested in having a phone call / online meeting to discuss the
City’s application for a Safe Routes to School grant. We are working on behalf of the City to come up
with a conceptual plan and cost estimate for a sidewalk improvement project that will extend sidewalk
on the North side of HWY 240 between Hemlock and Balm. We want to talk with you to learn more
about the Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and the planned connection to the downtown part of
Yamhill.
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We will have a concept drawing put together this week and would like to share that with you and get
your thoughts. Would you, and any others from the trail association be available for a phone call later
this week on Thursday or Friday? We are pretty open both Thursday and Friday. Let me know what
might work for you.


 


Thanks,
Jason


 


 


 


Jason Wuertz, PE


AKS ENGINEERING & FORESTRY, LLC


12965 SW Herman Road, Suite 100 | Tualatin, OR 97062


P: 503.563.6151 Ext. 287 | F: 503.563.6152 | www.aks-eng.com | WuertzJ@aks-eng.com


Offices in: Bend, OR | Keizer, OR | Tualatin, OR | Vancouver, WA


 


NOTICE: This communication may contain privileged or other confidential information. If you have received it
in error,


please advise the sender by reply e-mail and immediately delete the message and any attachments without
copying or


disclosing the contents. AKS Engineering and Forestry shall not be liable for any changes made to the
electronic data


transferred. Distribution of electronic data to others is prohibited without the express written consent of AKS
Engineering and


Forestry.
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To: ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
shadypondacre@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.
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From: Carol Foley
To: martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
Cc: "Veronica Haley Hinkes"; "Patty Williams"
Subject: COVID-19 Response + Recovery Grant Program
Date: Tuesday, November 3, 2020 10:23:11 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hello Carrie,


We are planning to submit an application COVID-19 Response + Recovery Grant Program and I have
a question:   For SECTION 3c: Capacity Building (In what industry does your business or
organization operate?), there does not seem to be a category listed that fits our mission, unless lit
would be Hospitality.  Please tell us which category best fits the Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail
on Question 3c.  Thank you!


Carol
 
Carol Foley
Mobile: (253) 709-4310
carol@foleyresearch.com 
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From: V H
To: Casey Kulla
Cc: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich; steve wick; Patty Williams; Philip Higgins
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
Date: Sunday, November 22, 2020 2:29:33 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


It’s an amazing intriguing idea.  I do have a lot of questions about numbers, condition of the
buildings and who is responsible for their safety and upkeep, what insurance would cost us
etc.


Does anyone mind if I bring my husband in on this question?  He owns a large manufacturing
building in Tualatin so would know more about what information we would need and what
risks we would be taking on.


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Nov 22, 2020, at 11:25 AM, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:



Wayne, thanks for adding Patty (I couldn’t remember her email address when I drafted
this).
 
I floated this idea past Ken Huffer, Carrie Martin, Christian Boenisch and Todd Sadlo
(and they were enthusiastic about me inquiring with you). It would have to be
discussed in open session for Commissioner Olson to be involved. Mr. Belt currently
leases the property, but I expect that our lease price going forward will result in him
raising the lease price to the bus company, effectively ending their lease there. This
would be very negative for the bus company and the school district and kids, so I
suggested that we could ask you about taking on the lease of the whole property, with
the requirement that you continue to lease to the bus company but with few other
requirements. Mr. Belt was making a significant income off of the bus company lease.
 
I am happy to talk more in person if that is easier.


Casey
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, November 20, 2020 1:32 PM
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To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Stan Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Cc: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Casey thinking outside of the box. For right now I am going to defer to those you
included with this offer plus Patty Williams our new Treasure. I see expertise there that I don't have.
Have you consulted with Rick or county administration regarding this idea?  Wayne
 
On Friday, November 20, 2020, 10:53:09 AM PST, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 


Board of Friends of YWT (plus Philip),


 


A question for you to consider: would you be interested in holding the lease on the bus barn property
on hwy 240? It would require you to be the property manager and to sublet the current bus footprint
to the bus company. But the benefits: you have access to and control of the property that will be the
key trail head, and it gives you a measure of standing for grants, legal claims, etc. The other
buildings on site could leased to other business partners that complement a future trail. Depending
upon the details and rates, you might even generate a small cash income from the lease/sublease that
could help with other projects moving the trail forward.


 


Obviously, a lease agreement would need to be approved and signed before the first Thurs in
January, but we can move quickly if you can.


 


Casey


971-241-6585
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: Wayne Wiebke
Cc: stevencarol.wick; Ken Wright
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
Date: Sunday, April 26, 2020 3:27:39 PM


Steve and Wayne,  thank you for all your help.  I will be working as much information as I can
get before Thursday into the county supplemental findings on remand, but facts you have
should also be submitted into the record, by you, or someone, as a basis for the findings.


Todd Sadlo


On Apr 26, 2020, at 11:35 AM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I was referring to your "BS" (manure) statement.


On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 7:22:49 PM PDT, stevencarol.wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


No ,they called out 50 feet for two insecticides that both have Chlorpirilos as the active ingredient:  Yuma
4e and Lorsban.


Im saying that rhey can do Yuma in 10 feet.


Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Date: 4/25/20 12:22 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Cc: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


Just brought Ken into this. He is totally on top of the overspray of the vineyard I referenced in a just sent
response.


So Steve, are you now saying the 50" only pertains to to fertilizers>


On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 10:13:32 AM PDT, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


Todd, I have been updating my info on spraying, and have been doing more research. I have found that
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the label says on Yuma 4E (manufacturer Winfield's label, with the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos)  ONLY
requires a 10 foot buffer! 50 feet is bullshit!


 


We need to bring Ken Wright into this conversation, regarding spraying. He did considerable research for
our last set of hearings, and contacted many Oregon officials about the "real" spraying laws.


 


(see my "revised' preliminary notes below)


 


Steve


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, April 25, 2020 9:22 AM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick
Subject: Fwd: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


Gentlemen, 


 


I hope the stay decision is attached for your review.  It is a delay, but this isn’t over yet!


 


Please let me know what you think about the decision, because Ben Van Dyke will make the same
argument on remand:  that he is entitled to spray up to his property line at will, and exclude his neighbors
(esp. the county) from the use of or access to 50 feet of the neighbor’s property-a spray buffer-without
having to compensate that neighbor for loss of access.   Am I missing something?


 


It is one thing to coordinate-the county has always offered to do so-but LUBA’s rationale for “irreparable”
harm, if applied to any of Van Dyke’s other neighbors, would mean that everyone else would be required
to stay 50 feet back from their property lines while he is spraying.


 


The bridge case and remand are land use cases, but it is all wrapped up in property rights, which LUBA
has no expertise in, or jurisdiction over.  Overlooking basic property rights, that extend from ‘the heavens
to the center of the earth,’ LUBA appears, in the remand decision and the attached decision, to think the
county has no right to access it’s own property if it interferes in any way with Mr. Van Dyke’s spray
routines.


 


Is there an expert on best practices for spraying if a neighbor is not always present but has the right and
habit of being in the buffer area?  Does he have no obligation to change his nozzles and possibly other
practices when spraying the edge of his property, to reduce the buffer to ten feet, and keep the buffer
entirely on his own property, as a best spray practice?







 


I’m hoping I’m not the only person calling him out on practices that, if he were to practice them on any of
his other neighbors without any coordination or compromise, would be an affront.


Todd Sadlo


Begin forwarded message:


From: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: April 24, 2020 at 4:05:04 PM PDT
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>, Nohely Barajas-Montalvo <barajasn@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW:  LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County





FYI, see attached.  Stay granted.  Nuts.


 


Christian F. Boenisch


Yamhill County


County Counsel


(503) 434-7502


boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us


 


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****


 


This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or otherwise that you
have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail, keep the contents
confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your system.


 


************************************


 


From: LUBASupport <LUBASupport@state.or.us> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 3:47 PM
To: 'wk@klgpc.com' <wk@klgpc.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]



mailto:boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us





Attached as a courtesy is a copy of the Order the Board issued today in LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033. A
copy of the Order will also be posted to LUBA’s website after 3:30 pm.


 


Denise Seaman


Executive Support Specialist


Land Use Board of Appeals


503-373-1265


 


 


 


My notes are below, Steve:


 


Yuma 4E, or Lorsban, or any other insecticide used (or power blast sprayed) in Filberts (with the active
ingredient Chlorpyrilos) only requires a setback of 10 feet when spraying with a power blast sprayer
when applied at near the maximum rate allowed per acre (under 3 pounds per acre).


 


(See Yuma4E label setback info below:)
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Viewing the amount of chemicals required to eliminate the pests it can be seen that a 10 foot setback is
all that is needed 


 


(See Yuma 4E label below, and Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Management Guide application
rate for Lorsban)
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https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf


 


 


1. Chlorpyrilos can only be used for a total of three times during the year. (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below)


 


The first time it could possibly be used would be in March thru April, to control the Winter moth Leaftier.


 


The next time it could be used would be In the April thru May timeframe, to control Filbert Leafroller or
aphids,



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf





 


..and again in May thru June to control Leafroller.


 


In July thru August it could be used to control stinkbugs, and/or to control Filbertworm.


 


As you can see, this is more than three times. That is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide
lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Many are much
less toxic. And this is why Oregon State Pest Guide states: " Rotate pesticides by mode of action (group);
do not become reliant on a single group for control."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
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2. Chlorpyrifos spray is not allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power
blast spray into the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below). If an applicator started his spaying  paralleling the rail right of way, and used the 20 plus
feet of vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area on all edges of a
field, allowing equipment to turn corners), then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but
would be blasted into the center of the orchard. The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It
would only take a few minutes to spay the edge of the orchard.


 


http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd
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3. There are alternatives to using dangerous inseticides like Chlorpyrifos;


 


all of the edges within 100 feet of the ROW could be sprayed with a less lethal alternative
chemical, and the interior with the lethal alternative. Again, that is why Oregon State University Hazelnut
Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos.
Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos, which is in the process of being outlawed.
(Oregon House Bill 4109, which would have outlawed it failed as a result of the denial of quorum. It is only
a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos is outlawed.) Bio-controls (using beneficial insects to kill pests) are
rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)


 


 


or, if the wind isn't cooperating;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed. 
Other trails shut down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We could make it quicker and easier by just
spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the ROW, and go over to the next two rows and do the next 100
feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An inconvenience, but not a
game stopper. The farmer can coordinate with the County. We know when we should be able to spray,
and there are excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most farmers use.


 


Power blast, and other type spaying can be accomplished with a few inconveniences, but there is no
reason to not develop the trail because some people may be inconvienced.


 


 


 


 


Backgr








From: Janice Primozich
To: "Casey Kulla"; "Wayne Wiebke"; "Ken Wright"
Cc: "Carrie Martin"; "Todd Sadlo"; "Veronica Haley Hinkes"
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21:22 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would keep us
from needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our ownership.
Stan
 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I believe it is
proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the
thought of the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that
from happening.
 
I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I asked them for
an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is
the Friends board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we
progress?
 
Casey
971-241-6585
(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Carol Foley
Cc: Steve Wick; Larry Heesacker; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Leona Sitton; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes;


Franchot Huttchinson; Ken Wright; Wayne Wiebke; Steve Harloff
Subject: Re: Communication Needs
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 6:49:03 PM
Attachments: Strategic Planning Meeting 11-15-19.docx


Bylaws - 2018.docx
FYWT Program Governance - 2018.docx


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Carol , being new to the board would not have these documents but not sure how many others don't as
well. I am including the Program of Governance , which we determined at one point as not being totally
pertinent given the by-laws, but it still has the more defined description of the Communication Committee
which we rendered down for the by-laws with an amendment last year. 


WW


On Friday, July 24, 2020, 10:17:45 AM PDT, Carol Foley <carol@foleyresearch.com> wrote:


I don’t have that material, and thanks.


Sent from my iPhone


On Jul 24, 2020, at 8:52 AM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:



We can start that process by reviewing how we defined the Communications Committee in
the By-Laws and our discussion in the Strategic Planning Session last November. If you
don't have those materials let me know.


On Thursday, July 23, 2020, 11:23:45 PM PDT, Carol Foley <carol@foleyresearch.com>
wrote:


Perhaps we need a Communications Strategy that describes the various components that
you have enumerated Steve.  It could include 1) goals/objectives, 2) target audiences, 3) a
communication plan, and 4) corresponding channels.


Sent from my iPhone


On Jul 22, 2020, at 5:35 PM, Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com> wrote:



Hi All: I decided to type my own summary of last night's overview of the
Friends' communication needs, to give to Anne Falla when we visit tonight. It
is attached.
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FRIENDS OF THE YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL


STRATEGIC PLANNING SESSION


NOVEMBER 15, 2019





1. The purpose of this special meeting of the Board of Directors was to do organizational planning to better position FYWT to successfully attract grants, including revisiting our mission statement and setting organizational goals. Present for the session were Wayne Weibke, Stan Primozich, Linda Cline, Steve Wick, Steve Harloff, Jack Schwab, Ken Wright, and Veronica Hinkes. The session was moderated by Julie Raybung, President of the Carlton Business Assn.





2. The group adopted the following updated Mission Statement:





The Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail is a non-profit organization that advocates for the development and operation of multi-use trails that support the health, safety, and connectivity of our community.





3. As a starting point for a discussion of short- and longer-term goals, the Board revisited the organizational goals set out in our Program Governance Policy, as last updated on January 9, 2018. After discussion, the Board slightly refined those organizational goals as follows:





· Advocate for multi-modal trail development and inclusion in a regional trail system.


· Participate with Yamhill and Washington County on trail design.


· Assist with ongoing trail maintenance.


· Raise funds for trail construction and maintenance.


· Grow and strengthen the FYWT organization.





4. As the trail is being planned and constructed, the Board will focus on these short-term goals:





To support the development and maintenance of an off-road trail system that will integrate our communities with adjacent trails and parks and 


· Promote connectivity between urban and rural communities


· Provide equitable access for diverse communities of all ages


· Promote appreciation of the region’s cultural and historical roots


· Provide assistance for maintenance of trails


· Promote awareness of our agricultural and timber heritage.


5. In the process of determining these goals, several concepts and catch phrases were articulated that bear recording for future use:


· Safe routes to school.


· Community and/or economic development of towns along the trail.


· Cultural and historical awareness.


· Separation of trucks and automobiles from vulnerable/at-risk modes of travel.


· A safe non-motorized travel corridor.


· Connect communities to nature.


· Ongoing maintenance in perpetuity.


· Three key words: health, safety, connectivity.





6. In a review of our committee structure the Board decided to completely rewrite Article VI of the By-Laws to include the following committees:


· Executive - comprised of President, Vice President, Treasurer, Secretary as chaired by the President.


· Steering - delete and merge functions into Executive Committee.


· Communications - no change in function. Current chair is Linda Cline. Consider listing government outreach as subcommittee.


· Volunteer - no change in function. No current chair. Consider listing maintenance as subcommittee.


· Finance – delete and merge functions into Treasurer duties.


· Fundraising – consider as new committee to include events, membership, grant writing.


· Each committee should include one board member as liaison to Board, but not necessarily as chair.





6. Finally, in the short-term, the Board needs to focus on the organizational need for:


· At least one new board member.


· A Secretary.


· A Chair for Volunteer Committee.


· Accounting/bookkeeping expertise to prepare monthly balance sheets, etc.


· Occasional legal expertise.
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BYLAWS of FRIENDS of YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL








Article I.  Name





The name of this Corporation is Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail (FYWT).





Article II. Principal Office





The registered office for the transaction of the business of this Corporation shall be in the state of Oregon. The Board of Directors may, at any time, change the location of the registered office within Oregon. This Corporation may also have offices at more than one place in Oregon as the Board of Directors may determine and fix by resolution.





Article III.  Purpose





This Corporation shall be organized and operated exclusively for charitable, scientific, literary, and educational purposes. Subject to the limitations stated in the Articles of Incorporation, the purposes of this Corporation shall be to engage in any lawful activities, none of which is for profit, for which corporations may be organized under Chapter 65 of the Oregon Revised Statutes (or its corresponding future provisions) and Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (or its corresponding future provisions).





Without limiting the activities in which the corporation may be legally engaged, the corporation’s primary purpose shall be as a non-profit educational and public service organization providing events and opportunities for residents of Mid-Willamette Valley, Oregon (and neighboring vicinities), to advocate for the development, maintenance and fundraising of a non-motorized, multi-use trail such as pedestrian, bicycle and equestrian routes.





Article IV. Membership





Section 1. Classes of Membership.  This Corporation shall have one class of membership. Any individual, family, business, or nonprofit organization other than Oregon 501(c)(3) corporations that is interested in the purpose and affairs of this Corporation shall be eligible for membership, subject to any additional standards that may be set from time to time by the Board of Directors. To be a Member, individuals, businesses, and nonprofit organizations that are not charities shall pay annual dues in accordance with such policies and rates as the Board of Directors establishes from time to time. Membership shall be effective upon payment of dues and such payment shall entitle to the payer to membership from that point until the end of the calendar year.





 Section 2. Voting Rights. Each Member shall each be entitled to cast one vote for a candidate for each Director seat at this Corporation's Annual Meeting.  Members shall have no other voting rights except as provided for in Article 4, Section 5 (a.1). There shall be no split voting or cumulative voting.





Section 3. Termination of Membership.





a.  Nonpayment of Dues. The membership of all Members shall terminate at the end of each calendar year. Existing members shall have until February 28th of the renewal year to pay their annual dues to the Corporation before removal from the membership rolls.


b.  Termination by Board of Directors.  The Board of Directors, upon the affirmative vote of a majority of all Directors, may terminate the membership of a Member with or without cause. The Board shall give the Member at least fifteen (15) days written notice by first class or certified mail of the termination and the reasons for the termination.  The Board shall give the Member an opportunity to be heard, orally or in writing, not less than five (5) days before the effective date of the termination.  The decision of the Board shall be final and shall not be reviewable by any court. Except as otherwise required by law or these bylaws, any voting right of a Member and any other rights conferred upon a Member shall cease immediately upon termination of such Member's membership in this Corporation.





Section 4.  Transfer of Membership.   Membership in this Corporation is not transferable or assignable, and will terminate on the death, resignation, or removal of the Member.





Section 5.  Meetings of the Membership.


a. Annual Meeting.  The annual meeting of the Members shall be held during the month of January of each calendar year on a date as established by the Board.





b. Action to be taken at Annual Meeting - The Membership shall take the following action at the annual meeting:


1)   Election of Board Members for upcoming terms.


2)   Setting membership dues for the current year.


3)   Ratifying the budget for the current year.


4)   Such other action that may properly be called before the Members and not reserved for the Board.


c. Special Meetings. Special meetings shall be held at the call of the Board of Directors or by a call of at least a majority of the Members of this Corporation by a demand signed, dated, and delivered to this Corporation's Secretary. Such demand by the Members shall describe the purpose of the meeting.


d.  Notice of Meetings. Notice of all meetings of the Members shall be given to each Member at the last address of record by first class mail or email at least seven (7) days before the meeting. The notice shall include the date, time, place, and purpose(s) of the meeting. A Member’s attendance at or participation in a meeting, either in person or by proxy, waives any required notice to the Member. Unless the Member, at the beginning of the meeting, objects to holding the meeting or transacting business at the meeting and does not thereafter vote for or assent to any action taken at the meeting.


e.  Quorum and Voting. Those votes represented at a meeting of Members shall constitute a quorum. A majority vote of the Members voting is the act of the Members, unless these bylaws or the law provide differently.


f. Proxies. At the Annual Meeting or at a Special Meeting a Member entitled to vote may do so by proxy executed in writing and filed with the Secretary for that meeting.  A proxy is valid for eleven (11) months and may be revoked.


g.  Action by Consent. Any action required by law to be taken at a meeting of the Members, or any action which may be taken at a Members' meeting, may be taken without a meeting if a consent in writing or electronic mail, setting forth the action to be taken or so taken, has been transmitted to all Members for their approval and signed by two-thirds of the Members.





Article V. Board of Directors





Section 1.  General Powers. All corporate powers not expressly reserved for the Members shall be exercised by, and all business of FYWT shall be managed by, or under the direction and authority of, the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors shall adopt such policies and procedures from time to time for conduct of business as the Board of Directors deems appropriate or necessary.








Section 2.  Number and Classes. The Board of Directors shall initially have nine (9) Members.  The number of Directors may be increased or decreased by majority vote of sitting Directors to any number between a minimum of three and a maximum of fifteen, provided, however a decrease in the number of Directors shall not have the effect of reducing the term of a sitting Director.





Section 3.  Qualification. Membership on the Board of Directors shall be open to all individuals who are FYWT members with a demonstrated commitment to advancing the interests of the FYWT mission and will not be restricted on the basis of race, color, religion, age, national origin, gender, or sexual orientation.  The Board of Directors shall strive to select candidates who are broadly representative of the FYWT stakeholders, organizations or individuals providing services to or otherwise demonstrating a significant interest in or commitment to the FYWT mission, as well as areas of the state and various non- profit  sectors  including  education,  health,  economic  development,  social  services,  cultural  entities, advocacy organizations and any other sector represented within this Corporation’s membership.





Section 4.   Nomination and Election.  The Board shall be elected by the Members at the annual meeting of the Members by a majority vote of the Members represented and voting.  The Board of Directors shall be responsible for identifying prospective candidates for election to the Board of Directors. A list of candidates, the term for which each is nominated, and relevant biographical information about each candidate shall be sent to the Members along with the notice of the Annual Meeting.





Section 5.  Terms.  Every Director will be elected to a three (3)-year term, however, the initial Board will serve staggered terms of four (4) and three (3)-year terms.





a. Initial Terms.  During the initial term, Officers of the Board will serve 4-year terms and the remaining Directors on the initial Board will serve 3-year terms.





        b. Subsequent Terms. There are no limits to the number of terms a Director may be reelected.





Section 6.  Removal; Resignation. By a majority vote of the Members, Directors may be removed with or without cause.  A director may resign by delivering written notice to the Secretary.


Section 7.  Vacancies. Vacancies on the Board of Directors shall be filled by an affirmative vote of a majority of the Directors then in office at a regular or special Board meeting called for that purpose. The Board of Directors shall nominate the candidate for a vacant position.  A successor Director shall serve for the unexpired term of the predecessor and, after the unexpired term, shall be eligible for a term as recommended by the Board of Directors subject to such successor’s election by the Members.





Section 8. Quorum and Action. 


a.    Standard Actions. A quorum at a Board meeting shall be a majority of the number of all Directors in office immediately before the meeting begins. Unless a different voting standard is required pursuant to these by-laws, action may be taken by a majority vote of Directors present at any meeting with a quorum. 


b.   Majority Actions. Where the law requires a majority vote of Directors in office to establish committees that exercise Board functions, to amend the Articles of Incorporation, to sell assets not in the regular course of business, to merge, to dissolve, or for other such matters, action must be taken by the majority of the total Board as required by law.


c.  Action by Consent. Any action required by law to be taken at a meeting of the Board, or any action which may be taken at a Board meeting, may be taken without a meeting if a consent in writing, setting forth the action to be taken or so taken, shall be signed by all the Directors.





Section 9.  Proxies. There shall be no voting by proxy by Board members.





Section 10.   Regular Meetings.  The Board of Directors shall meet at least monthly.   Regular meetings of the Board of Directors shall be held at a time and place as shall be determined by the Board of Directors. The Board shall provide notice of meeting dates, time and location to the membership. Board of Director meetings shall be open to Members, unless Members are excluded.





Section 11.  Special Meetings.  Special meetings of the Board may be called by the President of the Board, by any two members of the Executive Committee, or by written notice filed with the Secretary of the Board by five (5) of the Directors then in office.  Notice of special meetings of the Board of Directors shall be delivered to each Director personally by telephone or by mail or by electronic mail or by fax not less than two (2) business days prior to said special meeting. The Board shall provide notice of special meeting dates, time and location to the membership. Board of Director special meetings shall be open to Members, unless Members are excluded.





Section 12.   Alternative Meeting Venue. Any regular or special meeting of the Board of Directors may be held by telephone, telecommunications or electronic means, as long as all Directors can hear or read each other's communications during the meeting or all communications during the meeting are immediately transmitted to each participating Director, and each participating Director is able to immediately send messages to all other participating directors. All participating directors shall be informed that a meeting is taking place at which official business may be transacted.





Section 13.   No Compensation.  Directors shall not receive compensation for their board services but may be reimbursed for authorized expenses related to Board service.





Section 14.   Notice. Notice of any meeting of the Board of Directors shall include the date, time, place, and purpose(s) of the meeting. A Director’s attendance at or participation in a meeting either in person waives any required notice to the Director, unless the Director, at the beginning of the meeting, objects to the meeting or transacting business at the meeting and does not thereafter vote for or assent to any action taken at the meeting. A Director may also, at any time, waive any notice by providing a written waiver, specifying the meeting for which notice is waived, and delivering such notice to the Secretary.





Article VI. Committees





Section 1.  Standing Committees. There shall be five standing committees of the Corporation: Executive, Communications, Volunteer, and Fundraising. Standing committees shall be chaired by a Director. 


a. Executive Committee.  The members of the Executive Committee shall be the President, the Vice-President, the Secretary, the Treasurer, and the Ex-Officio Member of the Board of Directors.  The Executive Committee shall have the power to exercise all the powers of the Board between Board meetings, except those powers specified in Section 7 of this Article VI; shall cause strategic, long-range planning to be done; shall annually assess Board performance and satisfaction and recommend action to address problems identified in the assessment; shall periodically review these bylaws and other policies and procedures and recommend amendments as needed; shall ensure that future leadership of the Board is identified and cultivated, and shall perform other duties as the Board of Directors may prescribe from time to time. Action may be taken by an affirmative vote of a majority of Executive Committee members, provided a quorum is present.  Executive Committee actions shall be reported in full to the Board of Directors at its next regular meeting.


b.  Communications Committee.  The Communications Committee shall focus on advancing the FYWT mission to the public and potential stakeholders. The Communications Committee shall create promotion campaigns; shall market the project and its benefits; shall define the project’s image; shall manage the FYWT website and social media program; and shall perform other duties as the Board of Directors may prescribe from time to time.


c.  Volunteer Committee.  The Volunteer Committee shall provide membership development and the recruitment and placement of volunteers to support the Corporation’s mission. This Committee’s primary duties and responsibilities include volunteer recruitment, orientation, training and retention. The Committee will also be responsible for trail maintenance.


e.  Fundraising Committee.  The Finance Committee; shall research funding opportunities and solicit contributions from non-and for- profit organizations, public agencies and individual contributors; shall provide for the annual audit of the Corporation; and shall perform other duties as the Board of Directors may prescribe from time to time. The Treasurer shall chair the Finance Committee.





Section 2.  Other Committees.  The Board may designate additional standing, temporary, advisory, and support committees and may invest such committees with such powers and responsibilities as it sees fit. All committees shall report periodically to the Board of Directors.





Section 3.  Committee Chairs.  With the exception of the Finance Committee, the President shall appoint the chair of each committee from among the members of the Board of Directors.





Section 4.   Committee Members.   In consultation with the committee chair, except or the Executive Committee, the President shall appoint the Board members of each committee. With the exception of the Executive Committee, committee chairs may recruit non-Board members to their committee’s subject to the approval of the President. The President will also appoint non-Board committee members.





Section 5.  Terms. The term of a committee chair and committee members shall be three years. Chairs and members may be appointed to successive terms.





Section 6.  Quorum and Action. A quorum at a meeting of a standing committee shall be a majority of all committee members in office immediately before the meeting begins. If a quorum is present, action is taken by a majority vote of committee members present.





Section 7.  Limitations on the Powers of Committees.  No committee may: authorize payment of a dividend or any part of the income or profit of this Corporation to its directors or officers; approve dissolution, merger, or the sale, pledge, or transfer of all or substantially all of the corporation's assets; elect, appoint, or remove Directors or fill vacancies on the Board or on any of its committees; nor adopt, amend, or repeal the Articles, Bylaws, or any resolution by the Board of Directors.





Article VII. Officers





Section 1.  Titles.  The officers of this Corporation shall consist of a President, Vice President, Treasurer, Secretary, Ex-Officio Member, and other such officers as the Board may appoint.  All officers of the corporation shall be selected from the Board of Directors.





Section 2. Nomination and Election. Officers shall be nominated by the Board of Directors and shall be elected or re-elected at the first Board meeting following the Annual Meeting by a majority vote of a quorum of the Board.





Section 3.  Terms.  Officers shall serve for one-year terms. An officer may be reelected without limitation on the number of terms the officer may serve. Terms of office begin immediately upon election.





Section 4.  Vacancy. A vacancy in any office shall be filled by the Board of Directors not later than the first regular meeting of the Board of Directors following the meeting at which the vacancy was reported.





Section 5.  Other Officers.  The Board of Directors may elect or appoint such other officers and agents as it shall deem necessary or desirable. They shall hold their offices for such terms and shall have such authority and perform such duties as shall be determined by the Board of Directors.





Section 6.  Removal. Any person elected or appointed by the Board may be removed from office by a vote of a majority of the entire Board.  Removal as an officer shall not necessarily mean removal as a Board member.





Section 7.  President.  The President of the Board of Directors shall oversee the governance of the corporation; shall preside at all meetings of the Board of Directors and Executive Committee; shall appoint the chair of each committee except the Funding Committee; shall approve the appointment of any non- Board member to a committee; and shall see that all orders and resolutions of the Board of Directors are carried into effect. The President shall have any other powers and duties as may be prescribed from time to time by the Board of Directors. The President is an ex-officio member of all committees.





Section 8.  Vice-President.  In the absence of the President or in the event of her/his inability or refusal to act, the Vice-President shall perform the duties of the President, and when so acting, shall have all the powers of the President.  The Vice-President shall perform such other duties as from time to time may be assigned by the President or by the Board of Directors.





Section 9.  Secretary. The Secretary of the Board of Directors shall have overall responsibility for all record keeping of the Board.  Under  the  direction  and  supervision  of the  President  of  the  Board  of Directors, the Secretary shall perform, or cause to be performed, the following duties: (a) official recording of the minutes of all proceedings of regular and special meetings of the Members of this Corporation; (b) official recording of the minutes of all proceedings of the Board of Directors meetings and actions;   (c) official recording of the minutes of all proceedings of the Executive Committee meetings and actions;  (d) provision for notice of all regular and special meetings of Members of this Corporation and of regular and special meetings of the Board of Directors; (e) review revisions to the Articles of Incorporation as needed; (f) record vote proxies from Members filed in advance of the Annual Meeting; (g) preside at meetings of the Board of Directors in the absence of the President and V ice-President; (h) retain the Board Policy Manual and ensure that it is up to date; and (i) any other duties as may be prescribed by the Board of Directors.





Section 10.  Treasurer.  The Treasurer of the Board of Directors shall have overall responsibility for all corporate funds.  The Treasurer shall perform, or cause to be performed, the following duties: (a) keeping of full and accurate accounts of all the financial records of the corporation; (b) the deposit of all monies and other valuable effects in the name and to the credit of the corporation in such depositories as may be designated by the Board of Directors; (c) the disbursement of all funds when proper to do so; (d) making financial reports as to the financial condition of the corporation to the Board of Directors. 


Additionally, the Treasurer shall recommend an annual budget to the Board of Directors for its approval and adoption by the Members at the annual membership meeting, shall regularly  review  and  assess  this  Corporation's  financial  status  and  shall  report  on  this  Corporation's finances at all regular meetings of the Board and at other times as requested, shall recommend financial policies to the Board of Directors, shall review annually this Corporation's IRS 990 Form and recommend its acceptance by the Board and other duties as may be prescribed by the Board of Directors. 





Section 11.  Ex-Officio Member. The Ex-Officio Member is a voting member of the Board who is part of it by being the most current past President or, in the case of the initial Board term, is appointed directly by the Board.


Article VIII.  Non-Discrimination Policy





It shall be the operational policy of this Corporation not to discriminate against any person on the basis of race, color, sex, sexual orientation, religion, creed, marital status, national origin, disability, or political belief.  This policy includes, but is not exclusive of, hiring, firing, layoffs, promotions, wages, training, disciplinary action or any other terms, privileges, conditions, or benefits or employment, as well as non-discrimination in the providing of any services offered by this Corporation.





Article IX. Corporate Indemnity





This Corporation will indemnify to the fullest extent not prohibited by law any person who is made or threatened to be made a party to an action, suit, or other proceeding, by reason of the fact that the person is or was a Director or officer of this Corporation or a fiduciary within the meaning of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (or its corresponding future provisions) with respect to any employee benefit plan of this Corporation. No amendment to this Article that limits this Corporation’s obligations to indemnify any person shall have any effect on such obligation for any act or omission that occurs prior to the later of the effective date of the amendment or the date notice of the amendment is given to the person. This Corporation shall interpret this indemnification provision to extend to all persons covered by its provisions the most liberal possible indemnification – substantively, procedurally, and otherwise.





Article X.  Amendment of Bylaws





These Bylaws may be amended or repealed, and new Bylaws adopted, by the Board of Directors by an affirmative vote of two-thirds of Directors present, if a quorum is present. Prior to the adoption of the amendment, each Director shall be given at least ten days’ notice of the date, time, and place of the meeting at which the proposed amendment is to be considered, and the notice shall state that one of the purposes of the meeting is to consider a proposed amendment to the Bylaws and shall contain a copy of the proposed amendment.


Article XI.  General Provisions





Section 1.  Inspection of Books and Records. All books, records, and accounts of the Corporation will be open to inspection by the Directors in the manner and to the extent required by law.





Section 2.  Checks, Drafts, etc. All checks, drafts, and other orders for payment of money, notes, or other evidences of indebtedness issued in the name of or payable to the Corporation must be signed or endorsed by the person or persons and in such manner, that may be determined from time to time by resolution of the Board of Directors.





Section 3.  Deposits. All funds of the Corporation not otherwise employed must be deposited to the credit of the Corporation in those banks, trust companies, or other depositories as the Board of Directors or officers of the Corporation designated by the Board of Directors select, or be invested as authorized by the Board of Directors.





Section 4.  Loans or Guarantees. The Corporation may not borrow money and no evidence of indebtedness may be issued in its name unless authorized by the Board of Directors. This authority may be general or confined to specific instances. Except as explicitly permitted by ORS 65.364(1), the Corporation may not make a loan, guarantee an obligation, or modify a preexisting loan or guarantee to or for the benefit of a Director or Officer of the Corporation.





Section 5.  Execution of Documents. The Board of Directors may, except as otherwise provided in these bylaws, authorize any officer or agent to enter into any contract or execute any instrument in the name of and on behalf of the Corporation. This authority may be general or confined to specific instances. Unless authorized by the Board of Directors, no officer, agent, or employee will have any power or authority to bind the Corporation by any contract or engagement, or to pledge its credit, or to render it liable for any purpose or for any amount.





Section 6.  Insurance. The Corporation may purchase and maintain insurance on behalf of an individual against liability asserted against or incurred by the individual who is or was a Director, officer, employee, or agent of the Corporation, or who, while a Director, officer, employee, or agent of the Corporation, is or was serving at the request of the Corporation as a Director, officer, partner, trustee, employee, or agent of another foreign or domestic business or nonprofit corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust, employee benefit plan, or other enterprise; however, the Corporation may not purchase or maintain such insurance to indemnify any Director, officer, or agent of the Corporation in connection with any proceeding charging improper personal benefit to the Director, officer, or agent in which the Director, Officer, or agent was adjudged liable on the basis that personal benefit was improperly received by the Director, officer, or agent.





Section 7. Fiscal Year. The fiscal year of the Corporation will begin on the first day of January and end on the last day of December in each year.


Section 8. Severability. A determination that any provision of these bylaws is for any reason inapplicable, invalid, illegal, or otherwise ineffective will not affect or invalidate any other provision of these bylaws.








Amended Bylaws adopted by the Board on _________________________





Signed by: ___________________________________


                  Board Secretary











































FYWT PROGRAM GOVERNANCE


INTRODUCTION


The Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail (FYWT) is a community-based effort to serve as a non-profit educational and public service organization providing events and opportunities for residents of the Mid-Willamette Valley to advocate for the development, maintenance and fundraising of a non-motorized, multi-use trails such as pedestrian, bicycle and equestrian routes. There are three mission objectives:


1. Advocate for the trail’s development.


2. Assist with the trail’’ maintenance following its development.


3. Fundraise for trail development and maintenance.


FYWT is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, and is led by a volunteer Board of Directors who provides general direction for the FYWT organization. As such it is critical to establish governance policies and guidelines. In a non-profit organization, governance relates to consistent management, cohesive policies and procedures, guidance and decision-rights for a designated program or activity. Governance is the exercise of management policies focusing on the fiduciary responsibility a board of trustees/directors has with respect to the exercise of authority over the explicit public trust that is understood to exist between the mission of the organization and those served. 


This governance policy describes the mechanisms this organization uses to ensure that its constituents follow its established policies and procedures. It is the means of maintaining oversight and accountability within organizational structure. The FYWT governance strategy implements systems to monitor and record what is going on, takes steps to ensure compliance with stated policies, and provides for corrective action in cases where the policies and procedures have not been followed.


Program Statement


The Program Statement is a broad vision description and delineates the major aspects of FYWT’s story, including; its mission, goals and objectives, key strategies, organizational governance, and key project committees. It is a comprehensive document through which all other documents originate including; promotional and marketing materials, fundraising activities, grant applications, etc. As such, this document will be updated as FYWT develops and, as FYWT builds its reputation, this document will be used to inform and educate future project supporters and donors.






Problem Statement


Although Yamhill County has a strong agriculture history and a bright future with the growth of the region’s wine industry; “Local visitor spending per capita (in Yamhill Co.) is below the statewide average and significantly less than comparable visitor destinations.” (Yamhill County Agriculture-Business Economic & Community Development Plan – 2009) Problems that impede greater tourism spending include the need for complementary visitor attractions such as regional trails and park amenities and transportation access improvements.


Solution Statement


One of the solutions to Yamhill County’s underdeveloped tourism market is development of additional visitor attractions. This can be accomplished through the pursuit of recreation and transportation opportunities to expand regional and state visitor attractions and access to the Willamette Valley. 


Mission Statement


The FYWT mission is to act as a non-profit educational and public service organization providing events and opportunities for residents of the Mid-Willamette Valley to advocate for the development, maintenance and fundraising of a non-motorized, multi-use trails such as pedestrian, bicycle and equestrian routes. 


Goals


Goals are desired results, outcomes or end-points in a development. Because the FYWT is a long-term project its goals will address both short and long-term periods. Long-range goals are those that may take several years to accomplish while Short-term goals are actions needed to achieve long-term goals. Short-term goals need not relate to any specific length of time and should be defined in relation to long-term goals. The goals determined by FYWT include:


1. Advocate for the trail’s development


2. Participate with Yamhill County with the design of Bicycle/Pedestrian Corridor/Trail Improvements


3. Assist with the trail’’ maintenance following its development.


4. Fundraise for trail development and maintenance


ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE


FYWT is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, and is led by a volunteer Board of Directors who provides general direction for the FYWT organization. The Directors have identified key program functions and developed committees assigned the task of developing and implementing program activities to allow the FYWT organization to achieve its mission, goals, and objectives. Program committees include: 


· Executive


· Steering


· Communications


· Volunteer 


· Finance


· Other committees as deemed necessary by the Board of Directors


These Committees engage property owners, business owners, local leaders, citizens, non-profits, government agencies and industry with the merits of the FYWT Project.


The Committees are accountable to the Board of Directors while a designated Committee Chairperson coordinates the activities and work plans. In a volunteer driven organization such as FYWT there are no staff and may lack the capacity or have difficulty facilitating a wider range of activities alongside the Committees. Due to its volunteer driven existence and limited size, the focus is on core efforts making the goals more specialized and tangible.


BOARD OF DIRECTORS


The Board of Directors is the decision-making body of the FYWT and acts as the organization’s leaders strategizing its goals, objectives, priorities, directing its affairs, controlling its property (if any) and managing its finances. The Board delegates specified duties and activities to key Committees to help the organization achieve its goals. The Board also provides administrative oversight to the Committees to insure they are working toward appropriate ends and solutions, providing direction and resources as needed. The Board is ultimately responsible for all activities specifically including:


· Policy Making


· Establishing Goals, Objectives, Priorities, and Strategies


· Managing the Organization’s Finances


· Coordinating the Committees


· Outreach and Promoting the Organization’s Mission


· Recognition of Volunteers and Membership’s Activities


The FYWT organization recognizes a close relationship with Yamhill County. County staff has historically provided a staff liaison to FYWT to insure good communications between the organizations and inform the organization on how it can best serve the trail’s development.


ROLE OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS


Duties:	The Board will manage, set policy for, and oversee the management of the affairs of FYWT organization. The Board will control its property (if any), be responsible for its finances, formulate its policy, and direct its affairs.


Qualifications:	The Board will initially comprise nine (9) Directors. The number of Directors may be increased or decreased by majority vote of sitting Directors to any number between a minimum of three and a maximum of fifteen, provided, however a decrease in the number of Directors shall not have the effect of reducing the term of a sitting Director. Any person may be a Director however five (5) Directors must be Board Officers, , and one Director must be the Ex-Officio Member. 


Term:	Every Director will be elected to three (3)-year terms however the initial Board will serve staggered terms of four (4) and three (3)-year terms. During the initial term Officers of the Board will serve 4-year terms and the remaining Directors will serve 3-year terms. 


Board Removal:	By a majority vote of the entire Board, Directors may be removed at the Board’s discretion.






BOARD OF DIRECTOR POSITIONS - OFFICERS


President – The President is the highest officer of the FYWT and is appointed by the members of the FYWT. The President assists with the direction of the organization, presides over FYWT meetings, and conducts its business in an orderly fashion. The President helps envision the future of the FYWT focuses on financial oversight of the organization and helps coordinate the FYWT Committees. When the FYWT is not meeting, the President’s duties include acting as its head and representative to the outside as its spokesperson.


Vice President – The Vice President carries out assignments requested by the Board President and is prepared to carry out the President’s responsibilities in that person’s absence.


Treasurer – The Treasurer has a basic understanding of bookkeeping practices for nonprofits, serves as chair of the Finance Committee, ensures appropriate financial practices and policies are in place and recommends the same to the Board, works with the Board to make financial reports available on a timely basis, and presents the annual budget to the full Board for approval.


Secretary - The Board Secretary ensures the safety and accuracy of all board records, reviews board minutes, and provides notices of meetings of the board and/or of a committee when notice is needed, among other duties. The Secretary supports the Steering Committee as needed.


Ex-Officio Member - An Ex-Officio Member is a voting member of the Board who is part of it by being the most current past President or, in the case of the initial Board term, is appointed directly by the Board.


COMMITTEES


The Committees are the work groups performing the day-to-day tasks of the FYWT to help complete its mission. Below are the standing Committees that work under the guidance of the Board.


· Executive


· Steering


· Communications


· Volunteer


· Finance


Executive Committee


The Executive Committee shall include the President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer, and Ex-Officio Member of the Board of Directors. The Executive Committee shall have the power to exercise all the powers of the Board between Board meetings, as permitted in the FYWT By-laws; shall cause strategic, long-range planning to be done; and shall perform other duties as the Board of Directors may prescribe from time to time. Action may be taken by an affirmative vote of a majority of Committee members, provided a quorum is present. Executive Committee actions shall be reported in full to the Board of Directors at its next regular meeting.






Steering Committee


The Steering Committee is focused on activities and tasks that provide overall support to the FYWT Board and Committees. Committee responsibilities include:


· Organizational Management - Prepare organizational policies and procedures; Review FYWT bylaws and recommend changes as appropriate; Evaluate Board and Committee structure and governing processes, and recommend appropriate changes; Ensure that the organization and committees are compliant with the FYWT missions, goals, and objectives.


· Internal Communications - Maintain files/records; Maintain meeting minutes and reports; Assist Committees prepare annual report; Host FYWT’s Annual Meeting; Compile work plans; Conduct an annual self-evaluation and goal attainment; Facilitate the Board’s discussion around the results of that evaluation.


· Board/Committee Training - Assess the training needs of the Board and work with the Board and Committees to develop appropriate training programs; Develop strong processes for leadership development and transitions; Developing and conducting orientation programs for new board members; Developing and administer the Board Handbook.


Communications Committee


The Communications Committee is focused on advancing the Project to the public and potential stakeholders. Communicating the Project and its benefits is one of the main objectives of this Committee. It is recommended that volunteers with particular skills be recruited to serve on this committee including: graphic and web design, social media, marketing, events planning. Committee responsibilities include:


· Develop, implement, and evaluate communication goals and plans needed to advance FYWT’s three mission objectives in collaboration with all committees and the Board of Directors.


· Manage the development, distribution, and maintenance of all print and electronic collateral including, but not limited to, newsletters, brochures, presentation materials, and the FYWT website and social media channels.


· Develop short- and long-term plans and budgets for the marketing/communications/ public relations program and its activities, monitor progress, assure adherence and evaluate performance.


· Take a leadership role in the identification, development and administration, as needed, of special events and programs that further the organization’s mission and fundraising efforts.


· Assist the Finance Committee in implementing and maintaining its membership program.


Volunteer Committee


· Volunteer Recruitment - Peer to peer, word of mouth, information in event booths; assisting the Communications Committee with speaking engagements, local media, and program brochures to ensure recruitment is a component of community outreach, and drafting a recruitment plan and continuously cultivating new prospects.






· Volunteer Orientation and Training – Work with volunteers to train on their roles; create volunteer handbook and training presentations; educate on FYWT programs, policies and concepts; and, develop job descriptions.


· Volunteers Retention – Develop and administer a volunteer recognition program.


Finance Committee


The Finance Committee’s tasks are to oversee and manage the FYWT’s finances and identify funding opportunities for the project and stimulate public and private donations to the project. The Treasurer shall chair the Finance Committee.  Committee responsibilities include: 


· Recommend the annual budget to the Board of Directors for its approval.


· Review and assess this FYWT’s financial status and prepare monthly financial reports. Report on its finances at all regular meetings of the Board and at other times as requested. 


· Recommend financial policies to the Board of Directors.


· Annually review the FYWT’s IRS 990 Form and recommends its acceptance by the Board.


· Perform other duties as the Board of Directors may prescribe from time to time. 


· Assist the Board manage the organization’s finances.


· Develop budgets and budgetary procedures.  


· Arrange for and assist with the annual financial audit.


· Research the funding territory.


· Raise money for project administration, acquisition, and development in the form of donations, sponsorships, grants fundraising drives and other funding tools.


· Identify funding sources and funding cycles.


· Solicit individual and stakeholder contributions.


· Solicit Non-Profit organization contributions.


· Solicit For-Profit organization contributions.


· Solicit public agency contributions.


· Assist the Communications Committee with fundraising activities.


· Create and implement a membership development program.


· Maintain current membership records.






COMMITTEE JOB DESCRIPTIONS AND ROLES


ROLE OF A COMMITTEE


· Distributes workload.


· Gives members a chance to participate.


· Means of creating group ideas.


· Orderly way of planning and carrying out work of the organization.


· Clarify Board’s policy.


· Train members for positions of more responsibility.


· Strengthens weak Board members.


· Carries out functions that are essential but involve details that require time of the Board.


COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSON RESPONSIBILITY


· Provides leadership.


· Participates in choosing members.


· Organizes work load of committee.


· Prepares agenda and calls meetings.


· Runs meetings, keeps them on schedule, and uses committee time effectively.


· Ensures that each committee member's opinion is heard and respected.


· Delegates tasks.


· Follows up with committee members to see that work is progressing and on time.


· Reports to Board on committee progress.


· Helps identify and train next Chairperson.


· Is the conduit for communications.


MEMBER ROLE IN COMMITTEE


· Commits to at least one year of service.


· Attends meetings.


· Works 3 to 5 hours per month outside of committee meetings.


· Attends trainings.


· Prepares for meeting/does "homework".


· Follows through on promises.


· Recruits/orients new members.


· Cooperatively drafts annual work plan.


· Always presents the organization positively to the public.


· Once a meeting begins, chairperson takes the greater part of responsibility


CORRECTING ABSENTEEISM


· Ask why members aren’t attending.


· Use 2-media communication - if notice is sent, follow-up with a phone call or vice versa.
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I hope my writeup is somewhat accurate; I hope to show her the specific
focus of the media efforts. 


Next, I assume Wayne and I will visit with her probably via Zoom ( I do not yet
have an account, even though I seem to spend much of my life on the app!).


Anything else you would like me to share with her about the media tasks?


Steve Harloff
<FYWT Comm Needs July 2020.docx>








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Casey Kulla
Subject: YWT and ODOT
Date: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 10:26:07 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,
 Have you heard anything from ODOT? I testified before OTC last week asking them for their support. In
my testimony I mentioned your(the county's) contact with ODOT and Cooper Brown. It so happened that
Kris Strickler was part of that mornings meeting and in the room when I spoke. After my testimony
Chairman Van Brocklin pointed out to me that Director Strickler was still present and heard my testimony
as well.  His head was nodding in what I want to think was a knowing and approving manner. I hope what
I learned in my Head Nodding 101 class holds true. Thanks Casey.


Wayne
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Ken Wright; Todd Sadlo
Cc: Casey Kulla; Janice Primozich; Carrie Martin; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Christian Boenisch; Patty Williams
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 8:23:01 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd.


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:58:57 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Wayne,


I understand most of what you said in your message and, of course, I cannot give you legal
advice, but I don't understand what you say would be a "tactic" of 'ignoring LUBA.'  There is no
need to ignore LUBA.  For two years, it is likely that you will have a county Board that will not
move forward on land use approvals for the trail, whether it is owned by the county or the
Friends.  No one would be ignoring LUBA.  If the county's decision is affirmed it would likely be
appealed, and the county would likely not prosecute the appeal.  If it is remanded, the county
would likely decline to seek approval on remand, and the Board would then deny the
application.  


As far as a suit against the county for transferring title to the trail:  that seems like a stretch to
me, because I can't think what the basis for that might be, but that is the sort of thing you
might ask Mr. Paulus if he is brought into this.


Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 6:59 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Ken. I agree with Stan, it shouldn't be on your dime. Stan's concerns regarding an unfinished
LUBA situation is one of mine too. Carrie inferred that a tactic given to her would be while mothballing the
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trail development ignore any LUBA transmissions or actions; I would want more assurance of that being a
sound tactic. Could the opponents sue the county for divesting to us and if so where would that put us? I
don't see a problem getting financial support for a legal fund from trail supporters but having a sense of
what kinds of legal battles from opponents would be helpful. I would anticipate a lot of nuisance types of
actions from them. Our fixed costs would be insurance and potential property taxes( there could be a
waiver on them) whatever we need to budget for maintenance. The $3500 lease fee from Gene Belt
would cover of that.


Wayne


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 5:40:55 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


Regardless of whether the board would like to sit in on a discussion with Fritz I am planning to meet with
him to have a better understanding personally.  All on my dime of course.


Best, Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 14, 2020, at 5:15 PM, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:



Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:





[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal expense.  Wayne, Veronica
and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would you be able to give a quick brief to Fritz of where we are?


 


Ken


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
'Christian Boenisch' <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 







I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a sentence in Todd's
scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have
standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I
don't quite understand where that might leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone
such as Fritz Paulas guide us would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response?
Wayne


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:


 


 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the attorney
mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running out and we need to act
quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses, it would be to
advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the land use case).  Christian
and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works in this field (land held in the public
interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo
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From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends decide that they
want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at least until we
have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort you have put into this and I
am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no matter which way
the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the new
Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not enough time for
a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules
require that the remand be pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after
that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the
property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail would not
be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish under Oregon’s land use system.
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Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken
Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley
Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would keep us from
needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I believe it is proper
to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the thought of
the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that from happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I asked them for an
informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is the Friends
board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)
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From: stevencarol.wick
To: Jarod Logsdon; shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Cc: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Stag Hollow bridge meet tomorrow
Date: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 6:58:34 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


C u at 11:30! 


Tkx


Steve


Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Jarod Logsdon <logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: 7/22/20 6:51 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>, shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Stag Hollow bridge meet tomorrow


Good morning,


 


I am available to meet at the bus barn at 11:30 am today if that works for you both.


 


Thank you,


 


Jarod Logsdon


Parks and Work Crew Division Manager


Yamhill County Parks


Tel: (503) 434-7463
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From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 9:23 PM
To: Jarod Logsdon <logsdonj@co.yamhill.or.us>; shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Stag Hollow bridge meet tomorrow


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Jarod/Wayne, could we meet anytime after 11 AM tomorrow, Wed the 21st?


 


Tkx!


 


Steve Wick


cell 503 970-6127


 


From: steve wick [mailto:stevencarol.wick@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 8:12 PM
To: 'Jarod Logsdon'; 'Carrie Martin'
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: dimensions at Stag Hollow bridge


 


Carrie, Jarod,


 


I have attached the June 19th Stay issued by LUBA which shut down the Stag Hollow bridge
construction, and effectively shut down the Trail. As a filbert grower, I know all of the
statements that Ben Van Dyke listed as reasons to shut down the trail are bogus, but I need
more information to challenge Ben's assertions. (His two main assertions are that he cannot
spray his fields when anyone is anywhere on the County ROW, and secondly, that debris from
the construction crew would force him to lose his Food Safety Certification.) I would like to
present all the pertinent info to "recognized experts", and then let them refute Ben's lies. But I
need more info, or I would love to be able to visit the site and photograph and take
measurements.
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At the very least I need to know how far Ben's property lines are from the center of the ROW,
how wide the ROW is, how far Ben's filberts are from the property line, and how far they are
from the bridge construction zone.


 


One of the most important things is the orientation of the Filbert trees. If they parallel to the
County ROW we have him right where he hurts. New Filbert orchards are usually "double
planted"; I.e. the long term spacing of trees is usually 20' x20'. When new orchards are planted
each row has trees only 10 feet apart. Later on the 10 foot trees are removed, and the final
spacing ends up to be 20'x20'. If his rows parallel the County ROW he can simply spay the
outer edge when no one is around,(early in the morning, etc. and then spray the balance later
on.)


 


Actually spraying should have no bearing at all. It is very easy to just shut down the trail while
sprays are being used, like other trails do.  I testified to all of this but LUBA paid no attention
to me.


 


Now it time to bring in the experts (and also find data to refute Ben's claims).


 


The attached Stay has lousy pics and no dimensions. Please let me know what you can do
refute the lies that the opponents are presenting to LUBA.


 


Thanks


 


Steve Wick


Yamhelas Board member








From: Carrie Martin
To: YWT Master Plan PAC; kmartinez@ci.carlton.or.us; heather.richards@mcminnvilleoregon.gov;


davidm@cityofgaston.com; l.gilmore@cityofyamhill.org; clinton.nelson@gastonk12.org;
landerson@msd.k12.or.us; communications@ycschools.org; carl_switzer@co.washington.or.us;
veronica4249@yahoo.com; jeff@visitmcminnville.com; vandykeben@yahoo.com; sarah.marvin@state.or.us;
gracestainback@altaplanning.com; jeancrowther@altaplanning.com; marystewart@altaplanning.com;
lwatkins@ci.carlton.or.us; stevencarol.wick@gmail.com


Subject: Announcement: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Open House #1 (Extended)
Date: Sunday, December 6, 2020 3:46:05 PM
Importance: High


Good afternoon!


We have scheduled another Yamhelas Westsider Trail Open House #1 (Extended) to give more
people an opportunity to participate in the master planning process.


Thursday, December 10th @ 5:30pm via Zoom
 
Please feel free to share this link with anyone who is interested!


Thank you!


Carrie


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


--------------------------------------------------------------
You are invited to a Zoom webinar.
When: Dec 10, 2020 05:30 PM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
Topic: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Open House #1


Please click the link below to join the webinar:
https://zoom.us/j/92475187910?pwd=ZGhnaTNEMWRpM2dCaVF0emR2NEhWQT09
Passcode: 106084


Or iPhone one-tap :
    US: +13462487799,,92475187910#,,,,,,0#,,106084#  or
+16699006833,,92475187910#,,,,,,0#,,106084#


Or Telephone:
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    Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location):
        US: +1 346 248 7799  or +1 669 900 6833  or +1 253 215 8782  or +1 312 626 6799  or +1
646 558 8656  or +1 301 715 8592
Webinar ID: 924 7518 7910
Passcode: 106084
    International numbers available: https://zoom.us/u/aszyetpMS



https://zoom.us/u/aszyetpMS






From: Robert Spurlock
To: Stephanie Noll; Casey Kulla
Cc: veronica4249@yahoo.com; Larry Klimek
Subject: RE: [External sender]Re: Video of Yamhelas Trail meeting
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2021 1:27:40 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Yes, fine with me. Thanks!
 
From: Stephanie Noll [mailto:steph.noll@oregontrailscoalition.org] 
Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2021 1:28 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: veronica4249@yahoo.com; Robert Spurlock <Robert.Spurlock@oregonmetro.gov>; Larry Klimek
<larry_klimek@fws.gov>
Subject: [External sender]Re: Video of Yamhelas Trail meeting
 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from an External source. Do not open links or attachments unless you know
the content is safe.
No concerns from me.  Thanks, all, for your work!


Steph Noll
Coalition Director
she/her
503-290-4569
 


 
https://www.facebook.com/oregontrailscoalition/
 
 
 
On Thu, Jan 14, 2021 at 11:32 AM Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


I was going to post my own presentation notes on FB today, so no worries from me.


-----Original Message-----
From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2021 10:23 AM
To: Stephanie (Steph) Noll <steph.noll@oregontrailscoalition.org>; Robert Spurlock
<robert.spurlock@oregonmetro.gov>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Larry
Klimek <larry_klimek@fws.gov>
Subject: Video of Yamhelas Trail meeting
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you all again for speaking last night—great information and an exciting vision for
our region!  We appreciate your time and expertise.


There were a number of people who were not able to get into the meeting last night for
some as-yet-to-be-understood technical reasons. We would like to make a recording of the
meeting available either to them individually or publicly, as I’m sure there are others who
couldn’t get in that we haven’t heard from.


Please let me know if you are OK with us distributing the video or putting it on YouTube.


Best,


Veronica


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone








From: Casey Kulla
To: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: RE: Your NR article
Date: Saturday, September 12, 2020 2:39:37 PM


Basically, the language now says something like, “we as partners in this project will aim to have X
completed by date Y, and here are the sub-goals on the way to X goal. We will show progress
towards X by working on the sub-goals, and we will not have our contract canceled if we don’t meet
the day Y for goal X, so long as we are working on completing X by day Y and can show that we are
getting there. Land use decisions can delay even the best progress, and delays due to land use will
be considered as progress if the land use action is being addressed.” Something like that.
 
We have not signed it yet, since there are many other crises, but ODOT is happy with the outcome in
the draft. I will send Friends a digital copy when we’ve signed it.
 
Casey
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Your NR article
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Follow-up...how many constitutes "aspirational"? We have been hoping for 10.
 
On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:25:41 PM PDT, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:
 
 
Thank you Casey. You just made my weekend.
 
On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:13:50 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 


Thank you, Wayne.


 


While the fabrications about left-wing folks lighting fires is a divisive tactic, I do think that, overall, the fires
will bring us together. I appreciate your thoughts, and I look forward to continuing to work with you! And,
in case you have not heard, ODOT relented on the bridge construction grant and has agreed to
aspirational timelines for the project and the trail. Whew.


Casey
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From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 1:09 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Your NR article


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,


Just finished reading your article in yesterday's NR. It struck a note for me because a similar thought
came to me as Nita and I traveled through the smoke down to Gold Beach and back. We had business to
attend to in Eugene on Wednesday and then made several stops as we continued to Gold Beach. The
smoke and the fires were central to any conversation. There is that saying in politics,"never waste a
crisis" and today of all days, 9/11, stands to exemplify that thought. For Oregon and for that matter the
West Coast these fires will be our 9/11; unless of course, next year brings us worse. In the past, we
referred to the disastrous Columbus Day Storm of 1964; we have now witnessed something far more
threatening. Sports, your example being soccer, brings people together; a crisis shocks people into
togetherness. Now, personally knowing people who lost a home in the Detroit area, some having to
evacuate from near Otis, the Gaston area and North of Yamhill; this has become up close and personal.
What is happening may not address the bigotry and underlying hatreds being addressed in your soccer
example but at least it should impact the empathy level for those in Yamhill County who are paying
attention.


 


Thank you for your article.


 


Wayne Wiebke
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Patty Williams; Wayne Wiebke
Cc: Ken Wright; Todd Sadlo; Carrie Martin; Casey Kulla; Janice Primozich; Christian Boenisch
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 10:47:55 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


And that is highly confidential, BTW....


V


On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 9:58:08 AM PDT, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:


Patty, much of this is new to all of us. Count this as part of your learning curve. We are pursuing legal
information that will help us in our decisions regarding the possibility of becoming the owners of the trail.
Feel free to contact anyone of us for questions.  Wayne


On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 9:00:24 AM PDT, Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com> wrote:


If I understand the request here, I am being asked to weigh in about official support to secure
legal counsel on the trail issues raised in this thread. My apologies for the delay in responding. I
am still trying to get my head wrapped around the project to date. I am in favor of securing paid
legal counsel for this.
-pw-


Patty Williams 
7860 NW Meadow Lake Road
Carlton OR 97111
503-312-0245 (phone) 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:50:27 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Sorry for my delayed response— I was at the beach getting some fresh air and didn’t have access to
email  I agree with talking to the lawyer and exploring what all the potential exposures might be.  I also
agree with spending Friends money to do it, or would be willing to pitch in as well.


I’d like to participate if possible but have some schedule conflicts next week so go ahead and schedule it
and if I can join in I will.  Monday before 3:00 is best for me, Tuesday I’m not available.


Thanks everyone for all the work on this-


Veronica
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Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Sep 15, 2020, at 10:54 AM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:



Thank you Casey.


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 10:51:21 AM PDT, Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Conditional Use Permit


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 10:50 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Carrie. One question; what is the CUP?


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 9:46:58 AM PDT, Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Good morning, everyone,


 


There was a lot of conversation yesterday and I would like to briefly
summarize the outcomes so we’re all clear on a path forward.


 


1.  It is an excellent idea for the Friends to pursue legal representation independent of
the County. Fritz Paulus sounds like a good option.


2. Once LUBA renders a decision on the pending Stay and two appeals, it will be the
County’s prerogative to respond. The Friends are not listed in the current litigation
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and will not have the ability to pick up that baton, so to speak.
3. We hope to receive the LUBA decision by November, and once that happens the


CUP will be in limbo. Further development of the YWT will not be allowed to continue
until that issue is resolved. This may require a *new* owner to restart the process on
their own.


4. With regard to current grants in-progress, we will have to further investigate the
County’s ability to transfer those. Each grant funding source has different
stipulations. We will have to wait and see on that.


I think that’s all for now.


 


Thank you all for the good discussion.


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Yamhill County


Grants & Special Projects


martinc@co.yamhill.or.us


503-474-4991 (o)


971-241-1007 (m)


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 8:23 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty
Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd.


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:58:57 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
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Wayne,


 


I understand most of what you said in your message and, of course, I
cannot give you legal advice, but I don't understand what you say would
be a "tactic" of 'ignoring LUBA.'  There is no need to ignore LUBA.  For
two years, it is likely that you will have a county Board that will not move
forward on land use approvals for the trail, whether it is owned by the
county or the Friends.  No one would be ignoring LUBA.  If the county's
decision is affirmed it would likely be appealed, and the county would
likely not prosecute the appeal.  If it is remanded, the county would likely
decline to seek approval on remand, and the Board would then deny the
application.  


 


As far as a suit against the county for transferring title to the trail:  that
seems like a stretch to me, because I can't think what the basis for that
might be, but that is the sort of thing you might ask Mr. Paulus if he is
brought into this.


 


Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 6:59 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty
Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Ken. I agree with Stan, it shouldn't be on your dime. Stan's concerns regarding
an unfinished LUBA situation is one of mine too. Carrie inferred that a tactic given to her
would be while mothballing the trail development ignore any LUBA transmissions or
actions; I would want more assurance of that being a sound tactic. Could the opponents
sue the county for divesting to us and if so where would that put us? I don't see a problem
getting financial support for a legal fund from trail supporters but having a sense of what
kinds of legal battles from opponents would be helpful. I would anticipate a lot of nuisance
types of actions from them. Our fixed costs would be insurance and potential property
taxes( there could be a waiver on them) whatever we need to budget for maintenance. The
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$3500 lease fee from Gene Belt would cover of that.


 


Wayne


 


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 5:40:55 PM PDT, Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


 


 


Regardless of whether the board would like to sit in on a discussion with Fritz I am planning
to meet with him to have a better understanding personally.  All on my dime of course.


 


Best, Ken


 


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 14, 2020, at 5:15 PM, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
wrote:





[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal expense. 
Wayne, Veronica and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would you be able to give a
quick brief to Fritz of where we are?


 


Ken


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
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Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken
Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Christian Boenisch' <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a
sentence in Todd's scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these
scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one,
because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I don't quite understand where that might
leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone such as Fritz Paulas guide us
would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response? Wayne


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:


 


 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the
attorney mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running
out and we need to act quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses,
it would be to advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the
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land use case).  Christian and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works
in this field (land held in the public interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends
decide that they want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at
least until we have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort
you have put into this and I am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to
enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,
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Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no
matter which way the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the
Court of Appeals and the new Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the
case is remanded, there is not enough time for a remand hearing, and the new Board has
no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules require that the remand be
pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after that.  Again,
in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for
Friends to hold the property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue
permits anew.  The trail would not be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish
under Oregon’s land use system.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would
keep us from needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our
ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I
believe it is proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like
Friends. Like you, the thought of the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking
to me. I want to prevent that from happening.
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I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I
asked them for an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will
need to move quickly. Is the Friends board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining
questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)








From: Todd Sadlo
To: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
Date: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 5:09:28 PM


Thanks Wayne, I knew his first name but kept confusing his last name with other Steve's.  He is
free to contact me if he has questions or needs clarification of what we are looking for.


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 5:02 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Steve Wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I will forward this email on to Steve Wick. They seem to feel Brian Schmidt is a legitimate hazelnut
grower; I think he has stated in testimony that he farms 47 hazelnut tree down by Gun Club road.  He will
be familiar with those chemicals as well. 


On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 4:40:02 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Wayne,


In a Declaration, Ben Van Dyke stated that he uses Lorsban and Yuma 4E (along with
Gramoxone and Paragon, which I am already addressing) in his newly-planted filbert orchard
(claims he converted his grass seed farm to an orchard in 2018-I'm trying to confirm that-
seemed to me it was 2019).  He says they both require a 50-foot setback.  I'm assuming on
remand they will argue that the trail would prevent them from farming a 50-foot buffer
adjacent to the trail.  I'm looking to disprove or otherwise answer those claims.  I've seen so
many new filbert orchards that seem to be planted right up to the hwy right of way.  Maybe
pictures of that?


Any thoughts? Know anyone else who has expertise in spraying filberts and is a trail
supporter?  Who addressed filberts for the FYWT last time?--they attacked him as being small
time, so I'm wondering if there is a response to that and whether he knows about these
chemicals and their setbacks.


ts


From: Todd Sadlo
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 3:33 PM
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To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
 
Wayne,


No.  Main sticking points are pesticides and food safety, if you know anyone who knows about those
topics.  LUBA appears to have concluded that bacteria from poop might somehow float off of the trail and
land on a filbert, causing significant impact to farm practices and costs.  How to disprove nonsense is the
goal there.  With the pesticides, I have a handle on most of them, including grams one and that ‘do not
use around’ trails’ business-the label has been superseded by a new one that says “on” instead of
“around” but I’m still working on two or three others.


Also, on a different e-mail- it is not necessary to be a party to testify, so not a bad idea to say FYWT, but
not necessary.


Todd Sadlo 


On Apr 21, 2020, at 3:06 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


The devils in the details; the comment in the article was incomplete, as is a lot of what is written. Part of
what you said made it into the article but not that an approve Master Plan was a necessary requirement
for the actual trail construction.
Is this bridge issue something that should be addressed in a LUBA remand letter?


LUBA’s decision was that the design contract did not authorize any construction, and so the decision of
the county to sign the design contract could not be considered a land use decision statutorily or under a
“significant impacts” test established by caselaw.
 
The construction agreement was separate, and ultimately signed in January, 2020.  It authorized
construction, and so conceivably could be considered a land use decision if it required a permit from the
county or under the “significant impact” test.  I have argued that no permit is required by law, and the
bridge doesn’t ‘significantly impact’ anyone as long as it is not used as a trail without additional land use
approval.  The county has never contemplated opening the corridor to general public use (other that
county employees and invitees with county permission to be there) prior to adoption of a Master Plan. 
That’s what the conditions in Board Order 19-94 required.
 
Todd Sadlo
 
From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 1:24 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]







It was at the bottom of page one, 3rd paragraph up, of the one article. " LUBA  ruled that the design
contract..."
 
On Tuesday, April 21, 2020, 11:59:34 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 
Ha!  Was there only one article there, so far? I saw the first one, but do not recall your reference.  LUBA
is only concerned with land use permits, not our grants.  No land use permit is required from the county to
construct a bridge for access from one part of a landowner’s land to another part, or even between
different landowners, in the farm zone. (If the bridge would access a proposed dwelling, the county would
require that it be approved by the fire control agency with jurisdiction).  The exception is if the footings of
the bridge are located within a floodplain or floodway.  The bridge was designed by engineers.  The
LOMR the county received from FEMA conclusively settled the floodplain permit issue—the bridge is not
in a floodplain or floodway.  We also received all of the other necessary federal and state environmental
clearances before starting construction, with tremendous assistance from ODOT.
 
Todd Sadlo
 
Please feel free to share this information as you wish.
 
From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 11:44 AM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Just went back over the Capital Press article; did LUBA really miss that the grant for the bridge actually
authorized construction? It is stated in the project name and description and again as part of the
"requirement". It looks to include a completion date as well; why have a completion date if construction
was not authorized? If that is true, I won't tell them if you don't.
 
On Monday, April 20, 2020, 1:06:29 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 
Wayne,
 
I thought my interview with her was productive, and she seemed grateful for the straight talk.  LUBA said
they would “endeavor” to make a decision by April 23rd.  On Friday, she filed another, 38 page brief, and
hundreds of pages of exhibits.  I’m filing a less than 5 page response today.   Her main strategy is the
smokescreen.  I have attached my earlier response in case you missed it, and will send you the one from
today after it is filed.
 
Todd Sadlo
 
From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Interview with Hanna Ray Lambert
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]
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Had what I thought was a productive interview with her. Checked her bio before the interview; she has
lived and traveled where trails are a common thing. She is a bicyclist and hiker so she has interest and
familiarity with recreational trails. Your email was helpful and I was able to reinforce what you had said. I
brought up the 700 mile of county road going through farmland and my experiences running between dual
spray operations of grapes on one side of the road and hazelnuts on the other. She related her
experience of biking through, holding her breath, a hazelnut spray operation. Showed my understanding
for the petitioners concerns and discussed how they were based more on fear than reality. Gave her
studies to reference how other trails have mitigated those fears and concerns and how they have been
shown to be unfounded. Sent photos. I am sure she interviewed Ben Van dyke and Kellington. Will be
interesting as to how ours and their worlds are merged.
What is your take on the LUBA April 23rd decision on the bridge?
Thanks again. Keep up the good work.  Wayne
 
On Monday, April 20, 2020, 9:47:10 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 
Wayne,
 
I was just interviewed by Ms. Lambert, who says she will interview you at 10:00.  My main point was that
no land use approval is required for a bridge that will only be used for county access, for fire suppression
and maintenance, and that that is the only use the county is proposing to make of it unless and until trail
uses are approved.  The remanded decision says repeatedly that no public trail uses will be allowed until
a Master Plan is in place, and all required fences and warning signage is in place.  The bus barn is a
secure facility, with gates in the front and back.  The gate in back is only open for construction access and
county personnel.
 
I also told her that, until late last year, a land use permit was required for construction of the bridge,
because a FEMA map showed it as being in a floodplain.  We received at that time a Letter of Map
Revision from FEMA, establishing that that is not the case.  We also got all required state and federal
environmental clearances before construction of what, at this time, can only correctly be referred to as a
‘potential future trail bridge, current county fire and maintenance access bridge.’
 
I also explained that the corridor was built with a 12-20 foot wide roadbed in 1872, has the best grade
from the metropolitan area to McMinnville, and is an exceptional public asset.
 
Also, that farming and transportation uses, (including the 700 miles of county roads, which I did not
mention) have co-existed since the beginning of the republic.
Todd Sadlo
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From: steve wick
To: "Jarod Logsdon"; shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Cc: "Carrie Martin"
Subject: Stag Hollow bridge meet tomorrow
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 9:22:31 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Jarod/Wayne, could we meet anytime after 11 AM tomorrow, Wed the 21st?
 
Tkx!
 
Steve Wick
cell 503 970-6127
 


From: steve wick [mailto:stevencarol.wick@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 8:12 PM
To: 'Jarod Logsdon'; 'Carrie Martin'
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: dimensions at Stag Hollow bridge
 
Carrie, Jarod,
 
I have attached the June 19th Stay issued by LUBA which shut down the Stag Hollow bridge
construction, and effectively shut down the Trail. As a filbert grower, I know all of the
statements that Ben Van Dyke listed as reasons to shut down the trail are bogus, but I need
more information to challenge Ben's assertions. (His two main assertions are that he cannot
spray his fields when anyone is anywhere on the County ROW, and secondly, that debris from
the construction crew would force him to lose his Food Safety Certification.) I would like to
present all the pertinent info to "recognized experts", and then let them refute Ben's lies. But I
need more info, or I would love to be able to visit the site and photograph and take
measurements.
 
At the very least I need to know how far Ben's property lines are from the center of the ROW,
how wide the ROW is, how far Ben's filberts are from the property line, and how far they are
from the bridge construction zone.
 
One of the most important things is the orientation of the Filbert trees. If they parallel to the
County ROW we have him right where he hurts. New Filbert orchards are usually "double
planted"; I.e. the long term spacing of trees is usually 20' x20'. When new orchards are
planted each row has trees only 10 feet apart. Later on the 10 foot trees are removed, and the
final spacing ends up to be 20'x20'. If his rows parallel the County ROW he can simply spay the
outer edge when no one is around,(early in the morning, etc. and then spray the balance later
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on.)
 
Actually spraying should have no bearing at all. It is very easy to just shut down the trail while
sprays are being used, like other trails do.  I testified to all of this but LUBA paid no attention
to me.
 
Now it time to bring in the experts (and also find data to refute Ben's claims).
 
The attached Stay has lousy pics and no dimensions. Please let me know what you can do
refute the lies that the opponents are presenting to LUBA.
 
Thanks
 
Steve Wick
Yamhelas Board member








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Casey Kulla
Subject: Re: Your NR article
Date: Saturday, September 12, 2020 2:32:57 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Follow-up...how many constitutes "aspirational"? We have been hoping for 10.


On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:25:41 PM PDT, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:


Thank you Casey. You just made my weekend.


On Saturday, September 12, 2020, 2:13:50 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Thank you, Wayne.


 


While the fabrications about left-wing folks lighting fires is a divisive tactic, I do think that, overall, the fires
will bring us together. I appreciate your thoughts, and I look forward to continuing to work with you! And,
in case you have not heard, ODOT relented on the bridge construction grant and has agreed to
aspirational timelines for the project and the trail. Whew.


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Saturday, September 12, 2020 1:09 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Your NR article


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,


Just finished reading your article in yesterday's NR. It struck a note for me because a similar thought
came to me as Nita and I traveled through the smoke down to Gold Beach and back. We had business to
attend to in Eugene on Wednesday and then made several stops as we continued to Gold Beach. The
smoke and the fires were central to any conversation. There is that saying in politics,"never waste a
crisis" and today of all days, 9/11, stands to exemplify that thought. For Oregon and for that matter the
West Coast these fires will be our 9/11; unless of course, next year brings us worse. In the past, we
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referred to the disastrous Columbus Day Storm of 1964; we have now witnessed something far more
threatening. Sports, your example being soccer, brings people together; a crisis shocks people into
togetherness. Now, personally knowing people who lost a home in the Detroit area, some having to
evacuate from near Otis, the Gaston area and North of Yamhill; this has become up close and personal.
What is happening may not address the bigotry and underlying hatreds being addressed in your soccer
example but at least it should impact the empathy level for those in Yamhill County who are paying
attention.


 


Thank you for your article.


 


Wayne Wiebke








From: Todd Sadlo
To: Wayne Wiebke
Cc: stevencarol. wick; Ken Wright
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 2:44:04 PM


LUBA already agreed that drift is not an "accepted farm practice," but we failed to convince
them, with findings based on evidence/testimony in the record, that farm operations adjacent
to the trail will not have to significantly change their spray setbacks, leaving parts of their
farms exposed to disease and underproduction due to their inability to spray properly. or, as
Ben Van Dyke argued, force him to spray at night with spotters to look for "trespassers."  They
say they will have to employ a 50 foot setback.  That change, being forced upon them by a
nonfarm use--the trail--prevents the county from minimizing conflicts to an insignificant level. 
It seems to me that the appropriate setback is 10 feet, and the impact to his farm practices
can be further reduced by allowing the trail to be closed while he is spraying within 50 feet of
it.  That is an inconvenience for him, that he would be forced to coordinate with his neighbor,
that he will continue to claim significantly increases his farm costs and forces significant
changes in his farm practices.


The Board can choose to believe whoever it finds more credible, but we need testimony and
evidence in the record that the county can rely on, like the information Steve has already
provided, but more of it, and from others.


Steve, do you believe NIck Wiman would be willing to submit something to the effect that he
believe a trail and filbert orchard can co-exist without causing significant impacts to farm costs
or practices?  Otherwise, why would I be calling him?


Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:28 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: stevencarol. wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Don't need an answer; saw it as an option to "trespass".


How does Oregon's "nuisances laws" address intangible substances (pesticide drift) interference with a
property owner's(YC County)use and enjoyment of land?
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On Sunday, April 26, 2020, 3:27:43 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Steve and Wayne,  thank you for all your help.  I will be working as much information as I can get before
Thursday into the county supplemental findings on remand, but facts you have should also be submitted
into the record, by you, or someone, as a basis for the findings.


Todd Sadlo


On Apr 26, 2020, at 11:35 AM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I was referring to your "BS" (manure) statement.


On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 7:22:49 PM PDT, stevencarol.wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


No ,they called out 50 feet for two insecticides that both have Chlorpirilos as the active ingredient:  Yuma
4e and Lorsban.


Im saying that rhey can do Yuma in 10 feet.


Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Date: 4/25/20 12:22 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Cc: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


Just brought Ken into this. He is totally on top of the overspray of the vineyard I referenced in a just sent
response.


So Steve, are you now saying the 50" only pertains to to fertilizers>


On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 10:13:32 AM PDT, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


Todd, I have been updating my info on spraying, and have been doing more research. I have found that
the label says on Yuma 4E (manufacturer Winfield's label, with the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos)  ONLY
requires a 10 foot buffer! 50 feet is bullshit!
 
We need to bring Ken Wright into this conversation, regarding spraying. He did considerable research for
our last set of hearings, and contacted many Oregon officials about the "real" spraying laws.
 
(see my "revised' preliminary notes below)







 
Steve
 
From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, April 25, 2020 9:22 AM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick
Subject: Fwd: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 
Gentlemen, 
 
I hope the stay decision is attached for your review.  It is a delay, but this isn’t over yet!
 
Please let me know what you think about the decision, because Ben Van Dyke will make the same
argument on remand:  that he is entitled to spray up to his property line at will, and exclude his neighbors
(esp. the county) from the use of or access to 50 feet of the neighbor’s property-a spray buffer-without
having to compensate that neighbor for loss of access.   Am I missing something?
 
It is one thing to coordinate-the county has always offered to do so-but LUBA’s rationale for “irreparable”
harm, if applied to any of Van Dyke’s other neighbors, would mean that everyone else would be required
to stay 50 feet back from their property lines while he is spraying.
 
The bridge case and remand are land use cases, but it is all wrapped up in property rights, which LUBA
has no expertise in, or jurisdiction over.  Overlooking basic property rights, that extend from ‘the heavens
to the center of the earth,’ LUBA appears, in the remand decision and the attached decision, to think the
county has no right to access it’s own property if it interferes in any way with Mr. Van Dyke’s spray
routines.
 
Is there an expert on best practices for spraying if a neighbor is not always present but has the right and
habit of being in the buffer area?  Does he have no obligation to change his nozzles and possibly other
practices when spraying the edge of his property, to reduce the buffer to ten feet, and keep the buffer
entirely on his own property, as a best spray practice?
 
I’m hoping I’m not the only person calling him out on practices that, if he were to practice them on any of
his other neighbors without any coordination or compromise, would be an affront.


Todd Sadlo


Begin forwarded message:


From: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: April 24, 2020 at 4:05:04 PM PDT
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>, Nohely Barajas-Montalvo <barajasn@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW:  LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County



FYI, see attached.  Stay granted.  Nuts.
 
Christian F. Boenisch
Yamhill County
County Counsel
(503) 434-7502
boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us
 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
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This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or otherwise that you
have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail, keep the contents
confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your system.
 
************************************
 
From: LUBASupport <LUBASupport@state.or.us> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 3:47 PM
To: 'wk@klgpc.com' <wk@klgpc.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Attached as a courtesy is a copy of the Order the Board issued today in LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033. A
copy of the Order will also be posted to LUBA’s website after 3:30 pm.
 
Denise Seaman
Executive Support Specialist
Land Use Board of Appeals
503-373-1265
 
 
 
My notes are below, Steve:
 
Yuma 4E, or Lorsban, or any other insecticide used (or power blast sprayed) in Filberts (with the active
ingredient Chlorpyrilos) only requires a setback of 10 feet when spraying with a power blast sprayer
when applied at near the maximum rate allowed per acre (under 3 pounds per acre).
 
(See Yuma4E label setback info below:)
 







cid:image005.png@01D61956.424C8040


 
Viewing the amount of chemicals required to eliminate the pests it can be seen that a 10 foot setback is
all that is needed 
 
(See Yuma 4E label below, and Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Management Guide application
rate for Lorsban)
 
"ydpfd62eddcyiv1473586289MsoNormal">
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https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
 
 
1. Chlorpyrilos can only be used for a total of three times during the year. (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below)
 
The first time it could possibly be used would be in March thru April, to control the Winter moth Leaftier.
 
The next time it could be used would be In the April thru May timeframe, to control Filbert Leafroller or
aphids,
 
..and again in May thru June to control Leafroller.
 
In July thru August it could be used to control stinkbugs, and/or to control Filbertworm.
 
As you can see, this is more than three times. That is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide
lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Many are much
less toxic. And this is why Oregon State Pest Guide states: " Rotate pesticides by mode of action (group);
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do not become reliant on a single group for control."
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
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2. Chlorpyrifos spray is not allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power
blast spray into the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below). If an applicator started his spaying  paralleling the rail right of way, and used the 20 plus
feet of vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area on all edges of a
field, allowing equipment to turn corners), then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but
would be blasted into the center of the orchard. The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It
would only take a few minutes to spay the edge of the orchard.
 
http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd
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3. There are alternatives to using dangerous inseticides like Chlorpyrifos;
 
all of the edges within 100 feet of the ROW could be sprayed with a less lethal alternative
chemical, and the interior with the lethal alternative. Again, that is why Oregon State University Hazelnut
Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos.
Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos, which is in the process of being outlawed.
(Oregon House Bill 4109, which would have outlawed it failed as a result of the denial of quorum. It is only
a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos is outlawed.) Bio-controls (using beneficial insects to kill pests) are
rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)
 
 
or, if the wind isn't cooperating;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed. 
Other trails shut down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We could make it quicker and easier by just
spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the ROW, and go over to the next two rows and do the next 100
feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An inconvenience, but not a
game stopper. The farmer can coordinate with the County. We know when we should be able to spray,
and there are excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most farmers use.







 
Power blast, and other type spaying can be accomplished with a few inconveniences, but there is no
reason to not develop the trail because some people may be inconvienced.
 
 
 
 
Backgr








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: "Todd Sadlo"; steve wick
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 7:58:56 AM
Attachments: image005.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Steve, you are good. This is great. I feel like I am becoming hazelnut & spray expert just by hanging with
you. Todd, will you be able to use this soon? The inference for LUBA should be that if there is one lie in
the petitioner's testimony there are more hiding in the weeds. Steve, way to use a little paraquat (truth &
facts) to severely thin the weeds.   Wayne


On Tuesday, July 28, 2020, 10:18:07 PM PDT, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


Todd


 


Here are my preliminary thoughts on the current "Stay" I'll need to verify some things,
and will try to get some recognized experts to verify some of my statements.


 


To fight their spray arguments I have proposed that we shut the trail down…only
while they spray the edges.


 


I have more work to do on the chemical Gramoxone; I am trying to find the some of it
with the new label that allows spraying next to a trail. otherwise I'll have to get a
recommendation for OSU on another spray.


 


Steve Wick


 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------


 


In the Stay granted by LUBA on June 19 2020 they concluded, in one of their
arguments, that Ben Van Dyke would suffer "Irreparable Injury" because he would be
"hindered or prohibited from spraying the herbicides and pesticides required to protect
his crop."  
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(It should be noted that the proposed Yamhelas Westsider trail right-of-way is
approximately 60 feet wide, with the trail itself being 12 feet wide. That means that
there is a 24 feet buffer on either of the trail that Ben Van Dyke, and others, say is not
sufficient to mitigate spray drift.)


 


 


LUBA also stated "Van Dyke explained that filbert trees should live 75 years or more
and that, if he was unable to spray his filbert trees, those trees could die due to
Eastern Filbert Blight. Given the long-lived nature of the filbert trees and the potential
for protracted crop and yield loss if spraying cannot occur, we conclude that the injury
Van Dyke specified is not and injury that could be adequately compensated in money
damages."


 


They also concluded that Van Dyke could lose his food safety certification if litter and
debris from the construction site enter his hazelnut orchard.


 


These conclusions, and the following assumptions;


 


A. that Van Dyke must be able to spray his trees for Eastern Filbert Blight; "If I am
unable to spray as required, I risk my trees dying of Eastern Filbert Blight that could
result in the loss of all crops on a tree that should last 75 plus years."


 


B. that Van Dyke, and others, would be unable to spray during trail construction (or
during trail use)


 


C. that Van Dyke uses the herbicide sprays Gramazone and Parazone (Paraquat),
which state "do not use around…recreational parks…."


 


D. that  Van Dyke would lose his food safety certification if litter and debris enter his
orchard from trail construction (or trail use)


 


…can be totally mitigated with a few simple actions.


 


 







A. Spraying for Eastern Filbert Blight. This is not necessary for Van Dyke's trees. Van
Dyke has previously stated that his trees are two years old; "Our hazelnuts were
planted in 2018, and our second year trees,…".  BUT; All the new filbert varietals
are "blight resistant".


 


OSU wrote the bible on hazelnuts. No one in the world has the experience and
knowledge that they possess regarding the entire hazelnut spectrum. They update
info yearly for growers. The Pest Management Guide, Pacific Northwest Plant
disease, Insect, and Weed management handbooks constitute our bible. We refer to
these and their other hazelnut publications and missives yearly for the most up-to-
guide guidance. Professor Jay Pscheidt has been working on EFB (Eastern Filbert
Blight) for over 30 years, and his work enabled our industry to have varietals that we
can count on.


 


New trees only have to be sprayed the first spring after planting, and only if they are
adjacent to a heavily infected orchard. OSU has documented this in their 2020 Pest
Management Guide for Hazelnuts. See p17.
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html


Per OSU's Pacific NW Handbook; ''Dorris', 'Jefferson', 'McDonald', 'PollyO', 'Santiam', 'Wepster',
and 'Yamhill' are highly resistant with the single dominant-resistance gene from 'Gasaway'."
  https://pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease/host-disease/hazelnut-corylus-avellana-eastern-filbert-blight


 


 


 


B. Spraying chemicals next to the trail poses no problem if the trail is shut down when
the spraying must be done. This is simple to do. Other trails do this! The farmers and
trail owners coordinate operations. Spraying chemicals in filbert orchards usually
occurs less than a dozen times during the year, but young orchards could require
more, and non-common diseases or pests could possibly double the number of spray
occurrences required.
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In 2015 a study was done of many trails (see attached Santa Paula Branch Line
Study) That study specifically addressed farming and how the impacts to farming
were dealt with on trails throughout farming acreages. Below you will see some
excerpts from that study. It should be noted that many of the trails just shut down
while the farmer sprays his fields.


 


 


San Pasqual Valley Trail: Ca. • Specific fencing was designed for the trail, modified from the park


department’s standard lodgepole fencing. Chicken wire inserts were


added approximately one foot from the ground to allow wildlife to pass


through;


• Gates allow sections of the trail to be closed;


• Signage installed to alert the trail-users of trail closure for spraying and


to stay on the trail;


• Farmers can dictate trail closure (within reason, i.e., preferably not on


weekends) for maintenance and crop spraying. This protocol was


developed and approved by the County Farm Bureau, County Farm


Advisor's Office, and the affected farmers


 


Cowel-Purisima Coastal Trail • Stout fencing







• Large gates to accommodate cattle and equipment passage while


trail is closed


• Gates to close trail during spraying and operations


• Information and regulatory signs


• Maintained by volunteer docents


• Farmer has ability to close gates for maintenance


 


Obern Trail, Ca. • Little to no physical barrier in most places. Oleander hedges and


chainlink fence.


• Each farmer decides on fencing – not installed by the County.


• High levels of use create a self-policing scenario.


• The trail is lit throughout, at all hours.


Feedback from Involved Parties


• Matthew Dobberteen: In over ten years managing trails for


Santa Barbara County, I have never received a complaint about


the Obern Trail. Our trails that run near agriculture are never the


trails we have problems with. The only issue is every few years


we may get some graffiti on a retaining wall. "A bike path will


make theft harder, not easier, by bringing light, attention,


people, eyes to the trail." "If someone wanted to steal from a


farm, they'd find a place where no one could see them, not a


trail with steady use."


• John Givens: No significant impacts from the trail. Occasionally


homeless pass through and there is minor vandalism, but it has


not been serious enough to involve the County or other


authorities. Trail users don’t cut through the farm property


 


Cedar Valley Trail, Ia.


• Fencing with gates;


• Reinforced crossing to accommodate equipment;


• Easement allowing farm equipment access;







• Signage to warn trail users of crossing farm vehicles.


 


West County Trail, Ca. • Farmers put A-frame signs on their property stating when


spraying will occur.


• Spraying generally limited to early morning, before most trail


users are present.


• Aerial spraying not conducted near the trail.


• Some vineyard owners have built connections between their


properties and the trail.


• “No Trespassing” signs have been installed by some vineyard


owners.


• The County patrols the trail and regularly talks with


neighbors.


 


Most spraying is done early in the morning. All spraying must be done with as little
wind as possible. At the very worst case, the least notice that a farmer could provide
would be 24 hours, but generally he would be able to schedule spraying a few days
prior and/or schedule a tentative window weeks in advance. An example of this would
be the spraying that I just did in my filbert orchard the first week of July for Filbert
Worm. The orchard had to be monitored for several weeks for filbert moths. When the
level got to a certain point, I had only a few days to get my first air blast spray applied.
I consulted weather forecasts for rain, and then looked at the wind forecasts, and
found that I could spray immediately. (Wind forecasts are extremely accurate, and
with aps like "Windy", can be used to forecast flow and speeds, hour by hour, quite a
few days ahead of time.) The spray I used was effective for three weeks, and then a
second application was required if filbert moths were still present.


 


To make it a win-win for both the farmer and trail users, the farmer can schedule the
trail shutdown for only the very short time he needs to spray the edges of his field,
adjacent to the trail. Then he can open up the trail, and continue spraying the balance
of his fields.


 


Foliar sprays (sprays that must cover all the leaves of the tree) require the most
setback, since they are accomplished thru "air blast " sprays that force the spray up
and over the tops of the trees.  Examples of these sprays are the pesticides and
fungicides that must be sprayed to minimize pests or diseases. Two rows of trees are
sprayed at the same time while the spray operator drives down the aisle. The spray







operator can also shut down either side of the air blast sprayer, allowing him to spray
the outside edge of a row, and not spray neighboring properties. If a farmer wanted to
be positively safe, he could simply power blast spray the first 8 rows, on the edge of
the trail, while the trail was closed, and then open up the trail. (filbert trees are
generally planted in rows 18 to 20 feet wide).


 


  


 


 


 


 


Herbicides used to control weeds, grasses and for eliminating suckers are applied on
the ground, or on the very bottom/base of trees using booms, while driving down the
aisle between two rows of trees. Herbicides must be selectively sprayed; the spray
must be kept on the ground or the base of the tree. If they reach the foliage they can
damage or kill the tree. It would be quite easy to spray a couple of rows (36 to 40
feet) from the edge of the trail Right of Way, and then open up the trail while he
sprayed the balance of his field.


 


 







 


 


Van Dyke stated that he "must be able to spray his orchid for filbertworm, which can
destroy an entire crop, from June through September" But spraying equipment cannot
enter an orchard after Labor Day, since the nuts start falling to the orchard floor, and
anyone driving equipment on the orchard floor could damage the nuts.


"Blank nuts fall before good nuts. After blanks have fallen and just before good nuts begin to drop
(usually at the end of August), it might be desirable to do a final flailing and floating to fill small
depressions in the ground."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf


 


'Hazelnuts begin to drop to the ground during the month of September. Prior to nut drop, the orchard floor
is made level and smooth, and weeds are flail-mowed to facilitate harvest. Harvest generally occurs
during October and is usually a two-step operation."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf


 


 


C. Van Dyke also noted that he stocks and sprays the chemicals Gramoxzone and
Parazone (Paraquat), and his chemical containers both have labels that state : "Do
not use around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf courses or
playgrounds." 


 


But the labels on both products were updated by November 14. 2019, and the
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nebulous statement "around" was taken off the new labels:


"DIRECTIONS FOR USE


RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE


It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.


Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. Only


protected  handlers  may  be  in  the  area  during  application.  For  any  requirements  specific


  c  to  your  State  or  Tribe, 


consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation.


NEVER USE THIS PRODUCT IN RESIDENTIAL OR PUBLIC RECREATIONAL SETTINGS (E.G., HOMES, HOME GARDENS,


SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, AND/OR PLAYGROUNDS"


 


A check with the manufacturers revealed that the chemical did not change….only the
label changed. (see attached "FW: Gramoxone SL 2.0 email)


 


But no matter what the new label states, federal law says that you MUST follow the
instructions on the container that you are using. (again, read Gramoxone SL 2.0
email)


 


The simple solution is to purchase some of the new label Gramoxone or Parazone
and use the new chemical on the edges of his fields, then continue to use the old
material on the inside. It seems ridiculous to do this, since the chemical in the old
label containers, and the chemical in the new label containers, is exactly the same,
but the law is the law. And, per Ben Van Dyke, "since the chemical does not have an
expiration date" either chemical can be used for future sucker or weed spraying.


 


 


D. Loss of Food Safety Certification. Van Dyke stated that "Construction workers
have already littered the area with lunch bags and other detritus have found the way
to our farm that we have had to clean up. This causes food safety issues. In that
regard, we are strictly regulated by the USDA and any litter on our farms, risks losing
food safety certifications that are necessary for the marketability of our brand as well
as to maintain our certifications."


 


Mr. Van Dyke shared a document from Cascade Foods of Albany Oregon, titled "food
safety requirements for delivered product to Cascade Foods". (dated April 16, 2020,
see attached)  In this document Cascade Foods stated;


" Cascade Foods LLC requires that growers adhere to the Good Agricultural Practices







manual set by the Hazelnut Industry office". (see attached).


 


But nowhere in the Good Agricultural Practices manual is there any reference to a
farm losing food safety certification because of litter.


http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf


 


It does say that the orchards must be constantly cleaned and inspected prior to
harvest. This is a critical time. Of course, cleanliness during the year is important, but
a clean orchard just before the nuts drop to the floor is strategically important.


 


Throughout the summer the orchard floor is repeatedly cleaned and leveled by use of
drags and/or flail mowers. All debris is eliminated as the floor is pummeled by the
repeated passes of the flail mower. Clouds of dust are sometimes seen as the floor is
cleaned and manicured over and over. This goes on until the nuts start to fall at the
end of August. Now the falling nuts are contained on a clean and pristine orchard
floor. Prior to harvest in September the operator often inspects the orchard for debris,
and removes any. The sweeper and harvester cannot function if there is debris on the
orchard floor.


 


The GAP manual that Mr. Van Dyke has agreed to follow states:  "….orchard floors
are cleaned throughout the summer to assure a smooth clean orchard floor during
harvest. Of utmost importance to all growers is the need to deliver hazelnuts to the
dryer or processor as clean as possible. The Hazelnut lends itself to inherent food
safety simply because it is encased in a solid hard shell. It falls to the ground mostly
free of the husk, which is a vegetative bract rather than a surgery attraction for
microbes. Harvest also lends itself to ensuring safe product. In addition, the product
delivered to the washer/dryer or the processor is not ready to eat. It will go through a
wash process before it is dried. Growers are committed to employing practices to
keep the risk of pathogen contamination as low as possible. As the nuts move to
processors and packers more safeguards are in place to ensure safe products leave
the plants."


 


Litter is NOT a game stopper…it is a item that is constantly evaluated and addressed.


 


 


Cascade Food goes on to say;  "The following are a few of the recommendations outlined in the manual; "Grower
must participate in traceability. Growers receive a delivery ticket for each load taken to a wash/dryer operator or
processor. This ticket corresponds to a specific orchard; Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot
be used for food and will be discarded".



http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf





But the statement; "Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will be
discarded"  is NOT in the Good Agricultural Manual, and is far from the truth.


In 2017 Salmonella was found in Hazelnuts sold by the Schmidt farm of McMinnville. But the food safety people of
the Oregon Department of Agriculture were not worried: “Wholesalers have steps in place that kill any
Salmonella on the hazelnuts they handle before the nuts reach consumers,” said Stephanie Page, the
agriculture department’s director of food safety and animal services, in the public warning. "To date, we
have no indication there were any issues with this part of the process."
https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-from-
oregon-farm/


In fact the GAP manual repeatedly states that orchards must be inspected, (H1 pg 6);
A preharvest assessment is made in the orchard. Risks and possible sources of crop
contamination are noted and assessed.' and (H7 pg 6) states;  "In case of product
contamination….., product is separated and disposed of separately". Nowhere does it
state that a farmers complete crop will be discarded if contamination is found in one
area.


 


 


A trail and farming are not mutually exclusive! A trail is an opportunity for the farmer
to display his skills and to educate the public. And the Yamhelas Trail is an
opportunity for the Yamhill Valley to provide a safe mode of transpiration for future
generations. No one will suffer "irreparable injury" during its construction or future
use. All it takes is for farmers and trail supporters to sit down and mutually work
together to develop a solution that enables us to develop a wonderful asset.


 


 


 


 


 


Steven, I reiterate, the label in hand is the one to follow, the label in hand is the law, not whatever other
versions might be out there – David Lowe


 


From: Lowe David USGR 
Sent: Friday, July 17, 2020 6:01 PM
To: stevencarol.wick@gmail.com
Subject: Gramoxone SL 2.0


 


Steven,



https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-from-oregon-farm/

https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-from-oregon-farm/





 


Attached is the new Gramoxone SL 2.0 label version SCP1431A-L1H 1118 and the old version SCP
1431A-L1F 1115 (probably what your farmer is using).  Both Safety Data Sheets (SDS) are attached, 
they are identical, a label change does not require a SDS change.  Both SDS list product number as
A7813Q, they are the same product just different label, both 2 pounds of paraquat cation per gallon.


 


Thank you,


 


David Lowe


This message may contain confidential information. If you are not the designated recipient, please notify the sender immediately, and
delete the original and any copies. Any use of the message by you is prohibited. Syngenta seeks to preserve and promote competition
and deter anticompetitive conduct. All our employees and partners are required to act in accordance with laws and Syngenta "Code of
Conduct"



https://www.syngenta.com/who-we-are/corporate-governance/code-of-conduct

https://www.syngenta.com/who-we-are/corporate-governance/code-of-conduct






From: Casey Kulla
To: V H
Subject: RE: Meeting Thursday
Date: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 2:56:43 PM


Email: bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us. This will put your comments in the record.


I would imagine you can also attempt an in-person testimony, too.


-----Original Message-----
From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 10:57 AM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Meeting Thursday


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey-


Is the commission taking any public testimony on Thursday or in advance?


Thank you,


Veronica
Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone



mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:veronica4249@yahoo.com






From: Todd Sadlo
To: steve wick
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: RE: land use and Planning commission
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 1:30:27 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Steve,
 
No one on the Board has said they want to sell off the corridor, no sitting members and no
Commissioners-elect.  I’d prefer none of us talk about it, to avoid giving them ideas!
 
The Planning Commission is advisory and has no authority over county property.  The Board can
always overrule the Planning Commission.  The Transportation Plan is an ordinance, and it requires a
land use hearing to be amended.  County property can be sold if it is declared “surplus.”  Selling any
part of the corridor will result in ODOT ‘clawing back’ all of the money they have given us to
purchase and develop it—more that $2 milliion.
 
I hope this helps!
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 1:24 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: land use and Planning commission
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd, I just talked to Dan Armstrong, on the Planning commission. I asked him if the Planning
Commission would be involved if the new Commissioners wanted to sell of the trail ROW,(to the
farmers) and he said he did not know. He did surmise that if that was contemplated it would affect
the Transportation Plan, and that the Planning Commission would then be involved.
 
Dan also stated that the Planning Commission works in an advisory role. Does that mean that the
Commissioners can over-rule the Planning commission?
 
Can two commissioners simply change the Transportation plan, with or without any hearings? Or can
two of them do whatever they want, and just simply decide to sell the Trail off to the farmers?
 
Basically my question is; what legal steps muss the Commissioners do in order to sell off the Trail?
 



mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us
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tkx
 
Steve Wick
 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 9:56 AM
To: steve wick
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: RE: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
 
Steve,
 
I will be able to use your work in writing my brief—LUBA has not yet settled the record or
established a briefing schedule.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:16 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd
 
Here are my preliminary thoughts on the current "Stay" I'll need to verify some things, and will
try to get some recognized experts to verify some of my statements.
 
To fight their spray arguments I have proposed that we shut the trail down…only while they
spray the edges.
 
I have more work to do on the chemical Gramoxone; I am trying to find the some of it with the
new label that allows spraying next to a trail. otherwise I'll have to get a recommendation for
OSU on another spray.
 
Steve Wick
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------



mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us
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In the Stay granted by LUBA on June 19 2020 they concluded, in one of their arguments, that
Ben Van Dyke would suffer "Irreparable Injury" because he would be "hindered or prohibited
from spraying the herbicides and pesticides required to protect his crop."  
 
(It should be noted that the proposed Yamhelas Westsider trail right-of-way is approximately
60 feet wide, with the trail itself being 12 feet wide. That means that there is a 24 feet buffer
on either of the trail that Ben Van Dyke, and others, say is not sufficient to mitigate spray
drift.)
 
 
LUBA also stated "Van Dyke explained that filbert trees should live 75 years or more and that, if
he was unable to spray his filbert trees, those trees could die due to Eastern Filbert Blight.
Given the long-lived nature of the filbert trees and the potential for protracted crop and yield
loss if spraying cannot occur, we conclude that the injury Van Dyke specified is not and injury
that could be adequately compensated in money damages."
 
They also concluded that Van Dyke could lose his food safety certification if litter and debris
from the construction site enter his hazelnut orchard.
 
These conclusions, and the following assumptions;
 
A. that Van Dyke must be able to spray his trees for Eastern Filbert Blight; "If I am unable to
spray as required, I risk my trees dying of Eastern Filbert Blight that could result in the loss of
all crops on a tree that should last 75 plus years."
 
B. that Van Dyke, and others, would be unable to spray during trail construction (or during trail
use)
 
C. that Van Dyke uses the herbicide sprays Gramazone and Parazone (Paraquat), which state
"do not use around…recreational parks…."
 
D. that  Van Dyke would lose his food safety certification if litter and debris enter his orchard
from trail construction (or trail use)
 
…can be totally mitigated with a few simple actions.
 
 
A. Spraying for Eastern Filbert Blight. This is not necessary for Van Dyke's trees. Van Dyke has
previously stated that his trees are two years old; "Our hazelnuts were planted in 2018, and
our second year trees,…".  BUT; All the new filbert varietals are "blight resistant".







 
OSU wrote the bible on hazelnuts. No one in the world has the experience and knowledge that
they possess regarding the entire hazelnut spectrum. They update info yearly for growers. The
Pest Management Guide, Pacific Northwest Plant disease, Insect, and Weed management
handbooks constitute our bible. We refer to these and their other hazelnut publications and
missives yearly for the most up-to-guide guidance. Professor Jay Pscheidt has been working on
EFB (Eastern Filbert Blight) for over 30 years, and his work enabled our industry to have
varietals that we can count on.
 
New trees only have to be sprayed the first spring after planting, and only if they are adjacent
to a heavily infected orchard. OSU has documented this in their 2020 Pest Management Guide
for Hazelnuts. See p17. https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html
Per OSU's Pacific NW Handbook; ''Dorris', 'Jefferson', 'McDonald', 'PollyO', 'Santiam', 'Wepster', and 'Yamhill'


are highly resistant with the single dominant-resistance gene from 'Gasaway'."
  https://pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease/host-disease/hazelnut-corylus-avellana-eastern-filbert-
blight
 
 
 
B. Spraying chemicals next to the trail poses no problem if the trail is shut down when the
spraying must be done. This is simple to do. Other trails do this! The farmers and trail owners
coordinate operations. Spraying chemicals in filbert orchards usually occurs less than a dozen
times during the year, but young orchards could require more, and non-common diseases or
pests could possibly double the number of spray occurrences required.
 


 
 
In 2015 a study was done of many trails (see attached Santa Paula Branch Line Study) That



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html
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study specifically addressed farming and how the impacts to farming were dealt with on trails
throughout farming acreages. Below you will see some excerpts from that study. It should be
noted that many of the trails just shut down while the farmer sprays his fields.
 
 
San Pasqual Valley Trail: Ca. • Specific fencing was designed for the trail, modified from the park
department’s standard lodgepole fencing. Chicken wire inserts were
added approximately one foot from the ground to allow wildlife to pass
through;
• Gates allow sections of the trail to be closed;
• Signage installed to alert the trail-users of trail closure for spraying and
to stay on the trail;
• Farmers can dictate trail closure (within reason, i.e., preferably not on
weekends) for maintenance and crop spraying. This protocol was
developed and approved by the County Farm Bureau, County Farm
Advisor's Office, and the affected farmers
 
Cowel-Purisima Coastal Trail • Stout fencing
• Large gates to accommodate cattle and equipment passage while
trail is closed
• Gates to close trail during spraying and operations
• Information and regulatory signs
• Maintained by volunteer docents
• Farmer has ability to close gates for maintenance
 
Obern Trail, Ca. • Little to no physical barrier in most places. Oleander hedges and
chainlink fence.
• Each farmer decides on fencing – not installed by the County.
• High levels of use create a self-policing scenario.
• The trail is lit throughout, at all hours.
Feedback from Involved Parties
• Matthew Dobberteen: In over ten years managing trails for
Santa Barbara County, I have never received a complaint about
the Obern Trail. Our trails that run near agriculture are never the
trails we have problems with. The only issue is every few years
we may get some graffiti on a retaining wall. "A bike path will
make theft harder, not easier, by bringing light, attention,
people, eyes to the trail." "If someone wanted to steal from a
farm, they'd find a place where no one could see them, not a
trail with steady use."
• John Givens: No significant impacts from the trail. Occasionally
homeless pass through and there is minor vandalism, but it has
not been serious enough to involve the County or other
authorities. Trail users don’t cut through the farm property







 
Cedar Valley Trail, Ia.
• Fencing with gates;
• Reinforced crossing to accommodate equipment;
• Easement allowing farm equipment access;
• Signage to warn trail users of crossing farm vehicles.
 
West County Trail, Ca. • Farmers put A-frame signs on their property stating when
spraying will occur.
• Spraying generally limited to early morning, before most trail
users are present.
• Aerial spraying not conducted near the trail.
• Some vineyard owners have built connections between their
properties and the trail.
• “No Trespassing” signs have been installed by some vineyard
owners.
• The County patrols the trail and regularly talks with
neighbors.
 
Most spraying is done early in the morning. All spraying must be done with as little wind as
possible. At the very worst case, the least notice that a farmer could provide would be 24
hours, but generally he would be able to schedule spraying a few days prior and/or schedule a
tentative window weeks in advance. An example of this would be the spraying that I just did in
my filbert orchard the first week of July for Filbert Worm. The orchard had to be monitored for
several weeks for filbert moths. When the level got to a certain point, I had only a few days to
get my first air blast spray applied. I consulted weather forecasts for rain, and then looked at
the wind forecasts, and found that I could spray immediately. (Wind forecasts are extremely
accurate, and with aps like "Windy", can be used to forecast flow and speeds, hour by hour,
quite a few days ahead of time.) The spray I used was effective for three weeks, and then a
second application was required if filbert moths were still present.
 
To make it a win-win for both the farmer and trail users, the farmer can schedule the trail
shutdown for only the very short time he needs to spray the edges of his field, adjacent to the
trail. Then he can open up the trail, and continue spraying the balance of his fields.
 
Foliar sprays (sprays that must cover all the leaves of the tree) require the most setback, since
they are accomplished thru "air blast " sprays that force the spray up and over the tops of the
trees.  Examples of these sprays are the pesticides and fungicides that must be sprayed to
minimize pests or diseases. Two rows of trees are sprayed at the same time while the spray
operator drives down the aisle. The spray operator can also shut down either side of the air
blast sprayer, allowing him to spray the outside edge of a row, and not spray neighboring
properties. If a farmer wanted to be positively safe, he could simply power blast spray the first







8 rows, on the edge of the trail, while the trail was closed, and then open up the trail. (filbert
trees are generally planted in rows 18 to 20 feet wide).
 


  
 
 
 
 
Herbicides used to control weeds, grasses and for eliminating suckers are applied on the
ground, or on the very bottom/base of trees using booms, while driving down the aisle
between two rows of trees. Herbicides must be selectively sprayed; the spray must be kept on
the ground or the base of the tree. If they reach the foliage they can damage or kill the tree. It
would be quite easy to spray a couple of rows (36 to 40 feet) from the edge of the trail Right
of Way, and then open up the trail while he sprayed the balance of his field.
 
 







 
 
Van Dyke stated that he "must be able to spray his orchid for filbertworm, which can destroy
an entire crop, from June through September" But spraying equipment cannot enter an
orchard after Labor Day, since the nuts start falling to the orchard floor, and anyone driving
equipment on the orchard floor could damage the nuts.
"Blank nuts fall before good nuts. After blanks have fallen and just before good nuts begin to drop
(usually at the end of August), it might be desirable to do a final flailing and floating to fill small
depressions in the ground."
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf
 
'Hazelnuts begin to drop to the ground during the month of September. Prior to nut drop, the orchard
floor is made level and smooth, and weeds are flail-mowed to facilitate harvest. Harvest generally
occurs during October and is usually a two-step operation."
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf
 
 
C. Van Dyke also noted that he stocks and sprays the chemicals Gramoxzone and Parazone
(Paraquat), and his chemical containers both have labels that state : "Do not use around home
gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf courses or playgrounds." 
 
But the labels on both products were updated by November 14. 2019, and the nebulous
statement "around" was taken off the new labels:
"DIRECTIONS FOR USE
RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE
It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.
Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. Only
protected  handlers  may  be  in  the  area  during  application.  For  any  requirements  specific
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  c  to  your  State  or  Tribe, 
consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation.
NEVER USE THIS PRODUCT IN RESIDENTIAL OR PUBLIC RECREATIONAL SETTINGS (E.G., HOMES, HOME GARDENS,
SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, AND/OR PLAYGROUNDS"


 
A check with the manufacturers revealed that the chemical did not change….only the label
changed. (see attached "FW: Gramoxone SL 2.0 email)
 
But no matter what the new label states, federal law says that you MUST follow the
instructions on the container that you are using. (again, read Gramoxone SL 2.0 email)
 
The simple solution is to purchase some of the new label Gramoxone or Parazone and use the
new chemical on the edges of his fields, then continue to use the old material on the inside. It
seems ridiculous to do this, since the chemical in the old label containers, and the chemical in
the new label containers, is exactly the same, but the law is the law. And, per Ben Van Dyke,
"since the chemical does not have an expiration date" either chemical can be used for future
sucker or weed spraying.
 
 
D. Loss of Food Safety Certification. Van Dyke stated that "Construction workers have already
littered the area with lunch bags and other detritus have found the way to our farm that we
have had to clean up. This causes food safety issues. In that regard, we are strictly regulated by
the USDA and any litter on our farms, risks losing food safety certifications that are necessary
for the marketability of our brand as well as to maintain our certifications."
 
Mr. Van Dyke shared a document from Cascade Foods of Albany Oregon, titled "food safety
requirements for delivered product to Cascade Foods". (dated April 16, 2020, see attached)  In
this document Cascade Foods stated;
" Cascade Foods LLC requires that growers adhere to the Good Agricultural Practices manual
set by the Hazelnut Industry office". (see attached).
 
But nowhere in the Good Agricultural Practices manual is there any reference to a farm losing
food safety certification because of litter.
http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf
 
It does say that the orchards must be constantly cleaned and inspected prior to harvest. This is
a critical time. Of course, cleanliness during the year is important, but a clean orchard just
before the nuts drop to the floor is strategically important.
 
Throughout the summer the orchard floor is repeatedly cleaned and leveled by use of drags
and/or flail mowers. All debris is eliminated as the floor is pummeled by the repeated passes
of the flail mower. Clouds of dust are sometimes seen as the floor is cleaned and manicured
over and over. This goes on until the nuts start to fall at the end of August. Now the falling
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nuts are contained on a clean and pristine orchard floor. Prior to harvest in September the
operator often inspects the orchard for debris, and removes any. The sweeper and harvester
cannot function if there is debris on the orchard floor.
 
The GAP manual that Mr. Van Dyke has agreed to follow states:  "….orchard floors are cleaned
throughout the summer to assure a smooth clean orchard floor during harvest. Of utmost
importance to all growers is the need to deliver hazelnuts to the dryer or processor as clean as
possible. The Hazelnut lends itself to inherent food safety simply because it is encased in a solid
hard shell. It falls to the ground mostly free of the husk, which is a vegetative bract rather than
a surgery attraction for microbes. Harvest also lends itself to ensuring safe product. In addition,
the product delivered to the washer/dryer or the processor is not ready to eat. It will go
through a wash process before it is dried. Growers are committed to employing practices to
keep the risk of pathogen contamination as low as possible. As the nuts move to processors
and packers more safeguards are in place to ensure safe products leave the plants."
 
Litter is NOT a game stopper…it is a item that is constantly evaluated and addressed.
 
 


Cascade Food goes on to say;  "The following are a few of the recommendations outlined in the
manual; "Grower must participate in traceability. Growers receive a delivery ticket for each
load taken to a wash/dryer operator or processor. This ticket corresponds to a specific orchard;
Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will be
discarded".


But the statement; "Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for
food and will be discarded"  is NOT in the Good Agricultural Manual, and is far from the truth.


In 2017 Salmonella was found in Hazelnuts sold by the Schmidt farm of McMinnville. But the
food safety people of the Oregon Department of Agriculture were not worried: “Wholesalers
have steps in place that kill any Salmonella on the hazelnuts they handle before the nuts reach
consumers,” said Stephanie Page, the agriculture department’s director of food safety and animal
services, in the public warning. "To date, we have no indication there were any issues with this part of the
process." https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-from-
oregon-farm/


In fact the GAP manual repeatedly states that orchards must be inspected, (H1 pg 6); A
preharvest assessment is made in the orchard. Risks and possible sources of crop
contamination are noted and assessed.' and (H7 pg 6) states;  "In case of product
contamination….., product is separated and disposed of separately". Nowhere does it state
that a farmers complete crop will be discarded if contamination is found in one area.
 
 
A trail and farming are not mutually exclusive! A trail is an opportunity for the farmer to
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display his skills and to educate the public. And the Yamhelas Trail is an opportunity for the
Yamhill Valley to provide a safe mode of transpiration for future generations. No one will
suffer "irreparable injury" during its construction or future use. All it takes is for farmers and
trail supporters to sit down and mutually work together to develop a solution that enables us
to develop a wonderful asset.
 
 
 
 
 








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Todd Sadlo
Cc: stevencarol. wick; Ken Wright
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
Date: Monday, April 27, 2020 1:28:54 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Don't need an answer; saw it as an option to "trespass".


How does Oregon's "nuisances laws" address intangible substances (pesticide drift) interference with a
property owner's(YC County)use and enjoyment of land?


On Sunday, April 26, 2020, 3:27:43 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Steve and Wayne,  thank you for all your help.  I will be working as much information as I can get before
Thursday into the county supplemental findings on remand, but facts you have should also be submitted
into the record, by you, or someone, as a basis for the findings.


Todd Sadlo


On Apr 26, 2020, at 11:35 AM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I was referring to your "BS" (manure) statement.


On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 7:22:49 PM PDT, stevencarol.wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


No ,they called out 50 feet for two insecticides that both have Chlorpirilos as the active ingredient:  Yuma
4e and Lorsban.


Im saying that rhey can do Yuma in 10 feet.


Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Date: 4/25/20 12:22 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Cc: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Re: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County
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Just brought Ken into this. He is totally on top of the overspray of the vineyard I referenced in a just sent
response.


So Steve, are you now saying the 50" only pertains to to fertilizers>


On Saturday, April 25, 2020, 10:13:32 AM PDT, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


Todd, I have been updating my info on spraying, and have been doing more research. I have found that
the label says on Yuma 4E (manufacturer Winfield's label, with the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos)  ONLY
requires a 10 foot buffer! 50 feet is bullshit!


 


We need to bring Ken Wright into this conversation, regarding spraying. He did considerable research for
our last set of hearings, and contacted many Oregon officials about the "real" spraying laws.


 


(see my "revised' preliminary notes below)


 


Steve


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Saturday, April 25, 2020 9:22 AM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick
Subject: Fwd: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


Gentlemen, 


 


I hope the stay decision is attached for your review.  It is a delay, but this isn’t over yet!


 


Please let me know what you think about the decision, because Ben Van Dyke will make the same
argument on remand:  that he is entitled to spray up to his property line at will, and exclude his neighbors
(esp. the county) from the use of or access to 50 feet of the neighbor’s property-a spray buffer-without
having to compensate that neighbor for loss of access.   Am I missing something?


 


It is one thing to coordinate-the county has always offered to do so-but LUBA’s rationale for “irreparable”
harm, if applied to any of Van Dyke’s other neighbors, would mean that everyone else would be required
to stay 50 feet back from their property lines while he is spraying.


 


The bridge case and remand are land use cases, but it is all wrapped up in property rights, which LUBA
has no expertise in, or jurisdiction over.  Overlooking basic property rights, that extend from ‘the heavens







to the center of the earth,’ LUBA appears, in the remand decision and the attached decision, to think the
county has no right to access it’s own property if it interferes in any way with Mr. Van Dyke’s spray
routines.


 


Is there an expert on best practices for spraying if a neighbor is not always present but has the right and
habit of being in the buffer area?  Does he have no obligation to change his nozzles and possibly other
practices when spraying the edge of his property, to reduce the buffer to ten feet, and keep the buffer
entirely on his own property, as a best spray practice?


 


I’m hoping I’m not the only person calling him out on practices that, if he were to practice them on any of
his other neighbors without any coordination or compromise, would be an affront.


Todd Sadlo


Begin forwarded message:


From: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: April 24, 2020 at 4:05:04 PM PDT
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>, Nohely Barajas-Montalvo <barajasn@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW:  LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County





FYI, see attached.  Stay granted.  Nuts.


 


Christian F. Boenisch


Yamhill County


County Counsel


(503) 434-7502


boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us


 


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****


 


This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or otherwise that you
have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail, keep the contents
confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your system.


 


************************************
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From: LUBASupport <LUBASupport@state.or.us> 
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2020 3:47 PM
To: 'wk@klgpc.com' <wk@klgpc.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: LUBA Nos. 2020-032-033 Van Dyke et al v. Yamhill County


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Attached as a courtesy is a copy of the Order the Board issued today in LUBA Nos. 2020-032/033. A
copy of the Order will also be posted to LUBA’s website after 3:30 pm.


 


Denise Seaman


Executive Support Specialist


Land Use Board of Appeals


503-373-1265


 


 


 


My notes are below, Steve:


 


Yuma 4E, or Lorsban, or any other insecticide used (or power blast sprayed) in Filberts (with the active
ingredient Chlorpyrilos) only requires a setback of 10 feet when spraying with a power blast sprayer
when applied at near the maximum rate allowed per acre (under 3 pounds per acre).


 


(See Yuma4E label setback info below:)
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Viewing the amount of chemicals required to eliminate the pests it can be seen that a 10 foot setback is
all that is needed 


 


(See Yuma 4E label below, and Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Management Guide application
rate for Lorsban)
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https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf


 


 


1. Chlorpyrilos can only be used for a total of three times during the year. (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below)


 


The first time it could possibly be used would be in March thru April, to control the Winter moth Leaftier.


 


The next time it could be used would be In the April thru May timeframe, to control Filbert Leafroller or
aphids,



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf





 


..and again in May thru June to control Leafroller.


 


In July thru August it could be used to control stinkbugs, and/or to control Filbertworm.


 


As you can see, this is more than three times. That is why Oregon State University Hazelnut Pest Guide
lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos. Many are much
less toxic. And this is why Oregon State Pest Guide states: " Rotate pesticides by mode of action (group);
do not become reliant on a single group for control."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
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2. Chlorpyrifos spray is not allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the applicator must only power
blast spray into the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles MUST be shut off, per label (see Yuma4E label
excerpts below). If an applicator started his spaying  paralleling the rail right of way, and used the 20 plus
feet of vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area on all edges of a
field, allowing equipment to turn corners), then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but
would be blasted into the center of the orchard. The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It
would only take a few minutes to spay the edge of the orchard.


 


http://www.cdms.net/LDat/ld6MF016.pd
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3. There are alternatives to using dangerous inseticides like Chlorpyrifos;


 


all of the edges within 100 feet of the ROW could be sprayed with a less lethal alternative
chemical, and the interior with the lethal alternative. Again, that is why Oregon State University Hazelnut
Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of Chlorpyrilos.
Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos, which is in the process of being outlawed.
(Oregon House Bill 4109, which would have outlawed it failed as a result of the denial of quorum. It is only
a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos is outlawed.) Bio-controls (using beneficial insects to kill pests) are
rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)


 


 


or, if the wind isn't cooperating;  shut down the trail while the edges are being sprayed. 
Other trails shut down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We could make it quicker and easier by just
spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the ROW, and go over to the next two rows and do the next 100
feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an orchard. An inconvenience, but not a
game stopper. The farmer can coordinate with the County. We know when we should be able to spray,
and there are excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most farmers use.


 


Power blast, and other type spaying can be accomplished with a few inconveniences, but there is no
reason to not develop the trail because some people may be inconvienced.


 


 


 


 


Backgr








From: Todd Sadlo
To: Wayne Wiebke; steve wick
Subject: RE: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
Date: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 4:14:51 PM
Attachments: image001.png


That’s who I forwarded your message to.
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 4:09 PM
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Jarod can verify the signs.
 
On Wednesday, July 29, 2020, 4:05:41 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 


Wayne,


 


That is the first I have heard of it.  I’m checking into it.  I’m not sure who put up signs, or why.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 4:03 PM
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


There are now trespass signs in place in Carlton where City streets cross the the county property, the
trail. How does that reduce the county's liability?


 


On Wednesday, July 29, 2020, 3:55:10 PM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
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Wayne,


 


Good point.  We’ll see what she attempts to argue with regard to that testimony.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 3:53 PM
To: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Does disobeying a well written warning sign make the trespasser negligent?  Were they also going
around a gate. If so, I would see the farmer's position against any liability strengthened. It would seem
that at some point the person ignoring signs giving warning would start to shoulder responsibility. Could
the sign add that ignoring would be considered trespass strengthen the legal outcome? It seems to me
that a gate and a straight forward warning should negate a farmer being liable for someones
irresponsibility.  


 


On Wednesday, July 29, 2020, 9:16:18 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Steve,


 


I really appreciate your insight and all of the useful information you are providing.  To be clear, LUBA can
only consider evidence that is already in the record.  We already imposed a condition stating that the trail
can be closed for spraying.  In response, the opponents put  dozens of social media posts of people who
went on closed trails.  They show the signs closing the trail, and their selfies ignoring the signs.


 


Todd Sadlo
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From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10:16 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: shadypondacre@yahoo.com
Subject: LUBA Stay # 2020-066, preliminary thoughts


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Todd


 


Here are my preliminary thoughts on the current "Stay" I'll need to verify some things,
and will try to get some recognized experts to verify some of my statements.


 


To fight their spray arguments I have proposed that we shut the trail down…only
while they spray the edges.


 


I have more work to do on the chemical Gramoxone; I am trying to find the some of it
with the new label that allows spraying next to a trail. otherwise I'll have to get a
recommendation for OSU on another spray.


 


Steve Wick


 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------


 


In the Stay granted by LUBA on June 19 2020 they concluded, in one of their
arguments, that Ben Van Dyke would suffer "Irreparable Injury" because he would be
"hindered or prohibited from spraying the herbicides and pesticides required to protect
his crop."  


 


(It should be noted that the proposed Yamhelas Westsider trail right-of-way is
approximately 60 feet wide, with the trail itself being 12 feet wide. That means that
there is a 24 feet buffer on either of the trail that Ben Van Dyke, and others, say is not
sufficient to mitigate spray drift.)
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LUBA also stated "Van Dyke explained that filbert trees should live 75 years or more
and that, if he was unable to spray his filbert trees, those trees could die due to
Eastern Filbert Blight. Given the long-lived nature of the filbert trees and the potential
for protracted crop and yield loss if spraying cannot occur, we conclude that the injury
Van Dyke specified is not and injury that could be adequately compensated in money
damages."


 


They also concluded that Van Dyke could lose his food safety certification if litter and
debris from the construction site enter his hazelnut orchard.


 


These conclusions, and the following assumptions;


 


A. that Van Dyke must be able to spray his trees for Eastern Filbert Blight; "If I am
unable to spray as required, I risk my trees dying of Eastern Filbert Blight that could
result in the loss of all crops on a tree that should last 75 plus years."


 


B. that Van Dyke, and others, would be unable to spray during trail construction (or
during trail use)


 


C. that Van Dyke uses the herbicide sprays Gramazone and Parazone (Paraquat),
which state "do not use around…recreational parks…."


 


D. that  Van Dyke would lose his food safety certification if litter and debris enter his
orchard from trail construction (or trail use)


 


…can be totally mitigated with a few simple actions.


 


 


A. Spraying for Eastern Filbert Blight. This is not necessary for Van Dyke's trees. Van
Dyke has previously stated that his trees are two years old; "Our hazelnuts were
planted in 2018, and our second year trees,…".  BUT; All the new filbert varietals
are "blight resistant".







 


OSU wrote the bible on hazelnuts. No one in the world has the experience and
knowledge that they possess regarding the entire hazelnut spectrum. They update
info yearly for growers. The Pest Management Guide, Pacific Northwest Plant
disease, Insect, and Weed management handbooks constitute our bible. We refer to
these and their other hazelnut publications and missives yearly for the most up-to-
guide guidance. Professor Jay Pscheidt has been working on EFB (Eastern Filbert
Blight) for over 30 years, and his work enabled our industry to have varietals that we
can count on.


 


New trees only have to be sprayed the first spring after planting, and only if they are
adjacent to a heavily infected orchard. OSU has documented this in their 2020 Pest
Management Guide for Hazelnuts. See p17.
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em8328/html


Per OSU's Pacific NW Handbook; ''Dorris', 'Jefferson', 'McDonald', 'PollyO', 'Santiam', 'Wepster',
and 'Yamhill' are highly resistant with the single dominant-resistance gene from 'Gasaway'."
  https://pnwhandbooks.org/plantdisease/host-disease/hazelnut-corylus-avellana-eastern-filbert-blight


 


 


 


B. Spraying chemicals next to the trail poses no problem if the trail is shut down when
the spraying must be done. This is simple to do. Other trails do this! The farmers and
trail owners coordinate operations. Spraying chemicals in filbert orchards usually
occurs less than a dozen times during the year, but young orchards could require
more, and non-common diseases or pests could possibly double the number of spray
occurrences required.
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In 2015 a study was done of many trails (see attached Santa Paula Branch Line
Study) That study specifically addressed farming and how the impacts to farming
were dealt with on trails throughout farming acreages. Below you will see some
excerpts from that study. It should be noted that many of the trails just shut down
while the farmer sprays his fields.


 


 


San Pasqual Valley Trail: Ca. • Specific fencing was designed for the trail, modified from the park


department’s standard lodgepole fencing. Chicken wire inserts were


added approximately one foot from the ground to allow wildlife to pass


through;


• Gates allow sections of the trail to be closed;


• Signage installed to alert the trail-users of trail closure for spraying and


to stay on the trail;


• Farmers can dictate trail closure (within reason, i.e., preferably not on


weekends) for maintenance and crop spraying. This protocol was


developed and approved by the County Farm Bureau, County Farm


Advisor's Office, and the affected farmers


 







Cowel-Purisima Coastal Trail • Stout fencing


• Large gates to accommodate cattle and equipment passage while


trail is closed


• Gates to close trail during spraying and operations


• Information and regulatory signs


• Maintained by volunteer docents


• Farmer has ability to close gates for maintenance


 


Obern Trail, Ca. • Little to no physical barrier in most places. Oleander hedges and


chainlink fence.


• Each farmer decides on fencing – not installed by the County.


• High levels of use create a self-policing scenario.


• The trail is lit throughout, at all hours.


Feedback from Involved Parties


• Matthew Dobberteen: In over ten years managing trails for


Santa Barbara County, I have never received a complaint about


the Obern Trail. Our trails that run near agriculture are never the


trails we have problems with. The only issue is every few years


we may get some graffiti on a retaining wall. "A bike path will


make theft harder, not easier, by bringing light, attention,


people, eyes to the trail." "If someone wanted to steal from a


farm, they'd find a place where no one could see them, not a


trail with steady use."


• John Givens: No significant impacts from the trail. Occasionally


homeless pass through and there is minor vandalism, but it has


not been serious enough to involve the County or other


authorities. Trail users don’t cut through the farm property


 


Cedar Valley Trail, Ia.


• Fencing with gates;







• Reinforced crossing to accommodate equipment;


• Easement allowing farm equipment access;


• Signage to warn trail users of crossing farm vehicles.


 


West County Trail, Ca. • Farmers put A-frame signs on their property stating when


spraying will occur.


• Spraying generally limited to early morning, before most trail


users are present.


• Aerial spraying not conducted near the trail.


• Some vineyard owners have built connections between their


properties and the trail.


• “No Trespassing” signs have been installed by some vineyard


owners.


• The County patrols the trail and regularly talks with


neighbors.


 


Most spraying is done early in the morning. All spraying must be done with as little
wind as possible. At the very worst case, the least notice that a farmer could provide
would be 24 hours, but generally he would be able to schedule spraying a few days
prior and/or schedule a tentative window weeks in advance. An example of this would
be the spraying that I just did in my filbert orchard the first week of July for Filbert
Worm. The orchard had to be monitored for several weeks for filbert moths. When the
level got to a certain point, I had only a few days to get my first air blast spray applied.
I consulted weather forecasts for rain, and then looked at the wind forecasts, and
found that I could spray immediately. (Wind forecasts are extremely accurate, and
with aps like "Windy", can be used to forecast flow and speeds, hour by hour, quite a
few days ahead of time.) The spray I used was effective for three weeks, and then a
second application was required if filbert moths were still present.


 


To make it a win-win for both the farmer and trail users, the farmer can schedule the
trail shutdown for only the very short time he needs to spray the edges of his field,
adjacent to the trail. Then he can open up the trail, and continue spraying the balance
of his fields.


 







Foliar sprays (sprays that must cover all the leaves of the tree) require the most
setback, since they are accomplished thru "air blast " sprays that force the spray up
and over the tops of the trees.  Examples of these sprays are the pesticides and
fungicides that must be sprayed to minimize pests or diseases. Two rows of trees are
sprayed at the same time while the spray operator drives down the aisle. The spray
operator can also shut down either side of the air blast sprayer, allowing him to spray
the outside edge of a row, and not spray neighboring properties. If a farmer wanted to
be positively safe, he could simply power blast spray the first 8 rows, on the edge of
the trail, while the trail was closed, and then open up the trail. (filbert trees are
generally planted in rows 18 to 20 feet wide).


 


  


 


 


 


 


Herbicides used to control weeds, grasses and for eliminating suckers are applied on
the ground, or on the very bottom/base of trees using booms, while driving down the
aisle between two rows of trees. Herbicides must be selectively sprayed; the spray
must be kept on the ground or the base of the tree. If they reach the foliage they can







damage or kill the tree. It would be quite easy to spray a couple of rows (36 to 40
feet) from the edge of the trail Right of Way, and then open up the trail while he
sprayed the balance of his field.


 


 


 


 


Van Dyke stated that he "must be able to spray his orchid for filbertworm, which can
destroy an entire crop, from June through September" But spraying equipment cannot
enter an orchard after Labor Day, since the nuts start falling to the orchard floor, and
anyone driving equipment on the orchard floor could damage the nuts.


"Blank nuts fall before good nuts. After blanks have fallen and just before good nuts begin to drop
(usually at the end of August), it might be desirable to do a final flailing and floating to fill small
depressions in the ground."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf


 


'Hazelnuts begin to drop to the ground during the month of September. Prior to nut drop, the orchard floor
is made level and smooth, and weeds are flail-mowed to facilitate harvest. Harvest generally occurs
during October and is usually a two-step operation."


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf


 



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9079.pdf

https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em9223.pdf





 


C. Van Dyke also noted that he stocks and sprays the chemicals Gramoxzone and
Parazone (Paraquat), and his chemical containers both have labels that state : "Do
not use around home gardens, schools, recreational parks, golf courses or
playgrounds." 


 


But the labels on both products were updated by November 14. 2019, and the
nebulous statement "around" was taken off the new labels:


"DIRECTIONS FOR USE


RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE


It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.


Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. Only


protected  handlers  may  be  in  the  area  during  application.  For  any  requirements  specific


  c  to  your  State  or  Tribe, 


consult the agency responsible for pesticide regulation.


NEVER USE THIS PRODUCT IN RESIDENTIAL OR PUBLIC RECREATIONAL SETTINGS (E.G., HOMES, HOME GARDENS,


SCHOOLS, RECREATIONAL PARKS, GOLF COURSES, AND/OR PLAYGROUNDS"


 


A check with the manufacturers revealed that the chemical did not change….only the
label changed. (see attached "FW: Gramoxone SL 2.0 email)


 


But no matter what the new label states, federal law says that you MUST follow the
instructions on the container that you are using. (again, read Gramoxone SL 2.0
email)


 


The simple solution is to purchase some of the new label Gramoxone or Parazone
and use the new chemical on the edges of his fields, then continue to use the old
material on the inside. It seems ridiculous to do this, since the chemical in the old
label containers, and the chemical in the new label containers, is exactly the same,
but the law is the law. And, per Ben Van Dyke, "since the chemical does not have an
expiration date" either chemical can be used for future sucker or weed spraying.


 


 


D. Loss of Food Safety Certification. Van Dyke stated that "Construction workers
have already littered the area with lunch bags and other detritus have found the way







to our farm that we have had to clean up. This causes food safety issues. In that
regard, we are strictly regulated by the USDA and any litter on our farms, risks losing
food safety certifications that are necessary for the marketability of our brand as well
as to maintain our certifications."


 


Mr. Van Dyke shared a document from Cascade Foods of Albany Oregon, titled "food
safety requirements for delivered product to Cascade Foods". (dated April 16, 2020,
see attached)  In this document Cascade Foods stated;


" Cascade Foods LLC requires that growers adhere to the Good Agricultural Practices
manual set by the Hazelnut Industry office". (see attached).


 


But nowhere in the Good Agricultural Practices manual is there any reference to a
farm losing food safety certification because of litter.


http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf


 


It does say that the orchards must be constantly cleaned and inspected prior to
harvest. This is a critical time. Of course, cleanliness during the year is important, but
a clean orchard just before the nuts drop to the floor is strategically important.


 


Throughout the summer the orchard floor is repeatedly cleaned and leveled by use of
drags and/or flail mowers. All debris is eliminated as the floor is pummeled by the
repeated passes of the flail mower. Clouds of dust are sometimes seen as the floor is
cleaned and manicured over and over. This goes on until the nuts start to fall at the
end of August. Now the falling nuts are contained on a clean and pristine orchard
floor. Prior to harvest in September the operator often inspects the orchard for debris,
and removes any. The sweeper and harvester cannot function if there is debris on the
orchard floor.


 


The GAP manual that Mr. Van Dyke has agreed to follow states:  "….orchard floors
are cleaned throughout the summer to assure a smooth clean orchard floor during
harvest. Of utmost importance to all growers is the need to deliver hazelnuts to the
dryer or processor as clean as possible. The Hazelnut lends itself to inherent food
safety simply because it is encased in a solid hard shell. It falls to the ground mostly
free of the husk, which is a vegetative bract rather than a surgery attraction for
microbes. Harvest also lends itself to ensuring safe product. In addition, the product
delivered to the washer/dryer or the processor is not ready to eat. It will go through a
wash process before it is dried. Growers are committed to employing practices to
keep the risk of pathogen contamination as low as possible. As the nuts move to
processors and packers more safeguards are in place to ensure safe products leave



http://oregonhazelnuts.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Haz-GAP-8-12-13.pdf





the plants."


 


Litter is NOT a game stopper…it is a item that is constantly evaluated and addressed.


 


 


Cascade Food goes on to say;  "The following are a few of the recommendations outlined in the manual;
"Grower must participate in traceability. Growers receive a delivery ticket for each load taken to a
wash/dryer operator or processor. This ticket corresponds to a specific orchard; Should a food borne
pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will be discarded".


But the statement; "Should a food borne pathogen be identified that lot cannot be used for food and will
be discarded"  is NOT in the Good Agricultural Manual, and is far from the truth.


In 2017 Salmonella was found in Hazelnuts sold by the Schmidt farm of McMinnville. But the food safety
people of the Oregon Department of Agriculture were not worried: “Wholesalers have steps in place that
kill any Salmonella on the hazelnuts they handle before the nuts reach consumers,” said Stephanie Page,
the agriculture department’s director of food safety and animal services, in the public warning. "To date,
we have no indication there were any issues with this part of the process."
https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-from-oregon-farm/


In fact the GAP manual repeatedly states that orchards must be inspected, (H1 pg 6);
A preharvest assessment is made in the orchard. Risks and possible sources of crop
contamination are noted and assessed.' and (H7 pg 6) states;  "In case of product
contamination….., product is separated and disposed of separately". Nowhere does it
state that a farmers complete crop will be discarded if contamination is found in one
area.


 


 


A trail and farming are not mutually exclusive! A trail is an opportunity for the farmer
to display his skills and to educate the public. And the Yamhelas Trail is an
opportunity for the Yamhill Valley to provide a safe mode of transpiration for future
generations. No one will suffer "irreparable injury" during its construction or future
use. All it takes is for farmers and trail supporters to sit down and mutually work
together to develop a solution that enables us to develop a wonderful asset.


 


 


 


 


 



https://www.foodsafetynews.com/2017/01/salmonella-outbreak-traced-to-hazelnuts-from-oregon-farm/






From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Casey Kulla
Subject: Re: YWT and ODOT
Date: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 5:23:35 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you for your help and feedback.  Wayne


On Tuesday, October 27, 2020, 5:14:09 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


I received this on Friday.


 


I think that talking with the OTC is the best way to keep this in front of ODOT as a priority. And I think that
lobbying, cajoling, shaming, etc next year with the BOC will be good, too.


 


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 2:43 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: YWT and ODOT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thanks Casey. I will pass this on to my board. It doesn't look like further lobbying of ODOT will change
anything for them. Is that your take? When did you receive this? I spoke to OTC on Thursday of last
week.


 


On Tuesday, October 27, 2020, 1:43:07 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


From Cooper Brown, last week (sorry about the delay!)…


 



mailto:shadypondacre@yahoo.com
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“Hey Chair Kulla,


 


Following up on our discussion last week, here are the options, vis-à-vis the right of way, as we see them.


 


1. County keeps the right of way.  Under this, the county continues to say that there is a
transportation need and continues with moving forward with design and construction of the
multipurpose trail that has clearly been identified as a need.


 


2. County keeps the right of way but decides to return the Federal $$ (they can do this by declaring
that there is no longer a transportation need with the ROW which could then make future
transportation use challenging so not recommended, or the county can simply inform ODOT that
they no longer want the project to be under federal oversight and rules – this means that ODOT
would have to pay back FHWA and then we ask for the county to pay back the State).  This
eliminates the federal oversight and rules for the ROW and project (note future phases could still
be eligible for federal funds).  If the county pays back the federal funds to ODOT who in turn pays
back FHWA – the county would still be the owners of the ROW.  What they do with it is their
decision.  They could sell to a third party for example.  The terms of that transfer is 100% up to the
county.  This is one way the county could facilitate ROW ownership by the Friends group.


 


I also told you I’d go back and inquire about how valuable ODOT sees the corridor from a potential rail
perspective. Specifically, is it valuable enough for ODOT to take over ownership? The short answer, as I
suspected, is no it’s not. If it had been we would have acquired it when it was first sold. Much like our
approach for bike/ped ownership, the land in question would have to clearly align with our modal
investment strategies which are geared toward insuring our limited dollars are spent to achieve the
maximum benefit for the maximum number of Oregonians. In this regard, neither as a rail or bike/ped
investment would it make sense for ODOT to take over ownership.


 


I’m including Erik on this and I’d suggest he and Carrie connect if the county wants to explore the above
options in greater detail. This said, I’m always happy to jump on a call with you if you’d like to connect
1:1.”


 


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 10:26 AM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: YWT and ODOT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,



mailto:shadypondacre@yahoo.com
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 Have you heard anything from ODOT? I testified before OTC last week asking them for their support. In
my testimony I mentioned your(the county's) contact with ODOT and Cooper Brown. It so happened that
Kris Strickler was part of that mornings meeting and in the room when I spoke. After my testimony
Chairman Van Brocklin pointed out to me that Director Strickler was still present and heard my testimony
as well.  His head was nodding in what I want to think was a knowing and approving manner. I hope what
I learned in my Head Nodding 101 class holds true. Thanks Casey.


 


Wayne








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: steve wick; "Ken Wright"; Todd Sadlo
Subject: Re: testimony for LUBA remand, Board Order 19-94 (planning docket G-01-18
Date: Thursday, April 30, 2020 12:53:57 PM
Attachments: image006.png
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Todd, I couldn't listen into the hearing. How do feel it went today? 


On Thursday, April 30, 2020, 9:16:14 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


I already had someone call me to say “wow” regarding your letter.


 


Thanks Steve,


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 8:48 AM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright'
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: FW: testimony for LUBA remand, Board Order 19-94 (planning docket G-01-18


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Gentlemen,


 


 


attached is my letter to the Planning Commission.


 


I focused on the cleanliness of filberts relating to my experience (28 years)  in my orchard, the fact that I,
nor anyone else, has the right to tell the neighbor to vacate their property while they spray. I also touched
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on the AEZ zone exclusion.


 


And I got into great detail about Ben Van Dykes use of the toxic Chlorpyrilos sprays Lorsban, and Yuma4e.
I pointed out that the amount the swore he uses on his filbert orchard is greater than what is allowed by law,
in fact, if he used the legal amounts his setback would only be 10 to 25 feet. I finished by listing several
methods of spraying/power blast spraying that could be used to minimize the impact that the sprayer
imposes on the neighbors. I attached documentation to back up my claims.


 


From: steve wick [mailto:stevencarol.wick@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 8:28 AM
To: planning@co.yamhill.or.us
Cc: stevencarol.wick@gmail.com
Subject: testimony for LUBA remand, Board Order 19-94 (planning docket G-01-18


 


April 30,2020


Yamhill County Board of Commissioners and Planning Department


525 NE Fourth St


McMinnville, Ore. 97128


 


 


Dear Commissioners and Planners:


 


I am submitting written testimony for the public hearing schedule for April 30, 2020 regarding the LUBA
remand of Board Order 19-94 (planning docket G-01-18).


 


I am a board member of the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, have submitted testimony previously,
and am now presenting additional testimony.


 


 


My wife and I have been personally growing and harvesting filberts/hazelnuts in Yamhill County since 1992,
on our 60 acre farm. We have also farmed wheat, vetch, oats, hay, Christmas Trees, and ornamental
plants, on this farm, or on the farm my wife and I purchased in Washington County in the mid-eighties. My
brothers and I recently sold our 160 acre family tree farm, which we co-managed for years.


 


I would like to address some of the inaccuracies that have surfaced concerning the Yamhelas Trail.


 


I recently read the statements of some of the farmers that say they will not be able to farm next to the trail. 
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This is far from the truth. If you farm next to a neighbor, or a road, you can farm next to a trail. There is
absolutely NO difference! You must follow/maintain the same procedures/requirements no matter what is
adjacent to your farm. You may have to modify a procedure to insure your safety and the safety of your
neighbors, but there will be no significant change to farming practices.


 


Some of the farmers have said that litter and trash from the trail will contaminate hazelnut and blueberry
crops. This is hogwash. If this was true all filbert/hazelnut and blueberry crops would be fenced; to keep out
"litter and trash". Using their arguments, any crop next to a road would have to be fenced because any
construction activity, or person walking/biking next to the crop would "contaminate" the crop. If this is true
why aren't all blueberry and filbert crops fenced?! You will have to look long and hard to find one.


 


I have never felt the need to fence my filbert orchard. In the 28 years that I have farmed Hazelnuts, I  have
never received any directive telling me to keep my orchard clean or I "would be jeopardizing USDA food
certification"  But I have been told to insure that I minimize any debris in the nuts that I send to the
wholesaler, or I might be charged a "dockage" fee. At any one time, I have elk, deer, bobcat, fox, coyote
and bear in my orchard. I don't worry about them, or what they leave behind. I do not go out and sterilize
the ground. I do go out and clean up debris each time prior to performing a spraying or mowing operation,
or prior to harvesting.


 


My nuts are harvested after they fall to the ground. We run a sweeper and then a harvester through the
orchard, and then take the nuts to the wholesaler. The first thing they do is wash and sterilize/dry the nuts,
in the shell.


 


Litter and trash is picked up throughout the year. The nuts are cleaned and dried at the wholesaler.
Contamination/ debris has never been a problem for me.


 


 


 


Another statement that I recently read concerned spraying; it stated that "spraying" of insecticides,
fungicides and herbicides could not be performed on crops adjacent to the trail, because of "spray drift".
The first thing that should be noted is that it is the ultimate responsibility of the sprayer is to ensure that his
spray does not trespass….on anyone's property.  When I spray my fields or orchards I cannot tell my
neighbors that they cannot work on their property (and I have a neighbors house extremely close to my
filbert orchard.) The neighbor could have a picnic on their property line. Or a party…or whatever. If my
filbert trees are close enough to a property line that the spray could affect anything that any neighbor is
doing, then I simply cannot spray, or I have to modify my usual spraying procedures to ensure that my
neighbor, or anyone walking/ biking, etc on adjacent property remains safe.  If you drive throughout Yamhill,
Washington, or Clackamas County you will notice many filbert orchards come right up to the road, and may
be 20 to 50 feet from the road. Many filbert farmers have orchards adjacent to County and State roads.
How is that they can maintain safe spraying procedures, and the farmers next to the trail cannot?


 


For a filbert grower, or any other farmer, to say that he will be irreparably harmed, because his neighbor
wants to utilize his own property, and then that grower expects LUBA to shut down the neighbor's use,  just
so the grower can trespass on the neighboring property, strikes me as totally insane. The chemical labels
on the Lorsban and Yuma4E insecticides ( that can be sprayed on filbert orchards) expressly state: 
"Avoiding spray drift at the application site is the responsibility of the applicator".







 


The labels don’t say that your neighbor must evacuate the use of his property in order to accommodate the
farmer doing the spraying. it makes no difference who the neighbor is, or how the neighbor wants to utilize
his property. If Yamhill County wants to build a bridge, and they are working adjacent to the property line,
no one can tell them: "sorry I want to trespass on your property, and you can't use it while I trespass".


 


 


 


 


Another inaccuracy about spraying was the statement that federal "Agricultural Exclusion Zone or AEZ
requirements state that all spray applications must be suspended when "any "person comes within 100 feet
of the spray operation"… (using Lorsban, Yuma 4E,Gramoxone, Parazon and similarly restrictive
chemicals.)


 


That is not exactly true. Those AEZ requirements apply only to the property and workers of the agricultural
enterprise. And per Dale L. Mitchell Pesticides Program Manager, Oregon Department of Agriculture


 " OR-OSHA scope of enforcement is specifically directed to the protection of workers and the agricultural
operation. While the Oregon WPS AEZ encompasses property beyond the boundaries of the agricultural
operation, the enforcement of complaints/concerns or enforcement of the AEZ requirements off of the
agricultural operation would be jointly evaluated to determine compliance with OR-OSHA WPS, Oregon
Pesticide Control Law (ORS 634) and the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Law (FIFRA). 


 


All pesticide applications shall be performed in a manner that do not impact adjacent non-target sites
(Roads, Trails, private property. etc. ). As required by the current Oregon AEZ requirements, when
performing pesticide application activities adjacent to a public road or trail the applicator must take the
following actions for compliance with the AEZ . 1) Suspend, pause the application  2) Evaluate the situation
and conditions to determine if you can resume without impacting individuals or adjoining areas 3) Resume
the application only you can continue without resulting in impact to individuals or adjoining sites/properties."


 


It should be noted that the operative word is "suspend", not "completely cease all activities." Evaluate and
then resume is the operative function when spraying. Conditions constantly change, and the spray operator
must be alert and compensate for any change in circumstances or environment.


 


 







 


 


 


By far the most glaring inaccuracy was the statement by Ben Van Dyke that he must use an application rate
of "greater than 4 lbs per acre" when he sprays the insecticide Lorsban and/or Yuma 4E with a medium or
course nozzle, and thus must maintain a "50 foot buffer from where I spray, " using his power blast sprayer
in his filbert orchard.


 


Lorsban and Yuma 4E have the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos. Chlorpyrilos was outlawed by the EPA this
year, but the Trump administration reversed that decision. (Oregon House Bill 4109, which would have
outlawed it, failed as a result of the denial of quorum.)


 


I have never used either of these two chemicals in my orchard; they are just too toxic. Oregon State
University Hazelnut Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of
Chlorpyrilos. Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos. Many are much less toxic. And this
is why Oregon State Pest Guide
(https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf)


states: " Rotate pesticides by mode of action (group); do not become reliant on a single group for control". It
is only a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos is outlawed. Bio-controls (using beneficial insects to kill pests)
are rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)


 


 


 


 


I am not a chemical expert, but my training has taught me that the chemical label is the "Bible". In fact, all
"restricted use" chemicals (Lorsban and Yuma 4E, etc) can only be applied as per the label:


 


 


Each restricted use chemical label tells the sprayer what crop the spray/chemical is approved to be used
on, exactly how much can be used, and in some cases, how many times it can be used.


 


 


If we look at the Yuma/Lorsban label we will see that it is approved for filberts, but ONLY 3-4 pounds (3-4
pints) per acre can be applied. If we look at the OSU Hazelnut Pest management guide, we can see that it
says the same thing; only 3-4 pounds (3-4 pints) per acre, and……. that Chlorpyrifos can only be applied
three times a year. NOTE: 1 pound =16 fluid ounces=1 pint



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
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Now, Ben Van Dyke stated that he was applying Yuma4E/ Lorsban at  rate "greater
than 4 lbs per acre with medium or course" spray. Applying greater than 4, is a violation
of Federal law!


 


But….. if he applied it at the lower end of the recommended amount (3 pints/pounds),
he is only required to have a setback of 10 feet.


 


If he increases the amount to the maximum allowed by law (4 pints/pounds), he is only
required to have a setback  of 25 feet.


 


(See Yuma4E label setback info below:)



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf





 


 


 


 


Viewing the amount of chemicals required to eliminate the pests it can be seen that a 10 foot setback is all
that is really needed.


 


 


 


Another thing to note is that, per label, Chlorpyrifos spray is not allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the
applicator must only power blast spray into the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles MUST be shut off,
per label (see Yuma4E label excerpts below).


 


One option to mitigate overspray on a neighbors property has an applicator shutting off his outward pointing
nozzles, and then starting his spaying paralleling the rail right of way, and using the 20-50 plus feet of
vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area on all edges of a field,
allowing equipment to turn corners) Then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but would be
blasted into the center of the orchard. The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It would only
take a few minutes to spray the edge of the orchard with all the outward nozzles shut off. When I spray the
edges of  my orchard, no matter what chemical I use, I always shut off my outward pointing nozzles. It is a
simple way of keeping your spray on your property.


 







 


 


Another option, if the wind isn't cooperating or a toxic spray must be used;  shut down the
trail while the edges are being sprayed.  Other trails shut down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We
could make it quicker and easier by just spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the ROW, and go over to the
next two rows and do the next 100 feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an
orchard. An inconvenience, but not a game stopper. The farmer can coordinate with the County. We know
when we should be able to spray, and there are excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most
farmers use.


 


 


 


Over the years at least four people have been killed riding bikes on Hiway 47. This trail will eliminate that
problem and become a tremendous asset for the Yamhill Valley, and its environs. It will be especially
beneficial to the towns of Yamhill and Carlton; allowing the safe passage of children to and from the
schools. There is no reason why this trail cannot be built. The trail will pose no significant change to
farming practices. Everyone can be accommodated if we work together, and make a few changes. Yes,
there will be a few inconveniences, but there is no reason to not develop the trail because we will be
inconvenienced.


 


 


Thank you,


 


Stephen J. Wick


29250 NW Olson Rd


Gaston, Oregon


97119


 


 


 


 


Background info:  https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9223/html


 


 


"2018 update: Chlorpyrifos is no longer a go-to chemistry for leafroller, but remains an important product for the
industry in controlling other insect pests, such as omnivorous leaftier and Pacific flatheaded borer.


 



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9223/html





 


Advances in insect management practices have included the development of monitoring techniques and treatment
thresholds for filbert aphid and filbert leafroller, which have reduced prophylactic insecticide applications. Advances
have also included the use of pheromone traps and a degree-day model for filbertworm, which permit precise,
targeted treatments for this pest. The most valuable result of this IPM approach has been the successful
identification and introduction of a filbert aphid parasitoid, Trioxys pallidus. This parasitoid, a small Braconid wasp,
has provided nearly complete biological control of the filbert aphid and has almost eliminated insecticide use for this
pest. Natural biological control of other hazelnut pests may also be enhanced by the aphid biocontrol program,
because the elimination of aphicides improves survival of predators and parasitoids that attack leafrollers and
filbertworm.


A potential biocontrol has also been identified for a newer hazelnut pest, the brown marmorated stink bug. A
parasitic samurai wasp (Trissolcus japonicus) has shown success in parasitizing eggs. Continued research on this
potential will be critical, because research has shown that pesticides are only a short-term solution for brown
marmorated stink bug and will kill beneficial insects, including the samurai wasp.


It is especially important to preserve and enhance biological control of the filbert aphid. Resurgence of filbert aphid
populations in recent years indicates a need for further research on cultural techniques to improve survival of Trioxys
pallidus. Research is also needed to test new pesticides for adverse effects on this filbert aphid parasitoid and to
determine the impact on hazelnut production of the recently introduced large hazel aphid (also known as the
hazelnut aphid), which is not controlled by Trioxys pallidus. Research on the natural biological control and improved
chemical control of pests such as filbert leafroller and filbertworm would have direct benefits (reducing insecticide
use for these pests) and indirect benefits (enhancing survival and biocontrol success of Trioxys pallidus). Research
has shown that mating disruption can reduce the amount of insecticide applied for filbertworm by up to 75 percent.
This reduction in pesticides has the indirect benefit of preserving natural enemies of aphids (including T. pallidus). In
a 5-year study, orchards managed with a combination of mating disruption and border sprays and/or target sprays
saw a significant reduction in aphid populations, and a significant increase in parasitism by T. pallidus.


 


 


 








From: Guenevere Millius
To: Ken Wright
Cc: Casey Kulla; veronica4249@yahoo.com; Wayne Wiebke; Stan Primozich
Subject: Re: Meeting to discuss LUBA remand and FYWT annual meeting
Date: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 10:09:29 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I will be there, too. 


On Wed, Jan 6, 2021 at 8:40 AM Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


That will work.


 


Ken


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 7:48 AM
To: veronica4249@yahoo.com; Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Ken
Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Guenevere Gwen Milius
<gwen@parachutestrategies.com>; Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Subject: RE: Meeting to discuss LUBA remand and FYWT annual meeting


 


I will be there!


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 5, 2021 5:10 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Wayne Wiebke
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; ken@kenwrightcellars.com; Guenevere Gwen Milius
<gwen@parachutestrategies.com>; Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Subject: Meeting to discuss LUBA remand and FYWT annual meeting


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Does 11:00 a.m. tomorrow (Wednesday 1/6/21) work for everyone?  If so, here's a meeting
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link:


 


Veronica Hinkes is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.


Topic: Yamhelas Trail Annual meeting/LUBA remand 
Time: Jan 6, 2021 11:00 AM Pacific Time (US and Canada)


Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81841135216?pwd=YlZ4YzlhajVsS0w3ZXRCUW55a2liQT09


Meeting ID: 818 4113 5216
Passcode: 353886
One tap mobile
+16699009128,,81841135216#,,,,*353886# US (San Jose)
+12532158782,,81841135216#,,,,*353886# US (Tacoma)


Dial by your location
        +1 669 900 9128 US (San Jose)
        +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
        +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
        +1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
        +1 301 715 8592 US (Washington D.C)
        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
Meeting ID: 818 4113 5216
Passcode: 353886
Find your local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kcNcjq1Vn1


 


-- 


Guenevere Millius
Parachute Strategies
1428 SE 19th Avenue #201, Portland OR 97214
gwen@parachutestrategies.com
www.parachutestrategies.com
503.475.8529



https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81841135216?pwd=YlZ4YzlhajVsS0w3ZXRCUW55a2liQT09

https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kcNcjq1Vn1
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: ken@kenwrightcellars.com; Larry Heesacker; Leona Sitton; Stan Primozich; Steve Harloff; Steve Wick; Wayne


Wiebke; Carrie Martin; Jarod Logsdon
Subject: Fw: Zoom meeting invitation - Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail board meeting
Date: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:52:07 PM
Attachments: Zoom-Meeting.ics


Untitled attachment 00214.txt


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Yes, this is the correct information for today's meeting.  Please text me at (503)-970-
3738 if you have any problems. 


Veronica


----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Carol Foley <carol@foleyresearch.com>
To: 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020, 3:45:46 PM PDT
Subject: FW: Zoom meeting invitation - Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail board meeting


This is the info from last week . . .


Carol Foley
Mobile: (253) 709-4310 
carol@foleyresearch.com  


-----Original Message-----
From: V H 
Sent: Thursday, July 16, 2020 12:53 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; ken@kenwrightcellars.com; Stan G
Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>;
Leona Sitton <mydls@aol.com>; Steve Wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Larry
Heesacker <lheesacker@onlinenw.com>; Franchot Hutchinson
<franchot.hutchinson@american-national.com>; Carol Foley
<carol@foleyresearch.com>
Cc: veronica4249@yahoo.com
Subject: Zoom meeting invitation - Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail
board meeting


Veronica Hinkes is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 


Topic: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail board meeting
Time: Jul 21, 2020 04:00 PM Pacific Time (US and Canada) 


Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6948840334 


Meeting ID: 694 884 0334
One tap mobile 
+13126266799,,6948840334# US (Chicago)
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BEGIN:VCALENDAR
VERSION:2.0
BEGIN:VEVENT
CREATED:20200716T195154Z
DESCRIPTION:Veronica Hinkes is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.\n\nTopic: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail board meeting\nTime: Jul 21\, 2020 04:00 PM Pacific Time (US and Canada)\n\nJoin Zoom Meeting\nhttps://us02web.zoom.us/j/6948840334\n\nMeeting ID: 694 884 0334\nOne tap mobile\n+13126266799\,\,6948840334# US (Chicago)\n+13462487799\,\,6948840334# US (Houston)\n\nDial by your location\n        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)\n        +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)\n        +1 646 558 8656 US (New York)\n        +1 669 900 9128 US (San Jose)\n        +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)\n        +1 301 715 8592 US (Germantown)\nMeeting ID: 694 884 0334\nFind your local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/klzGLaNyZ\n
DTEND:20200722T010000Z
DTSTART:20200721T230000Z
LOCATION:https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6948840334
SUMMARY;LANGUAGE=us-EN:Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail board meeting
UID:2F00AB7B-3589-42B1-AA35-609B17D05F7A
BEGIN:VALARM
TRIGGER:-PT10M
ACTION:DISPLAY
DESCRIPTION:Reminder
END:VALARM
END:VEVENT
END:VCALENDAR






Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone






+13462487799,,6948840334# US (Houston)


Dial by your location 
        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago) 
        +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston) 
        +1 646 558 8656 US (New York) 
        +1 669 900 9128 US (San Jose) 
        +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma) 
        +1 301 715 8592 US (Germantown) Meeting ID: 694 884 0334 Find your
local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/klzGLaNyZ 



https://us02web.zoom.us/u/klzGLaNyZ






From: Ken Wright
To: Janice Primozich
Cc: Todd Sadlo; Wayne Wiebke; Casey Kulla; Carrie Martin; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Christian Boenisch; Patty


Williams
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 10:22:21 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Next week Monday or Tuesday.  Zoom or phone session.


Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 15, 2020, at 10:16 AM, Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
wrote:



Hi Ken, could you let us know when that meeting will take place? I would be interested.
Stan
 


From: Ken Wright [mailto:ken@kenwrightcellars.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 5:41 PM
To: Todd Sadlo
Cc: Wayne Wiebke; Casey Kulla; Janice Primozich; Carrie Martin; Veronica Haley Hinkes;
Christian Boenisch; Patty Williams
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
Regardless of whether the board would like to sit in on a discussion with Fritz I am
planning to meet with him to have a better understanding personally.  All on my dime
of course.
 
Best, Ken
 


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 14, 2020, at 5:15 PM, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
wrote:
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Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to
legal expense.  Wayne, Veronica and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd,
would you be able to give a quick brief to Fritz of where we are?
 
Ken
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo'
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>;
Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Christian Boenisch'
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan.
There is a sentence in Todd's scenario that for me needs more clarification:
"Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue
an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the
appeal." I don't quite understand where that might leave us. We do need to
talk as a board and having someone such as Fritz Paulas guide us would be
helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response? Wayne
 
On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:
 
 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a
conversation with the attorney mentioned here would certainly be
appropriate.  I certainly see our time running out and we need to act quickly
or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
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To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>;
'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur
legal expenses, it would be to advise them regarding the legal risks of taking
this on (and not related to the land use case).  Christian and I have also
talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works in this field (land held in the
public interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>;
'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity,
should Friends decide that they want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase
Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>;
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'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this
move forward at least until we have a new board.  I want to say I really
appreciate all of the time and effort you have put into this and I am hoping
that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring
legal fees, no matter which way the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the
opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the new Board can refuse
to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not
enough time for a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to
conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules require that the remand be
pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after
that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to
pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in
the appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the property in the hope
that a new Board in two or four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail
would not be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish under
Oregon’s land use system.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
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Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from
LUBA that would keep us from needing several thousand dollars in legal fees.
I am certainly in favor of our ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost
signed, I believe it is proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to
an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the thought of the trail property getting
cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that from
happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already,
and today I asked them for an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property
transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is the Friends board ready to
move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: "Todd Sadlo"; "Ken Wright"; steve wick
Subject: Re: testimony for LUBA remand, Board Order 19-94 (planning docket G-01-18
Date: Thursday, April 30, 2020 8:56:18 AM
Attachments: image005.png
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Very good. If I remember correctly, Van Dykes testimony had the term "perjury" attached to it. I think
"reasonable & prudent" choices of chemicals should be included. Good job.


On Thursday, April 30, 2020, 8:48:40 AM PDT, steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com> wrote:


Gentlemen,


 


 


attached is my letter to the Planning Commission.


 


I focused on the cleanliness of filberts relating to my experience (28 years)  in my orchard, the fact that I,
nor anyone else, has the right to tell the neighbor to vacate their property while they spray. I also touched
on the AEZ zone exclusion.


 


And I got into great detail about Ben Van Dykes use of the toxic Chlorpyrilos sprays Lorsban, and Yuma4e.
I pointed out that the amount the swore he uses on his filbert orchard is greater than what is allowed by law,
in fact, if he used the legal amounts his setback would only be 10 to 25 feet. I finished by listing several
methods of spraying/power blast spraying that could be used to minimize the impact that the sprayer
imposes on the neighbors. I attached documentation to back up my claims.


 


From: steve wick [mailto:stevencarol.wick@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2020 8:28 AM
To: planning@co.yamhill.or.us
Cc: stevencarol.wick@gmail.com
Subject: testimony for LUBA remand, Board Order 19-94 (planning docket G-01-18


 


April 30,2020


Yamhill County Board of Commissioners and Planning Department
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525 NE Fourth St


McMinnville, Ore. 97128


 


 


Dear Commissioners and Planners:


 


I am submitting written testimony for the public hearing schedule for April 30, 2020 regarding the LUBA
remand of Board Order 19-94 (planning docket G-01-18).


 


I am a board member of the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, have submitted testimony previously,
and am now presenting additional testimony.


 


 


My wife and I have been personally growing and harvesting filberts/hazelnuts in Yamhill County since 1992,
on our 60 acre farm. We have also farmed wheat, vetch, oats, hay, Christmas Trees, and ornamental
plants, on this farm, or on the farm my wife and I purchased in Washington County in the mid-eighties. My
brothers and I recently sold our 160 acre family tree farm, which we co-managed for years.


 


I would like to address some of the inaccuracies that have surfaced concerning the Yamhelas Trail.


 


I recently read the statements of some of the farmers that say they will not be able to farm next to the trail. 


This is far from the truth. If you farm next to a neighbor, or a road, you can farm next to a trail. There is
absolutely NO difference! You must follow/maintain the same procedures/requirements no matter what is
adjacent to your farm. You may have to modify a procedure to insure your safety and the safety of your
neighbors, but there will be no significant change to farming practices.


 


Some of the farmers have said that litter and trash from the trail will contaminate hazelnut and blueberry
crops. This is hogwash. If this was true all filbert/hazelnut and blueberry crops would be fenced; to keep out
"litter and trash". Using their arguments, any crop next to a road would have to be fenced because any
construction activity, or person walking/biking next to the crop would "contaminate" the crop. If this is true
why aren't all blueberry and filbert crops fenced?! You will have to look long and hard to find one.


 


I have never felt the need to fence my filbert orchard. In the 28 years that I have farmed Hazelnuts, I  have
never received any directive telling me to keep my orchard clean or I "would be jeopardizing USDA food
certification"  But I have been told to insure that I minimize any debris in the nuts that I send to the
wholesaler, or I might be charged a "dockage" fee. At any one time, I have elk, deer, bobcat, fox, coyote
and bear in my orchard. I don't worry about them, or what they leave behind. I do not go out and sterilize
the ground. I do go out and clean up debris each time prior to performing a spraying or mowing operation,
or prior to harvesting.


 







My nuts are harvested after they fall to the ground. We run a sweeper and then a harvester through the
orchard, and then take the nuts to the wholesaler. The first thing they do is wash and sterilize/dry the nuts,
in the shell.


 


Litter and trash is picked up throughout the year. The nuts are cleaned and dried at the wholesaler.
Contamination/ debris has never been a problem for me.


 


 


 


Another statement that I recently read concerned spraying; it stated that "spraying" of insecticides,
fungicides and herbicides could not be performed on crops adjacent to the trail, because of "spray drift".
The first thing that should be noted is that it is the ultimate responsibility of the sprayer is to ensure that his
spray does not trespass….on anyone's property.  When I spray my fields or orchards I cannot tell my
neighbors that they cannot work on their property (and I have a neighbors house extremely close to my
filbert orchard.) The neighbor could have a picnic on their property line. Or a party…or whatever. If my
filbert trees are close enough to a property line that the spray could affect anything that any neighbor is
doing, then I simply cannot spray, or I have to modify my usual spraying procedures to ensure that my
neighbor, or anyone walking/ biking, etc on adjacent property remains safe.  If you drive throughout Yamhill,
Washington, or Clackamas County you will notice many filbert orchards come right up to the road, and may
be 20 to 50 feet from the road. Many filbert farmers have orchards adjacent to County and State roads.
How is that they can maintain safe spraying procedures, and the farmers next to the trail cannot?


 


For a filbert grower, or any other farmer, to say that he will be irreparably harmed, because his neighbor
wants to utilize his own property, and then that grower expects LUBA to shut down the neighbor's use,  just
so the grower can trespass on the neighboring property, strikes me as totally insane. The chemical labels
on the Lorsban and Yuma4E insecticides ( that can be sprayed on filbert orchards) expressly state: 
"Avoiding spray drift at the application site is the responsibility of the applicator".


 


The labels don’t say that your neighbor must evacuate the use of his property in order to accommodate the
farmer doing the spraying. it makes no difference who the neighbor is, or how the neighbor wants to utilize
his property. If Yamhill County wants to build a bridge, and they are working adjacent to the property line,
no one can tell them: "sorry I want to trespass on your property, and you can't use it while I trespass".


 


 


 


 







Another inaccuracy about spraying was the statement that federal "Agricultural Exclusion Zone or AEZ
requirements state that all spray applications must be suspended when "any "person comes within 100 feet
of the spray operation"… (using Lorsban, Yuma 4E,Gramoxone, Parazon and similarly restrictive
chemicals.)


 


That is not exactly true. Those AEZ requirements apply only to the property and workers of the agricultural
enterprise. And per Dale L. Mitchell Pesticides Program Manager, Oregon Department of Agriculture


 " OR-OSHA scope of enforcement is specifically directed to the protection of workers and the agricultural
operation. While the Oregon WPS AEZ encompasses property beyond the boundaries of the agricultural
operation, the enforcement of complaints/concerns or enforcement of the AEZ requirements off of the
agricultural operation would be jointly evaluated to determine compliance with OR-OSHA WPS, Oregon
Pesticide Control Law (ORS 634) and the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Law (FIFRA). 


 


All pesticide applications shall be performed in a manner that do not impact adjacent non-target sites
(Roads, Trails, private property. etc. ). As required by the current Oregon AEZ requirements, when
performing pesticide application activities adjacent to a public road or trail the applicator must take the
following actions for compliance with the AEZ . 1) Suspend, pause the application  2) Evaluate the situation
and conditions to determine if you can resume without impacting individuals or adjoining areas 3) Resume
the application only you can continue without resulting in impact to individuals or adjoining sites/properties."


 


It should be noted that the operative word is "suspend", not "completely cease all activities." Evaluate and
then resume is the operative function when spraying. Conditions constantly change, and the spray operator
must be alert and compensate for any change in circumstances or environment.


 


 


 


 


 


By far the most glaring inaccuracy was the statement by Ben Van Dyke that he must use an application rate
of "greater than 4 lbs per acre" when he sprays the insecticide Lorsban and/or Yuma 4E with a medium or
course nozzle, and thus must maintain a "50 foot buffer from where I spray, " using his power blast sprayer
in his filbert orchard.


 


Lorsban and Yuma 4E have the active ingredient Chlorpyrilos. Chlorpyrilos was outlawed by the EPA this
year, but the Trump administration reversed that decision. (Oregon House Bill 4109, which would have
outlawed it, failed as a result of the denial of quorum.)


 


I have never used either of these two chemicals in my orchard; they are just too toxic. Oregon State
University Hazelnut Pest Guide lists over a dozen other recommended sprays that can be used in place of
Chlorpyrilos. Chemicals that may even do a better job than Chlorpyrilos. Many are much less toxic. And this
is why Oregon State Pest Guide
(https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf)



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf





states: " Rotate pesticides by mode of action (group); do not become reliant on a single group for control". It
is only a matter of time before Chlorpyrilos is outlawed. Bio-controls (using beneficial insects to kill pests)
are rapidly evolving. (see" Background info" below)


 


 


 


 


I am not a chemical expert, but my training has taught me that the chemical label is the "Bible". In fact, all
"restricted use" chemicals (Lorsban and Yuma 4E, etc) can only be applied as per the label:


 


 


Each restricted use chemical label tells the sprayer what crop the spray/chemical is approved to be used
on, exactly how much can be used, and in some cases, how many times it can be used.


 


 


If we look at the Yuma/Lorsban label we will see that it is approved for filberts, but ONLY 3-4 pounds (3-4
pints) per acre can be applied. If we look at the OSU Hazelnut Pest management guide, we can see that it
says the same thing; only 3-4 pounds (3-4 pints) per acre, and……. that Chlorpyrifos can only be applied
three times a year. NOTE: 1 pound =16 fluid ounces=1 pint


https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/catalog/files/project/pdf/em8328.pdf
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Now, Ben Van Dyke stated that he was applying Yuma4E/ Lorsban at  rate "greater
than 4 lbs per acre with medium or course" spray. Applying greater than 4, is a violation
of Federal law!


 


But….. if he applied it at the lower end of the recommended amount (3 pints/pounds),
he is only required to have a setback of 10 feet.


 


If he increases the amount to the maximum allowed by law (4 pints/pounds), he is only
required to have a setback  of 25 feet.


 


(See Yuma4E label setback info below:)


 







 


 


 


Viewing the amount of chemicals required to eliminate the pests it can be seen that a 10 foot setback is all
that is really needed.


 


 


 


Another thing to note is that, per label, Chlorpyrifos spray is not allowed at the end of the rows: i.e. the
applicator must only power blast spray into the orchard. Outward pointing nozzles MUST be shut off,
per label (see Yuma4E label excerpts below).


 


One option to mitigate overspray on a neighbors property has an applicator shutting off his outward pointing
nozzles, and then starting his spaying paralleling the rail right of way, and using the 20-50 plus feet of
vacant area that is at the end of each orchard row ( There must be a vacant area on all edges of a field,
allowing equipment to turn corners) Then no spray would enter the Yamhelas right-of-way, but would be
blasted into the center of the orchard. The balance of the orchard could be sprayed normally. It would only
take a few minutes to spray the edge of the orchard with all the outward nozzles shut off. When I spray the
edges of  my orchard, no matter what chemical I use, I always shut off my outward pointing nozzles. It is a
simple way of keeping your spray on your property.


 


 


 







Another option, if the wind isn't cooperating or a toxic spray must be used;  shut down the
trail while the edges are being sprayed.  Other trails shut down while a pesticide will be sprayed. We
could make it quicker and easier by just spraying the first 100 feet adjacent to the ROW, and go over to the
next two rows and do the next 100 feet. It might add 15 to 30 minutes to the total spray time to do an
orchard. An inconvenience, but not a game stopper. The farmer can coordinate with the County. We know
when we should be able to spray, and there are excellent aps with wind forecasts, which is what most
farmers use.


 


 


 


Over the years at least four people have been killed riding bikes on Hiway 47. This trail will eliminate that
problem and become a tremendous asset for the Yamhill Valley, and its environs. It will be especially
beneficial to the towns of Yamhill and Carlton; allowing the safe passage of children to and from the
schools. There is no reason why this trail cannot be built. The trail will pose no significant change to
farming practices. Everyone can be accommodated if we work together, and make a few changes. Yes,
there will be a few inconveniences, but there is no reason to not develop the trail because we will be
inconvenienced.


 


 


Thank you,


 


Stephen J. Wick


29250 NW Olson Rd


Gaston, Oregon


97119


 


 


 


 


Background info:  https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9223/html


 


 


"2018 update: Chlorpyrifos is no longer a go-to chemistry for leafroller, but remains an important product for the
industry in controlling other insect pests, such as omnivorous leaftier and Pacific flatheaded borer.


 


 


Advances in insect management practices have included the development of monitoring techniques and treatment



https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9223/html





thresholds for filbert aphid and filbert leafroller, which have reduced prophylactic insecticide applications. Advances
have also included the use of pheromone traps and a degree-day model for filbertworm, which permit precise,
targeted treatments for this pest. The most valuable result of this IPM approach has been the successful
identification and introduction of a filbert aphid parasitoid, Trioxys pallidus. This parasitoid, a small Braconid wasp,
has provided nearly complete biological control of the filbert aphid and has almost eliminated insecticide use for this
pest. Natural biological control of other hazelnut pests may also be enhanced by the aphid biocontrol program,
because the elimination of aphicides improves survival of predators and parasitoids that attack leafrollers and
filbertworm.


A potential biocontrol has also been identified for a newer hazelnut pest, the brown marmorated stink bug. A
parasitic samurai wasp (Trissolcus japonicus) has shown success in parasitizing eggs. Continued research on this
potential will be critical, because research has shown that pesticides are only a short-term solution for brown
marmorated stink bug and will kill beneficial insects, including the samurai wasp.


It is especially important to preserve and enhance biological control of the filbert aphid. Resurgence of filbert aphid
populations in recent years indicates a need for further research on cultural techniques to improve survival of Trioxys
pallidus. Research is also needed to test new pesticides for adverse effects on this filbert aphid parasitoid and to
determine the impact on hazelnut production of the recently introduced large hazel aphid (also known as the
hazelnut aphid), which is not controlled by Trioxys pallidus. Research on the natural biological control and improved
chemical control of pests such as filbert leafroller and filbertworm would have direct benefits (reducing insecticide
use for these pests) and indirect benefits (enhancing survival and biocontrol success of Trioxys pallidus). Research
has shown that mating disruption can reduce the amount of insecticide applied for filbertworm by up to 75 percent.
This reduction in pesticides has the indirect benefit of preserving natural enemies of aphids (including T. pallidus). In
a 5-year study, orchards managed with a combination of mating disruption and border sprays and/or target sprays
saw a significant reduction in aphid populations, and a significant increase in parasitism by T. pallidus.


 


 


 








From: Todd Sadlo
To: Wayne Wiebke
Cc: Casey Kulla; Ken Wright; Janice Primozich; Carrie Martin; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Christian Boenisch
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Monday, September 14, 2020 5:13:44 PM


The only response Friends can file is as part of my brief.  I will forward their brief if you like.
 It is an extended brief, and farm bureau will file an amicus brief.  That is the only way you
could participate, and it does not convey standing to appeal on your own.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 3:55 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a sentence in Todd's
scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have
standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I
don't quite understand where that might leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone
such as Fritz Paulas guide us would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response?
Wayne


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the attorney
mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running out and we need to act
quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
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Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses, it would be to
advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the land use case).  Christian
and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works in this field (land held in the public
interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends decide that they
want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at least until we
have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort you have put into this and I
am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
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Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no matter which way
the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the new
Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not enough time for
a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules
require that the remand be pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after
that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the
property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail would not
be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish under Oregon’s land use system.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken
Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley
Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would keep us from
needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I believe it is proper
to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the thought of
the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that from happening.
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I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I asked them for an
informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is the Friends
board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)








From: Steve Harloff
To: Anne Falla
Cc: Pam Kirsch; Wayne Wiebke; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Ken Wright; Larry Heesacker; Carrie Martin; Leona Sitton;


Stan G Primozich; Steve Wick
Subject: Re: FW: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Date: Thursday, August 13, 2020 10:40:31 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


A great outcome at this morning's meeting it appears.......Can we add Anne to our email
chains? 


For her to guide our media efforts, she needs to be aware of all the activity that is going on
with the Friends. 


Veronica, Anne would also like to work with us on grants and funding if you will invite her. 


Steve Harloff


On Thu, Aug 13, 2020 at 8:24 AM Anne Falla <yeowfornow@gmail.com> wrote:
I sent this :)


Dear Commissioners,


As a local Yamhill County resident I am writing to you today in proud support of the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail! 
We need you more than ever to push forward on this project and dream. 
As you well know, Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail started their work in 2012 and
they have found funding, hosted clean up parties, worked to educate our community on all
of the impact studies that have been conducted, etc. Their work clearly shows us that there
will be minimal, to no impact on surrounding farmlands and actually highlights the
economic impact this will have on our region- bringing business and tourism into our rural
county. 
I know personally I plan to use the trail for my own mental and physical health often. 
Please support the Trail as we are already in Phase 2 of the final planning processes and we
have already invested so much time, energy, $$, and sweat into making this dream a reality! 


Thank you for your time, 


Anne Falla


On Thu, Aug 13, 2020 at 7:57 AM Steve Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com> wrote:
Philip: This is a powerful note; yes some Friends sent letters to the commissioners
yesterday (I had family visitors all day)....will share with the Friends today.....will try to
watch the hearing this morning......nicely done!


Steve
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On Thu, Aug 13, 2020 at 7:46 AM Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com> wrote:


FYI – see attached and my email below.  I emailed Commissioner Olson directly but
will follow up w/ the bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us as well.  ANYTHING you can put out
to them as a resident and property owner – not matter how small would be appreciated!! 


 


Philip E Higgins


Principal Broker | OR & WA


OR Lic # 960900059 / WA Lic # 50197


Direct: 503-793-9039 | phiggins@PacificCrestREA.com


809 E. First St. Newberg OR 97132


Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors


Commercial Real Estate Brokerage | Advisory Services


 


This message is intended only for the use of the person(s) ("the Intended Recipient") to whom it is addressed. It may contain information which is privileged and
confidential within the meaning of applicable law. Dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this message or any of its contents by any person other
than the Intended Recipient may constitute a breach of civil or criminal law and is strictly prohibited. If you are not the Intended Recipient, please contact the
sender as soon as possible. 


The information contained herein is based on sources believed to be reliable, but neither Philip E Higgins, nor Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors represents that
it is wholly accurate or complete. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors and its affiliates are not responsible for any errors or omissions or for
the results obtained from the use of such information. All opinions and estimates herein are subject to change without notice. The Intended Recipient should
make their own investigations, including but not limited to retaining the services of specific professionals in the areas of Law, Accounting, Engineering, etc. Philip
E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors is NOT a Principal in any transaction unless disclosed to be so, and is not responsible for any third party
reports.


 


Oregon Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: https://www.oregon.gov/rea/licensing/Documents/Initial-Agency-Disclosure-Pamphlet.pdf 


Washington Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=18.86.120


 


From: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com> 
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2020 7:43 AM
To: Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail


 


Hello Commissioner Olson!
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Writing today as both a Board Member of the Yamhill Downtown Association, and a
native son of Yamhill itself.  On both accounts I broadly support the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail.


 


It’s no mystery to anyone Yamhill has suffered a prolonged economic downturn that has
broadly & negatively affected my beloved hometown.  The Trail, as evidenced by
countless Rails to Trails programs around the County, is poised to create long lasting
economic benefit to Yamhill and the Cities along the Trail. Yamhill (and Carlton, and
Yamhill County itself) is on the cusp of a literal historic decision that can put us on a
*NATIONAL* list of similar trails, bringing visitor economy dollars to our hurting
communities (for something *other* than Wine Tourism)


 


As someone who has lived here in Yamhill County all my life, I have committed my
business and spirit to improving what needs to be improved, and protecting the things
that make this place so special – the Trail can elevate us all.  


 


Please Please Please do not be fooled by the regressive vocal minority that feels this
will somehow harm their farming practices. Their arguments are inaccurate, and any
potential “loss” can be easily mitigated (I’m happy to go into this one on one in greater
depth or come and talk with the entire BOC). If anything the Trail will serve to
showcase the enormous bounty that is our beloved agriculturally diverse region.


 


So many of the local Townsfolk in Yamhill are looking for the Trail to happen as a
beacon of hope to our struggling Main Street –  Please Help. Vote for the Trail.


 


 


Philip E Higgins


Principal Broker | OR & WA


OR Lic # 960900059 / WA Lic # 50197


Direct: 503-793-9039 | phiggins@PacificCrestREA.com


809 E. First St. Newberg OR 97132


Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors


Commercial Real Estate Brokerage | Advisory Services
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This message is intended only for the use of the person(s) ("the Intended Recipient") to whom it is addressed. It may contain information which is privileged and
confidential within the meaning of applicable law. Dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this message or any of its contents by any person other
than the Intended Recipient may constitute a breach of civil or criminal law and is strictly prohibited. If you are not the Intended Recipient, please contact the
sender as soon as possible. 


The information contained herein is based on sources believed to be reliable, but neither Philip E Higgins, nor Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors represents that
it is wholly accurate or complete. Philip E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors and its affiliates are not responsible for any errors or omissions or for
the results obtained from the use of such information. All opinions and estimates herein are subject to change without notice. The Intended Recipient should
make their own investigations, including but not limited to retaining the services of specific professionals in the areas of Law, Accounting, Engineering, etc. Philip
E Higgins &/or Pacific Crest Real Estate Advisors is NOT a Principal in any transaction unless disclosed to be so, and is not responsible for any third party
reports.


 


Oregon Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: https://www.oregon.gov/rea/licensing/Documents/Initial-Agency-Disclosure-Pamphlet.pdf 


Washington Real Estate Agency Pamphlet: http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=18.86.120
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Rick Olson; Casey Kulla; Mary Starrett
Subject: TGM Master Planning Grant Agreement _08.13.20.docx
Date: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 5:20:52 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Dear Commissioners,
I am writing in support of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan agreement between Yamhill County
and ODOT. Through out the trail's development reasons for not going forward have included, but not
limited to, not being able to tell the public how much it would cost; a master plan is the only definitive way
to answer that question. In addition, verbal answers as to how adjacent landowner's concerns would be
mitigated have been met with mistrust to the point of personal attacks from both sides. A document
worked out with face to face agreements with an impartial outside consultant would allow for better
informed judgement leading to help determining feasibility to a project that has created a divisiveness in
the communities it is meant to connect. A trail master plan does not guarantee it's construction; but it
does give you, as a commissioner, and your constituents the opportunity to understand more clearly this
community, as a whole, would look like should it be built.


Thank you for your consideration.


Wayne Wiebke
1235 NW Driftwood Place
McMinnville,Oregon 97111
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From: Casey Kulla
To: veronica4249@yahoo.com
Subject: RE: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail board meeting
Date: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 4:08:28 PM


Sounds good. 971-241-1794
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 1:14 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail board meeting
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Great, thank you!  Zoom link is below.
 
We have an attorney joining us for some consultation at the beginning of the meeting,
so should I text you when we're done with that?  I expect that to be 4:45-5:00.  If
texting works, what is your number?
 
V
 
 
Veronica Hinkes is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.


Topic: FYWT BOD Meeting
Time: Feb 23, 2021 04:00 PM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
        Every month on the Fourth Tue, until Aug 24, 2021, 7 occurrence(s)
        Feb 23, 2021 04:00 PM
        Mar 23, 2021 04:00 PM
        Apr 27, 2021 04:00 PM
        May 25, 2021 04:00 PM
        Jun 22, 2021 04:00 PM
        Jul 27, 2021 04:00 PM
        Aug 24, 2021 04:00 PM
Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar
system.
Monthly: https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/tZEufu-
pqTgqHd1Ce12nDsDdTOEw1RQjBX2b/ics?
icsToken=98tyKuGtrTIsG9OWsB6ORpwMA4r4M-
vwtnZfgqcMvxq0US53cSfyAs1nJeNNIdLy


Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85396173079?
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pwd=QzYzcFl3SGR6ZkJsZ3RiV0UzbnhzQT09


Meeting ID: 853 9617 3079
Passcode: 468158
One tap mobile
+16699009128,,85396173079#,,,,*468158# US (San Jose)
+12532158782,,85396173079#,,,,*468158# US (Tacoma)


Dial by your location
        +1 669 900 9128 US (San Jose)
        +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
        +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
        +1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
        +1 301 715 8592 US (Washington DC)
        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
Meeting ID: 853 9617 3079
Passcode: 468158
Find your local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kd9jPt1Xvs


 
 
 
On Wednesday, February 17, 2021, 1:04:25 PM PST, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 


I can do that. Can you send me an invite?


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 17, 2021 12:48 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail board meeting


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,


 


Our board is meeting again next Tuesday, Feb 23 at 4:00 p.m.  We are wondering if
you could join us for part of the meeting, probably after 4:45 or so, to give an update
from your point of view?   Given the ideas for the future of the trail swirling around,
we'd like to get your take.
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Best,


 


Veronica Hinkes








From: Casey Kulla
To: Janice Primozich; Todd Sadlo; "Wayne Wiebke"; "Ken Wright"
Cc: Carrie Martin; "Veronica Haley Hinkes"
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33:21 PM


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends decide that
they want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?
 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at least
until we have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort you have put
into this and I am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.
Stan
 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
Stan,
 
Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no matter which
way the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the
new Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not
enough time for a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to conduct a hearing on
remand.  Current rules require that the remand be pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The
application would be void after that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have
standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the
appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the property in the hope that a new Board in two or
four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail would not be the first worthwhile project to take
years to accomplish under Oregon’s land use system.
 
Todd Sadlo
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From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken
Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica
Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would keep us
from needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our ownership.
Stan
 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I believe it is
proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the
thought of the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that
from happening.
 
I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I asked them for
an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is
the Friends board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we
progress?
 
Casey
971-241-6585
(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)
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From: Ken Wright
To: Janice Primozich; "Wayne Wiebke"; "Barbara Boyer"; "Carrie Martin"; "Forward With Barbara"
Subject: RE: Tuesday 10:45 Yamhelas Trail Zoom
Date: Monday, June 1, 2020 11:38:01 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Same.
 
Ken
 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, June 1, 2020 10:54 AM
To: 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>;
'Barbara Boyer' <gourmethay@onlinemac.com>; 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Forward With Barbara' <boyer@forwardwithbarbara.com>
Subject: RE: Tuesday 10:45 Yamhelas Trail Zoom
 
It is on my calendar.
Stan
 


From: Wayne Wiebke [mailto:shadypondacre@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, May 31, 2020 6:56 PM
To: Stan Primozich; Ken Wright; Barbara Boyer; Carrie Martin; Wayne Wiebke; Forward With Barbara
Subject: Tuesday 10:45 Yamhelas Trail Zoom
 
Wayne Wiebke is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.


Topic: Wayne Wiebke's Zoom Meeting
Time: Jun 2, 2020 10:45 AM Pacific Time (US and Canada)


Join Zoom Meeting
https://us04web.zoom.us/j/2453164964?pwd=eE1xdXExVlV2bW5wdU4wMEp2LzNjUT09


Meeting ID: 245 316 4964
Password: 7WYR56


 


Total Control Panel Login


To: ken@kenwrightcellars.com


From: sgjlprimo@comcast.net


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.
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From: Casey Kulla
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; "Wayne Wiebke"; "Ken Wright"
Cc: Carrie Martin; "Veronica Haley Hinkes"; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:41:46 PM


Thanks, Todd.
 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; 'Wayne
Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses, it would
be to advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the land use case). 
Christian and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works in this field (land held in the
public interest), and has a strong public interest streak.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne
Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends decide that
they want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?
 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at least
until we have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort you have put
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into this and I am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to enjoy.
Stan
 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 
Stan,
 
Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no matter which
way the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the Court of Appeals and the
new Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the case is remanded, there is not
enough time for a remand hearing, and the new Board has no obligation to conduct a hearing on
remand.  Current rules require that the remand be pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The
application would be void after that.  Again, in neither of these scenarios would Friends have
standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one, because Friends did not intervene in the
appeal.  The goal would be for Friends to hold the property in the hope that a new Board in two or
four years could pursue permits anew.  The trail would not be the first worthwhile project to take
years to accomplish under Oregon’s land use system.
 
Todd Sadlo
 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken
Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica
Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would keep us
from needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our ownership.
Stan
 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT
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Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I believe it is
proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like Friends. Like you, the
thought of the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking to me. I want to prevent that
from happening.
 
I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I asked them for
an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will need to move quickly. Is
the Friends board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining questions answered as we
progress?
 
Casey
971-241-6585
(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: V H
Cc: Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:42:29 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I suppose not . People have use the short section between Main and the street going down to the school
and probably the section going north from Ken's fence even though it is "posted".


On Friday, July 24, 2020, 9:29:04 AM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Carrie asked me to put Kristy in touch with her directly, which I’ve done.


The Carlton section isn’t open to the public is it?


V


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Jul 24, 2020, at 9:17 AM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:



I have current photos of the bridge construction. The only open section is in or through
Carlton at this point. At other potential access points it grown over generally by
blackberries. Not sure about the Lottery funded grant. I couldn't identify it on the Projects
section of the YC website.


On Friday, July 24, 2020, 8:41:11 AM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Please see the request below.  We have pictures of the brush clearing work but that’s all I
have.  Also, I’m not sure what work the Lottery funded grant was for?  Can one or both of
you help her?


Thanks,


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Lommen, Kristy" <Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov>
Date: July 23, 2020 at 4:57:32 PM PDT
To: "veronica4249@yahoo.com" <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail
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Hi Veronica,


 


The Oregon Lottery recently launched a new website, including features on
some of the projects around the state that have been funded in part by
Oregon Lottery grants or loans. One of the projects we’d like to feature is the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail.


 


This weekend, I drove Hwy 47 to Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston to get some
general photos of the area. I was hoping to perhaps get some photos of the
trail itself (or at least work-in-progress on the trail), but found no signage or
obvious entry points. I was hoping you could clarify the current status of the
work there. Are there currently any open sections? Is so, where. And, if not,
when is the anticipated open date?


 


Thanks for any info. I look forward to hearing from you soon!


 


Kristy


 


 


 


Here is a sample webpage of the sort of feature we have been publishing on
our funded projects. The page we envision for the YWT would be similar.


 


https://www.oregonlottery.org/programs/econ-growth-independence-landing-
2019/


 


 


 


Kristy Lommen


Digital Content Specialist| Oregon Lottery®


Desk: 503.540.2002


Fax: 503.540.1329


www.oregonlottery.org
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Casey Kulla; V H
Cc: Ken Wright; Stan Primozich; steve wick; Patty Williams; Philip Higgins
Subject: Re: Bus barn question
Date: Sunday, November 22, 2020 4:11:28 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


By all means. The insurance is what scares me. When a friend of mine owned the Carlton grain elevators
that was one of his biggest concerns. He sold them to Ken, so Ken would have a handle on that as well.
We would be responsible if we took on the full lease. The buildings are old and wood; some pre- WWll. 
Good questions and concerns.  WW


On Sunday, November 22, 2020, 2:29:35 PM PST, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


It’s an amazing intriguing idea.  I do have a lot of questions about numbers, condition of the buildings and
who is responsible for their safety and upkeep, what insurance would cost us etc.


Does anyone mind if I bring my husband in on this question?  He owns a large manufacturing building in
Tualatin so would know more about what information we would need and what risks we would be taking
on.


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Nov 22, 2020, at 11:25 AM, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Wayne, thanks for adding Patty (I couldn’t remember her email address when I drafted this).


 


I floated this idea past Ken Huffer, Carrie Martin, Christian Boenisch and Todd Sadlo (and they were
enthusiastic about me inquiring with you). It would have to be discussed in open session for
Commissioner Olson to be involved. Mr. Belt currently leases the property, but I expect that our lease
price going forward will result in him raising the lease price to the bus company, effectively ending their
lease there. This would be very negative for the bus company and the school district and kids, so I
suggested that we could ask you about taking on the lease of the whole property, with the requirement
that you continue to lease to the bus company but with few other requirements. Mr. Belt was making a
significant income off of the bus company lease.


 


I am happy to talk more in person if that is easier.


Casey
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From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, November 20, 2020 1:32 PM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley
Hinkes Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; steve wick <stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>; Casey
Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Cc: Philip Higgins <phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>
Subject: Re: Bus barn question


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Casey thinking outside of the box. For right now I am going to defer to those you included with
this offer plus Patty Williams our new Treasure. I see expertise there that I don't have. Have you
consulted with Rick or county administration regarding this idea?  Wayne


 


On Friday, November 20, 2020, 10:53:09 AM PST, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Board of Friends of YWT (plus Philip),


 


A question for you to consider: would you be interested in holding the lease on the bus barn property on
hwy 240? It would require you to be the property manager and to sublet the current bus footprint to the
bus company. But the benefits: you have access to and control of the property that will be the key trail
head, and it gives you a measure of standing for grants, legal claims, etc. The other buildings on site
could leased to other business partners that complement a future trail. Depending upon the details and
rates, you might even generate a small cash income from the lease/sublease that could help with other
projects moving the trail forward.


 


Obviously, a lease agreement would need to be approved and signed before the first Thurs in January,
but we can move quickly if you can.


 


Casey


971-241-6585
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From: Casey Kulla
To: Wayne Wiebke
Cc: Stan Primozich; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes; Ken Wright; Patty Williams
Subject: RE: ODOT response to FYWT(Stan"s) inquiry
Date: Friday, October 9, 2020 5:27:45 PM


Bad news, good news…
 
Cooper Brown says that the Federal Highway Administration is not willing to allow transfer to a sub-
sub-recipient, which in this case would be FYWT.
 
He says that any board of commissioners would be required to pay back all grants, from bridge and
master plan to acquisition if they were to try selling off the property for a use other than a multi-
modal corridor (he thought somewhere in the $3million range). When I indicated that the organized
opposition likely could acquire the required funding, he say, “oh. Then we would lose the trail.” He
meant all of us in the state and county.
 
I asked Cooper Brown if the FYWT could purchase the property from the county at a similar price. He
said he did not think it could be purchased, outside of an adverse break-up of the taxlot for a use
other than the planned use. He said he would find out if that was a possibility. Of course, this would
be a huge lift and likely an impossible fundraising task. This is a pending question that he will
investigate.
 
The remaining option is to “bank” the corridor for rail use through the ODOT Rail Division, which is
something that Cooper Brown suggested worthy of investigating. He is going to ask his Rail Division
to consider this. Pending question.
 
We also discussed the balancing act of ODOT swooping in to go against a local jurisdiction’s wishes
versus not taking action to save a project that is in danger of being dismantled by the local
jurisdiction. ODOT does not want to have this project act as a precedent for other projects, but
Cooper Brown is willing to talk further with the rest of the Executive Team and planning staff to
determine if this project should be considered an exception due to its unique value and local.
 
I remain committed to protecting this resource for the future, even if we cannot see kids on bikes in
the next few years. I believe that there is still time for something to happen, as Cooper Brown
committed to getting me the next round of answers by the end of next week.
 
Casey
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, October 8, 2020 1:09 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Veronica Haley Hinkes Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: ODOT response to FYWT(Stan's) inquiry
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you. Look forward to hearing from you.
 
On Thursday, October 8, 2020, 12:30:37 PM PDT, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 


Wayne, 


I’m having a follow up meeting with Cooper Brown tomorrow to get clarity. I will let you know once I am
done with that meeting. My main question will be: will ODOT support the transfer to the FYWT of the
taxlot and under which conditions? Cooper Brown now knows that the BOC will try to sell and break up
the lot, and he recognizes the value of keeping it intact.


Casey


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, October 8, 2020 11:35 AM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: ODOT response to FYWT(Stan's) inquiry


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Casey,


Our board met yesterday to discuss ODOT's response to the question of a YC transfer of the trail to the
FYWT. It left us with serious doubts if not fatal impediments to any transfer. There is no mention of a
concern from ODOT to the possibility of losing this ROW for future public use. This we couldn't
understand it would seem it would be somewhere in their strategic plans just as it is in YC's. From their
perspective it leaves a lot remaining with the county.  If you could give us your thoughts on this it would
be appreciated. Thank you and stay safe.


 


Wayne


 


 


 


From: CHICKERING Sonny P [mailto:Sonny.P.CHICKERING@odot.state.or.us] 
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Sent: Monday, October 5, 2020 12:36 PM
To: sgjlprimo@comcast.net
Subject: FW: Yamhelas Trail update and question


 


 


Good afternoon Stan,


 


I did some networking on Friday and discovered that your questions are very similar to those posed to
ODOT last month by Yamhill County Commission Chair Casey Kulla.  After considerable staff work and
discussion at our executive level, Assistant Director Cooper Brown provided a detailed response to Chair
Kulla, and Cooper has asked that my response to you be consistent with his earlier message.  To avoid
any misinterpretation on my part, I’ve elected to share Mr. Brown’s actual response with you (see below).


 


If you have need of further information or discussion, please feel free to contact Assistant Director Brown
directly.  I would appreciate being copied.


 


Have a good day.


 


 


 


 


 


“Good evening Chair Kulla,


 


The ODOT team has completed their review of your request; I appreciate your patience in allowing us to
run these questions to ground. 


 


As I mentioned previously, it does appear technically possible, although not advisable from the ODOT
perspective (as explained below), for the County to pass on the Connect Oregon grant responsibilities to
another entity.  Similarly, it appears that the County can also pass on ownership of the trail corridor right
of way. This said, the Transportation and Growth Management Program (TGM), which is funding the
Master Plan for the Trail, will need to remain with the County. Since the TGM program utilizes federal
transportation funds, only entities eligible to receive those funds can be applicants, and applicants
generally must be a unit of government, a Tribe, or Transit District. Accordingly, the County will need to
continue to be the lead for the TGM Master Plan process.


 


As for changing responsibilities for the Connect Oregon project and the right of way, ODOT would need to
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take several steps both with the County and the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. For the
Connect Oregon project, ODOT would need to enter into a new agreement both with the County and the
Friends group to transfer the responsibilities of the program. For the right of way, ODOT would need to
enter into an agreement with the Friends group that would put limitations on how the property can be
used and timelines – similar to the existing agreements from the original purchase of the
property. Additionally, as the right of way was purchased with Federal Funds, the County will still retain
responsibility of overseeing and ensuring the right of way actions comply with the agreements. The
bottom line is that the County would need to maintain some level of accountability for ensuring the right of
way is used in accordance with existing agreements even if these other changes were made.


 


While these actions are technically possible, frankly, it’s not clear to me what their net public benefit
would be. The Friends group would still have to complete the various land use processes through the
County, which may require future Board actions, in order to complete construction. That includes litigating
the past land-use decisions now before the Land Use Board of Appeals. Additionally, recall that the CO
grant is a reimbursable program. The Friends group would have to take on the responsibility of paying for
all the work to construct the current bridge and then seek reimbursement from ODOT. This means that
the Friends group will need a cash flow system in place to meet this requirement. In addition, the Friends
group would have to take on the project management responsibilities –  a difficult and complex long-term
task – and I’d be concerned that this group might not have the skills, expertise, funding or staffing
necessary to deliver a transportation infrastructure project that requires various state and federal
approvals and oversight responsibilities. It is important to remember that the property was purchased with
Federal funds, and therefore, the entirety of the project must meet Federal regulations for delivery (i.e.
NEPA). As you know, these are complex rules and, as such, they could create challenges for the Friends
Group if they don’t have a project management team behind them with the necessary expertise. Finally,
with both agreements, the Friends Group would have to take on the risk of paying back funds if the CO
project is not completed within the required timelines. 


 


So in conclusion, even with these proposed changes, the same challenges and requirements remain for
completing not just the current CO project, but the entirety of the trail. Additionally, there appear to be
increased project-performance risks should the Friends take over the project. In light of these challenges
and increased risks, I simply don’t see the benefit of pursuing these changes.


 


All this said, I’m always happy to discuss further. “


 


Best,


Cooper


 


Cooper Brown


Assistant Director for Operations


Oregon Department of Transportation


355 Capitol St NE


Salem, OR 97301-3871


 







Office: (503)986-3939


Mobile: (503)979-9101


OTC Admin: (503)986-3450


Email: cooper.h.brown@odot.state.or.us


 


 


 


Sonny P.A. Chickering, PE


Oregon Dept. of Transportation


Northwest (Region 2) Manager


 


Cell:  971-718-3181


Salem:  503-986-2640


Springfield:  541-736-2843
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes; Patty Williams; Ken Wright
Cc: Todd Sadlo; Carrie Martin; Casey Kulla; Janice Primozich; Christian Boenisch
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 5:59:15 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


If it is a Zoom meeting we can all attend remote and then, after Fritz is off, stay on a bit to discuss what
we learned.


On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 5:24:37 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


All,


 


I’ve asked Fritz to be available to board members for a zoom session at 1pm on Monday.  Veronica, will
that time slot work for you and if it works for Fritz could you provide the session link?


 


If the time does work anyone on the board is welcome to join me here at the office if they wish.  You
might have to sort a couple of grape clusters though.


 


Best, Ken


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 10:48 AM
To: Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>; Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Cc: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


And that is highly confidential, BTW....


 


V


 


On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 9:58:08 AM PDT, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:
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Patty, much of this is new to all of us. Count this as part of your learning curve. We are pursuing legal
information that will help us in our decisions regarding the possibility of becoming the owners of the trail.
Feel free to contact anyone of us for questions.  Wayne


 


On Wednesday, September 16, 2020, 9:00:24 AM PDT, Patty Williams
<poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


 


If I understand the request here, I am being asked to weigh in about official support to secure
legal counsel on the trail issues raised in this thread. My apologies for the delay in responding.
I am still trying to get my head wrapped around the project to date. I am in favor of securing
paid legal counsel for this.


-pw-


 


Patty Williams 
7860 NW Meadow Lake Road
Carlton OR 97111
503-312-0245 (phone)


 


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:50:27 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


 


Sorry for my delayed response— I was at the beach getting some fresh air and didn’t have access to
email  I agree with talking to the lawyer and exploring what all the potential exposures might be.  I also
agree with spending Friends money to do it, or would be willing to pitch in as well.


 


I’d like to participate if possible but have some schedule conflicts next week so go ahead and schedule it
and if I can join in I will.  Monday before 3:00 is best for me, Tuesday I’m not available.


 


Thanks everyone for all the work on this-


 


Veronica


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone
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On Sep 15, 2020, at 10:54 AM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:





Thank you Casey.


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 10:51:21 AM PDT, Casey Kulla
<kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Conditional Use Permit


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 10:50 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Carrie. One question; what is the CUP?


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 9:46:58 AM PDT, Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


Good morning, everyone,


 


There was a lot of conversation yesterday and I would like to briefly
summarize the outcomes so we’re all clear on a path forward.


 


1.  It is an excellent idea for the Friends to pursue legal representation independent of
the County. Fritz Paulus sounds like a good option.
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2. Once LUBA renders a decision on the pending Stay and two appeals, it will be the
County’s prerogative to respond. The Friends are not listed in the current litigation
and will not have the ability to pick up that baton, so to speak.


3. We hope to receive the LUBA decision by November, and once that happens the
CUP will be in limbo. Further development of the YWT will not be allowed to continue
until that issue is resolved. This may require a *new* owner to restart the process on
their own.


4. With regard to current grants in-progress, we will have to further investigate the
County’s ability to transfer those. Each grant funding source has different
stipulations. We will have to wait and see on that.


I think that’s all for now.


 


Thank you all for the good discussion.


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Yamhill County


Grants & Special Projects


martinc@co.yamhill.or.us


503-474-4991 (o)


971-241-1007 (m)


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 8:23 AM
To: Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty
Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd.


 


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 5:58:57 AM PDT, Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
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Wayne,


 


I understand most of what you said in your message and, of course, I
cannot give you legal advice, but I don't understand what you say would
be a "tactic" of 'ignoring LUBA.'  There is no need to ignore LUBA.  For
two years, it is likely that you will have a county Board that will not move
forward on land use approvals for the trail, whether it is owned by the
county or the Friends.  No one would be ignoring LUBA.  If the county's
decision is affirmed it would likely be appealed, and the county would
likely not prosecute the appeal.  If it is remanded, the county would likely
decline to seek approval on remand, and the Board would then deny the
application.  


 


As far as a suit against the county for transferring title to the trail:  that
seems like a stretch to me, because I can't think what the basis for that
might be, but that is the sort of thing you might ask Mr. Paulus if he is
brought into this.


 


Todd Sadlo


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 6:59 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Patty
Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Ken. I agree with Stan, it shouldn't be on your dime. Stan's concerns regarding
an unfinished LUBA situation is one of mine too. Carrie inferred that a tactic given to her
would be while mothballing the trail development ignore any LUBA transmissions or
actions; I would want more assurance of that being a sound tactic. Could the opponents
sue the county for divesting to us and if so where would that put us? I don't see a problem
getting financial support for a legal fund from trail supporters but having a sense of what
kinds of legal battles from opponents would be helpful. I would anticipate a lot of nuisance
types of actions from them. Our fixed costs would be insurance and potential property
taxes( there could be a waiver on them) whatever we need to budget for maintenance. The
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$3500 lease fee from Gene Belt would cover of that.


 


Wayne


 


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 5:40:55 PM PDT, Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


 


 


Regardless of whether the board would like to sit in on a discussion with Fritz I am planning
to meet with him to have a better understanding personally.  All on my dime of course.


 


Best, Ken


 


Sent from my iPhone


 


On Sep 14, 2020, at 5:15 PM, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
wrote:





[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal expense. 
Wayne, Veronica and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would you be able to give a
quick brief to Fritz of where we are?


 


Ken


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken
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Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Christian Boenisch' <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a
sentence in Todd's scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these
scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one,
because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I don't quite understand where that might
leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone such as Fritz Paulas guide us
would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response? Wayne


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:


 


 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the
attorney mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running
out and we need to act quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses,
it would be to advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the
land use case).  Christian and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works
in this field (land held in the public interest), and has a strong public interest streak.
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Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends
decide that they want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at
least until we have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort
you have put into this and I am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to
enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,
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Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no
matter which way the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the
Court of Appeals and the new Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the
case is remanded, there is not enough time for a remand hearing, and the new Board has
no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules require that the remand be
pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after that.  Again,
in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for
Friends to hold the property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue
permits anew.  The trail would not be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish
under Oregon’s land use system.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would
keep us from needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our
ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I
believe it is proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like
Friends. Like you, the thought of the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking
to me. I want to prevent that from happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I
asked them for an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will
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need to move quickly. Is the Friends board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining
questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)








From: Todd Sadlo
To: "Wayne Wiebke"; stevencarol. wick; Ken Wright; Stan G Primozich
Subject: FW: Yamhelas Westsider traffic
Date: Wednesday, April 29, 2020 3:43:49 PM
Attachments: Yamhelas Trail User Estimate and Parking Demand Study_Final Report_04-29-20.pdf


Please see the attached Study, and let me know if you have questions or concerns.  Feel free to
distribute this, and/or the draft findings on remand, as you wish.
 
Todd Sadlo
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 DATE: April 29, 2020  



 TO: Todd Sadlo, Assistant County Counsel, and Yamhill County 



 FROM: Justin Kuenne, Transportation Planner 



  David Evans and Associates, Inc. 



 SUBJECT: Yamhelas Westsider Trail User Estimate and Parking Demand Study 



 PROJECT: YAMX0000-0017 



Introduction 



In 2019, Yamhill County adopted a Conditional Use Permit (CUP) to convert a historical railroad bed 



and rights-of-way to a multipurpose, shared-use pathway (i.e., rails to trails). Opponents of the trail 



appealed the county’s adoption of the CUP to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA). LUBA 



has remanded the decision for the county to consider potential traffic problems from vehicles parked 



near the access points to the trail, and whether trail-related traffic or parked vehicles would impede 



the movement of agricultural machinery. 



This trail user estimate and parking demand study addresses the transportation-related issues 



outlined in LUBA’s remand. The analysis includes an estimation of vehicle trips generated by trail 



users parking at the proposed Carlton and Yamhill trailheads. Trip generation estimates are 



calculated based on the initial first phase of the Trail—the 3-mile section of the proposed trail from 



Carlton to Yamhill (OR 240, immediately east of the city of Yamhill).  



 



Executive Summary 



This trail user estimate and parking demand study addresses the transportation-related issues 



outlined in LUBA’s remand of the county’s proposed CUP.   



The key findings of this study are: 



 The 3-mile segment of the trail from Carlton to Yamhill is expected to see 50 to 300 daily 



users, depending on the day and month of the year. 



 Of all trail users, 20 percent is expected to access the trail by car and park at either the 



Yamhill or Carlton recommended trailheads, and total daily vehicle trip/parking generation is 



expected to range from 15 vehicles on an average weekday to 65 vehicles on a Saturday 



during the peak month of May.  



 Of the trail-generated vehicle trips, 75 percent is expected to park at the Carlton trailhead, 



and a maximum of 12 vehicles is expected during any given three-hour time period on a 
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Saturday during the peak month of May. It is estimated that there is sufficient space within 



Yamhill County’s rights-of-way (north of the Monroe Street/Pine Street intersection) to 



construct 12 parking spaces.  



 Of the trail-generated vehicle trips, 25 percent is expected to park at the Yamhill trailhead, 



and a maximum of four vehicles is expected to park there during any given three-hour time 



period on a peak Saturday. Currently there are four off-street, unofficial parking spaces near 



a county-owned building at the Yamhill trailhead, and plenty of room for additional spaces to 



be striped and/or constructed. 



 The increase in average daily traffic as a result of trail-generated vehicle trips is less than 



1 percent and 1.2 percent of the total traffic on OR 240 and OR 47 near the Yamhill and 



Carlton trailheads, respectively. All estimated traffic conditions on OR 47 and OR 240 are fully 



compliant with the county’s roadway traffic volume standards. 



The key recommendations of the study are: 



 The county should consider paving, striping, and signing four off-roadway parking spaces at 



the Yamhill trailhead, including one space and a loading area designated for Americans with 



Disabilities Act (ADA) accessibility, one space for a pickup truck/trailer, and two spaces for 



general public access. 



 The county should consider paving, striping, and signing up to 12 off-street parking spaces at 



the Carlton trailhead, including two spaces and loading areas designated for ADA 



accessibility, and two spaces for pickup truck/trailer parking. 



 To  discourage and restrict roadside parking at the trail crossings of NE Fryer Road and NE 



Merchant Road, the county should install “No Parking” signs stating that the vehicle will be 



towed at the owner’s expense, as well as wayfinding signs to the Carlton trailhead, where 



abundant public access parking exists.  



Based on the assessment, findings, and recommendations of this study, the proposed operation of 



the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (between Carlton and Yamhill) should pose no parking conflict and 



should not impede the movement of agricultural machinery along county road crossings of the trail. 
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail Concept Plan Overview 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Concept Plan1 defines the trail as follows: “The Yamhelas Westsider 



Trail (shown in Figure 1) will convert the historic Westsider rail line into a 17-mile multi-use 



recreational trail running from just north of Highway 99W at Gun Club Road to just north of Gaston. It 



will link up with the State Highway Bicycle Trail to Forest 



Grove and Henry Hagg Lake. The railway grade is gradual and 



will provide recreational opportunities for walkers, hikers, 



runners, bicyclist [sic], and horseback riders. Access is readily 



available from the county roads it crosses and nearby 



Highway 47. The route has magnificent vistas of the Coastal 



Range and passes many Century Farms. The cities of Carlton, 



Yamhill and Gaston, situated along the trail, will provide 



opportunities for shopping, dining and wine tasting.” 



While equestrian use is noted in the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 



Concept Plan, this study focuses exclusively on the estimation 



of bicycle and pedestrian trail use. 



Study Area and Trail Definition 



The portion of the 17-mile Yamhelas Westsider Trail 



examined in this study, subject of the Yamhill County 2019 



CUP and LUBA remand, is limited to the 3-mile segment 



between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. 



As shown in Figure 1, the proposed trail parallels OR 47, 



including two primary connections (trailheads): (1) within the 



city of Carlton, and (2) just east of the city of Yamhill and 



Stillers Mill Road on OR 240. North of Carlton, the trail will 



cross two county roads: NE Fryer Road and NE Merchant 



Road (see Figure 11 below).  



Yamhill County Comprehensive Plan – Findings 
Related to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail became a transportation 



infrastructure priority in 2012, with the adoption of 



Ordinance 880, amending the Transportation System Plan, 



which is a part of the Transportation Element of the county's 



Comprehensive Land Use Plan.  Policy 5.5 of the 



Comprehensive Plan, entitled "Air/Rail/Water/Pipeline 



Plan" was amended to incorporate the trail, its characteristics 



and importance, and added the Plan Policy: "4. Yamhill 



County supports the Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail With Trail 



                                                           
1 Yamhelas Westsider Trail Concept Plan, 2017. Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider and Yamhill County. 



Figure 1:  Proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
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Project (Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project) and considers it important to both the County's rail and 



trail/bikeway systems."  



Yamhill County Transportation System Plan – Findings Related to the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail 



Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
The full Yamhelas Westsider Trail (within Yamhill County) is an important component of the 2015 



Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP).2 The Yamhelas Westsider Trail project is identified 



in the Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvements section of the TSP, and specified to achieve two of the 



TSP’s primary goals and objectives: 



Goal 3: Provide an Equitable, Balanced, and Connected Multi-modal Transportation System 



Objective #4: Support connectivity between various communities in the County 



and  



Goal 4: Increase the Quality and Availability of Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities 



Objective #3: Support the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 



Roadway Functional Classification 
Each roadway in Yamhill County is designated with a functional classification that helps define its 



intended use, design daily traffic volumes, and the transportation modal activity (i.e., pedestrian, 



bicycle, vehicle, etc.) it is intended to serve. The TSP designates the functional classifications and 



safety statistics for OR 47, OR 240, NE Fryer Road, and NE Merchant Road, as shown in Figure 2. The 



following summarizes the characteristics of key roadways in the study area.  



OR 47 is classified as a minor arterial. This state highway serves as the main connector between 



Yamhill and Carlton. It is a paved, two-lane road with one 12-foot travel lane in each direction 



and 4- to 6-foot shoulders on each side. There are no existing bicycle or pedestrian facilities. The 



posted speed limit is 55 miles per hour (MPH).  



OR 240 is classified as a minor arterial. This state highway connects Yamhill to Newberg to the 



east. It is a two-lane road with one 12-foot travel lane in each direction and little to no paved 



shoulders. There are no existing bicycle or pedestrian facilities immediately fronting the 



proposed trail. A Yamhill city sidewalk extends east along OR 240 and ends approximately 1,000 



feet from the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail. The posted speed limit is 40 MPH where the 



proposed trail would connect, just east of Yamhill.  



NE Fryer Road is classified as a local road. It is a paved road that has two lanes (one in each 



direction) with a double yellow center stripe and no striped fog lines or shoulders. No 



pedestrian or bicycle facilities are present. There is no posted speed limit, so the basic rule 



applies.3 



NE Merchant Road is classified as a local road. A paved, two-way, dead-end road with no 



striping, shoulders, or bicycle/pedestrian facilities. There is no posted speed limit, so the basic 



rule applies.3 



                                                           
2 Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, 2015 
3 The Basic Rule states you must drive at a speed that is reasonable and cautious for existing conditions. 
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Yamhill County Roadways Standards 



As stated above and shown in Figure 2, OR 47 and OR 240 are both designated as minor arterials in 



the Yamhill County TSP. Table 1 lists Yamhill County’s Average Daily Traffic (ADT) roadway standard, 



as defined in the Yamhill County TSP; minor arterials have a minimum design ADT of 2,000 vehicles 



(meaning that minor arterials are expected to carry more than 2,000 ADT). The standard does not 



define a maximum ADT. NE Fryer Road and NE Merchant Road are local roads and are intended to 



carry less than 400 ADT.  



Figure 2: Functional Classification System (2014) 



 



 



Table 1: Yamhill County Roadway Standards – Average Daily Traffic 



 
Principal 
Arterials 



Minor 
Arterials 



Major 
Collectors 



Minor 
Collectors 



Resource 
Roads 



Local Roads 



Design ADT >2,500 >2,000 1,500 to 2,000 400 to 1,500 400 to 1,500 Under 400 



 



Figure 3 illustrates the 2015 TSP crash rate summary for the surrounding roadway network. Crash 



rates were not documented on NE Fryer Road or NE Merchant Road. The average crash rate on 



OR 47, the main connector between Yamhill and Carlton, is 100% to 200% of the state average, and 



the average crash rate on OR 240 is equal to or lower than the state average. 



Figure 4 shows the existing corridor health of the surrounding roadways as identified in the Yamhill 



County TSP. Within each rating of “poor,” “fair,” and “good” exist five measures: safety, traffic 



operations, geometrics, bicycle/pedestrian, and capacity. A rating of “good” indicates that no major 



deficiencies are identified. Corridor health was not documented for NE Fryer Road or NE Merchant 



Road.  OR 47 has a rating of “fair” and OR 240 has a rating of “poor.” 
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Figure 3: Existing Crash Rates 



 



Figure 4: Existing Corridor Health 



 



 



Figure 5 shows the bicycle and pedestrian needs along OR 47 between Carlton and Yamhill, as 



identified in the TSP.  



Figure 6 shows the Priority Improvement Locations identified in the TSP, which satisfy the previously 



identified needs with the recommended Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 
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Figure 5: Bicycle and Pedestrian Needs 



 



Figure 6: Bicycle/Pedestrian Priority Improvement Locations 



 



 



Existing Parking Facilities and Trail Access Points 



The proposed Carlton trailhead is north of the intersection of Monroe Street and Pine Street (see 



Figure 7), within property owned by Yamhill County. Figure 8 shows the proposed Carlton trailhead 



and potential trail crossing of Monroe Street. Monroe Street was recently constructed with new 



sidewalks (including pedestrian-scale lighting) and improved pedestrian crossings at the intersections 



of Pine Street and Kutch Street, and approximately 40 on-street parking spaces.   
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Figure 7: Proposed Carlton Trailhead 



 



Figure 8: Existing Parking and Pedestrian Facilities on Monroe Street in Carlton 



 



 



Figures 9 and 10 show the existing buildings and driveways at the proposed Yamhill trailhead, located 



on OR 240, immediately east of Yamhill. Currently, there is space for approximately three to four 



vehicles to park in parallel to OR 240. These spaces are unofficial. The building in Figure 10 is owned 



by the County and leased to the Yamhill-Carlton School District, which operates the building as its 



school bus barn.    
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Figure 9: Existing Parking Facilities – Yamhill Trailhead 



 



Figure 10: Existing Parking Facilities (Street View) – Yamhill Trailhead 



 



 



There are no designated parking or roadway shoulder lane facilities at the proposed Yamhelas 



Westsider Trail crossings of NE Fryer Road and NE Merchant Road (see Figure 11). The Yamhelas 



Westsider Trail Concept Plan does not propose development of trailhead or parking facilities at either 



county road crossing.  
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Figure 11: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Crossings at NE Fryer Road and NE Merchant Road 



 



 



Yamhelas Westsider Trail User Estimates 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Concept Plan does not provide user estimates for the proposed 



Yamhelas Westsider Trail. The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) recommends estimating trail 



use by extrapolating recorded trail user count volume on similar trails.4 The Yamhelas Westsider Trail 



(Carlton-Yamhill segment) user estimates summarized in this report are based on comparable trail 



user activity along the existing Corvallis-Philomath Multi-Modal Path (average weekday use), and 



peak Saturday and peak-month user characteristics along the Banks-Vernonia Trail. 



 



Users of the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail are defined and estimated as follows: 



 Local residents who walk or bike to and use the trail (assumed 75 percent of estimated trail 



users), and 



 Area residents who drive and park at the Carlton and Yamhill trailheads (assumed 25 percent 



of estimated trail users).  



 



Figure 12 shows user counts from year 2012 along the Corvallis-Philomath Multi-Modal Path. For the 



purposes of this study, the Corvallis-Philomath 2012 counts are escalated to 2017, using a calculated 



growth rate of 5.94 percent from 2012 to 20175, for a rounded-up total of 396 daily users. It is 



assumed that these counts were collected on an average weekday during an average month. 



Furthermore, the user counts reflect a one-way walk/run or bicycle trip (one user).  



 



                                                           
4 Shared-Use Path Level of Service Calculator – A User’s Guide, Federal Highway Administration, July 2006. 
5 2018 Annual Estimates of the Resident Population, U.S. Census Bureau, worldpopulationreview.com. 
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Figure 12: Corvallis-Philomath Multi-Modal Path Users – Average Weekday during Average Month, 2012 



 
 



There are 22,320 residents6 within a 1-mile buffer of the Corvallis-Philomath path, as summarized in 



Table 2. The per capita Corvallis-Philomath path user rate of 0.0177 is derived by dividing the 



weekday path user count (396) by area population (22,320). The population within the 1-mile buffer 



of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (between Carlton and Yamhill) is 3,795. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail 



population (3,795) is multiplied by the pathway user rate (0.0177) to estimate the average weekday 



users of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. As summarized in Table 2, there would be an estimated 67 



users of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail on the average weekday. 



Table 2: Yamhelas Westsider Trail – Weekday Trail User Estimates  



Daily Path Users 
(Corvallis-



Philomath) 



 Corvallis-Philomath 
1-Mile Population 



 Users per 
Capita 



 Yamhelas 1-Mile 
Population 



 Estimated Weekday 
Trail Users (Yamhelas 



Westsider) 



396 / 22,320 = 0.0177 x 3,795 = 67 



 



Estimated Trail-generated Trips  
Daily and seasonal data are unavailable from the Corvallis-Philomath Multi-Modal Path counts. 



Therefore, counts from the Banks-Vernonia Trail are used to determine a weekly profile and peak-



day (Saturday) factor of 2.3 (see Figure 13). The peak-day factor indicates that the volume of trail use 



on a Saturday is 2.3 times the volume of an average weekday. The monthly variation in trail use along 



the Banks-Vernonia Trail7 is illustrated in Figure 14. The peak month is May, and the peak seasonal 



adjustment factor is 1.97.  



 



                                                           
6 U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017. 
7 Oregon Park and Recreation Department, 2019. 
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Figure 13: Banks-Vernonia Trail – Weekly Trail-User Profile 



 



Figure 14: Banks-Vernonia Trail – Monthly User Profile 



 



These peak Saturday and peak month factors for the Banks-Vernonia Trail are applied to the average 



weekly trail-user estimates for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.  



Mode of Access 
Figure 15 illustrates the assumed modes of access to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. As shown, it is 



expected that 75 percent of trail users will either walk or bike to the trail. These trail users are 



referred to as “local residents,” most of whom live within approximately 1 mile of the proposed trail, 



which accounts for all of Carlton and more than 95 percent of Yamhill. The other 25 percent of trail 



users is expected to drive to the trail; these are known as “area residents,” who likely live farther 



than 1 mile from the trail.  
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Figure 15: Trail-User Access Mode Split* 



 



As noted in Figure 15, 15 percent of the total number of trail users is expected to drive alone, and 10 



percent is expected to share a ride between two people. This means that 5 percent of trail users (the 



ride sharers) will not generate a trip. Therefore, the total number of trail-generated trips 



(walk/bike/drive) is equal to 95 percent of the total number of trail users, and the number of trail-



generated vehicle trips is equal to 20 percent of the total number of trail users.   



Figure 16 illustrates the weekly profile of trail-generated trips within an average month for the 



Yamhelas Westsider Trail. As an example, the Saturday trail use is estimated by multiplying the 



average weekday user estimate (67) by the peak Saturday factor (2.3) for a total of about 155 



Saturday trail users, or approximately 148 trips (95 percent of 155, rounded up). Of the total 



Saturday trips, approximately 31 trips will be by auto (20 percent of 155). 



Figure 17 illustrates the weekly profile of trail-generated trips within the peak month of May. In May, 



the peak Saturday trail user estimate of 305 is based on the average Saturday trail user estimate 



(155) multiplied by the peak month factor (1.97). Of the peak Saturday trail users, 95 percent (290) is 



expected to generate a trip. Approximately 61 trips will be by auto (20 percent of 305). 
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*Mode split is based on local 
residents walking or biking to 
the trail (75%) and area 
residents driving to the trail 
(25%), with 15% driving alone 
and 10% sharing a ride
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Figure 16: Weekly Trail-Generated Trips during an Average Month 



  



Figure 17: Weekly Trail-Generated Trips during the Peak Month of May 



 



As shown above in Figure 17, the maximum number of trail-generated vehicle trips is estimated to be 



61 on a peak Saturday in May. Drivers who access the trail will park at either the Yamhill trailhead or 



the Carlton trailhead. This study estimates that 75 percent of all local motorists accessing the trail will 



park at the Carlton trailhead, due to the number and mix of immediate area land uses in downtown 



Carlton (see Figure 18).  



Figure 19 illustrates the estimated vehicle trips parking at both the Yamhill and Carlton trailheads, on 



the average weekday and Saturday, and average weekday and Saturday during the peak month 



(May).   
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Figure 18: Estimated Trail-Generated Vehicle Trip Distribution* 



 



 



 



Figure 19: Estimated Trail-Generated Daily Vehicle Trips 



 



The trail-generated vehicle trips illustrated in Figure 17 are further broken down into three-hour time 



frames (see Figure 20). Three hours represent the approximate amount of time it would take a 



person walking at a slow to average pace of 3 to 4 feet per second (2 to 2.75 MPH) to walk the trail 



roundtrip (3 miles each way). Using this time of use yields a conservative (high) estimate of the 



number of vehicles that will be parked at either trailhead during a three-hour period. Most trail users 



are expected to stay for a shorter amount of time. Figures 20 through 23 illustrate the estimated 



daily vehicle trips during an average month and the peak month. All figures are rounded up to the 



nearest whole number. 
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Figure 20: Estimated Three-Hour Trail-Generated Vehicle Trips – Average Month/Average Weekday 



 



Figure 21: Estimated Three-Hour Trail-Generated Vehicle Trips – Average Month/Saturday 
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Figure 22: Estimated Daily Trail-Generated Vehicle Trips – Peak Month/Average Weekday 



 



Figure 23: Estimated Three-Hour Trail-Generated Vehicle Trips – Peak Month/Saturday 



 



As shown in Figure 23, a maximum of four vehicles are estimated to park at the Yamhill trailhead 



during the peak three-hour periods on a Saturday during the peak month of May. During the peak 



three-hour periods on a Saturday in the peak month of May, 12 to 14 vehicles, at a maximum, are 



estimated to park at the Carlton trailhead 



Estimated On-site Parking Space Needs 



Figures 24 and 25 illustrate the parking space needs at the Yamhill and Carlton trailheads.  



This study recommends four designated parking spaces at the proposed Yamhill trailhead, including 



two general spaces, one ADA space, and one pickup truck/trailer space for equestrian trail access. 



Parking spaces should be paved, striped, and signed in conformance with ADA accessibility 



guidelines.  
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As seen in Figure 25, the proposed Carlton trailhead will require up to 12 vehicle parking spaces. This 



study recommends that Yamhill County designate 12 parking spaces within their rights-of-way at the 



Carlton trailhead, including eight general spaces, two ADA spaces and two pickup truck/trailer spaces 



within the proposed Carlton trailhead site. 



Figure 24: Yamhill Trailhead Parking Needs 



 



Figure 25: Carlton Trailhead Parking Needs 
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Trail Crossing Signs 



It is recommended that regulatory “No 



Parking” signs be installed on NE Fryer 



Road and NE Merchant Road at the 



proposed trail crossings. Additional signs 



that direct vehicles to the proposed 



Carlton trailhead are also recommended. 



Figure 26 illustrates two examples of 



signs (shown for illustrative purposes 



only; final sign design is necessary).  



 



Existing Weekday and Saturday Traffic Volume 



Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) volumes were obtained from the Oregon Department of 



Transportation (ODOT) TransGIS website for OR 47 through Carlton, as well as for OR 240 in Yamhill, 



near the planned Yamhelas Westsider Trail trailheads.8 Figure 27 and Figure 28 illustrate the AADT on 



OR 240 and OR 47, respectively, near the proposed trailheads.  



Figure 27: Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT), 2018, OR 240, Yamhill 



 



                                                           
8 Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) TransGIS, 2018 



Figure 26: Potential Signage at County Road Crossings 
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Figure 28: Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT), 2018, OR 47, Carlton 



  



As show in Figure 16, estimated trail-related use is highest on the typical Saturday. Therefore, existing 



traffic volumes on a Saturday were determined to evaluate what, if any, the trail-related impacts there 



would be during the peak day of Saturday on the surrounding roadway network.  



The ratio of Saturday traffic volumes to an ADT volume of 0.69 was determined using traffic counts 



collected in March 2019, as shown in Figure 29, which summarizes the ADT volumes on OR 240 recorded 



in March 2020. Summary traffic volume adjustment factors from the March 2020 traffic count on 



OR 240 include: 



 Average Weekday Traffic (Monday–Friday): 113 percent of ADT * (AADT adjustment factor of 1.13) 



 Saturday Traffic:  69 percent of ADT * (AADT adjustment factor of 0.69) 



Furthermore, a seasonal (peak month) adjustment factor was extrapolated from the average seasonal 



traffic volume profiles of three Automatic Traffic Recorders (ATRs) located in the area surrounding 



Yamhill and Carlton, as shown in Figure 30.9 Table 3 lists the ADT during the peak month near the 



Yamhill and Carlton trailheads using the above methodology. Figure 31 summarizes the resulting 



average daily vehicles on a weekday and Saturday during an average month, and a weekday and 



Saturday during the expected peak month (May). 



                                                           
9 A peak month of May was used, because the highest number of trail-generated vehicles occurs in May. 
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Figure 29: Average Daily Traffic (ADT) Volumes – OR 240, March 2020 



 



 



Figure 30: Permanent Traffic Recorder Stations, Oregon Department of Transportation 
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Table 3: Percent of Annual Average Daily Traffic Averaged over Each Month 



  ATR Stations Average Daily Traffic 



 % of AADT 



Average 



  



Month 36-006 36-004 34-009 OR 240 (Yamhill) OR 47 (Carlton) 



January 86% 93% 94% 91% 2,093 5,187 



February 90% 95% 98% 94% 2,170 5,377 



March 98% 99% 101% 99% 2,285 5,662 



April 97% 101% 102% 100% 2,300 5,700 



May 104% 102% 103% 103% 2,369 5,871 



June 107% 105% 103% 105% 2,415 5,985 



July 116% 105% 101% 107% 2,469 6,118 



August 117% 105% 102% 108% 2,484 6,156 



September 105% 102% 100% 102% 2,354 5,833 



October 100% 100% 100% 100% 2,300 5,700 



November 93% 98% 98% 96% 2,216 5,491 



December 87% 94% 97% 93% 2,131 5,282 



AADT    2,300 5,700 



May Seasonal Adjustment Factor  1.03  



          



 



The average weekday and Saturday adjustments factors are applied to the OR 240 and OR 47 AADT 



volumes (from Figures 27 and 28). Figure 31 summarizes the resulting annual average and peak month 



(May) traffic on OR 240 and OR 47 during the average weekday and Saturday. Figure 31 also notes the 



Yamhill County minimum design ADT threshold of 2,000 vehicle trips. 
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Figure 31: OR 240 and OR 47 Traffic Profile* 



 
*Notes:  
OR 240 (Yamhill Trailhead) 
OR 47 (near Carlton Trailhead) 
Minimum Design ADT (Yamhill County Roadway Standards, Yamhill County TSP – Appendix A) 



 



Estimated Impact of Trail-generated Vehicle Traffic 



Tables 4 and 5 show the existing vehicle trips per day (see Figure 31), the trail-generated vehicle trips 



per day (see Figure 19), and the percent increase for OR 240 at the Yamhill trailhead and OR 47 near 



the Carlton trailhead, respectively. As seen, the maximum impact that trail-generated traffic has on 



the roadway network occurs on a Saturday during the peak month of May, with a 0.91 percent 



increase in vehicle trips per day on OR 240 at the Yamhill trailhead and a 1.13 percent increase in 



vehicle trips per day on OR 47 near the Carlton trailhead. Figures 32 and 33 further illustrate the daily 



vehicle traffic shown in Tables 4 and 5. 
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Table 4: OR 240 at Yamhill Trailhead Daily Vehicle Traffic 



 Annual Average Peak Month – May 



 Average Weekday Saturday Average Weekday Saturday 



Existing Vehicle 
Trips per Day 
(Figure 31) 



2,605 1,597 2,684 1,645 



Trail-generated 
Vehicle Trips per 
Day (Figure 19) 



4 8 7 15 



Total  2,609 1,605 2,691 1,660 



Trail-related 
Increase 



0.15% 0.50% 0.26% 0.91% 



 



Table 5: OR 47 near Carlton Trailhead Daily Vehicle Traffic 



 Annual Average Peak Month – May 



 Average Weekday Saturday Average Weekday Saturday 



Existing Vehicle 
Trips per Day 
(Figure 31) 



6,457 3,959 6,651 4,077 



Trail-generated 
Vehicle Trips per 
Day (Figure 19) 



11 23 21 46 



Total  6,468 3,982 6,672 4,123 



Trail-related 
Increase 



0.17% 0.58% 0.32% 1.13% 
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Figure 32: OR 240 Daily Vehicle Traffic 



 



 



Figure 33: OR 47 Daily Vehicle Traffic 
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Findings and Recommendations 



This trail user estimate and parking demand study addresses the transportation-related issues 



outlined in LUBA’s remand of the County’s proposed CUP.   



The key findings of this study are: 



 The 3-mile segment of the trail from Carlton to Yamhill is expected to see approximately 50 



to 300 daily users, depending on the day and month of the year. 



 Of all trail users, 20 percent is expected to access the trail by car and park at either the 



Yamhill or Carlton recommended trailheads, and total daily vehicle trip/parking generation is 



expected to range from 15 vehicles on an average weekday to 61 vehicles on a Saturday 



during the peak month of May.  



 Of the trail-generated vehicle trips, 75 percent is expected to park at the Carlton trailhead, 



and a maximum of 12 vehicles is expected during any given three-hour time period on a 



Saturday during the peak month of May. It is estimated that there is sufficient space within 



Yamhill County’s rights-of-way (north of the Monroe Street/Pine Street intersection) to 



construct 12 parking spaces.  



 Of the trail-generated vehicle trips, 25 percent is expected to park at the Yamhill trailhead, 



and a maximum of four vehicles is expected to park there during any given three-hour time 



period on a peak Saturday. Currently there are four off-street, unofficial parking spaces near 



a county-owned building at the Yamhill trailhead, and plenty of room for additional spaces to 



be striped and/or constructed. 



 The increase in average daily traffic as a result of trail-generated vehicle trips is less than 



1 percent of the total traffic on OR 240 and OR 47 near the Yamhill and Carlton trailheads, 



respectively. All estimated traffic conditions on OR 47 and OR 240 are fully compliant with 



the County’s roadway traffic volume standards. 



The key recommendations of the study are: 



 The county should consider paving, striping, and signing four off-roadway parking spaces at 



the Yamhill trailhead, including one space and a loading area designated for ADA 



accessibility, one space for a pickup truck/trailer, and two spaces for general public access. 



 The county should consider paving, striping, and signing up to 12 off-street parking spaces at 



the Carlton trailhead, including two spaces and loading areas designated for ADA 



accessibility, and two spaces for pickup truck/trailer parking. 



 To  discourage and restrict roadside parking at the trail crossings of NE Fryer Road and NE 



Merchant Road, the county should install “No Parking” signs stating that the vehicle will be 



towed at the owner’s expense, as well as wayfinding signs to the Carlton trailhead, where 



abundant public access parking exists.  



Based on the assessment, findings, and recommendations of this study, the proposed operation of 



the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (between Carlton and Yamhill) should pose no parking conflict and 



should not impede the movement of agricultural machinery along county road crossings of the trail. 
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From: V H
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: Carrie Martin
Date: Friday, July 31, 2020 7:07:38 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Oh geez!


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Jul 31, 2020, at 5:29 PM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:



Just so you know, I have emailed this person and called her twice.


Carrie Martin
Yamhill County
Grants & Special Projects
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
503-474-4991 (o)
971-241-1007 (m)


From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 3:09 PM
To: Lommen, Kristy <Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Carrie Martin
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Hi Kristy-


While Carrie is really the one to answer as the county is the owner of the right of
way, I can tell you that right now, as far as I know, none of the right of way is
formally open to the public. 


Veronica



mailto:veronica4249@yahoo.com

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us





Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone


On Jul 29, 2020, at 8:27 AM, Lommen, Kristy
<Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov> wrote:



Hi folks,
 
Still hoping for an update on this. Thanks,
 
Kristy
 
 
 
Kristy Lommen
Digital Content Specialist| Oregon Lottery®


Desk: 503.540.2002
Fax: 503.540.1329
www.oregonlottery.org


<image001.png>


 
 
 


From: Lommen, Kristy 
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:18 AM
To: Carrie Martin (martinc@co.yamhill.or.us) <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Carrie Martin
 
Hi Carrie,
 
I am trying to obtain some information regarding the Yamhelas Westsider
Trail. Specifically, I’d like to know if any portions of the trail are yet open
to the public at this point.
 
Thanks in advance for your assistance,
 
Kristy Lommen
 


From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 9:14 AM



http://www.oregonlottery.org/

mailto:veronica4249@yahoo.com





To: Lommen, Kristy <Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov>
Subject: Carrie Martin
 
Hi Kristy-


Please contact Carrie Martin at Yamhill County.  She asked me to direct
you to her.  Contact info attached.


Best,


Veronica 


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone



mailto:Kristy.Lommen@lottery.oregon.gov






From: V H
To: Stephanie (Steph) Noll; Robert Spurlock; Casey Kulla; Larry Klimek
Subject: Video of Yamhelas Trail meeting
Date: Thursday, January 14, 2021 10:23:11 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you all again for speaking last night—great information and an exciting vision for our
region! We appreciate your time and expertise.


There were a number of people who were not able to get into the meeting last night for some
as-yet-to-be-understood technical reasons. We would like to make a recording of the meeting
available either to them individually or publicly, as I’m sure there are others who couldn’t get
in that we haven’t heard from.


Please let me know if you are OK with us distributing the video or putting it on YouTube.


Best,


Veronica


Sent from and autocorrected by my iPhone



mailto:veronica4249@yahoo.com

mailto:steph.noll@oregontrailscoalition.org

mailto:robert.spurlock@oregonmetro.gov

mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:larry_klimek@fws.gov






From: Ken Wright
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes; Wayne Wiebke; Carol Foley; Steve Harloff; Stan Primozich; Patty Williams; Steve Wick
Cc: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Master Plan Open House reminder
Date: Wednesday, December 2, 2020 10:30:51 AM
Attachments: image002.png


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Veronica,
 
It might be helpful to have all private ownership, and possibly leases, of the Right of Way identified
in the google map included in Resources Tech Memo #1.  There are 5 separate private ownerships of
the trail near Carlton, 2 near Yamhill, the bus barn and Fruithill and the single property just south of
Gaston that I am aware of. 
 
They could be identified with a different color so that as the map is used in the planning process it is
never far from mind that each of those parts of the trail may require a different approach and likely
the inclusion of the property owner in design elements.
 
Ken
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 1, 2020 4:47 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Carol Foley <carol@foleyresearch.com>; Steve
Harloff <sjharloff@gmail.com>; Stan Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Patty Williams <poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com>; Steve Wick
<stevencarol.wick@gmail.com>
Subject: Master Plan Open House reminder
 
There's a lot going on so I thought I'd send out a reminder that the virtual Open
House for the Master Plan is tomorrow.  It sounds like they are repeating the agenda,
so you can tune in at 5:00 or 6:00. 
 
There is a link to join the Open House at Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan  --
scroll down to the Get Involved section.
 
 


 



mailto:ken@kenwrightcellars.com

mailto:veronica4249@yahoo.com

mailto:shadypondacre@yahoo.com

mailto:carol@foleyresearch.com

mailto:sjharloff@gmail.com

mailto:sgjlprimo@comcast.net

mailto:poorlydrawnheads@yahoo.com

mailto:stevencarol.wick@gmail.com

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

http://www.ywtmasterplan.com/







Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan


 
 
 
Also I encourage you to look at the Resources tab.  The materials that the Project
Advisory Committee went over today are there.  You can give input either directly on
the contact form on the website, or to me and I will relay. 
 
I brought up the equestrian question again and asked if for some reason that had
been dropped since all I saw mentioned in these documents was biking and walking,
and they said no, it hasn't been dropped, but probably the focus on bike/ped is
because it's being seen mostly as a transportation corridor.  I will follow up again and
encourage them to reach out to equestrian contacts and give them Steve W's name. 
There were other calls from PAC members to not let recreation get lost in the
process.
 
The first Master Plan report to the County Commission will be on December 17th.
 
V








From: Casey Kulla
To: V H
Subject: FW: Commissioner"s Meeting, 8/13/2020 ~ Item #F-5.
Date: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 3:24:11 PM
Importance: High


You can see what Lee and company  are talking about. It might help with your comments.
 


From: Lee Schrepel <lee@fruithillinc.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 2:58 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Rick Olson
<olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>; BOC Info <bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Commissioner's Meeting, 8/13/2020 ~ Item #F-5.
Importance: High
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Dear Commissioners,


I write in reference to tomorrow's subject meeting and agenda item F-5, as quoted below,
relating to the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT):


Consideration of approval of the ODOT Transportation & Growth
Management (TGM) Program: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
Grant agreement between Yamhill County and the Oregon
Department of Transportation (ODOT) in the amount of $122,280 to
develop a master plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail requiring a
county match of $16,674.


I noticed many pages (pages 48-87, I think) of back-up documentation in your packet, led-off
by an email from County employee Carrie Martin about an ODOT grant.


With the proposed YWT deeply mired in litigation, it seems ridiculous and wasteful of County
resources to proceed in any way at this time.  County tax dollars are hard-earned by County
citizens.  For the Board of Commissioners (BOC) to commit the money this agena item
proposes to such an effort is fiscally irresponsible.
 
The YWT proposal is fraught with legal problems, probably unsolvable legal problems.  BOC
action in support of the YWT is under another LUBA stay because it is likely illegal!  If it can
never pass the farm impacts test, the trail will never be built!  LUBA does not grant stays
frequently, and the County is way out of line here.
 
The BOC should wait to seek money for the Master Plan until they know that the YWT can be
lawfully approved!  The County and State are not awash in funds, particularly as a result of the
current pandemic.  How can this wasteful effort be responsibly considered now?  Surely the
County has greater priorities, especially those relating to health and safety.
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It is also unwise of the BOC to consider this action given the misrepresentations already made
to ODOT in order to secure funding to construct the bridge.  As-is, the County may be faced
with returning that money!  The BOC has quite a history of risky decisions regarding the
YWT and seems intent to push forward in an irrational and irresponsible manner!
 
Where is transparency and the idea of following a legitimate and legal process in County
government?  Why doesn't the BOC behave as if they needed to properly account for their
actions?
 
Ultimately, the County should, in some way, return the railroad right-of-way to the
neighboring landowners so it can be put to its planned, zoned and intended EFU purpose -
farming!
 
Please DO NOT throw more good money after bad!  You need to account to, rather than
totally disregard the true needs of, County taxpayers!
 
Lee


Lee Schrepel, FRUITHILL, INC.
6501 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill, OR  97148-8507
Ofc & Res  503-662-3926
Mobile  503-939-1562
Fax  503-662-4270
Email  Lee@FruithillInc.com
www.FruithillInc.com
Email  communitycantata@gmail.com
www.CantataChoir.org
"Quality Fruit For Generations!"
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From: Steve Harloff
To: Amy Brewer; Anne Falla; Carrie Martin; Ken Wright; Larry Heesacker; Leona Sitton; Pam Kirsch; Stan G


Primozich; Steve Wick; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Wayne Wiebke
Subject: Fwd: Fw: Update on SRTS application - feedback from ODOT
Date: Friday, July 24, 2020 8:55:43 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Some great news from Yamhill. Hope this bodes well for creating a route to connect with the
Trail. Personally, right now, I am most concerned with the dangerous intersection of MV Road
and Hwy 47. Jackson got his car smashed trying to pull out next to the T&E last week. I
wrote/sent letters of support on behalf of the Friends and the YDA for the SRTS grant. Can’t
ODOT like the Trail as well as liking Yamhill? The note from Renee/AKS about ODOT using
bike trail funding for SRTS grants might be a conflict for the funding of the Trail. 


---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Yvette Potter <y.potter@cityofyamhill.org>
Date: Thu, Jul 23, 2020 at 4:32 PM
Subject: Fw: Update on SRTS application - feedback from ODOT
To: karaweber111@gmail.com <karaweber111@gmail.com>, Philip Higgins
<phiggins@pacificcrestrea.com>, Anita Borgaes - Realtor <anita@wcpcompanies.com>,
sjharloff@gmail.com <sjharloff@gmail.com>


 
Well, this is exciting news!! 


The City of Yamhill is receiving encouragement from ODOT on our Safe Routes
to School Grant application. Not only is ODOT recommending the City of
Yamhill request substantially more funding than what we asked for. But, ODOT
is also offering to fund the entire amount of matching funds the City of Yamhill
was initially required to provide. In other words, the funds we expend to AKS
to prepare and submit the application will be completely reimbursed. If our
grant application is approved, ODOT will fund the entire Safe Routes to School
grant request.


Hold your breath, and cross your fingers......dreams do come true!


Yvette Potter, Mayor
City of Yamhill, Oregon
Community Thriving


From: Renee Godwin <reneeg@aks-eng.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:54 AM
To: John Christiansen <johnc@aks-eng.com>; Jason Wuertz <wuertzj@aks-eng.com>; Yvette Potter
<y.potter@cityofyamhill.org>
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Subject: Update on SRTS application - feedback from ODOT
 
Hi everyone –
I have good news to share with you about our SRTS application. I spoke with Jenna Berman of ODOT
this morning. She wanted to provide some feedback on our letter of intent as we work on the
application.
 
First of all, the letter of intent did not require us to attach a design, so the team had some questions
about the options we considered and how we arrived at this one. She was glad to hear of the options
we considered, including half street improvements, the multi-use path, and the separated path. The
review team asked if we considered an 8 foot path as a happy medium between the normal 6 foot
ped path and the 10 foot multi-use path option. After I walked her through everything, she
supported our choice of design and was happy to hear it is all within the right-of-way. She said we
could also consider doing the path in asphalt rather than concrete if we wanted.
 
Second, she asked that we increase our budget. They felt the $500,000 - $650,000 was low and
encouraged us to increase it, even up to 40%. This would provide room for the significant design
review (particularly for the review of ramps) time involved with working with ODOT and potentially
high construction costs. She said to estimate high and then add a 20-30% contingency. If we don’t
use all the money we can always give it back.
 
Finally, she said that ODOT will be covering the matching funds completely for the small
communities like Yamhill. That means that any money spent in this process (preliminary engineering,
etc.) that we would have applied to the matching funds, will be fully reimbursed by ODOT. So if this
project is selected, the entire project would be funded by ODOT! Apparently, ODOT went back and
decided to take funds from their bike/ped budget to do this for the small communities.
 
She is working with the local ODOT rep to draft a letter of support for our project. I should have that
the first week of August.
 


Renee Godwin
Associate


AKS ENGINEERING & FORESTRY, LLC
12965 SW Herman Road, Suite 100 | Tualatin, OR 97062
P: 503.563.6151 x269 | www.aks-eng.com | ReneeG@aks-eng.com 
Offices in: Bend, OR | Keizer, OR | Tualatin, OR | Vancouver, WA
 
NOTICE:  This communication may contain privileged or other confidential information. If you have received it in
error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail and immediately delete the message and any attachments without
copying or disclosing the contents. AKS Engineering and Forestry shall not be liable for any changes made to
the electronic data transferred. Distribution of electronic data to others is prohibited without the express written
consent of AKS Engineering and Forestry.
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Steve Wick; Ken Huffer; Carol Foley; Larry Heesacker; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Leona Sitton; Jarod Logsdon;


Franchot Huttchinson; Ken Wright; Wayne Wiebke; Steve Harloff
Cc: Patty Williams
Subject: Re: Draft September Board Meeting Agenda
Date: Saturday, September 5, 2020 10:50:25 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Here is the Zoom meeting info: 


Veronica Hinkes is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.


Topic: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail board meeting
Time: Sep 8, 2020 04:00 PM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
        Every month on the Second Tue, until Jan 12, 2021, 5 occurrence(s)
        Sep 8, 2020 04:00 PM
        Oct 13, 2020 04:00 PM
        Nov 10, 2020 04:00 PM
        Dec 8, 2020 04:00 PM
        Jan 12, 2021 04:00 PM
Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar system.
Monthly:
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/tZUoduGspj0tGdApj83v6Pv7vsIEYmbvdqRx/ics?
icsToken=98tyKuGpqzoiHtyTtxqDRpwcGYj4WejxiCFajad8jBW9UDYFUhWhIPFrF4tyEs7U


Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81518486734?pwd=ekx6T25Lc29iNHFNWVJLT2dJd05JUT09


Meeting ID: 815 1848 6734
Passcode: 870473
One tap mobile
+13126266799,,81518486734#,,,,,,0#,,870473# US (Chicago)
+13462487799,,81518486734#,,,,,,0#,,870473# US (Houston)


Dial by your location
        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
        +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
        +1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
        +1 669 900 9128 US (San Jose)
        +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
        +1 301 715 8592 US (Germantown)
Meeting ID: 815 1848 6734
Passcode: 870473
Find your local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kkg626ekP
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On Friday, September 4, 2020, 3:08:43 PM PDT, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Hi All,
 The agenda looks short but the conversation regarding Funding Committee & Communications may lengthen
the time.Some of you will be meeting Patty for the first time, but I hope her resume gives you a heads up as to
who she is and the help she can bring to our organization. Both Ken and I have know Patty for a considerable
length of time if you are looking for character references. We both will vouch that she is a character. So much
for levity. If there are other items you wish to address on the agenda just let me know; as always, this first  is
always a draft.    Wayne








From: Casey Kulla
To: Wayne Wiebke; veronica4249@yahoo.com; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net); Patty Williams; stevencarol.wick@gmail.com
Cc: Philip Higgins; jeff@visitmcminnville.com
Subject: FW: Kids need the Yamhelas Westsider Trail!
Date: Thursday, January 21, 2021 6:25:55 PM


We need hundreds of these emails by Thursday, cc’d to the News Register (probably to nmontesano@newsregister.com).
 


From: Erin Chen <erin.yvonne.chen@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2021 5:05 PM
To: BOC Info <bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Kids need the Yamhelas Westsider Trail!
 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


My name is Erin Chen, I am a mother of two girls, 9 years old and 5 years old, in Dundee, OR and I am writing in full-throated support of the planned Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 
 
One of our favorite activities as a family is to go for long hikes and walks together. Yamhill is so beautiful and particularly in these stressful times, getting out and about has been an important part of our physical and mental health. Sadly, we;ve found that here in Yamhill, our options for long family walks are either on privately owned land (Trappist Abbey, Newberg Golf Course route), beautiful but short (Harvey Creek Trail), or along roads where my flighty five year old has to share the right away with car traffic. A public trail like the planned Yamhelas Westsider would be an absolute game changer for us, and we would use it regularly. 
 
Furthermore, as a now homeschooling (Covid, Ugh!) mom, I am acutely aware of the connection between exercising kid's bodies, and growing their brains. Numerous studies (link) have shown that short moderate blasts of morning exercise, such as walking to school, primes kids to learn throughout the school day, and has been linked to increased academic achievement, confidence, and better test scores. While my children would not directly benefit, the ability of the Yamhelas Westsider to allow kids to safely bike or walk to school, would be a huge asset to those communities. 
 
Whether it's through promoting the mental health, physical health, or boosting academic achievement and safety, an investment in the Yamhelas Westsider Trail is an investment in our kids. And who doesn't want to help kids?
 
Thank you so much, I've attached a number of cute pictures of my kids on Yamhill roads and trails to get you inspired. 
 
-Erin Gardner
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From: Philip Higgins
To: Casey Kulla
Cc: Wayne Wiebke; veronica4249@yahoo.com; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net); Patty Williams;


stevencarol.wick@gmail.com; jeff@visitmcminnville.com
Subject: Re: Kids need the Yamhelas Westsider Trail!
Date: Thursday, January 21, 2021 6:45:45 PM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


It’s not to late to hire professional help. I’ve got a PR firm in mind. You can pull this out of
the nose dive but it will take actual *action*


Philip E Higgins
Pacific Crest REA
503-793-9039


(Please excuse any mis-spelling or auto-correct oddities)


> On Jan 21, 2021, at 6:26 PM, Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
>
> We need hundreds of these emails by Thursday, cc’d to the News Register (probably to
nmontesano@newsregister.com<mailto:nmontesano@newsregister.com>).
>
> From: Erin Chen <erin.yvonne.chen@gmail.com>
> Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2021 5:05 PM
> To: BOC Info <bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>
> Subject: Kids need the Yamhelas Westsider Trail!
>
>
>
> [This email originated outside of Yamhill County]
>
> My name is Erin Chen, I am a mother of two girls, 9 years old and 5 years old, in Dundee,
OR and I am writing in full-throated support of the planned Yamhelas Westsider Trail.
>
> One of our favorite activities as a family is to go for long hikes and walks together. Yamhill
is so beautiful and particularly in these stressful times, getting out and about has been an
important part of our physical and mental health. Sadly, we;ve found that here in Yamhill, our
options for long family walks are either on privately owned land (Trappist Abbey, Newberg
Golf Course route), beautiful but short (Harvey Creek Trail), or along roads where my flighty
five year old has to share the right away with car traffic. A public trail like the planned
Yamhelas Westsider would be an absolute game changer for us, and we would use it regularly.
>
> Furthermore, as a now homeschooling (Covid, Ugh!) mom, I am acutely aware of the
connection between exercising kid's bodies, and growing their brains. Numerous studies (link)
<https://inside.uncc.edu/news-features/2017-02-21/study-exercise-school-benefits-students-
throughout-day> have shown that short moderate blasts of morning exercise, such as walking
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to school, primes kids to learn throughout the school day, and has been linked to increased
academic achievement, confidence, and better test scores. While my children would not
directly benefit, the ability of the Yamhelas Westsider to allow kids to safely bike or walk to
school, would be a huge asset to those communities.
>
> Whether it's through promoting the mental health, physical health, or boosting academic
achievement and safety, an investment in the Yamhelas Westsider Trail is an investment in
our kids. And who doesn't want to help kids?
>
> Thank you so much, I've attached a number of cute pictures of my kids on Yamhill roads
and trails to get you inspired.
>
> -Erin Gardner
> [cid:177279d68fa6a6c42673]
> [cid:177279d87b8790b8e694]
> [cid:177279db5881edc99705]
>
>
> <IMG_9617.jpg>
> <IMG_9718.jpg>
> <IMG_9959.jpg>
> <IMG_9959.jpg>








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Janice Primozich; Ken Wright
Cc: Todd Sadlo; Casey Kulla; Carrie Martin; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Christian Boenisch; Patty Williams
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT
Date: Tuesday, September 15, 2020 10:52:31 AM


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I would like to participate as well. Carrie, I think gave us some good clarity.


On Tuesday, September 15, 2020, 10:22:23 AM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


Next week Monday or Tuesday.  Zoom or phone session.


Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On Sep 15, 2020, at 10:16 AM, Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:





Hi Ken, could you let us know when that meeting will take place? I would be interested.


Stan


 


From: Ken Wright [mailto:ken@kenwrightcellars.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 5:41 PM
To: Todd Sadlo
Cc: Wayne Wiebke; Casey Kulla; Janice Primozich; Carrie Martin; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Christian
Boenisch; Patty Williams
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Regardless of whether the board would like to sit in on a discussion with Fritz I am planning to meet with
him to have a better understanding personally.  All on my dime of course.


 


Best, Ken


 


Sent from my iPhone
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On Sep 14, 2020, at 5:15 PM, Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:





Absolutely, I would be willing to talk to Fritz-we go way back.


On Sep 14, 2020, at 4:52 PM, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


 


[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I’m happy to personally hire Fritz to consult with us on our exposure to legal expense. 
Wayne, Veronica and Stan, are you good with this?  Todd, would you be able to give a
quick brief to Fritz of where we are?


 


Ken


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 3:55 PM
To: 'Casey Kulla' <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Todd Sadlo' <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken
Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>
Cc: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Christian Boenisch' <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


I just completed reading through this string of emails and I agree with Stan. There is a
sentence in Todd's scenario that for me needs more clarification: "Again, in neither of these
scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend against one,
because Friends did not intervene in the appeal." I don't quite understand where that might
leave us. We do need to talk as a board and having someone such as Fritz Paulas guide us
would be helpful. What would be the minimum for a FYWT final response? Wayne


 


On Monday, September 14, 2020, 2:48:37 PM PDT, Janice Primozich
<sgjlprimo@comcast.net> wrote:


 


 


I really believe we need to take a serious look at next steps and a conversation with the
attorney mentioned here would certainly be appropriate.  I certainly see our time running
out and we need to act quickly or all of the work of these past years will be gone.


Stan
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From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:42 PM
To: Todd Sadlo; Janice Primozich; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'; Christian Boenisch
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Thanks, Todd.


 


From: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


That would be an appropriate next step.  I guess, if Friends is going to incur legal expenses,
it would be to advise them regarding the legal risks of taking this on (and not related to the
land use case).  Christian and I have also talked about Fritz Paulus as a lawyer who works
in this field (land held in the public interest), and has a strong public interest streak.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


While we all have Todd on the line: what is the next step for each entity, should Friends
decide that they want to pursue this? Sale and Purchase Agreement?


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 1:27 PM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


Thank you Todd that is a very optimistic scenario.  I would love to see this move forward at
least until we have a new board.  I want to say I really appreciate all of the time and effort
you have put into this and I am hoping that it is an actual trail in time for both you and I to
enjoy.


Stan


 


From: Todd Sadlo [mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:54 PM
To: Janice Primozich; Casey Kulla; 'Wayne Wiebke'; 'Ken Wright'
Cc: Carrie Martin; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes'
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Stan,


 


Friends did not intervene, and has no standing, and no basis for incurring legal fees, no
matter which way the case goes.  If the case is affirmed, the opponents can appeal to the
Court of Appeals and the new Board can refuse to defend the decision on appeal.  If the
case is remanded, there is not enough time for a remand hearing, and the new Board has
no obligation to conduct a hearing on remand.  Current rules require that the remand be
pursued within, approximately, 180 days.  The application would be void after that.  Again,
in neither of these scenarios would Friends have standing to pursue an appeal or defend
against one, because Friends did not intervene in the appeal.  The goal would be for
Friends to hold the property in the hope that a new Board in two or four years could pursue
permits anew.  The trail would not be the first worthwhile project to take years to accomplish
under Oregon’s land use system.


 


Todd Sadlo


 


From: Janice Primozich <sgjlprimo@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:21 PM
To: Casey Kulla <kullac@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Wayne Wiebke'
<shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; 'Ken Wright' <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>;
'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Ownership transfer of YWT
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[This email originated outside of Yamhill County]


I am very concerned about our ability to take this on without a ruling from LUBA that would
keep us from needing several thousand dollars in legal fees. I am certainly in favor of our
ownership.


Stan


 


From: Casey Kulla [mailto:kullac@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Stan Primozich (sgjlprimo@comcast.net)
Cc: Carrie Martin; Todd Sadlo; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Ownership transfer of YWT


 


Now that we’ve got the ODOT bridge construction grant amendment almost signed, I
believe it is proper to address transferring ownership of the taxlot to an outside entity like
Friends. Like you, the thought of the trail property getting cut up and sold is heart-breaking
to me. I want to prevent that from happening.


 


I have prepped ODOT Director and Governor’s office for the idea already, and today I
asked them for an informal “blessing” of a transfer. If a property transfer happens, it will
need to move quickly. Is the Friends board ready to move forward? Can you get remaining
questions answered as we progress?


 


Casey


971-241-6585


(apologies if I did not get every board member cc’d)
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